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TO THE READER OF THIS

VOLUME

Kindly handle this book with the utmost
care on account of its fragile condition.
The binding has been done as well as possible under existing conditions and will
give reasonable wear with proper opening
and handling.

Your thoughtfulness
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of Nuit de Chine, illusfrom a curious Chinese document, the literal translation being "Night in the Country of
China (.Kingdom of Flowers') sweet smelling odour."

The

characters on the bottle

trated, are

,

In its own poetic way descriptive of the soft scented
night of the East. One of Poire t's selections from the
Perfumes ofRosine.

Poirjet,

YOU MAY SELECT
the
he who has learned
TOIRET,
to express a woman's individuality in
artist

beautiful lines, in colour, in fabrics

— Poiret has turned to perfumes.

quaint, unique bottles, flacons by the wrappings of these strange new
odours and beautiful seems, he shows you
how best to express your own individuality, in perfume.

By the

He has studied the personality of woman.
And he has found a perfume for each type.
Now he offers a new way for each woman
to find the

Which

perfume which best

expresses her

HOW TO

own

suits her.

particular style.

SELECT YOUR SCENT

50

from the perfumes of Rosine, hehas selected those that he wants. And for each

of those chosen
the exotic, the inspiring,
the wicked
he has designed a distinctive
bottle or wrapping. As an example, the Nuit

de Chine — illustrated — whose oriental
odour is unlike anything ever known before.

And

each package

is

You How

Himself, Tells
mere fact that it appeals to a woman, Poiret says, indicates that it is the one

that the

for her to wear.

And

so with

509

the others.

EXPRESSING A WOMAN'S
INDIVIDUALITY

5O

it is but natural that his mind should
study the other ways for woman to express her personality. His mind, that of
the student; his eye, that of the artist. His
imagination
that of POIRET.

—

Each of the lovely flacons, beautiful bottles
wonderful trappings he designed expressly for the perfume it contains. And
each perfume for a type.

—

—

so cleverly contrived,

THE CHANDON COMPANY,

all

For Poiret has studied women. He has
clothed them with an eye for the exquisHis frocks
ite which is his, and his alone.
grace the slender bodies of princesses.
Women come from world's ends to be
draped by his skilful hands.

FIFTH AVENUE,

NEW YORK,

IT
it is made easy for you to identify by
the wrappings, or the flacon, the perfume
that is within. The one which expresses
your personality. Subtly, discreetly— as you
would have it expressed. Telling a little,
betraying nothing.
promising much

Thus

CDOIRET himself says:
•*•

"These parfums,

I

offer you, mes amis, in confidence that

do for your soul what my gowns
have done for your bodies. It is true that
but
what
they are tres expensive
would you? Are they not parfums of the
rarest excellence? Parfums by which you
may at last accurately reflect your character,
your personality? And with the little
wrappings and flacons which I, Paul
Poiret, have designed with the same care
they will

as

my most

ravishing costume?"

In the more exclusive shops of your city
the perfumes of Rosine will be found for
sale, in the packings that Poiret himselt
designed for them. Each with its own
raison d'etre, each you can identify. Or we
will refer you to the dealer who sells
them, if you will but write.

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS FOR THE UNITED STATES

—
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Summers heat

only emphasizes the cool
perfection of a Skin that's Twin*Creamed!
is

The
The sun
going down

hot, destroyingly hot.

ITsultry

air

stands

still.

a red ball of fire
behind the hills, but leaving promise of a wilting night. Then, most
wonderful of sensations, comes a
cool little breeze, escaped from the
is

shadows of evening. Delightfully
it caresses your fevered cheeks and
instantly the whole world seems
different.
it is with Princess Pat Twin Creams.
At their touch the skin grows deliciously
cool. The heat flush, the stickiness, vanish.
Fresh, velvety softness replaces the drawn
harshness induced by summer's heat.

So

Such

is

entirely

the

effect of pore control, the
new, scientific principle which

makes Princess Pat Twin Creams a different complexion treatment than may be
had with any other creams in the world.
"Twin-Creaming" keeps the pores always
of normal size, giving the soft, fine-grained
skin texture which is the ardent desire of
every woman's heart.

A

Skin of Cool Beauty
The improved Princess Pat Complexion
Method doubly advantageous in hot

—
—

is simplicity itself. There is one
cream to nourish and rejuvenate; another
to cool the skin and close the pores. They
work together. Princess Pat Cream is ap-

weather

plied

first,

right over

pletely

Princess Pat

it.

Then both

Ice Astringent
are wiped com-

away.

You

will see the advantage over ordinary
penetrating astringents.
Princess Pat
Ice Astringent gives its closing, cooling,
tonic effect without going into the pores.
Little globules of cool moisture, forming

on the surface, prove this. You do not
rub the Astringent in. After it has acted
you wipe it entirely away.
The trouble heretofore has always been in
attempting the impossible. Nourishing
oils and astringent ingredients cannot be
The
effectively combined in one cream.
astringent element acts first and closes
the pores before they are nourished. And to
use an astringent without previously nour-

Use of Twin Creams, and

careful powderin
greatly assists in preventing tan.

new summer joy to
Pat Twin Creams and yi
make your own personal test
accordance with the offer below.
There
found

is,

indeed, a

are invited to

ishing the skin has the effect of choking
the pores by the "rubbing in" process.

So you see how beautifully Princess Pat
Twin-Creaming solves the greatest of all

—

complexion questions how to properly
keep the pores normally closed at all
times, yet constantly softened
pliant by beneficial oils that

and made
keep the

skin structure aglow with rosy health.

The

Blessing

In

of Pore Control

Summer

Refreshing as

The year 'round, Princess Pat Twin Creams
are a boon to every type of skin. But in
summer! Your skin under this treatment
becomes as rarely beautiful and fine as
flowerpetalsopeningin the garden of a cool,
dewy morning. There is simply nothing
comparable to the effect this treatment
will accomplish for all complexions.
"I call Princess Pat my 'Twenty Degrees
Cooler Treatment, " wrote one woman
who enjoyed it last summer. And you'll
feel the same this summer with this perfect complexion method.
And wait until you powder! No "rubbed
in" base, remember; just closed pores and
a cool, smooth skin. But the powder goes
on as smoothly as your own skin and it
will cling closer and longer than you would
have imagined possible from anything in
your past experience.

—

PRINCESS

t

Princess Pat Creams, Ice Astringent, Princess Pat Tint, Lip Stick, Powder, Princess Pat Perfume

Breeze

you can woo and win
through the Princess Pat method.
Here's all you do; apply a bit of the
blight the beauty

cream (both creams for the trial are free
for the asking, as seen below) and leave it on
temporarily. Then apply the second cream
the Ice Astringent and an indescribable coolness is felt. The coolness cf ice but not the

first

—

—

shock! Wipe both creams completely off.
Your skin is then proof against the day when
even the air itself seems sticky.

Free Trial!
Until the shops have been ''sufficiently stocked
with Princess Pat Twin Creams to meet all calls
for them, we shall take pleasure in sending to
individuals a 10 days' supply without charge.

—

PRINCESS PAT,

Ltd.

2701 S. Wells St., Dept. 28, Chicago
Entirely FREE, please forward me postpaid*
a 10 days' supply of the new Princess Pat

Name (Print)

PAT, Ltd., Chicago, U. S. A.

An Ocean

new

sensation for you who
may not have experienced the marvelous treatment that Twin Creams
brought into being! Summer cannot

There's a

Twin Creams.

nnce

1

in Princess

.

Street

City

and

State
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DEPENDS

ON THE ENTERTAINMENT

IDEALS

OF THE GREATEST ORGANIZATION IN

THE INDUSTRY

r ARAMOUNT

entertainment values, as instanced

De

by Cruze's "The Covered Wagon," and

"The Ten Commandments," and

a

long

Mille's
list

of

progressively greater pictures, are your assurance that
if it's

a

Paramount

Picture,

it's

NEW PARAMOUNT

the best

show

in

PICTURES

Produced by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky

A JAMES CRUZE

with Ernest Torrence, Mary Astor,
Phyllis Haver, Noah Beery.
By Booth Tarkington.
Adapted by Walter Woods.

Cullen Landis,

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present

present

"THE FIGHTING COWARD"
Production

"THE BREAKING POINT"
A HERBERT BRENON Production with Nita Naldi,
Miller, George Fawcett,

Roberts Rinehart.

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present

"THE

DAWN

A GEORGE MELFORD
Torrence,

Raymond

Production with Jacqueline Logan, David
From the novel and play by Frances Hodgson
Screen play by Harvey Thew.

Burnett.

Adolph Zukor and

THOMAS MEIGHAN
From

Jesse L.

From

Lasky present

WEIMAN

Adolph Zukor and

DeMILLE'S

PRODUCTION "TRIUMPH"

Rod La Rocque, Victor Varconi, Charles Ogle, Julia
Theodore Kosloff, Robert Edeson, Zasu Pitts, George Fawcett and
Raymond Hatton. Screen play by Jeanie Macpherson. From the story by
May Edginton,
With

Faye,

Leatrice Joy,

Jesse L.

Lasky present

"TIGER LOVE"

A GEORGE MELFORD
From

Production with Antonio Moreno

the play by

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present
B.

and play

Production -with Agnes Ayres and Antonio Moreno.
and JOSEPHINE L. QUIRK.
the story by RITA
Screen play by Willis Goldbeck.

Taylor.

CECIL

the novel

"BLUFF"

A SAM WOOD

"THE CONFIDENCE MAN"

in
the story by L. Y. Erskine and R. H. Davis.
Directed by Victor
Heerman. Screen play by Paul Sloane.

Screen play by Julie

Patsy Ruth

by Mary
Heme and Edfrid Bingham.

From

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present

OF A TOMORROW"

Griffith.

Matt Moore.

Manuel

Penella.

and Estelle
Howard

Screen play by

Hawks.
Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky

POLA NEGRI

in

A DIMITRI BUCHOWETZKI Production.
Buchowetzki.

present

"MEN"

Screen play by

From the story by Dimitri
Paul Bern.

tyarximountcpLctures
Iage
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Tells Intimate Tkings

Would you like to know why Monte Blue can take the part of one dramatic, thrilling
character after another and hit the bull's-eye of sincerity each time? Read the story of his
life by himself in the August Motion Picture and you will learn why.
Part Cherokee Indian and wholly he-man, he has traveled the country from end to end,
living these characters with as lavish a versatility in real life as he displays on the screen.
The story will be illustrated with studies of Monte Blue from the time of his childhood.

—

!

<ME!K
THE THIEF OF BAGDAD
By Faith Baldwin

Manufacturers, Distributors and Studios

of

Motion Pictures

NEW YORK CITY

OUT OF TOWN

Advanced Motion Picture Corp., 1493
Broadway
American Releasing Corp., IS W. 44th
Street
Corp., 220 W. 42nd St.
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., 35 W. 45th
Street

Arrow Film

Hugo, Productions, 366 Fifth

Ballin,

Ave.

Community Motion Picture Bureau, 46
West 24th St.
Consolidated Film Corp., 80 Fifth Ave.
Cosmopolitan Productions, 2478 Second

Burr Prod, 135

W.

Prod, 366 Madison Ave.
(Biograph Studios, 807 E. 175th St.)
Educational Film Co, 729 Seventh Ave.
Export & Import Film Co, 729 Seventh
Ave.
Famous Players-Lasky, 485 Fifth Ave.
(Studio, 6th and Pierce Sts, Astoria,
L. I.)
Offices, 723

Seventh Ave.

W.

40th St.
Inc., 563 Fifth Ave.
National Exhibitors, Inc., 383

First

Madison Ave.
Fox Studios, Tenth Ave. and 55th

St.

Gaumont Co, Congress Ave, Flushing,
L.

I.

Goldwyn Pictures Corp, 469 Fifth Ave.
Graphic Film Corp, 729 Seventh Ave.
Griffith, D. W, Films, 1476 Broadway.
(Studio, Oriental Pt, Mamaroneck,
N. Y.)
Hodkinson, W.
Film Corp, 469
Fifth Ave.

W,

Inspiration Pictures, 565 Fifth Ave.
International Studios, 2478 Second Ave.

Jans Pictures, 729 Seventh Ave.
Jester Comedy Co, 220 W. 42nd St.

Kenna Film Corp, 1639 Broadway
Mastoden Films, 135 W. 44th St.
Metro Pictures, Loew Bldg., 1540
Broadway
Moss, B. S,. 1564 Broadway
Outiner Chester Pictures.
Street

120

W.

4!st

Pathe Exchange, 35 W. 45th St.
Preferred Pictures, 1650 Broadway
Prizma, Inc., 110 W. 40th St.

Pyramid Picture Corp, 150 W. 34th
Ritz-Carlton Prod, 6 W. 48th St.

St.

Selznick Pictures, 729 Seventh Ave.
Sunshine Films, Inc., 140 W. 44th St.

Talmadge Film Corp, 1540 Broadway
Topics of the Day Film Co, 1562
Broadway
Triangle
Distributing
Corp,
1459
Broadway
Tully, Richard Walton, Prod, 1482
Broadway
United Artists, 729 Seventh Ave.
Universal Film Corp, 1600 Broadway
Vitagraph Films, East 16th St. and
Locust Ave, Brooklyn
Warner Bros, 1600 Broadway
West, Roland, Prod. Co., 236 W. 55th
Street

Whitman, Bennett, Prod, 537 Riverdale Ave.

\G€.

.

.

.

Broadway,

111.

Bear State Film Co,, Hollywood, Calif.
Leah Baird Prod, Culver City, Calif.
Bennett, Chester, Prod, 3800 Mission
Rd, Los Angeles, Calif.
Charles Chaplin Studios, 1420 La Brea
-Ave, Los Angeles, Calif.
Century Comedies, 6100 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Christie Film Corp, 6101 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Commonwealth Pictures Corp, 220 So.
Coogan,

44th St.

Distinctive

Film Booking
Film Guild, 8
Film Market,

Film Co, 6227

Chicago,

State St, Chicago, 111.
Jackie, Prod, 5341

Ave.
C. C.

American

Here's a most enchanted thing,
Snow-white horses on the wing,
And amazing rugs that fly
Over earth and under sky,
Here are villains, almond-eyed
Villains poker-stiff with pride
Here's a hero who's a thief
Steals your heart and then your grief!

Fairy pictures, fairy lights,
Magic days and magic nights,
Beasts and

fire,

battle-cries

Ancient wizards, bearded, wise

a Princess, flower-fair,
Pool-deep eyes and perfumed hair
hopes and fears
Music
laughter
And the dreams of Other Years.
.

.

.

.

Bagdad

.

.

.

.

.Bagdad

.

.

Ave, Los Angeles, Calif.
Douglas Fairbanks Studios, Hollywood,
Calif.

.

.

.

fare-you-well,

.

We

shall never lose your spell,
In our hearts, a silver lance
.
Is the hurt of Old Romance

.

.

Melrose

.

.

.

And

Yours the magic rope must be

—

Binding us to set us free
Free from daytime fret and
Free as children, once again.

pain,

Famous

Players-Lasky Studios, 1520
Vine St, Hollywood, Calif.
Fox Studios, 1401 Western Ave, Hollywood, Calif.
Garson Studios, Inc., 1845 Glendale
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

SCENARIOS
By Jane Cuthreu,

Goldwyn Studios, Culver City, Calif.
Grand-Asher Prod, 1438 Gower St.,

Reams of

Hollywood, Calif.
Graf Prod, Inc., 315 Montgomery St.,
San Francisco, Calif.
Harold Lloyd Studios, 6642 Santa
Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Dreams

Ince Studios, Culver City,
Katherine,
Girard St, Los Angeles,
Mary Pickford Studios,

MacDonald,

Calif.

Prod,

like

on the

of

floods

paper,

midnight

vats

ink,

of

oil,

bubbled, fairy brew, always

boil,

Young

hands, old hands, pulsing quick,
with the ancient spell,
and questioning . . .
Work and hope
"Surely it will sell!"
.

.

.

945

Calif.

Hollywood,

Calif.

Mayer, Louis B, Studios, 3800 Mission Rd, Los Angeles, Calif.
Metro Studios, 1025 Lillian Way, Los
Angeles, Calif.

Morosco, Oliver, Prod, 756 So. Broadway, Los Angeles, Calif.
Pacific Studios, San Mateo, Calif.
Pathe Freres, 1 Congress St, Jersey
City, N. J.
Ray, Charles, Studios, 1425 Fleming
St, Los Angeles, Calif.
Robertson-Cole Studios, 780 Gower St,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Roach, Hal E, Studios, Culver City,

Stamps and envelopes and such
box on the street,
Drop it in and hear the thump
luctant feet.
Then the waiting

.

.

.

.

.

mail-

—turn,

re-

.

and the watch, vigilant
and long
With the never-dying hope like a bar of
song
"Surely

it

is

better than this

and

this

or

that!"
"If it brings
I

a thousand in ... or two
thousand flat
travel
.
can buy such pretty things
.

.

Wait!

.

build a house..
Was that the postman's
.

.

.

.

knock

.

.

.

or a scratching mouse!"

Calif,

Roland, Ruth, Prod, Culver City, Calif.
Sawyer-Lubin Prod, 6912 Hollywood

Little, lost scenarios,

Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Sennett, Mack, Studios, 1712 Glendale
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
Sol Lesser Prod, 7250 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Stahl, John M, Prod, 3800 Mission

Always

Rd, Los Angeles,
Stewart,

Anita,

Calif.

Prod,

Rd, Los Angeles,

3800

Mission

Calif.

Tourneur, Maurice, Prod, Ince Studios, Culver City, Calif.
Talmadge Prod, 5341 Melrose Ave,
Los Angeles, Calif.
United Studios, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.
Universal
City,
Universal
Studios,
Calif.

Vitagraph Studios, 1708 Talmadge St,
Hollywood, Calif.
Warner Bros, Bronson Ave. & Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Weber, Lois, Prod, 6411 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Wharton, Inc., Ithaca, New York

wrought with loving

care,

coming home
worse for wear,

Dreams

again,

that will not, cannot die
ful bells that chime,
"Never mind, we'll try again

another time

!"

much
.

.

.

hope-

.

.

the

.

luck

Ihel

Published
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by

First
Pictures,

Madison
Y. C.

Ave.,

A.

J.

Lincoln, Editor

NO

convention in Amer-

ican

political

history

was more
matic

surprising or drathan the sudden en-

dorsement of Abe Lincoln for the presidency by the
in 1860.

Illinois

Republicans

Lincoln, present as a spectator, was hoisted on shoulders and
carried to the platform.
It was another climax in
his life
a life as romantic, as dramatic as that of any hero

—

of fiction.

Al and Ray Rockett have produced the wonder
of the year in

"Abraham Lincoln."

It

is

picture

ideal entertain-

ment. There is an idyllic love story, heartbreak drama
and whimsical comedy. Above is George Billings in the
title role.

A

Love

OOMANCE

Story's

runs

-*-*-

some lives, but
no end of obstacles

And
was

End
smoothly

in

in others there's
to be overcome.

"For Sale" there
matrimonial auction block and

in the picture

a

a pair of selfish parents blocking the

way

to happiness.

Claire

Windsor and Robert

Ellis

happy ones in the picture
above. Adolphe Menjou, Mary Carr
and Tully Marshall are others in the
are

cast

V

the

who make

"A

.

the picture interesting.

Self

Made Failure"

LLOYD HAMILTON,
'

ranks of hoboes

drafted from the

to be a physical train-

ing instructor, supplies half the laughs in

K. McDonald's "A Self Made Failure."
Ben Alexander (on the left) is responJ.

sible for the other fifty

per cent.
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Mellin's

Food

f

I

Janice R. Shugg,
Arlington, Mass.

Food and milk will enable your
baby to have the healthy and robust
appearance so typical of all Mellin's Food
Mellin's

babies.
Write today for a Free Trial Bottle of
Mellin's Food and a copy of our book,
"The Care and Feeding of Infants."

Mellin's

Food

Co.,

177 State

St.,

Boston, Mass.
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In the Footsteps of "Tol'able David"
EVERYONE

who saw Richard Barthelmess' "Tol'able David"
remembers the original climax of the fight scene between David
and the mountaineer villain. David and the villain were left in
the room in the middle of their struggle while the camera picked up
another scene. Then the door from that room was slowly opened and
the audience waited, breathless, to see who would come forth the victor.
Almost every critic took the trouble to mention this piece of business
in their review. The public talked about this treatment also. And what
is

the result?

Ever since that time directors have been employing the same
climax to practically every fight they screen. We would hesitate to
say how many times we have seen this touch employed for fear of
being criticised for exaggeration. The last time we remember groaning
over it was in "Fool's Highway."
never seems to dawn upon the directors who still use it that
was effective the first time because of its originality. Later
versions of a door slowly opening to disclose a victorious combatant
have proved about as spontaneous, thrilling and as inspiring as a rubber
stamp signature must be to an autograph collector.
It

this episode

We

give over our editorial page to this protest because we believe
that motion picture directors are too prone to joggle on in a beaten
track,

wary of

the untested

and untried

—harnessing

to a dollar sign in their obeisance to the things

to prove "sure-fire"

We

.

.

their imagination

which have gone before

.

—

door episode was clever but we use the past
and we pray to be delivered from more than
half a dozen more pictures in which the "Tol'able David" touch is
employed.

admit that

tense emphatically

this

.

.

.
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What particular skin problem
are you facing ?

You can

free your skin from blackheads by
using the special cleansing treatment

given below.
-.

.

.

.

'*'

•/-

i

A

skin without a flaw
fresh as the morning.

You
if

you

—

d

l&i

i

Begin, today, to have a beautiful
skin

s

^

A

a

its

ment

Each day your skin is
skin dies and new

Give

this

new skin the

—

**end
°Y er th<l to P of
the basin and cover

"*•-«

.

-

your
bowl
bath
vour

?V

your skin from blackheads:—
'

night before retiring,
apply hot cloths to your face
until the skin is reddened. Then
with a rough washcloth work up
a heavy lather of Woodbury's
Facial Soap and rub it into the
pores thoroughly, always with an

upward and outward motion.
Rinse with clear hot water, then
with cold. If possible, rub your face
forthirtysecondswithapieceofice.
To remove blackheads already
formed, substitute a flesh brush for
the washcloth in this treatment.
Then protect the fingers with a
handkerchief and press out the
blackheads
oily skin can

head and the
with a heavy
towel. Steam
face for **»?*
,

Now
XT

seconds.

be corrected
fol-

lowing treatment:

lather

ho cl °,th wi tl
S,,
i.
T^
J
Woodbury's
Facial
Soap. With this wash

EVERY

by using every night the

a skin that is
with this treat-

— almost boiling hot.

special

needs,

bring about.
The following treatment will frea

An

is
it

f^NCE or twice a week,
VJ your basin full of hot water

,

and see what a
wonderful improvement you can
it

:

Rouse

fill

place.

treatment
,
c i

sallow skin

asleep.

'.f.m

changing— old
takes

and

clear,

can have a beautiful skin

will.

sallow skin can be roused to color
life by the special Woodbury steam
treatment given below.

.

TTTOrT,

,

T US £ ef? re yOU g °
J to J
bed, cleanse your
shn bV washing in
v ° ur ™ual way w
.

'

J

.

Woodbury
r

,

s

Facial

SoaP and lukewarm
water.
* ure '

Wipe

off the surplus mowleave the skin slightly

^

rinse the skin
wel1 ' fi 1 with warm
water, then with cold,

Jg

•

warm

with

^
w

C°

—™

andfimshbyrubbingit

.,.

„,mpntc Cfor
nr each
MrU difA;(
Complete fP
treatments
need are given
the
booklet, "A Skin Tou Love to Touch,"
which is wrapped around every cake

m ^

rw7
jl
c
Woodbury
s racial
>

or

o
boap.

,

cold—

Get a cake of Woodbury's today!

fofthirty Seconds

A 2 5"cent cake of Woodbury's lasts

r

£ fj&

m

ferent skin

'.

water, then with

Ql

™

for thirty seconds with a piece of ice.

damp. Now, with warm water work
avy
"p
Woodbury s
.,o
°l
Vox\r hands A
F acial SoaP
l4 to V? ur fac
and
b n
the
f°
f
pores thoroughly
always with an
upward and outward motion. Rinse

m

.

Then

M WW

^

your face thoroughly,
ruI ,l n 8 th * la ^er
jJ
well
into the skin,

a month or

ith a piece of ice.

Tear out the coupon at the

left,

six weeks.

and send for a trial-size

The

Andrew
JERGENS Co.
S

rye wan{ 0U
y

>v
Ve

c3ndSa1r Ohio

Ave
'

^^TofSfS™.

^\.

Woodbury skin preparations.

Name
Street.

see fjpjy

mucr) good even a week of the right Woodbury treatment
and the coupon at the left we will send you-

will

do your

A
size " k e of Woodbury's Facial Soap.
A sample tube of Woodbury's Facial Cream.
A sample box of Woodbury's Facial Powder.
triaI -

N^
-v

\.

Together with the treatment booklet,

Xv

State

I6t

\

^V

City

10

t

*&"• Therefore, for ten cents

^V

If you

Canada, address The
English address: H. C,

live in

Ontario.

Andrew
Quelch

"A

Skin

You Love

to

Touch".

Serpens' Co., Limited, 1308 Sherbrooke St., Perth,
S° Co., 4 Ludgate Square, London, E. C. 4.
Copyright, ISSi, by The

Andrew Jergens

WOODBURY'S FACIAL SOAP

Co,

WVtA John Decker
Caricatures

JULANNE JOHNSTON
Fairbanks might have
searched every kingdom and he
would never have found a lovelier
princess for his magical "Thief of
Bagdad" than the fair Julanne
She is the image of
Johnston.
every fairy princess in every fairyNow she is
tale come true.
giving her days to "Captain Fearless," in which Reginald Denny is
This sounds like a far
starred.
hail from the old land of Bagdad

Douglas

.

.

.

Photograph by Edwin Bower Hesser

Photograph by Nickolas Muray

BETTY BLYTHE
Betty has been a trans-Atlantic, commuter in the last two years.
That is why you haven't seen so much of her on your neighborhood screen lately. When she returned to New York,
having made two films, one of them "Chu Chin Chow" in
Germany, she discovered that a cable called her back to
Europe for the purpose of again facing foreign cameras in
both France and Italy. Now she is in California, glad to rest
awhile in her canyon home. And her next picture will be

"The

Spitfire"

Photograph by Richee

LON CHANEY
Every celebrity knows that only one thing
being talked about.

Criticism

is

is

fatal

... not
As

better than indifference.

has been the
the Hunchback of Notre Dame, Lon Chaney
criticized and
subject of much controversy. He has been both
poplauded for the exaggerations of his portrayal. And his
greater strides.
ularity has gone marching on with greater and
Now he is playing the title-role in "He Who Gets Slapped,
delighted
a screen version of that whimsical play which
New York theatergoers last season

.

Photograph by Evans, L. A.

HELEN FERGUSON
When Ruth Stonehouse was a star in the old Essanay days, Helen
Ferguson was one of the extras who dangled their feet from the waiting bench in "Hopeful Alley." And now her perseverance, supplementing her very definite ability, has brought her to the place where
she then dreamed of being. Nothing is too much trouble for Helen.
When her Roman nose disqualified her for the role of the
Spanish siren in Douglas MacLean's "Never Say Die," Helen consulted a surgeon.
And the straight nose in the above photograph
was the result
also the coveted siren's role
.

,

.

.

.

.

.

Photograph by Nickolas Muray

DORIS KENYON
Unlike most Jacks of all trades, Doris Kenyon does a number of things
and does them all exceedingly well. A few years from now, when her
vocal instruction is completed, she anticipates an operatic career. Electric
legitimate
lights on Broadway frequently display her name as the star of a
and
production. Volumes of her delightful verse have been published
her screen presence is so unfailingly lovely that Valentino insisted upon
her for the role of Lady Mary Carlyle in "Monsieur Beaucaire"
.

.

.

.

IK.

Photograph by Campbell

—

—

"I'm afraid I'm not really great," said Mary Pickford. "I'm too normal. I like to have reasons facts for
what I do. And I think genius is comparable with abnormality. It is the gift given those who swing somewhere in the balance between the sane and insane"

We
An

Mary

Interview

Interview Playlet in

One Act

and Three Scenes

THE CAST
Mary

America's Sweetheart

We

Pickford

Gladys Hall and Adele Whitely Fletcher
Himself

Zorro

Others

:

Secretary, Chauffeur, Servants,

Crowds

n'

Crowds

Scene I

The dressing-room

of the

Hotel Ambassador,

New

York

City.

It is

here that the

Pickford-Fairbanks entourage, including a cook, secretaries, a chauffeur and other servitors
attend Mr. and Mrs. Fairbanks, Mrs. Charlotte Pickford, mother of Mary, and little Mary
Pickford, niece of Mary, during their sojourn in New York.

Gladys Hall is discovered before the triple mirror of a French dressing-table, which
must be weary of so many similar optimistic scenes. She is wearily allying a noon-tide
glow to her early-morning face.
Adele Whitely Fletcher enters on sprightly heels.
the sight of her confrere-in-interviewing

I

20

She

registers sheer incredulity at

!

^DELE WHITE LY

/\ FLETCHER (rub\^ bing her eyes unl ^^
My
believingly)
:

Wasn't there a train
Dear!
from your exclusive suburb to
bring you to town with some
degree of your usual tardiness.
Isn't this promptitude what is

known

stepping

as
character ?

Gladys Hall

out

of

(considering

shade of her
behooves you to

the preposterous

Up salve)

:

It

I
maintain a discreet silence.
arose at the indecent hour of
eight o'clock in order to make a
train which would bring me to
this inconsiderate rendezvous at

It is
the hour of ten A. M.
and past, if I
that hour
say so.
In the future pray permit
me the liberty of making our

—
—

now
may

—

appointments.

W.

A.

F.

(unperturbed,

knowing well the infirmities of
character which beset the genius
Well
ah, well.
home)
If I remember correctly, you
were the one most anxious to
do this story. You wanted it to
be on this month's check list.
Didn't you mention something
:

.

.

.

about sun-porch furniture. Or
it the children's shoes again ?
They might be centipedes judg-

was

ing by your conversation.

Mary

says

she

must retire
gracefully. She
realizes she has

enjoyed stardom longer than
it

is

given

anyone

else

to
to

enjoy it. She is
determined not
to overstay her
time
Photograph (above) by Campbell
Photograph (left) by Rahmn

Well
ah, well.
Criticism will ever be the
reward of consideration. Heigh ho
They do not fit
G. H. My dear, no epigrams.
.

.

.

:

the hour.

And my

to support

my

feeble brain has

But do you not descend' a
lectual,

all

it

can do

hair.

my own

altruist,

trifle,

my

when you

young

intel-

stoop to this

application of cosmetics.
trouble, darling?

Why

Doug probably will not be about. And if he is?
Mary's 'hair
Mary's eyes are dark and large
Mary's name is legion.
is golden
A. W. F. (interrupting what promises to be a
rhapsody in innumerable cantos)
Are you ready?
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

G.

H. Huh, hun.
:

—

II.
The living-room of the Fairbanks suite.
secretary ushers the plastered (cosmetically speaking)
interviewers into the large room overlooking Park

A

Scene

21
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formal th^, hotel rooms are wont
radio stands near a v riting-desk. On every
available table and secretary boxes of cigarets and
matches lie open. Books. 1 here has evidently been
a birthday ... an anniversary ... a funeral
something. For flowers are everywhere. The room
cluster of
exhales the scents of rare greenhouses.
sweet lilies-of-the-valley and sweet peas brighten the
desk.
Tall silver vases are brilliant with red roses.
Violets nod from lesser corners.

Avenue.
to be.

It is less

A

.

.

-

A

A.

W.

F. (inhaling poetically)

The

:

sweet with them.
G. H. (determined

air is

.

.

Always
to be adamant)
so appreciative. So sensitive. It reminds me
of an open grave.
They're
A. W. F. (ignoring the retort)
birthday flowers. That card says Many Happy
Returns.
Is it quite
G. H. (in a superior manner)
er
read
the thing to
(Mary's entrance silences her. Mary comes
swiftly with the shaggy Zorro at her heels.
The golden weight of her hair is coiled in three
Her frock is simple
loops about her head.
with
atid
banded
blue
dark
of
ribbons of three colors. She wears
:

:

:

— —

.

.

.

.

.

.

Photograph (above) by Campbell
Photograph (right) by International Newsreel

scorns the writers of the motion pictures who
turn about to brand screen people in the fiction they write.
She loves pictures and promises to defend them with her
last breath

Mary Pickford

Above

is

Mary

as

Dorothv Vernon
then as the news
p ho tog ra ph er s
caught her with

Only the platinum
marriage adorns her
finger. She has never taken it off
since the afternoon Douglas

Doug when

slipped

of

Haddon Hall-

they

sailed on their
European holiday.

To

the right, with
Elinor Glyn, Abra-

ham Lehr and
Carey Wilson at
the Goldwyn
studios

no

jewels.

circlet

of

it

Mary
ality)

:

on.)

(with

gracious

cordiHall.
Fletcher.

Good morning, Miss

Good morning, Miss
G. H. (with

tier first

tion of affability)

:

manifesta-

Good morning,

Miss Pickford.
A. W. F. Good morning, Miss
:

Pickford.
G. H. (avoiding
gimlet gaze)

A. W. F.'s
were just
(Continued on page 94)
:

I
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We

.

Two
Portraits
^Presenting

Dorothy

and Ronald
Co/man in Scenes
from " Romola

Gish

Photographs by Albin

If many more companies decide in
favor of filming their stories with

European backgrounds

in the

which they are laid,
the highways and byways of the
Old World will be as familiar to
us as our own cities and towns
country

in

. .

Once more, this time for the filming of "Romola," Lillian Gish
chose Italy for her stage in preference to erecting Italian scenes in
an American studio. These two
portraits arrived on a steamer as
we were about to go to press.
However, we have managed to include them in this issue, a
promise of the beauty and charm
which "Romola" will possess

23
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The
Editor's Note.

Rarest of Sensations

—Editorially speaking, we are proud

to print the following analysis of

Ramon

Novarro.
presents

a critical estimate and intimate character study, such as only a friend could write. It
Novarro
Mr.
as he appears to one who was privileged to observe him thru months of close intimacy.
Therefore it is worth all the casual interviews which may ever be written of him
It is

A

NOTED

critic after

"You are the rarest
of sensations an artist."
Ferdinand Pinney Earle. introducing him to Rex Ingram in a
letter written on Columbus Day,
"My clear Rex, Cosaid simply
lumbus made a great discovery on
I believe you will, too.
this day.
him

:

—

"

:

Here

is

And

an

artist

!"

the volatile

Durango, Mexico, sprang

view-

"Scaramouche" wired

ing

Ingram after

re-

Photograph by Havrah

much on

its

relation to his private

and on the chance of

life

director and cried, "My
God, why didn't you tell me there
was a Samaniegos in this world !"
Thus Ramon Gil Samaniegos, of

sight

into

that.

such

an

insight

Ramon Novarro

is

not

easy

to

know.

Solitary by instinct, he brings to mind
"I have no
the words of Michelangelo:
friend of any kind and do not want any."
In the top panel he is seen with Alice
Terry in "The Arab." To the right, his
portrait in this title role

24

I at

fame

the

hearsing him briefly turned to his
casting

to

age of twenty-three and
was knighted Ramon Novarro
under the magic direction of Rex
Ingram.
So much for an external estimate of Novarro as an artist, and
as such he must be considered if
he is to be understood.
But our particular way of dealing with a man's art depends so
at

real in-

With Novarro
explains

and

better perhaps than his
work can as yet, the faith and
enthusiasm which he inspires in
those who know him intimately.
At the age of six he was studyjustifies,

ing piano and voice under the
tutelage of his mother, a talented
musician. At the age of eight he
had a little marionette theater in
his home in Durango. At fourteen

«BfTO3

u

"R

he was giving public performances, adapting plays
novels into puppet pantomime and speaking for
characters in eight or nine different voices.
When he played at the Hollywood Commun
Theater, prior to entering pictures, Mari
Morgan, who directed the plays, used to hav
him rehearse all the parts for the benefit of
She said of him, "Ramon
the other players.
put a nickel in and
is like a slot machine
any character will come out."
In the same belief Ingram has tested him
with a protean range of parts as the impertinent Rupert of "Zenda," the romantic
young French officer of "Trifling Women," the lyric and pagan Moutauri of
"Where the Pavement Ends," and as the
debonair and dashing Scaramouch'e.
No player ever sprang so rapidly into
close-ups.
Others have seemed to arrive
overnight, but behind them lay months or
years of playing parts Novarro passed instantly from extra to leading roles.
Now
with only five pictures on his list he commands serious consideration, not merely as
a personality, but as an artist of real gift.
When I met him two years ago, my chief
impression was that of youth, a debonair,
Bacchic youth, sensitive, high-mettled, intuitive, of unmistakable breeding and a
satiric wit, yet strangely artless and idealistic fpr this sophisticated age.
Since then
I have come to know him well and have
seen him develop amazingly from the immaturity of those two years ago.

—

:

;

(Continued on page 83)

In

the

of Novarro
combination of

nature

you find

a

shrewdness and
Not

a

idealism.

business man, but

wise* enough to realize the
force of commercialism. He
is also judicious enough to
learn practically by' advice
and observation. These are
three additional glimpses of
him in "The Arab," on the
right, again with Alice Terry

25
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Photograph by Donald Biddle Keyes

When
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I left the convent, a shadow fell across my life.
and had to go away. Then my grandfather wanted
at "La Visa," the plantation.
But I revolted. I had

My
my

father became ill with consnmp
mother and me to live with him
a horror of being a poor relation

My
From

the

Time I Left
Heather

OMETIMES

S

Stor;9

J\.ew Orleans to Seek J^/Ly Fortune

Than Remain

I wonder if I would have the courage
go thru it all again the struggles, the harshness, the disappointments a girl, absolutely alone,
must experience if she would have a career on

—

to

the stage or the screen.
When I say that I was alone, I mean that I had neither
friends nor financial backing to make the pathway
easier for me. I did have my mother, tho, and her bravery
and unfailing cheerfulness buoyed me lip at times when,
I
admit, I might otherwise have become completely
disheartened.
stood together, late one afternoon in the winter of
1918, on the deck of the ship that had brought us up from
New Orleans. Before us stretched the sky-line of New
York City, looming massively against leaden clouds.

We

It was snowing, and I was very thrilled, for,
having lived in the South all my life, 1
had never seen snow before. I do not
know now whether it was the snow
or the city that thrilled me most

in that hour.

My mother, no doubt, was
thinking of me, and wondering
if she had been wise in permitting me to persuade her
to bring me
North.
1

a

Poor Relation

actress.
I always felt that I was one.
doubt there were times when my playmates became
rather bored with me, for while I insisted upon their
sharing my enthusiasm for the stage, I was not particularly interested in their games and pastimes.
When they
would not assist me, I would enact my "plays" all alone,
indifferent to the fact that I had no audience.
Companionship was not indispensable to me then, nor is it now.
The year that I left the convent, a shadow fell across

would become an

No

my

My

father, who was a dentist in New Orleans,
with consumption and was forced to give up
His income, of course, stopped. I have
his practice.
just one brother, and he had gone to war.
For the first
time in my life, I realized what it was to have my family
somewhat straitened circumstances.
in
Father
was placed in a sanitarium, and grandfather
advised mother and me to go to La Visa,
the plantation, to live with him.
Mother probably would have done
so, for she had led the sheltered
ife of a Southern woman and
did
not know much about
battling the world, but I relife.

became

ill

volted.

so little about life.
childhood and girlhood had been a happy

tire
•

t

For
more generations than

live

tho

life.

the kindliest

world,

my

had been

spent at our plantation
La Visa, which is near
the little town of Shuteston, Louisiana.
I remember how keenly,
as a youngster, I always
welcomed the summer vacation period.
Once out on the
plantation I would give my time
over to play-acting. I was not
a schoolgirl there, but an actress,
and I would bring the children from the neighboring plantations over to assist me in
putting on amateur theatricals.
I did not spend my time dreamI
ing about the clay when

her to
with them, and
grandfather was

man in the
could not resign myself to being dependent upon him.
I
had a perfect horror of
being a poor relation,
myself.
At' that time a little film
company, the Nola it was

tended the convent of
the Sacred Heart in
Orleans, and

course of one's

had seen a play in which
a girl, a "poor relation,"

who had taken

•

and around New
Orleans.
I
had at-

New

I

to be subservient to the wishes
of
wealthy
relatives

in

summers

occurrences

was forced

and sheltered one.

I
know, our family
has lived in the South,

odd what seem-

trifling

sometimes change the en-

knew

My

It is

ingly

called,

I

was working

in

New

Orleans, under the direction
of a Mr. Martin, and one day,
without the knowledge of my
family, I went down to interview
him. Our family is rather well
known in New Orleans, and this

may have had something
never dreamed about the day I would become
an actress, when I was a child. I always felt
(Above) Leatrice Joy when nine
I was one.
I

years old

to

do

with the fact that Mr. Martin
made me leading woman in his
company. I remember that the
matinee idol of a local stock com
:om-

rv
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dreadful, I am sure, tho at the time they seemed
extremely important to me, at least. While I was working
in them, tho, I kept thinking how few the opportunities
were for me to pursue a theatrical career in New Orleans,
and what a broad field New York offered.
Finally I
broached the subject of going to New York to mother,
and she consented to accompany me North. There is
something of the spirit of the adventurer in her, too, I'm
sure, and when our ship docked at the pier, that snowy
winter afternoon of which I have already spoken, she, no
doubt, thrilled at the thought of invading the metropolis,
tho she may have had some misgivings. I had none.
We soon established ourselves in a boarding-house in
Ninety-third Street, between Broadway and Columbus
Avenue. It was rather hard
all

Mother was sympathetic
when she found I had
determined upon a career,
and for this I never can
be grateful enough.
(Left) A young Leatrice
with her mother
.

(Below),

in

.

.

"Bunty

Pulls the Strings."

(Bot-

tom), with Robert War-

wick

in

"Her Man"

for mother and me to become
accustomed to the ways of the

boarding-house, to have
strange people sitting down
with one at every meal, and to
have large bowls of food
passed from hand t o hand.
However, it was an entertaining experience until the novelty

wore

off,

at

least,

and

pany was leading man, and at first I was quite entranced at the
thought of working opposite him. This feeling soon wore off,
however. As is frequently the case, he proved nowhere near so
fascinating a figure in real life, as he was behind the footlights.
Mother was quite sympathetic when she found that I had
determined upon a career, and for this I never can be grateful
enough. Had she insisted upon my going to La Visa to live, my
life could not have been so full and happy as it now is.
I made three pictures with the Nola company.
They were

gradually

we

got used to

it.

There were some

I
kind, lovely people in that boarding-house.
often wonder what has become of the different

ones.

soon learned the locations of the various
Before
and applied for extra work.
long I received a call from Fort Lee, and so my
screen career began in earnest as an extra girl
in a Roscoe Arbuckle comedy, "The Other Man."
I then worked as an extra with Alice Brady,
who was also at Fort Lee, and when I was not
working at one of the motion picture studios, I
posed for artists and commercial photographers.
(Continued on page 85)
I

studios,
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Verses Written to a Batry

Posed
by

Baby
By
Ellen

FAITH

Joan,
of the

BALDWIN

Emory
Johnson
Family

i'iiotograpb.

OK, there

is

more

of

wisdom

in

Oy

W.

£. beeiy,

L,.

A.'

her eyes

And more of knowledge, secret and profound,
Than bound in musty cloth and printed, lies
In ancient books. And in the magic sound
Of

that small voice she recently has found
Celestial music lingers. She is wise

With

And

elfin

learning from enchantment's heart
may not impart.

harbors secrets she

The Royal Heir to Happiness, she knows
Her power well, small despot, and demands
stumbles, weeps
Our breathless worship
.

.

.

and crows

And holds our heartstrings in her rosy hands
And binds our feet to service with the bands
Of silken hair
And with the budded rose
.

.

.

Of little, eager mouth, with wayward feet
She rules her own ... a tyrant, honey-sweet.
29
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The

Designer's

Dreams

Come True

This walking costume
which Rodolph Valentino
wears in the

title-role of

"Monsieur

Beaucaire"

pale grey velvet with
chenille braid. It is brilliantly lined with purple
and red shot taffeta. The
waistcoat is pink velvet,
embroidered with silver.
And the breeches and
is

boots are grey suede

Barbier,

a

Pari-

Daniels as
the lovely Princess
de Bourbon -Conti
wears one gown in
which she is

sian designer,
conceived these

shown on the

right

were then executed

with Mr. Valen-

in the beautiful
materials described.

Bebe

tino;

it

is

fash-

ioned from pink
moire antique with
rosette flowers of
silver chiffon, cen-

tered with rose
velvet and diamonds. Her sleeves

costumes
cast

of

for the
"Monsieur

Beaucaire."

They

The sketches

here reproduced with the
player wearing the

same

costume

make

interesting

are real lace, and
the panel of the

comparisons possible.
The two
little pages are the

gown

slave boys of

is

silver cloth

Pompadour

I

30

of

Barbier

:

Some
the

of the best actors in

world were trained on

Sennett

edy

T

s old

lot, it

By

roughneck com-

HARRY CARR

might well he called

The

Incubator of Genius

HE young lady's disturbing blue eyes were swimming and two big tears were having a race down

she wept in silence, one tiny hand went ruefully to feel of the hurt place under the seat of her little

Beery, Phyllis Haver, Mary Thurman, and many others.
For several years the old bathing pool has been given
over to pollywogs and wigglers instead of bathing girls.
Grown rich from his investments, Sennett took a long
vacation and retired to leisurely contemplation and

sailor trousers.

reflection.

the sides of her

little

snub nose.

As

A

comrade stood by her side, cheering her with friendly
words.
His voice came soothingly to her from a face
dripping with the wreck of a raspberry pie.
And, looking, I knew that Mack Sennett had started on
the education of some more actors and that in all proba;

they will take their places eventually among the
illustrious of the world
not as pie heavers, but as emo-

bility

—

tional actors, as finished

comedians

Some

— some of the

of the best actors in the world
Sennett's old rough-neck comedy lot.
Among the crop of immortals

were
Chaplin, Mabel Normand, Ray Griffith, Gloria Swanson,
Marie
Prevost,
Louise
Charlie

Fazenda, Maude Wayne, Ben
Turpin, Chester Conklin, Wallace

satirists.

were trained on

lately he happened to come across a young comedian
interested him very greatly.
So very much was he
interested that he opened up the old studio again and sent
out another S.O.S. call for youth and beauty and legs.
The old laugh-and-girl factory is running full blast again
and I am writing this to wonder whether it means that a
new crop of histrionic genius will be given to the screen.
In the old days they went into the hopper as little girls
with lovely legs and they came out finished actresses.

But

who

Gloria

Swanson

told

For several years the old pool on the Sennett lot
was given over to pollywogs and wigglers instead
of bathing girls.
But now Sennett is making
comedies again with Harry Langdon and the
bathing girls seen with him above in a scene from
"Picking

Peaches."
A new portrait of
Sennett is seen in the circle

Mack

me

the other day that of all the
big directors she has worked with
since her days of stardom, she
has never found one who could
improve upon the lessons she
learned being hit with pies and

being chased by "prop" lions in
the old days on the Sennett lot.
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Photograph (above) by Witzel and
(below)

© Mack

Sennett

When Charlie Chaplin came to the lot
everyone said Sennett had picked a
Jemon.
And Mabel Normand, with her

And

so Louise Fazenda above and Marie
Prevost at the bottom of the page came
onto the lot; fell into the water; were
butted by goats and chased by bears

and became finished

"All

I

.

artists

acting."

But of course, as Sennett himself
reminded me, they are not all Gloria Swansons.
This big shaggy Irishman has an almost uncanny eye for screen genius.
He told me how he happened to find Gloria.
Someone had given her a letter, by virtue
of which she was admitted to the lot.
Sennett has a very fine little office building in the
studio but he always transacts all his business in
the rubbing-room attached to his Turkish bath.
When you visit him, you have the choice
between sitting on a three-legged stool or
leather rubbing table.
On this particular day, he had forgotten
all

about the fact that a

girl

named

Gloria

was waiting to meet him.
"I happened to look out of the window," said Sennett, "and I saw this girl
coming up the walk. Just the minute I
saw her, I knew she was going to be
somebody big in the screen world.
"I forgot the people I was talking to
and hurried out to eet a eood look at her.

.

"I remember that, without even introducing myself, I went up and shook hands
with her and said, T am glad to meet
you, I dont know what your name is but
you are going to be a big screen star.'
"Gloria was so astonished that she
backed off and demanded 'How do you know

have ever learned since," she

"was to tone it down. But I
never have had to learn how to register
the emotions I was trying to get into my
told me,

;

.

gorgeous sense of humor, had a hard time
learning the technique of screen acting

I

am ?'
"And

is just what I couldn't tell her.
she had it."
It cannot honestly be said that Sennett was
equally perspicuous in regard to Charlie Chapin..
According to his own story, the great
Charlie had a pretty rough time when he first
went to the Sennett lot.
Sennett had seen him in a vaudeville sketch
in a second-rate theater in Los Angeles and
had offered him a job at the staggering salary
of $60.00 per week
When they got him out on the "lot,"
however, everybody decided that, for
"She is going to be a big
once, Mack had picked a lemon.
star," said Sennett of Alice
At that time, the technique of comedies
Day (above). He also thinks
Ray Griffith has the best
demanded speed. Ford Sterling was the
idea of dramatic values of
leading funny man on the screen.
anyone he ever knew.
In that day, for instance, if a comedian
Gloria Swanson, Sennett
had a gag about a glass of water, he would
he knew would be
says,
somebody big in the film
(Continued on page 90)
world when he saw her coming up the path in search

I

of a job

just

that

knew

Photograph by Donald Biddle Keyes

The Movie

Studio

Drama

Verse by
know what
IDONT
We simple
.

.

HELEN CARLISLE

.

.

.

could

Illustrations

see a PerFectly Thrilling Movie.

.

.

to

.

We watched
The Proud Society
Of New York and
.

.

.

.

ELDON KELLEY

.

We

followed
Shahs and Sheiks and
Emirs as they
Did their Desert and
.

.

.

Actios

.

.

.

And

.

.

a Dull Day
That finds no movie camera
Behind the Hedge or
the

Roof or
.

.

.

done all I
Could to keep my
House and Home out of
I've

.

.

The Movies. ...

Stars chased

Non-Salaried Wolves
Across the Bleak and
Barren Stretches of the
Frozen North.
.

.

.

.

it's

Somewhere.

breathless while
Salaried Canine

.

.

Landmarks in Films
Of Hollywood

On

And hung
High

.

Supporting our Leading

Girls
.

Farewell

And Good

Night.
Our celebrities (each
Carrying a Pair of
Dumb-Bells) are

And

Other Hot Stuff

.

And now

Hoof it happily down
To the Boulevard

Brooklyn go the
Pace That Kills.

.

Turning the cameras on
Hollywood

There was a time

When we

.

Casted the idea of

and

.

.

.

Some Bright Lad in an
Inspired Moment Broad-

Kindly folk in Hollywood
Are going to do for
Entertainment any
More, I'm sure.
.

But those Good
Days are Past.

.

.

In Hollywood
It's

a

no movie camera
Behind the Hedge or
On the Roof or

That

Somewhere

.

.

.

I

.

dont mind

Looking at it in its
Proper Place
But when I Lock the
(Continued on page 93)
.

Dull Day
finds

.

.

.

Who

The Men

Giving a Litt/e Credit

So

"Lights!

Camera!

!

Much

Ac-

tion! ! !" calls the director and any habitue
of the studios knows the
vital importance of the
cameraman in this mo-

—

ment.
To the left is
Charles Van Enger with
Marie Prevost and Monte

And on the right
Arthur Edeson, a wizard with a lens.
He
Blue.

is

filmed "The Thief of
Bagdad," and after
"Robin Hood," Douglas

Fairbanks

introduced

as the man responsible for much of the
success of that production

him

Trick photography
is

an art in

And who

is

itself.

better

qualified in this
manipulation of the
camera than Walter
Lunden, who films
the Harold Lloyd

You
might say Frank B.
Good had a lazy
life.

He

down

to

always

sits

photograph
Jackie Coogan. Mr.

Good has come up
from the ranks, but
he is recognized as
a

John Arnold might
be called Viola
Dana's partner.

He has photographed every Dana
picture except one.
And, on the ex-

treme right, is
Charles Rasher
with Mary Pickford and Ernst

He is
Lubitsch.
always behind
Mary's camera and
without a doubt,

is,

one of the greatest
the
movies have ever

cameramen
trained

'*'

>#*££§?-
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I GL

master

HEN

Photograph oy Kenneth Alexander

Seena Owen's

Little

Girl

.

.

.

This picture was taken for Patricia Gloria's various aunts and uncles. But we persuaded the
photographer to persuade Miss Owen to permit us to publish it and so here it is

—

bosc.
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Vignettes of the Studios
the tenth and last studio vignette
And if Miss Steele left
Mack Sennett's lot until the last, the following description will tell you it wasn't because
it is the least in importance.
are glad to have had the privilege of
publishing these colorful word pictures of
California's glass houses
reading of them is
the next best thing to visiting them. And we
are sure our readers will agree that no one
could have told of them with more color and
feeling than Sally Steele.

This

we

X.

Mack

Sennett's Lot

is

shall publish.

We

—

SALLY STEELE

YOUTH

and Age. Youth and Age on the Sennett lot.
Bathing beauties, slim, pert young creatures in
a slip of satin or velvet, opera-length silk hose
and high-heeled slippers, against a background of

sun and rain-stained stages.
Ugly, absurd, intriguing as a Matisse, Mack Sennett's.
A harsh pencil would sketch in the lines of its gaunt
stages. A brush would paint it grey. But that would not
be Mack Sennett's at all. Your true impressionist seeks
below the surface, for the feeling, the spirit of his subject.
One finds it in unexpected corners, here. Leave the
set where cameras grind on a fat butler, falling downstairs
with a marble statue in his arms.
Surprised, you come upon a winding pathway, a neat
grass-plot, a quaint cottage. You think of hollyhocks, and
Mabel Normand's
sunshine warm on back-yard fences.

Cross the stage and speak to that young ingenue lead,
they'll tell you, is bound to make her mark some day.
She's reading "The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come."
She'll tell you that she thinks it's a lovely book.
A box-like dressing-room on one of the open stages.
Temporary? To be torn down tomorrow? Rather not.
It was built for Charlie Chaplin, when Mack Sennett
lured him from the three-a-day with the offer of
hundred-dollar-a-week salary. An earnest young
dian, almost unknown as yet, occupies it nowj

who,

knows ?
In the tower, a square, many-windowed frame
ture near the center of the lot, Mack Sennett, himsc
His office has the hauteur imparted by expens
and massive, highly polished mahogany.
Cl
costumes, painted noses, broken shoes and den'
;

{Continued on page 87)

dressing-room.

YOUTH AND AGE
Youth and Age on

the Sennett lot.

May
Photograph by G. F. Cannons

Picturesque, shabby, delightful, historic
they never tear it down!

Mack

Sennett's!

—

!

A

Week

of

Temptation Is the Second
Instalment of

The

Girl

Who
Couldn't

Be Bad
B9

HENRY ALBERT

The lights were lowered and
Orkney seized his opportunity in

flAJrCORNtUA 0WRi'

PHILLIPS

the

shape

of

Hope's

trembling

hand

TTOPE BROWN,

lovely and seventeen,
J^l lived in Pocustown, California, with her
brother Hank, her parents and her Aunt Charity.
Her parents practised the severities of the
prophets: long prayers, longer faces, drudgery,
Hope came to hate the
constant punishment.
things that are called "good" ordinarily. She
determined to run away and be "bad." In this
mood and with her hawk-eyed parents in
'Frisco, she met Miles Orkney, a former resident returned to the little town besmeared with
the vices of a big city.

NOW,

Mr. and Mrs. Ezekiel Brown were in no
Dont get that idea for a
moment. They were zealots, that's all. They
sense hypocrites.

overemphasized one very essential part of our
human make-up and almost totally neglected several other
equally essential parts.

Furthermore. Mr. and Mrs.

Brown

—

—

—

what awaited them.
Xew laurels had fallen tho not unexpectedly upon
the frowning brow of Ezekiel Brown, when he had been
elected Moderator
for the whole state
of the newly
organized Liquor Extinction League.
Sarah Brown
thru the same coincidence of influence was made the
state head, or overmother, of the Society for the Guidance
of Wayward Girls. Now, as leaders of good causes, they
had established a record that would probably stand for

—

like

an appalling

—

That man is a failure who does not enjoy his work! The
Browns enjoyed their work immensely and could not, for
the life of them, see why all the rest of the world did not
go and do likewise. From which it may be seen that you
cant discuss such good people without immediately catching the preaching habit yourself.
Be it said also of the Browns, that they were consistent.
They did not confine their inhuman piety to hardening the
bosom of their family. To the contrary, they were inde-

—

—
—

—

years.

Personal

we

love,

however,

does

not

enter

their

them quite devoid of sympathy for
those who transgress, which gives them something more
of the spirit of exterminators of the wrong side, rather
than one of propagating the right side. So when they are
not engaged in torturing the modern-minded Hope and her
brother at home, they are neglecting them in the
religion, so

find

—

voracious pursuit of their vocations as reformers.
it

had no sense of humor.
of their fellow creatures
They
Life has its little jokes as well as its funerals.
could not see them. But the Browns enjoyed working in
even if they didn't laugh over it now
their chosen field
and then just as we all enjoy doing the thing we want
to do, whether we rob banks or undertake at funerals.

number

fatigable outside workers to the end that none should wilfully escape the wrath to come.
They pointed their
persuasion by giving the wayward a liberal foretaste of

With all
was not

these attributes and accomplishments in mind,
in the least surprising when Mr. and Mrs.

—

—

Brown were appointed unanimously
delegates-at-large to the Federated Convention of Righteous

Ezekiel

!

Causes

The ultragood Ezekiel and Sarah left Pocustown after
invoking austerity on both Hope and Hank and then trusting them both to the kindly care of Aunt Charity.
II

There was one moment when Hope Brown was quite
overcome by her parents' parting from her particularly
her mother. She would have given anything in the world
at that moment to have had her mother take her in her
arms and
But she didn't and instead of all things in
her heart being changed for the better they became a trifle
worse. Mother and father bade their children a perfunc45

—
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There was one moment when Hope was quite overcome by the parting with her parents.
have given anything in the world to have had her mother caress her

lory good-bye and then hurried into the train which
quickly pulled out.
There was another 'moment of pain,
then with a toss of her head Hope turned away and mentally plunged headforemost into her design of becoming
forthwith as wicked as she could be.
While Hope and her Aunt Charity were the acknowledged drudges Charity gratefully so as long as she could
have her Parana the moment she felt overtired inside
the house Hank was the man-of-all-work outside. In his
father's enforced absence he was kept pretty busy.
But
during this same parental absence Hank had managed to
make several friends. Steve Brodie, for instance, had
taken the greatest and most incomprehensible interest in
him. For several months past now, Hank had been sneaking away nights when they thought he was locked in his
room. Steve told him he liked him and promised him a
good job just as soon as his father would let him take it.
Hank knew that his father did not like Steve Brodie for
some reason or other. His father never bothered to tell
him anything. That's the reason he liked Brodie and his
friends, because they seemed to look on him as being somebody. The fellows he met in the back of Brodie's insurance office were older than he, but the kind of sporty
fellows that Hank would have picked out to go with.
They started out by playing dominoes. Then they got to
playing cards one night. Hank was afraid at first. But
they took great pains and patience with him. They always'
had something to drink, too sarsaparilla or ginger ale. It
was the best of its kind Hank- had ever drunk. After
\ drinking a bottle, they could make
Hank do anything and

—

—

;

—

>46

She would

feel happy for the first time in
morning after a clandestine visit to Brodie's,

he seemed to

One

his life.

his father said

"You

smell just like you've been adrinkin'
!"
Hank protested.
it goes so fast
Go
stealin'
you
know
you did
dont
lyin'
to
"Now,
add
Hank did, and he felt as tho he would
to your room !"
like to have had a whole bottle of that wonderful soft
drink of Brodie's and drink it right down. That night he
went again. He asked if he couldn't have a bottle to take
home to keep it in the barn, of course. "Why. I guess
we can give him a bottle as often as he wants it, cant we,
nice feller like him!" And they did give him a
boys?
And whenever things would go askew. Hank
bottle.
would sneak out to the barn and take a little and feel better
right away
Nobody paid much attention to him anyhow,

at breakfast,

my

Parana

—no wonder

—

!

—

A

!

so if he acted a

was doing

—

it

little

was not

queer

— which

noticed.

It

he

was

so

felt

somehow he

good that he

felt

he couldn't do without it
So that day he and Hope were coming up the street,
after having seen their parents off for San Francisco, he
saw Steve Brodie and another man standing in front of the
One reason was, his
house, he was tickled to death.
bottle was empty.
He liked Steve anyway, for that matter.
"There's Steve Brodie !" he told Hope.

"But who is that nice looking man with Mr.
Brodie?" asked Hope, a thrill of feminine consciousness
running thru her. Hope liked men, but her admiration
had usually been limited by the apertures in the "front
room" blinds thru which she peered at them, thinking how
pleasant it would be to actually know one and "go

—
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with" him, as

the

all

rest

of

the

girls

the

in

village

seemed to do.
"Oh, they're probably looking for me I never told you,
Hope, but Steve Brodie is my best friend in this rotten old
town. He's promised to do something handsome for me
some day. You know Pop'll never do anything for me."
"No, Pop's got those everlasting heathens on his mind.
So has Ma! There, Mr.
Brody wants you, Hank.

—

me

Tell

!"

he

"Hank and

said,
1

politely,

have got a

Brodie, clearing his throat.

made him

in the house."

—

"Work,"

darn about you!"
into

the work is
then ?" Orkney was expanding.
"Pray," added Hope

—what

joined his friends.
"I've got this kid just

laconically.

where I want him," Brody
"I'm
had told Orkney.

say?"

"Pray

pouted a

meet the
Orkney.
"You just hold your
You'll meet her
horses
all
right— the kid'll arto

girl !" insisted

a

!

else

that

offered a

on

bottle

of 'charged' sarsaparilla."

the

back

"Aunt

Charity is asleep in the
milk-room.
That feller

wants to meet you

!"

Hope was unwomaned
by a

series of cold chills.

"Tell him,

Hank,

I

cant

what'll

"Why,

Pop

Why,

!

Ma

say!"

Ma

and

!

'fraid cat, that's
are.

You want

but you daresent

first

prize of five dollars for an essay

Spent

My

learned discourse

Vacation."

won

it

.

.

Helen Carand once
.

first

encourage-

Editorially,

come,

of the

we

Motion Picture Magazine

are glad she reconsidered her

hasty decision, for

!"

we

consider her one of the

bridled at this.
could stand baiting
her father, because

The

She
from
she had to
but not from
Hank.
"I'm not afraid
!"
of anybody and you know it
" 'Cept Pop," taunted Hank. "Now's

sister,

Hope,"

said

Hank

declared she was seeking
a cure.

"What's your idea of a
cure for goodness ?" asked
smiling.

"Being bad!" said
Hope, simply, yet with
unmistakable emphasis.
Again was Orkney not
quite
sure
of
hearing
aright.
"There's nothing
like
being accommodat.

ing!" he ventured

at

His restraint had
vanished. Hope had herlength.

acquiesced to the
of which he was a
past master that seldom lost a stake. "I have
a leaning to badness myself

game

Editor.

I

have one

"You have?" asked
Hope.

"What

is

it?"

"Woman," sighed
Orkney.

that chanst to be
bad, that you've been talkin' so much about."
"I'll be bad when I get good and ready !" she answered,
and then, fixing her hair instinctively, she stepped down
the stairs ahead of him, slightly trembling all over in the
knowledge that she was heading straight for the bad
place.
Hank led her down behind the barn.

my

found a sympathetic conand she poured out
her besetting sorrow of an
overdose of goodness and

terrible fault!"

—

is

and looked

fidant

self at times.

finest writers of things cinematic.

Hope

"This

little

"All work and no play
make Hope a dull girl, eh ?
Well, maybe I can be of
some service to you. eh?"
Hope knew that she had

Orkney

who have followed Miss Carlisle's interesting
articles know that she never kept to this resolve.

You're a
what you
to

years ago the Detroit Free Press

The readers

cant say much more when
we do things than they do

when we dont

??

However, when her sister, Lucille, now leading lady in the Larry Semon Comedies, who is
sitting on the arm of Helen's rocker in the
photograph above, proceeded to win the next
prize for which Helen contested, she decided to
forego the writing profession. She planned to
become a school-teacher, which was what her
mother had been before her.

Hank up

stairs.

I

Carlisle

again a contest gave a writer her
ment.

''Come on down,
called

"How

lisle's

Ill

Hope !"

Meet Helen

'"TWELVE

—or anything
— for a

you ask

you

play, did

prettier than ever.

me !"

range

—or

"We work and pray
Pop makes us."
Hope

goin' to get hold of his
old man's gizzard thru
him, or I dont know my
business.
The kid's got
some taste for booze, be-

want

Hope

"And when

the

over

"I

replied

honestly.

house and hurried up to
her room and peeped out
Hankof the window.

lieve

feel like

"I'm sure I'm
pleased to meet you, Miss
Brown. What do you do
to keep busy in this little
town day and night ?"

"Aw, you're crazy,
Hope they dont give a
went

1

business to 'tend to," said
Then the two of them dis-

try girl
a fool.

about that nice-

Hope

shaking her by the hand

little

appeared into the barn.
"Well !" began Orkney awkwardly. He was usually
loquacious and bright in the presence of a pretty face,
but he could not help thinking that this simple little coun-

man when you

looking

come

you do

to

Orkney.

Instead of stepping forward, Orkney receded a step.
She was beautiful but so accusingly innocent. "How do

"That's nice," acquiesced Hope innocently.
Vaguely
she saw in this fault of Orkney's a possible way in which
to consummate her own devilish plans. "I'm awfully glad

you

like

women !"

Orkney then proceeded to honey the morsel he dangled
before her eyes by telling her of not a few escapades he
had had in the city, always leaving the story unfinished for
her to guess the inevitable truth— which she never did.
She merely asked him excitedly, "Oh, please tell me
another one !"
Just as tho they had been fairy tales.
Really to her they were nothing more. Orkney thought,
47
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course, that he had made himself doubly clear. What
she was really drinking in was the magic of city life. She
had yearned for it a great deal lately.
"By the way, Miss Hope, after what you've heard about
me, perhaps you're going to let me show you a few
things ?"
"I was hoping you'd ask me," she said, half-shyly.
"And now that you know what a naughty, naughty boy
I am, what's your idea of the first and most devilish thing
we can do together?"
Hope looked at him, her excitement obvious as the
"I know I
dreadful disclosure hovered on her lips.
!"
oughtn't even to think of it- —but I'm going to do it
"Well,
She sighed guiltily and then came out with it.
about the worst thing: I can think of is for us to go
together - " she gulped over this unthinkable action
"to the movies and see 'The
The Dark Woman's
Secret !' " Awful perspiration stood out in beads on her
forehead as she felt for the side of the barn and leaned
gratefully against it in the agony of her wickedness. It
is doubtful if she even heard Orkney mutter something
!"
like, "Well, I'll be damned
Brodie and Hank returned, the latter with a strange
light in his eyes and a marked unsteadiness in his legs.
Brodie gave him a questionable look.

—

—

"It's

all

said

right,"

Orkney.

"We're going

Aren't we, Hope ?"
Hope nodded solemnly.
"Meet me here at eight then, Hope
hurried away.
together tonight

out

!

—

—

!"

The two men

"Oh," said Hope half-disgustedly to Hank. "You smell
just like that Parana that Pop and Aunt Charity take
after meals
Pop always said you were drinking his."
"Shay !" began Hank, half-angrily lunging for his sister.

—

"I haven't time for anything else here
life
curl my hair for the first time in

my

people what real wickedness

is !"

— I'm going
!

I'll

in to

show these

And
same

strangely, Miles

Orkney was thinking along the

line himself.

IV
Steve Brodie had come into Hank Brown's arid life
thru him he had come in contact
with the first real pleasure he had known. He had always
hungered for any experience outside his own narrow
pathway. The boy was not normal because of the crushing and cowering discipline and undiluted righteousness
that had been meted out to him ever since he could
remember. He had been told so repeatedly that he was
bad that he was convinced of it and longed to exercise
like a rippling river, for

his talent in this direction.

Thus Steve Brodie thought

that he

had launched an

counter-attack on the chief sword-wielder
against the liquor interests.
With his smooth tongue,
natty appearance and genial manner, Brodie knew that
Orkney couldn't fail to attain his object.
And the young people seemed certainly on the downward path that night when they both practically defied
Aunt Charity. Hope took the lead as usual and Hank,
the weakling, followed suit in his sullen way.
Instead
of climbing over the roof and down the grape arbor, he
walked straight out the door and down-town to meet
Brodie and "the boys." Hope waited until the town clock
struck eight and then she, too, put on her ridiculously
plain bonnet and walked out the side door and slammed
it behind her
Aunt Charity, unequal to such onslaughts of Satan as
this, tasted to the very bottom of her Parana bottle.
Just before reaching the barn, Hope felt as tho some
unseen hand halted her. She paused only a second and
then jerked herself away from it. "No, I'm going to do
it!" she muttered.
Mr. Orkney was there whistling a plaintive air and
when Hope came up he greeted her as tho he had been a
invincible

The fellows he met
in the back of
Bro
fice

were older than
they were

he.
But
sporty,

Hank

to be with

liked

them

«t

1
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cavalier.

thrilled.

girl

She,

— handsome man
the night—the
for her — together
movies — romance — adventure

Brown

"By the way, Miss Hope," he

Hope

said,

what you've heard about me,
perhaps you'll let me show you a
few things?"

"after

this

in
-

For a moment she was nearly
overwhelmed by it all. She
the proffered arm
they walked together straight down

took

and

Main Street, when
Hope took her first

to

deep
iquity

draught of inwith ludicrous

solemnity.

Ten minutes

later

they hovered together
on the threshold of
"The Dark Lady's
The lights
Secret !"

were

and

lowered

Orkney

seized the op-

portunity in the shape
of Hope's trembling
hand, which because
of the awe inspired by
the movie, she quite
forgot was hers at all.

Now

the

dark

secret of the lady in

the picture was nothing more
nor less
than that she had at
one time been a circus
rider
Now that she
was seeking the heart
and hand of the millionaire's only son, the secret must
not be disclosed or
However there was the very
point on which the rascally villain sought to hang his dirty
work. He proceeds to blab on the Dark Lady and the
motion picture company obviously having a whole circus
somewhere on the lot eating its head off an entire circus
is unreeled on the screen.
And after the clowns and fierce
animals and daring performers had done their bit a frail
bit of acrobatic humanity came hurtling down from the
And who do you think it was
very peak of the big top
man with wits as
But wait
but the Dark Lady
sharp as a razor and quick as lightning has rushed from
one of the boxes occupied by the audience. He has seized
which Providence
the canvas flap of the door of the tent
and the director has placed in the needed spot, stretched
it out and then held it
for her to fall into
There was every reason to believe that the Dark Lady
would have been killed by a fall of half the thrills. But
she was only unconscious. She never knew who her preserver was, altho she had searched half the world for
a clew giving up her circus life for no other reason.
Now, who do you think it was that saved the Dark Lady ?
You would never guess but it was the millionaire's only
son
He had become wan and frail from attending all the
and had
circuses in the world looking for his Dark Lady
found her at Newport or some place like that after he
had given up all hope. And he was saving the dear secret
to tell her on their wedding-day when the villain "spilled
the beans"
and brought them together
his own words
!

—

—

—

!

—

!

!

A

—

—

—

!

—

—
—

—

in sublime happiness.

The manager of the movie theater was a clever chap.
While the circus was in swing, he had the ushers sell peanuts and lemonade. It made a regular circus out of it
A circus Hope had heard of such things and here
she was at one eating peanuts and drinking pink lemonade and all the rest of it and enjoying it all like a regular
heathen! Orkney blew to everything.
!

—

—

—

But there were moments when Hope Brown disclosed
her intrinsic innocence and revulsion against any approach
to real evil.
That was on seeing the circus performing
ladies in tights and very low-necked bodices.
She told
Orkney frankly that she had never before seen anything
quite so shocking. Orkney was about to make a facetious
remark on the subject, when something in the girl's eye
told him that he would probably spoil it all if he tried too
early to consummate his ulterior purpose.
Hope retired that night with a guilty sense of having
been viciously bad.
Furthermore, she was very much
infatuated with Orkney, who promised to come again

sometime on the morrow.
But Aunt Charity woke next morning with a brutal
headache and a vivid knowledge and growing horror of
Hope's enormities. First thing, she wrote to Ezekiel and
told him all, adding that she thought she could cope with
the situation and not to let the news in any way interfere
with his fine work for the benighted heathen.
The morning and half of the afternoon wore on without the impending clash between Aunt Charity and her
niece.
There was something in Hope's manner that forbade an attack. Then none other than Mr. Miles Orkney
appeared at the Brown front door
Hope opened the
door for him.
Strangely, Aunt Charity had disappeared.
It seems
that Steve Brodie had indirectly attended to that.
Steve
knew that Orkney was coming to call and he also knew
Aunt Charity and Hank had told him about the Parana
bottle.
So he gave Hank a bottle of new apple whiskey
and told him to empty part of it into his aunt's Parana
!

bottle.

Aunt Charity thought the taste of her Parana strange.
But she liked it. And she didn't remember the rest.
So the coast was clear for Miles Orkney and whatever
he had in mind. The only guardian that seemed left for
(Continued on page 88)
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Director

Actor
Sculptor

Artist—

Here

We

Have

REX INGRAM

Photograph by Hoover, L. A.

Most of us would count
ourselves fortunate to
possess

any one

of

the

four talents enjoyed by
the brilliant Rex Ingram.

"La Guerre" was sculptured after he had
studied under Lee Laurie
at

Yale.

And

the sketch

on the right was
Ingrain conception

minor character
slave boy
picture,

I
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in

his

an
of a
of a

new

"The Arab"

—

Out

That's
Frank

Comment by TAMAR Lane

More Hymns of Hate

But so far

As Sung by the Amateur Scenario Writer

HATE

the movies
I hate the scenario editor who
brain-child with the curt reply, "unsuited
to our present needs." when I have copied it from
one of the most famous foreign masterpieces. In a
few months he will probably be filming this very novel.
Every day I see worse stories on the screen than the ones
I write
yet I cant even give mine away.

I

returns

!

my

as actual or potential ability

is concerned,
has greater versatility and knows more about the silent drama and the
possibilities of the motion picture camera than any two of
our other "great" directors put together. Griffith could
make better pictures but he doesn't want to. The fires of
his artistic ambitions have been smothered.
It is because
of this and only this that the screen must look for a

Griffith is

still

the peer of

—

new

them

all.

He

—

leader.

;

As Sung by the Young Extra
hate the movies
I hate the casting director who takes
and address, asks for several photographs, my
experience, my wardrobe, and then never sends for me.
Everyone says that I look just like Valentino when I
have my hair plastered down.
dont casting directors
ever notice these resemblances ?
I

Why

Why

a Stove ?

It

begins to look now as tho stoves were not made for
heating purposes, but for comedians to

cooking and
sit upon.

As Sung by the Ambitious Fan

Movie Efficiency

hate the movies
I hate the stars that I write to, telling them of my troubles and asking for a job in their company. They send back stereotyped replies advising me to
give up the idea because it is such a hard life. If it is such
Then they
a hard life, then why dont they give it up?
send me a photograph of themselves autographed by the
I

!

office-boy.

Is

Is

!

my name

it

any wonder that

The Screen's

I

hate the movies

The

cuts in their

?

wages ?

Stars That Will Shine

Greatest Director

In discussing the question of who
are the silent drama's greatest directors, it has recently become the custom of many scribes to cast slurring
remarks upon the abilities of the
"once great Griffith," and to hand the
title of "greatest director" to such
other supervisors as Chaplin, Seastrom or Cruze.
While the writer has himself found
fault with D. W. Griffith at various
times, he has never, for a moment,
questioned the wizard's abilities or
greatness.

Things got so bad in the film industry recently that the
producers decided to economize and cut down on expenses.
So they started off by cutting the wages of the poor extra
from $7 a day to $5. I wonder how many of the New
York executives who receive $100,000 yearly for warming mahogany chairs four or five hours a day, received

criticism

made of Griffith is
not that he cannot make
films of a finer quality,
but that he docs not
make them. Because several of his worth-while
to be

„.-/

Alice Day. Here is one of the most
promising young comediennes seen on
the screen for some time. In "Shanghaied Lovers," opposite Harry Langdon, she did some very clever work for
a beginner and if she can keep it up
Alice should soon be quite a favorite.

Judging America by
All

Its

Movies

young authors eventually

sell

their novels just in the nick of time to
save the family, and are alway s given
r

a $5,000 check for advance royalties

by the publisher.
All innocent young country damsels
immediately get jobs in the Follies
and become the rage

New

York

celluloid efforts failed to

of

score

playing before the footlights for a few performances.
All innocent country
damsels are lured to a
road-house where they
drink what they think is
tea and are only saved
from the clutches of the
villain
when the hero
arrives on the scene and
breaks down the door.

big

financial

cess, Griffith has

suc-

become

discouraged and has sold
himself out to the idea
that in future he will
make nothing but surefire
box-office
productions.

He, therefore,

lects inferior stories

hokum

situations in or-

der to play
public.

se-

down

TR5KEV

and

to the

Judging America by its movies: All innocent damsels are lured
Then
to a road-house where they drink what they think is tea.
they are saved from the clutches of the villain when the hero
arrives on the scene and breaks down the door

after
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shoe in his boxing-glove and with a mighty wallop knocks
opponent ont of the ring.

his giant

How

They Do

Sucin the

to

ceed

—

Films Lesson
No. 3. For vil-

It

in the Movies

!

The beautiful and much-sought-after young
debutante gives up all her social life and spurns her
many wealthy suitors so that she can live in a little
country cottage with the poor boy that she loves.

In love
scenes never be

lains:

gentle or you

will be mistaken for the

—

hero
grab the
damsel roughly

and struggle

Famous Days

all

around the

in Film History

August 4th, 1912. On this eventful date 'the first
news weekly was presented showing the parade of

room with her

floats at

Kalamazoo, Michigan.

"Hold Your Breath"

"mSKEY

of a five-reel comedy recently completed
sure lives up to its appendage. In this
celluloid scream Dorothy Devore out-harolds Harold
Lloyd so far as thrills are concerned. It's a pippin of a
comic. Dont Miss It.

That's the

title

by Christie and

Right Again, Watson
I commented upon the
Harry Rapf in taking a young
Monta Bell and entrusting him
with the direction of the production, "Broadway After
Dark." I ventured to predict that the young fellow
even tho he had never previously directed a picture
would probably turn out a fairly good photoplay, and that
anyway it couldn't be any worse than many of the films
made by some of the screen's oldest and most experienced
directors. Well, "Broadway After Dark" is completed and

Recently,

in

these

columns,

it

intelligence of producer
director by the name of

instead of being only a fair picture it is a good picture. And
Monta Bell appears to be rather a capable young director.
So I'll take the $50,000 and make myself five superspecials.

How

to

Succeed in the Films

In Five Complete Lessons

Lesson No.

3.

For Villains

The

first requirement is a mustache.
Raise one immediand learn to twist it meaningly. Practise having a
cunning sneer on your face so that the hero may be
properly taunted. If you have fair hair, dye it black at
once, as there is no such thing as a blond villain on the
screen. A cigaret must be smoked at all times, and be sure
to have a bottle handy so that it can be broken over the
hero's head at the proper moment in the story.
Take a
course in acrobatics so that you will be able to fall gracefully off cliffs and over balustrades. In love scenes never
be gentle or you will be mistaken for the
hero grab the damsel roughly and struggle
all around the room with her. Also, above
all things, remember that you must never
kiss the heroine on the lips
this territory

ately

The Poor Movies!
The people of the motion picture profession have been
known to transgress. Their number is legion and as in
any other large profession or group of people there are
some who seem quite unable to stand either the wealth or
It is not
the fame which their popularity brings them.
strange that these few should be harshly criticized.
Frequently they are deserving of greater censure than
But it is horribly unfair to brand
ever comes to them.
an entire profession because of a few notorious flamboyant members. Yet this is what is done to the movies
time and time again. Generally we let such injustices pass

However, a recent newspaper clipping so
unnoticed.
infuriates us that we must publicly quarrel with it.
man suspected of the murder of a woman was discovered to be employed as the operator of a motion picture
machine in the little theater in his town. Immediately a
newspaper blared such a headline across its front page:

A

Movie Man Suspected

in

Such and Such a Murder.

Technically, this headline was truthful. But immediately
the casual reader decided there had been another Hollywood scandal. Actually, this man is a mechanic. His
association with motion pictures is entirely vicarious and
only the most far-fetched reasoning could possibly connect
a man who" projected a machine in a little Staten Island

(Continued on page 87)
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—
reserved for the hero.
heroines
only two places —on

Villains

is

in

kiss

the ears

and on the back of the neck.

In

the movies
beautiful and

The

much-sought- after
young debutante
gives up all her
social life and

spurns many
Sure-Fire

wealthy suitors so
she can live in a
little country cottage with the poor
boy that she loves

Comedy

Gags No. 43
The one where
tive

I
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the diminu-

comedian puts a horse-

TRSKty

The

Editor Gossips

rODAY

has been good to us. It has given us back
of our former belief in the human race
eradicated some of the dark doubt which
our adult years have brought with them
renewed our shaky faith in the fellowship of man.
month or two ago we published in another column
of this magazine a notice telling of Florence Turner, ill

Tsome
.

.

.

.

.

.

A

and destitute

London.

in

Florence Turner everyone

re-

members as the veteran motion picture actress. She was
known as a screen personality before she was known by
her name. Before the casts were shown upon the screen
the public wrote letters to Florence Turner addressed to
''The Girl With the Big Eyes, Yitagraph Company,

Brooklyn,

New

York."

Marion Davies read our note or another like it and
straightforth had her representative in England investigate Miss Turner's
circumstances.

same Florence Turner we remember in the old flickering
we gathered that the happy transition which she has
known in the last few weeks has left her little time to
realize the reality of what might well seem a dream. Just
a month before the day we saw her she was counting over
films,

the remains of her last bank-note hoping wearily that
the few shillings and fewer crowns would last until another engagement brought new bank-notes.
Pride invariably intensifies the difficulties of trying
positions.
The Turners were striving desperately to
Clothes from the old affluent
'"keep up appearances."
days helped their pretenses. They managed so that no
one was ever admitted to the bare and shabby interior
of the flat where they lived. The furniture had gone the
way of the jewels and the furs and any other things
which fickle prosperity had given them and on which
;

slight

She

known
never
Florence Turner per-

had

sonally.

It

was

suffi-

cient to her that a fellow actress was in

distress. Theatrical
people have belied all
the things we heard
about them before we

Just so long as the

world could be kept
in ignorance of such

It was
Marion Davies never knew Florence Turner personally
So she had
sufficient to her that a fellow actress was in distress.
Florence Turner and her mother come to America as her guests.
Today they are her guests in a New York hotel. And Miss
Turner is to have a role in the next Marion Davies production.
Surely when Youth stops in its parade of glamorous days to hold
forth a helping hand to a comrade in difficulties, it is an unusual
Below, Miss Turner and her mother
youth: rich in promise.
photographed on their return to America

a state of affairs,

it

didn't matter so much
that there was often
a lack of food
.

.

.

and
frequently
no
tram fare to take Miss
Turner to the studios
where her hopeful in-

knew them

personally
except that they are
unfailingly quick to
help a comrade. Their
purses are always being emptied in generous and impulsive
gestures. Their latchare
always
strings
raised in an offer of
hospitality to any
friend in distress.

sums might be

realized.

Photograph by
rnational

Newsreel

quiries about engage-

ments so often met
with disappointments.
This was the discouraging
state
of
affairs
which
con-

Florence

fronted

Turner and

her
mother for years, ever
since the war wiped

So Marion Davies
had Florence Turner

company and her

and her mother

savings.

brought to America
as her guests. Today

way under

they are her guests in
a

New York

hotel

and Miss Turner is to
have a role in the
next Davies picture.
Perhaps Miss Davies
lias come to a premature
acceptance
of
that simple and wise

philosophy: "There,
but for the grace of
God, go I." Life does

queer things to
It turns their
It
topsyturvy.
doesn't always whisper a warning.
Today
ah, yes!
Of
today we are com-

people.
lives

—

paratively certain.
But tomorrow is always ahead of us an

—

eternal question.

Talking to Florence
Turner, who is the

out

her

her

studios,

Their health

gave

the strain

of anxiety and worry
on two or three occasions,

and

life

loomed

before them in a vista
of grim, stark years.
Who would dare condemn them if they
had refused to face
such a future
?
But then another en.

.

.

gagement would come
along.

And

then the

same deadly struggle
would begin all over
again when that engagement's money

dwindled away.

However,

member

our

we

re-

grand-

mother's telling us that
the longest lane must
have a turning.
One day a message
came to the Turner
{Cont'd on page 110)
.
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On

the

Camera

Sketches b$

J.

W.

Lines

Golinkin

Once more Washington crosses
the Delaware.

And

this

Harrison Ford is
the hero, with

time a

battery of cameras click as the
small craft perilously nose their
way among the

and

courage any less
ardent a Romeo.

deal-

ing with this epi-

His story name
is
C h.a r 1 e s
Fownes.
Everybody that has
ever read the
novel will re-

sode in American

was

photographed on

the

Delaware

River last
before the
sunshine
the very

melted
impor-

tant

proper-

ice

love of
Meredith,

which persists in
spite of obstacles
that
would dis-

ice floes.
For a
of "Janice

history

a

Janice

scene

Meredith"

tendencies

rebel

winter
spring

member

his

charming love
story

.

.

.

ties

of Marion Davies at the top of the page was made when
she arrived at the studios
before she prepared for the cameras
in the costumes she wears below and on the right. The sketch above
is typical of Marion Davies.
She is today the same friendly soul
she was some years ago ... before she knew fame and wealth.
These things which usually bring arrogance of spirit with them have
left Miss Davies simple and unaffected

The sketch

.

.

.

~\^K *
Arbuckle lends his
portly self to the role of Squire
Meredith. The story forces
him to be eternally punishing
Marion in her daughterly role
of rebellious Janice. He asked
the director if they wouldn't
change the story so he might
be kind to her just once. Incidentally, Mrs. Maclyn Arbuckle
plays Martha Washington

Maclyn

—

I
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It

is

pleasant

favorite
screen.

to find
stories
on

love

And

your
the

some time in
life the Paul

at

everyone's

Leicester Ford novel of Janice
Meredith enthralls them. With
so many other beloved books
still waiting a celluloid birth
let
no producer cry over a
lack of stories

tfTMOTlON PICTURE

t
The

Golinkin

Mr.

made

has

quaffing
cooling drink,
with no dream
of the Volstead
Act which was

a

very interesting
sketch on the

Notice

right.

way

the

in

eventually to
come to Amer-

which both the

director and
the

ica, is

cameraman

way
by

are about to
photograph who
is lying on the

this season

his

work

in

which he

in

And

plays

opposite

Madge Kennedy.

work. For
this exterior
scene was built
its

Such

popularity w .1 s
sure to bring
him a movie

studios,

engagement

as you may
have discovered
from the studio
lights in the

left

C.

"Poppy," the
musical comedy

notice the elecdoing
tric fan

the

.

Fields has delighted Broad-

perspective on
the actor they

in

W

Fields. Mr.

crouch low in
order to get a

ground.

gentleman

below

a

-r.*j ,fi*«».'M*-.«

hand

corner

mental

note
to look for the scenes
depicting the Battle

Make

a

of Trenton,

when you

to see "Janice
Meredith." This episode of the story was
filmed at Plattsburg
and the 26th Infantry
itself "extras" for
these particular scenes

E. Mason Hopper is
directing this story of
And
Colonial days.
the quaint settings
which afford the story
much of its charm

were designed by
Joseph Urban who is
responsible

for the

backgrounds of both
Old New
"Little

York" and "When
Knighthood was in
Flower"
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It

is

Joseph

Kilgour

who

stands in the role of George
Washington in the Valley
Forge scene above. Casting
directors have never found
anyone better fitted to portray
the
Father of Our

Country.
Personally, we
think it quite unnecessary
to look any farther

Anyone would think that
motion picture producers
had just discovered the
American Revolution. Here
D. W. Griffith has just given
us his "America," which is
actually a historical chronicle of the uprising of the
Colonies and the war that
followed. And now "Janice
Meredith" finds its background and story motivation in the stirring events
of those brave days

This

sketch

Holbrook Blinn

of

who gives Lord Clowes his shadow
being was made behind the
camera line

while Mr. Blinn
waited for the director's delayed
call of "C-a-m-e-r-a!"
Motion
picture

.

.

actors

.

respond

to

command

that

with the same alacrity
that soldiers manifest at the sound
of the

i
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word

"F-i-r-e!"

Above

is a full-length pencil study
And our
of Harrison Ford. . . .
artist captioned the sketch on the
"A couple of 'hams'"
left:

Across the SiWersheet
''Tke CKeckaKcos" and

"Wanderer

of the Wasteland"
Reviewed by

ADELE WHITELY FLETCHER

WHEN

we heard that "The Chechahcos"
(pronounced Chee-Chaw-Koz) was the

first picture actually to be filmed in
Alaska, we decided that it would be interesting, much from the same standpoint that the neverto-be-forgotten "Nanook of the North" was interesting.
However, this is a far, far hail from the good old Nanook.
cannot, for the very life of us, understand why the
producers of this picture went to such lengths in the name
of such a cheap and melodramatic story.
Chechahcos,
it seems, is in the vernacular of Alaska, a newcomer, a
"tenderfoot."
So the story takes its odd name from its

We

A

principal characters, who were among the men and women
that flocked to the Klondike in those frantic days of the
gold-rush.
This era affords much material which would
lend itself to a splendid dramatic story however, it is

—

absent from this production.
Nor are the characters portrayed by capable actors and
actresses. It has been explained to us that a good cast in this
instance was an impossibility because no prominent people
were either willing to submit themselves to the rigors of a
sojourn in the snowy wilderness or to give the time to this
one picture which the journey in itself would have necessitated.
However, we think the burden of- the poor story
would have been heavy, even for an exceptional cast.
The star of this production is the glacier formations
slow-moving, ever
those walls of ice and snow
.
.
in the direction of some river or sea into which they crash,
They
terrifying and awe-inspiring masses of white.
.

.

.

.

"\7anderer of the "Wasteland" is one of the most

roared into the sea many times
during the story's length but
every time we thrilled with
terror.
No dramatic cataclysm manoeuvred by an allstar cast ever moved us as
these cataclysms of ice and
snow.
As a matter of fact, his production is invested with in-

numerable

scenes

of

interesting

we

pictures

have ever seen. The entire film, which is based
on the Zane Grey story
of the desert, is filmed
It promises
in color.

well for the motion
pictures to come when
every production will be
reflected in the beauty
of natural colors

rare

We

white beauty.
cannot help hoping that the producers of "The Chechahcos" will ship their cameras again
to the northern snowfields and bring us back an authentic
story of those dramatic days when the gold-rush made
life up there a chance and an adventure.
believe they
have the vision of a pioneer or they would not have
attempted the impracticability of filming a feature production in such a difficult country. It was in their selection of a
story that their perspective became blurred.
For "The
Chechahcos" is a chromo in a marvelously beautiful frame.
(Continued on page 119)

We

The proof

ducers"

"The Che-

chahcos"

this picture
have given

poor

(pronounced
Che e-C hawKoz) is the

us a
story

vernacular
for tender-

have presented it

foot

upon

in

the

white wilds
of Alaska

badly

acted;

a

but

mar-

velously
beautiful and

wonder f ul
stage

[

—
"The
has

Galloping Fish"
everything in the

way of broad comedy
that has ever been done
before.
There is a
laugh most of the way
because
left

in

those

the
the

action

is

hands

of

fun-makers,

Louise Fazenda, Chester
Conklin, Ford Sterling
and Sidney Chaplin.
"Listen Lester," on the
other hand, aside from
work of Louise
the
Fazenda, was too slim
plot and characterization to make a good
picture.
It was originally a musical comedy,
in

you know

CRITICAL PARAGRAPHS

Comments

On

WHICH

Other

YOU TO THE

Productions

BEST PICTURES

The Galloping Fish

ble of projecting this comedy.
But it
isn't within several cuts of the former.

EVERYTHING
broad comedy

the way of
has sucthat
ceeded in the theater has been incorporated here and the picture
as well as the individual performers
in
the
heavily
score
in

—

many

majority of their
efforts

to

spectators.

comedy

—

amuse

the

It is a swift

—

signed primarily for
novelty and freedom of

work by
an accomplished cast of
comedians.
Mr. Ince
has not stinted on production. He has lavished
money in dressing up

individualistic

these old accepted stunts

refurbished
and worked up the gags
and incidents in such
thoro fashion that they
fairly sizzle with sparks
and energy.
A studio
capable of putting out
"The Hottentot" is capa-

has

"Borrowed Husbands," as might
be expected, deals with domestic complications in the upper

To

well told and presented. And
Florence Vidor and Rockcliffe

you with the story
and describe the events
of a three-ring circus. It offers a mere
skeleton plot upon which to thread the

Fellowes enact their roles

incidents

strata of society.

It is

with authority

a story

acquaint

would be

to try

It
concerns the
adventures of a married
youth who quite unwillingly becomes the guard-

together.

of a sea

ian
is
.

-

title

of

"Bluff"

gives

hardly
role,

acceptable
of her
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in this

which asks too much

It

complications. And there
is a laugh most of the

The f unmakers ?
Look you toward Louise
way.

Fazenda, Chester Conklin,

Ford

Sterling, Sid-

—

and a few
others whose names
ney Chaplin

have decorated comedies
we will tell you

—and

they are thoroly
schooled in the art of

that

making

fun.

Listen Lester

Once in a while a
musical comedy adaptation carries enough substance of plot and characterization

The

who

packed with amusing

to

make

it

with

the
entertainin
original
Such a
ment values.

comparable
you a comprehensive idea
of this frail story which
moves in an artificial way
against New York and its
idle rich.
Agnes Ayres is

lion

assists a diving girl.

this latest strip

of celluloid from the
Ince factory and it appears to have been de-

—and

GUIDE

WILL

picture
Yankee

was
Consul,"

"The
and

"Oh Lady, Lady." Here
we have a piece which
can be called only mildly

—

Below is Buster Kcaton in "Sherlock, Jr."
In this picture Buster
Keaton has a lot up
his
is

sleeve and it
one of his best

efforts.

You'll be sure

to like

it

The

Monte Blue, Marie Prevost, Clara
Bow, Edythe Chapman and Wilfred Lucas are the leading players
in "Daughters of Pleasure," which
tells of the temporary moral collapse of a home that was built
upon a wealth too suddenly acThis is a truthful plot,
quired.
well directed and intelligently acted

—

amusing because it lacks breadth and
It
takes up the
colorful incident.
pattern of the "gay old dog" who attempts to get back some love letters
from his sweetheart.
played

romancer,

This

with

fine

sparkle by that finished actor, Alec
Francis, burns up a lot of effort and
railroad fare in his efforts to dodge a
tiresome woman of his acquaintance,
and to regain the letters. Which marks
the pivot of the fun, tho there are in-

corporated

There

comedy

is

some

fairly

no whirlwind
There is

stuff.

nothing to propel a spectator out of his seat
overcome with mirth.
But he may find mo-

ments of humor and
terest in the

in-

work

of a

cast

that

well-balanced

comprises, aside from
Mr. Francis, Harry

memory formula

has
dusty pigeonhole to serve as entertainment in
"His Forgotten Wife," a picture
which is very much cut-and-dried.
Madge Bellamy contributes charm
and poise as the wife and Warner
Baxter is excellent in the role of
the veteran
lapse of

been taken from

In "Men," under the direction
of a Continental director, Pola
Negri gives her best perform-

ance since "Passion." The
story is trite, but in it Pola acts
with her emotional flair and
the abandon which once marked
her work. The action concerns
itself with Cleo who as the
toast of Paris makes men pay
and pay and pay

its

the wife of a departed husband as the
most attractive widow in town and then
proceed to give her a "borrowed" husband.
Before the absent husband returns, the spectator is guided thru a

melodramatic happenings,
which are incredibly farfetched and convenient, tho they serve

series

many
in

of
of

shaping a fair amount of suspense.

Romance has

a prominent part in the
follow a few love affairs
between other women's husbands and
picture.

We

other men's wives.
There are several scenes
which build tragic or
near tragic climaxes.
The most commendable
part of the feature

Yidor

and

is its

Florence

interpretation.

Rockcliffe
in

Fellowes succeed

playing their roles with
authority.
It has been
given a highly satisfactory mounting.

Myers, Louise Fazenda,

Eva Novak, George
O'Hara, Lee Moran and
Dot Farley.

Borrowed Husbands

Domestic

complica-

tions in the upper strata
of society are given a
thoro
airing
in
this
latest twist of the ever-

present eternal triangle.
It is rather heavy in plot
and rather taxes one's
imagination in keeping
up with it. But it may
be cataloged as a society

drama

which

becomes

when
quite
entangled
certain friends introduce

Bluff
The movie conception
of New York life is expressed in this artificial
story which is framed
against a background. of
the idle rich. It has to
do with the power of
"bluff" in putting yourself over.
And a subtitle has it that bluff is
the only thing that New

Yorkers understand.
Which is a nice crack at
the metropolis, but true
only to your point of
view. It projects a beautiful girl

assert

who, unable to

her

personalitv,
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Every once in

a

while

human

story
conies to us in an unpretentious film. This
real

a

is true of "Riders
Up," in which Creighton Hale portrays a
race-track tout who
fools the folks back

home
he

is

into

thinking

engaged in some

enterprise.
legitimate
This is really a good

production

a story of
of course, carries real
thrills. It is a graphic melodrama
and played with good feeling by
Rockcliffe Fellowes, Virginia Valli

"The Signal Tower,"

Constance Talmadge's
forte and in "The Gold Fish" she
is
more attractive than she has
been in sometime because of the
handicap she has known in stories.
Her heroine is the heartless flirt

Comedy

is

railroad

life,

and the ever-dependable Wallace
It is something of a relief

Beery.

believes she must marry men
of wealth and position if she is to
Zazu
walk in the high places.
Pitts, Jean Hersholt, Frank Elliot

who

to see a triangle story dealing, not
with the rich, but with simple

working people

and Jack Mulhall supplement
the star

upon considerable suggestion and
subtleties

bluffs her way with such success that
she lands in police headquarters and
before the handsome
jail
in
nearly
attorney (true to form and formula) appears and rescues her from her embarrassing situation.
It is a frail narrative, the good points
being expended in the setting and the
wardrobe affected by Agnes Ayres. This
actress is hardly adaptable for such a role.
But she tries her
It asks too much of her.
level best to make something of the char-

—

applies to Antonio
in the part of the attorney.

same

The

acter.

Moreno

Daughters

of

Pleasure

home

And

keeping pace

with the mounting drama

In "Triumph" Cecil De
Mille has not plunged
into the super-spectacle
field.

Compared
is

his
really

picture.

It is

other efforts, this
a

modest

filled

with the

to

hokum

of

sharp contrasts and constory,
this
In
flicts.
Leatrice Joy, Rod La
Rocque, Victor Varconi
and Charles Ogle give

admirable

performances

forcing

of treatment in

his points.

a note of
a really
dramatic climax and while it is a shade
too convenient, nevertheless, it generates a
convincing touch.
The chief characters are a philandering
husband and father, his neglected wife, his
ironic

humor.

You

—

is

anticipate

wilful daughter and a gay bounder who is
interested in the girl as a plaything. The
husband begins to play and selects the
And the big
daughter's school chum.

moment
father.

finds

the

girl

discovering

her

She hurls words of bitter scorn
at him and resolves

show that she is a
chip of the old
She would
block.
to

an affair
the young
But the
bounder.

entertain

Here

is

likely

a

with

cross-section of life
the temporary
moral collapse of a

voice

built upon
wealth too suddenly

most unexpected
fashion, which re-

—of

home

acquired.

There are

conscience

of

comes

to

note.

hokum

drama,

;

tions

situa-

the

speak

—

for

themselves and the
director has taken
this truthful plot
and these genuine

characters and
molded them
fascinating
His target
spectator's
ligence,
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£

into a

yarn.
the
is
intel-

as he relies

It's

sound

a

beaten

in

spiritual

a

leases

moments given
over to dramatic

no

them

off the
path of

triangles

— and

played with deftness

and authority by

Marie
Clara

Prevost,

Bow and

Edythe Chapman.
Wilfred Lucas, in a
Lewis Stone type of
not so sue1

role,

is

(^MOTION
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of Montana" follows along the well-worn path of the average, orthodox Western
picture.
It furnishes no suspense or surprise in a story which depends almost entirely upon
incident. Its romance is found in the premise of a spirited girl who is determined to win the
heart of the bashful hero. Jack Hoxie plays Ridgway and is likable

"Ridgway

—

and Monte Blue might have injected more spark
study of the fast stepper. No shafts of criticism can
be hurled toward this picture. It presents a daring situation
directed in daring fashion. No sops are thrown to the conventions
even tho the moralities save it at the finish.
cessful
in his

—

developed.
The acting is satisfactory,
contributing charm and poise to the role
of the wife, and Warner Baxter performing well the
part of the shell-shocked veteran.
rather

hastily

Madge Bellamy

Sherlock,

His Forgotten Wife

From

the dusty pigeonhole is lugged the hoary lapseto serve as entertainment. As is customary with this type of story, the successful operation is
and when the victim's
the object striven for and obtained
memory is restored in the climax, there is nothing left
but to identify himself and the girl he married. It's all
very conventional very much cut-and-dried from the
moment that a French nurse pretends to find a shellshocked soldier's identification card and gives him a
"missing" man's name until he is restored to

of-memory formula

—

—

health thru the operation.
Coincidence plays an
The
portant part here.
victim actually proves
to be the missing man
and for the purposes of conflict there
is a girl back home
determined to emhim finanbarrass

—

unconvincing.

One shows the hero
becoming the butler
own home,
in
his
while another shows
him having no recollection of his wife
until she actually con-

him
operation.

fronts

—

Buster enjoys himself
„-<£%.
.

thoroly
in
satirizing
the crook melodrama
even if he does
assume his w. k.
frozen-face expression.
He doubles as
(Cont'd on page 98)

—

before

she is
eliminated. There are
several touches that

are

Buster Keaton's deductive powers have been in operaHe has discovered some brand-new gags and
incidents.
He has played detective so long in trying to
uncover novel tricks that his audience will accept his
newest role as something that he has been playing all
the time, tho here he acts the detective before our eyes.
The story which he fashioned is not so ingenious as "Our
Hospitality" in regard to property inventions, but it does
suffice in rousing the risibilities because there is a
compact line of laughs in the incidents which
are projected without any slackening of pace.
tion again.

roman-

and

cially

tically

Jr.

after the
is
It

"Why Men Leave Home"
one
is
wood's

Avery

Hop-

bedroom

plays

of

which has managed
get by the censors. It

to
is

the story of hubby neglecting his wife for his
stenographer ... a divorce follows. It is really
worked out in a fairly
humorous fashion. Lewis

Stone and Helene Chadare convincing in
their leading roles

wick
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Pol a

s wears
Allegilance

jLhe

Countess Domhski

lakes

Out Her

First

Citizenship Papers

All photographs

b..

Ku-hee

You always hear the sons and
daughters of old American
families complain that Europeans come to this country
.
.
earn large sums of money .
.
and then return with it to their
native land, with no thought of
.

.

allegiance

to

their

Land

of

Fortune.

This does not happen to be true of Pola Negri,
however. The part about coming to America and earning
fabulous sums of money is all
right, but Pola has no intention
of leaving the land which has
given her this wealth. She has

sworn allegiance to the Stars
and Stripes by taking out her
first

I

62
G£.

citizenship papers

The
went
ship.
is

— and nothing but the
— was revealed when Pola
truth

truth

to court about her citizenShe said her real name

Apolonia,

Dombski;

that

the
she

Countess
is

twenty-

seven years old ; that she was
born in Lipno, Poland; weighs

one hundred and twenty-five
pounds; is five feet five inches
high, with a fair complexion
and black hair. The poets who
have written villanelles to
Pola's eyes must have experienced a shock over her simple
description of them.
She announced them in a matter-offact

manner

as just "grey"

These pictures
were taken in
and about the
Negri domicile

in

Beverly

Hills.

However,

Miss Negri also

maintains

a

suite at the Hotel
Ambassador in

Los

Angeles

proper, where
she stays most
of the time

Outside

of
becoming a
citizen and making motion
pictures, Pola keeps busy
denying her engagement to

every man with whom she
is
Now
seen in public.
rumor has her engaged to
Rod La Rocque, and once

more

she insists that there
no truth in it

is
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The
Conquering

Hero
of tke

Ring

Comes
to the

Movies

Achieve fame in any walk of life,
and a movie contract that reads
like the war debt will be sure to
come your way. Jack Dempsey's
income from his heavyweight
championship is the least part of
his income these days.
For he is
occupying a dressing-room at the
Universal studios with a large star
painted on the door. He is making a series of ten pictures, to be
called "Fight and Win Stories"

64
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Letters to tine Editor
Laurels for Cullen Landis in "The
Fighting Coward," the screen version
of Tarkington's "Magnolia."
As I passed one of the
Dear Editor
:

Louis a
month or so ago, an advertisement caught
my eye which read "Booth Tarkington's
Big Hit directed by James Cruze, with
finest cast since 'The Covered Wagon.'

most attractive

theaters

in

St.

:

remembered the characters in
"Magnolia," so I became eager to know
Ernest Torrence, Mary
the movie cast.
Astor, Noah Beery, and Phyllis Haver I
thought suited the roles they were to portray, and "Oh !" I exclaimed, was it really
true had some director at last awakened

had

I

—

and given Cullen Landis a real star part?
Thanks to Mr. Cruze thanks to the people
who said that Cullen Landis is splendid
;

the leading role.

in

That very night
ture.

I

Landis'

"Curly

I

to see the pic-

have never missed any of Mr.
Since he played the
Kid" he ih'as been my favorite
pictures.

Long 'be fore

actor.

went

everyone,

I

was

Every reader

of the

"Mo-

Magazine"

tion Picture

;

Page. However, we can use
only letters which give the
writer s name and address.

Only

he used in

initials will

publication
prefers it.

the

if

We

writer

pay for

by

this

all

;

very good
Rameses. Many people like Richard Dix
best, but after all he did not have as much
to do as Rod La Rocque, and I think that
he and Charles de Roche deserve most

deemed

praise of all for their fine acting.

Charles

the most interest-

ing and worthy of illustration. Three dollars 7S
paid for the others

am sorry
only going
for I am one
I think that
I

handsome

favorite than

:

I

vain searches for
material being made by
Lubitsch and Seastrom.
While it contains no
help for the latter, I
think this letter may
assist the former.
Lubitsch is a master
of tragedy. Let me tell
him, thru your column,
a true-life story which
he could handle
"Once there was a
great European actress
who dared abandon herself to her art, with the
result that two of her
characterizations so
surpassed the work of
scores of other great
women, that the actress
gained recognition from
the sophisticates in
the

Lor-

Mc-

Let me say again that
hope everyone will
"The Fighting
enjoy
Coward," and I hope
Cullen Landis will be
appreciated as its star.

Very truly yours,
MlSS LORETTA RoWE,
St. Louis, Mo.

America; and Commercialism,
assuming a
most docile mask, skil-

A

brief for the
modern half of "The

Ten Commandother day

"The

I

Ten

:

went

8,

Dear Editor In the
issue
June
of
your
magazine, one reads of

is

I

ments."
Dear Editor

fine

Something to think

George

O'Hara, Louise
and May
raine,
Avoy.

very

about.

Johnnie

Kosloff,

another

is

enjoy seeing

Harron,

is

best in French costume,

London, Ws. W.
England.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
see him
to
(I hope
again), Lloyd Hughes,
Barthelmess,
Richard
Rod La Rocque, Theodore

him

Madelene Murat,

stardom

favorite actress.

Tearle

I like

6 Pembridge Gardens, Nottinghill Gate,

—

also

films,

of her devoted admirers, and
the screen will lose a jolly

some of the others.
Very sincerely,

What he
concerned.
needed was a director
Mr. Cruze, the
like
public by this I mean
everyone in every city
already likes him.

my

Corinne Griffith

few more

best of all, like he wore in "Ashes of
Vengeance." His acting in that was superb. Norma Talmadge
as "Yoeland" was charming.
She is a wonderful actress, and her
portrayal of the cold and haughty Frenchwoman was perfect.
Douglas Fairbanks, of course, does not need praise, but I would
like to siy that it's a real good treat to go to one of his films.
May McAvoy is another very charming actress. I'm sure that
if her parts were chosen carefully, she would soon be more of a

;

Norma Talmadge

to hear that
to make a

a

fine actress.

Conway

—

city

de

is

actor.

lad with college-boy spirits, and that is more than many popular
Not many personalities echo Fraternity proms.
stars boast of.
That is why Cullen Landis is bound to get somewhere he had
really tried.
He is talented and always delicious in pictures,
despite the fact that he does not always get the girl.
At last the time that I had been waiting for had come, I told
myself, as I watched the Notorious Cunnel Blake knock out the
He was certainly wonderful in the play, and I enbig bullies.
Everyone around me remarked how
joyed every scene of it.
handsome Cullen Landis was others said he was perfect in his
Young girls even spoke about sending for his picture. So
part.
Cullen Landis has certainly reached
as far as this

made

Roche

which are accepted
Five dolfor publication.
lars is paid for the letter
letters

the Sheiks captivated

thrilled

is

invited to contribute to this

the modern side of the story gets half the
praise it deserves. You hear people on all
sides saying : "Yes, it is a wonderful film,
but I liked the beginning much better than
the end." This is not fair in this modern
age it would look out of place and ridiculous to put in as much fire or grace as they
had in ancient times, but this does not say
that the acting cannot be just as good in
modern clothes, and I think Rod La
Rocque's acting, as the naughty brother,
was fine, and Leatrice Joy certainly deserves praise, and lots of it, too
also

fully lured the
to this country.

The
to see

Command-

ments." I think that it
is one of the most wonderful films ever shown,
but I dont think that

Thanks
part.

in the

to

Mr. Cruze, Cullen Landis has

And everyone who
title-role

of

this

sees

at last

been given

a star

"The Fighting Coward" lauds him
version of Booth Tarkington's

screen

"Magnolia"

artiste

"When the lady was
completely bound by a
nice,
strong
contract,
she was persuaded to
pluck her eyebrows, bob
her gorgeous hair,
blacken the lids of her
(Cont. on page 109)
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The Way

To Keep

Keeping

fit

is

importance
the athlete

work

is

Fit

of vital
to all

stars.

Their

constantly

making demands
upon them in the
hair-raising feats they
perform, and their

The exercise
just
ple.

bodies must be ready
to accept these tests.
Illustrating this page

Walsh

woman
a

man and
few

muscles, and

these
oyer and over again,
while the others get
lax from their long
disuse

In the upper left hand corner and to the right are two forms of
the knee-bending exercise which Mr. Walsh especially recommends for people cooped up in offices. However, both of these
knee-bending illustrations exercise different muscles and should
be followed carefully. Mr. Walsh admits that the knee-bending
exercise on the right and the position on the left make it difficult
at first to keep your balance.
However, he insists that practice of
these exercises improves your balancing with results in health

and pep

L.
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GS.

one

bends with the

Mr.

exercises only

comparatively

pictured
quite sim-

arm

is

spread the other arm

insists that the

average

First

is

bent with its fist closed
and then as this arm is
extended and the fingers

are some simple ex-"
ercises for which
George Walsh posed
and which he strongly

recommends.

above

fist

closing

Bring up a child in
way he shall
grow, says an old
Bihlical text. Mr.
and Mrs. Buster Keaton seem to be following this precept in
regard to both
of
their sons.
Joseph

the

The
Keatons
Present

Baby
Robert

has already made his
debut before the motion picture camera.

Now Robert
madge

gazes

Talinto

a
lens at a very tender
age.
And, considering their much photo-

graphed father,
mother and aunts,

it

not unlikely that
these Keaton boys will
also turn to the motion
picture camera when
they grow to a man's
is

estate

'

7

J
|-
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On me

Camera Coast
—

NEGRI

POLA

and Rod La Rocque well, they deny it.
and Mrs. "Reggie" Vanderbilt's twin
sister, Thelma Morgan Converse, well, they deny it.
Bert Lytell and Claire Windsor well, they more or less
Chaplin

Charlie

—

deny it.
This much, however, "stands out with startling and unassailable
clearness"
somebody in Hollywood ought
as the politicians say
to invent a new formula for denying engagements.
They always
say the same thing
"Mr. Pickles is a very wonderful man and his
friendship has been an inspiration to me but we are just good

—

:

—

;

friends

:

that's all."

She said that the rumor of her engageabout because a bunch of movie
folk have been dining together once a week Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Eyton, Mr. and Mrs. Tony Moreno, and Mr. and Mrs. Marshall
Neilan. So it was just naturally supposed
that matrimony would be catching from
Pola did vary

ment

to

it

a

little.

Rod La Rocque came

:

No wonder Baby
Peggy

nestles so contentedly in the gentle-

man's arm.
The
gentleman is Sol
Lesser, who brought
Jackie Coogan to
juvenile fame

who

.

.

.

and

now

devoting
his managerial efforts
to Mistress Montgomery's future. Bert
Lytell had barely unpacked his luggage on
is

his arrival in California, after his sojourn

when a wire
him back to
New York. Maryon
Aye and Virginia
Brown Faire, who saw
him off at the train,
think the long-disabroad,
called

tance

commuting

huge joke

.

.

.

a

and

Bert doesn't look as tho
it

bored

him

either

force of example.

Whatever

else,

Norma Talmadge

is

no

piker when it comes to directors. Following the announcement that she is going to
hire Sidney Olcott at $3,700, comes the
news that she has contracted with Fred
Niblo to make a picture with her at $4,000
a week. It is said that these are the highest prices that have ever been paid to any
directors
since
motion pictures weri
invented.
Mr. Niblo states that he is going t<
make a picture with Norma that will be an
adaption of a classic drama. I have heard
that Mr. Niblo intends to make "L'Aiglon" but I dont know whether with Norma
or somebody else. It would be a wonderful picture.
Altho it is the story of the
young son of Napoleon, it has always been
;

by women
Maude Adams.

played

— by

Bernhardt

and

Altho the producers have all registered
vow never again to make a cos-

a solemn

Photograph (above) by
J.

C. Milligan

tume picture, it looks as tho most of them
were on the way to do it. Following
this announcement from Niblo, comes
the news that Harry Beaumont is going to make "Deburau" for Warner
Brothers.
He was the director who
made "Beau Brummel."
Dimitri
Buchowetzki insists he is going to
make a monster costume on the life
of Napoleon.

What
Charlie Ray

is

bravely starting his
professional life over
again at the Ince

studio where his
fame was originally
made. He has taken
the failure of "The
Courtship of Miles
St an dish" philosophically, and

Thomas

H. Ince is glad to
have him in his
studios again

is

worrying Norma, however,

her new play but her new house.
When Fatty Arbuckle blew up financially, Norma took over his house on
West Adams Street near E. L.
Doheny, of oil-investigation fame.
She sold this the other day and is starting to build another one out in Beverly
Hills.
Norma says she is never going
to have another house the size of the
Grand Central Terminal. The nexti
one is going to be a little cot doubtless about the size of the Pennsylvania
Norma says all that she is
depot.
very particular about is that it shall
have a big attic where she can keep
her old costumes and a swimmingpool and some stables for her horses!
and some other things.
isn't

;

—

;

968

;

;

Harry Carr Gossips of Professional
ana Social Activities
Theda Bara, after her long absence from the screen, is starting
A company has been organized on purpose to make her into
The first one will be "Declassee," made famous by Ethel

again.
pictures.

Barrvmore. Miss Bara has been living almost the life of a recluse
Beverly Hills.
One of the most pitiful and singular dramas of Hollywood was
the suicide of Robert Hewes, a young screen author and publicity
man. Young Hewes had an unhappy love affair and made up his
mind to take his life. A fiction story of his had just been accepted
for publication and the publisher had sent him the proofs for final
at

correction.

He

sent a calm, quiet letter to this editor stating that if

any other corrections were needed the}- should be taken up with one
of his friends whom he named, as he was to kill himself that night.
Mrs. Wallace Reid, like Florence Lawrence and several other
former screen actresses, has become a real estater. She has gone
Aninto partnership with a well-known firm of realtors.
other interesting thing about Mrs. Reid is that a revolutionary discovery in relation to the dope habit is said
to have been made at the memorial hospital established last year in Los Angeles in memory of Wally.
The physicians have not yet given the facts to
the public as they wish to wait until they are
absolutely sure.

Corinne Griffith has started a very expensive fad
which all the movie girls have
It
grabbed up with avidity.
Chinese
for wearing old
is
Norma Talmadge's screen
mandarin robes for dressingkisses are famous. HowOf course they have
gowns.
ever, her greeting to her
alvvavs worn mandarin robes
husband, Joseph Schenck.
but it doesn't count from now
upon his return from
New York, bears up well
on unless the robes look as tho
by comparison, say we.
the\' had come out of a ragAlong with erstwhile
They have to show the
bag.
famous beauties, Barbara
signs of age and wear in the
La Marr endorses the
softness of their colors.

If

milk bath

it

truth

can be proved that Confucius

impels

mit that

this

However.
us
is

to
a

ad-

scene

wore it, so much
from "The White Moth"
Madeline Hurlock has the oldest and most mysterious-looking one found so far.
The other things that Miss Griffith
the

collecting

is

consist

of

better.

prize-win-

She is making a picture called "For Sale" in which are
to appear Marga La Rubin who won
the beauty prize offered by the
Loudon Daily Mirror; Georgia Hale
who was "Miss Chicago" in the last
ning beauties.

Atlantic City bathing-suit parade
and Justine Valso who has recently
come from Italy with a prize offered
by the Roman newspapers for the
most perfect form in the world or
the universe or some place.
Maurice Tourneur is a cynical and
charming gentleman. The other day
he celebrated his tenth anniversary in
America to which he came from
France for the purpose of making
"During those ten years,"
movies.
he said, "I have made money on
many poor pictures and lost money
on many good ones."

—

"Play

Ball!"

And

King Vidor, Chester
Lyons,

his

camera-

man, and David
Howard,

his

assist-

ant director, proceed
to do so while they
wait for a set on
which the carpenters
are busily working.

And

here we have
Mr. and Mrs. Demarest Lanson. As the
society sheets
say,

would

Mrs. Lanson

is

known

professionally as Virginia Valli

They

didn't discover until Cecil
Mille had made all the arrangements for casting "Feet of Clay"

De

(Continued on page 82)
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In

the

New

York Theater ^C^here

Presents

"

The Thief of Bagdad"

East
By

J^lorris Gest

Is

HELEN

E.

West

HOKINSON

Ladies from the somnolent East urge
you to hurry to your seat

During the intermission, the same foreign ladies scurry
about with Turkish coffee.
(What does it matter if they
shout in a nasal voice, reminiscent of Broadway, "One
side please!")

The

hox-office

clerk,

ensconced behind

the harem grating, seems strangely out of
And he never has "two for this
place.
dont know
afternoon's matinee."
whether its Doug Fairbanks or the
elaborate Gest presentation but they're
usually sold out

We

In the
furnish

70

AG£

of

Bagdad

weird music from
weird instruments

equally

lobby,

natives

Merton

comes
Home

Photograph hy Pach Brother

first came to us between the
covers of the widely read Harry Leon Wilson novel.
Merton Gill symbolized every youth who dreams of
leaving monotonous days behind him when he claims
the wealth and fame he knows awaits him in Hollywood. He satirized movie stars, when success did
finally come to him, as he said all the things and did
all the things which stars have been credited with
saying and doing ever since the beginning. . . .

"Merton of the Movies"

«

*s>

*»

•$

Glenn Hunter then brought Merton to life on the
stage.
The public who had adored Merton in the
novel, now cherished him in the person of Glenn
Hunter. And for over two years Glenn has been
talking about his wife's being "his best pal and sever-

Now

est critic" in all the big cities of the country.
is bringing Merton home to the movies.
James
is
at the megaphone—that is encouraging.

Glenn
Cruze

And

Viola

Dana

is to

play the Montague girl
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First

the

.of

all,

picture

we hasten
at

the

to

left.

explain

Richard

Dix and Bebe Daniels are not going to do "Romeo and Juliet" on
the screen.
They wore these costumes for a burlesque of this
Shakespearian tragedy which they
gave at the recent T. N. T. dinner
at the Hotel Astor in New York
City.

The young man

just

above

not a movie actor. He might be
had he not chosen to be a writer
is

instead.

Willis

Perhaps you remember
Goldbeck who formerly

contributed

this publication.
one of the eminent
scenarists and has been entrusted
to
adapt the whimsical "Peter

Now

he

to

is

to the screen.
On the right
are Lillian and Dorothy Gish
.
once again playing together in

Pan"

.

.

"Romola"

Our

Reporter's

Notebook

Paragraph Jottings h$ Rutk G.
many a
THERE'S
David Wark

slip

— when

Griffith

over to

Rome

went

to confer with

the Italian Commercial Syndicate in reference to filming such
pictures for them as would bring
back the film prestige that Italy enjoyed before the war, we feared we
had lost the star director to the old
world, for a time at least. But Mr.
Griffith, with a master's eye, was
quick to see difficulties and has returned to America to think it over
there was no studio equipped electrically for big production and furthermore as D. W. does not speak Italian,
it looked more like a riot to him

than anything else when he thought
of having to direct thru an interTo complicate matters still
preter.
more, the cast was to be a mixed one,
Italian-American.

However,
heels

fast

on Mr.

Griffith's

when he returned to this country,

came Commander G. A. Serrao, representative of the Syndicate, to offer
among them
additional persuasions
a big modern studio that is nearing
Mr. Griffith evidently
completion.

—

I
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Orville Caldwell has given this
past spring and winter to his role
of the Knight in that rarely beautiful and inspired "Miracle." In this
Max Reinhardt spectacle he has
achieved no meager measure of
success.
But he is a devotee of
the screen drama and has signed
a contract to play in Elmer
Clifton's "Crossed

Wires"

Bowman
realizes the enormity of this movie
venture, backed as it is by the Banco
Commercial and indorsed by the
government of Italy. While in Italy,
he saw the country under Mussolini
and his special guards, and the rehabilitated nation with all working harder and more enthusias-i
tically than they have ever before,
was an inspiration to him and won

j

his

sympathy.

Extremely pleasant,

his visit
apparently lifted ten years from his
age and added ten pounds to his
weight.
He says that he doesn't
wonder Italian bankers want to show
their countrymen something of their
wonderful scenery on the silversheet
rather than the everlasting California
mountains, and to film some of their
masterpieces, such as "Romulus and
Remus" and "Horatio at the Bridge,"
rather
than all-American stories.
But the estimate of production computed from the American viewpoint
staggers the Italian bankers, as they
are accustomed to paying their stars
what our carpenters receive for a I
]

;

,

day's

work

here.

As

for the pooJB

aom\m pictur[

It gives the nails

a

lovely rose brilliance

This Liquid Polish

needs no separate polish remover AT a joy not

to

have to

dries,removes every trace of polish.

use a separate polish re-

mover!

To

And how

convenient

it

is

to

you this bother,
Cutex has put up their wonderful

put on. The tiny brush holds just
the drop needed to spread smooth

new

and evenly over one nail. It leaves
a velvet smooth rosy surface that
is bewitching.
Yet it is so thin
the nails look naturally pink and

save

liquid polish in the simplest

way, without any separate polish
remover.

When you are ready for a fresh
manicure

it is

nished, as

off the old polish as

it is

to give

the nails their fresh rosy lustre.

A

drop of the polish itself, spread
over the nail and wiped off before it

—

glistening

just as easy to take

And

not

artificial

or var-

some liquids make them.

this

lovely surface lasts

and lasts without cracking or splitting around the edges. The nails

Set

with the Cutex emery board. Then soften and
with Cutex Cuticle Remover and a Cutex
orange stick. Then comes Cutex Liquid Polish or the new Powder
Polish.
Between manicures keep the nails healthy with Cuticle
Cream. Send the coupon below with 12c today for the special
Introductory Set containing trial sizes of all these things. If you
live in Canada, address Northam Warren, Dept. M8, 200 Mountain St., Montreal, Canada.
First

shape the

nails

remove the dead

cuticle

whole week.

And

besides

because you can't take
*

r

Cutex Liquid Polish and other Cutex
preparations are 35c at all drug and
department stores in the United States
and Canada and chemist shops in
England.
It comes in two of the
complete manicure sets. Sets are 60c,
$1.00, $1.50 and $3.00.

Street,

Dept.

trial size

12c

TODAY

M8

New York

I enclose 12c in stamps or coin for

a

off last

week's liquid polish.

Northam Warren,
114 West 17th

?.

all this

never the fear of wanting a fresh
manicure and finding yourself lost

MAIL THIS COUPON WITH

THE COMPLETE MANICURE —
Send 12c for Introductory

keep the charming rose color ot
the smart Parisian manicure for

new Introductory Set

including

of the new Cutex Liquid Polish.

Name
Streetfar P.

City_

O. box)
.

State
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international Ncwsrecl

Marion Davies made the
first

test

transatlantic

voice

on the radio from

W

.

Cables
J Z.
that Miss Davies
heard by radio fans

Station

report
was

London, Paris and
Belgium, as well as by a
number of ocean liners.
On the right is Arthur
Hammerstein, father of
Elaine Hammerstein, and
his
bride, Dorothy
Dalton.
Mr. and Mrs.
in

Hammerstein

are

now

on their wedding- trip
abroad

day is the rate for him. with the raise
of a lira or two every time he shouts "Bravo" or anything
Mr. Griffith is thinking things over,
equally important.
and meanwhile it is possible that he will make the second,
and perhaps, the third film of the series "America." The
first of the series, "The Sacrifice," is being shown and is
hailed as another Griffith masterpiece.
extra, fifty cents a

The Fox Company has a film and motion picture
camera created by one Max Skladanowski, a GermanPole, which they claim they can prove antedates Edison's
invention.
American statistics give the Edison date as
The date of the German's invention is said to be
1893.
The film itself is about three times as wide as
1890.
present-day films are, and the projection machine

no.

The subject shown is short, as only a
feet of film could be shot at a time.
It depicts a
parade of soldiers in Berlin, the grand mount, Herr von
extremely crude.

Another obstacle

to

making

films in

sunny

Italy

the

is

much press-agented Old World sunshine. It
reported by film stars already returned to this country
that June Mathis and' Charles Brabin. who are filming
"BenHur" over there, are suffering all kinds of
hard luck because of bad weather. Time
and time again they've engaged mobs and
arena crowds and have not been able to
It is whispered,
take a single shot.
too, that the reason the Gish sisters
have returned to do their film work
on this side is, again, the weather.
lack of that
is

A
nett

few

Bismarck, the German Chancellor, in uniform with the
famous spiked helmet, and Herr Bebel, one of the
pioneer socialists of the Empire. The film will
be run as a Fox newsreel feature. It will
probably start something of a controversy.

The hunt for
"Wanderer of

for filming
the Wasteland" was
almost as thrilling a tale as the story
you will see on the screen. For
days Billy Dove, the feminine lead,
with her husband, Irvin Willat.
director, his assistant and a guide
motored thru Death Valley, said to
be the most weirdly beautiful place
in the world.
On the edge of the
valley itself
they found a grasscovered oasis, the accomplishment of an
Indian, who is not only resourceful
enough to provide water for his cattle,
but who has built a swimming-pool for

—

fair exchange
so Mack Senand Flo Ziegfeld seem to think

— Mack

is continually getting the
beauties into bathing suits
and putting them into pictures, and
Flo, on the other hand, is everlastingly
rescuing Mack's mermaids from the
surf and putting them behind the footAlice Day has been promoted to
lights.
a feminine lead in a two-reel Sennett

Follies'

L.

on

Daven was

a

re-

comedy, and her sister, Marceline, has
been honored equally, and will play the

paper and Rodolph Valen-

feminine lead opposite Harry Langdon in

tino

"Watch Out."
Frank Coleman

during his sojourn in Paris.
Believing that Mr. Daven

Madeline Hurlock and
will play the heavy roles.
Both Alice and Marceline are ex-Follies'
girls.
Meanwhile, in the last six months,
five Sennett girls have gone over to the
Ziegffeld Follies.

/7\

Andre
porter

A questionnaire for
invented the first film ?"

f 74

.

Edison— "Who
Answer yes or

a

his

French news-

met him recently

is a particularly gifted
writer, he brought him back
with him to America. Mr.
Daven has played a minor
role in "Beaucaire" and, at
the same time, written a
series
of
impressions
of

America,

locations

our studios and,
of course, Valentino

squaws and himself!

The Book of Knowledge on

—the

the screen

Independent Pictures Corporation
has announced this contribution as an
early release.

two

tain eight questions

of

be issued in

It will

single-reel films.

Each

such as children ask

distracted parents,
fire?"
"What makes

"How

fifty-

film will con-

viz.

a

:

ball

"What

is

bounce?"

do fish breathe?"
"What
(Continued on page 80)
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Why You, too, Can
Have

Beautiful

*

Hair

Betty

mpson

How famous

Movie Stars keep their hair
and silky, bright and fresh-looking,
full of life and lustre.

soft

—

BEAUTIFUL hair is no longer a matter

thoroughly always using clear, fresh,
warm water. Then use another applicaof luck.
You, too, can have hair that is charm- tion of Mulsified, again working up a
lather and rubbing it in briskly as before.
ing and attractive.
You will notice the difference in your
Beautiful hair depends almost entirely
hair even before it is dry, for it will be soft
upon the way you shampoo it.
Proper shampooing is what brings out and silky in the water. The strands will
all the real life and lustre, all the natural fall apart easily, each separate hair floatwave and color and makes it soft, fresh ing alone in the water, and the entire
mass, even while wet, will feel loose,
and luxuriant.
When your hair is dry, dull and heavy, fluffy and light to the touch and be so
clean it will fairly squeak when you pull it
lifeless, stiff and gummy, and the strands

and it feels harsh and dis- through your fingers.
agreeable to the touch, it is because your
Rinse the Hair Thoroughly
hair has not been shampooed properly.
When your hair has been shampooed
After the
is very important.
properly, and is thoroughly clean, it will
final washing, the hair and scalp
be glossy, smooth and bright, delightshould be rinsed in at least two changes of
fully fresh-looking, soft and silky.
good warm water. When you have rinsed
While your hair must have frequent the hair thoroughly, wring it as dry as
and regular washing to keep it beautiful, you can, and finish by rubbing it with a
it cannot stand the harsh effect of orditowel, shaking it and fluffing it until it is
nary soaps. The free alkali in ordinary dry. Then give it a good brushing.
soaps soon dries the scalp, makes the hair
After a Mulsified shampoo you will
brittle and ruins it.
find your hair will dry quickly and evenly
motion
picture
is
why
leading
That
and have the appearance of being much
stars and discriminating women, every- thicker and heavier than it really is.
where, now use Mulsified cocoanut oil
shampoo. This clear, pure and entirely
greaseless product brings out all the real
If you want to always be remembered
beauty of the hair and cannot possibly
for your beautiful, well-kept hair, make
injure. It does not dry the scalp or make
it a rule to set a certain day each week for
the hair brittle, no matter how often you
a Mulsified cocoanut oil shampoo. This
use it.
regular weekly shampooing will keep the
If you want to see how really beautiful scalp soft and the hair fine and silky,
you can make your hair look, just follow bright, fresh-looking and fluffy, wavy,
this simple method.
and easy to manage and it will be nocling together,

THIS

******

—

A Simple,
FIRST,
warm

ticed

Easy Method

wet the hair and scalp
water.

Then apply

and admired

in clear

by everyone. You
can get Mulsified
cocoanut oil sham-

a

poo at any drug

little

shampoo, rubbing store or toilet goods
it in thoroughly all over the scalp, and counter, anywhere in
throughout the entire length, down to the the wo rid. A4-ounce
Mulsified cocoanut

oil

ends of the hair.

Two or three teaspoonfuls

"i

will

bottle should last for

make an months.

abundance of rich, creamy lather. This Splendid for Children
— Fine for Men
be rubbed in thoroughly and

should

briskly with the finger tips, so as to
loosen the dandruff and small particles of
dust and dirt that stick to the scalp.
After rubbing in the rich, creamy
Mulsified lather, rinse the hair and scalp

Wat|

MulsifiecL
Cocoanut

Oil

Shampoo

—

;

Man

Trie Answer
This department
mail, a

is

of film manufacturers, etc.,

list

quiries should contain the

name

name and address

be used in answering,

—

it

Denver.

of the writer, and,

should be written

!

is

of eight pictures.

—

Boomerang, England. All the way across the briny. So this is
your first epistle welcome to the fold. Warner Baxter is playing
in "Those Who Dance" right now, but he was born in Columbus,
Ohio. So you think you would like to have Rodolph Valentino and
Thomas Meighan on the cover. Sorry you dont like Vargas'
drawings. Mary Miles M inter is not playing now. That's some
joke of yours "why did the farmer call his white pig ink
;

—

because he ran out the pen." Haw, haw.
S. E. G., Philadelphia.
Well, all I can tell you about Milton
Sills is that he was born in Chicago, in 1882, and is married to
Gladys Wynn and has a daughter, Dorothy. He played on the
stage for eight years as leading man.
He is with First National
right now, playing with Corinne Griffith in "Single Wives."
L. K., New York.
Why, by "Flying Dutchman" we mean a
specter ship, cruising about the cape of Good Hope and said to
forbode trouble to whoever sees it. Address Eugene O'Brien at
the Talmadge Productions, S341 Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles,
California. Glad you like the magazine.
Alvina P. Well, there's nothing half so sweet in life as love's
young dream. I have no record whatever of Thomas F. Tracey.

—

—

—

Anybody know?
Winifred M. C,

—

New

Zealand. Your letter was mighty interesting. Because Democritus of Abdera believed that life was only
to be laughed at, he was known as the "laughing Philosopher."

Anyway, dont take

it too seriously, life's too short.
Couldn't very
well give you the twelve addresses you ask for right here. James
Kirkwood is to play opposite Mae Murray in "Circe." Run in
again, some time.
R. M. S., San Francisco. Well, you know what Oscar Wilde
said
"You should never try to understand women. Women are
pictures, men are problems.
If you want to know what a woman
really means, which, by the way, is always a dangerous thing to do
look at her, dont listen to her."
Write to Richard Dix at
Famous Players-Lasky, Astoria, Long Island. Colleen Moore and
Conway Tearle in "Counterfeit."
Maybelle S. Tell your brother for me that a married man
has many cares, but a bachelor has no pleasures.
I know.
After living these some odd eighty years I could write
a book on the subject.
Tom Forman is directing
right now and the other three players are not
playing at present. You would be surprised at
the number of well-known players who are
not playing right now.
I. C. V.
You want to know if the actors
play what the director gives them, or if
they can pick their own play. No child, the
player is usually quite pleased to play in
anything the
director
selects
for
him.
George Larkin was born in 1890 and he is

—

:

—

—

—

Richard Talmadge
to Ollie Kirby.
not related to the Talmadge girls.

married
is

Dorothy U. W.,

St.

Paul.

—

I

like

your

paper very much.
You refer to Forrest
Stanley as Michael in "Tiger Rose."
Antonio Moreno is playing in "Tiger Love"
Lois Wilson is five
with Estelle Taylor.
feet five and a half, and Monte Blue is not
married. Is that all for today?

—

Tillie the Tailer. Oh boy
You call
a treat, and suggest that I publish my
picture at the beginning of this department.
That would never do. I'm much better to
write to than to look at. No,
Laurette and Estelle Taylor are not
sisters, but Irene and Lillian Rich
are.
That's the only name I know
..,
it

!

desire answers by

must enclose a stamped, addressed envelope.

Fire away
This is the month for it. Why,
about thirty-one years old. No, he is not his son.
House Peters has been signed up by Universal to star in a series
C. H.,

Richard Dix

Those who

for information of general interest only.

in the

if it is

upper left-hand corner of the

in-

letter

Nita Naldi by. Dont know who said, "Why did she love him?
Curious fool! be still; Is human love the growth of human will?"
Sounds like Byron.
June, California. So you have a hunch that I am a girl.
All wrong. Enid Bennett is playing opposite Milton Sills in "The
She has signed up to play in Fred Niblo's "The
Sea Hawk."
Red Lily" with Ramon Noyarro. You want to see more Mary
Pickford pictures. So do we all.
Harold F. W. So you know from a friend of yours that I
am a young man. He is a friend of mine, too. Well, here goes.
Tom Mix was born in 1880. Never heard that story about his
That is Pearl White's real name. Yes, she does wear a
horse.
wig sometimes and she is about thirty. Yes, Dorothy Dalton
married Arthur Hammerstein in Chicago.
I Wanna Know.
You can write to Virginia Warwick at the
Christie Comedies, 6101 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California.
Hurrah for Pat
Pat O'Malley's third baby girl was christened
Mary Kathleen. Her sisters are Eileen and Sheila. Best wishes
to them.
That's right, when you have
L. L. Irvington, New Jersey.
nothing to do, write to me. So you want to see more of J. Warren
Kerrigan. Jackie Coogan's last picture before he starts on his
"Little Robinson Crusoe"
milk crusade will be "Dirty Hands."
has been completed.
Peter Pepp. So you dont think she is as beautiful as she used
Perhaps she has washed it off. Grace Cunard has not been
to be.
playing for some time. No, Chester Conklin is not related to the
Conklin Fountain Pen Co., whoever they are. William Scott has
an importart part in "Dante's Inferno" with Pauline Starke, Ralph
Lewis and Gloria Grey. Write me quantum libet.
My word, I was glad to hear from you. Hope
Jill, England.
you have fully recovered now, and you say you wish you could
thank Mary Pickford, Richard Barthelmess and me for all the
comfort we have given you. We hereby accept thanks. Do write

—

—

—

!

—

—

—

to

me

again.

—

She
Chicot, Carshalton. So you like Patsy Ruth Miller.
was born June 22, 1905, and is playing in "Strathmore" with
Wyndham Standing, for Fox. Mrs. Sidney Drew has rented space
at the Hollywood studios and is working on the first of a series of
four comedies in which she will star.
Edmonton, Canada. Yes, I have read something about
the mud affairs for beauty, but it hasn't done much for
the turtle, you know.
Tom Mix has two children
one by a former marriage, having been married
twice.
Now, now, I dont know what Lois
Wilson's salary is, but I am sure it is a great
deal larger than my twelve dollars per week.
No, May Collins and Gladys George are not
playing now. Charlie Chaplin was married
to Mildred Harris for about two years, but
they didn't live together that long. Anna Q.
Nilsson was married to Guy Coombs and is
married to John Gunnison, but she was
never Mrs. Franklyn Farnum. Buddy Messenger in the Century Comedies.
Bobby
Vernon born in Chicago. Your typing was
good, keep it up. So long for this time.

—

Barbara E.
in the
.

All

desired that a fictitious

world

New York

City.

—

Yes, the tallest building
to be erected once again in

J.

is

Ramon Novarro

is

twenty-

three and he was born in Durango, Mexico.
He was a dancer, you know, and is now
playing in "The Arab" and "The Red Lily."
Dark hair and eyes, and is five feet ten and

weighs 160 pounds.
Pittsburgh Baby. Ah, your batting
average is away down, come out of the
Richard Barthelmess is twenty-nine,
cellar.
and he was born in New York City. Rod

—

LaRocque
Black was

is
about twenty-six. Dorothy
the daughter in "Lillies of the

^psssm^
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Are You Working Toward
Beauty?
Do you know

that the charm that appears most casual
Is that which has been striven for most carefully?

You cannot

afford

to miss

the

August
Beauty
The

Life of a

Mannequin

The

most beautiful maxnequin in Paris discloses her own true story. It is
not just one lovely gown after another, but days of work, nights of study and
privation.
She gives her routine: How long she sleeps, what she eats, how she exercises,

how

she

makes up, and how she

recreates.

The Women
article BY
AN Mohammed,

of India

Syud Hossian, Indian Prince and

describes the Oriental

woman, not

descendant

of

the half-peri, half-devil that

we

lineal

of the Occident are apt to believe her, but the reverenced mother and wife who, generation after generation, has controlled her household and managed her property.

Marilyn Miller

tells

Pola Negri

what

she would do if she were a
brunette.
Marilyn declares
that mock vamps cast their
shadows on brunettes.

Are you afraid of
water?
An instructive
ticle,

well

ing you
self

to

were a

she

if

the

Dangerous impulses

ar-

article

warned

conduct your-

in

which

against

subconscious

upper hand.

in the water.

The Gown of Gold,

—

what

visualizes

would do

blonde.
Pola says that peroxide blondes ruin the true
blonde's character.

show-

illustrated,

how

when

she

— an

you

are

letting

your

get

the

self

Know

yourself.

A

delightfully human story of two
by Frances Harmer.
modern environment.

sisters

the old Cinderella theme in

The Mad Masquerade,
intrigue and adventure

—

by

W.

Carey Wonderly.

Special Introductory Offer
Because

we want you

to

A

seven-part story of romance,

thrilling, up-to-the-minute.

know

that

Beauty

is

—5

Months

in reality the aristocrat of

for $1.00

women's magazines, we

will send you the next five big numbers upon receipt of the introductory price of $1.00.
dollar bill into an envelope and mail it right now before you have time to forget it.

Pin a Dollar Bill to this coupon and receive the next five bigr numbers of
"Beauty" Magazine. Mail at once to BEAUTY, 175 Dnffield St., Brooklyn, N. I.

I

Name

|B

St.

and

Put a

I

No
State

City. ...

On

the News-stands July 15th
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Field." Well, we seldom appreciate beauty until it is on the decline,
and then wc cling to and treasure its wreck with jealous care.
Grace is to the body what good sense is to the mind.
Kathryn. Honest, I have a beard, and it is mighty warm these
summer nights. Carmel Myers is abroad at this writing, but you
can write to her at Goldwyn Studio, Culver City, California. Yes,
She has green eyes
that is her real name, and she is twenty-three.
and dark hair. Pauline Garon is also at Goldwyn. You were all

—

right.

Richmond, N.

S.

W. — I

believe

St.

Peter's, at

Rome,

is

said

most splendid church building in the world. So you liked
"The Covered Wagon." Colleen Moore is twenty-two, Patsy Ruth
Miller nineteen, J. Warren Kerrigan thirty-six. And along came
Viola.
Viola Dana's last for Metro will be "Wickedness Preferred," after which she will go to Famous Players to play the
Montague Girl to Glenn Hunter's Merton in "Mcrton of the
Movies." She is also being considered for the role of Peter Pan.
A. A. L. H., Sewanee. Here you are. Laura LaPlante was
born in St. Louis, Missouri, November 1, 1904. She started with
First National three years ago and now has a contract with
Universal.
She is not married, five feet two, one hundred and
twelve pounds.
Brown hair and grey eyes. May McAvoy born
September 8, 1901. Remember that a woman's friendship borders
more closely on love than man's. Yours was a gem.
Mickey. Yes, Milton Sills is forty-two. You say men would
be saints if they loved God as they love women. Ha, ha. Madge
Bellamy in Universal's "Glory."
Florence, Philadelphia. It ought to be an easy language for
you to learn. The Italian alphabet contains the least number of
letters, twenty
and the Chinese the most, two hundred and fourteen.
I cannot say whether Lila Lee is going to make any more
pictures with Thomas Meighan.
Mabel Ballin is playing in "The
Prairie Wife" and Mrs. Reid is going to make another picture.
Yes, I remember "The Idler" and Teft Johnson and Rose Tapley
had the leads. Your letter was mighty interesting. Run in again
some time.
Eloise B. Yes, and beauty is the first gift Nature gives to
woman, and the first she takes from her. Alice Terry is twentyeight and Rex Ingram is thirty-two.
Bill Hart's last picture was
"Singer Jim McGee."
M. L. N. That was a beautiful card you sent me. Wish I had
to be the

—

—

—

;

—

—

a country place like it.
Mignotte D. Just like a woman. The desire to please is
born in women before the desire to love.
Corinne Griffith in
"Single Wives" with Milton Sills, and Conway Tearle in "Counterfeit," with Colleen Moore.
Ethel Clayton is expected to return
to the screen soon.
Two Necessary Evils.- Ignace Paderewski was born in Russian Poland in 1859 and made his debut in 1887. Monte Blue was
born in 1890. No he isn't married.
George Walsh is divorced

—

—

from Seena Owen.

Molly.— Bert Lytell at the Tech Art Studios, 318 East 48th
New York City. He was born February 24, 1885.
Margaret S.—Yes, indeed, I have been playing Mah Jong and

Street,

manage fairly well. The disease you speak of, I believe, is caused
from handling the lacquer boxes which contain an offending substance derived from a plant of the same class as poison ivy.
You can
write Rodolph Valentino at the Lasky Studio, Astoria, Long Island.
Bunny. Why, Lila Lee and James Kirkwood were married on

O'Harra at the Film Booking Office, 780 Gower Street, Los
Angeles, California.
Cutie. Barbara La Marr at the Sawyer-Lubin Productions and
Pat O'Malley at Metro. Renee Adoree is abroad at this writing.
Edith. Arthur Edmund Carevve doesn't tell his age he was
born in Trebizond, Armenia, and educated in France. He appeared
on the stage for nine years before making his screen debut. He
is six feet tall, weighs one hundred and sixty-five pounds and has
black hair and brown eyes.
Cicero.— I dont think Cyrano de Bergerac has been done in
pictures.
You know he was a real person, born in Perigord in
1619 and noted for his courage in the field and his wonderful
swordsmanship. He fought over a hundred duels, most of them
because of his extremely large nose. His writings, tho crude, are
full of invention, vigor and wit.
He was made the hero of a
drama by Edmond Rostand and died in 1655. Walter Hampden
is playing the stage version of Rostand's play in New York now.
You want to see more of Walter McGrail. He is six feet and
is not married right now.
Thirty-five years old.
Your French
was very interesting.
Quaker. Lillian Gish is with Inspiration, 565 Fifth Avenue,
New York City. She is twenty-eight, and was born in Springfield,
Ohio. I forwarded your letter.
Pelma B. In the olden days, my time, men knew life too early

—
—

;

—

—

women knew life too
knows as much or more

A

Not so in this age.
child of six
than its grandmother.
Percy Marmont,
Marganta Fisher and Virginia Valli will play in "K, the Unknown." Dorothy Gish is twenty-six. Alice Terry twenty-eight
and Harold Lloyd thirty-one. You might write Miss Gish.
Pug. No, I never did play the violin. I play the ukulele, tho.
There are six hundred and two "Strads" violins, made by the famous
Italian Stradivari, known to be in existence.
Address Corinne
Griffith at First National Pictures, 5341 Melrose Avenues, Los
Angeles, California.
Edwin T. F. I certainly enjoyed your verses, especially "The
Old Willow Tree." You are quite a poet.
will have to get
a fireplace between us next winter.
Helen A. F. What next, nearly nine thousand farms in
Missouri are superintended by women. But, "how you goin' to keep
them down on the farm after they've seen Broadway !" John
Gilbert was born in 1895 and he is married to Leatrice Joy. Edand

late.

—

—

—

We

—

ward Burns in "The Humming Bird." Edmund Lowe and Alma
Tell in "The Silent Command."
L. R., Canada.
Charles Buck Jones is twenty-nine, five feet

—

eleven and three quarters, and he is married.
He is playing in
"The Circus Rider." Address him at Fox. Ramon Novarro is
about twenty-three, five feet ten. George P. Morris wrote "Woodman Spare That Tree."
Norma Talmadge Fan. Where did you get that news? Norma
Talmadge has never been a mother, tho one of the twins you
refer to was named after Norma Talmadge.
James Kirkwood
and Lila Lee are on their third and final co-starring picture for

—

"Another Man's Wife."
fine letter you wrote me and I hope
you received your answer before this. Alan Forrest has the lead
Hodkinson.
Cutie.

It is

entitled,

—That was a mighty

opposite Priscilla
also in the cast.

Dean

in

"The Siren of

Seville."

Stuart

Holmes

—

—
July 25th, 1923.
Velette. — Thanks

I dont know why, but more than fifteen hundred girls
Germany are studying for the medical profession. Conrad
Nagel is with Goldwyn and Glenn Hunter is playing in "Merton
of the Movies." Always send twenty-five cents when asking for a

Mary

picture.

very much; you say that Corinne Griffith,
Pickford, Pauline Starke, Laurette Taylor, Norma Talmadge
and Florence Vidor were chosen by Neysa McMein in a recent
contest.

—

Star Gazer. You ought to use saccharine which is two hundred
and twenty times sweeter than sugar. Milton Sills has grey eyes,
and he has naturally curly hair. Born in Chicago, but he lives in
California.
So you think Colleen Moore is the best flapper in
pictures.
Von Stroheim is to direct Mae Murray in "The Merry

Widow."
Rebecca C.

— Sunlight

water to a depth of
"The Marriage Maker" was adapted from
fifteen hundred feet.
Edward Knoblock's "The Faun." Richard Barthelmess is five
He has been married since June 18, 1920. He weighs
feet seven.
one hundred and thirty-five pounds.
Grace VanN. I always remembered what Oscar
will penetrate clear

—

Wilde

"The

lovers' pleasure, like that of
the chase, and the brightest
beauty loses half its merit, as the flower its
perfume, when the willing hand can reach
There must be doubt there
it too easily.
must be difficulty and danger." Tom
Moore is to play with Laurette Taylor
said,

the hunter,

is

in

;

in

"One

Night

in

Rome."

George

Rosebud.

in

—

Tootsie. Why, Joan of Arc was born in Domremy, in 1412, and
by the victories she gained in battle, enabled Charles to be crowned
She was captured in 1430 by the Burgundians who
at Rheims.
delivered her to the English, and after a mock trial, she was burned
George Bernhard Shaw's stage play "Joan,"
at the stake in 1431.
which is running in New York at this writing, is the story of
Joan of Arc. Alice Terry has red hair, but she wears various wigs.
Elaine H. So you have never been in love. That will come.
Voltaire says, "Love is of all the passions the strongest, for it
Bert
attacks simultaneously the head, the heart, and the senses."
Lytell is five feet ten and a half, born in 1885, and he is now
playing in "Born Rich." His address is given elsewhere.
After completing "Monsieur Beaucaire,"
R.
S.
Rodolph Valentino will play in Rex Beach's "A
Sainted Devil," his second and last production for
Famous Players-Lasky since his return to pictures.
After this he will start work -with
Ritz-Carleton Productions.
Mabel Noi -

—

W

—

at the Mack Sennett Studios, 1712
Glendale Boulevard, Los Angeles, Cali-

mand

fornia.

(Contiuued on page 92)
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You Needn't Fear

/>

Summer Sun

the
.

.0

woman who

a very unwise

It is

-

actually courts the rays of the mid-

summer

you should be able to get out-ofdoors all you want to without

friends.

sacrificing the loveliness

waving, darling, " said the happiest
man in the world. "I
want to look at you

complexion.

The enemies of the

—

you never seemed so beauyou do right

of the sun between the hours
of 10 a. m. and 4 p. m., and the reflected ta.ys of sunlight from water.

These rays seem to concentrate all
power of the summer sun and visit its heat unsparingly; then, the wind is hot and
drying
even if it is an apparently
calm day, dry air will be rushed
over your skin when you are

to put

the scorching

—

roses in your cheeks?
By MME. JE ANNETTE

riding.

to dry

the clear, definite pink found most
frequently in the coloring of very
is

tials

When you

select

Pompeian Bloom

is

This tone of rouge
the Naturelle, the Flesh,
and occasionally with the White
Pompeian Beauty Powder.

The dark tone of Pompeian Bloom
for the warm, dark skin typical of
the beauties of Spain or Italy. It is
most often effective with the Rachel
shade of Pompeian Beauty Powder,
also with Naturelle shade.
is

your rouge

rouge that beautifies with its remarkably natural tone ofcolor.lt comes in
compact form, and is made in the four
shades essential to the various types

of American women.
It is as important to select the right
tone of rouge as it is to select the
right shade of powder.

The following
will

looks well with Rachel

be of assistance

is

and should, be used by
the majority of women in America.
can,

a lovely natural rose shade
most frequently found in the skin of
women who are not extreme types.

This

is

Generally used with Naturelle shade
of Pompeian Beauty Powder.

The

light

when

tone, and

in

tone of Pompeian

Bloom

is

if

it is well to lay clean strips
of gauze or cotton covered with
Pompeian Night Cream over the
burned parts till much of the feeling of heat has disappeared. Always keep your jar of Pompeian
Night Cream in a convenient place.

the skin
the skin

All during the

very white.

Note

—Do

V
BLOOM

(.the

Canada

will be

"the best friend of your skin"

you

will use

it is

the best possible

if

for cleansing, softening, healing. And, for a dry skin,

— Use Pompeian"

it

powder base.

60c per box

rouge)
III

summer your

Pompeian Night Cream

not try bizarre effects
with your rouge. Make it look natural,
use it discreetly, and use too little
rather than too much.

"Don't Envy Beauty

your skin.

severe

with White

Pompeian Beauty Powder

:

The medium tone of Pompeian
Bloom

olive

these things tend

Pompeian Night Cream contains
oils that are healing and softening
to a burned skin. If the burn is

It combines with Naturelle
Pompeian Beauty Powder, but also

general directions

all

—

The orange tint gives exactly the
coloring essential to women who
have red or bronze tones in their hair,
for most frequently these tones are
repeated in the skin. This rouge has
been used almost exclusively by
women if they live much out-of-doors.

a pure, harmless

And

yes, to shrivel

panacea for these summer
dangers is the generous and consistent use of Pompeian Night
Cream. The minute you come into
the house, if your skin feels the
least bit scorched, you should use
Pompeian Night Cream. Apply it
over the sunburned or windburned parts its cool, white softness will be as soothing as fresh
water to a parched throat.

may go with

to the toilette.

—

A

fair-haired women.

Rouge, properly used, is recognized
today as one of the important essen-

— the direct

rays

now!"

looks into her
mirror with the conscious desire to
see what nature has done for her skin,
she is aware of her coloring! If there
are roses in your cheeks there is added
charm to the reflection. If you have
no color, you will wisely decide to
put it there

of your

skin that are

active at this time are

tiful as

THE first time a girl

has a searing

host of well-wishing
''Stop

fail

it

may prove

seriously injurious to her skin. But, with care,

her handkerchief as the
car drew away from the

Did Nature

sun, for

effect that

The young bride waved

65c

Get 1924 Pompeian Panel and Four Samples for Ten Cents
The newest Pompeian art panel, "Honeymooning in the Alps," done in
by a famous artist and reproduced in rich colors. Size 28x7*2 in.
For 10 cents we will send you all of these: The 1924 Beauty Panel and
samples or Day Cream, Beauty Powder, Bloom(rouge), and Night Cream.
pastel

POMPEIAN LABORATORIES, CLEVELAND, OHIO
Also

Made

in

Specialiste en

A

-kv

TEAR

Canada

Beaut e

OFF, SIGN,

AND SEND

POMPEIAN LABORATORIES
2129 Payne Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

Gentlemen:

I
enclose 10c (dime preferred^ for
1924 Pompeian Art Panel, "Honeymooning in the
Alps," and the four samples named in offer.

Name
Address

(a rouge)
City

SS3SSS3SS3KKEK:^SEQa2£rSaE@g32S5S2S£g3;
C

1924.

The Pompeuw Co

What

shade efface powder wanted?

?\
79
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Our

Notebook

Reporter's

{Continued from page 74)

water?" Which reminds us of the sagacity
of a youngster we heard talking to her
father on top of a Fifth Avenue bus. Her
father was pointing out to her the handwindows along the
some
plate-glass
Avenue.
Coming to a particularly large
one, he told her she would not see such
a glass as that any place else in the world.

"Why

father,"

not,

said

the

imperious

"you just have to pour water
in and do whatever you have to do to
Father was speechless.
make glass !"
There will be several child characters in
the film and perhaps an adult know-it-all.
little

lass,

—

An

honest confession Orville Caldwell,
has been in one stage success after another, under the direction of Morris Gest,
the latest "The Miracle," says that of the
two arts he prefers the silent drama he is
about the only actor who does.
take
it he speaks
the truth since, while he is
playing in "The Miracle," he arises in the
wee hours of the morning and beats it over
to the Fox Studios to take the lead in
"Crossed Wires," opposite Alyce Mills.

who

—

We

"The more

I

work

the species tagged

A

Ray

Charles

Can Teach You»

"I

to Dance Like This
—

Sergei Marinoff
can study classic dancing in all its forms.
Greek, aesthetic, intrepretive, Russian, ballet
under the direction of the famous Sergei MarinoS
This remarkable home study system, endorsed by
well known dancing teachers and dancers, enables anyone to master the technique of the dance.

You

—

MarinoS makes the training easy and fascinating.
You have a complete studio in your home. The
equipment consisting of practice costume,
slippers, phonograph records, and dancing bar,
are furnished free with the course.

on the Ince

who

Hope

of

Ray

as
lot.

—

that's

what we

was Thomas H. Ince
Mr. Ray on the road to
It

Moving
tail

Everyone interested in dancing should write to
Sergei Marinofi at once and get complete information about his splendid system of home instruction in Classic Dancing. This information
is free.
Write today.
Sergei Marinoff, School of Classic Dancing
1924 Sunnygide Ave., Studio C-126, Chicago

The

Idle

Matinee

—

that's

in circles like

the

way

this for sunburn
.
Don't spoil a good time/
After a lazy hour

on the

beach, a

speedy hour on the tennis court, or a
round of golf, splash the burned skin
freely with Absorbine, Jr. It cools and
soothes instantly
takes out all the

—

soreness and inflammation. And the
next day only a slightly deeper coat of
tan as a reminder of the day's sport.

Absorbine, Jr. is not greasy. It does
not show. Its clean, agreeable odor
quickly disappears. It may be used on
the most delicate skin.

And for those troublesome insect bites
Absorbine, Jr. almost instantly stops the pain,
the inflammation and the swelling.
At all druggists',

$1.25, or postpaid
Liberal trial bottle, 10c, postpaid

W. F YOUNG, Inc.
292 Lyman St.
Springfield, Mass.

Other timely uses:
Insect bites
Cuts
Strains
Bruises

Tired feet
Stiffness

is

Idol.

a dog chasing his

Ronald

Colman

—

to decipher the Chinese poster which Mary Astor
(However, if you'd pre.
holds in the photograph below.
fer to decipher it yourself, read no further.) The inverted "Y"
on the character she points to represents a roof hence, a
house. The rest indicates a great multitude in the house. The
character above is a sacred building, hence a cathedral. Below the house-sign is a symbol for a deformed man. The
whole conveys the idea that "The Hunchback of Notre Dame"
As for the
brings crowded houses to the theater owners.
equally confusing characters on the right, they explain that
this picture is to be seen in such and such a theater

Allow us

.

—

'*3v

Do

I
its

reached his goal of stardom on the silversheet.
He left stage work in England, his
native land, in the hope of getting film
work here. But for a long time he found
himself out of a job. Finally he was engaged to play opposite Fay Bainter in the
stage version of "East Is West" stage
work again, but it took him out to the

.

Write Today!

more energy

see in

"Smith," to be produced

started
fame as the country lad, and it looks as
if he would soon get him back into his
winning paces. Bessie Love, appealing as
ever, will play opposite Mr. Ray in the
Wallace Beery
role of a music-hall girl.
and Virginia Brown Faire will be in the
The story is by Gardiner
also.
cast
Sullivan.
first

the

have," he says, and screen work with
regular hours appeals to me.
Of such

!
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Coast, and eventually brought him under
the Kleig with Lillian Gish in "The White
Contrary to his desires again,
Sister."
this took him back overseas, and he had no
sooner finished that film and got back
to America than he had to turn around
and go back to Italy for' his role with Miss
Gish in "Romola." Now he's engaged for
a part in "Tarnish," and is at last on the
Coast for keeps, he hopes.

Viola Dana

is playing the coveted role
"Flips," the Montague girl, in
"Merton of the Movies," with Glenn Hunter
This
in his undisputed part of Merton.

of

Sally

will be the first production in which Miss
Dana is starred under her new contract
with Paramount covering several years.
The glad word is that James Cruze will

On the completion of "Merton
direct it.
of the Movies," Miss Dana will play the
lead in "Open All Night," a film which
has been adapted from stories by Paul
Morand. It will be directed by
his first attempt. in this field.

Paul Bern,

"Her Marriage Vow" has been landed
by Warner Brothers. It is an Owen Davis
'

The

play.

cast

Mae Busch,
includes
Blue, and other
:

Willard Louis, Monte
prominent actors.

A

"Can the leopard change his spots?"
fortnight ago, a Detroit exhibitor recognized his former secretary "extra-ing" as
a typist on Victor Schertzinger's set for
"Bread." He wrung the confession from
her that she had resigned from his service
to go to Hollywood and enter the movies,
but that she had worked only three times
and each time as a typist and stenographer
According to the rules of the story with a
moral, she should have gone back home
with him a chastened and hungry little

runaway but

film history doesn't say that

Would You Like
Prettier teeth

she did.
It's

stories like the film career of

You

Mimi

One disintegrates the film
stages of formation.
One reit without harmful scouring.

at

now brushing
will

teeth in a

when you
now how much it

adopt

it

Please learn
you and yours.

to

Film mars beauty
That viscous film you feel on teeth
Much
is what makes teeth unsightly.
No ordinary
of it clings and stays.
tooth paste can effectually combat it.
Soon that film discolors,
then forms dingy coats. That

why

teeth lose luster.
Film also holds food substance which ferments and
forms acid. It holds the acid
in contact with the teeth to
cause decay. Germs breed
by millions in it. They, with
tartar, are the chief cause
of pyorrhea.
is

Grey

Dental science has now found better
methods. It has found two ways to
fight film.

know.

in

pictures will be released
simultaneously with the publication of his
novels
hereafter,
admirers of the
so
novelist can be perfect gourmands in the
future.
Paramount itself has set the
fashion of taking Mr. Grey at one gulp,
part and parcel the company has put thru
a contract by which they secure all of
Mr. Grey's future works. The only string
to the productions apparently is that the
stories must be filmed in their original
location and tho this may not be comfortable for the actors it's going to be mighty
Mr. Grey's works
pleasant for the fans.

Why not ask for this ten-day
and learn how people get them?

means

"The

Zane

per-

haps.

Millions are

Ragged Edge." She appeared
"Second Youth," and now is about
to go abroad to film "It Is the Law."
in

wherever

You envy them,

Hardly one in fifty escaped such troubles under
old

dingy film?

without

test

new way. You

conscious of her possibilities that when she
received a note from Mr. Friend asking
When, howher to call she ignored it.
ever, someone told her what an important
man Mr. Friend was, she rushed up to the
Inspiration offices and was given the lead

next

see glistening teeth

you look today.

Palmeri that keeps the film-struck girl
hanging on. Five years ago, Miss Palmeri
was studying music at the Damrosch Conservatory.
To help out expenses she became a model at part time and soon had
won popularity in that line, and her picture
appeared in various fashion magazines.
Thru them, she was discovered by Mrs.
Arthur Friend, wife of the then President
She was so unof Distinctive Pictures.

=teeth

all

moves
A new-type tooth paste was created to apply these methods daily. The
name is Pepsodent. Leading dentists
everywhere began to advise its use.
Now careful people of some SO nations
employ this method daily.

The added

It multiplies the
alkalinity of the saliva, also
its starch digestant. These
are Nature's great toothessential.

Protect the

Enamel
Pepsodent disintegrates the
film,
then removesit with an

sodent

agent far softer

plied effect.

than enamel.
Never use a
combatant
which contains
film

harsh

ways of tooth brushing.

effects

Pepsodent brings some added effects which research proved

grit.

protecting

mouth.

These

agents

in

the

Each use of Pepgives them multiresults

are all-im-

Together they are
bringing to millions of homes
portant.
a

new dental

era.

ple should enjoy

Your

peo-

it.

—

already produced under this same proviso
include
"To the Last Man," "The Call
of the Canyon," "The Heritage of the
Desert," and lastly, "Wanderer of the
:

Wasteland."

(Continued on page 104)
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The New-Da^
Send

this

Dentifrice

10-DAY TUBE FREE

15

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY
Dept. 70, 1104 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago,
Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

111.

You'll see and feel
coupon for a 10-Day Tube. Note

how

clean the teeth feel after using.
Mark
the absence of the viscous film. See how teeth
become whiter as the film coats disappear.
One week will convince you. Never again
will you brush teeth in the old ineffective
ways. Cut out coupon now.

Only one tube

to a family.
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On

Camera Coast

tke

(Continued from page 69)
that Estelle Taylor couldn't swim a stroke.
picture calls for a scene in which she
is thrown into the water by an explosion

The

of a motorboat.
She mermaids around,
picking up the hero from the water puts
;

him on
shore.

."Mum
is

the word!

No girl can be popular unless
she protects herself against the
unpleasant odor of perspiration.
"Mum" is the word! "Mum"
prevents the odor of perspiration
and other body odors. It is also
used with the sanitary pack it is
so safe. "Mum" is 25c and 50c
everywhere.
SPECIAL OFFER

—

We

want you

know

to

of two other important

we make this Special Offer: 25c
" Mum' '; 2 5c " Amoray" Talc, the Powder Perfume

toilette essentials, so

in rare and costly fragrance; and 75c Evans's
Depilatory Outfit, the quick, safe way of removing

rich

$1.25 -worth for $1 postpaid. Or "Mum"
and "Amoray"
joe worth for 40c postpaid.
hair

Please give your dealer's

name and

address.

Mum
11 IX

Mfg. Co.
Chestnut Street

Philadelphia

Busts Amazingly
Quick and Easy!

Develops

Jnstwhat every woman has been wait.

raft and tows the raft in to
Some stunt for a lady who does
a

not know how to swim. Miss Taylor employed Duke Kahanamoku, the famous
Hawaiian swimming champion, but she
finally despaired of learning, and De Mille
gave her role to Vera Reynolds, who
thereby starts on the path of glory.
Little Mary Pickford, if she escapes
alive from the London crowds, is to become a hotel proprietor. It seems that she
for the
is furnishing most of the money
establishing of a hotel in Hollywood like
the

Algonquin

The

finest

in New York.
compliment that

has

been

paid to any girl in Hollywood was when
the studio electricians asked Irene Rich
Nothing
to preside over their grand ball.
bogus in the way of movie stars ever gets
past these boys, who call themselves the
"juice gang."
Miss Rich says she is
going to show them that she realizes how
greatly she has been honored by buying
the finest gown she has ever worn in her
whole life. She has passed the acid test.
Personally I would never have any use
for any star, however charming she might
appear, if the electricians didn't like her.
'

They know.

Which brings us to one of the adored
Viola Dana. Viola's
of all stage gangs
determination to be a freelance, with no
more contracts, didn't last long. Famous
Players-Lasky grabbed her and got her
signature before she was fairly out of the
She is appearing with
Metro Studio.
Glenn Hunter in "Merton of the Movies."
She is also to play the lead in "Open All
Night," the first picture to be directed by
Paul Bern. In this latter picture will also
be Jetta Goudal, the newly arrived French
:

actress,

and Adolphe Menjou.

Elinor Glyn has confided to a friend an
She says that she
alarming discovery.

found the secret of her magnetism.
always makes a point of sleeping
north and south, to get in line with the
poles and she has discovered that when
she lies down in a room with a compass
has

She

the compass point will gradually
swing around to point to herself instead
of to the North Pole.
Presumably when
Madam Glyn romps around the room, the
compasses gets dizzy trying to follow her.
Well, anyhow, it seems that the tiger skin
hadn't anything to do with the case after
that

all.

Arab boy whom Rex Ingram
Tunis is living contentedly in
Hollywood with Mrs. Ingram (Alice
Terry).
He remains a devout Mohammedan, however, refusing to wear a hat
and clinging to his turban. He is almost
Eventually
frantically devoted to Rex.
they expect to take him back to Africa,
where Rex has bought a house.

The

little

adopted

in

Charlie Ray is bravely starting his professional life over again in the Ince Studio
where his fame was originally made.
Crushed financially by the failure of "The

Courtship of Miles Standish," Ray has
taken the blow with philosophy. He says
he has discovered that it is useless for any
one who has been selling houses to try
They
to sell automobiles to the public.
will have nothing from him but shy-boy
comedies.
He attributes much of the
failure of "Miles Standish" to the fact
that he took too much advice from the
numerous amateur experts descended from

Mayflower.
Hart, another Ince graduate, has
come back to virtual retirement. His contract
with Famous Players-Lasky has
the

Bill

fallen thru because that corporation will
not yield to Bill's demand to be allowed to

own

select his

The most
history

of

Compson.

stories.

sensational

Hollywood
It

come-back
is

that

"BEAUTIBUST"
and neck development.

No pumps, vacuums, extreme

exercisfoolish ordangerous systems,
bat a real tried and very successful
natural method that WILL be exing.

1

No

(Continued on page 89)

tremely pleasing and beneficial. You
can't fail if you follow the simple instracti ons. ICverythingmailed(sealed)
Do not miss this opportunity.
not be repeated.

for onln $1.00.
It

may

BEAUTIBUST CO., 1014-MX LEXINGTON

BLDG., BALTIMORE, MD.

YOU TOO CAN PLAY THE

HAWAIIAN GUITAR
JUST AS THE HAWAII AN S DC

PLAY ALL THE LATEST HITS
After Your FIRST LESSON You
Will Play a Complete Selec-

We

Guarantee That—
tion.
Oar method is so simple, interesting
End appealing that you begin in your
first lesson to iearn the famous Ha-

I

>waiianFolk.Song"ALOHA".ThinIs,
low happy you will be when you
Burprise your friends by playing
the fascinating Hawaiian Guitar.
\

Only Four Motions—

and You Master Them Quickly S
few minutes yon acquire the four motions necessary to ^lay any
and you will have mastered
weirdly sweet music. Completocoursoof 52 lessons includes ET.E2
beautiful Hawaiian Guitar, necessary picks, steel bar, etc, Wo extras.

'Id b*

3>iece--after thataehort period of practice
"this

No Previous Musical Knowledge Necessary
If yon never read a musical note in vour life-' if you haven' t even the
slightest knowlcdgeof music,' we can quickly and positively teach yoa,
•to play this wonderfully popular instrument. Dotft be just a ' *list=u»
er" when you can easily be Vie center of interest among your f needs..

Over 40,000 successful students.

Just Mail a Post Card for Details

of out remarkable FREE HawaiianGuitarOfier— simply write: "I am interested"—
?mt do it today.

First

DeskQ.

233B'dway
(WoOIwortb Bids.)
.

hn ,„ w„_i,
York #»:*..
New
City

ST
USE

fREe

Hawaiian Conservatory |
of Music, Inc.! ABeautiful
\

Hawaiian
Guitar

summertime, California evenings know a chill. And
for a blazing fireplace, George Hackathorn, a
week-end guest at the Stedman home, gave Lincoln a hand, while
Myrtle, after the way of women, stood by and told them
how to do it

Even
in

in the

preparation

the

Betty

looked as tho she were thru,

ing for at a price everyone can afford.
for real bust

in

when she burst upon the public
"The Stranger" and "The Enemy

as a star,

with

of

—
;
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Rarest of Sensations

(Continued from page 25)

Complex of
not easy to know.
nature, aloof and solitary by instinct, he
brings to mind the words of Michelangelo,
"I have no friend of any kind and do not
want any." For all his ebullient wit and
his charm as a companion, once friendship
has been established, he still is not the
sort you would designate as "a great guy
on a party."
Primarily a musician, he has that detachment from the visible world that has
Not a
marked the great musicians.
"dreamer," yet living intensely in an inner

He

is

Q

7?endezVow

T3eaut

vision.

He once said to me, "I dont believe I
present I'm always
the
in
live
ever
planning."
He not
planning,
planning,
only plans, he works, doggedly, systemati-

—

cally,

ruthlessly.
is his earthly god.

A

Music

celebrated
teacher of voice in New York declares he
can appear with the Metropolitan Opera
within five years if he chooses. Already
he has mastered the role of Atheneal in
But his in"Thais," his favorite opera.
He is amclination is toward concert.
bitious to present the works of Mexican
composers, little known to this country,
and to that end has prepared a program
His music library, to
of their music.
which he is continually adding, contains
the best compositions of English, French,
Spanish and Italian. He speaks and reads
all four languages.
I have known a great many artists but
none with such unfaltering faith in his
talents or such tenacity of will as Ramon
Novarro. He has the ego necessitous to
the artist, a ruthless ego, yet, by the same
token, he is so free from all personal
The artist
vanity as to appear humble.
who declared that he has the physique of
Michelangelo's David and the face of an
El Greco Don receives his polite smile, but
the critic who heralds him an artist earns
his

There is no supernatural reason why forty
years have dealt so gently with my skin and
complexion. No mysterious gift of nature to
help my appearance compete with youth to
play side by side with you girls and still feel

—

one of you in looks. What I have done with my
appearance every woman can do with her's.
The beauty and freshness of youth can be with
you for many years to come. My secret, if you
can call it such, has been

GoURAUOS

humble gratitude.

He

singularly appreciative, yet with a
His confidence is
not easy to win. In the Spanish character
I have found a marked strain of suspicion
I have also found a marked degree of
Novarro's perspective upon himloyalty.
self is notable thus far for its clarity.
What the sycophantry of movie heroworship may do to him, I cannot predict
I've predicted in other cases and failed
miserably I do know that in long associais

shrewd discrimination.

;

him he has shown an astounding
strength of character, a steadfastness to
ideal that has not in the least been shaken.

tion with

There

has

much
As one

been

in

life

to

strengthen character.
in a family
of fourteen, where there was little pampering of affection, he learned self-reliancy.
His family, once wealthy, suffered reverses
and he was compelled to earn his own way
from the age of seventeen. While struggling for a chance on the stage in New
York, he earned but two dollars and a half
a week, a percentage of which he always
With his first salary from
sent home.
Ingram he assumed complete responsibility
for that family and sent one brother off to
the University of California.

You
individual is uncompromising.
Imare either for him or against him.
partiality is impossible.
And Novarro is
distinctly an individual.
His success on
the screen or in any other art must be
Those
based on his ability as an artist.
The

who know him and have
Romance of Leonardo da

read

"The

Vinci,"
struck by

have

by

his
been
have heard Rex Ingram exclaim, "What a Raphael Ramon
Raphael, "the stranger
would make!"

Merejkowski,

likeness to Raphael.

I

ORIENTAL CREAM
It will keep your skin smooth and soft and render to
your complexion a fascinating, radiant beauty. Its antifree from
septic action has kept my skin pure and clear
Its astringent action has greatly disall blemishes.
couraged wrinkles and flabbiness. With all that it has
accomplished for me its use is simple just a few
moments a day. A new and greater beauty is awaiting

—

—

those

who

will try

it.

Gouraud's Oriental Comprimettes
Gouraud's Oriental Cream in comYou have never used anything like
soft, silky adhering powder, containing

At Last!

pact form.
it.

all

A

the

subtle

beautifying

properties

of

Gouraud's Oriental Cream. Two sizes, 50c and
51.00 and in six shades, White, Flesh, Rachel
Powders and Light, Medium and Dark Rouges.

SPECIAL OFFER— Send

50c for a

Comprimette (any shade), a bottle
of Gouraud's Oriental Cocoanut Oil
Shampoo, and a bottle of Gouraud's
Oriental

Cream

(state shade).

FERD. T. HOPKINS & SON
430- P Lafayette Street
New York City
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from Urbino, the dreamy youth with the
face of a sinless angel," who had managed
his mundane affairs to the best advantage,
the "fortunate boy" who had acquired
wealth and fame as if by play, disarmed
his worst enemies by kindliness and received the gifts of Fortune as tho they

What a whale of a difference
!"
just a few cents make

had dropped unsought

into his

hands

— and

yet always had remained unspoiled by the
glittering

baubles showered upon him by

Fortune.
In the nature of

Novarro you

also find

combination

of
shrewdness
and
idealism.
Not a business man, but wise
enough to realize the force of commerthis

cialism, just as

Raphael realized the power

of patronage, and to convert it to his purpose judicious enough to learn practicality
by advice and observation for the sake of
;

his objective.

Naivete sometimes masks great acumen
is not incompatible with worldly
wisdom.
Every Madonna I saw in the
galleries
of
Italy
looked exactly like
Lillian Gish but so did Lucrezia Borgia.
Whenever we encounter genius we exclaim that it is "child-like."
It was said
of Mendelssohn that he was frank, transparent, honorable, noble, with a sunny, enthusiastic, alert nature.
Perhaps only the
genius dares to be as direct and active of
impulse as the child, free from all pose,
spirituality

—

all

self -consciousness.

Novarro may not be a genius but he has
these characteristics.
He is immune from
temperamental manifestations.
He is
usually equable of mood, almost a stoic in
philosophy for all his orthodox religious
feeling.
Not long ago he gave me "The
Meditations of
Marcus Aurelius" inscribed, "This is the book that I wrote in
one of my past incarnations I dare you
to make me out a liar."
The egotism
challenged me, but I didn't take the dare.
Knowing Ramon as thoroly as I do Marcus
Aurelius, I am not in a position to say
which is the plagiarist; their philosophies
are parallel.
So, instead of accepting the challenge, I
all

—

gave

him

Merejkowski's

book

on

Vinci, because the final lines seemed to
singularly appropriate of Novarro

"Thou

all the difference

between just an ordinary cigarette
and— FATIMA, the most skillful
blend in cigarette history.

Invest $4000 in the

New 4^%

United States Treasury Savings
Through the semi-annual compounding
grown in five years to

of the interest,

Certificates

your investment will have

$5000
the law, each member of a family, adult and minor,
(maturity value) of each annual series.

Under

Sold in registered form and issued in two names

and

if

may hold up

to $5000

desired, as for example,

$5000 cost $4000
$100 cost $80
Buy Treasury
Reserve Bank

Savings Certificates
of

New

at

$1000 cost $800
$25 cost $20
your post

office

or send to the

York.

United States Government Savings System
Second Federal Reserve District

120 Broadway,

84

I

man

wife.

New York

City

Federal

da

me

art thyself thy god, thyself thy
neighbor ;
Oh, be as zvell thine own creator too;
Be the abyss above, the depth below;
At once thine oivn end, and thine own

beginning."

!

!

!
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Story

{Continued from page 28)
All the extra girls did that, in New York.
I posed for a Prudential Life Insurance
calendar, among other things, suit and
for
ads
department
millinery
stores,
magazine covers and whatever came my

way.

The life of an extra girl is a hard one,
Someparticularly, if she is sensitive.
times, today, when I drive up to the studio
and see those lines of beautiful younggirls, waiting patiently for a day's work,
I could go to my dressing-room and cry,
It is so hard, so discouraging
for them.
Those inside seem to have so little
sympathy for the strugglers, the beginners.
I remember, one day, I was doing extra
work in an Alice Brady picture.
reI stood
ception was supposedly going on.
on a stairway, and at the director's word,
I descended the stairs and joined a group
around the piano. I thought I was obeying the director's orders, but just as I
reached the piano he shouted at me.

A

"Hey, you, where were you raised? In
a barn?"
I
had passed between two of the
principals, quite innocently, not knowing
that they were supposed to be engaged in
conversation.
I suffered for weeks from
the humiliation of his words.
It was thru an odd twist of Fate that
I became the leading woman of the Para-

mount Black Diamond comedy company

winter.
I was finding extra work
hard, and thought I might like
vaudeville.
An acquaintance directed me
Thru some
to the United Booking Offices.
mistake I entered the Palace Theatre
building, instead, and found myself in the
They
offices of this film-comedy company.
wanted a leading woman who would go to
Jacksonville, Florida, and I more than rejoiced at the opportunity.
So I became a slap-stick comedienne
worked at the old Kalem studios in
Jacksonville for six months how I rejoiced to get away from the sleet and
snow, now that it was no longer a novelty
to me
and then went to Wilkesbarre,
Pennsylvania, where we continued to turn
out a comedy every other week.'
that

very

We

—

—

Here father visited mother and me. He
seemed but a shadow of himself, but he
was the same sweet, kindly spirit that he
had always been. Not long after that he
passed away.
It
seems that troubles, indeed, never
come singly. My brother at this time was
desperately

ill

in

an army hospital

in

Moonlit

Waves A re Calling
Drifting in the moonlight, singing around
the campfire, wherever your summer quest for
pleasure may lead the guitar adds the final
note of happiness. The romance of centuries
lingersabout it. Thesweetnessoftheages keeps
it always one of the best loved instruments.

—

Wash-

ington, D. C.
Mother felt that she must
be near him.
I
faced the problem of
struggling along with an obscure comedy
company, going back to New York to engage in extra work again, or coming to

UBtf

Sweetest oC All

Hollywood.
This

last

seemed

the

most

For 60 years the "Washburn" guitar has
been theaccepted standard. Into it have gone
only the finest of seasoned woods. Its makers
are artists whose life work has been the creation of guitars. Absolutely uniform and de-

practical

The darkest hour of my life was when Doris May, under
contract with them, finished another picture in time to get
the role opposite Charles Ray which I had been selected
for.
It would have been my first leading role, and losing
it
was the bitterest disappointment I have ever faced.
(Below) Miss Joy as the casting directors of Hollywood
knew her a few years ago

pendable in quality, superlatively sweet in
tone, unfailingly accurate in scale, the
"Washburn" is the master instrument. Its
recent, exceptional increase in popularity is a
tribute theinstrument well deserves.

Other "WASHBURN"
Instruments Equally Superior
The same genius that makes the
"Washburn" guitar the choice of
thousands of professionals, gives
to " Washburn
mandolins and
'

Photograph by
Evans, L. A.

'

banjos the same unequalled
quality, the same supreme sweetness and tonal excellence. The
" Washburn "wonrfo/misacknowledged the world's finest.
"Washburn" banjos, with their
new Air Cushion Resonators, possess a sweetness and resonance
found in no other banjo. The
price range is exceptionally
wide ($20 to $150 for guitars
and mandolins, $29 to $350
for banjos, $15 to $30 for
ukuleles), butall"Washburn " instruments insure your

perfect satisfaction.

You May Own One of These
Superb Instruments
FREE

Writetoday for our
catalog describing
these beautiful instruments. Mention instrument
you areinterested in (Guitar, Mandolin, Banjo,
Ukulele). Possession of one of them will open to
you a wonderful new popul arity If you desire, increased earnings may be yours. In hours when
you are alone, they offer unfailing companionship.
.

Easy Terms, FREE Trial
Try any nstrument you desire in your own
home for six days' FREE trial Easy terms may
be arranged if you wish. The coupon will bring you
i

.

full particulars.

Mailit today

I^ONs&HEAnr
Inc.
(

Washburn Stringed

Instrument Division)
Est. 1864 • CHICAGO

Dealers— Some
territory

Clip

still

desirable
available

and Mai Ifor Free Book !

LYON & HEALY
66-86 Jackson Blvd., Chicago
Please send me full details of your Easy Payment Plan and handsome 40-page Book on
theinstrument checked below:

D

Washburn Banjos
Washburn Mandolins

D Washburn Guitars and Ukuleles
Name.
I
I

Address
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course to follow, inasmuch as film production is centered in Hollywood, so in
the fall of 1919 I came to the Coast, determined that my extra days were over.
I would play parts or leads only, in future,
for when one once becomes known as an
extra, it is hard to get out of the ranks.

After renting a room with a family in
Street, I went immediately to a filmThe agent asked me my
casting agency.
film experience.
As he seemed never to
have heard of the Black Diamond comedy
company, I told him that I had worked in
a good many well-known productions, also,
naming the ones in which I had done extra
work. To my consternation he promptly
sent for these pictures and had them run

Vine

for him, in this

way

discovering

However, he encouraged me not
"Her Hair

golden gleam of dawn"

is like the

Every woman covets beautiful

hair,

especially when she realizes that it is
just as much a beauty factor as perfect
The secret of hair health and
features.

Your
is proper shampooing.
own hair, with proper care, may be
made just as thick and luxurious as
beauty

.

that of your

most envied

friend.

Canthrox
S HA M P O O
brings out the natural beauty and
dainty fluffiness of the hair,_ restores
its natural color and lends it a rich,
lustrous gloss.
Costs About Three Cents per Shampoo
Take a teaspoonful of Canthrox and
dissolve it in a cup of warm water.
Apply the mixture to the scalp and
Rub it in thoroughly all over
hair.
the whole head, not just the top. It
make
a thick, creamy lather
will
which cleanses the scalp and strands

making

—

removing every particle of dirt
and all excess oil. After rinsing well,
your hair will be thicker, softer, fluffier
and have a natural lustre that will
surprise you. You can get Canthrox
at any drug store.

—

FREE TRIAL OFFER
the

is

most

pleasant,

simple, effective and economical hair
wash, to prove which we will gladly
send one perfect shampoo free to any
address on receipt of 2 cents postage.
CO.
H. S.
Dept. 452
214 W. Kinzie St.

PETERSON &

CHICAGO,

ILL.

w/#vDESIN/EVI~
A SAFE, SIMPLE, PAINLESS,
GUARANTEED HOME TREATMENT
<Write forBeokla oflnformalion-IfsFret,

D*C-L-ALLEN-BINGHAMPTON STA
BOX 74 i> MEMPHIS. TENN- U'S-A-

J*

Face Powder

*5r

When summer

days lure you vacationward, you must give thought to protection against sun and wind. Your skin
will be grateful for the cool smoothness and delicate fragrance of Lablache.
Safe, clinging fifty years a favorite.

—

Two

Sizes, 50c and $1.00
Flesh,
of druggists or by mail.
Pink or Cream.

Refuse
Sample Free.
substitutes they may
be dangerous.

—

Compact Lablache
Rouge with puff, in
handy size box, 75c.

Orange and Fonce
(darker shade).'

BEN LEVY

CO.

French Perfumers, Dept.
125 Kingston

1

86

St., Boston.

Mass.

perience, but I

Warren Kerrigan in
it was while we were

picture that I

this

who

met Jack

Gil-

is

the motion picture directors in Hollywood,
is to be cast in a leading role opposite some
prominent male star. This is a certain step
upward from obscurity, if she can acquit
herself creditably in the role given her.
When, presently, I secured a lead opposite
Charles Ray 3 at the height of his popularity as an Ince star, I felt that fate
was surely smiling upon me.

of hair,

Canthrox

con-

now my husband. At that
time he up-staged me terribly, I remember.
The ambition of every girl who is
struggling to make her name known to
bert,

White,

my

part earnestly, determined
stand out. I spent days
On the day
getting my wardrobe ready.
that I went to the studio to sign my contract, just before starting work, I wrote
I

to

studied

make my work

San Diego.

ruse.

My

then worked with
"A Dollar Bid," and

in

to

all

I

company

my

the encouragement I could
get in the months that followed, for all the
film companies seemed to be able to get
called
I
along very well without me.
regularly upon the casting director at the
Famous Players-Lasky studio (where I am
now under contract), but was never given
a part, at that time.
first screen work on the Coast was
with William Farnum, in a Fox picture.

needed

My

screen career not progressing so
rapidly as I had hoped, I accepted an engagement with the Virginia Brissac stock

on the stage
that I dared

tinue as an extra girl.
I

a long, enthusiastic letter to mother, telling
her that at last I was on the way to Fame.
I was to play opposite Charles Ray!
Fortunately I did not mail the letter.
When I arrived at the studio, the man at
the casting window said, "Sorry, Miss Joy,
but Doris May finished a picture last night,
and as she is under contract, she has been
given that role with Mr. Ray."
That was the darkest hour of my life,
the bitterest disappointment I have ever
been called upon to face.

in

to

I had never been
and I wonder now
pose as an actress of excarried it off luckily, and

my

life,

played ingenue leads in eight or nine plays,
with this company.
It was while I was in San Diego that I
received a wire from my agent, telling me
that I was being considered by George
Loane Tucker for a part in "Ladies Must
Live."
I hurried to Los Angeles to see
Mr. Tucker, and gave up my work with
the stock company when he cast me in this
picture.

This really proved the turning point in
I appeared in "The Right of
Bert Lytell, and felt that I
really was gaining a foothold in Hollywood, at last. Later I worked with the

my career.
Way" with

Goldwyn company, playing
pictures

for

them,

and

leads

then

in

— my

five

big

"Saturday Night," the Famous
Players-Lasky picture in which I worked
for the first time under the direction of

chance,

Cecil B.

De

Mille.

have been with the Famous PlayersLasky company ever since that time, and
recently signed a starring contract with
them.
My first picture under this contract, "Roles," has just been completed.
My mother and brother now live in
Hollywood, and we, with my husband, plan
to take a trip to New Orleans some time
I've never been back since I left
soon.
I

there,

six years ago.

no danger of
tion," I

my

Now

going to
shall be glad to see

that there is
a "poor relaLa Visa, again.

it

!

!

For lour

Vignettes of the Studios

Have

Vacation,

(Continued from page 44)

seem

to

have no place here.

Mack

Sennett

is

telling

studio is fourteen years old.
in Celluloidia

Your

The atmos-

phere is hushed.
A half-dozen bathing girls, in trim street
frocks and hats, troop thru the gateway to
Their giggling and
below.
street
the
chatter strike across the quiet.

you that

What

Mothers, Wives, School-Girls, Famous Screen Stars and Society

Women
A

his

an age

His hair is white, you note, but his eyes
are not old, and his enthusiasm is that of
youth.
lot.

"LANOIL" Home

your own home

and wave you need

to last

for

gives

Outfit

you the

many months

Da w,

c

SMarjorie

And

e

dainty screen genius of

In the circle of these hills Charlie
motion picture
faced a
first
Gloria Swanson, an obscure bathSo
ing girl, walked thru this gateway.
did Betty Compson.

ghosts.

Selznick Pictures, thanks
the Nestle Lanoil Home
Outfit for her pretty waves
and ringlets. "Simply won'
derful, ' she writes to Mr.
Nestle from Los Angeles.
"No more hot irons or nightly

Chaplin
camera.

Picturesque, shabby, delightful, historic
May they never tear it
Sennett's.

Mack
down

crimpers for

Tkat's

All Praise the Nestle

single treatment in

curl

—

Youth and Age on the Sennett

Hair Permanently Curled

me!"

Out

(Continued from page 52)

town with the screen profession.

How-

suited the newspaper's sensational
purpose to haul in the poor old movies
and it is this sort of thing which
brands the profession that has already
had more than its just share of unpleasant

ever,

.

it

.

and highly colored and exaggerated pub-

A pleasant afternoon, with the Nestle LANOIL
Home Outfit on free trial, gives results. The

licity.

We dont know what can actually be
done about it. However, the least we can
do is to call instances of this nature to the
attention of our readers.
The poor old movies ... a bad reputation is a hard thing to drop by the roadside.

Outfit lasts a lifetime and with additional supplies will wave family and friends as well.

XF

you are troubled with straight
you cannot do better than to
turn from the make-shift curling
lotions, nightly crimpers or hot irons you
have been using, to the wonderful Nestle
"Lanoil" Home Outfit for Permanent
Waving.
hair,

Shampoos, Moisture, Etc.
Increase Curliness
For this dainty Outfit alone can give you
perfect freedom from hair troubles, in addition to the most charming curls and

waves you can imagine — curls and waves
that will stay with you ALWAYS, whether
you go bathing, motoring, walking or
dancing, through the hottest and dampest

summer

Imagine
at seashore, at mountain resort.
the self-confidence it will give you for every

summer

Get your Home Outfit now. Send for it
by forwarding its cost of $15 in check, moneyorder or bank draft as a deposit, or if you
prefer, deposit the money with your postman.
it arrives, use the free trial supplies to
test it on your hair. The directions are easy
to follow, and you will be overjoyed at the results. However, should you decide to the contrary for any reason, return the Outfit within
30 days and
guarantee (backed by this

When

we

magazine), to refund the $15 immediately,
without question, deduction, or delay.

weather.

Simple, Interesting

Sendfor our free

ilhcslrated booklet.

Nestle Lanoil

Co., Ltd., De P t.S

and Quick

The Home

Outfit is easy and safe to
Children of twelve have been
known to wave their mothers' hair successfully. Well over 200,000 of these Outfits
are in frequent use all over the world.
The main essentials of a wave are to
moisten a strand of your straight hair with
Lanoil, then wind it on the patented
Nestle Curler, and slip the little heater
over it. Then, seven minutes gentle heat,
and this strand is natural ly wavy. Shampoo
or wet it as much as you like, the curl in

activity.

Established 1905

12 and 14 East 49th Street,
Just off Fifth

New York

City

Avenue

operate.

and act exactly as naturally
curly hair would stay and act. It is unit

l^///llk\

will stay,

believable perhaps,

Fill in, tear off

today
1

NESTLE LANOIL CO.,
12 & 14 East 49th St., New

LTD.. Dept.

S

i

York. N. Y.
Please send me the Nestle "Lanoil" Home Outfit for

J
I

I

Permanent Waving. I understand that if. after using
the Outfit and the free trial materials, I am not satisBed. I may return the Outfit any time within 30 days,
and receive back every cent of its cost of $16.
I enclose S15
in check, money order, or
bank draft as a deposit.
I prefer to deposit the $15 with my postman when the Outfit arrives.
OR. check HERE
_.if only free booklet of
further particulars is desired.
(From foreign countries, send $16 check, money
order or cash equivalent in U. S. currency. Canadians may order from Raymond Harper, 416 Bloor
Street W., Toronto, Canada, $20 duty free.)

In
I

I
.

but absolutely true.

Our Famous 30 Days'
j

Free Trial Offer
I

Imagine the comfort you will derive from
naturally curly hair day and night, at home,

and mail coupon

|

I

Name

I
1
'

'

|

I

I
'

I

j

Street

City

i

I

State
J
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PEARL NECKLACE

Super-PEARLS imported
;d

Lorient

di-

Japan where the REAL wliW
PEAltLS come from. Now sold DIHECT to YOU
at WHOLESALE prices and at BIG SAVINGS.
Magnificent 2-J-inch strand of matched and gradrect

from

LORIENT

Pearls with SOLID 14k WHITE
patented safety clasp handsomely chased,

uated

GOLD

Bich satin lined grey velvet case
with every necklace. Lorient pearls will
surprise you with their perfect coloring, and EXACT LIKENESS to
ORIENTAL PEABLS
costing fabulous sums.
Indestructible.
Will r>ot
break, crack, peel, discolor not affected by perspiration will last a lifetime!
only

$4.75.

FBEE

BEAL

—

—

COMPARE LORIENT PEARLS WITH ANY
SOLD AT $18 OR $20
and with the

MONEY BACK
c run HA
*tBIJ
Nlf

MONEY
w

pearls your

friends

have.

YOUR

Hope

led Orkney to the parlor at the other end of the house.
She locked the door behind her against her prying aunt

within 10 days if not satisfied!
Simply pay postman $4.75 plus postage when pearls arrive. If you prefer to send money
WILL PAY

WE

POSTAGE
OUR GUARANTEE: This
•

is a responsible and
old-established importing firm.
Every article sold
by us is guaranteed.
You take no chances.

The

SEND FOE COMPLETE CATALOG!
CALIFORNIA TRADING CO.,
Desk 3-8. 747 Warehouse St., LOS ANGELES

Can Easily Be Yours
Trados Model No. 25

now

all

Who

ill

the innocent Hope was the devil himself.
Hope led Orkney to the parlor at the other
end of the house, taking care to close all
doors behind her and lock them so that

shaped

quickly,
noses
painlessly, permanently,

they would not be bothered by her prying

and comfortably at
home. It is a safe and

aunt.

guaranteed patent device
that

you
nose.
fled

Couldn't

Be Bad

(Continued from page 49)

Looking Nose
corrects

Girl

will actually give
perfect
looking
Over 87,000 satis
users.
For year:

a

recommended by physi
16 years of ex
perience in manufacturing Nose Shapers is at
Model 25
yo:ir service.
Junior for children. Write for free booklet, which
tells jou how to obtain a perfect looking nose.
cians.

Orkney smiled and went back himself to
Then he
see that they were surely alone.
returned again, locking the doors behind
him and putting the keys into his pocket.

While out in the Convention of Righteous Causes hundreds of miles away
there is a spirited debate going on in one
of the Committee Rooms, Ezekiel Brown

—

is

all

on the side which stands for offering
the prayers of today's great meeting

gratuitously in behalf of the vodka-ridden
ex-mojiks of Siberia. His party lost their
motion, however, and it was resolved
rather that the prayers be offered in behalf
of the desecrated women of Siam.

Meanwhile in his own home both queswere being ruthlessly neglected his

—

tions

only son lying in a stupor in the stable,
his sister partly reclining in the kitchen
sink and his precious daughter hovering
on the edge of a moral precipice.

(To be continued next month)

M. TRILETY. SPECIALIST
Dept.

20S1

Binghamton, N. V.

BEAUTIFIES

-

INSTANTLY
Brings instant, natural beauty
to face,neck,arms,hands. Simply
wonderful! Removes eruptions,
freckles, sunburn, tan. Entranc-

J-TOW would you

ing, lasting fragrance. Try it.
Sold by all dealers, or direct

from us 75c postpaid.
Four Colors:
White
Brunette
Flesh-Pink

Rose-Red

TRIAL OFFER
Send us 4c

in

stamps for a Trial

Bottle of this marvelous beautifying balm. 2 bottles for Be. Be sure
to mention color or colors wanted.

LYON MFG. CO.
34 So. Fifth Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Magnolia

Bafm
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Face and

like to request

Agnes Ayres to have

—

your roof repaired or consult Cecil B. De Mille
about your plumbing? This might very easily be the
case if you were a resident of Los Angeles. Motion
picture people have invested large shares of their
And Harry Carr's article
savings in real estate
about the stars in their role of realtors, which will
appear in the September Motion Picture Magazine,

Toilet

POWDER

76 Years Wonderful

is

extremely entertaining and generously illustrated.
You will want to read it.

;

«
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She caught her breath

thrilled through and
.
.
through by his bold look of admiration as she
poised her beautiful body for the next back-

Camera Coast

(Continued from page 82)

ward plunge.

actress
Her
Sex."
was so remarkable in the latter play that
Lasky has signed her as a star again. She
is now to make '"The Female," under the
direction of Sam Wood.

improvement as

an

Buchowetzki thinks he has
Dimitri
found another Wally Reid in Ben Lyon,
who is appearing with Pola Negri in the
film version of Sudermann's "Song of
The Russian director believes
Songs."

Lyon will be the leading actor of the
screen within two years.
that

There seems to be no prospect of Mabel
Normand's returning to the screen. Mack
Sennett has not renewed her contract.
Mabel is too unlucky in the matter of
newspaper sensations.
James Kirkwood is to play the lead
opposite

Mae

Murray

in

the

Blasco

Ibaiiez play, "Circe."

admittedly the most
Hollywood to please,
with stories, has abandoned "The Tree in
the Garden," after all, and will make a

Victor

difficult

Seastrom,

director

to the Spell of

in

•

"He Who Gets Slapped."
with Lon Chaney playing the principal role.
picture out of

The

fight

No longer hampered by old-fashioned conventions of
sedateness and inactivity, the American girl is reviving
the type of beauty admired by the ancient Greeks the
ideal of an active, supple body.
Today's vogue has decreed that women's arms shall be
conspicuous and free, alike in the great outdoors and in
the drawing room. Underarm hair has become a positive disfigurement, and many women promptly and
thoughtlessly adopted shaving, without regard for the
inconvenience and the fact that it brings in a quicker
and harsher growth.
Neet, on the other hand, offers a safe, certain, pleasant
and feminine method of keeping the armpits white,

—

between the Merrimac and

the
films

Monitor will be shown, when Ince
"Barbara Frietchie," with Florence Yidor.
Sam Goldwyn, who said there were only
thirty-three good actors, has modified his

report he says there are only forty-two
he has just seen another picture.
Ronald Colman, who played opposite
Lillian Gish in "The White Sister," has
;

come

to

Hollywood

to play opposite

McAvoy in "Tarnish."
When "Bread" is filmed
Busch and Robert Frazer

at Metro,
will play

Your Beauty

Have skin that lures with its smoothness • • • •
Legs and arms others envy ... Make this test now.

May
Mae

One applicafree from distressing hair.
tion of this velvety fragrant cream enables you to
rinse the hair away. No heating is necessary no mixing it is all ready just as you squeeze it from the
smooth and

the

leads.

—

tube.

—

You

apply

NEET,

simplest, quickest

then water, that's

all.

It's

the

method known.

Make This Easy Test
—

Go

to any drug or department store
purchase the generous tube
of Neet for only 50c, apply according to simple directions enclosed.
So sure are we of what Neet can do for you that if you are not
thrilled by the soft, hair-free loveliness of your skin, you may return the unused portion of the tube to the store and this will serve
as the store's authority for cheerfully refunding you the full
amount paid.
will refund the store the full retail price, plus
postage necessary to return package to us.
If you follow the
simple directions you positively cannot fail. If your favorite drug
or department store i9, for the moment, out of Neet, send the
coupon with 50c, and a generous tube will be mailed you at once.

Galatea, by Marqneata after
tho myth of Pygmalion and tba
by the Greeks to
have come to Ufa because of
PyemaiioD' a great lore of her.

We

statue, said

Removes hair

Malviha

GREAM^

easily
CBbbkle*

A RAILWAY

t

\FREE

TRAFFIC INSPECTOR
EARN

For the Complexion

>

—
Freckles
—for
for the Skin

TO $250 PER MONTH
Expenses paid;

many

chances to travel.

Somethingnew every day in this important
Report to high officials. Advancemetit rapid with experience.
work.

FIFTIETH

POSITION GUARANTEED upon grad-

ANNIVERSARY

'-

Popular Since 1874

f

SOLD BY LEADING DEALERS

'
.

EVERYWHERE

JJJ1_

\

If your dealer can't supply
you, send money-order direct N
Booklet.
"How She Won a
Husband," including testimonials and beauty hints sent free.
Write today.

Prot. I. Hubert. Dept. 184. Toledo.

^iffiiV
llllllH

iSf!

t*4^M*^^

Cream, 55c
Lotion. 55c

Soap.

30c

AU$1.40

Ohio

Postpaid. Send

Money-order,

j

£»sM«»^2fe

uation or money refunded. Prepare in 3
months' spare time home study. Then
start at ""' fc" "mn * 110 $" mon,h You
can easily qualify.
-

'

I

I

Send coupon today

.

for full details.

Standard Business

StandardBusinessTraining Institute, Buftalo.H.Y.

Send me entirely free, booklet No. D-S8.
giving full particulars about course in
Railway Traffic Inspection.

Name
I

Training Institute,
Buffalo. N. Y.

MAIL TODAY

;

I

5™
c. r^>.

f\
|\

City
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The

Incubator of Genius
(Continued from page 38)

dash in; take it in one gulp; upset a chair
and dash out again.
The directors simply couldn't force this
little cockney actor to do it.
He wanted
take a sideways squint at the
to come in
Klass of water; take off his hat politely;
give it a startled look over his shoulder
gargle it and sip it,
smell it, taste it
looking with big eyes over the edge of the
;

;

They swore at him abused him and insulted him but they couldn't make him do
;

Finally, an exaccording to Hoyle.
it
asperated director glaring like an angry
bull, led Chaplin to Sennett for discipline.
Mack chewed the end off a cigar; looked
then he said
the trembling cockney over
"All right
slowly
let him try it his
way and see what he will do."
And while they all stood there watching,
Chaplin did it his way.
And in that instant, the whole technique
of screen comedy was changed forever.
Altho he was responsible for her training, Sennett did not exactly discover Mabel
Normand.' D. W. Griffith did that. She
and Sennett were working together in the
;

:

superfluous hair
Del-a-tone will frde you from unwanted
hair
in a few minutes. It is perfectly
harmless; a reliable, scientific preparation used by hundreds of thousands of

—

fastidious

women.

Just apply in soft paste, wash off, and
marvel at the difference a smooth,
hairless skin makes.
Don't experiment with your beauty — be sure

of perfect results. For fourteen years dainty
women have preferred Del-a-tone. Reputable
physicians recommend it; careful beauty specialists find it satisfies the most discriminating clientele.

The Depilatory for

Delicate Skin

DEL-A-TONE
Removes Hair
At all drug and department stores or mailed
prepaid in plain wrapper for one dollar. Send
for "The Whole
request.
free on re

Truth About

Depilatories,'

y

THE SHEFFIELD COMPANY,
TH
Dept.78
536 Lake Shore Drive,
Chicago

IdealSummerVacations

Jfc

B ermudA

SL

Only 2 Days fromNewTfork^

8-Day Tours—$90.00 and up
9

Days— $96.00
including

all

Longer Tours
All

and up

Expenses

in proportion

Outdoor Sports

Sailing, Bathing , Golf,
1

Tennis,

Crystal Caves. Sea Gardens, etc.
Bermuda is cool in Summer.
Average Summer temperature,
77 degrees

SAILINGS WEDS. & SATS.
Via Palatial Twin-Screw, Oil Burning, Transatlantic Liners

S. S.

S. S.

"FORT VICTORIA" and
"FORT ST. GEORGE"

fanadianEte
5 Delightful Yachting Cruises

Leave

New York

July 5-19, August 2-16-30

via Palatial Twin-Screw S. S/'Fert Hamilton"
Stopping One Day (each way) at Halifax and Two
Smooth
Magnificent Scenery,
Days at Quebec.
Water, Cool Weather, Orchestra for Dancing.

For Illustrated Booklet on Bermuda Tours
or

Canadian Cruises

write

FURNESS BERMUDA LINE
34 Whitehall St., N. Y.,
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or Any Local Tourist Agent

as "tempo" on the screen.
It is
marvelous knowledge of timing that
forms the basis of the training that has

this

given

all

these big stars to the movies.

Ray Griffith was a young stage actor
who had lost his voice when he came onto
the

Sennett lot as an extra.

me he knew

Mack

told

boy would be a great
actor one day because of his humor which
the

him from taking himself too seriously.
"The idea that great actors go thru
some sort of a process of leaping out of
kept

cup.

freedom from

known

;

old Biograph pictures and left that company to go into the old Keystone comSennett said that Mabel
pany together.
always had a marvelous sense of humor
but she had a hard time learning the
technique of screen acting.
Her natural
It
impulsiveness made her move too fast.
was in taming down the fiery Mabel that
Sennett learned what has ever after been

own personalities and into the cosmic
skin of somebody else
'letting themselves
go'
is all bunk," said Sennett. "You might
as well say that a good writer runs amuck
with a typewriter and does not know what
his words are doing.
The really good
actors are like Ray Griffith who convey
ideas in a definite way and by a definite
intent and who do not take it too seriously.
Ray was smart and clever. For a long
time he was off the screen altogether working as the head of my scenario department.
He had the best idea of dramatic values
of anyone I ever knew."

—

their

—

And so, Louise Fazenda, Marie Prevost
and the others came onto the lot; fell into
the water
were butted by goats and
chased by bears and shot in the gluteus
maximus muscles and became finished
;

artists.

Mack
crop.

says he is not sure about the new
Only two of them.

"Fashions in bathing girls change," reflected Sennett as we stood watching them

Harry Langdon's bungalow dressing-room housed many of
Chaplin's,
the now famous and then obscure ones
Gloria Swanson's, Charlie Murray's and Betty Compson's
names have been painted on the door

In0)

jump squealing

into the bathing pool.

I

magazime

This Test Shows

"In

the old days, they were distinguished by
they are like tall, slender
curves.
flowers.
"This is the one," he said, indicating a
little angel child with big pitiful eyes and
a little round appealing face. "That is the
one who- 'has it.' She is going to be a big

v

Why

Your Complexion
Need Not Suffer
From Sun or Wind

Now

Her name is Alice Day."
Just at that moment, two very large and
disturbing tears were running down the
star.
.

little

girl's

face.

She had been acting

in a pirate picture

with a false mustache and a sailor suit.
Somebody had sat her down with a most
emphatic bump. Kala Pasha had bumped
her head against the head of another pirate.

They told Kala to be as gentle as possible.
So he only whacked the two skulls together with a crack like two goats coming
Ordinarily, but for the word of
together.
caution, it would have been like a crash
between colliding street-cars.
And so while they were changing the
lights, the little girl was standing by the
side of a piece of scenery ruefully rubbing
the seat of her sailor pants and weeping

over her art.
I asked how she liked it and she said,
sniffling, "I guess it'll be all right after
my head gets used to it."
"Well," said Mack, when I told him
about it, "the human head will stand a
She will
lot of whacking with benefit.
find out that acting is not all standing
under a glow of lights with her eyes turned
She is
up to heaven in gentle appeal.
learning some of the rough fundamentals
that will be of benefit to her hereafter."
The other genius that Sennett has lighted

Make the Dermascope Test in your own boudoir. It shows the
exact condition of your skin and how to properly care for it

To demonstrate how perfectly Ingram's Milkweed Cream protects the delicate
skin against the harmful effects of wind and sun, Mr. Ingram has devised the
fascinating Dermascope Test every woman should make.

With the Dermascope you will find that the consistent use of Ingram's
Milkweed Cream will keep each different type of skin always beautifully
soft and clear. Your Dermascope will prove to you in an interesting way
why Ingram's Milkweed Cream is
The One Cream Perfect for Every Use

—

Ingram's Milkweed Cream, used over

exclusive feature — certain remedial

cream and

properties that relieve redness, roughness, tan, freckles and slight imperfections. No other cream is like it. No
matter whether you use it as a cleanser,
a protection or a powder base its nourishing and healing properties will bring
fresh beauty and new life to your skin.

thirty years, is a real beauty

the only one you need use to develop

Langdon was a
is Harry Langdon.
bell-boy in Kansas City and developed a
facility for cartoon drawing that somehow
or other brought him to the attention of
Eventually thru
some newspaper folks.
them, he got a chance to go into vaudeville.
Just as in the case of Charlie Chaplin,
Sennett plucked him off a vaudeville

and keep a clear, soft, smooth skin. It is
heavy enough to be a thorough cleanser
and yet light enough in body to form a
comfortable and effective protection and
foundation for powder. But it has an

circuit.

In Canada :

upon

the funniest comedian
that has ever been inside his studio. Langdon has a busy, earnest
almost pathetic little way of trying to make
aeroplanes out of his mother's sewing-

—

Sennett says he
next to Chaplin

machines,

Buy
all

—

ajar today and eee the immediate improvement it brings. $1.00 and 50c jars at
drug and department stores
the dollar size contains three times the quantity

—

Mail us front of carton and get Dermascope free
Frederick F. Ingram Co.
Windsor, Ontario
S21 Tenth Street,

Detroit, Mich.

Established 1885

is

—

iim's Mmweed

Cfeam

Ingram's American Blush Rouge

Applies eo evenly and smoothly, its effect can only be a natural, healthy glow. It does
not clog the pores and because its coloring matter cannot be absorbed it is recommended particularly for a delicate and sensitive skin. In thin metal vanity box with
mirror and pad
50c. At your dealer's or by mail from us. Next time be careful to get
Ingram's American Blush, the Delicate Rouge for the Delicate Skin

etc.

—

Send For Our Beauty Purse Today
Mail coupon below with 10 cents, coin or stamps, for new Beauty Purse containing a
liberal sample of Ingram's Milkweed Cream; two filled Purse Puffs of Ingram's Face Powder and Rouge; instructions for using Dermascope and valuable bints for the care of the
skin. Purchase Milkweed Cream at your favorite store, mail us front of Milkweed Cream
carton and ask us for the Dermascope mailed free of cost.
F. F. INGRAM CO.,
321 Tenth Street, Detroit, Mich.
Gentlemen: Enclosed find 10c, coin or stamps. Please send
Beauty Purse described above. Please print name.

Name

me

Ingram's

:

Street_
Copyright 19Z4, F. F. Ingram Co,

A^PERFECT NOSE F0R«Y0U
GOLD
"for

AWARDED

MEDAL
distinguished

sen-fee to

mankind" by International
ventors Exposition,
Feb.

AX\\lr\-OheQenuing- PATENTED - NOSE
Winnerof GOLD MEDAL-

Highest

i\

New

In-

York,

1923.

ADJUSTER

in MeritLowest in Price
Support nature and loot your best If your nose Is ill-shaped, you can make it perfect with ANITA NOSE
ADJUSTER, in a few weeks, In the privacy of your own room and without interfering with your daily occupation.
No need for costly, painful operations. ANITA NOSE ADJUSTER shapes while you sleep quickly,
painlessly, permanently and inexpensively. The ANITA NOSE ADJUSTER is the ORIGINAL NASAL SUPPORTER absolutely guaranteed. Highly recommended by physicians for misshapen and fractured noses. Self
adjustable.
No screws. No metal parts. GENTLE. FIRM and PERFECTLY COMFORTABLE. Beware
of imitations!
Write today (just your name and address) for FREE Booklet, "Happy Days Ahead," which
explains how you can have a perfect nose and our blank to fill out for sizes. No obligations.

—

—
The ANITA Company, Dept. 832, ANITA Building, Newark,

N. J.
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The Answer Man
(Continued from page 78)

—

Mr. Smith. How are the whiskers?
Send a stamped addressed envelope for a
Yes, indeed,
of producing companies.
have your scenarios typewritten.
A Bob. Another one? Robert Agnew
Yes, Grace Cunard is
in "Womanproof."
She and Earle Foxe are
coining back.
to have the leads in "The Last Man on
John Gilbert
Earth," produced by Fox.
and Virginia Browne Faire have the leads
"Romance Ranch," which was made
in
under the title of "Colorau."
list

—

Get Behind a Hohner
for Happiness!
There's nothing like good music for
happiness; and there's nothing like a
Hohner for good music. Any boy or girl
can learn to play real music quickly
with the aid of the Free Hohner Instruction Book, procurable at all good dealers.

And

all good dealers
Harmonicas

sell

Hohner's

The World's Best
"That Musical Pal of Mine" is a
favorite expression among Hohner enthusiasts everywhere. Hohner enthusisweeping the country. Why
don't you get in line for popularity and
enjoyment?

asm

is

Go

your dealer today, get a
Hohner Harmonica— 50j£ up— and ask
to

for the Free Instruction Book. If your
dealer is out of copies, write M. Hohner,
Inc., Dept. 175, New York City.

—

Blues. Last I heard of Charles Mack,
he was at the Griffith Studios, Mamaroneck, New York. He is married to Marion
Lovers. Well, you are not afraid to write
to

me now,

are you?

David Powell and

Edith Allen head the cast of Vitagraph's
"Virtuous Liars," in which Naomi Childers,

Dagmar Godowsky and Maurice Flynn

are also cast.

—

And here you are. AdCorinne Griffith at First National,
United Studios, 5341 Melrose Avenue, Los
Angeles, California.
She was born in
1897, and is married to Walter Morosco.
Five feet four. I like her very much, inMarjorie D.

dress

deed.

PIMPLES Skin

Trouble

BANISHED

Marvelous new discovery enables all to have Healthy, BeautiFREE from Blemishes, Eczema, Acne and other discomforting: troubles. Dermideal Treatment big success and
satisfaction Guaranteed. Write for amazing booklet describing
this new method.
Dermideal Laboratories*
Dept. K New Bedford* Mass.
ful skin,

RING \
THIS WONDERFUL
GET
§ You
BACK
from A GENUINE DIAMOND SEND
Can
IT
tell it
Thess Amazingly Beautiful COROD1TB Gems match the scintilatlng beauty of GENUINE DIAMONDS in every way .Theyhave
the same gorgeous olaiing flash and dazzling play of living
rainbow fire. Standing the terrific Acid Test of direct comorison. Lifetime experts need all their experience to see any
—_—..—___
S ifferenee. Prove this youraelf.
.
_,
M
II

TF<T Wear a Genuine CORODITE and a DiaI Hid I fcv I mond side by side on the same finger.
you and your frienda can tell the difference send it back, ypu
single
penny. That's fair enough If youkeep the
out
a
won't be
ring the price printed hereto all you pay. Remember COROD1TE3
alone have the same facet cutting aa Genuine Stones.
- $2.84
Solitaire
14K Gold FHled Ring Ladiea
1
No.
No. 2 Ladies Pierced Filigree 4 Poet Ring Plat, effect $4.19
NO. • Ladiea Hand CarveS Baaket Ring. Plat, effect - $|-if
No. S Ladles Bridal Bloasom EngravedSolltalre ff-54
No. 7 Mens Heavy Belcher 14K Gold Filled Ring§ 3.68
- $4.28
No. 8 Mens Massive Hand Carved Hexagon Gypsy
Carat Size Gems. Beautiful. Hand Carved and Engraved
Mountings of most modern design besring an unqualified 20 year
guarantee. Art Leather, Silk Lined Gift Case Free with each ring.
Just
at home.
SFMIl IIU
Nri mVIICI Keep your money right
send name, address and number of ring
wanted and alio as shown by slip of paper fittlngend toend around
Iv>Crlll
finger joint and your ring will come by return mail. Deposit amount
shown above with postman. You do not risk a penny^as oar

MAKE
mHf\C

TUK

If

MnNFV

'
bindini
jg legal guarantee'to refundyour money in full la attached to every ring we sell. SEND TODAY.

E.

:

I
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RICHWINE CO.

Dept. 142

19 West Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL.
Sols Importers Genuins Corodtie Diamonds)

—

Grace E. G. So you would like to have
a picture of Marion Davies in the gallery.
is
with Cosmopolitan, you know.
Richard Bennett was playing in "The
Dancers" on the stage and now he will

She

make "Youth to
Marja. You

—

every day.

—

Irene C. Helene Chadwick and Holmes
Herbert have the leads in Ethel M. Dell's
"Her Own Free Will," which is being
filmed by Hodkinson.
Charles Jones in

Sell" for C. C. Burr.

my buttermilk
my silky beard.

bet I have

So you

like

warm these days. Bebe Daniels,
Mildred Davis is not playing in pictures right now.
Nick. Never heard of a book on the
Do you think he
life of Conway Tearle.
We haven't interought to have one?
viewed him for some time.
Deaf Kitty. Going in for Greek
Psyche was the wife of
mythology.
The name signifies the soul or
Cupid.
spirit.
Yes, Lon Chaney is married.
J.
Warren Kerrigan is a bachelor and he
It's

pretty

yes.

—

—

is

thirty-six.

B. K.

— Better send a stamped,

East."

addressed

for the cast of "Way Down
It is too long to give here. Dorothy

envelope

Mackaill

is with Fox.
(Continued on page 99)

The following caricature of Norma Talmadge and Eugene
O'Brien was made by WYNN after viewing them in the
nineteenth-century

ARMONICAS

He is about twentyTrails."
weighs one hundred and seventythree and is five feet eleven and threequarters.
No, he was born in Vincennes,
Indiana, and he is married to a non-proYou're welcome.
fessional.
"Vagabond

nine,

episode of the romantic

"Secrets"

!

—

:

^MOTION
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Tke Movie
.

.

A BRUSH FOR WAVING HAIR!

Hide

.

The Key in the Mail Box
And hurry down the
Boulevard to see a show
I'm hanged if I like to
Get there just in time for
Some such title as
"Hollywood Boulevard
Dazzling Pathway of the

Movie Stars"

.

Arranged in Curves
Brushes in Waves and Fosters

Bristles
.

.

Natural Curliness

.

C

&!1 -d straight bristled
brush

s

traightens

the hair; with
rt,if<wa b

Wavex

you brush in waves.

'

.

.

Shortly followed by
Select Views of

My Own

Yard

Front and Back.

...

I'm quite resigned to
Seeing my neighbors in
All sorts of roles.
If the

.

.

.

Boy Next Door

Goes by on

Motorcycle made up as
closely followed

Adam
By

.

.

.

Grandmother in
Curls and Kiddie Rompers
I dont say a Word.
But when it comes
To seeing my Porch
Rocker and my own
Garage co-starred in a
Heart Gripping Drama of
The Motion Picture Studios
his

.

.

take the count
The life's too wearing

.

I

The Growing

And

I

Is

that

.

on
.

Worn

aged to curl. If you want wavy hair
that really waves, with a real, natural
wave use the Wavex curling hair

—

.

Special FreeTrial of

brush!

The
hair;

new

scientific principle of this

on any head of
the most stubbornly straight hair

design

effective

is

yields to the rippling strokes of Wavex.
Every woman is invited to prove this

by her own

test;

read the

offer!

Any Hair "Brush Waved"
With Ease
discovery. No special skill in using, just brush
your hair and Wavex will coax to curliness
in a perfectly natural and beneficial way. If
you want wavy hair, give Nature a chance. All
you'll ever require for hair that ripples and
falls into soft curl is the right brush. You'll
soon have an effect that all the dressings ever
make for hair could not duplicate.

—

For years women have done everything
and anything to make waves in their hair
only to brush them outl The hair brush with

it

will

wave

if

waved

if

you brush

it

At New York's beauty show Wavex was a

sensation. Women were shown and convinced
on the spot. Every brush was soon gone, and
scores of others left orders. Until we can supply all the stores, we will forward one brush to
any individual making immediate use of coupon, at the introductory price of only $3.00.

(Wavex has genuine China hog

Ycu need no preparation with this scientific
brush— there's no mystery or "magic" in this

hair will be straight
.

"X

brush

straight rows of bristles straightens the soft
hairs; how could it be otherwise? But now,
those who wish wavy hair may have it. Your

All
.

.

hereby inform

The studios
The Lawn

Out.

Girl.

this new type of
imparts a gentle wave.
Every strand— every hair— is encour-

Every stroke with

hair

his

bristles,

hand-

set in strong back with rich ebony finish, and
will outlast several cheaply make brushes; so
the waving feature really costs you nothing.)

Pay the postman, or send $3.00 now and
save postage: either way, the trial is free, with
money back if not delighted. Use coupon noiv:
The Dr.

S. J.

EGAN

Manufactory. Dept.29-A

220 So. State St., Chicago, 111.
Please send me one Wavex curling hair brush for
a week's free demonstration which must sell me, or
my money is to be returned. I will pay postman $3 and
postage. {.Or enclose $3 now and get brush prepaid.)

straight;

in the brushing.

—

To get a Wavex brush on approval for
actual proof of its wonderful wave-inducing
properties act now. while the introductory
trial offer is open. See Coupon.

—

Ojrpanp
Conn Instrument.
Wash your fat away with
La-Mar Reducing Soap
The new discovery. Results
Quick and amazing, nothing
Reduces any part of body
take.

internal to
No
desired without affecting other parts.
dieting or exercising. Be as slim as you wish.
Acts like magic in reducing double chin, abdomen, ungainly ankles, unbecoming wrists, arms
and shoulders, large breasts, or any superfluous
Sold direct to you by mail,
fat on body.
on a money-back guarantee.
postpaid,
Price 50c a cake or 3 cakes for $1.00; one
to three cakes usually accomplishes its
purpose. Send cash or money order today.
You'll be surprised at results. Address

i^

LA-MAR LABORATORIES
504-EBeckman Bldg. ,CleveIand,Ohio

Conns give you JrI\EE
most pleasure and quickest
opportunity for profit because
they are easiest to play beautiftd

—

—

±in tone — perfect

U^

some

^^^W

hand*
in scale
in design and finish.

Send for Free Book, "Success in Music

^J^and
^ How to Win It"—by
u

John Philip
Sousa and others and details of
plan
Payment
Trial,
Easy
Free
on any Conn instrument. Men*
tion instrument.

C. C.
825

CONN, Ltd.
Conn Bldg.

Elkhart, Ind.
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Drama

Studio

{Continued from page 39)

Front Door

I

%**. (Delica
Jb

Kisspvoqflipstick
will

make your

lipg

more

alluring,

intriguing and lovely. The color is
new and bo indescribably natural
it defies detection. It's

WATERPROOF! KISSPROOF!
STAYS ON!
As you

face your mirror and apply
you will behold

this latest creation,

more beautiful than you ever
knew were yours.
lips

oAt all Toilet Counters or Direct 50c

FREE
Delica Laboratories. Inc.,
Dept. 168,4003 Broadway, CHICAGO
Send me a generous sample of Delica Kissproof Lipstick together with sample bottle of Dehca-Brow,
the original liquid dressing for darkening the lashes
and brows. I enclose 10c for packing and mailing.

Name

^

Address.

4

.

THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
School and College Bureau
Offers You Its Specialized
Services in Choosing a School
Last year the School and College Bureau
The Chicago Daily News saved many
busy parents and questioning boys and girls
both time and worry by sending them
prompt, reliable information about just the
kind of school they wanted
personal requirements astolocation and tuition charges
being considered in each individual case.
of

i'hotograph by Campbell

"When

should like to manage a small group of
had belief. Maybe only one. Maybe
two. I wouldn't do it for money rather because it would
interest me to put the beliefs my experience has brought

—

artists

Again this year many young people will
be perplexed by the problem of finding the
right school. Why not let us help you?

The Chicago Daily News maintains

I

in

whom

I

—

me

into effect"

this

service absolutely free of charge to you.
No need to select a school hurriedly on

We

mere hearsay when expert advice can be
obtained by telephoning, writing, or calling
for a personal interview at

The Chicago Daily News
School and College Bureau

15N. WELLS ST.,

retire, I

CHICAGO, ILLI NOiS

Interview

{Continued from page 22)

admiring the
(A. IV. F.
rather

flowers.
is silent

—

make a picture. By the
time he was ready to give me his attention
I'd be so old I'd be fairly hobbling on the

They are lovely.
not from loyalty

takes Charlie to

—

from astonishment.)
Yesterday was my

Mary:

(See page 77)

UNDERWOOD
"'

10DAYSFREETRIAL

Your S3. 00 unconditionally
jsturned if at end of 10

_

days you are not satisfied with this lat« model UNDERWOOD
typewriter rebuilt by the famous Shipman Ward process.

GREAT PRICE SAVING
tory in the world by our

Es2t£ESS3?iSS

money saving methods.

EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS
notice

it

f^™"^

while you enjoy the use of this wonderful machine.

about the typewriter industry both inatructiveand entertaining.

5

L
Shipman Ward

Mf£. Company
C202 Shipman Building
Montrose & Ravenswood

Please send

a copy of your

Name
St.

and

City
I
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me

free book of facts,
explaining bargain offer.

Aves.. Chicago

G. H. (still conscious of the early hour)
Does your day always start so early?

Mary

.

State.

.

:

:

Later than this sometimes when

New York. But home I
So is
always up at seven o'clock.
Douglas. But then, too, I go to bed early.
I am not
I must have nine hours' sleep.
Here entertainment and the
an Edison.
theater necessitate my nine hours extending into the morning.
A. W. F. (looking triumphantly at G.
we

:

:

.

Is there truth in the rumor that
H.)
you are going to produce "Rain" ?
It
No.
I wish there was.
Mary
:

wouldn't be fair to my company for me to
take the time away from my own productions to direct Miss Eagels in the story.
I'm not decided what I will do next. I
was going to make a picture in England.
But
Charlie Chaplin was to direct me.
now Charlie tells me that he wants to
make two more pictures of his own with
a rest in between. You know how long it

.

and the insane.
A. W. F. (getting on with the next
How do you like Douglas'
question)
"The Thief of Bagdad"?
Mary (her face illumined with that
rare sweetness which touches it more
especially when she speaks of Douglas)
and
I am proud of it
I love it.
of Douglas. I feel that in this picture he
has done something fine, created something
And it is proving to be
of real beauty.
such a success, because of its beauty, I do

are here in

—

No

Charlie is impractical. That's the genius
him, I suppose.
I'm afraid I'm not
really great.
I'm too normal.
I like to
have reasons for what I do. I like to have
facts in my mind, all correlated. Charlie
and Douglas aren't reasonable people, like
I am.
They go off on tangents
.
perfectly wild tangents.
Genius is comparable with abnormality.
It is the gift given to those who swing
somewhere in the balance between the sane
in

:

Year
Guarantee

Coupon

me

am

FREE BOOK OF FACTS wffi^ofeS
system of rebuilding typewriters and also valuable information

Act Today!
Mail

sent

home.

like

::

screen.

birthday.
those (indicating a tall
Jack and
basket of American Beauties).
(nodding at
the
Marilyn sent those
trellised basket of old-fashioned flowers,
reminiscent of a sunny, quiet garden). The
others
came from friends. You need
They make it more
flowers in a hotel.

Mother

Subscribe to Beauty Magazine

Mary

.

.

.

believe.

You think, then,
G. H. (skeptically)
that people appreciate beauty?
Oh yes. Beauty is, or should
Mary
Otherwise, to me, it is not
be, universal.
:

:

Perhaps there are some of us,
us, who do not appreciate the
splashes and lines which the Moderns tell
beauty.

many of

D||
nCII

..0TION PICTURE
I
magazine r;

is
"A Nude Descending the Stairs.''
But the beauty of flowers
the
beauty of this Spring
the beauty

us

.

.

.

...

in a baby's face

.

that

.

.

universal.

is

belongs to everyone.
A. W. F. (her mind on the movies)
Tell us about "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon
Hall."
Mary (with an air of simplicity and
gravity)
I'm waiting for you to see it
so you may tell me about it.
However, I'm pleased with it. I think
it
holds the best dramatic work I have
ever done .
with the exception always of "Stella Maris."
The role of
Dorothy suits me as so few dramatic roles
do.
My height is a handicap when it
comes to drama, saving only the poignant
It

:

gtMt

:

At the office
the days go

.

faster with

Beeman's —

use

is

a seMSihlt

^ habit'

9

%

Clare Eames' Queen Elizabeth will delight you.
She is splendid. She is lovely.
When we were cutting the picture, I hated
to cut any of her scenes, even to shorten
them.
(Consulting a clock.)
I wonder if you would drive with me to
my dentist. I have an appointment there
in fifteen minutes but I wont be any time.
You could wait for me in the car.
(G. H. and A. W. F. voice their willingness, not to say eagerness.
In a minute
Mary is back, ready for the street. Slie is
zvcaring a small black satin hat, zvith a
suggestion of black lace.
Her coat is a
pale grey fur of the caracul family, with
grey fox collar and cuffs. And her corsage is one of beautiful orchids.)
A. W. F.
(her reporter's instincts
Birthday flowers, too?
alert)
Mary (nodding and pleased)
Douglas
:

Pepsin Gum

:

me

gave them to

.

.

.

Aren't they a lovely, lovely color?

Scene

AMERICAN CHICLE CO-

Royce.

Really Removes Superfluous
Hair Roots Phelactine Plan

—

boon to women disfigured with hairy or
for it actually
fuzzy growths is Phelactine
removes the roots Easily, quickly, harmlessly.
Not a caustic, to merely burn oft the surface
hair. Not a paste, powder or liquid. Not electrical. It is "different," and truly wonderful.
No odor, no irritation, no scar skin is left

—

!

—

clean, white and smooth. Get a stick of Phelactine
today, try it, and with your own eyes see the roots
come outl At drug stores and toilet counters, $1.

DEARBORN SUPPLY

CO.,

2358

Clybourn Ave., Chicago

On Genuine

III.

— The

Zorro

Mary

A

r

MOVIES.,

kind.

really
delicious and,

it's

its

TRUTH:
ABOUT THE

.

and

grey interior of a Rolls
on the box with the chauffeur.
They
interviewers sit inside.
obsequious bows from the door-

sits

the

many

leave with

man.
G. H.
You say you haven't any production plans ahead?
No.
Mary
I'm beginning to think
what I shall do when I retire from the
:

:

screen.

After

all

have enjoyed stardom

I

longer than it has been given to anyone
else to enjoy it.
And my success has been
in a certain type of role.
They do not
seem to want me in other things. I am
neither a Duse or a Bernhardt.
I must
retire gracefully.
I mustn't spoil these
years by an ugly gesture at the end, or
by overstaying my time.

A. W. F.
And when you do retire.
Will you produce?
Mary I've often thought I should like
to manage a small group of artists in

what

-just

you have been waiting

cMowyou can get
AN AUTHENTIC BOOK
for!

by the combined
efforts of the masterminds of moviedom

written

telling you in their

own

words the inside secrets
of the profession
In autographed chapters, by such Motion Picture
Authorities, as Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks,
Charlie Chaplin, Norma Talmage, Gloria Swanson,
Harold Lloyd, Cecil DeMille, James Cruze, Theodore Roberts, Dorothy Phillips, and a hundred other
famous Film STARS. DIRECTORS, WRITERS
and PRODUCERS, the "mysteries of the movies"
are unveiled before you!
How you can get into the movies. How to make up
for the different roles.
How to get your scenario
across — and endless other questions covering every
phase of motion picture making, answered for you,

by these famous Motion

impartially, truthfully,
Picture authorities.

Cannot be compared with anything ever before pubwork of more than 1 16 Motion
Officially endorsed by the
DIRECTORS' and PRODUCERS' ASSOCIATIONS. Send for your copy TODAY before the
lished, for this is the

Picture authorities.

entire first edition has been sold.
c/^f

few of the many signatures over which
chapters

of this hook are

written

the

—
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:

CENTS
©F''' KsPand5 get
this bril-

whom

Fiery Blue

liant.

dollars a

month

rTheverjr^
Popular
"Adelle"
Perfect Cut 1
Diamond. Lat-y

until $48.00 is paid.

'

Regular $75 Value. Special $48.00.

10

DAYS' FREE TRIAL

eat Design
beautifully
band en-

No C.O.O. No Red Tape No Delay

We save you H and trust

you for any
you want to buy. Amazing Bargains— Prices smashed on Million Dollax Stock of Diamonds and Watches.

graved.
18K. solid
gold ring:.

article

Write for

,

Special
$48.00

FREE Catalog

Beautifully illustratesoursensational barrains, explains credit plan which makes
t easy to secure any article you desire.
Get this free book TODAY Z
t
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I
had belief.
Maybe only one.
I wouldn't do it for money,
two.
but so they might profit by my experience.
It would interest me to put the beliefs my
experience has given me into effect. First
of all I would suppress all personal
publicity.
I would permit them to give
no interviews. I would do all the talking
there was to be done. It would have to do

Maybe

White Genuine Perfect Cut Diamond.

After 10 days' FREE trial, if satisfied
pay only four dollars and then four

116 Stars'

ffi

fo°o°P

|

Ml CI hi tt
SL \^Ui
€*t\
ULUnj
Nearly One-Quarter

122 West Madison Street.
Chicago, III.
Dept.2132
Century In Same Location,

instances

fete

justfill out this

Sijs.oyjdSL

coupons mail
it
*"

with cooling, antiseptic

Thentholatum

Write for free sample
Mentholatum Co., Buffalo, N. Y.. Wichita, Kans.

chance to get q
^yours-Octtf^f

injured

it

(She

is

quiet a

moment, thinking.

For

the things she says,

whether in personal conversation or when
she
I

talking for publication.)
always say your liking for a person
is

is

are hungry to see them
to be
to hear about them
And every appetite can be
near them.
Satiety kills hunger.
satisfied.
(She laughs.)
That reminds me of Douglas and the

like hunger.
.

.

You

.

.

peanut

brittle.

He

.

today

Millions want this

bookMs is your

popularity.

Mary Pickford weighs

SMARTING SUNBURN
quickly relieved, gently
Healed by massaging

where

rf^^fe
Send no money

with their work, never with their
Publicity has been a boomerang
lives.
where it has been excessive. I might name

numerous

^,J^_

fiSSSf^

strictly

NOW

***"*~~f

.

always was very fond

Hollywood Publishers Co.
Suite 210—6411 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood, California.

me at once, from the limimy volume of "THE TRUTH

Gentlemen: - Please send
ted first edition,

ABOUT THE MOVIES."

I will pay the postman
$2.50 (plus a few cents postage) upon arrival of the
book.

Name
Address
City

(M-7-4)
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Free Trial

Forget
Mary

T. Goldman's Hair Color Restorer Is
a clear, colorless liquid, clean as water. No
greasy sediment to make- your hair strlngry or
etreaky, nothing to wash or rub oft. Restored
color even and perfectly natural in all lights,
no danger of streaking or discoloration. Faded
hair or hair discolored by unsatisfactory dyes
restored just as safely and surely as naturally
gray hair.

My Restorer is a time-tested preparation,
which I perfected many years ago to bring
back the original color to my own prematurely

gray hair. I ask all who are gray haired to
prove its worth by sending for my absolutely
Free Trial package.
Mail Coupon Today
Send today for the special patented Free Trial package
which contains a trial bottle of my Restorer and full instructions for making; the convincing test on one lock of hair
Indicate color of hair with X. Print name and address
plainly. If possible, inclose a lock of your hair in your letter.

FREE
TRIAL

name and address
Mary T. Goldman,

Please print your

COUPON

it.
But one day he ate a large box of
and he has never wanted to see it since

that day.

That may seem a silly little parallel.
But it is, after all, an example. I always
think of it when an instance of satiety is

'

196-K Goldman Bide:., St. Paul, Minn.
Please send your patented Free Trial Outfit. X shows
color of hair.

Black
dark brown
medium
brown
auburn (dark red)
light brown
auburn (light red)
blonde

light

the dental office is reached and
leaves the interviewers while she

{Here

Mary

goes in to keep her appointment.)
A. W. F.
Once more, for the hundredth time, I am struck with the charm
of her simplicity.
And her tolerance. She underG. H.
stands human beings, not as they appear
under their motley masks, but as they are.
Isn't her hair glorious?

City..

YOUR SPARE TIME

IN

:

A.
upon

W.
it

F.
.

... when

:

the

sunlight

is

molten gold.

.

.

Do you know,

Gladys, I think her essenThat
tial beauty springs from her mind.
is why it has gone on longer than that of
others.
That is why the public has not
tired of it.
(Mary reappears in a few minutes and
consults her list of the day's activities.)
.

Mary

.

.

At twelve I must be at the
Artists for a directors' meeting.
Shall we drive about the park until then.
:.

United

A.
into

W.
the

F. (as the car makes the curve
pale green Spring foliage of
:

How

do you

feel

about

the writers of the motion picture profession who have turned about to brand the
people of the screen
the fiction they

LT.

YOUR INCOME

:

Central Park)

Name
.

INCREASE

mentioned.

GrayHair
I

it

m

1

Time
to

is valuable if used
advantage, and the suc-

woman

cessful man or
uses every spare moment
to learn or to earn. Now,
if you are not using your

time to advantage
and if you wish to do so,
here is a proposition that
should give you an inspare

come
a

of at least $100.00

month,

AT ONCE!

Mary (who

evidently given this
think them
contemptible.
all of us know that there
are people in motion pictures who have
been very foolish over the fame and wealth
that has so suddenly come to them.

Saxophone Players
in Big Demand

matter

has
thought)
:

I

We

For Bands and Orchestras, for church
lodge and school musical affairs, for
social and home entertainment, the
Saxophone is the most popular instrument for men and women, boys and
girls. A good Saxophone player is
always popular socially and enjoys

But, after all, they are not the majority.
are they any different from their
prototypes in other professions.

Nor

many

opportunities to earn money. Saxophoneplayersarealwaysin demand! or dance
orchestras.
Every neighborhood should
have a Saxophone quartet or orchestra.

More than

balancing these foolish peothere are hundreds of hard-working
worthy people on the screen today. And
there have come to be great minds occupied
with the making of pictures. In our studio
alone, after all, a very small part of the
ple,

j,

6asy to P/ay-Sasy to Pt

Yon

will

iihtol at

be aston-

now

easily

and quickly yon
will learn at dome

WANTED

REPRESENTATIVES

write?

Experience or special
training
collect

is unnecessary to
renewals and in-

new

terest

subscribers for

Motion Picture, Classic
and Beauty. This light,
pleasant work can be done
in your spare time, or if
you wish to devote your
entire time, your average

to play this wonderful new

True-Tone

Saxophone

A new

Buster Keaton in Shylock

Jr.

income should be $400.00
month.

a

Free Book showing'

all styles of instruments and pictures
of famous Saxophone players and orchestras. Send your name for a
Copy. Mention any other instrument in which you may be interested.

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT COMPANY
Everything in Band and Orchestra Instruments

107 Buescher Block, Elkhart, Indiana

No

investment necessary

— sample

receipts
will

copies,

and order blanks,

Movie Acting!
A

fascinating profession that pays big.

Would

like to know if you are adapted to this work?
Send 10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or
Key to Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether
or not you are suited to take up Movie Acting.
A novel, instructive and valuable work. Send
dime or stamps today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie Acting included FREE!
FILM INFORMATION BU REAU. Sta.W.. Jackson. Mich.

you

—

New/CPREDTOP
^5---^RIN;C
/

-rA'
?{&£$%£>

-MAKES DIAMONDS
LOOK J.ARGER

iWiw^rviii--.'-

THY

spend $500 for a solitaire?
This new scientifically constructed
,Spredtop 7 -Diamond Cluster has
Send for this
same appearance.
Spredtop, examine it. be convinced of its value, then pay

be furnished

etc.,

free.

If

you

are interested write in today or just fill in your
name and address on the

coupon below and mail
at once.
CUT HERE

BBEWSTER PUBLICATIONS,

INC.

Desk C-9
175 Duffleld

Please

money

tell

St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

me how

I

can

make

as your representative.

i

Only $5

Down

Money Refunded
Diamond and
VPmriP
jr*%J&JE»j ewe i ry catalog.
3000 Illustrations, greatest values

Name

Satisfaction or

Pay by the Month
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picture world, we have twenty-five university men.
People seem to resent the fact
G. H.
that so many stars are self-made.
and curious.
.
Mary That's true
America usually reveres the self-made
boast of our self-made politicians,
man.
But
They are our heroes.
magnates.
actors and actresses are condemned for the
same state of affairs. In them the virtue
of others becomes a vice. It may be because people think we cannot stand the
comparatively swift transitions from obscurity to success which the screen fosters.
And the many are judged by the few.
No one regrets certain conditions which
exist in the motion picture world more
They are tho, when
sincerely than I do.
all is said, the failings of men and women.
And they are the exceptions.
:

.

.

:

We

Don't Get

Sunburned
Don't have freckles.
Don't peel or blister

at the sea-

No

side this year.

discovered a new
method for protecting the skin
against the ultra violet the burning rays of sunlight. This is
Science

has

—

SUNEX
The Sunshade

in

a Tube

A

soothing, healing, transparent vanishing cream, which absorbs the burning rays of
sunshine, keeps the skin white, cool, unburned and unfreckled.
It improves the complexion and enables
you to enjoy to the full, bathing, golfing,
boating, all outdoor exercises.

Sold in convenient size tubes at all good
drug stores. If your druggist cannot supply
you, send ten cents (stamps or coin) for
trial-size tube.

ABBOTT LABORATORIES
4756 Ravenswood Avenue, Chicago,

III.

one worth while could take wealth
from a profession and play
traitor to it by flaying it, exaggerating
certain of its phases, maligning erstwhile

and

fame

friends.
There are enough people to say
unpleasant things without any of our own
turning against us. And besides, there are
so many amusing and interesting and human things they might tell without slander

and revilement.
love pictures and I shall defend them
my last breath, even tho I am no
longer of them.
(Promptly at twelve o'clock the cardrives up before the entrance of the
United Artists' office building. As tho it
had been broadcasted that Mary zvas to
arrive, a large croicd collects as the car
stops.)
Mary The car will take you wherever
you want to go. Good-bye. I do hope I
have been helpful and said something
which will make interesting copy.
Thank you for your time and
G. H.
for your interest.
A. W. F.
Good-bye and Bon Voyage.
I

:

:

REDUCE YOUR FLESH
body with
bust or the
arms,
DR. WALTER'S
entire

legs,

Rubber Garments
i

Bust

Reducing Ban-

'-"%<ki

with

ajainj Gift*

Xifo?

does she
regard

w

:

(Mary

alights and smilingly threads
zvay thru the croit.'ds gathering about
She gives them a collective smile that
something individual in it. It is as

she

her
her.

has
tho

had unexpectedly met with a group
(Continued on page 103)

deau, in cream colored

rubber

.

.

$5.00

The old Buster Keaton

Neck and Chin Reducer, $3.50
2.50
.
.
Chin Reducer .

Jr.

I

\

sinale application

her love hj

Perpair,$7.00 Ex.high,$9.00<
to Dr. Jeanne Walter, President
for illustrated booklet M. P.

Write

389 Fifth Avenue,

Shylock

\and the pallor of

Anklets, for reducing and
shaping the ankles. Send
ankle measurement.

JEANNE WALTER,

in

skin, is transformed to a radiance that
is marvelously natural
•

Inc.

Pum-Kin Rouge is
doinq as much for
thousands of discriminatina women
each dau

New York

•'

•

-

•

SanFrdncisco,6UMrssiort£t.
Chicago, ClarklMadison.SL
LosAn§e)es,6>_:,S.Broadway

HOW TO

BEAUTIFY
THE EYELASHES

Every girl can now have those long, thick, lustrous,
sweeping eyelashes which add so much to heauty, if she
wants them.
All she has to do is to apply a new liquid make-up
which darkens them instantly, making them look nearly
twice as long and heavy as they really are.
This liquid
is waterproof and will not rub off or smear.
It is applied
in an instant and is beneficial to the lashes, as it conThis
tains a natural oil which stimulates their growth.
new make-up which is used by society women and screen
favorites everywhere, is called Lashbrow Liquid.

FREE TRIAL

For introductory purposes we will send you free a generous supply of Lashbrow Liquid.
And we will include
a trial size of another Lashbrow product, Lashbrow
Pomade, which quickly stimulates the growth of the
brows and lashes. Clip this announcement, enclose 10c
to cover cost of packing and shipping, and send it at once
to Lashbrow Laboratories, Dept. 188, 417 Canal Street,
New York City. Is on sale at all good Toilet Goods
counters everywhere.

New York., 230W.

By Mail

75? Postpaid

AH Owl Dru£
Stores

17'JsStreet.

and

Authorized
Owl Agencies

.
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Comment on Other

Productions

(Continued from page 61)
the handy man of a movie theater and its
operator.
In his social life there is a girl
and a deadly rival and when the latter
comes sneaking around to discredit our
hero by stealing the heroine's watch, pawning it, and putting the ticket in Buster's
pocket, the comedian takes a course in a
correspondence school and wins a detec-

—

How to care for
Dull Hair
You cannot expect hair which is naturally
devoid of lustre to look brilliant or exceptionYou
bright after an ordinary shampoo.

ally

must use

shampoo

that is different— a
that will add r:al heauty to your hair —
a

shampoo

GOLDEN

GLINT Shampoo.

This shampoo will make
your hair look so much prettier, so much more
attractive, that you will just love to fuss with it.
In addition to the clean freshness any good
shampoo gives, it offers something unusual,
something new, something more than a promise.
This "something" is a secret you'll discover
with your first Golden Glint Shampoo.
25c a
package at toilet counters or direct. * * * *
J. W. Kobi Co., 656 Rainier Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Golden Glint
SHAMPOO

He Said He'd
Never Marryt
he met this
She
THEN
had read the secrets of
girl.

"Fascinating Womanhood,"
a daring new boob which

shows

tive's

diploma.

The new gags ?

They are

finely

spaced

and carry considerable laughter. Perhaps
the high spot is when Buster walks down
the aisle of the theater (during a dream)
and leaps into the screen where he dissolves
right into the action.
His object is to
punish the villain played in the broad melodramatic manner of the cartoon strip of

Desperate

Desmond

by

Ward

Crane.

—

and
his sleeve here
it is one of his best efforts.
Keaton, Jr.,
is not in the cast, but Buster's dad has a
part.
You'll like it.

Keaton has a

lot

up

Men
After appearing under the direction of
Americans who have been unable to comprehend her Continental attitude or gage
her temperament in correct colors, Pola
Negri returns to foreign direction here
and gives the best performance since

"Passion."
Dmitri
Buchowetzki,
who
directed the Polish star in "Sappho," has
restored Negri's confidence in herself. She
acts with the emotional flair— the sweeping
abandon that marked her work in German
productions.
As Buchowetzki wrote this
story as well as directed it, he knew just
how to proceed in bringing out its flavor
and projecting the Negri at her best.
The idea is trite, a trifle shop-worn, but
since it is more of a character study than
a subject of dramatic elements it affords
the star plentiful opportunity to employ the
various shadings of her art.
She is gay,
reckless,
morbid, depressed by turn
perfect exponent of temperament and the
director, thru his understanding of her
capabilities, indulges her in all her whims.
She is a disillusioned woman, a victim of
lust.
So she will make men pay and pay
and pay (yes the man pays here in rich
abundance) in her ambition to live a life
of luxury.
Then comes the still small
voice of conscience accompanied by the
substantial voice of romance.
Her complexes against the crude sex are overcome
in her appreciation of honest love.
The director uses discretion and repression in handling his scenes, tho he allows

—

(Continued on page 100)

how any woman can

attract men by using the
simple laws of man's psychology and human nature.

Any other man would have
been equally helpless in her
hands. You, too, can have
this booh; you, too, can
enjoy the worship and admiration of men, and be the
radiant bride of the man of
your_choice._ Just your name and address on the
margin of this page with 10c for packingand mailing
willbring you our free booklet (in plain wrapper),
outlining these amazing revelations. Send your dime
today. PSYCHOLOGY PRESS, Dept. 12-H. **?
So. 14th St., St. Louis, Mo.
1

Corns
Don Pare Them!
't

Cutting a corn

is always dangerous.
Blue- jay ends corns. Kills the pain
instantly, then the corn loosens and
comes out. No risk, no constant trouble. Get Blue-jay at your druggist.

Blue=jay
VOU
can earn $1
*

to $2 an hour in your spare
time writing show cards. No canvassing or soliciting. We instruct you by our new
simple Directograph System, supply you with
work and pay you cash each week. Write
today for full particulars and free booklet.
WEST-ANGUS SHOW CARD SERVICE LIMITED
Authorized Capital $1,250,000.00

69 Colborne Building,

Toronto, Can,

It is becoming more and more usual for authors and actors
heartily endorse
to meet and discuss characterizations.
More truthful and interesting portrayals are
this practice.
bound to spring from such discussions. The photograph be-

We

low was taken when Booth Tarkington and Thomas Meighan
to talk over the portrayal in Tarkington's "Whispering
Men," upon which Tommy was about to begin work

met

Photograph by Underwood & Underwood

—

—

!

-

'

Or,M0TI0N
**lriB)l

The Answer Man
{Continued from page 92)

—

D. S. B. You should be guided by your
admiration rather than by your disgust.
Conway Tearle is forty-four and he is five
Dark hair,
feet ten and a half inches.
no children, but he has had three wives.

Just a Dot.— Oh

yes,

have been

I

to

Palm Beach,

but only for a short stay. I
couldn't stand the pace on twelve dollars
per week. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is about
He is not playing in pictures
fifteen.
going to school right now. Yes, of course,
I read every letter that comes into this department. That's all wrong about Thomas
Meighan being married thirty years. Why,
he isn't forty years old yet.

She Found A Pleasant Way To
Reduce Her Fat

— Send a stamped, addressed
of the manufacturers.
Abram. — Well, the best way to keep
Eleanor.

envelope for a

She did not have to go

the

to

She
of diet or exercise.
found a better way, which aids the
digestive organs to turn food into
muscle, bone and sinew instead of fat.
trouble

— She

—

—

Comedies,

Christie

the

at

6101

Sunset

California.
Angeles,
Los
Myrtle Stedman, Huntley Gorden, Robert
Agnew, Forrest Stanley and Clara Bow
have the leads in "Wine."

Boulevard,

sell

MARMOLA COMPANY

PERSONAL STATIONERY
SHEETS and SI
ENVELOPES L

R. P., Philadelphia.—Well, to "get
It
the Sack" means to be discharged.
originated with the Sultan, who when he
wanted to rid himself of someone in his
harem, had her put into a sack and thrown
Ramon Xovarro in
into the Bosphorus.

"Thy Name

MJiidiMWW
CAN BE YOURS

Amy

J.

—You

roughness, blotches, muddiness or
any blemish.

MakeThis

is

1922,

There is hidden beauty in your
and clogged
pores may have injured it. But
underneath— just waiting to be

An

skin. Dust, wind,

liver splotches,

tan or

moth

Unsolicited

Letter
•

Almost overnight
Golden Peacock
'

brought out— is a clear, vividly
beautiful complexion. Banish
freckles, pimples and blackheads this new way; don't let

Creme

Bleach

moved

my

re-

tan from
and when I
morn-

all

face,

grot
ing*

up

in the

my husband

asked
cause

if I felt ill beI
looked so
I told him of
the preparation and
he said he could
hardly believe bis
eyes. I did not look
the same person."

patches,

sallowness mar your

pale.

beauty. Make this 3-minutebefore-bedtime test. Smooth
this cool, fragrant creme on
your skin. The very next morning look into your mirror.

Mrs. M. M.. Eoyal
Oak, Mich.

Money-Back Guarantee
So wonderful— so quick— are the results of this
new scientific cream that we absolutely guarantee
today. Use it for only five
it! Send for a jar now
nights. Then if you are not delig hted and
amazed with the transformation.your money will
be instantly refunded.
Just enclose a$lbill with
your order and mail direct.
Don't be withoutthenat-

—

ural radiant beauty that
hidden in your skin.

twenty-two.

lies

indeed, welcome; and

PARIS TOILET CO.,

308 Oak Street. Paris. Tewfa

thanks for yours.

— Address
Fluff. — The

Ed.

her

at

Chinese Peacock Ring

Goldwyn, Culver

Just what you want to draw atten-

City, California.

tion

to

that
love
difference' is
weakens as it grows older, while friendSo you liked
ship strengthens with years.
I always see
So did I.
"Girl Shy."
Address him
Harold Lloyd's pictures.

particularly

loveliest creation

The

Peacock Designs.

Fashion

hand.

pretty

a

calls for Oriental rings,

of the silversmith's art. Sterling silver.
smeralds and sapphires, only 82. Gold
platedonSilverS2.75. C.O.D. orders
15c extra. Send ring size (tie string
around finger). Return it if not delighted! Not sold in stores, but direct

"

from

ORIENT EXCHANGE
Impart Dept. w-2

New York

21 Park Row

DIMPLES

—

:

City

I

;

ANKLES ACTUALLY LOOK THIN
WHILE GETTING THIN
Different in reducing: action from all
other reducers. Slip on when you go
to bed and note amazing results next morning. Reduces and shapes ankle and lower
calf. Slips on like a glove. No strips of rubber to bind and cause discomfort. Nothing
to rob in or massage. Enables you to wear
low shoes becomingly. Worn under stockings without detection. Used by prominent
actresses. Send $2.95 and we will send
you Lenor Ankle Reducers in plain package
subject to your inspection. G"~
ar«Ue and calf.

Babies."

<r

Jane, dear, do you remember how unhappy I was at
school? None of the boys no-

saw the ad

LENOR MFG. COMPANY
Ftfth Avenue, New York

Taylor

humor.

of

sense

TURN YOUR TALENT INTO MONEY
Stcn.es Wantsd by RroduLL-5

wry

A valuable money making
any

;

perience necessary.
Free oooTclet tent on request.

Continental Photoplay Studio
IS4 Nassau St., New York

to

at

ried

and

Shoo

fly

j

—

Pell. Yes, I liked "The White Sister"
about as well as any picture I have seen
I heard the same speakers,
in some time.

(Continued on page 107)

I

at

sit

time

I

had

the

dimples.

how much

prettier I

nave dimples.

DOLLY DIMPLER
_ ,„.

T ,
DOLIA

Sennett studios.

field

FOEM,

examination, criticism and advice.
iWe give our honest services to amateurs who would
No ex^convert their thoughts into DOLLARS.

—

Search

Ralph Graves at the Mack
Richard Dix is not marBebe Daniels is twentv-three.

and

Everyone
was
but the most fun was when
the boys began to notice me.
Now I haven't a chance to
get lonesome, nor do I have
by and simply envy the other girls who
said

—

stage.

short

dandiest

then.

the

v

funny.

so

Famous

girls with dimples always are
I answered the ad and in a

is

Wonder. Well, let's get acquainted,
Theda Bara is to play in "Declasse,"
which Ethel Barrymore made famous on
I

WRITE FOR THE MOVIES

That's

the

how popular

once I thought

—Laurette

you know. And now you want
know whether Buster Keaton has a

mei

for

DOLLY DTMPLEK.

thirty-seven,
to

and oh, I was
Then one day

ticed me,
lonesome!

Is that all?

Heavenly Twins.

Dept.S-7.503

Suite 1112-14. OeDt. H.

are,

There was an

the August,

in

freck-

no more blackheads, no more sallow skin! A new
discovery clears
and whitens your
skin with amazing
quickness! Now
you can clear your
skin of redness,

6642 Santa Monica Boulevard, Los
Mae Marsh recently
Angeles, California.
returned from abroad.
I dont know who wrote the followJo.
"Yes, loving is a painful thrill, And
ing
but oh,
not to love more painful still
it is the worst of pain, to love and not be
loved again." Colleen Moore in "FlamingYouth." Norma Talmadge is married to
Baby Peggy in "Helen's
Toseph Schenk.

Lenor Ankle Reducers

stories or ideas, in

No more
les,

at

PEOPLE ADMIRE DAINTY ANKLES
Thick or swollen ankles can
quickly be reduced to dainty
slender shape by new discovery
ol special processed rubber.

FREE

Woman."
him

May McAvoy

issue.

Printed with Your Name and Address
Clear, white hond paper, with envelopes to match. Your
name and address printed in beautiful, rich blue ink, on
both paper and envelopes, and sent to you postpaid, for
only $1.00. (West of Denver and outside of U. S. $1.10.)
If inconvenient to send the money, we will ship C. O. D.
Write name and address plainly.
Honey returned if you are not more than satisfied.
Order today!
ELITE STATIONERY CO.,
Smethport. Pa.
5096 Main Street,

Try It!—Mail us

Is

interview with

.00

/

Over /
Night/

is

J.

200
100

Almost

know.

Comedies, you
dont hear much about her.
Christie

Texas Blue Bonnett. You refer
Theodore Kosloff as Sender in "The
Law of the Lawless." Dorothy Dalton
Ben Alexander in
in "The Lone Wolf."
Mary Astor has the lead
"The Dub."
with Pat O'Malley in "The Throwback."
Jella P. Address Charlotte Stevens

1714General Motors Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

once for

in "The Last
will play the part

to

postpaid.

I

refresh them

Dix

Richard

Mary Thurman

the

We
A

Marmola Prescription Tablets at one dollar
a box. Ask your druggist for them, or order
direct and they will be sent in plain wrapper,

I"'

to

is

Hennig in "The Fool."
Charlotte Stevens Fan.

with

the necessity of dieting or exercising.
Thousands have found that the
Marmola Prescription Tablets give
complete relief from obesity. And
when the accumulation of fat is
checked, reduction to normal, healthy
weight soon follows.
world over

new.

A

nutriment of food. They will allow
you to eat many kinds of food without

trie

with

memory

in

t

Whiten
Your Skin

of Pearl

full

good drug stores

acts

Man."

She used Marmola Prescription
Tablets, which are made from the
famous Marmola prescription. They
aid the digestive system to obtain the

All

good

list
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get

of the noted film
their dimples the
the secret of

their charm.
And you can have them, too.
Just use the coupon below and send $1 for every
ie mailed sealed in plain wrapper.
Results are guaranteed- -and it is as
^^^"^^
easy as it is harmless to use.
S
Don't wait a minute longer.
*^CO.

I

DOLLY
DIMPLER

I

DeptT, 247 McDaniel Street

DAYTON. OHIO

I

"Many
stars

DIMPLER way— that's

^

^V'^SltS
^"«v^_

you

lire

H

r
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Name
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Pictorial of Stage

and Screen

Comment on Other

(Continued from page 98)
If is a
Negri too many close-ups.
compact and moving story which carries
ocular appeal in a conspicuously lavish

the

It is
representing a carnival ball.
its intimate moments when Negri
charms the men and then proceeds to give
them the air. The characterization is
much better than the plot. Robert Edeson,
who uses a lifted eyebrow almost as
effectively as Menjou, gives a good study
of a sincere roue- and Robert Fraser is
adequate as the honest lover, tho it seems
unreasonable that such a temptress would
fall for such a callow youth as the actor
represents him.
vampire picture but,
oh how the vampire has advanced in
technique since Theda Bara's day

scene

Top Notch

Headliners

A Terribly Intimate

Portrait

Productions

best in

—

—

A

The

—

—

—

Goldfish

This is the best picture that has come
Constance Talmadge's way in a long, long
while.
It is a comedy, naturally (comedy
is Miss Talmadge's forte, even if she does
cast her eyes toward legitimate drama),
and as usual deals with the marital adventures of a girl who is advised to marry
and keep on marrying men of wealth and
position if she would walk in the high
In other words, she uses her husplaces.
bands as stepping stones until such time as

—

she realizes that the
best after all.

first

selection

is

the

Miss Talmadge can play the heartless
and take away any indication of mak-

flirt

vampire is something refreshing after one
has become used to the serious one taking
life a bit too morbidly.
There is much
merriment here and the scenes are deftly
lightly sketched.
The titles are good
and the comedy is filled with amusing situations.
What of the title ? Well the honey
mooners have agreed that in case either
tires of the other he or she will hand the
other a
bowl of goldfish. Which is
equivalent to handing out the w. k. brown
or grey derby.
In the cast and rendering competent support are Zazu Pitts, Jean Hersholt and
Frank Elliot. Jack Mulhall is present, too
Still he
but he is not a light comedian.
has repressed himself so that the star
would carry the comedy burden.

—

ing the character a vicious one.

A

The Signal Tower
Sharp melodrama is offered in this story
woven around railroad life melodrama
which makes a triangle of simple workers
and which capitalizes a hero's sense of

—

—

builds with fine dramatic power,
a deal of physical action and
In fact, it is the
several tense situations.
kind of picture which will meet with instant response because of its simple, intelligible conflict
and the melodramatic
incident which is dovetailed thru it.
You can imagine the suspense of the
situation in which a towerman, knowing
that his duty is to stick to his post and
duty.

It

carrying

comedy

—

(Continued on page 102)

who charmed her audiences as the flapper
the daughter of a long line of theatrical
people.
Her father is Richard Bennett, the popular stage
Remembering her magnetism and ease in this film, we
star.
do not think it will be long before a great deal more is heard
Constance Bennett,
in "Cytherea,"

is

of her

Photograph by Russell Ball

Photograph by Muray

Mary Hay

A

INTERVIEW

JOINT

**

Richard

Barthelmess

Mary Hay,

his

Avife,

of

Broadway

the

With
and
idol

Of

footlights.

course it will include the coos
and ahs of Mary Hay 2nd.
Dont miss it.

Entre—

Extra

THE

IN SHORT STORY

arrived for
extra to be

Valentino pic-

—

;

has
the

dropped

from

form
ture

—

the

to

first

reach
two
Booth

the sob stuff calMany a
endar.

the screen in

star today has
taken to playing

Tarkington's de-

extra
the

her

between

of
filming
features

big

accommodate
directors and is
receiving $100 a
to

day!

On

1

TV/T O N S I E U R
*•**
BEAUCAIRE

MILLION
EXDOLLAR
The time
TRA

100

years. It

is

lightful story
and it will be
profusely

illus-

trated with

stills

from the film
done in perfect
Valentino form.

the News-stands July 12
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M.

J.

McGowan
Chief Chemist

ist

discoveis^w

Reduce any or every part of your figure with amazing new
Reducing Cream which melts away excess fat on any part of
the body slenderizing the figure to perfect proportions
without drugs, strenuous exercise, or diet, rubber suits or
painful denial of any hind

—

Milady! If you have a single ounce of unwelcome flesh on your figure here's good
news for you. Getting thin is now pleasurably simple and easy for anyone.

—

For

I,

McGowan,
research, have made

M.

tireless

takes place, during which the excess fat is
literally dissolved away, leaving tne ngure
slim and properly rounded, giving the lithe

grace

J.

to

the

Money Back

— without

the bother of tiresome
without the boredom of stupid
diet, without resorting to enervating salt
baths, without rubber suits or belts, or my
advice isn't going to cost you one single
penny.

fortably

exercises,

—

discovery I call Reducine McGowan's
Reducine. It is not a medicine, a bath salt
or a course of useless gymnastics.
No
Reducine is a pleasant Cream that you can
apply in the privacy of your own room,
patting it gently onto the parts you want
to slenderize,

a change.

A

woman

Complete 21-Day Treatment.
Results Guaranteed or

the discovery

you have all been waiting for. At last I
can tell you how to reduce quickly, com-

My

body every man and

desires.

after five years of

and promptly you will notice
harmless chemical reaction

matter how much or how little overweight you are, I guarantee that my Reducing Cream will reduce any, or every
part of your body, quickly, surely.
I do
not merely promise these results I guarantee them.

No

—

jar of Reducine often effects
astonishing weight reduction. But the comused
plete treatment consists of three jars
over a period of twenty-one days.

Even one

—

In prescribing three jars of the McGowan
Reducine, I am prescribing a complete reducing treatment for permanent reducing.
You will see results from the outset but
three jars will make these results complete.

—

IDEAL FIGURE CHART
WAT

bust

A trim -waist

36*

23V2

*

UW

Slim hips
Perfectly modeled
thighs

Graceful calf

Dainty ankles

Fresh Jar Sent Every 7 Days
3 Jars in All

A slender neck
Well proportioned

25*

Take All

the Risk— You
the Sole Judge

—

do not send all three jars at once for
Reducine, to be more efficient, should be
used when it is fresh. That is why I will
not sell it in drug or department stores.
Because of the perishable nature of its reducing ingredient, I insist that you get only
the freshly compounded product put out
under my direct and personal supervision.
You need not pay in advance each jar is
sent C.O.D.
I

—

—

Are

When

you realize that many imitations of
Reducine are now being sold at from $3.50
to $5 a jar, at retail, you will realize how
astoundingly low is the price we ask. This
price is made possible only by the fact that
we supply you direct from the laboratory,
cutting out the middleman's profit.

Send

No Money— Just

Sign the

Coupon
am not going to ask you to send one
penny with your order.
Just sign the
coupon and mail it to me today. Your first
one-pound jar of Reducine will go forward
at once by return mail
and you can pay
postman $2.47 (plus few cents postage).
Seven days later, the second jar will be
sent C.O.D. $2.47
(plus postage)
and
seven days later the third jar C.O.D.
I

—

;

—

—

$2.47 (plus postage).

THE McGOWAN LABORATORIES.
710

A
35'

/

W. Jackson

Blvd.,

Dept.

515.

Chicago.

III.

Dear Mr. McGowan: I am willing to let you prove
to me. at your expense, that your Reducing Cream
will remove all surplus flesh from my figure in 21
days' time.
Please enroll me for your complete
21-day treatment send me the first 1-pound jar
of Reducine at once; the second. 7 days later; and
the third, 14 days later. I will pay the postman
$2.47 (plus few cents postage) for each jar as it

—

—

arrives.
will be

It is understood that the full amount
refunded to me at the completion of the
if it has not reduced my figure.

treatment,

Name.
Address
If you prefer to remit for the entire treatment in
advance, you may enclose $7 with coupon, and the
three jars of Reducine will be sent postpaid ona
every 7 days for the 21-day treatment.

—

—
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Comment on Otner

Productions

{Continued from page 100)
save countless lives, but who also knows
that a drunken brute is making evil overtures to his wife.
The solution may be a
trifle convenient
but it carries a genuine
thrill.
The wife saves herself by pointing
a revolver at the brute, tho she is ignorant
of the fact that it is loaded.
There is a
fine thrill when the freight train is ditched
and the Limited crashes by.
graphic
melodrama, played with good feeling by
Rockcliffe Fellowes, Virginia Valli and the

—

PALMER

Institute of Authorship (affiliated with
Palmer Photoplay Corporation) announces the

dependable Wallace Beery.

New Road

to Authorship," a
importance to writers, known

Riders

and unknown. It is free.
The book will be valuable to short-story

writers,
novelists, scenario writers, advertising writers, playwrights, journalists.

—

—

in a

is

one which carries creditable simplicity
and quiet humor which involves a horse
race without projecting the usual climax,
that of showing the hero or heroine lifting
the mortgage on the old manse by riding
a winner. Nothing like that, if you please.

is

an alarming

scarcity of acceptable story material
they are now encouraging new
writers by offering cash inducements totaling over
$ 100.000 for stories and plays tells how scores
of writers hitherto unknown are winning success.

why

reveals

Triumph

—

—

—

Aiding the Institute in discovering new writers
are a .number of America's most distinguished
leaders in the publishing and photoplay worlds.

On the other hand, the central figure is
a race-track tout who has kidded the folks
back home that he is engaged in some
legitimate enterprise.
He may not be
characteristic of the frequenter of the
stables
not as portrayed by Creighton
Hale
but his pal is, as portrayed by
George Cooper. Mr. Hale plays his part

Free Scholarships
Palmer Scholarship Foundation, administered by
the institution, gives ambitious men and women
an opportunity to obtain Palmer training and
service free by providing fifty free scholarships

—

—

each year, in addition to rewarding annually the
authors of the best screen play and the best short
story submitted by students with the Palmer
Medal of Merit and big cash awards.

Cecil B. De Mille has not plunged into
the "super-spectacle" field for this one.
In comparison to some of his efforts, this
which tells a
is a really modest picture
hokum drama of sharp contrasts and conflicts
built
around
a
long-established
formula that one must appreciate wealth

—

Up

while a real, human interest
projected in an unpretentious film
which conquers because of its realities
and its complete absence of hokum. Here

Once

story

It discloses the causes which have brought about
a new and revolutionary type of literature explains why publishers and photoplay producers face

—

fire in its appeal.

A

A FREE BOOK FOR WRITERS
issuance of "The
new book of vital

The youth goes home eventually, but meanwhile he resorts to several ingenious ideas
in getting a bankroll together.
It's a substantial little story which never leaves its
simple groove to point some irrelevant detail.
It is well pieced together and sure-

—

with good spirit and understanding but he
is not exactly the personality for the tout.

—

—

by earning them and in
earning them the protagonist must discover
humility. De Mille takes this central figure
this young waster
and like a magician
makes him trade places with a bluffing
anarchist a character who raves about
how he would divide with the workmen if
he were the owner of the factory. Well
he rises to the top and forgets his fine
impulses. And the pendulum swings back
in the opposite direction.
There is much dramatic hokum particularly in the relationship of the anarchist to the figure of wealth.
It
is
pointed out that they are brothers.
But

and happiness

—

—

—

—

—

—

consistently interesting and points
it
is
toward considerable humor. The De Mille
{Continued on page 105)

Send This Coupon Today
i
1

Palmer

Institute of Authorship,

(Affiliated

with Palmer Photoplay Corporation)

It

I

.J

—

No Liquid— No

Bottle
,

liquid $10.00 value.

Outlasts

j_

Send No Money. Pay

postman only $1.00 when perfume arrives

or,

you wish, enclose dollar bill with order.
Sheik doll FREE with first order. Money back
if not Delighted. Send post card or letter Now.
lf

For Both Sexes

Lure Importers, Westl525,Evanston,

III.

a few applications of this won
der working lotion has cleared faces
of pimples, blackheads,
lrp acne eruptions on the face or
"' body, enlarged pores, oily or

When

shiny skin, you can

realize

why CLEAR-TONE

has been
tested and approved in over
3.00,000 Test Cases.

The

simplicity of the treatment.

The Story of How I Cured My-

my

self are all explained in
free booklet. Write for your copy
oday and learn of the results got- 41
ten by thousands of men and women. v$

E. S.

GIVEN S
KANSAS CITY. M0.

222 CHEMICAL BLDG.

High School Course
in 2 Years You can complete
High
this

simplified

School Course at home inyears. Meets all requirements for entrance to college
and the leading: professions. This and thirty-six other practical
couriee ore described in our Free Bulletin, Send for it TODAY
side of

two

P—t. PCS8

I
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ae.

SCHOOL
AMERICAN
Pr»»l Ay.. * 58th
© A S 1923
St.

No one

with the prestige of Thelma

.

Imported Perfume Sensation

Just a touch on the skin and
the haunting romantic fra-J
grance thrills and lingers?!
days. Everybody adores it. *
An aroma De Luxe. Beautiful Ruby Transparent
>
Case for lavalliere or vest pocket.

be expected.

in a

t

All correspondence strictly confidential

Solid

to

to Hollywood, interested
screen career, without its being rumored that she was
engaged to Charlie Chaplin. However, Mrs. Reggie Vanderbilt's twin sister denies that the rumor is true
and it is
possible, after all, that they find pleasure in each other's
society without contemplating anything more serious than a
friendship

I

Name

SHEIK-LURE—New

was

Morgan Converse could possibly go

Palmer Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.
Please send me without cost your book "The
New Road to Authorship" and your Bulletin contain*ing details of Palmer Scholarship Foundation.
Division 908.

CMICMO

.

.

—
jrMOTION
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French

Woman
How to

Appliances

reduced my own weight 50 pounds in less
than 9 weeks and at the same time marvelously improved my general health and
appearance.
Today I look, act, and feel far
younger than my real age.
the results

my own case
I am abso-

in

and those of my friends,

woman

convinced that
burdened with

injurious,
off

easily,

any

man

rolls of

or
ugly,

unwholesome fat can take it
quickly and surely by the

same simple way which did so much
for me.
The secret is one I learned In Paris, where

women of every age pride themselves on
keeping their figures slender and graceful, and where the men detest a heavy
waistline or double chin. With this simple
new way, which will only cost you a few
cents a day to follow, you can in your own
home reduce all parts of your body or you
can simply get rid of excess flesh from
the places where it shows.
No matter how fat you are, or what you
have done in the past to reduce, I want you
to send me the Free Coupon below, and I will
confidentially
explain to you personally,
what I did to reduce.
,

MADAME

—

well-known friends and
them with the easy affection
and recognition due them.)
(A. W. F. having efficiently directed
the chauffeur, turns to G. H.)
but

ivas greeting

I

lutely

Mar?

Interview

casual,

of

Without Drugs, Diets,
Absurd Creams, Exer-

From

G. H.
aren't

Just used to this sort of thing,

:

you?

W.

A.

F.

Yes, by the grace of movie

:

stars.

G. H.

Not

:

FREE OF

Some would

necessarily.

have permitted us to get out and walk to
our luncheon.
A. W. F.
I'm sadly aware of that,
:

my

friend.

I see Mary I think she
lovelier to look upon and I'm impressed
anew at her wise and quiet talk. It behooves anyone to listen.

But every time

is

I know it.
She is lovely. She
G. H.
one of the few celebrities I have known
who would be quite as well worth knowing
if she were Jane Smith instead of Mary
Pickford.
:

is

A.

W.

F.

And

:

wasn't

human

it

of her

to take us to the deatist's?

G. H.

my

Earle C. Liederman

{interrupting with a vary face)

VERY HUMAN,

ELAINE, Dept. 256,

Street, New York City
Kindly explain to me confidentially and absolutely
CHARGE what you did to reduce.
(Print your name and address)

350 West 31st

I

should

The Muscle Builder
:

Ouch,

call it!

posterior molar.

A.

W.

F. (unheeding the slapstick interruption)
She makes no pretense at
being magically beautiful, without resource
to the common aids and needs of man.
But hurry . .
here we are
.
:

Name
If

.

you care

to.

enclose 5 cents in stamps to help cover expense.

.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
have given out the secret discovery which I found in
that imitators have sprung
it has met with such success,
from all sides, copying my'advertisements,,va an effort to fool
Since
Paris

I

i

the public. Remember the name-MADAME ELAINE, 3SO
West 31st St., N.Y. City.

Is

the Time to Get Rid of These

Ugly Spots

There's no longer the slightest need of feeldouble
ing ashamed of your freckles, as Othine
is guaranteed to remove these homeiy
strength

—

—

spots.

.

Simply

get

an

.

ounce of Othine from

any

Department Store and apply a little of
should soon see
it night and morning and you
that even the worst freckles have begun to dis-

Drug

or

appear,

while

the

lighter

ones

:

Oh,

I forgot.

money for
A. W. F.
Here

.

if it

sold under guarantee of
fails to remove freckles.
is

You can be

money back
.

quickly cured, if you

A'STAMMER

10 cents for 288-page book on Stammering and
m Send
how I
It
Stuttering, "Its Cause and Cure."

«W

tells

cured myself after stammering 20 yrs. B. N. Bogue,
3088 Bnoue Bldo.. 1147 N. III. St.. Indiananolis.

PERSONAL
Appearance
now more than
ever the key-note
is

of success.

Legged

Bow-

& Knock-

Knced men and
women, both

young and old, will
be glad to hear
that I have now
ready for market

my new appliance,
which

successfully straighten, within a short
time, bow-leggedness and knock-

ModeI18, U.S. Patent, is easy to adjust; its
you soon from further humiliation, and

result will save

improve your personal appearance 100 per cent.
Write today formy free copyrighted physiological and
anatomical book, which tells you how to correct bow
and knock-kneed legs, without any obligation on your
part.
Enclose a dime for postage.

TRILETY, SPECIALIST
BINGHAMTON,
Ackerman Building
IM.

977- L,

just about

And

too.
.

.

Work up a sweat and chase
on the job.
Gee, but they're
disease bugs out of you.

get

those

happy with the chance you're giving them. Are you
going to loaf around and let them eat up all your
pep? Snap out of it, fellows. You're just digging
Sitting
your own grave when you refuse to exercise.
back in a rocking chair and smoking your old Jimmy

may feel fine to a lazy man, but it sure raises
havoc with your chances for a long life or a suc-

pipe

cessful one.

Who Will

Help You?

know you think you know all about it. Most
everyone you meet tries to tell you how, but they
can teach an oyster how to sing quicker than they
can show you anything about muscle building.
If
you are in legal trouble, you seek a lawyer. If you
are wise, you get the best, for they are the cheapest
Now, bow about that body of
in the long run.
yours? Do you realize it is the choicest possession
you have on earth? Don't be a plain dumb Dora!
I'se your head.
Muscle
This is vital with you.
building is one of the trickiest studies on earth.
I've worked at it ever since the day I left High
School, so I ought to know.
I've seen many a poor
chap literally ruined by the wrong kind of guidance.
On the other hand I've seen human wrecks transformed into human Hercules by being started
the
I

I

even

.

(Here the intervieivers alight Ritzily,
They
the doorman opens the doors.

disappear into the hotel, trusting they convey an aroma of the World's Sweetheart.
But. alas, it is evident that their Rolls
Royce moments are few.)

m

right direction.

I've

Got the Works

me

Come

to
and I'll shoot
vitality you'll think it's

you so full of strength
your birthday. I'm the
guaranteed one full inch on your arm
in 30
And I'm the man who does it. I'll fill
out that chest so that it will take a man's size load
of oxygen, shooting life into your blood and building
up your whole body. I'll put a pair of arms and
shoulders on you that will carry the kick of a mule.
I'll shoot a quiver up your old spine and put
a
spring into your step so that you will feel like
fighting a wildcat.
This is no idle prattle, fellows.
I don't promise these things
I guarantee them.
You don't take anv chances with me. I've got the
works and I'm willing to prove it. Come on then

and

man

that

first
clays.

—

Let's go.

Send

for

My New 64-Page Book

"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"
It

Is

Free

contains forty-three full-page photographs of
myself and some of the many prize-winning pupils I
have trained. Some of these came to me as pitiful
weaklings, imploring me to help them.
Look them
over now and you .will marvel at their present
physiques.
This book will prove an impetus and
a real inspiration to you. It will thrill you through
and through. All I ask is 10 cents to cover the cost
of wrapping and mailing and it is yours to keep.
This will not obligate you at all. but for the sake
of your future health and happiness, do not put It off.
Send today right now, before you turn this page.

It

—

EARLE
Dept. 308,

E.

LIEDERMAN

305 Broadway, New York

City

will

kneed legs, safely, quickly and permanently, without
Will not interferewith
pain, operation or discomfort.
your daily work, being worn at night. My new LimStraitner."

as

was

the fare.

:

looked for the meter

I

Rip Off Your Shirt
and

have vanished

It is seldom that more than an ounce
the skin and gain a
is needed to completely clear
complexion.
clear
beautiful,
Be sure to ask for the double-strength Othine,

entirely.

as this

.

intervieivers dive into their bags,
Then
searching frantically for change.
they look up at each other sheepishly.)

G. H.

FRECKLES

.

(The

to extract

Now

PICTUW7
MAGAZINE t)

(Continued from page 97)

Get Thin
cises or

We

Tells

I

EARLE

E.

LIEDERMAN,

Dept. 308, 305 Broadway, New York City
Dear Sir: I enclose herewith 10 cents, for which
you are to send me without obligation on my part
whatever, a copy of your latest book, "Muscular

Development."

Name
Street

City

State
(Please write or print plainly)

N. Y.
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(Continued from page 81)

Reduce—

A

woman's

privilege

— Mrs.

Sidney

Drew

has changed her mind and will act with
Raymond Hitchcock, after all, in the series
of independent comedies already announced.
Mr. Hitchcock was on tour in the stage
play, "The Old Soak," and had to sack
It is
his role for a part on the screen.
said that the five four-reel comedies to be
filmed will all be based on successful

the Safe

Way?

Broadway
Going

You, too, can quickly
Reduce to a Slender
Figure without Drugs,
Exercise or Diet

<

THOUSANDS of women in business, society,

at home and on the stage now know what
itmeanstobe slender at last F' "Howwonderful it feels!" is the way in which they express

their unqualified approval of Dr. R. Lincoln
Graham's famous prescription, NEUTROIDS.
There are more than 3000 letters on file at the

Graham Sanitarium, Inc.— each one written by
a grateful woman who has regained normal

weight and health through Dr. Graham's remarkable fat reducing prescription. NEUTROIDS has shown people everywhere the way
to normal weight, youthful vigor and bodily
perfection, without dangerous drugs, weakening diets or strenuous exercise. Through
this simple, natural method it is now possible
for anyone to get rid of unsightly fat— quickly,
easily and safely.

Dr.Graham's Prescription IsHarmless

NEUTROIDS, the
Graham, famous
prescription of Dr.

stomach specialist, is
the one safe, natural

remedy for

obesity.
actu-

3 NEUTROIDS

ally neutralize the
yeast cells in the stomach, counteractthe starch
and sugar in the foods you eat, check the formation of fat at its source, and reduce the fat
already accumulated. Just as yeast preparations are taken by those who desire to gain
flesh, so NEUTROIDS are prescribed for those
who want to lose it. NEUTROIDS tone up the entire

plays.

going — gone — the
—Fred
Niblo to

directorial ser-

Joseph Schenck for
four thousand to eight thousand a week!
It had been Mr. Niblo's intention to go
abroad to direct Enid Bennett, his wife,

vices of
'

Notebook

Reporter's

Ramon

at

that

age.

The

picture

was

needed in the filming of "The Red Lily,"
and the embryonic Novarro will remain in
Hollywood as an extra.
Peter Pan

is

still

flitting

from

star to

begging for a material body thru
which he can register his personality on the
silversheet. -Mary Pickford for one has
disclaimed the right to play the willowy
Peter.
Mary says that even she is not
quite slim enough for the part.
star

Another safe combination

— George

who filmed "The Sheik,"
Barbara La Marr in "Sandra,"
Pearl Doles Bell. The heroine
ford,

Mel-

will direct

Enter Eduardo Novarro not a rival to
Ramon, but his thirteen-year-old brother,
who went all the way from Mexico, his

a story by
is of dual
personality, a sort of Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde in unconventional but non-criminal
form an interesting role for Barbara, and
another chance to show the world that she
can play the part of a semi-siren without
living it
newspaper reporters to the contrary.
The quote from an interview with
her, according to the scribes, was that she
couldn't, and the reiterated statement just
about went around the world and made
Barbara and her producers vastly uncomfortable for a while.
Since then she has

native land, to Hollywood, to impersonate

(Continued on page 106)

opposite Ramon Novarro in "The Red
Lily," but Mr. Schenck's offer was so
tempting that he decided to transfer his
directorial attention to Norma Talmadge.
Sidney Olcott will handle the megaphone
for the next Talmadge picture and will
Mr. Olcott
then resign it to Mr. Niblo.
has been engaged by Cosmopolitan to direct
Marion Davies.

—

—

—

Habitues of Broadway's cafes and cabarets are all familiar
with the sparkle of Fay Marbe . . . and also with her fascinating dancing. But, at present, Proadway misses this young
woman. She has given up her cabaret dancing
.
.
for the
while she devotes all her time and
.
time being at any rate .
attention to the role with which she has been entrusted in
"The River Road." Whether or not Miss Marbe will dance in
this film has not yet been decided
.

.

Photograph by Pach Brothers

system, relieve nausea, headache, blood pressure
and the many ills that stout people needlessly suffer.
NEUTROIDS are guaranteed to contain no thyroid
or dangerous'drugs.
They are absolutely harmless,
pleasant to take and highly effective.

PERSONAL CONSULTATION
WITHOUT CHARGE

Dr. Graham and the staff of the
Graham Sanitarium, Inc., are at
your disposal. You may feel free to
write, in confidence.f or personal advice regarding your case. This offer
is made only to those who order
NEUTROIDS.usingthe coupon
below.

CVt «• *t Wf\
\VT\lt W\3
MWl**
Z§

Mon&l

Every woman or man who wants
to regain and retain normal
weight and the youthful, slender
appearance of vigor and health
Will

find

in

NEUTROIDS

the

quick, natural way of reducing
with safety. The coupon will prove it. Mail it today.

The Graham Sanitarium, Inc.

Dept. 82 2.-215 Central Ave., Newark, N.J.

me 2 weeks* treatment of Dr. Graham's Neutrolds,
entitles me to free personal mail advice and free
deposit $2. [plus postage]
I will
booklet on Obesity.
with postman on arrival of Neutroids In plain package. It 13
understood that my money will be refunded if I do not eeta
reduction
from
this
treatment.
satisfactory

Send
which

Name
Street

City

—
BRINGS BEAUTY
LIKE MAGIC '$}
removing the outer blemished
to
thus allowing
SKIN as clear
bring forth a
If you are troubled
as a baby's.
skin,

NEW

NATURE

surface blemishes, such as FreckPimples, Large Pores, Blackheads,
Eczema, Discolorations, etc., MARVO will
take them off. together with your aged skin
in an absolutely Harmless and Painless way,
without the need of a costly and painful
operation. No need to stay indoors while
using MARVO, The genuine MARVO is
colorless, pleasant to use and guaranteed to contain no injurious
acids. Wonderful results proven. Write at once for FREE Marvo
Beauty Book, which contains full particulars.
I

I

Marvo Beauty laboratories,

Dept. 3?3.

1658 Broadway, H. Y.
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Comment on Other

MAH JONG

Productions
(Continued from page 102)
for glitter and glare is registered here.
because there is so much show so
much appeal to the popular impressions
and so much good acting there is no
doubt that it will entertain crowded houses.
Leatrice Joy, Rod La Rocque, Victor
Varconi and several others give admirable
flair

in

—

Game

Fascinating

a Few Minutes

you know how and when
and when
to
"pong"
"chow," and what the "winds"
stand for, and how to go "Mah
Do you know what
Jong" ?
"characters" are? and "tiles"?
and "Dragons" and "Bamboos"
and "Circles"?

Do

—

to

Sounds mysterious and compli-

—but

cated
is
a

it

not.

is

Mah

wonderfully

Jong

interesting

that you and your family
It
and friends should enjoy.
combines the pleasures of all

game

games. It
games."

Mr.
publisher

is

truly the

—

And

Learn This

"game

of

Eugene V. Brewster,
Motion Picture
of

Magazine, Classic and Beauty,
the author of a book that will

is

unfold this game to you. Go to
your news-stand or book store
today, and purchase a copy of

—

They succeed in humanizing
characters that are often impossible of acceptance as real.

performances.

MAH JONG
Simplified

—

—

—

of this is quite effective, particularly the
escape of the villain who leaps from his
horse on a high cliff to the river below.
But the best moment is the rancher's capture of the bandit saved as you must
know 'til the climax. He secretes himself
in a wagon
and by using a rope to guide
it,
he sends it crashing down a hill and
straight thru the bad man's cabin.
short, but hectic fight finishes the rustler.
The picture has a conventional romance
established, on the premise of a spirited
girl determined to win the heart of the
bashful hero.
And in bringing them together here and there, the director guides
them to the mountain top and provides
them an atmosphere of impressive scenery.

One Hundred
Winning Points
V.

BREWSTER

handsome little book
(red, green and yellow dragon
cover) will teach you in a few
This

minutes
fully
understand
to
Mah Jong. It explains the
meanings of expressions used,
customs,

pieces,

how

and gives you. "One

Winning Points"

to

score,

Hundred

—

A

—

Jack Hoxie
even if he

is

Ridgway

you to win. You can
become an expert player
with this book as your guide.

he's likable,

is

Leave

In

summer the EYES

become

blood

sale at news-stands

and good book stores

shot

frequently
from the

of wind and dust.
relieves this unattractive
condition almost immediately, as
irritating effects

Murine

well as eye-strain caused by the
glare of the sun.
If used night and morning, Murine
keeps the EYES in a clear, bright
and healthy condition. Contains
no belladonna or other harmful

ingredients.

Send today for your free copy of our
helpful illustrated book on Eye Care.

The Murine Company
Dept. 25, Chicago

WM!P

ft
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the

playwright at

his best) adapted to the
screen manages to squeeze by the censors,
even with its intimate bedroom stuff fairly
well displayed.
It
sets forth in much
heavier fashion than its original just what
its title indicates.
Hubby neglects his wife
for his stenographer.
Result?
divorce
and a subsequent marriage between the
gay philanderer and the girl with the dictation pad.
It is worked out in
fairly

'

BOURJOIS

A

FACE

Grandma

quarantines the benedict and his
old love wins out.
And
they start on a second honeymoon when
the stenog is divorced.
There are some subtitles which are a
One of them was never pointed
bit heavy.
toward humor intentionally, tho it will
probably excite mirth if it still remains in
the picture.
The husband had found a
sewing basket filled with baby
small
clothes.
And when he discovers his wife
rearranging a chair he shouts
"You
mustn't be moving that heavy furniture
around, dear !" If these are not the exact
words the expression is something similar.
The piece is played with good authority
first

wife

—the

:

Send ten cents
of Java
with either Ashes of
Roses * Rouge, dark
and rich, or Rouge
Mandarine,* light and
gist's.

for

samples

bright.

•Rei.U.S.Pst.Off.

K.
BF AIIXYPFFI

rCCL.

"UNMASKS YOUR

*^ •*»*-» 1 I
'HIDDEN' BEAUTY"
CREATES BEAUTIFUL COMPLEXION BY PEELING OFF
tan. freckles, blemishes, pimples, blackheads, liver
spots, wrinkles, acne, muddy, oily 9kins. NON-ACID
(pat.) lotion. Painless, harmless. Effects astounding.

Offer

and

FKEE

Beautypeel Beauty Book.
Dept. 803. 320 W.27lh.
El Paso. Texas

NEWLYN CHEMICAL CO.,
Los Angeles,

Cal.,

Carrying considerable bulk in romance,
sentiment and heart appeal is this latest
adaptation of Gene Stratton-Porter's novel
which is one of the favorites of the
libraries in large and small towns.
Readers of the novel may expect these ingredients in a picture which does not linger in
the memory.
It is people with characters
(Continued on page 120)

won-

A. BOURJOIS Be CO., Inc.
37 West 34th Stteet
New York
Paris

Trial

Girl of the Limberlost

this

derful French Face
Powder at your drug-

-

<-A Tint For
6very Type

by Lewis Stone and Helene Chadwick.

A

POWDER

TfEMAND

humorous fashion, tho there are moments
when it becomes a trifle tedious. When

or

S14 Buchanan,

Have Good Hair
And Glean Scalp

—
On

-

Home

Avery Hopwood's stage play (not

that will posi-

easily

—and

not an accomplished artist
with the make-up box.

tively help
.

—

—

—

—

and

After Sun, Wind

Ridgway of Montana
Following along the well-worn path of
the average, orthodox Western, this picture
We
furnishes no suspense nor surprise.
have the central figure in conflict with
rustlers, all of whom he captures except
the ringleader
who is not brought in until
the climax so that the story might progress. It depends upon incident
and much

Why Men

By EUGENE

R

Guticura
Soap and Ointment
Try Our

Work Wonders
New Shaving Stick.
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Reporter's

Notebook

(Continued from page 104)
discussed nothing stronger than her adopted
baby's teeth and soothing syrup with outsiders, and in this wise and otherwise, has
mollified those who undertake to censor
the conduct of movie stars and their own
neighbors.

Chaney has gained this foremost place in
the Kleig because of his work as the drug
addict in "The Miracle Man," as the
hunchback in "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame," and as other remarkable characters
requiring strange and unique characterization.

While Douglas Fairbanks

is

deliberating

the cast of "The
are on their way to the romantic location to stage a bull-fight and
take a number of exteriors. Among those
Mr. and Mrs. Terriss,
in the party are

"The Last Man on Earth," Fox has discovered him and will make of him a big
superproduction the last man would be,
of course.
The story is by John D.
Swayne J. G. Blythestone will direct it.
Earle Fox has the title-role supported by
Grace Cunard, Gladys Tennyson, Clarissa
Selwyn, Buck Black and Maurice Murphy.

Renee Adoree, Dorothy Ruth, Ellen F.
Kelly, Pedro de Cordoba, Guy A. Vaughn,
Thomas A. Arthur, and many others. The
company will stop in Paris entour to the

cumstance to

on going

The

thing people

first

notice

—

is

it

Now you can keep
hair smoothly in place all day. One
touch of Stacomb in the morning and
your hair stays just as you want it
till you go to bed at night.

—

Women, too, find Stacomb excellent
—especially for bobbed hair. It is a
not
light, velvety, invisible cream
gummy or sticky. In jars and tubes,
at all drug and department stores.

—

Standard Laboratories,

Free

113
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W.

18th

St.,

to Southern Spain in order to
bull-fighting from the angle of the

film producer

seventeen
Bandolero,

your hair
— unsightly, straggly
wrong
that's
IF
appearance.
— spoils your whole
the most unruly

"

learn

Inc.,

New York

and

star,

Tom

Terriss and

members of

-

'

:

South.

"He Who Gets Slapped," a successful
Theatre Guild production, has been secured
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
productions.
by
Lon Chaney

be starred in the role
that Richard Bennett made famous on the
stage.
The filming of "The Tree in the
Garden," already announced for production, will be postponed in order to give
place to "He Who Gets Slapped."
Mr.

—

;

Why

Please send me, free of charge, a
generous sample tube of Stacomb.

Now

Home."

will

At

the end of the rainbow

Name

—

.

.

.

LAST

CHANCE
OFFER
$5.00 value
Samuel

Goldwy .•j

"Behind the Scree n.
Publishers' Price, $2.50

for $3.00
T

1 year subscription to either Motion
PictureMagazine, Classic or Beauty

"Behind the Screen"
By Samuel Goldwyn

—

a one year sublast chance
of our three
either one
for
scription
interesting magazines, with "Behind the
Screen," for $3.00.

This

is

your

Send us $1.00 and we will enter your
The book will be mailed
subscription.
Pay the postman
parcel post C. O. D.
on arrival $2.00 plus postage.

CUT HERE

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.
Book Department,
175 Dufficld Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Please enter
receive the

my name on

your mailing

list

to

Q

Beauty
Classic
Motion Picture Magazine
and also
for one year commencing
send me a copy of Mr. Goldwyn's book "Behind the Screen."
$1.00 enclosed balance of $2.00. plus postage
will be paid Postman upon delivery

—

of book.

Name
and No.

City

State
For

t
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that's

Like every other man in the world, Tom Mix wanted a
He thought a son would step into his chaps and boots
and carry on.
But it was ordained otherwise and a
little girl came to bless the Mix ranch.
Tom had her
christened Thomasina as a compromise
and now he
wouldn't part with her for all the sons in creation
.

r^flddress

Canada add 75

centi

.•••
— Foreign,

$1.25

—

in a maze
where it would seem that
the Wanderer in the Wasteland found him(Conthmed on page 113)

of colors

son.

|

St.

Why

Dept. 12-0
City

I

,

—

Home it's not a cirGirls Return Home, at
least, Lillian Rich thinks the latter is such
an interesting subject that she's written a
scenario on the theme, and some director
has agreed with her sufficiently to buy it.
it can be told :
"Why Girls Leave
Girls Leave

,#s

.

.

0T10N FiCTU
MAGAZINE
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The Answer Man
(Continued from page 99)
but I was at the dinner.

was very

Griffith

fine.

—

Eve of New Orleans. Didn't you
know that Zantippe was the scolding wife
of Socrates? Emily Stevens is playing on
Pauline Frederick is
the stage right now.
to play in the next Ernst Lubitsch producEthel Clayton's
tion by Warner Brothers.
picture hasn't been named as yet.

—

Sky High. Phoenix is a mythical bird,
without a mate, who renews itself every
five hundred years by being consumed in
a fire of spices, whence it arises from the
ashes and starts for a new flight. Betty
Compson is engaged to James Cruze, they
say, and she was born in 1897.

Your

—

Namle.- Garcth Hughes at
No, he is not married. AdUniversal.
dress Priscilla Dean at the Laurel Productions,
Hollywood Studios, Hollywood,
V.

Jose

FRECKLES

—

—

her a lot, you know. Why
didn't you speak to her?
Haven't seen
many plays laterly. It's been too hot. Run
in again some time.
Stewart.

I like

Guaranteed to remove every

—

M. R.

Brown
thirty-six

May

on

doubh «<U

—

"Meddling Women."

Alma Rubens

"Cytherea."
Harold Lloyd's
"Girl Shy." Your letter reached
so dont worry.

Vonnie M.

last

me

in

"He

Who

Corinne Scott before her marriage.
She
is now Mrs. Walter Morosco.
Will you
write me again?

—That's
again.

a poor description of

Lewis

Stone

has

greyish hair and he is with First National.
Aileen Pringle and Jack Gilbert are to
have the leads in Elinor Glynn's "One

Hour."
Ben Lyon and Pola Negri in
"Compromised."
True Blue. You surely are welcome.
Gloria Swanson and Agnes Ayres with
Famous Players. Call again, wont you?
Grey Eyes. Write to the Barrymores
at the Lamb's Club, 130 West 44th Street,

—

—

New York

",--»-

.».*..!"*"** !*" ^

City.

—

Bob's
Ramas. Ramon Novarro is
twenty-three, five feet ten and weighs one
hundred and- sixty pounds. He has dark
hair and eyes.
Virginia Valli in "Siege"
for Universal. Violet Mersereau in "Her
Own Free Will."

(Continued on page 121).

I

rapher

shown

the

at

right,

has

checked his camera to the Coast in
order to make sittings of various
brilliant

—

Guess

i

TT'esxeth Alexander, the
eminent New York photog-

Gets

Methuselah. Well, I will try not to
scare you.
You mustn't be afraid of me.
I wont hurt you.
Corinne Griffith was

Ramona.

".

::

Slapped" for Metro-Goldwyn.

me.

"»-.

Sitting Pretty"

O. K.,

—

lead

CO., 33 Rosemary Lane,
Aurora, III.
Please send me free copy of "Beauty
Parlor Secrets."

<<o»

in

was

—

the

STILLMAN

Name.

"I

at the

have

booklet.
rrecklei

Whitens the Skin

:'_;.''-*.
^-^••-'-••.'--•.L'-**.'-'
,. *.. «'.

Connie. Rod
La Rocque is with
Famous Players and Monte Blue at the
Warner Brothers Studio. Lon Chaney is
to

in

1924.

You need

our many
preparations
daily
in
home.
your

Removes

articles

::

Cheer up, the prize is alend of the trail. Pola Negri
at the Famous Players-Lasky Studio, 1520
Vine Street, Los Angeles, California.

ways

n

man toilet

perfume,

bottle

cream

Given free if
you buy $3
worth Still-

that for speed?

Lionel. Very few of the English pictures are shown in this country.
Some
of the German pictures were shown here
some time ago. Lionel Barrymore played
in

"Beauty Parlor Secrets" and let
us tell you what your particular type needs
to
look best.
Crammed with make-up
hints, skin and hair treatments. If you buy
$3 worth Stilhnan toilet articles in 1924 we
will present you with beautiful, large size
for

Stillman's Freckle
Get our

—

How's

Send

free.

Antonio
Eyes.
Moreno is
and Rodolph Valentino was born

2nd, 1895.

Write for "Beauty Parlor Secrets"

freckle

You simply apply Stillman's at night
While you
like any ordinary cold cream.
sleep
its
magical action takes place.
Gradually the freckles fade from sight, and
your complexion grows clear and milk
white, beautiful as a baby's skiu.

C.
Glad you like this department.
but you are too young to become
bored with life.
That was a very nice
verse you sent me about Gloria Swanson.
Wish I had room to publish it. Wouldn't
it be great if I could publish all the interesting things sent to me.

My

—

—

Pell.- Hello, there.
Glad to get that
fine letter of yours.
Also thanks for the
pictures.
So you finally saw Anita

appearance

Freckles are caused by sunlight which
beats down as fiercely in America as in
Italy or Africa.
Unless you do something,
your skin will constantly grow
worse.
The longer you wait, the harder
it will be to remove them.
So start now!
Women send for .Stillman's Freckle
Cream from the four corners of the earth.
It is the most widely used preparation in
the world for this purpose. All druggists
carry it in 50c and $i sizes.

Be free this summer from their embarDon't have freckles all over
rassment!
goodby to
If you do
your nose again.
good looks!
Stillman's Freckle Cream is guaranteed
or your money reto remove every freckle
funded. It has a double action. Freckles
are dissolved away by this snowy, fragrant
cream.
Your skin is whitened, refined
and softened at the same time.

California.

ruin your

H

women

Mr. Alexander
tion

«

stars

mospheric setting of

by

has

his artistic,

in

the

at-

Hollywood.

won

a reputa-

sensitive,

8

and
§5

expressive studies of the fair sex.

'<

I

I
Exclusive studies by Mr. Alexander
will

appear in:

£

«**
I
'

BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS,

Inc.

j

Motion Picture Magazine

|

The Quality Magazine of the Screen

1

Classic

vt.

Pictorial of Screen

and Stage

~

£j

Beauty

The Aristocrat Among IVomen's Magazines

-!r
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Freckles

{Continued from page 36)

was

William Grove. And in the
features of the wife Lee could
easily trace the character of Fanny. These
two seemed to dog the footsteps of Lee
and Savina. It seemed almost as tho they
were their dormant consciences,
materialized, following them about.
"They
like

orderly

Lee said, defiantly, "we have
what they have not."
"They hate us,"
Savina answered, and her head dropped.
envy us,"

Dissolve Them Wfitli

New Cream

^\/"HY

allow freckles to spoil your whole appearance. Domino Freckle Cream will erase
freckles quickly. Yes
almost overnight. This
exquisitely perfumed cream is merely applied with
the finger tips before retiring. Note how gently it
dissolves each freckle, revealing a wonderfully
clear, fresh, youthful skin. A 310,000 deposit in
a Philadelphia bank insures return of money by
dealer if not completely satisfied. Get Domino
Freckle Cream at your favorite store today. If they

—

haven't it in stock, send J51.00 to Domino House.
Dept. F-25 8, 269 S. 9th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES

BROWS

and

INSTANTLY, making them

appear naturally dark, long
and luxurious. Adds wonderful
charm, beauty and expression
to any face. Perfectly harmless.
Used by millions of lovely women.

BLACK or BROWN.

75c at

y our dealer* so^irect postpaid*
NIAYBELLINE CO., Chicago, III.

Youth -Ami Skin Peel
A New Scientific Discovery
which painlessly and harmlessly replaces
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In Cuba, as they signed at the register,
they were recognized, but only for an instant.
The recognition was not followed
up by a greeting. Lee saw that Savina was
trying not to mind.
It hurt him that she

had

to try.

One of

the things that Lee had counted

upon was staying with

his brother Daniel

A

into the grey ash he held in his arms.
flame.
flame that had warmed the coldness within him.
But when the coldness

A

had been within him he had been somehow
intact, automatic.
Now he was broken,
broken into pain and tears. Solitary. A
wanderer.
After the funeral he went to Daniel's
plantation and spent days wandering in and
about the paths and winding roads. If he
could go on like this, broken and incoherent, not knowing, scarcely caring, living
on the pain that fed his body and soul like
tormented food
in such a state he
might well live out the days that were left
to him.
He was too agonized to take
count of what had happened, or of what
might happen in the future.

...

CYTHEREA
Told

form, by permission from the Samuel Goldwyn production
of the First National release of the scenario by Frances Marion, adapted from
the novel by Joseph Hergesheimer.
Directed by George Fitzmaurice. The cast
in short-story

Lee Randon

Fanny Randon
Savina Grove
William Grove

Lewis Stone
Irene Rich
Alma Rubens

,

,

Charles Wellesley

Norman Kerry

Peyton Morris
Claire Morris

Betty

Mina Raff
Gregory Randon
Helen Randon
Daniel Randon

There, he felt, they
Curious eyes, perhaps recognizing eyes, would not have acTheir Paradise had been
cess to them.
one of solitude where they could learn the
graphic lesson of one another almost as
the first man and the first woman learned
But Daniel
their primeval garden.
it in
had never dreamed the dream of Cytherea.
He knew that Lee was coming, but assumed, of course, that Fanny was to acHe was exceedingly put
company him.
He
out when Lee appeared with Savina.
had always admired Fanny and thought
that children came first in the scheme of
Besides,
Lee had always been
things.
"queer" and as his brother Daniel felt that
it certainly behooved him to say what he
thought of "such behavior" and to act accordingly.
He both said and acted as he
He told Lee in no unrighteously felt.
certain terms that he couldn't fling all of
the conventions to the winds and expect to
be happy, but that if he insisted upon dispensing with the conventions, then he would
have to do so in a hotel where such things
were usually carried on. Lee couldn't expect him, Daniel, to be a party to a thing
of this sort. Lee didn't explain. He- could
see in Daniel how hopeless an explanation
would be. Daniel could never know.

on Daniel's plantation.

would be

in

privacy.

Lee took Savina to a hotel and there
they found the happiness they had sought.
But it was a happiness with a haze across
the sun.
Savina never fully recuperated
from the oppression of the trip down and
it
seemed to Lee as tho the very flame
of Cuba was consuming her.

Three weeks after their arrival in Cuba,
Savina went into a coma from which she
never awoke. She died in Lee's arms, and
She
never knew the arms that held her.
died, Lee thought, breaking his heart over
her still face, as a flame dies. Flaring high
with tips of amazing blue, then subsiding

Bouton

Constance Bennett

Mickey Moore
Peaches Jackson

Brandon Hurst

Once he tried to tell Daniel about
Cytherea and what she had meant to him.
Daniel fell asleep. He felt sorry for Lee,
really very sorry for him, but he couldn't
sympathize with a middle-aged man who
had a wife and family and had "gone daft"
over another woman.
One day Daniel confronted Lee with a
photograph of Fanny and the two children.
"After all, old man," he said, "they have
some rights. They are alone and lonely.
There is no reason why three people should
suffer, is there?"

Perhaps not.
Perhaps the thing to do
to go back and put Cytherea away and
play golf and enter his children in colleges
where their minds would be ironed to a
nice conformity and no vision would delude
them into heartbreak.
One had to do
something.
One might as well do that
something for others
there was
nothing left that Lee could do for himself.
After all, the years would slip by.
Inevitably, too, age would bring the chill
cold places back again, would heal over

was

.

.

.

with a scabrous coating the hot, sore place
Savina had left when she left him.
Besides, for him the riddle had been solved.
Life had revealed herself.
dream had
come to be. He could afford to donate
the patient years to the only others who
had any right to them.

A

Lee walked into the house at about his
usual hour. He might have come in from
The
the club after his afternoon of golf.
children thought he looked tired and that
his hair had grown very grey, but they had
been warned to say nothing to him other
than that they were glad to see him. They
were glad to see him. and Lee felt choked
up when they threw their arms about him
and covered him with kisses. Fanny was
It
being a good sport, too, he thought.
hadn't been easy for her. He had had the

—

.
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hers.

Claire and Peyton were doing well
.
there was an addition planned for the
club-house
a tournament was on
for next week . .
the cook was leaving
and the servant problem grew more pressing daily
dinner was served and the
obnoxious center-piece was on the table.
Lee objected to it, and Fanny quietly had
.

Doing After

I

scarifying grief, but he had had the ecstasy,
too.
Poor Fanny .
she had had
only the sorrow
and the shame.
He, who felt no shame, could still share
.

...

.

Graduation?

.

Are you one

of the vast

army

of

and boys that will graduate

girls

High

from

School

next few weeks?

within

you

If

the

you

are,

.

.

removed.

Lee thought again that
She had learned
something, too. They would grow old together and after a while he would forget to
put flowers on old graves.
it

Fanny was

.

a

.

.

good

sport.

.

no doubt desire
next

fall,

tion

has arisen

where

you

as

can

how and

to

you enough spending money for
next winter.

Propose Doing

I

to

Is

Give You Light, Pleasant

Employment
the

want

I

scriptions

new

solicit

Motion

for

Pictorial of the Screen

sub-

and Stage.
is

not

necessary

is

your ambition to earn from $5.00
to $10.00 a day.
If you only

work

a

ought

to be assured

few hours each day you
an income of

$150.00 a month; several of

my

time staff are earning from

full

$250.00 to $500.00 a month.

me

you want

If

to help

you ob-

enough money

tain

to pay your
and winter, just
write your name and address on

expenses this

the

fall

attached

coupon

and mail

today.

cut here
Subscription Manager,

BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS,

INC.,

175 Duffield Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

am

I

interested in your proposition and
send me full particulars

would

like you to
of your plan.
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St.

.

.

& No.

City
State.

Then the culminating tragedy.
The
genius did "Bella Donna"
she attempted
"The Cheat," and gave up the ghost in
"Shadows of Paris."
;

Do you not think this would be a fine
story for Lubitsch to direct?
And, could
you suggest some capable actress for the
sad role?
Respectfully,
L. George Edelhauser,

.

Picture

Experienced salesmanship
is

and wear gowns perpetrated by one

Clare W«st.

A letter from the Cumberland
Mountains opines that life would be

Magazine, Beauty and Classic

essential; all that

eyes,

During

All

Summer Months
and

(Continued from page 65)

842 Classon Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

representatives to collect

renewals

Letters to trie Editor

enough

obtain

pay your tuition fee and also give

What

.

but probably the ques-

money to finance your course
now, maybe I can help you earn
enough money this summer to

all of

.

to enter college

dull without the movies.

Dear Editor

There are some interreadings in your magazine, and I
enjoy them each month, for, socially speaking, I am cut off from my friends out here
in the foothills of the Kentucky Cumberland Mountains my friends being in the
Carolinas and the fan magazines are a
pleasure and a comfort to me.
I also
look after a small community theater,
which gives me a chance to know a bit
about the trade end of the industry. Bethis
sides
am studying the Palmer
I
Photoplay Course, which gives me many
interesting views of the industry and its
inhabitants.
So all together the trade
papers, fan magazine, and the story department I am becoming acquainted with
most all who are connected with motion
pictures.
And it seems to be one bighearted, whole-souled family.
I consider
myself a member of it, and therefore
think too much of my family to knock any
:

esting

—

—

—

—

member

Glazo Brings
Instant Loveliness
No

longer is it necessary to spend hours
each week polishing and buffing your
nails if you would have that shell-pink
lustre Fashion demands.
For GLAZO
means perfectly beautiful nails in about
two minutes' time.

The GLAZO manicure lasts nearly a week.
It is not dulled by soap and water; it

—

keeps the nails soft and pliant
protects
them against cracking and peeling.

Glazo Remover Comes Free
With Every Package
With every GLAZO package you get free a
bottle of Polish Remover. This Remover
takes but a few seconds to apply before
each fresh application of the Polish and
it assures perfect results. Stop at your favorite toilet goods counter today and get
the GLAZO package. 50c at all counters.

ARE YOU PROUD OF YOUR NAILS?

thereof.

Now

and then some of the children eat
too many green apples and develop a bad
case of mental dyspepsia, or dissipate too
late at night only to

wake up next morn-

ing with a grouch on, and instead of taking
medicine, or a walk in the fresh air they sit
down and bawl out some tired little picture
girl who is doing her best to do what she
is told to do, regardless of her own feelings at the time, and, I know from personal experience, that she does her work
better than her sour-feeling critics.
Of
course all their efforts cannot be the best.
Nor can they pick up any old story, or
part handed to them, and make a better
picture out of it than the last good one
they made.
What office girl, or candy
uncle, can produce proof that he or she
has made each day's work better than the
previous day?
knows of a cook who
prepares her meals better and better each
time?
I've
seen
grouches,
knockers,

Who

(Continued on page 115)

GLAZO

NAILS STAY POLISHED LONGER-

NO BUFFING NECESSARY

Try

GLAZO Cuticle Massage Cream
shapes the cuticle and
keeps it even and healthy
It

For

trial size

GLAZO Manicuring Out-

write name and address in space
below, tear off and mail with 10c to
fit,

The Glazo Co., 23 Blair Ave., Cincinnati,0.
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The

Editor Gossips

{Continued from page 53)
flat

m

That
Tender Look!

have curly lashes

to

still

ilHI

— what

to

desired

across the Atlantic.
She was to be interviewed. .
It was as tho a shadow from her erstwhile fame moved across her drear path.
She planned the engagement away from
home.
bare
flat,
crying
aloud of
poverty, that
is
hardly a background
against which a motion picture star may
be interviewed.
She planned her costume
carefully.
suit bought in Paris years
before was brushed and pressed for the
occasion. And a Paris suit is a Paris suit.
A paradise feather, reminiscent of gay,
care-free days, brightened her hat.
And
Florence Turner went forth to keep her
.

Veiled glances have enchanted men for centuries.
Your eyes cannot appear soft and tender when smeared with harsh orgreasy pastes.

And

man from New York

that a

an interview with Miss Turner. She believed he represented a newspaper and was
desirous of interviewing her about a tworeel film she had made shortly before in
which she had imitated several of our
American stars. She hoped some word of
her impersonations had found its way

do

.

A

?

A

J \~*(nota cosmetic)
Milady's newest invention. Curls the lashes natNothing to put on, nothing to heat
just a
gentle pressure between scientifically curved, rubber

is

—

urally.

Kurlash beautifies quickly and sensibly. It
assures lovely lashes and bright large eyes for the
day. Snug in its charming box. Kurlash is a dainty.
enameled boudoir accessory that lasts forever.

engagement.

curlers.

Simply pay the mailman S3

—

plus postage.

KURLASH

guaranteed to please

—

man

thought he had
finally,

clipping

which he had and which spoke of her
and poor health, she admitted
everything.
She realized the truth had
seeped thru because of a letter she had
written a character man, formerly with
her at the Vitagraph, in which she had
said there would be no customary gift
this Christmas because she was in such
straits.
After much deliberation and
thought, it appears that he had decided to
make her plight known. Maybe he knew
that his profession would not permit a

Or for-

poverty

will be sent postpaid. It is
or you can return it at once.

Write today, and beautiful lashes are yours always.

The

course the poor

found the wrong person. But
when she was confronted with a

No Money!

Order Kurlash, But Send
ward SI and

Of

Stickel Company, inc. Df.pt, M
Rochester, N. Y,

S80 Cottage Street

veteran to brave misfortune without offering assistance.

Miss Turner explained that
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it

was

really

a relief to quit the heart-breaking game
It was a
she had been forced to play.
relief, too, to admit all those things which
she and her mother had been dedicating
their lives in disguising.

humility,

Failure,

poverty

— three

it

that is now behind her.
And the fact
that she can laugh goes far in proving that
the bruises life has dealt her have not

stamped out her

spirit.

We

take this space publicly to welcome
the screen's veteran actress back to the
shores which she left in her heyday,
ignorant of the trials which awaited her
a few months ahead.
And then we stop with praise for Marion
Davies.
The youth which Miss Davies

—

knows youth supplemented with wealth
and fame is not apt to be thoughtful and
charitable. Youth is gay with dancing feet
and eyes turned towards the stars
superior with untried confidence
imperious with its heritage of health,
courage and beauty still untouched
and lacking sympathy because it lacks understanding and experience.
Surely when such youth stops in its
parade of glamorous days to hold forth a
helping hand to a comrade in distress, it is
an unusual youth, rich in promise.
We started this gossip shop because it
seemed to us that the casual, intimate
things
the intermittent amusing
things
and the most interesting things
generally never found their way into print.

—

.

.

.

.

is

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

For instance, we think the following
excerpt from a friendly letter Helen Car-

One time a local newspaper in a little town where Jack Holt
and Noah Beery were on location wrote them up on the
They said, among other things: "Mr. Jack Holt
accompanied by his wife, who is known on the screen as
Miss Norah Beery." And now Jack calls Noah his squaw

front page.

grey

would seem that they had
left Florence Turner her sense of humor.
She can laugh at the old French suit and
the paradise plume which so nearly condemned her to a continuance of the life
But

sisters.

—
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sent us is one of the most amusing
incidents we've heard in a long time.
"Here's something amusing," she writes.
"When 1 was on location with the
'Wanderer of the Wasteland' company,
Jack Holt insisted upon calling Noah
Beery his 'squaw.' Finally he told us why.
It seems that when the company was in
Yuma, one of the local papers writ 'em
up on the front page.
And they said,
among other things, 'Mr. Jack Holt is accompanied by his wife, who is known on
the screen as Miss Norah Beery.'"
Miss Carlisle does not tell us what Noah
Beery is quoted as saying when he picked
up the local paper and read that paragraph
lisle

How
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made
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AND
You may now

remove all defects
Of face andform.and add to your
attractions, by simple, harmless
methods. No bathing.no massage,

dieting, no pumps, no trouble
any kind.

(coinorstamps). Why
not only tell you how,
14 day demonstration treatment as proof. Thedima
back if you say so. Address
Madame Williams, care of

Send 10^

more? I
Eay
ut give you a

L.

M. SANATIVE CO.
Buffalo, N. Y.

BUNIONS

the marvelous new Solvent-banlshea
Bunions. The pain stops almost Instantly. The Hump
vanishes as though by magic. THEN YOU WIIA

PEDODYNE.

HAVE SHAPELY

FEET.

SENT ON TRIAL

want you to have relief from Bunions. I want you to
know the pleasure of foot comfort. I will glad ly a r-

I

range to send you a box of Solvent to try. Simply write
and say, "I want to try PEDODYNE." Address-

KAY LABORATORIES
186

Dept.N-360

N. La Sails St.

it is on the ground of his being
too good-looking.
And if his appearance,
as might be expected in the course of
human events, had ruined him for any
practical use, our worst fears would have

criticized

But Edmund Lowe is not this sort. He
simple, natural and quite unaffected. He
talks on diverse subjects in a well-informed way which does not belie the rumor
that he was once a college professor,

Chicago,

Illinois

furthermore, a professor of the History of
English Literature.
Let that impress
_

you.

.

.

.

Coming from a family of lawyers, he
was trained for the bar but while attending
a Jesuit college he discovered his penchant
for the drama and either on the stage or
screen he has followed it ever since. And
after all it is not strange that the son of
a lawyer line should make a good actor.
Everyone realizes how necessary a good
Emodramatic sense is to any lawyer.
tional reactions have swayed juries time
and time again, despite all the injunctions
in the world from the presiding magistrate.
Talk drifted and Edmund Lowe told
us that the Fox company were going to
loan him to Ince for a role in "Barbara
Frietchie."

"I'm crazy to do it," he said.
"Civildays have always held a great fascination for me.
I've spent hours just
reading a resume of battles."
We told him we had had a grandmother
who had a score of personal experiences
during this war and he was all interest.

War

Would she tell me
"Is she still alive?
those stories ?'"
Both these questions were asked in one
breath.
felt as badly to disappoint
him as we would have to disappoint a
child.
And as we looked across the table
at him we saw an Edmund Lowe stripped
a different
of the sophistication
Edmund Lowe from the handsome gallant
with a sure swagger who is a regular
"first-nighter" during the theatrical season.
And who is to deny that the real Edmund
Lowe, for one brief moment, pierced the
veneer we call a charming manner.

We
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New

Antonio Moreno
several different times now and each time
the truth of the very pleasant things we
She
first thought of her is emphasized.
possesses those things we envy most an
have

met

—

sanity,

lbs.

Weeks!

In Exactly 7

Just think of taking off more than 40 lbs. in. about
That's exactly what Mrs. Carpenas many days!
ter did
through a method anyone can use!
"I weigh just 129 today
by the
same scale in my bathroom that
less than two montbs ago pointed
to 170!"
That is what Mrs. Carpenter, a New Orleans lady, wrote
~ '^jr*
Wallace about her experience with
reducing records. It ought to convince anybody that superfluous
flesh is as unnecessary as it is un-

—

—

desirable.

Reduced 41

lbs. with Ease

long wanted a means of reducing, but
being a business woman I had no time nor money
to waste on fads.
I didn't dare deny myself the
nourishment an active woman must have. I grew
steadily stouter
then something told me to try
Wallace records.
Somehow, the method sounded
sensible; the free demonstration seemed fair; so I

had

'T

—

sta rted.

"Fifteen minutes each evening, I took the reducmovements to music. It was mighty interesting;
But what thrilled me
better from the start.

ing
I

felt

was this: / lost 6% lbs. the first zceek!
"The second week I lost 8 lbs. more. The followweek only six more. But in seven weeks I had

ing

reduced to 129

— not bad

for

my

5 ft. 5 inches!"

What You Can Lose
By the Same Method
Mrs. Carpenter states that she made this wonderful reduction solely through Wallace reducing
records; that she got thin to music and did nothing
else
no Turkish baths, no patent foods or drugs,
no punishing diet.
-Compare your present weight with the weight for
your height and age in the table below, and you'll
kno:v how much you can reduce.
There's no theory
about it for results are guaranteed.
Here is what you ought to weigh, and can weigh:
Height
Age
Age
Ape
Age
20 to 29 yrs. 30 to 59 yrs. 40 to 49 yrs. 50 and Over

—

—

ches

Lbs.

60

Lbs.
116
IIS
120
123
127
131
135
139
143
145
147

Ill
113
115

61
62
63

118
122

64
65

125

66
67
68
69
70

129
133
137
141
145

Lbs.
122
124
127
130
133
137
141
145
149
153
156

Lbs.
125
127
130
133
136
140
145
150
155
159
163

Free Proof to Any Woman Who
Really Wants to Get Thin
Thousands

of

women

(men,

too)

have reduced by

use of Wallace records, all by themselves, with their
at home.
The reducing movements
are scientific and certain.
They can't harm; and they
can't fail.
It's a perfectly natural, normal and healthful
way of correcting the cause of any amount of overweight.
And proof is free I
Just fill out the coupon you've seen it before but
this time make it out and mail it!
You'll receive the
whole first week's lesson complete, record and all, for a
full and free trial.
Let the results decide whether you

own phonograph,

—

—

it.

Mrs.

sympathetic understanding and a definite, unblurred perspecintelligent

Orleans, La.

41

Takes Off

want

salers with unlimited cash resources, are
able to make this astonishing liberal Credit
offer.
Make your own terms (within reason).

1\LL

Mrs. Ella Carpenter,

is
.

CATALOG. PROOFS, ETC.

of

manner of speaking, with

...

be a companion. I'll enyou and amuse you

tertain

no

tea-d, in a

We

TALKER"

or 50

We

Edmund Lowe one afternoon last month.
And if this gentleman's looks can be

been realized.
know how interminable
a tea can seem when opposite you sits a
young man who by one indirect means or
another impresses you with the difficulty
he has in avoiding advances of young
ladies
of how professional jealousy
on the part of women stars has always
handicapped him in his career, etc., etc.

"HUMAN
"I'll

but anyone with a good imagination who
has seen Noah upon the screen can probably decide for themselves.

a

WALLACE
630

S.

Wabash

Please send
free- trial the

Ave., Chicago

(396)

FREE

me
and POSTPAID for a week's
Original Wallace Reducing Record.

Name.

Ill

t

;!
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AGENTS WANTED
Make money

NEWS CORRESPONDENCE

distributing ladies' genuine lull-

All or
fashioned hosiery to regular customers.
spare time.
No cash required. Immediate comKedfield Hosiery
mission.
Protected territory.
Co., ->2UC East Norris St., Philadelphia.
$60 a week selling guaranteed hosiery
Must wear 12
for men, women and children.
All styles and colors,
months or replaced free.
Mrs. McClure
silk
hose.
of
including finest line
makes ov;r $'2,000 a year. Mrs. Schurman averages $60 a month working spare time. Geo. Noble
Write for sample outfit.
made $35 in one day.
Thomas Mfg. Co., Class 548, Dayton, Ohio.
Big Money and Past Sales. Every owner buys
You charge $1.50
Gold Initials for his auto.
make $1.35. Ten orders daily easy. Write for
American Monoparticulars aiid free sainples.
gram Co., Dept. 161, East Orange, N. J.

Earn $25 Weekly,

spare time, writing for newsmagazines.
Experience unnecessary
details free.
Press Syndicate, 961, St. Louis, Mo.
papers,

;

AGENTS—

BEAUTY SECRETS
Possess
Tiie two secrets of a Southern Belle.
the
these Secrets of Face and Figure Magnetism
most powerful personal assets in the world. Girls
Women, don't delay
cannot begin too young.
Send
Easy to apply yet marvelously effective.
Marie Louise,
$1;00, cheek or money order, today.

—

132 W. 72nd

St.,

New York

City.

HELP WANTED
All Men,

Girls, 17 to 65, willing
to accept Government Positions $117-$250, traveling or stationary, write Mr. Ozment, 294, St.
Louis, Mo., immediately.

U. S. Government wants men 18 up. Eailway
Mail Clerks City Mail Carriers. $117-$192 month.
Information
Steady.
free.
Write immediately.
Franklin Institute, Dept. M105, Rochester, N. Y.

—

HELP WANTED— MALE
Detective—-Exceptional opportunity

Be a
earn
big money. Travel. Thousands of dollars offered in
rewards. Established 1909. Particulars free. Write
~C. T. Ludwig, 556 Westover Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
Detectives Earn Big Money.
Excellent opportunity.
Travel.
Experience unnecessary. Particulars free.
Write, George M. Wagner, Former
Government Detective, 1968 Broadway, New York.

HELP

;

WANTED— FEMALE
;

HEMSTITCHING AND PICOTING

Your Horoscope.

Business, Character, Changes,
Friends, Enemies.
Send birth date and ten cents
(stamps) for remarkable test reading.
Zanya,
Y200 W. 70th St., New York.

Cohoes. N. Y.

MAIL ORDER METHODS
A WEEK EVENINGS HOME.

I

made

it

with small mail order business started with $3.
Booklet for stamp tells how.
Sample and plan
25 cents.
One dozen Articles free. I trust you
for $3.00.
Almpc Scott, Cohoes, N. Y.

MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS

—WriteCbtain
"Hew

Inventors

our free illustrated guidebook,
to
Send model or
a Patent."
sketch and description of your invention for our
opinion of its patentable nature free.
Highest references.
Prompt attention. Reasonable terms. Victor J. Evans & Co., 833 Ninth, Washington, D. C.
for

.

PHOTOPLAYS
NewSuccessful Photoplays Bring Big Money.
book "Successful Photoplays," full instructions for
Successful Photowriters.
Send for free copy.

Box 43, Pes Moines, la.
Stories and Photoplay Ideas Wanted by 48
Details free to beginners.
companies; big pay.
Producers League, 441, St. Louis, Mo.

FOB PHOTOPLAY

IDEAS. Plots ac$ $ $
revised, criticised, copyrighted,
cepted any form
marketed. Advice free. Universal Scenario Corporation, 205 Security Bldg., Santa. Monica and
;

Western Avenues, Hollywood, California.
Plot
Journalism Photoplays Short Stories.
Chart and Details free to those wishing to enter
above professions or dispose of manuscripts on
(The Service offered is given by Procommission.
fessional Authors and Editors of high standing.)
Harvard Company. 434, Montgomery, San Francisco.
Short Stories and Photoplay Plots. Revised and
Typewritten in proper form and placed on the
Send manuscript or write H. L. Hursh,
Market.

—

—

Do-pt.

2,

Box 1013, Harrisburg, Pa.

—

become infatuated with some gay young

whom

around

then

and

STORIES
Poems, Plays,

WANTED

wanted for pubStories,
Submit
lication.
Good ideas bring big money.
MSS. or write Literary Bureau, 134 Hannibal,. Mo.
etc., are

Earn $25 Weekly,
papers,

spare time, writing for newsdeExperience unnecessary
magazines.
Press Syndicate, 961 St. Louis, Mo.
;

tails free.

VAUDEVILLE
you how

x

—

are listed. Write today.

I

112
ae.

Just send your bust measurement and I will send you an
Annette Bust Reducer in a plain wrapper. Pay the postman
$3.50 plus a few cents postage, or if you prefer, you can send
$3.50 and I will send it to you prepaid. Try it on when you
receive it, and if you are not satisfied, send it back at once
and I will refund your money. Mail your order today before
you forget it. No C.O.D. to Canada, Hotels or General Delivery addresses.

Mme. Annette, Dept. 68 30 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago
1

.

her beauty.
The next afternoon Mrs. Moreno asked
us to take tea with her at the Ritz and
Billie Dove in the person of Mrs. Willat
was there. She is -quite as lovely to look
at in reality as she is upon the screen.
And, furthermore, she is more intelligent
than innumerable actresses we know who
have achieved a greater renown.
cannot help wondering why this girl has not
gone further.
It seems to us, judging
from her personality both on the screen
and off, that she has all the requisites of
a screen success. It may be that her star
has not yet dawned.

We

.

.

.

Ate?.
vve jVLake a Correction
Word has just reached us
of an error which we made
in the June MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE in the

"The Movies Outdo
Barnura." We described
Betty Balfour as "an English
vaudeville
artist,"
and it
seems that Miss Balfour is
for
her work in
British films.
regret this error and
are very glad to make this
printed correction.

mm w© m©i ky

.

hanced by intelligence and sympathy.
One day before lunch we were with her
in their suite at the Plaza and we happened
to mention that we would like to know
Billie Dove.
We had seen her the evening
previous in "Wanderer of the Wasteland"
and we were impressed with the clarity of

!

ful lines.

a

.

article

Personality,
Experience unnecesconfidence, skill developed.
sary.
Send 6c postage for instructive illustrated
Stage Book and particulars. M. LaDelle, Box 557.
Los Angeles. Cal.
I tell

—

straight, slender, graceful lines.
reducers and abdomen reducers are illustrated and described.
Other items of interest to women

.

$500 Cash Prize is offered for the BEST SECThose
"I'LL BE WAITING."
wishing to compete may receive a free copy of this
song and rules of contest by addressing EQUITABLE
MUSIC CORPORATION, 1658 Broadway, N. Y. C.

your figure slender and attractive by slipping on an
Annette Bust Reducer. Thousands of women are now wearing this wonderful reducer and have written letters of appreciation for what it has done for them. No massaging, no rubthe reducer does the work and
bing, no exercise of any kind
brings about a reduction the moment you put it on. Most
thing
to wear to make your figure
ideal
comfortable, and the
in keeping with present fashions calling for slender, grace-

My ankle

marry

OND VERSE TO

Make

you literature descriptive of my regiving
ducers for hips and waist

to

.

;

Yon

you

and wisdom

has come thru the fire of
trials with her spirit quite unbroken
with her belief in mankind tempered but
not destroyed
whose beauty will
stand the test of years because it is en-

We

Just send a post card and I will send

they have been playing
wedding-bells sound a
Mr. Moreno has had the

woman who

known

Free Literature en
Reducing Garments

celebrities

A

Get On the Stage.

$35.00 Profit Nightly Small capital starts you.
experience needed. Our machines are used and endorsed by government institutions. Catalog free. Atlas
Moving Picture Co., 431 Morton Bldg., Chicago.

No

Antonio Moreno,

.

PATENTS

Hemstitching and Picoting.

Do work for others.
Attachment with instructions by mail $2. Works
on any machine. Emb. Needle Free. Kebus Co.,

like

flapper with

SONGS

Ladies Earn $6-$18 a Dozen decorating Pillow
ParTops at Home
experience unnecessary.
ticulars for stamp.
Tapestry Paint Co., 126,
LaGrange, Ind.

$50

Men

funeral knell.
discrimination

PERSONAL

plays,

Women, Boys,

tive.

who might choose any type, seldom marry
women so infinitely worth while. They

—
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(Continued from page 106)

The

picture has been filmed in
natural color and the cost of the prints
alone is a million and a half, according to
The location is Death Valley and
report.
the Grand Canyon. Jack Holt, Billie Dove,
self.

Noah Beery and Kathleen Williams head
the cast.

Short subjects bait for the clubman and
so says Leland S. Ramsdell, merchant and clubman of San Francisco. Mr.
Ramsdell is putting up the hard cash for
productions along these lines. The first
will be a series of eighteen two-reel puppylocation, an American collove pictures
lege; and will feature Gordon White,
eighteen-year-old Hollywood High School
The pictures will be released under
boy.
the firm name of Hollywood Photoplay
Corporation.
t.b.m.,

;

—

A wilful woman Theda Bara is coming
back to the screen, obstacles notwithstandShe has formed her own company;
ing.
elected herself president, and it is reported
that the Pacific Bank on the Coast is acting as treasurer for Theda Bara ProducShe will make five or more features
tions.
the first will be Zoe
within two years
;

Akin's "Declassee."

Jesse Lasky, vice-president of Paramount, has skipped overseas with his wife
and Jesse Jr., for a breathing spell. Mr.
Lasky will return shortly, but Mrs. Lasky
will remain for several months with Junior
and her pallet and brush for company.
Mrs. Lasky is an artist of no poor repute
and has exhibited her work both abroad
and in this country in the Eastern galleries.

Try the Gloves

Results Absolutely Guaranteed in Writing. Legal

If five

—

Dick will now make modern
star.
American stories only, which means, of
course, that he will not be starred with
John
Lillian Gish in "Romeo and Juliet."

Robertson is dusting off his megaphone,
and it is reported that Dick's next starring
vehicle will be the George M. Cohan stage

Guarantee Bond with Every Pair.
and soft! That is the magic of Dr. Egan's
amazing medicated Gloves! Nothing like them
ever known! These gloves of medicated fabric (not
rubber) actually turn your

But one
for other productions.
of the most interesting by-products of a
movie set is the little church of Father
Picarilly, Guadalupe, California, which has
been reconstructed from the lumber salvaged from the City of Rameses in "The
Ten Commandments," one of the largest
Father
structures erected for any film.
Picarilly's church was built originally in
1844, when the Missions were falling into
later

decay and when covered wagons were in
vogue. It served well as a place of worship for the frontiersmen and later for the
Forty-niners.
In its eighty years of existence much of the woodwork had rotted
but the sturdy beams and joists of pioneer
days are still sound, so it was easily restored when the timber of the City of
.

Mark how lovely your hands, how white and smooth.
nights of wear of the gloves doesn't make
your hands more beautiful than you ever dreamed
possible, don't keep the gloves. Return them to us
and you won't be out one cent for the free trial. You
are the judge.

SEND NO MONEY
Just Mail
the Coupon

No

matter how red your
hands, or how sallow or
yellow or how deeply
blotched with freckles or
liver spots
no matter
how rough or coarse or
workworn your hands, the
magic of these medicated
gloves will turn them
white and soft, fresh and
young-looking.

Send no money now — just
the coupon. Pay the postman only $1.95 (plus
postage) on delivery of
thegloves. Ifin5daysyou
are not more than delighted and amazed with the re-

—

One

Night

Where

and

five nights free. Note the amazing
difference in your hands in just five nights' wear.

soft.

Results in

that follow? Well, it is, when it's suitable
for the purpose. Part of the city of Babylon, of the film "Intolerance," was used
as a war-wall in "Hearts of the World,"

Try the gloves

hands white, as white as
a lily and as smooth and

"The Song-and-Dance Man."

are the sets of yesteryear? Have
you ever wondered why the enormous cost
of production is not cut by reusing the
material employed in one set for others

FREE

Astounding Scientific Discovery— Dr. Egan's
Magic Night Gloves! Make rough,
reddened, work-worn hands soft
and white over-night!

think of it— putting on a pair of gloves for a
JUST
night and finding your hands exquisitely white

Will Hays helps bury the hatchet sitting in with Dick Barthelmess, his lawyers
and a representative for Inspiration Pictures Inc., the czar of the movie world
poured oil on the troubled waters and all
is well again between the producer and the

play,

Whiten Hands Overnight

Just one night's wear of
these marvelous gloves is
enough to convince you.
You see a difference in
your hands almost un-

believable.

Wear

the

gloves four or five nights
and you have a new pair
of hands.
It's the medicated fabric that does the
work. The gloves are impregnated with a marvelous solution perfected by
the famousDr. S. J. Egan.

Complete $5.00 Outfit on
These gloves will soon be offered the
public through the regular channels

T

at $5 the pair. But a limited number of
sets are now being offered for advertising purposes at practically cost
51.95. You can get this complete $5.00
outfit
Medicated Gloves, generous

—

supply of Pore-Lax and Medicator

it

If

and smooth as
be dumfounding.

in a post card or letter.

apt to

velvet.

And

all

so

back

you are not perAddress
Egan, Dept. 137
220 South State Street,
if

fectly satisfied.

Dr.

S. J.

Illinois.

r
Dr.

S. J. Egan, DepL 137
220 S. State Street, Chicago,

ea

e

111.

(.in

i> ,ain Package) for free trial a pair of
Gloves
w t" tenin 8 and softening the
?„;^ ^tl
J
T
hands,
with Pore-Lax
and Medicator. I will pay postman
W.95 (plus postage) on delivery of the gloves. If lam not
perfectly delighted with the change in my hands in 5 days,
1 may return gloves and get my money back in full.
(If
apt to be out when postman calls send $2 now and the com*
plete outfit will be mailed prepaid.)

nl p„f"=
g
outfit con-

be out when

postman calls send $2.00
now. Our guarantee assures you of your money

Chicago,

one pair freshly medicated gloves; one jar
Dr. Egan's Pore-Lax; one bottle Glove Medicator;
one copy Dr. Egan's booklet, "The Care of the
Hands"; all in neat container. The Pore-Lax is a
special cream to apply before donning the gloves to
open the pores of the skin for the action of the medicated gloves. The Glove Medicator is for restoring
the potency of the gloves after a period of wear.
Gloves may be worn at night while you sleep or
during the day while doing your sweeping and
dusting.

1

for $1.95 on this introductory offer. But you must
act at once, as only 10,000 sets are to be distributed at
the cut price. You may pay the postman or, if you
prefer enclose $2 with coupon and receive package all
paid for. Remember, every penny of your money back
if you say so.
Clip and mail the coupon now before
you forget.

The complete Dr. Egan Magic Glove
sists of:

AC

all

—

quick as to

Amaz-

r£«^

natural warmth of the hands has a peculiarly potent
whitening and softeing effect upon the hands. The
hands become white a charming, natural white.
soft

this

ing Introductory Offer only

The medicated fabric
when activated by the

They become

from the gloves, just
send them back and your
money will be promptly
refunded in full. We give
you a written guarantee
to this effect. You run no
risk. Fill out and mail
the coupon now or copy
sults

Name

ffaBle
J

i^

:

.

Address..

My glove size is..
113
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Rameses,

bought

secured.

Thus endeth

salvage

at

the

price,
first

was

lesson
a place

Pharaoh's pagan palace has become
of Godly worship, while huge legs, heads
and the bodies of Pharaoh's colossi, and
most of the Sphinxes are left to be
gradually covered by the sands of the
California desert.

—

Yours

ALL
^

truly,

John Smith

world despises an anony-

the

mous

We

letter.

name

merchandise

vouch

for

is
it.

man

like a

what he

to

to

writes.

unknown
anonymous? Nobody
No name signed.

But did you ever think

that

Notice the advertisements in

this

pub-

There in bold print are the

lication.

names of those who
tions

The

aftermath

—stake

your

stake their reputa-

towards

good-will

them on the truth of what they have
Written.

— Florence

Turner

has

of American
the courtesy of Marion
Davies and will have a part in "Janice
Meredith." Miss Turner, an early favorite
of American movies, and her mother were
stranded in England because of the slump
in picture production on the other side following the war.
Miss Davies' offer to
Miss Turner came like a veritable bolt of
salvation, so unexpected was it in the midst
of her distress.
Miss Turner has brought back with her
an interesting two-reel print called "Film
Favorites," a sort of film monolog in
which she is the only actor and impersonates everything from a decrepit old
man to an ingenue. Flo can certainly turn
the trick on the silversheet.
She has lost
none of the vivacity and magnetism that
made her a screen favorite when she was
probably the only cinema actress that took
the movies seriously.
She was featured opposite Maurice Costello in the old days and
was the undisputed queen of the then new

been

sign his

to

But meanwhile, and here's the rub the
Cathedral of Notre Dame in which "The
Hunchback" was filmed is being transformed into a sport arena for the filming
of Jack Dempsey's series "Fight and Win !"

returned
filmdom thru

to

the

fold

art.

"Belonging," by Olive Wadsley, a story
of society life in Paris and London, now
belongs to Maurice Tourneur for produc-

by right of the American dollar
is.
"Belonging" pictures the
struggle of the Comtesse Desanges in devoting herself to her paralyzed husband,
Conti, while being distracted by the attentions of Charles Carton and Julian Guise.
tion

dollars, that

The maker
izes that

of advertised goods real-

he might fool you once

never the second time.

—but

His success

is

Conti's death, instead of bringing a solution
the Comtesse, brings only a greater

to

problem.

dependent upon your continued confidence in what he says in the advertisements.

Read
dence.

the advertisements with confi-

They

tell

truths that

you should

know.

The measure

—

Going it alone in other words, "Single
Wives," those society matrons who shed
their husbands like old clothes, when they
refuse to climb the social ladder with them,
has gone into production with Corinne
Griffith
co-starring with
Milton
Sills.
George Archainbaud who has just completed
Earl Hudson's "For
Sale,"
is
directing it. The picture is the first for Miss
Griffith since "Lilies of the Field," and
for Milton Sills since "The Sea Hawk."
Phillips Smalley will have a role in the picture similar to the one he took in "Flaming
Youth," Lou Tellegen will again register
in a divorce story, and Dr. Jere Austin who
has just finished an important part in
"Sundown," will appear in it also.

"The Lost World"

of satisfaction

is

in advertised products

larger

—

according to calamhowlers, this might be a modern story
with its cast made up of Flapper and
Jellybeans, but it's much smarter than that.
It's a Conan Doyle fantasy dealing with
the experiences of a party of English explorers, who discover a lost world inhabited by dinosaurs, tetrabelodons, oxdastylus and other prehistoric mammals.
Natural History Museums beware of
bandits
No date is given for this First
National production, raids being notoriously uncertain as to results.
ity

!

{Continued on page 116)
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Letters to tKe Editor
(Continued from page 109)
chronic fault-finders sit down to a wellprepared meal and pick flaws with everyTo me it was an
thing. Just plain fussy.
Now the same is true in
elegant feast.
The theater has its
regard to pictures.
share of grouches and fault-finders, the
same as the boarding-house. Nothing is
If it were they fail to say
right to them.
But they knock to beat
so.

Woman's Charm
NATURALLY

A

Beautiful Bust

secretTof woman's charm
that natural
THE
which lends enchantment wherever she goes.
is

Man

up.

There is no appeal
loves a dummy.
cannot be deceived. You must be a

my way

make-

woman.

Science comes to your rescue with a wonderful new invention which will
enlarge the bust of any woman.
No creams, no medicines, no hand masno fake free treatments to deceive you.
simple, effective, harmless home developer you use a few minutes night and morning until fully
developed. That is all. simply use it. nature brings the rounded contour
of perfect beauty which every woman secretly craves.

A

sage,

ARE YOU LONELY?

k.

Do you know that the women who are most sought after
and admired are those possessing a beautiful form? You can
acquire this secret charm and have a fascinating figure, too,
if you will only write at once and let us tell you how thousands
have developed one to five irches with this wonderful home
developer.
We will also send you photographic proof, showing results before and after, for we have received thousands of
letters of praise from grateful women.

ONLY REAL DEVELOPER

X WF

r Let us explain how you can obtain this remarkable developer and use it 30 days entirely at our risk the only real
method known for enlarging a woman's bust to its natural
Write us today, do not send one penny
size and beauty.
just your name and address plainly written, will bring all
information in plain, sealed envelope by return mail.

—

*

their work. But what busy star will waste
time reading whimsical dislikes?
When I saw "the screen's sweetheart"
or as Mr. Edison says, "America's Dar-

wended

in false, physical

REAL

PHYSICAL CULTURE DEVELOPER

!

ling," in "Rosita," I

physical perfection

BUST PADS WILL NOT DO
No man

.

Just recently I had a "Jimdandy" good
time seeing Miss Pola Negri in "Shadows
In
I'd love to see it again.
of Paris."
your June issue a sour pessimist gives
vent to his ill feelings and takes it out on
dear little Pola. And that after so many
real paid critics of the Metropolitan papers
Even I
and magazines had praised it
had written Miss Negri a note of appreciShame on that R. Fox
ation.
It is all right and, no doubt, proper, for
a fan to express his likes and dislikes.
But it is impolite to grow bitter and perThe actors and the
sonal in doing so.
actresses look for and appreciate real and
honest criticism. It is helpful to them in

I

THE OLIVE COMPANY,

Dept. 205, Clarinda, Iowa

back

a lonely hotel wondering how soon I
would be able to invite the "Queen" to
come visit in the South with me. And I
thought up a thousand nice things that I
I have, do, and
would do for her.
Then some hateful old
will love Mary
pessimistic grouch came along and critiThat person ought to be in
cized her
Purgatory with all the gates shut
And I'll bet Miss La Marr will appreciate my expressions on her acting in
"The Eternal City," with a great deal
more relish than she will the sour grapes
that another writer sent to the magazine.
idea was to make her feel good, and
aspire to do even better by encouraging
her.
The pen-biter evidently had the idea
of knocking her into something more to
Leave that to the low grading
his liking.
politicians, brother.
Talk nice to our girls
when you speak to them. They will respond much more readily, and more cheerfully.
I resent slurs being cast at the
charming members of my picture relatives.
So stop it. Take a personal inventory and look well at the "on hands."
Use discretion spare your ignorance. Lay
aside your pessimisticness
become an optimist.
Cease to throw bricks
learn to
pass rosies.
Ridicule is not criticism.
Think twice before you write. For without the movies, life would be dull.
With my best wishes to the writers, the
producers, stars and extras, leads and
supporters, cameramen, props, directors,
cutters,
publicity
men "Wampus," exchangemen, salesmen (?) and fans, edito

How

!

Take Your Vacation This Year

An Opportunity to Secure the Necessary Money
Is

!

Open

to All

Our Readers

Just think what you could do with One Hundred Dollars extra. One
Hundred Dollars would pay your board for two weeks at the country
or seashore and give you a little extra money besides.

My

:

Our Expense

at

Every Year —Just at This

Time

Untold demands are made on your pocketbook. It is no pleasure to
go away when you have to scratch and scrape for the needed funds.
For some, it is hard enough to raise the money for necessities without
But for those who adopt our
thinking of vacations or other extras.
plan, the days of pinching are over.
No matter how much money you may want, whether it be $10.00,
$20.00, $50.00 or $100.00 nor what you may want the money for,
you can get it easily, pleasantly and quickly, through our plan.

—

:

Spare Time or Full Time Representatives

:

and my- warmest congratulations to
little winner of the Exhibitors' Herald only contest, I am
Most cordially and sincerely yours,
Joseph J. Enloe,
Box 68, Hitchins, Ky.
tors,

the charming

Wanted
are in need of representatives in every locality
and solicit new subscriptions to Motion Picture
Magazine, Classic and Beauty.
No experience is necessary, all you need is a desire for money and the
You are under no obligation in sending for particulars.
will to get it.
Cut out coupon below and mail it today.

Brewster Publications

to collect renewals

BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS,

INC.

175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Please

Praise for Lois Wilson, which the
editor indorses as well earned.

Dear Editor:

I just

tell

me how

to turn

my

spare time into

money thru your

plan.

Na

wish to say some-

—

thing about two actresses they are Lois
Wilson and Gloria Swanson.
I have often wondered why you dont
hear more of Lois Wilson.
She is a
very sweet and charming little actress in
all
her pictures.
Take "The Covered

St.

and No.

City

State.

(Continued on page 118)
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Our

JMake Money

Reporter's

j

rakingPictures/
We train you quickly at home. No
experience necessary. Spare time
Women de- or full time. Professional camera
lighted with
free. Photographs in big demand
new dlgnlnVd
pleasant way
by magazines, newspapers, adverto make {60
tisers, etc.
more
Also train you to take
and
a
week.
better portraits than the average
professional photographer! Equip you to make $50
to $100 a week in businessof your own. Newplan.
Nothingelselikeit.Writetodayforamazingdetails.

International Studios, Inc.
3601 Michigan Ave.. Chicago. 111.

Dept. C- 1 26.

LEARN CARTOONING
At Home— In Your Spare Time
from the school that has trained so

many

successful

cartoonists

of

MOVIE SPECTACLES
jt

^r

^^^ ^r
\r
\
V J
^«^ ^»»^
and

new invention enables

you

to attend a moving picture show without suffering
afterward
with
headache

and

eyestrain.
Eliminates
discomfort caused by glare
and flicker on the screen,
makes the pictures and reading matter stand
I

out clear and distinct.
Price $2.00 postpaid. Mail check, money-order or
cash today and forever after enjoy the clearest movies
you ever saw, without discomfort. Money cheerfully
refunded if you are not immensely pleased.

MOVIE SPECTACLE CO.,

P. 0.

Box 499,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

LOSE A POUND

A DAY

Without Drags, Dieting or Exercising
Yet

sleep— this new way. No drugs, no
diet, no exercises—safe and sure.
Dissolve FLORA-ZO-NA in warm water. Get In and relax— fat
melts away like magic.
Contains no alum-no
Box of 14 treatments J3.25, at
Epsom salts.
your druggist's or direct. ($4 in Canada). Satisfaction guaranteed. Dept. R-3.
eat, drink,

FLO-RA-ZO-NA CORP.

:

of verses underneath the bough,
jug of wine, a loaf of bread, and thou
Beside me singing in the wilderness,
Ah, wilderness were paradise enow."

A

Raison d'etre: that Myrtle
two pictures at the same time

is
;

working

in

said pictures

"Bread," a Metro feature; and
"Wine," a Universal. Miss Stedman's next
features will be "Soup," and "Fish." Less

being

more

is

filling.

The

Clara Bow,

:

cast of
Forrest Stanley,
full

Pauline Garon and Irene Rich crossed

Cleveland, O.

^r^^

is

Huntly Gordon, Myrtle Stedman, Robert
Agnew, Arthur Thalasso and Walter Long.

THE LANDON SCHOOL
1402 National Bide..

/"»C
jf^\flk|

moment

"A book

"Wine"

to-

6c in atampa for fall Information and
chart to test your ability. Alto state age.

A

Myrtle Stedman's favorite quotation at
the present

poetic but

day earning from $50 to $200 and
more a week. The Landon Picture
Chart Method of teaching makes
original drawing easy to learn.
Send

Notebook

(Continued from page 114)

the pond to act in the English film production, "What the Butler Saw."
The English company is said to hold an option on
them for another picture, but if they want
Miss Rich in a second story, they'll have
to make it snappy, as another engagement

her to be back in Hollywood
within six weeks of the time she left the

compels

Golden State.

American nerve or

go-get-itness, what's

Dwan

has cabled former
Greece, asking him
to take a role in "The Queen's Love Story,"
a Mary Roberts Rinehart novel in which
Lois Wilson will be starred.
He wants
the former sovereign to appear as a Balkan
ruler, and to act as technical adviser so
that the picture will be correct in every
the odds?

Allan

King George

detail.

News

II,

of

reels,

round-the-world tours,

broadcasting, and other educative
means of the twentieth century, keep people
radio

so well informed of royal as well as
ordinary customs that authentic films are
necessary and the presence of the ex-King
would save heavy work of research.

Rodolph Valentino, after five days of
fencing scenes in "Monsieur Beaucaire,"
turned his back on the Paramount studios
on Long Island, and slipped off to Miami,
Florida, for a rest. When he returned he

jumped

right

adaptation of

End."

into

the

Joseph Henabery

FREE
RING OFFER
Just to advertise tbe

famous

Hawaiian im.
diamonds,

the

greatest dis-

cover j tbe
world has ever
known. All

these rings
hand engraved, platinum finish, set with the famous Hawaiian
im. diamonds. If yoa can tell them from genuine diamonds, send
them back. Send site of finger; when ring arrives deposit price
with postmaster. Keep it and sell three of your friends each
one, and we will send you a beautiful ring, absolutely free. If
not satisfactory return and money refunded.
KRAUTH & REED. Dept. 310, 335 W. Madison St.. Chicago. HI.

SEND US YOUR FILMS
Mail na 20c with any Bice film for development and
six prints, or send as six negatives, any aize. and
20c for six prints. Trial 6x7 enlargement in handfolder, 25c. Overnight Service.
„«,. » ROANOKE PHOTO FINISHING CO.
Bell Ave.
206
Roanoke, Va:

some

M^^Hn*jMeT^^Laa^ta^aa.M^BraBSb^^&^^h.Jta^.&*^^4
or Ear.
With or without music. Short Course.
Adult beginners taught by mail. No teacher required.
Learn 67
Self-Instruction Course for Adranced Pianists.
styles of Bass. 180 Syncopated Effects, Blue Harmony,
Oriental, Chime, Movie and Cafe Jazz, Trick Endings.
Clerer Breaks, Space Fillers, Sax Slurs. Triple Bass,
Wicked Harmony, Blue Obligato, and 247 other Subjects,
Including Ear Playing. 110 pages of HEAL Jazz, 25,000
words.
A Postal brings our FREE Special Offer.

By Note

.

Waterman Piano School. 253 Superba Theatre

Bide.

Los Angeles.

Calif.

BE AN ARTIST

Comics, Cartoons, Commercial, Newspaper and Magazine Illustrating, Pastel Crayon Portraits and Fashions. By Mailor LocalClasses.
Easy method. Write for terms and List of successful students.
ASSOCIATED ART STUDIOS, Dept. J, 100 W. 23rd St. New York
,

There was a
"Secrets"

—

Hundred

brilliant

is

of the
"Rope's

directing

it.

:

He is now directing her in "Compromised," a story written for the screen
by Paul Bern. In getting his cast together,
Air. Buchowetzki at first considered only
Europeans for the foreign characters he
soon found, however, that our own actors
could depict French characters from the
humblest villager to the most exalted
tion.

;

aristocrat.
the Negri,

So in the
Robert

cast

we

W.

Frazer,

find, besides

Robert
Swickard, Monto Collins,
Gino Corrado and Edgar Norton.
Edeson, Josef

Constance Talmadge has postponed the
"Learning to Love," the Emerson-Loos story.
Her next picture will
be taken from a story adapted from the
German. Perhaps Connie wanted to learn
German before tackling the love-stuff.
filming of

audience

at the

premiere of

The cinematic Four
Angeles.
turned out en masse. This flashlight was
in

story,

Pola Negri in "Men" was more the
Negri of exotic charm than she has been
in
any
production
since
coming to
America, tho the story itself was only
fair
Q. E. D. Dimitri Buchowetzki, the
Russian director, has the Negri combina-

100-5 th Ave., N. Y.

DIAMOND

filming

Rex Beach's

Los

taken of Norma Talmadge and Eugene O'Brien as
they stood in the lobby receiving the congratulations
of some of the most popular stars in movieland

—
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Do You Know
the Difference

Between
Liberty
and

"Say,

License?

who

is

that doll going

into

the

big

S THE
IT that

Oh

house?

What a
beauty! Get
me a knockdown to her!"

Boy!

DESIRE FOR LIBERTY

drives a girl

away from

home.

Thus Miles

It's the exchange

Orkney arranged for another
victim.
It was

back a broken butterfly.
Perhaps she doesn't mean to be bad,

Hope

for license

of liberty

that brings her

or, perhaps, like

Hope Brown,

she does, but whatever the motive the result is the same and it

A?^ CoT«fOs

'S-umes.

is

usually brought about by a
similar to Hope's.

crisis

into the dining-room where highly decorated ladies were noisily drinking and eating.
Hope went entered.
"Got that board money yet ?" she harshly demanded
landlady

"I haven't a cent,"
put out of the only place she

head frightened.

Thus

The

Hope shook her
she confessed.
"Then you'll have to leave," commanded the woman.
knew in the City, Hope stepped into the street. The night was
of

Hope.

terrifying, dark.

one of the breathless situations in "The Girl Who Couldn't Be Bad." It is
may meet your little sister or your childhood chum when they run away to
own lives." Such a misfortune may even overtake you!

This

is

that
their

If

you are

You

will

restless

want

to

—

the same tragedy
the City "to live

you are tempted to seek your own Fate
follow Hope Brown's experiences as told in
if

"The Girl Who
A

Couldn't

Be Bad

)*

six-part serial

By Henry Albert

Phillips

August Motion Picture Magazine
On

the News-stands July First
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Letters to the Editor
{Continued from paye 115)

Wagon,"

The

pledge of the

"To the Last Man," "Bella
Donna," "Pied Piper Malone," "The Call
of the Canyon" and "Icebound."
She had
big parts in them all.
The plays were
different in type and style, but she portrayed each role very well indeed, and
showed that she had the ability as an
actress.

word

printed
FRIENDSHIPS

days

ancient

in

were formed by pledges of blood.
Medieval knights

won mutual

pledges of the sword. But

aid by

modern

busi-

ness forms friends in every corner of the

world through the pledge of the printed
word.
Advertisements
especially

for

pledges

are

you

advertised goods you

.

.

.

made

buy are

tone. It has

thousands before you.
worth,

invite

been

tested

Its dealers,

the

by

sure

testing

of

millions more.

Read

:

Mary

P. Bigelow,
2 Orchard Street,

Amherst, Mass.

you buy an advertised phono-

manship and

buying.

I like

in

exactly as

graph, you buy one of established work-

What

natural

Lillian Gish is mentioned as a successor to the immortal tragedienne,

When

its

so

pledges that

claimed

of

What

about her is that she
her acting and doesn't
carry on like a great many of them do. I
have an honest admiration for her and
trust that as time goes on she will gain
the favor of other people besides myself
and the others that like her.
Gloria Swanson is entirely different. So
many people refer to her as a "clothes
horse." which is very insulting, I think.
In "The Humming Bird," which was her
best picture, I'm sure you couldn't have
called her such a thing, as she wore pants
most of the time.
I heard some people
say
"Oh, she only plays society roles."
I think they must admit that she does them
well.
If she didn't use quite as much
make-up she would look a little better.
I like her because she is so different from
There is not another
other actresses.
woman on the screen, that looks like her.
If she played in pictures that were not all
alike, I think people might like her better.
In my mind she has improved and will
continue to do so.
Sincerely yours,
is

is

not advertised

What
the

is,

may be worth

must be!

advertisements

which goods are

to

know

advertised.

Duse.
Dear Editor:

Do you know who

I

think is the worthy successor to the late
None other
tragedienne, Eleonora Duse?
than Miss Lillian Gish, whom I consider
If
the world's greatest cinema actress.
there is a greater actress, I have yet to see
Negri, Pickford, and Talmadge canher.
not compare with the Gish. The greatest
piece of acting I have ever seen was Miss
Gish's hysteria moments in the closet
I
defy
scenes of "Broken Blossoms."
anyone to name a greater scene than this.
Recently, I have seen her in "The White
Sister," which played to a capacity week's
In this role,
Miss Gish was superb
run.
she held the public "in the hollow of her
hand."
I am anxiously awaiting her "Romola."
I have no doubts about her being a suc!

Here's hoping that
this
role.
in
Chaplin or Lubitsch will direct her in the
future.
I know she would reach greater
heights if she ever does do "Romeo and
why not Ronald Colman for the
Juliet"
role of Romeo?
cess

—

Sincerely yours,

«
'An advertiser

s

pledge can be redeemed

only by your entire satisfaction

George A. Abbate,
630

Mary

Street,

Utica, N. Y.

Criticism for Gloria Swanson's
clothes and the way she wears them.
I have often wondered
Dear Editor
why Gloria Swanson has been called the
best-dressed woman on the screen. To my
:

mind she suggests not even a mannequin
(one could not insult Hebe) who are never
Their clothes seem a part
overdressed.
of them. Their jewels are blended in with
The other day I sat next
their costumes.
a woman at Huyler's who like myself was

(Continued on page 12)
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"Wanderer of

the Wasteland," the other
picture which we saw this month, is, without any doubt, one of the most interesting
And we bepictures we have ever seen.
lieve that some day its advent will be
It is
written into motion picture history.
Red is
as gay in color as Jacob's coat.
red.
Blue is blue. Green is green. And
All colors are not toned down to
so on.
various greys.
have had other color photography
before.
But this is far and away the best
color photography we have ever seen.
There are no prismatic flashes, heretofore
frequent on a colored screen. Nor is there
are satisfied that the
an eye-strain.
men who have interested themselves in this
medium of reproduction have come a long
way. And we hope they will now divide
their efforts between perfecting it further
and making it practical for general use.
The producers of this picture were wise.
They might easily have become so enthusiastic over their color reproduction
that they would forget the story and its
presentation.
They have not done this.
Nor have they chosen a story which would
serve primarily as a vehicle for their
They
photography.
Quite the contrary.
have placed their photography in the position of importance it will normally occupy
that of enhancing and supplementing the

We

We

production itself.
The general tenor of this story may be
And readers of
gaged from the title.
Zane Grey stories who know the highly
dramatic incidents of which his facile pen
is capable will not be disappointed in the
drama of the "Wanderer of the Waste-

However, adventuresome and romantic as the incidents are they do not
strain your credulity.
And, despite the
fact that satiety has taken its toll in leaving us almost immune to celluloid thrills,
we admit that two or three episodes found
us tense at the very edge of our chair.
desert background must be trying so
far as color photograph is concerned. For
land."

A

the colors of the desert are elusive and
strange.
At a distance they are indistinct
and misty. Yet all of this has been faithfully recorded.
And even embroideries,
small in design and varied in color, are
now screen possibilities.
This picture, which was both directed
and photographed by Irvin Willat, has in
its
cast Jack Holt, Kathlyn Williams,

Noah Beery and

Billie

Dove.

And we

can

only repeat that even after days of critical
retrospection we believe "Wanderer of the
Wasteland" to be one of the most interesting motion pictures we have ever seen.
have high hopes for the motion
picture when Technicolor plays a part in
the filming of every production.

We

Draw Me
and

Win a Prize

HrtYrMi
Jb-<* to
LT<\W
uu
L " nraiAT*?
*-*«**=
* uu I

Copy

the P ict " re of the diving girl

.

and send us your drawing—perhaps
you will win first prize. This contest is for amateurs only (17 years old or
more) so do not hesitate to enter, even if you have not had much practice.

Prize
2nd Prize
1st

3rd Prize, $25.00
4th Prize, 15.00

Free!

$100.00
50.00

-

-

5th Prize, $10.00
6th to 15th Prizes, Ea. 5.00

Everyone entering

this contest will receive
a beautiful full-color reproduction (suitable

framing of a painting by a nationally
for framing)

If

your great desire

is

to

be a real

your hand now

!

known

artist.

commercial artist, try
Capable artists readily

earn $50, $75, $100, $150 a week and upwards. Hundreds of ambitious
young men and women have found their true work in life often have
doubled and trebled their incomes through the Federal Home Study
Course, recognized by authorities as America's Foremost Course in Commercial Art. Exclusive lessons by nationally known artists and illustrators

—

—

;

personal, individual criticism of each lesson.
others have done through our course.
Enter

6.

to

succeed as

Send one drawing

illustrated

:

—

5.

able

actly

Rules for Contestants

Contest open to amateurs only, 17 years old
Professional commercial artists
more.
and Federal students are barred.
Draw only picture of diving girl, and
1.
background no border or lettering.

3.
4.

be

— see

what you can do.
Note: It is not necessary to
send for this book in order to
enter the contest. However, if
you are sincerely interested in
the highly - paid,
fascinating
field of commercial art, our

or

2.

You should

only, making it exinches wide, on paper 6 inches
wide by 5 inches high.
Use only pencil or pen.
No drawing will be returned.
Write your name, address, age and occupation on back of drawing.
All drawings must be received in MinPrizes will be
neapolis by July 15, 1924.
awarded for drawings best in proportion
and neatness by Faculty members of
All contestants
Federal Schools, Inc.
will be notified of prize winners.
5

the

contest

TURE,"

"YOUR FU-

book

will be immensely
to you.
It explains

valuable
the Federal Course and shows
work of students.

Send six
cent stamps for
it today.
Use
coupon below.

\

COUPON"

Federal School^/
Commercial Designing
1021 Federal Schools Bldg.,

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
for

which I enclose 6c

1

stamps.
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Comment on Other

POUDJ3E
who

live close to nature, and in its stark
simplicity it offers a love story that may be
nailed with delight by those who have become satiated with unconventional antics
of the Modern Rebels so easily bored with

OfiePromiseoJ
QrcatcrBeautf
Because

is

it

the famous
closed door, where the
finer Vivaudou products
are created — where the
fragrant secrets of beauty
are hidden. in mystery.

made behind

If you are sur*
you would use a pow~

aer of this character,

we

mail you a

will

small sample for

20c.

Address Vivaudou.
Dept.r-D^.469 5th Ave.
Xilew

York.

simplicity and sincerity, for coming down to dramatic points
characters
Its
the picture loses value.
never really come to life and its sentiment is often carried too far so the whole
thing cannot be called very convincing.
Balancing the mediocre photography and
which are not so
the production details
good it is an adequate interpretation one
or
two moments of humor and the
naturalness which the picture has in spots.
Gloria Grey is the heroine and she gives
large cast of
a charming portrayal.
well-known players assist her.

appeal

lies

in

its

—
—

—

—

—

;

—

A

Daring Youth
The probationary marriage fostered by
Fannie Hurst, Thyra Samter Winslow,
Ruth Hale and members of the Lucy Stone
League has been taken advantage of by an
observant author for comedy expression.
Dorothy Farnum, who concocted this
story, pays her compliments to Fannie
Hurst in a foreword in furnishing her the
inspiration and then proceeds to puncture
the ideas of this well-known writer in
order to capitalize the humor of the situaMiss Hurst declares the plan is
tion.
working out beautifully because neither she
nor her husband have an opportunity to
seeing that they
tire
of each other
breakfast together only on certain days of
the week.
Miss Farnum does not have
her heroine use her maiden name after the
ceremony. She doesn't go so far as that.
She points out thru conflict that Miss
Hurst's scheme isn't feasible for comedy

—

NELLIE REVELL'S
Joyous Book

"Right Off the Chest"
Foreword by Irvin

S.

Cobb

New York

Published by George H. Doran Co.,
IS

Sanest,

THE

Merriest Book of

the Generation

"Nellie Revell is entitled to the affectionate interest
of the entire world," says

CALVIN COOLIDGE,
President of the United States

Cloth $2.50
Luxe Editions, autographed,

De

and $100

AT ALL BOOKSELLERS
or from J. P. Muller, General Secretary,

Nellie Revell

Book Committee
New York

220 West 42nd Street

MAKE CHOCOLATES
*Z8&\? J!SSl
delicious chocolate coated candies.
t

to make
Easily learned at home. Complete chocolate
dipping: directions—so easy to follow that you
can succeed at first trial— sent postpaid for $1.00.

VEENER MORRIS, Box 94, Pomona, California.
£t

I

WANT
YOU"
MEN-WOMEN
18 UP

$1140

to

$3000 a Year

Hundreds U.

S.

purposes. And it all simmers down to the
husband's employing caveman tactics in
subduing his spirited spouse.
The story is slight and the action is
concentrated into a few love spats with
the young honeymooners playing a game
with each other. Come to think of it, the
idea has often been used, tho it hasn't been
introduced with the probationary marriage.
The picture is well directed and played in
competent fashion by Bebe Daniels, Nor-

man Kerry and Lee Moran.

work.

i$50to$100aWeeIc
jjJtrFwSfHr*** m Sell virgin wool tailormade suits and overcoats direct to wearer. All one price,
$31 60. Wonderful values, way below store prices. Easy to

sell Protected territory. Commissions in advance. Write.
J.B.SIMPSON,lnc. 843 W. Mams St, Dept. 886 CWcaeo

The

—

latter

is

the "goat" of the situation the man selected by the wife to provoke her husband
All this wife
into becoming masterful.
was looking for was appreciation and
jealous love.
And she found them and
likely story rebeamed with happiness.
leasing a whimsical touch and a fair suggestion of humor.

A

Kentucky Days

Government

now

obtainable. Steady
Experience unnecessary. Common education sufficient. Write today sure for free list of positions open.
Rochester, N. Y.
.FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, Dept. M-254,

jobs

—

—

$10

The plot is too trite
the central character
is too vindictive to be convincing.
It is a triangle of a red-blooded Kentuckian who seemingly stops at nothing in

mands are

A

melodrama of covered wagon days is
offered here one which is a trifle farfetched

—

in

plot

and

characterization

to

shape up as genuine, but which presents a
creditable amount of action and suspense
to offset its shortcomings. Dustin Farnum,
whose luck has never been very good so
far as having worthy material, strives to
make something of his role. But the de-

too great.

and overdrawn

meting

life.

Its

Assured.'

Productions

{Continued from page 105)

—and

revenge

out

upon

his

faithless

He

lugs forth the duelling pistols
and kills his enemy. And if you think his
anger is quickly smothered, let us tell you
that he orders his wife from his home, sets
fire to the manse
and compels her to accompany him to the vast open places of
the far West. There can be only one solution.
And it is the obvious one. The wife
proves her loyalty and a reconciliation is
effected.
Look for a melodramatic climax
which features a fairly thrilling sandstorm
with the rescue of the wife by the husband.
Look for a vigorous portrayal
and some colorful punches and perhaps
you'll enjoy it after all.
spouse.

—

—

—

The Lone Wolf
Carrying the intensified action and atmosphere of a serial, this picture should
find response with action lovers.
And if
they argue that it is overdrawn, let us state
the

that

central

situation

is

now

being

worked out and demonstrated by men associated with the English army altho the
director and author of this had no knowl-

—

edge that their minds operated along the

same channel.
This climax deals with a powerful ray
is so tense that it will stop an airplane engine in midair.
It possesses all

which
kinds

of

toward making re-

possibilities

lentless war or solving the problem of the
futility of warfare.
Here it furnishes a
thrilling moment of a hectic melodrama
filled with exciting chases, fights and hairbreadth escapes. And it carries speed and
action all the way.
And there is a romance to balance it a romance which
seems like an afterthought in connection
with the melodramatic exploits. Dorothy

—

—

Dalton and Jack Holt and several others
of film and theatrical fame, enact the story
with capable feeling.

A
There

Circus Cowboy

nothing unusual in this film.
It carries the accepted stereotyped variety
of ordinary melodrama which has characterized dozens of its kind.
Its redeeming
note is its atmosphere and while it takes a
couple of reels to land you inside the big
is

you wont get the thrill that you anWe have the hero and heroine,
the villain with his theatric cringing and
tent,

ticipated.

—

—

the latter's son of weak character not forgetting the misguided girl who craves
finery above the true love of a real man.
It features the romance of a cowboy
who loses the love of a small town girl
because of her vainglorious attitude but
who finds a sincere love in the figure of a
circus wire-walker.
In building up this
perfectly obvious situation we are given
scenes exploiting Charles Jones' horsemanship and some entertaining circus stuff.
The director has squeezed everything possible from the story
and succeeds in making it fairly enjoyable.

—

—

—

STUDY AT HOME
Legally

Become a lawyer.

trained men win high positions and biff eucceaa in business and public life. Greater

opportunitiea now than ever
Be independent—be a
before.
leader. Lawyers earn

,O0O to $10,000 Annually
by step.

You can

train at

home

Let us Bend you records and
from LaSalle studenta admitted to the bar in
various atatea. Decree of LL. B. conferred, thou-

during apare time.
letters

coat,
sands of succeaaful studenta enrolled. Low
fourteen;
We furnish tall text material, including
easy terma
"Law Guide
volume Law Library. Get our valuable 120-paee
and "Evidence" books FREE. Send for them-NOW.

LaSalle Extension University, Dept. 878-L, Chicago
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The Answer Man
(Continued from page 107)

Peppy Pepper.

IV

— Well,

the prejudices of
the mind, and may be

men emanate from

prejudices
of
women
the
overcome;
emanate from the heart, and are impreg-

M
,;.,,

rfi

nable.
Most of the players will send their
Thanks
pictures if you request them to.

SS^Ss?

for the compliment.

Equator.

— That

some verse you

was

And you would

me.

sent

like

see

to

Mahlon Hamilton on the cover. Let's have
a contest, which would you rather see on
the cover, a

man

woman?

or a

The Bedroom Window.-— That's some
name.
related.

Electric

one.

—

Pell. Thanks again.
You must have
had a great time at the studio. I always
yours.
Congratulations,
another
enjoy
year gone. Wait until you get as old as I
am.

Mary

— No,

Claire
married at this writing.
C.

married

is

Mary

to

The Lamp
Comes equipped for choice

Charleson.
are also

Matt
in the

Mahogany

cast of the next Lila Lee and James Kirkwood picture, "Another Man's Wife."

Mercy.

— Glad

the

players

of

to hear

you

mention

Standard

Famous Players-Lasky.
Tennessee.
wonder why?

— No,

he

Abie's Irish Rose.

never

—Rod

Famous Players-Lasky

smiles.

brings this

>

Floor Lamp
sXSilkShade

Finish
in.

high,
Highly

any finish.

with

are

is 69

1

3 in. in diameter.
polished French mahog-

Most

from you.

DOWN

of gas or electricity. Has
2 • light Benjamin socket
for electricity only, with
8- ft. silk cord ready for
use; or comes with 6-ft.
rubber hose, burner, mantle and chimney for gas.

Windsor is not
Henry Walthall

Moore and Wallace Beery

oo

Gas or

No, Fred and Lewis Stone are not
Cant afford
I haven't a radio.

is something to add an extra tone of
elegance and luxury to your home. On this
generous offer you can see just how this floor
lamp and silk shade will look in your home,
without risking anything. Send only $1.00
with the coupon below, and we will send it
complete to your home on approval, equipped
for use with either gas or electricity. We
take all the risk.

Here

TheShade

I

Made

LaRocque

in Fifth Avenue design, 24 in. in diameter, of
delft blue silk, shirred top,

at

alternating plain and fancy
art silk panels. 12 panels in
all, tinsel braid border with
4-in. Chenille fringe. American beauty shirred lining.
The harmonious color
scheme gives effect of red
light shining through a blue

in California.

Letters to the Editor

haze— a rich warm

(Continued from page 118)

When

lamp
30DaysTrialjoutfit
the

|)

comes, use it freely for 30 days. See how beautifully the colorings of the handsome silk shade
blend and harmonize with everything in the
home. How useful it is, too— so handy for reading, can be moved around with ease to furnish a

light.

Shipping weight, 27 pounds.
Mtnhell Silky Friaf* Poll -Cord*
Also pair of Marshall silky
fringe cords with 3H in. silky

partaking of a hot chocolate and sandwiches instead of wasting our nickels at
the Ritz or Biltmore.
casual glance
showed me a good suit, cloak, small satin
toque, well-waved hair, and good shoes
Looking closer, I dis(that's a point).
covered a well-known society woman of
Philadelphia whom I had met in the dark
ages.
Everything was exquisite, but not
gaudy, whereas Gloria Swanson does not
even look a lady.
She could not. Elsie
Ferguson can and does dress well and even
Constance Talmadge does not miss it very
often.
Mary Pickford has improved since
her marriage to Fairbanks, but her clothes
usually lor.k like Fourteenth Street and
the riding clothes
For pity's sakes
Send them to Naldi or someone who

A

beautiful light and rich warmth and coziness. to
in the house. If after 30 days trial you
decide not to keep the lamp, just return it at our
expense and we will refund your $1.00 deposit,
plus any freight or express charges you paid.
You cannot lose a single penny.

any room

fringed tassels, giving an added luxurious effect.
For
For

en dm.

order by No.

electricity,

Send only $1 with
monthly.

G6332NA.
G6333NA.

order by No.

the coupon. $2
Price for

$ 22!L

Total Bargain

lamp and ehado, $19.85.

Free Bargain Catalog
Shows thousands of bargains in
home furnishings: furniture, jewlery, rugs, curtains,

phonographs,

knows.

Price Slashed!

!

Decide

and

silk

now

save them for something worth while that will give
satisfaction for years. Send the
coupon with only $1.00
Satisfaction guaranteed.
things;

NOW!

lllilill

etc.

know we

only compose about twenty
per cent, of the audiences, but I think we
are the people they want to get at.
(At
least they seem to love us in Hollywood
snapshots.)
My fingers itch sometimes
to tear down coiffures, rearrange rooms,
change costumes.
Cant you somehow get the director's ear.
Supposed interiors of mansions of the
"400" are a joke.
Society women sleep
in linen sheets with maybe lace not satin
and rosebuds.
leave that to another
class.
I am personally poor, proud and
dowdy, but when I see what a little intelligent supervision would do, I long to shout
out: "Get some women to the manner
born to help you."
P. A. M.

We

lamp

price-smashing offer.
Think how the nickels and
dimes slip away for useless
this

but if they want the "Upper Class" to
stop making fun of them, get decent interior
decorators,
bootmakers,
dressI

to see this beautiful floor

shade in your home on approval on

And

have seldom seen her make a mistake,

makers,

send only

See the coupon.

also for the accessories
such as hats, boots and such like.
Madame Francis dresses Jane Cowl and
I

a Month Sif

until

.

stoves, dishes, aluminum ware, etc.
All sold on easy terms. Catalog
sent free with or without order.

—

!

a month

you have paid the total bargain price
of $19.85— yes, only $19,851 Compare this value with anything you could buy locally at anywhere near the same
price sven for spot cash! Straus & Schram gives you almost a year to pay We trust honest people anywhere inU. S.
No discount for cash; nothing: extra for credit. No CO. iX
$2.00

:

S

Straus

& Schram, Dept. 1524, Chicago,

Enclosed find $1.00. Ship special advertised
Floor Lamp and Silk Shade as checked
below. I am to have 30 days free trial. If
I keep the lamp, I will send $2.00 a month.
If not satisfied, I am to return the lamp
and shade within 30 days and you are to
refund my $1.00 plus any transportation
charges I paid.

O Com Floor Lamp G6332NA, $19.85
Q Electric Floor Lamp G6333N A, $19.85

111.

Name.
Street,

or

B. F. D.

Box No

Shipping
Point
Post

State..

Office
If

you want ONLY our free catalog
home furnishings, mark X here

of

Treasury Savings Certificates

mature in five years
$4000 Grows to $5000—$800 Grows to $1000— $80 Grows

Go

to your post office or send to the Federal Reserve

$100—$20 Grows
Bank of New York

to

to

$25

United States Government Savings System

97 Maiden Lane

Second Federal Reserve

District

New York

City
121
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How's Your Husband's Disposition?^
Is

he

irritable,

moody, hard

to please?

—

You feel discouraged, hurt but it is probably all your
own fault! Disposition depends largely on digestion— you
Fats, vitamines,
don't cook him well-balanced meals.
carbohydrates, proteins, minerals all of them are needed
to keep the human machine in good running order. Do
you know which foods contain them? How much protein, for instance, you should eat in a day? All these
valuable facts on nutrition are given you in

—

The

BUTTERICK COOK BOOK

<7{ew

A wonderful new Cook Book that contains not only hundreds of recipes but expert scientific advice on meal planning
and cooking. The very first chapter, "Useful Facts About Food," tells you
how long and at what temperature to cook practically all common foods,
how to render and clarify fat, how to pasteurize milk, how to use eggs for thickening, etc.
Martha Van Rensselaer, Home-Making Editor of The Delineator,
sponsors The New Butterick Cook Book.

Chapter by Chapter
1

15 Sauces for fish, poultry and

Useful facts about food.

2 How

to

game.

buy food.

16

3 Menus and meal planning.

Entrees

29

and made-over

setting

and

6

17 Meat
18 Egg

Appetizers.

11

Casserole cookery.

Vegetables.

34

Fireless cooker.

13 Poultry and game.

24 Cake

14

25

BUTTERICK PUBLISHING COMPANY
BUTTERICK BUILDING, NEW YORK

Dept.

W

— when

invalids.

37 Canning.

Cakes.

38

Preserves.

Candies.

39

Jelly.

26

Fruit desserts.

40 Drying fruits and vegetables.

27

Gelatin

filling

and frostings.

41

and cream

Pickles

and

relishes.

42 Foreign words and phrases.

desserts.

book, 15c for postage)-$2.75
it is delivered to me.
My

fully satisfied.

The

ON

ann No.
Stare

^w

BUTTERICK COOK BOOK

Name

City

recipes.

36 Foods and beverages for

a copy of The New Butterick
which I will pay the postman

understanding is that I may return this book after
5 days and have my money refunded if I am not

Streer

35 French

me

for

$2.65 ($2.50 for the

Canada

dressings.

Cookies, doughnuts, ginger-

23

and game.

in

33

20

12 Meat.

Please send

Chafing-dish recipes.

Cheese.

Fish.

Cook Book

32

bread and small cakes.

Stuffings for fish, poultry

Pastry.

19

22

Garnishes.

and other frozen

31 Beverages.

Dishes.

21 Salads and salad

9 Soups.

10

substitutes.

Cereals.

7 Breads.

8

30

serving.

5 Carving.

Ice-creams
desserts.

dishes.

4 Table

28 Pudding and pudding sauces.

Simple as a primer; complete as an encyclopedia
AND BUTTERICK PATTERN COUNTERS
TRADE DISTRIBUTORS—DODD, MEAD & COMPANY, NEW YORK
SALE AT ALL BOOKSTORES

Or send

direct; clip out

and mail

this

coupon
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EDWARD LANUEIi PRINTING
JAMAICA.

NEW IOHE

CO., INC.,

CITY.
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IT'S

OFF

"Because

IT'S

OUT

EPILATOR
Not only removes hair
But checks its future growth

You Can Be Free of Embarrassing Hair!
ST,

',

You may be capable of the most attractive poise;
you may have features far surpassing those of any of
your friends; you may be charming in every way, and
yet even a suggestion of a single superfluous hair on
your face, arms or body will be a handicap which you
cannot afford to have.
During the warm summer days when bathing suits
and sheer dress are so popular, you will want to be
free of any discomfort that might be experienced from
the embarrassment of superfluous hair, and I know
that you can find just the relief you have been looking
for in this simple, fragrant preparation, ZIP.
For years I have been giving treatments to the most
inexcusable fastidious women at my Salon in New York and have
sold hundreds of thousands of packages of ZIP to
those who were discouraged after resorting to ordinary depilatories, electrolysis, the razor and pumice.
If you have had unsatisfactory experience in trying
any of the so-called superfluous hair remedies, take

the advice not of myself alone, but of beauty specialists thruout the country as well as leading actresses
and professionals and eliminate any superfluous hair
which might be bothering you by using ZIPthis very day.

Scientifically Correct

You

will be delighted after becoming familiar with
the merits of ZIP and seeing that it actually lifts out
the hairs with the roots, and in this way destroys the
growth; that it is a preparation which is guaranteed
absolutely harmless to your skin contains no injurious
drugs; is easily applied at home and delightfully fragrant; leaves your skin as soft and smooth as a
babe's; and above all is acknowledged by experts as
the scientifically correct method.
;

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE
Guaranteed on money back basis
Treatment or Free Demonstration

at

mv

Salon

DO YOU PERSPIRE?
Remedies

Excessive

Perspiration
Specialist

Destroys Odors
Harmlessly

COLORLESS!

Professionals
use ZIP

Attractive

Contains no staining

562

Dept. 646

Bottle

FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

'Entrance on 46th Street)

50(!

colors

artificial

SEND TODAY FOR FREE BOOK
and Free Samples Massage Cream and Face Powder with
my Compliments. Guaranteed not to grow hair.

I.

u
No

MADAME BERTHE,

>

^

i

I

~9>
^

Name

i

fear of

embarrassing

Bobbed

hair

hair

demands

Specialist

562 Fifth Avenue. New York City
Please send me FREE samples of your Massage Cream and
Face Powder and your Free Book "Beauty's Greatest
Secret," in which leading actresses tell how to be beautiful by using ZIP.
(Please Print Your Name.)
Dept. 646.

i

-

%

-

Address

r

i

City

i

and Stale

-

>

a perfect
hair line

ZIP
the
that

destroys
hairs

tiny

show

tli ni
the silken sheen

CREATIONS

3©U®&&V)

NEW YORK

#><£>#<&<£

^An ^Age-old Secret
women throughout the ages—women
who swayed men's hearts and had the world
Lovely

—

at their feet
knew the powerful fascination
of perfume, and sought the rarest and lovliest

for their

adornment.

She chooses a perfume that will harmonize
with her type. She selects it just as she
selects a hat or gown
for its becoming-

—

ness.

Women

Times and fashions change, but perfume
never loses its power to charm and fascinate.
Clever women have always known this, but
the woman of today has learned a new secret.

of

many

types have found in

FLORIENT

the perfume that suits them
exactly, but if your type demands some
other fragrance, you will be sure to find it
among Colgate Perfumes.

It is
is a new way to choose your perfume.
called the Colgate Perfume Test. Write for the three
trial vials of perfume, perfumers' testing slips and
directions for making the test. Enclose a 2 cent
stamp. Address Colgate &. Co., Dept. 404, 199 Fulton
St., New York City.

There

COLGATE'S
Perfumes

A BREWSTER PUBLICATION
t

n\f\Jl

n/i
V

)

)
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AVaryand DouO

MOVIES HAVE A
LONG WAY TO GO-

phe
I

says

Joseph Herqesheimer
Pages 20-21

ALBERT
VARGAS

MONTE BLUE
The Story oPhis
Pages 32-33

tell

Life

—

GONE!

Every Trace of Superfluous Hair
—

modern bathing suit if you follow my
You can wear sheer blouses if you
eliminate underarm hair with ZIP.
You

Out in the open, in the bright sunlight
where every blemish is noticeable, you can
be at ease in knowing that you haven't even

the

a suggestion of objectionable hair.

can use short sleeves

Happy and

contented, free from
she enjoys the glory

all

em-

barrassment,
of the'
beach. Like yourself, possibly, she has been
thru the throes of humiliating experiences
caused by the presence of superfluous hair,
but one day she found the way to eliminate it.
Beautiful eyes, enchanting lips, appealing
chestnut hair and with a skin as soft and
smooth as a babe's, no wonder she is admired by her gentlemen
friends
and
emulated by those of her own sex.

But you can do the same.

You can don

clippers or ordinary

depilatories

(.Please Print

samples

used.

you can free yourself of superfluous hair.
And remember, you are not merely removing
surface hair you actually lift out the roots
with the hairs, gently and painlessly and in
this way destroy the growth.
The process

—

Lasting Results
Mere

surface
relief

hair

and

removers give only
any method which

burns away or rubs away surface hair is
very apt to irritate the skin and promote
heavier growths.
Such methods have the
same action as singeing or shaving, throwUse
ing the strength back into the roots.
ZIP once, and you will never resort to
ordinary depilatories.

Sold Everywhere
Treatment or FREE

my

DEMONSTRATION
Salon

City

/

your Massage
Powder, and your Free Book,
Cream
"'Beauty's Greatest Secret," in which leading actresses
tell how to be beautiful by using ZIP.
Please

are

Quick as a Wink

at
New York

you free your arms

seems almost miraculous, but my eighteen
years of success in giving treatments with
ZIP and the thousands of women who are
now using it prove that ZIP is the scientifically correct way to destroy the growth.

temporary

Madame

FREE

if

—

FREE BOOK AND FREE SAMPLES

send me
and Face

—

of ugly hair.
You can have bobbed hair
and a perfect hair line if you keep the
back of your neck clean, free of the dark
shadow which shows under the skin when

Massage Cream and Face Powder with my compliments.
Guaranteed not to grow hair
Berthe, Specialist,
Dept. 647, 562 Fifth Ave.,

—

advice.

of

Specialist

Your Name)

Name

562 Fifth
(Ent.

Address

Avenue

on 46th

New York

St.)

City

Not only
but checks

City and State

CREATIONS
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removes
its

hair
future growth

—

—
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See Coupon Below!
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qA Statement by PorterM. Farrell,
The New President of Philipsbom's
I want every reader of this magazine to
send the coupon below for Philipsbom's

New Fall

and Winter Style Book

—

iust

See what the new managers .u of
Philipsbom's has done to bring you the
out.

and choicest New York styles, and
the most complete selection of amazing
bargains in wearing apparel for women,
latest

men and

children.

Last winter when I took charge at
Philipsbom's as president, I said to the

new

directors:

"We must

(Sent free, while extra copies
everybody realize that

we

are
making this old established institution the leader
yes, the undisputed leader— vn prompt service, in
values and in thorough, complete satisfaction to
every customer. We must offer such up-to-theminute styles, such good, serviceable merchandise and such bargains as have never been seen
before from any house— even from Philipsborn 's!"
let

Uusi Out

—

-

We

believe that in our new Fall and
Winter Style Book, we have accomplished
much that will delight and amaze everyone
a book full of surprises!

HERE
York, 268 pages,
full,

A book full of surprises!

Women's

<

House

•

Coats,
Dresses,

Other Dresses,

•

•

•

-

»

Women's Hats,

We

—

New

described

A partial list ofthe bargains listed in this Style Book

FREE!

Remember,
r, only a limited number of
extra copies
ies of this Fall and Winter
Style Book have been printed for free
distribution. These are for new friends
of Philipsbom's and for old friends who
want to come back and see what the
new management offers. These extra
copies cannot last long so if you want
a copy, better send the coupon now.

and— completely

Styles of every kind, from the most conservative to
the ultra smart. You'll know what to wear, you'll
know prices, rock-bottom prices, when you see what
we offer in this Style Book.

Sweaters,
Furs,

have printed a limited number of
extra books. Get your copy while these
extra copies last. I promise you this Style
Book contains hundreds of money-saving
opportunities you'll not want to miss
yes, bargains that you cannot afford to
miss. So mail the coupon below at once.

See coupon.)

fully illustrated (141 pictures in

natural colors)

in every detail.

—

Extra Copies

last.

are the latest creations from

Shoes,
Hosiery,

»

«

Corsets,

-

«

Knit Underwear,
Children's Coats,

Boy's

Suits,

Men's Suits,
Men's Dress

•

Shirts,

$4.98 to $37.98
.59 and

up

2.79 to $19.98
.49 to
8.98
1.98 to 24.50
79 to
4.98
.43 to
6.48
.10 to
2.25
.69 to
6.44
.10 to
5.59
2.98 to 18.98
2.98 to 12.90
11.95 to 24.85
.89 to
4.48

Complete Supplies for the Baby, Dry Goods, Toilet
Goods, Novelties and hundreds of other items for all
thousands of bargains
the family
268 pages of
money saving values! Send the coupon now!

—

—

^

^ ^?^^ ^^^^^ 1
\ ^Zi^&^^t^^^
\
PVdUpS^

8

00

'

5

all wool,
THIS
blocked polaire
coat

very
fall.

1

lppa«l.

—

tfarne

\

Address

Town— -— ^^^

sta te

m

~~"'^^%^k

for

A bargain at only

$11.98

!

scribed

1

one of the
and most

is

latest

popular models
It

is fully

and

de-

illustrated

on page 25 of our new
and Winter Style
Book.
This is but
Fall

one of the

many

equally big values
shown. Send the coupon for your copy now!

00* * ^^^
3
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NEW PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Produced by Famous Players-.Lasky Corporation
Adolph Zukof and Jesse

L.

Lasky present

*SA&.

THOMAS MEIGHAN

in

*

"The Confidence Man"

From the story by L. Y. Erskine and RobertH. Davis.
Directed by Victor Heerman.. Screen play by Paul
Sloane. Titles by George Ade.
Adolph Zukor and Jesse

L.

Lasky present

"THE BREAKING POINT"
A HERBERT BRENON Production with

Adolph Zukor and

Jesse L. Lasky present

POLA NEGRI in "MEN"
A DIMITRI BUCHOWETZKI Production.
the story by Dimitri Buchowetzki.
Paul Bern.

Adolph Zukor and
'

Jesse L. Lasky present

"THE BEDROOM WINDOW"
A WILLIAM deMILLE Production with May

Nita

McAvoy, Malcolm MacGregor, Ricardo Cortez,
Robert Edeson, George Fawcett and Ethel Wales.
Story and screen play by Clara Beranger.

Ruth Miller, George Fawcett, Matt
Moore. From the novel and play by Mary Roberts
Rinehart. Screen play by Julie Heme and Edfrid
Bingham.

Naldi, Patsy

Adolph Zukor and Jesse
Adolph Zukor and

A SAM

WOOD

A DIMITRI BUCHOWETZKI

Production with Agnes Ayres and
Antonio Moreno. From the story by Rita Weiman and
Josephine L. Quirk. Screen play by Willis Goldbeck.
L.

Adolph Zukor and Jesse

Lasky present

Moreno and

is

not the

which

title

L. Lasky present

La

Rocque and Jacqueline Logan. Story by Byron
Screen play by Bertram Milhauser.
Morgan.
M'

/*»

entertainment values in any picture

or the star or the director, but the thing

represents

brand name.

to

with

"CODE OF THE SEA"
A VICTOR FLEMING Production with Rod

A GEORGE MELFORD

Production with Antonio
Estelle Taylor. From "El Gato Montes
by Manuel Penella. Screen play by Howard Hawks.

Production

Emil Jannings. Manuscript by Sada Cowan and
Ludwig Metzger-Hollands.

"TIGER LOVE"

The final guide

L. Lasky present

"PETER THE GREAT"

Jesse L. Lasky present

"BLUFF'

Adolph Zukor and Jesse

From

Screen play by

a

tremendous permanent investment, the

The good will of millions has made
leading brand name

—

the
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That Bad Old Man!

WE

newspaper editorials and magazines of die "growing demand for better
are always told it is the public that is making this demand, and that a
Bad Old Man known as the Producer is always balking the desire of the public.
A stream never rises higher than its source. The source of all motion pictures good, bad and
indifferent
is the public taste.
The supply in motion pictures, as in everything else, is regulated
by the demand. This applies to the quality of the supply as well as to its quantity. So the answer
to those who insist that there is "a conspiracy to corrupt the public taste," on the part of the Bad
Old Man, is obvious the producers are giving the public exactly what it wants.
You cannot force anything on twenty million people every day in the year that they do not
want. You cannot create a taste for tragedy if your public wants comedy. You cannot put over
satire where your public desires and demands the obvious and the moral.
The motion picture producers have nothing at stake but their pocketbooks. If they could pack
their houses by producing "highbrow" pictures, they would do it. They have tried it and failed.
The Sheik registered one hundred per cent; Peter Ibbetson was practically a failure. The public
knows what it wants and it is the business of the producers to find out what it wants, not to "raise
read regularly

pictures."

in

And we

—

—

:

—

its

taste."

"Raising the taste" of the public is a laudable ambition, but when it costs three to five hundred
thousand dollars a raise, ambition along these lines is likely to retire.
There is a lot of hypocrisy about this continual hammering at the producers of motion pictures
to give the public (at the producer's expense always) something experience shows it does not
want. How long would a newspaper, a magazine, a theatrical producer or a sporting organization
not to speak of a department store last, if it insisted on giving to the public the thing that the
public has no use for?
A production manager of one of the largest motion picture concerns in the world recently said
that his company stood ready to give to the public of America the great stories, poems and epics of
all times in a glorified form
when the public showed a demand for them. He meant by this, of

—

—

when it paid.
Good doctrine that

course,

Unless a public commodity pays, it should not be produced. And motion
entertainment.
pictures are a commodity. The public is getting what it wants
And there is simply no Bad Old Man at all. He is a myth of hypocrisy and blah.
'

—

!
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NEW YORK CITY
fere it is -^

a quick, pleasant way

remove

to

A Cream! Smooth,
And

cool,

hair/
harmless.

as easy to use as powdering

your nose

JUST imagine it! A refined cream that

removes hair — gently and pleasantly as
a true toilet accessory should. No
harshness, no mixing. Nothing to melt.
Merely press from the tube and apply
as you would a favorite cold cream.

Then after a few minutes rinse it off
with ordinary water. The unsightly
hair goes with it.
And the skin is left
cool, refreshed, free from odor, whitened
and as smooth

as satin.

This new cream is called Pryde. And
now for the first time may be obtained
in sealed tubes, at the modest price of
At toilet goods counters. Or
50c.
send in the coupon below.

OUT OF TOWN

Advanced Motion Picture Corp., 1493
Broadway
American Releasing Corp., 15 W. 44th
Street

Arrow Film Corp., 220 W. 42nd St.
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., 35 W. 45th
Street

Hugo, Productions, 366 Fifth

Ballin,

Ave.

Community Motion Picture Bureau, 46
West 24th St.
Consolidated Film Corp., 80 Fifth Ave.
Cosmopolitan Productions, 2478 Second

Ave.
C. C. Burr Prod., 135

W.

44th St.

Distinctive Prod., 366 Madison
(Studios, 807 E. 175th St.)

Ave.

Educational Film Co., 729 Seventh Ave.
Export & Import Film Co., 729 Seventh
Ave.
Famous Players-Lasky, 485 Fifth Ave.
(Studio, 6th and Pierce Sts., Astoria,
L.

I.)

Film Booking
Film Guild, 8
Film Market,

Offices, 723 Seventh
40th St.

W.

563 Fifth Ave.
Exhibitors, Inc., 383

Inc.,

National

First

Ave.

Madison Ave.

Harsh or expensive methods,

Fox Studios, Tenth Ave. and
Gaumont Co., Congress Ave.,

now unnecessary!

L.

Pryde cream

a

ig

toilet

luxury free from the discouragements of old time hair

removers. Gentlewomen
welcome it, as shown by its
instant

acceptance every-

where.
It is so simple.

So

direct.

And experience proves Pryde
by far the most satisfactory
way.

Care
at

Authorities indorse and

free!

To be safely care free
all times one must

And it
be hair free.
is not only the candor
beaches,
sheer
the
'of
stockings, too, demand
thai unsightly hair

And it is
be removed.
done so quickly and
pleasantly with Pryde.
Try it.
Send for a
copy of "What Every

Woman Should Know"
See Coupon below.

recommend

For they

it.

know

that just as the nails
are groomed as their growth
requires it, so should hair
be removed as required by

growth.
It matters not how much
one may pay, nor how much
time may be required, no
method can do more than
remove hair.
Pryde does
that.
But with the most
welcome advantage, that it
does it quickly, pleasantly,
its

at one

all

time— and

at

cost that is nominal.

Youthful charm
unblemished
.

.

Pryde means so much.
Yet it costs so little Obtain
it from your Department
Store or Druggist. Or send
the Coupon f or a tube in
plain wrapper, postpaid.

Pryde

is

guaranteed

a

W. W.,

Pt.,

PRYDE PHARMACAL CO.

M.P.M.

Broadway, Hannibal, Mo.
For the enclosed 50c send PRYDE under
guarantee of satisfaction ox refund, to

Mamaroneck,

Film Corp., 469

Fifth Ave.
Inspiration Pictures, 565 Fifth Ave.
International Studios, 2478 Second Ave.

Jans Pictures, 729 Seventh Ave.
Jester Comedy Co., 220 W. 42nd St.

Kenna Film Corp., 1639 Broadway
Mastoden Films, 135 W. 44th St.
Metro Pictures, Loew Bldg., 1540
Broadway
Moss, B. S., 1564 Broadway

W.

City

&

State

"What Every Woman Should Know",

Complimentary copy included with each order.

L</se

La Brea

Century Comedies, 6100 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Christie Film Corp., 6101 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Commonwealth Pictures Corp., 220 So.
State

St.,

Coogan,

Chicago,

111.

Prod.,

5341
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
Jackie,

Melrose

Dean, Dinkie, Prod., 5617 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Famous

Players-Lasky Studios, 1520
Hollywood, Calif.
Studios, Inc., 1845 Glendale
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
Goldwyn Studios, Culver City, Calif.

Vine
Garson

St.,

Grand-Asher Prod., 1438 Gower St.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Graf Prod., Inc., 315 Montgomery St.,
San Francisco, Calif.
Hart, William S., Prod., 6404 Sunset
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

Lloyd,

Productions,

Hollywood,
Harold,

Hollywood

Stu-

Calif.

Studios,

6642

Santa

Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Mayer, Louis B., Studios, 3800 Mission Rd., Los Angeles, Calif.
Metro Studios, 1025 Lillian Way, Los
Angeles, Calif.

Pathe Freres, 1 Congress St., Jersey
City, N. J.
Studios,
HollyPickf ord - Fairbanks
wood, Calif.
Ray, Charles, Studios, 1425 Fleming
St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Roach, Hal E., Studios, Culver City,
Calif.

Robertson-Cole Studios, 780 Gower St.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Roland, Ruth, Prod., Culver City, Calif.

Sawyer-Lubin Prod., 6912 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Pathe Exchange, 35 W. 45th St.
Preferred Pictures, 1650 Broadway
Prizma, Inc., 110 W. 40th St.
Pyramid Picture Corp., 150 W. 34th St.
Ritz-Carlton Prod., 6 W. 48th St.
Selznick Pictures, 729 Seventh Ave.
Sunshine Films, Inc., 140 W. 44th St.
Talmadge Film Corp., 1540 Broadway
Topics of the Day Film Co., 1562

Schulberg, B. F., Prod., 3800 Mission
Road, Los Angeles, Calif.
Sennett, Mack, Studios, 1712 Glendale
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
Sol Lesser Prod., 7250 Santa Monica

Street

Broadway
Distributing

Corp.,

Tully,

1459

Richard

Walton,

Prod.,

1482

Broadway
United Artists, 729 Seventh Ave.
Universal Film Corp., 1600 Broadway
Vitagraph Films, East 16th St. and
Locust Ave., Brooklyn
Bros., 1600

Broadway

West, Roland, Prod. Co., 236
Address

Chaplin, Charles, Studios, 1420
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

41st

Outing Chester Pictures, 120

Warner

Name

Mission

Ince Studios, Culver City, Calif.

Broadway

202

Broadway,

Laurel

Corp., 469 Fifth Ave.
Graphic Film Corp., 729 Seventh Ave.
Griffith, D. W., Films, 1476 Broadway.

Oriental

6227

55th St.

Goldwyn Pictures

(Studio,

Co.,

111.

Bennett, Chester, Prod., 3800
Rd., Los Angeles, Calif.

dios,

N. Y.)
Hodkinson,

Film

Chicago,

Flushing,

I.

Triangle

MAIL THIS

American

W.

55th

Street

Whitman, Bennett, Prod., 537 Riverdale Ave.

Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Prod., 3800
Stahl, John
Rd., Los Angeles, Calif.

M,

Mission

Tiffany Productions, Goldwin Studios,
Culver City, Calif.
Tourneur, Maurice, Prod., United Studios, Los Angeles, Calif.
Talmadge Prod., 5341 Melrose Ave.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
United Studios, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.
City,
Universal
Studios,
Universal
Calif.

Vitagraph Studios, 1708 Talmadge St.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Warner Bros. Studios, Bronson Ave.
& Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Weber, Lois, Prod., 6411 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Wharton, Inc., Ithaca, New York
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Only Elinor Qlyn WouldDare
to mite a Book Like This!
Elinor Glyn, author of "Three Weeks," has written a sensational novel called "The Price of Things." This book will

amaze all America! Small-minded critics will claim that
Elinor Glyn should not have dared touch such a breath-taking
subject that she has handled a delicate topic with too much
frankness. But we want you to read the book before passing
an opinion. This you can do at our risk without advancing a penny!

—

—

"The Price of Things" is
one of the most daring
books ever written
"The Price of Things" is
one of the most sensational
books ever written
"The Price of Things" will
be one of the most fiercely
criticized books ever written—!

—
—

Glyn

The

tively

after thrill !

Warning!
publishers posido not care to
"The Price of
Things" to anyone
under eighteen years
of age. So unless you

send

—

—

—

—

YOU'VE heard of

Elinor Glyn— everyone has. She is unquestionably the
most audacious author in the world. Her
last great success, "The Philosophy of
Love," was said to be the most daring

book ever written. Her sensational novel,
" Three Weeks," amazed the whole world
a few years ago. But "The Price of Things"
is far more daring than "The Philosophy
of Love" and much more sensational than
"Three Weeks." Need more be said?

"The Price of Things"
understand why Elinor Glyn is
called the most daring writer in the world.
You will see that she is the only great living
author who dares reveal the truth about
love
in defiance of silly convention and
false hypocrisy.
Madame Glyn never
minces words she always calls a spade a
spade she doesn't care a snap of her
fingers what hypocritical people think.
And it is just this admirable quality
in her writing
this fearless frankness,
utter candor, and resolute daring which
makes her the most popular writer of today
After you have read

you

will

—

—

—

—

ing story

!

it is

— the

—

books of most French and English
THE
novelists are "toned down" when published in America. Not so with "The Price
of Things." This book comes to you exactly in the form in which it was first published
nothing has been taken out—we

have not censored the book
is

—everything

there!

Here

a book that will open your eyes!
succeeding chapter grows more
daring. From the Magic Pen of Elinor

Each

is

sensational
novel ever
written

like of

which you never dreamed

of!

"The Price of Things" will
not injure anyone. On the
contrary, it clearly and unmistakably emphasizes a great
moral truth. It proves conclusively that if you violate any law of
society, no matter whether you think that
law right or wrong, you must pay the
price.

million!

This

Book May Shock
Some People!

people may be
shocked at "The Price of Things!"
They will say that it is not fit to be read.
But this is not true. It is true that
Madame Glyn handles a delicate topic
with amazing frankness, and allows herself almost unlimited freedom in writing
this burning story of love. Still the story
is so skillfully written that it can safely be
read by any grown-up man or woman.
Furthermore, Madame Glyn does not care
what small-minded people say. And she
doesn't write to please men and women
with childish ideas and prudish sentiments.
She always calls things by their right
names -whatever phase of life she writes
of, she reveals the naked truth.
And in
"The Price of Things" she writes with
amazing candor and frank daring of the
thing she knows best
the greatest thing

—

—

— Love!

SEND NO MONEY
need not advance a
penny
YOU
for "The Price
Things." Simply
out the coupon below — or write a
single

of

and the book

postman

—when

delivers the

actually in
your hands pay him only $1.97, plus a
few pennies postage, and the book is yours.
Go over it to your heart's content
read it from cover to cover and if you
are not more than pleased, simply mail
the book back in good condition within
five days and your $1.97 will be refunded
gladly.

—

—

—

it is

the truth.

—

Get your pencil fill out the coupon NOW.
Mail it to The Authors' Press, Auburn,
N. Y., before it is too late. Then be prepared to read the most sensational novel
ever written!

The Authors'

Press, Dept. 509,
Auburn, N. Y.
Send me on approval Elinor Glyn's
sensational novel, "The Price of
Things." When the postman delivers
the book to my door, I will pay him

only $1.97, plus a few pennies postage.
If the book is not satisfactory, I may
return it any time within five days
after it is received, and you agree to
refund my money.

I

|

I
I

J
I

De Luxe Leather Edition— We have prepared

|

a Limited Edi-

handsomely bound in Royal Purple Genuine Leather and
lettered in Gold, with Gold Tops and Purple Silt Markers. No
expense spared — makes a gorgeous gift. If you prefer tbis
leather edition— as most people do—simply sign below,
place a cross in the Httle square at the right, and pay
the postman only $2.97 plus postage.
tion,

D

it is

—

Elinor Glyn's books

Things," being the

fill

be sent to you on ap-

will

proval. When the
book to your door

of

—

NARROW-MINDED

in life

"The Price

most sensational book she has ever written
and that's saying a lot! will be in
greater demand than all others. Everybody will talk about it everybody will
buy it. So it will be exceedingly difficult to
keep the book in print. We know this
from experience. It is possible that the
present edition may be exhausted, and you
may be compelled to wait for your copy,
unless you mail the coupon below AT
ONCE. We do not say this to hurry you

—

letter

—

mosit

Oh what an amaz-

are over eighteen,
please do not fill out
the coupon below.

BUT we don't ask you to
take our word for all this.
Simply send us your name and we'll send
you the book. Go over it to your heart's
content read it from cover to cover let
it thrill you as you have never been thrilled
before then, if you don't say it is everything we claim and a lot more! simply
mail it back and it won't cost you a penny.
Isn't that fair?

—
—

throbbing

a

flows

tale of audacious characters,
startling incidents, sensational
situations, daring scenes, thrill

sell like

magic

—

—by the

Name

I

I

Address

,

|
I

City and State

IMPORTANT— If

when the postman

it la possible that
calls, send cash in

I

you may not be at home
advance. Also if you re-

side outside the U. S. A., payment must be made in advance;
Regular Edition, S2.ll. Leather Edition, $3.11. Cash with

coupon.

i
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'NOW COMES THE GREATEST OF ALL
Al and Raj Rockett's

Abraham Lincoln
POSSESSING

many elements of
entertainment that everybody finds
something different in it to admire
and applaud and remember long afterward.
so

Since its triumphant national premiere in
Washington a short while ago, hundreds
of unsolicited encomiums have been received. A few are quoted at random:

iAJL.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN
Better than "The
Birth of a Nation"

our stand-

"Hitherto,

ard of superlative
films was 'The Birth

I am afraid the Rocketts' Linof a Nation.'
coln has set a new high-water mark in our enWile,
thusiasm." Frederick William
{International Correspondent).

A BRAHAM LINCOLN
Sweet
Love Story

"I was very glad you brought
the sweet story of Anne Rutledge into the picture.
I believe we never would have had the Abraham
the tender, gentle, merciful
Lincoln we loved
and sympathetic Lincoln if he had not loved
Richard
wildly and madly, even as you and I."

—

Yates, {Congressman

Thrills

Pathos
gressman

"Full of thrills and pathos, it engages
your attention throughout with keen
anticipation." .9. F. Glatfelter, {ConPennsylvania).

—

—

Strikingly "It is a wonderful
strikingly realistic."
Realistic

picture,

and

E. T. Clark,

{Secretary to the President).

Fires

"It touches the heart and

Imagination the imagination."
Mark ham, {The poet).

Holds
Spellbound
den,

— Edwin

to end, the
holds
the
audience
"
spellbound.
Martin B. Mad-

"It
I

a remarkable production.
every citizen of the
LFnited States could see it at

Oscar E. Bland, {Judge

U.

S.

Court of

Customs Appeals).

seen."

"Stupendous!

Beyond

a

.

{Commissioner of

Tigert,

of

Frank

theatregoer."

Morse,

{Banker).

Drinkwater

"Gripping from
is

first

to last. It

than DrinkW. H. Craw-

infinitely better

water's

play."

ford, {Attorney).

Makes

"An

People Think

ture.

absorbing,

think.
it."

Edna

M.

Colman,

It

will

stirring

make

pic-

people

We

need more like
{National President

League American Penwomen).
"I never
Wonderful
Impersonation Abraham

doubt

the greatest picture I have ever
R. A. Hearn, (A Southerner).

J

Touches "Makes a direct appeal to the heart
that cannot be resisted by any type
Heart

is

wish

Illinois).

aesthetic

Dr. John
things."
Education).

picture

Production

—

appeal of the picture will educate our people to a
appreciation of beautiful
finer

Better than

"From beginning

Remarkable

Stupendous

"The

Appeal

fires

{Congressman— Illinois).

once."

Aesthetic

—

seemed

in

expected
Lincoln

—

to

see

living,

walking and talking, as he
your picture." Dr. Nellie Hooper

Barrett.

JUBes^rjglCapfi^^
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A 3irat national IHcture
Scenario by

FRANCES MARION

Directed by

PHILIP ROSEN"

AUG -a 1924
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Portraits

and Picture Pages

Mary and Doug— A painting by Albert Vargas from a photograph by Campbell Studios
Our Portrait Gallery Exclusive studies of nine motion picture stars.
Romola A new portrait of Lillian Gish
Tess of the D'Urbervilles— A new portrait of Blanche Sweet
A Glorified Gloria Two studies from Miss Swanson's latest picture
"Parting is Such Sweet Sorrow" — Love scenes from new films
The Woman You Cannot Bluff—F. Vance de Revere, Character Analyst of the screen stars
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—
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—
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<yi Sensitive Skin

should be cleansed
this special way
t
in a while a woman will
you, "I never use soap and
water on my face. My skin is

Once

tell

too sensitive."
It was an old superstition that
washing the face with soap was
irritating to a sensitive skin. But
today scientists have discovered
that the real danger to a sensitive

skin

is dirt.

Dirt

irritates

and inflames
Ifyour skin

increases natural irritability

even causes skin disorders, by
carrying bacteria and parasites
into the pores. If your skin is of
the very sensitive type, be sure,
first of all, to keep it clean
free
from the layer of dirt and natural
oil that accumulates inevitably
when soap is not used.

cleansing to keep a sensitive skin
smooth and soft, yet healthily
resistant:

you go
to bed, dip a soft wash cloth
in warm water and hold it to
Each night,

just before

your face. Then make a warm
water lather of Woodbury's
Facial Soap and dip your cloth
up and down in it until the
cloth is "flurry" with the soft
white lather. Rub this lathered
cloth gently over your skin
until the pores are thoroughly
cleansed. Rinse well with
warm, then with clear, cool
water and dry carefully.
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The Andrew Jergens

Co.

and easily irritated,

and

is

a

of the special Woodbury treatments. Woodbury's also comes
in convenient 3 -cake boxes.

the purest and finest ingredients
enter into this formula. In consequence, Woodbury 's Facial
Soap can be used with extremely
sensitive and tender skins, which
often react unfavorably to other
toilet soaps.

Get a cake of Woodbury's
today, and see what an improve-

make in
Around each

regular use will

your complexion.
cake is wrapped the booklet of

famous skin treatments,
You Love to Touch.

"A Skin

A 2 5 -cent cake of Woodbury's
month

sensitive skin.

regular toilet use, including any

is

of years of scientific study
of the skin and its needs. Only

a

a

Facial Soap
result

lasts

real danger to

Woodbury's
based on a special formula, the

ment its

against

Dust increases natural irritability,

dust.

—

Use the following method of

is sensitive

it needs especially to be protected

or six weeks for

Send 10 cents for a trial-size set
of three famous Woodbury
skin preparations

The Andrew Jergens

Co.

1309 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio
Forthe enclosed lOcents Please send me a mini-

—

ature set

of the Woodbury skin prepara-

tions, containing

A trial-size cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap
A sample tube of Woodbury's Facial Cream
A sample box of Woodbury's Facial Powder
Together withUhe treatment booklet,
You Love to Touch.

"A

Skin

If you live in Canada, address The Andrew
Jergens Co., Limited, 1309 Sherbrooke St.,
Perth, Ontario. English Agents: H. C. Quelch
& Co., 4 Ludgate Square, London, E. C. 4.

Name
Street

City

Cut out

this

State
it to us today !

coupon and send

With

Tributes by Faith Baldwin

Sasha, London

MARJORIE
that looks from eyes which keep
Eternal wonder, wistful-deep
With Youth's own light, with laughter wise,

TJERE'S Youth

.

.

.

As if, new-born to happy skies,
The youngest star, all golden gay,
Went dancing down the Milky Way

DAW
On

little,

questing, gilded feet

To which the drums of Springtime beat!
Her very name's as quaint and dear
As rhymes which bring all childhood near,
And, watching her, our pulses know
The warmth of morning sunlight's glow.

Melbourne Spurr

LLOYD HUGHES

YOUTH

calls to

With hoping

Youth with laughter and delight,
and with promise bright,

wistful

The world around,

And when

this shadow on the screen is flung
Old hearts remember songs they once have sung,
In echoed sound.

But young hearts sigh with pleasure, for he seems
living symbol of their secret dreams,
Gallant and gay,
And thus to him, Prince Charming, they make prayer
To all that's young and dear and debonair,

The

In Youth's

own Way.

!

Edwin Bower Hesser

JACQUELINE LOGAN

ROUNDED

throat and flower face,
Curling hair and winsome grace,

Laughing

lips

April smiles

.

and wistful eyes,
and April sighs
.

.

Jacqueline

.

.

.

All the world a golden street
Spread before her little feet,
Scarlet mouth shaped to a kiss,
Tell me, someone
who is this?
.

.

.

Jacqueline!

Nickolas

EDMUND LOWE
the gods be praised that in a day
to boredom dedicate,
a better part to play
And, like sea-winds that blow the fog away,
Cave also strength . which once was man's estate

]\JOW,

all

To languor and
They gave one man

.

.

Fine head, keen eyes, and humor ...-clever hands
Whose gestures threaten, promise Or caress,
He lives his dramas, and he understands
The hidden lure of glad adventure's lands
Of battles, bugles, damsels in distress.

all the gods be praised for him anew,
These modern days in which real men are few.

Now,

Muray

—

.

Photograph by Edwin Bower Hesser

WANDA HAWLEY
pEACHES

and cream, and a rose for a mouth,
Hair like the sunshine that blesses the South,

Golden as Dawn o' the Day;
Gentian-blue eyes that enchant and beguile,
Shining as dewdrops their elfin, blue smile,
Springlike their message as May!

is the magic that Eden once knew,
colorful magic . . . rose-pink, golden, blue . . .
A magic of flowers and pearl;
For blondes have a way with them solely their own,
And here is a blonde with our hearts for a throne
A golden and glorious girl!

Hers

A

;

Frank Bangs

MAY McAVOY
gHE

makes me think of still,
Of sunny gardens where the
At dawning tide;
Of fairy-tales, of twilight, and
Like bread-and-honey; and of
With Youth allied.

tree-bordered streets
bright birds sing
of sweets

everything

She somehow seems the dearest girl one knows,
The "nicest girl in town," whose gentle ways

To all endear;
Half happy human, and half budding rose,
With love and truth to light her pleasant days
Bright crystal-clear.

Alfred Cheney Johnston

MARION DA VIES
HTHE

She has

royal cadence of her beauty sings

Of palaces and princes; of an age
When life was lifted on Romance's wings
And Knighthood claimed Adventure for
page!

that loveliness

When Helen
a

which Homer hymned
the breathless world

smiled,

to stir;
path, in magic light, undimmed,
of Venus guides all hearts to her!

Above her
The star

Henry Waxman

FLORENCE VIDOR

QHE

that rare thing in a tawdry age . . .
a fair, illuminated page
From chapters of an older, nobler day;
Her quiet hands and lovely, still restraint
Reveal good-breeding as her patron saint,
To whom, alas, few of us moderns pray!
is

Grande dame ...

She has a grace like music, and a sweet
Enduring charm, and great eyes that entreat
For courtesy and worship and fine things;
And in her face we watchers seek and find
That beauty of the balanced soul and mind
Transcending lovely flesh like lifted wings.

(*)H,

it's

the come-hither

that lurks
eyes,

And

his

in

the way that he
has with a gir),

While the feminine half
audience
the
of
sighs
That his hair knows
the trick of a curl!

Oh,

'tis

virile

he

with

is,

bold

laughin',

his

ways,

As

one on whom
Fortune smiled,

befit6

wooing or fighting
'tis you he'd amaze
And 'tis tender he is

At

with a child.

He seems

just the darling of life and of
fate,

Such a broth

of a

boy

the way,
His hand on the latch of
Romance's gold
all

gateWell the Lord

—

the

Irish,. they

loves
say!

Russell Ball

TOMMY MEIGHAN

—

;

"Trie Movies

Have

a

Long

Way To Go

Before The;9 Reach Anything Like Perfection"
Said

When

HERE

bb

JOSEPH HERGESHEIMER

he Was interviewed by

Melville Breen
Dont

IS

for
creating a movie

a couple of mob
scenes or a society
ball, or, that is, a ball
in

unless you can make
it appeal to one million
book is
people.

that the producers

A

different. It

while

if

is

is

it

think that the public
will think is a society
ball.
Probably, if a

worthenjoyed

thousand

five

readers.

bona fide

society
thrown
on the screen, nobody
would believe it.
They would be wait-

write

I

What should
know about movies ?

under di- examinamight admit
I
tion,
that I have a few
ideas about this husky

However,

infant

for the goldfish
get drunk on the
champagne that had
been dumped into the
to

As

industry.

recall

I

ing

cross

rect

several
of
butantes.

my

creations have
slipped across the
Tol'able
screen
David, Wild Oranges
and Cytherea.
a

de-

the

"In passing

—

with

along

fountain

a few of

it,

were

affair

books.
I

course,

you can always throw

T;
by

Of

pad.

excuse

no

this so-

point I might
say that the suave
and delicate acting of
Lewis Stone, as well
as the way his coat
collars fit, could give
a few hints to Newciety

"This changing of
novel into a movie

tricky business.
take the book
you have written for

is

You

port.

certain clientele
most of whom borrow the book from a
friend, so there's no

"All of which is
very interesting but
tells
nothing
about
creating

movie char-

money

acters.

Well, I've

a

dont

lost

like

it

they
and the

if

—

'simplify
your
story.'
Do the same
with your characters.
You cant, as in a
book, wander on for
several pages and tell

said

mournful thought
comes into your
mind: 'Here,

I've got

to fix this thing so it
will have a kick for

the person

to

read

who

what your characters'
mental reactions are

likes

captions

aloud, as well as for
the one who slides a

volume
Branch

to

has
pressed

James

of

Cabell

and from the show.'
But what is more,
got

keep

to

enough of the original story so you'd recognize it if it
happened to come into the Algonquin for lunch.
"The first thing to do is to anesthetize either the book
or yourself, and remove quickly and painlessly all intellectual flights, but preserve all the emotion; the more
emotion, the more fervently does the box-office man
shake you by the hand. Make it simple, simpler, simplest
a story that will run along smoothly with a natural

—

expansion.
it

20

And

and pamper

it,

treat that

for

—

action

into

his pocket to read to

you've

certain

that

how

expansion tenderly, nourish
the footage does eat it up!

situations

be

to

by
in

ex-

direct

other

words; emotion.
See
if you can express
with a gesture, shrug
or expression what
you have been thinking for five minutes when you are
furiously angry or otherwise mentally disturbed.
Not so
I think Irene Rich, as the wife in Cytherea, did
easy.
some of the best acting of this type that I have ever seen.

She overcame a difficult part, and showed that she had
character below a rather colorless exterior yet her acting
;

was

simplicity itself.

Richard Barthelmess also has the art of presenting
a part in a simple, restrained way.
That is the reason
he stands in the front line of movie luminaries.
No

Henry Waxman

TESS OF THE D'URBERVILLES
A

dramatic study of Blanche Sweet as Tess, the prisoner
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Our Ov0n
Little

K-K-Klan
In

which one member of the Klan
of Kenton and Kennedy tells

on the other

.tales

By

KENTON

DORIS

way The

scene was an editor's livingbooks and magazines were lying
about, but the editor herself looked anything but

began

ITroom.

this

literary.

:

Many

She was eating

chestnuts.

Suddenly, from the depths of a huge armchair a
Tall Young Man spoke
"Great Guns
You're not
going to let her do an interview with Madge Kennedy,
are you?"
(Meaning me.)
"Why not?" asked the editor, cracking a large and
stubborn chestnut.
"I think it would be
unusual."
"It would!" conceded the Tall Young Man.
"It
would be composed entirely of mushy, gushy, sweetly
sentimental adjectives, all that could be culled from the
dictionary and Roget's Thesaurus.
It shouldn't be
:

!

—

allowed."

A

study of

Madge Kennedy by Lucas-Kanarian

Doris:
expect

How
to

can

play

way decent game

you

a halfof golf

—

in that costume and
high heels, too!

"No," I protested weakly from my perch on
living-room table, "I'll be fair and square and sane
unprejudiced, even
Madce: But I'm not playI do adore Madge,
ing golf, I'm posing it
have adored her
and my costume will look
years.
Just wait
a lot better in
a

photograph

than

yours

will!
Victor Georg

see."

"All

right,"

said

the

and
tho

and
for

and

—

!

—

!

the breaking point because we would insist upon sitting
right in the midst of everything to talk about someSo I begin this story about my best friend under diffithing we had forgotten to discuss on our way there. But
culties.
Ordinarily, I can make myself look at people, for
we managed to produce evidence (photographically)
whom I care a great
that we do know how
deal,
from a rather
to play golf, whether
detached viewpoint. I
we like it or not.
admit their little
It was a gloriously
Editor's Note. Doris Kenyan and Madge Kennedy are
weaknesses and shorthappy day. But the
outstanding figures in the world of the drama today. Both
comings, and try to
best part was the ride
have beauty, charm, youth, and extraordinary talent; both
finishing the last chestnut, "we'll wait
that ended that

editor,

And

and

see."

Y

down

—

understand

them.

arc equally successful on the stage and screen.
When the
of the picture fans becomes too insistent, they exchange
the footlights for the Kleigs
and then hie them back to
Broadway when the stage fans call. Miss Kennedy will
probably return to the screen this winter; Miss Kenyon
returned last spring, as the exquisite Lady Mary Carlisle in
Rudolph Valentino's new picture, "Monsieur Beaucaire."

But with Madge Kennedy, I admit nothing.

I

fiftd

call

myself

refusing to look for
faults, even refusing

acknowledge

to

—

that
possesses them.
I can sense is her
amazing personality,
her tolerance, and her broad and
beautiful
understanding.
There
Already I'm going strong and the
interview not even begun!
But I hate interviews
stereotyped ones.
I think I
shall tell you about a day
we spent together very

ourselves.

day

We

car.

our
a

way

face.

—slipping

We

the supporting
She spoke in
of
glowing terms

to

j

Madge's

cast.

beautiful

W.

C. Fields, who
•enacted the role of

were on

play
photographer's

game

am

successfully
starred
so
this past year, and it
was like her to give all
credit for its success

out for Sleepy Hoibeautiful,

her

of
I

But the outagain!
standing thing in my memory of that
day is the satisfying talk we had
inconsequential chatter, most of it,
of the quality and quantity that
girls can crowd into a few
hours.
talked of Poppy, the
play in which Madge

a late summer
when we set
in

pleas-

music
by the

suggested

instead.

low Club

talk

It is like

ant.

theme
There

•

T t was

by
to

Madge

soothingly

is

all

Just

to

listen

she
All

recently,

the club and back

to

when we were

to

vagabond

the

of golf.

father, of his love

Which means that
we would arrive at

and kindliness for
humanity,

the club, hire a
caddie, give direc-

.

tions to our photog-

rapher,
and have
pictures
made of
ourselves in various
studied golfing poses.
I wore my golfing
best, altho I play but

*Ht

*<2£---r

a necqualificacessary
tion,
she believes,
for a great comedian.
The girls

were

such

all

"dears,"
she
said,
"and the boys fine
every one of them.

"Ever since I have
been on the stage, Doris,
I've been amazed at the

indifferently. Madge
admitted that her cos-

—

tume was all wrong as
wrong as her golf, which

fact

earn

that

my

I

am

living

able

by

to

doing

something that doesn't seem

she frankly loathes.

work at all. That doesn't
apply to making motion pictures,
days, Madge does not -"go in"
however.
Whenever I make a
for sports.
"About the only exerpicture I know definitely that I am
cising I do," she confesses, "is setworking, and working hard.
But I
ting-up exercises, if I find I. am putting
always have been able to make of my
on weight, which doesn't often happen. I
stage self a distinct personality, entirely
love nature and love to be out of doors, but
Victor Georg
detached from my real self which merely looks
it does me much more good and rests me far
on, and waits.
So, when the play is over, there I am,
more to sit quietly and enjoy nature, than to play golf or
serene as you please!"
tennis or any of the things that take my mind from the
Unlike

most

girls

nowa

like

beauty all around me."
"We'll just clown the pictures, Doris," she said

more inappropriately I'm

dressed, the

more

"so the
ridiculous
;

they will be."

We

didn't play much golf, but we furnished considerable entertainment to onlookers, wore out two or three
caddies, and stretched the patience of the cameraman to

f~\i course, .we talked about music and what it means
^-^ to both of us of our studies and progress. We
discussed our French teachers and their methods.
We
waxed enthusiastic over Geraldine Farrar, a mutual
favorite.
We talked of the new books, which neither of

—

(Continued on page 86)
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A

Glorified Gloria

v
Gloria Swanson

"mystery

is

woman"

the
of

She octhe movies.
cupies a unique place
in the film world because no other actress
has been able to imi-

tate

But,

her.

strangest

of

all,

she

never her own imitator.
In
no two
is

pictures

she

has

made, has she ever
been the same Gloria

C
On this page we reproduce two scenes
from Miss Swanson's
picture,
Her
Story. Here you
see an entirely new
Gloria the lovely,
sensitive
aristocratic,
latest

Love

—

schoolgirl. Above,
she sits demurely embroidering, while her
duenna reads to her;
below, she is a wide-

eyed

child,

startled

by some strange sound

26
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The

Realtors

of
Filmland
HARRY CARR
MAGINE

having Agnes

Ayres for a landlady ... or

Tony Moreno

for

a

land-

lord!

Imagine seeing a beauteous
dream-lady, like Viola Dana, in a
screen love story and saying to
your next seat neighbor, in a
blase, careless tone: "That there
young lady in that there feller's
arms has promised to get me a
new stopper for the bathtub; ours
is worn out
leaks."
For in fact and in truth the
sprightly Viola and the talented
and pulchritudinous Agnes are indeed landladies.
And there are
.

.

.

Conrad Nagel is a regular farmer, and
Duarte, near Los Angeles, represents the
the real-estate

his huge ranch at
killing he made in

boom

many

others. The tradition which
insists that the landlady is always

a fat

woman

with a red nose and

a screeching voice, will have to be revised so far as
Hollywood is concerned.
lot of famous stars in Hollywood are not only landlords, but realtors— regular Babbitts.
Sometimes, at a
Hollywood dinner, when high art and psychoanalysis
have died as dinner topics, someone mentions real estate
options.
Then they all sit up and lick their lips with
excited anticipation.

A

Nothing just

like

this

Hollywood

real

estate

boom

ever happened in the world before. It was more like the
Klondike gold rush than anything else I ever
heard of with this important difference
The rewards in the Klondike were
for the lucky ones.
year ago

—

Above,
Lloyd

Harold

A

watch-

in

ing the construction of one of his
many buildings
in Los Angeles

be

is

Hollywood you

You

lucky.

didn't have to
couldn't lose.

The boom seems
now.
has

to have waned
But with the waning, it

many new

fortunes in
the
stars either.
Stage hands, cutters, even sewing girls in the
studio
wardrobe departments,
left

the film colony.

Not only

have grown rich in
I

At the right,
Agnes Ayres, who
is the Queen of
all Realtors, and

De

Cecil

Mille,
the King,
are disclosing to

who

is

each other the
and
their

facts

of

figures

land

investments

Talmadge
a

real

estate.

know

a
cutter
in
the
studio who had to find

new house because

his wife
have a baby. His
him that he wasn't
going to have any scandalous
birds
like
storks
around his
house. So the cutter had to dig
around and find a new abode.
Out on Melrose Avenue he
found a house he could buy for

was about

to
landlord told
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Cfsvw^
settlement at Gardner 'Junction
edge of Hollywood. She

at the

some

bought

cheap

property

and,
when the boom
came, as she had foreseen, the
bank was glad to let her have
the money to build an apartment-house.
Her rents from
the apartment-house helped to
build
a
second
apartmenthouse.
And so her fortune
builded.
Miss Ayres is a rich woman
now a fortune built from
nothing in four years. She has
two business blocks at Santa
there

—

Monica two apartment-houses
Hollywood and valuable
harbor property out at San
;

in

Pedro, the naval base.
"Real estate," she says, "is a
cinch
for
any girl whose
finances have compelled her to

hunt bargains

in

department-

same thing. I
go prowling around among my
neighbors and talk to everybody I meet. That way I hear
stores.

Soon

after Aileen Pringle

It's

the

about bargains. You cant make
any money out of real estate
sitting in a house and waiting

this home, there was a stunning advance in the
value of the property

built

money

to come up the
you in a basket."
Another real estate sensation in Hollywood is Harold
Lloyd.
And Harold has gone about it in exactly the
opposite way. Among his possessions were an uncle and
a father. Both were business men. His uncle, I believe,
had been an efficiency man in a big railroad corporation.
Harold mobilized them. He digs up the money by playacting for motion pictures and Pa and Uncle find somewhere to put it.
They devote their whole time to his investments. Not,
however, that Harold is an innocent child in relation to
finance.
He is, in fact, an exceedingly shrewd business
man, with great financial sagacity.
Not a nickel is
invested by his Uncle and

for the

street to

four thousand dollars.

They wanted two hundred and

the rest could be paid like rent. The
cutter had fifty dollars in cash and two hundred dollars'
worth of liberty bonds. Before he had paid off the four
thousand dollars "like rent," he was offered sixty thousand dollars cash for the house, and refused it.
lot of them have cleaned up fortunes
but I imagine
that Agnes Ayres is the queen realtor of them all.
Her experience sounds like a miracle. She didn't have
any more money than the Talmadge cutter when she
started out. She was then getting fifty dollars a week at
the Lasky studio. Altho it was very hard, she compelled
herself to save fifty dollars a month from this salary.
She and her mother were at that time living in a' rented
bungalow in Hollywood. Someone called her attention
to the fact that she could make a small payment down on
a bungalow; she could then buy it on the instalment plan
for just what her rent was costing. Accordingly she put
down her first five hundred dollars and became a landed
proprietor.
When they raised her
salary at the studio she
made a first payment on
a second bungalow, and
rented
it
to
another
movie girl.
The rent
paid the instalments as
they came due, so she
virtually got her second
house for the five hunfifty dollars

down

;

A

;

dred dollars'

initial

;

Father
passed

this
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Since Viola Dana
bought
Garage

Her

Scotch sagacity told her
the opening and
paving of Laurel Canyon
(T\ would
create
new
a
that

has

pay-

she edged

into realty.

upon

himself.

ment.: her tenant bought
the house for her.

From
her way

that

*

the

Foothill

and put her

chauffeur in as superintendent, the place

has

more than doubled
in value

not

been

Harold

—
tfTMOTION PICTURR
IneH

I

MAGAZINE

Last year, he made one of the big clean-ups of Hollywood. He made
four hundred thousand dollars in actual money, and is in a fair way to
double or treble that.
He operated in a very different way from Agnes Ayres, however. She
bought small property and waited. He put in big money and took out
big money. His biggest killing was a piece of semi-business property
what might be called apartment-house property just a block from the
very heart of the business section of Hollywood.
From Hollywood to the sea runs a broad mesa. Thru this mesa runs
a great boulevard that will one day be the finest street in the world.
Harold is preparing for this day. Smack across this boulevard, a little
way beyond Beverly Hills, he has a tract of forty acres. When you
figure that lots are selling at from four thousand dollars to ten thousand
dollars each in Beverly, and when you continue to figure and discover
that there are from five to ten lots in an acre, according to the way you
cut the cloth, it can be readily seen that Harold is due for a lot of money.
He has many other investments shrewdly made. He is very modest
about it; but he says frankly that the Hollywood boom has given him all
the money he will ever need in this world, and he can devote himself to
acting without further worries.
Somewhat to her own amazement, Viola Dana is also a realtor. She
swears she didn't intend to be. She got so tired of moving around from

—

Jackie Coogan has a lot

Angeles real esand a big cattle
ranch in Nevada. At the
left, he is watching the
workmen break the
ground for his very own
movie studio
of Los

tate,

Milton Sills
skilled,

is a
conservative

investor in real estate,

and has never suffered
a loss on any investment

But now she says they will not leave her in peace. Every
few days, a realtor comes snooping around trying to buy the
house away from her for something over twice what she gave
for

it.

Viola had a chauffeur who was a clever, industrious young
fellow who knew a lot about cars. Viola wanted to see him
get a better chance in the world. She had a secretary who was
a clever young girl. Viola wanted to see her get a better chance
in the world. When somebody offered to sell her an automobile
garage in Hollywood Boulevard, Viola saw that this was the
chance to help them both. She bought the garage and put in
her chauffeur as superintendent and her secretary as business
manager. She had no thought of the property's going up in
value. But virtue was its own reward. The place has more than
doubled in value.
Viola refuses to sell because she doesn't
want to wreck the hopes of the young garage partners. MeanViola is
while, it is bringing her a fat dividend each month.
(Continued on page 100)

one house to another that she bought one. This,
She says
she says, was in pure self defense.
she knew that if she didn't, her landlord would
be coming around, very apologetic, and tell her
she would have to move that somebody had
bought the house and they were going to tear it
down to build a bank. So, when she and her
mother found a house they liked, she fooled
'em. She bought it.
;

Anna
of

Q. Nilsson
the realtors.
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THE SEVEN-YEAR-OLD
When he was an inmate of
Soldiers'

Home

at

THE NINETEEN-YEAR-OLD
When

the

and Sailors' Orphans'
Knightstown, Indiana

for

about my
JUST
mother and

earliest recollection is of seeing my
father swimming together in Eagle
Creek, near Indianapolis, Indiana, where I was
Mother had beautiful auburn hair, and she
born.
would wear it in two long braids which floated upon the
Father was one-fourth Cherokee,
water as she swam.
and love of the out-of-doors was born in him, and in me,
too.
I never could stand being shut up indoors for very
long at a time. Probably that's the reason I've led such
a roving life.
Dad, who was a Civil War veteran, died when I was
seven, leaving mother, my three brothers, Bert, Roy, and
Maurice and I were put in the
Maurice, and myself.

Soldiers'

and

Indiana.

I

want

Sailors'

Orphans'

Home

at

Knightstown,

there until I

high school.

was
I

sixteen,

he worked as a stock clerk
Baker-Vawter Co., in
Benton Harbor, Michigan
the

and then worked my way thru
I had any definite ambitions

dont believe
For a while

I thought I'd like to be a
at the time.
mechanical engineer, and I took a correspondence school
course, but that sort of thing doesn't do a growing boy
much good. There are so many questions you want to
ask, and when your teacher is a thousand miles away or
so, it gets rather discouraging writing and waiting for

replies.

When

At

least I

found

it

so.

high school

I thought for a while of
going on to Purdue University. But I was also anxious
to get to earning some money, and as I wasn't fitting
myself for any certain profession, I gave up the idea of
going to college and started to work in earnest.

I finished

My

didn't
go, at

to

My two
brothers
went to work in
the saw and fur-

man,
natural

first.

that I
that
sort of work,
became a fireman

eldest

turned

factories
Indianapolis,

niture
in

and

wanted

I

my

earn
too.

I

on the

living,

one
and

while, selling
newspapers at the

Wash-

I

wanted me
have

an

and

me

in the

s

to

were
the

I

did.
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went

movie.
It
took
four hours to dig
me out of the
debris, and an entire year in the
hospital to patch

me together
again.

per-

He

school
I

firing

wreck which

our

two years before
I

was

would have made
a
spectacular

fectly happy.
left

night,

home,

ur r oundings,

and

a

head-on into another one, in a

adapted

soon

in

One win-

to
educaplaced

which was much
like any military
academy.
Like any kids,
Maurice and I
ourselves

brief,

Ludlow

streets,

tion,

was

near
Falls,
Ohio, the engine
ter

mother

but

New Yorkk

ended

thrill.

ington and
Meridian

to

Central
R.
R.,
but my career as

to

did, for a

corner of

father had
a railroad
so it was

been

stayed

Here Monte Blue wears the elaborate head-dress and robes
the Cherokee Indians

of his ancestors,

The

life

of a railroad man
has its points, but
they
aren't
all
good ones.

My

—

—
flCMTOzOT

enthusiasm for railroading had vanished long before

I

left the hospital.

Soon after my recovery I got the chance to join the
Zouave troop in Ringling Brothers' Circus, and as I had
always wanted to travel around and see the country, I
took it. The Zouave troop was a drill team. Our act
lasted only fifteen minutes, so each member had to work
with other acts in the circus as well. I became a clown
you know, white
paint on the
face and every-

do all sorts of stunts on horseback was to prove a drawback to me in my film career, but at that time nothing
was farther from my thoughts than that I would some
day become an actor.
Presently you see, I was still restless, still in search
I drifted farther West, into the State of
of adventure
Washington, and went to work in a logging camp near
Spokane. Here the idea of Socialism took a firm hold on
me. I'd heard a
lot
about
the

——

struggle

be-

stayed

tween capital

with the circus
a year, but at

and labor back

the end of that

mines and

thing.

I

satisfied

my

for

sire

in the coal
now

having

time,

I

the
the

travel,

job

say
next
picked for

myself wasn't
work

the coal
mines. You see,
was

audience.

The police of
Spokane, tho,

restless

didn't

know

what

I

just

wanted

didn't

do with my
life
because I
had no definite
aim.
I thought
there was some-

my doctrine

thing rather exof a coalminer,
and at
life

I

was

looking

for

that

age

change and ex-

Above, in the
back row, are

Can you find

two extras from

the picture above ?
No? Well, he's
at
the extreme

the Griffith picture Enoch Atden, which featured Lillian Gish

Monte Blue

in

This group
snapped in
1914, on the old

right.

was

citement.
I got a job as

At the right, is
the amazingly

donkey-boy
in
mines east

youthful

and

Monte was given

handsome Monte
Blue adored by

a job around the
studio as a day

of

the fans of today

laborer

the

My
to

Pittsburgh.

work
guide

was
the

appreci-

my

sidewalk
speeches. I took

ate

to

citing about the

school days,

and the lumberjacks proved
an appreciative

in
I

of

dinner

full

my

an easy one, for
I went to Pennsylvania to

doctrine

pail.

the

I

all

I'd always
thought myself
something of an
orator, back in

must

I

became

worked up over

de-

I quit.

that

I

Fine Arts
two

hours

lot,
after

over to Seattle,
on the coast,
and here the authorities requested me to
leave

the

I fell in

state.

with the

idea,
drifted
over to Wyoming and joined
the Bar S ranch
at

Big

Piny.

You know,
seems

to

it

me

that

Big

Piny

was

just

about

donkeys hitched to the coal carts from
the last of the real frontier towns. When
the chamber where the miners were workI was there, the men were still carrying
Edwin Bower Hesser
ing to the elevator.
After three months at
It was a live cow town.
their six-shooters.
this pleasant pastime, working ten hundred feet
But I couldn't seem to settle down to ranch
below the surface of the earth, something happened one
life again.
I hadn't seen my mother for years, and presday which caused me to decide upon a change of occupaI was
ently I went back to Indianapolis to visit her.
tion.
The chamber next to the one in which I was work- older now, and for a while at least the spirit of wandering caved in, killing the miners who were trapped there.
lust left me.
I went to work for the Baker- Vawter
When I got up into the sunshine again, believe me, I was Company in Benton Harbor, Michigan. This company
thru with coal mining.
makes filing cabinets and all sorts of office equipment.
Well, then I headed West, paying railroad fare when I
I started in as a stock clerk, and before I left them three
had it, beating my way when I hadn't. There's a lure to
years later I had worked up to the position of superinthe West, and after working in the coal mines I thought
tendent.
My success didn't make me happy tho. I
that life on a ranch would have many agreeable contrasts
hadn't yet found the work in which I could be really
to offer.
happy, and in the spring of 1914 I went out to the Coast
When I got out to Montana, I went to work at the again, this time to Oregon.
Flying V ranch, in the Flathead Indian Reservation. I
Things were rather quiet up in the Northwest about
liked ranch life. It isn't so picturesque as it appears to
that time.
I couldn't seem to find any job that I fitted
be on the screen, but you're out in the open all the time,
into, and so, with no particular object in view except that
and if it's born in you to love the out-of-doors that means
I wanted to get to work somewhere, I came down the
a lot.
coast to Los Angeles. A friend of mine had told me there
I learned horsemanship on the Flying V.
My ability to
(Continued on page 82)
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"Parting
Is

Such
Sweet
Sorrow"

Given a wisteria arbor, a moonlight night, a beautiful maid and
a handsome man, the hour of
parting
has a sorrow that is

Behold the bashful Bibbs (George

doubly sweet. Excellently demonstrated by the hero of The Spitfire,
Elliott Dexter, and the heroine,
Betty Blythe

Mary (Eleanor Boardman), and
wishing that he dared kiss her,
while she is wishing very hard
that he would

A
lica

Hackathorne), hero of The Turmoil, lingering at the garden gate
to say Good Night to his adored

repfull-sized
of the touch-

The
ture

Enemy
we

making

Betty

the

Robert

Ellis,

Her Love Story, Ian Keith's parting from Gloria
Swanson would win the approval of Sir Galahad himself

In

l/KGC.

no

but
trace

Compson
Gorto

be

the best of friends

twice as sorrowful

'

The

Sex,

and Huntly
don appear

leave-taking of her
lover,

find

pic-

takes

on
hostilities
of
either side. Indeed,

ing twice as sweet,
is

farewell

below
place in

below
will be found in
For Sale, where
the fair Claire
Windsor, by lookscene

ing

"Aw! wont you gimme
one!" begs the
gawky country-boy hero

just

of East of the
Water
Plug (Ralph Graves) of
the snappy flapper from
the city (Alice Day)

The Way

of a Man with
a Maid, when the hour
of parting comes, was
much the same centuries
ago as it is today. Wit-

ness
caire
tino)

how Monsieur Beau(Rodolph

Valenadieu to the
(Bebe Daniels)

says

Princess

Even the small fry have
been caught in the current of Romance. When
you see Wandering Husbands on the screen, the
farewell between Baby
Muriel Frances Dana and
Turner Savage (left) will
delight your soul
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The

Who

Girl

Couldn't

Be Bad
By

HENRY ALBERT
Part

/
III

Illustrations by

(A

PHILLIPS

May

Cornelia Burke

synopsis of Parts I-II appears on page 80)

rake, yet somehow bored by his fast
companions and their excesses. But he
was what is commonly known as a
"good fellow" and a natural social
leader and gay spirit. Everybody liked
him, and he in turn liked to please those
people who liked him by doing the
things they wanted to do. But he often
yearned for a restraining hand and a

strong influence to guide him in a more
useful direction.
Mrs. Braithwaite was what was
spoken of by every one as a "good

woman," which really meant that she
was neither good nor bad. She was
just nothing but a large soft sentimental
to fall in tor-

^**K J

mother with tears ready
rents at the least

Put out of the only place she knew, Hope stepped into

NOW,

in order to comprehend Stanton Braithwaite with anything like sympathetic understanding, we must
as it were
"catch him

young

!"

—

—

Call the close, musty, disciplined and restricted atmosphere, in which Hope Brown had her upbringing, whichever you chose Heaven or Hell and you could safely
declare that Stanton Braithwaite's environment was quite
the opposite in every particular.
Stanton was from birth pampered to death and allowed
to taste all the delights of the world
For
if he so willed.
he had an overindulgent mother who denied him nothing,
with the natural result that he was quite dissatisfied with
being good after having tasted all the delights of being

—

—

—

moderately bad.

young Braithwaite never lost
and deeper loves. His was a case in
which the good had never been made sufficiently inviting
and interesting for his Sybaritic tastes.
Stanton
returned home from college something of i
£
36
Yet, despite his relapses,

his finer feelings

9

1A££

bump

of reality.

Mrs. Braithwaite deplored Stanton's
many obvious faults but had not the
heart or the power to change the course
the streets
of his life.
She wanted Stanton to
stay in the home which she thought contained all that a boy could possibly desire. And Stanton,
on his part, was somewhat sickened of that atmosphere
wherein his every wish was gratified and his budding
ambition sapped.
Even before he had been graduated from college,
Stanton Braithwaite had set his mind and heart upon a
profession which his fond mother disapproved of. He had
determined to become a motion picture actor. EveryStanton
thing favored his project, except his mother.
was something of a genius in college dramatics; he
was handsome; his college chum's uncle was a movie
magnate.
Stanton Braithwaite loved pleasure more than he did
hard work. There were no serious results to this because
of the fact that his mother supplied him with the funds
he should have earned. The fast crowd at Hollywood
got hold of him and his income.
Stanton's mother kept begging him by letter to come
home and see her, and once he did. His mother was
shocked at the change in her boy. She knew that he had

—

OTION P1CTURI
MAGAZINE

—

and that she had lost
lost something precious to his soul
She tried in every way she
something precious to hers
could to hold him, to keep him, hut the very next day an
urgent letter came from his fast friends. It hurt her the
way his face lighted with pleasure for the first time he
had been home.
"We need you, Stan, you old fried egg You're the
life of the party, and Isabel is crying crocodile tears all
." the letter rambled on. "Important
over the place
business calls me back, Mother
and I'll need a little
extra capital, too, to put it over!" he told her.
"But I want you," whimpered Mrs. Braithwaite.
"That's all I ask of you, to stay here with me. I have
always given you everything you wanted and all I ask
!

!

.

is

my

.

son in return

—

!"

like a spoiled child.

—

Stanton found—almost to his disgust that the real
cause for summoning him had been a call from the movie
magnate, masked in the way they knew would always
bring him to Hollywood. Their Juvenile Star had broken
his leg or something and they needed a handsome young

man

of exactly Stanton's type to take his place as the

man's son in a picture they were then making called
The Dark Lady's Secret.

rich

TVTow
*-^

to

Hope Brown,

;

I

be, in

—
—

Still, anyone who knew the hymn would recognize Lead
Kindly Liglit. This was the best offering she could make
to her admirer and she hoped it would please him.
Orkney returned, quietly pocketing the key to the parlor
door. He turned with an unmistakable look of passion on

his face just as the first note of the

hymn

struck his ear.

He

paused and stood there, involuntarily listening in half
recognition of the tune. There, he had it
It had been
one of his favorites when as a boy he had been yanked
.to church on every conceivable occasion.
Come to think
of it, it had been his mother's favorite hymn, too.
His
mother
She used to play this way in the twilight on
their old square piano, which was out of tune just about
!

—
—

That was the trouble now she had always given him
everything that he wanted and now he wanted everything!
It was the reverse of Hope's home conditions.
She had always been given nothing that she wanted and
yet strangely, now she, too, wanted everything.
This was the time that Stanton Braithwaite had his
first real quarrel with his mother.
He then went off to

Hollywood again

She knew she was being bad she wanted to
order to spite those who had tormented her with
their goodness all these bleak years.
Hope resolved to entertain her beau. She went to the old
square piano and in the dim light of the gloomy parlor
began to "pick out" the treble now and then interpolating
of the only piece she knew.
a few misplaced bass notes
in the idea.

!

like this one.

He would

steal into the parlor,

now—and
— as he was doing
the
Hope had melted

door

just

into

Hope knew he was
coquettishly for

him

to

near the

listen rapturously.

picture.

there

all

the time

and waited

come forward and say something

complimentary about her playing, or to carry on the flirtation which had just begun.
She turned and looked at
him. "Oh, Mr. Orkney, I thought you were never going
!"
to come back
A tremendous change had come over Orkney. He
shuddered at the sound of her voice. He turned and

this

matter of Miles Orkney

—

this
handsome stranger
from the city— coming to call
on her, was one never-to-be-

forgotten glorious experience.
This was her first beau
All
the other girls of her age in
!

town, it seemed, had had their
beaux. She had scarcely
dared dream of ever having
one yet here he was, finer
and more glittering than all
the others of Pocustown put
together.
That's how Hope
looked at it.
Hope had her own ideas of
the intrinsic badness in it all.
As a young girl bordering on
eighteen, she felt it to be her
right to have a beau.
How-

first

—

Pocustown, entertaining a beau without the knowledge and against the wishes
of one's parents was far from
being a sinless matter. Good
girls did not do that sort of
thing.
Girls who did do it
came to no good end. Further-

ever, in

more, some sharp-eyed member of the family was prayerfully committed to the unctuous duty of sitting in the
same room with the mating

—or

pair

in

the

adjoining

room with the connecting door
thrown open yawningly wide.
Hope knew well that Aunt
Charity was locked outside,
and she took an impish delight

/v>«1 e

She tried in every way she could

to hold him, to keep him, but the very next day an
urgent letter came from his fast friends
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'Let

God

take care of the heathen

— and

He

will!

—but

quickly unlocked the door and opened it wide. Then he
raised the dark shades and let the pitiless sun into the

gloomy

parlor.

Hope

felt

a hot

wave

—of

of shame go thru her

to clinch the impression she sought to make.
angry with herself. She turned with a sigh.

"Ma'll be awful mad,
fade things."

if

you

let

failure

She was

the sun in here and

Orkney paused

again, then turned toward the door.
have to be going," he said.
"Going?" cried Hope, scarcely believing her ears.
"Yes I really must," insisted Orkney. "Do I go out
this door?"
He was already unbolting the front door.
"Oh, I'm so sorry you're going!"
Hope's honesty
shone thru her chagrin. "Wont you come again?"
"You really want to see me?" Orkney hesitated a
moment uncertainly on the doorstep as tho he would
come in again. Then he shuddered and stepped outside.
"I'll

—

"Why,

of course," replied Hope, irritated.
is my address in the city."
He handed
Hope a calling card. "You'll be welcome any and every
time you come and I promise you a good time there!"
He took Hope's hand and shook it half formally. Hope
watched him as far as she could see down the street.
When Hope turned with a sigh into the chill, silent
house again, she saw a figure standing and peeping thru
the half-drawn blind of the sitting-room.
It was Aunt
Charity, who had evidently seen all.
As Hope stepped into the sitting-room, her aunt confronted her. "Is that the man you were out with last
night?" Hope nodded wearily. "Hope- Brown, has he
been here in this house?" she asked, horror-struck. Hope
nodded again unemotionally. "You're a bad girl !'' cried
Aunt Charity, turning upon Hope with pious wrath.
Hope shook her head this time. "No, the trouble is,
I'm not bad enough for 'em."

"Well then, here

—

I
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it's

our Christian duty to take care of our children!'

Aunt Charity was staggered at this. "Dont lie about it
You've been wicked. And you're goin' to get punished for
it.
Now get along to your room this minute and stay
there until I let you out !" Charity made this threat halfhaltingly as tho she expected Hope not to obey her command. But to her surprise, Hope merely sighed and
walked half-heartedly up to the backstairs and to her
room. Aunt Charity turned the key in the lock and went
down to the kitchen to put a fresh rag on her aching head.
Hope's rebellion reached its highest point in a charged
atmosphere of silence. She stood by the window looking
out over the side porch for more than an hour, then she
burst forth spiritedly with
!"
"I wont stand it another minute. I'll leave home first
Hope stopped up the keyhole with paper almost
poking a stiff point of it into Aunt Charity's one good
eye and then coolly proceeded to rob her clay "apple"
bank by smashing it with the heel of her shoe. This
receptacle was labeled in her father's shaky handwriting,
:

—

—

—

"The Hottentot Missionary Fund to be opened on
Hope's coming of age." Every coin within it represented
some sacrifice, some foregone pleasure, some punishment,
some irksome duty or back-breaking task. Tears, heartaches and suppressed yearnings were all confined in that
little

vessel of clay.

offerings.

handful of burnt
the remaining fragments of the

It yielded a great

Hope ground

"apple" under her heel with savage joy. She looked upon
as the torture chamber of her soul.
Hope then packed a quaint old-fashioned valise half
full.
Her Sunday-go-to-meeting frock took up most of
the room. She had no pockets, so she put the card Orkney
had given her into the bottom of the valise. When it was
dark, she climbed over the side porch roof and slid down
one of the pillars. She sneaked up to the railroad station
across lots and boarded the nine o'clock local for the
city in quest of iniquity.
it

!

!

0T10N FICTURR
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'T'he same evening that Hope departed from her sancti•*•
fied home and sacred town of Pocusville, Ezekiel

Brown received the letter from Charity disclosing her
enormities. EzekiePs righteous indignation reached one of
its highest pitches. He went right down to the hotel writing-room and penned an epistle more scorching than that
of Paul's to the Ephesians. The gist of it was to the effect
that Charity was to punish the children as severely as she
knew how especially Hope. He especially commanded
that the recalcitrant child should be kept locked in her
room, there to await the wrath to come
But Sarah Brown, the mother, sensed something sinThe protective spirit of the mother
ister behind it all.

—

within her scented peril.
She pleaded in vain with
Ezekiel to return home at once.
In her moment of
apprehension and poignant fear, she tried to get close to
her husband, but he drew away from her shamefacedly as
several members of the Convention Committee burst into
the room with a thrilling plan for the regeneration of the
Headhunters of the South Seas. Regenerating others
always acted like fire in his veins. It was midnight before
they had perfected the plan that would put the South
Sea Islands effectually on God's map even tho some
small part of Pocusville should have to go by the board
in consequence.
When he returned, Ezekiel found his wife, Sarah, half
ill,
pacing the
floor of their

—

room.

Intuition

working

was

stronger

With this Sarah toppled <
take care of our children !"
over in a state of nervous collapse.
doctor was summoned. "She's got something on her
mind that must be settled, or one cant tell how it will
go with her. I'd advise getting her home just as fast
!"
as you can
Ezekiel was bitterly disappointed. He had been heading straight for the Moderatorship of the entire Federation.
His zeal for Righteous Causes and driving ability
threatened to wipe all the sin clean out of the Antipodes.
He simply had to take Sarah home it was his Christian
But he always liked to exceed his duty.
duty, after all.

A

;

Brown arrived in the city of Los Angeles a little
after midnight, and, like the innocent child that she
was, she thought that she could do things there exactly
as she would have done them in Pocusville. All imaginary
stuff of course, because she had had no experience in
"L-Tope

* •*

doing anything except housework in her little home town.
In other words, Hope was just a bumpkin of the crudest
type in appearance, word and action.
But pretty little
Hope Brown was endowed with a power that would
go a long way. With her pretty face, she seemed destined
to become a speedy and easy victim to the vultures, but
she was endowed with that blessing the ability to fill
with a disturbing sense of guilt those who would harm her.
very respectable looking old
lady accosted

—

A

Hope

than

Righteousness.

Ezekiel wa s
angry.

come

"What's

over you, Sarah ?"
he
demanded.

"Must

this

she

as

stood in a corner
of the station
delving in vain
for
the
card
Orkney had given

Orkney was

her.

her friend and
she was going

great
of

Convention

straight

to

Righteous Causes
be halted in its

and

him

beneficent work
for
me to go

for her, despite
the fact that she

home and punish

seemed

what

daughter ?"
"Oh, it ain't
only that, Zeke,"
pleaded Sarah.

"Say

what

they're
!"
children
like,

Zeke was
pleased

un

w

at

children!

we

you

"It's

Provi-

dential

that
we
the
dear

met

!"

old

thing
said.
take you to
the house of a
friend of mine.
There's lots of

our

"I'll

Ain't

young

girls

stop-

—sweet

ping there

young things
from the country.
So the old

bright,

crone steered her
straight to a
house where way-

God

ward women con-

—

heathen and He
will
but it's our
Christian duty to

—

Hope

told

dis-

care of the
!

But the

this

her eyes un-

"Let

take

Pocus-

in

not to worry.

her cheeks flaming.

m

She

our

to go into all the
world and preach
the Gospel?"
Sarah had risen
unsteadily on her

naturally

do

could

card was gone
The old lady
was very kind.

commanded

feet,

i

ville.

1
y re"So are

heathen

the

h

f e

i

bellion.

he

him

to
have
failed to impress

rebellious

a

let

gregated,

—

very wretched and depraved specimen of womanhood whom
they derisively called Snsie sitting dejectedly on the stairs and weeping

Hope found one

—

lodged

(Continued on faqe
80)
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Adventures Off- Scene

DEAR FRIENDS,

megaphone," as she once phrased it. As she appeared in
the lunch-room door, everybody was aware, by a kind of
psycho-physico-laugho tug at his nerve antennae (altho all
backs were to the door) that Some One had entered. Her
aura filled the room. Coming laughter cast its Nita before.
Nita's merry soul and darting wit likes to surround

Enemies (if any), and other
Fellow Countrymen
This is the way it came about.
It was midnight by my watch and about
7 P. M. by Pola Negri's when I received a telegram
from the editor of this magazine asking me if it were true
that I knew personally every screen star, baby vamp, and
director in the profession, including a profound knowledge of back lighting, luxury sets and the soul of Anna

his

May Wong.

"Well, as Napoleon said when he was canned at Waterloo, are we all here ?" was one of her various ways of saluting us as she took her chair. Or maybe it was, "Well, as
Emerson says, is everybody at home with his soul this day ?"
The waiter approaches. She asks for some of those
"crocheted eggs" or "soup a la water." Her black eyes
dance with mischief as she looks vis over. Her fingers

I

wired back

Know stars personally from Lubin to
Rex Ingram and Zukor stop Acted with
Pathe Senior twenty years ago semi-colon
Spun tops with Bunny exclamation point
Was boy sweetheart of Pola in Warsaw
comma and was Chaplin's vaudeville partner in London period Played with Jim
O'Neill and Tom Geraghty in first screen
version of Monte Cristo in 1909 dash
Directed for the De Milles on old Lubin
lot colon Was the original pre-war litup set semi-colon Designed first luxury
6et for Sarah Bernhardt interrogation
mark Kidnapped Anna May Wong from Palace
at Pekin period Collect.
So

that's the

way, people of America,

I

was shang-

haied into this job.

,

with men. So I was always there, with "Wally"
Young, "Tom" Geraghty, J. Clarkson Miller, and Tom
itseif

McNamara,

room at Tommy Meighan
Swanson.
And between courses she sandwiches in original and spontaneous observations on life,
literature, dress, politics, week-ends (Nita says weekends should begin Friday afternoon and last until Thursday noon), and a thousand other things.
She once said of a certain scenarist that his brain lacked
flutter a salutation across the

Gloria

or

interior lighting.

She

said of a certain director that he'd be nearer the
he wasn't always doing a "clinch" with herself.
She speaks of "a baby star" as "a cradle Venus."
But Nita Naldi is never malicious, and no one enjoys
her witticisms more than those she aims them at.

top

if

R;amon

Nita of the Brilliant Tongue

Nita

Naldi, dark and luminous Astarte of the film
world, has a technicolor mind.
It blazes in fierce
gusts of red, it revolves in gorgeous clusters of epigrams, it shimmers in
Neapolitan blues.
She can

to greet her.

'HATS

the

!

cry

Ramon Ave Ramon
!

thruout

the

/

I

hear

—

in

to press.

Ramon

the

I

i

ee.

flat

on

mind

Keystone View Co

A

—

famous quartet off to Europe for a holiday Conway Tearle and his wife,
Adele Rowland; Blanche Sweet and her husband, Marshall Neilan

have

always

held that Romance
and not Realism
is the proper atmosphere of the
It is the
screen.
great release from
(Cont. on page 88)

—
—

set in costume at
precisely twelve

"leaving

ought always

so long as imaginafrom
tion reigns
the thrones of our
distracted beans.

Players'
studio at Astoria.
Nita sailed off the

40

born with

that

Famous

the director

He was

to inflame the

in

used
to lunch with her
every day at Nita's
Table in the lurich-

o'clock,

the

Romance.

the scenery that inflames the mind
will
always
that
inflame the mind,

I

of

is

of

soul

comic saying about
a director.
Nita is the most
feared and most

room

go

"movies"? Looks
that way as we go

right-angle triangle
look out of her
eyes, she can upset the "morale" of
a studio with a

pictures.

I

motion

studios,

picture
theaters, among the "fans."
Is
Ramon to be the new Sir
of
the
it

Galahad

you in five words,
she can puncture
your blah with a

woman

world today

screen

Ramon Ramon!-—Ramon Novarro! Wherever

slay

loved

!

Kenneth Alexander

<*SJ^-

TTT(.

The Woman You Cannot

Bluff

—

*^r OU cannot

bluff her, because she would know immediately what you were trying to do
she could read it,
not only in the expression of your mouth, your eyes, or your whole face, but in the formation of your ears
perhaps, or the shape of your nose, the "cut" of your jaw, or in some other facial characteristic. This wonder-

woman

is F.

Vance de Revere.

About fourteen years ago, she started dabbling into Palmistry, Graphology and kindred subjects. This
led to her reading along the lines of Physiognomy and Phrenology, starting with such authorities as Dr.
Symes, Lavater, Fowler, Merton and others. At this time, the subject was little talked of, and books on it
were hard to find. She watched and observed everyone she came in contact with, and then collected pictures
of people in various vocations and compared their faces and characteristics.
In later years, she attended
lectures and was continually studying and reading upon the subject.

Mme.

de Revere does not use any one course, but takes from several that which her
accurate, and in her continual observation she has often found things which
have not been in any printed courses. She does not believe in classification into types and the forming of
judgments based on colorings, for there are no two faces wholly alike, and every individual is a law unto
In her readings,

own observation has found most

himself.

On

the following pages,

motion picture

stars,

made

we

present the

first

group in her series of character readin gs 01f well
we

-

k nown

especially for this magazine.
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Can Read
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A

in tke

Complete Analysis

FIND

the face of Constance Talmadge a very interesting study.
In the upper lip there is found sympathy, kindness,
enthusiasm, tact, and a love of display; in the lower lip,
a love of pets, and also strong desires. There is a slight
lack of firmness she is "easy-going," and she loves the
opposite sex.
She is a person who usually gratifies her
wishes.
In the chin is found a very affectionate nature; one
that desires affection and attention and gets it.
person
who is ready to assent to most everything, and is very
agreeable and likable.
In the cheeks are shown daring, a dislike for secrecy, and
little thought for consequences.
nature always ready
for a good time.
In the nose, I read a nature that would find it difficult to
engage in pursuits in opposition to her tastes.
person
who is observing and especially notices, in detail, clothes
person who has a dislike for details,
worn by others.
and never analyzes. Her reasoning is synthetic.
Over the eye is shown a love of tune and rhythm, and
a fondness for dancing.
In the side of the head above the ears is a fulness which
shows a natural gift for conversation and proves that its
possessor talks easily, is sociable, and likes people.
Tho her hands are not pictured here, I read in them that
she is a tactful person who usually says the nice thing and
highly sociable nature,
the right thing at the right time.
and one who adjusts herself readily to all people and
conditions.
Ambitious, yet who does as she pleases

I

;

A

A

A

A

A

(Continued on page 83)

Henry Waxman

CONSTANCE TALMADGE
reading Conway Tearle's face, one
INimmediately
with the high quality of the
is

impressed

man, the

refinement and good mentality.
I noticed first the broad, well-formed forehead which
denotes a good mentality and the lines across the forehead
person who
which show that he is a logical thinker.
enjoys reading, and the things that are intellectual. The
lines at the root of the nose show one who is critical of
himself as well as of others.
In the nose, we find one who analyzes and has good
powers of concentration. When reading a book which he
is interested in, he will be unaware of that which is transLike all successful people in his propiring about him.
fession, he has a good imagination, constructive ability, and
is highly inspirational.
In the parentheses about his mouth, I find pride and
In the upper lip is found a kindly, charitable
dignity.
nature, one that is interested in human beings, and is a
good judge of people. In the lower lip are found strong
desires. In the tightly closed lips there is good control and

A

much

poise.

found a love of the beautiful; he is one
good-looking people and nice surroundings. He is neat, and is quick to notice if others
are also; he likes things orderly and systematic. A man
who knows himself, his strength and his weakness. A
very serious nature, but with a keen sense of humor and an
appreciation of fun. Strength and endurance are shown in
In the chin

who

is

especially

likes

In the lobe of the ear is shown longevity. He
the chin.
nature
is a person who prefers quality to quantity.

A

CONWAY TEARLE
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(Continued on page 83)

Faces of the Film Stars
F.

Lr?

Vance de Revere

WHETHER

a character

when

discernible

is

looking

strong or weak
In
at a face.

is

quite

Norma

Talmadge's face there is much character.
In her upper are found sympathy, kindness, candor, tact,
Also an ardent and
faith, and belief in her fellow beings.
enthusiastic nature. In the lower lip I find a love of children and animals, tenderness and affection and loyalty to
There is also poise and control. In the
those she loves.
lines about the mouth are pride, dignity and leadership.
In the jaw line is found a highly independent nature a
person who must have freedom in thought and action, and
A nature which
do as she desires without interference.
becomes restless if confined to routine too long, and then
must search for change and things different. There is a
;

strong will and determination.
In the chin is a love of the beautiful, especially a beautiful
face.
There is also endurance, and strong likes and dislikes.
It indicates that she is most unselfish and devoted to those
whom she loves.
In the cheeks is shown caution and reserve, with too high
repression and secrecy for her own physical good. Here is
shown an intense, honest nature that takes life too seriously.
In the nose, we find an observing person with good judgment and an inclination to analyze, a vivid imagination, good
constructive ability and concentration.
In the hands is again shown a nature independent in both
highly inspirational nature with
action and thought.
dramatic talent well developed. Also a sensitive nature with

A

deep feelings.
In the forehead

:s

found a good mentality, and in the
Puffer

(Continued on page 83)

Colleen

the

face of
IXin a person
so

Moore one

—

young

a

NORMA TALMADGE

—

finds
which is unusual
good development of character,

which make for success.
find synthetic reasoning, which gives the
ability to gather together quickly knowledge from things seen

and the

qualities

In the nose,

There

and heard.
ability.

A

I

is

a good imagination and constructive

who will set aside for the rainy day, and
money values. A person quick to observe. A

nature

has a sense of

lack of aggression, but high self protection.
In the jaw line, which is long, is found a strong will and
nature which
determination, endurance and fortitude.
desires action.
In the chin is found a love of the beautiful, and persistency.
person of strong likes and dislikes.
In the mouth I find strong desires, much poise and control.
In the upper lip I find a love of display, a desire to
reform and change things for the better. Also enthusiasm

A

A

and

zeal.

In the cheeks are found industry and intensity, and a
nature which is steadfast.
The forehead has good breadth, showing a fine mentality,
altho Miss Moore is not of the student type. A person who
Quick in
grasps things quickly and has good judgment.
both mental and physical action.
Over the eyes, where the music sign is located, is shown
musical ability. Tune and rhythm are also well developed.

Such people

like to dance.
a general summary, I would say that Miss Moore
has a character that should make her very successful in
She has enthusiasm, an active
anything she undertakes.

Making

(Continued on page 83)

Richard

COLLEEN MOORE
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Tke
Girl

Who

Captures

His
Heart
This

is
the difficult task the
scenario writer has set for
Helen d'Algy, the heroine of
A Sainted Devil,
of which
Rudolph Valentino is the Hero.
This picture is nearing completion
Long Island
at
the
studio of the Famous Players,
and those who have been fortu
nate enough to get a peep at
various scenes in the making,
say that it adds another big
feather to Rudolph's cap

Helen d'Algy's story is the kind that isn't supposed to
happen in real life. She was discovered by the Valentinos
one day when, in the depths of discouragement over her
seemingly bleak future, she sat eating a mournful lunch in
the restaurant of the Famous Players' studio. "Who's that
lovely girl?" Mrs. Valentino asked her husband, from a
near-by table, attracted by the stranger's dark-eyed slenderness.
"She's the ideal Spanish heroine for your new picture."
Inquiry disclosed that Miss d'Algy really was a
Spanish girl, who had come to this country in 1923 from
Madrid. For a year she had been one of the many extras
hanging around the studios, picking up bits where she
could, but was beginning, to despair ever of finding her
big chance.
Mrs. Valentino put her thru all the screen
tests, and she became a regular star.

Moral:

When

downhearted, never skip lunch!
IraD.
Schwartz

I44

Photograph by

MRS.

.Russell Ball

RUDOLPH VALENTINO

is Our Lady of Many Talents.
She dances divinely, is an accomplished musician, an
interior decorator of rare taste, a designer of costumes and stage settings and a detector of
talent in others.
It was she who discovered Helen d'Algy and proved to the directors of
Sainted Devil that the young Spanish girl possessed the "stuff that stars are made of"

She

—

A
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Follow the dotted
line and it will
lead you to the
two greenhorns

Editor's

Note.

— This

article

specially for the thousands of
ture fans zvho have never seen

or

New

York, and

who

send

is

written

motion pic-

Hollywood
number-

its

asking us to describe minutely
inside a big studio when a
feature production is being filmed

less letters,

what goes on

Two

Behind the Screen with
In

wkick two young things describe and picture
Text hj

try)

my

friend
visit the

Hokey and I got the
Famous Players' studio

out on Long Island and see a movie in the
making, we felt as tho we had indeed
entered the "Industry" and would soon be making dates
with the stars. And when we chucked our nickels in the
New York subway and boarded the car marked Astoria,
we were just as excited as tho we were going to be pre-

Buckingham Palace.
The Famous Players' studio

sented at

is a big pile of white
stucco buildings, covering almost a block in the business
part of Astoria, and looks not at all as we thought a
studio should.
"Oh, dear!" groaned Hokey, registering disappointment at first glance as we steamed up the asphalt street in
the sun, "I thought it would be a beautiful estate on the
Sound with sunken gardens and whispering pines and the
blue waves lapping the shrubbery."
Hokey comes from Mendota, Illinois; and cant quite

seem to forget it.
"Dont gloom already," I replied with the superiority of
one who used to have passes to a movie in Chicago.
But once we'd got inside, all traces of disappointment
vanished, for there we were in a world as strange and
new as the one Alice found behind the looking-glass.

On

the Set

"~V7"ou've come on a good day," said the young man
^ who met us at the doorway and was our faithful
guide for the day. "Upstairs, Gloria Swanson is making
a wedding scene, and downstairs Rudolph Valentino and
Nita Naldi are doing heavy love scenes with artistic fadeWe'll go to see Gloria first."
outs.
thrilled assent to any suggestion and followed him
thru devious passages into a room lined with electrical

We

I
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Studioland

Helen Hokinson

AH Aboard

chance to

tkeir first venture into

MARGARET NORRIS

Sketches

WHEN

Greenhorns

appliances and blazing with weird, uncanny lights.
Dozens of people were surging about in a more or less
aimless fashion women in handsome evening gowns,
dowagers and flappers, men in dress suits and goldbraided uniforms from every court in the world, priests
and nuns and heavy villains, and a group of little girls
dressed in white as tho for confirmation." In among them
were men in overalls, heaving scenes and working at the
cameras, and other men in citizens' clothes that needed
pressing, running round with manuscripts in their hands
or bawling orders thru a megaphone.
Under the powerful Kleig lights everyone looked
bilious and unhealthy
like walking corpses.
Their skin
was a pale, greenish-lavender their lips, heavily made
up, were dark purple; their clothes, a somber monotone
of purple or gray or black.
"A peaches-and-cream complexion wouldn't help you
much in the movies," said I, with a glance at Hokey. "I
wonder if I look as dreadful as you do?"
"There's the answer," she replied, whipping out her
mirror a truly cruel retort.
"Never mind," said the nice young man. "You soon
get used to this light and dont think anything about it.
This is Gloria's set," he continued with a broad gesture.
jl'The name of her picture is Her Love Story, and today
she marries the villain."
"Horrors!" ejaculated Hokey. "And doesn't the hero
rescue her?"
"Not in this picture," said our guide.
"Just like real life," sighed Hokey, thereby giving the
young man the impression that she had been disappointed

—

—

;

—

in love.

"Oh, of course everyone is happy in the end," said he,
"for you must remember this is the movies."
The room itself was nothing more or less than a vast
workshop, quite as unfinished as an empty barn, with
rough rafters and beams running up to a pointed ceiling.
The men and women were chatting and smoking in

1(101

groups or sitting on all available benches and
chairs
which were few. In a far corner was
Here a
a little group furtively shooting craps.

—

beautiful brunette of the vamp type was lost to
J the rest of the world in a book entitled The
Fangs of the Serpent.
"What a wonderful title for a movie," said

Hokey.
"Perhaps we can write one and
of our lives,"

I

loaf the rest

suggested.

As we came

MAGAZINE

J

in,

Rudolph the immortal
had just stepped out
of the picture to powder the face that is
He was
his fortune.
scrutinizing himself
closely in the mirror
and dusting his flaw-

less features with
bright yellow powder,
that being the color
which shows up best

to this woman
she answered
on
French and then went back to her reading.
"That girl was formerly a Russian princess,"
explained our guide. "She was driven out of Russia by
the Bolsheviks, came to America, and made the movies
because she's a good type."

Someone spoke

I

;

the screen

in

"Who's the nice old lady in the corner?" I asked, indicating a distinguished-looking, white-haired woman with
a group of "officers" about her.
"She is the Baroness Franziska de Hedeman." said the
young man. "wife of a former Hanoverian nobleman.

dressing-room."
Gloria's
"That's
explained our walking encyclopedia.
""The electricians made it for her so
that, with every change of costume
(and she makes the usual number),
she wont have to take the elevator up to the regular
dressing-rooms."
peek inside showed that it was fitted up very sumptuously, like one of Marie Antoinette's boudoirs at Versailles.
On the outside were hooks on which the men
'

A

had hung their hats and

coats.

the room where there was any
semblance of order was the comparatively small portion
taken in by the eye of the camera, walled off by the
powerful lights and lit by more from above. Here was
built an altar banked with real flowers, roses and
peonies, and smilax enough for a truly royal wedding,
with richly carpeted steps leading up to it.

The only

place

in

Nobody Works but

the Double

Tn

front of the altar, her back to the camera, stood
slender young girl, a glittering wedding train
some ten or fifteen feet long hanging from her
shoulders.
It was made of silver cloth bordered with
ermine, with an enormous ermine collar, and several men

*

a

and women were working upon it,
and adjusting its long length on the

fitting

it

upon her

floor behind her.

(Continued on page 64)
the girl who doubled
for Gloria was holding up the
elaborate ermine robe for the
wedding scene, waiting for the

While

bride to appear, a workman
with a mop made sure that
there was not a speck of dust
left

She

calls

herself

'a

citizen

of

the

world,'

because she has lived in every court in Europe.
You see the scene of this picture is laid in the
Balkan states, and the Baroness is here to
prompt us on court etiquette, so we wont wave
the star-spangled banner instead of the flag of
Czecho-Slovakia."
"She certainly seems to be popular," said
Hokey, wistfully eying the handsome young
bloods in gold-braided uniforms and swords
who were grouped about her.
"She's a good scout," said our guide.
In one corner of the room was a funny
little structure, like the portable houses you
buy in sections from a mail-order house, and
put up with the help of the family.

on the floor to soil Gloria's
white slippers

In a far corner
a

beautiful

brunette of the
vamp type was
lost to the rest
of the world in

book entitled
The Fangs of
the Serpent.
a

"She's an honest-to- goodness
Princess," whispered our guide,
"and was driven

out of Russia
bv the Bolsheviks"
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"There has never," the ecstatic Mary the First had
whispered to her William, "there has never been
love as great as ours"
and she believed it
with

all

her palpitant, shy heart

Mary the Second murmured to her
Robert, with a conviction out of all
proportion to the occasion:
"There
has never been a love as great as ours"

MARY
THE
THIRD

"You wont make any mistake in taking me," the boy
argued, "because we
have
been so intelligent about it."
"I know, Lynn darling," said
Mary rapturously, "because
there has never been a love
as

great as ours!"

Dont Deceive Your Children
A

short novelization of Rachel Crothers' stage success,

Adapted for

"Mary

By

D

ONT

waste

handsome

this

devil

!"

the Third."

pr-r-riceless

PETER

music,

came unexpectedly

in

you
deep

chest tones from a blonde fluff of loveliness,
descending the stairs via the hazardous route
"Hal, you rotten gooseberry," the
of the banisters.
ridiculous voice went on, "dont you see Mary wants to be
-"
alone with Lynn
"Oh, Tish !" exclaimed the girl called Mary.

"Hold your tongue, incorrigible infant !" said Lynn.
Hal said nothing, hushed by a precipitous embrace and
being waltzed willy-nilly across the floor by his imperious

young
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hostess.

Written with the permission of the Metro-Goldivyn Company.
King Vidor

the screen by Carey Wilson; directed by

ANDREWS
"Tish was right so far as I'm concerned," said

when they were out of earshot.
Mary smiled, tho without coquetry.

—

Lynn

Lynn was a

no mistake handsome enough, rich enough, and
a most unusually thoughtful and considerate boy. There
was a hint of poetry in his make-up, a bit of pathos
that indefinable something that made all women long
unaccountably to mother him.
A nice boy, Lynn, truly.
Mary was perched on the banister at the foot of the
stairs, watching thru a wide arch the room full of dancers,
with their wriggling and squirming and cheek by jowling,
darling,

. ..
...
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that they called by various names and that epitomized the
hint of its essential vulgarity came to
modern dances.
the girl, tho she herself was swaying her body in time with
the insistent rhythm of the

A

Lynn remembered moodily
Tish was

like that.

again, a

little

CAST OF CHARACTERS

wistfully.

Mary

me?"

Lucy

James Morrison
Johnnie Walker
Zazu Pitts

Clinton

—

William
.

But Hal was coming toward
Tish's particular crush
of the moment had cut in to
finish the dance with her, and
like a true daughter of Eve,

whispered in his
a crime to waste this

of the blonde

So Hal,

.

Max

Ben Lyon
William Haines
William Collier, Jr.
Pauline Garon
Eulalie Jensen
E. J. Ratcliffe
Gertrude Claire
Robert Agnew

.

Tish

..

Mother

relieved

Father

with the
immoderate voice, came back
to

Episode of 1924
Eleanor Boardman

.

go outside, you handdevil."

Niles Welch
Creighton Hale

Lynn
Hal ...

mar-r-rvelous moonlight.
some

Robert
Richard

Mary

had

Let's

.

Episode of 1897
....:...
Eleanor Boardman

Mary

them.

ear, "It's

fluff,

Granny
Bobby

Mary.

Anne

,

Lucille Hutton
Virginia Lee Corbin
Gloria Heller

.

Flapper
Flapper
Doctor

"I dont know, Lynn," the
girl was saying, "whether I
love you enough and I dont

—

Sidney

De Grey

know how

to find out.
Mara serious
"Come on, Mary, it's my

nage

dance,"

interrupted

Hal,

;

—too

silver slippers caressing the floor, held tight

—

in Hal's arms.

They danced

like

Mary, too, and Lynn knew it.
was rich, richer than
Lynn, and handsomer.
He was more aggressive besides, and

black

Mary's

vel-

gown cut in a
deep V down her
vet

pretty back caused

Granny

with
It

as

gasp
to
displeasure.

seemed

almost

tho Granny

took

some

per-

verse delight

in

being annoyed by
Certainly
her grandchildren
offered her considerable pleasure
things.

in that respect.
But Mary's father
was holding forth:
"Just let me hear
of you going off
on this wild ex-

pedition,
lady

young
"

Hal,

damn

one person, each

lovely motion complementing the other.
couple, he grudgingly admitted
Hal loved
too,

of

line

his

jaw

Well, he could be

Back in Mary's home, her
young brother Bobby was
about

depart

to

for

Tish's

"Bobby,"
mother.
The boy

hilarious party.

called his
hesitated dutifully.
the row, mother?"

manded.

"I'm

late

"You mustn't
tonight,

wants

"What's
he denow."

take the car
father

Bobby, your

it."

Over the top of the stairs
leaned Granny. Granny's
happiest faculty was that of
intruding at inopportune moments.
Her second most endearing characteristic was a
total incapacity for letting a
difficult subject drop.
"Children," she remarked querulously,
"stayed
home one
night a week when I was a
girl."

is

dragging her away, half willing, half regretful.
Lynn watched them with a heavy heart Mary with her
erisp bronze hair, her wide hazel eyes that had all the
kick of an electric shock when she turned them on you
unexpectedly; Mary with her light young body, her tiny
tight

The

like that, too.

Episode of 1870
Eleanor Boardman

.

it.

Tish was more like that than the rest
of them. Anne was too, and
stiffened.

."Oh, I do love you, Mary,"
he cried, "more than anything
in the world.
Wont you quit
playing around and marry

Tish

when you wanted

Max.

music.
She turned toward
the boy beside her and smiled

was a day of aggres- I

that this

taking what you wanted

sion, of

Beautiful

Bobby sighed

disgustedly, disdaining the obvious reply.
He tossed his lighted cigaret carelessly behind him and
breezed thru the door.
Patiently his mother closed it
after him.

"My

my sofa!" suddenly shrilled Granny, "the
on the night your father proposed to me !"
Her daughter came quickly over and removed the cigaret
which had burnt a tiny hole in its covering. "It's a shame,"
sofa

sofa!

I sat

continued the old lady angrily, "to
let
them abuse my
precious sofa."
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This was in 1897, a
and a little frankness was not
performance it had been in Mary
the First's day. "Unless two people are so sure of
each other's love," she went on, "unless they love in
"
the most wonderful way
Robert stopped her words with a kiss.
He
dammed them with kisses and Mary the Second lost
her head under the spell as women have always
done and when he told her she was going to marry
him because she loved him, she sank down on the
couch the same old sofa and agreed that she was
and did. And locked in each other's arms, Mary,
who had been doubtful but a moment before, whispered with a conviction out of all proportion to the
occasion, "There has never been a love as great as

tishly over the tip of her fan.

more robust

age,
quite the declasse

—

—
—

—

ours."
All of which brings us back to Tish's party and
Mary the Third, and the gentle Lynn and Hal, the
debonair.
The party was at its height, that is, its noisiest.
Anne, the wildest of the flappers, had "passed out"
and had been more or less successfully revived at
least, she was able to stagger around in a pair of
pajama trousers and a thick white sweater by the
heroic application of a cold shower, clothes and all,
in one of the numerous bathrooms of Tish's house.
In Anne's condition, the disgust of her little play-

—

—

mates meant nothing to her. Someone was always
"passing out," anyway.
It
was all this silly
prohibition.

Tish

took

trigger,

out

a

and aimed

cocked her finger on the
Max. "For Heaven's sake, stop

siphon,
it

at

...

Bobby had arrived

—and

departed in his father's

"How

can I think of love when
proposing!" she cried.
I'm looking for cold hamburger?"

"Well, it also has memories for
me," answered her daughter in gentle
rebuke. "Robert proposed to me on
too.

it,

..."

Mary

the First, that was Granny,
She had given and
closed her eyes.
accepted her first kiss on that couch,
shyly and with a coy timidity that
made the proposer feel as tho he had
outraged the sensibilities of an angel.
That was way back in 1870, and the
proper attitude for that polite period.
Clinton
Still, she had accepted him.
had wanted her, but William had

won

her.

William with his master-

ways had kissed her first, and the
gentle and patient Clinton had been
forgotten, which is all too often the
reward of gentleness and patience.
"There has never," the ecstatic Mary
had whispered, believing it with all
ful

her palpitant, shy heart, "there has
never been a love as great as ours."
Mary the First opened her tired old
eyes and looked at her daughter.
That was Mary the Second. But her
head was drooped and she, too, was
lost in the bitter sweet fields of memLike Mary the First, she had
ory.
had two devoted swains, Robert and
Richard, and Richard was the shy
one and Robert the bold. "You cant
marry anyone else but me," Robert
had said to her in his all-conquering
manner. "But I'm awfully fond of
Richard," she had answered coquet-

t
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Anne, the wildest of the flappers, had "passed out" and had been more or less
successfully revived by the heroic application of a cold shower, clothes and
all, in one of the numerous bathrooms of Tish's house
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be it stated, albeit
embarrassment
with
for the young scape-

car,

Incidentally,
had arrived
and departed no less

grace.

Bobby

than three times during the evening, each
time with a different
young thing beside
Bobby knew
him.
only one line, but he
employed that with a
far

skill

beyond

his

All
eighteen years.
three girls seemed to
be satisfied with their
little outing
and inasmuch as the only
casualty was a bent
fender caused by a
large unyielding tree's
;

appearing suddenly in
the
middle of the
road,

Bobby

consid-

ered the evening well
worth while. Variety
plus excitement is the
spice of the Bobbys'
lives.

Tish, with a comfortable disregard of
her guests, sat on the

veranda spooning
shamelessly with
Max.
had

Tish's

parents

unexpectedly
for Boston and Tish,
left

with

a

Mary gave one frightened cry, and collapsed
and Max and Tish came dripping from

her,

promptness

of, had "scared up
a party." As Bobby strolled in for the fourth time, he
stumbled over a pair of outstretched legs in the dark.
"Dont mind us," boomed a deep voice, "step right inside,

and expedition heretofore undreamed

you handsome

Tish's legs, evidently
the guests could find no further excuse,
reasonable or unreasonable, for staying, they took their
reluctant departure, Mary and her two satellites and Max
staying behind in response to Tish's whisper, "Stick

At

length,

devil."

when

—

around we'll raid the ice-box."
Before the cavernous ice-box in the kitchen, Max put
his arms around Tish and started an amorous conversation, only to be rudely interrupted by the irrepressible one
How
with
"For Heaven's sake, stop proposing, Max
can I think of love when I'm looking for cold hamburger?" She took out a siphon, cocked her finger on the
He surrendered with
trigger, and aimed it at Max.
engaging promptness.
On the broad ledge of the kitchen sink sat Mary
dangling her slim ankles comfortably above the floor.
Next to her sat Lynn, his arm was around her. Hal
suddenly banged down the bowl of cracked ice he had
been carrying. "Dont put your arm around my girl," he
:

!

glowered.
Lynn looked at Mary but did not remove his arm.
"You are going to marry me," Hal went on, "and I wont
stand for Lynn's touching you."
"Is that true?" asked Lynn, still not removing his arm.
"Are you going to marry him when I love you so?"
Mary looked from one to the other in an agony of
" she said brokenly.
"I
indecision.
"I dont know
dont know because I care for you both and I cant even
decide whether I want to marry at all one must be so

—

—

—
—

in a tumbled heap on the ground. Hal went to
the lake in response.
But Lynn got there first

—

sure marriage must be the answer to the great question
"
we are all asking of life
"I'm the answer to your question," broke in Hal.
Mary looked at Lynn and read more words in his
silence than Hal had spoken.
"How can I know," she
went on. "which one I'd be happy with all my life, when I
dont really know either of you?"
"Oh, Mary," uttered Tish in a pleased and shocked
bass, "you're not going to spring that old one about living
with a man before you marry him?"
"N no," quavered Mary, "but there ought to be some
"
way of finding out about people some decent way
"Sure, there's a way," broke in Tish again, "if you

—

—

have nerve enough to try

"Now

it."

this is a serious matter," said

Mary, taking the

own hands once more, "none of the young
married couples now seem to love as our mothers and
reins in her

fathers do

"
:

"That was another age," interrupted Hal.
"Well, yes," agreed Mary, "they decided things with
their emotions but we will settle the matter with our
intelligence.
What is your plan, Tish?"

"You

cant," said Tish, starting her long speech with

due solemnity and at an unbelievably low pitch, "choose
between Hal and Lynn, because you have no idea how
they'd wear from day to day. And I cant tell whether to
take Max or not, tho he's nearly driving me crazy proposing and everything. So it seems to me the only sensible
thing to do is for all five of us to go away all by ourselves for a few weeks and see if we wear well, or which
"
one wears the best. And then
!"
exclaimed Max. "We can take my camping
"Great
outfit to

Lake Roma."
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"I'ih for it," cried Hal.

"Well— -"

hesitated Lynn.
"Let's do it," finished Mary, "let's do our experimenting before marriage instead of after."
!"

"It will be simply pr-r-riceless, you handsome devils
bellowed Tish amiably.
or rather maternal consent was
Naturally, paternal
withheld.
Mary the First bridled with open antagonism,
Her conversation bristled with such words as "indecent,"
"outrageous," "immoral," "disgraceful." Mary the Second thought the plan was "radical," and "dangerous," but
Mary the Third thought it was only "sensible" and decided
to do it, with or without her mother's consent, altho she
did not mention this last fact to her.
Granny felt it
incumbent upon her to do something about it. "I think
Robert should be told," she snapped. "At least lie has
made some effort to make upright human beings out of his
"
children.
You are too indulgent. Robert should
"Robert should but Robert hasn't," retorted the gentleman's wife.
"
"Robert's attitude is right
"
"Yes, he's always right. That's
"
"Why, Mary, I should think you'd be proud to
"Well, I'm not.
I dont know, anything harder to
bear than having

—

one's husband always right!"

"She ought to be kept at
"
First, " I think

home

was

Mary

the Third and her mother had walked to the front
There the older woman put her arms around the
younger and said with deep intent, "Remember, my dear, I
trust you absolutely, anywhere, under any circumstances."
Mary winced a little inwardly, but kissed her mother
They
sweetly and merely saicL "Thank you, mother."
were leaving for camp as soon as they could get away
from the evening's party.

"/""*\ooh," breathed Tish in a mighty whisper, "Isn't this
certainly made a beautisimply gor-r-r-geous ?
ful get-away, and what time
Sixty miles an hour is just
about my speed. I'll say the handsome devils worked too,
getting the tents up. Wonder if they're asleep?"

^S

We

!

"Hope so," answered Mary, sleepily. Her enthusiasm
had abated slightly.
She didn't like sleeping in tents.
Tish was so so active. She had no gift for quietude.
They had all taken a drink, too, several drinks, all but
Mary and Lynn. Tish always had a thermos bottle with
She had
her, it seemed.
Hal never refused, either.
pledged both boys not to make love to her while on this
little
jaunt and
both of them had.
She knew Lynn
didn't approve.
Both boys had
said
no matter

—

how

were going
to have her. She
felt confused and
cross and already

duced to speechfor

when Robert

a

made

ful.

his appear-

the one who
didn't "w ear

many

embellishments, in the old
lady's best man-

well." She
thought of her
mother and grew
more uncomfortable. Her mother
liked Lynn.
Her
mother should

Robert

staged a proper
fit of indignation,

and

blamed the
performance on his longsuffering wife.

whole

all

fault,"

know

picked Mary's
father? Didn't

Moments

of agonized waiting, eternities of regret and remorse, and the
closed eyes slowly opened. "Thank God," Mary heard her father say,
and then, "why did you take poison, Mary, oh, why did you do such a
terrible thing?"

kept

repeating mad-

deningly and
Granny agreed

they
their
all,

when Mary came
hook up her new frock.

Hostilities declared a truce

into the

Mary's
mother to
was high and her eyes like twin stars for Mary
was on the brink of adventure, of high romance, of the
for her

color

;

Her black
ultimate solving of the great puzzle of life.
down her pretty back caused
velvet gown cut in a deep
Granny to gasp with displeasure. It seemed almost as
tho Granny took some perverse delight in being annoyed
by things. Certainly, her grandchildren afforded her conBut Mary's father
siderable pleasure in that respect.
was holding forth
"Just let me hear of you going off on
but I'm sure it's only
this wild expedition, young lady
"
a lot of nonsense
"All right, daughter," said Mary the Second, interrupt"Dont be
ing what she knew was going to be a tirade.
late tonight, dear."

V

:
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any? The best way,
her narrow cot.

in fact?

adore

other?

with him.

room

men.

Hadn't she

your

he

remorse-

Lynn was

She decided she
was going to be

camping trip was
told him with

"It's

little

right she guessed.

ance, the story of
the unchaperoned

ner.

turned out

it

they

re-

lessness, but only

temporarily,

the

door.

For once
Granny

Mary

tonight," said

She tossed

"I simply cant sleep," said Tish.

each

Wasn't

way,

after

good

as

restlessly

on

as

"It's too exciting."

She pulled open the flap of their tent and looked out. A
most provocative moon stretched a shining silver path
from the tent down the beach, across the lake, and lost
"You old sinner,"
itself in the shadows on the far shore.
said Tish, shaking a joyous fist at it, "it's an ir-r-resistible
invitation, and you know it. I'm going swimming."
The man in the moon was seen to wink in a care-free
manner.
on, you handsome devils," bellowed Tish, and
Hal, too, hurriedly got into his
flew to join her.
bathing suit, but Lynn only looked to see if Mary had
gone to swim, too. Mary had not; she only looked to

"Come

Max

(Continued on page 96)

—

Do You
Believe
in

riunches

Ramon Novarro

does

and we picture herewith
a "hunch" that Ke Had
nearly three years ago and
w'hich has just

JJEHIND Ramon

Novarro's recent departure for
Italy to play Ben Hur is a curious story of a
"hunch" or a premonition, or whatever you want
When he was a half-starved little extra
to call it.
boy, trying to break into the Hollywood studios,
Ramon had a vision of himself as Ben Hur. Two
or three years ago, this idea became so fixed in his
mind that he had some pictures taken of himself
dressed up for the part.
He has never wavered
from this conviction. Even when George Walsh
went to Italy to take the role, Ramon's mind was
serene.
He felt that somehow or somewhere it

—

would be he who would play Ben Hur. Consequently, when, at the eleventh hour, they sent him
a hurry-up cablegram, summoning him at once to
Italy, there was no surprise in the event for him.
He said he knew it all the time. It is the religious
significance of the story which, no doubt, appeals
so strongly to him. Ramon is a very devout churchman, and, whenever he is in Los Angeles, acts as
choir-master for the little Catholic church of
Our Lady of Guadalupe

come

true

a

!

Critical

Paragraphs

About

New

Productions

Jimmy Hayden

(Jacqueline Logan) with
the operator (Clem Beauchamp)
in the
wireless room
of
the sinking yacht
dramatic scene from Code of the Sea

—

Code

of the

Sea

THIS

would be a fine picture if the director hadn't
chosen to make Rod La Rocque such an awful
mollycoddle in the first part of it. Mr. La Rocque
discards his specially made clothes and appears as a
sailor who is cursed with a fear of the sad sea waves and of
anything that is the least bit dangerous. Feverish close-ups of
Mr. La Rocque and many, many subtitles inform us that it
isn't all our hero's fault
rather it is his father's, said father
having been cursed with

—

same sort of fear.
But Mr. La Rocque is
painted such a coward
the

that

it

just

isn't

right.

We

dont think any man
would stand by and
watch his sweetheart become enveloped in flame
as her filmy dress gave
way before the ravishings of a lighted match.
Great Lucifer, no

In this scene from The Bedroom Window, two
hard-boiled detectives are giving Delano (Ricardo
Cortez) the third degree in the sham banker's

bedroom

the praenom'en of

All that follows subsequently is highly realistic and sensational and
thrilling. Of course, Mr.

Maurice!), George
Fawcett, Charles Ogle and numerous
other artists and lots of picturesque
scenery all under the direction of
Victor Fleming.

La Rocque proves himself,
yea verily, he

Tne Bedroom Window

—

proves himself mightier
than the ocean wave,

and the
which he

manner

"X/Tania for a "box-office" title evi* * dently led Paramount officials to
name this original murder mystery

in

accomplishes

said proof is too good
to be set down here in
detail.
Suffice it to say
that the technical expert
of the Lasky studio on
the Coast has contrived,
in league with the elements, to make a climax
to Code of the Sea that
tingles every little nerve
center in the h u
a n
machine. And then,
besides
the untailored
Mr. La Rocque there
are
Logan
Jacqueline
(oh, such eyes!)
Lefty
Flynn (dignified with

story of Clara Beranger's The Bedroom
Window. Neither the bedroom nor its
window has much to do with the plot.
Miss Beranger's story is a case of
"Who Killed Cock Robin ?" Mr. Robin
being, in this instance, a wealthy individual who is found murdered. The
fiance of his daughter is suspected. The
unraveling of the mystery is adroitly
managed, and he is wise, indeed, who
is
able to fix the blame before the
picture itself chooses to release the

m

;
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secret.

Compson
some

dare-

aquaplanin

Miami

May McAvoy, Malcolm MacGregor
and Ricardo Cortez handle the usual
three principal roles. Ethel Wales, who
plays

the

part of a writer of

melo-

—
«°K;£

UR

R

is, however, the chief figure.
Miss Wales
opportunities for comedy and for the creation of
suspense are manifold and she avails herself of all of them in
extremely competent fashion. William de Mille directed the proFrom the title, one would suppose that his brother Cecil
duction.
had a finger in it.

dramatic magazine stories
excellent.

is

Her

M iami
rTT His

what we would call a warm weather picture. It stretches
and characterization which compels us to take
interest in its background. The picture is rightly named, for it offers
unusually attractive settings and atmosphere. -Looking at Miami's
shore is as cooling as an electric fan. And Betty Compson keeps up
•*

is

—

credulity in plot

We

the illusion as she goes aquaplaning thru the water.
are
treated to several shots of Betty in her bathing-suit and other robes
and she is very, very easy on the optic nerve.
The story has to do with some crazy adventures by bootleggers

—

Wanderer of the W'asteland, Desmukes
(Noah Beery) tells Adam Larey (Jack Holt)
that he's thru with traveling and is going
In

back

to the desert

Both as an example of the best in natural colors and as an
entertainment, Wanderer of the Wasteland leaves very little
The story is a Western, and simple in conto be desired.
ception and development.
There are times when, in black
and white, it might lag, but with the gorgeous color effects it
always remains a treat to the eye and to the senses. Jack
Holt, Billie Dove and Noah Beery handle the three principal
the latter
player being partic-

roles;
Bryant Washburn
as a sandwich man

makes

Try

and

Get

very

tasty

It

fare

A

scene from The Turmoil, in which the sisterin-law (Eileen Percy) of Mary's (Eleanor Boardman) rich suitor, accuses her of having set a
trap for him deliberately

ularly effective in his
role of the old miner.

Irvin Willat directed,

and the story is derived from one of
Zane Grey's works
of fiction.

The Turmoil
adventures which are punctuated
with tid-bits of romance. It follows
the usual triangle lines. It may defy
logic, but it is executed with so much
snap and verve that the interest does
not lag for a moment. The crazy-

—

—

similar to a serial
will
quilt plot
give you many laughs
and perhaps
a few thrills.
But you wont be bored.

—

Wand erer
T-Terewith

is

of the

Wasteland

presented a picture of to-

Wanderer of the IVasteland
has been photographed by a new natural color
morrow.

process which brings to the screen the true
color of both landscapes and, in the closeups,
facial complexion.
From the point of view
of advancement in the art of cinematography,
this production marks an advance so distinct
that it is exceedingly hard to estimate it
accurately.
Given the color of this picture,
the reproduction of the voice which Mr. Lee
DeForrest is improving this very day, and
the illusion of the third dimension which
stereopticon producers have been striving for,
for so many years, and the motion picture
will have been perfected to the last degree.

T> ooth Tarkington's widely
read novel adapted
to the screen

becomes

just as interesting
in the movies as it
was between the covers of a book.

There

are many who consider the novel his
finest pen picture
of American family
It
has been
life.
transplanted to the
silversheet with all

dramatic situaits thoro understanding of

its

tions,

human
clever

nature,
depiction

everyday

its

of

experi-

ences in thousands
of family circles in
these United States
and with a climax
of real power that
shows the bursting
a huge dam,

n
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causing the death of one of the sons and destroying a big
power plant and everything else in its path.
The climax, to us, is not so important as the building
up of the theme- and the excellent manner in which the
director has established the human value. This director,
Hobart Henley, is perfectly at home with Tarkington.
You may recall that he also picturized The Flirt. The
acting is highly competent.
George Hackathorne in the
role of Bibbs is the character that Tarkington must have
had in mind when he wrote the book. Emmett Corrigan,
Eileen Percy and the others are perfectly cast
especially Mr. Corrigan.
The film releases a convincing
atmosphere,
feel sure you will find rich entertain-

Hold Your

Breath
Devore

monkey

—

Dorothy
chases
a
all
over

the front of a skyscraper to recover
a valuable bracelet

—

We

ment

here.

And everywhere

Try an <1 Get

that

It

the

Dorothy goes

policemen
go too

one of those Saturday Evening Post stories on
be successful in business. If every business
nice little Satevepost obstacle in front of him,
and the heroine (of course, the rich man's daughter) just
a bit behind the obstacle, what a whole lot of phenomenal
successes the world would contain
Try and Get It is
r

I

'his

is

how to
man had a

!

We

him to the last penny. And that is marvelous writing.
herewith doff our spotted straw to Eugene P. Lyle, Jr., the
author, and to Cullen Tate, a director more or less unknown.

Hold Your Breath

—

T_Tere

is one of the Christie feature-length comedies
and,
things considered, it is a creditable piece of work. The
picture starts out with a steady pace, gathers speed as it gets
into the stretch and comes under the wire at the finish with a
climax that makes it a real winner as a laugh as well as a

-•

*

thrill

all

maker.

a heap of comedy situations. Witness a girl
reporter chasing a monkey all over the front of a sky-scraper
to recover a valuable bracelet, as the police, in turn, chase her,
while her lover drives up first with a wagon-load of mattresses and then with a load of hay so that his sweetheart
will have a soft place
It contains

Pat O'Malley has to endure some hard knocks in
The Fighting American an excellent picture

—

extremely light fare
and extremely pleasant.
Interludes of

lively pace.

have to do with
beauty-parlor activities and the younger
set will enjoy these
moments which are
filled with merri-

Bryant Washburn
and Billie Dove are a

ment.
some

romance and laughter
are nicely interspersed.
The whole
thing moves at a

fine

pair

lovers.

of battling
Lionel Bel-

more registers his
comedy delightfully.
all

most unromantic
dividual

know),

Then

follow

striking
wartime shots and more
fun as
Devore
elevated to
stardom here getting

—

Dorothy

—

about

a bill
collector, ordinarily a
It's

(as

but

in-

we
in

sympathies
56

are

all

this

piece of celluloid
tion he's fine and

!

upon which to fall.
The opening scenes

fic-

our

with

Bert Lytell as the
heroic young sheik,
and Claire Windsor
as the beautiful captive, in A Son of the

Sahara

^M°^offi UR
j\

A Son

of the Sahara

Carewe, the director, transported an entire company
of players and a complete technical staff to Algeria, Africa,
in order to make A Son of the Sahara. During the production
of the picture, word was received hereabouts that the desert
scenes procured by Mr. Carewe and his associates were far and
away better than anything that had ever been done in Oxnard,
the breedingCalifornia, and Montauk Point, Long Island
places of our local deserts.
Nothing much out of the ordinary reveals itself in the
stretches of film that comprise the picture. The scenes and the
settings might well have been duplicated domestically.
The
photography is rather flat and the settings bespeak a meager
didn't Mr. Carewe show us the real
scenic department.
Sahara instead of the usual celluloid version of it? Being on
the spot, he surely had the opportunity, or did a sand-storm
conveniently intervene ?
Claire Windsor as the heroine, Bert Lytell as the hero (who,
of course, discovers in time for a happy ending that he isn't a
sheik, but a Frenchman), and Walter McGrail as the villain,
struggle along with roles that are altogether stereotyped, in an
altogether stereotyped production.

Edwin

—

Why

The dusky maiden of the South Seas (Laska
Winter) threatens her white rival (Leatrice Joy),
while the object of the quarrel (Percy Marmont)
pacify them all this happening in
tries
to
The Marriage Cheat

—

a job as a girl reporter, snaps the mayor with a chorus girl, and
rushes back with her "scoop" only to find that His Honor owns
the paper. The hilarious finish will send them away laughing.
Miss Devore has a big company supporting her with all the
roles capably acted.

—

The Fighting American

—

A

n excellent idea with excellent results achieved that is The
•^"^ Fighting American.
No, you aren't in for a dry piece of
propaganda. Quite the opposite. Here is a picture that takes
the time-honored figure of the title, the American with stickand the usual plot in which he chases the heroine
half-way around the globe and interferes with a couple of
revolutions in her behalf before he wins her
it takes these two
familiar properties and satirizes them to a fareyewell. With
Pat O'Malley, Mary Astor, and Raymond Hatton in the chief
roles, it unfolds its story energetically and humorously from
Mr. Hatton, in particular, is outstanding in a dual
first to last.

to-itiveness,

—

comedy

role.

William Elwell Oliver is the author of the piece.
Oliver's manuscript was selected as the prize winner
contest recently held
Mr.
by Universal.
Oliver's work should
earn him position and
many ducats. And
whoever the judges

were

—

well, they were
unusually brainy boys

and

girls.

Judges

usually blunder more
than the rankest of
the contestants. These
didn't. Harvey Gates
prepared the scenario

from Mr. Oliv.er's
story and Tom For-

Mr.
in

a

Milton Sills in The Sea Hawk, the finest picture of
the month, tries to explain his action to the girl he
has kidnapped (Enid Bennett)

The Marriage
Cheat
'

I

"

'

here

moth

the

La
Marr) and the spider

—

much
plot

concerning stories of
the South Seas. Most
of them are founded
upon well-established

formulas
probably

—

which

inspired

Thomas H. Ince to
take his company to
the actual locale of
the narrative so that
ground

dance of
(Barbara

of

it
might carry a
genuineness of back-

raan directed.

The

isn't

variety

a dazzling scene
from The White Moth

in

compensa-

tion for a rather trite
and obvious story.
It bears a certain
(Continued on page 85)
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Melbourne Spurr

Tke

Richest
woman

Woman

in tke

World

Irene Rich, but she places her great finanbottom of her list of riches; at the top,
she puts her two lovely daughters, Jane and Frances, and
then come health, numberless friends, and a host of
admiring fans

This

is

cial success at the
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Russell Ball

DICK AND HIS MOTHER
There is a very fine friendship between these two. Mrs. Barthelmess
has been her son's wise counselor since his first venture into the field
of the films, back in 1916
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nM^
Keen Comment by

TAMAR LANE

Lloyd Hamilton could establish himself as one of the
screen's greatest comedians. During the past two or three
years Hamilton has been knocking about in unpretentious
two-reelers
some of which have been good and some of
which have been very mediocre but in each and every
one this comedian has shown distinct signs of personality

—

TR5KE
"How do you

like the movie industry?" I asked the Big
Editor that the Big Producer had put on a Big Salary
to wait for the Big Job.
"It's a great business," he replied; "I hope nothing happens to it!"

There's Only

One

Business Like

It

MANY

stories are told of efficiency experts and
others who have entered the film business with
the intention of putting it on a sound business

—

So far, none has succeeded nor is any
likely to succeed.
There are certain irregularities in the
movie game that will never be overcome, and some indibasis.

viduals are quick to discover this.
few months ago one of the big film companies engaged a New York magazine editor to take a position in
its scenario department.
Without asking the editor what
salary he wanted, the company made him an offer which
amounted to just three times what he had been getting.
He quickly accepted, and a short time later found himself

—

and

real comic genius.
In A Self-Made Failure, recently completed First
National feature, Hamilton not only does some exceptionally fine humorous work, but he puts over bits of
pathos which rarely have been surpassed by any of our
screen comedians.
For subtlety, depth of feeling, and
variety of expression, Hamilton proves that he excels
every comedian in the films today, with the exception

of Chaplin.

A Self-Made Failure is one of the brightest and most
enjoyable knockabout comedies seen in many months.
It is a distinct novelty,

human

and

filled

with

many

delightful

touches.

A

Hollywood ready to start to work.
At the studio, however, he was informed
nothing for him to do at the moment and
in

that they had
that he 'could
enjoy himself until they sent for him.
So the editor
toured about the town, went to the beaches, the golf clubs
and enjoyed himself generally. Time passed rapidly
and still he was informed that he was not yet needed, and
to go on with his fun. Yet each week he continued to get
his
fat
pay check.
I met him recently

—

and he

is

still

draw-

ing a big salary and
doing very little work.
I asked him what he
thought of the motion

The Superiority of Screen

Villains

After all is said and done, the movie villain
•£*• superior creature to the movie hero.

He

is

a very

is

help

combined

picture industry. He
was enthusiastic.
"It's a great business
I hope nothing

more

daring, more resourceful, and even more interesting. He
is absolutely fearless and fights against great odds, knowing all the time that he will never be allowed to win out
in the end. He lays all kinds of brilliant plans, and makes
a fool out of the hero, all thru the major part of the
picture.
He also makes great sacrifices and will go to
any extreme for the girl he loves.
Really, after giving both the villain and the hero due
consideration, it is a wonder that some of the heroines
do not decide that the villain is the more attractive man
of the two.
The villain fights a lone hand, and when the hero finally
defeats him it is
only with the

of the police department, the

;

happens

to

it!"

was

The Hero

his reply.

fi-

nally defeats the

Villain

only

with the combined help of

Lloyd Hamilton

the

* I have nursed the
opinion that, if given
the proper vehicles

and

co-operation,

de-

Cavalry,
Secret Serthe long
vice,
arm of coincidence, and the
hand of God

U.

the

"Cor quite some time

'60

police

partment, the

Arrives

THSKE^

S.

Qut>
WVtA

Sketches hy

In the movies huseventually
see the error of

bands
their

ways and

re-

turn happily to
their wives

Harry L. Taskey

S. Cavalry, the Secret Service, the long
dence, and the hand of God.

U.

arm of

coinci-

"Doubles" for Animals the Latest
making of motion pictures has become such a
The
precarious occupation that nowadays everybody and
everything has a "double" that is called upon to do the
famous
Even the animals have doubles.
shepherd dog movie star has two doubles to perform
some of his risky business for him. Then there's even a
The most
monkey that has a double in the films.
"doubled" star on the screen, however, is the famous
horse of an equally famous Western movie celebrity, that
has no less than four horses to double for him in various
stunts. The horse star is, of course, far more capable and
The latter are used
intelligent than any of his doubles.
merely that the famous pony may not be exposed to

A

risky stunts.

dangerous injury.

Rudolph Valentino and Monsieur Beaucaire

Tt

will be interesting to watch what effect the film,
Monsieur Beaucaire, has upon Rudolph Valentino's
popularity. There is no doubt that the picture itself will
be an immense success and probably break many boxThe star's admirers have been impatiently
office records.
-*-

Is it not more likely that the virile sex is going to seize
upon the Monsieur Beaucaire as a long-desired excuse to

sneer a little at the great Italian star? Even during the
big Valentino rage of a year or two ago, Rudolph's
popularity was mostly with the American women and not
the American men. The latter, after hearing their wives,
mothers, sisters and womenfolk in general constantly singing the praises of the irresistible Valentino, finally began
to acquire a subconscious jealousy of the famous "sheik"
and regarded him as a sort of phantom rival.
Because of the fact that all Valentino's previous
vehicles have presented him in vigorous he-man roles, he
has not left himself open to criticism on the part of the
male theatergoers. But Monsieur Beaucaire may tell a
different story.
Much will depend upon how the star
enacts the role.

awaiting his return to the screen.
its

But what after-effect may Monsieur Beaucaire leave in
wake? From certain angles it would appear that a

mistake has been made in presenting Valentino in such a
fancy, "dressed up" role for his first new film. While the
female portion of the country is no doubt going to think
Rudolph "just grand" and "too

wonderful

for

words"

in

his

white wig, silks, laces and satin
knickerbockers, the men are not
going to take to the "dolled up"

Rudolph

so enthusiastically.

They Do

It

in the Movies

T-Tusbands always eventually

*

•*•

and return happily

see the error of their

ways

to their wives.

All foreigners, when introduced to some fair lady, immediately and fervently kiss her hand.
All burglars repent and return the family silverware to
its
rightful place when they are confronted by little
Willie in his pajamas.
Famous specialists never
fail in their surgical opera-

and the patient always recovers his sight or
tions,

hearing.

While the female
portion of the

country is no
doubt going to
"just

Ben Hur

Rudolph

think.

grand"

and

"too wonderful for

words"

as

Is

Having His

Troubles

A

ccording to "inside re**"* ports," all is not going
so well with the Ben Hur

Mon-

sieur Beaucaire,
the men are not
going to take to

company now in Italy.
Not only is the Goldwyn

"dolled up"
Rudolph so en-

the

thusiastically

Trs ke/

troupe having difficulty in
building its sets, but so
{Continued on page 86)
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Paul Grenbeaux

Presenting six pieces of evidence that Mary Carr is supremely
qualified to play mother roles on the screen

Mary Carr
ana the

Wasted Generation
By
W.

HELEN CARLISLE

F. Seely

BELIEVE,"

said

Mary

Carr,

"that

Youth

always has and always will revolt against the
dictates of the passing generation.
Without this
revolt there would be no progress."
We were sitting in her dressing-room at the United
Studios in Hollywood, where she is engaged in mothering Claire Windsor in the First National production.
For Sale, Mrs. Carr, fashionably clad and looking much
younger personally than she screens, sat erect in a wicker
chair, her hands clasped quietly in her lap.
Hers is a

I

beautiful repose.
"I do think that the present generation has gone rather
far in its upsetting of established conventions, but in
many cases where young people have gone to unfortunate
extremes, I believe the fault lies with the parents rather
than the children.
"Since the earliest days of civilization, probably, it has
been the conviction of most parents that their children
were lax and unruly in many ways, and they have tried
to

I

62
Gf,

curb impulses toward independence of thought and

W.

F.

Seely

With what result? Among the more docile of
young people such restraint caused the stifling of

action.

the

In stronger characters it bred revolt.
"This revolt, as I say, brings progress, but progress
hardly won.
Why cant parents treat their children as
individuals?
Human beings," added Mary Carr with a
smile, "are not turned out with a cooky-cutter."
"What progress," I asked her, "do you think the
present generation has brought the world?"
"Frankness," she answered promptly.
"Why, my dear, just think of it! Twenty-five years
ago a girl wasn't supposed to possess such a thing as a
individuality.

pair of legs.

We

to cover them.

wore mounds and mounds of clothing
can you imagine the young people

And

of that day talking about sex-appeal, or reading, openly,
such books as you read today? Altho underneath this
surface of modesty and propriety there was plenty of

skulduggery going on. dont doubt it!"
Skulduggery.
That's what she said.
The dictionary
but it is a highly descriptive
gives it no place,

WraUHCT
word, I'm sure, and as Mrs. Carr used it, most delightful.
"There is so much talk about the flapper, today," she
"Everyone seems certain that some awful
continued.
Now, as for me, my sympathies
fate is in store for her.
I was one myself, when I was
are all with the .flapper.
I lived in
a girl,.tho they didn't call us flappers then.
Philadelphia, and my parents sent me to Normal School
I was, if you please, to become a school-teacher.
there.
people all
But I revolted, and went on the stage.
thought me everlastingly lost, for, you know, in those
days, every actress was considered a person of low
morals."
Thus Mary Carr, flapper of twenty-five years ago,
today the best loved "screen mother" in the world, and
at home the mother of six handsome children.
"If parents would respect their children as individuals,
there would be a bond of sympathy between them that
cannot possibly exist otherwise.
"Why should a mother fret because her daughter
Bobbed hair is
wishes to bob her hair, for instance?
healthy, and it is becoming to most girls.
One of my
daughters wanted to bob her hair. She came and told me
so, and I said, 'All right; you really have too much hair,
anyway. Go and have it cut off.' She did, and she looks

My

lovely, I think.

me their confidante. They
to me with all their problems and I advise
discuss things with them. But I do not dictate

""V/Ty children always make
•*

* come

them and

Young

to them.

people need a guiding hand, but supor

them

pressing

forcing them

"But

one of your children displayed really radical
I asked, "what would you do about it?
Would you try to curb the impulse which, from your
wider experience with life, you know to be harmful ? Or,
regarding him as an independent individual, would you
let him do just as he wished?"
Mrs. Carr's lips set firmly.
"I have devoted the years to fostering in them the
if

tendencies,"

sense of fair play," she said. "I've taught them that the
unity of the family is dependent upon the actions of each
member of it. One member can destroy that unity.
When the family is destroyed, the home is destroyed.
W'hen the home is destroyed, the nation is destroyed.
I've tried to

make them

feel their responsibility as units

of one great Whole.
"If one of them endangered the strength of the family
by waywardness, I would go to him and say: 'Now, see
here.
You're being rather selfish, dont you think?
You're pulling away from the family and jeopardizing
its security.
I've always played fair with you, and I
hardly think it is game of you to fail me, this way. How

do you

feel

about

it ?'

"

Well, fellow members of the much-advertised "wasted
generation," how would you feel toward a mother like
that ?

"V/Tary Carr laughs

at the idea that the present generation is wasted, or going to the bow-wows.
She is
serenely certain that each new century dawns upon an
improved world, rather than a degenerating one. Her
"*

A

is

gone

surdities,

them

de-.

termined to stick
it.
Well, I am
not going to force

The

I

distasteful
be
to
them.
They must

own lives.

this

same

Are

cigarets.

my

be
neatly
to

daughter

starts
smoking,
I
dont
raise a storm over
it.

It is

much

bet-

do

it

openly, than to be
secretive about it."

of

really

they

the

lads

who

sit
secluded in
some comfortable
study, penning
words of wisdom

Most mothers

ter for her to

the true

world

bearded

Personally, I dont
to
see girls

if

who

are?

problem.

But

is

says

philosophers

like

dont.

world

wonder some-

times

way with every

smoke

sees
sane,

progressing,
Mary Carr.

any of them into
work which would

other

she

clean,

sound.

at

the

Underneath

right.

their lives,

"It's

ex-

their frivolities
and
their
brave
array of youthful
vanities
and ab-

They have been on
the stage, more or

live their

the

to

tremes they have,
but the great majority of them,
Mrs. Carr knows,
are all right.
All

children of mine
shows the slightest
interest in any
career other than
theatrical
one.
a

all

is

some of today's
young people have

with a smile. "Not
one of those six

all

unfortuyes, that

It

nate,

lem at home, right
now," she added

less,

calmly

is

balanced.

apt to prove dangerous.
"We are faced
with quite a prob-

and they're

mind

umes
l

_

...

w

-

F

-

..

in

and,

volall
in

due time, handed
on to a respectful

-

SeeI y

Mary Carr with two

encased

bound

Posterity ?
of

her best friends, Mrs. Emilie Johnson and

Emory Johnson

undoubtedly,
(Con.

on

These,
are

page

102)
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Francis

X.

Bush man

(above) gives
the signal to

son Richard
to "Play Ball!"

Mary Joana Desmond and
merry William Desmond

I
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GS.

—

Above, Adolphe Menjou and his son and "Maggie" are engaging in a free-for-all
romp, while Pat O'Malley and his two little daughters look the camera straight
in the eye

FATHERHOOD

rHESE

father-persons

— they

something
son!"

There's

"My

in

are awfully dear,

the

way they

So careless-proud, as if they almost fear
The still delight paternity has won.
They see their boyhood in a child's clear

And

for their daughters

Half-silent worship, that

know a

unspoken

say

eyes,

tenderness
lies

In their least laughing word or light caress.
Oh, they are proud, these men, they seem to see
A wider goal than loving women do,

Their children are their immortality
That carries on their name, and life, anew.

—Faith
Barbara,

Reginald

Denny's

daughter,
says she is going
to be her daddy's
leading lady in the
pictures when she

grows up

At the right, we
present Mrs. Jack

Holt, the only
mother admitted
to these pages

but Baby Betty
wouldn't be snapped without her

Baldwin

Here are two

of
the best reasons in

the world

why

Harry Carey is a
happy man they're

—

named

Ella

Ada

and "Dobey"

Jack Holt surely
looks the part of
the Proud Papa to
perfection. And
Jack Jr., Betty and
Imogene look both
pleased and proud
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Camera Coast

THERE

seems to be a concerted clash for Europe.
Dimitri
Buchowetzki, who has been directing Pola Negri, is to leave for
Paris as soon as his picture is cut. This is Sudermann's Song of
Songs, which is to be called The Passionate Journey, for screen
purposes.
Buchowetzki is trying to get the State Department to make
him a solemn promise that he can come back again after he mingles with
Paris. His embarrassment is that he has a queer passport. It was issued
Consequently, it is valid
to him by a consul of the old Russian regime.
only in countries which have not recognized the Bolshevist

rnst Lubitsch

Jack Dempsey
downed at
is
last,
1 i

g

and by a
h t-weight

champion

that little
Edwin Hubbel,
the Pampas
starlet

from

Reading

left

(seated),

May

McAvoy, Leatrice

Raymond

Joy,

Griffith,

Director

George Melford, and (standing) Evelyn
Francisco, Antonio Moreno, and Robert
Edeson all are watching Agnes Ayres

—

play

a

scene

Three

Women

the studio at eight o'clock and
night on a stage play, Spring
which she is to play a limited
She says that,
engagement at a local theater.
when she gets thru with it, she is
going on .a long horseback trip thru
the High Sierras to recuperate. With
Blanche Sweet, the remedy for all

morning

rehearsing
Cleaning, in

to right

just finishing

;

at

—

is

Pauline Frederick, May McAvoy and
Marie Prevost and will move over to the
Lasky studio to direct Pola in one picture
a modernized version of The Czarina.
In the last scene of Three Women, the
dignified Miss Frederick had to slide down
a long toboggan chute, such as they use in
swimming-pools, with an evening dress on.
She was a good sport and did it with a laugh.
The lovely Pauline has been working herShe has been reporting every
self to death.

with

in

her

own new

picture,

The Guilty One

at

all

human

ailments

is

to retire to a dairy

With Pauline
Frederick, it's a good horse and a cow
saddle and solitude.
farm and drink

milk.

—

"pLORENCE Vidor

is playing Barbara
Frictsche in the picture made from
the old Clyde Fitch play and with a
curl hanging down over her shoulder,
and wide hoop skirts, she is just
about the loveliest picture imaginable.
She was making one of the
big scenes on Friday, the
Ben Turpin, in his latest comedy, Yukon
thirteenth of June. They got
Jake, presents to his opponents a perfect
poker face
along swimmingly until they
;

came to the thirteenth scene.
That was straining the jinx
too far. The camera broke.

When
ished,

this

picture

Miss Vidor

is

is

fin-

to play

the lead in another Ince pic-

Christine of the
ture
Hungry. Heart, by Kathleen

is a famous European, who
working in Hollywood incognito,
under the name Charles Puffy. His
first part is that of the fat Chef in
Rose of Paris.
Director Irving

Above
is

Cummings

is

coaching

Norris. In the course of the
story she is married to two
men and has an affair with
a third. Which is certainly
a breathless departure from
the usual chemically pure

Florence Vidor pictures.

him

Jacqueline Logan
Lois

Wilson

Farnum

and

William
the balcony

present
scene from Romeo and Juliet
while waiting for a set for
The Man Who Fights Alone
to

I
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be made ready

has at
her heart's desire.
During her whole screen
career she has played parts
in which her wardrobe consisted of rags and gingham
last

—

Harry Carr's department of news and
gossip of the Hollywood picture folk
She had about made up her mind that she was under a lifesentence to be a waif. She has just been cast for the lead in The House
In this she plays a. superof Youth, to be made at the Ince studio.
flapper; clothes and nothing but.
One of the roles in this picture will be played by Lucile Mendez
said to be a daughter of ex-President Castro of Venezuela.
dresses.

.

.

.

T)oLA Negri

has stirred up Hollywood again; this time by resolutely
picking what she says are the only six actors and actresses
of the screen who can really act. Her list of immortals
are Lillian Gish, Norma Talmadge, Mary Philbin,

*

J.

of
to

:

W.

Griffith.

It will

Los

Angeles

clean up the
town, by mopping the
steps
of the City Hall

considers to be the only directors of real
Charlie Chaplin, Ernst
genius, as follows
Lubitsch, Rex Ingram, Dimitri Buchow-

and D.

Mayor

helps the

John Barrymore, Ramon Novarro and Rudolph
Valentino.
She has also picked out what she

etzki

C. Milligan

Dorothy Mackaill

be noted

that a painful vacancy exists where should
be the names of some of the directors
who have directed Pola's destinies since

she has been in America.

"V/Tary Miles Minter, who runs second
Mabel Normand as the stormy
to

**

petrel of the screen,
couple of troubles.

is

in trouble again.

A bench

A

warrant was issued
for her because she neglected a speed cop's sum
mons when she airily wafted past a
congested corner at thirty-seven miles
an hour and her housemaid brought
suit against her for damages.
The
estimable Miss Herlihy who formerly
cooked for Mary was arrested at
Mary's behest one night by the Pasadena police. Mary said she was disturbing the peace but Miss Herlihy
only
said
she
was remonstrating
because Mary was entertaining too
many guests. Anyhow, Miss Herlihy
resented being arrested some $20,000

Glenn Hunter proves
to

be

as

popular

with

the stars in the West as he
was with those in the East.
Here he has captured May McAvoy,
Patsy Ruth Miller and Lois Wilson

;

;

worth.

Mabel Normand, by the way,
a sensational reappearance at
the
trial
of her
former
chauffeur, Horace Greer,
who shot a young man
named Dines, at whose

made
Wallace Beery, in the costume he wears in

The Sea Hawk, proves

that he's a far better
pirate than fiddler

house Mabel and Edna Purviance were being entertained
last

Christmas.

It

was sup-

posed that Mabel had gone
East to avoid testifying in
the case when she suddenly
breezed into the court-room
with a cheery, "Well, I'm
here." Mabel says she is going to continue her work of

making personal appearand may be a long

ances,

time

A

away from

the screen.

thrill went thru the

^*- Prohibition Enforcement office recently when a
detective
found out that
Charlie Chaplin had a still in
his house. Taking advantage

(Continued on page 78)

Director Frank Borzage and Alice
had a farewell chat with
Ramon Novarro, just before he left
for New York and points farther
East Italy, in fact

Terry

—

Murray, one of the
most interesting characters in
Sundown, says he'll be well
Charlie

qualified for the post of hotel
dishwasher, by the time this
picture is completed
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When You Go

»

to the

Movies

Over There
We

Americans believe our Metropolitan motion picture houses to be the
last word in grandeur and comfort, but
they cannot compare with those in
many of the large cities of Europe

By

GRETCHEN DICK
Poster Illustrations by

There was nothing
thousand-mark seat

left

— so

Vyvyan Donner

but a one-million-five-hundredI

had

to

pay

thirty-five

cents

after all

visit this little theater
three-sheet adorned.

In

Gay Paree

is usually the biggest theater or the bigger group
of theaters that we hear about either at home or
abroad, particularly from those who go overseas to
report what they have over there that we do not
have here in America. I am not going to do this, possibly
because from the standpoint of efficiency, comfort,

IT

general management and musical program, very little,
if anything, excels home-brew, in the big theaters.
Now it does not matter that we saw Norma Talmadge,
Mary Pickford, Harold Lloyd,
Bebe Daniels, Mae Murray,
Bill Hart, or Charlie Chaplin,
for we see them everywhere,
no matter in what country, but
it
does matter in what surroundings we saw them, for
the right setting can enhance
one's joy over one's particular
favorite.

The

three-sheet
which greeted my
eye as I emerged from the
Gare St. Lazare on arrival in
Paris was the announcement
first

stretcher

of

Weiman's

Rita

which the French
the

Curtain

Curtain.
friend of

A
in

As

mine,

costume

\0£

I

When

instead

Falls
this

picture
of

author is a
decided to

dainty little French maid
a black-and-white taffeta

lieved

'68

call

me

dashed up
of

my

and

re-

hat and coat

upon the

side street,

which the

Having bought my ticket at the usual little conventional
booth outside, I fairly gasped as I entered, for I found
myself in a completely mirrored lobby- with a dozen or
more perfect little mannequin attendants, immaculately
uniformed, as were lackeys. I thought I had suddenly
been transplanted to the great hall of mirrors in Versailles, and I wouldn't have been surprised had I stumbled
onto the table of the peace treaty, completely attended by
the international diplomatic corps.
It seemed almost
too beautiful to be true.
Suddenly, as if Alice in Wonderland had shifted the

—
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—
—

scenery, the little mannequin attendants
who looked to
be not a day over twelve years of age dashed up to me
in pairs, each one trying to get my ticket in order to find
my seat, or otherwise be of service. While I was trying

which youthful automaton

would condescendingly permit to escort me to my chair, two dainty
little maids, in black-and-white taffeta dresses and real
lace aprons, dashed up and relieved me of my hat and

to decide

I

Simultaneously, a third presented me with a claim
check for both.
The inside of the auditorium more than equaled the
mirrored lobby, for the theater was built very much on

coat.

same

the

lines

dressed like parlor-maids, with linen and
and apron, who come and serve you as
in the days of San Toy, with "tea and ices and soda."

turned girls,

While you are watching the screen, these little maids
bring you a dainty little tray with a cold ice, a hot orange
pekoe, or a lemon squash the latter being our American
(Caution: If you order an American lemonlemonade.
ade, you get what the English call pop, which is quite the
most disagreeable imitation-lemon concoction you have
ever tasted.)
In the evening, you may even have your
demi-tasse of black coffee, if by some mischance you
have missed it at home in your rush to get to the picture.

—

This tea-room ser-

as

Napoleon's little historic playhouse in the

not only obin
the
big
Stolls theater, which,

vice

benches

by

the
originally
stein's

around

districts,

various

beautiful
tapestries,
not
only
historic in design but
priceless
in
value.

sorts,

were
enough to be
compared with many
of their Aubusson

izing

tapestries

ment

state

at

re-

find our old,

of

the

latest

Over there they do
not give the elaborate
While you are watching the screen, little uniformed maids bring
you a pot of tea, or a demi-tasse, or a long, cold drink

apart-

Windsor

As we left this enchanting
we looked back and watched

little

French cinema

the pianist, who was
so engrossed with the American movie that she was
skipping notes and even pages of her music.

house,

the

in this country.

now

Castle on the Thames.
The orchestra, also, bore a strong resemblance to
Napoleon's Theater, for the seats were the salon variety
of comfortable armchairs, softly upholstered in old velvet.
So strong was the comparison between this little modern
side-street theater and the one of historical splendor in
Fontainebleau that it did not seem possible that one was
actually looking at a modern movie.
The picture came
and went, and Bill Hart dashed off for many hundreds
of miles, before I realized that I was not living retroactively in the years of long ago.
The orchestral pit was very small and had only one
musician, a pianist, who played on a funny little upright
piano with old side sconces attached near the music rack,
very much like the one which is still in the pit in Fontainebleau.
It seemed almost too incongruous to see a
modern little French flapper pianist seated at this piano
trying to play the movie's adequate descriptive, modern,
American music. But then, everything was so vividly
contrasted that nothing should have seemed an incongruity.

at

song hit, such as we
had many years ago

covering the walls
the

we

and

seashore

jomewhat
primitive
method of popular-

lovely

of

opera-house on

side of the big cities.
In the little theaters thruout the rural

very

brothers that are

Hammer-

but also in the smaller
theaters in the outlying
districts,
out-

cony were hung with

These

was

way,

The King's Highway,

the upper walls. The
back walls of the bal-

huge,

is

served

right
wing of the
great Palace at Fontainebleau, just outLike
side of Paris.
its
historic ancestor,
it
had a tiny little
balcony, shaped like a
horseshoe, with parallel

t-

lace caps, cuffs,

scenic
sets,
colorful
stage pictures and excellent vocal interpretation that accompany operatic arias and ballad songs,
such as we produce in most of our American theaters.
They use a rather crudely colored plate, which is flashed
on the screen between pictures, and which gives the words
of the chorus just in time for the audience to join in the
refrain.

thought the people took an over-exuberant, almost

I

and joining their voices
that of the professional illustrator, particularly
the song was about flowers, and the singer would
out on the stage and throw the flowers to the audi-

childlike, delight in taking part

with

when
come

ence.
Imagine our consternation when we found several
houses were singing our American song about the fruit
shortage. Yes, We Have No Bananas, and to find that,
during the refrain, the singers would throw bananas into
the audience.
This outburst of English temperament
the delight in "playing theater," so to speak, with the
professionals
surprised me very much, for the English
have not, as a rule, either a temperamental or an exuber-

—

ant nature.

How They Do

It in

Berlin

The
x

distinguishing feature in the Berlin movie houses
the personality of the architecture and interior
designs.
Such wealth of art individually, and artistic
design generally, is not found anywhere else.
Handsome brocades, mirrored halls and walls, priceless tapestries, and colorful curtains, abound.
For originality in
decoration, freshness of idea, and modernism in the best
sense, we can safely say that the Berlin movie houses
*
excel those of almost any other city.
(Continued on page 90)
is

A Moving

Feast in London

'|'he London movie houses

•

home, for one

boast of

all

really enjoys nearly as

the comforts of
many privileges

in the theaters as one does in a private apartment. There
are not only little tea-rooms, large restaurants, and liquor
bars attended by the proverbial pretty English barmaids,
but there are also many dainty little black-taffeta cos-

r,<>
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Trailing the Eastern Stars
Tke

latest

v)\\o drift in

B$

nev?s about motion picture people

and out of tke Studios

DOROTHEA

B.

in tke East

HERZOG

Gustav von
Seyffertitz,

the

popular motion
picture actor, re-

from

turned

Europe
cently,

reafter

completing a
new picture for
Goldwyn- Metro,
all

of

the

scenes

which were

made abroad

Between scenes

Monsieur
B eaitcaire,

in

Rudolph Valenshows the
sights of the
tino

studio to

Andre

Daven, the
young Frenchman whom he
brought

with
Paris
to play the role
Beaucaire's
of
brother

him from

International Newsreel

FIRST
ested

of

all,

you may be

inter-

to know that Valentino
do a tango in his new production. Yes, in about the same
costume he wore for that purpose in
will

It looks very much as if there is
trouble for two in the scene below from The Spitfire, even tho
Betty Blythe is trying her best to
keep peace between Robert War-

wick and Lowell Sherman

The Four Horsemen.

will take
It
place in a sumptuous cabaret scene,
so be prepared to be' thrilled
r

joking with her director and
supporting cast. At the risk of being
anticlimatic, we add that Gloria continues her difficult job of outdoing her
previous "many change and lavish gown
party,

makes these
heat
irksome, for "sticky"
skin and heat waves do not tend
to increase joy in living. Gloria
applies a heavily loaded powderpuff regularly, however,
and manages to give the
weather a run for its money

changes a

'he hot summer months pass
in torpid working days for
Gloria Swans on, who no
sooner finishes one picture
than she plunges into another.
Gloria is now completing Wages of Virtue, under the direction of Allan
Dwan, even while Her Love
Story, being an adaptation of
Mary Roberts Rinehart's Her
Majesty the Queen, is being pre
I

the screen version of Ben Hur,
but that those who owned the
production rights wanted such an
exorbitant price for it he couldn't

afford to

came on from the
support the dynamic Gloria and
Fawcett

Coast to
he hikes right back after this picture.
Ian Keith, a newcomer to the screen,
plays
star.

opposite

the

Mr. Keith made

his first

appearance in

Manhandled and he
evidently made a favorable impression, for

he was promoted to
hero-ing Gloria.
The "natural" holiness of a New York
summer is increased
to blistering degrees
by the heat radiating
from the hard Kleig
lights
banked along
the Swanson set.
Gloria doesn't seem
perturbed.
especially
She is the life of the

70

IGE

bit

"T\id you know that D. W.
*"^ Griffith wanted to make

pared.

George

The

record."

bought
Below, Thomas Meighan was
snapped on his way to review
the

Boy

Scouts of Brooklyn

it-

Years later, Goldwyn
much reduced sum.

buy?

-at

a

A

t a luncheon given at the old Talmadge
Studio, the members of the cast of
Howard Estabrook's
new production, The
Price of a Party, entertained a few of the

magazine and
paper writers.

news-

One of the features
of the affair was an
Oriental dance given
by

Hope

Hampton,

who

has the leading
feminine role in the

picture,

Mary

containing

Astor,

Dagmar

Godowsky, Harrison
Ford, and Arthur
Carewe. Hope is an
accomplished dancer,

and

if

this

abbrevi-

^M°^^J URR
You remember
won-

child
o v

the

der

the
Miriam

films,

Pedro de Cordoba waves a
temporary goodbye to the New
^ ork fans. He's

Battista?
Here
she isas "Juliet."'

made

having

her stage debut

New

in

York

year,

this

for

sailing

with

Cbarles Eaton
playing "Ro-

his

town,

native

Cordoba, Spain,

play the

to

raeo"

hero

The

of

Bandolero

Maurice Costello (below) has an
important role in the new Selznick picture, Love of

Women

Gilliams Service

graceful.
Oriental affair doesn't
arouse interest, we miss our guess.
"These beads and sash," Hope sighed to
us, her hand lightly touching the intriguing
sash of rhinestones and pearls encircling her
slim waist and hanging in strings to her knees, "this
weighs thirty-five pounds."
Alary Astor flaps in The Price of a Party for the first
time in her cinematic career.
She voices the cryptic
remark that she wouldn't be at all surprised were this her
only flapper part.
By the way, Mary's hair is not red, as so many people
seem to think. It is a soft, silky brown, with reddish
tints.
She is a delightful personality, blessed with a
merry sense of humor and a mind that has a way of leaping nimbly ahead of the other person's.
Upon completing her present picture, Mary entrains
for the Coast to play with Reginald Denny in the picturization of Harry Leon Wilson's humorous story,

quently with his agent in his search for a

ated,

Oh, Doctor!

'T'ho Arthur Carewe has been kept pretty busy since
^ coming to New York some weeks ago. he told us that
in all likelihood he would appear in a Broadway stage
play before returning
to

suitable

Broadway

ri

ng

of

monster

a

Fe

Santa

motive

loco-

was

lucky to get a
fair
helper to

him

assist

oil

the big

~D

illie Dove has returned to her first love and is being
featured in the new edition of the Ziegfeld Follies.
Miss Dove made her first and last appearance with the
Follies in the show of 1920.
Prior to that, she appeared
in four editions of the Midnight Frolics, Ziegfeld's night
show, formerly given on the roof of the Xew Amsterdam
Theater.
In her present stage appearance, Miss Dove
has a monolog, wherein she speaks of the movies.
She
also does a dance and
*~^

gowns.

the

Douglas

Fair-

dem-

is

vorite

fans,
Billie

ca-

young
that faof
the

Miss
Dove

Jr.,

onstrates to ad-

miring
tors on

specta-

the

S.

Baltic that
he's as good an

S.

athlete

The

you

banks,

famous

desert.

private
as

(Cont'd on
page 92)

on

out

pable

Gilliams

In
life,

Arizona

engine

lady

in

his

not

return to the Coast.

f r e -

The engineer

will

Axtoxio Moreno accompanied her husband to
A Xew York when the debonair "Tony" came on to
co-star with Agnes Ayres in Story U'itlwut an End, now
nearing completion at the Paramount Long Island Studio.
The Morenos decided against taking an apartment, inas-'
much as "Tony" is due to make only one picture and then

ing numerous

manuscripts
and confer-

make

"K/Trs.

wears some

read-

to

:

gorgeous

busy

which

be a heavy.
can play other parts than that of the heavy,"
he smiled "and I was on the stage before I went into
pictures to be always a heavy."

Hollywood.

now

in

Incidentally, he

I

He

is

vehicle
debut.

as

his

father.

He's having a
holiday on the

Continent

be-

fore
returning
to
Filmland
next fall
Keyston

;

!

Letters to the Editor
It's

He

the Fault of the

Producer!

17 VERY reader of the Motion Picture Maga-

Dear Editor: It seems to
me that the most irritating thing
about the present pictures is
the fact that well-known companies buy novels that have excellent possibilities in
then proceed to give

them and
them to

zine

is

invited to contribute to this page.

However, we can print only letters which give
the writer's name and address; the initials will
be used in publication if the writer prefers.
Of the letters accepted for publication, we will
pay five dollars for the one deemed the most

would have had

full

sway

for his genius for handling the
lives of excessively rich people.
However, if Mr. De Mille was
unprocurable,
Allan Dwan
would have served very well in-

Dr. Dwan knows how
stead.
to handle society drama also,
as was proved by
Society

A

Scandal.
Cosmopolitan
did
neither of these things; they
interesting and worthy of illustration, and
got Allan Crossland, who failed
three dollars for the others.
to bring out the possibilities in
the story and fell down on all
I cite Java Head, Black Oxen,
the big scenes.
The Enemies of Women and
It
His Children's Children.
was certainly fortunate
that Joseph Urban designed the settings and that the picture was
Mr. Melford murdered Java Head by following the plot of the
photographed in Europe, because the settings were so immense
book without any understanding, dramatic power, or skill whatever.
that they atoned .for the lack of drama.
Albert Roscoe gave an exceedingly wooden performance as the
This was
Concerning Lionel Barrymore as the Prince Lubimoff, I seem
hero, and also looked very unheroic and unhandsome.
surprising, because Mr. Roscoe used to be a good actor. Leatrice
to remember reading some reviews that spoke of his "superb"
acting.
Whether they thought this necessary because he is the
Joy as the Chinese wife was a disappointment also. Her performbrother of John, I dont know, but so far as real acting went, I
ance of Lydia Thorne in Manslaughter was wonderful, but her
didn't see any
except some nasty frowns, which are apparently
Tauo Yoen didn't quite register. This may have been due to the
Mr. Barrymore's idea of how to act a dissolute Russian prince.
fact that it didn't suit her anyway, and Jetta Goudal would have
And speaking of this reminds me all of the wickedness in The
been immense in it. Remember her Pilar in The Bright Shazvl?
Enemies of Women was done by sub-titles the characters themAnd the greatest improvement of all would have been to secure
selves were quite mild for the kind of people they were supposed
Fred Niblo to direct the picture. The choice of George Melford
Which was unconvincing, and people who went hoping to
affords a good example of boneheadness.
to be.
Why was Frank Lloyd chosen to direct Black Oxen? Mr. be shocked were doubtless disappointed.
Alma Rubens was as good a Duchess De Lille as the director
Lloyd's efforts are always heavy and uninspired. An even greater
gave her opportunity to be. And John Lynch should be awarded
blunder was made in selecting Corinne Griffith to play Madame
Zattiany.
Miss Griffith walked thru the picture beautifully
a poison-ivy wreath for writing the scenario so that half of the
most interesting scenes in the book were left out, and some others
and gracefully, but she certainly did not suggest the heroine of
changed to suit his idea of good drama. If only June Mathis
Gertrude Atherton's bizarre and brilliant novel, which on the
or Frances Marion had written the scenario, and Rudolph Valenscreen was much less bizarre and not at all brilliant, with the
exception of Clara Bow's vivid performance of the flapper.
tino had played the Prince, what a triumph for Art it would
have been
Pauline Frederick is one of the finest actresses we have to
Now may I, inquire why Paramount bought His Children's
me the finest emotional actress on the screen, despite her many
Children, and handed it to Sam Wood, when it was built especially
cheap stories. And yet, after so many years spent on the screen,
The great "C. B." could have made of it
for Mr. De Mille?
there seems to be no producer with enough intelligence to star
her in stories suitable to her type. She would have made an ideal
a picture that would have made the rest of the stories about
wandering daughters look like a rubber
rejuvenated Countess in Black Oxen, because she has the
stamp.
maturity and sophistication.
Mr. Wood's production was
Myrtle Stedman would have
quite as clumsy as the book, which it
been effective in this role also, but never Corinne Griffith.
need not have been, if handled with skill.
It seems pertinent here to remark that Miss Frederick
Dorothy Mackail was a poor choice
played Bella Donna, Zaza, and Donna Roma in The
for a flapper, as she had no vivacity.
Eternal City, long before Pola Negri, Gloria Swanson
Why hasn't Paramount, whose motto
or Barbara La Marr appeared on the screen.
seems to be "Oh for a box-office attracWhen I approach The Enemies of Women and
tion," ever thought of co-starring Pola
contemplate the possibilities of this book, I could
Negri and Rudolph Valentino, now
break down and weep.
Ibafiez spoiled it as a
that their trouble with Rudie is settled.
book by making it too long, and abandoning the
If there is any bigger box-office attraccharacters at long intervals for bursts of philostion, what is it?
ophy and description, but there is no denying
I suggest Pola Negri in a version
that it possessed an extremely interesting assortof Cleopatra, under the direction of
ment of characters, plenty of drama, and a colorLubitsch.
I know Theda Bara played
ful background of the Riviera, Monte Carlo and
her once. What of it?
Russia.
And the Cosmopolitan Corporation had
why doesn't
a splendid opportunity
Paramount hire Ibafiez
to come along with a
to
write
an original
cinematic version of it
story for Rudie?
that
would,
perhaps,
Here's hoping that the
have surpassed those
Warner Brothers cast
other
two Ibafiez
Pauline
Frederick as
stories,
The
the Countess Olenska in
Horsemen of the ApocaThe Age of Innocence
lypse, and Blood and
that William de Mille
Sand, both of which demakes a good picture of
serve places on any list
Spring
Cleaning,
and
of the "best pictures."
that
Paramount give
It might have surpassed
Anna Q. Nilsson a big
them because it seems
contract.
to me that the theme

directors who usually miscast
them and make a mess of them
generally. As examples of this,

—

:

;

—

9 UC£

And

Four

Hoping

more
powerful
was
than either of the other
Cosmopolitan
two.
have
secured
should
Cecil De Mille to direct
it,
for who could have
done it better than the
man who invented "the
cinematically wealthy."
:

I

72

my

good,

am,

I

you

will

letter

and
some

that

publish
that it

do

will

Yours very

W.

Why do our producers buy novels that have excellent possibilities in
them, and then proceed to give them to directors who usually miscast
them, and make a mess of them?

.

207

truly,

D. Seidler,

W.

State

St.,

Calumet City, 111.
(Cont. on page 91)
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QHow 'Princess Tat Face cPowder won a
tennis Championshifx_j>
T^he time was noon ~ the thermometer was
90 — the day sultry, stifling and sticky —

.

*

SOMETHING
game

among

more than the
itself stirred interest
the spectators.
girl on

A

the side lines whispered, "how does
she do it ?" A grizzled veteran among
a group of men murmured, "the girl's
not human."
Truly it was amazing. An hour's furious

—

play yet the slim little beauty battling on
the south court maintained the exact appearance of cool daintiness and physical
serenity with which she had stepped into
play. A dazzling, super-heated sun had no
more than flushed her cheeks a faint, becoming pink. The column of her smooth
young throat showed creamy white above a
silken blouse, itself scarcely damp.
Then
came a brilliant rally, a scurrying, flashing

game was won.
Victorand vanquished stood together and
never was a greater contrast. Theone fresh asa
action and the

—

springbreeze;theotherhot,disheveled,wilted.
' The grizzled old veteran asked the secret.
But the girl who kept cool blushed, laughed
and wouldn't tell. "I couldn't," she confided later to her chum; "for do you know
what it was a little secret I make use of

—

before a game, before a swim, before a
dance. I take a regular bath in Princess
Pat Face Powder! Then I look so cool that
I keep my peace of mind and poise under
all circumstances.
Try it, my dear. It
helps you win."

A Marvelous Difference Due to Almond
Princess Pat used Almond as a
base, there had been no radical and im-

Until

portant change in face powder for half a
century.
Only minor improvements in
quality and fineness of particles had been
recorded. Princess Pat was not satisfied to
be merely another good powder. The desire
was to make it superlative.

And
been done.
Every woman is familiar to a certain extent
with the advantages of Almond. She can
with

Almond

this has

vision its blossom-like softness.

how

She knows

soothes and whitens and heals when
used in lotions and creams. She recognizes
its exquisite fragrance, its sheer charm as
one of Mother Nature's daintiest creations.
it

smarts, nor drys. It is waterproof and not
by perspiration. Correctly applied,
Princess Pat Face Powder will remain lovely
even after a swim.

affected

—

Remember Princess Pat is the only
powder in the world with the Almond Base.
Nothing else can give you the same remarkable advantages.
Last but not

mentary supply

who

desires

it

least, a generous compliwill be sent to every

woman

for test.

Simply make use

of the coupon.

—until she has

But what she cannot know
tried

—

is

that

Almond imparts

to Princess

Pat Face Powder every one of these dehitherto unavailable. Belightful qualities
cause of inimitable softness, Princess Pat
Powder just naturally clings closest and
longest of all face powders. For the same
reason, the smooth beauty it gives the skin
A rare perfume gives
is beyond compare.
Princess Pat its final, elusive, bewitching
charm.

—

And

thus distinguished, Princess Pat has
more to offer much, much more! For it is
a skin corrective, as well as a superb
beautifier. The Almond content in Princess
Pat prevents the skin drying out, keeping
It helps materiit always soft and pliant.
ally in preventing the all too prevalent
coarse pores and blackheads.

—

So marked are the benefits of Princess
Pat that many women have found it the
one thing needed to restore complexions to
normal. Princess Pat never chalks, cakes,

Send for

this big, generous free samSent in pretty red, gold and black
just the thing for your
purse. Plenty for a thorough test.
ple.

enameled box

PRINCESS PAT, Ltd.
2701 S.Wells

Dept. 29, Chicago
Send sample of
Princess Pat, "The Only Powder with
an Almond Base."
Check shade you desire:
Entirely

PRINCESS PAT, Ltd., Chicago, U. S. A.

St.,

FREE!

FLESH—Light, blended rose
WHITE—Pure, snowy white

OLDEI IVORY—Rich, creamy flest
BRUNETTE—Warm Gypsy Olive _

Name

rinc

—

(Print)

.

Street

City and State.

Princess Pat Creams, Ice Astringent, Princess Pat Tint, Lip Stick, Powder, Princess Pat Perfume
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The Answer Man
This department is for information of general interest only. Those
•who desire answers by mail, a list of film manufacturers, etc., must
enclose a stamped, addressed envelope.
All letters should contain
the name and address of the writer, but a fictitious name will be
used in answering inquiries if it is written in the upper left-hand
corner of the letter

....

—

Yes,
Gibraltar. Glad to hear
from you.
Frances Marion has been a scenario writer for
some time.
You know Katherine MacDonald is
Glenn
married and has retired from the screen.
Hunter is twenty-four. Your letter was a gem.
Manawatu. Well, the secret of happiness is
never to let your energies stagnate. You know that
people's weights vary, but Norma Talmadge now
weighs one hundred and ten. She is mighty careful
of her diet. I dont blame her, do you?
Sparky.—Well, a good secret is to a woman what
good wine is to a man too good to keep. Edith
Johnson was born in 1895. Shirley Mason is with
Fox. Edith Roberts is with the L. B. Mayer ProLew
ductions.
Claire Adams in The Clean-Up.
Cody has gone abroad to play in the next Marshall
Neilan production in which Blanche Sweet will undoubtedly star.
Elaine A. No, I am quite sure Richard Dix is
Gaston Glass has never
not thinking of marriage.
been- married.
No, Nita Naldi has not bobbed her

—

—

—

hair.

/,'/

blJ

—

Gisela R. M. Nita Naldi is playing opposite
Rudolph Valentino in A Sainted Devil.
Just
write to Eric von Stroheim at the Goldwyn Studios,
Culver City, California. Pola Negri at the Famous
Players Studios, 1520 Vine Street, Los Angeles,
California. So you like Elliott Dexter.
A Corinne Griffith Fan. Yes, and a philosopher is one who says simple things finely and fine
things simply. Corinne Griffith was born November
She played in Lilies of the Field and
24, 1897.
Single Wives.
No, Raymond Griffith and D. W.
Griffith are no relation to Corinne.
Ramon Novarro
was born February 6. So, see, I didn't forget you.
Correction. Ben Lyon of the First National
Pictures,
Hollywood, California, writes to our
Editor and says that he is not married, as I said
he was last month, that he never has been married,
and that that he wants it corrected. All right, Ben,
Ben
it is easier corrected on paper than in reality.

—

—

—

Lyon

is

not married.

—

Monna Blue, Chicago. Why, the Colgate Company, of Jersey City, are ordering the largest clock
world from the Seth Thomas Clock Company.
be fifty feet across and the minute
hand
twenty-seven feet six inches and the
hour hand twenty feet long.
Together they will
weigh a ton. It will be possible to tell the time
from the New York shore. Monte Blue was born
January J.1, 1890. He is part Indian, a way back.
He was interviewed in the August, 1922, Magazine.
Rosina. Quid rides ? I'm not so funny. Well,
it never rains, but it gets wet.
J. Warren Kerrigan
played in The Covered Wagon, The Man From
Brodney's, and in Captain Blood.
Write to our
Circulation Department for back numbers.
A Wolverine. Kissing is simply shaking hands with the lips.
Laurance Wheat was born in Wheeling, W. Va. He has brown
hair and hazel eyes. You can probably reach Ivor Novello at the
Prince of Wales Theater, London, England, where he is playing
in The Rat.
Lionel Barrymore and Gaston Glass in /
the
Man. You're very welcome. Run in again some time.
May, Montreal. No, I dont carry life insurance. I find that
honesty is the best policy. All I can tell you about Vera Reynolds

—

:

Spook.

—

Barney Google. Why, the Wall of China is a
wall 1,200 miles long and 20 feet high, built as. a
protection against the Tartars.
All by hand, you
know. Marguerite Clark is in New Orleans, you
know. Bebe Daniels recently bobbed her hair, and
she is twenty-three. She was born in Dallas, Texas.
Address her at the Famous Players Studio, Astoria,
Long Island. So you want Charlie Chaplin to return to comedies. He is working on one now. Yes.
I guess
we all do. No, Marie Prevost is nol
married. No, I am not married, but I do like bow
ties.
I dont have to wear a tie, you know:

—

No, you know I am very fond of buttermilk.
There's no joke about it.
It's my favorite drink.
Marion Nixon is with Fox.
Myrtle Stedman is
with Universal at present. That was Myrtle Stedman in Famous Mrs. Fair.
Hilda N. The best way to reduce is to exercise,
whether you want to reduce weight, expenses, or
doctor's bills.
I
dont know about that contest,
better write Inspiration Pictures, 565 Fifth Avenue,
Los Angeles, California.
Yetta G. R. All the way from England, too.
Rather nice.
That was a pretty fine compliment

—

paid me.
Thanks a lot. Pauline Frederick
was born August 12, 1888. She isn't married at
present, you know.
I
doubt whether Huntley
Gordon is married. Lon Chaney was born in Col-

•you

He

married to a non-

again.
there isn't much
difference between the best and the worst of us.
Horrors
You say you didn't know I existed until
Tell me how it happened.
last week.
Mae Murray
was born in Portsmouth, Virginia, May 9, 1886.
Her real name is Marie Koenig and she was
married to William Schwenken and to J. O'Brien

Am

—

is that she is playing in Cecil De Milles' Feet of Clay.
Marguerite Clark isn't playing in pictures any more.
She's married,

—

E. M. K., Salem. Well, the most unworthy hand I know is
behindhand.
Olga, seventeen, is married and quite happy.
She
has forgotten about the old Answer Man. Elsie Ferguson is not
playing in pictures right now. So you like our magazine because
it's clean.
You know we wash every magazine in lux before it
leaves our shop.

<0>

—

orado Springs, Colorado.

dial will
will be

.

Miss Red Head. Oscar Wilde says, "As we
grow old, we grow more foolish and more wise."

in the

—

t 74

—

E. G. Well, a copyright is not a right to copy
a cash box for the other fellow's ideas. Address
Rod La Rocque at the Famous Players Studio.
Eugene O'Brien is playing opposite Norma Talmadge in her forthcoming picture, tentatively titled
The Fight.
Guanajuanto. I should say it is hot. Somebody said we weren't going to have any summer.
Here goes
Clara Bow is eighteen, brown hair and
eyes, five feet three and a half.
Claire Windsor is
Pola Negri
five feet six and a half and weighs 130.
is
twenty-seven, five feet four and weighs 120.
Johnny Hines and Faire Binny in The Speed
it's

The

—

you know.

.

You must

professional.

Brown

Ize.

—That's

write

all

is

me

right,

!

and
hair

now, to Robert Leonard.
She has blonde
and blue eyes and she is playing in Circe.

is

You know
in.

the

she was the original Nell Brinkley girl

Follies.

April

Francisco,

Carmel Meyers was born in San
1901, and she is playing in
9,

—Take

Ben Hur.

my

advice, never argue with
man who
talks loudly, for you couldn't convince him.
Thomas Meighan is
Yes, his hair is naturally wavy.
about forty.
I should term it
a boyish bob: He is married to Frances Ring. Write him at the
Famous Players Studio.
Mamie. Your joke was a good one, but try this. Suppose
you had to get seven pints of water, and you had a three-pint
vessel and a five-pint vessel and you could not guess at the amount.
Address Mae Murray at the
Tell me how you would do it.
Tiffany Productions, Goldwyn Studio, Culver City, California.
Mary Eaton is
Painted beauty is only skin deep.
G. A. L.

Flossie F.

—

—
—

with Universal and Allene Ray with Pathe.
Clare I. Grass widows are called such because they usually
Conway Tearle was born in
let no grass grow under their feet.
New York City, in 1880, and he had an extensive stage career
{Continued on page 76)
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wonderful, indeed, this new way of teaching classic
Nothing like it has ever been done before. I have spent
months perfecting it. I had to make many trials and experiments
before I found exactly the right way to use the motion picture for
teaching dancing. But now it is done. And I offer this new method
to my pupils without any extra cost. Not one penny.
is

ITdancing.

No Screen or Motion Picture Machine Needed
Indeed not. I should not think for a moment of requiring my pupils to invest in such
expensive equipment
By this new method of mine it is not at all necessary. But nevertheless you get all the marvelous advantage of the motion pictures in analyzing the
graceful movements of the dance. The film catches every movement of the dance far
every transition
better than the eye can do it. My instructions accompany every pose,
from step to step. Everything is just as clear as though the dancer were dancing before
you, and I Marinoff personally explaining every step.
!

—

—

—

My

instructions are thus placed before you in a form you can't forget. The great trouble
with personal studio instruction is that the student will understand perfectly while the
but the next day it is gone. The student has forinstructor is explaining the dance,
gotten. But by my new method you have all the movements and instructions in such
form that you can always refer to them; you can repeat the lesson until you have it
perfectly,
and then you can refer to it long afterward. Whenever you need it you
have the whole dance pictured before your eyes.

—

—

my

I give
I continue, as before, to create a dancing studio for you in your own home.
course, five double faced phonograph records, a dancing bar, a dainty
pupils with
new
practice costume, and made to measure ballet slippers. With these, and with
motion picture method, you will have everything you can possibly need to realize your
voice directs you; the
dream of becoming a graceful and accomplished classic dancer.

my

my

My

music inspires and guides you; my new method puts the movements unforgettably before
you the dancer dances before your very eyes!

—

of it. Now it is possible for you to do the thing you have always wanted to do
without knowing just how. I have helped many others become classic dancers, and now,
better than ever before, I can help YOU. Write me today, to find out all about my

Think

new Motion

Picture Method.

Marinoff Wants to Hear From You
Send Coupon NOW
Dancing
Marinoff School of Classic

—
—

the coupon below
it will take
only a minute of your time, and place
you under no obligation and let me
Fill in

tell

you

all

about

my new

method.

Remember, you do not need a moving
picture machine or screen. Let me tell
you what I have done for others, and
what I shall be glad to do for you.
Send the Coupon TODAY.

SERGEI MARINOFF
SCHOOL OF CLASSIC DANCING
1924 Sunnyside Ave., Studio

12-66,

§

1924 Sunnyside Ave., Studio 12-66
Chicago, 111.
Please send me full information about
your home study course in dancing, and
about the wonderful new Motion Picture
Method.
I understand that there is no

5

obligation.

z

i
E
i

Name
Address..
City

.State.

Chicago, 111.
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He

S before entering

pictures.
is married to Adele Rowland and
feet ten and a half, weighs 160 pounds.
Dark hair and
eyes.
He is playing with Colleen Moore in Temperament

five

is

brown

and can be reached at the First National Studios, 5341 Melrose
Avenue, Los Angeles, California. Is that all?
Equator. But nine-tenths of the world's pictures are made
within a few miles of the heart of Los Angeles. The Goldwyn
plant at Culver City occupys fifty-two acres, ten of which are covered with permanent buildings. Why, John Barrymore is forty-two.
Mary Astor is eighteen. That was Williard Louis in Beau
Write him at 1437 Valley View Road, Glendalc,
Brumviel.
California.
Constance Talmadge is twenty-four and Norma is
I should say you were about sixteen.
twenty-nine.
Ricbar F. Manj a man has aimed at a chorus girl and hit
a star. Richard Barthelmess is going to do The Song and Dance
Man for pictures. Wouldn't you like to know my real self.
Well, I'm over eighty and have a few more years to go. Jackie
Baby Peggy was born
Coogan was born October '26, 1914.
October 26, 1918.
Gwen. Guess who was in to see us the other day Florence
Turner, her real self. You know she is playing in Marion Davies'
She looks the same as she did fourteen years
Janice Meredith.
Nazimova has
ago. Leatrice Joy was born November 7, 1899.

—

—

r

—

—

been selected

Madonna

for the lead
the Streets.

of

in

next Edwin Carewe picture,

the

Milton

Sills

to

is

opposite.

play

Thanks a lot.
Soup and Nuts. Sounds like a course dinner. Gloria Swanson
and Rod La Rocque are with Famous Players Alice Terry with
Metro Mary Philbin with Universal, and Corinne Griffith with

—

;

;

think they will write you.
Lorelei was a malignant, but beautiful
Yes, Maurice B. Flynn at 1269
water sprite of the Rhine.
Sweetzer Avenue, Los Angeles, California. He is being separated
right now. Gloria Swanson is twenty-seven.
The Swede. And then too, mesmerism takes its name from
No, that wasn't Eugene
Mesmer, a German physician.
No, but
O'Brien in Daddy-Longlegs, but Mahlon Hamilton.
You do pretty well for a
Irene and Lillian Rich are sisters.
First National.

I

Nora W. A.

— Why,

—

working
a

girl.

—

Babs Blair. Well, all I can say about myself is that I live in
My picture looks just like me and I
hall room all by myself.

have never been married.
Hills,

erly

California.

at

Bev-

National,

5341

Address Mrs. Wallace Reid

Ben Alexander

at

First

Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles, California.
Q. Glenn Hunter is to play the lead in Mary Roberts RineWell, if I made a pun, a pun
hart's The Altar on the Hill.
my word, I did not mean to. Cullen Landis is five feet six and
he was born in Nashville, Tennessee. See you later.
Merlyn B. Lewis Stone is free lancing, but you might address
him at the Louis B. MayeV Productions, 3800 Mission Road, Los
The letter was forwarded. No, we dont
Angeles, California.
always love those whom we admire, unless it is ourselves. Write

—

—

me

again.

Tag N.

—

—Anna

will
be
Children.

Third

Your
star.

Mrs.

refer to the stage production,

Nilsson at F. B. O. and she
Mary the
Youth.
released as Dont Deceive
Eleanor Boardman is the

Purchased

in

Jack.

—

I

dont

know about

that.

for lots of improveand lots of sin, too.
ments in
I see, you are for Milton Sills and not for
Tom Mix is playing in Fine
Valentino.
and Dandy, with Claire Adams and Earle
Fox.
Rouget de Lisle composed the
Marseillaise.
Trow. Semper paratus. No record of
Margaret Faulkone. Alice Terry really has
Write me often. Ernest
dark red hair.
Torrence is playing in The Side-Shovj of
it was
I enjoyed your letter a lot
Life.

Curiosity

—

released April, 1922.
Miss Quebec. All right, Marie Antoinette was born in 1755,
and she was the Queen of Louis XVI of France. She was guillotined in 1793, during the French Revolution.
Your letter was
forwarded to Ramon Novarro, as requested.
Mike. Well, Mike, you say you think I am of the fair sex.
Hope
Well, I am not, and I am bald enough to know better.
Hampton is to play the leading part in The Price of a Party.
Betty Blythe will be the vamp in Potash and Pcrlmutter.
Mrs. D. H. I should say I do feel the heat. Address Maurice
Flynn at 1269 Sweetzer Avenue, Los Angeles, California. Adolphe
Menjou is being featured in Open All Night. St. Cecilia is the
I should say
patroness of music also a martyr.
Dotty Jane. What a very nice bob you have. So you would
All right. That is Jack Daugherty
like to have a chat with me.
and he is twenty-seven. You say he is your cousin, and of course

—

—

—

—

—

you know he is married to Barbara La Marr. Ramon Novarro
has gone abroad to replace George Walsh in the lead for Ben
Hur. Wonder if that thing will ever be released.
Marjorie B. No, I dont bank my money. My advice to every
young couple is to start a bank account. I have just returned
from a visit to Welfare Island, where I saw unfortunate men and
women dependent upon the State. I shant forget that sight. One
Edward
old lady I saw was one hundred and five years old.
Grace Darmond at 1337 Orange
Phillips is with Famous Players.
Drive, Hollywood, California. Oh, yes, the Bank of England was

—

founded

in 1694.

— So

department for the
you
I ask you
want me to give you Nita Naldi's hip measures and her waist
measure? Well, I know she has a mighty beautiful figure but
Agnes Ayres, Antonio Moreno, Dagmar
that's all I know.
Godowsky, Tyrone Power and Maurice Costello are playing in
The Story Without a Name, which is being made at the Famous
Players-Lasky Studios on Long Island.

Marion.

you have been reading

last eight years.

I'm

to blame
this world,
is

is

Margaret W.

—Well,

all's

fair

be a brunette. No, Ben
married.
He is five feet eleven.
it

in

is

made under

—
—

Now,

partment, and I have always been interested in them.
indeed.

Thanks,

—

Laughing Lady. Comfort is the only thing our civilization
can give us, but we have to earn that. Rod La Rocque is playing
in Feet of Clay.
Monte Blue is thirty-four. See here, young
Now what are you going to
lady, I am over eighty years old.
Mae
do about it?
Jacques de Auray in The Humming Bird.
Murray

in Circe.

—

No, indeed, I am not in favor of long engagements. They give people the opportunity of finding
out each other's character before marriage, which
I think is never advisable.
No, neither Pola
Negri nor Gloria Swanson are married.
Virginia Anne. Thanks very much for the
fee, and most of all, for the pretty cards made
with canceled postage stamps.
Various
colored birds made by cutting up the stamps.
It sure was a unique idea and I have never
seen it done before.
I dont think you will
have to pay duty, just the foreign postage.

—

Hope you
Nozzv.
Meredith,

Novarro

like the cover.

—

Marion
Davies
in
and she is twenty-six.

is

twenty-three.

Colleen

Janice

Ramon
Moore

and Conway Tearle have the leads in
Temperament, which was made under the
working title of Counterfeit.
You know
that Oscar Wilde says that "Ideals are
dangerous things. Realities are better. They
wound, but they are better."
Edith H. Yes, Katherine MacDonald is
no longer on the screen. She had her own
company and released thru the First National at 383 Madison Avenue, New York
City.
No, I have never been to Paris, but
the Champs Elysees is a promenade in
Paris, and the Champs de Mars a field in

—

love

Lyon isn't
Rod La

not married.
Pola Negri's next
the working title of
Compromised, will be released as
The Passionate Journey.
Melvin J. That picture was released in July, 1921. Edith Roberts

Rocque

picture,

this

—

—

unless

to hear that.

Thanks a lot. You say Romaine Fielding is living
J.
Delmar Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri, with his charming
wife Naomi.
You know their romance started out of this de-

Paul

—

a treat.

g<lad

at 6800

Louise F. F.
'

Asabel B. Guess you
The Hotel Mouse.
playing

The Trifler, in January, 1920. Souls Adrift was released
September, 1917. Gaston Glass and Mary Thurman are playing
with Helene Chadwick in Trouping With Ellen.
D. M. S. Never write what you dare not sign.
Remember,
some words hurt worse than swords. Anita Stewart in Mary
Regan, released in May, 1919.
She played in Invincible Fear,
in

—

Paris, for Military manceuvers.
(Continued on page 111)
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The

hair

is

held in

"waves"

by the cross pieces and allowed to dry in this posiMeanwhile you can
tion.
read or finish dressing.

After moistening hair with

Spanish

Curling Liquid,

furnished free with every
Curling Cap, place cap over
the head and pull the hair
forward through the rubberized cross pieces with the
fingers.

Marvelous New Curling Cap Marcelle
Waves any Hair
Startling

had

new

in

It

makes no

difference
hair bobbed or

whether you wear your
long whether it's thick and fluffy
for this great
or thin and scraggly
beauty invention insures a mass of
lovely ringlets, waves and curls all the
time at practically no expense to you
and with only a few minutes' time
every few days.

—

—

inventions, McGowan's Curling Cap is very simple.
There is no complicated apparatus.
Nothing to catch in your hair or get
out of order. It is a simple device
that applies the principles of the
curling iron, using a specially prepared, safe and harmless curling fluid
Spanish Curling Liquid in the
place of water and heat.
You can see at a glance how the
Elastic head
Curling Cap works.
bands hold the six rubberized cross
The hair is held in
pieces in place.
"waves" by the cross pieces until it
dries, when the Curling Cap is removed, and you have a beautiful
Marcelle that would cost a dollar or

Like

all

great

—

—

more

at

a

Beauty Shop and take

about an hour's time.

A

in

your

life.

invention makes marcelling quick and easy

the greatest beauty
HERE'S
news you've had
many a

day!

After 15 minutes the hair is
dry, the cap is removed and
your mirror reflects as beautiful a Marcelle as you ever

timely aid to beauty

There never was
vention than this,

a

more timely

when

nearly

inall

and young women are wearing
bobbed hair and wondering how

girls

—

.,

^.u
~u ..l
curled through
the
summer. 1 ennis, golf, boating, swimming and Other summer sports al-

^i

they

mi

will

i

keep

j

l

it

ways have played havoc with MarcnH make
malfp
and

r^llpc
celles

nparlv impossible
imnnQcihlp
nearly

it
it

for the average outdoor girl to keep
her bob looking as smart as it should.
But now she can laugh at her former
worries, tor with McCjowan s Lurling
Cap and a bottle of Spanish Curling
Liquid she can have a fresh Marcelle
every day
J in less time than it took to
r
comb her hair when it was ilong.
i

•

i

.»

y,
CUrly hair
|

*

•

i

.j

,/

S

.

the thing

nOW

No

matter what style of bob you favor, or
even if vou wear your hair long, you've got to
keep it curly and wavy if you want to be in
style. There never was a style more universally
becoming and there never was one more rigidly
demanded by the arbiters of fashion.
It makes no difference, either, whether you
prefer the waves running across your hair or
from front to back. The Curling Cap is adjustable
either wav. When not in use the Cap
*
ii
may iriii
be folded and carried in your handbag.
•

i

i

*

i

so he decided to put the price within reach of
By selling in tremendous quantities it will
? 1L
be possible
tor him to make a price of 32. 87 for
p
the entire outfit> which incIl
s a la fge sized
bottle of Spanish Curling Liquid as well as the

£

newly invented Curling Cap. As this same
ho
°f s P anish Curling Liquid has always
c
sold tor 31.87, you can see that you are really

^

getting the Curling Cap for the ridiculous price
of one dollar, which is just about what it costs
to make.

g end nQ money _j ust mai l
j
A
tne
COUpOfl

You

don't even have to pay for this wondercurhng outfit n "dvance
Just sign the
coupon and in a tew days the postman will
deliver the Curling Cap and Spanish Curling
Liquid to you.
Simply pay him 32.87, plus
postage— and then your Marcelle worries will
}>e at an
nd
If y° u d 00 '* <?? d { the greatest
?
\
beaut y ald y° u eve use ?— lf >t doesn t bring
Fr
y° u the most beautiful of Marcelles just as we
promised—if you are not satisfied with Mcowan s Curling Cap and Spanish Curling
^.
Llcl uld ln every way, just return the outfit and
y° ur mone y wlU be refunded,
ful

-

.

|-=
*
1

I
I

T?/>/1/1 trllA
till?
JCYVUCl

,.,•

n 111 n i 11
UniUZWg
<y

r

tf

nft
ov
UJJtr

i_
l
Which
IS to be Compared with the Curling Cap you would expect
In fact,
this one to cost at least 310 or 315.
when Mr. McGowan first showed his invention
to his friends many of them advised him to sell
it for that price because it is easily Worth it.
But Mr. McGowan wants every girl
and
b

Curling devices

woman

none

11

Ot

r

i_

•

—

n

•

to get the benefit ot his great invention,

'

,

— — —f— -COUPON— - — -——a

„„„ McGOWAN
,-,-.,,,. XT T .„ no , Tnptl,c
THE
LABORATORIES
,.-

.

w. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 547. Chicago
Dear Mr. McGowan Please send me your hair curl7io

:

'

I in S outfit, which includes your newly invented Curl- |
I in g Cap and a bottle of Spanish Curling Liquid.
I

agree to deposit $2.87 (plus postage) with the post|
I man upon its delivery.
If I am not satisfied with I
I results in every way I w 11 return the outfit to you I
I and you are to refund my money.

[Name

|

1

Address

.

you expect to be out when the postman
enc os
d the McGowan
3 ?}*£ your old er

. Note: If
!
I

??" s
%? will be sent postpaid.
f
?J
<-urlmg A
Outfit
.'.

|_ mm

i™

™ — — •— —

.

—

.

|
!

>—*
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On

Camera Coast

the

{Continued from page 67)
Charlie's
temporary
absence,
the
detectives
made a sensational raid
Sure
of the premises.
enough, they found a still.
Also they found out that
the still is there because
Charlie just cant stand
hard water
all
that
touches him inside or out

of

fnarkable careers in the
history
of
Hollywood.

Getting into pictures
thru an accidental

ship,

be

to

Exeunt

eight months
ago, absolutely unknown.
He is now regarded as
one of the big cards of
the screen. Buchowetzki,
the Russian director, predicts that Lyon will be
the most famous actor
on the screen.

distilled.

the

prohibition
sleuths with abject apologies.

Qne

of

the

schools

PTarold Lloyd

high

big

Los

in

Angeles took a poll
hundred pupils
long
ago
as
to
favorite actor and

that,

Lloyd has arrived, he
cant imagine how he ever
came into the error of
wishing for one minute
that she would be a boy.

ac-

Thomas Meighan
led the men and Barbara
La Marr the women.
Tommy is now on his
way to the north coast
to make a picture of
tress.

As soon as Mrs. Lloyd is
well enough, and Mildred
Gloria is old enough, the
little
mother's screen
career is to be resumed.
Harold is thinking of
starring her in Alice in

James Oliver Curwood's
The Alaskan.
It
is
a
big undertaking and involves "locations" all
along the Alaskan coast.
Estelle Taylor plays the

feminine
wrote

home

Wonderland.
Just to prove that they are both good "troupers," and can "double
in brass" with the best of them, Viola Dana hied off to a corner
of the Metro lot with Doug Fairbanks, .Jr., to pose for this photo

She

lead.

a forlorn letter
the other day. She

said she wished

comedies for the Educa-

"D riscilla Dean remarks ruefully that
she no longer fears getting fat. In the
picture she is now making, The Siren of
Seville, she has to fall out of a tree; do
a native Spanish dance drive a team of
runaway horses thru the twisting, narrow
streets of a motion picture set; climb the
side of a building engage in a knife fight
have a hair-pulling contest with Claire de
Lorez, and finally wrestle with a trio of
;

where

in the

Times Square

district.

It is

to be a co-operative affair with the players
stock.
Katherine Cornell and

owning

Philip Merrivale are the only players thus
far named in addition to Miss Taylor.

T f Cleve Morrison goes to the Olympic
games in Paris as a member of the
American swimming team, his little sister,
Colleen Moore, vows she is going to drop
all her picture engagements and rush over
to root for

him.

fire-eating bulls.

V\7hen Ben Lyon
other day to
it

Lorez

the

is

beautiful

fill

was a milestone

left for

New York

the

a picture engagement,
one of the most re-

in

vamp

young lady who appeared in Three Weeks
and Enemies of Women.
She has an-

—

Devore

Jackie Coogan

feels

sell

her

all

very important

:

to

he

A

a godfather.
letter from Oaklahoma City announces that the young son
of a family named Wilhoit has been
named Jackie Coogan Wilhoit. Jackie will
give the usual advice and admonitions upon
the proper conduct of life for his godchild.
Also the usual silver cup.
With the last scene of his picture, Little
Robinson Crusoe, shot, the old Metro
Studio is to be dismantled and the ground
subdivided into residence lots. It has been
in operation for seven years.
is

T :aurette Taylor

is

Richard Burke

.

i
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Wood, the Lasky director, has cut
loose from all contracts and will freelance from now on.
He says this is the
only way he can avoid directing stories
that do not appeal to him. His first freelance picture will be Harold Bell Wright's
latest novel,
The Mine with the Iron
Door, which is to be made in the country
back

of

made

his entrance

Tucson,

Arizona.

Mr. Wood
by about

into pictures

route I ever heard of.
an investment broker in Los
Angeles and put some money into a series
of comedies.
The director made such a
mess of the job that Wood went out to
the studio and learned to be an actor and

He was

A society
most horrible cruelty.
headed by an excited Los Angeles lady
issued a pamphlet in which were shown
the implements alleged to be used in
Included
training animals for the screen.
were chains adorned with sharp spikes,
and a lot of paraphernalia apparently
taken from a Spanish Inquisition Museum.
The Hays organization has announced that
(Continued on page 108)
the

going to start a new

theater in New York.
With her husband, Hartley Manners, and Edgar Selwyn,
she expects to build a new house some-

Cam

over from Germany by Harry Rapf. He
will be used for the first time in a police
mystery story called The Silent Accuser,
in which Eleanor Boardman will play the
lead.
When Jane Murfin first announced
that she was going to make a picture
which had to do with the love affair of
two dogs, Hollywood nearly passed out
with laughter.
Since then dog pictures
have been among the biggest money
winners of all pictures.
In this connection, the office of Will H.
Hays, co-operating with S. P. C. A., has
made a thoro investigation of the charges
that screen animals were the victims of

making an odd
Having left comedies
proceeds

tional Film Co.
Walter
and gayer than ever.

T"\og pictures have been so successful that
Peter the Great, one of the most famous of all police dogs, has been brought

is

bequest to charity.
for drama, she is going to
boys' clothes and give the
the Salvation Army.

fatter

director to protect his investment.

nounced that she is soon to be married to
a
wealthy Detroit business man Dr.
Montrose Bernstein. They are to live in
Hollywood.

D orothy

looks

the most curious

;

de

THLf alter Hiers is about
to begin working on
a series of six two-reel

she

could see just one California geranium.
So her loving friends picked out one lean,
withered geranium, which looked as tho it
had seen better days, and sent it to her.

Miss

confided

me the other day
now Mildred Gloria

in

of
not
the

six

to

Hollywood

;

has

f riend-

Lyon came

Do you know
man, and

his

Lew Cody
name really is
that

is a FrenchLouis Coti?

\

—

'he)!

!
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This superb llO-piece set, with initial in 2
places on every piece, decorated in blue and
Sold, with gold covered handles, consists of:
I2DinnerPIates,9inehes
12 Breakfast Plates, 7 in.
12
12
12
12

12 Saucers
12 Individual

Soup Plates, 1% inches

Bread and

Butter Plates,

6X

in.

Cereal Dishes, 6 inches
Fruit Dishes, 65i in.

1 Platter, 13J4 inches

Cops

1

Read

1 Platter,

\\% inches

Celery Dish,

this sensational offer

8 Si

inches

from Hartman, the Largest Home

Furnishing Concern in the World. Then send for this beautiful 110-pieee
blue and gold decorated Dinner Set while the bargain price lasts, and get
Hartman guarantees that every
in this set is absolutely first
FREE with it the handsome 7-piece Fish and Game Set. If s easy to get piece
quality — no "seconds. " This is a
this set from Hartman. No postal or express order needed, no check to
standard or "open" pattern. Replacement pieces may be had of
write only a dollar bill, that's all, and that is your first payment. Nothing
for 3 years. Each piece wrapped in
more to pay for 30 days, then only small monthly payments if you keep the tisane paper. Excellent packing: to
prevent breakage. Sbippedatonce.
Bet. Only by seeing this splendid dinnerware can you appreciate its exquisite
clear,
the
Dinner
Set
has
a
article
in
Every
quality.
beauty and superior
white, lustrous body, decorated with rich gold band edge, a mazarine blue follow band and two pure gold
initials in Old English design, surrounded by graceful gold wreaths. All handles. covered with gold.
Many expensive imported sets have not such elaborate decorations. Every piece guaranteed perfect.

—

i

110-Piece Colonial
r

Initialed,

Blue and Gold Decorated

BARGAON CATALOG
Most complete book of its kind ever issued.
Over 300 pages (of which 68 pages are in

actual colors) of the world's greatest bargains in Furniture; rugs,
carpets, draperies, aluminumware, sewing machines, silverware,

=*-

30

days* free trial.
watches,
isy monthly terms on everything
you buy. Opening an account
"
with us is like opening a charge
account at your local store, but
you have nearly a year to
pay at Hartman'^. Ask for
Catalog No. E 6S40.
etc.

FREE GIFTS
Book also explains Hartman's
wonderful gift plan which

brings you, absolutely FREE
with purchases, many splendid articles such as glassware,

Send Post Card Today
for Your FREE Copy

dishes, silverware, toilet sets,
jewelry, table linens, etc.
valuable things for which you
would pay high prices at
stores.

"Let Hartman
Feather YOUR Nest"

Game

To get

this splendid set for free examination in your home, just pin a dollar
bill to the coupon and mail it. We will
ship the set complete, and with it the
7-piece Porcelain Fish and Game Set
absolutely FREE.
Use both sets 30
days on Free Trial. See these beau*-f
tifulIXdishes

if
It
on your *ui
them
table, show

to friends, use them-then make your
decision
If not satisfied. Bend them
back and we will refund your $1.00 and

JustPinPollarBilltoCoupon

I

I

In

I

6640

1

82B2$i. <Bli&

CHICAGO

Print Initial

No.3YoFFMA24.p7icel33.85 You Want Here
andwithitthe 7-piece Porcelain Set absoabsolutely FREE. I am to pay nothing farther
for^ goods on arrival — only the small
freight charges. I am to have 30 days'
free trial. If satisfied, I will send yon $3.00
monthly until fall price of Dinner Set,
$33.85, is paid. Will pay nothing at any time for the 7-Piece
Porcelain Set. Title remains with you until paid in full. If
not satisfied after 30 days' free trial, I will ship all goods
back and yon will refund my $1.00 and pay transportation
charges both ways.

Order No. 320FFMA24.
110-Piece Dinner Set
Our Bargain Price $33.85.

$1 with Order. $3 Monthly. The
7-Piece Fish and Game Set FREE.

Dept. 6640

Send the

llO-Piece Dinner Set

|

— MailTodayl)

FURNITURE & CARPET CO.
UJ1DTUAII
flirt ft I lYlHil
Chicago, III.

I I enclose $1.00.

pay transportation charges both ways.
If you keep them, take nearly a year
to pay balance due on the llO-piece
set — a little every month. Pay nothing at any time for the 7-piece Fish and
Game Set. It is free. Send coupon now.

jFURNITURE&CARPETCO.
Largos t Home Furnishing Concern
the World
JDept.

Full Size, 7-Piece

Porcelain Set for Fish or

This beautiful 7-piece set of handsome, durable
porcelain comes to you absolutely FREE, when you
order thellO-Piece Dinner Set. IncludesonellM-in.
platter and six7-inch plates, all with assorted tinted
borders and attractive colored designs in center.
Costs you nothing either now or later. Every home
should have this set for company, special occasions
and home decoration.

Name
I

R. F. D.. Box No.
or Street and No

..„„.
.„„_..»-

|
I

Town

-

State.
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Tke

Girl

On the
and boarded. It was such a lark
way, Hope told the sweet old lady every-

Who

Couldn't Be Bad
She found her way with difficulty
back to the "boarding-house" that
evening, tired and worn out.
Hope found one very wretched and
depraved specimen of womanhood

!

thing, including the

fact that she

was

(Continued from
page 39)

the

image of her darling grandmother
who had been the best friend she had ever
had in the world.
"I was a grandmother once," ruminated the old lady, her expression and tone
changing into sad bitterness.
"Once?" inquired Hope, uncomprehenddead

whom

they derisively called Susie
dejectedly on the stairs and
weeping.
Forgetting all her own
troubles at the sight of this pitiful
object of misery, Hope went over to
Susie and put her arms about her
neck, asking her if there was not
something she could do to help her
Susie threw her off and, thinking it
was one of her mocking companions,
was about to hurl some harsh invective,
when she was convinced of the truth
in Hope's gentle eyes and cried out
distressfully,
"Oh, you mustn't do

—

ingly.

sitting

—

—

"Yes, once she's somewhere now God
help her
Say, you mustn't come with
me!" cried the old woman, suddenly and
almost fiercely turning on Hope.
"Oh, please you must let me," pleaded
Hope, thinking she had offended her bene!

—

factor.

"All right," sighed the old woman,
"there's the house just at the head of the
street.
Come along."
There were a half dozen women in the

Get away from
me, please. I'm not your
!"
kind I'm a bad woman
that

;

Hope was

Hope
midst of having a late supper.
sensation.
They
created
diverting
a
howled with laughter.
"Been out to Hollywood, Granny?
Was she left out of a rube scene and
couldn't find her way home?"
"Shame on you, robbin' the Old

to

"Oh,

how

wont have
do with me

in

bad

her chair, imparting

the

something of her sweet

as

hastily

away

their purposes faded
their eyes with an

"Oh,

excuse
me, I've
a
mistake!
I
"
thought you were
And they hurried away.
Hope moved on, keenly
disappointed at this unexplained change in what
promised to become both

made

sociable and helpful.
She met all who ridiher

tight-fitting,

backwoods

rig with that
sweet, innocent, forgiving smile that filled them
with a sense of halfguilt
and
shame
for

(T\ themselves, not

pgo
Iage

to

untroubled

from

culed

gloomy parlor began
"pick out" the treble

sleep that tortured more
than one heart as each
slunk
away
into
the
night of the streets.

them back

for her.

make

and

!"

ly struck in

She went to the old square
piano and in the dim light of

passed in a whirl
evening found her
at the end of her rope.
She thought it would be
easy to find her lover.
On more than one occasion she was approached
by strangers into whose
faces she looked with an
innocent smile that made

to

Susie, the woman of
the streets, was obvious-

perfect scream and she
stayed
up with them
until she fell asleep in

day
and

came

fun of me because I'm
so good.
I dont want to
be good; I want to be

turn thoroly enjoyed
She was a
their society.

Hope had no remembrance of when she had
gone to bed. The next

please
tell
me
be really bad.

People
anything to

tained by her, and she in

of

to

That's what I
the
city
for.

failed utterly because of
her crass ignorance and
pure innocence combined.
She only smiled awkwardly until they could
not help being enter-

innocence

fact

ingly.

!"

make fun of her
their hard way, but
tried

took

Susie had disclosed. She
turned to Susie plead-

Homestead
Then they gave it up, the toughest
among them remarking, "I give it up;

They

surprised at

this rebuff, then she
some relief in the

!"

there ain't no such animal

!

Synopsis of Parts

5EVENTEEN,

I

and

a vulnerable
spot for the first time in
years.
She seized Hope
and held her tight to her
as
tho protecting her.
Then she began to sob:

"Oh,

you've come

kid,

straight
A'mighty!

God

from

Tonight I'm
goin' to make an honest
dollar somehow and tomorrow I'll pay you back
by keepin' you from the
so
help
me!"
She kissed Hope's face
and hair as tho she had
been an angel and then
hurried out of the open
streets,

II

—

pretty, and
discontented. Hope Brown hated her
in Pocustoivn, California; her severe, unsympathetic parents and the daily drudgery of housework. She zvas allowed no
movies, no dances, nothing but prayers and piety. Just as Hope
thought she must do something zvicked, her parents went, in the
course of their missionary work, to a Convention of Righteous

home

Causes at San Francisco. Aunt Charity, left at home to guard Hope
and her brother Hank, soon gave up the battle and resorted to her
This zvas Hope's
bottle of Parana "tonic," to comfort herself.
chance. Introduced by Hank to the bootlegger, Miles Orkney, she
boldly defied her aunt and went to the movies with him. Now Miles
zvas not a man to be trusted with any young girl, and besides, he had
a zvife in the city. But, he zvas good-looking and had nice manners
and, being a stranger in tozvn, represented Romance and Adventure
to Hope. The visit to the movies made her feel zvicked, while it gave
her courage, also, to invite Orkney to the house the follozving evening.
Meantime Hank zvas being independent also. His rebellion took the
form of consorting secretly zvith the disreputable element of Pocustozvn, playing cards and drinking their zvhisky. These men planned
to demoralize Hank in revenge for his father's uncompromising
attitude on the liquor smuggling in which they were engaged. Aunt
Charity zvas overcome by Hope's unprecedented disobedience, but she
zvas helpless. She did, hozvever, write Mr. Brown a full account of
the visit to the movies. But Hope had broken loose and zvas not to
be intimidated. Miles Orkney came to call that night in spite of the
aunt's protest. Hope led him to the parlor and locked the door so
that her aunt could not come in unexpectedly. And Miles? Sophisticated, citified Miles thought himself in luck. Hope zvas pretty, she
zvas innocent, and she zvas fascinated by his middle-aged good looks
and careful grooming. What more could an unscrupluous man want?

door.

Hope

went

the

into

dining-room shaking her
head uncomprehendingly.
Several highly decorated

were nibbling
crackers and noisily
drinking their soup. The
ladies

coarse

landlady

entered.

"Got that board money
yet?"

she

harshly

de-

manded of Hope.

Hope shook her head,
frightened.
"I haven't a cent left t"
The landlady

set

down

the tray she was carryred
ing and
put her

hands on her

hips.

"Then

get out on the streets and
earn some money the
way all the rest of 'em
no
You're
here
do
!"
better than they are
Thus put out of the
in the city
only place
she knew, Hope stepped
!

into the streets.

(To be continued)
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The new

POMPEIAN
POWDER COMPACT

—a

thin model

—

Every woman who uses Pompeian
Beauty Powder and is a devotee of
superior qualities will welcome
the fact that the new Pompeian

its

Beauty Powder

Compact is
now available.
It is

the same
with

powder,

same

the

fine

adhesive quality,

He knew

be

and

it

may

—

was lucky to have her for this last dance of the evening she looked as sweet and fresh as when
She was one of those women who know how to retain their subtle charm of complexion

she arrived.

Do

you use the wron

shade of powder?

be had in

the four shades
Rachel, Flesh, and

— Naturelle,
White.

By Mme. Jeannette

YOU

wouldn't think of wearing two
different shades of stockings at one
time yet how often we see women with
one shade of skin wearing an entirely
different shade of face powder!
This is one of the very important considerations in using powder effectively
—it must match the tone of your skin.
Pompeian Beauty Powder is found in four
shades, one for each of the typical skins.

—

The following general

and

it is

that I

a skin that

would

almost persuade any woman who hasn't
a striking blonde or a brunette skin to try
this powder in this shade

an exceptionally thin
correct compact for
the smart bags — and it fits easily in
the pocket of suit or wrap. It is
This

model

—

—

The Olive

skin

is

After reading

my

is

— the

sufficiently large in circumference

to permit of good expanse of
powder— and has a generous mirror
in the top.
The compact itself is

rich in color tones,

covered with a satin-backed puff.

Examine this new compact at the
same store where you buy your
Pompeian Beauty Powder
you
will find it as de luxe as a model
from an exclusive jeweler's. Be

—

sure to get your correct shade of
powder according to directions
given on this page. Pompeian

Beauty Powder Compact, $1.00.

descriptions of skin-

tones, and the shades of powder they
require, you probably will be able to go

The White

skin appears in very blonde
and occasionally in the very blackhaired Irish type, but most frequently
with red hair. If you are sure your skin

directly to your favorite shop and buy the
shade of Pompeian Beauty Powder your

types,

skin needs, if you are in doubt between
two shades, check them on the coupon
below and I will send you, without
charge, a sample of each.

chalk-white, you may use White powder
that is found in the Pompeian Beauty

is

Powder.

POMPEIAN LABORATORIES, CLEVELAND, OHIO
Also

top.

All shades, at toilet goods counters,
60c per box (Canada, 65c). Theverythinmodel compact, $1.00 (Canada, $1.10).

so perfected in the

Pompeian Beauty Powder

is

the contrary ;forfewolive-skinned women
have much red or pink in their cheeks.
The shade of powder for this rich skin is
Rachel Pompeian Beauty Powder. This
powder shade on an olive skin accentuates
the color of the eyes, the red of the lips,
and the whiteness of the teeth.

The Medium skin is found with almost
any shade of eyes or hair, but the actual
tone of the skin makes the type!
These skins need the Naturelle shade
of Pompeian Beauty Powder. So many
American women should use this particular shade,

It comes in a gilt lacquered case
with a tracery of violet-covered
enamel in delicate design on the

can be
turned into a definite asset of beauty if it
is properly treated. Women with pink
or flushed-looking skins often make the
mistakeofusingawhite or a dark powder.
This only accents the pinkness
but
they should always use the pink tone of
powder the Flesh shade of Pompeian
Beauty Powder.
skin

though the average person may believe

description will

be aguide in deciding your shade of skin

I

The Pink

Made

in

JfUux.JtOuu^ett
Specialiste en Beauti

£

L.
MADAME JEANNETTE,

Canada

Pompeian Laboratories,
Dept.613, Cleveland, Ohio

Dear Madame: Not being entirely certain
which shade of Pompeian Beauty Powder is
best suited to my skin tone, I wish to test the
two shades checked below.

Name

.

Address

;

City.

_State_

Please check the

:KS3a3rSS5£^SEQaS?£SS^as2g
©

Naturelle

two shades desired for test

Rachel

Flesh

White

1924, The Pompeian Co.
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Life

{Continued from page 33)

always was plenty of work to be had down

<&%JW~ Month
^rDra^iivg
—

$500 a month and more

to

The

present splendid opportunities in this field
have never been excelled. Thousands of publishers
buy millions of dollars worth of illustrations every
year.
Illustrating is one of the highest types of
art.
If you like to draw, let your talent make your
fortune.
Develop it. It takes practice, but so
does anything worth while and learning to illustrate is fascinating to anyone who likes to draw.

—

The Federal Course

is

a proven

Result

Getter

known

artists as Sid Smith,

Neysa McMein, Fontaine Fox, Charles Livingston
Bull, Clare Briggs and over fifty others.
Exclusive,
original lessons especially prepared by these famous
are

artists

included in the

Federal

Home

Study

Course.

SEND TODAY FOR "A ROAD TO BIGGER THINGS"
Every young man and woman with a liking for
drawing should read this Free book before deciding
their life's work.
It is illustrated and tells all
about illustrating as a profession and about the
famous artists who have helped build the Federal
Course.
It also shows remarkable work by Federal students.
Just write your name, age and
address on the margin, mail it to us and we will
send you a copy of the book free. Do

on

now

right

it

about

while

you're

thinking

_

Someone

me

one day

go out to
the motion picture
studios in Hollywood and apply
for extra work. I

started
things
this
better
I

and
In

Monte

he looked when he
played "heavies" with Douglas Fairbanks

had never thought
heard

Blue

as

when

of that, but

the
extras got five dollars a day I didn't waste
any time getting out to Hollywood.

he told

us.

"It's

good hard

holes

for telephone poles,
The job pays a dollar

it."

to work at the Fine Arts
a day laborer.
I was glad to
get the job, but even at that it wasn't long
before I was addressing the men at noon
on the Rights of Labor, as I had done in
the lumber camps.
One noon I was ascending to the heights
of oratory, when I noticed a change of
expression come over the faces of the

went

I

— as

ri\LC

W.

"Keep

it

Griffith.

it

up,

listen to you."

young

I

)
'

A

fellow.
I like to
talk any more that
my enthusiasm for

I didn't

Somehow,
day, tho.
oratory was gone.

Catalog of Diamonds, Watches, Jew-

O. F. BALE & CO.
21-23 Maiden Lane Established 1888 NewYork,N.Y.

turned around to

was, and there stood the boss,
Well, I thought my job
was gone, all right, but all he said was,
see

elry. A °% yearly increase in diamonds
guaranteed.
Best values in America. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Send todayl Dept. M. P. S.
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who

I

few days later one of his assistants
said that Mr. Griffith wanted to see me. I
was certain this was my finish, and perhaps you think I didn't regret those soapBut Mr. Griffith had a
box speeches.

fith

again,

went
time.

Mr. Grifwas pleased

fact,

and wrote a part
into the picture for
It was called

that

Five weeks went by, tho, before I ever
got inside a studio.
You see, the casting
directors and their assistants get to know
a good many of the extra people personally, and when they're selecting from a
crowd, naturally they take the ones they
know are experienced. I was a stranger
and was always passed by.
One day over at the Fine Arts Studio,
tho, a man came over to a bunch of us who
were waiting around and said, "Say, fellows, I've got work for some of you."
all made a dash for him.
"It isn't

D.

Pay-as-you-please!

mouth.

it?
Just forget
the camera."

I

come up behind me.

pprc

my

of

asked

why

men gathered around to listen to me.
They were looking at someone who had

PAY AS YOU PLEASE!

was

"I wonder if you
have sense enough
to take advantage

didn't

Studio

as direct importers and wholesalers with unlimited cash resources, are
able to make this astonishing liberal Credit
offer.
Make your own terms (within reason).'

I

—

anywhere.

So

We alone,

lights.

camera - conscious
and the words
seemed to freeze

thru.
couldn't get a job

need

:

and told me to go
to it.
But it was
one thing to be an
orator on the lot,
and another on the
stages
under the

were worn
Still,
I

shoes

_

YOU

could

while I was
without money, and
the soles of my

here on the lot.
and a half a day."
The other fellows all stepped out of
line again, leaving me standing there alone.
"Say," I said to him, "if you've got a
heart in you, you'll give me the job.
I

i-TO

if I

"Well," he said, "I think you can.
I
want a man to harangue the mob in this
picture, and I think you can do it."
They got me a
soap - box, started
the cameras going

Presently
Griffith
came over to me.
"I'm giving you
a chance
a big
chance," he said.

work digging

Minn.

me

in

acting, tho,"

DIRECT

asked

as native
Californians. In a

We

it.

976 FederaljSchool Bldg., Minneapolis,

He

bility

I

THE FEDERAL AUTHORS
includes such nationally

surprise for me
I said no.

act.

little

Careful, conscientious training by members of
our faculty made this possible.
Today, trained
illustrators, who draw pictures for magazines, newspapers, etc.
both men and women

Earn $200

here for the asking.
I landed in Los Angeles almost penniless and started looking for a job, but I
dont believe there is a town in the United
States where it's
harder for the outsider to get work.
There are thousands
of
people
drifting thru California all the time,
and employers are
prejudiced against
them, feeling that
they're not apt to
have
the
same
sense of responsi-

me.

The Absentee, and Bob Edeson was the
When it was finished, I was given
a guarantee of ten dollars a week with the
star.

company, the understanding being that I
was to continue as a day laborer on the
lot, but was to have an additional fivedollar check whenever I did a day's extra
work.
The studio expanded soon after that.
Mr. Griffith joined Ince and Sennett, forming the Triangle Film Corporation.
At
times there were as many as twelve and
fourteen directors working on the lot, and
I worked with one company after another.
I knew now that I had found my life
work.
But things weren't to go smoothly with
It was discovered that I could do
me.
particularly
on horseback, and
stunts,
almost before I realized it I became labeled
Nothing more unas a "stunt man."
fortunate could have happened to me at
the time, for I was kept busy doing stunts
and doubling for the more prominent
players.
It was a treadmill existence for
me, made doubly hard coming, as it did,
just when my ambition to become an actor
was thoroly awakened.
friend, tho, during
I made one good
these discouraging days.

This was Doug-

who had come West

to go
motion pictures. He thought I'd make
a good heavy, and cast me in his first picHe also gave me heavy
ture, The Lamb.
las

Fairbanks,

into

roles in his other Triangle pictures.
I believe it was sometime during 1915
that Griffith started his great feature film,
Intolerance. He didn't like to use tall men
in his pictures at that time, and so I hadn't

done much work with him, but he offered
me the position of field secretary on that
This kept me off
picture, and I took it.
the screen for a year, and when the picture
was finished, Triangle dissolved and he
went East. The entire company disbanded.
I had no intention of leaving Hollywood,
My days of roving were over. After
tho.
{Continued on page 94)
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in the Faces

of the Film Stars

CONSTANCE TALMADGE
(Continued from page 42)

A

regardless of consequences.
love of the
luxuries and nice surroundings
a person who must be with people. Not a very
practical person.
Making a general summary of the character, .1 would say that Miss Constance is
a very agreeable person, highly emotional,
:

active and restless
very sociable,
who loves the good things of life.
magnetic personality.
;

and one

A

gay,

refined

and

CONWAY TEARLE
(Continued from page 42)

which

is

highly

individual,

well-bred.

Mr. Tearle has characteristics that
would make a good lawyer, for he is combative and not easily swayed, and always
puts forth a good argument.
He has
good judgment and keen discernment and
high analysis, and is a logical thinker. He
has a restless nature, and is highly ambitious, intense, and entirely too serious for
his own good.
A nature which is inclined
to worry, and at times be irritable. A man
who attends strictly to his own affairs, and
likes others to do likewise.

NORMA TALMADGE

ACCEPT
test.

The

tion

Film
forms

COLLEEN MOORE
industrious, per-

determined, has good judgment,
and an all-absorbing interest in her work.
She is self-confident and, above all, has
the courage of her convictions. There are
initiative, thoroness, patience, carefulness,
ability to
master details, and dramatic
sense.
She has vivid mental pictures of
the things she desires to do, and usually
accomplishes that which she attempts.
sistent,

Rudolph Valentino,

Corinne Griffith, Reginald
Denny and Nita J^Zaldi-

is

A

them daily. The name is Pepsodent.
That new-type tooth paste is now
used by careful people of some 50 nations,

Pepsodent

which ferments and
It

acid.

holds the acid

Protect the

Enamel

in contact with the teeth to

Pepsodent

Germs breed
decay.
by millions in it. They, with
tartar, are the chief cause of
pyorrhea.
You are almost sure of

integrates
the
film, then re-

trouble
that film

if

and largely by dental advice.

Some unique

how

also holds food sub-

you don't combat
on teeth.

dis-

moves it with an
agent far softer

than enamel.
Never use a
film

combatant

which contains
harsh

grit.

effects

differs

widely

from the tooth

pastes of the
past. It multiplies the alkalinity of the saliva, multiplies
its starch digestant.
Those
are
Nature's
agents
for
fighting mouth
acids and
starch on the teeth.
These unique results have
brought to millions a new era
in teeth cleaning.
You will
want the people in your home
to get them when you know.

The New-Day Dentifrice

Ten Days

faces of

That

cause

(Continued from page 43)

that she finds in the

Many careful tests have proved
these methods effective.
new-type
tooth paste has been created to apply

teeth lose their beauty.

stance

acteristics

teeth.

should not go without them.

dingy coats.

traits.

the char-

Dental science has in late years
found ways to fight that film. One
disintegrates the film at all stages of
formation.
One removes it without
harmful scouring.

ten-day

That viscous film you feel on teeth
No oris what clouds and ruins them.
dinary tooth paste effectively combats
it, so much of it clings and stays.
Soon that film discolors, then forms

A

de Revere

a

Combat the film

A

win read for you

of

—

You

deep feelings, a thinker with good judgment and business ability, a strong will,
pride and determination.
person of
moods, dreams and visions. One who has
the capacity for deep suffering and great
joy.
An emotional, high-strung, independent nature, highly intuitive, with an
interest in mysticism, things psychic and
unusual.
charming woman with kindly

^^7jBXT month J^Ime.

offer

means new beauty, new protecthings you and yours desire.

It

Making a general summary, I would
say that Miss Talmadge is a person of

is

this

Learn the way that millions

found to whiter, cleaner

is
shown a nature which thinks.
fulness over the eyes shows susceptibility to color.

brows

good mentality,

millions who fight
film on teeth

The

(Continued from page 43)

nature,

Ten Days

Join for

Send
Tube.

Will Tell

coupon for a 10-Day
Note how clean the teeth

this

Mark

the absence
See how teeth
of the viscous film.
become whiter as the film-coats
feel after using.

10-DAY TUBE FREE

1597

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY
Dept. 144, 1104 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago,
Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

111.

disappear.

Then
so

many

you'll realize why you see
prettier teeth today.

Only one tube to

a family.

Li

CUT OUT THE COUPON NOW
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Two

Behind the Screen with

Greenhorns

(Continued from page 47)

Watching her, from a point of vantage
underneath the camera, was Allan Dwan,
the director.
"It's not right

megaphone.

his

and thru

the

!"
he bawled thru
doesn't lie straight,
camera the wrinkles look

yet

"It

mountains."
"Is that Gloria herself ?" I asked, with
the proper awe in my voice, willing to
confess that perhaps, after all, they do
work hard in the movies.
"Oh, no," said our guide. "That's the
girl who doubles for Gloria.
Gloria got
Kleig eyes last year, and we have to save
her wherever we can."
Now, doubling for a star in the movies
seems to be an even more thankless task
than understudying one on the stage. For
while the understudy may, in some emergency, sometime, get a chance to appear
before the public, the double never can.
She (or he) simply does the tiresome
preliminary effects before the camera, and
then fades out of the picture for the star
to step in, just at the psychological moment
like

U

I'm making real

money now

99

"flEE that coupon? Remember the day
^^ you urged me to send it to Scran-

lj

ton? It was the best thing I ever did.
"Mr. Carter called me in to-day. Said

he'd been watching my work for some
time ever since he learned I was studying with the International Correspondence Schools.

—

when the director yells "Camera
Her only opportunity comes

"Then he asked me if I thought I could
take over Bill Stevens' job. I told him
that I had had
I was sure that I could
that goal in view ever since I started my
C. S. course.
"I start to-morrow,

Mary, at an in-

crease of $60 a month. It's wonderful
how spare-time study helps a man to
get ahead."

FOR

Ihirty-two years, the I. C. S. has been helping
men to win promotion, to earn more money, to get
ahead in business and in life.
You, too, can have the position you want in the

work you
All

we

is

Yes, you can.
the chance to prove

it.

Without

without obligation, just mark and mail

cost,

coupon.

this

~INTERNATK)NAL"C0RRE8P0NDENCE schools
Box 6558-B, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation on my part, please

how

tell

me

I can qualify for the position or in the subject before

which I have marked an X:

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES

D Salesmanship
Advertising
O Better Letters
Card Lettering

Business Management
Industrial

Management

Personnel Organization

Traffic Management
Business

Law

Banking and Banking Law
DAccountancy (including C. P. A.)
Nicholson Cost Accounting

Civil Service

QRallway Mall Clerk
School Subjects

Q Illustrating

French

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Architect

^Electrical Engineering

^Mechanical Engineer
3 Mechanical Draftsman
^Machine Shop Practice
^Railroad Positions
3Gas Engine Operating
3civil Engineer
3 Surveying and Mapping
Mining
Metallurgy
Badlo
Steam Engineering

G

•

Architects' Blue Prints

3 Electric Lighting

Q

Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

when

the

priest

simply

director called "Camera!" the
raised a gold cross, made
the sign of the cross first before Gloria,
then before the groom, and joined their
hands to signify the knot was tied. Then
they rested, all being over but the final
clinch, which apparently doesn't happen in
the Balkan states.
I was much disappointed.
"Rotten !" shouted the director. "Do it

over again!"

They did, slowly and accurately.
"Do it over again!" he repeated.
They did.

"Now

once more!"
Perhaps the director works as well as

the double.

me

he

did.

The nice young man assured
"The director's the whole

cheese," he said.

"Every tiny scene has

made

at least three times, for if there
is the tiniest flaw we must throw it out."
"Mob !" shouted the director, and the
lords and ladies lined up to take their
places in two long rows on either side of

to be

And

they went thru it again
then they moved the
camera on its scaffolding from the center
of the room to the back.
"This first was only the close-up," said
"Now they have to do the
our guide.
whole thing over again for the full-length
the altar.

—three

solid times,

picture."

"Heavens!" I ejaculated, my longings to
In the
be in the movies waning a trifle.
two hours during which we had been
watching them, scarcely enough finished
film had been made to pass before the
eyes in five minutes.

Fancy an

eight-reel picture!

They Really Do
f~\ h, yes

!

I

almost forgot to

tell.

have music with their acting.
really

They
They

Of course, I'd read about
(Continued on page 110)

do.

it,

Uamera
Mow in any

movie

scene

which

offered the

Pharmacy
Chemistry
Automobile Work
3 Airplane Engines

dramatic

3 Mathematics

heroine and

_

3 Agriculture and Poultrj

Nam*...

possibilities of the

the
•

3-6-24

Street

Address

villain
standing
be-

fore the mar-

riage
State

City

Then came

cane carried nonchalantly
over one arm, was in the rear of the room,
chatting gaily with another lady.
And

Common School Subjects
High

Private Secretary

B

after this

the call for the priest
and the groom, the bell for silence, and the
!"
call of the director of "Ready, Camera

fects.

3 Show
3 Stenography and Typing
3 Business English

Bookkeeping
Spanish

some

double had survived her
endurance test of posing for the draping
of the train, Gloria appeared, to lift it
upon her own dainty shoulders— Gloria,
beautiful in spite of her green skin and
purple lips, clad in a ravishing weddinggown of real lace, with a veil which the
Princess Mary would have been proud to
An ancient gray-haired maid-serwear.
vant followed her into the very eye of the
camera, pinning and patting imaginary deSo,

like best.

ask

in

scene of such daring and danger that the
management feels the expensive star
should not be risked. Then the double goes
thru the fire or the water or whatever
the hair-raising escapade may be, but with
face so indistinct that everyone will think
it is the real star.
So even if she survives, she gets no credit from the public.

—

I.

!"

silver-banded

Occupation
Persona residing in Canada should send this coupon to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,
Montreal, Canada

MIFFLIN
4LK0H0L

altar

with the priest
one
at hand,

certainly
would expect
some action
especially
on
the part of

the hero.

But not

to-

The hero,
a beautiful
matinee idol

day.

pearl-gray
in
tweeds, with a

We

both

felt

sure

that
Gloria was
marrying

the

wrong man,
and we waited
hopefully for
the Handsome
Hero to dash
in at just the
right moment,
and save her
from an un-

happy

life

—
COfTION PICTURR
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Paragraphs

I

About

KJew Productions
(Continued from page 57)
similarity to Rain, Broadway's biggest hit
of the past two years, tho its missionary
is
blessed with more humanity and its
heroine is not a product of the underworld.
It also bears a resemblance to other pictures of the South Seas in its action and
incident
such as projecting the heroine
as the sole white woman of the locality,
and making the missionary a victim of

—

suppressed desires.
She becomes involved in the simplest of
triangle situations
in running away from
her husband and being rescued by the natives after she has attempted suicide in

—

_

jumping from his yacht. The love conflict
becomes dominant when the husband conveniently reappears on the scene.
The
dominie has a mental struggle with the

commandments

in his trying to play square

with the husband.

But Providence saves
him.
The husband meets his death in a
subsequent storm, which is executed with
a fine thrill.
The production is much better than the
story and offers some enchanting exteriors and an abundance of atmosphere.
It is adequately cast and played with creditable feeling by Leatrice Joy, Percy Marmont, Laska Winter, and Adolphe Menjou.
latter has little opportunity to flash
his familiar subtleties. He seldom uses his
talented eyebrows.

The

Those

Who

hat

Dance

great American industry, bootlegis dealt with here
in a story that
is decidedly timely and provocative of good
suspense.
The author deals with life in
the raw and whisky in the wood— and he
tries to point out, and succeeds in a melodramatic way, the effect of bootlegging on
our modern social fabric. Everyone should
find interest in it.
The story opens with
scenes ("hie") of the filthy" holes where
wood alcohol is bottled as imported stuff
and the effect of this poison on a jazz
party which winds up with a realistic auto
wreck that kills a girl. The boy driving
has been blinded by the hooch.
Then we
are drawn into the actual story and shown
some exciting rum-running scenes.
'J'

—

ging,

—

Here

is

where Blanche Sweet enters and

proceeds to give a characterization com-

(Continued on page 106)

Somewhere ahead "Beauty's Pathway"

will reach

the crest of the hill. Behind you, will be the many
opportunities you have had to improve your appearOpportunities to develop and preserve the
ance.
Beauty of Youth for the time when nature can no
longer respond to your efforts. Now! is your big
moment your time in life to develop your beauty
to its highest degree. To give to the skin and complexion the enchanting charm that only "Beauty's

—

Master Touch"

GoUPAUDS

ORIENTAL CREAM
can render. An alluring, entrancing appearance that will
remain with you over the years to come, so that the hand
of time rests but lightly.
Gouraud's Oriental Cream is
highly antiseptic your assurance of a pure, soft skin, free
from blemishes. Its astringent action counteracts wrinkles,
flabbiness and excessive oiliness. For over 85 years it has
been showing women, the world over, the way to a greater
personal attractiveness. It is waiting now to unfold to you
the secret of a new, lasting Beauty.
Start its use today.
Made in white, flesh and rachel so as to perfectly harmonize
with your particular type.

—

Gouraud's Oriental Comprimettes
bring to you Gouraud's Oriental Cream in compact form
with all its beautifying- properties.
Your vanity bag now
commands "Beauty's Master Touch" for use at a moment's
notice, two sizes
50c and $1.00 6 shades, white, flesh,
rachel powders, and light, medium and dark rouges.
Each
size complete in beautiful vanity case with mirror and puff.

—

—

:j

Special Offer Coupon
enclose 50c for a Comprimette (any
shade), a bottle of Gouraud's Oriental
Cocoanut Oil Shampoo and a bottle of
Gouraud's Oriental Cream.
I

Name
Street

City

Blanche
Warner

Sweet, Matthew Betz and
Baxter in a tantalizing scene

from Those

Who Dance

Ferd. T. Hopkins

&

Son,

New

York
M.P.
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K-K-Klan

(Continued from page 25)
us has had time to read; of shops which
contain the smartest clothes; of the time,
energy and concentration it takes to
achieve individual dressing.
Of husbands
of which Madge possesses one and I do
not.
Of a book of Chinese poems Madge
adores, given her by Harrison Ford. And
we brought all our philosophy to bear on
life
of how difficult it is to walk "in the
middle of the road." Of the courage and
wisdom it takes to carry on.

—

—

"I try to look
wisely, "as just

Jn the Bell System laboratories speech sounds are recorded on the oscillograph with a view

The
The

Graham

He

expressed the belief

Bell,

necessary electrical knowledge to develop

"Get

it,"

During

was the

this

scientist,

it.

laconic advice.

search for knowledge

came

the discovery that

was

to be of such incalculable value to mankind.

The
made

search for knowledge in whatever

possible America's

Many

supremacy

field

it

might

lie

has

—

her heart.

Tf

times, in

the

Tall

Young Man

sees

this,

he'll

shrug cynically and say "I told 'em so."
But I defy him or anyone else to try
to write about Madge and not use up all
the adjectives there are, and then try to
invent

others

more adequate.

simply cant be done.

It

every type of telephone mechanism.

This service of the parent company to
the advice

and

its

associates, as well as

assistance given in operating, financial

matters; enables each

company

in the Bell

System

an unrelated local

and

That's

legal

to render a

telephone service infinitely cheaper and better than

it

could as

many

—

have been

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

BELL SYSTEM
One System,

Develops Busts Amazingly
Quick and Easy!
Jnstwhat every woman has been wait
ing for at a price everyone can afford

"BEAUTIBUST"

1

for real bust and neck development
No pumps, vacuums, extreme exercis
ing. No foolish or dangerous systems
but a real tried and very successfu.
natural method that WILL be extremely pleasing and beneficial. You
can't fail if you follow the simple in

is

will

convincingly, right in little old
But, then, it has been a wonderful pleasure trip for the company.
If
Ben Hur ever makes a nickel of profit for
its producers, it will be the miracle picture of the age.
just

as

Hollywood.

structions. Everythingmailed(sealed

Do not miss this opportunity,
may not be repeated.
BL DC, BALTIMORE, MD.

How to

the only

way

to prevent the hair

ing again. Easy, painless, harmless.

No

from grow

scars. Booklet fre».

Write today enclosing 3 stamps. We teach beauty culture.
D. J. Mahler. 69- A, Mahler Park. Providence, R. I.>

See the World

at

No

Expense

C peaking

method

—

no doubt prove that the production could
have been made more economically, and

BEAUTIBUST CO. I014-ML LEXINGTON

My

for over four months.

knows ?
Whatever develops, future events

for onltt $1.00.
It
,

Rome

very good authority I learn that in
all probability
another director will be
sent to Italy to complete the production,
and,
strangely enough, both
Marshall
Neilan and Fred Niblo have announced in
the past few days that they are starting
for Europe on some vague and mysterious
journey.
According to "dope," one of
these men is going to take over the direcwho
tion of Ben Hur or perhaps both

—

Universal Service

.

in

On

enjoying the benefits.

Policy,

other obstacles have arisen to block

their progress that very little actual filming has been done to date, in spite of the
fact that Director Brabin and company

This service of the parent company has saved hundreds of milSystem telephone plant and
of which the public
tens of millions in annual operating expense

One

Out

(Continued from page 61)

unit.

lions of dollars in first cost of Bell

is

Madge

of the telephone.

in the art

making a national telephone service a reality,
this centralized search for knowledge has overcome engineering
difficulties and removed scientific limitations that threatened to
hamper the development of speech transmission. It is still making
available for all the Bell companies inventions and improvements
in

said

We

in

American

life,"

a series of steps in
character building phases and experiences
which are the straws and sticks to mold
the foundation of our completed selves.
And we can sum it all up in this: If life
is to be
worth living, it must be lived
worthily.
It must be like bookkeeping;
it must balance in the end."

were nearing the city, and a glorious
sunset over the Hudson cast a glow on
Madge's face and lingered there as tho
unwilling to leave a resting-place so unutterably sweet.
To me, Madge is like a poem of perfect
rhythm, or a piece of music without one
discordant note.
And because she has
withdrawn for a space from the busy
throng to search her heart in some still
place, she has remained unspoiled.
One
cannot possibly be with her without absorbing some of the goodness she unconsciously
radiates.
So broad is her understanding,
so far-reaching her vision, and so simple

1875, was exJoseph
that he did not have the

plaining one of his experiments to the

Henry.

subsequent analysis

knowledge

service of
youthful Alexander

to their

upon

of Ben Hur and pleasure trips
stimulates the thought that these unnecessary journeys to foreign climes are
assuming such proportions that it is time

^
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some of the producers awoke
that they are being bamboozled.
Of late, it has become quite the fad for
directors to see the world at the company's
expense by simply picking out each time
a story laid in some different foreign land
and announcing that it will be necessary to
go to the native country to "get the proper
to the fact

atmosphere."

Every day one reads the announcement
that a director and company has gone to
the Sahara, the South Sea Islands, Alaska,
Zanzibar or Peru to get natural backgrounds.

And

in

each

when

instance,

film

the

viewed on the screen, it
great disappointment, and we learn
is

finally

is

a

that,

so far as pictorial values are concerned,
far better results could have been achieved
by building the foreign country to order in
Fort Lee or Culver City.
However, directors cant be blamed for
wanting to travel at someone else's exWe'd probably do it ourself if
pense.
we had the chance.

Preaching but not Practising
worst of these reform movements
organizations, which set out to
uplift the screen, is that they are long on
talk and short on doing anything actually

The

•and

Here

helpful.

of

is

Bring out the beauty
of your teeth with Colgate's

more concrete evidence

it:

The National Congress of Mothers and
Parent-Teacher Associations recently met
in Detroit and launched a violent attack
on the current epidemic of sex motion
And yet Boy of Mine, a clean
pictures.
and beautiful film, played to poor business
Detroit, while Three Weeks packed
in
them

NATURE made teeth beautiful.

Colgate's
that
way safely. Colgate's has the washing action that
protects, rather than the harsh scouring action that
scrapes and scratches.

—

in.

the Mothers and ParentTeachers organization members that they

Where were

didn't

patronize

answer

that
is
theater

other

Boy
they

of

were down

viewing

Elinor

How

The

Mine?

the
Glyn's

to

Three Weeks.

With

Ribbon Dental Cream they can be kept

If

Your Wisdom

Teeth Could Talk
They'd Say, "Use
Colgate's"

to Protect

your Teeth from

(frit

The U.S.

Public Health Service warns* against grit. Avoid it
in your dentifrice as you would avoid sand in your toilet soap.
Colgate's is a common sense dental cream, without grit or
strong drugs. Its purpose is to keep your teeth clean every
day to keep them beautiful as nature made them.

—

You

Safe for a Lifetime
more Dentists recommend Colgate's for
brushing than any other dentifrice. The Colgate habit

will find that

daily
is a health

and beauty habit for you and yours.
at your favorite store. If you prefer
mail the coupon and we will send you a generous

A large tube 25c

a sample,
trial size.

*On page

12 of the book "Good Teeth", Keep Well
Series No. 13, issued by the U. S. Public Health
Service, is the emphatic statement: grit is "too hard
for continuous use".
.

COLGATE

&. CO., Established 1806

truth in-advertising

implies honesty in
manufacture.

CLEANS
TEETH
s.

RIGHT
j.

COLGATE

We

advise the leaders of these reform movements, and the organizations which set out to uplift the
screen, to adopt for their slogan:

Actions Speak Louder

the

WAY

Than Words

&. CO.
Dept. €79
199 Fulton St., New York City

Name

Please send me, free, a trial

tube of Ribbon Dental Cream.

Address
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Adventures Off- Scene
{Continued from page 40)
the day's work, its stupidities and troubles.
When I go to see a picture I do not want
to be "educated," or solve problems, or
think.
I want to be entertained.
I want
to be lifted out of
myself. I want to
see my heroes and
my heroines doing
the things that I
dreamed of doing
in my youth
that
I want to do now.
I want to give my

brown

(she positively has brown
not blue ones, as Harriette
Underhill has averred) opened so wide
that I got quite lost in their bright depths
eyes

and

eyes,

and mumbled, "It

TakesOff41Lbs
In Exactly 7

Weeks!

lady in the picture is close to an ideal
weight. Yet two months ago she was far too
stout was heavier by more than forty
pounds Mrs. Ella Carpenter, New Orleans,
explains how she reduced with such success
"I had long wished for some means of reducing
my 170 lbs. Being a business woman I had no
time nor money to waste on fads; but two months
ago I decided to try a method that somehow
seemed sensible. The trial didn't cost anything,
it required only a week
so I gave Wallace reducing records a chance and here is what happened.

The

—

!

:

—

Thing

'Easiest

I

Ever Did'

"Fifteen minutes each evening I took the reducIt was uncommonly
ing movements to music.
But I
interesting; I felt better from the start.
watched my weight, and that is what thrilled me;
/ lost 6I/2 lbs. that first week. Naturally, I went
on with it. The second week I lost 8 lbs. more.
"I didn't do a thing to supplement my course
with Wallace no Turkish baths no starving, nor
patent foods or drugs I just got thin to music as
It was delightfully easy.
the offer said I would.
Today, my bathroom scale said 129 not bad for
my 5 ft. 5 inches!"
Reduce without punishment: without any "reduced look!" Proof that you can costs nothing.
The trial is really free. Coupon brings the full
record and all without payment now
first lesson
or on delivery.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

WALLACE

does
lovers

As

A m bassador,

fires

believe

the

nerves

and

going
about

re-creates

and he breathes
mystery and fire
and adventure.
"I
believe,"
he
said, "that life

invented

my

roles,

am

ryi

A
Question
.

VUhy

not

ever
that

Keystone View Co.

On the deck of the Leviathan, when he
was sailing for Italy to play Ben Hur,
Novarro said to me: "I can fire the
world to romantic action thru my roles"

Louis

the part of Peter Pan?
ethereal movement and
magic wistfulness. Has Sir James Barrie
One glimpse will
seen Louis in action?
convince.

(Talking about Peter Pan, recalls a children's matinee of the Barrie play at
the Empire Theater, some years ago,
Mark Twain was the guest
at which
I was there with the
of the children.

famous humorist and his young admirers.
was such a magical two hours Mark
Twain, Maude Adams, the children and

—

It

the play.)

About Those Two
before they left for Europe I had
the great pleasure of a private audience
with the Thief of Bagdad and Dorothy
Vernon of Haddon Hall. They are, as
you may have guessed, somewhat and
sometimes known thruout the world as

Just

The Wonderful
i,

DEMAND
samples of
dark and

I

88
ee.

at

your druggist's.

Send 10 cents

for

JAVA* with either Ashes of Roses'* Rouge,
or Rouge Mandarine*, light and bright.

rich,

A.
PARIS

it

BOURJOIS &

CO., Inc.

42^ West 34th Street

Fairbanks and Mary Pickford.
They are even known as Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Fairbanks, but this is unusual.
I
once came near asking the gentler
branch of the family whether she was
Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks or Mrs. Mary
Fairbanks, but my courage failed, and as I
was about to ask the question Mary's

Douglas

NEW YORK

always
in

all

Jack

my

on

hands, and
I'll
see you in a
minute," he said,
as
he catapulted
himself back into
conference.
As I sat in the
big bedroom alone,
the door, gave me

a dog came running to>
a long-distance sniff and came bounding
over the bed, the chairs and the bureau
He had watched his master
a la Doug.
so long on the sets at Hollywood that he
refused to walk or run, and found the
air-line

the

shortest

route

between

two

given dog points. Doggy then sniffed me
all over as much as to say
"Are you looking for a job, or are you
a friend ?"
I was told afterward that he gave a
sharp bark for job-hunters, and if he resilent it was a sign for Mary and
that the coast was clear
it
was
only a friendly call.
As there was no bark, Mary herself
appeared at the door, a cordial greeting

mained

—

Doug

French Face Powder

laughter,

directions.
"I've got

Wolheim for
Here are grace,

Address.

if

up

curls

spring
a
uncurling

liv-

a.

Dempsey
he

dynamic

you've

(~*

that I
for Jack

and goes
after him. Doug is

I

got the right dope.

greet

to

hand

at once."

Ramon,

bound

fear

ing millions of
lives

—

warmth

was

order
Life is a

feel that I

POSTPAID for a week's
Wallace Reducing Record.

.

a

romance. It is always young. If I
can fire the world
to romantic action
thru

fifteen

me, and wrung my
hands with such

in

to play.

spar

to

before hitting the
trail
for Russia,"
he said afterward.
Doug leaped out
of conference with

Latin,

all

Doug was

rounds

at

Metro-Goldwyn
over there. He is

—

in

with him
Madison Square
Garden
"just to
limber up a bit

Novarro
he

before

sailed on the
Leviathan to do
B e n - H ur for

630 S. Wabash Ave.. Chicago
Please send me FREE and

Name.

what music

world,

Latin

was

confab
with
no
less a person than
Jack Dempsey.
I

picture

-

Leap-O'er-

the-Moon

the

(402)

free trial the Original

Prince

—

just

was

I

does

emotions.
I -saw

or
like

ushered into their
apartment at the

airing..

for

it

?"

that.

romance

Screen

murder

something

adventure coman

day,"

fine

wasn't

—

plexes

a

is

"Awful

in

her whole attitude.
If

Doug

is all

action,

Mary

is all

repose.

couple that complement each
Mary is Doug's
other in every way.
Doug is Mary's life-inbalance-wheel
spiration.
The absolute of masculinity
I
united to the absolute of femininity.
could never conceive of these two ever
being apart.
This time I was going to have it out
about Mary's eyes. I popped the question.
"Many people believe my eyes are blue,"

Here

is

a

;

(Continued on page 98)
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Are You Beauty-Lazy?
Indifference to your appearance may
mean failure in your life's ambition

September Number
will stimulate

of Beauty
you to seek Grace— Charm— Beauty

Gcavit

»

Committing Obesity

A

Gorgeous Senoritas

—

GRACEFUL

PHYSIQUE, rich
smoldering ardor,
constitute Spanish beauty, says W.

FAT body

the eighth deadly
sin, says Edna Goit Brintnall.

Read her
commit it.

article

coloring,

and you wont

Adolphe Roberts.

The Mad Masquerade
SERIAL BY W. CAREY

A WONDERLY—
lives,
love.

broken

fates,

of

twisted

romance,

After Eighteen Years

A

&&'

unique short story

trans-

from the French of
Lafage by Wm. L. Mc-

lated

Leon

Pherson.

Frances Harmer tells how to wear
beads it's delightfully told, and
you'll need to know.

Penelope Knapp discloses what
your forehead shows.
Do you
know your type ?

Facial Exercises, in which you are
told how tc overcome wrinkles, hollowness, over-fatness.

Restoring the

—

Read:

—

it's

the

how

skin,
to

in

Bloom of Youth to
which you are told

do just

that.

Read: To Drink or not
water with your meals.

Custom and Commonsense

—

a question of individuality.

to

Drink

Do you?

Pin a Dollar Bill to this coupon and receive the next five big: numbers of
"Beauty" Magazine. Mail at once to BEAUTY, 175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Name
St.

and No

City

State
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When You Go

to the

Movies Over There

(Continued from page 69)
I visited the five most important houses
and found them alike in importance for
different reasons, for they were each and
every one so individual in decoration and

appeal, that it would be difficult to pick out
"the greatest."

The Union Palast, built above a fashionable restaurant, has as an approach to the
auditorium

an

exceptionally

richly carpeted, with
alternating
with
walls
case,

For that Jolly

Beach Party
Pack your week-end bag, say goodbye to the
hot, noisy city and set out for a day or two
of real fun and healthy sport at the lake or
sea. And don't forget to take along your pocket orchestra so there'll be plenty of good
music for those who want to dance. If you
want to be the hit of the party, be ready
with a Hohner Harmonica

The World's Best
There's nothing like good music for happiness and there's nothing like a Hohner for
good music. Hohner Harmonicas are true in
tone, accurate in pitch and perfect in workmanship. Get a Hohner Harmonica today
and play it tonight. 50j* up at all dealers.

Ask for the Free Instruction Book. If your
dealer is out of copies, write M. Hohner, Inc.,
Dept. 175,

I

New

York

City.

MAKE THE BEST CHOCOLATE BARS

Mints and Chewing Gum. Be my agent. Everybody
will buy from you.
Write today. Free Samples.

MILTON GORDON,

132 Jackson

St., Cincinnati,

Ohio

GET THIS WONDERFUL RING

You Can tell it from A GENUINE DIAMOND SEND IT BACK
These Amazingly Beautiful COROD1TE Gems match the scintilatlng beaut; of GENUINE DIAMONDS in every way. Tier hate
the same gorgeous blazing flash and dazzling play of living
II

rainbow

fire. Standing the terrific Acid Test of direct comLifetime experts Deed all tbelr experience to see any
ifference. Prove this yourself
Wear a Genuine C0R0DITE and a DiaAKF TUIC
uiHrth.
ii»i»i mond side by side on the same finger.
in«) TF^T
If you and your friends can tell the difference send it back, you
won't be out aelusle penny. That's fair enough If you keep tho
ring the price printed here la all you pay. Remember CORODITES
alone have the same facet cutting as Genuine Stones.
No. 1 Ladies Solitaire 14K Gold Filled Ring
$2.84
No. 2 Ladiea Pierced Filigree 4 Post Ring. Plat, effect $4.19
No. 4 Ladies Hand Carved Basket Ring. Plat, effect
$3.96
No. 5 Ladles Bridal Blossom Engraved Solitaire •
• $3.54
No. 7 Mens Heavy Belcher 14K Gold Filled Ring•
$3.68
No. 8 MenB Massive Hand Carved Hexagon Gypsy
- $4.28
Carat Size Gems. Beautiful. Hand Carved and Engraved
Mountings of most modern design bearing an unqualified 20 year
guarantee. Art Leather, Silk Lined Gift Case Free with each ring.
Keep your money right at borne. Just
SEND
NO
ocnu nv
send name, address and number of ring
wanted and size as shown by slip of PBper fitting end to end around
finger joint and your ring will come by return mail. Deposit amount
Bhown above with postman. You do not risk a penny as our
binding legal guarantee to refund your money in full ia attached to every ring we sell. SEND TODAY.

§ariaoo.

M

...

MONEY
mUlKI

E.RICHWINE
CO. Dept. 158
19
Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL.
West Jackson

Sole Importers Genuine Corodite
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Diamonds

broad
the

stair-

adjoining

framed

huge

mirrors and handsome brocades.
The
auditorium itself is a cube-shaped room,
simple and restful in design, and paneled
in dark wood, with a very high ceiling
which gives an air of vastness to the odd
Magnificence
shape of the auditorium.
was displayed in the uniforms of the door-

man and

the

tall,

liveried

ushers,

who

took the tickets and pretentiously bowed

you

to your' seat.

We

were quite thrilled at the plumcolored resplendence which was very much
bebuttoned in bright metal and befrogged
in silk braid, to say nothing of the gallantry of the men who wore the uniforms.
One fine old fellow, a veritable giant, with
the most elaborate and gorgeous gray
moustache I ever have seen, literally
He
folded us under his broadcloth wing.
took us to our seats, checked our hats,
fetched us programs, and actually acted
had confided to him
as a call-boy.
that we had an early dinner date, and at
the appointed time he invited us to leave,
as per instructions, and bowed us all the
way out to, and thru, the door.

We

One night, for the nine o'clock performance, we visited the famous Marmorhaus,
across the street from the Union Palast.
The Marmorhaus is famous for its exfor they were
pressionistic decorations,
executed by the finest exponent of the exThe
pressionistic art in all of Europe.
theater is a glory of scarlet and green and
gold and black, with amazing figures and
lines of compelling force.

—

the real thing not an
there is a vast difference
between the two in the European theater
The imitation is the crazy wildtoday.
ness which expresses the unrest of the
period and is found in many houses,
whereas the uniform modernity of the art
in this theater has a central idea with
motifs carefully worked out that make for
It certainly
imitation, and

is

balance and rest fulness.
There is rhythm
nf line and balance of color here.
The
stage curtain was the piece de resistance,
for it was gloriously embroidered in silks,
and had appliqued figures in brilliant
colors.
Two large gold figures, in the
true expressionistic style, stood guard at
each side of the curtain.
In the Princess we found a contrast,
for it is like neither of the other two
theaters.
It is not so conservative as the
Union Palast, and yet by no means expressionistic in style.
It is a fine example
of the best in more conservative modern
decoration. The building was not originally
erected for the movies, but was made
over into a very cozy and charming little
theater,
decorated
the
well-known
by
poster painter, Lucian Bernhard.
All of the attractive lighting figures,
brackets and sconces, as well as a very
remarkable central cluster of lights, were
especially created for this movie house.
To cover the electric bulbs, there are
lovely flower-shaped buds, made of soft,
pale-yellow silk, with outer petals of rosepink; and the arms that hold these lights
are long, graceful, flower-like stems.
It
gives a very lovely garden effect.
The
silks used in the hangings were also specially printed.
The architectural lines of
the house are along the modernized Gothic,

which give it an air of dignity and weight
welcome setting to the dainty details.

as a

In contrast to this small theater is the
nearly three
Palast, which
seats
thousand, and is a handsome building of

Ufa

extremely

modern

architecture,

modernly

conservatively decorated.
It adjoins
Ernst Lubitsch's studio, which is the
largest in the city of Berlin, and is the
place where he made his last picture
Pharaoh and also where he made his
first big success as a director.
Last, but by no means least, there is the
extravagant Tauentzin Theater. It is very
elegant indeed, and ultra smart in its
modern decorative treatment as to interior
decoration, lighting, over-attentive attendants, and general contour, externally and
"interiorally."
had to stand in line
ever so long, trying to buy a MillionMark-Seat, to be told, as we reached the
window, that they were entirely sold out
There was nothing left but the One-Mil-

but

—

We

lion

-

Five - Hundred - Thousand-Mark seats.
to pay thirty-five cents after all

So we had

—
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Letters to tke Editor
(Continued from page 72)

In Defense of Pola Negri
Dear Editor:
print,

into

Motion

but

I

R.

Picture

do not as a rule rush
Fox's letter in June

Magazine,

criticizing

Pola Negri is, I consider, sufficient cause
for my doing so, and I hope that you will
allow this letter to be printed.
R. Fox judges Aliss Negri by one picture, Shadows of Paris. This is a flagrant
I
injustice, and should never be done.
have not seen Miss Negri in this picture,
but I have seen her Du Barry in Passion
and her Bella Donna. In Passion, she is
wonderful, because she is sincere and comIn
pelling, and acts without restraint.
Bella Donna, the director tries to make her
a mixture of wickedness and
mawkish sweetness an impossible combination.
Considering the disadvantage
under which she worked, she did well, and
won an editorial from the editor of our
most important daily paper. This editor
is
an exceedingly clever critic and an
author of no mean ability.
only
criticism for Miss Negri in Bella Donna
is that she was a little too stagy in the
tent scene with Zarondi.
Miss Negri is
one of the finest actresses in the motion
picture world and, given proper direction

over into

—

My

and suitable pictures, should go far.
I
would like to see her in her own environment. She could not play Mary Pickford's
pictures, nor could Mary Pickford play
hers. The censor and the American direction are responsible for her bad pictures.

Mr. Valentino and Mr. de Roche cannot be compared.
The one is a costume
man, the other can do anything. Valentino, in ordinary clothes, does not appeal.
He has his own type. I would like to
see him play with Pola Negri.
Mr. de
Roche is a fine actor, he only needs to let
himself go a little more. Give him time.
I wish all fans would bear in mind that
critcism should be helpful, not stinging and
cruel.
Bearing in mind that tho an actor
or actress may not appeal to certain fans,
they most certainly have other fans who
are devoted to them. Therefore, you fans,
helpfully criticize the stars you admire,
and avoid the pictures of those you do not
like.
Also bear in mind that the directors
make the pictures, not the stars.

Ramon Novarro would make an
Romeo, and I would like to see
McAvoy, that delightful and whimlittle actress, as the blind girl in The

think

I

excellent

May
sical

Last Days of Pompeii.
I

would

Colleen
Youth.

Stedman

like to

throw a bouquet

to

Miss

Moore as the flapper in Flaming
She was excellent. Miss Myrtle
as the

mother was also

The

family choice
Fig Newtons, with, their
golden brown cake filled
with real fig jam, not only
tastegoodbutare nourishing.

N. B. C. Graham Crackers
and milk make a nourishing
lunch for both children and
grown-ups.
nut-like

Their delicious
comes only

flavor

from using

real

graham

flour.

excellent.

To

Lorna Doone Shortbread
is liked by the whole family.

Ernest Torrence the laurel crown.
As the clown in Singed Wings he was
perfect.
Laughter and tears.
Comedy
and tragedy.
We laughed at him with
the tears in our eyes for the tragedy of
it.
All hail, Mr. Torrence!

It

or

SqHORTBREAS

To all the actors and actresses who give
us of their best, a thousand thanks.
Thanking you for your patience,
Very truly yours,
N. A.

F.,

British

West

Indies.

Telling Tales on Rudolph
Dear Editor: In the May number
this

magazine you printed a short

comment expressing admiration

way

of

little

the
in which Rudolph Valentino met the
for

unpleasant innuendos concerning his temperament and uppish manners which had

(Continued on page 95)
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$15.00
an
ounce

The Most
Precious Perfume
in the World

Daw (center), Alice Joyce's brother Frank, and Alice
and a host of friends, taking tea in the London studio
where The Passionate Adventure is being filmed

Marjorie
herself,

CT)IEQER'S FLOWER DROPS
are unlike anything you have
jfy

>v_> ever seen before. The very
essence of the flowers themselves,
made without alcohol. For years the
favorite of women of taste in society

and on the

(Continued from page 71)

The regular price is $15.00 an ounce, but for 20c
you can obtain a miniature bottle of this
perfume, the most precious in the world. When
the sample comes you will be delighted to find
that you can use it withoutextravagance. It is
so highly concentrated that the delicate odor
from a single drop will last a week.

Sample
20*
Send 20c (stamps or
silver)

with the cou-

pon below and we will
send you a sample
vial of Rieger's

Trailing the Eastern Stars

stage.

Flower

Drops, the most alluring and most costly
perfume ever made.
Your choice of odors,
Lily of the Valley,

Rose, Violet, Roman.
or Crabapple.
Twenty cents for the
world's most precious
perfume!

za, Lilac

Other Offers
Direct er from Draggiib
Bottle of Flower Drops
with loos fflass stopper,
containing SO drops, a
supply for SO weeks;
Lilac, Crabapple. $1.50
Lily of the Valley,

Rose, Violet

«2.00
$2.60

Bomanza
Above odors,

1

$15

sample offer, 1

oz. $1 .60

oz.
"
H " * 8
Mon Amour Perfume,

Souvenir Box

Extra

special box of five
25c bottles of five different perfumes
...$1.00
If any perfume does not
exactly suit your taste,
do not hesitate to return
and money will be re-

funded

cheerfully.

know, the dewy-eyed

Billie

wife

w.

Willat,

who

of

director,

is

the

now

is

Mrs. Irvin

Paramount
the East making

in

Story Without an End. Reports have it
that Billie will be in his next picture. At
all events, she is not abandoning the screen
for the stage.

Tarry Trimble and

Strongheart are in
Strongheart, the screen's dratown.
matic canine, is enjoying a rest at his
"country estate" in White Plains, N. Y.,
whereas Larry is combining business with
pleasure.
He has just completed arrangements with his publishers for the fall publication of his first book, dedicated to
The title is
friends."
"Strongheart's
Larry Trimble's Dog Book, by Lawrence
Air. Trimble
Trimble.
Sweet, isn't it?
has contracted to write a series of dog
articles for the American Magazine, and
he admits that a tempting production offer
may keep him in New York for at least
Oh, yes, he will do more
one picture.
films with Strongheart.
'

Our

most heartfelt sympathy is extended
to Doris Kenyon in her hour of grief.
For Doris recently lost her father, who

Last year, a book of
also her pal.
their poems, half of the volume written
Doris has not
by each, was published.
Work eases pain.
faltered in her work.

was

ILEX'WATER

ffowernDrops
Send The Coupon Now!

3

is

Claire

now

completing

Bom

Windsor and Bert

Rich, with

Lytell.

Naldi

entino.

New

to

working again with Valthe exotic Nita returned
York after making Blood and
is

When

Sand with

the patent-leather-haired one,
she enthused to us that "Valentino is one
of the greatest artists on the screen."
And now, she is cast to vamp the
slumbrous-eyed one again. Is she happy?
We'll say she is, as the lady of the daring
gowns and "come on" look in A Sainted
Devil.

XMv

were
Avenue

down Fifth
when whom should

strolling leisurely

the other day

we

espy but
madly.

Dagmar Godowsky,

rushing

"Hello, hello," Dagmar cried, as we
hailed her.
"How are you?" Her darkbrown eyes had a haunted, look and the
piquant face seemed a bit weary.
"I am
working in two pictures at once," she explained.
"I must get a negligee at once,
and in half an hour be at the studio. Is
it not terrible?"
agreed and sympathized in the same
breath.
"It is rush, rush, rush," she sighed.
"From the Paramount Long Island Studio

We

where

vamp

I

to the old
in

in

Story without an End,

Talmadge

Studio,

where

And

The Price of a Party.

I

I

vamp

am

so

at the mere thought,
"if I could only sleep for days and days."
"i
"I shall," she announced briskly,
I finish these pictures I am
shall.

Ah," enrapt

tired.

When

visit the Heifetz family (Jascha
Heifetz, the famous violinist and his parents) at their home in Narragansett Pier.
Will it not be glorious?"
Dagmar glanced at her watch, stifled a
despairing shriek, and with a tight clasp

going to

Paul Rieger &. Co.,

(Since 1872)
131 First Street.
San Francisco
Enclosed find 20c for which please send me
sample bottle of Rieger's Flower Drops in the
odor which 1 have checked.

D
D

Lily

D
D Lilac

of the Valley

Romania

Rose

D

D

Violet

Crabapple
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Souvenir Box

—$1.00
$
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enclosed.

pUmd rwr mm? will be rehsmed.
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Dichard

Barthelmess

evidently
patched up whatever difficulties existed
between him and Inspiration Pictures, for
the popular star has begun work op his
new production, Classmates. The picture
is adapted from the play, in which Robert
Edeson originally appeared, by William
de Mille (the difector), and Margaret

has

of her gloved hand, dashed off to purchase
her negligee.

movie

Turnbull.

VIZ ill Rogers

Classmates was filmed years ago by the
old Biograph Company, with a cast boasting Henry B. Walthall, Blanche Sweet,
John Robertson,
and Marshall Neilan.
who has handled the megaphone for
Dick's last few films, will be in charge of

light starring in the Ziegfeld Follies.
Rogers gum-chews and rope-lariats thru
a humorous satirical monolog that keeps

circles"

his latest.

now,

is

another

the house rocking in glee.

introduced
is

he

_

stellar

The man who
^

into the "best
not deserting the screen. Even
supervising several scripts
is

chewing-gum

which he may put
a

Xew York

in

production soon at

T R

FREE

I

studio.

I

Seigman, who played a "halfway" heavy with Barbara La Marr and
Lew Cody in The Shooting of Dan
McGrew, was brought on from the Coast

f~*

eorge

ParaSeigman's first
trip to New York in several years, and
the old town looks good to him.

heavy

to play the

in Valentino's last

mount production.

This

is

you imagine Blanche Sweet—the
C anextraordinary
Anna Christie of the
screen
called

-NEVER!

the title-role in a picture
— playing
But then,
Sporting Venus?

The

anything

not
Her famous director-husband,
versatile.
Marshall Neilan, will produce this feature

Blanche

the wistful

isn't

if

on the Continent.
Before the Neilans sailed for the other
Mrs. Mickey consented to be the
side,
Pays' Club,
guest of honor at the
a club of professional women in New
York City. She looked stunning in a simple velvet gown, with a black hat coming

Woman

low over her

eyes.

cant make a
Sweet confessed, blushing
"I

GRAY HAIR

really

Miss

speech,"
at

her frank-

"Tho my husband questions the
occasion when I have nothing to say, I
ness.

dont think he means the same thing

I do,"

laughing.

At all events, Miss Sweet succeeded in
conveying to the Club members the charming truth that she was about the happiest
girl there is, and that her husband was

If

You Ask Me How

This asking is easy, just fill out and mail
the coupon. My answer will be a free
with full directions for testing on

to Restore It
Application Easy

me

trial bottle

a

single lock of hair.
This test is a revelation, proving how
easily, safely and surely gray hair can be
restored to its original, becoming, youthful
scientific
color.
I perfected this efficient,
preparation many years ago, to restore
own gray hair. I have since shared my secret
with hundreds of thousands of gray haired
people.

my

Keeps You Young
never becoming, even to those
who are old. To young people, prematurely
gray, it is a tragedy.
Those unbecoming gray streaks, those aging
silver threads, they add at least ten years to
your age.
My wonderful restorer brings back the
natural, youthful color and keeps that color

Gray hair

is

for you.

just a darling.

Mary

T. Goldman's hair color restorer is acolorless liquid, clean as water. It ia

clear,

applied by combing through the hair

simply
—
no

skill required.

Restored color is even and perfectly natural
in all lights
no streaking or discoloration.
No interference with shampooing, nothing
off.
rub
Tour hair will be soft,
wash
or
to
fluffy and beautiful, delightfully easy to curt

—

and

dress.

Mail Coupon Today
Fill it out carefully, be sure to state exactly the natural color of your hair. If possible enclose a lock in your letter.
By return mail you will receive
special
patented free trial outfit, containing the free

my

Send no money

trial bottle.

postage.

—absolutely
even prepay
I

My free trial offer is

free.

Then when you know what Mary T. Goldis and what it will do, restore all your
hair. Get a full size bottle from your druggist or direct from me.
man's

—Please
yonr name and address— _
rMHMMH
MeryT. Goldman, 196-L Goldman Bide.
print

St. Paul, Minn.

breezed into New York
to breeze right out again embarking to
England, where he is to join Mickey
Neilan and start work on that director's
The Sporting
forthcoming production,
are happy to inform you that
Venus.
Lew will continue to star his moustache.
"It keeps me from catching cold," he

T

ew Cody

Please send me FREE trial bottle
olor Restorer. The natural color of

only

i

Black

dark brown

light

Over

brown

medium brown
light

auburn

auburn (dark red).,
blonde

(light red)

10,000,000 Bottles Sold

We

claims.

D ichard
first

Dix

is

starring

pany, are indulging in locating scenes for
Bebe's initial starring picture, Saints Are
Sinners.
{Continued on page 102)
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WINDSOR— September
in

Hollywood

(Tl^vssic

looking forward to his
production for Paradue to return to New

Dick is
York soon from the Bahamas, where he,
with the rest of the Bebe Daniels com-

mount.

On the cover
Loveliest blonde

Revealing
the Dana

Outshining
the Stars

Two-a-Day

story of
the
Frances

afiction

Beginning with the
September issue,

Marion, famed
wri t er

Classic will carry
snappy and clever,

scenario

and beauty, illustrated with pic-

well as

tures almost love-

ment

than those of
the stars them-

stage

lier

artistic,

zation

"Revelation/'

a

the

Nazimova

as

stage

success.
Dana plays

Viola

depart-

of the vaudeville

—

the only

rival that the

the

real

The Face on

lead

in

the

film, her first
serious role, an
interesting study

"movies"

have

selves

i-

of

the Cutting-room Floor

N article told in Dorothy Donnell's delightfully human and humorous way
of the silent tragedies that are enacted when the "Extra's" role, upon which

A

!

L

she builds her hope of the future,

The
/^uess who?

^ way

Wittiest

Jim Tully

Man

is

cut out!

in America!

tells you in his article.
of discovering things for himself.

But then Mr. Tully has a

Be Sure to Get the September

Kathleen Key sails for Rome
to play Turzah in Ben Hur

Qassic
That "Different" Screen Magazine
On the News-stands August 12
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The

Story of

My

Life

(Continued from page 82)
years of wandering

Have You Wondered Why
Some Toilet Goods Clerks So
Persistently Push One Line?

all over the country
and working at all sorts of jobs, I had
found the one thing I wanted to do, and I
determined to stay with it.

Douglas Fairbanks became a Lasky star,
and as he thought I was a good heavy type,
he used me sometimes, and he introduced
me to Mary Pickford, who was a star
with the same company at that time.
I

was given a part
playing the Indian

in

her picture, M'liss,

who

killed the heroine's

Miss

Pickford was to
and she was look-

father.

A REPRESENTATIVE
•** Commission made
vention

of

the

of the Federal Trade
an address at the last con-

National Association of Toilet

Goods Manufacturers calling their
situation which threatens the good
department

stores

attention to a
faith

and their customers.

between

Now

that

the spotlight has been turned on this evil practice

which has grown up

slowly,

it

must inevitably

disappear.

Many women have, no doubt, been at a loss to
understand the persistent and of ten adroit methods
by which clerks at toilet goods counters in department stores attempt to make them take some brand
other than the one they had intended. They are
frequently irritated by this, but how completely
they would resent it if they knew the real facts.
The young woman who

is trying to substitute is
not an unbiased clerk of the store, but in truth, the

employe

of

a

manufacturer masquerading

as

a

clerk.

Following

young woman so employed will divert
all wavering or undecided customers,
limits laid down by the store rules,
within
the
and
switch from other brands.
is

that the

to his

brand

Enlists,

ing for a leading man suited to the role
of Pie-Faced Vibbard.
Mr. Fairbanks
thought I could play the part, but I was
becoming established as a heavy, now, and

Miss Pickford couldn't see me in the role.
Say, but I wanted it, tho, not only because
it would be a great step forward for me
to become Mary Pickford's leading man,
because I actually
Private Vibbard.
but

felt

that

I

was

Fairbanks was on my side, and one day
he told me to go to the wardrobe, put on
a uniform and make up for the role and
see if Miss Pickford couldn't be persuaded
to use me.
I did, and as a finishing touch,
I stopped by the cafeteria and got a big
piece of pie.
When Miss Pickford saw
me she burst out laughing and said I
could have the role, that I was Pie-Face
to the life.

Following this picture, I made Private
Pettigrew's Girl, with Ethel Clayton.
I
cant say enough for Miss Clayton's kindness to me during the making of this
picture.
She was the star, but she gave
me every advantage in lighting and closeThe fans seemed to like Private
ups.
Pettigrew and I signed a two-year contract with Lasky, playing various leads
with Miss Clayton and Mary Miles Minter.
Cecil De Mille gave me the role of

Henry

In a great many department stores of this
country the salaries of all the clerks at the toilet
goods counter are paid by individual manufacturers.
The advantage to the manufacturer

this,

make Johanna

Adams

in

Something

to

About, and I was then featured
Jticklins and The Kentuckians.

Think
in

"The

When my Lasky contract expired, I
went East to make Peacock Alley with
Mae Murray, and then once more worked
for D. W. Griffith, playing Danton in
Orphans of the Storm. It seemed great
to be back under Mr. Griffith's direction
again, and of all the roles I've played on
the screen, Danton remains my favorite.
I free-lanced in the East for a while, in
December of 1922, and returned to Hollywood and signed my present contract with
Warner

my

first picture with
This was followed by
Main Street, Lucretia Lombard, and The
Marriage Circle.
At present I'm looking forward to the
filming of Debureau, the Belasco stage
The role of the great French
success.
pantomimist who loved Camille is widely
different from the tired husband parts I've
been playing recently.
That's one reason I'm enthused over it,
probably.
The urge to escape monotony,
which in earjier days led me from the coalmines of Pennsylvania to the logging
camps of the Northwest, from clowning
in a circus to day-laborer on a motion picI
ture studio lot, is still strong in me.
dont want to do one stereotyped sort of

Brothers,

them being Brass.

There can be no objections to the open demonShe often serves to perform a useful
demonstrating and sampling job. But the hidden
demonstrator who masquerades as an unprestrator.

—

judiced clerk speaking in the interests of the store
and with its authority tends to break down the

—

good will that is the greatest fundamental
which the department store possesses.

asset

At present the only real protection the customer
has is to know what she wants and insist upon
getting it.

f>94

thing

all

the time.

dont regret the years spent wandering
around, before I found myself. If I have
any ability to portray life realistically on
I've
the screen, it's because I've lived it.
seen life from all sorts of different angles,
and have found that my experiences all
I

-

—

,
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200 Sheets
100 Envelopes
Jftft 'Printed with your
fl/i/ Name and Address

helped
I

me when

wanted

found the work

finally

I

to do.

Occasionally I run across people who
me before I became an actor.
"Pretty soft for you, Monte, these days,"
they say, sometimes.
But it's not "soft." I'll tell you, when
you throw yourself heart and soul into
your work, no matter what it is, you'll
I've never
find you haven't a soft job.
looked for one.
In time, I want to direct. With that aid
in view I'm constantly studying the details
of motion picture production. And if yon
can find a motion picture director who'll
say his job is a sinecure, it's more than
I can do.

knew

Learn to
You

always popular

are

and sure of a good time
if you can play some musical
self,

instrument.

By

Letters to the Editor

—

(Continued from page 91)
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REAL PHOTOS

your Screen Favorite

of

Just mention names of the ones you
want. I have them all. Size 8x10. Beautiful and life-like. 50c each, 12 for $5.
Money cheerfully refunded if not
satisfactory. Send money order, U.S.
bills or U. S. 2c stamps. Order NOW.
List of Stars on request.

S.

BRAM,

209 West 48th

Dept. 157,

St.,

N. Y.

Special prices to dealers

HAVE PRETTY FEET!
1

You needn't put up with the torture of
grateful

f)

women. "Pretty-Feet"

relieves, beautifieslikemagic!

No More BUNIONS!.
V

"Pretty-Feet" is guaranteed to stop the pain instantly—to dissolve

||

the bunion

7,

i

l

hump

painlessly, pleasantly,

harmlessly. No stain, no plasters. Easy
to nse. Has never failed, so I offer you a
FREE TRIAL if you write at once!

SENT ON TRIAL!

Simply say. "I want
to try PRETTY FEET.
No obligation, no risk. Tellyoursufferlng
'

'

friends. Communications confidential. Plain package. Write

PROF. CON KLIN,

World

An

Easy

nowl
Cora anil Boi<ioa
Hervey St., Chicago

I

'

« Greatest

Specialist. Dept. 311, 1901

Way

to

Remove Dandruff
you want plenty of thick, beautiful,
glossy silky hair, do by all means get rid
of dandruff, for it will starve your hair
and ruin it if you don't.
If

The best
dissolve it.

way to get rid of
To do this, just

dandruff
apply a

is

to

little

Liquid Arvon at night before retiring; use
enough to moisten the scalp, and rub it in
gently with the finger tips.
By morning, most, if not all, of your
dandruff will be gone, and three or four
more applications should completely remove every sign and trace of it.

You

will find, too, that all itching of the
scalp will stop, and your hair will look and

hundred times better. You can get
Liquid Arvon at any drug store. A fourfeel a

ounce bottle

The

R. L.

is

usually

Watkins

all

that

I'll

where

I

tell

you how

New York

is

Co., Cleveland,

needed.
Ohio

to

it

and

it.

TryAny Instrument

I

in^urOwnflbm©

from

£t Our Expense

lived for several years

much

You may now have any known

movie

free trial in your own home.
There is no obligation to buy
no expense for the trial. You

interested in discussing the different
stars, and among them Valentino.
As a rule, the men were not at all complimentary to him. I think they all suffered
more or less from jealous qualms when his

musical instrument for a week's

may return the instrument at
the end of a week if you decide
not to keep it.

—

name was mentioned

tho they would not
admit it, of course but I always maintained thruout all their discussions that he
was one of the few real gentlemen on the
screen and a good sport to wit.
One night as we sat down to dinner my
son with smiling face said, "Well, mother,
I must hand it to you for being able to
pick out a sport and a gentleman. I saw
a young friend of yours in action today
and I must say I was carried away with
admiration for him, he certainly rung true
and is a good sport, and a gentleman."
;

Easy Payments
The

Wurlitzer plan makes it
easy for you to own the instrument you want. Payments are
conveniently arranged in small
monthly sums a few cents a
day will pay.

—

Wurlitzer instruments areknown
everywhere for their unusual
tone quality and excellence of
workmanship. They are used by
the greatest professional musicians,

Then he told his story.
He was driving around a large body of
water (if I remember rightly the upper
waters of San Francisco Bay), when he
saw a moving picture outfit busy taking

j

Bunions a minute longer! My great
\ discovery has banished the disfi gI urine hump for thousands of

and

with one of my sons in his Berkeley home.
Like many other families we were very

,

S

sport,

have just arrived in

California,

Name and Address Printed FREE

""7 8heot V>d envelope, in rich dark blue, to 4 lines
?5
(Note-oarJow'price doesnotallowany variation in dp
printing Tod

Sed
n8

man and a
know it.

Wurlitzer help you buy

learn to play

am

not at all surprised that he handled
the matter so well, for he is both a gentleI

way

money in your spare time.
Choose your instrument now and

earn

so disturbed

your-

with your friends

around the piano, in orchestras or
bands there is no end to the
pleasure music will give you.

pictures of a couple of boat-loads of University of California rowers, evidently
practising; and as the waters were rough,
and they were having a hard time, he
stopped to see them land.
When they did land he saw that Valentino was among them, bidding them goodbye and thanking them warmly for their
fine work, and the way they had cooperated with him to get a good picture,
and hoping to meet them again.
When the boys found out my son was
on his way to Berkeley, their home town,
they asked for a lift in his car and some
dozen or fifteen boys piled in.
After a while, when they had got their
wind and found out that my son was also
a U. of C. boy, tho of some years past,
they began frankly discussing the event
of the day.
It appeared that the rowing club of the

U. of C. had been engaged by the moving
picture company to do the rowing scenes
in The Young Rajah, and they, like a
great many other males of that time, were
rather

prejudiced

against

him

(Valen-

tino), and determined to make it as difficult, as hard and disagreeable, for him as
"Give him a taste of real work."
possible.

"Have a good laugh

at

him."

"Let him

know what was

really involved in heading
a college team." And in this spirit they
began their day's work. They did all sorts

(Continued on page 105)

bands and orchestras.

Harry L. Jacobs of Sousa's Band,
Brooke's Marine Band, and Chicago Grand Opera, says: "lam
proud to be the owner of one of
your new cornets. It is positively
superior to anything I have hsd
inallmyyears of cornet playing."
T »o

&•

ffi'

Thousands of amateur musicians
are playing on Wurlitzer instruments. Many of them could not
have bought except through the
Wurlitzer selling plan. WurliUer
is the world's greatest music
house, with stores and dealers
in all parts of the country.

But no matter where you live
you will receive the same
service bymail as though you
lived next door to the factory.

Send for

Free Catalog
The

greatest musical catalog
ever published.
Over 3000 articles—every instrument de-

scribed and illustrated— many of

them shown in full colors. Gives
you all details of the Wurlitzer
Send the coupon today.

plan.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., Dept. 1526

~

117 E. 4th St., Cincinnati 329 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
120 W. 42nd St, New York 250 Stockton St., San Francisco
Send me, absolutely free, your new illustrated catalog
of musical instruments. Also tell me how I may try
any instrument in my own home at your expense and
how the Wurlitzer plan makes it easy for me to buy.

No obligation.
Name.
Address,
City

.State.

Instrument
(State Instrument in

which you

i

Copyright 1923. The Kodolpb Wurlitzer Co.
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No Sunburn
No Freckles, No Windburn, No
or Blister This Summer
And still you can enjoy all the sunshine

Peel

you wish if you protect your skin with

SUNEX
The Sunshade

in

a Tube

This is a new scientific discovery which,
spread on the skin, absorbs the ultra
violet the burning rays of sunshine
keeping the skin white, cool, un-

—

burned and unfreckled.

SUNEX

is a soothing, healing, transparent, vanishing cream which not
only protects the skin against sunburn
but relieves the skin already burned

Mary's father stormed and raged about the room calling upon Heaven to
witness that he had done what was right by his children while she had
done everything wrong

and improves the complexion.
Sold in convenient size tubes at all good drug
stores. If your druggist cannot supply you, send
60c for full size tube or 10c (stamps or coin)

Dont Deceive Your Children

for trial'Size tube.

(Continued from page 52)

ABBOTT LABORATORIES
4756 Ravenswood Avenue, Chicago,

111.

see if Lynn had.
So
his cot, well content.

The

Offers You Its Specialized
Services in Choosing a School

the tents.

exclaimed Mary in surboy peered thru the halfopened flap. "Run along now, like a good
I dont want to swim."
boy.
"Oh, come on, be a sport, Mary." He
opened the flap a little farther.
"Stop !" cried the girl, gathering the
She got up and
blankets around her.
walked to the opening. "I wont have this,

"Why, Hal

Last year the School and College Bureau
of The Chicago Daily News saved many
busy parents and questioning boys and girls
both time and worry by sending them
prompt, reliable information about just the
personal rekind of school they wanted
quirements as tolocation and tuition charges
being considered in each individual case.

prise,

—

Again this year many young people will
be perplexed by the problem of finding the
right school. Why not let us help you?

School and College Bureau

heard somehow or other, was the gentle
of her mother saying, "Remember
I trust you absolutely, anywhere, under
any circumstances." And Mary suddenly
had enough of modernism, radicalism, call

N.WELLS ST., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

voice

PARKERS

HAIR
BALSAM
REMOVES DAN

been used with
success for more than 40years
^S^ets

RESTORES COLOR AND

BEAUTY

TO GRAY
AND FADED HAIR
eCtf&fl^ at all druggists
HISCOX CHEMICAL WORKS
PATCHOGUE. N.Y.

w)heni«asriin(J hair always use
j

what you

She reverted to type
in a breath-taking second.
She made the
swiftest decision that ever was made. She
ripped open the tent flap, brushed the
startled Hal aside, walked over to the
it

DRUFF
STOPS HAIR FALLING

I

!"

the

"You darling," muttered the boy thickly,
and reached out his hand.
"You're being contemptible," exclaimed
Mary, angrily.
"I cant help it, I'm mad about you. I've
"
got to have you
That was what he said but what Marv

The Chicago Daily News

96

as

Hal."

this

absolutely free of charge to you.
No need to select a school hurriedly on
mere hearsay when expert advice can be
obtained by telephoning, writing, or calling
for a personal interview at
service

Ttoreston Shampoo

excitement of the unexpected

little

cocktail

School and College Bureau

15

to

had not quite worn off for Hal.
Down on the beach he watched Tish dive
off Max's shoulders and Max tumble in
hastily after her.
He stared at the water
a moment and then turned back toward

THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS

The Chicago Daily News maintains

Lynn went back

camp

fire,

will.

stood

still

with

her

head' in

her hands
for
a moment,
gave one
frightened cry, and collapsed in a tumbled
heap on the ground. Hal went to her and
Max and Tish came dripping from the
lake in response. But Lynn got there first.
"Mary," he murmured, keeping the
others away.
"Dont get sick, dearest.
This has all been a horrible mistake." He
chafed her hands.
They seemed qui'.e
warm, but her eyes were closed. "Darling

he went on feverishly, "we've been
wondering what life means and I know
now it means you and me for eternity.
I've always known it and you must learn
it, dear.
Get a blanket," he ordered
suddenly, "we'll take her right home. This
girl,"

.

.

.

may

be serious.
We've all acted like a
of darn fools.
If anything happens
to Mary because of this, I'll never forgive
myself."
Mary opened an inquiring eye. Arrangements for their departure were proceeding satisfactorily.
She closed the eye
again delicately and relapsed into her
former unconsciousness
still in Lynn's
arms
she was glad she had though*
of it
Safe at home at the hour of four A. M.
Mary decided to resume consciousness. "I
wasn't really sick," she said. "I just had
to get us all back home, so I did some"
thing desperate
"Well, what was the idea ?" queried
Tish, in lusty disgust.
"I wanted to go thru with it, but suddenly I saw things the way our parents
lot

.

.

.

.

did.
It
suffer."

.

.

.

.

.

didn't

seem

fair

make them

to

Mary shook

her head. "There is
something very beautiful about even their
old-fashioned ideas."

"Oh. well,"

Tish

said

philosophically.

Max

now.

flung his

arms

probably have to marry

"I'll

I'm compromised !"
around her happily.
well," she continued

Max

"And

"marry him first
him afterwards. He

voice,

have to be

They

I

might as

her incongruous
and experiment on

in

doesn't

necessarily

final."

started

to

go

and

Hal

feeling

defeated turned with a parting
shot
"I'm horribly disappointed, Mary,"
he said, "you were thinking with some
distinction, but you've gone back to the
average level."
Mary smiled politely and Max and Tish
followed Hal out. Her eyes dropped and
her face softened, however, as Lvnn

himself
:

"

|
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enough to whisper, "You
didn't tell the whole truth you came back
because you found out which one you
"
wanted to marry
But he was gone before Mary could
Now Bobby came
either affirm or deny.

I
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I

long

lingered

;

tiptoeing gingerly down the hall to tell
Mary to "lay low someone is coming."
The someone was their father followed

—

a

What a whale of a difference
!"
just a few cents make

by their mother, and Mary and Bobby
sank down behind the couch. As long as
Mary lived she would never forget what
followed could never forget the look on
her mother's face as her father stormed
and raged about the room calling upon
Heaven to witness that he had done what
was right by his children while she had
She heard her
done everything wrong.
gentle mother say, "When you grind out
Sometimes
that old stuff, I could shriek
I cant breathe in the same room with you.
I loathe everything you say or do. When
you tell me how 'right' you always are, I
" She heard her
I could strike you
reply.
She clutched
father's
furious
Bobby's hand and the two stood up and
confronted the quivering pair.
"I wish," said Mary slowly, "I wish to
God I had never come back."
"Look here, young woman," muttered
her father recovering himself, "have you
;

!

—

no

conception

of

the

sanctity

of

the

home !"
"Yes," answered Mary, "it was because
of that, that I came home. Now I know
a joke." She laughed shrilly.
"Oh, my dear," said her mother, "you
must not talk like that. Your father and
I are devoted.
We love each other and
our home is blest
"Oh, we heard the row," interrupted
Bobby.
"And you needn't keep up the pretense
any longer for our sakes," added Mary.
Father and Mother looked at each other
it's

——

All their years of pretending

helplessly.

were wasted now. They couldn't go on
as they had been before, but could they
change? Mary the Second felt very old,
older than Mary the Third, and the disillusionment of eternity lay on the shoulders
of Mary the Third.
Robert was looking;
at his wife anxiously, still angry but

all the difference

utterly perplexed. "I'll go," she said wearily,
"I've
often wanted to
there is no

further

use

in

our

standing

between just an ordinary cigarette
FATIMA, the most skillful
blend in cigarette history.

and

together

"
now
"Mary !" exclaimed

her husband in sur"
"you dont really mean that
"Yes," answered her daughter for her.
"Why not? It is better that two people
separate who loathe each other as you two

—

prise,

"
seem to
"But Mary,"

cant leave

said
"

me

Robert again, "you

go," answered Bobby this
time, "give her some chance to find happiness."
"Mary," cried Robert again pleadingly.
But his wife had gone and the man
stood wordless before his children. Finally
Mary the Third put her arms around his
neck.
"Unless," she whispered, "unless,
Father, you could make her love you
again as you did before.
Couldn't you
try? It would be so wonderful."
"I cant think of life without her,"
"
answered the humbled man, "we must

"Let

There

her

was

sudden crash and the
horrible unmistakable thud of a falling
body, then a hideous quiet.
Robert got
upstairs in two steps.
There on the bathroom floor lay his wife, very white and
very still.
In shattered fragments beside her was a bottle, the label of which
bore ironically intact, the dread familiar
skull and crossbones of the druggists'
warning, poison!

PRINTING
Big PROFITS

rt Corner\our PicturesrAibSm
where yoo can keep them safe and
enjoy them always.

offers

now so high you can
make big money in spare time

Printers' wages are

i^rt

with one of our printing outfits.
No experience necessary. Our
instruction book makes everything easy. Presses $12 up. Pay
for themselves in a short time.
Write today for catalog presses,
type, ink, paper, cards etc. THE
PRESS CO. XII Meriden, Conn.
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Styles
Colors
Corners Color
|
are on sale at Photo Supply and
Album counters everywhere. They
only
Quick.
Easy,
Artistic.
are the
No Paste, No Fold way to mount
Kodak Prints.
dime brings 100
and samples to try. Write

A

EWGEU MFG. CO-
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PERFECT NOSE FOR
COLD
"for

AWARDED

MEDAl

distinguished

service (o

mankind" by International In-

a

(Continued on page 103)

J

ventors Exposition,

BEFORE I AFTER

MEDAL

Highest

in

York,
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NOSE ADJUSTER

Merit

Lowest

in

Price

your nose Is ill-shaped, you can make it perfect with ANITA NOSE
privacy of your own room and without interfering with your daily occupainful operations.
ANITA NOSE ADJUSTER shapes while you sleep quickly,

laok y°ur hest
2
.WncTiD™™in an<
AUJUbTtK,
a few weeks, in the

If

—

pation.
No need for costly,
painlessly, permanently and inexpensively. The ANITA NOSE ADJUSTER
is the ORIGINAL NASAL SUPaDS ° lute ly guaranteed. Highly recommended by physicians for misshapen and fractured noses. Self
j.
JJ
adjustable.
No screws. No metal parts. GENTLE, FIRM and PERFECTLY COMFORTABLE. Beware
or imitations!
Write today (just your name and address) for
Booklet, "Happy Days Ahead." which
explains how you can have a perfect nose— and our blank to fill out for sizes.
No obligations.

FBEE

The ANITA Company, Dept. 932, ANITA Building, Newark,

N. J.
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Adventures Off- Scene

FAT PEOPLE
Madame
Tells

of Paris

Elaine

How

to Easily

and Safely Reduce

(Continued from page 88)

Mary, "because they change in the
light.
Then sometimes my golden hair

said

gives that impression to people
but they
really are brown, as you can see."
I looked, I saw, I knew.
"I had the finest time of my life as
Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall, while
Doug was being the Thief of Bagdad.
You know, we made the two pictures at
the same time, and finished them on the
same day. The last scenes of Dorothy
Vernon and The Thief of Bagdad were,
in
fact,
shot simultaneously."
"Some family teamwork, I'll say !"
says I.
"Sometimes we would visit each other in
our costumes, I as Dorothy and Douglas
lunched together in
as a Bagdadian.
costume but never got our parts mixed."
"Well, you know, it is written that East
is East and West is West, and never the
"
;

We

—

twain shall meet

"Only
broke

Dear Fat Friend
Although I have not met you personally, I know
what you are going through. FOR YEARS I was
myself burdened with ugly rolls of fat FOR

—

YEARS

I suffered
pressure, backache
"all in"—
reduce every trial

— FOR
had given up

with rheumatism, high blood
and dizziness, I was tired and
I had tried everything to
was another disappointment

—

GIVE UP THE DELICIOUS FOOD I WAS
ENJOYING IN PARIS, DID NOT HAVE TO GO
THROUGH STRENUOUS EXERCISES OR
WEAR TIGHT GIRDLES OR GARMENTS—DID
NOT TAKE DANGEROUS DRUGS OR USE SOCALLED REDUCING CREAMS. With this simple,

easy new way, I took off 50 pounds in less than
eight weeks, my reducing was gradual, safe and
lasting and I have never felt nor looked better in
my life. It may be that you only have to take
off one or two rolls of fat from your hips, bust, or
perhaps a few pounds less would make you look

younger and more attractive. I can tell you just
what to do. Write me and I will send you absolutely Free of charge, confidential information on

how
and

to either take off 10 pounds or 100 pounds
at the same time greatly improve your health.

Free Coupon

MADAME
350
I

W.

ELAINE,

31st Street,

want

Hollywood at the lunch hour,"
Mary, with a merry twinkle in

in

her voice.
Just then, Doug, having got out of conference with Dempsey, rushed in the room
and told me of the "stupendous fun" he'd
had doing the Thief.
I think these two lovers have "stupendThey are natural
ous fun" just living.
with
the
regular
folks,
people,
just
glamour of romance about them always.

A wild

race in a taxicab against time
needed an hour to get to the
she
before
minutes
twenty
Olympic
Was I going to Europe? No. I
cleared.
was going to meet Blanche Sweet Tess
of the D'Urbervilles before she sailed.
Tess is going to become "the Sporting
Venus" over there. Can you conceive of

—

—

I

—

—

a greater contrast in titles or character?
gather
that
Stars are rolling-stones
moss you can bank on it, and they bank
the moss.
Her hair?
Blue.
Blanche's
eyes?
Her expression? Wistful. As
Blonde.
she sat in her luxurious stateroom with
Marshall Neilan, her husband, a single

—

my brain— Romance.

into

among

that

the

actresses

those

—

score better than
so with women.

I

—but

am

I

Ben Talks
the

fly

at

the

the
I

Algonquin

at

—

ural, electric.
I'll

tell

to know,
eyes, black
regular features,

If the girls

want

them Ben has blue

he is dark, with
and has a smile that would lure a contract

hair

;

out of a statue's pocket.
"I credit

my

success," he said,

in stamps to

Iftentholatum

Write for free sample
Mentholatum Co., Buffalo, N.Y., Wichita, Kans.

High School Course
can complete
in 2 Years
High
simplified

School Coarse at home inrears. Meets all requirements for entrance to college
iding professions.
This and thirty-six other practical
described in our Free Bulletin, Send for it TODAY

AMERICAN SCHOOL.

i
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lunch-time.

has just finished A Passionate Journey,
Ben has
playing opposite Pola Negri.
been in pictures only eleven months and he
And there's a
is already bound starward.
reason.
He is twenty-three. He is every
bit as handsome as Novarro and Valentino.
He has a vivid personality simple, nat-

healing

M-658. Pr»K«IAve.*B8th

lot

He

bandaging with cooling,

Oapt.

Famous

landed him on

City.

this

not

Over

It

"Ren Lyon blew in off
out at Hollywood and

promptly soothed by

two

it is

But it was time to leave before I could
ask half the questions I had thought of
asking, and as I escaped down the gangplank I thought that Marshall Neilan was
a pretty lucky man.

STINGING PAIN OF BURNS

side of

sure

—

to receive, absolutely Free of Charge, full
How to Reduce.

cents

are

"In a sense, marriage is taken too seriously that is the reason there is so much
tragedy and friction. I mean, there should
be more play and laughter between husband and wife. Who was it said, 'The
Why enter
half of love is laughter'?
marriage as a 'solemn state'? Are there
to be no more skittles and ale because
people are married?"

information on

If you care to, enclose 5
help cover expense.

that

married look happier, and seem to put
something more mature into their work,
than do those that are single. I do not believe in the dogma that artists do better
work when single. It may be so with men
Mr. Neilan can enlighten you on that

Dept. 53,

New York

Yes,

Blanche Sweet is Romance.
"You ask me how I like married life,"
she said.
"Well, personally, I believe it
to be the only state in which there is any
degree of happiness to be had for a woman
in this naughty world.
I do not lay it
down as a principle for others, but I have
noted this in the motion-picture world

Blanche Says a Sweet Mouthful

YEARS

all hopes to ever get thin, until one
day in Paris I found out the secret to which the
beautiful French women owe their slender and
attractive figures it is the easiest and a safest
way to reduce I ever heard of and also the only
I DID NOT HAVE TO
effective one I ever found.

I

in

word came

Three minstrels who add to the picturesqueness of a scene in
Gloria Swanson's new picture, Her Love Story

"to the

—

:
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Ben Lyon opening one morn-

She Found A

mail

fan

ing's

all

Pleasant Way To

—twenty

from the

letters

ladies!

Reduce Her Fat
fact that I was on the speaking stage for
eight years, before the First National
signed me up. I love the work because it
is fun.
I have never angled for publicity
and this is the first time I have ever
talked for publication.
I want my work
to advertise me."
"Tell me about your work with Pola."
"Pola is great to work with!
I had
to treat her rough bit her wrists, threw
her from one end of the scene to the other,
dragged her by the hair, and she enjoyed
it
Isn't that the primitive stuff for you ?
"I have been in pictures long enough to
find out that motion picture actors and
actresses are the most maligned people in
the world. Hollywood is the dullest place

She did not have

to go to the
She
of diet or exercise.
found a better way, which aids the
digestive organs to turn food into
muscle, bone and sinew instead of fat.

trouble

—

used Marmola Prescription
Tablets, which are made from the
famous Marmola prescription. They
aid the digestive system to obtain the
full nutriment of food. They will allow
you to eat many kinds of food without
the necessity of dieting or exercising.
-Thousands have found that the

She

—

!

Marmola

Prescription Tablets give
complete relief from obesity. And
when the accumulation of fat is
checked, reduction to normal, healthy
weight soon .follows.

I

was ever

The whole colony

in.

—

is

in

bed by eleven o'clock at night there's
nothing else to do.
"Since my work as the romantic musician in Potash and Perhnutter I have
received on an average of twenty letters
I enjoy it.
a day from female admirers.
Most all of them want to know whether I
expect to marry.
Tell them all for me
'Not yet but I'm a candidate.'
"The greatest thrill I ever had in my

All good drug stores the world over sell

Marmola Prescription Tablets at one dollar
a box. Ask your druggist for them, or order
direct and they will be sent in plain wrapper,
postpaid.

MARMOLA COMPANY
1714 General Motors Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

—

Have Shapely Feet

Unmarred by BUNIONS
FASHION

comfort demand that feet fit snugly into
to-day.
the dainty pumps of
to mar
r There must be no hump
shapley feet no racking torture
to upset comfort. Bunions are unnecessary and dangerous. You can

'

J

them

remove

'pleasantly with

pain

almost

I disfiguring

harmlessly,

quickly,

the new,

stops

the
the

banishes

instantly,

and

hump,

marvelous

Pedodyne

Pedodyne.

Tsolvent,

I

and

—

,'

was when

life

relieves

swollen burning sensation.

SENT ON TRIAL,
gladly arrange

Write to-day and I will
to send you a box of Pedodyne SolSimply write
vent for you to try.
and say "I want to try Pedodyne."
There is no obligation.

Dept. L-360
KAY LABORATORIES,
LaSalle St., Chicago, 111.
186 N.

I

first

saw

my name

in

of a theater in
That fame-feeling is the
Los Angeles.
great thing in the world. " I took a photo
electric

lights

in

front

and had

it framed."
here Ben's face lit up as tho he had
been standing on Mount Sinai. He is very
boyish and enthusiastic.
"And what's the next biggest thrill you
ever had, Ben?"
"The day I bought an automobile my
That is another
first
six months ago.

of

it

And

—

—

dream come true."
That young man can make any dream
come true, I said to myself as I left him
enthusing to someone on what a great
play Fata

Morgana

But the question
Ben Lyon marry?

is.

is

still

open

:

Will

EARLE

E.

LIEDERMAN

The Muscle Builder

If

You Had a Face
Like a Monkey

you would try to change it. But just because you
wear a pair of pants and a coat to cover the rest of
your body you don't seem to care a rap what you
look like from the neck down. Come on out of it,
fellows.
Get wise. Don't you know you can't
keep this up? It's only a few years and ZOWIF. it's
too late. Your body is clogging up with all kinds of

—

poisons. The only way to get rid of these poisons
Exercise wears off the worthis to drive them out.
less tissue, the blood carries it to the surface and
then you sweat it out through your pores. That's

—

simple enough. But if you don't your blood will
absorb all this poison and soon you're nothing but a
human wreck.

Make Strong Men

I
No one likes to look at a narrow-shouldered, flatchested dyspeptic. Such a man is no good to himself
It's the strong, robust, energetic
or anyone else.
man who gets ahead. He is admired and sought after
No matter
in both the business and social world.
where you find such a man, he is the whole works.

—

—

Come on then snap into it. Right now this minThis is your day. This message was meant
ute.
I'm all set
for you or you wouldn't be reading it.
and waiting for you. and oh boy what I do to you
I'm going to push out that
will sure open your eyes.
I

chest pf yours, broaden your shoulders and put a
pair of arms on you that will carry the kick of a
mule. I'm going to build up your whole body with
good, solid muscle. I'm going to strengthen every
vital organ and shoot a quiver up your old spine
that will make you feel like a jack rabbit.

Can Do

I

—

My

—

Send for my new 64-page book

"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"
IT IS

Carmelita's Sparring Partner
"

\
'

wss

/"•armelita Gerachty,
site Jack Dempsey

5 CENTS

After 10 dayB' FREE trial, if satisfied
pay only four dollars and then four
dollars a

Regular

month

Thever,
Popular
"Adelle"

until J48.C0 is paid.

$75 Value. Special $48.00.

10 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
No C.O.D. No Red Tape No Delay
you for any
We save you M and trustAmazing
Bar-

you want to buy.
Bains— Prices smashed on Million Dollar Stock of DiamondB and Watches

,
'

beautifully
band en-

graved.

1SK. solid
,gold ring.
Special
S48.00

Write for FREE Catalog
Beautifully illustrates our sensational barwhich makes
r'ains, explains credit plan
t easy to "secure any article you desire.
I
Get this free book TODAY 1

NOW
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O

SATISFACTION

3UARANTEED

122 West Madison Street,
Chicago, III.
Dept. 2133
Nearly One-Quarter Century in Sam* Location.

ay I i-ifcj

KLClN

/*/>

-

in

home.

Perfect Cut
[Diamond. Lat«|)
est Design

article

who

plays oppothe Fight and
Win series, went into her training quarters
early last winter in the extensive grounds
that surround her magnificent Hollywood

Send Only

and get this brilliant. Fiery Blue
White Genuine Perfect Cut Diamond.

a fighter all
old SpanishAmerican and Irish-American pioneering
So when she was offered the lead
stock.
opposite the champion bruiser of the
world, she accepted with a wild punch out
of her great brown eyes that sent Jack
staggering to the ropes' with surprise.
She got into sweater and tights and
offered to box her father, Tom Geraghty,
But Tom flatly refused, as he
to a finish.
(Continued on page 109)

FREE

It will show you what I have done for others and
It contains fortyv/hat I guarantee to do for you.
three full-page photographs of myself and some of the
many prize-winning pupils I have trained. Some of
these came to me as pitiful weaklings, imploring me
to help them. Just look at them now and you will
marvel at their splendid physiques. This book will
prove an impetus and a real inspiration to you. It
All I ask is ten
will thrill you through and through.
cents to cover the cost of wrapping and mailing and it
This will not obligate you at all,
is yours to keep.
health
and happiness,
your
future
for
the
sake
of
but
do not put it off. Send to-day right now, before

—

you turn

The beautiful Carmelita is
the way thru comes from

—

It

Just because a man is built like an ox doesn't mean
he can show you how to be the same way. There are
plenty of strong men to-day who couldn't tell you
how they ever did it. I made my-reputation teaching and building others. And my biggest achievements have been made during the past year not ten
instructions are modern and up-toyears ago.
When you come to me your success is asdate.
I don't promise strength
I guarantee it.
sured.
Are you ready? Let's go.

this page.

EARLE
Dept. 309,

EARLE

E.

305

E. LIEDERMAN
Broadway, New York City

LIEDERMAN,

Dept. 309, 305 Broadway, New Yortc City.
Dear Sir. I enclose herewith 10 cents for which
you are to send me, without obligation on my part
whatever, a copy of your latest book, "Muscular
Development

Name
Street.

City..

State
(Please write or print plainly.)
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Realtors of Filmland
(Continued from page 29)'

to put up an apartment-house in
Hollywood. She is going to be a landlady,
She says she knows beforehand that
too.
nobody will ever pay the rent, and that she
will never have the nerve to put anybody
out.
So she will be running a sort of
public housing establishment.

about

Tony Moreno's

case

a

different
realtors.
He is no amateur. Altho his real fame
as an actor is of comparatively recent date,

from the

rest of the

is

manent income of from

fifteen thousand
thousand dollars a year.
His wife is a very rich woman. She was
the daughter of Charles Canfield, the oldtime mining and oil partner of E. L.

Freckles
YOU
AMUSE

IN

twenty-five

Doheny of

recent
investigations.
So

THE MOVIES

fame

the senatorial
was well heeled

in

not so funny to have them in real
life. Mickey Daniels can afford to let others
laugh at his freckles he's paid for it. You

Tony
when he became a realtor.
The Morenos bought a

can't.

tract of land surrounding their magnificent

Tour

Spanish mansion overlooking Silver Lake
in a range of hills that lines Los Angeles
River.
They have thrown this tract on
the market as "The Moreno Highlands,"
and are cleaning up a new fortune on it.
The property had lain neglected for years
while the city raced on down toward the
sea.
Only recently has there been a move-

But

it's

—

freckles always attract attention, no
matter how well you dress. Get rid of them]

Quickly and surely they will disappear if you
use Stillman's Freckle Cream. Double action
not only are your freckles dissolved away,
but your skin is whitened, refined and
beautified.
Guaranteed to remove freckles or
money refunded. Most widely used preparation in the world for this purpose.
Snowy
white, delicately perfumed, a pleasure to
use.
Two sizes, 50c and $1 at all druggists.

—

Write for "Beauty Parlor Secrets" and
read what your particular type needs to look

ment toward the

movement and

Full

of beauty treatments, make-up
hints, etc.
If you buy $3 worth of Stillman
toilet articles in 1924, we will present you
with beautiful large size bottle perfume free.
Send for booklet now.
best.

cream

Removes FrcckUi
Whi„„, ,he Skin

IVrite for

"Beauty Parlor Secrets"
J

THE STILLMAN CO..
33 Rosemary Lane, Aurora,
Please

send

Secrets"

and

Name.

me

Tony started this
make a lot of money

thereby.

Stillmans Freckle
J*„Lt. „.., _
*""'"'"»>

considerable

hills.

will

MS

III.

"Beauty Parlor
perfume offer.

details of

Probably the greatest realtor of them all
Her case is also differis Ruth Roland.
She has lived in Hollywood since she
ent.
was a little girl. When she first went out
there to live with an aunt, the present business part of Hollywood was a hay field
and the present Lasky studio was an old
barn.
Ruth came of good stingy SwissIrish stock. The result is that one of the
finest residence districts in Los Angeles is
called Roland Square and Ruth has the

She owns several
in her pocket.
apartments and houses and is reputed to
be worth something over two million

money

dollars.

.

And

little

Hollywood

he has drawn a good salary for many
years, and has always saved money. From
his investments in oil alone he has a perto

Illustrative of Ruth's cold-blooded business sagacity, she hires her divorced husband as her business manager.
She was
so cross with him that she refused to have
him as a husband, but she wasn't too mad
at him to take advantage of his sound
business efficiency.

so

it

goes.

Nearly everyone

Hollywood has an oar

in.

Coogan.
He has a lot of Los Angeles
realty and a big cattle ranch in Nevada.
Conway Tearle has a big real-estate
tract on the market, but for some reason
does not want to be known in the matter.
So, on reading this, kindly do not reveal
Conway's secret and tell anybody that he
has a real-estate tract.

Anna
estater.

is an enthusiastic realAlso an extensive oil operator.

Q. Nilsson

is making a lot of money out of California.
Norma Talmadge has very extensive investments both in real estate and
oil.
But then, of course, Norma was rich

She

She and her husband are
to start with.
supposed to have thirty million dollars or
more between them.
Mary Pickford does most of her business in bonds, so as to be safe but the last
time I saw her she told me that both she
and Douglas had plunged heavily into
downtown Los Angeles real estate— both
;

1

in

Hollywood and farther downtown

Pola Negri says she has taken only one

She has no cause for
tears in that one, however.
She bought a
piece of property on Hollywood Boulevard
and sold it a few weeks later at a profit
of thirty thousand dollars.
flyer in real estate.

Tom
It's not only the big stars either.
Wilson, who has been so long with Charlie
Chaplin, has made a lot of money turning
over Hollywood real estate. Hal Cooley
has a real estate tract all his own down
Barbara La Marr,
Beverly Hills way.
Fazenda, Aileen
Bessie
Love,
Louise
Pr ingle, and a score of others have made
big money in Los Angeles.
One of the heavy plungers in realty
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today for full particulars and free booklet.
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69 Colborne Building,
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Even Jackie

is preparing to write a check for another piece of
property in the hills near Los Angeles

«K«
Mack

Sennett. Owns something
over two hundred acres in city lots.
One of the actors who has grown rich
He was a
in Hollywood is Milton Sills.
college professor and became an actor
He has made it.
solely to make money.
He is a skilled, conservative investor who
always balances his real estate speculations with gilt edge bonds that are not
subject to income tax.
In this list I do not include Cecil De
Mille. He is the richest man in the movie
colony. He has made millions his investments are such that it means that his children will be in possession of one of the
great American fortunes.
From which it seems that they do not
live for art alone in Hollywood.

and

oil is

;

$10022
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you
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If

like

Learn Quickly at

to

Home
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more.
Many Federal Students
a short period of practical work.

in

Your Spare Time

Thousands of business firms pay millions of
No
dollars annually for good advertising drawings and designs.
previous training or experience is needed to learn by the Federal
"Master Course" (established 1914), the original practical course in
commercial art, created by men with more than 25 years' experience
in the field.
Though widely imitated, it stands supreme after 8 years
of unequalled success as America's Foremost Course in Commercial
Designing. It gives you
Develop your talent

Ruth Roland is the
greatest realtor of

them

modern business and adveryou are indeed fortunate for
They readily earn
a premium.

a necessity to

draw,
well trained artists are always at
$75, $100, $150 a week, and even
command $50 a week or more after
tising.

all

!

Individual Personal Criticisms on All Lessons

Coming Events
rI

'HERE

is one question all
persons ask about the stars
in whom they are interested. In
the October number we o{>en a
department devoted to the answering of this question. Watch

that make your drawings worth real
the crudest beginners into commercial
artists earning good incomes, in a fraction of the time otherwise
necessary. Leading designers, artists, illustrating companies and hundreds of successful Federal Students have enthusiastically endorsed
Federal Training. Among Federal Authors, whose help you get exclusively in the Federal Course, are many of the best known artists
and designers in America, ivho have produced and sold hundreds of
thousands of dollars' worth of commercial art.

Get This Book
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shows work of Federal Students, many of whom earnmore than the course costs while studying.
The
Federal Course is aimed at practical results and gets
If you are in earnest about your future send
them.
6 cents in stamps to-day for this book, kindly stating
your age and occupation.
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sure
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Fables in Celluloid, which

also ofiens for a six-months' run.

These are written by ~M.argaret
Norris and illustrated by Helen
Hokinson.
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"YOUR FUTURE"

It is beautifully illustrated in colors, and tells every
detail you need to know about the Federal Course. It

for it!
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factorial
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^" brand - new
departments about which we are
most enthusiastic, and which we
know will delight you. It's hard
not to tell you what these will be!
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married women who are

Used by discriminating women
for more than thirty years.
It is a thorough cleanser, and yet
light enough in body to form

but they have never been

medial properties that subdue
redness, roughness, tan, freckles
and such imperfections. It is distinctive. Whether you use it as a
cleanser,aprotection,ora powder
base, its nourishing and healing
properties will bring fresh beauty

and new

A

life to

little scientific

your
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Sketch
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made by Rex

Moor,

Trailing the Eastern Stars

may

(Continued from page 93)

save months of effort later on.
Get a jar at your druggist's today, the dollar jar is the more
economical for you.

Young Mr. Dix had

the opportunity of
being Starred by other companies, but at
the time the offers were made he didn't
believe himself ready for such an honor.
If he can find time from the hectic life
of a star late in the fall, Dick plans a
hunting trip. He is quite mad about hunt-

Or send ten cents (coin or stamps)
(or generous sample with the
Dermascope, which will prove
to you its beneficial effect.

Company

Frederick F. Ingram

of

'*r *o**

Ingrain in Morocco

skin.

care now

ing.
Whether the "mad" dates back to his
shooting a deer last year in the wilds of
California, we dont know.
But the new
star is mighty proud of the deer's head he
brought into his collection of prizes.

Established 1885
421 Tenth St.,
Detroit, Mich.
Windsor, Ont.
In Canada:

Mary) Carr and the Wasted
Regeneration
(Continued from page 63)
the ones who, in centuries to come, will be
recognized as the leaders in thought, and,
to a great extent, the molders of the concepts and opinions of our day.
I can see the students of some future
generation poring over the words of
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Ellis, who, with the World War
flaming across Europe and the detonation
of heavy guns and bursting of shells
sounding in his ears, suggests as a "large

Havelock

and harmonizing conception, that Man and
the Earth, after their long and agitated
career, surely unique in the cosmos for
fantastic charm, are at length declining together toward their sorely needed Rest."
And then, suddenly, and no doubt with
shameful lack of respect for the philosopher, I see a slim
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book now—Free. Address
CO.. Inc.
J. M. LYON
Dept. 1526,
New York City
2-4 Maiden Lane
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little

gray-haired woman,

wise blue eyes and quiet hands,
laughing, laughing.
Mrs. Mary Carr. One of the mothers
of the world. Too busy rearing her children to write books on philosophy, but
with a breadth of vision which looks down
thru the centuries, and a faith in life
which sees, in the Youth of each generation, a new progress, a new beauty.
Flapperism, petting parties, the extravagant follies and indulgences of youth
every generation has known them in some
measure, she says. Let the passing generation clasp hands with the coming one,
forge the links of humanity's chain with
sympathy, comradeship, understanding.
"So much responsibility rests with the
"There is a.
parents," adds Mary Carr.
great difference between being just a good
parent, and being an understanding one."
What philosopher knows a wisdom
greater than that?
with

tr

are

anxious to earn pin-money;

foundation for
But it has certain re-
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Dont Deceive Tour Children

*§>

(Continued from page 97)

"Oh, mother

!"

WLDouglas

came from Mary's white

lips.

"Oh, my daughter," came from a terrified Granny, suddenly appearing on the

*5, $ 6, $ 7

scene.

"My

my

wife,

broken man.
you.

Why

"I

wife,"
cant face

murmured
life

without

Come back

did you do it?

Women

to

my Mary, come

back."
Bobby flew to the telephone and Mary
helped her father carry the limp form to
Moments of agonized waiting,
the bed.
eternities of regret and remorse, and the
"Thank God,"
closed eyes slowly opened.
Man." heard her father say, and then,
"why did you take poison, Mary, oh, why
did you do such a terrible thing."
Mary the Second looked up at the staring terrified faces around her, dazed, tired.
"It's a mistake," she whispered, "I didn't
take poison just fainted didn't take anything just reached for aromatic spirits
of ammonia and fainted I wont leave
"
you, Robert after all

me, Mary,

—

Mi

—
—
—

—
—
—

"Come away,

& $8 Shoes

BOYS AT $4.50 & $5.00
of fashion should know that we
have in our stores a most attractive display
of distinctive, up-to-date Women's shoes
in exclusive styles which appeal to those
who desire stylish and comfortable shoes
at reasonable prices.

a

children,"

said

Granny

suddenly, for Robert had buried his face
in his wife's arms to hide repentant tears.
"Life's not all beer and skittles, young
lady," she said to Mary with a return of
her old sharpness, "nor being happy all
the time."
Mary smiled thru her tears and gave
"Go to bed now,
her an ecstatic hug.
Granny, everything is all right every-

—

thing."

The next remark Mary was heard to
make was over the telephone. "I dont care
if it is five o'clock in the morning, you'll
just have to come." Bobby grinned under-

and disappeared from view.
Mary waited impatiently and when, a few
minutes later she heard the bell ring, she
tore down the steps and collided with a
They tumbled
breathless young man.
down on the couch, the couch, and held
each other tremulously in strong young
arms. "Oh, Lynn," said Mary, "so much
has happened, and all of it seemed to prove
"
that you were the one, somehow
"You wont make any mistake in taking
me," the boy answered, "because we have
standingly

been so intelligent about

it."

"I know," said Mary rapturously, with
magnificent disregard for facts, "I know.
Lynn darling, because there has never
!"
been a love as great as ours

$7.50
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Gloria Swanson

is

on

Joseph Hergesheimer's
list

—he

her

preferred

says she is on
way to becoming
great

Lillian Gish possesses such

of

an amount

creative

vitality

that she has a luminosity that can almost

NOW

THE TIME TO GET
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'The Movies Have

RID OF THESE UGLY SPOTS
no

longer the slightest need of
feeling ashamed of your freckles, as Othine
double strength is guaranteed to remove
these homely spots.
Simply get an ounce of Othine from any
drug or department store and apply a little
of it night and morning and you should soon
see that even the worst freckles have begun
to disappear, while the lighter ones have vanished entirely.
It is seldom that more than
an ounce is needed to completely clear the
skin and gain a beautiful, clear complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double-strength
Othine, as this is sold under guarantee of ^j

There's

—

—

a,

Umoney back

if it fails to

remove freckles.

Jf*^

$ which

painlessly and harmlessly replaces
the old skin with a new and removes all
Surface Blemishes, Pimples, Blackheads,
Discolorations, Tan, Eczema, Acne, Larjre Pores, etc.
A
non-acid, invisible liquid.
Produces a healthy new skin,
beautiful as a baby's.
Results astounding.
Booklet "The
Magic of a New Skin" free in plain sealed envelope.
Youth-Ami Laboratories, Depl. DB, 30 E. 201b St., New York

You can be

quickly cured, if you

STAMMER

Send 10 cents for 288-page book on Stammering and
Stuttering, "Its Cause and Cure."
It tells how I
cured myself after stammering 20 yrs. B. N. Bogue,
3089 Bouue Bldg., 1147 N. III. St., Indianapolis.
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\KE
4EY
AT HOME

an order to decorate a wall six feet
square, would immediately plan something
eighteen feet square and then chop it up
to fit?
He would get a great effect and
doubtless would be hailed as a post-postmodernist by ladies in
bright green smocks
and men in Windsor
ties, but the poor old

would

at home, no matter where you live
and pay you cash each week. Full particulars and
Write today.

211 Adams Building

DAYS FREE TRIAL
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should be the watch-

settings, in stories and in acting.
like to mention three or four more

actors who are doing great work and helping to establish a criterion for acting in the
movies.
Tully Mar-

sit

one.

is

"And

I

am

not thru

to

Belasco

the

my preferred

tradition of stage
not even
content with that, but
the poor old tradition
must be taken out and
loaded down with all
sorts of excess baggage.
I dont doubt
that if one of the ex-

set

enormously, and it is
idea that she is on
her way to becoming
great.

"You
Frank Bangs

can

(which you probably

before

you)

home

can

only' repeat

We

-

—

those

who

are not."
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An Apology

number of Motion Picture Magazine we

printed

a "Vignette" of the Vitagraph Studio in Hollywood,^ from
which readers might drazv the conclusion that this studio was
fairly inactive. We wish to correct this impression.^ Vitagraph
We are informed by the organization that,
is action itself.
during the current year, Vitagraph produced in Hollywood,
besides a number of comedies featuring Larry Semon, ten
special productions, among which zvere Rafael Sabatini's
Captain Blood, directed by David Smith, and The Clean Heart,
by A. S. M. Hutchinson, directed by J. Stuart Blackton.

Year
Guarantee

Coupon

Offer

,

they

reach anything like perfection. However,
in time, production mistakes may be rectified, but the problem of the writer for the
movies will always remain the problem of
composing a story that will be liked by
those who are intellectual and also by

*
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simplification

shall
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that

word in
I would

character actor of fine
and sensitive percep-

of a millionaire) that he would murmur
faintly before passing out in a swoon,
'Who said, "splendors of Babylon"?'
"Now, having got that out of my
system, I will go back to the original
theme
this business of creating movie

Toronto, Canada

Go"

to

and he has
great capabilities.
While Lillian Gish
possesses such an
amount of creative

ly depicting the
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wise, but really wondering what the devil
it was all about, particularly if they had
paid to see it.
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Letters to the Editor
(Continued from page 95)
of disagreeable stunts to try the patience,
and the nerve and the courage of their
victim.
You know what college boys are
capable of doing under such conditions.

He came up smiling every time he
he
never was ruffled, always courteous
never permitted them to discover that he
saw thru their actions, but was just goodnatured and jolly, tho they tested him to
the uttermost, until he was all but exhausted.
He never shirked, still kept unruffled and smiling. He won them, one and
all.
They could have hugged him he had
their
unbounded admiration and goodfellowship; he became one of them.
;

.

;

Good-Bye

"WOLF TONES"!
Good-bye "forcing," "favoring," "faking."

Gone the days when even the

finest

musicians

;

played in constant dread of the imperfections
of their instruments! The century's most revo-

improvement— a continuous conical

lutionary

bore— makes brass instrument playing simple
and easy. In 30 days you may be playing in
a band!

had been a strenuous afternoon, and
when they began to make for shore they
begged him to stop rowing, but he insisted upon doing his share of the hard
work, and arrived at the shore with a great
honest sweat pouring from his body.
Every inch a gentleman, and a sport.
It

Continuous Conical Bore

Couturier
Band Instruments
alone follow Nature's law that "a sound wave expands diametrically asittravels." The result— easy
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vou now have an instrument) . Write Today
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388,

Reducing Corset Girdle:
In dark and cream colored
rubber. For abdomen, hips,
thighs and waistline. Send
waist and hip measure-

ments

Wrong With Him?

Dear Editor

comfortably

Dept. 25, Chicago

Green River, Wyo.

Looking Nose

safe

The Murine Company

shown here

?

Box

Blue-jay
home.

our local theater

illustrated books on "Eye Care"
or '"Eye Beauty" are FREE on request.

Our

We

risk blood poisoning by paring a
Apply Blue-jay, the scientific corn
ender. The pain will vanish instantly.
Then the corn loosens and comes out.
Get Blue-jay today at your druggist.

and

films being

see pictures that would be good, but
they seem so old or worn they sometimes
end abruptly, or a great deal is not there.
Many have real good actors, but the wornout films cause people to get disgusted
with them.
The last picture I saw of Florence Vidor's
was Alice Adams. What it was all about
no one could tell. It broke off in the most
interesting parts and ended in a blur.
I certainly think these worn-out films
are an injustice to the actors, and everyone connected with them, and especially
the public that must pay to see them.
IvELT MORCK,

corn.

all

women the world over
have adopted Murine for daily use.
It instantly refreshes and invigorates
keeps them free from,
the EYES
Millions of

dust and other irritating particles-.
Murine is hygienically prepared and
positively does not contain harmful

Actors, to the Rescue!
Dear Editor: May I write a word or

Don't

now

and healthy.

ingredients.

©B&B1924

corrects

There can be no EYE beauty without
EYE health. But with reasonable
care, even the most unattractive
EYES will soon become clear, bright

—

William Watkins,
West 64th St.— Apt. 19-B,
New York City, N. Y.

choice territory still available

Corns

Dept.

know you

contribution to that end.
Cordially yours,

(Mrs.)

I

DEALERS — Some

in a spirit of fair
will be interested in

writing this

Your EYES
Can Be Improved
Yes,

.

.

Yniold, the half-ethereal
boy in that beautiful but dumb dramatic
effusion by Maeterlinck, after a fantastic
"I must go tell somespeech, exclaims
thing to somebody."
I have just been reading the Motion

Write

:

to

Pres.

Dr.
,

for

$12.00

..

Chin Reducer

2.50

.

Jeanne

M.

Illustrated

P. Walter.

BoMet

Jeanne Walter,

Inc.

389 Fifth Avenue, New York

:

Picture Magazine.

Altho

solely for the pictures

—

I

I

bought

it

photodid not miss

like fine

—

graphs of lovely women I
your suggestion welcoming letters from
your readers and immediately I was seized
with an impulse to "go tell something to
somebody."
But what shall I tell? I am afraid I
do not have shall I say sympathy? the
proper sympathy for the moving pictures
and should I offer to discuss them, I fear
I should present myself as a heretic and
a non-conformist, for my approval or disapproval of a picture rarely matches that
of my friends. There is something wrong
with me.
Recently, following a conference with
the dean of a Mid-Western college, I
suggested to that very erudite and sagacious gentleman that we drop into a movie.
"I am not a moron," he replied, "I don
Well, I do go but I do not seem
go."
(Continued on page 116)

PIMPLES Skin Trouble BANISHED
Marvelous new discovery enables all to have Healthy, Beautiful skin, FREE from Blemishes, Eczema, Acne and other discomforting troubles. Dermideal Treatment biff success and
satisfaction Guaranteed. Write for amazing booklet describing
this new method.
Dermideal Laboratories,
Dept. K New Bedford, Mass.

A RAILWAY

—

—

IC

INSPECTOR

Earn Up to $250 per Month

Expenses paid

in this fascinating profession. Travel; splendid

tunities thru contact with big railway officials.

with good chances for

advancement.

oppor-

Pleasant, easy

work

START AT $110 PER MONTH

After3 months' spare-time study at home. Position GUARANTEED
Graduation or money refunded.
upon Gi
Send today for Free Booklet
Standard Business Training Institute, Buffalo, N. Y.
No.D-E

MAIL TODAY

Send me, entirely

No

D-58, giving

about course

in

free.

full

Booklet

particulars

Railway Traffic

Inspection.

;
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Critical Paragraphs

New

About

Productions

{Continued from page 85)
parable to her portrayal of Anna Christie.
The situation which develops when she
foists a federal officer on the bootleg king
as her "reg'lar guy" and lives with him in
the bootlegger's home to get the information needed to save her brother from the
chair, is just about as daring as well as
dramatic stuff as we've seen on the shadow
stage in a long, long while.
The picture
will be talked about because of its unusual
characterizations and its timely plot.
In
the cast and performing well are Bessie

Love, Frank Campeau,
and Matthew Betz.

Warner

Baxter

The Sea Hawk
(~)ne of the best pictures ever made is
The Sea Hawk. It is big and it is intimate, it has romance and color, it has
sweep and it has moments that are vitally
thrilling.
Rafael Sabatini wrote the novel
from which it is adapted and, therefore,
such things as romance and color and
sweep were to be expected. Frank Lloyd
directed it.
Therefore it was expected
that such ingredients as the original work
contained would be transferred to the
screen gracefully.

Gift

Xill<? ajttirij

does she
regard

Just a
sinqle application

Mr. Lloyd, with this production and his
previous efforts with Norma Talmadge,
has been heralded by the second guessers
He is. And, ten
as a great director.
years ago, we knew it. At that time Mr.
Lloyd, just a "heavy" man with Otis Turner's Universal company, one day took
charge of affairs as director when Mr.
Turner left the studio for the East. The
difference in the product of the company
was remarkable. And Mr. Lloyd has been
developing ever since.
Today, he stands
with Messrs. Niblo, Ingram and Griffith.
The triumvirate is a quartet. Mr. Lloyd
has come into his own, that own which
opportunity has been so long in awarding
him.
The Sea Hawk is a tale of olden days,
when Spain was ruler of the seas, when
galleons, manned by hundreds of panting,
sweating slaves, were the craft of the

waves, when chivalry was determined by
boats

locking

hand

to hand,

oars, their men fighting
bow and arrow to bow and

arrow, instead of miles apart and by explosions of TNT.
Yes, The Sea Hawk
revives the days of romance and adventure.
That seems a trite observation, but
it

is

true.

Watching

it,

we

are strangely

tempted to forget the commercial present
and to live ourselves with the romantic
past—even tho it often does appear romantic to us because we are so remotely re-

moved from
Milton

it.

Sills

covers himself with glory

in the name part of the production.
Wallace Beery duplicates Mr. Sills' endeavor
in the character comedy role.
Enid Bennett is a satisfactory heroine and Lloyd

Hughes

G.
a sympathetic villain.
J.
prepared the scenario and, from all
appearances, prepared it excellently.

Hawks

The White Moth
Tzola Forrester's

story,

Maurice Tour-

neur's direction, and First National's
lavish production are all completely dominated herewith by Barbara La Marr,
the most vital and vivid of the screen's
alluring heroines.
cant write much
about the worth of the story, fairly worthy
as it is, nor the skill of M. Tourneur's
direction, complete as it is with the picturesque atmosphere of certain places in Paris

We

and

New

York, because Miss La Marr

is

there and

Miss La Marr changes the complexion
of things completely.
picture in which
she appears is a Barbara La Marr picture.
Nobody else has a chance. And herein are
such loved heroes as Conway Tearle, Ben
Lyon and Charles de Roche. But all three
together count for little beside the lady
who we've mentioned a bit already. Here
she is a dancer on the Parisian stage, and
she dances well and looks most Parisian,
and if you know what Parisian means you

A

know what we mean

—

and what Miss La
Marr's performance means.
(Continued on page 112)

vandthe pallor of
herlovehj skin is transformed to a radiance that
is marvelouslij natural
«

Pum-Kin Rouge

is
doinq as much, for

thousands of diswomen

criminative]

each dau

-L

-

•

•

SanFrancisco,6UMiss';6iiSf.
Chicago, CictrkS.Kadison.St.
los Angeles, 62: & Broadwav
New York, 230 W. 1 7* Stmt.

By Mail
All

75 f Postpaid

Owl Dru£

Stores ancl

Authorized
Owl Agencies

Sylvia Breamer's pet

hobby

is

a beach radio
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THE PRIMROSE PATH
PROVES PERILOUS
A FEW

short days after she resolved to be truly wicked, and had
begun by leaving her rather unpleasant home, Hope Brown,
pathetic in her pitiful attempts to "go astray," found herself in
Hollywood. Moreover, she had discovered a young man, rich
and idle, who was a good "prospect" or so she thought.

—

But there are guardian angels for innocent little girls like Hope.
In her case the angel was handsome, and wealthy, and didn't seem
like a guardian at all. And he was surrounded with most unangelic
companions who were engaged

in

most unholy

Hope drank champagne, smoked

revelry.

and

a cigaret,

felt

thrillingly

wicked.
Altogether, life looked pretty cheerful to her.
Until
Stanton Braithwaite felt called upon to interfere, thereby antagonizing Isabel, the woman who considered him her own particular
property. . . . It's all very interesting and absorbing, and you'll
like the

Fourth Instalment

of

THE GIRL WHO COULDN'T BE BAD
By Henry

Albert Phillips

Mae

Murray's
Autobiography

I

N

this

absorbing story she

Motion Picture
Magazine readers of her
tells

struggles

early

Not parental
convent

money
the

a

for

career.

opposition,

walls,

not

lack

not
of

—nothing daunted Mae,

first

deserter

from

the

When They
Are Off
The Screen
THE

stars are differ-

ent, says

And

he

Harry Carr.
you how

tells

they are different,

Follies to the screen.

and how they act
when they think he is
interviewing

and what

when they

LewCodyV'Girls"
QLADYS HALL
real

loves

them,

they

do

are

not

on parade.

MORE CHARACTER READINGS

reveals the

of this

W" Photograph by
Kenneth Alexander

gentle-

VANCE DE REVERE

as well as the kinds that adore

continues her fascinating character
F.
readings. Four more screen stars are analyzed for you. There are
no secrets left when Mme. de Revere takes a look at your face, and

him.

feels

manly villain. And she tells
what kinds of women he likes,

your head.

October Motion Picture Magazine
On

the News-stands September First

"""
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Your Figure
Has Charm Only as You Are Fully Developed

BEAUTY OF FORM
can be cultivated just the same as flowers are
made to blossom with proper care. Woman,
by nature refined and delicate, craves the
natural beauty of her sex. How wonderful to
be a perfect woman
I

Bust Pads and Ruffles
never look natural or feel right. They are really
harmful and retard development. You should add
to your physical beauty by enlarging your bustform to its natural size. This is easy to accomplish
with the NATIONAL, a new scientific appliance that
brings delightful results.

FREE BEAUTY BOOK
beautiful, womanly figure, write for a
C. S. Carr, formerly published in the Physical Culture Magazine, entitled:
"The Bust— How It May Be Developed." Of thi«
method Dr. Carr states:
If

you wish a

copy of the treatise by Dr.

Max, one of the famous trio of monkey comedians of the Fox company,
does a hornpipe on a ship's capstan

it will bring: about a developof the busts quite astonishing."

"Indeed,

ment

This valuable information, explaining the causes of non-development, together with photographic proof showing as much as five inches enlargement by this method, will be sent FREE to
every woman who writes quickly. Those desiring book sent sealed, enclose 4c postage.

(THE OLIVE

COMPANY

CLARINDA, IOWA

Dept. 205

MAMMET

(OIPIP(D>IR!PlDW2TY
AGENTS WANTED
Agents

—

No

rect to wearer.

Many

earn

capital or experience required.

$100 weekly and bonus.

MADISON

MILLS, 564 Broadway, New York.

AGENTS—Brand New
replaced free.

All

Must wear 12 months

Ohio.

Big Money and Fast

Sales. Every owner buys
You charge $1.50. make
gold initials for his auto.
Samples and in10 orders daily easy.
$1.44.
World Monogram Co., Dept. 18,
formation free.

Newark, N.

J.

Make

$75 a week taking orders for our strictly
All-Wool Made-to-Measure Suits at one amazing
You collect profits in advance and
low price.

We

supply finest selling outfit in
keep them.
America.
Many exclusive money-making features.
Tailoring, raincoat and side-line men, part or full
GOODtime, get in touch with us immediately.

WEAR,

Chicago,

Inc.,

Dept.

171,

Chicago.

Men, Women, Boys, Girls, 17 to 65, willing
accept Government Positions $117-$250. traveling or stationary, write Mr. Ozment, 294, St.
Louis, Mo., immediately.
All

Government

Positions.

Men

Write Photoplays.
Our book tells you how.
Contains model scenario, list of 57 buyers, and all
information necessary. Price, 35 cents. Photoplay
Book Company, 4634 Dover, Chicago, 111.
Successful Photoplays Bring Big Money.

—women.

18

Paid
Steady work.
$95 to $250 month.
up.
Common education usually sufficient.
vacation.
free. Write immediately.
List positions obtainable
Franklin Institute, Dept. N103, Rochester, N. Y.

—

book, "Successful Photoplays," gives full instructions for writers.
Send for free copy.
Successful Photoplays, Box 43, Des Moines, la.

Stories and Photoplay Ideas Wanted by 48
companies
big pay.
Details free to beginners.
Producers League, 441, St. Louis, Mo.
;

FOB PHOTOPLAY

$ S $
cepted

any form

:

revised,

—Exceptional
Travel. Thousands

IDEAS.

criticised,

Plots accopyrighted,

Short Stories.
—Photoplays—those
wishing
Details

Journalism

Chart and
above professions
commission.
(The
fessional Authors

Harvard Company,

opportunity;

earnof dollars offered in

big money.
rewards. Established 1909. Particulars free. Write
C. T. Ludwig, 556 Westover Bldg., Kansas City,

M

.

Earn Big Money. Excellent opTravel.
Experience unnecessary. Parportunity.
Write, George M. Wagner, Former
ticulars free.
Government Detective, 19G8 Broadway, New York.
Detectives

HELP WANTED— FEMALE

Plot
to enter

free to
or dispose of manuscripts on
Service offered is given by Proand Editors of high standing.)
434, Montgomery, San Francisco.

Short Stories and Photoplay Plots. Revised and
Typewritten in proper form and placed on the
Market.
Send manuscript or write H. L. Hursh,
D?pt. 2, Box 1013. Harrisburg, Pa.

HELP WANTED— MALE
Be a Detective

Our

new

Advice free. Universal Scenario Corporation, 205 Security Bldg.. Santa Monica and
Western Avenues, Hollywood, California.

to

S.

PHOTOPLAYS

T)addy Paley, one

of the very first of
motion picture cameramen, is dead at
the age of sixty-seven.
He has been a
cameraman since 1892, and made the first
news reel ever shown the charge of the
Rough Riders at San Juan Hill in Cuba
in 1893.
Recently he was in an accident
in which both legs were lost: he never

—

fully recovered.

—

S35.00 Profit Nightly Small capital starts you.
No experience needed. Our machines are used and endorsed by governmentinstitutions. Catalog free. Atlas
Moving Picture Co., 431 Morton Bldg., Chicago.

NEWS CORRESPONDENCE
Earn $25 Weekly,

spare time, writing for news"nners, magazines.
Experience unneeessnrv
details free.
Press Syndicate, 961, St. Louis, Mo.
:

Dempsey, the champion of the
world, who has been making a series
of two-reel fight dramas at Universal,
says the chief difficulty about being an
actor is to make your nose stay on. Like
most fighters, Jack has a broken-in face.
He builds it up with putty before each
scene but, to his huge disgust, somebody
usually knocks it off.

J.ack

be seen as a regular full-size actress in
The Cafe of the Fallen Angels.
Nazimova is coming back to the screen
to
play the lead in Edwin Carewe's
Madonna of the Streets, with Milton

wishing to compete may receive a free copy of this
song and rules of contest by addressing EQUITABLE
MUSIC CORPORATION, 1658 Broadway, N. Y. C.

STORIES

WANTED

Sills.

stories, books, articles have sold!
Can sell yours! Details free concerning criticism,
Advance
revision services, or story writing course
Pub. Co., Box 496, San Francisco.

Monte Blue has been selected to play
when it is made at Warner
Brothers' studio.
It is to be called The

Dcburau,

Lover of Camille.
Stories,
lication.

MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS

\G€.

cabin in the Catskills.
Some time next
fall he is to star in a picture to be made
by First National from Mary Roberts
Rinehart's The Altar on the Hill.

A $500 Cash Prize is offered for the BEST SECOND VERSE TO "I'LL BE WAITING." Those

;
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galloped thru Merton of the
Movies in record time, Glenn Hunter
has gone back to spend the summer in his

PJaving

\7irginia Lee Corbin, one of the babies
of the screen, has grown up and is to

Onr short

Ladies Earn $6-$18 a Dozen decorating Pillow
experience unnecessary.
ParTops at Home
Tapestry Paint Co., 126,
ticulars for stamp.
La Grange, Ind.

1

officers

no evidence of cruelty to screen
and this report is indorsed by
of the S. P. C. A,

SONGS

!

.

Camera Coast

marketed.

HELP WANTED

U.

—

Write for our free illustrated guidebook. "Hew to Cbtain a Patent."
Send model or
sketch and description of your invention for our
opinion of its patentable nature free.
Highest references.
Prompt attention. Reasonable terms. Victor J. Evans & Co., 833 Ninth, Washington, D. C.

styles,

finds

animals,

Hosiery

Proposition for
or
colors and finest silk
Write for
Sell at less than store prices.
hose.
samples.
Thomas Mfg. Co., Class 648, Dayton,

men, women, children.

Inventors

the

(Continued from page 78)
it

PATENTS

Write for Free Samples. Sell Madison
"Better-Made" Shirts for large Manufacturer di-

On

MSS.

wanted
Good ideas bring big money.

Poems, Plays,

etc., are

for pub-

Submit

or write Literary Bureau, 134 Hannibal, Mo.

spare time, writing for newsdeExperience unnecessary
magazines.
free.
Press Syndicate, 961 St. Louis, Mo.

Earn $35 Weekly,
papers,
tails

:

VAUDEVILLE

A GREA T many

letters have reached
us praising the cover of our July
number, and asking -where this unusual study of Norma Talmadgc xvas

made.
readers

Personality
Get On the Stage. I tell you how
Experience unnecesconfidence, skill developed.
sarv.
Send 6c postage for instructive illustrated
Stage Book and particulars. M. LaDelle. Box 557.
Los Angeles. Cal.
!

Vargas

We
that
ivas

our
hereivith
inform
the painting by Albert
made from a photograph

by Lucas-Kanarian

—

/

wrap

R

V

Adventures Off- Scene
(Continued from page 99)

had already

lost

a ten-round "go" with her

several years ago on a question of Carmelita's entering pictures. Tom said "nay."
Carmelita said "yea."
I laid my bet on
Carmelita.
Papa
threw up the
sponge in the tenth round and the screen
has now a baby star that is rapidly climbing the heavens of popularity to the zenith.
Fight and Win is a prophetic title for
Carmelita.
It is her slogan in all she
undertakes.
Youth, beauty, courage are
the Conquerors.
There is no Rubicon,
Alps or Delaware that they cannot cross.

Tom

And

Carmelita has them

The Madman
T)o you remember
Emperor

in

The

—

all.

of the

Screen

Magician to the
Thief of Bagdad?

the

—

is
Sadakichi Hartman half Jap,
half Austrian. He has a face that scares.
He dances the weirdest dances in the
studio, while waiting for the director to

That

him.
Then thejr can never find him.
Scouting parties go in search of him. He
is sometimes found lying out on the tin roof
in costume, praying to the sun.
He is
painter, poet, playwright and actor by
turns and nothing long.
Out in Hollywood they call him "the madman of the
call

—

studios."

The Spectrum Films
Claude Friese-Greene gave a
showing recently at Wurlitzer Hall

V/Tr.

of his new color film process. It was the
first time this work has been shown in

An interesting program had
America.
been arranged, consisting of The Dance of
the Moods, A Quest of Color, a picturesque travelog, and some scenes from
I
Shakespeare's Stratf ord-on-Avon.
thought them among the best color pictures that I had seen because of their
subdued tones. They were never blatant
which is the fault of other processes.
These films can be colored and shown on
They
the same day the picture is taken.
owned by the Spectrum Films,
are
Limited, of London.

0*he

truth about
the movies—

Do you know

Jet these

HOW

stars tell

the Stars, Directors, Writers and
Motion Picture Fame have ACHIEVED
SUCCESS? Do you know whether you are suitable for
pictures?
What knowledge is essential? What talent?
What type of personality? What physical assets? Do you
know what is meant by photographic values? How to
secure photographs, back in your home town, that will be
suitable for the casting director?
Do you know YOUR
future possibilities and how to make the most of them?
things
The
you would like to know that every screen
aspirant should know are now available to you through the
co-operation of 116 famous men and women of Filmland.
Personally autographed chapters of valuable counsel from
those who have won fame and fortune in all branches of

Producers

of

$ou how

—

—

the industry.

AN AUTHENTIC BOOK
200 photoFour hundred pages of Motion Picture SECRETS!
graphs, many of them taken especially to illustrate the truths disclosed
In perfect candor, Hollywood's famous screen folks
in this book.
discuss with you the secrets of Motion Picture making acting,
producing, directing and_ scenario writing.
Each chapter is the
viewpoint of the unquestioned authority over whose signature it is
Knowledge acquired through successful experience is
written.
passed on to you in simple words "straight from the shoulder."
Treasured information that is YOURS to READ and TO

—

t

—

PROFIT BY.

116 Stars

400 pages
100 photos
Beautifully-

See this wonderful boo

SEND

bound
Introductory
Price only-

NO MONEY

Just mail the coupon
ACT QUICK! get your
order in NOW! oryou

may have to

wait while

HOLLYWOOD PUBLISHING COMPANY
Suite 214-6411 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

—

Gentlemen: Please send me at once,
from the limited first edition,
volume
of "The Truth About The Movies."
I will pay the postman S2.50 (plus a few
cents postage) upon arrival of the book.

my

,

others are cashing in
on the ideas in this book

Name
Street and

No

City and State

(M-7-9)
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Have You
The Urge

to

Behind the Screen

Write?

{Continued from page 84)

TF THERE

is something inside of you
which demands the right to express itself, something which commands you to
perhaps, at odd moments, whensit down
ever you can find a little spare time and
paper the remarkable
try to put on
formulate
thoughts
which
continually
themselves in your mind, then you have
•*

—

never believed it. Even when they
rehearsing, before the director calls
"Camera!" the musicians two violinists
and a pianist play some appropriate
melody, either lively or dreamy, to put the
actors in fitting mood.
"Pretty cold acting without it," explained our knowing guide.
"Like telling
funny stories at a wake."
So, during the wedding scene, they
played Schubert's well-known Serenade,
but
are

—

But mere desire to work in wood and
stone would not make you a builder, and
mere desire to cure would not make you
a doctor. Inclination must be supported
by training in order to make one proficient
in any pursuit.

is

For You

you have the inclination, Palmer Institute
of Authorship
can furnish the
training.
Its system of instruction permits you to train yourself the Palmer way
in spare time study at home, no matter
where you live, or what your occupation.
It has produced many successful writers
If

and the magazines.
Supervising Palmer training is an Advisory Council comprising Frederick Palmer, author, educator; Russell Doubleday,
the publisher; Clayton Hamilton, author,
playwright, educator; Rob Wagner, writer
and screen director; James Quirk, editor
and publisher of Photoplay Magazine;
Frederic Taber Cooper, author, educator;
and Brian Hooker, educator, poet, playwright.
for both the screen

A Chance for Free Training
If you are seriously interested in learning about Palmer training and how it has
helped others and can help you, Palmer
Institute of Authorship will send you a
copy of its new book. "The New Road to
Authorship."
It contains information of
vital importance to you.
It is not for
children or mere curiosity seekers.
With the book will come a Bulletin, explaining how you can qualify yourself to
win one of the fifty free scholarships which

Palmer,
Ins t

i

t

u

t

e

of Authorshipgives

a n d

/

obtain/
Palmer/
training

The

free.

coupon
below
is for
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1

your/
c o n

v en i- /
e n ce.
•Palmer Institute of Authorship,
;
with Palmer Photoplay Cor-;
; (Affiliated
Jporation)
; Division 909, Palmer Bldg.,

;

•
Hollywood, Calif.
•
Please send me your book "The New!
and your Free;
to Authorship"
J Road
•

IScholarship Bulletin.

'.

•
J

m

;Name
•

Address

lAge
J

such as

is

—

always played back home while

the guests are waiting at the church for

Lohengrin's March to start.
As we passed to the Valentino and Nita
Naldi set, the musicians were playing there,
also, but a lively tune, since the heavy love
scene, they told us, had not yet started.

Rudy, the Incomparable
A

we came in, Rudolph, the immortal,
had just stepped out of the picture to
powder the face that is his fortune. He was
s

scrutinizing himself closely in the mirror
and dusting his flawless features with
bright yellow powder, that being the color
which shows up best on the screen. He
wore a riding habit of faultless tailoring
and carried gloves and riding-crop with
the proper nonchalance.
Taken all in all,
he looked quite as much of a Sheik in
person as on the screen, and fulfilled all
our expectations.
But he was younger
in fact, he
than we had pictured him
seems just a boy.
This set gave the same atmosphere of
picturesque confusion as did the other one,
with even less action in progress. Here,
too, there seemed to be a wedding in the
offing (where is there not in the movies?).
The delay, we were told, was caused by
the search for a loving-cup of the proper
period in which to drink the bride's health
that is, not a mustache-cup or a golf
trophy, but one which would suggest the
palmy days of Spain.
"Nothing doing here," said our guide.
"Want to see the rest of the studio?"
The room he took us into now was filled
with nothing but doors hundreds and
thousands of them, placed like letters in
;

j

annual-/

1 y,

I

—

the urge to write.

Then This

Two Greenh orns

"with

—

an upright

filing

number and was
Directoire,

torian,

Each one had a

case.

labeled

Spanish,

etc.,

to construct our sets," he
"the proper one for any country or
any period. And here's the rain-and-storm
;

room."

The ceiling of this room was lined with
perforated pipes, and the floor was of
cement with many drains. While craning
my neck in order to miss nothing, I
bumped into a large iron machine which
looked like a gigantic electric fan.
"Our wind machine," he explained. "It's
surprising the storms we can conjure up
in this room.
Over there is the tank for
shipwrecks, diving, and the like."
Out another door, and here we were in
a Spanish court surrounded by a low stone
wall, just the height for Rudolph to leap,
with artificial vines growing all over it.
It was built for the outdoor scenes of The
Sainted Devil.
donkey, tethered to a
post, began braying when he saw us
not
fiercely, just in a spirit of friendliness.

A

—

Shoved in one corner was a beautiful,
pink French coach, with medallions on the
door, the kind the Louis's rode in in their
halcyon days.
"Made from an old taxicab," said the
young man. "Used in Monsieur Beaucaire.

Not for this picture."
Everywhere we looked, everywhere we
went, were workmen carpenters, plasterers,
it

plumbers

—the

—

hundreds of people

takes, in addition to the actors, to

And

as for the actors, the stars themthey stand around in costume for
hours, and work only ten minutes, maybe.
Loaf all day, work like a dog far into the
night ; drenching wet for hours ; risking
lives in fire or daring ride.
That's the
selves,

movies

"Think j ou want to go into the movies ?"
asked Hokey, as we stepped out into the
-

I

sunlight

and

the

familiar

world

fingering the sketches she had made.

•

strictly confidential)!

AS THE HAWAII'ANS DO f

PLAY ALL THE LATEST HITS

We

LESSON You

Complete Selec-

Guarantee That-*
tion.
Our method is so simple, interesting
Bnd appealing that you begin in your
first lesson to learn the famous Ha•waiianFolkSong"ALOHA".Think
low happy you will be when you
surprise your friends by playing
the fascinating Hawaiian Guitar.
Only Four Motions—

end You Master Them Quickly S
'dlyev

beautif ulHawaiianGuitar, necessary picks, eteel bar, etc. Noextraa.

«"

Mo Previous Musical Knowledge Necessary

If yori never read a musical note in vour life—it you haven't even tha
lightest knowledgeof music.' we can quickly and positively teach you,
\o play this wonderfully popular instrument. Don t be just a "listener' when yon can casilv be the center of interest among your f riepdg^
Over 40,000 successful students.
'

Just Mall a Post Card for Details

our remarkable FREE HawaiianGuitar Offer—simply write: "1 am interested"—
t>f

"but doit today,

'First

Hawaiian Conservatory
of Music, Inc.

Special courses on

Violin,Tenor-Ban~
jo. Banjo— Ukulele

and

Ukulele.

110
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New York City

again,

grown almost unfamiliar in our absence
from it.
"Tell you later," said Hokey, lovingly

HAWAIIAN GUITAR
JUST
Will Play a

make

a picture

YOU TOO CAN PLAY THE

After Your FIRST

etc.

"These help us

said

j

under 21)
(All correspondence
(if

Vic-

Colonial,

Gilliams Service

These three mermaids of the movies are Marie Mosquini, Blanche
Mehaffy, and Ena Gregory

lEMHSFR

MAH JONG
Learn This
Fascinating

Few Minutes

a

in

Game

Do

you know how and when
and when
to
"pong"
"chow," and what the "winds"
stand for, and how to go "Mah
Do you know what
Jong"?
"characters" are? and "tiles"?
and "Dragons" and "Bamboos"
and "Circles"?

—

to

Tke Answer Man
(Continued from page 76)
.

Helene

Sounds mysterious and compli-

—but

cated
is
a

not.

it is

Mah

Jong

interesting
wonderfully
game that you and your family
It
and friends should enjoy.
combines the pleasures of all
games. It is truly the "game of
games."

Mr.

Eugene V. Brewster,
of
Motion Picture
Magazine, Classic and Beauty,

publisher

the author of a book that will
unfold this game to you. Go to
your news-stand or book store
is

and purchase a copy of

today,

MAH JONG
Simplified

—You're

This

BREWSTER

handsome

little

book

green and yellow dragon

—

Yes, the Classic Answer Man
are one and the same.
like each
other tho, and get along quite well together.
Leatrice Joy is married to Jack
Gilbert.
Jacqueline Logan was born in
1902 and is five feet four, weighs 120
pounds.
Leatrice Joy was born in 1899
and she is five feet three, weighs 125.
Jacqueline has auburn hair and grey eyes.
Ronald Colman has just been signed to
play in the next Constance Talmadge film.

Tom.

and

We

I

—

Novarro-Swanson Fan. That's quite
a combination. Gladden James did play in
The Heart of Wetona some years ago.
Gloria Swanson is American and was born
in Chicago.
Shirley Mason is with Fox

Ramon

first

was

Man, Woman and Marriage.
Ingram Admirer. Somebody once

said

now.

minutes
fully
understand
to
explains the
It
Jong.

Mah

meanings

of

expressions

used,

how to score,
you "One Hundred

pieces,

and gives

Winning Points"

that will posi-

you to win. You can
easily become an expert player
with this book as your guide.
tively help

are in love you should forget
what you would otherwise remember, and
remember what you would otherwise
forget."
Just write to Metro for a picture of Rex Ingram, and that is his right

and he

sale at news-stands

Gordon

is

mar-

is

Mahlon

ated Exhibitors.

Winnie.
Chicago

— Rod

La Rocque was born

in

and

he is playing in Feet of
say you feel sorry for me.
bachelor is unfortunate, he has no
home to stay away from.
Clay.

You

Treosure\ourBea%
Before itsTooj(ate
forever saying that next month
we are going to make
ourselves more attractive and take better
care of our tell-tale skin. But then we put
it off and say we haven't the time. Some
day we awaken to find that it is too late.
If only you knew how easy it is to realize
that clear, bewildering beauty of skin that
should be yours today. It doesn't mean
elaborate beauty treatments. Just a few
minutes' care each day with one dependable preparation
Daggett & Ramsdell's
Perfect Cold Cream, and you overcome
the many enemies of your skin.

C7n

IE are

tvor

next year

—

—

Once

a day smooth this cream on your
neck and arms; let it penetrate into
your pores, and finally wipe it off on a cloth.
It accomplishes so much. Besides freeing
your skin from the impurities that coarsen
and dull it,"D &. R" supplies elements that
keep your skin smooth and young. Soon
face,

youwillsee new beauty creep into yourface.
Take the first step today, by sending us
the coupon below.
dainty little GetAcquainted Tube of "D & R" will come
to you free.
Daggett &. Ramsdell's Perfect Cold
Cream is on sale everywhere. Regular
prices in tubes, 10c, 25c, 50c. In jars, 35c,
50c, 85c and $1.50.

A

DAGGETT&RAMSDElTS
PERFECT COLD CREAM
The Kind That Keeps"

A

Hildreth H.—So you want Roscoe
Arbuckle back agaifii and you say you dont
think his comediel £ould hurt anybody. I
agree with. you.
Dorothy Mackaill and
John Harron in What Shall I Do?
Charles Ray's first under his new Ince
contract

Daggett Sl
Ramsdell,

in the cast.

— Gaston

SOU
W. 14th

Dept.

214

St.,

New York

or
165 Dufferin St., Toronto, Can.
Please send me free the GetAcquainted Tube of "D Si R"
Perfect Cold Cream.

will be
released as Dynamite
Jacqueline Logan and Bessie Love

Name.

and Mary
Thurman are playing in Trouping With
Ellen. Bessie Love, Lewis Stone, Wallace
(Continued from page US)

Rosemary.

and good book stores

— Huntley

with Universal right now.
Hamilton is married.
William
Faversham, Kathleen Martyn, Charlotte
Walker and Neil Hamilton in The Sixth
Commandment, for release thru Associried,

Smith.

On

Novarro's

'When you

cover) will teach you in a few

customs,

appreciate

;

Helen M. K.

(red,

I

married to Jack Daugherty. Yes, he played
Helene Chadwick has light
in Haunted.
hair and brown eyes.
Edith Johnson is
married to William Duncan. I know, but
years count for nothing a person is as old
as he feels. I'm able to look about, and that
will keep you young in New York.

name.

V.

me,

—

One Hundred
Winning Points
By EUGENE

like

more than great ones, for the
will, not the gift, makes the good giver.
John Bowers is being separated right now,
and he is six feet tall. Glenn Hunter has
Barbara La Marr is
dark-brown hair.

right

and

C.

gifts

little

Glass

Address
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State..
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£earn<*Home
Without
—

A

Teacher

easy thousands of others are
doing it right now
men, women,
and girls— on this wonderful
It's

—

True-Ton*

Saxophone
The most

beautiful in-

strument in the popular
orchestratoday and the
easiest to play. That's
why the Saxophone has
quickly become so tre-

mendously popular for
dance orchestras, for

home

entertainments,

for church, lodge and school.
Practically everyone can learn
to play it. In only a few weeks

you can be playing popular
airs; you can take your place in
a band or orchestra in 90 days
if you so desire.

6 DAYS' TRIAL

You may try in your own home,
without obligation, thesameSaxophone
used by the great professionals.such as Ben
Selvin.BennieKrueger, Clyde Doerr.Tom Brown,
Jos. C. Smith, Donald Clark and hundreds of others.

FREE SAXOPHONE BOOK

Send for a free copy. Shows pictures of the great
Saxophone players and orchestras. Mention any
other instrument in which you are interested.

The departure

of the coach

—a

scene from Janice Meredith

Buescher Band Instrument Co.
Everything

in Band and Orchestra Instruments
146 Buescher Block
Elkhart, Indiana

Critical Paragraphs

LEARN CARTOONING
At Home— In Your Spare Time
from the school that has trained so

many

successful

cartoonists

of

to-

The Good Bad Boy

day earning from $50 to $200 and
more a week. The Landon Picture
Chart Method of teaching makes
Original drawing easy to learn.
Send
6c in stamps for full Information and
chart to test your ability. Also state age.

Tt

Cleveland. O.

A MARCEL WAVER

You can't find a more interesting and more profitable profession in the whole world. And you can learn
in your own home in spare time.
can tell you

We

how. Write

at

once to the teacher of teachers.

GERTRUDE HALE
Room

700-14

W. Washington

CHICAGO.

is

seldom that producers err on the side

We

THE LANDON SCHOOL
1402 National Bids..

BE

About

Street

ILL.

Men wanted
to become
Motion Picture
Photographers
LEARN
at HOME
Great new opportunity

to enter

of the most interesting and
best paying prof essions on earth.
No previous experience needed.
New plan qualifies you quickly
insparetime at home for position as Camera Man with leading film companies. Also big
money in News Reels, special
films for theatres, etc.

one

$100 to $250 a week
Expert

Camera Men earn up to $250 a week and
more. Advancement to position as director, execuWonderfully fascinating work, travel.

tive, etc.

CAMERA FREE
ft^E
Camera FREE
you

of childhood studies.
cannot remember when a kid picture failed to impress
the spectator because the juvenile incident
is
lifelike enough to carry rich appeal.
The author of this one is not credited, but
the director, Eddie Kline, surely is in sympathy with youth.
He has compiled a
rich assortment of scenes all of which
are well balanced with humor and pathos
and he gives us a most enjoyable hour.
The story is human, the characters seem
genuine and the action is perfectly intelligible to anyone
even a child.
In presenting a youngster with a bad
reputation, there is a certainty that he will
win sympathetic appreciation right at the
With his struggling parents comstart.
posing a background to say nothing of a
bunch of dogs, and the inevitable little girl
playmate, one can understand that the
story has something of that homey, homely
quality about it.
Of course, the plot is a
skeleton to hang the various episodes
upon but still it carries enough substance
so that the piece doesn't look sketchy.
The story is built around this boy living
down his mischievous reputation and saving his "old soak" father's invention.
There is a novel comedy scene when the
youngster's dog summons his clan or
rather his barking rotarians and pursues
a police dog that had played the bully too
long.
The picture is finely played by Joe
Butterworth, Mary Jane Irving, Forrest

—

—

—

—

—

—

Robinson

—and

—

others.

Handsome

Picture

if
act quickly. Takes
Motion Pictures on standard professional film
used in all theatres. Earn money on side.

The Dangerous Blonde

real

Write to-day for new,
illustrated book explaining great opportunities in Motion
Picture Photography,
also otner
branches, Commercial, Studio Por-

ROMf FRFF
DUUIV
ri\EC

traiture, News-Photography with
details of
Motion Picture

FREE

Iv*°**i

ISJew Productions

(Continued from page 106)

or View Camera. Just send postcard or letter. Address New York

Institute of Photography,
Dept. 299,
143 West 36th
Street. New York City.

Tt's a good farcical idea projected here
one featuring a henpecked husband who
gets mixed up in a scandal over some foolish letters he sent to an adventuress. This
erring husband is also the father of a
vivacious girl, and when he gets in "deep
water" he looks toward her for aid in
helping him out of his difficulty. One can
easily guess that the girl will resort to
playing the same sort of game as the ad-

venturess.
It is slender in design, but entirely substantial enough to support the
strings which tie the plot together.
Of course, like all farce-comedies, any
explanation would puncture the story and
are introduced to a boorish
spell ruin.
college youth who dances attention upon
He misjudges her actions and
the girl.
naturally makes himself a perfect dunce.
He proceeds to use his manly fists in setting things right. And we will argue that
up-and-at-'em action doesn't belong in farcecomedy. The piece stretches credulity in
several places, but it amuses after a
fashion.
Laura La Plante makes a per-

We

—

sonable heroine— and Arthur Hoyt, playing
the erring husband and father, scores with
a deft performance.

The Trouble SKooter
TTom Mix's
ture yarn

latest is

—one

a remarkable adven-

rich in the exploitation
of hazardous stunts and yet perfectly
coherent in plot. It gives the star one of
those he-man characters who is forced to
overcome tremendous obstacles before he
can win the girl. The idea isn't new but
who cares so long as there is a rapid flow
The actual thread of
of action scenes?
the story is based upon conflict between
rival factions desirous of gaining control
of a valuable strip of land and the only
novelty of characterization arises from
Mix's role that of a lineman whose job
is to repair damages to wires and poles.
will catalog the plot, theme and
characters as old stuff. But regardless of
its obviousness, the picture starts with a
bang and maintains its pace sending forth
on the way a full quota of thrills. Mix
has been putting over several stunts for
He dishes up some new
several seasons.
He dashes on his spirited
ones here.
horse across a yawning chasm, pursued by'
an express train. Another time he and the

—

—

—

—

We

—

horse have a narrow escape from drowning while stemming the current of a turbuAnd to furnish a real novlent stream.
elty, Mix puts his horse on snow-shoes
real
and mushes thru the white spaces.

A

—

—

:
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Western,

this

—one

symbolizing perfectly
It is competently

the wide, open places.
played.

The Gaiety

This

Girl

romantic drama of modern English

life showing the sacrifice made
by a daughter of the proud Tudor family

social

to bring happiness to her grandfather has
enough good qualities to make it a satisfyThe
ing film with nine patrons of ten.
locale is rural England with a few shots
of London and South Africa. The action
opens in an ancient castle owned in the
heroine's family for nine hundred years.
The present baron, burdened with debt, is
forced to give up the ancestral home, and
there are some deeply human moments
when he and the girl start off for London
accompanied by the faithful retainer. At
this point the picture presents interesting
life
back stage showing among other
scenes the Gaiety company rehearsing, as
show itself with Mary
well
the
as
Philbin, in the title-role, the center of
attraction.

—

—

—

—

Modern men are pleased to see women returning to
the healthy, active, outdoor life and the freedom from
stuffy and hobbling fashions in dress which characterized the women of ancient Greece, and has been admired for centuries.
The girl who refuses to dress in the fashion of the
liour—in filmy, sleeveless gowns or the sheerest of
waists or who fails to rid herself of the disfigurement of under-arm hair, the girl who sits inert and
lifeless, with arms fettered to her sides, rarely meets
with masculine favor.
She is thought lifeless and
behind the times.
Many women have hesitated to use a razor, believing it unwomanly and risky, and justly so. But Neet
makes the removal of unwanted hair a thoroughly
feminine and dainty process. After an application of
this fragrant velvety cream you simply rinse the hair
away. If Neet is not available at your favorite toilet
counter use the coupon below.

There is a bit of triangle building up to
the climax, and it is satisfactorily developed.
The picture is neatly mounted,
carries several scenes of fine suspense
and, at all times, stays in the character of
its

atmosphere.

As

a

production,

it

—

is

technically perfect.

The Masked Dancer
'They've tacked an alluring title on this
opus, and collected a cast of seasoned
troupers, but the story is not so good, dependent as it is upon a single situation.
The spectator will discover a twist in the
eternal triangle theme, but because it fails
to get down to the rock-bottom of emotional conflict his interest will be attracted
principally to the interpretation and the
mechanics of production.
It presents a
husband whose affections have cooled
toward his spouse. Which prompts her
to win back his love by assuming a different personality.
Therefore she becomes a
masked dancer in a cabaret—and one of
her most ardent suitors is her husband.

This
one is

a premise difficult to accept if
searching for realities.
is
It
hardly reasonable to believe that a husband
can be fooled when he has lived in an intimate relationship with his mate.
The
inflection of voice and certain unconscious
mannerisms would preclude such a possibility.
Let it be said that the husband wins
out in the love-stakes. And the wife has
her say when she upbraids him for falling
in love with her masquerading self.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
It costs yon nothing- unless you are perfectly satisfied.
You
are inTited to test Neet on our absolute guarantee of entire
satisfaction or refund.
Go to any drug or department store
purchase the generous package for only 50c. Apply according to
the simple directions enclosed.
If,
after using Neet, you are
not thrilled by the soft, hair-free loveliness of your skin, let us
hear from you. Neet must absolutely please you in every way
or you can remail the package to us and we will refund your
purchase price plus the postage it costs you to return it to us.
If you are unable to find Neet at your favorite drug or department
store, use the

is

It is a sophisticated character, which
indicates that it should have been embroidered with comedy.
None of the players
have any acting opportunities, tho Helene
Chadwick, Lowell Sherman and Leslie
Austin meet the demands of their roles.
There being little plot, the director is
forced to use much repetitious action and

coupon below.
Nurses and

Physicians
antiseptic, hair-dissolving qualities are so highly
developed in Neet that it is in favor with many of the profession
for depilating in preparation for obstetrical and surgical work.
A liberal trial tube with complete instructions for use will be
mailed free to any physician or registered nurse requesting it.

The

Galatea, by Marquesto after
the myth of Pygmalion and the
statue, said by the Greeks to
have come to life because of
Pygmalion's great love of her.

sterile,

N

I

F*NNIBALPHARMACALCO.
6S2Locust St., St. Louis, Mo.
am unable to get Neet from my

am enclosing 50c for a
tube of Neet, prepaid by mail.
dealer so I

NAME
ADDRESS
STATE
My Dealer's
Name is...,.,..,..,,.

CITY

Removes

hair_ easily

.

.

.
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The Reckless Age

CAN BE YOURS

The

PEOPLE ADMIRE DAINTY ANKLES
ThlcK or swollen ankles carl
quickly be reduced to dainty
slender shape by new discovery
of special processed rubber.

the cessation of his series of pictures than
anything else that has been placed on the
amusement market. In the freshness of
plot, the swing and lilt of the action, the
appealing personality of the star, the delightful thread of romance in which Mr.
Denny is so ably supported by Ruth
Dwyer, .and in the spirited treatment accorded the production by Harry Pollard,
the director, The Reckless Age sets a pace

ANKLES ACTUALLY LOOK THIN
WHILE GETTING THIN

Reckless Age and its star, Reginald
Denny, come nearer filling the long-felt
void left by the death of Wallace Reid and

Lenor Ankle Reducers
Different in reducing; action from all
other reducers. Slip on when you go
to bed and note amazing- results next morning'. Reduces and shapes ankle and lower
calf. Slips on like a glove. No strips of rubber to bind and cause discomfort. Nothing
to rub in or massage. Enables you to wear
low shoes becomingly. Worn under stockings without detection. Used by prominent
actresses. Send $2.95 and we will send
you Lenor Ankle Reducers in plain package
subject to your inspection. Give size of,
ankle and widest part of calf.

LENOR MFG. COMPANY
503 Fifth Ave., New York

Pept. S-9,

&EE

tC^FUEAJVl,
For the Complexion

—for Freckles
—for the Skin
FIFTIETH

ANNIVERSARY
Popular Since 1874
SOLD BY LEADING DEALERS

EVERYWHERE

If your dealer can't supply
you, send money-order direct.
Booklet,
"How She Won a
Husband," including testimonials and beauty hints sent free,
Write today.

JW.

Cream, 55c
Lotion, 65c
Soap,
30c

AU$1.40
Postpaid. Send

I.

Hubert, Dtpt. 194, Toledo, Ohio

Money-order, j

113
PA<3
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^THE CHANGE OF A LIFETIME!

for
is

modern comedy-drama production

that

simply infectious.

The story tells of an English Lord who
takes out an insurance policy against his
marry an American heiress.
The insurance company puts one of its
failure

$10 STRING OF PEARLS
WITH GENUINE SILVER
(\Q
CLASP, CUT TO
»pl.C/"

to

agents on the trail of the lord, palpably to
see that the course of love runs smooth.
But of course the agent complicates matters by falling in love with the heiress
himself.
Here is a comedy situation
which the author, Earl Derr Biggers, has
developed to its fullest possible extent.
Universal has had lots of fine words
handed it for producing spectacular productions.
Just as fine words should be
awarded the company for dealing out such
a delightful comedy as The Reckless Aye.

<t» -|

The

Spirit of the U. S. A.

WEAR THEM FREE FOR

10

DAYS

Send no money—just your name and address. Deposit with postman $1.99 and postage when the pearls arrive. Then wear them ten
days--show them to your friends—compare them with any $10 pearl
necklace In the jewelry stores. Then if you are not honestly convinced
that this Is the greatest pearl value you have ever seen, return the
necklace to us within 10 days and we will gladly refund your money.
Send your name and address today. We will not be able to duplicate
these pearls at this ridiculously low price when our present stock
is

exhausted.

DEHOL,

.Dept. 323, 26 West Quincy St., Chicago, Illinois
Bank References: Logan Square State Bank
If you want to save postage, send $1.99 with order and we will
send you the pearls postpaid, with guarantee given with every string.

i

Establish yourself as a Photographic Expert)
quickly— during your spare time— under a
leading photographer. I'll show you how to
start your own business—or command a large
salary
Send for my unusual offer. It's
postal
only temporary. Act at once.
wilt do.
International Studios. Inc.. Dept. 12-66
S. A.
Ave.,
Chicago.
U.
3601 Michigan

A

LX the old-time hokum stuff is displayed
here
in
pyrotechnic
fashion.
The
sponsors have attempted to make another
"Over the Hill" but have fallen far short
of it.
They have attempted also to cash
in on the situations which have made Way
Down East and all the other rural favorites so successful.
And they've tacked on
a title to catch the box-office shekels
title which is not applicable in so far as
establishing the theme is concerned.
It
is
packed with all the sure-fire stufflove, romance, pathos, patriotism, sentiment and what not all of which are balanced against each other to project a story
founded upon the adventures of a youthful tiller of the soil
whose spirit of selfsacrifice inspires him to join the colors
and return in time to eject the scoundrels
from the home they had stolen from his
aged parents.

—

—

SWirCHES

—

Professional

Camera

FREE!

— BOBS— CORNET

BRAIDS

made the new way from yourown combings orcut hair.
Write for FREE style booklet. Prices Reasonable.

MRS.E.VANDERVOORT,

Dept. B,

DAVENPORT,

IA.

BE AN ARTIST
Comics, Cartoons. Commercial, Newspaper and Magazine Illustrating, Pastel Crayon Portraits and Fashions. By Mai lor Loca Classes.
Easy method. Write for terms and List of successful students.
I

ASSOCIATED ART STUDIOS, Dept.

J,

100 W. 23rd St.. New York

LOSE A POUND

A DAY

Without Drugs, Dieting or Exercising
Yet- eat -d rink -sleep-This new way is safe and
sure. Dissolve FLO-RA-ZO-NA In warm water.
Get in and relax— from 8 ounces to a pound a day
will melt away like magic.
Contains no alumEpsom Salt, Box of 14 treatments. $3.25 at
your druggist or direct. {$4.00 in Canada.) Satisfaction guaranteed.
Flo-ra-zo-na Corp.,100-5lh Ay.,N.Y.C. Depl.S-3

—
—

The early reels are the best because
they contain some lifelike detail and the
homespun atmosphere of life in the rural
places.
There are many gross errors. For
instance, the hero has a dog when he is a
wee youngster. Eighteen years later, when
he goes to enlist, this dog is still about,
jumping and running with .no suggestion
that the passing years have been unkind to
him.
The director of this picture hands a bouquet to the Salvation Army.
The hero,
rejected by the draft board, is accepted by
the S. A.
It is melodramatic in its con(

Continued on page 120)

DIMPLES
—
that

men adore

— dimples

captivates her admirers
for you, too, can have dimples that play hide and seek

a

him
way.

fascinating

simple

dimples

stars get their dimples the

solutely

harmless.

ust use the

T v
DIMPLER
r

quickly.

To show you why

it need not, we have
taken the time and space here to tell
you about a little booklet called "The

Open Road To An Independent Income," which will tell you how you
can easily earn from as little as $5.00
to as much as $100.00 extra each
month.

We

coupon below and

positive,
send $1 for

for either spare

Sv

full

instructions for use.

time or

sub-

full

time work.

Motion Picture Magazine is one of
the most firmly established magazines
in the country, and now has a serial
novel in addition to all its other splendid features. Classic, which has been
combined with Shadowland, offers a
more diversified and cosmopolite
appeal than ever before. Beauty is
the only magazine published which
caters exclusively to this subject, so
all-important to women, and because
of its unique appeal, is acclaimed with

am

INC.,

In having more money
you to send me full par-

interested
like

ticulars of your plan.

everything, includine complete instructions, mailed sealed in
plain wrapper. Don't delay-write today.

DOLLY

new

Picture
Magazine, Classic and Beauty, and
we stand ready to pay you liberally

Name

CO.^S.

with

can use representatives at once to

collect renewals and solicit
scriptions for the Motion

and would

are

St.

^^^J'*

J
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Yes, of course, whims are apt to cost
money. But that need not worry you.

I

Ab-

& No

City.

{Print Plainly)'

Ge.

How much more interesting and enjoyable life is when we can bring color
and variety into its prosaic routine,
by indulging an occasional whim.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Many

CO.
^""^n^ MUY DIMPLER
DAYTON, OHIO
^^v^^ DnSvA
Y ™N,
Herewith find $1 for the famous

I

Extra Money for
Extra Things!

175 Duffiold Street,

Dolly Dimpler

facial specialists.

Results

—

BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS,

— harmless —

Dept. X, 247 McDaniel Street

DIMPLER,
Name

—

CUT HERE

easily-used device that

Recommended by

more complicated, involve expenundreamed of "when grandma
was a girl." And, unlike the women
of past generations, the modern
woman can and does go after
whatever it is that she wants.

smile.

DOLLY DIMPLER
is

The modern woman needs more
money than her grandmother did.
The demands of her every-day life are

It will be sent
to success for you.
Just fill in
to you absolutely free.
this coupon and mail it to us, to-day.

whose dimpled smile simply

produces

— and Gets It!

"The Open Road To An Independent
Income" will prove an open sesame

that- are

irresistible in their fascination.
Don't envy the girl

when you

The Modern Woman
Needs More Money

enthusiasm everywhere.

Lovable dimples, intriguing
dimples

Now!

ditures

A

—

Make $75.00 a Week on

—and

far

These exquisite, indestructible French pearls are perfect reproductions of the genuine Oriental pearls that cost many thousands of dollars. They possess all the beauty, all the soft, gleaming iridescence,
all the delicate, creamy coloring of genuine deep sea pearls.
Perfectly matched and graduated.
Beautifully engraved sterling silver
claspsetwith Rhinestone Brilliant. In handsome, satin-lined gift case.

When Grandma
Was a Girl

Huntly Gordon and Elaine Hammerstein,
hero and heroine of Driftwood

the

State
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The Answer Man
(Continued from page 111)

Beery and Lloyd Hughes have the leads
The Lost World from the Conan
Doyle story. Irene Rich is with Warner.
in

Wesley
J.

P.

—Yes,

from being

Beemaris
keeps you
poisecfand

keen

—

its

daily use

is

"aswsiblt
habit'9

powder

No, not

and you may be excused

blue, but never for being green.

Harrison Ford is with Cosmopolitan Productions at 2478 Second Avenue, New

York City.
Madge P.

are taut

also.

bit.

E.

When nerves

Warner,

Barry,

'

a

any time.

—That's
like

I

right.
Write to me
Tdl
to receive letters.

me what you like and what you dont
You know we have a new editor with
number.
Glenn Hunter
now. Mighty interesting

like.

this

engaged
letter you wrote.
Kitty C. I dont know why you think
everybody sends their letters to Mr. Hopfmuller he is our artist and a mighty
busy one.
Warren Kerrigan is not
married, and he has black hair and hazel
eyes. Write me any time.
Jay, Philadelphia. Arthur Rankin is
playing in Purchased Youth.
The Gumps. Men sometimes think
is

not

—

—

PATENTED

—

QafillablaVanity

—

they hate flattery; but they hate only the
it.
And that's right. They are
the only kind of stars to play with.
Betty
Compson will probably be married to
James Cruze, in October.

manner of

The

exclusive patented features introin the new thin Bo-Kay Vanity
for loose powder have long been desired by the fastidious woman.

duced

—

Elbert B. Colleen Moore is five feet
twenty-two years old, and her real
name is Katherine Morrison. Address her
at First National, 5341 Melrose Avenue,
Gloria SwanLos Angeles, California.
son's
next, which is
from the Mary
Roberts Rinehart story, Her Majesty
the Queen, and which was made under the
working title of The Woman of Fire,
will be released as Her Love Story.
Marjorie. Gloria Swanson is twentyseven, five feet three and weighs 112
pounds.
She has brown hair and blue-

No more

broken compacts, for you
Bo-Kay Vanity with loose
powder from the large boudoir box.
Tap lightly and just enough loose powder filters through for immediate use.
Refills easily.
Practical, clean and

three,

Tepsin Gum
AMERICAN CHICLE .CO,

WASH AWAY FAT
AND YEARS
OF AGE

can

Her daughter

Peggy.— Pola Negri
she

is

twenty-seven.

is

is

The

is

Well, to be great, we
to push our fortune to the

abroad right now.

must know how

Bo-Kay

— Mae

Murray was born May

attractively designed, well

Blossom, the flower of the bride.

utmost.

Twin.

is

and filled with Orange Blossom Face Powder, one of the famous
Bo-Kay Orange Blossom Preparations, made in Florida. Ask your
dealer about this charming line of
Bo-Kay requisites, perfumed with the
romantic fragrance of the Orange

three.

Myers

case

finished,

not married and

Carmel

the

convenient.

—

grey eyes.

fill

Vanities are sold by better

drug and department stores everywhere. If your dealer cannot supply
you, we will mail one to you, postpaid on receipt of $1.00.

9th,

De1886, and christened Marie Koenig.
rived the name of Murray from dancing
Has
in a restaurant of the same name.
been married three times, to William

BO-KAY PERFUME COMPANY

Schwenken, J. Jay O'Brien and now to
Virginia Valli was
Robert Z. Leonard.
Margaret Deland in The Confidence Man.
(Continued on page 118)

New York
Laboratories: Jacksonville, Florida
BFilt Container x^jS
witK pov/etar / I'lij

f5)vavut)j is
rea.cbj for us*

2]Cap Container

and place in
Vavivhj

WITH

La-Mar Reducing Soap
The new discovery. Results quick and
amazing nothing internal to take. Reduce
any part of body desired without affecting

—

other parts.
No dieting or exercising. Be
Acts like magic in
as slim as you wish.
reducing double chin, abdomen, ungainly

and
wrists,
arms
ankles,
unbecoming
shoulders, large breasts or any superfluous
fat on body.
Sold direct to you by mail,
postpaid, on a money-back guarantee. Price
60c a cake or three cakes for $1.00 ; one to
three cakes usually accomplish its purpose.
Send cash or money-order today. You'll be
surprised at results.
Address

LA-MAR LABORATORIES

504-F

Beckman

Bo-Kay Perfume Co.,
120 W. 42nd St., New York.
(Gentlemen:

I
1

I

Please send me, postpaid, one BO-KAY VANcontaining
powder (specify
I enclose money order,

ITY,
I

t

Name

J

I
J

I

|

Address

J

i

4

I

I

»

J

I

white, flesh or brunette).
stamps or cash for $1.00.

i

City

State...

{

Building, Cleveland, O.
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Here

VrayHair

Wallace MacDonald
Love and Glory. At
the left, he is the romantic youth, at the

by

m

in

15 minutes
brought to

this

which

5 minutes ban-

1

right, the

Europe

first

tint

in

country the

It

man

requires

to put

ishes gray hair permanently.
Today Inecto Rapid, Notox,
created by science expressly for coloring
the sensitive organism of human hair, is
available to every American woman.

on

this

Inecto Rapid, Notox, is specifically guaranteed to reclaim permanently the original
color of gray, streaked or faded hair. It
may be had in 1 8 shades, from radiant
blonde to raven black; and even under
the closest scrutiny its application cannot
be detected. It will neither rub off nor
be affected by shampooing, permanent
waving, curling, salt water, perspiration,
sunshine or Turkish or Russian baths.

make-up

(Continued from page 105)

•^ for

have suggested,
something's wrong. Perhaps I am not even
a good moron. That being the case, you
wont publish this letter; for, while it maybe true that the moving pictures cater to
morons, I am not so sure that they cherish
sub-morons.
Your moving picture
us
magazine, then, would have little recognition for one whose enthusiasm (obviously
because of his intellectual depravity) for
the movies is not nearly so rife as villainy,
for instance, in a Universal picture.
So,
while I am greatly interested in the cinema,
I shall spare your time and my own feeble
mental energies.
I shall not try to tell
you that to me The Hunchback of Notre
Dame was a dull, depressing picture, in
every point more grotesque than artistic,

**

and that whoever told Norman Kerry he
could act spoiled a good cigar-store Indian.
I shall stop before I tell you that if I had

to react properly; so, as I

coast use and endorselnecto Rapid, Notox,
as do the many thousands of American
women who apply it with invariable success within the privacy of their own homes.

SEND NO MONEY
Merely ask us to send you full particulars
about Inecto Rapid, Notox, and our
Beauty Analysis Chart, L-8.
Inc.

Laboratories

1kt\

and Salons

33-35 West 46th Street
New York, N. Y.
Sold by best Beauty
Shops, Drug and.
Department Stores.

INECTO
^a^ RAPID

J*®a*fm^<

Delivered toyou free
30 days trial on approval.
Choice of 44 Styles, colors and sizes
of famous Ranger Bicycles. Express
prepaid, at Faetorv Prices.
save the small monthly payments.
half

directed that tiresome Woman of Paris,
you, even, might never have heard of it.
And lest I should add that Lillian Gish
and Sir James Barrie are my favorites.
Yours, rather truly,

and equipment at
1*I|ia«
- AA^d wheels
usual

prices. Write for remark-

"able factory prices and marvelous terms.

i'ECtmPept.

C-39,

Chicago

today

HOW TO

les

BANISH THEM

William Morrell.
Pittsburgh,

A simple, safe home
treatment 16 years'
success in my practice.
Moles (also BIG
growths) dry up. Write
'

for

Criticizing the Critics

booklet giving

free

Dear Editor:

particulars.

WM.

DAVIS, M.D.

1241 Crove Avenue

Woodbridge, N.

J.

Salesmen$50to$100aWeek

Sell virgin wool tailormade suits and overcoats direct to wearer. All one price,
$31 .60. Wonderful values way below store prices. Easy to
,

sell

Penn.

—

full

I have been reading your
magazine with great interest for quite a
number of years, and each issue seems
more enjoyable than the last. How you
manage to make it so is a puzzle, but a

Learn Piano!
This Interesting Free Book
shows how you can become a skilled
player of piano or organ at quarter
usual cost. It shows why one lesson
with an expert is worth a dozen other
lessons. Dr. Quinn's famous Written
Method includes all of the many important modern improvements
in
.
teaching music.
Brings right to your home the great advantage
of conservatory study. For the beginner or experienced players.
Highly endorsed. Successful graduates everywhere. Scientific yet
easy to understand. Fully illustrated. All music free. Diploma
granted. Write today for free book.
Quinn Conservatory, Studio MG 89. 598 Columbia Road, Boston, 25, Mass-

nevertheless.

fact,

Protected territory. Commissions in advance.Write.

J.B.SIMPS0H,lnc 843 W.Adams St, Dept. 886Chicagtt

I

have often been tempted to write the

"Answer Man," but never

Will help you increase sales
Send for FREE catalog giving counts
and prices on thousands of classified
Dames of you r best prospective custom-

ers- -National, State andLocal—lndividcals. Professions, Business Concerns.

7

O

Guaranteed C
by refund of

<k

*

J _ each

did.

To

digress

"he" is a
woman.
No mere man could stand up
under the strain of some of those idiotic
questions, and only a woman's ingenuity
and mendacity could think of the "eighty
years old" and "long beard" fabrications.
Also, any reference to age brings fire, and
some of the answers are quite catty! So
Page SherThat's off my chest!
there!
a

little,

lock

Mailing Lists
I,

of seventy.
three hours
and take off

Letters to trie Editor

The highest class Hairdressers from coast to

INECTO,

interesting

make-up, demonstrated

Vanished

Tourists returning from

an

is

study in motion picture

To

firmly believe

I

that

Holmes
get back to

you about

:

I

what

I started to

have often wondered

write

why

so many fans write criticisms of screen
actors as if the characters portrayed were
the actors themselves.

They will flatly say they dont like Doug
Fairbanks or Gloria Swanson, as if they
personally met those artists, when
they really mean that they dont like their
In the old 10-20-30 melodramas,
work.
where the audience hissed the villain and
applauded the hero, lots of people believed
the villain was a rotten guy and the hero
a model man, when it was often the reI really think that lots of movie
verse.
fans think the same thing of the screen
artists whom they criticize.
I read where one woman said she never

wanted

to

see

Unadulterated
Exquisitely Scented
116

i GE

Negri

and

again,

for it, and in The Spanish
dont remember Pola Negri smokBoth of those
ing a single cigaret.
people are clever artists in my estimation,
and merely portray the characters for
which they are cast. Some of the fans
seem to lose sight of the fact that screen
actors are merely human beings, after all,
and drop the personality of the character
they are portraying as soon as they are
out of range of the camera.

part

called

Dancer

I

It is much more accurate to say you
did not like "So and So's" work in "such
and such" a picture, if you have not personally met the artist whom you criticize.
I enjoyed E. M. Smith's letter so much,
and I sincerely hope that Mack Sennett
will give us the Three Weak suggested.
I did not see the picture, but I read the
book, and like the man with the smallpox,
"I got over it, but I never looked the
same."
When I heard that Elinor Glyn
had chosen Conrad Nagel for the Perfect
Lover, I saw the "rift in the lute." If they
were available for her production, I dont
see how she overlooked Schildkraut, Novarro,
Valentino and Ricardo Cortez.
(As to looks, anyway.) I am not saying
I
that I dont like Conrad Nagel's work.
love every move he makes, but not in a
part like that.
I have only seen Cortez
in one picture, Society Scandal, and all he
did in that was grin and look handsome.
I imagine he could have grinned his way
thru Three Weeks and filled the bill nicely.
The back of Valentino's neck films beautifully and I imagine that on the couch of
roses that could have been featured to
great advantage.
But I have taken up too much of your
valuable time, so I will end this outburst.
In conclusion I will say that here is one
movie imbecile who is rooting for Motion
Picture Magazine strong. As the Per"It
fect Liar remarked to his best girl
brings a ray of sunshine into what would
be an otherwise colorless existence."
Sincerely yours,
:

Annie
Box

had

Cuticura Talcum

Pola

Charles de Roche could not take Valentino's place, etc., when she had only seen
In that picthese artists in one picture.
ture De Roche did not even have to comb
his hair, and Pola Negri's part called for
De Roche, I imagine, could
cigarets.
make up to look like Beau Brummel if the

St. Claire,
226,

Lake George, N. Y,

Wanted:

A Talking Film

Dear Editor: The

vital necessity for
"original" screen stories has long been in
evidence, but it was not until I witnessed

(Continued on page 119)
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Do Beautiful Pictures Intrigue You?
LOOK

ABOUT YOU AND YOU

that

day

pictures,

by

will find

are

day,

shoving the printed word into the background that you are being ensnared,
captured by pictorial representation at
There's a reason impresevery turn.
sions made thru the sense of vision are

—

—

more

more

rapid,

lasting,

more gener-

pleasing and more easily understood, than those gotten thru any of the
other senses.
This is why children are
taught first pictorially, and why they
give back their impressions in line drawings often crude and grotesque. It is the
natural expression
comes down to
it
us from the caveman age.
ally

—

BUT

PICTURES TO CAPTIVATE in the
present day must be artistic, dramatic. They must not only tell a story,
they must please.
Do you know that
Classic

Magazine

carries

numberless

pictures that are an accomplishment in

themselves

—

unique, beautiful, inspirpictures of the stage
and screen, foreign and American; pictures of scenic beauty the world over
where screen work has been done pictures of exquisite homes of the elite,
interior
and exterior views; photographic studies of celebrities in intimate
and exclusive poses.
Furthermore, do
ing, characteristic

—

;

you know that Classic is
magazine of the screen that
i

A

the only
printed
entirely in the soft, beautiful tones of

study of Ula Sharon by Strauss Peyton

Dorothy Donnell, author of "Fortunate Misfortunes," and of "Out, Damned Spot," will
contribute an article to each ensuing issue
of Classic. Jim Tully, who wrote "The Man
You Love to Hate" and other stories, will
contribute monthly, also. These two writers
have drawn countless letters of approbation
from our readers.

rotogravure ?

Kenneth Macgowan, distinguished among the
dramatic critics of Broadway, will review
the stage plays of each month in an illusarticle.
Laurence Reid, inveterate
movie goer and reviewer, will give his opinion, which has come to be an authority, on

trated

the

screen

with film

Pictorial of Stage

of $1.00.

%

of

the

month,

illustrated

Months

for $1.00

to know Classic for the artistic, entertaining and instructive magazine
will send you the next five big numbers upon receipt of the introductory price
know that if you secure Classic once you will never want to be without it again.
regrets get in early on this unusual offer.

Because we
it is,

want you

we

We

Dont have

plays

stills.

and Screen

Special Introductory Offer— 5
that

is

—

Pin a Dollar Bill to this coupon and receive the next five big numbers of "Classic'
Magazine. Mail at once to CLASSIC, 175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

=#

Name
Street and

City

No
State
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YOUR

PHOTO
ONiroOR
New

York's Newest

PHOTOGBAMS

Vogue!

getting to be all the rage
everywhere.
They are correspondence cards
with your very own photograph beautifully reproduced in the upper corner. The most truly
individualistic vogue ever created in stationery.
There is nothing like them. Nothing so appealing, so charming, so distinctive.
You can use
them also like real photographs to give to friends.
Only by our special process is such high quality
photo-reproduction possible at such a low cost.

are

100 cards with your picture and 100 envelopes
complete, $2.50. Send cash or money order, together with your photograph.
Add 15 cents
postage.
Cards are finest, heavy quality, India
Tint Vellum, size 3^" by Syi".
Baronial envelopes of heavy Vellum to match; all in a neat
box.
(Note:
do not return your photograph
as it is specially treated for our process.)

Vaudeville and tke Screen
By

We

Be

the first to start the vogue in your circle!
Delight and charm your friends!
Order
deliver in one week.

NOW!

Satisfaction guaranteed.

We

Sample

sent on request.

PHOTOGRAM

SUPERGRATCDi

•461-479

COMPANY.

6*AVE

NEWYORK.

PHOTOGRAMS
Got Rid of 6 Pounds

"I

of Fat in
You Can Do

Same

the

O ne Day"

Thousands

of stout persons have
testified to the wonderful results

obtained from

DAINTY-FORM

Fat Reducing Cream, and
of this,

we

in

view

feel perfectly safe in

urging every stout person,

man or

woman, to try
EVELYN NEVILLE'S

SELDES
GILBERT
The
book called

written a
Lively

Seven

Arts, which I find distinctly lively,
in spite of the rather pontifical manner
places his hands, so to
in which he
speak, on the heads of the popular amusements and says, "Bless You, My ChilHe includes motion pictures and
dren !"
Naturally
vaudeville among the seven.
seeing that both are unescapably American
and of our day.
But, did you ever stop to think that
there is practically no interchange between
the two?
Screen favorites and the stars
of the legitimate stage are constantly invading one another's territory.
Let a
sweet young blonde make a hit in a Broadway show, and the next thing you hear
of her capering before the camera at

Marie Prevost and Theda
Hollywood.
Bara retort by playing "in person."
Vaudeville people, on the other hand,
furnish

rarely

recruits

for

the

silent

drama, and the two-a-day has no lure for
Theda and Marie.

FAT Reducing Cream
RESULTS GUARANTEED

ANN PENNINGTON,

has

WALTER HAVILAND

OR NO PAY

Why

of the Zieg-

is

it

so?

"I am overjoyed
with my DAINTY-FORM reducing cream. Its use has helped me

hazard the opinion that vaudeville is
simply not a training ground for the

to

qualities that make for success in a motion picture actor. It is a highly individual

feld Follies, says:

I

become slender."

DAINTY-FORM

rect to

upon

will be sent

dU

your home in plain wrapper
$2 the jar or $3.50

receipt of

for double

IS W. 34th

St..

Dept. 79.

in which contact with the audience is held by raillery, topical references,
business generally that the ear registers
rather than the eye.
Pantomime does not
ordinarily succeed on the variety stage,
tho Nina Payne and a few others have
done well with it. In the one-act plays of
vaudeville, there is little acting and much
The results would be pretty sad
travesty.
if
the performers could not intoxicate
themselves with wise cracks and burst into
song without waiting for the slightest
dramatic excuse.
Contrariwise, the experience acquired on

medium,

size.

DAINTY-FORM COMPANY

New York

He Said He'd

Never Marry;

he met this
She
THEN
had read the 6ecret9 of
gir!.

Womanhood,"
a daring new book which
shows how any woman can
attract men by using the

^'Fascinating

simple laws of man's psychology and human nature.

Any other man would have
been equally helpless in her
hands. You; too, can have
Jh;
this book; youj too; can
enjoy the worship and admiration of men, and be the
radiant bride of the man of
your_choice._ Just your name and address on_the
margin of this page with 10c for packing and mailing
willbring you our free booklet (in plain wrapper),
outlining these amazing revelations. Send your dime
today.
PRESS, Dept. 12-1,
So. 14th St., St. Louis, Mo.

/*

1W

PSYCHOLOGY

'BRINGS THIS RING-

full 1 Ct. perfect cut stone of blue
white diamond radiance and beauty. For a flawless diamond of this
cut and size, you would pay, elsewhere, upwarda of $150. Our
special price only $12.00— and ten
weeks to pay ft. Send for yours now. State whether
ladies' or cents' desired, giving finger size.
Our guar-

_
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=
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~ tintee protects yoi.
= ARTEXCO., Dept. 126, 1133 B'way, N. Y.
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ville

crowd,

which

would

expect

her

the newest slang in the very
accents of the neighborhood, and would
be largely indifferent to her fine histrionic
fervors.
The other day, I asked Ruth Roye, the
vaudeville headliner, whether she expected
to go in for musical comedy. She shrugged
her shoulders and opined that a good offer
might tempt her, tho she preferred the
two-a-day.
I
then
wanted to know
whether she had ever given a thought to
the movies.
She stared at me as if I had
gone mad, and chirped
"You're kidding
me
I wouldn't know how to act before
a camera."
More than one cinema player has mentioned variety to me in terms that proved
they regarded it as a profession followed
only by low-brow oddities.
These contrasting views serve to make my point.
There have been exceptions, of course.
Most notable of all, Charlie Chaplin was
working in a variety sketch when Mack
Sennett first hired him for the movies.
But Charlie was thoroly out of his element
in vaudeville and probably would have
found it a long, hard road to success. The
change in medium quickly revealed his
superlative genius.
Mrs. Sidney Drew
made her reputation while playing with
her late husband over the Keith and
to

spill

:

!

Orpheum

circuits.

from the same

Ray

Griffith

graduated

calling.

Tke Answer Man
(Continued from page 115)

A

Novarro Fan.

twenty-three,

and

—Ramon
not

Novarro

married.

is

Alice

Metro's The Red Lily.
Single misfortunes never come
alone, and the greatest of all misfortunes
is generally followed by a much greater
Robert Ellis
one.
Yes, I like Lila Lee.
Garden Court Apartments, Los
is
at
Angeles, California. Well, I will let you
know when I bob my beard. That will
be some time yet.
Juanita. All philosophers are simple,
but to be affectedly simple is simply to be

Terry

in

B. C. G.

%s :NO REFERENCES NEEDED

the motion picture lot is altogether along
the lines of visual drama drama, too, that
can make its appeal at long range ;.nd that
is not concerned with the temperamental
whims of the audience before which it is
enacted on a given date.
The movie
heroine adapts herself to the requirements
of the legitimate, because in the latter, as
in pictures, "the play's the thing."
She
would have a harder time facing a vaude-

—

—

a fool, for fools also are simple. Rod La
Rocque is not married. Monte Blue says
he is not married, and he is thirty-four.
Address him at Warner Brothers.

—

You want to know if Claire
and Bert Lytell are engaged.
That's a hard one. Alice Terry has darkred hair. No, Nita Naldi is not married.
C. B. S.

Windsor

Aileen

Pringle

is

not

married.

Shirley

Mason, William Collier, Jr., and Jackie
Guess
Saunders in The Phantom Jury.
that will be about

all.

Good

night!

(Continued on page 121)
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Letters to the Editor

Have Found Out

I

{Continued from page 116)

The Meanest Man in the World
came fully to understand. This

that I
picture,
quite inter-

How

Superfluous Hair

while adequately produced and
Perhaps this
esting, held little for me.
was due to my lack of broadmindness to
refrain from comparing it with the highly
successful stage version, for which it was
only intended.

The stage play,
M. Cohan, was

Kind of Rouge -;

A Ne\V

Waterjw*oq£ sunpfooj; poWdeyprioof

ONCE

stay until

lies

in

its

you remove

The

cold cream.
it

PERT

you've applied

it

secret of

cream base, and

its

it

is

on to

with soap or

You'll like

Pert for

its

The moment

it

youthful,

natural

242

and
the
"strut" will always live in the memory of
those fortunates who saw it.
But the
motion picture I say this with regrets,
because Bert Lytell is and always has been
one of my favorites was mediocre, comparatively.
this

like

play,

:

lipstick.

When Mr. Cohan undertook the leading role, he had new, direct material with
which to work but the part handed Mr.
Lytell was altered and mutilated, unsuited
to the purpose.
Just such an example as
this leads people to believe that the stage
is the superior art, and under the circumstances it is hardly deniable.

ROSS COMPANY
New York

;

rert 'Rouge
STUDY AT HOME

Become a lawyer.. Legally
trained men win high posiin busif tions and big' success
Fness and public life. Greater
>pportunities

now than ever
a

_ _efore. Be independent—be
"leader. Lawyers earn

[,000 to

$10,000 Annually

~r by step. You can train at home
during spare time. Let ue send, you records and
to ttie bar in
I letters from LaSalle students admitted
Degree of LL. B. conferred. ThouI various states.
enrolled. Low cost,
I sands of successful students
fourteen;
including
material,
text
furnish
all
We
easv terms.
volume Law Library. Get our valuable 120-Page L»- w Guide
and "Evidence" books FREE. Send for them— NOW,

LaSalle Extension University, Dept. 978-L Chicago

MUSIC LESSONS FREE
You can read music

like this quickly
Write today for oar
booklet.
to learn to play Piano, Organ. Violin, Mandolin,
Banjo,
Guitar,
etc. Beginners or advanced players. Your
only expense about 2c per day for music and postage used.

IN

YOUR HOME.

It tells

FREE

how

AMERICftN SCHOOL of MUSIC, 70 lakeside

Bldg.,

CHICAGO

At Once
Here's the Secret
I had become utterly discouraged with a heavy
growth of hair on my face and lip. I tried every way
to get rid of it — all the depilatories I had heard of,
electrolysis, even a razor. I tried every advertised
remedy, but all were disappointments.
I thought it was hope-

less until there

me

came

to

the simple but truly

wonderful discovery
which has brought such
great relief and joy to me
and to other women that
cannot be expressed in words.
My face is now not only
perfectly free from superfluous hair but smooth
and soft as a baby's, all by
use of the simple method
which I will gladly explain to any woman who
will write to me.
This amazing method is
it really

because

Just

assistance of the
the performances
of these actors for but one purpose to
show that the legitimate actor had everything his way, while the exponent of the
cinema was working under a huge handicap.

your rouge with Pert

West 17th Street

had sparkle in
inimitable
Cohan
It

many others, needed the
human voice. I compare

Send a dime today for a sample of Pert
Rouge.

abundance

Why?

touches your skin

changes from orange to a becoming rosiness
which blends perfectly with your own coloring.
Should you prefer a deeper shade ask for rose.
waterproof

ever to be remembered.

by George
something

—

it

You may now match

;

—

permanency
flufnness makes

its

spread as easily as a powder rouge.

coloring.

as portrayed
a delight

Get Rid of

to

When producers cast a player to portray
a role that is secondary, and expect that
player to duplicate the performance of
the original artist, after it has been altered
to fit screen requirements, their intelligence is questionable. They do not seem
to realize that they are not only ruining
their players, but cheapening the art as
well.

How can the cinema progress under
such conditions?
This, maybe the producers can answer, but it is the conception
of the writer that under these conditions
the silversheet can but only travel in the
narrow path set by its pioneers.
Sincerely yours,

LavernE Caron,
19181 Danbury
Detroit,

(

from anything
you have ever used — not
a powder, paste, wax or
liquid, not a razor, not
electricity. It will remove
different

superfluous hair at once
and will make the skin
soft,

smooth and beauti-

fully attractive.

Its use

means an adorable appearance. And you face
the brightest light the
most brilliant electric
lamps— even the glare of
sunlight joyously.

—

-

With

this

method, used

according to the simple
directions I will give you.
your trouble with superfluous hair is over permanently. You will never

again appear with that
ugly growth to disfigure
your face.
So overjoyed was I with
the results this discovery

brought to me that I gave it my own name— Lanzette.

Send for Free Book
A book that tells just how this wonderful

method

gets rid of superfluous hair is free upon request.
Don't send a penny just a letter or post card.
Address Annette Lanzette, Dept. 1083. care Hygienic
Laboratories. 204 S. Peoria Street, Chicago, 111.

—

Ave.,

Mich.

—1

"
-* ** »
*
I rrt
l BT
1
Bin
<uww>i
or Ear.
With or without music. Short Course.
Adult beginners taught by mail. No teacher required.
Self-Instruction Course for AdTanced Pianists.
Learn 67
styles of Bass, 180 Syncopated Effects, Blue Harmony,
Oriental, Chime, Movie and Cafe Jazz, Trick Endings,
Clever Breaks, Space Fillers, Sax Slurs, Triple Bass,
Wicked Harmony, Blue Obligato, and 247 other Subjects,
Including Ear Playing. 110 pages of REAL Jazz, 25,000
words.
A Postal brings our FREE Special Offer.
By Note

Waterman Piano School, 253 Superba Theatra Bide.

Los Angeles.

<Delica

Calif.

PERSONAL

:

is now more than
ever the key-note

legged

As you face your mirror and apply

young and old, will
be glad to hear

this latest creation,

that

knew were yours.

my new appliance

a4t all Toilet Counters or Direct 50c

lips

which will successfully straighten, within a short
time, bow-leggedCess and knock-

kneedlegs, safely, quickly and permanently, without
pain, operation or discomfort.
Will not interferewith
your daily work, being worn at night.
new "LimStraitner," Mode 1 18, U.S. Patent, is easy to adjust; its
result will save you ^oon from further humiliation, and
1 mprove your personal appearance 100 per cent.
Write today for my free copyrighted physiological and
anatomical book, which tells you how to correct bow
and knock-kneed legs, without any obligation on your
part.
Enclose a dime for postage.

My

M. TRILETV. SPECIALIST
Buildine

more alluring,

WATERPROOF! KISSPROOF!
STAYS ON!

& Knock-

I have now
ready for market

Ackerman

lips

it defies detection. It's

Bow-

Kneed men and
women, both

100S-J..

make your

intriguing and lovely. The color is
neu> and so indescribably natural

Appearance
of success.

KisspvoofLipstick
will

BINGHAMTON.

N.

you will behold

more beautiful than you ever

•FREE• Delica Laboratories, Inc.,
m Dept.175,4003 Broadway, CHICAGO
Send

—
me a generous sample of Deliea
Lip~ stick together with sample bottle ofKissproof
Dehca-Brow,

• the original liquid dressing for darkening the lashes
^ and brows. I enclose 10c for packing and mailing.
,

Name.
Address.

Y
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Critical Paragraphs

New
You Can't

—

Beautiful

with superfluous hair!
Yet you can quickly and easily free
yourself from that most embarrassing of
all beauty blemishes
superfluous hair.

eluding scenes and much that was meant
for pathos becomes bathos thru being overstressed.
There will be an audience for
it—because it is done sincerely—if without
much artistry. The war is fought all over
again. Johnnie Walker, Mary Carr and a
host of others are present trying their best
to make it real.
Occasionally they suc-

—

smooth,

skin

the

and absolutely hairless. You have
what a wonderful difference it will
make in your appearance.

dainty,
no idea
This

The

reliable,

scientific

Dept

made by

preparation,

536 Lake Shore
use for fourteen
years. It is recommended by reputable physicians
and careful beauty specialists.
At all good drug and department stores, or
sent prepaid in plain wrapper for one dollar.
Sample in plain wraper: ten cents.
Booklet
Sheffield

Drive,

Co.,

Chicago,

has

been

79,
in

FREE.

DEL-A-TONE
Removes Superfluous Hair

YOUR INCOME
YOUR SPARE TIME

IN

Time

ceed.

—

Just spread a soft paste of Del-a-tone
over the offending" growth. In a few minutes rinse off in warm water and marvel
at the result
leaves

INCREASE

(Continued from page 114)

Be

Del-a-tone

Productions

No Mother

to

Guide Her

A :nd

so the screen goes back again to the
ancient stage play for expression and
the results in this case are just fair. While
the ingredients are the same, the picture
has been polished up a bit to give it a modIn respect to its atmosphere
ern setting.
and backgrounds, it is far superior to the
It pretends to establish a
stage version.
moral, but its conveniences are too firmly
planted, too palpably there for a purpose to
make it convincing.

—

The story revolves around the pleasureseeking daughter of wealthy parents who
contracts a marriage with a young scalawag. And so the title has its meaning in
the subsequent experiences entertained by
There

is no lively action introthe early reels are unwound.
Then we are treated to some scenes a la
jazz which for purposes of contrast are
balanced with several establishing figures
in more humble circles of life.
The story
builds up its fake marriage and the happy
ending arrives when the ceremony turns
out to be genuine. There is a note of selfsacrifice in it when the girl's chum assumes
will catalog it as trite
her burdens.
The cast is adequate
and out of date.

the girl.

duced

is valuable if used
advantage, and the suc-

to

man

spare time

and

"Right Off the

Chest"

Foreword by Irvin S. Colb
Published by George H. Doran Co.,
IS THE

Sanest, Merriest

Book of

New York

We

without showing any emotional talent.

the Generation

"Nellie Revell is entitled to the affectionate interest
oj the entire world," says

Broadway

CALVIN COOLIDGE,
President of the

or Bust

Vn ited States

law of averages comes flirting with
•Hoot Gibson in his newest essay. Having enjoyed a run of humorous burlesques,
the present opus must be defined as "not
so good." It offers a time-worn idea that
of the cowboy becoming suddenly wealthy
and pursuing his haughty sweetheart to
New York tho his real object is to have
a good time.
But in striving to give the
spectators some breezy comedy, the director missed in not making more out of the
incident featuring the horses parked in a
hotel bedroom.
Imagine the opportunity
for novel hokum with the steeds riding in
the elevator and prancing thru the halls
TT-Hfi

Cloth $2.50

De Luxe

Editions, autographed,

and 3100

$10

AT ALL BOOKSELLERS
or from

J. P.

M uller, General Secretary,

Nellie Revell

New York

ELECTRIC CURLER FREE'
It'sThe Latest-New Electric Curler

"***''

postal card.

Distribute only 12 jars of Famous Princess Complexion Clay among your
friends at 25c and this valuable electric
curler is yours— Free. Other premiXi
"
ums if desired. Send no money justa
R. E. FREELAND & CO.. Dept. 103, Hornell, N. Y.

MAKE CHOCOLATES AT HOME
are chocolate coated.

The finest candies

You can

make them now. Complete

chocolate Dipping
Directions so easy to follow that you can succeed
at first trial. Sent postpaid for $1.00. Send today.

VEKNER MORRIS, Box 94,
$$ FOR IDEAS.

Pomona,

California.

PHOTOPLAY SftSSSfS
marketed.

vised, criticised, copyrighted,

Advice

free.

Universal Scenario Corporation, 216 Security Bldg.,
5507 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, California.
(Publishers Popular Scenario Writer.)
Send for free sample copy.

SEND US YOUR

FIL

Mail OS 20o with any silo film for development and
six prints, or send «3 six negatives, any size, and
20c for aix prints. Trial 6x7 enlargement in handsome folder, 25c. Overnight Service.

_ "JWOKE PHOTO FINISHING CO.
,„
206 Bell Ave.
Roanoke. Vai

$1800 for a Story!W
a writer
RECENTLY
story. Many

was paid $1800

for a single short
of our students are earning' thousands of
dollars annually with their peDS. Others are continu-

ally selling their

work. With our

UNLIMITED PERSONAL

criticism and manuscript sales service you, too. can
learn to write stories that will sell ! Course endorsed by
many eminent writers, including the late Jack London.
Over 26,000 publications buying stories today.

Jt^Xt^T^e".

WRITE FOR FREE BOOK
Hoosier Institute g*g fjgfj Ft. Wayne, Ind.
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-

—

Book Committee

220 West 42nd Street

rV

\

—

One must
ever.

not take

Such a scene

it

howpompous magnate

too seriously,

as a

handing big bunches of banknotes to the
cowboy in buying his farm because of its
radium deposits precludes any desire to
take it in any other way except humorously.

when

The two outstanding
the hotel

here is a proposition that
should give you an income of at least $100.00
a

month.

WANTED

REPRESENTATIVES

AT ONCE!

points

Experience or special
training
collect
terest

unnecessary to
renewals and inis

new

subscribers for

Motion Picture, Classic
and Beauty. This light,
pleasant work can be done
in your spare time, or if
you wish

to

devote your

entire time, your average

income should be $400.00
a month.

No

investment necessary

—sample

receipts
will
be furnished free. If you
are interested, write in today or just fill in your
copies,

and order blanks,

etc.,

name

and address on the
coupon below and mail
at once.
CUT HERE

are

manager allows the cow-

—

hands to bring in their ponies and when
the hero "upstages" his sweetheart.
He
has met her thru her friend, a Long Island
society woman— who had sought out the
cowpunchers because of the publicity given
them. Hoot and his friend are all "dolled
up" in the jazz model clothes of the "walkup-stairs-and-save-ten" variety and they
play the boobs to perfection. As an indication that the director missed also with
his atmosphere, we will tell you that he
introduces the mountains of Long Island.
You can do better, Hoot, than this. We
can only give you an average mark this

—

time.

advantage
to do so,

until

—

Joyous Book

to

you wish

if

—

NELLIE REVELL'S

woman

cessful
or
uses every spare moment
to learn or to earn. Now,
if you are not using your

BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS,

TSC.

Desk C-9
175 Duffield

Please

money

tell

St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

me how

I

Name
Street

City

can make

as your representative.

No
State

»
J

.

(THMOTION
Ineil

"Slender at last I

{Continued from page 118)

—All

right,

when

a

PICTURI

magazine

t

The Answer Man
Anita U.

I

man

is

walking on the street with two women, he
shoulc' always walk next to the curb, and
never oetween the women.
Patsy Ruth
Miller is with Fox.
Lucille Ricksen is
with Fox.
Mickey Me. Address Pola Negri at
Famous Players, 1520 Vine Street, Los
Angeles, California.
Herbert Rawlinson
is with Universal.
Elaine A. Some women say they want
a vote, when what they really want is a
voter.
Eugene and John Gilbert are no
Lucille
Chaplin and
relation.
Sidney
Ricksen are not married to each other.
Why, the average weight appears to be

—

Eyes as bright as the
Flashing Spray
owe
to
EVEN when you swim, youDarken

—

it

youi

yourself to be beautiful.

Winx

lashes with
liness

and

will increase the love-

it

Winx

your eyes.

of

is

blackness will

glossy

its

—

waterproof
remain un-

120 pounds.

marred by the waves.

Apply Winx with
stopper

the

to

make

you

the

It

will

longer

and
and

bottle.

appear

lashes

Dries

heavier.
lasts for

of

instantly,

invisibly,

Winx may be had

in

Send

dime today for a sample or
For another dime you will

a

WINX.

ROSS
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West 17th

PERT,

the water-

D—

COMPANY

New York

Street

WI NX
Waterproof

—

I cheerfully forwarded your
Wallace MacDonald.
Miss J. De W. Queen Victoria Mary,
daughter of the late Duke of Teck and
wife of George V, is the present Queen
Robert Agnew in Love's
of England.
Whirlpool, and he is five feet eight and
he
Address him at Universal
a half.
is playing opposite Clara Bow in Wine.
So you really cried when your favorite

Ned

S.

letter to

-with, DESIN/EVI
A SAFE, SIMPLE, PAINLESS*
GUARANTEED HOME TREATMENT
'Write fbrlBooktel oflnTormaUon-lt'sFmi

DSC-L-ALLEN-BINGHAMPTON Sift
BOX 74 "* MEMPHIS. TENN U'S-A•

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
and

BROWS

INSTANTLY, making them

appear naturally dark, long:
and luxurious. Adds wonderful
charm, beauty and expression
to any face. Perfectly harmless.
Used by millions of lovely women. BLACK or BROWN. 75c at
yourdealer' sotfnirect postpaid*
WAYBELLINE CO., Chicago, HI.

Movie Acting!
Would
fascinating profession that pays big.
you like to know if you are adapted to this work?
Send 10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or
Kev to Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether
or not you are suited to take up Movie Acting.
work.
Send
A novel, instructive and valuable
dime or stamps today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie Acting included FREE!

A

—

;

player

drama

EYELASHES

How Wonderful

—

Loopie. You are a little late for the
Yes, talk is cheap,
July issue, you see.
but food is as high as ever. Elaine HamThe Foolish
starring
in
merstein
is
Virgin, with Robert Frazer opposite her.
Mary Beth Melford is with
W. N.
Betty Francisco is not conUniversal.
nected now. Bill Hart was with Famous
Alaska was transferred
Players last.
from Russia to the United States in Sitka,
in the year 1867.

black or brown.

75c.

receive a sample of
proof rouge.

the idol of the idle,

a P before it. Write
to our Circulation Department for February, 1923, issue of the magazine. Hope to
hear from you again.

but not

Absolutely harmless.

days.

—

Luck is
when you put

Lucille.

the glass rod attached

was shot
for you.

in

the

That's

picture.

Belle of Utah.—Why, of course.
Fright causes a person to grow pale because it enlarges the heart and draws the
blood from other parts of the body. Milton Sills is with First National, and John
Bowers with Vitagraph. "Dont get highhat," as the flapper says.

Mrs. Goodwin.

—

Write me again.

It is pretty

hard to get

you happen to be the
type they are looking for, and then you
must be at the studio. He was born in
Constance Talmadge in Lessons in
1892.
into pictures unless

Love.

—

Tubby. Address Lila Lee
Studios, Culver City, California.

at

Ince

itRels

PROMINENT women in

ft

society, business and
the theatrical profession give unqualified praise
to Dr. R. Lincoln Graham's
prescription,
neutroids
for flesh reduction. "Slen-

I

/f,

der at'ast! Oh.'howwon*Tl#-j
A
derful

it feels," write hundreds of grateful women.
Dr. Graham has more than
-£» /
3,000 such letters on file at
.
'&**'' /**?' *"s famous sanitarium on
•J/) I
'*'<»'' Eighty-ninth Street, New
York. Without the annoyance of diet, baths or exercise, it is now possible to
regain and retain the slenderness, and consequently
the vitality of youth mucli longer than most women
had expected.

£$f
LvjLt

^"7

i>

fat****?/

i^O

Dr. Graham's Prescription

is Harmless
Neutroids, the prescription devel-

oped by Dr. R. Lincoln Graham,
famous New York stomach specialist,
JJ»<\$j V
a f ter a lifetime of research, merely reH Jft 1
WHSr duces the yeast cells in your stomach.
This causes your food to turn into
- firm tissue instead of fat. Neutroids
have
the opposite effect of yeast
i ust
nr a i Graham
~
cakes and preparations taken bv people who wish to gain flesh. They relieve you of that
bloated feeling, nausea, headache, blood pressure and
all the ills of obesity
at the same time reducing
you to your desired weight. Neutroids are guaranteed
harmless, containing no thyroid or other dangerous

Y

—

drug.

Personal Consultation Without Charge
Dr. Graham would be pleased to have you consult
him personally at his sanitarium, or if you can not
conveniently call, you may feel quite free to write him
for professional advice regarding your case.
This
offer is open to all who order Dr. Graham's prescription Neutroids, using the coupon below.

GUARANTEE ELIMINATES RISK
Graham guarantees Neutroids to give satisfactory
and that his prescription may be taken with
/S/vtfa-rrSi),
-£>s=<^Ssafety by any one.
Every
woman or man who wishes
to regain or retain the you thful slender appearance and IpJEUTrtoibsL
vigor of youth will use this
—
iril~ T
coupon without delay.
Dr.

results,

'

—

-^

Dr.R. Lincoln Graham, 123 East 89th Street. Dept. 622-J,
The Graham Sanitarium, Inc., New York City: Send
2 weeks' treatment of Neutroids which entitles me to
free professional mail consulting service and free booklet
on Obesity. I will pay postman S2 (plus 15c postage) on

c/o

FILM INFORMATION BUREAU. Sta.W.. Jackson, Mich.

me

—

arrival of the Neutroids in plain package.
I understand
money will be refunded if I do not get a satisfactory
reduction from this 2 weeks' treatment.

my

,

Name

Pimples, Blackheads,
Acne Eruptions on the face or body. Barbers Itch,
Eczema, Enlarged Pores and Oily or Shiny Skin.
Your Skin Can Be Quickly Cleared of

TORE
•»«»»»
•

Address

my FREE BOOKLET,
I
r
Skin,"— telling "how
"a'Cle^-Tone
Cleab-Tone Skin,"
"A

Write today for

—
cured myself after being

years.
afflicted 16
15 yean.

ES.GIVENS.222

Chemical Bid g„

Kansas City, Mo.

Peel Off Freckles

WRITE FOR THE MOVIES
A

I

Try

with Mercolized

TURN YOUR TALENT INTO MONEY
Stories Wanted by Product -sy.
valuable money making field

Mail us stories or ideas, in any FORM, at once for FREE
and advice. We give our honest services
nateurs who would convert their thoughts into DOLLARS.
experience necessary.
We copyright stories to protect j

it!

I

lination, criticism

No

authors.

Free booklet sent on request.

Continental Photoplay Studio
154 Nassau

St.,

New York

Suite 1112-14, Dept. H.

~~I3

Wax

athe sensible way. Better than trying to hide or cover
up sach disfigurements. Simply apply the wax at bedtime and wash off in the morning. This actually peels
off the freckled cuticle, gently, gradually, without harm
or inconvenience. Unveils the young, healthy, beautiful
skin underneath. Unequaled as a blemish remover and
complexion rejuvenator. Successfully nsed by hundreds
of thousands the world over. Mercolized Wax, 95c a box
at drag stores and toilet counters everywhere.
Write for free copy "Beauty Secrets Revealed."
DEARBORN SUPPLY CO., 2358 Clyhouro Ave., Chicago
It

Jack Bohn, as you will see him in
Monsieur Beaucaire
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Giving you the best

H

E POURS

dreams, energies, perfection into
his product
determined to give you the

—

best.

A

food perhaps.

finest

grain

grown."

is

"My

"Somewhere

thinks,

the

milled" or "the finest fruit

he has found

it

is

He

product must have the best."

isn't satisfied until

He

He

— for you.

you proudly through his advertisements, "You can buy all the dreams, energies
and perfection I have poured into this product
—for 25c."
tells

He doesn't say, "I like it."
He holds out a promise and

He

forgets

self.

a fulfilment.

He

says, "You'll like it."

Read

the advertisements that

come your way.

—

Not only to know what is printed there but
the striving
what is not printed there
.

.

.

toward perfection.

OB

When you buy

advertised goods, you buy

definite satisfaction

I
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Colorless
(Contains no staining

artificial colors')

Remedies Excessive Perspiration
Destroys Odors Harmlessly

slighted!
Penalty of Bromidrosis
(Fetid Perspiration)
she sits at the side of the man she adores,
the picture of charm and beauty. And yet,
deep in her heart she suffers because he gives his
If she only knew that he
attention to another.
would care for her were it not for the offense of
perspiration.

As

she

is

How

easily we detect this annoyance on others
how seldom we consider our own shortcomings.
With AB-SCENT you can be sure of

and

yourself, for it not only remedies excessive
spiration, but destroys odors harmlessly.

per-

worry of perspiration with its attending odors and clothing stains
the new colorless and odorin using AB-SCENT

You can

—

(containing

no staining

artificial

colors).

No
ful

Men,

longer need you be annoyed, for this delightformulated by a physician, is ab-

creation,

as well

as

for they

But AB-SCENT will corwhich you yourself may be

caused by perspiration.
rect

the condition of

unconscious.

Too

often do

we

fail

and when they are of

to

detect our

so personal

own

faults,

a nature that

even our friends hesitate to tell us, it is paramount
we take every precaution to eliminate them.
You can be at ease, now that AB-SCENT is at
your command. Try it once and cleanliness will
take on a new meaning.
that

JEAN JORDEAU,

bottle

of

^V

Inc.

Dept. 7B, 562 Fifth Ave.,
Enclosed find one dime.

or by mail in plain wrapper, 50c

it,

an unclean armpit or perspired feet; neither can perfumes and powders hide the offensive odors

!

All good stores

women, are using

realize that bathing alone cannot prevent

free yourself of the

deodorant

less

solutely harmless, does all that you desire and
does not itch, burn or irritate. It is recommended
for personal use and will not rot your garments.

AB-SCENT

and

New York

'<£

Please send liberal trial
samples of your Massage

Cream and Face Powder.
(Please Print Your Name")

Name

Prepared by the

Makers

of

ZIP

Address
City and State

Dealer
Dealer's Address

CREATIONS

J®^®!^^
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Will Your Hair
Stand Close
Inspection?
Is it soft

and

silky, bright

fresh-looking — full of

and

life

Y7"OUR
*

hair,

makes or

the
tle,

else.

are.

and well kept, and it
add more than anything else to your
attractiveness and charm.
beautifully clean

A Simple, Easy Method

will

Beautiful hair

is

If

see

beautiful you
can make your hair look, just follow
this simple method.

Wear your hair becomingly; always have
it

often

how really

your whole appear-

world what you

brit-

you use it.
you want to

ance.
It tells the

hair

no matter

how

lustre

more than anything
spoils

and

THIRST, wet the

* warm

not a matter of luck.

water.

and scalp in
Then apply a

hair

clear
little

You, too, can have beautiful hair.
Beautiful hair depends almost entirely
upon the way you shampoo it. Proper
shampooing is what brings out all the
real life and lustre, all the natural wave

Mulsified cocoanut oil shampoo, rubbing it
thoroughly all over the scalp, and
throughout the entire length, down to the
ends of the hair.
Two or three teaspoonfuls will make an

and

This
of rich, creamy lather.
be rubbed in thoroughly and
briskly with the finger tips, so as to
loosen the dandruff and small particles of
dust and dirt that stick to the scalp.
After rubbing in the rich, creamy

1

and

color

and makes

it

soft,

fresh

luxuriant.

When

is dry, dull and heavy,
and gummy, and the strands
together, and it feels harsh and dis-

your hair

agreeable to the touch, it is because your
hair has not been shampooed properly.
When your hair has been shampooed
properly, and is thoroughly clean, it will

be glossy, smooth
fresh-looking, soft
While your hair

abundance

should

lifeless, stiff

cling

in

and bright, delightfully
and silky.
must have frequent and

regular washing to keep it beautiful, it
cannot stand the harsh effect of ordinary
soaps.
The free alkali in ordinary soaps
soon dries the scalp, makes the hair brittle
and ruins it.
That is why discriminating women,
everywhere, now use Mulsified cocoanut
oil shampoo.
This clear, pure and entirely greaseless product brings out all the
real beauty of the hair and cannot possibly
injure.
It does not dry the scalp or make

Mulsified lather, rinse the hair and scalp
thoroughly always using clear, fresh,
warm water. Then use another application of Mulsified, again working up a
lather and rubbing it in briskly as before.
You will notice the difference in your
hair even before it is dry, for it will be soft
and silky in the water.

—

towel, shaking it and fluffing it until
dry. Then give it a good brushing.

After a Mulsified

S

HIS

very important.
After the
scalp
final washing, the hair and
should be rinsed in at least two changes of
good warm water. When you have rinsed
the hair thoroughly, wring it as dry as
you can, and finish by rubbing it with a
'

I

-

will find

your hair will dry quickly and evenly and
have the appearance of being much thicker
and heavier than it really is.
If you want to always be remembered
for your beautiful, well-kept hair, make it
a rule to set a certain day each week for a
Mulsified cocoanut oil shampoo.
This
regular weekly shampooing will keep the
scalp soft and the hair fine and silky, bright,
fresh looking and fluffy, wavy and easy to
manage and it will be noticed and admired by everyone.
a-SS^
You can get
Mulsified cocoanut
oil shampoo at any
drug store or toilet

—

goods counter,
anywhere in the
world.

Rinse the Hair Thoroughly

shampoo you

it is

A

4-ounce

bottle should
for months.

last

MULSIFIEDJ

is

COCOANUT OH

Splendid for children
Fine for men.

—

SHAMPOO

Mulsified
Cocoanut

Oil

Shampoo

I
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.New 123 Method for

DOUBLE CHIN
EAUTY

Oil

SAGGING B
—
FACIAL
MUSCLES

cannot

be

attained by a free use
of cosmetics alone.
Complexion is not everything the contour of the
face must also be correct.

Double

sagging

chin,

muscles,
drooping
otherwise would be a pretty
facial

mouth

mar what

lines

face.
It is no longer necessary to labor under the handicap of
such facial faults. Use the Cora M. Davis 1-2-3 method,
consisting of an effective reducing facial cream, patented
chin and face strap, and astringent.

Worn While You
How

simple— how convenient

apply the cream before going

— how

These Stores Sell The
Davis Chin Straps:

Sleep

ANGOLA. IND.

effective.

Then put on

to bed.

The Kratz Drug Store

Merely

ASBURY PARK.

the

ATLANTIC CITY,
De'Hart.
stone Hotel

Shepard Stores
Grace H. O'Hearn.

mont

Abraham & Strauss
Drug Stores

William Hengerer
Creamer, 1221
Carson.

Mandel

&

Scott

Boston
Rothschild

The May Dept.

Stores

COLUMBUS. OHIO
W. Lane,

90 North

ILL.

Woodbury Drug

Co.

DENVER, COLO.
Lewis & Son
DES MOINES, IOWA
Liggett's.

321 Sixth Ave.

DETROIT. MICH.
J. L.

Goods Co.

L.

S.

Donaldson Company
N.

Strawbridge. Clothier
Lit Bros.
Geo. G. Evans' Drug Stores
Rita A. Kraus, 1615 WalSt.

Pauline

Campbell,

and Sansom

13th

St.

PITTSBURGH, PA.
McCreery Co.
Kaufman Bair
Joseph Home Co.
May Drug Co.
POUGH KEEPSIE, N.

James McCreery

LA.
Y.

&

R.

I.

The Sheppard Company
Hughes Hair Shop. North
3rd St.

SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
C.

Benden

The Emporium

SOUTH NORWALK. CONN.
Liggett's,

70

East

TERRE HAUTE,

Wash-

IND.

Kintz Hat Shop
UTICA, N. Y.

England & McCaffry
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Liggett's.
1006 F Street.

N.W.

Co.

Mrs. B. Gaddis. 67 Bandolph Place. N.W.

Co.

Stern Bros.
Gimbel Brothers
Hearn, 14th St.
Ave.

Y.

Moody. Main St

E.

PROVIDENCE,

ington St.

&

NEW ORLEANS,
Maison Blanche
NEW YORK, N.
&

St.

N. J.
165 Market St.
Drug Store

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

J.

L. Bamberger
Petty's, 771 Broad St.
L. S. Plaut
Co.

Saks

Main

L. A. Isklgan, S.

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.

NEWARK.

St.

NORWALK, CONN.

Dr. C.

HARTFORD. CONN.
G. Fox & Co.

City

Fulton

Inc.,

C a.

RICHMOND. VA.

Hudson

GRAND RAPIDS. MICH.
Friedman Spring Dry

Fifth Ave.

t

Drug Stores
Harlow & Luther, 46th and
Broadway, and others

McGinnia Vanity Shop

St.

DANVILLE.

«

nut
0.

Kathryn Ann, Euclid Bldg.

High

\14

74th St. and
h,r
»* «"

Liggett's.
Pellett's

Elms Ave.

St.

ILL.

Pirie
Bros.
Store

CLEVELAND,
Charles

'

PATERSON,

N. Y.

CANTON. OHIO

M. DAVIS

New York

Son

Liggett's

CHICAGO,

*<;

(@

Columbus
A,T*c. an 3

Liggett's

N. Y.

Namm &

BUFFALO.

Special combination price for all three articles, only $4.00.
Anyone desiring either of these three articles alone can
obtain them at the stipulated prices.

S07

I.

s

Barnett Bros.,

Tre-

St.

BROOKLYN,
A.

K. H. Mjcy
Bloomlngdale

<•»* «*•"•
4
Drug Merchants of Amer-

BOSTON. MASS.

up the skin and makes permanent the work done by the
cream and strap. Continue this for a few nights and see
the wonderful improvement in your facial
contour.

Dept.

N. J.
care Black-

M.

has so softened the skin muscles
capable
of starting its work of rethat the strap is easily
ducing the double chin, raising the mouth lines and returning to their proper places the sagging face muscles.
Then in the morning apply the astringent which tightens

CORA
XIO

J.

Steinback Co.

The cream

chin strap.

N.

WILLIAMSPORT, PA.
near 5th

The

Charlotte

Pine

Shop.

243

St.

For sale at Owl Drug Stores from
Chicago to the Pacific Coast

Use this
Coupon
While prepared primarily

for

reducing double

and fleshy facial
parts,
many have
spoken highly of Cora M.
Davis reducing cream
chin

This
mild

tains

astringent
lotion but

correct

the

essentials

a
con-

is

to

produce

firmness

without

harshness,

tightening

the skin smoothly
wherever applied.
Price $1.85

for

effective
reduction
on any part of the body.
Price $1.00

If

your dealer
cannot
supply you

CORA

M. DAVIS,

Dept. X60, 507 Fifth Ave., New York City.
Send me the articles checked. I will pay the postman price
plus few cents postage on delivery.
I am to get my money

back

if

not satisfied.

Davis Chin Strap
Davis Chin Reducing Cream
Davis Special Astringent

Combination
above

Name

.

Street
City
State

."

Special

Offer

$2.00
1.00
1.25

of

all

$4.25
three
$4.00

—Advertising
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New-Unusual
Wktirely Different
A

sane, sensible book of etiquette
at last! By the same author whose
famous "Book of Etiquette" has sold
more than a half- million copies.

Do You
Know***
how

to give a trousseau
tea?
how to order in a restaurant?
how to plan a formal

wedding?
how to adapt yourself to
every environment?
how to be socially pop-

"The New Book of Etiquette"
does not recognize any of the old
standards, the outworn tradiConditions of life have
tions.
changed, and this 1925 book of
etiquette is written for 192S conditions.
The old maid, for instance.
Does she still exist?
What has happened to her?
Where is she now? What is she
doing? How does the new etiquette recognize her?

Need a Tired Man Be Polite?
"The

New Book

own.

It introduces a fine sim-

plicity that

to be at ease in a

ballroom?

how

to overcome tim-

idity?

how to call on a young
woman?
how to propose marriage?

how

to cultivate an in-

teresting speaking
voice ?

how

to dress for social
occasions?
how to entertain in the
latest approved fashion?

cannot

fail

to appeal

to the intelligent person

who has

the stiff, formal, artificial
manners that ordinary books portray.
The n-ew etiquette, for instance, generously forgives the tired elderly man
who remains seated in the crowded
subway while raucous-voiced girls
swing from the straps in front of him.
tired

of

is an entirely
new kind of
book, based not upon
customs and traditions, but
upon common sense. Here is an

etiquette

old

author

who dares to be different, who
dares to step out of the beaten track and
write an etiquette book intended
not
for the so-called "Four-Hundred," not
for the man with a butler and a valet,
the woman with a twenty-room house
and a staff of servants but for the average man and woman who like occasionally to attend a social function and feel
entirely poised and at ease.
For such people, "The New Book of
Etiquette" is valuable and important.
It is new not only in the sense of being
the latest, the most complete and the
most up-to-date book of its kind but
it is based upon an entirely new philosophy of manners, created to fill a new
need in American life.
It is unquestionably the soundest, roost sensible and
most helpful book on etiquette ever
written.
So daring in its tearing down
of old, outworn traditions that you will
be amazed and delighted.

—

—

—

Included in
Book of
"The New
Etiquette" are letters received by
the author from all over the
teachers,
school
world

—

bank presidents, stenogsenators,
laborers,

raphers,

day

—and Slang

ular?

how

of Etiquette"

refuses to accept the stilted formalities of another age than our

HERE

wives of
college

it has been condemned by
every writer on etiquette,
slang is accepted by "The New Book
of Etiquette" which says, "Slang is a
characteristic phase of the American
language.
It can be colorful and expressive without being coarse, and
since it adds a typical verve and piquance to our talk, there is no reason
why it should be condemned."

Though

almost

Your Copy
A

Is

Ready!

pleasure and surprise awaits you!

"The new Book of Etiquette"

will jus-

your greatest expectations. Just
the book of etiquette you have always
wanted! Send off the coupon TO-

tify

—

DAY.

When you

professors. A diplomat from India wrote
to ask an important question, and the
same mail brought a letter from an
American living in Panama. The hundreds of questions and actual letters,
and the author's answers, are alone
worth many times the price of the book.
They give you information contained in

no other book, information you could
not obtain in any other way.

"The New Book of Etiquette"
SPECIAL
This

is

INTRODUCTORY

OFFER

the kind of etiquette book that

really useful and important, crowded
with subjects of daily personal interest,
based not upon old rules and regulations
but upon new conditions of life. It has
been in preparation ever since the original "Book of Etiquette" appeared, and
its extraordinary contents have been inspired by the contact the author has
had with thousands of readers who confided in her their special little problems.
You must have a copy. Everyone will
soon be discussing it. Let us send you
"The New Book of Etiquette" in the
is-

—

pay
beautiful, illustrated, first edition
the postman only 31.98 (plus few cents
delivery charges)
and if you aren't delighted with it, return it to us and the examination will have cost you nothing.
This coupon will bring it to you. Read

—

—

and send it off NOW. Nelson Doubledav, Inc., Dept. 7810, Garden City, New

it

York.

NELSON DOUBLED AY,
Garden

City,

New York

Inc., Dept.'7810

I

want

to see this attractive, illustrated, first edition of "The New Book J
of Etiquette," by Lillian Eichler.
You mav send it to me. complete in the •
two volumes, and I w-11 give the postman only $1.98 plus few cents delivery I
charges for this set (which would ordinarily sell for $3.50). It is clearly I
understojd that I am entitled to keep "The New Book of Etiquette" for 5 I
days read and examine it and judge it for myself, returning it within that time if 1 like
and having my money refunded. Mv judgment in this matter is to be final.
I

Name

I

Address
City

.

Check thin square
at $2.98 with

if

State
you want these books with the beautiful full-leather binding

same return

privilege.

(Orders from outside the V. S. are payable tZ.H cash with order.)
(Leather binding outside U. S. $3.H, cash wilhorder.)
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THE FAMOUS FORTY

(Paramount (Pictures
and Winter are your guarantee of a

for Fall

GREATER MOVIE SEASON!
Paramount's schedule of new pictures for fall and winter out-ranks,
picture for picture, any other program ever released anywhere. It

combines the greatest picture-making talent and materials of the age!
If ever you wanted a Memorandum for the Season that if it's a
Paramount Picture it's the best show in town, the program below is it!

Tell your Theatre Manager you want to see them

He

wants to show what you want to see!

"The Ten Commandments'*
Produced by CECIL B. DE MIIXE.
To be played at legitimate theatres

during season 1924-25.

Starring

DWAN Production.

LAN

AL-

By Arthur

Adapted by Frank Tuttle.

ZANE GREY'S
" Wanderer of{the Wasteland "
IRVIN WILLAT Production. Jack
.

Holt, Kathlyn Williams,

Noah

"Changing Husbands"

From
With LEATRICE JOY.
"Roles" by Elizabeth Alexander.
Directed by Frank Urson and Paul
Iribe. Supervised by CECIL B. DE
MILLE. Adapted by Sada Cowan
and Howard Higgin.

"Monsieur Beaucaire"

RUDOLPH VALENTINO.
SIDKEY OLCOTT Production. With
Starring

Bebe Daniels, Lois Wilson, Doris Kenyon, Lowell Sherman. From Booth
Tarkington's novel and the play by
Booth Tarkington and E. G. Sutherland. Screen play by Forrest Halsey.

"Worldly Goods"
Starring AGNES AYRES. By Sophie
Kerr. Directed by Paul Bern.

"The Enemy Sex"
JAMES CRUZE Production.

Dust"
POLA NEGRI. DIMITRI

"Lily of the

Production.

From

a story by Sudermann and play by Edward Sheldon. Adapted by Paul Bern.

"The Side-Show of Life"
HERBERT BRENON Production.
Ernest Torrence, Anna Q. Nilsson.
From Wm. J. Locke's novel, "The

Mountebank" and the play by Ernest
Denny. Adapted by Willis Goldbeck
and Julie Heme.

"The Covered Wagon"
JAMES CRUZE Production. By

Emerson Hough. Adapted by Jack
Cunningham.

Heaven"
CROSLAND Production.

"Sinners in

With Bebe Daniels, Richard Dix. By
Clive Arden. Screen play by James
Creelman.

REX BEACH'S

"A Sainted Devil"

Marie Dix and Bertram Milhauser.

JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD'S
"The Alaskan"
MEIGHAN.
Starring THOMAS

Man Who

Fights

Alone"

WILLIAM FARNUM.
WALLACE WORSLEY Production.
Starring

With Lois Wilson. By Wm. Blacke
and J. S. Hamilton. Screen play by
Jack Cunningham.

CECIL

Screen play by

Production.
Willis Goldbeck.

"Open All Night"
Viola Dana, Adolphe Menjou, Raymond Griffith, Jetta Goudal. By
Willis Goldbeck.

From Paul Mor-

"The Golden Bed"
B. DE MILLE Production.

Rod LaRocque, Vera Reynolds,
Macpherson.

"Manhattan"
RICHARD DIX, R. H.
BURNSIDE Production. From "The

Starring

by

Definite Object,"

Jeffrey Farnoi.

"Argentine Love"

ALLAN DWAN

Production. Bebe
Daniels, Ricardo Cortez. By Vicente
Blasco Ibanez.

"A Drama of the Night"

and's stories. Directed by Paul Bern.

JAMES CRUZE

"Her Love Story"
Starring GLORIA SWANSON. ALLAN DWAN Production. From "Her

eway and Walter Woods.

Majesty, The Queen" by Mary
Roberts Rinehart. Adapted by Frank

Tuttle.

"Empty Hands"
VICTOR FLEMING Production
with Jack Holt. Supported by Norma
Shearer. By Arthur Stringer. Scenario
by Carey Wilson.

Starring

WOOD

"The Female"
BETTY COMPSON. SAM
Production.

From

"

Production. By Leroy Scott. Adapted by Anthony Cold-

" The Garden of Luxury "
A JAMES CRUZE Production. Star,
ring BETTY COMPSON.

"Where Honor Ends"
RICHARD DIX. Directed

Starring

by Paul Sloane. Supervised by ForFrom" The JungleLaw,"

rest Halsey.

by

I.

Assisted
J.

M.

"The Story Without a Name"
IRVIN WILLAT Production. Agnes
Ayres, Antonio Moreno. By Arthur
Adapted by Victor

ZANE GREY'S
"The Border Legion"
With Antonio Moreno.
William K. Howard.

POLA NEGRI with Rod LaRocque. LUBITSCH Production.
Starring

From "The Czarina" by Melchior

THOMAS

"Miss Bluebeard"
Starring BEBE DANIELS. From
the play "Little Miss Bluebeard." by
Avery Hopwood and Gabriel Dregely.
Directed by Frank Tuttle.

'Olympe'
Starring

"Merton of the Movies"-

GLENN HUNTER. JAMES
Production.

By

"North of 36"
IRVIN WILLAT Production. Jack
Holt, Ernest Torrence, Noah Beery,
Tully Marshall. By Emerson Hough.

Lengyel and Lagos Biro.

CRUZE

Directed by

Starring
MEIGHAN.
Peter Clark Macfarlane.

Irvin.

"Forbidden Paradise"

Starring

by Roy Pomeroy. From Sir
famous story. Screen

Barrie's

play by Willis Goldbeck.

"Tongues of Flame"

"Dangerous Money"

Starring BEBE DANIELS. Adapted
from "Clark's Field," by Robert
Herrick. Screen play by Julie Heme.

Stringer.

A. R. Wylie.

"Peter Pan"
HERBERT BRENON Production.

"The Fast Set"
WILLIAM de MILLE Production.

Betty Compson, Adolphe Menjou,
Zasu Pitts, Elliott Dexter. Screen play
by Clara Beranger from Frederick
Lonsdale's play, "Spring Cleaning."

Vic-

Screen play by Jeanie
From Wallace Irwin's

tor Varconi.

novel.

HERBERT BRENON

With

POLA NEGRI. DIMITRI

BUCHOWETZKI

Viola

Dana. From the novel by Harry Leon
Wilson and the play by Kaufman and
Connelly. Adapted by Walter Woods.

RUDOLPH VALENTINO

with Nita Naldi. JOSEPH HENABERY Production. From "Rope's
End." Screen play by Forrest Halsey.

"The

Vic-

With

Owen Johnson's
Betty Compson.
Adapted by Walter Woods and
Harvey Thew.

Starring

Production.

"Dalla,
The Lion Cub, by Cynthia Stockley.
Adapted by Agnes Christine Johnston.

novel.

ALAN

DE MILLE

Beery.

Dove. Adapted by G. C. Hull
and Victor Irvin. Filmed in color.

BUCHOWETZKI

B.

Rod LaRocque. Vera Reynolds,

Billie

Starring

"Feet of Clay"

CECIL

tor Varconi, Julia Faye, Ricardo
Cortez, Theodore Roberts. By Margaretta Tuttle. Adapted by Beulah

"Manhandled"
GLORIA SWANSON.

Stringer.

ALL!

Production.

'Interlocutory'
Starring

AGNES AYRES.

by Frank Urson and Paul

Directed
Iribe.

By

Forrest Halsey.

"Whispering
Starring

Men"

THOMAS MEIGHAN.

By

Booth Tarkington.

"Wages of Virtue"
By Percival Wren Starring GLORIA
SWANSON. ALLAN DWAN Pro.

"Unguarded Women"
ALAN CROSLAND Production.

Bebe Daniels. Richard Dix, Mary
£" ory
by Lucy S. Terrill.
Screen play by James Creelman.
Astor.

PRODUCED

duction. Adapted by Forrest Halsey.

"Locked Doors"
WILLIAM de MILLE Production,
By

Clara Beranger.
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ABSURD

IN PRAISE OF THE
THEThe

improbable

is the life of pictures.
public thirsts for the absurd, the thing that never happened in real life, the other side of
routine.
Every once in a while lofty articles appear in journals that consider themselves emissaries of
the Uplift, anent the "improbability" of the stories that are fed to the motion picture public by the
producers.
The "movie" is an escape, not a teacher. It is, and should be, fundamentally, a dramatization of
the absurd, a glorification of the jinx of invention.
Besides, any combination of situations or characters that the imagination of the screen-writer can think of, is not "improbable" psychologically.
Should pictures be "true to life"? Yes but what is life?
read every day in the newspapers
of the most "improbable" and "absurd" of happenings. Yet when they are transposed to the screen,

—

we

We

them "trash."
famous scenario-writer once showed us five stories that he culled from one day's reading of
the newspapers, with the remark
"If we saw these stories reproduced on the screen, the critics would say, 'It is such absurd stuff
"
that keeps pictures on such a low level.'
The absurdest and the most improbable series of pictures ever done are the old Mack Sennett
comedies. They riantly burlesque everything we humans ever have done. They are the most delightfully untrue bits of hocus-pocus ever acted.
But the essence of truth is in them— -they show us the
call

A

human

race as we probably look to eyes in the fourth dimension.
"What fools these mortals be!"
might be their slogan.
There is really no such thing as probability and improbability in the realm of fiction and

entertainment.

happen !" you may say after leaving a picture show. You buy a paper on the
behold it has happened something more ridiculously true and improbable than what you
have just seen on the screen.
Eifteen million people go to the movies every day in America. They go there to get something
they could not find during the day, something they cannot find at home life turned topsyturvy,
ideal heroes, ridiculous adventures, delirious love scenes, improbable triangles, hair-breadth escapes,
stupendous luxury sets, improbable endings and miraculous repentances.
Logic
They have that all day long. What they want to see in pictures is what never can happen, never does happen
or at least what never happened to them.
Away with reality Let us have more of the absurd
"It never could

street, and,

—

!

—

!

—

!
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Here

is a lamp of exquisite beauty and perfect
taste to the last detail.
lamp whose Mellow
radiance and Sparkling Oriental Tints will make
your best room just glow with hominess and
cheerful charm.
And here, too, is a smashing
price reduction, a big Spear Bargain, Guaranteed
to the limit by the Spear Money-Back Bond. Be
sure to read every word of this advertisement.

A

Former Price $30
Big Saving *Fine Value*Easy Payments
The Palais Royal is a big, beautiful, impressive shade, 24 inches
made of a lustrous durable grade of Genuine Silk. The

Bargains that will Surprise

—

You Prices that Please
The Smallest Monthly Pay-

—

ments— THE LONGEST
TIME TO PAY — These

panels in the shade alternate
plain and fancy as shown in the
illustration. The plain panels are either a deep rich blue or a
softly glowing rose, whichever you prefer.
The fancy
panels are in a lively Oriental pattern richly colored in
gold, green, blue and rose. The shade is handsomely,
trimmed with fancy gold braid and a 4-inch

are just a few of the many
advantages of dealing with
Spear. Send for
Big
Free Catalog today. Learn

My

about

my MONEY BACK

BOND, the Fairest, Squarest Guarantee; the guarantee that puts all the risk on

Use this
lamp every
day and every
night a whole

genuine chenille fringe. This fringe has an
attractive velvet-like softness which adds
materially to the beauty of the shade.
Shade is lined with fine French sateen. The Stand is an aristocratic Colonial Design, 62^
inches high, with a highly

me, and none on you. See
the Thousands of Illustrations that will aid you in selecting your new Furniture,
Furnishings, Carpets, Rugs,
Stoves, etc. Remember, I
sell everything for the Home
on the Easiest Terms. Before

injdiam-

eter. It is

polished

you buy anything anywhere

Mahogany Finish

and lamp

is artistic-

Each
lamp has handsome silk old
ally turned.

the lamp. I will refund your first payThe
all transportation costs.
will not cost you a penny. Former Price,

trial

Order No.SA2946; Special Sale Price
$17.95. Terms: $1 with order, $2 Monthly.
$30.

The
Gas Lamp Palais Royal

tas-

sels.

This lamp

."i~l\

a Beauty, a Bargain, a

ment and

gold pull
cords

and

is

Delightful, Cheerful acquisition to your home. Then, if your
satisfaction is not complete return

It has a broad wide base,

Consult my Free Book. Write for it
today. A Post Card will bring it.

my

risk.
month at
Satisfy yourself that it

can be furnished for

Comes Ready to
either gas or electricity. Use, nothing to

SILK SHADE

The

Your Choice of Two Colors

Electric

Lamp

buy. Equipment:
Silk covered hose,

Comes equipped with long silk burner, mantle
covered electric cord and plug and chimneys.

Blue or Rose

to fit any floor socket
or fixture, and 2 pullBe sure to state which
CO., Dept. M-302
color shade you desire:
cord Standard sockets. J
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Rose or Blue
Nothing to buy but
Send me at once the Floor Lamp as described above. Enclosed is Si.oo first
bulbs. Be sure to state

SPEAR &

payment. It is understood that if at the end of 30 days' trial I decide to keep
send you $2.00 monthly. Order No. SA2946. Sale price, $17.95. Title
remains with you until paid in full. Send me your Big Free Catalog also.

whether

it, I will

you want
the Gas or
lthe Elec©1924

ftric

Spear & Co.

If

Lamp.
Name

NATHANIEL SPEAR, Pres. a

Dept. M-302
,

Home Furnishers for

the People of America
Every advertisement in

Occupation

R. F. D. Box No. or Street and

. Poat

JP£tt SbllF CltlaPa* "

If

No
State

Office

your shipping point

is

different

from post

office

fill

in line below

. Send shipment to

^anaBaaaaaaBsaaBBxaHaaa^aBaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaBBaBBBBiaaaaBBaaaaBaBMaaaaaBaaaaaaBBaaaBr

'6

If you want the Gas Lamp put an X here
you want the Electric Lamp put an X here

FREE
CATALOG

f
'I

you want the Free Catalog Only, Sond No Money, put X here
and write your name and address plainly on the above lines.

If
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Watch 3 to 10 Inches Vanish

From Hips and Waist
way to reduce! The amazGirdle massages away excess
fat almost before you know it. Worn as a
corset. The instant you put it on, you look
inches thinner and years younger. Gives you
at once Fashion's trim, straight, boyish lines.
Safest, healthiest

ing

Madame X

THE
X

marvelous scientific Madame
Reducing Girdle improves
your appearance immediately
and reduces your waist, hips,
thighs and abdomen "almost while you
wait." The instant you put it on, the
bulky fat on waist and hips seems to
vanish, the waistline lengthens and
your figure becomes erect, graceful,

tinually.
It is
worn over the

And" then, with
youthfully slender!
every step you take, with every breath,
the fat is met by new live rubber which
gently massages it away though you
hardly know you have the girdle on.
Most women lose one to three inches
the very first week and thousands
have lost from seven to ten inches in a
remarkably short time!

them

Worn Over the
Vest

is

the

safest, surest, healthiest

way

to reduce.

encircles the hips
thighs as well as

It

and
the

abdomen and holds

prevent
Observe the
front cut-out which insures perfect comfort
helping

sides,

fatigue.

while you

work

sit,

or

play.
And the special
lacing in the back which

makes it easy
to adjust as you become more
slender. The garters hold the
Madame firmly in place, so
that while you enjoy maxifreedom of motion,
your entire figure is held in
firmly and the body is kept

X

Its principles are

endorsed by reputable physicians everywhere not only for
its reducing action but because of the support it gives
the figure. It is made of the
highest
grade,
dry heatcured, live rubber (the same
kind used by famous athletes
for healthful reducing purposes) and is based on scien-

massage principles that
have caused reductions of 5,
20 pounds and more.
10,
The rubber is live and therefore gives you a real massage
effect.
Only live uncovered
rubber can hold and knead

comes

It

in.

up over the diaphragm and supports
the muscles of back and
well

Physicians Endorse It

X

under-

garment.

—

The Madame

always

mum

erect

and

well-poised.

Leading Actresses

Wear
Step into the

tific

M

13
s24 *

r

i

It

Madame

X

Girdle and you will readily
see why so many prominent
actresses are so enthusiastic

You can wear
becoming clothes at
once! It gives you immediate-

about

it.

stylish,

ly the
Nero

smooth, straight, un-

Hand Turned Hem broken

lines that add
the fat, so that it is gently Prevents Splitting or much to the appearance
Tearing
eased away. Strong enough
and absolutely insures your
to really hold you in and give you the
remaining slender. Thousands of slennecessary support and a new way of
solely
der women wear the Madame
reinforcing eliminates all danger of
for its wonderful comfort.
splitting or tearing. No more protrudSo great is the popularity of the
ing abdomen
no more fat, bulgy hips!
Madame
that one of New York's
The Madame
Reducing Girdle does
largest stores was recently forced to
away with them forever!
throw open a whole new department to
The Madame
handle the crowds.
fits you as smoothly
and snugly as a kid glove,
See the Madame
Reducing Girdle
and is so constructed that it
for yourself. Also be sure and ask to
fits right into the figure and
see the new Madame
Brassiere which
touches and gently massages
does for the upper figure just what the
girdle does for the waist, hips and thighs.
every inch of the surface con-

—

X

—

X

X

i

X

X
X

On

Madame X
Brassiere

Sale at All Leading Stores

Note: To avoid disappointment always insist on the Madthe original reducing girdle, which is made of pure,
dry heat-cured rubber, the strongest and most durable
rubber known, with special hand turned hem which prevents

ame X,
live,

splitting or tearing.
Write for new 24

page booklet

Reduce" which explains in
you look thin while getting

"The New Healthful Way to
how the Madame X makea

detail
thin.

Address

THE MADAME X COMFANY,
Dept. G- 151(X

Where

410 Fourth Avenue,

Corsets

INC.

New York City

Are Sold

QfJadameYReducmg Gudk
Makes \ou Look Thin -*

WESTERN DISTRIBUTORS: l-NEWMAN

&•

SONS

When you

Inc-

\

While Getting Thin

CHICAGO •••CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS: DOMINION CORSET COMPANY
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and Picture Pages

Portraits

—

1924

A painting by Albert Vargas from a photograph by William Eglinton
Portrait Gallery Exclusive studies of Beverly Bayne, Sylvia Breamer, Ronald Column, Ben Lyon, Colleen
Moore, Alberta Vaughn, Alice Calhoun, J. Warren Kerrigan and Shirley Mason
Rudolph Valentino Dances the Tango Scenes from A Sainted Devil
Charles Chaplin In the character he portrays in his new picture
A Study in Pessimism and Optimism A cartoon by John Decker
"Two's Company Three's a Crowd" Flirtatious scenes from new pictures
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Pickford A new portrait of the popular star and his wife, Marilynn Miller
"She Walks in Beauty, Like the Night"- Posed by Jobyna Ralston
"There's Nothing Half So Sweet in Life as Love's Young Dream" Posed by May McAvoy and Pierre
Gendron
Presenting His Majesty, Peter the Great New pictures of a new canine star
Richard Dix

—

Our

—
—

Mary and Mary-—An

—
—
—

—

—

Cover

11-19
22
23
26

30-31

34
40

—

41

—

exclusive portrait of

Mary

42

Pickford and her niece

47

—Amusing scenes from current comedies
stardom
A Page of Promising Newcomers-—Five candidates
indulging
their pet pastime
Their Favorite Indoor Sports—Snapshots
Reeling with Laughter

5

for

of stars

2_ 53

58
62-63

in

Feature Articles

—

Horseshoe Ranch The story of a day spent with
Why We Are Glad to Get Back Home

The Story

of

My Life—An autobiography

What They're

Like Off the Screen

—

Bill

Hart

by Helen Carlisle
by Lillian and Dorothy Gish

of extraordinary interest

—Amazing revelations about some
—

of

your pet stars

The Question of Jack Pickford An appreciation of this talented actor
What I Can Read in the Faces of the Film Stars An analysis of Corinne

Griffith,

Naldi, and Rudolph Valentino

The Women Who Love

Him— Revealing the

real

by Mae Murray
by Harry Carr
by Grace Halton

Reginald Denny, Nita
by F. Vance de Revere

Lew Cody

20-21

24-25
27-29

32-33
35-36

by Gladys Hall

44-45
66-67

Albert Phillips

37-39

For Light Entertainment
The

Girl Who Couldn't Be BadPart IV of our serial of romance, adventure, and intrigue

Adventures Off-Scene

—
One Night in Rome—

Fables in Celluloid
Told and sketched with apologies to Msop and
J.

by Henry

— Recounting a number of amusing incidents and anecdotes,

Hartley Manners' famous play of the same

his illustrator.

title,

.

.by Benjamin

De

Casseres

43

by Margaret Norris and Helen Hokinson

46

by H. M. Hamilton

48-51

retold in short-story form

Departments

—

In Praise of the Absurd an editorial
The Winners of the Month A review of the best Modern Drama, the best Comedy, the best Western, and
by Laurence Reid
the best Costume Picture
by Tamar Lane
That's Out Keen Comment about the people and the affairs of Filmland
Conducted by the Editorial Staff
We're Asking You A question-box for the readers
by Harry Carr
On the Camera Coast News about stars and studios on the Pacific Coast
Critical Paragraphs About New Productions
by the Editorial Staff
Brief, illustrated reviews of pictures recently released
Trailing the Eastern Stars
by Dorothea B. Herzog
News about picture people and studios on the Atlantic Coast
Letters to the Editor An open forum, in which we publish a number of letters or excerpts from letters from

—

—

—

—

—

—

54-55
56-57
59
60-61

64-65

68-69

—

our readers

What

the Stars Are Doingmaking

—Brief

The Answer Man

—An

70
alphabetical

replies to readers

list

who have

naming the pictures they are now
Conducted by Gertrude Driscoll
information about the stars and studios

of screen players,

asked for

72

74
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In OLD DAYS

was based almost entirely on superstia matter of definite scientific knowledge

the care of the skin

tious legend; today it is

Mhis Booklet
the most famous skin treatments
ever formulated - The famous Woodbury skin

treat-

ments represent the best advice that

modern

science

can give

to

skin that any woman, by regular care,
can gain the charm ot a beautiful

complexion.

women

about the daily care of their skin

The care of

the skin

no longer

based on superstition
old books, literally hundreds ot
INrecipes
can be found, which fa-

Today we know

lowed for the sake of a clear, youthful
skin.

best soap.

beauties are said to have fol-

"Bathing in

asses' milk,

wherein

have been soaked";
the year round in
raspberry juice"; "a daily bath of
chickweed water, oatmeal, and cow's
milk"; "a bath every morning in
Italian wine", etc., etc.
lettuce leaves

"bathing

all

The care of the skin was once
based almost entirely on superstition.
Science has destroyed the
value of these fantastic old formulae.
But in return it gives us today such
clear, definite knowledge about the

We

know

—

A

25c cake of Woodbury's Facial
Soap lasts a month or six weeks.
buy your
For convenience' sake

that for cleansing,

nothing has ever been found that
so satisfactorily meets the skin's
requirements as soft water and the

mous

Get a cake of Woodbury's today,
and begin the right Woodbury treatment for your skin. Within a few
weeks you will notice a marked
improvement in the whole tone of
your complexion
a new clearness,
softness, and loveliness.

—

Woodbury's

in 3-cake boxes.

—

a guest-size set of three
For ten cents
famous Woodbury skin preparations!

that proper cleansing

can transform a dull, sallow skin to
one that is fresh and full of color.
It can free the skin from blackheads,
blemishes, and other disfiguring

THE ANDREW JERGENS CO.
1310 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio
Please send me a miniature
For the enclosed 10 cents
set of the Woodbury skin preparations, containing

defects.

A trial-size cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap
A sample tube of Woodbury's Facial Cream
A sample box of Woodbury's Facial Powder

In order to give women everywhere the right cleansing method
for their special type of skin, the
famous Woodbury skin treatments
were formulated and are published
in the booklet around each cake of
Woodbury's Facial Soap.

Together with the treatment booklet,
You Love to Touch.

"A

Skin

If you live in Canada, address The Andrew Jergens
Co., Limited, 1310 Sherbrooke St., Perth, Ontario.
Co., 4 Ludgate
English Agents: H. C. Quelch
Square, London, E. C. 4.

&
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Copyright, 19Si, bu The

t
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BEVERLY BAYNE
This famous star has
the screen, as

none of her radiance in the few years she has been away from
she will prove to you in her new picture, Her Marriage Vow
lost

MWNNHWWMHHHnnK"'

Henry

Waxman

SYLVIA BREAMER
said of Sylvia Breamer that she has the most
alluring profile of all the stars of the screen. Her
last picture, The Woman on the Jury, has just
been released, and she is now working with Doris
It is

Kenyon

in // /

Ever Marry Again

Edwin Bower Hesser

COLLEEN MOORE
the world's most celebrated flapper, in one of the
costumes she wears in her latest picture, Flirting With
Love. Notice her hair she adopts a new style for every
new picture. It was a straight Dutch cut in The Perfect
Flapper; what will it be for So Big, her next starring
vehicle?

Here

is

—

Seely

ALBERTA VAUGHN
Alberta Vaughn established herself as a comedienne
of the highest rank by her interpretation of The

Telephone Girl, in the series of that name. She is
working now with George O'Hara in another series,

The Go-Getters

Edwin Bower Hesser

ALICE CALHOUN
Tho Alice Calhoun

is

most appealing and charming

in society roles, it is the role of the Western girl
At the left she
that seems to fit her to perfection.
is pictured as Ruth Harkness, in The Code of the

Wilderness

^**

*».,

WARREN KERRIGAN
Tho

Warren Kerrigan has been a favorite of the
fans for many years, his work in The Covered Wagon
brought him a long line of new admirers. He is
J.

now

playing the

and

at the right

title

role in Sabatini's Captain Blood,
a portrait of him in

we reproduce
costume

Henry Waxman

SHIRLEY MASON
Mason

one of the most convincing ingenues of the screen. Her last picture, The Great
Diamond Mystery, was recently released, and she
is now playing the heroine of My Husband's Wives
Shirley

is

On a hillside, back of
He made and lettered

the ranch proper, are the graves of William S. Hart's two loved dogs.
the headstones himself, and he spent the Fourth of July last year, all
alone on his ranch, burying his pet bulldog, Congo

The

photographs
on this page, and
the two that illustrate the article,
Horseshoe Ranch,

were taken
cially

spe-

Motion

for

is

having

a

chat with Pinto
and Cactus Kate.
When you see this

famous

and are the

picture star in
these surround-

William

S.

only

that
Hart

has ever permitted
to

be made of his

famous ranch

at

who

Picture Magazine,

pictures

20

At the left are the
foreman of Horseshoe Ranch, and
the owner himself,

motion

hard to
that he
ever has been anyings,

it

is

realize

thing but a rancher

Horseshoe Ranch
Recounting a day spent with William S. Hart on his
famous ranch

By

THE

HELEN CARLISLE

valley lies smiling in the California sunshine.

Far to the north the ranges of Santa Susana and
San Gabriel stand out in clear relief. Rose, violet
and gray, the desert Portal Range and Sierra
Pelona wall off the furnace heat of the Mojave.

not without historic interest, this valley. Fremont
Thru the near-by hills the famous
passed this way.
Fremont Pass was hewn in 1847. A monument marks
It is

it

now.

Not far
peacefully

away

the old mission of San Fernando dreams
of more colorful days when
Spanish dons rode thru the valley, and mission bells called
the Indians to prayer days when the padres walked thru
fields of yellow mustard flowers, shoulder high, as they
trod El C amino Real from one mission to another.
Little towns, those lazy, sun-scorched inland towns of
Southern California, dot the valley. The broad, rolling
acres of Bill Hart's

—dreams perhaps
;

Horseshoe Ranch
sweep nearly

to the

one of

outskirts of

famous little horse and his four companions, Cactus Kate,
Yucca Sal, 'Lis'beth, and the colt King-Valentine, have
They gallop over the hills which
the run of the place.
They stand in
rise in terraces back of the ranch-house.
the shade of the oak trees and, one supposes, talk horsesense to one another.
They're never permitted on the
lawn, but every other inch of the property is their own.
And Pinto is boss. Having been a motion picture celebrity, he naturally has the drop on the others. They know it.
It is a most hospitable place, that ranch, and some of
the most famous actors, authors, and artists have been

An

invitation over the week-end
an excellent host.
Mary Garden, Pola Negri, Kathlyn Williams and her
husband, Charles Eyton, Mr. and Mrs. Will Rogers, the
celebrated K. C. B., James Montgomery Flagg, are a
few of those whom Bill Hart and his sister, Miss Mary
Hart, have
entertained at Horseshoe
Ranch.
If -the house is
Bill

is

Hart's guests there.

to be prized, for

Hart

is

these.

filled to

owner

original

Spanish

this

occupy

of

New

haci-

would recognize it now. To him
the hundred or more
white and live oak
trees
which stand
on the property
would no doubt be
enda

familiar.

Even

interior

of

overflowing,
the guests
the
quaint

some of

doubt that the

I

England

tage

not

cot-

from

far

ranch-house

the

proper, or bunk in
the log cabin which
stands atop a high
hill overlooking the
valley and the far

mountain ranges.
This bunk-house

the
the
of

probably

you'd

ranch-house, all
California redwood,
and the crude, comfortable
fireplace,
with pots and pans

this, his last picture.

standing on
blackened stones,

ture,

recognize

still

I

would seem

you saw

say his last picfor he says it

improbable

like
home. But the yellow
stuccoed
exterior, the gayly
painted new red

course,

roof,

split

the

if

Singer Jim McKec,
for Hart used it in

is

that

he will ever appear
on the screen again.

Everyone, of
knows of his
with FamousPlayers-Lasky,
but

irrigation

system which keeps
lawns a vivid
green and permits

the

the Bill Hart fans,
and they are legion,

growth of tropiflowers and
massed vines these

have

owner
would not know at
all.
They're a few

would

sign

tract

with

the
cal
the

—

Bill

Certainly the

con-

a

Hart

some

declares, tho,

that the 'only
is

Pinto.

the

other film company.

im-

~D ill says the
"^ Horseshoe
Ranch belongs to

out

famous Westerner

original

Hart's
provements.
of

held

hope that the

Bill Hart is pointing out to Helen Carlisle the wonders of the desert
mountain-ranges rose and purple and golden in the sunset. Back
of them you can see a part of the ranch-house, with its red roof. At
the top of the page are reproductions of the Horseshoe "brand,"
above the gate leading to the ranch

—

possible

way

for

it

him

make pictures, is
as he has made them
for the last several
to

(Con. on page 106)
0)
fS

Rudolpk Valentino Dances
tKe

Argentine Tango
Motion picture fans will be delighted to learn that in his new
picture, A Sainted Devil, Rudolph Valentino dances the tango
again, for the first time since The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse, three years ago. At the right you see him with
Helen d'Algy, costumed for the dance

1

09

H

1"

III1
i

'

1

^

CHARLES CHAPLIN
Charles Chaplin journeyed to far-away Alaska to make special scenes for his
new picture, which is tentatively titled Chilkoot Pc&s. The setting above is
a deserted miner's cabin in which Chaplin, in the role of an innocent prospector, has found temporary shelter
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Why We
(Lillian

Are Glad

and Dorothy Gish

left the

United States for

make a picturisation of
They zvere absent more than

Italy in October, 1923, to

"Romola"
eight

in

Florence.

months and were

the

world wJien they sighted

happiest girls in the
Statue of Liberty)

the

B,

9

\SLSL**>^

SkIju.

cant

too highly praise the Italian workmen who carried
out in such minute detail the exact setting of the story.
Nothing was too much trouble. Over and over they would
work on a set in order that it might be an exact replica of
fifteenth century architecture.
That's why I say that the
hardships we endured were worth while.
The picture is
I"

perfect.

learned why Italians make such wonderful workmen.
are willing to be "told," and possess an astonishing
ambition to do anything exactly as it should be done. They
are loyal to the Italian ideal. They must have said to themselves
"We will show the world the beauty of Italy's handicraft, back there in the Middle Ages when the rest of the
world was not so clever." And they did.
But it must be that loyalty is characteristic of the Italians.
It was interesting to see them when Mussolini would pass.
Cries of "Mussolini!" would go up from the cheering mob,
accompanied by waving caps and bright bandannas.
"No! Not Mussolini, but Italy!" the great man would
shout in response.
The phrase made them his adorers more fervently than ever.
I

They

:

T5 ut when

speak of hardships, please dont think I regret
am complaining. One cant expect to
do new things in the ease and comfort of an American
© Albin
studio.
And then, too, I would be an ingrate if I did not
credit the trip with the complete restoration to health of
our dear mother. I remind myself of this when I am
movies have taught me that the things worth
tempted to think of the difficulties we underwent, such as
having are those dearly bought.
trying to do necessary shopping.
I realized this more than ever during our stay
America spoils one for shopping. One can go into a
Romola.
filming
while
in Florence
department store anywhere in this country and buy anyDespite the hardships we suffered, I know the picture
thing needed from a needle to a complete wardrobe. But
It required the
will prove that it was well worth while.
One must trudge about in the mud for hours
over there
original Italian setting, and I doubt if that fifteenth cenin order to buy a spool of cotton to match a given color.
tury atmosphere could have been secured under any other
At the time these things seem tragic, but now, of
conditions.
(Continued on page 109)
But there were times when we thought we could not
endure another day of it.
I

-the experience or

THE

!

Each night

as

we

retired

we

Wide

liter-

the next day would

prayed that
clear and bright so that we
might make up some of the time lost
thru inclement weather.
But, no
Maybe, as Dorothy said,
the Italian "dispenser of weather"
didn't understand English.
ally

dawn

!

^ju.*^ coulvw Q^-uus. SL^r^-*-,

(

^V

-*—e^-X

But I felt that we shouldn't complain in the face of the patience and
endurance displayed by the extras.

Day

after day, seven o'clock found

a mass of picturesquely
Italians hoping for work.

"Not

today,''

costumed

would be the

invari-

able greeting of the casting director.
"Tomorrow, then?" they'd question.
But "tomorrow" would invari-

ably be

24
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at

little better.

I'm also glad to get back, because I missed some very dear
friends
Because it is a waste of time to undergo unnecessary hardships
Because I got homesick for. a movie
And because this is the greatest country in the world to live in

:

Home

To Get Back
(And

the

every

bit

American movie fans missed the Gishcs
as much as the two stars missed America
and things American. These articles are a very sincere expression of their feelings toward their
native
land and its people, and their state of mind on return
)

By

NCm

I

realize

why

Christopher Columbus kissed
I almost did
because I read
a 1St ° ry b ° k once
And historians always
Ju
,

the ground on reaching America.
myself. I know that's what he did

tpii
tell

V

the *truth
fV,

-

They re like press-agents in that respect
Ine man who saw America first was a wise
one I'll say
He knew a good thing when he saw it
You see Columbus was born in Italy and
came to
America. I was born m America and went
to Italy
Fach
ox us saw both countries.
Now I know he had
,

excellent

judgment.

I

from personal experience why he was

realize

glad to get here.
Italy is a fine place to visit, but I
know I'll never take out
any citizens papers. No, indeed. I'm
not making a rash
unpremeditated statement, either. For my visit
there was
no tourist s trip. I lived there for eight'
months— "dwelt
beneath those sunny Italian skies." as
the poets say— and

never saw so

much

rain in

my

'

life!

came down in buckets ful day after day,
week
week, month after month.
Yes. I've got to be
It

Ut

i

>
f-^ e sob
u stuff
htt

girL

it s

a SOr

S0lace

f

t0
1l,°
over Florence—it's a

the place where

m

after

dramatic
offerings to do a

>'

city,

you

know— not

a

we made Romola

If the weather had been at all
considerate
finished the picture in half the time,
but
that s that

we might have
it

wasn't,

and

!.

i

Well, working in Italy is nobody's business—
no lady's
anyhow. Eliza had more fun crossing the
ice than we
did crossing the location— her path
wasn't
so slippery

gvERY

evening after work I'd rush to the hotel
and
take a hot bath and all the cold-in-the-head
preventatives I could lay my hands on.
I'd be so damp and chilly
all the time I was working
that my teeth chattered.
I
flirted with pneumonia for
eight months and got away
with it, so came to the conclusion that I
must be immune
After the hot plunge came dinner. A truly
delightful

Alb.i.

repast

It
!

1

Q^JPat^

sunny Italy it rains only 366 days a year
of beans and salami gave me a taste for steak and
in

mushrooms

My

eyes yearned for the sight of straightforward, immaculate

When we didn't have beans, we
had salami. It's a funny thing about
salami.
Each town makes it a little
different from the rest, and you
have to pay a tax to bring it from
one place to another. The officials
search your trunks for it. You can
carry as many valuables about you as
you like and get away with it. but
salami!
Well, no customs officer is
more avid to find aigrettes in a
home-coming American's trunk than
the Italian

Ar.so
diet

famous army dish— beans
to realize

Can you imagine paying ninety cents for a can
of beans? Talk about the high
cost of living over here
All the grocer in Italy needs is
a dark lantern and a gun
and he d be a bona fide, robber and
a candidate for a
hold-up union or the bobbed-hair
banditti.

j>4i^r ^ jC_

A

I

truffles.

tz***<^

Because

come

why the boys in
facing death.
Those beans! Well
cant even look at a tin-can now.
And the price of them! You'd think they
were

World

'gt-

consisted of that

More and more did
prance didn't mind

American men

is

to discover salami in

your jewel-case.
After the evening's repast of beans
and salami, and salami and beans,
we'd sit down to that thrilling indoor sport checkers.
Boasting aside, I'm sure I can

—

{Continued on page 109)
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Decker caricature of Buster Keaton, Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pickford and Jack Holt

A

!
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Study

in

Pessimism and Optimism

!

Heury VVaxman

The

Story of

V
my
FROM
was

earliest childhood, I

have danced.

My

Life

By

When

just a tiny child I used to follow the handorgans thru the streets of New York, and dance
the soles out of my stockings to their music.
I lived with
granamother in Varick Street, in
Greenwich Village. Altho I was not born in New York
I

my

City (someone has said there is no such person as a
native New Yorker), my earliest memories are identified
with that city, for I was sent to live with grandmother
there, at the death of my father, when I was four
years old.
Portsmouth, Virginia, was my birthplace, and my birthdate was May 10th, 1893. I am of Italian and Austrian
descent.
Father was an artist, and he must have been
either a very poor artist or a genius, for he never con-

trived to make more than a bare living.
I do not remember him at all, and I was never very close to my
mother, for I was separated from her when I was so
small.
I was an only child, and grandmother took the place
of an entire family to me. No doubt she was glad there
were no brothers or sisters to follow my example, when
she found how determined I was to tour the streets with
the hand-organ grinders
I really didn't mean to disobey her.
I think that in
other ways I was quite an obedient child, and sometimes,
when I had followed the organ men for hours, and turned
toward home hot, tired and dusty, with my stockings

worn thru from dancing and my feet blistered, I would
make staunch resolutions to ignore the lure of their music
27
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At

the

left

Murray's

which

was written
cially

a

Mae

latest pic-

Circe,

ture,

is

from

scene

for

Vicente

spe-

her by
Jbariez.

Contrast this characterization
with
the one on the opposite page, which
is

from the same
Miss Mur-

picture.

ray has so
fected her art
she is equally
vincing as the

perthat
conwist-

innocent child,
and as the sophisticated "Jazz baby"

ful,

The portrait of Miss
Murray reproduced
below was made at
age of fourteen,
than a year before she entered the
Follies, and long before she dreamed of a
screen career
the

less

Probably I was influenced on these occasions
in future.
by gloomy forebodings of punishment to come.
Grandmother had an unusual way of punishing me.
She would not whip me, nor even scold me. She simply
would ignore me for three or four days at a time, not
speaking to me at all. She wanted, I know, to break my
will, but the urge to dance was stronger than the good
resolutions with which I fortified myself, stronger than
my dread of her displeasure, and within a few days
away I would go again.
When I was nine she placed

me

convent

a

in

near

New

believe that I was a
fairly good student, tho by no
stretch of the imagination could
I have been classified as a bookworm type of person.
desire to go on the stage, and
overshadowed every
dance,
other interest I had in life.

York.

I

My

my

Second to this was
interest in sketching and designing.
As a child I would make
elaborate tissue-paper dresses
for my dolls, and as I grew
older
I
designed my own

attended classes at
the Art Institute in 57th Street,
and during summer vacations I
went up to Woodstock in the
Catskills where the Institute's
clothes.

I

summer

school

was

located.

At
was a

the

convent

year or
than myself,
whom I admired very much. I
suppose every schoolgirl has the experience of having a
"crush" on some older
girl who seems to her
just a little superior to the
common run of humanity.
Probably one reason I admired
this older girl so much was because her mother was an
actress.
I was thrilled at the opportunity to associate
with anyone even remotely connected with the life of the
girl a

so older

theater.

One day my

friend did not appear at any of her classes.
inquired for her some of the other girls said that
she had gone to Chicago to join her actress-mother. Immediately I was consumed with a desire to go to Chicago,
friend, I reflected, would probably go on the
too.
stage with her mother. She might even become a famous
theatrical star while I sat in school poring over Latin

When

I

My

and algebra.

The more I thought of the gay and- colorful adventures
undoubtedly in store for her, the more restless I became
with my own commonplace existence. At the close of the
spring term I determined to go to Chicago, locate her, and
persuade her to help me get on the stage. I was just
fourteen at this time.

The enthusiasm and

faith of

Youth!

I

had but

left, and on the opposite page, are sketches by Nell Brinkley of Mae Murray,
looked when she appeared in the Follies as "The Brinkley Girl." It was her
resemblance to Mis? Brinkley's popular creation, combined with the cleverness of Miss
Murray's interpretation of the role, that brought her prominence overnight as a
Follies star, and gave her the title of "The Brinkley Girl," which has clung to her ever

At the
as she

since, to

some

extent

little

qBFOTEFR
more than enough
money to pay my

theater at the first
opportunity. I
attracted to it as steel
is attracted to a magnet. I simply couldn't

was

fare to Chicago, and
I hadn't the faintest
idea where to locate
my friend when I
got there, yet I cheerfully set forth on the
without
journey,
questioning that
everything
turn out splendidly
for me.

do otherwise than

sent

ing

a letter, ask-

vacations at the convent, going into
York occasionally to
visit her. The Sisters
permitted me to leave.

New

letters

them

and

grandmother, on

He was standing in the lobby of
the theater, and he

was

called to me.

"Why
answered

arrived in Chicago
one morning, and

after
bag,

little

my

ward-

robe, I started out on
stage
tour
of
inquiring
entrances,
for my friend.

my

There

a watchstage
door, just as today
This scene from Circe reminds Miss Murray of her childhood
days which were spent in a convent
there is one at every
studio entrance, and
fear of Mr. Ziegfeld.
He is
his most important mission in life is to scare off ambitious
I
think,
one of the kindliest men I have
little
schoolgirls with theatrical aspirations.
ever known, and I feel that I
that in the search for my friend, I was ordered away
owe a great deal to him, for
from nearly every stage door in Chicago.
The extraordinary thing is that I actually located her! he singled me out of thousands

man

at

is

every

She was in the chorus of a musical comedy, and most
wonderful of all, I was given a try-out and placed in the
chorus, too. You can imagine how thrilled I was.
This show did not last long I've forgotten the name
of it, even and during the year that followed I was in

—

my

letters,

girl?" he asked.

me

that he
wasn't an
ogre,
and wouldn't
eat me alive, we discussed a try-out for
me, and as a result I
entered the chorus of
the Follies in 1908. I

which held
all

haven't you

After assuring

checking my

nearly

ignored

ance.

discovered.

A

I

all.

One night he happened to see me, as I
was going home after
the evening perform-

the other hand, believed me in the convent and it was several days before my

T

come and

to

But I wouldn't go. I
was afraid of him.
He sent me two more

my summer

disappearance

me
me

see him, as he would
like to give me a tryout for the Follies.

of course, knew nothing of this. I had
been in the habit of

My

was
The

I

in

Alaskan that Florenz
Ziegfeld saw me, and

grandmother,

spending

was while

It

dancing

would

My

I

did.

—

the chorus of four different musical comedies. One was
called Fascinating Flora, after that I was placed in one
of Gus Edwards' Revues, and at the close of my first
year on the stage I was back in New York in the chorus
of The Alaskan.
Do not think that I was permitted to pursue my
theatrical career without protest from my relatives, however.
Three times during that year I was taken back
to the convent, and all three times I fled back to the

of

stage-struck girls

York, and gave

in

me my

soon found how absurd had been my

New
first

Every since
have called him

real opportunity.

that

time

I

"The Magic Wand."

/"Grandmother

died shortly.
after I entered the Follies,
and tho the aunts with whom
I lived later did not approve of
the theater as a means of earning one's livelihood, they no
longer persuaded me to leave it.

^*

S II

(Continued on page 82)

When

Nell Brinkley glimpsed Mae Murray in the Follies, she wrote of her: "She's exquisite!
might have made her myself, with my pen point and a piece of clean cardboard. She's
little, little.
And her waist is not tight and small. Her nose turns up in wonderful fashion,
and her mouth pouts; her eyes are big and lazy, and her jaws delicate, but square, square!
And she puts up her chin and frail shoulders, and spreads out her pink fingers and arches
her brows in high jaunty insolence, and stands with flattened back, like a lazy-bodied boy.
Oh, she's a ripping Bettina! Her face is a Betty face, and her wonderful poses of hands and
head and knees and shoulders are 'pics,' my 'pics.' I might have made her"
I
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Two's Compart})

When you

see

Tho

three,'

Puppy Love,
slowly proves to
Gordon White that

will demonstrate to you, much
more in detail, this

Haver

new

use

for

in

the

it

popular scarf

Viola
scene

Edward

Everett Horton
doesn't

seem

preciate
Peggy's

to

Hunter and
Dana, in the

from Merton

the Movies, pictured below, show
of

ap-

Baby

company

can seat two very
comfortably

Glenn

In this scene (below) from Helen's

Babies,

divan was
built for
Edna Hanan,

this

really

Single Wives, John
Patrick and Phyllis

that two can be
very, very good

as

company

he should

Two were very
proper
indeed,

company
way back in

—

the '90's witness
the love-sick pair
above, in a scene

from

Dynamite

Smith. Charles
is
is

Ray

proving that he
a youth of high

ideals and principles
by carrying
on a long-distance
courtship with his

best

girl

!

Th ree

s

a

Crowd

We

The expression on Adolphe Menjou's
face, as he gazes upon Vera Reynolds

give you three guesses which one
of the two chauffeurs, in this scene
from The Telephone Girl, is going to
be left out of the crowd when the
taxi starts with its company of two

and Robert Ellis, demonstrates that
he is fully conscious of being the unwelcome third in this scene from
For Sale

Find

We

know exactly how
Matt Moore and Patsy
Ruth Miller

felt

when

her kid brother (Ben
Alexander) insisted

upon joining the
party.

ant
that

We

had

evening

a pleas-

spoiled

way ourselves,

not so long agd

This happy trio proves that there are exceptions
and that an addition to a company of

to all rules,

two

is

occasionally

welcome

the officer, in
the scene from Lily
the
Dust pictured
of
below, who is contemplating challenging his brother officer
to a duel, for spoiling
bis tete-a-tete with the
pretty librarian (Pola
Negri)

Wken

They're Off the Screen

By

HARRY CARR

THE

Adolphe Menjou,

Raymond Griffith is something like that. Only with
Ray, it is always a warm discussion. At the Athletic
Club the other day I saw Griffith in the middle of a
furious argument with an army officer about the British
defences of India; that was when I went in to lunch.
When I came out, he was arguing with a Catholic priest
about the right of the Pueblo Indians to dance their
pagan religious dances. Later on he and Sam Wood, the
director, were leaning over the cigar-stand holding forth
on the general duplicity and depravity of scenario writers.
Lew Cody is the literary directory of Hollywood. He
has the monthly bulletins of the Authors' League whipped
While the electricians are changing the
to a whisper.
"Pete Kyne
lights, Lew will shout to you from the set:
is back in town
yes, he's starting to write another South
Sea novel."
While the pure and lovely heroine whom he is about to
assault is powdering her nose preliminary to that event,
Lew sits down on the nearest prop and tells you how
Frank R. Adams has decided to change the climax of his
latest story or why they couldn't get Theodore Dreiser to

a sardonic

film Sister Carrie.

Sometimes
actors call it "doing their stuff."
Sometimes it
just "acting" off the screen.
is the sincere expression of their personality.
For instance, Norman Kerry. When you first
meet him off the screen, he has a regular line of stuff that
sort of heavy haw-haw lifehe pulls for your benefit.
guardsman blase elegance. But when you get in beyond
that, he is one of the most genuine and least affected
gentlemen in Hollywood. He fools you by this worldweary pose. This fact dawns upon you the first time you
He is absolutely
see Mr. Kerry working with children.
crazy about kids and they are equally devoted to him. If
there is a child in a Norman Kerry picture, the director
groans in anticipation. It means one long search for the
leading man means digging him out of marble games and
playing house and playing horse twenty times a day.
Adolphe Menjou on the screen is a very different person from Adolphe Menjou off. On the screen, he is a
aware
blase and wicked roue, case-hardened and callous
The world, to the screen
of the futility of everything.
it

is

A

;

—

is a sucked-out orange and death is just
Off the screen, he is the best informed
man in Hollywood.
For some strange reason, everybody speaks of him and
thinks of him as a Frenchman. He is an American from

jest.

Pittsburgh,

:

Lew likes to tell as a great joke how the public thinks
that his screen villainies are also his private character
how he never meets a girl socially that she does not

Pennsylvania,

prepare to

and graduated from Cornell.
Every time you meet him on

Carmel Myers

knocked him into a heap.
One day it is the tennis
stroke of Miss Helen Wills
the next day it is Eric von
Stroheim's picture, Greed;
or the new Death Ray. Ernst

flourish,

"Good

with

32

GE

it

his only

guide.
specialty is

dont
men.
I
why, except that
she was more or less brought
up in that atmosphere and is
an extraordinarily clever
just

but anyhow Carmel's
are always writers.
She is the undisputed belle
of that circle. Carmel knows
girl

;

suitors

just how everybody scooped
everybody and why all the

a

morning

here's the daily paper."

think

I

newspaper

know

comes on the
says

is

if

He

literary

Only Carmel's

saves him the trouble of
reading the editorial pages.

Lubitsch

a

as

rival

Lubitsch says, jokingly, that
he likes to have Menjou acting in his pictures because it

set,

for help

to worse.

laughs about it but
hurts him too.

a set he is wrestling with
some enthusiasm which has

When Menjou

yell

worse comes

Pola has an uncomfortable way of seeing underneath
all the pretence of herself and all her friends

star

reporters

critical

fell

moments.

down

On

at

the

„,...otion picTimn
01 I MAGAZINE
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eve of her departure for Europe to appear in Ben Hur,
some of her friends gave her a party and, in midst of it,
some one discovered a fact previously unnoticed that
every one there was in the newspaper business.
Two of the most popular girls in Hollywood are maddening to try to talk to. They are Bessie Love and Betty
Compson. You ask them a question; and right in the
middle of the answer, they gallop away to ask some electrician how his wife's operation came out. You try again
and they stop to wave to a photographer. I think, however, there is more method than madness in their madness.
Underneath her simple, light-hearted girlishness, Betty
Compson is an exceedingly shrewd girl with a keen
instinct for the politics of the situation.
Bessie is a
hard-headed little business woman with -a big dairy ranch
and a lot of real estate to look after.
Pola Negri is the most candid soul in Hollywood.
Right in the middle of some thrilling and agonizing
remark, she will suddenly stop and say: "Of course, that's
only a bluff [she calls it blauff]. That's what we all are
just blauffs." Pola has an uncomfortable way of seeing
underneath all the pretence of herself and all her friends.
She doesn't go out very much socially; but she says she
cant bear to be alone.
So she always has some frantic

k

:

ask Bessie Love and Betty Compson a question;
and right in the middle of the answer, they gallop
away to ask some electrician how his wife's operation
came out

You

—

When Menjou comes on
set,

Lubitsch

says

with

the
a

"Good

morning;
here's the daily paper"

flourish,

—

When

you just talk to her, she has one manner quite
simple and sincere. When it dawns upon her that you
are interviewing her, she becomes quite dramatic and
thrilling
with a low tense voice and eyes that do various
and fascinating peregrinations hither and yon. She is a

—

good

talker,

however.

Mary Pickford

occupies a curious position in Hollythe object of adoration of all the younger
screen actresses.
They follow her when she goes into
department stores and they watch her walking along the
street just as other fans watch them.
If there is one tiny
streak of affectation in Mary's cosmos I have never been
able to find it. She is always practical and matter-of-fact.
You seldom see Mary down-town. The place you usually
see her is in her little bungalow at the studio or in the
tiny Japanese lunchroom where she and Doug dine with

wood.

She

is

;

;

their

staffs.

Mary

is

always

late

and always comes

bustling in with arms full of packages and she always
has the funniest little apologies and alibis to excuse herself.
Blanche Sweet is always associated in my mind with
long talks held in the most extraordinary places such as
sitting in wheelbarrows or on the steps of cutting-rooms.
Blanche will never pretend to be interested if she isn't
interested.
She has a stark almost savage honesty. If
;

—

intimacy in progress. You never can tell how you are
going to find Pola. One day she will slip up behind you
on a set and put her hands over your eyes, shrieking with
laughter as you pretend to guess who it is another time,
she will be as gloomy as a thunder-cloud.
Jetta Goudal, the little French girl who has made such
a sensation in Hollywood, is a lady full of troubles.
Every time you see her something has happened to
envelop her life with woe. One day the railroad has lost
her trunks ; the next day something else has happened.
;

Norman Kerry picture, the
It means one long
director groans in anticipation.
search for the leading man; means digging him out
of marble games and playing house
and playing horse twenty times a day
If there is a child in a

you bore

her, she never lets you rest in doubt about it.
Happily, she is easily interested, however.
Louise Fazenda
Well, there are two Louise
Fazendas. One is a rather posey and somewhat affected
young lady who makes witty remarks. The other is a
very matter-of-fact, genuine, hilariously funny girl who

(Continued on page 84)

Henry Waxnu-n

MR.

AND MRS. JACK PICKFORD

Marilynn Miller was a famous Follies beauty, and the very popular star
of the successful musical comedy, Sally. She married Jack Pickford in,
1922, and it is rumored that they have lived happily ever after
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The
An

Question of Jack Pickford

young

appreciation of tkis

of his work

—

as

star

an

who,

artist

if

he stood alone, and were measured in the public eyes onl$ b$ the merit

should be measured

BS

HE

sat

desk

—would

accomplish very great things indeed

GRACE HALTOM
palms, crossed, and suspended by a
purple ribbon.
great honor for
Doug. No actor has ever before
received this decoration, which was
originated by Napoleon and has
heretofore been awarded only to
educators.

there behind a
in the small

A

studio office-room,
and from time to time

rather nervhe smiled, it was
quickly but with no reflection
of an inner amusement in his
eyes.
He talked rapidly, but
without ease. I felt that in his
mind he was wondering what I
would ask him next and wish-

he

a

lit

ously.

•

cigaret,

When

ing quite fervently that

I

D

oug and Mary

"have a new
stunt"
thus the conversation
continued.
They like to go down
to the Orpheum sometimes, when
they're here at home.
It's hard on
Mary never having a chance to
go out anywhere without being
mobbed, and at last she and Doug
have solved the difficult problem of
how to enjoy a peaceful evening at
a vaudeville show.

would

leave.

Outside the summer sun beat
down on the PickfordThe walls of
Fairbanks lot.
Mary's old Rosita sets seemed
to curl and quiver in the downpour of tropical sunshine. The
minarets of Bagdad rose, an
hotly

—

They buy seats in
the last row on the

of
silver
eye-piercing
blaze
against the hard blue of the
sky. Only in the shelter of the

mammoth
mediaeval

of

glasses.

erected for
and later serving

Hadd on

a

\

after the

show has

started and out
again just
the last act
The stunt

Pick-

ford-Fairbanks chauffeur had
parked one of the family's
Rolls-Royce cars in this grate-

Then they

slip into the theater

\

Dorothy Vernon
Hall, was there

shadow and cool.
And, quite wisely,

and

put on dark

walls of Doug's

well in

dress most in-

conspicuously

castle,

Robin Hood

Mary

aisle,

fine.

A

sketch by F.

Weber

ful shade.

—

So Jack Pickford and I sat in the little office Jack
most immaculate in white trousers and well-cut gray coat
and when the riveters, working on a giant gas-tank

—

near-by, did not drown out our conversation with their
staccato clatter, we talked of various things.
But I knew, even as I asked him questions and he
answered them obediently, like a little boy who hopes he'll
grade at least eighty per cent, in examinations, but rather
doubts it, that it was no sort of interview.
One gets no glimpse of the real Jack Pickford this way.
I know, for I've met him a dozen times in the last halfdozen years, at parties, formal and informal, at the various dancing places, on transcontinental trains.
Times

before
is

over.

works

—M

The n
a r ilynn. Marilynn
Miller,
before
whom jaded first-night Broadway has bent the knee in
homage, more than once. Marilynn of the soft golden
curls, the babyish face, the twinkling toes.
The adored
"youngest star on Broadway." Jack's wife.
Of these he will talk.
He and Marilynn are going abroad later in the summer,
Marilynn is to meet Barrie.
She's bringing
he says.
Peter Pan to the stage in the fall and, well, it seems a
It's an awful
good idea to meet Barrie beforehand.
responsibility, you know, following Maude Adams in
Peter Pan. Sure. Jack likes London. He has lots of
friends in London.
He lit another cigaret. No he
"

—

doesn't like Paris.

when he was

He was

his natural, youthful self.
not himself the other day.
His manner was
He was earnestly striving to uphold the dignity

guarded.
of the Pickford family.
He endeavored not to arouse interest in himself and in
his reactions, veering ever from the personal with talk of
Marilynn, of Mary and Doug.
"It's lonesome around here without them," savs Jack.
"Sure."
He has a way of saying "Sure;" as tho to emphasize
his remarks.
News had come that da)- of a decoration bestowed upon
Doug in Paris by the Ministry Beaux Arts. Two gold

Tt

is later, perhaps, one remembers that Jack's first wife,
the beautiful Olive Thomas, met her tragic death in
Paris, and one senses that Jack has been remembering all
the time.

—

One brings him back from London and Paris to the
sunshine and heat of the Pickford-Fairbanks lot, the rattat-tat of the riveters working on the gas-tank, the light
laughter of Marilynn and some other girls playing badminton on the studio court.
Jack's next picture, he says, will be made in New York.
Marilynn will be working there, he explains, as sufficient
Young Mr.
reason why he should dosert Hollvwood.
35
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L

is

the

he becomes
He's not
thinking of his work.
He's wondering just
what sort of impression he is making on one.
He is

viewer,

title

of the story and, the
plot being conveniently

laid

in

inarticulate.

New

York anyway,
they're going to
shoot everything
i

0?r

tne

the Battery to

self-conscious, lacking the egotism on

Bronx.

1-Tis ideas of what
* he would like
to do in future seem
The
rather vague.
majority of actors,
when one has talked
to them for one cosisecutive minute, will
tell
one confidentially of their burning desire to bring to
the screen some certain story or play, to
create some certain
character known to
history or literature.
But not Jack Pick-

which a

less

tive soul

might

sensi-

That soul of

been
scarred.
He has seen his
name in ugly headblazed

lines

across

world. .That
slight, nervous body

the

has bent before the
storm, and tho years
have passed, Jack
Pickford hasn't forgotten.

K. O.

A

Rahmn

I

s

"^^ no

Jack Pickford with his wife and his mother

terview.
ford. In the main,

mapped out for
him by The Family.

One

feels that

decisions

as

to

what Jack will
and will not do,
rest
with
them
usually, rather
him-

than

with

self.

Initiative is

not developed under such circumstances.

One

feels

also,

that

did

cherish

if

he
a

secret longing to
create some dar-

say,

it

of

sort
.

.

some
manner from the

to depart in

comfortable, even
routine
mapped
out for him, he
wouldn't be apt
to
say anything

about

it

until

he

had The Family's
O. K.

In

some

obscure way, this
irritates

longing

The

Little

Shepherd

among

me,
as

I

be-,

do

those wilof Kingdom Come
ful persons who
consider him an
actor with tremendous possibilities. His work before the
camera is stamped with authenticity. He possesses the
rare ability to submerge himself in the character he is portraying.
He never struts 2nd poses in the well-known
Hollywood male star manner. If his wild, primitive mountaineer boy in The Hill Billy isn't as genuine a portrayal
as the screen has seen this year, I'll eat my fall chapeau.
But he wont talk about himself. Facing the inter-

I

36
ee.

was
in-

.

I left him presently, and the white-hot glare of the
Pickford-Fairbanks lot, with the haughty Rolls-Royce
still standing in the thickening shadows of grey stone
castle walls, and the silver minarets of Bagdad writing

fairy tales unnumbered across the sky.
But the feeling of irritation persisted. I found myself
wishing that Jack wasn't a Pickford. That he hadn't the
fortunes of Hollywood's royal family behind him. That
the rare, delicate artistry of his work might draw strength
from some hardier atmosphere.
In short, that Jack

The Family ermine.
After watching the sensitive play of expression across
his face for an hour, it intrigues one to muse on what
Jack might accomplish if, freed from all prejudice, he
stood alone, measured in the public eye by the merit of his
work, as an artist should be measured.
It is good work, that the boy of Seventeen, The Little
Shepherd of Kingdom Come, and innumerable other
wasn't quite so smothered in

{Continued on page 95)

ing, difficult role,

in

his

has

his life has been

As Chad

rely.

Jack and Mary snapped
lunch hour, when Miss

on

location

Pickford

Thru the Back Door

during

was

the
filming

—

—

;!

Tke

Who

Girl
B$

;
!

Couldn't Be Bad

HENRY ALBERT PHILLIPS
Illustrations by

May

Cornelia Burke

Part IV
(A

HOLLYWOOD.
of things and people,

California,

synopsis of Parts I-III appears on page 76)

is filled

with

all

sorts

just like the rest of the

world.
Yet Hollywood is quite unlike all the
rest of the world.
It is a weird, yet not
unlovely, combination of the real and the unreal thing.
Xature has been prodigal with Hollywood. It sets snugly
in a pocket of hills that grow in stature as they recede, all
picturesquely cut up into canyons with snowcaps crowning the whole. The

weary half-hour before the camera for never less than a
Hollywood
Where limousines
hundred dollars a day
clutter the gutters and real money is like German marks
Is it any wonder that in such an atmosphere of exalted
hokum and exaggerated values some people lose their
heads and others lose their souls?
For all its loose money, beautiful women and multifarious temptations, Hollywood was no worse than the
!

average

a
mass of exotic verdure the year round
little

city itself

is

S

everywhere giving

it

the tropical touch.

But the unreal
has become the real
thing in Hollywood.
Acre upon acre of
the beautiful sub-

-

:

~

—

fared
the
public print because
its
sinners were a
bit brazen and by
force of habit made
no effort to conceal
its crimes any more
than it did its other
soul escapades.
It
It

tho,

in

simply "played"
everything before

urbs has been
usurped by the mo-

the glaring spotlight.
Tragedy or comedy,

picture
companies, whose great
and
studios
glass
open-air stages may
be seen in every dition

rection.

city of

little

size.

its

worse,

palms

sprouting

!

it

must have

au-

its

Dope

dience.

party,
homicide or suicide
it enjoyed the gaping crowd and nobly
acted the part to the

Here we

find the "lots"
strewn with picturesque fragments of
the whole world
Cairo, Stamboul,
Venice,
Cheapside,

last.

In the eminently
successful circles of

Hollywood's real
workers,

life

was

Cheyenne,

Wall
Street, No Man's

much

you and me.

Land, and the Bois
de Boulogne, all
within a stone's

of course, there was
"the bunch."
Now
the bunch went in

throw

of one

:

in

Babylon

something with the

poppy

evil

**^

haired Cinderellas

men and women
strut

and

fret their

was a

of the

bunch. Every day of
the week he called
himself a fool and

to
flaxen-

the screen for fabulous sums and pretty

waiTe

member

stepmothers

from drawing their
incredible salaries
and fat men sell
their avoirdupois on

flavor.

Ctanton Braith-

morrow. Hollywood
Where there are no

prevent

Then,

women and jazz,
and occasionally

is

a day and
will be
overthrown by
a
workhandful of
men day after tobuilt

with

practically

for

Hollywood!
Rome

is

it

everything that had
a kick to it
wine,

another.

Where

as

won

the right to

it.

Stanton with his
h*H &™'iSkl&M'*KE
l

Isabel casually read the half-finished letter Stanton had been writing,
after which she tore it into small pieces and threw it into the
fireplace

never-failing income
was a favorite with
the bunch. He kept
a rather luxurious

apartment in
Angeles
and

Los
tore ri
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back and forth to Hollywood

in

his

Stutz several times a day.
Stanton was just a spoiled youth
who didn't know what he really
wanted, but thought it was wild oats.
There was one young lady in particuThis was Isabel.
lar to help him.
Isabel was a blonde person who was
undoubtedly gifted with rare bodily
charms once upon a time, the memory
of which now kept her busy most of
the time imitating them in elaborate

She was "made-up" from
But the very glamour
about her attracted Stanton from the
cosmetics.

crown

first.

r

'

to toe.

He

felt

smart in having made

the conquest of a "mature" beauty.
Isabel did "character" parts to perfection, altho she did her own character
part in life very badly. She seemed to
exercise a hypnotic appeal over the
boy, who forgot all the things he
should have remembered while in her
presence.
For instance, one afternoon, a short
time after Stanton had left his mother
alone at home so angrily and abruptly,
he was writing home to her and telling
her how much he really cared for her
after all, when Isabel burst into his
apartment with several breezy companions.
Stanton put aside his letter
with a feeling that was half relief and
half regret.
The day was warm and
the Bunch were thirsting for cool
cocktails.
While Stanton and one of
the boys were mixing them, Isabel
casually read the half -finished letter
Stanton had been writing, after which
she tore it into small pieces and threw
it into the fireplace.

When Stanton "came to" sometime
the next morning after the Bunch had
spent the day and evening drinking
and carousing in his apartment, the
letter was not altogether forgotten,
but rather was thrust in his memory
behind a curtain of shame and selfdisgust. He felt that he was not worth his mother's consideration and let it go at that, without giving due thought
to the effect on his mother.
Months passed in boisterous indolence until this particular night upon which the liveliest dinner party of the
season was planned largely at Stanton's expense. When
Stanton dared think of it at all, he knew full well that this
was going to bring him rolling to the bottom of the hill
financially as well as morally.
The party was to be staged in Isabel's luxurious bungalow on the outskirts of Hollywood. Each guest was sup-

—

posed to pull off something startlingly original and each
could be counted on to do so.
By seven o'clock that evening Stanton Braithwaite was
already well "lit up" for the occasion and was making
his way along Seventh Street, near his apartment, hailing
every passing vehicle as a taxi which he was seeking to
take him to Hollywood.
He was meandering along in
anything but a straight line when he perceived a very
oddly dressed young person, carrying a valise, directly in
his path and try as he would to pass her, he could not
avoid colliding with her.
"I beg your pardon !" said Stanton in his most polished
manner. Altho he removed his hat with one hand, he was

t
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When Hope and

Stanton Braithwaite arrived at

quite unable to let go the girl's sleeve with the other.
simply had to hold himself up by something.

He

The, young lady was no less awkward than he. She
stood speechless, fearful, yet with a curious pleading look
in her eyes.
"It's all my fault, you know," Stanton protested, deep"
ening his guilt. "You see
But now the girl was smiling. His manifest kindliness had disarmed her.
"Wont you take me home with
you?" she asked, the smile fading into seriousness again.
Stanton scratched his head, wondering if he had heard
aright.
He looked the pretty little scarecrow over again
and then grinned. He had heard that request before, but
He
there seemed to be a mistake somewhere this time.
frankly did not know what to do, but was in that balmy
state of affability wherein he would not displease the devil
himself knowingly.
Then the happy thought came to
him. He would take her along to the party and she would
She would make a hit
be his "stunt" of the evening!
all

right

aid he hailed a passing taxi and again with her
Stumbling
aid he helped both her and himself into it.
over the valise (thinking it was the girl), he apologized to
it.
"Oh, and by the way. What's your little name?"

With her

!

raising her head from its favorite position on the corner of the sink. The room
reeked of Parana-plus.
"You're a fine one !" snorted Ezekiel,
pulling the shades and letting them fly up

with a bang.

to be such a Chris-

Where are them children ?"
But Aunt Charity was speechless and

tian, too

Fvj

"Pretend

Y

!

could only gaze at him with uncomprehending, bloodshot eyes.
Ezekiel, now furious, hastened toward
passing
the barn with blood in his eye.
neighbor called Ezekiel to the fence and
told him graphically of the high goingsAs he
on.
Ezekiel made no comment.
entered the barn, he took the horsewhip
from its socket in the buggy.
In the filthiest part of the stable, with
an empty bottle beside him, he found his
Ezekiel paused as tho he had been
son.
struck. He felt something enter his heart
for the first time in years. An undefinable pain pierced his breast and his eyes
The
burned with a strange saltiness.
whip dropped from his hand. His jaw
sagged and he could not speak for a moment. Then he moved unsteadily toward
the boy. one hand advanced with something of softness in its gesture.
"Hank," he murmured, dropping to
one knee and laying his hand on his
The boy only gave an ugly
shoulder.
grunt. Ezekiel raised his eyes and closed

A

them and

his

lips

moved

in

the

most

fervent prayer he had ever made. As if in
answer, Hank sprang up. But there was a
fearful wildness in his eyes. "Who the hell
are you?" he cried, glaring at his father.
Hank!" pleaded Ezekiel.
"Hank!

"Dont you know me?
father

It's

me, your

!"

Hank frowned darkly for a moment,
then he seized the bottle and turned upon
him fiercely. "Father!" he cried, witheringly.
"You ain't no father to me. I
never had a real father
I ain't been
thought as much of as the hogs. They
!"
at least got enough to eat
Ezekiel took the bottle from his upraised hand and the
boy collapsed in his arms. He folded his arms about him
and pressed him tightly to his breast. It was the first
flesh-to-flesh contact with Sin that Ezekiel Brown had
ever known, this senseless drunken thing that he hugged
to his heart as tho it were dear to him.
Ezekiel Brown
stood there alone with his fallen son for a long, long time,
to the great wonderment of the swallows that darted here
and there. One might have thought it was the boy who was
sobbing that way like a child. But it wasn't poor Hank
who was crying, but his father, hard old Ezekiel Brown
Inside the house an equally distressing scene was taking
!

Isabel's apartment, the party

was

in full

swing

meaning to be very distant tho he was leaning against
her shoulder.

"Hope

—Hope

Brown," she answered simply, sighing

contentedly.

"Well,

mine's

Stanton,"

"My

mother and I
tearful
confidence and so
"But
would not overhear.
You
Hope some party
myself, will you?"
fully.

—

!

he

somewhat doubt-

said,

he

quarreled,"

low
we're
just

that

the

added

in

chauffeur

going
see

to a party,
I
behave
that

tragic comedy, we lift the curtain upon
comic tragedy.
Ezekiel and Sarah Brown arrived in Pocusville at an
Sarah's condition made it
early hour in the morning.
imperative to take a hack to the house. They were amazed
to find all the shades drawn and the house still closed, for
tho it may have been early for trains, it was two hours
late for such dilatoriness as this.
Ezekiel had the key to the side door which he opened
with a jerk that gave one the impression that there was
no balm in Gilead after all.
There seemed to be someone stirring in the kitchen.
Ezekiel strode into that room and found Aunt Charity

HTurning from
"*

place.

For a long time Mrs. Brown had stood holding to the
quaking with alarm.
She hastened with what
strength remained to Hope's room.
She threw herself
on the bed that had not been lain in and wept bitterly.
She was the supermother now too late.
After a long while Charity entered the room.
"She
dumb down the roof and run away. She told me only the
night before that she was just going to go to the bad. but
I tell you, Sarah, she was bad anyway; got it from them

baluster,

—

Pettingills in

your mother's family."
{Continued on page 76)
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"She Walks

in Beauty,

Like the Night
-Lord Byron

Jobyna Ralston is just eighteen years old. She went to Hollywood with her mother less than
two years ago, and pluckily made the round of the studios until she was taken on as an
"extra" for a Hal Roach picture. Her work registered, and she remained with that company
until recently, when Harold Lloyd gave her a chance to make good as his leading lady which
she did and is

—

I
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"There

is

Nothing Half so Sweet in Life as Love's Young Dream"

—Sir Thomas Moore

May McAvoy and Pierre Gendron, the youthful stars of
Three Women, in one of the many lovely scenes from this picture
which is directed by Ernest Lubitsch
Picturing

P
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Presenting

His
Majesty,

Peter
trie

Great
Peter the Great, who has a stellar role in The Silent
Accuser, is the latest dog star on the screen. His full and
imposing title is Peter der Grosse von Osteck, meaning
Peter the Great from East Corner. He is the son of Dorn
von Oertztal, Germany's most famous police dog, who
served all thru the World War; and he is the grandson of
Alex von Westfaleheim, the highest prize police dog in that
country.
Peter was three years old last April.
He has
exhibited an uncanny faculty for registering his elemental
emotions before the camera. His intelligence is remarkable
and his understanding and ability are almost human

At the top of this page you see Harry Rapf explaining the terms of the contract to Peter the
Great.
Above, the dog star has just put his
mark of approval on the document

Since he has signed a real contract, and is to become
a real star, Peter the Great will, of course, receive
quantities of fan mail, as do other stars.
Therefore
he feels that it is necessary for him to learn the
gentle art of wielding a fountain pen

At the right Peter is proving
that he is not always amiable;
that he can register other emotions

42
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when

necessary

;
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Adventures Off- Scene
With

.^<2,
And

for weeks afterward Old
Muller could be seen with
the kids of the neighborhood
gathered about him narrating the

Charlie

Man

and the

Lamb

Cold

saga

"TOT
k

long

ago— it was
late one

1

V

Sunday

afternoon

and

so

I

—

Mrs. Ben
were sitting

quietly in our library
reading.
Like most
writers, we hadn't a

Baby Peggy

thing

on

Not

a

in the ice-box.

The

minds.

telephone
The

cold lamb
dinner hour approached on the
stirred.

was

our

wings of the twilight.
The bell rang twice, three times insistently. Mrs.
Ben and I looked at one another in disarrayed dismay.
and only cold lamb in the ice-box
I went
Visitors
to the door, opened it stealthily, and was about to say,
"No one lives here by that name," when two figures
dodged past me (the hall was pitch dark) and turned
on the electric light.
They were Charlie Chaplin and his old partner in a
thousand and one mystifications, Tom Geraghty.
''Have you got a bite, Boss, for two little boys from
the West who are tired of Ritz cooking and long for a
cold cut with real family atmosphere ?"
It must have been telepathic
if cold lamb can radio.
Mrs. Ben spread the feed for the two lone, lost travelers
from Hollywood and our lamb was soon non est. After
a glorious evening in which Charlie and Tom kept us
in an uproar with imitations, stories and Houdini-like
tricks
interspersed with observations on Spinoza and
Shelley from Charlie, and philosophic quips by Tom
we sent the two lone kids back to the dismal reaches of

—

—

!

—

!

—

—

—

—

the Ritz.

Old Man Muller is a butcher just around the corner
from our house. He is glum, morose and saturnine.
Nothing ever disturbed the even tenor of his grouch.
Mrs. Ben went marketing the morning after the visit of
Charlie and Tom, and dropped in to see Old Man Muller,
who had sold us the lamb. He was swinging a mighty
cleaver on a huge piece of roast beef and cussing war,
taxes and England under his breath.
"Who do you think ate your lamb last night?" Mrs.
Ben asked Muller casually.
"Dun know dun know," grumbled old Muller mourn-

—

fully,

while his five children nibbled at the bologna in the

window.

of

how

Charlie

Washington Heights

to

came

to

eat

his

wife

re-

lamb.

And,

incidentally,

my

ceived choicer cuts than she had
ever had before.

A
[

Star'Who Doesn't Care

had lunch

recently

with

the

most enigmatical screen star
that I have ever met.
She is
beautiful, famous and one of the
greatest money-makers in the world,

Jack le

Coogan

But—and

here

is

the astounding part of the story

This star does not know she is a -star, she does not
she is acting, she really believes that what she does
in the studios is absolutely real, she has never read a
notice about herself, she has never seen a pay envelope,
she does not know that she is more beautiful than the
Mediterranean at night, she does not know she is the idol
of millions of people, and she has never read her name
in electric lights
and they blaze from coast to coast,
and even in Europe.
You may believe I was more mystified by this almost
inconceivable being than by anything that has happened

know

—

to

me since my salary was raised
"Fame? Money? Beauty?

voluntarily.

I do not understand
as she dug into her cantaloup.
"Acting? What is that? Oh, yes, I love pictures and
think I look fine in them, but how did I get on that white
sheet?" And her beautiful dark eyes looked at me ingenuously as much as to say, "Stop kidding me!"
And then her parents told me all about the way they
kept the soul of this star absolutely unspoiled'.
Of
course, you know her now
Baby Peggy, a five-year-old
darling known to more people in her brief lifetime than
Julius Caesar in all his imperial glory.

you," she said to

me

—

A Midsummer
/"~)f the fantastic

On my

Night's

and bizarre

Dream

I sing

hunt for adventures off-scene

I

am

always

looking for pictures that are "different," pictures made
directly contrary to the flat American formulas pictures
that wing me to remote places in the universe of time
pictures that induce rare moods pictures that stimulate
the nerves and imagination like cocktails made of
radium pictures that morons call "nut stuff."
I found fountains of aesthetic (hence "nutty") delight
in One Glorious Day, The Golem, Dr. Caligari, Above
All Law, and Max Fleischer's Out of the Inkwell. After
viewing the long list of Broadway triangle stories and
Open Spaces blah, I had almost despaired of getting another thrill in my fantastic marrowbone when I was
;

;

;

"Charlie Chaplin ate your lamb," said my wife in ringing tones.
"Vass?" screamed Muller, dropping his cleaver while
his face lit up for the first time since Hindenburg took
Warsaw. "Vass? Vass? Charlie Chaplin et das lamb!
Kinder! Kinder! listen Charlie Chaplin et papa's
lamb!" His face looked like the conquest of Paris!

—

{Continued on page 93)
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A Complete Analysis

Freulich

REGINALD DENNY

CORINNE GRIFFITH

apparent, in reading Reginald Denny's character,
all the masculine qualities are well developed.
There is in the mouth (upper lip) self-confidence,
enthusiasm, and ardor in the lower lip, strong desires,
and a patriotic nature.
The jawline shows strength, determination, and much
physical endurance, an interest in human nature, and
good judgment of people.
In the chin there is shown a love of the beautiful, especially of good-looking people
good combative qualities,
hardihood, and strong likes and dislikes.
In the cheeks there is shown daring, physical courage,
and a lack of caution. The lines around the mouth show
pride and a desire to lead and to excel a highly ambitious
nature.
The nose indicates aggression and high self-protection
ability to concentrate when interested in anything. There
a person
is good imagination, foresight, and intuition
is

ITthat

GRIFFITH'S
MISS
Because

charm is in her femininity.
of her beauty, her gentle, easy manner,
she is given no credit for thinking.
Being the
type of woman who is not always or readily understood
by men, she is frequently misunderstood when expressing
her viewpoints.
In reading her character, her mouth and chin are parsignificant.
The upper lip indicates a kind,
sympathetic nature that would not wilfully hurt anyone,
a person who likes praise and appreciation, and is ready
ticularly

to praise others. Here there is also shown poise and selfcontrol.
In the lower lip is found a very affectionate
nature, and one with the maternal instinct well developed.

The small, rounded chin indicates a nature which must
have affection and calls affection forth. One who has
always been shown attention.
Miss Griffith has great
nervous force, which makes up for a lack of physical
energy; she also has a very sensitive, nature, with deep
feelings.
When she loves, she loves wholly; and when
a friend, she is very loyal.
In the chin, too, is shown
great self-confidence.
In the jawline there are signs of a persistent nature and
much determination; strong in her likes and dislikes.
Miss Griffith is one who likes people and is interested in
human nature, but at times enjoys solitude and her own

company.
In the cheeks appear reserve, caution in making friends,
and the courage of her convictions.
In the forehead are lines which show a person who

;

;

;

;

who would have "hunches."
Above the eyes is a good

(Continued on page 89)
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G£

fulness

;

this

is

where the

Excellent memory for faces
found.
is accompanied by perceptive faculties of a high order.
The lines in Mr. Denny's forehead show that he is a
person who thinks, and looks for the reasons of things.
In the side of the head there is a fulness which shows
a person with a good healthy appetite, one who likes good
things to eat and drink.
In the hands are shown ambition, a frank, outspoken
nature, and one whose opinion is not easily changed.
In making a general summary of his character, it may
be said that Reginald Denny is of a quick, active, restless
person who
nature.
One who likes lots of action.
sign of location

is

A

Faces of the Film Stars
h$

F.

Vance de Revere

RUDOLPH VALENTINO
Edward Thayer Monroe

VALENTINO
RUDOLPH
because of his innate

NITA NALDI

impresses the observer

good manners. He is well
gracious, and courteous.
In reading his character, his nose is particularly noticeable as it is very well formed. It shows a person who does
find
not like to do things in opposition to his tastes.
in the nose a vivid imagination and good constructive
ability.
person who gathers together quickly from that
which he sees and hears, and one who is combative and
has resilience.
very intuitive nature, which senses and
knows things instinctively.
The jaw indicates a very independent nature and one
that does not like interference.
In the chin is shown a love of all that is beautiful.
There is also shown great self-confidence.
The forehead has good breadth and height, showing a
good mentality. There is also shown a good memory for
locations and faces, and an interest in people.
Above the eyes the location for sound, tune and rhythm
is well developed
one who likes dancing. There is also
poised,

We

A

A

;

visualization he is a person who has
vivid mental pictures of everything. Back to the hairline
the language sign is large, showing linguistic ability. The
appetite sign is also well developed, showing one who enjoys eating and drinking and is a good judge of foodstuff.

shown

the

power of

;

In the cheeks are shown daring and a love of adventure
and change. Also fine recuperative powers, and a love
of ease and comfort.
In the upper lip there is shown enthusiasm and ardor,
good poise and control. The lower lip shows a love of
animals and of children a warm nature. He is a person
;

who

enjoys an argument.

reading Miss Naldi's character, one
INimpressed
with her frank, outspoken

is

immediately
Nita

nature.

doesn't mince words and is very direct, coming to the
point quickly.
Her nose indicates a very observing nature, a vivid
imagination, and constructive ability. These qualities are
found in all successful actresses or actors on the stage
and screen. There is also a dislike for minute details
and a highly intuitive nature. Her intuition is so keen
that she is not easily fooled.
Above the eyes is shown a good fulness where the
color sign is located.
This denotes a nature susceptible
to colors and greatly affected by them.
Here is also
shown a splendid memory for locations.
Daring and physical courage are in the cheeks, denoting
a fearless, restless person, endowed with a spirit of
adventure.
person who would try anything once.
very intense nature.
The chin and jaw show a persistent nature, with plenty
of endurance.
love of beauty in form, shape and

A

A

A

coloring.

In the lobe of the ear is shown longevity. Her ears are
beautifully formed, and show a social, active nature.
In the mouth is shown a love of children and of
animals.
intense; ardent, passionate nature.
One
with great regard for her friends.
good conversationalist, and one who enjoys talking, and likes people.
Her hands are very flexible, which is a quality found in
Latin people and indicates a social nature that quickly

An

A

(Continued on page 89)
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FABLES IN CELLULOID
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}nce the villain in the play fell in love with the little ingenue,
but he did not tell her, thinking she must hate him because
he was so rough. So he passed her by, ignoring her, fearing to terrify
her if he told her. And the little ingenue's heart fluttered at the approach of the villain, but she thought he must despise her, being so
simple and demure. So they passed each other with downcast eyes.
He said, "She cannot love me, I am too fierce and rough."
So when he finished the picture he shaved off his big black
mustache, slicked back his hair with brilliantine, manicured his
nails, dressed up like a dandy and became a soft-mouthed sheik.
She said, "He cannot love me, I am so simple. He likes 'em wild."
So she made up her eyes with an almond slant, took up cigarets

and cocktails and told naughty stories in mixed company.
The next picture they met again. She looked at him and
"How sissy !" He looked at her and said, "How vulgar !"
Moral
Dont try to be what you arc not.

said,

:

country girl, ambitious but poor, was carrying
basket of eggs which she had bought from a neighbor
to put under a setting hen.
She carried them in a basket balanced
on her head.
little

"From

these eggs," she mused happily, "I will raise at least fifty
Leghorn chickens, which I will sell for $2.50 each. That
will be more than $100.
Add that to what I already have and I
can fulfil the dream of my life. I can go to California and become
a movie queen. My beauty and my youth will make me irresistible.
I will be rich and famous.
I will have many lovers, and thousands
of fans, and wherever I go everyone will crowd the streets to catch
beautiful

How the girls at home will envy me
Thinking of her happy future, she tossed her head in glee, the
basket fell, and her dreams smashed in the dust with the eggs.
"Ah. my poor child !" said her mother, thinking to console her,
"dont count your chickens before they are hatched."
Moral: (See paragraph above.)
(J\
a glimpse of me.

C/46

..AGE

anc

Helen Hokinson

^^ur uIa&u/"

o

A pretty
home a

Margaret Norris
By

!"

(~)nce upon a time a motion picture producer chose a thrilling
best seller to be his next picture. And he wrote his own version
of

it

for the scenario.

But the author looked

my

it

over and

said,

"I'll

never

let

you ruin

story like that."

So they changed

And

to suit the author.

it

the hero read

it over and said, "I'll never act in a story
where I have to do this and that."
So they changed it to suit the hero.
And the director read it over, jumped on his derby, and cried:

"I'll

never direct a picture of that kind

So they changed

When
wakened
Moral

the picture
to be told
:

!"

to suit the director.

it

was finally shown, the audience
was time to go home.

all

had

to be

it

Too many authors

A screen hero whose

spoil the plot.

chief, claim to his salary and his name in
headlights lay in his handsome face and athletic figure,
chanced, during the making of a picture, to fall into bad company.
Instead of going home when the day's work before the camera
was finished, of eating a simple supper and getting in his beauty
sleep, as had been his wont, he spent his nights carousing midst
wine and wild women. Instead of rising with the sun, playing
eighteen holes of golf before breakfast, or galloping over the
hills on his coal-black charger, he appeared on the lot heavy-eyed
and full of sleep, long after the director had been shouting "Hero !"
Under this regime his appearance quickly changed. Dark circles
came under his eyes he grew puffy, and developed embonpoint.
His clothes grew tight in some spots and loose in others. At the
close of the picture the director called him, saying, "You have
changed so for the worse during this picture that no one would
recognize you in the eighth reel for the man you were in the first
reel.
You are fired, your contract is broken !"
Moral
No one can burn the candle at both ends.
;

:

MARY AND MARY
study

made

in

London, especially for
her

little

this

magazine, of Our Mary and

niece
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"Now

that

we

are all together again

—"began Mr. Millburne,

One Night

"mayn't

I

tell

you about Madame?"

Rome

in

This picture zvas adapted for the screen by J. Hartley Manners, from his stage success bearing the same title; and zvas
directed by Clarence G. Badger. Permission was given by the Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer Company for this short novelisation

B$ H. M.

COULD
many

anything be more annoying

!

She was

miles from Rome; the white road shimmered in the blazing sunlight, and her horse had
Disconsolately she sighed, then
gone lame
straightened her slim shoulders.
"Ah, well !" she murmured. "Cioe che sard, sard what
will be, will be!
If I must walk, then walk I must!

—

!

—

Come, you unlucky beggar !".

Perhaps she was not even aware of her own beauty
that

moment

.

in a riding-habit that fitted her perfectly

Yet both
graceful, aristocratic in every gesture.
men's eyes bore tribute. The elder continued
And Mr.
"Permit me: I am George Millburne.
!"
Richard Oake, my nephew
you are the
"Mr. Millburne?" she echoed. "Then
British Ambassador
In any case I should
have met you soon. I am the Duchess
>
Mareno. Tonight— at the palace of
my husband's father the Prince
M^.
tall,

—

.

.

.

^&k

B^^

—

—

.

.

said

glance at his
"Dick, here, didn't
"
intend to go, but
"Nothing could keep me
away!" cried Dick adding, with an admiring look
at the Duchess beside him

with

.

—

"... now!"

It

— looked

down

She

"We

I

smiled.

herself to forget.

Yet

hot.

..."

48
ae.

lamed himself,"
the sun is

silent.

'Do not ask me," said the Duchess, looking into
Richard's eyes

of

the
.

it all

vite

as they
grew
she
Ah, the ignominy
She couldn't even in-

came

it

neared

"And

her

was

ice

broken; they chatted gayly.
little while she allowed

ride

she

But the

For a

are going to Rome," he
"If Madame cares to

..."
"My horse has

felt the color -flood

cheeks.

at

her, then they stepped out of
the car. The older man bowed.
said.

sly

:

—

noisestopped.
Two
one middle-aged, one

men
young

a

nephew

come up behind her
lessly.

on being present,"
Then,
Mr. Millburne.

count

I

She had gone only

little

.

Danaili."

way then.
"Is it permitted to offer
one's services?"
The big gray car had
a

.

^^Mffi^^^

:

terer
things
think
of
to
Patiently she trudged along
that white ribbon that led to

Rome.

at

—

!

Catching her horse's bridle, she started.
beautiful eyes were clouded
but not because of this contrejtfk
temps.
God knew she had bit

Her

HAMILTON

.

!

them

back

city;

.

in.

Her husband

.

.

.

—

:

:

—

!

!

!
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When he heard the story, the man's
harsh face worked with fury.
"I am a servant
but I am also
a man !" he cried.
"And I call

when

she had left that morning, he
was beginning again, after a night
of debauch.
She had heard him
clinking glasses with Dorando they
had seemed to have some huge joke

CAST OF CHARACTERS

;

Duchess Mareno

1

L Enigme

3

_

Laurette

God

Miss Dupont

He

Prince Danaili
George Millburne. Wi7/iawi Humphrey
Brandon Hurst
Count Beetholde
Edna Tichenor
Italian maid
Ralph Yeardsley
Italian gardener

;

witness,

to

after

muttering.
The
was heavy.
Yet
what had to be, would be

subsided,
heart

Duchess'
all,

was no new matter her husband
had always been like that foolish,
It

:

ever! Yet
where? She had
no resources of
her own.
Un-

quiet.

bidden the

desperation,

young man she
had met but a

A

short while

even.

woman's voice.
"Oh, sir,
.

since

How

..."

please.

One

flashed

stride,

mind.

her

into

.

.

mem-

ory of that

scream

of terror,
of

.

.

she
could go away
leave him for-

Suddenly from
her husband's
room came a
stifled

.

only

If

seemed

It

—

vain, eager for conquests.

horse

strangely

have

shall

I

vengeance."

Alan Hale
Warner Oland
Joseph Dowling

Duke Mareno
Dorando

At the gate of the Palazzo
Danaili she got out of the car she
smiled.
"A thousand thanks !" she murmured. "A rivederci!"
They were gone. She gave her
to a
groom, and entered the house.

—

J lor

Tom Moore

Richard Oake
Zephyr

between them.

T

had

he

looked at her

and she had

admiringly,

reached the door

yet respectfully,
pleastoo

— she

pushed

it

!

How

open. Her husb a n d, in h i s

he

dressing-gown,

to be!

how

ant,

had

kind

seemed

That
night, per-

had put his
arms

about

—was

a
waist
clumsily

haps.
Resolutely she
put the memory

trying

to

kiss

away. She had
her duty to follow.
It would
be her duty, that

.

woman's
her.

"Oh, my

lady

!"

cried the

woman,
ing
him,

break-

night,

away from
and

...

had

.

..."

Prince

Duke Mareno

wife.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

!

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

girl.

Bitterly, the
It

mask

that

cringed before his wife's eyes, then began to murmur,
with a drunken effort at jauntiness
Didn't
only a little joke.
"All a mistake
mean anything. ..."
Under the scorn of her gaze he seemed to wither she
led the woman away gently.
"I didn't understand, my lady!" moaned the terrified
voice.
"This morning my husband was arrested
by his orders
Now, I know it was to get my husband
with Count
out of the way! Then ... he tried
Dorando to help him
they tried ..."
The Duchess' eyes were dry and
Sobs choked her.
hard. After all, what could she expect—what could she
ever expect ? She said softly
"Do not weep, my little one. I shall arrange to have
your husband set at liberty at once. It shall not happen
!"
again
"My husband he will beat me when I tell him!"
the

breaking behind

love to the Countess Natsi

he pretended

his guests

father white-haired,
to exert herself to make
There were a hundred things

—had begged her

feel at

to be seen to.

—

husband's

her

Danaili,

kind

home.

The

she

wear?

to

rest of that

day passed swiftly.

was impossible for her to hold rancor. In a few
bitter words she had told her husband her opinion of him.
They had cut deep; his sullen eyes told her that.
Sometimes she was aware that just as she despised him
he hated her, and was waiting only for a chance to vent
It

—

—

his hatred.

Well, what was to be, would be
She felt curiously
If she were fated to be unhappy
But
surely men were not all like her husband!
That young
man in the automobile.
Even in her bitterness of heart at that memory she
smiled
The Palazzo Danaili gleamed with thousands of lights.
The guests had come all Rome seemed to be there. As in
a dream, she heard laughter, and the hum of voices. In
her heart something sang. He had come
Wicked? Surely not
For he would never know. She
was true to her husband, tho he had been false to her a
thousand times. She knew her duty as a wife. But
!

indifferent.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

;

!

Duchess turned away.

was an easy matter

stern, yet

were

heart

The Duchess opened the door suddenly and discovered the Duke making

was the gardener's young

moaned

smile,

to

What

run-

Duchess' side.
"Protect me!
He lured me
It

.

.

to be agreeable.
if
her

ning to the

here

I

to secure the gardener's freedom.

.

.

.
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Once Count Dorando, her husband's
of many gestures, she told their fortunes.
In his, she read cynical dislike. That man,
across the table. Their eyes met.
like her husband, hated her!

Exaggeratedly making use
boon companion, faced her

It gave her a warm feeling, just to know that he had
come. Life, after all, had its moments!
Amid the murmur of voices she heard some one say
"Your Grace
will you not tell our fortunes?"
A
dozen took up the plea. She smiled.
"If I have not forgotten how," she said.
It was her one gift.
What it meant she did not know.
She felt no unusual power within herself. But she could
.

.

.

—
—

see things in a face
in a hand.
They usually
turned out to be true the things she saw
Exaggeratedly making use of many gestures, she told
their fortunes. Once Count Dorando, her husband's boon
companion, faced her across the table. Their eyes met.
In his, she read a cynical dislike.
That man, like her
husband, hated her
But where was her husband ? Only a little while before
he had been flirting outrageously with the Countess Natsi
a beautiful woman of by no means unblemished reputation.
Now they had disappeared
She grew suddenly inattentive. She slipped out at a
door she paused. She opened the door. In a deep easychair sat the Countess.
Duke Mareno leaned over her,
.

.

.

—

!

;

his lips close to hers.
"So!" said his wife icily.
!"
do well, carissimo

With

a

"Two

muttered Oath he

clenched his
to strike her.

fists

;

.

.

You

leaped to his feet.
He
she thought he intended

said

.

?" she

!

We

must arrive

at

an

murmured.

"They can wait. This spying has gone far enough !"
They were alone her husband and herself. He turned
to her in a fury he had just started to speak, when there
was a knock at the door.

—

;

I

50

to see

.

you alone

came a

The angry words died on Duke Mareno's lips. The
color left his face.
tell him I cant. ..."
"Me? Tell him
But a stern-faced soldier in uniform had pushed past
With a commanding gesture he
the frightened servant.
strode up to the Duke.
I represent Italy.
"Everything else must wait.
must talk alone, and now!" He bowed to the Duchess.
.

.

.

We

Your Grace will excuse us. ..."
She was puzzled but after all, what did it matter?
One more scene avoided that was all. She returned to
The gaiety was at its height. She
the drawing-room.
"If

—

—

heard a friendly, hesitating voice
"All evening I've been wanting to talk to you again.
Cant you spare me a little of your time ?"
Richard Oake the young man of the morning's advenSuddenly the load of weary
smiled pleadingly.
ture
disgust with life which she had been bearing, seemed to
Into her lovely eyes came a
slip from her shoulders.

—

—

look of happiness.
How long they talked together she did not know. But
suddenly she heard what sounded like two pistol shots
or one and its echo. Silence fell instantly upon the room.
Then there was a rush toward the library-door. Prince
Danaili was in the lead. The Duchess drew back
There on the floor.
her heart missed a beat.
"Dio mio!" she murmured. He
It was her husband!
lay very still in his hand was a revolver. It still smoked.
Some one leaned over him and felt for his heart-beat.
"E uwrto ... he is dead !" The guests drew back.
Horror was on every face. Prince Danaili was white and
.

.

"Co.me with me to the library
!"
understanding

"But the guests

one day, eh?

moment

for a

Then he

in

"Count Bertholde
footman's voice.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

erect.

"My

He murmured
son!"

It

was

:

a cry of infinite grief.

The Prince

:
;

:

MTOSFR
caught up and unfolded a bit of
paper that lay on the table.
His
countenance changed. It grew terrible
like an avenging spirit's.
He
turned to the Duchess.
you ..." he
"So you
choked.
"Here ... in this note
.he accuses you! You were
false death is to him the only way

—

.

.

.

.

.

;

Murderess
She drew back. "I

out.

.

.

!"

.

.

.

.

false?"

she murmured. "Xo
no! I
swear.
"Silence
His last words tell
the truth they say that he is killing
himself so .that you unfaithful
woman mav be free to marry your
!"
lover
There was a stunned silence. She
heard Richard Oake exclaim
"It's false
She didn't ... she
.

.

.

.

!

;

—

—

!

"

couldn't.

.

.

.

But the Prince
solemnly;
her.

say

"I

you have
if

he

— cursed
killed

your

lifted

pointed

my

woman

!

—

at

that

son as truly as

had

finger

hand

his

straight

pulled

the

swear that my
vengeance shall follow you ... if
She had heard the Duke clinking glasses with Count Dorando; they seemed to
need be ... to the ends of the
have a huge joke between them
earth
I shall drive you to seek the
same death ... I shall make your
."
her ear:
"Murderess!
life torture
You have killed my friend!"
so that you will welcome death.
trigger

And

!

I

!

—

"Oh

.

.

Oh !" With

a low, wailing cry she turned. The
company had moved away they stood in a circle.
Dorando looked at her with blazing eyes. Only the two
The English
Englishmen showed pity or sympathy.
Ambassador burst forth indignantly
"Cowards, all of you! You haven't given her a fair
!

;

:

show."
A dozen angry voices silenced him.
paused,

bewildered,

at

bay,

As

the Duchess

Dorando hissed

close

to

"You cur

He

!"
It was the young Englishman this time.
leaped forward with clenched fists.
Dorando cow-

But

the Duchess whispered in Richard Oake's ear
only let me get out of here !*'
!"
"Then follow me
Before his aggressiveness the
onlookers fell back as thru an aisle they made their way
a moment later, and they were out in the night.
She
caught his arm piteously she cried
"It isn't true ... it isn't
I was always faithful
ered.

"In the name of pity

was clumsily trying

to

kiss the

maid

.

.

;

:

;

!

.

.

.

with his last words he lied ... as he has
but he
always lied
Diomio!"
know !" he answered savagely.
"In this
world there are such men
But you
.

He

.

.

.

!

.

!

Of

course,

I

.

—

.

you and yet the
angry that I dont see

believe

;

Prince was so
how you can stay here.

My

uncle

and I will ..."
"Oh. no!" she cried.
"Dont
you see if you protect me, that

—

only confirm their suspicions.
I must hide
I must go
away. ..."
"But where? Dont be frightwill

...

ened.
truth

...

I

I

must

tell

you the

since I first saw you, I have
thought of no .one else
Do you
;

!

suppose I'm going to desert vou

now?

I'll

fight

them

.

.I'll

.

..."

protect you.

"Xo. no!"

Yet his words were
must go away. Xo one
must know where I am
Oh,
sweet.

"I

please

believe

this

—but

You

I

me

—

must go

English
vengeance !"

dont

!

!

I

appreciate

I'm afraid.

know

Italian

"I swear I'll protect you with
(Continued on page 86)
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With

Reeling

Laughter
A new

department

pictorial

of scenes from various comedies that •will be released

early this Fall, with a few

amusmgf scenes from other

new

feature productions

Cannons

Harold Lloyd, in his new
picture, Hubby, is fleeing
from the substantial ghost
of his mother-in-law which

In his

Two-W eeks- and

-

a-Half

—

burlesque on Three Weeks

—

Ben Turpin plays a dandified officer, in imitation
of Eric von Stroheim

haunts him continually
from morning

new Sennett comedy,

until night

The three
sips

village gos-

above contribute

much amusement
Unknown,

The

Virginia

turing

to
fea-

Valli

The scene below,
from Captain Fearless,

is

captioned on

"The Em-

the film:

peror was the Candy
Kid of Mexico." The
lollipop

fan

at

the

right is Reginald
Denny, who plays the
title

role

A migratory lamp-post and a supposedly magic pheasant's feather,

The Century Comedy, The Blow-

are the stuff that dreams are made
of in Fools in the Dark, F. B. O.'s
new bizarre production, starring

tors

Matt Moore

Out, features three clever kid

—Willie

O'Donnell, and "Bubbles." Above
you see them behind the piano,
listening

in

on

two

playmates

!
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ac-

McDonald, Spec
of

their

—

Louise Fazenda as
"Dizzy Daisy," in

the

comedy by

name, holds
an amusing conversation with a
that

seal

In the scene below, from a Christie
comedy recently completed, the humdrum hero, who is tired of his romantic
sweetheart's
ravings
about handsome
sheiks, stages a realistic Arabian adventure to cure her

Martha Sleeper and

Charles

Arthur Stone are two of
the

on

dancers

the

Ray's

new

pic-

Dynamite

Smith,
brings back to the screen
the Charles Ray that the
fans adore the gawky,
appealing country boy.
The story is laid 'way
ture,

burlesque

cleverest

screen.

Watch for them in the
Hal Roach Comedies
we recommend them as

—

a sure cure for the very
worst case of blues

back in 1898, and
in

Below, we

ture

an

is

rich

amusement

picinci-

dent from one
of the Puppy

Love

series

of

comedies, in
which the Boy

Hero (Gordon
White) reverts
to his pirate
self of other
days

A

traveling

manned

by

lunch-wagon
three

expert
bicycle

comedians, and a
bearing a whopping black
mammy with a basket of
laundry on her head, bring
forth gales of laughter when
they meet in a new Century

Comedy

In this scene from Darwin
Was Right, a Fox flight of

we have two scienwho invent a Serum of

fancy,
tists

Youth, and by its use are
enabled to meet themselves
in
a
former incarnation.

And

it

is

the

do not feel
theory

monkeys who
by the

flattered

of

evolution!
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The Winners
The

best

Modern Drama,

the best

best Western,

Picture,

the

Comedy,

of the

many motion
this

and

Costume
the best

pictures released

month

—

quaint and unique; charming and personable a little
wise-cracker, who knows what to say and how to say
it at the proper time. She succeeds in putting up an
impregnable defense by playing on the vanity of men.
Her intuition is remarkably keen. And so she plays
her game. Yet back of her mask is a girl possessing
a warm, sympathetic heart who is genuinely lonesome for love. She apparently likes the trait of indifference in men
for she naturally turns to the man
who does not look upon her with eyes of desire.
James Cruze has guided Miss Compson and all
'Garry"
(Percy
Marmont)
spars
The drunken
Dodo
the other players, for that matter thru scenes which
(Betty Compson)
carry rich mirth, neat subtleties, and flashes of real
humanity.
There are certain absurdities of plot
which strain credulity now and then, but the few bad
spots are so over-balanced with the wistful human
The Best Modern Drama
touches, and the shafts of satire that we find it easy
J
' I
finest exposition of the battle of the sexes
as
to forgive the lapses.
it concerns the male hunter and the girl who holds
Miss Compson at last has a part that may be compared,
him at bay thru gift of wit, superb poise, selfin shadings and depth, to the one she enacted in The
restraint and self-assurance
which has ever been put
Miracle Man.
It contains something more than spice,
over on the screen, is revealed in this film version of
altho there is plenty of that, too. As the spirited chorine
Owen Johnson's popular tale of a few seasons back, The who refuses to surrender to the enemy sex, who refuses
Salamander.
to parade sex appeal, altho she is perfectly aware that she
As interpreted by Betty Compson, she makes this figure possesses it, she gives a thoughtful, intelligent pertruly sympathetic.
formance.
Yet she shows a fine grasp of
She is
emotional and humorous shading of the part.
{Continued on page 115)

—

—

—

—

THE ENEMY SEX

—

HE

—

THE TROUBLE BUSTER
The Best Western

TF

you have ever asked yourself what makes Tom Mix
so popular, you've probably answered that it is beThis exponent
cause he is ever in search of novelty.
of life in the open places never stands still in the
same old rut. He is ever on the lookout for bright
If none are forthcoming, he will turn his
ideas.
so that they
attention to dressing up the old gags
appear new.
On Tony's back he has ridden into

"*

—

fame thru his daring horsemanship and his execution
of stunts.
The Trouble Buster gives him opportunity to dress
up an old stereotyped plot and make it ring with
excitement.
Yes, Tom Mix is basking in a large
spotlight of popularity
and it's because he is not
content to follow the beaten path.
He occasionally
ridicules the Western formula with all its accompanying heroism and villainy.
He doesn't ridicule this
present number but he does see to it that it is packed
with a breezy line of balancing humor, which sort
of takes away the sting of the hokum.
The picture succeeds principally thru its comedy
incident.
You can pass up the romantic interest.
It doesn't amount to much.
But while we're mentioning
Tom Mix and Esther
it,
we will tell you that the
Ralston snap their
story
revolves
around the
fingers at Trouble
the
oldest of the triangles
in the person of the
the heroine, and the
village sheriff
(f\ hero,

—

—

|c/54

lA££

rival suitor.
Yes, you'll forget the love passages in the
cowboy's efforts to prevent his sweetheart's wedding,
expose the villain, and win the girl.
His attempts to

(Continued on page 115)

—

Month

of the

Selected and Reviewed

by
.aurence Reid

TIGER LOVE
The Best Costume

Picture

"pHERE

is a ringing sound about this title which
gives one the impression that it contains plenty
plenty of hot passion plenty of clash
of color
The spectator who is impressed
and adventure.
by titles will walk into the theater where it is playing and, once in his seat, he wont be disappointed.
As it is founded upon a Spanish grand opera. El

—

—

Goto Monies (The
find a

the

Jl'ildcat),

one

story of hot Castilian love

dominant

may

—with

expect to

romance

The bandit (Antonio Moreno) watches over

The sponsors have substituted some interesting
episodes to take the place of words and music. And with
a real Spaniard (Antonio Moreno) perfectly cast as the
outlaw who robs the rich to give to the poor, it is easy
Moreno goes
to see that no better choice could be made.
about his work with fine abandon and nonchalance. The
portrayal is comparable to the one he enacted in Tlic
Spanish Dancer. Indeed, he touches this role with graceful poise
and a real sense of adventure.
are unable to say just how much of the story was
taken from the opera, but we will assume that the adapter
and director collaborated in incorporating sufficient pictureA- incident to sustain its conventional and rather slight

We

the kidnaped Marcheta

(Estelle Taylor)

factor.

—

plot.

Oh, there

is

no getting away from the fact that

wholly conventional.

it

easy to anticipate each scene
as the action unfolds.
You can almost see the orthodox
finish, revealing that the bandit is a genuine Don
and
that the seiiorita will be glad that she was kidnaped on
her wedding day. (She has become betrothed to the cusis

It is

—

tomary rival.)
But with all

—

its conventions
its obvious treatment,
Tiger Love will prove enjoyable because of its lively incident, its few thrills, its romantic expression, its picturesque

backgrounds and atmosphere—and

its

colorful acting.

{Continued on page 115)

A SELF-MADE FAILURE
The Best Comedy
\Y
can

first-class

—

comedy must be

good
by players who
humor and the

fortified with a

idea
and it must be interpreted
discriminate between spontaneous

kind that

But even tho it is fortified in these
very apt to go upon the rocks unless it is
treated so that its spontaneity is ever in front, maindirections,

is

forced.

it is

taining a good pace.
J.

K. McDonald,

who produced

was
Pcnrod

this picture,

responsible for a couple of juvenile studies,

and Sam, and Boy of Mine, and he demonstrates
that he has a good gift for storytelling. He fashioned this yarn and turned it over to William
Beaudine to direct and this director has come thru
as splendidly as he did with the two numbers men-

—

tioned above.

We

have no recollections of having seen this idea
exploited before.
It is one light-comedy picture
that appears to be as sound in plot as any drama
look upon a
carrying realistic pretentions.
good-natured adventurer a hobo in other words
his little pal, and the latter's dog, hopping off the
bumpers in a hick town which boasts of sulphur
springs.
He is mistaken for a medical adviser,
is this tramp, by the proprietor of a health resort.
And it is his duty to restore
the property to its rightful
owner
a boarding-house
The pseudo-doctor
keeper.
He is aided by the
(Lloyd Hamilton)
and his pal (Ben
boy and, of course, the dog.
Alexander")
welcome
Lloyd Hamilton, who
a patient (MattMoore)
(Continued on page 117)
to the Springs

We

—

—

—
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Solid Ivory, Perhaps

THE

newspapers, consciously or unconsciously, never miss an opportunity
to take a crack at a screen star. Sometimes they become humorous. Recently,
a movie celebrity was injured in a fall, and
here is the headline one of the dailies carried
in describing the accident

"Film Star Hit on Head; His Injuries are

-rK<3i>

Slight."

Keen Comment by

TAMAR LANE

Beating the Censors

V/Tany
*

and various are the wiles employed by produc-

an effort to fool the censors. Recently at a
preview of a certain film that was soon to be released,
-*

ers in

the scene. This denotes a grave shortcoming in the abilities of our fun-makers.
The notable exception to this is Charlie Chaplin, who
produces his humor, not from what he does, but from the
manner in which he does it. There are three or four
other comedians, such as Lloyd Hamilton and Douglas
MacLean, who to a certain degree are able to produce
humor from within themselves. Of the latter-mentioned
player I am going to have more to say in a later issue.

And now we come

The

censors have to cut something out of a picture,
or they feel they are not justifying their jobs

someone called the producer's attention to several rather
colorful scenes that had little bearing on the story.
"We put those scenes in specially for the censors," said
the producer.
"Censors, you know, always have to cut
something out of a picture or else they feel that they are
not justifying their jobs. The rest of our picture is quite
all

we

right

and we dont want them

to

meddle with

it.

So

The

censors
will be delighted in cutting them out, and will leave the
rest of our picture alone."
stick these colorful scenes in the film.

Hail to a

Tt

New Screen Comedian

only at very rare intervals that a really fine corae" dian arrives on the screen. Of mediocre buffoons we
have always had large numbers, but from the very inception of the silent drama there has been but a scant dozen
of fun-makers whose work has been marked by any
appreciable degree of originality and superior talent.
The trouble with our comedians has been that to produce their fun, they have
found it necessary to depend
on objects external and inis

dependent of themselves.
Their humor has not come

from "within," but

to Harry Langdon.
This newcomer to the screen, in the few films in which
he has appeared, gives every evidence of being the finest
and most whimsical comedian that has flashed on the
silversheet since the arrival of Chaplin. He is droll, he is
pathetic, and he has a most original and distinctive style
of expression.
But most important of all, the greater
percentage of his humor comes from within.
I do not say that Langdon has shown any brilliance to
date, but he does appear to have tremendous potentialiand with proper handling should quickly establish
ties
himself as one of the most popular comedians of the day.
;

Schildkraut and the Silent

'Phe

failure

of

Schildkraut

and of splendid poise and grace.
Yet for some reason or other he does not "get over"
on the screen. Since The Two Orphans he has played in
two or three other films, and in each instance has proved
According to individuals who should
a disappointment.
know what they are talking about, Schildkraut was first
selected by Victor Seastrom for the leading role in Name
the Man, but after many scenes had been filmed and much
footage had been ground

gent, a splendid actor,

"Get busy immediately! Flood the
country with stories

and photos

of

effected only with the aid of
outside
props
and gags.
Even some of our best comedians
of today, such as

the press*
agent

Lloyd and Keaton, are somewhat marred by this failing.
After all, in the films of our
present-day clowns, it is the
situation they are placed in
that we laugh at, and not the
comedian's own facial ex-

and

reactions

to

young

—

Willie," she ordered

56

attractive

Austrian actor who was introduced on the American
screen by D. W. Griffith in The Two Orphans to make
a favorable impression on the screen and win for himself the same popularity with film fans that he won before
Not
the footlights, is an interesting but baffling enigma.
only is Schildkraut personally attractive, but he is intelli•*•

is

pressions

—the

Drama

thru the camera, Schildkraut proved such a disappointment to Sea-

strom that he persuaded
the actor to quit the part.

Schildkraut was

re-

placed by Conrad Nagel.
It is doubtful if Schildkraut will consent to return to the silent drama
for a few years.

Lord Help Poor Jackie

"[HSKEv^

CJ peaking of Jackie
** Coogan, recalls a conversation overheard in

has injected to a large degree the elements of

The
love and romance into one of his films.
pretty little love yarn spun in Girl Shy is just
what his millions of feminine admirers have been
hankering for. Harold is, no doubt, wise and will
gfive them still more of it.

Qur>

Killing Off the Screen Child

Apparently the era of the kid picture has
*"* passed for the time being at least. Films

WVtA

Sketches hy

—

Harry L. Taskey

starring children are showing very poor box-office
Even
receipts at theaters thruout the country.
Jackie Coogan, who a year or two ago was one of

Hollywood recently. Some folks have peculiar ideas as
what is needed to create a popular idol. Since the huge
salary that Jackie draws was printed in the dailies thru-

to

out the land, there have been hundreds of parents who
have rushed to Hollywood with their offspring in the hope
But a mother who
of getting them into the movies.
arrived recently from Peoria with her youngster beats

them all. She had engaged a publicity man and was giving him emphatic instructions. There was nothing to it.
Little Willie was soon to be the greatest star on the screen.
Flood the country with stories
"Get busy immediately
and photos of Willie," she ordered the press-agent, "I
want you to cut the legs right out from under Jackie
!"
Coogan
!

Theatergoers become "fed up"

Judging America by

Its

Movies

when

the

sages, .and

child stars act like
the grown-ups like
infants

pVTot only was the ride of Paul Revere a transcontinental

"^

journey, but this hitherto comparatively insignificant
individual was actually responsible for our winning the
Revolution.

The Sex Appeal

An

cf Harold Lloyd

analysis of Girl Shy, Harold Lloyd's latest comic,
indicates that the screen's most popular comedian is

^"*"

going to strike out in a new direction in his future films.
He is going to endeavor to introduce new elements of
appeal into his personality. In this, young Mr. Lloyd is
not only very bright, but he is once again proving that
not a little of his success has been due to good business

judgment and management.
Strange as it may seem, a great deal of Harold Lloyd's
popularity has been due to a certain type of sex appeal.
Not the Valentino sex appeal, but the sort of sex appeal
that Mary Pickford has as compared to Gloria Swanson
There are great numbers of fair
or Barbara La Marr.
damsels thruout the
globe who have lost
Strange as it may
their hearts to Harold.
seem, a great deal
His appeal to them is
of Harold Lloyd's
popularity has
more as a fine, charmbeen due to a
ing young fellow than
it

funny

as just a

is

knockabout comedian.
The reason that
Girl Shy, while it is
not nearly so clever or

laugh-provoking

as

any of Lloyd's four

certain type of
sex appeal

the five biggest drawing cards on the screen, is now
rapidly losing ground as an attraction.
This is what comes of trying to place the burden of the
whole production upon the shoulders of a youngster. Theatergoers enjoy seeing children woven 4egically_into screen
stories, but they rapidly bepsine "fed up" when they are
forced to sjtjhrufiye ojvsfx reels wherein the little tots act
as~tho they were sages, and the grown-ups like infants.

Eugene O'Brien

—a

Rare Personality

/^Vne

of the chief questions asked of writers and other
^-^ individuals who come in contact with screen stars in
off-screen moments, is the query "What are the stars
like in person which ones are more attractive in real life,
and which are disappointing."
The writer has met many gracious screen actors and
actresses who more than fulfilled expectations. But there
is one actor who stands out head and
shoulders above all the rest.
That is
;

Eugene O'Brien. Not only is Gene the
finest, most democratic and most unaffected individual I have ever met in the
motion picture business, he is also the
most intelligent and most
witty.
In fact, this star is
the biggest and best-hearted
chap it has been my good
fortune to meet either in
the

studios

or

elsewhere.

The

and box-office

motion picture fraternity gains much in
dignity and prestige by
having such a character as
Eugene O'Brien within its

ceipts

gates.

previous

films,

undoubtedly
them

the

all

is

first

will

eclipse

in popularity

rebecause for
time Harold

(Continued on page 87)
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OLIVE HASBROUCK

PEGGY SHAW
Peggy Shaw was
very-much-raved-about Follies

Not
a

Hasbrouck broke into the
movies thru a nervous breakdown. The doctor prescribed outof-door life and horseback riding,
so she sought a job as an extraon-horseback in the Hollywood
studios. Her crack riding and her

so long ago

Then she decided

beauty.

Olive

sud-

wanted a career
that was something more than just
one song and dance after another,
denly

that

she

so she left New York for
wood and immediately was

Hollygiven

as an extra in a Fox production ; now she has a real part in
In Hollywood with
the feature:

pretty face won her the attention
of Jack Hoxie's director, who was
filming Ridgeway of Montana. So,
at seventeen, she became a lead-

Potash and Perlmutter

ing lady

work

who

th£ rbie oi Vann'a Oil Maurier's son in the F. B. O. pro-.
duction, Vanity's Price, has

Claire Adams first attracted
the attention of people in
and out of the movies when
she played opposite Tom

one of the most interesting

Mix

Arthur

Rankin,

plays

family trees that ever grew

in Oh, You Tony.
Afterward she was given a

and flourished in the theatgarden.
He is a
nephew of the famous

Baby Peggy's picHelen's Babies; wvi
recently appeared opposite
role

Barrymores,

in.

ture,

rical

John, Ethel,

and Lionel, and is also reHis
lated to John Drew.
first
work in motion pictures was with Lionel Barrymore in The Copperhead

Edwin Bower Hesser

CLAIRE ADAMS

Larry Semon in The Girl in
Limousine; at present
is playing in The Fast

the
she

Set,

a

picturization of the
success, Spring

Broadway

Cleaning
Sullivan,

Billy

the

star

of

The Leather Pusher series,
and The Steppers series of
stories,
did his
"dramatic" boxing as a

race-track
first

member

of the famous company acting The Star Bout
Sullivan was
in vaudeville.
just a youngster then, but
his clever boxing attracted
considerable attention.
He
made his bow as a screen
star

when he was appointed

successor to Reginald Denny
as the hero of the Leather

Pusher
ent he
series,

ARTHUR
RANKIN
W.

F. Seely

and at presworking on a new

stories,
is

The Fighting Cowboy

BILLY
SULLIVAN
Freulich

'J^Aju

How Do You

Like

Them?

Can You?

Y17E

mean, how do you like the new features in this
magazine ? First of all, there is the department,
What the Stars Arc Doing. If you'd like to know what
picture your pet hero is making for you now, just turn
to page 72, and you will find out all about it
the stars
are listed alphabetically by surname.
Then, on pages 52
and 53, is Number One of our new pictorial department,
Reeling with Laughter.
Every month we shall devote
these pages to reproductions of amusing scenes from
comedies and other dramas, soon to be released.
.And,
last of all, is this page itself.
It's to be our own editorial
Question-Box, and we hope our readers will like it well
enough to reply very frankly to the queries we make.

*^

—

.

.

.

.

.

"

/"'AN you

wield what the young artists call a wicked
or "pen" ? If so, enter the Sketching
Sketchi
pencil"
Game
There you will see
that is outlined in the box below.
what the "wicked" and also "charming" pencils of six
of this magazine's artists did to Pola Negri. But rememSketch your stars
ber, you must not copy a photograph
as they appear to you in real or reel life.

^

—

—

—

!

Have You a Double?
"T\OUBTLESS there- are many of our

have been told that they bear a striking resemblance
to one of the motion picture players, or that some one
feature is the same they have eyes like Bebe Daniels,

—

Pola Negri's nose,
or a head shaped
like
Mary Pick-

of

popular
were given

Can You Sketch

a Star ?

ford'

their real start be-

were playing minor

roles,

the

These

s.

lucky
fans
then
should be "doubly"
interested
in
the
series of character readings of

when they

cause,

like

Dorothy Gish, or

our

stars

mouth

a

or

Yes?
ANY number
-^*-

who

readers

"""^

fans

"picked them out"
and wrote to the

made

directors for infor-

the film stars

mation about them.

by F. Vance de Revere. This unusual
series began in the

Norma
is

Talmadge

these;

one of

September number, with an

Z

a z u Pitts,
Florence
i d o r,

also

V
Charles Ray,
Bessie Love and
many

often

Talmadges,
leen
Moore

Conway

you

have

seen an "unknown"
in a recent picture

who

you

shows

Rudolph Valen-

think

promise? The next
time you spy one,
let us know, and
we'll try to include
a picture of your
"find" on our Page

of Promising
comers,

makes

New-

whic

h

bow

in

its

.this number,
page 58.

Do You Want

on

Prize ?
you do, send
us a number of
slogans
and perhaps one of them
will win the re-

—

ward.
You'll find
out all about this
slogan contest if
you will turn to

page 94.

Naldi,

Denny

and

Corinne

Griffith are analyzed. Next month

TF you would

like to see

your sketches reproduced

in a

magazine, send

them to us. For the best drawing of a motion picture star received
Those receiving honorable
each month we will give a prize of $10.00.
mention will be published, also, with names and addresses. This is to be a
regular feature of Motion Picture Magazine; if you fail one month,
Sketches submitted in September will be published in the
try again.
January number.

Please observe the following rules:

a

TF

Nita

Reginald

tino,

of

signs

Col-

and
Tearle.
In this number, on
pages 44 and 45,

How

others.

of the

analysis

DONT

DO
Sketch on

zvhite,

unruled paper,

using pencil or pen.

Draiv a man, or woman, or a
juvenile' star.

Put your full name and address
on each sketch.
Mark on the envelope, "Art
Department for Contest."

—

Copy a

portrait.

Use paper larger than 12x12.
Expect us to return sketches unless you send full postage.

Ask

us

work; or

to
to

comment on your
correspond about it,

or about this contest.

you will find
out aboitt the
Gishes, Antonio

Moreno and
Richard Dix. And
on this page, in
that number,
we
will
is

to

tell

you who

be analyzed

in December.
Ii
you are one of the

fortunates who is
a double, or semidouble, of a screen
star, wont you
write us ?
Then
we shall ask Mme.

de Revere to
Address: 175 Dnffield Street, Brooklyn, X. Y.

in-

clude your special
star in her series.
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On the Camera Coast
DOUG FAIRBANKS'

Thief of Bagdad had one
of the finest openings ever seen in Hollywood.
It was at the Egyptian Theater where Cecil De

Mille's Ten Commandments had just closed.
Everyone whose name means anything in electric lights
was there in all her best clothes.
The celebrities had a terrible time. Every celebrity
engaged in a soul-tearing contest to come in later than
every other celebrity; and, of course, somebody had to
be the one to come in first. It's a hard life.
Those who had the inspiration to dine at one of the
Hollywood cafes, and just stroll over at theater time,
had a fearful struggle to get in at all. The crowds
jammed the streets and sidewalks for blocks in every

Glenn Hunter, De

direction.

Witt

Jennings,
Compson and
Viola Dana, an-

When

Sills made a speech introducing the
stood up in the spotlight and bowed their
thanks, a curious fact became emphasized: there were
no stars in this stupendous picture. Doug was the only
one unless Julanne Johnston can be said to have
attained that distinction.
Julanne told me that when she got this part in The
Thief it was as tho Santa
Claus had invited her to
She
breakfast with him.
was one of the few movie
in
"raised"
really
girls
Hollywood. When she was
a little bit of a girl she used
to live around the- corner
from Mary Pickford; and
every once in a while she
and her little pals would
dressed
up in
all
get
their white lawn dresses

Betty

actors,

swer James Cruze's
early-morning summons to breakfast
on location, with
the correct salute

—

¥

Two New York

Milton

who

friends, Laurette

Taylor and Ethel Barrymore, meet
unexpectedly in a Hollywood
studio

with their

faces

scrubbed

and they would take great
bouquets of
Mary's front

flowers
to
And
door.

Mary would always come
And
out and kiss them.
now she is leading lady of

HL* !* JBBP%?«*S?
1

1

.

-

The above scene is from Jackie
Coogan's new picture Little Robinson Crusoe. It has cannibals, and
wild animals, 'n everything to delight the soul of the small-boy fan

be

idle. Here, in
a brief interlude

between

shots,
she is making a
sketch of Direc-

Dillon, who
a little
sceptical of her
ability as a
sketch artist, tho
he's sure of her

tor

looks

genius

an

as

after

his

from him

Letters
return.
state that he is

considering three
stories
and cant make up his mind
which. Doug has a great hankering to
do a picture of ancient Roman life;
something intimate and domestic, with
Mrs. Caesar telling the cook what to
have for dinner, and Caesar superintending the work on the farm.
The letters that they get from Mary
also indicate that she is bored with
traveling and is anxious to get back
She has hinted to Ernst
to work.
Lubitsch, who is to direct her next one,
that she wants something with a lot of
She feels that both she and
comedy.
Lubitsch are more at home there.

Colleen Moore
has never yet
learned how to

artist of

Doug's picture.
Doug is going to plunge
into another picture soon

the screen

At the right,
Reynolds
can be seen

Vera

teaching

two

friends the gentle
art of rattling the

beach bones
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Pickford is having a wonderful
time playing amateur detective,
few weeks ago, his house at 1001 Eld'
Avenue was robbed, and $40,000 worth

Jack

Harry Carr's department of news
and gossip of the Hollywood
picture folk
jewelry

of Marilynn Miller's
being Mrs. Jack.

was

— Marilynn

stolen

Another disaster that befell the family was an accident to Jack's manager and producer. Tom Geraghty.
Coming home late at night from calling on a fellow
author, Mr. Geraghty saw a dark figure lurking in the
shadow of the trees looked like a bandit. Attempting
to circumvent the hold-up, Mr. Geraghty went thru a
gasoline oil station and fell into an oil pit in the darkness, breaking his hip.
:

just returned from Del Monte where
has been staging another romantic party. When
her engagement was announced to Charlie Chaplin, Pola
went for a vacation trip to Del Monte, followed by an
immense throng of agitated reporters.
Altho her engagement to Rod La Rocque has not
exactly been announced, Pola's party this year prinShe gave him a dincipally featured Mr. La Rocque.
ner at the same Del Monte cafe at which she gave her
famous engagement dinner to Charlie. Well, y'know,
one gets used to doing a thing in a certain way.

"Dola Negri has

'she

Jim Adamson has
trimmed the hair
of more noted stars
and directors than
any other wielder
of clippers and
John
scissors.

Gilhert
present

is

his

victim

Pola has now returned to
begin work with Lubitsch

on the picture that

is

to

be

made from the play, The
Czarina, given in New
York last winter. It is a

Kenyon, Claire "Windsor,
and Will Nigh, the director of

Doris

waste of time to state the
From exscreen name.

Born Rich, know a jolly little
joke that they refuse to share with

know

anyone else

perience

I

that

will

it

be named nearly everything
before it finally sees the
Pola's pictures al-

screen.

ways

The Song of

are.

Songs was changed

to

Compromised; then to The
Passionate Journey, and
finally was released as Lily
of the Dust.

"D arbara La Marr's
"*^

former husband, Phil
Ainsworth, is writing his

Internationa' Newsreel
is Charlie Chaplin in Alaska,
with Sid Grauman, who made the
famous gold rush to the Klondike

Here

recollections of his beautiful

the

bride

—considerably

lady's

Ainsworth

to

dismay.
Mr.
has plenty of

He is acting as advisor
in 1898.
in staging the scenes for Charlie's
new picture

leisure in which to collect
his material and his fond

recollections he is serving
a term in State prison. He states that
:

every effort has been made by Miss La
Marr to stop the writing of the book.
"Barbara," said the literary ex-

husband
tentiary,

to a recent visitor at the peni"is a nice girl, but she just

—not

cant stick to anything

even to a

husband."

'he Hal Roach Comedies studios,
like most similar institutions, was
made very largely by the old swimmingtank and now it has been saved by one.
Last week, the studio caught fire and
would have been destroyed except for
the fact that the swimming-tank hap-

' I

*

;

(Continued on page 90)

Please meet Alia

Nazimova,

Mil-

ton Sills, and
Edwin Car ewe,

who

is

directing

new picture,
The Madonna of

her

the Streets

Here

is

Noah

Beery in an offstage moment,
teaching his son,
Jr., the rudiments of swords-

Noah,

manship.

Mr.

Beery is wearing
the uniform in
which he appears
in Lily of the
Dust, starring
Pola Negri
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Tkeir
Favorite

Indoor
Sports

Sylvia
perfect

Breamer

has

a

passion

for imglasses
of

bibing
tall
orange juice.
She indulges in one first thing
in the morning, several
times during the day,

and

says

it's

the

best

beauty "nightcap" in the
world

"The

cup

that

cheers"

why
Mr. and Mrs. James

isn't

the real reason

Kirkwood

(Lila

Lee)

are so cheerful, but partaking of it has long
been their favorite indoor sport three lumps
of sugar to a cup

—

Bonner and her
Priscilla
violin are ever in close harmony when this little actress is away from the
studios.
She says it's the
best bow in the world or

—

did she

mean "beau"?

"There's no indoor recreation," declares Jack Gilbert,
"that equals a quiet nook, a
comfortable chair and dressing-gown,
and a ripping
detective

story"

—

Menjou

Adolphe

(right)

swears that there is no indoor sport like unto that of

making
speech

an

after-dinner

— especially

the oc-

if

casion calls for formal
clothes and manners. However, knowing Mr. Menjou's
reputation
for
"kidding,"
we feel sure that he made
this
declaration with his

tongue in his cheek

Milton

Sills

finds

the

Lew Cody (below)

greatest

fashioned

and relaxation in a
good cigar and a game of soli-

pleasure

taire, after a long,

hard day

hour

or

melodies,

more

at

loves old-

and
the

spends an
piano every

evening

at

the studio

Blanche

Sweet

is

a fervent radio fan
at present, and has

a

beautifully

equipped radio
room

in her

home.

However,

when

the justly unpopular static breaks
in, as it

this

did when

picture^

was

snapped, she is almost persuaded to
place the radio at
the bottom of her
list
of indoor
sports

Jacqueline Logan tells us
that she adores
writing letters,

—mark

and

this

well — she

spends

many

a

delightful
evening in her li-

brary, answering her fan mail

Monte Blue

is
an expert at nearly
every outdoor sport on the calendar
from playing golf to shooting craps;
so it is only natural that he should
name another athletic sport boxing
as his favorite indoor recreation

—

—
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Critical Paragraphs

About
Nev? Productions
talent, there being little evidence of
coaching to make her feel the shadings of her role.
As a result, she
does not appear precocious a trait
which has proved irksome for many
spectators in
witnessing juvenile

—

Compson and two of her
in The Enemy Sex

Betty

Hobart Bosworth plays
sketches.
the old keeper with fine sympathy.
Take the children.

pals

Recoil

Baby Peggy and Hobart Bosworth in Captain January

'"Phe vengeance of an outraged
* husband, who compels his eloping wife and the scoundrel who stole
her affection to spend the rest of
their days together, serves as the
piece dc resistance of this picture,
which was written by Rex Beach.
It is pretty crude punishment to inflict,
but if you think the author
hasn't seen the sunshine thru the

Betty Blythe as the erring wife,
begs forgiveness of her hus-

band

(Mahlon Hamilton) for
the 'steenth time in Recoil

Capt am January

Wi

'HILE we may

expect that some day Baby Peggy will
be given a story comparable to Jackie Coogan's Oliver
Ttvist in containing energy and imagination, let us be
satisfied for the present in seeing her in stories as
fragrant with sentiment as Captain January. While it is slight and
a trifle sugary, and thoroly obvious, it is told with marked simplicity
and with decided emphasis upon the heart-strings. Any tale revolving around the adoption of a little piece of human flotsam by a gentle
old man of the sea, who is torn from him for the sake of being
eventually reunited to him, is always sure-fire.
It is to the credit of the director that
he has fashioned the simple 'threads so

mawkish

that no

sentimentality is present.
He admirably blends the humor
with the pathos and establishes a
pleasant heart appeal as a result.
No

—

mushy romantic touch
touch too
childhood.

often

Instead,

employed

is

used
it is

—

studies of
a story of the

in

above

scene

drama, Dark

Stair-

ways, Herbert Rawlinson is proving to
his large following of
fans that he is still

their brave hero,
handsome and dignified,
and ever pre-

communion between age and
moments are when
Baby Peggy frolics about the lighthouse and the scene when she is torn
from the aged keeper. If the action

best approved

stops
story

John Bowers, the

spiritual

youth.

Its brightest

—

occasionally,

is
it
because the
extremely slight.
The tiny youngster has taken a large
emotional leap since she appeared

solely

t

In the

from the crook melo-

is

in

two-reelers.

She expresses

changing emotions with a real gift of
64
GS.

pared to meet the
unexpected in the

At the

left,

manner
you see

dashing hero of The
Code of the Wilderness,

ing

nobly intercedbehalf of an

in

erring
(Charlotte

daughter
Merriam)

—

wms™
clouds we will tell you that he permits the vindictive
husband to relent and forgive his wife because she has
saved him from blackmail.
It provides fair entertainment when it gets away from
the morbid side of this romantic entanglement. It fairly
shrieks with so-called dramatic punches when a murder
is committed, and again when the husband's anger guides
him "to telegraph" some body blows upon his enemy.

—

Mahlon Hamilton,

as the outraged husband,
correct. Many wives will agree that
that
he
wrong
is
attitude
his
doesn't know how to accept defeat.
On the other hand, there are many

is

At the right,
Monte Blue, as
the young artist
in Revelation,
stages

an ardent

balcony

scene

Joline

with

(Viola Dana),

rigorously

playing

Juliet

—

who

wives

will

secretly

admire his

"go-getting" qualities.
Personally, we are more interested in the scenic display which
features a few show places of
Europe the real thing, incidentally.
There is a scene suggestive of Cecil
De Mille's creations. It presents a
wild party at which the ten most
beautiful women of Europe are the
guests. That is, they are called such

—

Below, meet Monte Blue again, in
a scene from How to Educate a
Wife, a modern, domestic draMarie Prevost plays the
matic.
gay, independent wife, with Monte
as the misunderstanding husband

in the story.

Betty Blythe

more

is

the

Her wardrobe

case.

woman in the
command

will

attention than her emotions.

Being a picture of

fast life in high
everything is naturally exaggerated. Some day we'll probably
be given a real surprise. Then we'll
see a film of high-society life in
society,

John

Gilbert

is

the

hero

of

Western melodrama, Romance Ranch, but he is not

the

given

sufficient emotional opportunity, for he is a fine actor
who deserves a really great role

—

which the characters act like human beings instead of puppets and
the sets will be of more modest dimensions than those modeled after
the size of Madison Square Garden.

The Code

of the Wilderness

—

Western has at least a good title one which has
some bearing on the picture, tho its story is disappointing. Its
creaks and wheezes are founded upon the simplest of triangles, featurthe girl, the hero and the villain. Anying the customary triumvirate
one accustomed to fast-moving action and novel incident framed

'""Phis very ordinary
•*•

—

The lovely Claire
Windsor is in a very
situation
unpleasant
indeed, in the above
scene from For Sale,
a "high society" melodrama

against picturesque backgrounds will find
little of interest here.
The Code of the
title applies to Western justice meted out
thru a quick-trigger finger. And because
a ranch foreman defends this Eastern
girl (not a school-teacher this time), un-

accustomed

measures
by getting the "drop" on his opponents
she
to such strenuous

— defends her honor and

his life

—

naturally upbraids him.

There
Rex Ingram's picture,
The Arab, is packed
with

color

mance.

and

ro-

Ramon

Novarro plays the
bold young sheikhero, and Alice Terry
(not a blonde this
time) the unsophisticated heroine

is

your

conflict.

The climax

features the heroine adopting the code
of the open spaces when she has to use
her trigger finger in defending herself
against a human coyote.
The captions
aren't entirely pertinent to the story.
One will suggest a pursuit of rustlers
but the incident isn't ever developed
another will treat of a nester's daughter,
(Continued on page 80)
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Tne Women

Who

Him

Love

all know that Lew Cody is adored
by flappers with dancing feet and shingled heads and a penchant for doing
the Tango Twist rather than the Kitchen Sink, but how many of you know
that he is equally adored by numberless old ladies, and that Lew himself

You

doesn't fancy the flappers half so
as he does their grandmas

much

By
Richard Burke

GLADYS HALL

GOOD women

You can tell
always love children.
good women if they love children,

that they are

no matter what other little ethical defects you
maj' know of them, or hear of them.
Good men generally love dogs. Of course, O. Henry
once disproved this popular theory in a story of his in
which a murderer is traced by his fondness for a dog
and his antithetical brutality to a woman. But as a rule,
if you are not psychologically erudite, when you see a big
strong man fondling some whimpering cur you
say to yourself, bucolically
"There's a good fellow !"
Good children always love their parents. If
they dont love their parents, there is something
radically and rationally wrong with them.
And so forth and so forth ... by our loves
such as good cats
are we made manifest
and good editors unknown
loving fat mice
writers
husbands the wives of their bosom,
<

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

All of these tests are considered pretty nearly
Or so "they" say

infallible.

whoever "they" may

be.

And

cookie-filled

and rose

gardens,
mothering

and

laps.

And old ladies
love Lew. They
love to have him
in

their

homes.

They love
to have him
confide in
them. They

love to be a

It is occasionally amusing to
Dick
speculate concerning this.

Barthelmess would love, one
might imagine, some slim and
legendary maiden, some sort of
entowered princess whose binding spell his dreamer's lance
might break.

Tommie Meighan would

seek

smoothly bound

out a lady of

hair, golfing proclivities, friendly

hands, and definite will.
a mother and a friend.

A

wife,

Lew Cody
well, one might
imagine Lew Cody fancying the
fancy girls, with dancing feet and
shingled heads and a penchant
doing the Tango Twist
for
rather than the Kitchen Sink,
.

.

He appeals to
their mahim.

stincts.

known.

f
1A0E

jars,

ternal

the supreme test of man, or men,
By the
is the women they love.
woman he loves is the man

66

and

mother to

et cetera.

f\

But right here is where one stops speculations. As
well cease one's imaginings concerning one's fellowmen,
whether they be stars or stockbrokers.
For Lew loves old ladies. Real old ladies. Rockingchair old ladies. Old ladies with silver-rimmed spectacles

.

After dinner
they sat out on
the front porch

together, and
she told him
all

her

secrets

in-

:

JTMOTION
Inell

These
dont

little

think

old ladies,

Lew

ladies.

From country

t\

the land wide,

wicked and dareThese nice little old

kitchens,

land gardens, from

PICTURTt

MAGAZINE

is

and gay.
These decent

devilish

all

I

old

little

from

New

ladies.

Eng-

New York

apartments,
and rock and

everywhere that old ladies sit
knit, or stir about and bake and do up jams
and spices and string-beans, they write to
Lew, go to see him on the screen, and in

when they can, talk about him as
mothers talk of their absent but dearly
beloved sons all because they love him.
Man cannot have a greater tribute, nor
Girls of young years and
a realer love.
young affections will love a man for many
glittering reasons, not always real ones.
They love him with some sort of hope,
some kind of ambition, not necessarily
But when little old ladies love a
sound.
young man, it is simply and beautifully
because they do. Wells deeper than skin
are tapped and touched, the wisdom born
of age conceives a love sacredly without
Wise old ladies, who can see bedross.
hind more screens than one.
No. they dont think Lew is wicked,
They never believe any
these old ladies.
of "the talk'' they may hear about him.
They see the little boy in the grown man.
Still a wistful little boy, wanting someone
to bake his cookies and scold and pet him.
The nice little boy Lew must have been
and still is, anxious to be friends, comthe flesh

—

.

fortable

.

.

and chummy.

Just to prove that this is fact rather than
fiction, I'll tell you a story about Lew and
one of the little old ladies who love
him.
.

.

.

happened in Seattle, where Lew was
making a personal appearance. After he
had told his funny stories and sung his

It

funny songs he told the audience that he
hoped to get away from the type of work
he has been doing and go in for more virile
and vital parts. A voice, a rather cracked
and quavery-sweet voice, suddenly said,
loudlv
"Well,

should hope sol"
her, and they carried on
an impromptu conversation from stage to
audience until he was finished. When the
talk was ended, Lew jumped from the
stage and went down to the seat where the
old lady was sitting to shake hands with
I

Lew answered

his enthusiastic friend.

To

Richard Burke
the little old ladies, Lew Cody is always the handsome hero, never
the villain no matter what his role on the screen may be

To his incredulous amazement and embarrassment, when he held out his hand,
the old lady refused to shake hands with him. He couldn't
understand it. For there she sat, looking up to him from
behind her spectacles as a mother might look at a son,
long absent and happily returned. Then, quite as suddenly,
she pulled him down on her lap, put both of her loving
arms about his neck and said, 'T wont shake hands with
you because I want to kiss you," which she forthwith did,
not once but many times, heartily and unashamedly.
The next night she asked Lew to have dinner with her
at her home, a little cottage out in the country, all neat and
shining like the well-known pin. She cooked him a home
dinner, and after dinner they sat out on the front porch
together and she told him that she had five daughters, all

—

and that she wished Lew would marry one of
them, as she had to have him in the family "some way."
At another especial time Lew visited the State Penitentiary in Ohio, and told the men stories and jokes and
sung them funny songs, and some days later he had a
letter from the old mother of one of the inmates, blessing
him and telling him how much she loved him because he'd
made her boy laugh for the first time in many months.
There are many such stories to tell of Lew and the old
ladies who love him.
But after all, it isn't so much the
specific incidents as it is the fact that the dear old ladies
do love him, because, in the twilight of life, he gives them
something to hold onto and to cherish.

pretty,
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Trailing the Eastern Stars
The

about motion picture people
in and out of tke Studios in the East

latest

v?ho drift

nev?s

B?

DOROTHEA

B.

HERZOG

In 1922, when the Festival of the States was held in
Florida, Polly represented her adopted state in the swimming contests and came out the winner. She also won the
beauty contest. The news cameramen made much of her
and she became imbued with the ambition to take a fling at
pictures.

Her mother
Tho Polly was

off from a rushing shopping expedition to chat with her director, Paul
Scardon (the man with the hat, who is, by the way,
Betty Blythe's husband), and W. O. Hurst, head of

Helene Chadwick takes time

Distinctive Pictures

sanctioned this, and they returned East.
only seventeen, and lacking in experience,
she had no trouble in getting a bit in Java Head. Thru
Ned Wayburn, she joined the Ziegfeld Follies late last
season, and was rehearsing for the new show when her
lucky picture break came.
If you saw Dick in The Enchanted Cottage, you may
remember Polly as one of the beautiful ghosts in the

double

- exposure scenes.

HAVE

you ever heard of a nose winning a friend?
helped a lot in '"melting the ice" between
Gloria Swanson and six-year-old Bert Wales, a
newcomer to the screen, who plays the young'un
in Gloria's new picture, Her Love Story.
He was one of
many youngsters to apply for the part, and he got it.
When he was introduced to Gloria, he showed no signs
of shyness.
He walked right up to her, gravely shook
hands, and stated courteously
"How do you do, Miss

Many people
remem-

It

did

and
poured

ber her,
letters

into the
I

nspiration

offices inquir-

ing about her.

Dick was

:

Swanson?"

looking for a

This rather captured the star. Then she observed his
nose. And yes, his nose was a miniature edition of her

leading lady

for Class-

Whereupon, the bars were down

own.

mates at the
time.
This

Bert started his career at the age of four, starring as
a dancer in his own vaudeville act. Later, he toured the
country as the leader of an adult jazz orchestra, for the
little fellow has an instinctive understanding of rhythm.
Now, at the age
of six, he seems
well

has

i

lady

in
pic-

C I as s-

inates.

Polly

is

about five-feetthree, weighs
about a hundred

pounds, has

A

from Captain January
Baby Peggy, who is perassisted by Hobart Bosworth

scene
featuring

fectly
blonde hair, and
dark-blue
eyes.
Her mother, Evelyn Archer, is well known on the stage.
It was while playing on Broadway in The Copperhead,
with Lionel Barrymore, that she suffered a nervous breakdown. She and Polly left New York for St. Petersburg,
Florida, where they expected to remain four weeks.
The four weeks stretched into four years before they
returned to the metropolis. During that time neither was
idle. Mrs. Archer was appointed executive secretary of the
St. Petersburg Chamber of Commerce, quite a responsible
Polly took up swimming and became an expert.
/j\ position.
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Robertson's

Valentino, in addition to his other talents,
very good photographer

in

ture,

and
own and

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hammerstein
(nee Dorothy Dalton) have just returned from a honeymoon in Europe

Polly Archer,
latest

his

Director John

made a new

leading

new-

the

comer,

Keystone

c k
B A RTHELMESS

discovery
his

recognition of

on

started

successful
a
screen career.
1T\
*"^

spontaneous

is

a

qGMMS"
interest in the girl, induced them to promote her to the
importance of lead with one scratch of pen on paper.
Delighted and thrilled, tho not beyond words, Polly

resigned from the Follies.
"You know," she remarked, her blue eyes contemplating us musingly, "I believe thirteen must be my lucky
number. I signed to play in The Enchanted Cottage on
Friday the thirteenth, and my screen promotion occurs
with my thirteenth picture.
"I dont know whether I'll return to the stage or not,"
in response to our query.
"If I make good in pictures,
I'll most likely devote myself entirely to them.
But I do
like musical comedy," wistfully.
of Dick Barthelmess, his new production,
Classmates, is due to create a stir of interest because
of its very nature. It picturizes the detailed training of a
United States Army officer, for the first time in screen
history, many of the exteriors being actually taken at

Speaking

West

Point.

Marion Davies finds a" little spare time before starting work on her new picture, Zander the Great, to
pose for the celebrated Italian artist, Edmund Pizzella

We

were told that this was accomplished thru Dick's
wife, Mary Hay, whose father, Colonel Caldwell, started
negotiations with the Government on the star's behalf.
Dick's

W~l

Government.
The script of
the story was

Tife

movie star is oftentimes what a glass-covered
an automobile tire!
For instance, there is Doris Kenyon, who was recently
signed to a five-year star contract by First National. It
happened as a result of Doris' excellent work with
Rudolph Valentino in Monsieur Beaucaire. Two big producing companies wanted her, after seeing her work in
for a

"-'road

O. K.'d by a

West Point
officer.

In fact,
every

to duplicate the room in the studio, of
course, but the furniture and decorations were loaned by
West Point.

was necessary

cadet

uniform was
made by the

detail

has been

this

minutely

comers.

room

her to the Coast within the week, to start at once in the
featured role of the Thomas H. Ince picture, Dr. Nye.

Point, that
you will see
in the picture, is an
exact
of a

feature, but First National stepped in ahead of all

ing

West

at

to

At the time she signed the contract, Doris was completwork in Born Rich, with Claire Windsor and Bert
Lytell.
She was on location when a wire came ordering

supervised.
Dick's

is

There were
nine hundred
and ninety-nine

replica

things to attend
to before leav-

cadet's

quarters.

It

Hedda Hopper, in
her new

A

a

ing,

gay scene from

Doris

but

vows she

picture

didn't

get beyond the
hundredth And
then she was on
the verge of a
!

scene from the Italian film, Messalina, soon
to be released in America

collapse.

Upon

completing

Dr.

Nye, Doris
makes her

wT

H

flflk

'

Should

*'%
::

wT-'
*—^iife»

first

starring film on
the Coast with
// /

*^s

^^i
s

;

Hi
J

s

'

^L

v

/

Norma Talmadge
:

*

IB

11

to

York, having once more become Eugene O'Brien's screen bride

New

Marry Again.
After

finishing

this picture,

she

returns immediYork, where her other pictures will be made.

A^id

a fanfare of excitement, Cecil B. De Mille, who
struggles under the superhumanly heavy title of
Director General of Paramount Productions, arrived in

*"*

New York

L.'H

returning

New

ately to

H^^jE^sHI

is

to

make

his first production in the East,

The

Golden Bed. No, neither Elinor Glyn nor Mr. Ostermoor wrote this story. It is from Wallace Irwin's pen
{Continued on page 98)
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Letters to the
Pollyanna and Pola
Negri
Dear Editor

Your

:

the

\"\ ZE are giving our readers a chance

"

edi-

Nothing But the Truth,
your July Motion Picture,

inspires

me

write

to

to

express their opinions in print, and
to be paid for it. For the best letter (which
we will illustrate) we will pay hve dollars.
Writers of other letters published will receive three dollars extracts from letters, one

torial,

in

Editor

this

article.

magazine be-

'

ever

-

present

screen

mother, with the venerable
snow-white hair, and the nicefashioned lace cap?
It
ly
seems as tho she were always
ready to step in at the right

moment

to

the world

save

the

rest

of

from destruction.

Perhaps darling daughter
has shorn her golden locks in
little
hokum and
favor of a shingle bob.
less
She
dollar.
brief, and to the point.
Write
more sincerity from magamay even go so far as to adgeneral would be
zines
in
just the hems of her frocks
us a snappy, interesting letter of from two to
gratifying to the intelligent
according to the trend of the
four hundred words in length.
Give your
reading public.
More real
hour
Mama dear is shocked,
criticism
of
pictures
and
and s t r o n g 1 y disapproves.
not
reasons for your likes or dislikes.
actors would go a long way
However, she is too refined
neglect to sign your
and address, altho
to improve both
fragile
and it is
and
to
bring
the
quite obvious both are in need
prodigal back into the fold.
will use your initials only, if requested.
of improvement.
After much suffering on the
As to good pictures
part of the players and the
I
consider
dramatically
The Famous
audience,
she
Mrs. Fair one of the best
descends the marble stairs of
pictures ever produced, both as to continuity and real human
their million dollar summer home wearing a cotton kimono, and
interest.
carrying a lighted candle. She has been disturbed from her innoHuntley Gordon and Myrtle Stedman did their work with a
cent slumber by the clear-thinking hero, who is in the act of
beautiful balance, not overdoing their parts with a lot of melodenouncing the girl for her wicked ways.
dramatic poses and the son was the personification of the imOf course, our saintly intruder explains matters favorably and
petuosity of the youth of today.
all ends well for everyone but the onlooker.
The trouble with most pictures is that the woman star insists
Or maybe sonny, who has long been a recognized barrister, by
on wearing seventy gowns in a seven-reel picture, and looking
the way, has become infatuated with his "actually common
either too sweet, or too vampish.
stenographer."
Mother intervenes, despite the fact that her
Lillian Gish can really act, as can Mae Marsh.
They do not
wandering boy is old enough to care for himself, and work out
need gowns to put them over. Both have real ability.
his own salvation
need less Pollyanna stuff on the screen and more acting.
This old offender may not always be a doting parent. Often
Carmel Myers is indeed fascinating, as is Laura La Plante.
Nevertheless, she remains
she is titled aunt or grandmother.
Nita Naldi is positively offensive, and as to Gloria Swanson, if
the same cloyingly sweet, simpering, snobbish, whining rather
she could forget herself, not pose so much and do more work
dumb, and, oh so old.
like in The Humming Bird, she would show her wisdom. Society
Now the average modern woman of sixty-five or so, does not
Neither does she dress accordconfine herself to her armchair.
Scandal with La Rocque and Swanson was what I call "Fresh."
ing to the styles of Victoria. She is a clear-minded person, active
Pola Negri may be madcap, temperamental and all the adjectives
and intelligent, and is the better for the experience that lies
that are attributed to her, but to me she is dull, heavy, and bovine
behind her.
trying most ardently to display temperament and failing assiduously.
It is our sincere hope that motion pictures will some day come
Barbara La Marr seems to instill intelligence into her characto realize that all the clever elderly women of the nation are not
terizations.
Why isn't Jack Holt sought after more as a lead? He is included in the ranks of the "Four Hundred"
Alice L. Lyman,
clever and clean cut in his work and exCleveland, Ohio.
ceedingly handsome.
Edmund Lowe is very good and Milton
Sills, Thomas Meighan, Richard Barthelmess,
Reissues and Recriminations
Huntley Gordon and Ramon Novarro are all
splendid.
Editor
Dear
I was more than surprised to learn reNovarro did a finished piece of acting in
cently that Viola Dana is starring in Revelation, that play
Scaramouche, which by the way was the
in which Nazimova so gloriously acted some years ago.
best picture I ever saw.
Why do some of these stars and producers persist in reMatt Moore and Rod La Rocque should be
filming pictures that have always remained favorite with
in other lines of work.
It is unfortunate they
The public, I am sure, would rather see a
the public?
do not realize it.
famous old film reissued than made over again. I doubt if
(I am not clever at sarcasm so I should
Viola Dana can surpass or even equal the Joline of Mme.
label the above as such.)
Nazimova. Not that I have anything against Miss Dana
Lon Chaney never received enough praise
on the contrary, I consider her a clever little actress, but
for his wonderful work as The Hunchback.
she seems far different from NaziBilly Sullivan of the last Leather Pushers,
Nazimova made the
mova's type.
has more the mannerisms of Wallace Reid
role of the underworld sprite vital,
than any man on the screen.
fiery, strikingly human, and unforReid was dashing and clever and
getable
spontaneity that Denny has not and
In several pictures that were reaffect, regardless of the ads
made, lately, I have been disappointed.
likening Denny to Reid.
The Cheat, for instance, starring Pola
I refer to Reginald Denny.
Negri, nowhere reached the popularity
D. W. Griffith as a director
enjoyed by the former film with
puts real atmosphere into his
Fannie Ward and Sessue Hayakawa
pictures.
He doesn't have to
And then there was The
as players.
dress his characters up like
Spoilers. Was Anna Q. Nilsson's
circus horses, nor does he have
portrayal of the dance-hall girl
to rely upon exotic brilliant
as good as Kathlyn Williams'
like

I

your

cause of your policy.

A

;

Be

!

Do

name

;

we

;

We

—

—

!

;

:

settings to get results.

M.

that
I certainly hope
really?
Lillian Gish does not do Joan of
Arc and that Gloria Swanson
does not attempt Cleopatra.

P. M.,

Denver, Colo.

Sincerely,

My

Sainted Aunt

Dear Editor
flNkind

director

:

deliver

us

fltowj*

!

Will no good

from

Many

Julia Maria Charpentier,
Oregon.

becoming merely "clothes-trees"
on wearing seventy gowns in a seven-reel picture

of the

they insist

stars

are

(Continued on page 85)
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the care afthe^kiaiA

-vital

1 he women of the younger set today never
permit the strain of many engagements or the
attacks of wind and sun to mar the smooth
delicacy of their complexions.

"Fatigue and exposure can leave no trace on
Pond's Two Creams.
They are really remarkable."

the skin that is cared for by

GLORIA

GOULD, who has recently become Mrs.
Gloria Gould Bishop, is the youngest
and many
think the loveliest
daughter of one of America's
oldest families of great wealth. She commands a unique
position in New York's exclusive younger social set.

—

—

When in the cream-and-blue drawing room of her
jmart East Side apartment she gave me her views on
the care of the skin, the simple friendliness of her manner
delighted me, but still more, her vividness, her enthusiasm. Even her lovely ivory skin seemed to breathe life.
"Mrs. Bishop," I asked, "what in your opinion
most important factor in a woman's looks?"

is

the

"Three things, I think," prompted Gloria Gould,
"are vital to the woman who wants to keep an important place in the social world. Fine eyes, white teeth
and a lovely skin. The latter, luckily, any woman may
possess, if only she'll take the right care."

Then we spoke of the young women

of her set,

who

need to keep themselves looking fresh and
lovely have turned to Pond's Two Creams which prevent all weariness from showing and keep the complexion satin-smooth and exquisitely protected.
in their

r

-r

f

Pond's Method is a thorough
daily cleansing of the skin with Pond's Cold Cream.
Smooth it on generously over the face and neck. With
a soft cloth wipe it all off, and rejoice at the black look
the cloth gives you! Repeat the process, finishing with

The

step

first

in

Gloria Gould's lovely ivory complexion bespeaks exqu

the

a dash of cold water or a brisk rub with

THE PRINCESSE MATCHABELLI
MRS. CORDELIA BIDDLE DUKE
MRS. MARSHALL FIELD, SR.
THE DUCHESSE DE RICHELIEU

HOYT

LADY DIANA MANNERS

These are among the women of distinguished
and high position who have expressed
their approval of the Pond's Method of caring
for the skin and of Pond's Two Creams.

in the Pond's Method
is to smooth over your freshly cleansed face
a light film of Pond's Vanishing Cream. Do
this before powdering and especially before
going out into the wind, sun, dust or cold.
This delicate cream renders a four-fold
service
it protects the skin from the
weather, gives it a soft, smooth finish, holds
rouge and powder evenly and long, and

taste

PREE OFFER—Mail

—

it

MRS. JULIA

*
f

ice.

The second step

freshens and rests

MRS. O. H. P. BELMONT
THE VICOMTESSE DE FRISE

'

will send

The Pond

amazingly.

this

coupon at once and we

you free tubes of

these two famous creams

Extract Company, Dept.
New York

K

143 Hudson Street,

Like Gloria Gould and the other smart
young women of the exclusive social set,
you can have an exquisite complexion. Begin
today with Pond's Two Creams. Their daily
use will keep your skin exquisite and with
Gloria Gould you'll agree they "are really
remarkable " Pond's Extract Company.
!

When

me your free tubes, one each of Pond's
Cold and Vanishing Creams.

Please send

Name.

On Gloria Gould's dressing table stand Pond's
Two Creams which keep the complexion
exquisite despite the strain of social life

you write to advertisers please mention

Address
City
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What
A department

for the fans, in

which they are informed

the present picture activities of their film favorites

of

—

—playing
—
versal Production.
Allison, May'— playing
Adams, Claire

The Fast

in

Set,

aWilliam de Mille Production.
Agnes, Bobby playing in Wine, a UniThe

in

River

Road, an Ernest Shipman Production.
Archer, Polly playing opposite Richard Barthelmess in Classmates.
Astor, Mary- playing in Oh, Doctor a
Universal Production.

—
—

,

—just finished work The
Agnes — just starting work on

Aye, MaryonLast

Man

Are Doing

tke Stars

in

on Earth, a Fox Production.

Ayres,
Worldly Goods,
Production.

Famous Players-Lasky

a

Bowers, John playing in Empty Hearts.
Breamer, Sylvia playing in If I Ever
Marry Again, a First National Production.
Brockwell, Gladys playing in The

—

—

—

tion.

a

—

Mae— playing

in

—

Warner

— playing

in

The Female,

a Famous Players-Lasky Production.
Bayne, Beverly- just completed work
on Her Marriage Vow, a Warner Brothers

—

Production.

—

Beery, Noah playing in North of 36, a
Famous Players-Lasky Production.
Beery, Wallace playing in Madonna of
the Streets, a First National Production.
Bellamy, Madge just completed work
on Glory, a Universal Production.
Bennett, Alma- playing in The Cyclone
Rider, a Fox Production.
Bennett, Constance recently completed work on Her Own Free Will.
recently completed
Bennett, Enid
work on The Red Lily, a Metro-Goldwyn

—
—
—

—

—

Garragan,

Butt,
Lawson playing in Barriers
Burnt Away, an Associated Exhibitors Pro-

—
—
Great, a Cosmopolitan Production.
Dean, Priscilla — Playing
A Cafe In
Cairo, a Hunt Stromberg Production.
De la Motte, Marguerite—just finished

duction.

work on Behold This Woman, a Vitagraph

Busch,

in

He Who

Gets

Metro-Goldwyn Production.
Butler, David playing in In Hollywood with Potash and Perlmutter, a Samuel
Goldwyn Production.

Slapped, a

—

—

—

—

Boardman,
The

Denny,

Collier,

—recently

Buster,

Jr.-

finished
Children, a

—
—
—

Colrnan, Ronald playing in One Night,
a Constance Talmadge Production.
Compson, Betty playing in The Fast
Set, a William de Mille Production.
Coogan, Jackie playing in The Rag
Man, a Metro-Goldwyn Production.

Silent

Edeson, Robert

De

a

—

Bow, Clara

— recently

Fairbanks, Douglas

1

as.

—

last picture The
Disengaged at present.
Farnum, William recently completed
The Man Who Fights Alone, a Famous
Players-Lasky Production.
Fawcett, George
playing

—

Clinging Fingers, a Universal
Production.
Faye, Julia- playing in- Feet
a Famous Playersof Clay,
Lasky Production.
Fazenda, Louise
playing
in Clinging Fingers, a Universal
Production.
Ford, Harrison
recently
completed work in The Price of a
Party,
a Howard Estabrook
Production.
Forrest, Alan
playing in

—

—

—

—

Captain Blood, a
Production.
in

Hearts

completed work

on Wine, a Universal Production.

72

in Feet of Clay,

—

Thief of Bagdad.

a First National Pro-

Bosworth, Hobart- playing
of Oak, a Fox Production.

Set,

—

—

duction.

Doc-

Mille Production.
Elliott, Frank- playing in Mrs. Paramor, a Metro-Goldwyn Production.
Ellis, Robert
Playing in Lover's Lane, a
Warner Brothers Production.

a Cecil

Metro-Goldwyn Production.
Bonner, Priscilla playing
in Tarnish,

E
—playing

a

in
The
Produc-

—

of inquiries reach this office every
meek, from movie fans all over the country, asking for information about the new pictures their
favorite stars are making. In consequence, we have
opened this department, which henceforth will be one
We give
of the regular features of the magazine.
information that is accurate when we go to press,
but changes may occur in the time that elapses while
the magazine is being printed and distributed.

—play-

Accuser,

in Oh,

Dexter, Elliott playing in The Fast
a William de Mille Production.

—

work in Don't Deceive Your
Metro-Goldwyn Production.

Dawn,

—

tion.

—

—

in

a Universal Production.
De Vore, Dorothy- playing
Prairie Wife, a Metro-Goldwyn
tor,

J-JUNDREDS

Warner

—

in

—

Caldwell, Orville recently completed
Daughters of the Night, a Fox Production.
Carey, Harry playing in Roarin' Rails.
Chadwick, Helene playing in The
Border Legion, a Famous Players-Lasky
Production.
Chaney, Lon playing in He Who Gets
Slapped, a Metro-Goldwyn Production.
Chaplin, Charles playing in Chilkoot
Pass.
Clary, Charles
playing in Empty
Hands, for Famous Players-Lasky.
Cody, Lew playing in The Sporting
Venus, a Metro-Goldwyn Production.

—

—
Reginald —playing

Dempster, Carol playing
D. W. Griffith Production.

—

Blythe, Betty recently completed work on In Hollywood
with Potash and Perlmutter, a
Samuel Goldwyn Production.
ing

in

in

—

Eleanor

—

Famous Players-Lasky Production.
Daniels, Bebe playing in Sinners in
Heaven, aFamous Players-Lasky Production
Davies, Marion playing in Zander the

a

—

playing in
Binney, Faire
The Man Without a Heart, a
Whitman Bennett Production.
Blue, Monte playing in The
Lover of Camille, a
Brothers Production.

Production.

—

•

Production.

Production-

Empty Hands,

D'Algy, Helen
playing in A Sainted
a Famous Players-Lasky Production.
Dana, Viola playing in Open All Night,

Devil,

Burns, Edward- playing
German Production.

in

D

—

work on

finished

just

—

Baxter,

Ward — playing

Famous Players-Lasky

Production.

Helen's Babies, a Sol Lesser Production.
Barnes, Roy T. playing in Clinging
Fingers, a Universal Production.
playing in
Barthelmess, Richard
Classmates, an Inspiration Pictures Production.

Crane,
a

Foolish Virgin, a C. B. C. Sales Production.
Bryson, Winifred just finished work in
Flirting with Love, a First National Produc-

B
Baby Peggy

De Mille

Clay, a Cecil

Drama

of

the

Night,

Lasky Production.
Cortez, Ricardo

Fox,

—

Corbin, Virginia

Lee playing in A
a Famous Players-

— playing

Tom Mix,

Feet of

—playing

in Teeth,

a Fox Production.
Francis, Alec B. playing in The End of

opposite

—

an Allied Production.
{Continued on page 104)

the World,
in

Lucy
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omorc
shiny nose
—

Discovered a new principle! Shine and oiliness
stopped for hours at the touch of a dainty cream
Something to keep your nose from
ting

get-

shiny—

Something to rid you of that unsightly oiliness on chin,forehead,etc—
Something lasting, to save you the
embarrassment of repeated dabbing
and fussing!
How often have you wished for
this magic "Something"!
And now at last you have it— in a
new cream that does not just cover up
shine, but helps to correct the concream that
ditions that cause it.
gives you a delightfully soft, smooth
cream
finish that lasts for hours.
that holds your powder as never before, giving you double protection
against shine and oiliness

A

A

Increasing benefits— reduces
enlarged pores
Vauv is based on an entirely new principle;

made from

a secret

new formula,

perfected only after a year of labora-

tory research.

It absorbs excess oil,

reduces enlarged pores!

conditions that

Vauv

does not clog the pores in the
but helps to cleanse them for all
the impurities absorbed by the cream

least,

are carried

away when

Vauv
dreds of
its
it

is

Hun-

are writing to praise

many benefits. They like it because
protects from sun, wind, dust; be-

it dulls over freckles, tan and
sunburn; because it can be used to
whiten neck and arms.

"I have found that Vauv is invaluable
me, because my s\in was so shiny,
that even constant and bothersome
powdering would not relieve it. I have
found that Vauv applied in the morn'
ing quickly removes all trace of .this and
my face is never shiny, throughout the
entire day. I hope that the money en'
closed will reach you
safely because I am
sure Vauv is worth
10 times its cost."

shine and oiliness, the same delightful

And in addition,

they find it an
cream that closes
the pores, tones up the skin and gives

ideal after 'shaving

them

—Mrs.

L. C. B.,
Baltimore, Md.

Send for sample!

Vauv, too

Men find in Vauv the same relief from
finish.

cost!"

to

cause

Men praise

its

a refreshing feeling of cleanness

Vauv is on sale at all drug
and department stores,
50c for generous
fill out coupon
below and send it to us
with roc for sample tube

price

tube. Or,

that will last a wee\

At drug
toilet

stores

and

counters

it

shine.

THE VAUV CO.

{for

Jane Morgan)

330 Blair Ave., Cincinnati,

\5auv
VOVE
PRONOUNCED
PRON
When you

washed

absolutely harmless.

women

Keeps the shine off
and the powder on!

V

it is

For this reason, as you continue
to use Vauv regularly every day, you
will be troubled less and less with
blackheads and other blemishes
off.

"Worth 10 times

that lasts!

These are the

commonly cause

;

write to advertisers please mention

Ohio

VAUV

}
1

1

THE
CO. (for Jane Morgan)
330 Blair Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio
Please send me at once sample week's-size tube of Vauv.
closing 10c.

I

am

en-

1
J

Name..
1

[

Street (or P.

I

City

O. Box).
.-State..

[
I

I

Your dealer';

and address

[

I

I
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Man

Trie Answer
This department

is for information of general interest only.
Those
desire answers by mail, a list of film manufacturers, etc., must
enclose a stamped, addressed envelope.
All letters should contain
the name and address of the writer, but a fictitious name will be
used in answering inquiries if it is written in the upper left-hand
corner of the letter

who

varro was born February 6th. Yes, sure, send him
a birthday card.
Gloria Swanson on March 27th.
You say you want to get acquainted with a chap on
the street behind you. Well
Nell W. The population of the United States
was estimated by the National Bureau of Economic
Research at 112,826,000 on January 1, 1924. Lewis
Stone was Lee, Irene Rich was Fanny, Alma
Rubens was Savina and Constance Bennett was
Claire in Cytherea.
Richard Dix is thirty.
Stop
in again some time.
B. B. Shots.' Cheer up, the worst men often
get the best advice.
John Milton wrote Paradise
Lost, in 1665, and sold it for ten pounds, half of
which was not paid him until 1,300 copies had been
sold.
He was totally blind when he wrote it.
Pauline Frederick is to play in Smoldering Fires

-Here we are after another hot summer
I hope you have all had a
Kenneth Harlan is playing in
pleasant vacation.
Tii'o Shall be Born.
You know Douglas Fairbanks,
ready for hard work.

playing in vaudeville.
I should say Buster
No, he is no relation.
is
not married.
I hope
Corinne Griffith is playing in Wilderness.
she doesn't get lost.
Winsome P. Well, you know I bob my whiskers
in the summertime and let them grow
for the
winter.
You shouldn't mind writing to me because
you dont know me, what's the difference. So you
saw The Four Horsemen four or five times. It
was good.
Doey. Well, dates and peaches never come in
the same basket, but they are often observed in the
same neighborhood. Write to Gloria Swanson at
the Astoria, Long Island, studio of Famous Players.
I cant tell you about Bebe Daniels' brothers and
sisters, if she has any
all I can do is to keep
track of Bebe.
Myrtle M. Very well said, but happiness is in
the taste, not in the thing
and we are made happy
by possessing what we ourselves love, not what
others think lovely. Yes, Billy is Claire Windsor's
own child and his name is Billy Bowes. Let me
know more about this picture you are going to
produce.
Sounds good.
Pell. That sure was quite a story you sent me.

—

is

Jr.,

Collier

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

You

really have some fine satire.
Keep at it you
are reading the right kind of books and I am sure
you are bound for a literary career. Did you see

The Sea

Hawk?

Milton

Sills

was superb

in

it.

Best wishes.

—

Hustefi. Old age gives good advice, when it is
no longer able to give bad example. Al St. John
was born in Santa Ana, California. He is five feet
Light comsix and a half and weighs ISO pounds.
plexion, blond hair and blue eyes. He doesn't give
Beverly Bayne and Monte Blue have the
his age.
leads

in

Marriage Vow.

Ghos —

Joe

—

t.

have found
that eating on an
empty stomach is
apt to be followed
by loss of appetite.
Ernest Torrence
was born in EdinI

;

—

people

EXTRA!

playing in Barriers Burned Away.
Shirley Mason
is
playing in Her Husband's Wives, written by
Barbara La Marr. You see Barbara can write as'
well as act.
Mary B.
never
the
worth
of
water
" Not Guilty "
until the well runs

— We

EXTRA!

Ben Lyon Pleads

know

know how

think

I

am

Trifling

I

ee.

and

Baby

Guerin

wood working on
The

Price She
But

Paid.

Ellaline O.
in

woman

the

pays.

never

— How

Hong Kong?

are things
see
goes to China.

You must

The Arab, when

it

Ramon Novarro

is

the

dragoman

and not the lovely sheik that
Valentino was.
Novarro looks
very picturesque, the scenes and
photography were beautiful, bu':
Alice Terry better watch her

you really
Thanks,
my $12 per.

calories.

You must

again.

in

William

Crauford

are
playing in Warner
Brothers'
Lover s
Lane.
Alma Rubens is in Holly-

interesting.
that to

Women.

Olm-

Kent
Bruce

to be old.

Schwenken and Jay O'Brien
were Mae Murray's former husbands.
Norman Kerry's name
was Kaiser once. Ramon No74

Ellis,

stead,

— So

I shall add
No, Alice Terry did not play

Robert

Gertrude

dry.

see,

Lillian G. L.

<^

—

you want someone
Ray Griffith be a hero. I
thought he was a hero. But few
I

to

bell

;

burgh, Scotland.
He has been on the
some time
stage
and is considered
quite musical. Yes,
Adolphe
Menjou is married.
Yes, I like Clara Bow very
much. Last I heard, Barbara
La Marr was separating herself
from her husband, Jack Daugherty.
to let

You want

bottom
trousers, and whether I look like a sheik. Horrors,
no you are trying- to make a blooming idiot out
Ivor Novello is still in England.
-of me.
But to
love is to admire with the heart
to admire is to
love with the mind.
Vive vale.
Gertrude W. But God created women only to
tame man, but not Answer Man. Upon her return
from Europe Gloria Swanson began work on The
Wages of Virtue. Virginia Valli and Lloyd Hughes
Conway Tearle is at
in In Every Woman's Life.
First National, 5341 Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles,
California.
The same for Milton Sills. Always
send stamps, they are better than coins.
So you
like my style; you should see the clothes I wear!
Vive M. A little hot air now and then is relished
by the best of men. Bring on the electric heater.
Frank Mayo was born June 28th, 1889.
He is

Warner

Brothers' Her
Yes,

for Universal.
Vif. Wee, wee, and then some.
know if I have side-boards, wear

£2_4i

c>~&**>-*>~y*

Retta Romaine.
r

iMx*

£7

«^»

write to

—Well,

me

well,

Been
four wells
married "two years and forgotten
all about your Answer Man.
(Continued on page 78)
well.

Yes,

!

We
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right

are never obviously
The medium tone

white nor swarthy, it is pleasantly warm in
tone, with faint suggestions of old ivory, and
fleeting suggestions of sun-kissed russet.

and we have a horrible feeling that her face
is deformed. Then when she reaches us we see
a very pretty person with her nose so powdered

Pompeian Beauty Powder. If you find it difficult to determine whether you have a light
skin or a dark skin, the chances are that you
really have a medium tone of skin, and should
use the Naturelle shade of Pompeian Beauty

that

Powder.

it is

accented out of all proportion to her

face.

This unpleasant result is especially noticeable if the wrong shade of powder is used.

The shade

of your powder should match
the natural tone of your skin. If we are
of the Caucasian race, we all naturally think

we

are "white" women, and therefore must
use white powder. This is a mistake
there
are several gradations of color-tone in our
skins. Even sisters are frequently found whose
skin-tones are as different as though they belonged to different races. So we should study
our skin and determine its classification.

—

In a general way, there are four distinct
tones of skin found among the women of
America the medium, the very dark, the
white, and the pink skin. And because of this
fact there are four shades of Pompeian Beauty
Powder a right shade of powder for every
typical skin.

—

This powder has
an exceptional adhesive quality that keeps
the skin well covered over an unusual period
of time. 6oc a box. (Canada, 65c.)

neither milk-

—

Medium

finest, selected ingredients.

skins need the Naturelle shade of

The Milk- White skin that is quite without trace of color except where the little blue
veins show is the only skin that should ever
use white powder.

The New Pompeian Beauty Powder
Compact a thin model

—

Thousands of women who are devotees of the
superior qualities of Pompeian Beauty Powder
will welcome the news that there is now
available this delightful powder compacted

new refillable case.
The new Pompeian Powder Compact

in a smart

—

skin can be turned into a definite
beauty if it is properly treated.

Women with pink skins often make the
mistake of using a white or a dark powder.
They should always use the pink tone of powder
the Flesh shade of Pompeian Beauty
Powder.

—

skin. Many artists think there
is no type so beautiful as the clear, dark skin
we frequently see in beautiful Spanish or

The Olive

is

a

graceful, round, golden-finished case
thin,
of course, to avoid ugly bulging when carried
in pocket or bag. The top is engraved in a

The Pink
asset of

MAGAZINE

"powdered"

plement the color-tone of your skin
and be applied to cover it evenly.
SMME. JEANNETTE
COMETIMES we have the experience of see'*' ing
a woman approaching us on the street

is

I

shade of powder

Your powder should always com-

of skin

AOfTlON
PICTURR
lnCll
K

Section

delxate design, the cuttings filled with violet
enamel, the color that is typical of the regal
purple of the Pompeian products. The mirror
in the top covers the entire space to give
ample reflection
and the
lamb's-wool puff has a satin

—

At

top.

Refills

in

women. The shade of powder for this
is Rachel Pompeian Beauty Powder.
Pompeian Beauty Powder is made from the

toilet counters $1 .00.
50c (slightly higher

Canada).

Italian

rich skin

Get 1925
Pompeian Panel
and Four Samples

—

This new 1915 Pompeian Art Panel,
"Beauty Gained is Love Retained,'*
size 18x7 ^2. Done in color by a famous

The Medium

skin is more variable than
the others. It is harder to determine, for it is
frequentlyfoundwith light or dark hair, light
or dark eyes, or combinations of middle shades.

artist;

worth

at least 50 cents.

We

it with samples
of Pompeian
Beauty Powder, B.oom, Day Cream
and Night Cream for 10c.

send

(Top Half Shown)

POMPEIAN LABORATORIES, 2229 Payne

Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

Gentlemen: I enclose 10c for the new 1925 Art Panel, "Beauty
Gained is Love Retained," and the four samples named in offer.

_State

.

Shade of face powder wanted?_

When you

write to advertisers please mention

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE,

Motion Picture Macazine
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Couldn't Be Bad

(Continued from page 39)

Sarah

But

wet

Brown

was not
listening. She had

raised

herself

from the bed, too
hurt to cry any
more too dazed
to
Finally,

into

of

mirror.

one

looked

the

into

read

It

the

eyes
cloud

Ma,

Well,
the

ynptanZ'tooolirwff
always*

gone

way

I said

w

atLfovrfuigop-UfDf

WITI+ GLAZO -TH-E
LiaUID POLISH-

You

soft, shell-pink lustre.

he at he n,
and Hank and
the

a hardship this would work in
these strenuous days of social and business activity were it not for science's
timely aid to the cause of beauty! Now,
instead of long, tedious buffing, you simply stroke each nail lightly with the
GLAZO brush, allow a moment for the
polish to dry, and as if by magic your nails

I can starve
for all you care

a week is even this scanty
attention necessary, for the
manicure lasts that long. Repeated washings
do not dim the lustre, nor do the nails
crack or peel when protected by this
marvelous polish.

Be Sure

GLAZO
It

comes

to

Use

the

Remover

complete

which not only

insures better results but

prevents the waste that occurs when the
Polish itself is used as a remover.

Stop at your favorite toilet goods counter
today and get the GLAZO package. It
will mean lovely nails always, with the
minimum of exertion and expense. 50c at
all counters.

Hope.

Brown

Mrs.

rose with unnatural steadiness

and left the
She

room.

got
in

downstairs

time

meet

to

entering
Ezekiel
the hall with the
form of
limp
their son in his
arms.

made

valiant

a

and final effort
with all their
erstwhile

Puri-

tanical

tenacity

aiding

brace
hold

Try

Hank

shapes the cuticle and
keeps it even and healthy

trial size

write

noticed

the other's drawn
face or haggard
eyes because they

They

GLAZO Manicuring Out-

name and

The Glazo Co., 23 Blair Ave., Cincinnati, O.

sat

solemnly

down

togeth-

er

to the breakfast which Aunt

Charity,

Every advertisement

\A6e.

bed.

avoided
looking
at each other.

address in space
below, tear off and mail with 10c to

(J\

against

to

Neither

It

fit,

out

mutual breakdown. They put

GLAZO Cuticle Massage Cream

For

—

them to
up and

a

NO BUFFING NECESSARY

At

this

face.

moment

Charity

entered

and instantly

let

the piece de
resistance which
fall

was

to have been
real
break-

minded, for they

T n each other's
* presence, Ezeand Sarah
kiel

GLAZO

—

"01% and by the way what's your
little
name," meaning to be very
distant, tho he was leaning against
her shoulder

seamed

rather be dead
than stand it

—

the original Liquid Polish.
with separate remover

is

down

his

the

straight
right
out into the
zvorld and be
as bad as ever
I can!

GLAZO

tears

streaming
H*y e«i«u.>jjjj

God

to

in

any longer. So
I'm just going

And only once

up

with

heart and
I'd
body!

glowing jewels

his

ing

Pop

or

even kissed me.
You are all for

What

instantly change to soft,

that

have never

—

glow with a

arms,
sobbing
as
tho
her heart would
break.
He held
her tightly, lookinto

comes along.

is

herself

threw

I'm going
some-

to take the first

one of Fashion's decrees that no
well groomed woman ever overlooks
one 's nails must always be faultlessly manithey shall
cured. And good taste adds
Here

Ezekiel
without
a

rose

find

person

gloom

of

word and Sarah

love
to
body
me, if I have

NEW

straight
father's
and
the

burst.

ul d one

I
day.
to

I've

end

up

sat

Then
mother with
trembling lip

her burning eyes
espied
a note
thrust

They

mony.

with pain

corner

bound

there
in
silence
trying in vain to
eat.
the

;

speak.

rag

'round her head,
served them with
a meekness that
reeked of sancti-

in

with

But nobody

fast.

Synopsis oi Parts
SEVENTEEN,

I, II

and

III

— discontented.

and
>*JHope Brown hated her home
pretty

in

Ppcustown,

California; her severe, unsympathetic parents

She was
and the drudgery of housework.
allowed no movies, no dances, nothing but
Her parents' departure to
prayers and piety.

all

realized

As
the

by

instinct,

two

parents

if

down and
prayed

San Francisco for a missionary convention
gave her the chance for which she longed.
Aunt Charity, left in charge of Hope and her
brother Hank, collapsed under the strain of
Hope boldly
these young persons' rebellions.

kneeled
Ezekiel

Miles Orkney, a
bootlegger, and a newcomer to Pocustown, to
attend the movies; and invited him to the
Now, Miles was a
house the next evening.
man not to be trusted with_ any young girl,
and besides he had a wife in the city. But
he was good looking, had nice manners, and
represented Romance and Adventure to Hope.

ing
the door.

accepted

the

Aunt Charity

invitation

objected

of

to_

his

visit,

but did

nothing more than to write Papa Brown, in
Meantime Hank was being
San Francisco.
independent, also, consorting secretly with
the disreputable element of Pocustown, playThese
ing cards and drinking their whisky.
men planned to demoralize Hank in revenge
for his father's uncompromising attitude on
the liquor smuggling in which they were engaged.
The night of Miles' call Hope entertained him behind the locked parlor door. To
her disappointment nothing happened to her,
for in spite of her rather crude and unsophisticated efforts to lure him, Miles sensed
her extreme innocence, and respected her,
He made a
contrary to his previous plans.
very short call and went back to the city,
leaving
Hope discontented and rebellions.
Aunt Charity locked the girl in her room and
this treatment outraged Hope so greatly that
she took the money from her clay bank and
She was met in
ran away to Los Angeles.
the station by a kindly old woman who
Altho
directed her to a "boarding-house."
Hope was not aware of the fact, this house
was the residence of a number of ladies of
easy virtue. From there she started out the
next day to search for Miles Orkney who
lived in that city. She failed in this and she
failed to be affected in any way by the atFinally the
mosphere of the boarding-house.
landlady discovered Hope's finances were exhausted and turned her out onto the street,
clothed in the queer countrified garments she
Stanton Braithhad worn from Pocustown.
waite is a young man of wealth who lives in
Los Angeles. He prefers to live apart from
Possessed of a
his mother who adores him.
certain talent for acting, Stanton occasionally
plays in a moving picture in Hollywood.
Most of his time is spent in wild parties.
_

a
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Is

guaranteed.

that

they were in the
presence of some
kind of miracle.

Charmeekly join-

fervently,
ity

them

near

But a
new note had
crept into
Ezekiel's manner of
addressing
his
God, as if he had
been convicted of
being
sinner
a
and was asking
for God's mercy,
not calling down
His wrath.
Ezekiel
could
eat nothing.
He
kissed his
wife
and hurried out
into the village to
see if he could
learn anything of

precious
The

his

daughter.

agent

ticket

at

the railroad station was the only

one

who

tell

h

i

could
any-

m

She had
thing.
bought a ticket
and gone on the
last
city

train

Ezekiel
turned

the
night

to

the
before.

reto
their

home

confirm

(Continued on
page 97)
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Emotions-

Stirring' the

^

„,

101

One hyOne/ p
AS you watch

/\

the roman-

adventurous and
^-dramatic life story of
America's mightiest son untic,

-A-

on the screen you will
experience every emotion
fold

that flesh

Never
and old

is

heir to.

have the young
alike

in

every au-

dience so unmistakably

at-

tested their pleasure.

Never have

the elements of engrossing entertainment been so bountifully
all

provided, as in

Abraham Lincoln
Produced by

TS phenomenal success
wherever it has beenshown
already assures it a permanent place among the truly
great motion picture classics.

I

Al

and

Ray Rockett

Scenario by

dances {Marion

directed by Philip

3{o$en

The wide-spread demand
for better pictures will bring

"Abraham Lincoln" to every
community in the land. But
do not wait. Ask your local
theatre right away when you
can see "Abraham Lincoln."

A 3ar>6t
When you

write to advertisers please mention

national Picture
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Answer

(Continued from page 74)
forgive as long as

for

it's

love.

I'm

still

in

my

eighties,

and healthy, drink plenty of buttermilk, and manage on
per week.

Nightie night

—

my

well

$12

—

Chicago. At your service write to Buster Keaton
Metro-Goldwyn Productions, Culver C'ty, California.
Melvin T. Shawnee. Your first letter where have you been
Ben Alexander at First National and Richard
all this time?
Barthelmess at the Inspiration Company, 565 Fifth Avenue, New
York City. Wallace MacDonald and Harry Carey in Roaring Rails.
No, I am not in the Brooklyn society set society
S. E. S.
welcomes only those who amuse, or flatter. Bessie Love has the
female lead opposite Glenn Hunter in The Silent Watcher. Hobart
Boswbrth is also in the cast.
Mr. Brewster lives at
Pell. Another interesting letter.
Morristown, New Jersey, you know. So you were disappointed at
J.

A.

G.,

at the

—

—

—

—

—

meeting Valentino face to face. Norma Talmadge's next under
working title of The Fight will be released as The Sacrifice.
Honey. Why, Selah means or rather is supposed to signify
silence or to denote a pause.
Why do people send me gum
well, I like it and since I live alone, it gives me something to do..
Johnnie Walker is married to Renee Parker. Yes, of course, I
think he is nice. Ramon Noyarro's The Scandal will be directed
by Frank Borzage. After SHj about the hardest thing to keep
the

clean

—

is

—Yes,

Theda Bara was Esmeralda,
Glen White was Quasimodo, Walter Law was Claude, Herbert
Hayes was Captain Phoebus and Cary Lee was Paquette, in The
Darling of Paris. Mae Murray was born May 9th, 1886. Be old,
City.

here

it

is.

That's my motto.
Rae Hele. The most celebrated pictures representing the Holy
Family are by Michelangelo at Florence by Raphael at London
Address Bertram
and by Leonardo da Vinci in the Louvre.
Grassby at 2026 Highland Avenue, Los Angeles, California. He
played in King Tut, Fifty Candles, The Weekend and The Soul
of Rafael.
Bimbo.—Yes, there are the Strand, Rivoli, Capitol and Rialto
Theaters in New York City. Also Loew's State Theater, which
shows half pictures and half vaudeville. Rod La Rocque is with
Famous Players right now. Monte Blue was born in Indianapolis

young, and old long.

—

;

in 1890.
He is six feet three, weighs 195. Playing in The Lover
of Camille, from the stage play Deburau. Rod La Rocque was
born in Chicago, Illinois. Six feet three, also; weighs 181. Playing in Feet of Clay.
Leopoldine M. You spoofing me? Sent your answers to the
address given and the letter returned.
Mary A. A. Yes, by all means be sure to enclose 25c in
Victor Varconi is replacing
asking for a picture of a player.
Theodore Roberts in his part in the next Cecil De Mille picture,
Feet of Clay. The change was made due to Mr. Roberts
not having completely recovered from his recent serious illness.
Pamela. So you want more of Charles King,
who played in One Exciting Night. Charles,
what are you doing? Marguerite de la Motte
and Owen Moore are playing in a picture from
Richard Cornell's story, Where is the Tropic
of Capricorn? which has been changed to
East of Broadzvay.
And the more a man
knows, the less he believes. What say you ?
Mary Agnes. No trouble to answer you
at all.
Irene Rich has just signed a long
term contract with Warner Brothers. Her
first picture will be The Lost Lady.
Edward
Burns is free-lancing right now. Honest, I
am over eighty, dont you believe me?
Freda G. Gracious there is no way I can

—
—

—

—

—

—
—

you how to become a movie actress.
Tom, Overbrook. No, I dont mind criticism, not in the least.
Run if you like, but
try to keep your breath
work like a man,
but dont be worked to death. How about it ?
Jacqueline Logan in Limehouse Polly.
She
was born in Corsicana, Texas. Vera Reynolds
was the flapper. Beverly Bayne and Monte
Blue in Her Marriage Vozv. Run in again,
some time.
Billy A. Q.— No, I am not another Diogenes.
He was born in
tell

;

He was

a cynic

who

spent

his life in Athens, begging alms and teaching philosophy
tub.
He died in 323 B. C. Anna Q. Nilsson is with

James Morrison has been cast for the juvenile lead in
Captain Blood starring J. Warren Kerrigan, with Jean Paige and
Charlotte Marriam also in the cast.
Marion. Lloyd Hughes is playing in Every Woman's Life and
Eileen Sedgwick and Jack Daugherty in
in Welcome Stranger.
The Fighting Ranger.
Bubba and Chico. So you are fond of Alma Rubens. Cheer
up, some men are born golfers and some never can think up a
F. B. O.

—

—

good alibi.
Josephine B.—Why, Francis Bret Harte was born in Albany,
New York, in 1839, and died in England in 1902. Just address
Gloria Swanson at Famous Players, Astoria, Long Island.
She
not married.
Shirley Mason is with Fox.
twenty-six and Shirley Mason is twenty-three.

is

Viola

Dana

They are

is

sisters,

you know.

—

Toots. But all great men are in some degree inspired.
Margaret Landis is playing opposite Jack Hoxie in On Parole.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is playing in vaudeville, so I understand.
Tom Mix Fan. You sure are one. He was born January 6th,

—

1880.

—

Edna

a record.

Windy

Sinope, in Asia Minor, in 412 B. C.

most of
from a

0. I may be small, but then most of the eminent men
have been diminutive in stature. Ahem! Aileen Pringle
and John Gilbert in His Hour. Clara Bow at 1714 N. Kingsley
Street, Hollywood, California.
She Was born in Brooklyn, you
in history

know.
Jean.

—You

say you want Julian Eltinge to come back in picReginald Denny, Laura La Plante and Ethel Grey Terry
in The Husbands of Edith.
Oscar Wilde says "To have been
well brought up is a great drawback nowadays. It shuts one out
from so much."
Lenora H. I can see you are a strong admirer of Gloria
Swanson. She was born March 27th, 1897. She is not married
right now, but she has a small daughter.
Stands five feet three
and is playing in The Wages of Virtue. William Fairbanks and
Eva Novak in The Battling Fool. George Hackathorne has
finished working on Gold Heels, for Fox.
June. You say "a ruined character is as picturesque as a
ruined castle." I pass. Huntley Gordon is with Schulberg Productions, and Harrison Ford is with Cosmopolitan, and the other
players you mention are with Famous Players. Ann Cornwall has
been signed to play opposite Bobby Vernon in Christie Comedies.
Mary Ann. Viola Dana with Famous Players, 1520 Vine
Street, Los Angeles, California.
Ben Lyon, Noah Beery, Raymond Griffith and Pola Negri in Lily of the Dust. I know, but
there are some born with a sorrow in their heart.
Bertha F. John Bowers, Alice Calhoun, Alan Hale. and
Charlotte Merriam are playing in The Code of the
-—-^
IVildcrness.
Tom Mix is forty-four and married
to Victoria Forde.
tures.

—

—

—

—

Nettie L.

—That

was some

letter

you wrote.

I

liked it a lot.
Mae Murray can be reached at
the Metro-Goldwyn Studios, Culver City, California.
Rosemary Davies, who is a sister to

Marion, has signed a contract to play a series
of four productions for Fred Wiehl Productions, the first of which will be from
Yes,
the Sir Bulwer-Lytton novel Alice.
indeed, write me any time you feel like it.
Kate. Why, Little Women was produced
had
some time ago. I haven't the cast.
an interview in August, 1924, issue. Eric von
Stroheim is to write the scenario as well as

—

direct

We

Mae Murray

Barbara

in

B.— Most

The Merry Widow.
of the players you

Lon
with Famous _ Players.
playing in He Who Gets Slapped,
for Universal. Well, the reading of romances
will always be the favorite amusement of
women old, they peruse them to recall what
young, to anticipate
they have experienced
what they wish to experience.
Handy Andy, Paris. Thanks for your
kind offer to assist me on foreign films. You
say that Cyrano de Bergerac was filmed in
(Continued on page 84)
mentioned are

Chaney

is

;

;

—
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It s difficult to weefi

when your very name

Tke Music-Man

is

Blythe

Tells It

a crisis. What's to be done when a screen actress, or actor, just cannot summon a tear, or
perhaps a spontaneous laugh ? You know what happens the director summons the musicians
to work on the feelings.
Then quite naturally the tears respond to the call of the sobbing violins,
or the "ha-ha's" ring out with the laughing saxophone.

IT'S

;

These musicians

see a totally different, tho

no

less

pleasant,

side

of the screen personalities.

Motion Picture has the inside story according to the musicians, and with amusing comments by
the Talmadges, Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks, Pola Negri, Conway Tearle, Monte Blue,
and

all

the other favorites.

is so much to tell, and so many new pictures of stars, and directors, orchestras
that this story will have to appear in three parts.
It begins in the November number.

There

Drama Silent? is part of your motion picture education.
acquired painfully, this is "easy and pleasant to take."

Is the Silent

edge which

is

and things

But unlike some knowl-

HOPE BROWN

certainly seemed to be well started in the general direction of being "bad."
She
qualm, despite her resolution, when she was escorted by the owner, very early in the morning,
to Stanton Braithwaite's bachelor apartment.
And Stanton himself was a bit puzzled to know what to
do with this girl. She was bold, in some ways, and then again, she was so bashful.

had rather

a

But it was a most unconventional hour, and the girl had no place to go. So this rich young man
decided that, for his good and her good
But you'll find Stanton Braithwaite asleep in a Morris
chair when you read the

...

Fifth Instalment of

THE GIRL

WHO

COULDN'T BE BAD

By Henry Albert

Phillips

November-
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But, best of all, you will find amusement in the plot
of the girl whose financially embarrassed parents sell her
to the highest bidder.
The author goes his predecessors one better on this theme. He
has her sold twice instead of just once. The heroine cannot expect
But her first fiance meets a
sympathy, lacking so little spirit.
sudden death after her poor, but proud lover is discarded. The
latter has insulted her with a toast before the guests at the recep"To the modern girl who knows her price to a
tion.
Here it is
penny."
bad faux pas and enough to send him away in disgrace.
So she is sold again to a social climber— a role given to Adolphe
Menjou, who is miscast again. Menjou is a distinct type and
certainly not suggestive of the social climber.
It is his duty to
make an "about face" when realizing the girl's love for the illmannered youth who has drunk himself to the lowest depths of
Paris, only to come bounding back and be regenerated.
It is old-fashioned
a story reminiscent of the Bertha M. Clay
school, and the picture has been executed in a highly professional
and orthodox fashion. While it is lavish, the atmosphere isn't
convincing because it is exaggerated.
The production benefits
vastly by the appearance of Claire Windsor in the cast.
She has
that aristocracy that makes her look and act every inch the social
Station.

— that

:

—

A

—

—

—

—

A
who

dramatic scene from Behind the Curtain

villain's avowals of love as the
a neglected character, merely being present
to augment the chief characters.
With so little to do, the players find expression principally thru
their entrances and exits.
Still, Alice Calhoun succeeds in appearing charming and sincere. Alan Hale is more colorful as the
villain than John Bowers is as the hero.

as unwisely to the

listens

heroine does

—but she

is

Revelation
Develation

one of the stories considered such good screen
material that it is given a second production.
When George
D. Baker first produced it over six years ago, with Nazimova as
its star, it did much to establish both director and artiste in the
front ranks of the producing art. The present picture is also the
work of Mr. Baker, but this time Viola Dana is cast as Joline, the
Parisian cabaret dancer who scoffs at God, only to suffer a
tremendous spiritual awakening at a later stage.
Miss Dana's
characterization is totally different from Nazimova's. The former
is at her best in delineating the lighter and more abandoned side
The latter excelled in the climaxes dealing
of Joline's character.
with the woman's spiritual awakening.
While the first Revelation took its place as one of the best
pictures of its day, such praise can hardly be meted out to its successor.
Perhaps Mr. Baker's work is a little less inspired here.
And perhaps, too, Miss Dana was not the ideal choice for the
stellar role which so dominates the picture that little is left to be
said of other players and other departments of the production. The
supporting cast, including such names as Monte
Blue, Marjorie Daw, Lew Cody, Otto
Mathieson, Frank Currier and Edward
Connelly,

is

adequate.

is

„sill

For Sale
Tt's

all in

the

manner

in

which

take it, whether you
If
will enjoy this picture.
you take it seriously, you are
almost certain to be bored
and you're apt to condemn
But
without a hearing.
it
if
you take along your
sense of humor, you will
find
plenty
to
entertain
you what with its pretentions to resemble life in

you

—

the high society circles, and

huge
sets
comprising
drawing-rooms on the scale of
the lobby in the Grand Central
its

Laura La Plante, the heroine
of Young Ideas, plays the
part of an unselfish little

drudge

80
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In this scene from Changing Husbands, which is a
delightful comedy, you meet the heroine (Leatrice
Joy, who plays a dual role) and one of the heroes
(Victor Varconi)
light.

Mary Carr and Tully Marshall

try hard to be

human

in

their roles of the parents.

The Arab
t was to be expected that Rex Ingram's excursion into the
Orient would be fruitful of some of the rarest and richest
This
photographic effects the screen has ever captured.
director never fails in production matters. He is a master
of composition. He appears to have been shown enough to
appreciate the shortcomings of Edgar Selwyn's drama
^
'.\
by emphasizing the pictorial side of it. Certainly the
ornate horizons of the East as caught in The Arab
|R\.
will evoke the highest praise for their scenic display.
f^\
In comparison with these backgrounds the plot is
It lacks both substance and
of little consequence.
The complexion of this story, however,
variety.
cannot be ascribed entirely to the devastating
competition of the background against which it
It is slight and reminiscent of countless
plays.
and it seems like a late day to attempt
serials
the experiment of exciting an audience over impending massacres of Christians by the Moslems.
So we turn to the backgrounds to find the appeal
of this film, together with Ramon Novarro's study
of the title-role. His is an insolent, bold and scornful rendition, but pleasant for all of that— and of
course his heroism in the interests of the missionary
and daughter toward the end constitutes a final stroke
in the interest of the happy solution of the plot.
Alice Terry, displaying the brunette tresses with which
nature has endowed her— appearing quite as beautiful as
(Continued on page 83)
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FREE:

DAY TRIAL!

Send no money.
Simply clip coupon below.
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marcel your hair
beautifully

—in 5 minutes -at home!
An alluring wave guaranteed, bobbed or unbobbed
And the cost is but half>a-penny!
Coupon
loveliness of softly

chic, alluring!

tunity to try

An

is

it

it is

arrange.

For now you can do as thousands of other
attractive girls and women do
whether
your hair is bobbed or xong. Every day, if
you wish, have a fresh marcel. Right at
home in five minutes! And the cost is
actually about half a cent.
It is a new
method, approved by hair specialists.

—

—

The coupon below

offers

you an oppor-

it,

Send no money

In twelve months The YVETTE Marcel
will actually save you from $40 to $50

over and above
for a lifetime.

without cost, for io days.
clip the coupon.

testing

wave

This new way to keep your hair beauti-

do

it.

YVETTE

but very distinct wave.
Simply attach it to an ordinary electric
light socket, as you would an old-style
quisitely soft,

"curling iron."
But the YVETTE
does what no "curling iron" could
ever do.

First of all, it uses less heat. So cannot possibly burn or injure the life and lustre of your
hair in any way. And this heat is applied by
anew principle, to all parts of all hair.

So it does not matter whether your hair is
dry and brittle, or whether it is very oily.
The YVETTE Marcel Waver gives a perfectly charming wave to any hair. Not a
round curl, but a real, professionallooking Marcel wave 1
In five minutes your hair is beau-

cost

!

guarantee

And
it

it will last

against de-

it

for ten days.

A

remarkable

offer

This unusual, new waver will delight you as it has
thousands of others. It was originally made to sell at
$10 which is really a low price, when you consider
the time and money to be saved. But we have determined to reduce the price and, by selling still
greater numbers, have just as large a business as ever.
So we make this amazingly generous offer.
Simply clip, fill in and mail the coupon below.
Don't send any money, unless you particularly wish
We will immediately send you a YVETTE
to.
Waver. When the postman delivers it to your door,
give him $4.97, plus a few pennies postage, the new,
reduced price. But note this:
Keep and use the Waver for ten days. Test it in
any way you see fit. Then, if you are not entirely and
completely delighted with what it does for your hair,
with the saving in time and money, just send it back
to us. Immediately, and without the slightest questioning, we will mail back your $4.97.

—

—

—

Isn't that fair?

Just think what a pleasure it's going to be,
your hair freshly and beautifully
all the time! And with enough money

having

Hownicetohave
this help, for instance, when
going to the theater some

tifullywaved.

—with

We

Then, too, it saves you a great deal of money ! More
than ten times enough to pay for itself, in twelve
months. The cost for electric current, each time you
use it, is less than half of a penny.

use the
Marcel Waver to
Specially designed to impart an ex-

waved

saved to pay for several very lovely hats, a
new suit, or frock! Clip your coupon now.

time
to get ready. What a
comfort not having
to bother with hair-

evening

its slight

workmanship or material, you know.
Remember, too, that you take no risk at all in

fective

fully dressed was perfected to do two things:
First, to give you a really professional wave
in a very few minutes at home; and second,
to reduce the cost.

You

hats
it saves!

Waver

—simply

exquisite

$20

several

with what

offers free 10-day trial

waved hair —
—may always be yours,
now. No more times, between waves, when
the curl has gone — when hair
not as
pretty as
might be— when
hard to

THE

Buy

Mail

little

it

today, sure.

Send No Money

dressers'appoint-

ments and

—10 Days'Trial

Distributing Division,
YVETTE et Cie., Dept. 13
.

waiting 1

719

Chamber

of

Commerce

Bldg., Chicago.

YVETTE

Please send
Marcel Waver. I will deposit
$4.97 with postman when he brings it. You are to return
this $4.97 to me if, after 10-day trial, I do not care to keep
the waver.

YVETTE
WAVER
MARCEL
pronounced EE-VET'
When you

write to advertisers please mention
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"They've tripled your
3

salary, dear'
"T TELL you, Tom, it was
A for both of us when you

a lucky day
sent in that
You'd never be where you
I. C. S. coupon.
are to-day if you hadn't decided to study
in spare time just when you did."
Spare-time study with the I. C. S. is winning promotions for thousands of men and bringing happiness
to thousands of homes all over the world. In offices,
shops, stores, mines, mills and on railroads, I. C. S.
trained men are stepping up to big jobs, over the
heads of older men, past those whose only qualification is long service. There is a job ahead of YOU.
Some man is going to be picked for it. The boss
can't take chances. He is going to choose a trained
man with sound, practical knowledge of the work.
Get busy right now and put yourself in line for
that promotion. You can do it in spare time in your
own home through the International Correspondence
Schools, just as thousands of other men and women
have done.

mark and mail
same way and

The first step they took was to
Make your start the
this coupon.
make it right now.

—

MAIL THE COUPON TO-DAY
FOR FREE BOOKLET!
|*~

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE" SCHOOLS
Box 6559-B, Scranton, Penna.

Without cost or obligation on my part, please tell me
I can quality for the position or in the subject before
which I have marked an X:

how

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
QBusiness Management
Industrial Management

Traffic Management
QBusiness jLaw
Banking and Banking Law
DAccountancy (includingC.P.A.)

3 Better
J Show

3 Stenography and Typing
3 Business English
Civil Service

Nicholson Cost Accounting

Railway Mall Clerk

Common School Subjects

Bookkeeping
Private Secretary

B Spanish

Letters
Card Lettering

High School Subjects

Q Illustrating

French

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Civil Engineer

Surveying and Mapping

Steam

Mining
Radio

Engineering

Architect

3
3
3

Architects* Blue Prints

Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

j
3
3 Chemistry

Railroad Positions
Gas Engine Operating

Metallurgy

*t

Pharmacy

3 Automobile Work
3 Airplane Engines
3 Agriculture and Poultry.

3 Mathematics

Name
Street
Address..

City

State..

Occupation
Persona residing in Canada should send this coupon to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,
Montreal, Canada

ain't

This scene is from The Plow Girl, the picture Miss
year of her screen career. It was directed by Robert
Leonard, whom she later married

no heiress!"
the

first

The

Story of

ship docked at Cherbourg and I realized
far from home I was, and how rapidly
my five hundred dollars was dwindling, I
was glad to be under her friendly wing.
caught the train for Paris, arriving
there in the evening.
Paris the city of

Brinkley girl. I was simply determined to
do this Brinkley number, and altho I was a
newcomer, and so very young, Mr. Ziegfeld

dreams
I loved it.
The pension immediately became home to me. In the inspiring
atmosphere of such a city one could study,
one could dance.
But I had no money with which to
take lessons. There was only one way for
me to study dancing in Paris, and that was
to watch the different famous dancers in
the theaters and cafes.
Various of my
friends from the art school were living
in the French capital at the time, and
with them I went nightly to the Cafe
Royal, L'Abbe, the Cafe Fischer and particularly I watched Mignon, who danced
at Maxim's. I studied the way she danced
the tango, the maxixe, the pericone.
Fortunately for me, I have the ability
to do any dance after I have once seen it.
My stay in Paris was necessarily brief,
because I had so little money, but I sailed
back to New York confident that I could
interpret the dances I had seen abroad,
and eager to try them in New York.

me

try

it.

Overnight I became known as "The
Brinkley Girl," and this title, to some extent, has clung to me ever since.
That year, too, I married a college boy.
Like so many youthful marriages, this, and
my second marriage a few years later,
turned out unhappily.

my

am

I

certain that

among the readers of Motion
Picture Magazine will not wish to pry
friends

into these early romances of mine that
brought me unhappiness
I do not take
marriage lightly, and so cannot speak
freely of them.
I might say that I grew up in the Follies.
One brief year transformed me from a
schoolgirl into a dancer on Broadway.
I remained with the Follies for several
years, but I would not permit myself to
I continued ray art classes
get into a rut.
and the study of costume designing. This
training has been invaluable in later years,
for it has enabled me to design the costumes I wear in my screen productions.
It fostered individuality in me.
;

But

wished

I

to

You know

know more
that,

about danc-

particularly before

if one wished advanced study in
In
any form of art, one went abroad.
1913, I managed to save up five hundred
This seemed quite a large sum to
dollars.
me at the time, and I happily planned a
trip to Paris with it, altho it was necessary
for me to part with half the sum for

the war,

—

20 years' success

Ideal Skill

Food

Remedies enlarged pores,

oily skin

blackheads, wrinkles protects skin
;

from sun and wind. Perfect rouge
and powder base. Doesn't grow
hair. 4-oz. jar (30 days treatment),
full directions, postpaid, $1.00.

MARQUETTE & CO.,

Dept. 6

Indianapolis, Indiana

Life

rare good fortune I came into prominence in the Follies almost at once. There
was a "Nell Brinkley Number" in the show,
and Mr. Ziegfeld was searching for a girl
who could express easily, thru poses and
mannerisms, the unique personality of the

ing.

Ideal Skin Food is a wonderful
tonic treatment that cleanses,
invigorates, and beautifies your
Easy and
skin makes it soft, clear and lovely.
A few minutes daily works wonders.
pleasant to use.

My

(Continued from page 29)
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"She

Murray made

passage.
On the ship going over I met a Mrs.
Woods, who was going to Paris with her
daughters, and she was extremely kind
She had been abroad before, and
to me.
when in Paris she always stayed at a tiny
pension, the Hotel Burgundy, that stood
I
near the Church of the Madelaine.
decided to stay there too, and when the

Every advertisement

in

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

how

We

—

!

—

TJpon my return home

Mitzi
Highness, in
which I did special numbers. My horizon
had broadened, tho, and I was not content
to be just a dancer.
At that time the supper clubs and roof
gardens were at the height of their popuI was offered a
larity in New York.
partnership in four of these, with the understanding that I .was to act as hostess
and dance at one or another of them

Hajos' show,

Her

I

joined

Little

They were the Folies Maringuy,
the Sans Sonet, the Cafe Boulevard and
This business venthe New York Roof.
ture of mine proved quite a financial success, for a twenty-one-year-old girl, tho
it entailed a good deal of hard work.
It was about this time, too, that I filled
Irene Castle's place in Watch Your Step,
dancing with Vernon Castle. I had only
two hours of rehearsal, before the first
nightly.

guaranteed.

(Continued on page 88)
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(Continued from page 80)

when she adorns

herself with a blonde wig
brings considerable charm and appeal to
colorful
a rather inconsequential role.
picture, conventional in story
but lacking
incident and dramatic suspense.

—

—

A

A

Liquid
Polish that
or

doesrit crack

Romance Ranch
The

belated letter, instead of the timeworn locket, is the piece de resistance
Because of its absence there
of this plot.
is developed a dispute over property rights.
In pointing out that the letter arrives late
fifty years late, to be exact
we are not
casting aspersions on the mail service.
It
is
shown that Indians were as adept in
stealing mail-bags as they were in taking
scalps
back in the old pioneer days. This
particular letter is unearthed thru modern

—
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excavation methods.
After it is introduced, we are treated to the conflict.
Surely you must
Cant you guess it?
know by this time that the youth, who is
making the legal fight for the rightful
ownership of the property, is reluctant to
claim it owing to the presence of the
heroine the pretty daughter of the present
owner. By winning the girl, it is unnecessary for him to start court proceedings.
The picture is satisfactory in pointing
out a fair amount of Western action tho it
doesn't give John Gilbert much emotional
opportunity. It releases a few thrills and
an adequate amount of atmospheric backgrounds.
Some day Gilbert will be given
a real high-class story. Then we'll be able

most
THE
house

the ideal liquid polish

measure

to

his talent correctly.

One
One

picture has as its author William J.
who is better and sometimes
known as a detective. The facts on which
he has based his present story serve to expose fake spiritualists.
The story is trite
and misleading, due to the fact that it is
thrown in several different keys. Universal
seems to have stinted quite a bit on the
production of it and as a result it is not
a picture that can be classified as among
the best or even the near best.
The main
portion of the story is melodramatic in

Flynn,

character with a murder mystery thrown
in.

Lucille Ricksen and George Cooper do
most distinguished work.

Changing Husbands
a comedy decidedly
in
the
sophisticated manner.
Its basic idea
a farcical one, inasmuch as our old

J-Tere
is

and

good
is

for

for

cuticle.

that won't peel off!
that was especially formu-

no ugly ridges or brush

leave

marks.

One

that gives the nails just the

of today's smartest

Pari-

sian manicure.

Try this perfect new Liquid Polish
end of your very next Cutex mani-

at the

You

cure.

way

it

will be delighted with the
keeps your nails.

Its brilliance

and

lasts

CUTEX LIQUID POLISH spreads its lovely lustre

even

lasts;

all over the nail thin

and firm

housework or dishwashing will not crack
or peel the smooth glowing surface.

Not until

tiny dull places begin to

do you have

to give the nail a

show
new

The Complete Manicure

This polish needs no separate remover;
just put a drop of the polish itself

each nail and wipe

it

off before

You can get Cutex Liquid

it

shape the nails with the Cutex emery
board. Then soften the cuticle and remove all
the dead skin with Cutex Cuticle Remover
First

on

dries.

and a Cutex orange

Polish and

the other Cutex preparations for 35c
any drug or department store in the
United States and Canada and chemist
shops in England. And it comes in two
of the complete Manicure Sets. Sets
are 60c, $1.00, $1.50, and $3.00.
all

West 17th

Street,

Dept.

of

all

address

these things.

trial size

Set containing
If

you

for the

live in

trial sizes

Canada,

Northam Warren, Dept. Mio, 200

Mountain

St.,

Montreal, Canada.

Polish,

Mio

New York

I enclose 12c in stamps or coin for

a

Then comes Cutex

Send the coupon with 12c today
special Introductory

Cutex liquid
NORTHAM WARREN,

stick.

Liquid Polish or the new Powder Polish. Between manicures keep the nails smooth and
healthy with a little Cuticle Cream.

at

114

—

send 12 cents for Introductory Set

application.

is

(Continued on page 100)

as

lated to spread smoothly and quickly

'This

the

smooth

soft

rose color

Behind the Curtain

—

a lasting brilliance as Cutex

—

—

famous manicure

in the world has perfected

new Introductory Set including

SMail

this

coupon

of the new Cutex Liquid Polish.

with 12 cents
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:

today
Street(or P.

Colleen Moore is as cute and impish
as ever in The Perfect Flapper
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The Answer Man
(Continued from page 78)

by

Paris

an

Italian

company.

Lionel

Barrymore was Prince Lubinoff
Alma
Rubens was Alicia Pedro de Cordoba was
Atelio
Gareth Hughes was Spadoni
Gladys Hulette was Vellonia William H.
Thompson was Colonel M. William Collier, Jr., was Gaston
Betty Boulon was
Madame Jean Bendear was
the Maid
Mme. Spadom Ivan Linow was a Terrorist
and Paul Panzer was Cerssac in
Enemies of Women. Write me again,
some time.
Carolotte L. W. Women should be
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

careful of their conduct, for appearances
sometimes injure them as much as faults.
Louise Lorraine was born October 1, 1901.

one and weighs 104. Betty
Set, taken from the
Cleaning.
called
Spring
stage
play
Dorothy Mackaill will play the lead in
The Mine With the Iron Door.
Bingo. But there are many more fishes
in the sea than were ever taken out of it.
Percy Marmont at the Ince Studios, Cul-

She

TakesOff41Lbs
In Exactly 7
The lady

an ideal

Yet two months ago she was far too
heavier by more than forty
Mrs. Ella Carpenter, New Orleans,

weight.
stout

Weeks!

in the picture is close to

— was

pounds

!

is

five feet

Compson

—

"Easiest Thing

I

Ever Did"

"Fifteen minutes each evening I took the reducmovements to music.
It was uncommonly
I felt better from the start.
But I
watched my weight, and that is what thrilled me;
/ lost 6'A lbs. that first week. Naturally, I went
on with it. The second week I lost 8 lbs. more.
"I didn't do a thing to supplement my course
with Wallace no Turkish baths no starving, nor
patent foods or drugs I just got thin to music as
the offer said I would.
It was delightfully easy.
Today, my bathroom scale said 129 not bad for
my 5 ft. 5 inches!"
Reduce without punishment: without any "reduced look!" Proof that you can costs nothing.
The trial is really free. Coupon brings the full
first lesson
record and all
without payment now

—

ing

interesting;

—

—

—

—

—

—

or on delivery.

WALLACE

The Fast

—

explains how she reduced with such success
"I had long wished for some means of reducing
my 170 lbs. Being a business woman I had no
time nor money to waste on fads; but two months
ago I decided to try a method that somehow
seemed_ sensible. The trial didn't cost anything,
it required only a week
so I gave Wallace reducing records a chance and here is what happened.

in

Wnen

Triey're

ver
at

City,

the

California.

Metro Studios.

—

Buster Keaton is
You're welcome.

Vina V. Charles de Roche is thirtyConrad Nagel is
one and not married.
twenty-eight.
Jane Novak is twenty-six
and her sister Eva is twenty-four. May
McAvoy has been chosen to play a part
Harrison
in Ben Hur and is now in Italy.
Ford in The Price of a Party. But you
see our moods are lenses, coloring the
world with as many different hues.
Pom Pom. You want weights, do you?
Marion Davies weighs 125 pounds, Mary
Pickford just around 100. Madge Bellamy
was born June 30, 1903, at Hillsboro,
Texas.
She has brown hair and eyes.
Mae Murray is five feet and weighs 100.
Jack Pickford's next will be Her Son.
Well, you know women are
S. E. H.
made to love and not to be understood.
Corinne Griffith was born November 24th,
1897.
Kenneth Harlan, July 26, 1895.
Irene
Rich,
Charles
Post,
Rosemary
(Continued on page 87)

—

—

Ojf

trie

Screen

(Continued from page 33)
pokes fun at the other
trouble is, you never can
you are going to find.

Louise.
tell

The

which one

Corinne Griffith always looks, when you
see her on a set, as tho she were waiting
and
to be summoned to the guillotine
She is always drooped over
didn't care.
in a chair and her eyes are always sad and
Her voice is sweet but weary.
dissatisfied.
She always impresses you that she has
busted life open to see what it was made
of
and found a very inferior quality of
When you break in upon her
sawdust.
meditations, however, you find an unusually clever and well-read girl with the
most charming thoughts and the most
charming way of expressing them.
Anna Q. Nilsson is always wandering

—

;

around the

sets talking real estate or

Norma Talmadge has a little soiree at
luncheon time every day. You are likely
to meet anybody and everyone there.
She
has a little cafe of her own in the studio
a little bungalow, in fact, with her
dressing-room,
bath
and
dining-room.
Norma is a child of sunshine and shadows.
She is very funny and full of Hollywood

—

gossip.
And the instant the topic turns
onto something that does not interest her,
she walks out on the party without the
slightest compunction.
There is no girl in
Hollywood so absolutely on the level with
her friendships as Norma. If she doesn't
like you, you will never be in doubt about
Norma is a square shooter.
it.

(416)

630 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
Please send me FEEE and POSTPAID for a week's
free trial the Original Wallace Reducing Record.

Name.

.

.

Address.

JAVA
The Wonderful French Face Powder
A TINT FOR EVERY TYPE

DEMAND

it at your druggist's. Send io cents for
samples ofJ AVA*with either AshesofRoses*Rouge,

darkandrichjOrRougeMandarine^lightandbright.

A.

BOURJOIS &

*R eB .n.s
CO.. Inc.
NEW YORK Pat.Off.

;

PARIS 41>/4West34thSt.,

I
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Every advertisement In

There are two Louise Fazendas. One is a rather posey and
somewhat affected young lady who makes witty remarks.

The

other

is

a

very

matter-of-fact,

genuine,

hilariously

funny girl who pokes fun at the other Louise. The trouble
is, you never can tell which one you are going to find

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

doing

her family sewing.

guaranteed.
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Love, one of our
greatest screen actors, is now
playing in Love of Women

Montague

M
W'^

Letters to the Editor
iiy

(Continued from page 70)

V

Douglas as Cyrano?

uecret
Itl
leautu

to be the awful
truth that the really capable artists of the
screen are given the most senseless stories.

Dear Editor:

seems

It

—
—

Gareth Hughes, for instance a splendid
who has had scarcely one decent
would be
role since Sentimental Tommy
just the one for L'Aiglon. He is the only
actor

actor who is both physically fitted to the
part and capable of playing it.

May I also suggest that John Barrymore would be superb in The Picture of
Why manufacture piffle,
Dorian Grey?
when there are Eaglets and Dorian Greys
Cyrano de Bergerac would
to be filmed?
be wonderful in pictures, and if Walter
wouldn't appear in it, how about
Douglas Fairbanks would consent to an extra nose, or perhaps Wallace
I am delighted that La Negri is
Beery.

Hampden

—well —

^07
There,

among

of beautiful

A

grandeur and multitude
for beauty.

to live forever.

if

is La Negri and
Americanized version of herself.
I am about to make a no doubt useless
plea that the original names of well-known

be

Mistake,

Court

In the midst of this
splendor, Gouraud's Oriental Cream played its part, a
beauty secret, closely guarded for the chosen few. When
gathering clouds foretold the doom of this spectacular
reign and scattered its attaches, this secret found its way
to the chemist shop of Dr. T. Felix Gouraud. From there
its popularity quickly spread to all parts of the world,

fame destined

Gouraud's

not an

changed

this magnificent

Jrencli

women, was born France's fame

at last realizing that she

novels

Old

Jfie

I

instead

retained,

to
as

something
is

usual.

of

being

Her Awful
the Bertha M.

like
Is

In everlasting adCla3 public so large?
miration of your magazines, I am,

ORIENTAL CREAM

r

Yours truly,
Irene K. Cooke,
Hamilton, Ont., Can.

Choosing a Romeo

Dear Editor:

have read that BarRomeo after all and
prime favorite with me

I

thelmess will not be
I

am

glad.

He

is

today the cherished beauty secret of many women. Let it be
yours, as well. Know the wonderful, fascinating complexion and
soft, velvety skin it renders.
An appearance glowing with
radiant beauty.
Gouraud's Oriental Cream exerts a strong
astringent, antiseptic action.
Blemishes, wrinkles and other
complexion ills are greatly discouraged by its use. It gives
beauty to the skin instantly. No messy treatments or periods of
waiting. Its use is going to open a new world of beauty to
you that will mean added joy and happiness. Made in White,
Flesh and Rachel.
is

cannot visualize him as Romeo.
There are only two of our screen players
whom the part would fit perfectly, Valentino and Novarro. As for Juliet, there
are Mary Philbin and Mary Astor, who
have the youth and are the type.
but

Gouraud's Oriental Comprimettes

I

have never been enthusiastic over a
version of Shakespeare, anyway.
It seems to me that the plays would revert to their original form, old tales told
by authors of each generation, for it is
the text that makes, them deathless. Someone else might have managed the mechan-

A

I

screen

(fnlfiSliSlESte

i

Special Offer Coupon
50c for a Comprimette (any
shade), a bottle of Gouraud's Oriental
Cocoanut Oil Shampoo and a bottle of
Gouraud's Oriental Cream.
I enclose

of them, but never the words they are
Shakespeare.
So a beautiful voice and

ics

Last! Gouraud's Oriental Cream in compact form. You have never used anything like
it.
soft, silky adhering powder, containing
beautifying
all
the
subtle
properties
of
Gouraud's Oriental Cream. Two sizes, 50c and
$1.00 and in six shades, White, Flesh, Rachel
Powders and Light, Medium and Dark Rouges.

At

;

clever lighting make a mature Romeo
and Juliet enjoyable on the stage when
it could not be so without the voice and
in the revealing glare of screen photog-

Name
„

_

Street

-

City

raphy.

Very

truly yours,
C. S. S.,
Tallulah, Louisiana.

Ferd. T. Hopkins & Son,
New York

{Continued on page 92)
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Lustre
Adds
and
Your Hair
Soft

Keeps

Easy

to

Manage

hair brush
Just moisten the bristles of your
brush it
with a few drops of Glostora and
at the
on your hair. You will be surprised
unusually
It will give your hair an
result.

and lustre— instantly.
simplv makes your hair more
color.
beautiful bv enhancing the wave and
curl in and leaves
It keeps the wave and
it
your hair soft and easy to manage, so that
even after
stays just as you arrange it—

Zephyr

sat

rich, silky gloss

One Night

Glostora

shampooing.

,

and you
a little once or twice a week
delighted to see how much more
will look
beautiful and attractive your hair
and how much easier it will be to manage

Use

be

will

whether long or bobbed.
There is nothing better for children, whose
lustre, or is inhair lack natural life and
train and
clined to be stubborn and hard to
keep in place.
Glostora is inexpensive and you can get
a bottle at any drug store
or toilet goods counter.
•

_

Keeps Hair
Neatly

Combed

A little Glostora
the
.

if

darkness.

the

;

had never had anyone to cling

jo.

Unly
Goodthem

for a moment— then she shuddered.
I hear
bye," she whispered. "I think
No .
.
I must go.
coming
!

If

As to her nationality, she was
She knew languages ;
mittal.

slipThen, a cowering, hunted thing, she
homeped away in the darkness
deeper even
less, desolate— with darkness
soul
than the night's in her own tortured

"I speak

What will be, will be. Life must be
She was
lived—by brave hearts at least
brave she had always been brave.
There was, besides, to comfort her, that
She had one true friendlast moment.
With one friend—and God—no
just one.

—

.

is

lost.

of a few brief moments.
always, in her heart, was that terror
of the vengeance she knew was pursuing
her slowly, perhaps, but implacably. She
knew the Italian heart
Madame
Four years had passed.
L'Enigme" was in London. Society had
taken her up. One day she heard in her
anteroom a voice that thrilled her. Her
Should she
one friend— Richard Oake!

_

Her

go out?

disar-

.

.

I shall

will

make your

life torture

...

.

you

Terror and poverty drove her almost to
How could she continue to
desperation.
She had been raised in luxury she
live ?
;

«

Malvina
;

'iG.R.EA'IVi:;4
For the Complexion
for Freckles j
for the Skin M
FIFTIETH

—
—

ANNIVERSARY

She decided to try it.
Of course, there must be some hocusPeople were never impocus" about it.
So she spent her
pressed by plain truths.
she surlast money on paraphernalia

—

...

SOLD BY LEADING DEALERS

EVERYWHERE

Prof.!. Hubert, Dept.

A

;

1

If your dealer can't supply
you, send money-order direct.
"How She Won a
Booklet,
Uushand." including testimonlals and beauty hints sent free.
Write today.

craft.

Suddenly, in her extremity, an idea came
She had one talent, that of telling
to her.
She could read hands and faces.
fortunes.
hope.
little thing, perhaps—yet it offered

inrounded herself with mystery—with
censes— she called herself "L'Emgme
The Enigma.
And because she had an uncanny skill,
People flocked to her. It
she succeeded.
she
was easy; she charged high prices;

Popular Since 1874
Prices

l)Br

Jr

VjgOMBr

^S^^r

^Kr

1104,ToleJo,Ohio

Cream 55c
Lotion,' 55.

Soap

made herself inaccessible. In a year, she
was prosperous; in two years her name
was famous.
.

Aii$'i.4ii

She
herself
Every advertisement

precautions.
well as she could;

took
as
in

She

,

disguised
over her

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

"My

uncle

have

Madame come

"Bon

welcome death."

knew no

—

— Mr.

Millburne would like
out to his house. It
He will pay well.
is a bazaar— a charity.
So his voice explained to her assistant.
She stepped out, saying:

to

m

become

little."

And

jewels furnished
In Berlin in
her with a little
Madrid, she lived for a time— secluded,
heard
for always, night and day, she
1
her heart the Prince Danaili's words:
death.
shall drive you to the same

ranged.
Not sticky, pasty or
greasy

a

it

memory

1

lived on.

she
(

So time passed. She was not happy.
Only one memory was a happy one; the

.

.

non-com-

when

Are
was confronted with the question:
you Spanish? Italian?" she would say—

them

keep

come,

they

have changed.

dont

.

follow!

abundant hair she wore a tight black wig
She wore
that gave her a gypsyish look.
jade earrings, and a peacock-embroidered
Her entire personality seemed to
scarf.

cried.
he
needed!"
it's
she clung to him, there in
she
It was comforting

money.

week, or after
pooing, keeps it so soft
and pliable that it
stays in place just as
combed or brushed and

not

A

—

So she

sham-

mussed up or

life

moment

brave heart

rubbed through
hair once or twice a

does

my

;

essential to wellmen and
groomed

Rome

in

(Continued from page 51)

!

Glostora gives the hair that rich,
naturally glossy, refined and
orderly appearance, so
boys.

other way while
sullenly resentful-looking the
Richard talked to Madame L'Emgme

jour,

Monsieur!

I

am Madame

Kiara, you may go."
He stared at her; bewilderment was in
•"
"You are Madame
his eyes.
"Yes." Her heart beat wildly. But she
went on: "You wished
."
He was looking down
"But
His voice was gentle as he
into her eyes.
"You! I am not mistaken. You
said:
."
.
are not L'Enigme; you are
"Sh'" She lifted her hand warningly.
Do not say it. But you are
"Not here

L'Enigme.

.

.

..."

.

.

;

.

!

right.

I

am

...

— and helped

knew

the

woman you

once

!"

there
It was not all joy in his eyes;
and
was despair as well. "And
She winced; she
free?" he whispered.
.

thought she understood.

—

.

.

"You are you free?" she asked him.
Slowly he shook his head.
"No, God forgive me! I searched for
you as long as I could. Then I came back
I am enA woman
to England.
But that does not
gaged to her.
(Continued on page 99)

guaranteed.

...

.

.

.
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The Answer Man
(Continued from page 84)

Theby, Harry Myers and Marguerite de
la Motte in Behold This Woman, the new
Blackton production, filmed entirely in
color.

—

Fluff. I can see that children are your
But that is as it should be.
weakness.
Little Joseph Keaton is about two now.
Yes, Shirley Mason is playing in That
French Lady, and The Great Diamond
Mystery. Write me again, some time.

—

Miss D. F. No. Richard Talmadge is
no relation to the Talmadge girls, that is
Playing in Amerjust an assumed name.
ican Manners now and you can address
him at F. B. O., 780 Gower Street, Los
Angeles.

Wink.—Well, there are very few
things people remember so well as their
predictions after the event comes to pass.
Xo, Rod La Rocque and Monte Blue are
Trilby is to be dqne on the
not related.
Phonofilm with voice and action. Arthur
Edmund Carewe will again play Svengali
while Hope Hampton will portray Trilby.
Did you get
I sure did like your paper.
it just for me?
Adeline H. Welcome to the throne.

—

—

Well,
first letter to me.
guarantee not to bite or snap back.
If I get a bit sarcastic, just take it in fun,
as I dont mean to be rough. Elliott Dexter
and Adolphe Menjou also in The Fast Set.
Now that we are acquainted, you must
So long.
write to me often.
(Continued on page 95)

So

this

is

your

I'll

Advice
The Good
Which
dentists the

Leading dentists of some 50 nations are advising a new way of
Millions have
teeth cleaning.
adopted it. The results are seen
in the glistening
in every circle

Out

That's

—

(Continued from page 57)

Thompson

—A New

teeth

Type of

silversheet

Western

has

star.

a

it

looks

tho the

as

forthcoming popular

Thompson

brings

a

new

the teeth to cause decay.

offers
it.

Germs breed by

millions in it. They, with tartar, are the
chief cause of pyorrhea.

Few had pretty teeth, few escaped
tooth troubles, when the film was left.
Dental science has in late years found
combatants. One disinte-

see.

you a ten-day test.
Learn how much it
means to you and yours for all
the years to come.
This
Accept

Westerner
T N Fred Thompson

you

world over give today

effective film

grates the film at

all

stages of formation.
scouring.

One removes.it without harmful

Many tests

A

effective.

have proved these methods
new-type tooth paste has

been created to apply them daily. The

and refreshing type of Westerner to the
screen just at the moment when he is

You must

name is Pepsodent.
Today careful people

fight film

the great tooth enemy
that viscous film you feel.
No ordinary tooth paste

badly needed.
This actor is a big, clean-looking fellow
of pleasing personality, of an appeal entirely different from Hart, Mix, or any
of the other famous players of Western
characters.
Altho he is by no means a
finished actor, having played in the films
for but a short period, he shows fine possibilities for development, and given a few
good vehicles, should forge quickly to the

Film

effectively

combats

it.

So

few have escaped tooth
troubles, and beautiful
teeth were seen less often
than now.
Soon that clinging film discolors, then forms dingycoats.
That is why teeth look cloudy.

front.

employ

is

Film also holds food substance
which ferments and forms acid.
It holds the acid in contact with

it,

largely

of some SO nations
by dental advice

Essential helps

Protect the

Enamel
Pepsodent

dis-

integrates
the
film, then re-

moves it with an
agent far softer

than enamel.
Never use a
film

combatant

which
harsh

contains

Pepsodent offers other helps
which research proves essential.
It multiplies the alkalinity of
the saliva, also its starch digestant. Those are there to neutralize mouth acids and digest
the starch deposits on the teeth.

These combined

results

have

brought to millions a new era
in

teeth cleaning.

grit.

to learn

We

urge you

how much they mean

to you.

Pgpsaq

PAT. OFF.

REG. U.S.

The New-Day Dentifrice
You'll be

amazed

Send this coupon for a 10-Day Tube.
Note how clean the teeth feel after using.
film.

Mark the absence of the viscous
See how teeth become whiter as

10-DAY TUBE FREE

15

"

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY
Dept. 179, 1104 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

111.

the film-coats disappear.

Fred Thompson brings a new and
refreshing type of Westerner to
the

screen,

when he

just
is

at

the

You will be amazed and delighted at
how much this new way means to you.

moment

badly needed

When you

Onlv one tube

to a family.

CUT OUT THE COUPON NOW
write to advertisers please mention

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.
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This

sketch

was

made

•

of

by

Murray

Miss

James

gomery Flagg

Trie Story of

Mont-

in 1915

My

Life

{Continued from page 82)

During that two hours I
had to have dresses altered, and learn the
music and words of two songs. Vernon
was such a marvelous dancer, I had no
performance.

T

in mastering the different steps.
Learning the songs was hardest, on such

difficulty

treasure chest
r
^re-Jur's

short notice.

The year 1915 took me back to the
Ziegfeld Follies as its star, with Leon
Errol.
Up to that time I had not given
motion pictures a thought. I had led suc^
a busy life that I had little time to consider any branch of theatrical work other
than the one with which I was identified.

of compacts designed
to fill every need!
Which

THE

THE "THINEST"
compact of handy
circumference with
no more depth than a
Yet it
seaside vamp.
yields an ample supply of powder and
a

full-sized puff.

Price

"TRIPLE"

a compact that combines powder, rouge
and lip-stick in a case.

At

a

lowing the opening of this show, I received a starring offer from every motion
My
producer in New York.
picture

touch — the

famous "sliding
drawer"

reveals lip-

contract held me to Mr. Ziegfeld for
Before its completion I
several months.
studied the motion picture field carefully
and was convinced that there was a future
for me in this work.

stick—and rouge.

$1.

Price

THE
'PURSE-SIZE

During the earlier days, too, motion pictures were not considered very seriously
by the people of the stage.
One number in the Follies of 1915, was
I, as the
a burlesque on motion pictures.
The day folstar, was "Mary Pickum."

Yours?

will be

$1.25

THE
TWIN"

Powder and Rouge
ingeniously present-

ed in a little case that
snuggles comfortably
into the smallest purse.

Price

$1.

"PETITE SINGLE"
—a generous compact
and refill. The case is

Tn
1

of gunmetal and inconspicuously beautiful. (With extra
refilL )

Price

$1.

18th

STREET,

It

£
Every advertisement

in

first

motion picture

was during

that

first

year

in

the

studios that I met Mr. Leonard, who
directed one of my pictures. He says that
he fell in love with me at first sight, but

NEW YORK

TRE-JUR

%

my

motion picture, To Have and to Hold. I
was very happy working with him, he was
always so bright and joyous.

Sold everywhere in your own shade ofpowder and rouge. Or
by mail from us on receipt ofprice. Refills always available.

WEST

signed

new
I liked Hollywood and soon formed
Fannie Ward, then a
friendships here.
Lasky star, has been a close friend of
mine ever since those early days. Walhe
Reid was my leading man in" my first

Tre-Jur Compacts contain a quality of powder
and cosmetic that will delight the most delicate skin;
scented with Joli-Memoire, a perfume singularly alluring!

19

I

for California.

All

THE HOUSE OF TRE-JUR,

1916

contract, as a star for Famous PlayersIt was quite a serious step to
Lasky.
I was the first Follies girl to desert
take.
the stage for the screen, and I felt quite
like a pioneer when I packed my trunks,
left Broadway behind, and took the tram

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

my life had been shadowed by two unhappy matrimonial ventures and I was not
thinking of a third romance at the time.
Before my Famous Players-Lasky concompleted, in 1917, I was
tract was
wrapped up in my screen career. Night
after night I would sit in the projection
{Continued on page 103)
guaranteed.
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'aces

of the Film Stars

RUDOLPH VALENTINO
(Continued from page 45)
In the hands is shown a social nature,
high inspirations, and an interest in thi:

.-ovS^-^^VX-v^l^v-v^^^.

223^53D5£?

mechanical.
Making a general summary of the character
Mr. Valentino has an alert, intense,
highly emotional nature, very observing
and highly intuitive. Liking all the creature comforts and material things, he enjoys ease and luxury. He is a person whu
:

particular as to details in clothes

is

;

neat,

and liking others to appear neat and trim.

NITA NALDI
(Continued from page 45)
adjusts itself to other people and conditions.

Summarizing her character, Nita Naldi
a positive personality with great physimagnetism.
Impetuous, highly intuiperson
tive, and very temperamental.
who would accomplish what she resolved
Bright, genial,
to do against all opposition.
witty, and a good talker, with a great deal
She likes the opposite
of common sense.
sex and understands it.
is

cal

A

Scene from the film "Omar The Temma'ker"
Produced by Richard Walton Tully.

Gems of Oriental Splendor

REGINALD DENNY
(Continued from page 44)
does not miss much in life, and one who
notices that which goes on about him. He
is witty and has a keen sense of humor.
Likes all sports. A happy nature, and a
person who gets much out of life.

TXAOe MARK

CORINNE GRIFFITH
(Continued from page 44)
thinks about things and turns them over
She has a poor memory.
in her mind.

The

appetite

sign

is

well

developed,

showing one who likes to eat and is a
good judge of foodstuff.
The hands have lovely, smooth, jointed,
tapering fingers, showing an inspirational
nature and love of the beautiful. The flexible thumb shows a love of ease and
luxury.
In general, it may be said of Corinne
Griffith that she likes the good things of
life; enjoys ease and comfort; is a person
greatly interested in her work and friends
and is endowed with all the feminine
traits.

-—

KEO. UJ. »T. OfT.

IjN Barcelona nestling
\J on the Mediterra-

{• M
^*—

nean, quaint old
Spanish center of
art and song, a group of
inspired artists create the

The EMIR

Omar

*o $15 according to length and
clasp. Inheart shapedvelvetcase

^

Pearl.

$7.50

So perfect is their brilliant,
irridescent gleam, their ebb
and flow of tender color,
that they have won a world
wide reputation as the gems
that only nature herself

can match.
Yet these gems of Oriental
splendor cost you little because
they come to you from Spain
instead of the Ocean bed.
oAl better shops everyivhere.lf you
cannot find the genuine write direct
to us and we will inform you where
to obtain them.

Send iOc for a copy of the

IYAT illustrated with
the film

df Omar and

The CALIPH

$15

.

.

to $25 according to length and
clasp. In Squared vjttvet case.

':

RUBA-

pictures from
our catalog.

INDRA PEARL CO, inc.
392 Fifth Avenue
Barcelona

New York
Paris

The
to

Conrad Nagel

offers

you

SULTAN

$100 according

a pretzel
..

When

you write tn n(lv-rtiser= please mention
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.
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Keep Your EYES
At Their Best
giving your EYES
the care they deserve to keep
them always clear, bright and
healthy ?
Often dust, wind and undue strain

Are you

cause the EYES to appear dull, lifeless and unattractive. To make the
most of their natural charm and
sparkle, they should be cleansed as
regularly as the skin and teeth.

For daily use, or

Wide World

The younger screen celebrities in Hollywood have organized a club among
themselves that they call "The Regulars." They meet one evening a week,
discuss the new phases of their motion picture work, furnish various forms of
entertainment, and provide refreshments, which are prepared by themselves.
Reading from left to right, the members in the front row are: Marion Nixon,
Priscilla Bonner, Maryon Aye, Mary Philbin, Pauline Curly, Grace Gordon, and
Pauline Garon. In the back row: Duane Thompson, Marjorie Bonner, Menifee
Johnstone, Virginia Browne Faire, Dorothy Devore and Lucille Hutton

when your EYES

and heavy, Murine
most refreshing and beneficial.

feel hot, tired
is

Contains no harmful ingredients.
illustrated books on "Eye Care"
or "Eye Beauty" are FREE on request.

Our

The Murine Company
Dept. 25, Chicago

On

Camera Coast

trie

(Continued from page 61)
pened to be filled with water preparatory
to a bathing-girl scene.

Anna

PIMPLES Skin Trouble BANISHED
Marvelous new discovery enables all to have Healthy, Beautiful skin, FREE from Blemishes, Eczema, Acne and other discomforting troubles. Dermideal Treatment big- success and
satisfaction Guaranteed. Write for amazing booklet describing
this new method.
Dermideal Laboratories,
Dept. K New Bedford, Mass.

Q. Nilsson has projected her new
hubby into the movies. His name is
John Gunnerson and, until last week, he
was a shoe manufacturer. At her suggestion he has gone to the Ince Studio and
hired himself out in a small position to
Mr. Gunnerson is a very
learn the job.

modest and very charming young man.

pOR

Youth-Ami Skin Peel
A New

Scientific Discovery

which painlessly and harmlessly replaces
the old skin with a new and removes all
Surface Blemishes, Pimples, Blackheads,
Discolorations, Tan, Eczema, Acne, Large Pores, etc.
A
non-acid, invisible liquid.
Produces a healthy new skin,
beautiful as a baby's.
Results astounding.
Booklet "The
Magic of a New Skin" free in plain sealed envelope.
Youth-Ami Laboratories, Dept. DB, 30 E. 20th St., New York

the first time in his

screen career,

— screen

Lou Tellegen is a papa
In The Breath of Scandal,

in

variety.

which he

Mr. Tellegen

is

cast as
husband of Myrtle Stedman, the
the
father of Patsy Ruth Miller, and the lover
of Betty Blythe.
Jack Mulhall, Forrest
Stanley and Phyllis Haver also play in
the picture.
to play the lead,

is

pROM

the appearance of the props that
have been collected, Conan Doyle's The
Lost World will be one wild picture.

Skeletons of giant dinosaurs are scattered
over the First National lot. Boa-constrictors and gorillas and other strange
all

Delicate

perfume

of

flowers,

—

faint

fragrance of Lablache one suggests
For generations fastidious
women have found the dainty, flowerlike purity and enduring smoothness
of Lablache indispensable.

the other.

Two Sizes, 50c and $1.00
Flesh, White
Sold everywhere, or by mail.
or Cream,
bend 10 cents for a sample

Compact Lablache
Rouge
with puff, in handy

size

box,
F

Orange and

(darker

50tf.

o n c e

shade).

BEN LEVY

CO.

Depl. 56
125 Kingston Si.

Paris

BOSTON

T) alph and Vera Lewis have been married and on the screen since the early
Griffith days; but for the first time they
find themselves cast in the same picture
In Every Woman's Life.

TTollywood

l

G<L

much occupied right now
The girls are beginning to

rebel against bobs
and the boys against
slicked-down sheik patent-leather haircuts.
Constance Talmadge announced a.
week or so ago that she is sick of bobs
and is letting her hair grow again. Estelle
Taylor has followed suit.
few girls
like Virginia Valli, and Dorothy Mackail,
and Mary Pickford never have cut their
hair.
As to the slick-'em hair of the youngmen, it is the feeling in Hollywood that
the public is turning to the American type
of screen lovers again. The flappers have
had an overdose of Latins. It is significant that one of the big contracts signed
in Hollywood this summer is with Fred
Thomson, who will make Westerns for an
independent organization at a huge salary.
He is a typical American athlete, having
won the all-around athletic championship
;

A

critters

of the world two or three times in suc-

Bessie Love,

cession.

have been collected for the filming.
who is to have one of the
principal parts, says that, whatever else
happens, she can always cling to the recolthat she

the first girl ever to
have a fight with an allosaurus.
Marion Fairfax, who wrote the continuity for this story, says it is the most
difficult work she has ever done.
She
worked ten months on it.
lection

is

V\7hen Peter Pan

finally gets

filmed,

it

be distinguished anyhow by one
wonderful shirt. When Herbert Brenon,
will

selected

as

the

director,

was recently

Jaurette Taylor

has had a crushing disappointment. In One Night in Rome
she had a wild Indian actor named Felix
Whitefeather. She always said that when
she got around to it she intended to ask
him about his experiences upon the war
trail and such.
The other day she got
around to it. She found, to her dismay,
that the nearest to a war trail he ever, got
was being motorman on a trolley-car in
Brooklyn.

in

Canada, he signed up a tribe of Stony
Creek Indians to play in the Indian sequence.
One of them wears a buckskin
shirt heavily decorated with human scalp

Jackie Coogan

returning to the kind
made him famous.
Willard Mack has written him a story
called The Rag Man, which seems to be

of
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UNEXCELLED

ENTERTAINMENTS
for

Watch For Your Theatre's Announcement

1924-1925

f 26
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Special Screen Plays

THE PAINTED LADY
From

A

A

A

J.

TOM MIX
A

THE FOOL

J.

A Thomas

t

TEETH

Carter's

latest

A

A

J.

HEARTS OF OAK

THE LAST MAN
ON EARTH
A

of the

Based on "Checkers," by Henry
M. Blossom, Jr.
A Lambert Hillyer production

adventure romance
John Conway production

TOM MIX

LOVE WITH LOVE

IN

From Comedy Drama by

A

Otto production

THE DANCERS

A

the Wonder Horse
Zane Grey's best seller
Lynn Reynolds production

THORNS OF PASSION

From stage play by
Gerald du Maurier and
Viola Tree

Adapted from "The Roughneck"

A

An Emmett Flynn

by Robert W. Service
John Conway production

TOM MIX

and TONY in
TRAIL
THE RAINBOW Drama

production

HUNTING
WILD ANIMALS

Western
Lynn Reynolds production

Zane

A

Grey's

TOM MIX in THE
COACH
DEADWOODWonder

HOLLYWOOD
Comedy

The Human Monkeys

in

With Tony,

Melodrama
Buckingham

A Thomas

A

"The Orphan"

Lewis

Seiler

production

TROUBLES OF A BRIDE
At what age should a girl marry ?
Thomas Buckingham production

A

NEPTUNE'S ROMANCE
A

fantasy of love, beauty and romance
Henry Otto production

A

SOULS
DAMAGED
A
A

chapter from

John Ford

life today
production

THE HUNTED WOMAN
Oliver Curwood's novel
of the great outdoors

James

A

John Ford production

SHE WOLVES

the

John Conway production

in a screen

novelty

A

Horse
From Clarence E. Mulford's novel

With Tony,

Vincent Lawrence
G. Blystone production

J.

DARWIN WAS RIGHT

RIDERS
OF THE PURPLE SAGE

classic

J.

GOLD HEELS

VIRGINIA

DANTE'S INFERNO

fantastic novelty
1,000 beautiful girls
G. Blystone production

with

A

in

David Belasco's stage triumph
An Elmer Clifton production

swept

James A. Heme's celebrated Melodrama
A John Ford production

thriller

THE WARRENS OF

production

that

Edwards production

Gordon

Adapted from Ouida's "Strathmore"
A Denison Clift production

thrilling

A

Drama

mystery

FLAMES OF DESIRE

DICK TURPIN

name
Harry Millarde

with

America

Buckingham production

TOM MIX

Pollock's

stage triumph of the same

thrilling

in

Drama,

THE LAW

IT IS

THE CYCLONE RIDER
Lincoln

A

the

virile

Lynn Reynolds production

A

red-blooded Drama with
Duke, the dog, and Tony, the horse
A J. G. Blystone production

production

IN

of

perils

Grey's

in

Tony, the wonder horse

A

telephone girl
Clifton production

An Emmett Flynn

A Henry

Zane

An Elmer

Eckert Goodman's
play from novel by John
Fleming Wilson

modern version

and

Secrets

Jules

A

G. Blystone production

production

THE
LAST OF THE DUANES

Melodrama

DAUGHTERS OF
THE NIGHT

THE MAN WHO
CAME BACK

A

TOM MIX

TOM MIX in
TONY!
YOU
Comedy

sizzling

and happiness

An Emmett Flynn

OH,

PHOTOPLAYS

From Channing

Frankau
Flynn production

the novel by Gilbert

An Emmett

SUPER

5

Intrigue, mystery

Chester Bennett production

From

DON'T MISS THESE &

EVERYMAN'S WIFE

the story by Larry Evans

GERALD CRANSTON'S
LADY

AND ABOVE ALL

of These

A

A

story of Paris

Maurice Elvey production

production
*=>*-

FOX FILM CORPORATION
JSL

When yon

WEST

55th

STREET
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Letters to the Editor

WLDouglas
$

5, $ 6, $ 7AT&
BOYS

$

$4.50

{Continued from page 85)

Short Sayings from Scribes

8 Shoes

&

I

quite agree with P. A. M.'s indictment,

appearing in the August edition of
Picture, of Gloria Swanson's
costumes and the interiors of the homes
of the "Four Hundred," as represented
on the screen. There can be little doubt
but that both are overelaborate and untrue
to life
but unlike P. A. M., I do not wish
to see them changed.
must remember
that to many of us the cinema offers an
escape from reality
a fairy carpet to
transport us to lands of romance. If some
of us prefer to see society women on the
screen attired in exotic fashion, should
this pleasure be denied merely because real
society women are often dowdy and always
simply dressed?
R. B..

Motion

$5.00

Women

of fashion should know that our women's
shoes are high-class, made in the most distinctive,
up-to-date and exclusive styles, which appeal to
those who desire stylish, comfortable and serviceable
shoes at reasonable prices.

—

We

;

New
Fan

^_="^
HK-^~"^^h

<?

style

^M

St^^^

Patent Colt! Centre
Pump.with ElasticGore, $6.00

W

L.

'

]
I

B#Ti

mtk WBx^Z33t&w
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DOUGLAS PEGGING

^mi^m^'

**^| ?^P**inBIack

New
BroadToe

New York

$7.00
SHOES AT 7 YEARS OF AGE
L. DOUGLAS SHOES
SAVE
FOR 38 YEARS, W. L. Douglas' name and portrait have stood for quality, for economy
and for satisfactory service. W. L. Douglas shoes are exceptionally good values. Only by
wearing them can you appreciate their superior qualities. The exclusive, smart models,
designed especially for young men and women, are leaders everywhere.

WEAR

MONEY

AND

W.

W. L. DOUGLAS $7.00 SHOES are remarkably good value. Seldom have you had the
opportunity to buy such high-grade shoes at this popular price. Shoes of equal quality,
comfort and service are rarely found in other makes at our prices.

WHEREVER YOU

LIVE, demand W. L. Douglas shoes. They are sold in 120 of our stores in
the principal cities and by over 5,000 shoe dealers. For economy and dependable value,
wear shoes that have W. L. Douglas' name and the retail price stamped on the soles. The
stamped price guarantees the value. If not for sale in your vicinity, write for catalog.
_gK
W. L. Douglas Shoe Company, 132 Spark St., Brockton, Mass.
/CS^

QASSIC
"Master!"
how

they

extras,
greet a mighty film
director.
B. F. Wil-

sive personages
of those others,

are

the
poor,
long-suffering
stage-directors.

of your

never

fails to tell the

it

to the police

favorite

a turkey being lugged along by one wing
(as was done in Giants and Yanks, a tworeeler recently released here).

things you

want

Yours very

Wm.

to

sincerely,

C. Stone,

ALL

London.

about
everything.
In this issue of CLASSIC she writes on the puzzling
question: "Now where was the camera when they pulled that stunt?"
screen people, and what's more, to

and the

The former may be

It is a pity they do not pay more attention to something that really does matter,
helpless
maltreatment of
the
namely,
animals, especially in alleged comedies, by
those whose idea of humor is the sigh',
of a cat half-drowned in blue-wash, or

pastime.

y\ OROTHY DONNELL

not leave

;

A Fifty Million Dollar Hole
-*^ know about

doesn't have
point well taken.
Such a genuinely good actor as he is, it
usually falls to his lot to be the grandfather of the leading man, who must pass
out just as the story opens; or the sick
father who dies clutching a priceless tapestry or cameo. Much better if some of the
delinquent sons or grandsons did the early
dying, leaving the very able Fawcett to
carry on to the finish.
D. S. v. K.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

A

For the unwholesome prudes who would
put a skirt on the Venus of Milo I have
no use, and I honestly believe the public
yet such people seem to be
hasn't either
bossing the movie business today.

pleased

zine brings you upto-the-minute
p i ctures and fresh news

and

Hope he

"There's Fawcett.

to die in the first act."

effect.

with the new "Twoa-day"
department.
This month's maga-

son gives you some
idea of these exclu-

remark as George Fawcett's wellface was flashed for the first time

known

relied on
to see that nothing exercising a really immoral influence is allowed to get past
while the natural good taste of the latter will reject any film which is definitely
unpleasant and likely to have a debasing

Fans

stars and

this

"public?

Vaudeville
all,

A man sitting back of me during the re** cent showing of Code of the Sea made

VV7hy

MOTION PICTURE

That's

City.

VelourCalf.

alsolight Russia Calf,

tell

You'll like to know about the way of a director with a camera. And
you'll learn what methods are used by Griffith, by the DeMilles, and
by von Stroheim.

You're out of luck

if

you miss the October number of

QASSIC
MOTION PICTURE

That "Different" Screen Magazine
On the News-stands September 12
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Adventures Off- Scene
(Continued from page 43)

Can You Pick 'Em?

arrested by Between Worlds, which blazed
at me in incandescents from the Capitol
Theater in New York on a hot summer's

"T")o most of the famous people of the
screen look like themselves?" asked
"I mean
a young "fan" friend of mine.
do they all look off the screen just

night.

"Aha !" I gurgled
nutty picture at last

mentally,
Me for
ab-

!

Between Worlds came
unheralded

solutely

"another
!"
it

the

way

Broadway

(this is not
a review, but a per-

psychological
experience).
It is of

one

of

origin.

It

have a distinct
screen personality and
off-screen
a distinct

is

the

beauty and

I

want

personality.
George
Fawcett, for instance,
would
instantly
be

recognizable

anyCharlie Chaplin, on the other hand,
is hardly recognizable
off the screen unless
he is pointed out.
I
where.

have sat with him

fine

way
not

salute

to

Katherine Hillikerand

International Newsreel

H. H. Caldwell, who

Baby Peggy

did the English titles
for Between Worlds.
I want to salute both

cup

"Roxy"

and

presents

the

silver

Alva Star for his winning
parachute jump in the first annual
aviation meet of the 27th division

Ed.

to

of the

army

air service

Bowes

for having the
courage to put it on.
It's a pity we Americans are so wideawake that in our lives there is no room
for the fantastic, the bizarre, the "nutty"
stuff of the moron's vocabulary.

The Hunt Magnificent

Qn

of Barbara La Marr, in
order to ask just one question
"Is a husband, if any, of any earthly
use to a self-sustaining woman?"
Bar9 A. M. Arrived at her house.
bara had just taxied into Central Park
for her morning ozone cocktail.
9:10 A. M. Hired taxi and sped up
main drive peering into open and closed
cars for my prey.
10 A.
Dismissed taxi at 110th
Street. Bought bag of peanuts and walked
down Fifth Avenue. $2.10 out of pock.
the

trail

—

—

M—

10:45 A. M.— Passed Hotel Plaza, flipping last peanut shell at traffic cop, when
I saw Barbara's skirt switch thru the
door.
Elevator door closed in my face
as she went up.
Laid around drinking
sodas

till

1

M.

P.

1:30 P. M.

—A

phone from one of

my

secret scouts at the Algonquin that Barbara
was lunching there with Lew Cody, Ben
Lyon and "Jack" Meador.
did she
escape from the Plaza?
2 P. M. Got out of taxi at Algonquin
just in time to see her whirl away in touring car.
Flying leap for running-board
while I howled, "Miss La Marr, is a hus-

How

—

band if any
and skinned
knee-patch.
3 P. M.

—

?"

Missed running-board,
my newly creased trousers in
Barbara rolled on.
Discover her destination was

Asbury Park.

Hop

train at

3:30.

Saw

Barbara with crowd in surf at 5.
5:10 P. M. Barbara comes toward me
looking like Aphrodite coming in to greet
Pan. She looked so beautiful in her sea
garb that I forgot why I had pursued her,
got shaky in the legs and took to my heels,
leaving Barbara amazed and statuesque.

—

10 P.

Out

M.— Buttercakes

Vou, too, can play
the

in

restaurants on Broad-

on

characterizations
the screen.

the

dont.
stars

greatest
pictures ever put on
the screen. It kept me
"outside
of myself"
for ninety minutes by
its
instant and overwhelming appeal to
my imagination, my
sense of beauty, my
instinct for the weird,
and my love for pictorial

on

"Some do and some
Some of the

sonal

German

do

they

screen, making allowance,
of course, for make-up
and lights ?"'

to

in

Childs?

$17.50.

When you

he

was

recognized,

and

where

center of an admiring, enthusiastic group,
playing aninstrumentof which he was master? How easily he seemed to do it With what
little effort! How enthusiastic all his friends
were abouthim! Thatsame easy mastery, the
same popularity may be yours if you want it.
The " Washburn" Banjo will give it to you.

when he was spotted
many persons had to

!

be satisfied by asking
him personally.

"Gloria
be

can

anywhere.

Swans on

Easy to Learn

recognized

You don't have to be born a genius to
play the banjo. A little consistent practice

Those

odd moments, and before you know it
you will be amazed at the progress you have
made. A few days spent in getting the hang

tense, hungry features
of hers cannot be hidden. Tom Meighan's
screen and off-screen personalities are almost identical. In fact, he can walk right
from the breakfast table to the set and
play all his parts.
Altho one
"Valentino will fool you.
of the best-known fac.3 on the screen,
Rudy could pass almost anywhere without
being recognized. This is one of Nature's
tricks
that
I
cannot explain. On the
contrary, George Arliss cannot possibly
hide himself. Lila Lee looks entirely different on the screen from Lila Lee at
lunch.
It is not a question of make-up
it
is
almost an uncanny
change of
countenance.
Nita Naldi is always the
Bill Hart cannot disguise himself,
same.
"
and there is

in

of

you are the

—her

She

never "on guard," never has that
now - be-careful-about-what-ypu-say air
that So-and-So and So-and-So have.
What we talked about just before she

0£

want a

For half a century "Washburn" has been the choice of
professionals. "Washburn"
Banjos are acknowledged the
finest in the world. No others
have such wonderful quality,
such resonance. Absolutely accurate scales make easy playing
certain. The new "Air Cushion
Resonator"
the greatest advance in the history of the instrument gives a marvelous
fullness and sweetness of tone.
The price range of all "Washburn" instruments — Ba.. 'os, $29 to $350;
Mandolins and Guitars, $20 to $150; Ukuleles, $15 to $30— is exceptionally wide, but
the same high quality dominates each model.

—

—

FREE Trial— Easy Terms
Hear one of these famous "Washburn"
Banjos in your home for a week's FREE
trial. Prove its beautiful tone, its wonderful quality. Write for Catalog! Easy
terms can be arranged, if desired. The coupon will bringfull information. Mail it today!

( Washburn Stringed
Instrument Division)
Est. 1864 . CHICAGO
Dealers — Some desirable

territory

still

__ Clip a nd Mai Ifor

available
Free Boo k.'

ILYON & HEALY
|

I

66-97 Jackson Blvd., Chicago
Please send me full details of your Easy Payment Plan and handsome 40-page Book on the
instrument checked below

Id
I

D

is

write to advertisers please mention

sought-after, necessary center of
You will be surprised at the

you have become.
course you 'will

favorite

—

genuine

rapid.

every party.

ever met.
In her face there is that quality which
to me is greater than all the icily regular
and splendidly null features which pass for
"beauty" and that is sweetness. Lois has
that inerasable sweetness and genuine girlishness in her face that no beauty parlor
can put there. And when she talks, her
face fairly bursts with smiling sincerity
is

is

And how the "Washburn" repays the
you devote to it! No more hanging
around on the outside! Once the master,

personalities, there is Lois Wilson, for
instance.
She is the least theatrical, the
least stagy and, in many respects, the
most genuine of film actresses that I have

her

— after that, progress

effort

Lois: Born, Not Made
Cpeaking of off-screen and on-screen

voice, her clothes, her walk.
I should say
that Lois has an innate horror of pose of
any kind.
She never talks as tho she
were broadcasting for publicity purposes.

it

Sure Popularity

"
"Can you tell Ben Turpin
"Now, dont kid me, young lady," I
replied, as I walked away in a dignified
manner to say how-dee to Lois Wilson.

and heart-light.
Everything about

Banjo!

Have you ever watched with longing gaze
some musical friend of yours as he sat, the

Washburn Banjos
Washburn Mandolins
Washburn Guitars and Ukuleles

Name.
Address
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EVER since its foundation
Magazine,

it

Europe,

Our (all?

in 1910,

Motion Picture
been

the oldest "fan" magazine, has

at

manner of Joseph Hergesheimer's

The

Secret of Jackie and Peggy

is
a conversation subconsciously
arrived at between Baby Peggy and
for it is said that out of
Jackie Coogan
the mouths of babes comes wisdom:
Peggy: Jackie, what do you think of
the future of motion pictures ?
Jackie: As my director says that motion pictures are still in their infancy, it
is natural, my dear Peggy, that they, like

will

grow.

Of

course they will grow, you
funny boy, but what do you dope out as
to the nature of their tendency?
Dont use the word dope,
Jackie:
Peggy it is vulgar
I heard my director use it, and
Peggy
Well, if you dont like
he's a gentleman.
I'll
ask you what have been your
it,
cogitations on the subject?
ought naturally believe
Jackie
that Captain January and A
Boy of
Flanders are at present the ne plus
:

!

;

Every reader

is

welcome

is

:

waiting for the winner.

submit as

to

beatifi-

HP his

Peggy

Can You Invent One?
check

It

cation of Lillian Gish.

you and me,

must have a slogan.

A FIFTY-DOLLAR

cannot remember.

I

didn't
amount to much. One
listens to Lois' voice, not to her words.
Had I the time, and space, I should compose an article about Lois Wilson in the

—

your service with entertainment and information.

NOW

to

probably

many

slogans

:

as he wishes.

We

ultra

CONTEST CLOSES DECEMBER
Winner

receives check

Slogan and winner's
USE AS FEW WORDS AS POSSIBLE,
IN

A

SINGLE SENTENCE.

name

Peggy: You mean the Ultima Thule,
do you not, Mr. Coogan?
Jackie: Maybe it is. But when I saw
you as Captain January I said, "Jackie,
Peggy has hit her high spot at last. She's
the Duse, the Jane Cowl, the Maude Adams
I really do not believe,
of the screen."

1

on Christmas
in February issue

PUT YOUR FULL NAME AND YOUR
ADDRESS ON EACH SHEET.

beyond us

NO MANUSCRIPTS CAN BE

Peggy
I said
when I saw you, Jackie dear,

Peggy

dear,

— do

TURNED

IN THIS

RE-

CONTEST.

ever

will

to
in

go

myself

A Boy

You put it all over John
of Flanders.
Barrymore
When you grow up, Peggy,
Jackie
what movie actress would you rather be?
Peggy
Either Norma Talmadge or

GO!

Begin Today: Let's

pictures

you?
That's what

:

WRITE OR TYPE ON ONE SIDE OF
THE PAPER ONLY.

that

:

:

Mary Pickford
Foolish girl, you cant be one
Jackie
or the other because one is tall and the
other is short.
Peggy
Well, how do I know now when
I grow up whether I'll be short or tall, so
I guess I can take my pick now.
Look
out you dont look like Louis Wolheim
:

Address: Slogan Contest

:

Notion Pktim
Brooklyn,

175 Duffield Street

when you grow up

New

York

Jackie:
That's a nasty slam!
I'm
going to look like Richard Dix, and smile
like
Adolphe Menjou and dance like
Valentino
Peggy
Vain youth
What egotism
Well, then, I shall have the sweetness of
Mary Pickford, the exotic beauty of Anna
:

SOUSA

HowtoSpeakandWrite

you the secret of
Success in Music in this
Free Book. Send fc
your copy and details of

tells

FREE TRIAL, EASY

PAYMENTS

on an

Conn instrument for
band or

orchestra. Acclaimed best by world'

famous

artists.

C. G. Conn, Ltd
1025 Conn Building
Elkhart, Indiana

Masterly English
Every time you speak or write you show just what you
are.
Mistakes iu English reyeal you as a person, who
Lack of
lacks education and refinement.
language power prevents you from present-

!

May Wong, the lure of Gloria Swanson,
the magnetism of Leatrice Joy, and the
regal sweep of Clare Eames.
Jackie: You left out Claire Windsor,
{Continued on page 96)

in the strongest possible way. No
matter what you do, real command of English will help
you to your goal. Stop making mistakes In spelling,
punctuation, pronunciation. Increase your vocabulary

ing your thoughts

WONDERFUL INVENTION

Only 15 minutes a day with Sherwin Cody's New
Invention— and you can actually SEE your English
improve. It teaches by HABIT— makes it easier to do
the RIGHT way. Wonderful self-correcting lessons
include Spelling, Punctuation, Grammar, and Ex-4
,

pression.

CDCr
IlhL

________

BOOK ON ENGLISH
AND
MINUTE TEST
HPIV 15
"-•»'
19 minuic

Lackof language
DOW ? r ma y f asl 'y be

costingyou thousands

of dollarseveryyear. See whatMr. Cody can do for you. Itcostsnothing to rind out. Mail a postal card or letter this very minute for free
and 15 Minute
book "How to Speak and Write Masterly English,
It will prove a revelaTest, which you can take in your own home.
tion to you. WRITE NOW. Address
Sherwin Cody School of English, 4010 Searie Building, Rochester, N. Y.

Learn to Make Show Cards
days—no experience needed. We

—

by Miller Mall Method in 60
establish you in own shop, any
worth $60 weeMy, up; furnish all material and plan to
secure orders from local merchants to do right at home, evenings, if desired, uei
into this fascinating, easily learned, profitable business.
Cost low terms easy.
Illus trated matter and terms FREE.
EMPIRE INSTITUTE, 1478 Broadway, New York
locality,

—

i
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(Continued from page 87)

— Lucy

is with Fox. Helen
Richard Talmadge's
for
next picture, American Manners,
Lillian Rich is with Ince.
F. B. 0.
Frankie. Well, I am glad you like to

G. A. L.

Lynch

Fox

playing

is

in

—

Your first was right.
Our Gang Comedies.

read this department.

Mary Kornmann

in

Richard Barthelmess

is

No,

twenty-nine.

There is no distinnot a genius.
guished genius altogether exempt from
Florence
some infusion of madness.
Browne Faire, Noah
Vidor, Virginia
I

am

Beery

Hughes

Lloyd

and

in

Welcome

Stranger.
Never heard of the young
L. L. Pete.
man you mention. Sorry.
Ruth H. When a man is not amused
he feels an involuntary contempt for those
who are. Rod La Rocque is not married,
and he has black hair, brown eyes, stands
six feet three and weighs 181 pounds.
Playing in Feet of Clay. No, I dont mind

—
—

answering questions.
Constance K. John Bowers is with
Robert Frazer is under conVitagraph.
tract with Louis B. Mayer, but he will play
in The Foolish Virgin, with Elaine Ham-

—

merstein.

Winnie.

— Percy

Marmont is playing in
new novel Dr. Nye,

Joseph C. Lincoln's
for Ince.
This is
Well, repentance is
for what we have

just

a

tentative

abroad
WHEN Puck
weaving the

name of beauty, with womankind for
audience and inspiration.
So it is with Princess Pat Face
Powder. Always there has been face
powder "of a fineness," as the French
say. But what of the face powder that
some alchemy of loving care should
transform into spun moonbeams and
the allure of azure nights. What of the
face powder which should call forth
all the feminine superlatives, which
would be as smooth as the satin skin it
adorned, as delicate as the rose tints

mote days when chemistry was but the
crude hint of today's knowledge.
Princess Pat because of Almond
is a more clinging powder.
Its affinity
for the skin is productive of marvelous
smoothness. It seems to blend with
and become part of the skin texture
not so much something put on as some
new quality of fineness added to the
flesh. And Princess Pat, correctly applied, resists moisture. Face and neck
and arms once given the loveliness of
Princess Pat Powder retain their beauty for hours. It is even possible to
powder with Princess Pat so that it
withstands the supreme test of a plunge
in salt or fresh water.
Then there is the exquisite fragrance
of Princess Pat. It is not an aggressive
perfume, but one that steals forth
modestly and captures the senses with
suggestion, with allurement and delicacy.
It speaks the language of re-

of dawn.
Truly, of such a powder, you would

But best of al! perhaps. Princess Patisa new
kind of powder in that it is good for the skin.

'was

of Jack Pickford

(Continued from page 36)
photoplays of the native American type,
has given us.
To one who watches with
somewhat bored amusement the tug-of-war

now going on between our middle-aged
heroes and the Latin lads, a Jack
Pickford performance with its subtle
blending of humor and pathos, provides a
film

welcome

distraction.
find it within us to hope that some
he may contribute to the screen a truly

We

great performance.

with his

spell of a

fairies,

(Continued on page 116)

day

^What Princess Tat did bij^
Terfecling the Almond Baso

title.

not so much remorse
done, as the fear of

consequences.

Tne Question

FACE POWDER OF SPUN MOON
BEAMS AND AZURE NIGHTS

Midsummer^ Night's dream over hill
and dale, his enchantments were the
delicate gossamer of thought and fancy.
Sometimes in a workaday world men
have achieved almost the fabric of
dreams with the stuffs of sense and
sight.
Almost always this superachievement has been wrought in the

—

different
and delectable. And
what women do say of Princess
It is no more possible to try
Pat.
Princess Pat Face Powder and miss its
excellences than it is to deny the spring

say it
that

is

is

its flowers.

Yet patient chemists working steadfastly for months brought into being
this new kind of face powder and not
some inspired being from fairyland.

—

The

secret of inimitable softness in

—

Princess Pat is Almond Almond used
as a base instead of all those ingredients
which have gone before, since the re-

—

finement.

Almond

again! For this happy choice of an
exclusive base possesses all the soothing qualities that women well know. It lends pliancy
to the skin and helps keep it free of blemish.
Hence it is the powder for those whose skin

ordinary powder drys and roughens.
short Princess Pat Face Powder is a gen_ In
uine achievement, with a real reason for being
different.

Itistheonly powderwithanAlmond

Base, and the qualities this beneficent ingredient makes possible.
So that you may know this distinctly better
powder without the obligation of investment
you will be sent a generous supply for thorough trial. It comes in a little metal container
ideally suited for the purse. The makers of
Princess Pat will esteem it a favorto have you
use the coupon right speedily and obtain your
complimentary supply.

—

icess

—

Tat

PRINCESS PAT, Ltd., Chicago, U.S.A.
Princess Pat, Ltd., 2701 S.Wells St., Dept. 210, Chicago
Entirely FREE! Send sample of Princess Pat. "The
Only Powder with an Almond Base." Check shade you
desire.

Name

FLESH—Light, blended rose
WHITE— Pure, snowy white
OLDE IVORY—Rich, creamy flesh
BRUNETTE—Warm Gypsy OUve
(Print)

„

„

Street

The

boyish, athletic Jack of today

When

City and State
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Adventures Ojf -Scene
{Continued from page 94)

La Marr, Betty Compson and
about fifty-seven others why so modest?
Peggy
Well, to tell you the truth,
Jackie, I'm getting sleepy
and here comes
my nurse. But dont let it out that we
know more than any two kids in the, world.
And keep our Great Secret till we grow
up!
Jackie: Our Great Secret you bet I'll
never squeal, dear Peggy
But wont it
be great, in fifteen years, to see in blazing
Barbara

—
—

:

—

!

PmiN

We

:

An Algonquin Bedtime

a rest.
It concerns a well-known male star who
had to pay a fat sum in alimony each
month to one whom he had married neither
wisely nor well.
I have the name of the
gentleman but it must remain like the

by millions and prescribed by physicians 24 years for
Neuralgia

Lumbago

Pain

Toothache

Neuritis

Rheumatism

J\~) <****

Accept only " Bayer" package
which contains proven directions.
Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets

f

*

^^ ^JL/

C V^^#
*
^^-^
Aspirin is the trade

€^^

Story

heard a quaint story around the Third
f
Most Famous Table in the Hotel
Algonquin, where the extras never cease
from troubling and directors never take

Unless you see the "Bayer Cross" on tablets you are
not getting the genuine Bayer Aspirin proved safe

Headache

JACKIE AND PEGGY

shall be the Mary and Doug of the
next generation
Peggy
Good-night, hubby dear
Jackie: Sweet dreams, little wifey!

SAY "BAYER ASPIRIN" and INSIST!

Colds

Broadway

lights of

—

—

Poe's poem nameless here forevermore. We'll call him Jim.
Jim, like most of his tribe, was generally
impecunious just at the time when it was
necessary for him to "fork over." Besides,
he and his ex-wife were the best of
friends. When alimony time came around,
Jim was always put to it very hard to
scrape up the goodly sum ordered by the
lady

—

Also bottles of 24 and 100 Druggists.
mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticacidester of Salicylicacld

Your Figure

court.

Jim was a superb piano player, and in
She had been a

their wooing-cooing days

dee-vine listener.

He

Wagner with

and

Has Charm Only as Yon Are Fully Developed

in

played Chopin, Liszt
the same ease that

Jeritza can sing.
And this is the way, dear children, Jim
paid his alimony each month at least,

BEAUTY OF FORM

—

can be cultivated just the same as flowers aro
made to blossom with proper care. Woman,
by nature refined and delicate, craves the
natural beauty of her sex. How wonderful to
be a perfect woman!

month
When, after a few
days' grace, he received a letter from his
ex-partner threatening him with the law
if he did not pay up, Jim would go to her
nearly every

:

house with a bunch of roses, a quart of
Old Tom, and play Chopin for her dee-

Bust Pads and Ruffles
never look natural or feel right. They are really
harmful and retard development. You should add
to your physical beauty by enlarging your bustform to its natural size. This is easy to accomplish
with the NATIONAL, a new scientific appliance that
brings delightful results.

FREE BEAUTY BOOK

vinely till the tears swam in her eyes
for did they not recall the happy days of

wooing-cooing?
So she would let
that month.
Thus Jim paid
rose, Old Tom, and Chopin.
And so we see, dear children, how music
hath charms to soothe the savage Alimony.
their

Jim off for
and paid— in

you wish a beautiful, womanly figure, write for a
copy of the treatise by Dr. C. S. Carr, formerly published in the Physical Culture Magazine, entitled:
"The Bust—How It May Be Developed." Of this
method Dr. Carr states:
If

it will bring: about a developof the busts quite astonishing."

"Indeed,

ment

.

This valuable information, explaining the causes of non-development, together with photographic proof showing as much as five inches enlargement by this method, will be sent FREE to
every woman who writes quickly. Those desiring book sent sealed, enclose 4c postage.

THE OLIVE COMPANY
Brings

vine

DELAY
NO RED TAPE— NO
may

never appear again.
Order Now! This offer is limited. It
Don't delay. Just send $2.00 as a deposit. If you wish to return

RINQ

the diamond ring after

!.00 for the most sensational.
SIMPLY- Bend L_„
price smashing
jg diamond ring offer ever made.
A perfectly cat, guaranteed, blue white, fiery diat

%

Karat
set in an 18 Karat white gold cup;
Latest design, hand engraved mounting.

mond is
size.

TEN DAYS FREE TRIAL
1

We take all chances— if you are not satisfied at the
end of ten days for any reason whatsoever, return
the diamond ring to us and your deposit will be refunded to you. Send only $2. 00, and receive this
genuine steel blue white diamond ring In a handA

paid.
leural guarantee bond
accompanies each ring. After ten days trial Paybalance $6.46 a month for 12 months. Price only $79.50.

some gift box charges
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CLARINDA, IOWA

Dept. 205

^

trial,

your deposit will be refunded.

FREE BOOK OF GEMS
Most complete Jewelry Catalog ever issued of
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry — newest

s

designs at lowest prices.

A

year to pay on everything you
order from our TWO MILLION

full

DOLLAR STOCK.

Address Dept. 1136. Est. 1895

ROVAL Swatch

co,

Bob Klein

as an Evil Spirit, in the
film version of Dante's Inferno

^35 MaidenLane-NewYork,

Every advertisement in
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Couldn't Be

Bad
(Continued from page 76)

«.v.^iu.tt
Dov You
Like to
Draw?
* wm uin\<
*-"

This experienced woman had never
before been so stung to the soul with
jealousy as now

worst fears.
Their grief was too profound for words. It occurred to Ezekiel
that Hank might be able to give them the
clue they sought.
He tiptoed up to the
boy's room, filled with apprehension of
what might be the boy's attitude towards
him.
He tapped gently at the door.
There was no response.
A tenderness
welled in the old man's breast.
He
would enter and throw himself at his son's
feet and tell him he had been a bad father
and ask his forgiveness in the name of
Christ.
He walked into the room with
a feeling of ecstasy.
Only the mussed
bed confronted him. Hank was gone!

YMhen Hope

and Stanton Braithwaite
arrived at Isabel's apartment, the party
was in full swing. There were about a
dozen very noisy and devil-determined
people present.
Seven of these were
women beautiful, unconventional, wearing startling short skirts and shockingly
low necks. They were all smoking and
giving expression to the contents of the
several empty gin bottles that stood upon
the side-board.
Hope was thrilled. She knew that they
were devilishly bad the moment she saw
them.
perfect uproar followed Stanton's
;

A

entry.

They

all

thought he was up to one

of his pranks again.
None of them had
ever seen him do anything quite so funny
as this.
Hope with her long skirt, choker
collar and hair combed straight back was
one of the best "character" bits they had
yet seen on or off the screen.
"Stan, you're a scream!" one lady with
a very odd shade of red hair told him.
But Isabel was quite vicious over the
matter and it was plain to be seen that
she meant nothing less than murder for
this little upstart, whoever she was.
And Hope herself fooled them all, for
she soon joined in the merriment and their
effort to make a monkey of her failed abjectly.
The bunch was puzzled. They

.

'

C

T

^^

the picu,re of
sen(,j

nnis girl

—

vour d rawln g perhaps you will win first prize. This contest is for amateurs only (17 years old
or more), so do not hesitate to enter, even if you have not had much practice.

Prize
2nd Prize
1st

3rd Prize, $25.00
4th Prize, 15.00
Ih

maa
* ^^

ancj

-

-

-

-

us

$100.00
50.00

5th Prize, $10.00
6th to 15th Prizes, Ea. 5.00

Everyone

entering this contest will receive
a beautiful full-color reproduction (suitable
for framing) of a painting by a nationally known artist.

If
ii

I

•

VAiir
/y-oat Jociro
your gre<ii
uebire

'

s

t0 De a real

commercial

artist, try

your

hand now! Capable arti s ts readi y earn
350, 375, 3100, 3150 a week and upwards. Hundreds of ambitious young men
and women have found their true work in life often have doubled and trebled
their incomes
through the Federal Home Study Course, recognized by auExclusive lessons
thorities as America's Foremost Course in Commercial Art.
by nationally known artists and illustrators; personal, individual criticism of

—

—

each lesson.

You

should be able to succeed as others have done through our
see what you can do.

Enter the contest

course.

i

—

Rules for Contestants

INOtC

Contest open to amateurs only, 17 years old or more. Professional commercial artists and Federal students are barred.
no bor1. Draw only picture of tennis girl and background
der or lettering.
2. Send one drawing only, making it exactly 5 inches wide, on
paper 6 inches wide by 5 inches high.
3. Use only pencil or pen.
4. No drawings will be returned.
5. Write your name, address, age and occupation on back of
drawing.
6. All drawings must be received in Minneapolis by October
Prizes will be awarded for drawings best in pro10, 1924.
portion and neatness by Faculty members of Federal
Schools, Inc.
All contestants will be notified of prize

—

•

it

i

s

no t necessary

to send for this boob in order
Howto enter the contest.
ever, if you are sincerely interested in the highly-pa id
commerfascinat ing field of
cial art, our illustrated boob
will be
immensely valuable to you.
It explains the Federal Course
and shows worb of students.
Send six cents in stamps for

"YOUR FUTURE"

it

today. Use coupon below.

winners.

1472 Federal Schools Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.
me "YOUR FUTURE" for which I enclose 6c in stamps.

Please send

Age

Occupation

.

.

.

.

,

(Write address plainly

in

margin)

(Continued on page 105)
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Wash Off
Your Fat
Simple, Easy, Old-Fashioned Formula Takes
15 Inches Off Hips
^^R^

Have von been looking for
an easy, cheap and external
to reduce?
Well, fat
folks, we have it for you
it
is called Dr. Kolts' Soap
for Reducing.
A fat
woman was given the
formula by a country

)H

fl |B

\

way

—

doctor, she tried

it

her-

worked wonders!
It is now put up
in convenient soap form
self

and

it

and sold to the public through
their own druggists.
Here
are some letters from fat
people which tell of results:

\

No.

1.

"My

now

inches,

No.

2.

hips were 63

15 inches less/*

"My

bust was 50
inches."
had an awful
now it has all

now only 38

inches,

No. 3. "I
double chin,
gone, etc."

you have large hips or

If

ankles, a big bust or a double
chin, try Dr. Folts* Soap.
When it comes to taking off fat from places
where it shows, its a

\1

Use it as you
would any other soap,
only make a good lather rub well on fat parts
winner.

—

—

for a .few moments.
Then wash off with the
After you have taken off
lather goes the fat!
those ugly rolls of fat, use this soap two or three
times a week. It will keep your figure trim and
slender.
You will be able to eat all you want,
yet you will not see any fat get on your body.

REMEMBER!

IT'S

CALLED

SOAP FOR REDUCING. At

stores

DR. FOLTS'
good drug

all

SPECIAL COUPON No.

Pay

for 3

Get

If this coupon is sent with order, for a limited
time only the Scientific Research Laboratories, 350
West 31st St., New York City, will send ABSOLUTELY FREE OF CHARGE one full size cake
of Dr. Folts' Reducing Soap to everyone who buys

3 cakes for $1.20.

BE AN ARTIST

Comics, Cartoons, Commercial, Newspaper and Magazine Illustrating, Pastel Crayon Portraits and Fashions. By Mailor Loca. Classes.
Easy method. Write for terms and List of successful students.

ASSOCIATED ART STUDIOS, Dept.

J.

100

W

Section

Trailing the Eastern Stars
{Continued from page 69)

and was originally titled
Toniorroiv's
Bread.
What this has to do with The
Golden Bed you'll have to figure out for
yourself.

Rod La Rocque and Estelle Taylor have
come on to be the featured players. Rod,
by the way, is due to start making star
pictures for Paramount shortly, tho at
this writing we haven't any more specific
information.

TJaby Peggy made her annual pilgrimage
to
New York, and while in town
"threw a party" for her mother, who isn't
too old to celebrate her birthday.
Last

year,
day,

Peggy commemorated her own

father is a slim brunette of medium height,
with a quick sense of humor and a kindly,
managerial attitude toward his small family
something like a hen clucking around
and marshalling her offspring.

—

"This is my
ducing Louise,
pears

in

is

a

films

daughter," introlooks a little like
years older.
She ap-

eldest

who
few

with her

little

sister

now

and then. Louise curtsied and smiled.
"Peggy," he called to the tiny one, who
looked up inquiringly and came over.
Peggy is only six and an ankle-high to a
grasshopper, but she has a "way with her"

Qverheard

wife.

"Yes," he replied to our question.
"I
direct Peggy in all her pictures.
The director tells me what he wants and I interpret the idea to her.
Peggy is going to
make only four big pictures a year from
now on. We'll probably do the next one
in
York, but the story hasn't been

New

decided upon."

"How many

hours a day does

Peggy

at

the Algonquin Hotel:

Says

Beach,

Mr.

Beach

to

Larry:

Enlightens Larry to Mr. Beach
"Unguarded Women."
Business of Mr. Beach quirking an eyebrow.
"Really?
I
didn't
know 'Unguarded Women' came that far up Broad:

way

!"

Ci-peaking of Rex Beach, we were told
that he gets around $50,000 for a screen
story.
Now, how can a man who only
writes regularly for the highest paying
magazines, and only sells six or seven
stories a year to producers, plug along
on such a paltry income?

T'-he other day we trailed over to Para-

Long

Island studio to catch a

glimpse of

Valentino in his last picture
for that company, A Sainted Devil one
of Mr. Beach's stories, by the way.
The
glimpse of Rudy was intriguing.
The
Sheik clamped and jingled around in an
outfit similar to that in which he tangoed
Which was exin The Four Horsemen.
actly what he was doing when we saw
him. Wow, what a dancer he is
Also,
the kind
his burning, smoldering glance

—

—

work?"

(Continued on page 113)

23 rd St.. New York

Ninety

- five
out of
every hundred persons upon s e e i n e

SPREDT0P

this

CLUSTER. declare
be a large

to

taire. Set

it

soli-

with seven

matched

perfectly

blue-white diamonds.
In
hand- carved 18
liarat
white
gold
SPREDT0P mounting.

Send No Money
Simply mail this ad
with your name and
address
we'll
send

PAY BY THE MONTH

—

10 MONTHS

SiVEET SPREDTOP
CLUSTER for FREE EX-

the

AMINATION.

If satisfied,

TO PAT

pay

only
$5.00
upon acceptance,
then only $5.00 a month until
the $55.00 has been paid.

HU

If Clf

I

Al

tables you

a charge account without any

to

open

trouble.

A

Transaction
Order TODAY!
complete
a
catalog
over
II fcfc three
thousand
exception;
values in Diamonds. Watches, and

trial
will
convince
Strictly Confidential.

you.

•PCIT —

—

Jewelry.
TEN MONTHS TO PAY
ON EVERYTHING. Write for it
today!
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Helen d'Algy and Nita Naldi play the

1660 BROADWAY,

Every advertisement

Valentino's
in

new
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is

!

—

was
that gives us girls the heebie-jeebies
much in evidence. The picture has all the
scene-marks of a romantic throbber.

dE

S3

"What's

playing at the Rialto this week?"

-mount's

his

nine in the morning

tall, muscular, with the
kind of iron jaw he gives his husky heroes,
was dining with Larry Trimble,
Strongheart's director.
(We hope Larry
will overlook the descriptive bit.
After
all, we mean to be complimentary.)

already.

"And this is my big daughter," Mr.
Montgomery completed the round of in-

— from

As we turned to leave, we heard someone
ask Peggy to autograph her photograph,
and in large, round letters, Peggy concerned herself gravely with the business of
being famous.

birth-

on October 26th.
We were especially interested in meeting
the famous little star and her family. Her

Peggy but

"Only four
until one."

Rex

troductions as he presented
Peggy joined in the laughter.
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vain, foolish,

shall tell her."
I tell you this; I

I

am not free
not what you think
But a curse lies upon me. Until that
no
is removed I shall never be free."
They looked into each other's eyes.
Their hearts pledged in that look.
He
"But
you'll
smiled uncertainly.
uncle needs you.
come out, wont you ?
I'll pledge him to secrecy,
And
of course. Will you come?"
"Yes I shall come," she said gravely.
In her heart was joy merely at being
near him again seeing him
As the money that poured into the
coffers of the bazaar testified, Madame
L'Enigme was a tremendous success. The
fashionable world marveled at her skill.
She shrugged her shoulders. "I tell them
what their own eyes might read if they
could only understand !" she laughed.
But it was over. "You'll stay here tonight, wont you?" said Mr. Millburne.
"It's a long trip back to town.
We're glad
to have you."
She was glad to stay. "Do you ask me ?"'
she said, looking into Richard Oake's eyes.
He smiled and nodded. "Then I'll stay!"
For

"Xo.

either!

It is

.

.

.

!

.

.

.

My

.

.

.

—

—

—

—

But that

girl

Zephyr Redlynch was

!

—the
Richard was engaged
Beautiful—yes. But she sat sullenly
resentful — looking the other way while

her

name

girl

to.

talked to Madame L'Enigme,
for so she insisted on being called.
."
"Now that we're all cozy together
began Mr. Millburne genially "Mayn't I

Richard

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

"Dont let him ..."
"Go out and see who it is, Dick."

.

gone white.

But

Zephyr, with a jealous glance, followed
Richard, then finally Mr. Millburne. The
Duchess Mareno listened
Dorando's
voice! "Santo Dio!" she breathed.
moment later, smiling, bowing,
Dorando greeted her. "Your Grace," he
."
began, "I have just heard
"Your Grace," cried Zephyr. "What in
.

.

.

A

.

"Yes."

mocking

.

.

.

."

Dorando turned
"Her Grace

eyes.

woman's age,

line,

I

64 years.

fold this side of picture unaet. along: dotted
facial filming restored youth.

and see how

Time of treatment 25 minutes.

§1

.

—

the world

the

.

her chair. With trembling lips she added.
."
"I'd rather not
"Excuse me, sir!" The butler tiptoed
."
in. "A gentleman
an Italian, I think.
"Oh !" whispered the Duchess. She had
.

Now,

See how this side of face denotes

something about Madame
"No, no !" she cried. "Not that
."
The smile froze on her lips. Zephyr
stared at her haughtily.
She relaxed into

tell

."

her

the

with

Duchess

(Continued on page 118)

!

Facial

!

filming:

To

—

.

what this discovery means, study the
If you think it cannot cope with age
is 54 years oldl If you
doubt that face filming always works, on any
human skin— and will work on yours read of the
arrangements for letting you try it.
Facial Film was born in France. Because of the
tremendous cost, its use has been restricted until
now. Its base is neoplasma, worth $5,000 a pound
realize

photograph.

— the lady in the picture

—

1

The perfecting of

this film in solution has

brought

America in affordable form, giving beauty
power which forever solves the problem of perfect
it

to

ClwitBa

is just as effective and beingNature's way is vastly
and more satisfactory. Facial filming brings
To re- I| safer
a new era of beauty and beauty methods. It
move all traces of time from the face is P dooms the superficial, surface preparations which
are of no scientific activity, for this process of renow a matter of moments
the tissues puts a swift almost inA miracle? Yes. The modern miracle oi facial I juvenating
stantaneous end to skin impurities of all kinds.

Faces restored while you wait
tissues revitalized in an hour

to

A face with telltale lines is now inEven deep furrows may now be removed from the countenance: wrinkles succumb

complexion.
excusable.

to a single application of

neoplasma

film;

every

—

renders pores clear, clean and pliant.
And now for the proof: neoplasma sufficient to
I
supply in solution to as many as respond to this
first public announcement will be distributed by
I mail from the Dr. Egan manufactory in Chicago.
The film is used without special knowledge or
skill; it is effective in the hands of anybody using
I the simple instructions issued with each supply.
It is a liquid film and comes in a vescnle which
seals the contents against any deterioration even
I while in use. Your skin may require one adrenalIizing, or several, depending on its condition,
your age. etc. But your first filming will bring
such youth to your skin as will astound you. It is
I a fresh wonder of Science that is comparable to
I radium. It is the true neoplasma which in other
practice of medicine
J forms has been found in the
I to restore the activity of a heart that has ceased
beating. All-powerful but harmless. Skin regeneration is a discovery so far reaching that prepI arations which merely pamper the complexion,
I even rouge, will soon be abandoned.
Druggists have not been supplied yet. For a
full vescule of neoplasma film write to Dr. Egan
laboratory. You need not enclose the fee (two
I dollars) unless you choose; payment may be
made on arrival. You don't pay anything' unless
your gratitude for benefits knows no bounds.
I Women have voluntarily tendered twenty-five
and fifty dollars at the laboratory for the same
results guaranteed you. Seeing is believing; use
I coupon printed he re:
It

skin young or old dissolve
touch.
When women realize the fullsignificance of this
discovery there will be no "old" young faces no
"withered" faces _at any age— no old eyes in
young heads or "sacks" beneath the eyes in
middle-age. Lines from the corners of the mouth
to nose, and down to chin are dispelled by this
regeneration of tissue. So are the fine lines that
cause necks to look old before their time. It
makes no difference what caused these wrinkles
whether due to the general condition of age,
organic trouble, under-nourishment, or just nervous strain the filming process revitalizes and
makes firm the whole skin structure and flesh
beneath. It "takes up the slack" and draws
sagging tissues as taut and smooth as in early
PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, LTD.
1C
(Division of the Dr. Egan Manufactory)
youth. (Filming naturally has the same effect on I
So. Michigan Ave., Chicago.
hands, and on any part of the body.)
Please send full vescule of Facial Film for free trial.
In this age of creams and clays, and endless
I will pay postman $2 and postage subject to return
other "beautifiers," it is hoped that neoplasma
unless filming brings the remarkable benefits defilm will not be regarded as a cosmetic. It is
scribed.
(If handier, enclose two dollars and save
gentle, to be sure, but it is a physical re-agent
the postage: same money-back guarantee applies).
accomplishing the same astonishing changes for I
which women have undergone plastic surgery.
The results are the same "without the risk, discomfort or expense. You have read of the re- I
markable results of "face-lifting;" neoplasming
Address.

minor blemish
almost with the

in

first

—

—

—

—

1310

—

i£

K. G. Co.

Q

1

She crept into his arms; there she
found peace at last
When you

Is.
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HEARD
IN THE
"Hello, Dick!
The party's on me tonight. Just
got a 3300.00 check from the National Monthly for

my

last

drawing."

"Sure, they said it was fine and that if I had any
as good, they'd like to have them."
Well, why don't you learn to
"Jealous, are youf

more

do illustrating, too? You'd like it, I know, and there's
lots of money in it.
I made 3500.00 last month and
this month looks even better."
"Oh, with your talent for drawing, it's easy to
make the start. Just send in your name and address
to the Federal School.
They'll make you into an
illustrator in the shortest possible time, and you'll
soon be making big money, too."
"Don't mention it. Glad to give you a good tip.
See you tonight at 8."

Willard Louis would have made a first-rate Babbitt, had the
film kept in the channels of a character study instead of
trespassing into the £elds of comedy, hokum, and drama

Earn $200 to $500 a Month and More
If

you have

ways indicates

drawing, which nearly alyou should get into the field of

a liking for

talent,

Present opportunities for both
illustrate

magazines,

men and women

newspapers,

etc.,

to

—

a

Is

Proven

Getter

Result

It Is the only Home Study Course which has
built by over fifty nationally known artists

been

— Sid

Neysa McMein, Norman Rockwell, Clare
Charles Livingston Bull and Fontaine Fox

Smith,
Briggs,

among them.

Free

to Bigger Things

Every young man and woman with a liking for
drawing should read this free book before deciding
on their life's work. It is illustrated and tells all about
Illustrating as a profession and about the famous
artists who have helped build the Federal Course.
Just fill out the coupon below, mail it to us and we
will send you a copy of the book free.

friend the dual role
its appearance
rather bored wife changes places
again.
with her double, a young person, not nearly
so sophisticated at the start of the story
as she turns out to be when things wind
themselves to a happy conclusion." Natu-

A

such a premise, when developed by
writers of the skill of Sada Cowan and
Howard Higgin, offers many opportunities
to trespass on situations of an intimate and
sophisticated character. And the directors,
Messrs. Urson and Iribe, working under
the personal supervision of Cecil B. De
Mille, trespass just as far as the censor
boards will permit.
Naturally, when Mr. De Mille is connected with a picture of this type, there is
a bedroom in the action.
It is a most
gorgeous, exotic bedroom. It suggests "all
the perfumes of Arabia"' and more besides.
are sure Lady Macbeth, if she had been
able to enter such a room, would have forgotten all about the murder. And such a
bedroom gives rise to wild speculations as
to what C. B. will do when he starts on
his next picture, The Golden Bed.
He has
glorified and gilded the bed to such an
extent already that it appears nothing remains to be done.
Leatrice Joy appears in the dual role
of the present bedroom comedy. Raymond
Griffith, Victor Varconi, Julia Faye and
Zazu Pitts provide delightful support.

We

Federal School of Illustrating,
1076 Federal School Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

Name

Age

Address

Reduce Your Flesh
arms, legs, bust, or
the entire body with

DR. WALTER'S
Reducing Garments
HIP GIRDLE: Made
cream

colored

of

rubber,

boned and strongly

rein-

forced in the front.
Reduces hips and thighs. Send
hip measure. Price $10.00.
Write

to

Dr. Jeanne

M.

P. Walter,

Pres., for Illustrated Booklet

Jeanne Walter,

Inc.

389 Fifth Avenue, New York

I

100
Gi.

Productions

{Continued from page 83)

makes

rally,

—A Road

New

have never

been excelled. Thousands of publishers buy millions
of dollars' worth of illustrations every year. Illuspleasant work,
trating is the highest type of art
yielding a large income.

The Federal School

About

Critical Paragraphs

illustrating.

.

oun tf Id eas

—and

Cophie Kerr

writes likely stories
reasonable to believe that
original, Relative Values, carried more
substance and convincing touches than
•

it

is

the
plot
are

exposed here. The picture carries an exceptionally sound idea one which could
have been treated for its human note and
it
would have been compelling.
Instead,
those in charge have turned it into a hokum
comedy which contains but few laughs
because the humor isn't spontaneous, while
the situations and captions are overstressed.
The sponsors, in giving Laura I a Plante
this story, have worked along the idea that

Every advertisement in

—

—

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

she must be given farce-comedies because
she has shown herself a charming ingenue
with a sense of humor. Because she has
youth and personality, she is attracting attention, but she could develop just as well
if some of her stories were tempered with
more realities and humanities and less

comedy.

artificial

What

a human little study this might
have developed with its plot revolving
around a girl whose good nature permits
her to make a drudge of herself for her
In
indolent, complaining, selfish relatives.
the vernacular of the sophisticates she
would be called a "step-child." The relatives indulge in several creaking gags and
the title writer places a full quota of wisecracks in their collective mouths.
The situations are often silly when a

—

repression
would have
worked
wonders. As a result, the piece becomes
tedious thru its' exaggerated hokum.
It is
adequately cast.
little

How

to

Educate a Wife

V/Tonta Bell, a graduate of
opus,

the Chaplin

whose first
Broadway After Dark, met with

School

of

Suggestion,

favorable response, now turns his attention to one of Elinor Glyn's stories.
The
title is typical of Madame Glyn.
She loves
to trespass upon the domains of the sob
sisters. But dont take it from this that the
picture is an animated lecture on a subject
pertinent to matrimony.

There

nothing

"sobby" about it.
pointed satire on modern
wedlock in which we are shown how impossible it is to educate a wife.
It is
executed with deft, intimate touches the
director preferring to keep it light and
fluffy instead of packing it with heavy pictorial platitudes.
But with all its fluffiness
it dishes up some true-to-life observations.
It sparkles joyously in its depiction of
a jazz party in which fermented fruits
tabooed by W. J. Bryan, flow freely,
flappers flirt furiously and the tipsied
Really

guaranteed.

is

it

is

a

—

(Continued on page 114)
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Woman

Beauty and the Business

These two are no longer strangers since the woman, always
eager to advance, has found the road to beauty plainly
marked. She knows where she is going and her guide book is

'D

x

x

eelvt

'8 celvt

^/

OCTOBER

&^

Forward, March!
Harvey Fergusson,

Week-end Joys

author

"Short Cuts

of

Wives, believes that
woman has progressed remarkably. In "The Woman Problem"
Mr. Fergusson says she is "the
radical and the innovator,

man

while

is

This

tains help

of

Yet, can

life.

what

exactly

for you in your

to

do

it.

arguments with these same

is

stubborn

secret

conservatives.

Of

If

and
worth knowing.

Here's

fash-

always beautiful.
For beauty is form and color.

The

lovely

pictures

which accompany

this arti-

is

another

and
It

man

who

out his feeling.
heartening to see how
one by one they are coming to believe that
writes

there

is

hope for

The

comments written by

title

"The

French

woman who

ing

of

us.
is

Pass-

the

Homely

her

Girl."

subject.

^ G<avt^

a

is

of the very interesting

knows

it's

optimistic about the ladies,

cle are real illustrations

a

and when

to do,

course, the secret

At Last

they are sincere,
are

afford not

article tells

concentration,

Fashions
ions

we

This practical

to?

con-

article

a

sider to be the necessary business

the conservative

and the upholder of tradition."

how

to Loveliness" tells

busy woman finds leisure for her
beauty culture. So many of us feel
that we cannot afford to take the
time for this from what we con-

Women and

Are

they steady, or shifty?

indications

of

the

about what to look

for.

new man

real

Shapes, colors, and expression are all
you.
Penelope Knapp goes into detail

Read

or woman.
save yourself later unhappiness.

meet a

On

this article,

With

this

/gGdVt^

and remember it when you
knowledge of eyes you may

the News-stands September 15th

Pin a Dollar Bill to this coupon and receive the next five big numbers of
"Beauty" Magazine. Mail at once to BEAUTY, 175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Name
St.
I

and No....

City

State.

....!
vtTien

you write to advertisers please mention
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YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL

FACE,

BUT YOUR NOSE!

M.

Trilety's

Nose

improved

latest

Shaper, Model No. 25, corrects now all
ill-shaped noses quickly, painlessly, permanently, and comfortably at home. It
is the only safe and guaranteed patent
device that will actually give you a

perfect looking
Over 87,000
satisfied users. For
years recommended

nose.

Wanda
young

Wiley,
star

the
petite
the Century

of

•by physicians.

Comedies

An Artist
This New Way

On

Become

dreamed they could draw can
now easily become artists. You,
too without any previous

{"^olleen

little

—can

— and

no matter how
apparent talent you have

now

easily learn

Illus-

and
most

—

work. Advernewspapers, printing
magazines,
tisers,
houses, business concerns all need trained
artists.
Competent artists easily earn from
$50 to far over $300 a week. And now you
can easily enter this "world's most fascina-

who can produce good

art

ting, best paid business."

Mail Coupon for Free Book
A new handsomely illustrated book has just been
printed, which gives all the most up-to-date information on the thousands of wonderful opportunities
Commercial Art and shows how this startling new
method easily enables you to enter this field. It
their success
what they
tells about our students
say actual reproductions of their work how they

in

—

made
book

—
—

money
studying. This attractive
Send
be sent without cost or obligation.
Mail coupon now.
while

big
will

it.

Washington School
Room 1810

1

1515th

St.,

N.

W.

of Art

Washington, D. C.

Washington School of Art

Room

1810, 1115-15th St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
Please send me without cost or obligation your new
art, "New Easy Way to Become an Artist," and

book on

details of

Name.

City..

I

102

largest

Moore

accommodate them
little hand-woven rugs,
to

your special

offer.

Please write plainly Mr., Mrs. or Miss

.State.

imitations.
If you
fect looking nose,

.

wish to have a per-

ask for his latest
Correct Ill-shaped
Write to the Pioneer NoseSpecialist, M. Trilety, Dept.

catalog on

Noses."
shaping

"How To

2117, Binghamton, N. Y.

DEVELOP
BUST
Day Treatment FREE
14

,m.f

My old original Three Part Treatment,
standby of women for 21 years, has made thousands happy. Only tested one that gives FULL
DEVELOPMENT without bathing, massage, exercises, pumps or dangerous appliances.
Send 10c for 14-Day Demonstration;—
to cover postage. Why pay more when I give
big proof treatment FREE to all except mere
curiosity seekers. Dime bach if not satisfied.
Madame Williams Dk 16 Buffalo, N.Y.

De Mille gave Hollywood a scare
the other day when he announced that
his next picture is to be made in New
York. It was feared that he had joined
the make-'em-in-New-York movement. He
took a solemn oath, however, that it is to
•

The Golden Bed, adapted
from Wallace Irwin's novel.
De Mille
says his entire life and all his affairs and

worthless

cheap,

is

is

oldest,

Avoid

country.

spending her time
between pictures having the carpenters
build the most wonderful doll-house in
the world.
For years she has been collecting dolls from all over the world. The
doll-house which

His is the
and best re-

puted business of
its
kind in this

Davidson will

play the part of the rag man.

(^ecil

Millions of dollars are being spent this
year on advertising and story illustrations,
commercial designs, and cartoons. And even
more will be spent next year. Commercial
and a field
art is a tremendous field
where very big money is gladly paid anyone

for

Max

and

a perfect correction.

be directed

receives the personal attention
criticism of one of America's
Many stusuccessful artists.

Money in Commercial Art

—

Cline,

It will

has electric lights,
and everything else that could be thought
of.
Colleen's next picture is to be a
screen version of Edna Ferber's So Big.
John Francis Dillon is to direct it.

dents actually sell enough work during their training to pay for it many
times over!

Big

Camera Coast

Designing and Cartooning through this amazingly
easy method.
You learn at home, yet your

trating,

work

trie

suggestive of The Kid.

by Eddie

—

for Children
bothersome straps to be pulled, but
a fine, light, comfortable appliance with
6 movable regulators, which guarantee

No

{Continued from page 90)

Thousands who never

training

Model No. 25 Junior

be only this one

interests are centered in

Hollywood.

Subscribe to

Beauty Magazine
(See page 101)

TsJorma TalmadGe was seriously hurt by
the breaking of a wire in a miniature
on one of her sets the other day, and is

now

When

in the hospital.
will begin production

New

Hollywood Craze!

she recovers

Movie Fan's Locket Ring for
displaying yourfavorite's photo

on The Lady,
adapted by Frances Marion from a novel.
she

where you can see it

all day long)
in sweetie's picture, a
butterfly, or lock of hair. Solid
Sterling Silver, $1 .97 Genuine
Gold Shell 32.97. Send st ampsor

Or put

Dumors

have reached Hollywood of the
betrothal of George Walsh and June
Mathis, who are in Italy for the making
Mr. Walsh was_ the first
of Ben Hur.
experimental Ben Hur, finally giving way
to

Ramon

Novarro.

Alice Terry has returned to a blonde
wig for The Great Divide. For almost
the first time in her career she played in
her natural black hair in The Arab made

by her husband, Rex Ingram, in Tunis last
winter.
While in Tunis, Alice and Rex
adopted a little Arab boy and brought him
Alice was wearied of
to this country.
being adopted mama to a native sheiklet,
however.
Last week she took him back
to

New York and delivered him
There seems to be a hitch

to
in

Rex.
Rex's
_

plan to make another series of pictures
for the Mayer-Goldwyn-Metro Company.
It seems that Marcus Loew was unwilling

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

CO., Park

is

Row

Bldg.,

N.

Y., Dept.

M.

HAWAIIAN HULA
SKIRT

GENUINE
made

of natural

grass, attractively

trimmed

with gold straw waist band and flower. Just
the thing for costume dances or theatricals.
Limited quantity. Price reasonable. Write
for illustrated circular.

THE HAWAIIAN STUDIO

714 N.

Howard

St.

»Q%fC

Baltimore.

E[

M^

;

mane $/ a.uo a ween on wie orae

Establish yourself as a Photographic Expert)

quickly— during your spare time— under a
leading photographer. I'll show you how to
start your own business or command a large
salary
Send for my unuBual offer. It's
only temporary. Act at once. A postal
will do.
International Studios. Inc., Dept. 12*67

—

3601 Michigan Ave..

{Continued on page 119)
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PARK ROW

guaranteed.

Chicago. U. S.A.

Professional

Camera

FREE!
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{Continued from page 88)
room, watching the day's "rushes" and
studying how to improve my work and my

make-up.

When my contract expired, I signed for
a year with Universal and it was while
I was with them, in August of 1918, that
Mr. Leonard and I were married.
were on location at Lake Tahoe, in northern California. Mr. Leonard was directing me in a picture called What
I
Did? and the location trip proved to be

We

For the growing
youngster
Beemarfs is
a pure and

Am

our honeymoon as well.
It was not until two years later
we had a real honeymoon trip abroad.

the meantime I had completed my Universal contract and three of the four
pictures I made for Famous Players-Lasky
on a second contract.

healthful
treat

— its

daily use

that
In

There was quite a contrast between this
and my first trip abroad. I had realized

is

'a sensible

habit"

a great

many

of

When we were

my
in

ambitious dreams.
Paris I took Mr.

Leonard to see the quaint, shabby

little

pension in the shadow of the Church of
the Madelaine, where I had once lived.
I
made The Gilded Lily under Mr.
Leonard's direction, upon our return. This
was my last picture for Famous PlayersLasky, and since that time my pictures
have been made for Metro release.
Mr.
Leonard has directed these eight in all.
I have always liked to work under his
direction, for where other directors have

EARLE

How

mold me

Tepsin Gum

sonality to the roles

AMERICAN CHICLE CO.

HOTOPLAY IDEAS
WANTED

If you have the Screen Idea, plot, theme or
stor
story
suitable for a picture play you need

I

m

FREE

Our advice which

is

Our service which

NOMINAL

is

Send us your
story and you

Wecopyrlght, revise, frankly criticize and market your
ideas.
No books or courses

assume

to

sell.

CO.

I

portray.

the stage,
desire for it
times.
Mr.

I hope to return
The
for a while at least.

to

very strong within me, at
I have tinder
consideration a play over which we are
is

Leonard and

quite enthusiastic.
all

this,

of course,

and so has no place

Easily and Safely
A new French discovery
for the reduction of excess fat is now creating

full

To Madame Elaine, Dept. 26.
350 W. 31st St., New York
I

would

like to

know Free

what

I

you care

Own Medicine

in the future,

my

Look them over now. and you

me

Name.,
Street.

:

City...
to, enclose 6 cents In

Takes His

can do

Address
If

Who

Dept. 310. 305 Broadway, New York City
Dear Sir: I enclose herewith 10 cents, for which
you are to send me without obligation on my part
whatever, a copy of your latest book. "Muscular
Development."

————

to reduce.

Name

Doctor

say that any form of exercise is good, but this
not true.
I have seen men working in factories
literally kill themselves with exercise.
They ruined
their hearts or other vital organs, ruptured themselves or killed off what little vitality they possessed.
I was a frail weakling myself in search of health and
strength. I spent years in study and research, analyzing my own defects to find what I needed. After
many experiments I discovered a secret of progressive
exercising.
I increased my arms over six and a half
inches, my neck three inches and other parts of my
body in proportion. I decided to become a public
benefactor, and impart this knowledge to others.
Physicians and authorities on physical culture have
tested my system and pronounced it to be the surest
means of acquiring perfect manhood. Do you crave
a strong, well proportioned body and the abundance
of health that goes with it?
If so spend a pleasant
half hour in learning how to attain it.
The knowledge is yours for the asking.

E. LIEDERMAN
Dept^SlO^
305 Broadway,
New York City
~
EARLE E. LiTdERMAN.

City.

of charge

A
Many

—
EARLE

informa-

FREE COUPON

—

will marvel at
their present physiaues.
This book will prove an
impetus and an inspiration to you. All I ask is 10
cents to cover the cost of wrapping and mailing.
1 his will not obligate you at all. but for the sake
of
your future health and happiness, do not put it off.
bend today right now, before you turn this page.

re-

tion on how to safely
easily reduce.

90 Days

—

them.

of reducing she
discovered in Paris, you
cannot say that fat cannot be removed. Use

turn mail

into

It contains forty-three full-page photographs
of my.
and
many prize- winning pupils. Some of these
to me as pitiful weaklings, imploring
to help

New

and

I

them

These are the days that call for speed. It once took
four weeks to cross the ocean
now it takes less than
one. In olden days it took years to develop a strong,
healthy body. I can completely transform you in 90
days. Yes, make a complete change in your entire
physical make-up.
In 30 days I guarantee to increase your biceps one full inch.
I also guarantee
to increase your chest two inches.
But I don't stop
till you're a finished athlete
a rea. strong man.
I will broaden your shoulders, deepen your chest,
strengthen your neck. I will give you the arms and
legs of a Hercules.
I will put an armor plate of
muscle ove, yourentire body. But with it comes the
strong, powerful lungs which en rich the blood, putting
new life into your entire being. You will be bubbling
over with strength, pep and vitality.

sell

new way

by

Want You For

came

Elaine of 350 West 31st
York City,
Street,
and find out about the

will receive

cause of their frail make-up and developed
the strongest men of their locality.

"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"

Madame

coupon below and

more overhead with one arm;
Bend and break a horse-shoe- Tear two
decks of playing cards; Bend spikes;
Chin yourself with one hand?
Can you do any of them? I can and many of my
pupils can. It is remarkable the things a man can do
it he will make up his mind to be strong.
It ic natural
It is unnatural to
for the human body to be strong.
be weak. I have taken men who were ridiculed beLift 200 lbs. or

Send for my new 64-page book

a sensation all over the
United States. If you
want to lose from 10 to
100 pounds, it can be
done no matter how
many things you have
tried in the past. Until

you

is

in this story.

Get Thin!

free

Strong Are You?

is

"Movie City of the World"-

you write to

ideas

am

711-BPantages Bldg.. Los Angeles, Cal.

OBLIGATION

own

you will like her, too.
Within a year or so

But

HOLLYWOOD SCENARIO

NO

suit their

extremely interested
in working under the direction of Eric
von Stroheim in The Merry Widow, our
next production. I have always wished to
create the role of Sonia on the screen.
This musical comedy was popular when I
was an obscure little chorus girl in New
York. I went to see it again and again.
I hope when I bring Sonia to the screen
Nevertheless, I

P——

to

how

a character should be played, Mr.
Leonard permits me to give my own perof

LIEDERMAN

Can You Do These Things?

—

tried to

E.

The Muscle Builder

stamps to help cover expense.

When you

write to advertisers please mention

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.

State
(Please write or print plainly)
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WASH AWAY FAT
AND YEARS
OF AGE

Cuts

Bruises/

and

Welcome that quick, soothing relief
from pain brought about by the application of a few drops of Absorbine, Jr.
You need that immediate guard
against infection and the rapid promotion of healing which Absorbine, Jr.
provides.
In every carefully stocked medicine
cabinet there is a never-empty place for
this antiseptic liniment. It is the first
aid thought in hundreds of home

emergencies.
Absorbine, Jr. appeals to those

demand, above

all else,

who

a safe and relia-

—

Dante and the Temptress a scene
from the film version of Dante's
Inferno

What The

WITH

Are Doing

Stars

La-Mar Reducing Soap

(Continued from page 72)

ble preparation.

At all druggists',

The new discovery. Results quick and
amazing nothing internal to take. Reduce
any part of body desired without affecting
other parts.
No dieting or exercising. Be
Acts like magic in
as slim as you wish.
reducing double chin, abdomen, ungainly
ankles,
unbecoming
wrists,
arms
and
shoulders, large breasts or any superfluous
fat on body.
Sold direct to you by mail,
postpaid, on a money-back guarantee. Price

—

—

Frazer, Robert playing in The Foolish
Virgin, a C. B. C. Sales Production.
Frederick, Pauline playing in Smoldering Fires, a Universal Production.

$1.25, or postpaid

Liberal trial bottle, 10c, postpaid

—

W.F.YOUNG, Inc.
292 Lyman St.
Springfield, Mass.

—

50c a cake or three cakes for $1.00 ; one to
three cakes usually accomplish its purpose.
Send cash or money-order today. You'll be
surprised at results.
Address

Gerard, Charles- recently completed
work in Circe, a Metro-Goldwyn ProducOther timely uses:
Sore throat
Burns
Mouth wash
Strains
Tired feet Rheumatism

Busts Amazingly
Quick and Easy!

Develops

Just what every woman has been waiting for at a price everyone can afford

"BEAUTIBUST"
and neck development.
No pumps, vacuums, extreme exercising. No foolish ordangerous systems,
but a real tried and very successful
natural method that WILL be extremely pleasing and beneficial. You
for real bust

!

can't fail if you follow the simple instructions. Everything mailed (sealed)

Do not miss this opportunity.
not be repeated.

for onlit $1.00.
It

may

BEAUTIBUST CO., 1014-M J LEXINGTON

BLDG., BALTIMORE, MD.

tion.

—

Gibson, Hoot- playing in The Cactus
Kid, a Universal Production.
Gilbert, John playing in He Who Gets
Slapped, a Metro-Goldwyn Production.
Gillingwater, Claude playing in The
Madonna of the Streets, a First National
Production.
Glass, Gaston playing in Alice.

—

—

Godowsky, Dagmar

— recently

he met this
She
THEN
had read the secrets of

com-

—

—

—
—
—

Grassby, Bertram playing in Captain
Blood, a Vitagraph Production.
Griffith, Corinne playing in Wilderness, a First National Production.
Griffith, Raymond- playing in Open
All Night, a Famous Players-Lasky Production.

H

—

Hackathorne, George playing in Gold
Heels, a Fox Production.
Haines, William recently completed
work in Circe, a Metro-Goldwyn Produc-

—

tion.

ALL DEALINGS CONFIDENTIAL

No

one knows you are buying on our dignified credit
system unless you tell them yourself. A written guarantee accompanies each ring. You can return the
ring within ten days if not satisfied. Send order today.

Write for Bargain Catalog
It brings our large jewelry store right into your home.
It tells the exact weights and quality so you can
buy like an expert. See valuable information on page 6.

STERJINGISSCQ
(Diamond Importers — $1,000,000 Stock -Est. 1879)

63 PARK ROW, Dept. 1589,
104

I G£

NEW YORK

Never Marry?
girl.

"Fascinating Womanhood,"
a daring new book which

shows
attract

how any woman can
men by using the

simple laws of man's psychology and human nature.

—

Hale, Alan- recently completed work in
One Night in Rome, a Metro-Goldwyn Production.

MM

fascinating profession that pays big.

Griffith

in

work in The Price of a Party, a Howard Estabrook Production.
(Continued on page 110)
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River Road.

in
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you like to know if you are adapted to this work?
Send 10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or
Key to Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether
or not you are suited to take up Movie Acting.
Send
work.
A novel, instructive and valuable
dime or stamps today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie Acting included FREE!
FILM INFORMATION BUREAU. Sta. W.. Jackson. Mich.

—

—playing Dawn, a D.
Production.
W.
The
Hammerstein, Elaine— playing
Foolish Virgin, a C. B. C. Sales Production.
Hampton, Hope—recently completed

|

Movie Acting!
A

—

Hamilton, Neil

w

i*»|Hfe'- J'5
|i ^i|( .« &=
been equally helpless in her
hands. You, too, can have
J
this book; you, too, can
enjoy the worship and admiration of men, and be the
radiant bride of the man of
your choice. Just your name and address on. the
margin of this page with 10c for packing and mailing
will bring you our free booklet (in plain wrapper),
outlining these amazing revelations. Send your dime
today. PSYCHOLOGY PRESS, Dept. 12-J, 117
So. 14th St., St. Louis, Mo.

Hale, Creighton playing in The Mine
With the Iron Door, a Principal Production.
Hamilton, Mahlon playing in The

Every advertisement in

If <f f?i~™

Any other man would have

"

—

Production.

postman S2.00 on delivery) and we will send this handsome diamond ring-. The balance you can pay in ten
small monthly installments of $6.70 each — total
price, $69.00. Former price, $100.00. Give finger size.

Building, Cleveland, O.

He Said He'd

Gowland, Gibson recently completed
work on The Red Lily, a Metro-Goldwyn

Just send $2.00 deposit to show your good faith (or pay

Beckman

—

pleted work in The Price of a Party, a Howard Estabrook Production.
Gordon, Huntley
playing in The
Breath of Scandal, a Schulberg Production.
Goudal, Jetta playing in Open All
Night, a Famous Players-Lasky Production.

LA-MAR LABORATORIES

504-G

1

VOU

can earn $1 to $2 an hour in your spare
[
1 time writing show cards. No canvassing or soliciting. Weinstructyou by our new

simple Directograph SyBtem, supply you with
work and pay you cash each week Write
today for full particulars and free booklet.
WEST-ANGUS SHOW CARD SERVICE LIMITED
Authorized Capital $1,250,000.00

69 Colborne Building,

guaranteed.

Toronto, Can.
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Tke Girl Who Couldn't Be Bad
{Continued from page 97)
couldn't tell just what this rag and a bone
and a hank of hair was. Most of them
thought she was acting, others that she
was kidding them, and the men all thought
her great!

How to care for
Dull Hair
You cannot expect hair which is naturally
devoid of lustre to look brilliant or exceptionbright after an ordinary shampoo.
You

ally

must use
that will

shampoo

a

add

that

GLINT Shampoo.
your hair look so

— a shampoo

your hair -GOLDEN

This shampoo will make
prettier, so much more
will just love to fuss with it.

much

you

attractive, that

different

is

real beauty to

any good
something unusual,
something new, something more than a promise.
This "something" is a secret you'll discover
with your first Golden Glint Shampoo.
25c a
package at toilet counters or direct. * * * *
In

addition

shampoo

J.

W.

to

gives,

clean

the

freshness

Three to five
pounds a week
Beautiful,

ladies told the others.

Kobi Co., 656 Rainier Ave.,

Seattle,

Wash.

Golden Glint

Women !!

Gain !!
firm
flesh
stay on prohealthfully
and

which

will

duced
rapidly.

Don't you just love to
see a plump, fully-develwom-an ?
Everyone
oped
does. Be onel You can so
easily!
See how rapidly
your busts develop.
Have you always thought
Allow
It difficult to gain?
me to quickly change that
idea.
You need De thin no longer. Add surpassing
form.
beauty to your face and
Write for free information (enclosing 2-cent
stamp) to

THE STAR DEVELOPING SYSTEM
Dept.

Springfield,

1 22,

It makes
the present fashion
in hair dressing possible

MOST
too

—

111.

"Why that remark?" asked
"Why you all dress much
they

do,"
earnestness.

At

women's hair

is naturally
too "stringy" to be
worn severely smooth. Yet today most
women wear their hair that way.
Stccomb makes this new fashion possible to everyone, however "difficult"
her hair may be. In jars and tubes, at

_

SHAMPOO
Thin

His protective spirit
irreparable injury.
He looked on
rose higher and higher.
with growing disapproval as Hope tried
more and more with ludicrous effect, to
enter into and participate in the wild revel
which had been resumed.
While Isabel was engaging Stanton in
an angry colloquy in which she demanded
to know how Stanton had picked her up
not to mention how he dared to do it and
furthermore demanding an instant relinquishing of the girl, Hope was whisked
off to the ladies' room where a further
attempt to make a fool of her was made.
But again Hope took the barb out of it
by entering into it with a fresh enthusiasm
which the others could not keep pace with.
Hope had asked them innocently, "Do
all you ladies belong to some circus?"
"She's kidding us, girls," one of the

offers

it

But a remarkable change had come over
From the first, he
Stanton Braithwaite.
was quiet and almost sullen. As he sat
there looking on, he realized that he had
made a great moral error and was doing
this innocent child-like person an almost

all

fluffy or

drug and department

stores.

another.
the same as

Hope informed them

in

all

they had been startled by her
they roared over her reply.
Then it was that they took her to the
There she tucked in the
dressing-room.
high neck of her dress in imitation of
theirs.
She tried to fix up her straight
first

question;

now

hair, too, in the same manner their mounds
of false hair were dressed. As a result,
she returned to the table looking like a

New Way

circus freak.

Hope was greeted with huzzas and noisy
applause by everyone except Isabel and
Each sat in silent displeasure,
Stanton.
stilled from a different motive.
But Hope
did not notice them.
She was infected
with the wild atmosphere and the knowledge that she was successfully carrying
on the brunt of the entertainment. Next,
she attempted to smoke a cigaret and was
taken with a fit of coughing and sneezing
that set them all laughing hilariously
She was trying
in which the girl joined.
in vain to be really bad and had never had
such a good time in her life which is
exactly what she had always thought

-

:

—

CAN BE YOURS
PEOPLE ADMIRE DAINTY ANKLES
Thick or swollen ankles can
lulckly be reduced to dainty
lender shape by new discovery
of special processed rubber.

Lenor Ankle Reducers
ANKLES ACTUALLY LOOK THIN
WHILE GETTING THIN
Different In reducing- action from all
other reducers. Slip on when you go
<

to bed and note amazing results next morn*
ins. Reduces and shapes ankle and lower
calf. Slips on like a glove. No strips of rubber to bind and cause discomfort. Nothing
to rub in or massage. Enables you to wear
low shoes becomingly. Worn under stockinga without detection. Used by prominent
actresses. Send $2.95 and we will Bend
you Lenor Ankle Reducers in plain package
subject t° your inspection. Give size of.

."

Do you need money?

-

Fireside

Industries has few openings
new members. Wonderful,
easy way to earn $5, $10 or more
every day at home. Fascinating, pleasant work.
perience needed. We teach you everything.
for

FREE Book

Tells

FREE

No

ex-

How

Beautiful
Book explains how to become a member?
of Fireside Industries, how you earn money in spare time
at home decorating Art Novelties, how you get complete
outfit FREE.
Write today, enclosing 2c stamp.

FIRESIDE INDUSTRIES, Dept.2710, Adrian, Michigan

—

ankle and widest part of calf.

{Continued on page 108)

LENOR MFG. COMPANY
S03 Fifth Ave., New York

Dept. S-10.

DIMPLES
—
that

men

adore

Lovable dimples, intriguing
dimples dimples that are

—

irresistible in their fascination.
Don't envy the girl

niuylZfeiMn
GENUINE
DIAMOND RING
day
pas
wasting enough money
You

f

every

are

for a

Diamond King.

to

A small first payment and

12c a day buys this wonderful ring with seven
Blue-white Diamonds set to look like brilliant $500 solitaire. Dainty 18 Kt. White Gold mounting. Free examination—not one penny in advance. Protective guarantee
insures you 8 per cent yearly dividends—also 5 per cent

Write for full details of this offer; also Million Dollar
Bargain Book. Everything sold on amazingly easy terms.
Buying a diamond this way makes you save money Diamonds are always worth more than you pay. Write tot
book now— Free. Address
.

>1

J.

M. LYON

2-4 Maiden Lane

& CO..

Dept. 1527,

Inc.

New York City

When

you write to advertisers please mention

whose dimpled smile simply
captivates her admirers
for' you, too, can have dimples that play hide and seek

when you

smile.

DOLLY DTMPLER
is

a

simple

— harmless —

easily-used device that

produces

fascinating dimples quickly.
Many
film stars get their dimples the Dolly Dimpler

Recommended by

way.

facial specialists.

Ab-

solutely harmless.
Results are positive.
Just use the coupon below and send f 1 for
everything, including complete instructions, mailed sealeJ in
""""""^
plain wrapper. Don't der»ni f
lay-write today.
DIMPLER

v

CO.^S.

Dept. X, 247 McDaniel Street

DAYTON. OHIO

Herewith

find $1 for the

DIMPLER,

with

famous

^^

—

DOLLY

full instructions for

DOLLY DIMPLER CO.

-^^

Name;..
{Print Plainly)

lAddress-.

j
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SwayW

Swinging,

Tantalizing'
The

lure of jazz

is

Tunes

yours with a Buescher True-Tone

Saxophone. Young folks are enamored by these tan-

They

talizing tunes.

love that syncopation.

you want to be popular— if you want to be admire d
— favored, get this wonderful instrument. At home,
at parties, everywhere, the Saxophone player is the
If

This cabin of hand-hewn logs was erected on Hart's estate during the
filming of Singer Jim McKee, and from its porch one looks far over
the Castiac Valley to the desert ranges. Many famous film stars have
bunked overnight here, while visiting Horseshoe. Ranch

center of attraction.

^SAXOPHONE
Easy to Play— Easy to Pay
You

don't have to "study" the Saxophone as you do other
instruments. There's no practice drudgery. You don't have
to be "talented."
Three lessons sent free with the instrument start you. In a
week you can play popular airs. No teacher needed.
It's all fun, and even though you're only out for pleasure
now, you can, in 90 days' time, if you wish, join a band or
orchestra.
First-class Saxophonists make big money. Try it out free for
six days in your own home.

Free Saxophone Book — Send a

postal for your copy.

Mention any other instrument in which you
ested.

No obligation. Do this today.

may

be

interv

112)

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
Everything in

Band and Orchestra Instruments

179 Buescher Block

Elkhart, Ind.

u@

The PICTURE MAGAZINE
Art, Nature. The Body
Beautiful. Mind Intellectual. Soul Intuitional.

r
'

ART

Ani-

mals, Birds. Art Prints.
Cash contests and lessons,
criticisms, cartoons and comics. Proclaims The Invisible Brotherhood.
Can't describe you must see it. Send
NOW, only $1 for 5 mo. trial sub.
O. K. or refund.
No free samples.

—

and LIFE, Dept.930

Kalamazoo, Mich.

Have Shapely Feet
and

comfort demand that feet fit snugly into
the dainty pumps of to-day.
There must be no hump to mar
shapely feet no racking torture
*•

—

to upset comfort. Bunions are unnecessary and dangerous. You can

remove

them

pleasantly with
lvent,

quickly,

the new,

Pedodyne.

harmlessly,

marvelous

Pedodyne

stops

pain almost instantly, banishes
disfiguring hump, and
relieves
swollen burning sensation.

the
the

SENT ON TRIAL

Write to-day and I will gladly arrange
to send you a box of Pedodyne Solvent for you to try.
Simply write
and say "I want to try Pedodyne."
There is no obligation.

KAY LABORATORIES,
LaSalle St.,
186 N.

LU DEN

I

106

Dept. L-360
Chicago, 111.

S COU

(Continued from page 21)
as an actor-producer, working
independently at his own studio and merely
turning over his finished product to some
And alas,
film organization for release.
Bill opines, it seems easier for a camel to
go thru a needle's eye than for an actorproducer to market his product.
Now, the trials and tribulations of the

years, that

is,

are many, but one great
His word
compensation is granted him
on stories, direction and casts is law. If
his judgment is good, this arrangement
works out very nicely if not why, that's
another story.
Charley Ray's spectacular
failure as an actor-producer is recent his-

actor-producer

:

;

—

tory.

Hart's case does not parallel Ray's in
Hart has successfully
supervised his own productions for years.

any way, of course.

is little doubt that he knows the
Transas no other actor knows it.
ferring the spirit of the old West to the
screen has been a religion with him.
Because he takes his work so seriously, he
says, he cannot consent to any sort of
compromise which does not permit him to
have the last word in the selection of
stories, cast and directors.
"I've always made pictures that way,"
he said. "That is how I made my reputation and won all my friends.
People who
know the West have traveled hundreds of
miles on horseback and by dog team to
see my pictures because they are correct
and true to the West. The motion picture
public loves my pictures and I am going to
keep faith with it, no matter what the cost
to myself."
That he regrets leaving the screen there

There

Unmarred by BUNIONS
"fASHION

Horseshoe Ranch

West

is no doubt, but his head is not bowed down
He has
with grief or anything like that.
a very handsome town house, an office
where he busies himself daily conducting
his business affairs, and sending out fan
photographs (of these, he now sends out a
thousand weekly, attesting his undying
popularity), and he has Horseshoe Ranch,
a real honest-to-God Western ranch, as
he describes it.

the time of my first meeting with
Hart, nearly two years ago, on the
night when the California Limited fled a

"Crom
Bill

Chicago blizzard, on the first lap of its
long journey westward, I have realized that
his is a complex nature.
.
He combines a strange, almost fierce
sincerity, with an unbending will.
He possesses the exaggerated ego necessary to
one who is destined by Fate always tc be
a leader the ego of a Columbus, a Napoleon, a Cesare Borgia, whose principle
"out Ccesar ant nihil," might indeed be Bill
Hart's motto. Yet, I have seen him break
down and weep at the grave of a dog he

—

had loved.

in

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

.

.

he leaves the screen, the motion
picture profession loses one of its few
What he loses in
really great individuals.
giving up his work, I cannot say.
But
there is at least one place where he can
always find a measure of happiness and
contentment.
Horseshoe Ranch, lying in a
sunny California valley, hemmed in by
purple hills, remote from clicking cameras
and glaring Kleig lights, from quarrels
over contracts and broken friendships.
.
.
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MABSEET Do you want

CDIPIPCOIR
AGENTS WANTED
Agents wanted to advertise our goods and

dis-

90c an hour
tribute free samples to consumers.
American Products Co.,
write for full particulars.
1972 American Bldg., Cinci u nati ,_Onio
J[

AGENTS —$40

MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS
$35.00 Profit Nightly — Small capital starts you.
No experience needed. Our machines

are used and endorsed by government institutions. Catalog free. Atlas
Moving Picture Co., 431 Morton Bldg., Chicago.

a week selling guaranteed hosiery
Must wear 12
men, women and children.
months or replaced free. Write for sample outfit.

NEWS CORRESPONDENCE

for

Thomas Mfg.

Co., Class 148, Dayton, Ohio.

Overcoats, silk-lined, $18.50 wholesale. Made
Union tailors. Collect and keep your
to measure.
profits.
We ship customer C. O. D. Greatest
Large Swatch Line
money-making opportunity.

spare time, writing for newsmagazines.
Experience unnecessary
dePress Syndicate, 981, St. Louis, Mo.

PATENTS

The clothing business

is the third largest
business in the country. Men have made fortunes in it.
So can you if you go into it right.
We'll put you into it right without one penny of
expense to you and supply everything you need to
go into the business and clear $100 to $200 right
This is a wonderful opportunity
from the start.
If interested, write at once.
for the right man.
Address Dept. 259, GOODWBAR, Chicago, Inc.,

West Adams Street, at Peoria, Chicago.
Agents Write for Free Samples. Sell Madison
"Better-Made" Shirts for large Manufacturer di-

—WriteCbtain
"Hew

Inventors

for our free illustrated guidebook.
to
a Patent."
Send model or
sketch and description of your invention for our
opinion of its patentable nature free.
Highest references.
Prompt attention. Reasonable terms. Tictor J. Evans & Co., 833 Ninth, Washington D. C.

PHOTOPLAYS

—

No capital or experience required.
Many earn $100 weekly and bonus. MADISON
MILLS, 5G4 Broadway, New York.

rect to wearer.

Make money

distributing ladies' genuine fullAll or
fashioned hosiery to regular customers.
spare time.
No cash required. Immediate comProtected territory.
Eedfield Hosiery
mission.
Co., 2200 East Norris St., Philadelphia.

Movie Acting

is

the most highly paid profes-

sion to-day.
Would you like to learn how, without cost? Send description, photo and quarter for
reply to CLARK PHOTOPLAYS,
319 Monroe
Bldg., Chicago.
AH Men, Women, Boys, Girls, 17 to 65, willing
to accept Government Positions $117-$250, traveling or stationary, write Mr. Ozment, 294, St.
Louis, Mo., immediately.

Work

for Uncle Sam. Get government positions.
18 up.
$95-$192 month.
Steady
Candidates coached.
Common education
sufficient.
Particulars free.
Write immediately.
Franklin Institute, Dept. P-102, Rochester, N. Y.

women

Men,

work.

—

HELP WANTED— FEMALE
;

—

Institute,

Dept.

P-538,

HELP WANTED— MALE

—

Be a

FOR PHOTOPLAY

IDEAS. Plots ac$ $ $
cepted any form
revised, criticized, copyrighted,
marketed. Advice free.
Universal Scenario Corporation, 205 Security Bldg., Santa Monica and
Western Avenues, Hollywood, California.
;

Detective Exceptional opportunity
earn
big money. Travel. Thousands of dollars offered in
rewards. Established 1909. Particulars free. Write
C. T. Ludwig, 556 Westover Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Earn Big Money. Excellent opTravel.
Experience unnecessary. Particulars free.
Write, George M. Wagner, Former
G overnment Detective, 1968 Broadway, New York.
Age 18-40. wanting railway station-office
positions, $115-$250 month.
Free transportation.
Experience unnecessary.
Write Baker, Supt.,
Wainwright, St. Louis.
Detectives

MEN—

Photoplay Authors. Let us
Write for details of our

tin *
i

m

Scott, Cohoes, N. Y.

1 m,

ru

-^r T ^*

sflffln.

*

By Note or Ear. With or without music. Short Course.
Adult beginners taught by mail.
No teacher required.
Self-Instruction Course for Adranced Pianists.
Learn 67
styles of Bass, 180 Syncopated Effects, Blue Harmony,
Oriental, Chime, Movie and Cafe Jazz. Trick Endings,
Clefer Breaks, Space Fillers, Sax Slurs, Triple Bass,
Wicked Harmony, Blue Obligato, and 247 other Subjects,
Including Ear Playing. 110 pages of. REAL Jazz, 25.000
words.
A Postal brings our FREE Special Offer.
Waterman Piano School, 253 Superba Theatre

Bldg.

los Angeles. Calif.

High School Course
,

elrB - Meets all reqairemente for entrance to college
y.
j S*
and
the leading professions.
This and thirty-six other practical
courses in described in oar Free Bulletin, Send for it TODAY

.°

AMERICAN SCHOOL

H-758. Orsawl Aw.

SCREEN WRIT-

service.

ERS' SERVICE BUREAU, Box

Newark, N.

508,

J.

SALESMEN WANTED
ness

!

Write

immediate returns
Repeat orders.
Experience unnecessary.
Tanners Shoe, 2025 C St.,
!

Learn the Technique

reason for the success of Palmer students
is simply that you learn to write stories and
motion picture scenarios that sell by learning the
technique of writing.

You study under the direction of men who are
themselves authors of short stories, novels and
motion picture scenarios. You study theme, plot,
characterization, motivation, action
story requirements.

* 58th St.

©AS 1923

CHIC*

When

and other

basic

You

Among

the contributing instructors of the Palmer
Institute of Authorship are such well-knowa
writers as Jeanie MacPherson, chief scenarist
for Cecil B. De Mille H. H. Van Loan ; Reginald
Barker and Leon D'Usseau, formerly scenario editor for the Universal Pictures Corporation.
;

Boston.

TYPEWRITERS

The Advisory Council includes the following:

—

Underwood Typewriters Only $3.00 down. Easy
monthly payments. Low prices at less than manuRebuilt, all worn
facturers.
10 days' free trial.
FiveJust like a new machine.
parts replaced.
Write for big free catalog 3657.
year guarantee.
Shipman-Ward Mfg. Co., 3657 Shipman Bldg., Chicago, 111.

CLAYTON HAMILTON
Author, Dramatist, Educator
(Formerly of the Faculty Columbia University)

ROB WAGNER
Author and Motion Picture Director

BRIAN HOOKER
and

'Author, Dramatist

STORIES
Poems, Plays,

Critic

RUSSELL DOUBLEDAY

WANTED

Publisher

JAMES

wanted for pubSubmit
lication.
Good ideas bring big money.
MSS. or write Literary Bureau, 134 Hannibal, Mo.
Stories,

of Writing

The

Distinguished Men to Help

Big comIndependent busi-

shoes, quick sellers.

full particulars.

etc., are

QUIRK

R.

Editor and Publisher Photoplay Magazine

C.

GARDNER SULLIVAN

Screen Writer and Director

FREDERIC TABER COOPER

Earn $25 Weekly,

spare time, writing for newsExperience unnecessary
demagazines.
tails free.
Press Syndicate, 961 St. Louis, Mo.
papers,

Author, Educator, Critic

:

Get

On

the Stage.

I tell

confidence, skill developed.
Send 6c postage for
sary.
Stagfc Book and particulars.
Los Angeles. Cal.

you how

WRITE FOR THIS FREE BOOK
"The

Personality,
Experience unnecesinstructive illustrated
M. LaDelle. Box 657.
!

PilM?i

New Road

The whole

If you suffer from pimples, acne, blackheads, brown spots or eruptions I want to send you my
simple home treatment under plain wrapper. It avemea
soft, velvety, smooth and radiant complexion, and cured
thousands of men. and women, after everything else failed.
Simply send name for generous 10 day free trial offer of
my secret home treatment.
329 Gateway Station, Kansas City, Mo.
W. H. WARREN,

Develops ^Bust Like Magic!
During the past 17 years thousands nave
added to their captivating glory of womanhood by using

GROWDINA
for bust, neck or arm development
Great Discovery of Parisian beauty expert. Harmless, easy, certain results
^\ accomplished quickly. Marvelous testia moniafs of efficiency. Confidential proof
\\ and literature (sealed) on request. Write
jft now.
Mile. Sophie Koppel, Inc.,
Suite 911. 503 Fifth Ave., New York

to Authorship"

story

of the
Palmer Institute of Authorship and its search for new
writers under the direction
of the men whose names are
given above is told in this
106-page book, "The New
Road to Authorship." This
is one of the most helpful
books ever written for ambitious writers.

CAN BE CURED.

You can complete
this simplified High
School Coarse at home in-

j»«Ot.

help you win success.

A

Palmer student wrote "Judgment of the
Storm."
Another wrote "The White Sin,"
and still another wrote "His Forgotten Wife.'*
All of these pictures were produced by the
Palmer Photoplay Corporation and are now appearing in motion picture theatres throughout
the country.
Each author received $1000 cash
and will also receive a share in the profits.

VAUDEVILLE

WEEK

i

Plot

Stories.

Short Stories and Photoplay Plots. Revised and
Typewritten in proper form and placed on the
Market.
Send manuscript or write H. L. Hursh,
Dept. 2, Box 1013, Harrisburg, Pa.

MAIL ORDER METHODS
EVENINGS HOME. I made it
$50 A
with small mail order business started with $3.
Booklet for stamp tells how.
Sample and plan
One dozen Articles free. I trust you
25 cents.
Almpc

Mrs. Anna Blake Mezquida, another Palmer
won the second prize in this same conand seven $500 prizes were won by other
Palmer students.

;

portunity.

for $3.00.

—Photoplays—Short

Chart and Details free to those wishing to enter
above professions or dispose of manuscripts on
commission.
(The Service offered is given by Professional Authors and Editors of high standing.)
Harvard Company, 434, Montgomery, San Francisco.

—

Ambitious Girls
Women Wanted. Learn
gown-making at home. Make $25.00 week. Earn
while learning.
Sample lessons free.
Write immediately.
Franklin
Rochester, N. Y.

;

missions,

a Dozen decorating Pillow
at
Home
experience unnecessary.
Particulars for stamp.
Tapestry Paint Co., 126,
LaGrange, Ind.

thousand dollars !
That was the sum
paid Miss Winfred Kimball, of Apalachicola,
Florida, for her story, Broken Chains, which
won the first prize in the contest conducted by
the Chicago Daily News in collaboration with the
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation.
student,

Stories and Photoplay Ideas Wanted by 48
companies
Details free to beginners.
big pay.
Producers League, 441, St. Louis, Mo.

AGENTS— Quality

Ladies Earn $6-$18
Tops

TEN

test,

Journalism

HELP WANTED

unknown
woman for just one story

$10,000 paid

;

tails free.

Leeds Tailors, Chicago. _

ready.

to write for
the movies?

Earn $25 Weekly,
papers,

t\

We

shall

be

glad to send you a copy free

on request.

Palmer Institute of Authorship
Palmer Photoplay Corporation
Palmer Bldg.
Hollywood, Calif.
Please send me, without cost or obligation, a copy
of your book, "The New Road to Authorship," and

Affiliated with

Dept. 9-K,

containing details of the
Palmer
Bulletin
Scholarship Foundation which awards 50 Free Scholarships annually. I am most interested in

your

D Photoplay Writing

Short Story Writing

Dramatic Criticism
Name..

™

you write to advertisers please mention
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TheGrl Who Couldn't Be Bad
(.Continued

would happen.

from page

105)

Hope was

the decided hit
of the evening with no help from her
sponsor, Stanton Braithwaite, or from her
hostess, Isabel.
She herself all the while
was absolutely certain and confident that
she was a perfect devil.
The entire approving part of the com-

pany

unanimously

One of

health.

Why work

on a job that pays small
and has all sorts of routine
drudgery attached to it when thru a remarkable easy, home-study method you

money

can quickly learn to

make cartoons

you never had a drawing pencil in your hand, you can learn to draw
this quick, simple way and enjoy the fasif

cinating life of a successful cartoonisteasy hours freedom from routine your
own boss and make as much as $100 a
week or more. And you learn right at
home in your spare moments. You start
at the very beginning with the simplest
fundamentals of cartoon-making.
No
wasting of time on unnecessary details.
Step by step you progress easily until
soon you know how to make salable
cartoons of every description.
Many of
our students have sold enough work
while studying to pay for the course
many times over.

—
—

the time to study cartooning
now there is a wonderful
opportunity for you in this un-

—

is

crowded

field.

Send For FREE Book
Mail coupon to-day for our handsomely illustrated book, which will
be sent you absolutely free of
charge.
It tells how you can becartoonist in a few minutes'
spare time and at a cost of
Explains
only a few cents a day.
about this amazing method in deTells of our students and their
tail.
wonderful progress. Also the real
big-money opportunities that we can
qualify you for. Send for it to-day!

come a
daily

Washington School of Cartooning
ROOM 1810
r

W.

N.

11 13-1 5th St.,

Washington School of Cartooning

Room

1810, 1113-15th St., N.

Washington, D. C.

W.

^

Please send me, without obligation, your Free

Big

Booklet on Cartooning and full details of your
home-study method of teaching Cartooning.
(Print Name Plainly.)

Demand For Cartoons

Never before has there been such a
tremendous call for original cartoons
newspapers and magazines can't get
enough of them to supply the public demand. And every day finds new uses
cartoons

for

—in

and

movies

in

Gown

FREE
Any

advertising,
in
the
countless other ways.

Making

Name.
Mr,, Miss, Mrs,

Lessons

lrt,

this !"

please give age.

LOSE

woman, 15 or over, can
Learn Gown Designing
and Making in 10 Weeks, ^s^ Franklin
using spare moments. ^^^^
Institute
Designers earn
.,«?•*•
Dept. N-640
S40 to* 100a Week- <J\V
Rochester, N. Y.
c$ * Kindly send me free
Mail Coupon
Today
sample lessons in Gown
bure
Designing and Making.

<M POUND A DAY
WlthoutlDrugs, Dieting or Ex-

Yet-eat-drink-sleep
—This new way is safe and sure.

ercising.

FLO-RA-ZO-NA in
Dissolve
warm water. Get in and relax
from 8 ounces to a pound a day
will melt away like magic.
Con-

^^*
^^

—

Epsom

salts. Box of
no alum no
14 treatments $3.25 at your druggist or direct,
<$4.00 Canada). Satisfaction guaranteed.
T-3. 100 5th Ave.. N.Y.C.

tains

FLO-RA-ZO-NA CORP., Dept.

SWITCHES— BOBS— CORNET BRAIDS
niadethenewwayfromyourown combings or cut hair.

^

Write for FREE style booklet.

MRS.E.VANPERVOORT,

Prices Reasonable.

Dept. B,

DAVENPORT,

DSC-L-ALLEN-BINGHAMPTON STk
BOX 74 -> MEMPHIS. TENN- U-S'Af

home !"
Hope pouted more,

for she wanted to
But he picked up her valise and she
meekly followed as tho she were his property, turning, however, at the door and
looking back with a wry face at the company and pretending to wink devilishly at
them until she was jerked out of sight by
the unseen hand of Stanton.
The joke was on Isabel now, Isabel
whose feline eyes followed the girl and
stay.

her obvious lover out. This experienced
woman had never before been so stung
This
to the soul with jealousy as now.
was a jealousy such as revenge alone
could satisfy.
(To be continued next month)

IA-

GUARANTEED HOME TREATMENT
(Write fbrDooklcl of In/brmaliotrll'sFree.

We have had about enough of
Stanton Braithwaite stood scowling
by her side and Hope looked up at him
pouting with disappointment. "Come," he
said peremptorily to her.
"We are going
"Here!

under

If

girl or

-with, DESIN/EVI**
A SAFE, SIMPLE, PAINLESS,

SuporfluoujHAIRallGONE
Forever removed by the Mahler

Method which kills the hair root
without pain or injuries to the skin
your own home.
Send today 3 stamps for Free [Booklet S„
in the privacy of

D.

PAY asASdirect
YOU
PLEASE!
importers and whole-

We alone,

MAHLER CO., 60-B Mahler Park, Providence, R. I.

WRITE FOR THE MOVIES

with unlimited cash resources, are
able to make this astonishing liberal Credit
offer.
Make your own terms (within reason)/

it! Mail us stories or ideas, in any
ixamination, criticism and advice.

Pay-as-you-pleasel

Catalog of Diamonds, Watches, Jew-

elry. A 9% yearly increase indiamonds
guaranteed.
Best values in America. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Send todayl Dept. M. P. 10

TURN YOUR TALENT INTO MONEY
Stdk i'b'S Wanted by Rfoduii s
valuable money making field
-

A
[Try

'

FRFF
1 l\LL

J.

^^' v.#*

salers

;o
]

her

who had

her.
City

easily

^r*

drink

lilt to the music and the unbelievable intimacy and mutual participation of the men
and women.
She wanted to plunge into
this whirlpool, too.
Hardly had she given
the subject a thought when temptation
presented itself in the person of the
Mephistophelian young man who had
offered her the champagne. He seized her
familiarly about the waist and was bearing her toward the center of the room,
when he was roughly jerked away from

Washington, D. C.

.....................

.

to

been trying to edge into her favor from
the first, now filled a glass of champagne
and placed it in her trembling hand. Hope
followed their example and raised the
glass to her lips and looked around at
each one of the company with sparkling
eyes.
Last of all, her eyes squarely met
those of Stanton Braithwaite.
For one
second they looked deep into each other's
souls and spoke wordlessly.
The fire
smoldered in her eyes and as tho in response to a solemn request she half nodded
and put the glass down on the table again.
For a moment there was a lull in the liveliness, then one of the women quaffed off
her glass and the others followed suit.
Another of the young men filled the
momentary pause by springing to the piano
and striking up a lively air.
The next
moment the floor was filled with whirling
figures in a slightly alcoholized version of
the fox-trot.
All else was forgotten in
the madness of the dance.
Hope was looking on enviously, stirred
to new depths of adventure by the wild

—right

that

sell?

Even

Now

agreed

the young men,

amateurs who would convert

No

experience necessary.
uthors.

j

"' ';::

at once for FREE J
give our honest services!

FORM,

We

their thoughts into DOLLARS.
copyright stories to protect j

We

Free booklet sent on request
Fk£35#£^*'

Continental Photoplay Studio

O. F. BALE & CO.
21-23 Maiden Lane Established 1888 New York, N.V.I

Every advertisement in

154 Nassau

St.,

New York

Suite 1112-14, Dept. H.
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is

guaranteed.
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Marriage

i

to the Unfit

Ask

you

before

yourself,

propose to some pure innocent girl whether you are fit
to be her husband and the
father of her children and
whether your offspring will be
healthy youngsters a joy
and blessing to you both
defective
little
or sickly,
ones a burden and reproach

—

—

—

One

Q- NiLason. famous for ter beautiful eyes

Anna

of the actors in

A

Sainted Devil

—

to

"She Needs Only Look!"

HOW

easy

for the girl with beautiful

is

it

Wky We

"She needs only
eyes to be charming !
look," say her friends whose admiration is
half envy, "and men are attracted immediately.'

A .witching glance

is irresistible if it is

moment

the

it

is

applied,

clinging

department

ROSS
West 17th

so

after

If I may paraphrase Shakespeare, "The
play's the thing" after all, and that being
true, I am sure the American public, when
they see Romola, will agree with me that
it was worth any trouble that we had in

drug or

for a sample.

making

iVater proof
LEARN CARTOONING
cartoonists

of

weak,

so
to-

day earning from $50 to $200 and
more a week. The Landon Picture
Chart Method of teaching makes

have never done anything

I

I

am very, very glad to be
also very glad I went.

tho I

GISH

on all the champion players from
Podunk, Peoria, Four Corncs, and other
well-known cities and, with one eye closed
and one hand behind my back, crown
every king on the board as I used to
want to crown Henry King, our director,
who suggested that we play. That's what
Italy did to me.
Well, we'd play checkers until we'd fall
asleep over them which would usually
take

Mints and Chewing Gum. Be my agent. Everybody
buy from you. Write today. Free Samples.

will

St., Cincinnati.

DOROTHY

Ohio

—

—

take as long as nine minutes.

someone brought
was an event.

in

We

as

the

Pell

Street

a

Mah Jong

One

night

set.

That

went

at it as ardently
police try to solve a

Chinatown trunk mystery.

of the

form

If

GET THIS WONDERFUL RING
1
BACK

You Can tell it from A GENUINE DIAMOND SEND

IT
match the acintil-

These Amazingly Beautiful COROD1TE Gems
beauty of GENUINE DIAMONDS in every way .They have
the same gorgeous blazing flash and dazzling play of living

•tinjr

Standing the terrific Acid Test of direct comSanson. Lifetime experts need all their experience to see any
iffereDCe. Prove this yourself
a Genuine CORODITE and a DiaMftKF
Q TFCT
IMHnu THI
iniO
ltd I Wear
rnond side by side on the same finger.
If you and your friends can tell the difference send it back, you
won't be out asingle penny. That's fair enough If you keep the

rainbow

fire.

ring the price printed here is all you pay. Remember CORODITES
alone have the same facet cutting as Genuine Stones.
,
"

$2.84
No. 1 Ladies Solitaire 14K Gold Filled Rin? •
No. 2 Ladies Pierced Filigree 4 Post Ring. Plat, effect 54.19
No. 4 Ladies Hand Carved Basket Ring. Plat, effect
S3. 96
• S3. 54
No. 5 LadleB Bridal Blossom Engraved Solitaire No. 7 Mens Heavy Belcher 14K Gold Filled Ring•
§3.68
No. 8 Mens Massive Hand Carved Hexagon Gypsy . - $4.28
Carat Size Gems. Beautiful. Hand Carved and Engraved
Mountings of most modern design bearing an unqualified 20 year
guarantee. Art Leather, Silk Lined Gift Case Free with each ring.
your money right at home. Just
SEND
Nil mUntl
MftNFV Keep
OtnU nil
semTname, address and number of ring
wanted and size as shown by slip of paper fitting end toend around
finger joint and your rin? will come by return mail. Deposit amount
shown above with postman. You do not risk a penny as our
binding legal guarantee to refund your money in full la at-

SEND TODAY.
E. RICHWINE CO. Dept. 178
19 West Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL.

tached to every ring

we

sell.

Sole Importers Genuine Corodite

—

Nature's First Assistant, has
thousands of weak, ailing, discouraged men out
bog of despair and placed them on the Straight

Road to Health. Happiness and Prosperity. Strongfortism has restored the manhood they thought lost
forever and have given them renewed confidence, vitality, success and fitted them for the joys of life.
It can do the same for you irrespective of your age,

My

Methods Are Beyond

Scientific

Physical Culture
Do not confuse the Science of Strongfortism with
gymnastic or ordinary physical culture courses. I
am not merely a muscle developer. I am far more
than that, for I have devised a system that restores
sick, ailing, hopeless, impotent men to the Glory of
Powerful Manhood to the Summit of Health.
Strength, Happiness and Success without the use
of dope and drugs, lifting and stretching machines,
unnatural deep breathing, starvation diets, nerveracking routines or other foolish fads and fancies.
What I have done for thousands of others I can do
for you.
I guarantee it.

achieved shining lives through the conquest of constipation, world weariness, fear, debility and the ugly
horde of physical, mental and sexual disorders resulting from ignorance, neglect and folly. Lavishly
illustrated with scores of superb camera studies of
myself and pupils. Just mark the subjects on the
free consultation coupon on which you want special
confidential information and send to me with a
ten-cent piece (one dime) to help pay postage, etc.
It's a. man-builder and a life-saver.- Send for my
free

book Right

Diamonds

When you

FREE CONSULTATION COUPON
J. — Send me
Private copy of "DO IT WITH MUSCLE" for which
enclose one dime (10c) towards mailing expense. I have marked
(X) before the subject in which I am interested.
If you have
taken my "Regular" or "Advanced" Courses, kindly indicate
same by making a cross in box for this purpose below.

MR. Lionel Strongfort, Dept. 1606. Newark. N.

FREE my

I

Asthma
Hav Fever
..Hay

I

!

with Italian men consisted of the bootblack on the corner, who didn't shine the
backs, and the fruit vendor who admitted
Now I know them.
he had no bananas.
For eight months I worked with them,
and well, I'll say this. When it comes to
Europeans, I'll take Americans.

—

By now

you're probably suspecting that
that AmerI wasn't so crazy about Italy
ica looked pretty good to me when I
Well, that's the right answer.
arrived.
Italy may be a nice place to visit, but, oh
boy, I'm glad I'm back home!
write to advertisers please mention

—

Now—TODAY.

LIONEL STRONGFORT

..Colds
..Catarrh

must say something about the men.
Seldom do I get a chance to talk about
Here's where
the so-called stronger sex.
I spread myself. No, nothing can stop me
Before going abroad my acquaintance

(~)h,

—

Send For My New Free Book
"DO IT WITH MUSCLE," my newest book, is a
helpful, plainly worded true story of how I became
the PHYSICALLY PERFECT MAN and attained
worldwide professional eminence, prosperity and
family happiness; how thousands of my pupils have

—

evening's entertainment in Italy.
That's
Italian night life for you, in its wildest

The

The New Science of Health Promotion
Strongfortism

But after four

months of Mah Jong you're about ready
and again we went
to cry "Checkers"
That's an
back to the old army game.

harm you.

surely

—

By

MAKE THE BEST CHOCOLATE BARS
196 Jackson

w ia

occupation or surroundings.

am

underdare not

STRONGFORTISM

I

Cleveland, O.

MILTON GORDON,

-

STRONG FORT

During all the scenes I fancied myself
living back there in the centuries past, experiencing the trials and tribulations, the
loves and hates, of those romantic times.
so,

you are

and

girl's life if Youthful Errors,
Bad Habits or Excesses have
sapped your vitality and left
you a mere apology for a real
man. Don't think you can
save yourself with dope and
drugs. Such unnatural materials can never remove the
cause of your weaknesses and

lifted

back, I

fit if

You

.

The Perfect Man
on i y W ay you can be restored
She will never fail
is through Nature's basic Laws.
you if you will sit at her feet and learn her ways.

The

THE LANDON SCHOOL
Bldg.,
1402 National

You

marry and ruin some trusting

story lends itself to
such romantic, colorful picturization. The
love story is one of the sweetest ever told,
and abounds in dramatic opportunities.
better.

And

origina drawing: easy to learn.
Send
6c in stamps for foil information and
chart to test your ability. Also state age,

it.

think

are not
sickly

developed

all.

liked

successful

You

course, we can look back on them and realize that they were very trivial troubles

I

many

it.

Matrimony

New York

At Home-In Your Spare Time
from the school that has trained

avoid
dare not neglect it.

By LILLIAN GISH

COMPANY

Street

You cannot

Fit Yourself for

stores.

Send a dime today
242

At

Home

Back

harmless.

(black or brown), 75c.

live.

as you pass them along to
your children, who may live
to curse you for their inheritance of woe. This is the Inflexible
Law of Heredity.

Are Glad To Get

(Continued from pages 24 and 25)

smoothly and evenly that it cannot be detected.
Waterproof. One application lasts several
Unaffected even by tears. Absolutely
days.

Winx

you

as long as

are, your children
are bound to be, and your
weaknesses will be increased

darted

And any
from behind long shadowy lashes.
girl can beautify her lashes by darkening them
with Winx. It is a liquid dressing which makes
Winx
the lashes appear longer and heavier.
dries

you

What you

.

.

..Pimples
..Blackheads
n . nn, n :o
Jl
..Short
Winda
i

Tw?

Obesity

..Headache
..Thinness
..Rupture
..Neuritis

..Neuralgia
Flat Chest
..Deformity

"i„Hinestinn
'
..Nervousness
LVroMn,«
.. Poor Memory

.

.

.

(Describe)
.Successful

Marriage

..Rheumatism

.

..Manhood

F)at Feet

..stomach
Disorders
Constipation
..Biliousness
Torpid Liver

..Lumbago

..Diabetes
.. Female Disorders
.
ncreased Height
..Youthful Errors

!

..Vital Losses

mpotency

.

.

I

.

.

Weak

Eyes

..Despondency

Restored

Hair
. .Falling
..Gastritis
..Heart Weakness
..Poor Circulation
.

.Skin Disorders

..Round Shoulders
63
UnB

Wh

..stoop Shoulders
'

..Muscular
Development
.

.

. .

Great Strength
Prostate Troubles

..Neurasthenia

Name
Age

Occupation

Street

City
State
I have taken your "Regular" Course
I have taken your "Advanced" Course
have received your book "Promotion and Conservation of
Health, Strength and Mental Energy."
D a te
I
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—Advertising

Section

What The

Are Doing

Stars

(Continued from page 104)

Kenneth— playing

Harlan,

Without a Heart, a

The

Man

Whitman Bennett

Pro-

in

duction.

—

Hatton, Raymond playing in CorWarner Brothers Production.
Haver, Phyllis— playing in The Breath

nered, a

of Scandal, a

Schulberg Production.

—

Hawley, Wanda playing in Barriers
Burned Away, an Associated Exhibitors
Production.

Hearne, Edward— playing in The Man
Without a Country, a Fox Production.
Herbert, Holmes E. recently com-

—

3oryour nose ! Stops theshiny-nes

work in Her Own Free
Hilburn, Betty- playing

pleted

Heaven, a

Will.

—
Famous

in Sinners in
Players-Lasky Produc-

*Uhat! ((treated in ParU in ipt2))U a harm-

tion.

which oornecU, and prevents
unhealmy.ugly,oilir Ahine upon thetme-jicU in-

Holmes, Stuart recently completed
work on Tess of the D' Urbervilles, a MetroGoldwyn Production.

'

less, fragrant liquid

jta/rtly-

making Akin becominalu dull,smooth,

—

Holt, Jack-

tadu entire day, or evening.:.
'Zfhazl'U notan astringent, but a neutralizin g
corrective .. cannot clog or enlarge pores or iryure
tenderAkin » we 'Vhatl'mi uwiiere about the peimi
imtead ofpowder!" it tookd andfee/4 ao much better!
"Vhatl'ka tlwrolu proven, dependable corrective•••msensible enjoyable luxury* Jiay MAendyou agen~
eroud bottlefrom hol/utvood ?• it hbut$l.» nothing
pretty, "application

—playing
—

in

North of 36, a

Famous Players-Lasky Production.
Hughes, Lloyd playing in In Every
Woman's Life, a First National Production.

Gladys— playing

Hulette,

in

Judgment

of West Paradise, a Universal Production.
Hunter, Glenn playing in The Silent
Watcher, a First National Production.

—

,

•

AtmitarfaAoldin this country *tyi>ite name and address plainly, on margin qfthid 'xid'and mail-en.
dene $1. now, orpay yourpostman upon delivery*;.
^Address : 'Uhat! '<"> llolh/wood "•• California
latnlin

Johnston, Julanne
gon, a

German

—

playing
Production.

in

Garra-

K

*

Sc.c4da/n4.c/%muhdurer^

—

Keaton,

Buster
playing in Seven
Chances, a Metro-Goldwyn Production.
Keith, Ian playing in Christine of the
Hungry Hedrt, a Thomas Ince Production.
Kenyon, Doris recently completed work

—

—

;

Bom

Rich, a First National Production.
Kerrigan, J. Warren playing in Captain Blood, a Vitagraph Production.
Kerry, Norman playing in Clinging
Fingers, a Universal Production.
Kirkwood, James recently completed
in

—

—
—

Reduce Your Bust

work in

During the Daytime

Circe,

a Metro-Goldwyn Production.

La Marr, Barbara— playing

in

Sandra, a

First National Production.

Make

your figure slender and attractive by slipping on
an Annette Bust Reducer. Thousands of women are
now wearing this wonderful reducer and have written
letters of appreciation for what it has done for them.
No massaging, no rubbing, no exercise of any kind
the reducer does the work, bringing about a reduction
the moment you put it on Most comfortable, made

Landis,

Cullen — recently

completed

of the finest fabrics and so ingeniously woven that no
rubber touches you. Ideal to wear to make your figure
in keeping with present fashions calling for slender,
graceful lines.

SEND NO MONEY
your bust measurement and I will send you an
Annette Bust Reducer in a plain wrapper. For 8-inch
J ust give

on the left, pay the postman $3.50 plus
a few cents postage— for the 12-inch size, shown on the
right, pay the postman $4.50 plus a few .cents postage.
If you prefer to send the money when ordering, the
garment will be sent prepaid. Try it on when received,
and if not satisfied, send it back at once and I will refund your money. Mail your order today. NoC.O.D.
to Canada, Hotels or General Delivery addresses.
size, illustrated

Free Literature on Reducing Garments
me a postcard and I will send you descriptive literature
of
Reducers for hips and waist— giving you straight,
slender, graceful lines.
Ankle and Abdomen Reducers are
illustrated and described. Other items of interest to women
Mail

my

My

Can you recognize the flapperish
Madge Bellamy in this picture

are listed. Write today.

MME. ANNETTE,

I

110
GE.

of an old, old lady?

Dept. M-31,30 N.Michigan Ave., Chicago

Every advertisement

in

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

It

really

Madge, however, as she appears in one part of her new
picture, Glory
is

is

guaranteed.

Motion Picture Magazine

BOOKKEEPERS
We Tram
-*=- In 30 Days

VYbuToMake ^50
Weekly as aU.S.Govt.
& Income Tax

fdj

THE

Key to a Big Salary as
an Income Tax Auditor is

our Special Coaching giving
questions, answers and solutions
to former U. S. Government Civil
Service Examinations. To pass Examination will take you out of your PRESENT
FUTURELESS DRUDGERY. It places you where
thousands are needed but cannot be supplied fast
enough. Quit working over books which are eating
up the best money-making years of your life. The
Government needs Income Tax Auditors constantly.
We train men women to pass the Civil Service Examinations held frequently for these appointments.
Ages 23 to 50. The instruction is short, easy, complete.
It was prepared by former U. S. Civil Service Examiners.
If you are an ordinary bookkeeper, you can pass these
examinations after completing our coaching in 30 days.
We qualify you for

—

Assistant Auditor

$2,500
3,000
3,500
3,600
4,500

Auditor
Resident Auditor
Traveling Auditor
Inspector

STUDY AT HOME

IN SPARE

TIME

not Get This Course Anywhere Else. Complete Cost
Only $10 not a penny more. Write for free information regarding coaching for next Government Examina-

—

tion.

FEDERAL AUDITORS INSTITUTE
'

'

<

* <
,

jj -CJU

Washington, D. C.
„

<

jZJLa-*^

.

Knitting
T3C

Born Rich, a

in

duction.

^

First National Pro-

Yarns

makers since 1914 and CONCORD
made from virgin wool, is known
its high quality.
Makes beautiful
Send 20 Cents for Illustrated
sweaters, slip-ons, etc.
CONCORD
Instruction Book, showing many styles.
WORSTED YARN sold direct from the mill at lowest
possible prices and guaranteed satisfactory.

WORSTED YARN,

the country over for

4 oz. Skein -SO Cents. 1 lb. $2. 00
CONCORD WORSTED MILLS
484-N, State St., West Concord, New Hampshire.

Concord
^ WORSTED'

WRITE FOR
FREE SAMPLES
SHOWING COLORS

AND QUALITY

—
—

—

tion.

Love,

Bessie

—playing

in

The

—

—
—

At Once
Here's the Secret
I had become utterly discouraged with a heavy
growth of hair on my face and lip. I tried every way
to get rid of it — all the depilatories I had heard of,
electrolysis, even a razor. I tried every advertised
remedy, but all were disappointments.
I thought it was hope-

lees until there

me

Mackaill, Dorothy playing in The Man
With the Iron Door, a Principal Production.
Marmont, Percy playing in Dr. Nye,
an Ince Production.
Mason, Shirley playing in My Hus-

it really cannot be expressed in words.
My face is now not only
perfectly free from superfluous hair but smooth
and soft as a baby 's, all by
use of the simple method
which I will gladly ex-

—
—
—

Fox Production.

—

Mayo, Frank playing inBarriers Burned
Away, an Associated Exhibitors Produc-

—

McAvoy, May recently completed work
on Three Women, a Warner Brothers Production.

—

McDonald, Wallace playing in Roarin'
Hunt Stromberg Production.
McGregor, Malcolm-—recently finished

Rails, a

playing in The House of Youth, a Regal
Production.
McKee, Raymond playing in The Silent Accuser, a Metro-Goldwyn Production.
Meighan, Thomas playing in Tongues
of Flame, a Famous Players-Lasky Production.

Menjou, Adolphe—playing

in

The Fast

a William de Mille Production.
Merriam, Charlotte playing in Captain Blood, a Vitagraph Production.
Miller, Patsy Ruth playing in The
Breath of Scandal, a Schulberg Production.
Mix,
playing in Teeth, a Fox Production.
Moore, Colleen- playing in So Big, a
First National Production.
playing in One Night in
Moore,
Rome, a Metro-Goldwyn Production.
Moreno, Antonio playing in The BorSet,

—
—

Tom—

plain to any
will write to

Tom—

fully attractive.

pearance. And you face
the brightest light the
most brilliant electric
lamps even the glare of
sunlight joyously
With this method, used
according to the simple
directions I will give you,
your trouble with super- ~»™.
fluous hair is over permanently. You will never
again appear with that

—

—

fl!

Jfi

'•

/

If

.

7

ugly growth to disfigure
your face.
So overjoyed was I with
the results this discovery

brought to me that I gave it my own name — Lanzette.

Send
A

book that

for Free

tells

just

how

this

Book
wonderful method

gets rid of superfluous hair is free upon request.
Don't send a penny just a letter or post card.

—

Address Annette Lanzette, Dept.1114, care Hygienic
Laboratories, 204 S. Peoria Street, Chicago, 111.

tailorsuits and
direct to wearer. All one price,
Wonderful values, way below store prices. Easy to
Protected territory. Commissions in advance. Write.

$31.50.
sell.

J.B.SIMPS0N,lnc.343W.AdamsSt„Dept.886Chicago

UNDERWOOD

SHOP.
MIDGET CARDGREENE,
R.

W OO D

DAYS
UM
O FREETRIAL
n CC n inL

10
U

Yonr * 3 00 unconditionally

I
r
I
1
returned if at end of 10
days you are not satisfied with this late model UNDERWOOD
typewriter rebuilt by the famous Shipman Ward process.
*

GREAT PRICE SAVING 8££&JSi3s?i&
money eaving methods.
EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS fSfSl^S

INTELLIGENCER. '^INTELLIGENCER,"

tory in the world by our

notice

it

while you enjoy the use of this wonderful machine.

FREE BOOK OF FACTS wSTof&u'!

SSSSfr

I

Its use

means an adorable ap-

made

HB21 Hollingsworth Bldg., Los Angeles.

I

woman who

JZafccMiAM$5<>io$100aWeek
A^*»*W###©«
Sell virgin wool
overcoats

PICTURE INTELLIGENCER,
and subscription to MOTION
which goes to all the studios monthly. Send good photo for possi-

I

<

me.
This amazing method is
different from anything
you have ever used — not
a powder, paBte, wax or
liquid, not a razor, not
electricity. It will remove
superfluous hair at once
and will make the skin
soft, smooth and beauti-

—

Getth truth about Holly wood- don't rush here blindly. Send $1.00
for membership card in our Bureau of Motion Picture Information

Kllrr
***
****
TT¥|¥ Al
IIUnLl

to

which has brought such
great relief and joy to me
and to other women that

of black, tan, green or red.
A perfect
name card. Name in Old English type.
Send stamps, coin
Price complete 50e.
or money order. Satisfaction guaranteed
or money refunded. Agents Wanted.

H OLLY

came

the simple but truly

wonderful discovery

M

Each book contains 50 perfect little name cards, size
124x3$, ia eenuine leather case. Choice

the

Superfluous Hair

Silent

Watcher, a First National Production.
Lowe, Edmund playing in Barbara
Frietchie, a Regal Production.
Lyon, Ben playing in Sandra, a First
National Production.
Lytell, Bert playing in Bom Rich, a
First National Production.

tion.

*

Get Rid of

to

—

MIDGET
NAME SOc.
CARDS
THE LATEST NOVELTY
Per Book

ble publication in

How

—

—

K3ZZZEZZZ2.

Have Found Out

I

—
—

We have been yam

64 MAIN STREET,

Section

La Plante, Laura playing in Smoldering Fires, a Universal Production.
La Rocque, Rod playing in Feet of
Clay, a Cecil De Mille Production.
Livingston, Margaret playing in The
Follies Girl, a Thomas Ince Production.
Lloyd, Harold- playing in Hubby.
Logan, Jacqueline playing in Manhattan, a Famous Players-Lasky Produc-

band's Wives, a

Private business firms will pay you $5,000 up to $10,000
after you have had Government experience. You Can-

Dept. J-384

work

—Advertising

eystem of rebuilding typewriters and also valuable information
about the typewriter industry both instructiveand entertaining-

This diamond ringnnot be equalled
anywhere even for
cash. Rragl8karatwhite
£° o!' beautifully band engraved and
pierced, set with perfect cut, blue
wh 'te diamond and blue sapphire on

5

Act Today 1
Mail

,

]

Year
Guarantee

Coupon

eachside. Simply send $1.00 to us today and we will ship ring to you. Wear
It ten days and if you don'tagree it Is an amazing
bargain, we will refund your money. If satisfied, pay
$1 a week until our bargain price of $29.85 is paid.
CiiAA Send today for big catalog showing thouB'S'S sands of other bargains in diamonds,
watches and jewelry. Prices $10 to $1,000. Wonderful values. Cash or Credit.
Established 1890
Address Dept. £-24

Here is the Madge Bellamy so
well loved by the fans for her
clever
beauty, vivacity, and
acting.
She looks to be the

Baer
Bros. Co.
6 Maiden lane newyork.
-

When you

great-grandaugbter of the
Madge pictured on the opposite page
write to advertisers please mention

Shipman Ward

Mt&. Company
Shipman Building
Montrose & Ravenswood
20:27

Please send me
a copy of your
free book of facts,
explaining bargain offer.

Aves., Chicago

Name
St.

and

No

City

MOTION PICTCEE MAGAZINE.

.State.
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der Legion, a
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Famous Players-Lasky

Section

Pro-

duction.

—

playing in The
Harry T.
Painted Lady, a Fox Production.
Mulhall, Jack playing in The Breath of

Morey.

<Delica
will

make your

lips

more

N

—
Madonna
Nazimova — playing
a First National Production.
Negri, Pola — recently completed Lily

WATERPROOF! KISSPROOF!
STAYS ON!

in

As you face your mirror and apply

knew were yours.

the Dust,

oAt all Toilet Counters or Direct 50c

tion.

•FREE-

#Delica Laboratories,

of the

Streets,

this latest creation, you will behold
lips more beautiful than you ever

Inc.,

Dept.is-i.4003 Broadway, CHICAGO
» Send me a generous sample of Deliea Kissproof Lip«
*•

^

stick together with sample bottle of Dehca-Brow,
the original liquid dressing for darkeningthe lashes
and brows. I enclose 10c for packing and mailing.

a

of

Famous Players-Lasky Produc-

—

Nilsson, Anna Q. playing in The
Breath of Scandal, a Schulberg Production.
Novak, Jane playing in The Man Without a Heart, a Whitman Bennett Produc-

—

tion.

—

Novarro, Ramon- playing in Ben Hur,
a Metro-Goldwyn Production.

Name.

— playing

—playing The
a First National Production.
The GoO'Hara, George—playing
an F. B. O. Production.
Olmstead, Gertrude— playing
Lane, a Warner Brothers Production.
The Mine
O'Malley, Pat—playing
O'Brien, Eugene

in

Sacri-

in

In Hollywood

Potash and Perlmutter, a Samuel
Goldwyn Production.
Shearer, Norma- playing in He Who
Gets Slapped, a Metro-Goldwyn Production.
Short, Gertrude playing in Barbara

—

—

Frietchie,

a Regal Production.

Milton —-playing

Sills,
of the Streets, a First

in

The Madonna

National Production.

Wyndham — recently

pleted Strathmore, a

com-

Fox Production.

—
—

Stanley, Forrest playing in The Breath
Schulberg Production.
Starke, Pauline playing in Hearts of
Oak, a Fox Production.
of Scandal, a

—

Stedman, Myrtle
playing in The
Breath of Scandal, a Schulberg Production.
Steele, Vernon recently completed The
House of Youth, a Regal Production.
Stewart, Anita playing in Never the
Twain Shall Meet, a Cosmopolitan Produc-

—
—

tion.

—

Stone, Lewis playing in The Lost World,
a First National Production.
Swanson, Gloria—playing in Wages of
Virtue, a Famous Players-Lasky Production.

o

Address*

Shaw, Peggy
With

Standing,

Nagel, Conrad playing in Mrs. Paramor, a Metro-Goldwyn Production.
Naldi, Nita playing in A Sainted Devil,
a Famous Players-Lasky Production.

it defies detection. It's

•

Circe,

a Metro-Goldwyn Production.
Myers, Carmel— playing in Ben Hur, a
Metro-Goldwyn Production.

—

alluring,

intriguing and lovely. The color is
new and so indescribably natural

•

—
Scandal, a Schulberg Production.
Murray, Mae — recently completed

KisspvoofLipstick

I

Girl in the Limousine, a First National Pro-

—

Sweet, Blanche- playing in The SportMetro-Goldwyn Production.

ing Venus, a

fice,

in

Getters,

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY, makes them
appear naturally dark, long and
luxuriant. Adda wonderful charm,
beauty and expression to any face.
Perfectly harmless. Uaed by millions
of lovely women. Black or Brown,
obtainable in solid cake form or
waterproof liquid. 75c at your dealer's or direct postpaid.

MAYBELLINE CO.
"I Got Ri<ToT6 Pounds of Fat in

CHICAGO

One Day"

You Can Do The Same
of stout persons have
testified to the wonderful results

Thousands

obtained from

we

man

woman, to try
EVELYN NEVILLE'S

or

the

Iron Door, a Principal Production.

—

—

duction.

Prevost, Marie-

— playing in

FAT Reducing Cream
RESULTS GUARANTEED OR
PA V
NO

Zieg-

"I am overjoyed
with my DAINTY-FORM reducing cream. Its use has helped me

R

DAINTY-FORM

will

home

be
In

sent
plain

wrapper upon receipt of $2.00
the jar or $3.50 for double size,
plus 10 cents to cover parcels
post and insurance charges.

Prairie Wife, a Metro-Goldwyn Produc-

DAINTY-FORM COMPANY

15 W. 34th

St.,

Dept. 70,

tion.

New York

Charles-— playing

Ray,

in

Dynamite

Smith, an Ince Production.
Reynolds, Vera- playing in Feet of Clay,
a Cecil De Mille Production.
Rich, Irene- playing in The Lost Lady, a
Warner Brothers Production.
Ricksen, Lucille playing in Vanity's
Price, an F. B. O. Production.
Roberts, Edith playing in Roarin'
Rails, a Hunt Stromberg Production.
Roland, Ruth- playing in Dollar Down.
Rubens, Alma- playing in The Price
She Paid.

—

You Finish
I

U

—

You Save

Design

$20

This Dress

and get the real
Fifth Avenue
Style and Perfect

t trace the pattern

on the material,
mark for trim :
ming, do all the
planning! You
simply cut, sew

Fit.

—

—

—
—

my

"Secrets**
Book and maga-

and embroider
along the lines

zine"Modesofthe
Month" showing

marked. No experience needed.
Dolly Qray dresses

come with

Satisfaction

Guaranteed.
FREE! Write for

all

my new styles.

DOLLY GRAY

everything included

—

Room

—

Taylor,

pjj. yen to

—

—

playing in The Great
Metro-Goldwyn Production.

—
—

—
—

tion.

V

is

—

Rudolph playing in A
Famous Players-Lasky Pro-

Sainted Devil, a
duction.
Valli, Virginia- playing in In Every
Woman's Ltfe a First National Production.
Varconi, Victor playing in Feet of Clay,
a Cecil De Mille Production.
Vaughn, Alberta playing in The GoGetters, an F. B. O. Production.
Vidor, Florence playing in Christine of
the Hungry Heart, an Ince Production.

—

—

,

—
—

w

— playing in Judgment of
West Paradise, a Universal Production.
Walthall, Henry—recently completed
Single Wives, a First National Production.
Wilson, Lois-— playing in North of 36, a
Walker, John-

Famous Players-Lasky Production.
Windsor, Claire recently completed

—
May— recently

First National Production.

completed
Wong, Anna
The Alaskan, a Famous Players-Lasky Production.

idl thwe drejsw.
Plan"

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

completed

Tellegen, Lou playing in The Breath of
Scandal, a Schulberg Production.
Terry, Alice playing in The Great Divide, a Metro-Goldwyn Production.
Theby, Rosemary playing in The Best
Thing of Life, a Universal Production.
Trevor, Norman playing in The Wages
of Virtue, a Famous Players-Lasky Produc-

*rS<Z

in

—recently

Tearle, ConwayDivide, a

rcy "ARent't

Every advertisement

Laurette-

duction.

ooayGRsysoRtssfs
Writ© for

One

One Night in Rome, a Metro-Goldwyn Pro-

130

568 B'way, N. Y.

even a needle I

in

—
—

tion.

Born Rich, a

Seigman, George playing in A Sainted
Famous Players-Lasky Production.
Semon, Larry recently completed The

Devil, a

— playing

Norma playing in The
a First National Production.
Talmadge, Richard playing in American Manners, an F. B. O. Production.
Taylor, Estelle recently completed The
Alaskan, a Famous Players-Lasky ProducTalmadge,

Sacrifice,

Valentino,

Ralston, Jobyna-— playing in Hubby, a
Harold Lloyd Production.
Rawlinson, Herbert— playing in The

become slender."

direct to your

of

—

feld Follies, says:

to

The Lover

Warner Brothers Production.
Pringle, Aileen playing in One Hour, a
Metro-Goldwyn Production.

Camille, a

Talmadge, Constance

Night, a First National Production.

—

—

Paige, Jean playing in Captain Blood,
a Vitagraph Production.
Philbin, Mary- playing in The Best
Thing of Life, a Universal Production.
Pickford, Jack recently completed The
End of the World, an Allied Production.
Pickford, Mary- last picture Dorothy
Vernon of Haddon Hall.
Pitts, Zazu
playing in The Fast Set, a
William de Mille Production.
Powell, David playing in The Man
Without a Heart, a Whitman Bennett Pro-

—

pAlNTVjIpM
ANN PENNINGTON, of the

With

—

feel perfectly safe in

urging every stout person,

in

—

DAINTY-FORM

Fat Reducing Cream, and in view
of this,

in Lovers'

guaranteed.

Motion Picture Magazine

—Advertising
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Keystone

Olga Petrova, who no longer
appears in pictures, but who
still has a large fan following,
has returned from Europe after
a short vacation abroad

•

on

Trailing the Eastern Stars
(Continued from page 98)

There was Nita Naldi, too. Rudy, we
were told, refused to have anyone else play
her important role.

He

eVery Woman's lips

stood pat for the

slant - eyed, why - men - leave - home - looking
Nita. Judging from the entrancing scene we
witnessed, Nita is certainly making good.

N

ita

is

scout,

the most discussed, widely used and
TANGEE
highly recommended
today. When
is

what may be termed a darn good
with a sense of humor two yards

X/Tarion Davies

due to start work

is

putabit on your lips you will see the startling change
of color that takes place orange changing to natural red. Blonde or brunette, it blends perfectly with
every complexion, bringing out the natural color
of your lips while enhancing their attractiveness.

—

in

Does not come off on the napkin when eating or
on the gloves or veil. Waterproof and permanent.

the screen version of Alice Brady's
No, Zander
stage hit, Zander the Great.
neither fish, nor fowl, nor royalty.
is
Zander is the name of a little motherless
boy, but Marion isn't playing the title role.
She has the part of the girl who adopts
the youngster and sets out to cross the

country

in

a

Ford and

find

his

—

Natural not artificial.
Contains a cold cream base, therefore softening

and soothing

For sale wherever

This
in the wilds of Arizona.
proves that, in a way, the picture is a
comedy. In other ways, it's a drama.
Exteriors will be shot out West, but
Marion returns to her New York studio
Harrison Ford will be
for the interiors.
her leading man.
this

department

last

month we

to the lips.

daddy

somewhere

Tn

toilet

preparations are sold

— Price $1 .00

(Will outlast five ordinary sticks)

THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY

NEW YORK

PARIS

P^^^^ Mons

LONDON

Doriot

stated

Dove was starring in the
She
of the Ziegfeld Follies.
She rehearsed strenuously in
Atlantic City with the show, but at the
last minute changed her mind and left it
hot.
Perhaps there were reasons, but
many of us females dont need such commonplace excuses to do a right-about-face.
that

you

lipstick

wide and all wool.
"Do you know," she shot at us in her
breathless, breezy way, albeit a merry
twinkle did a "Gilda Gray" in her eyes,
"I'm the only actress in pictures who has
never been photographed with a child?"

Billie

new edition
was due to.

Billie

is

now back

in

she expects to resume

The Original Orange

LIPSTICK

Hollywood, where

work

in pictures.

To

pOLLowiNG a long New York run in her
own play, Hurricane, Olga Petrova
enjoyed a well-earned vacation on the Continent, from which she has just returned.
Years ago, Mme. Petrova starred in a
series of films, but for unknown reasons
her cinematic career seems to be definitely
ended.
However, she busies herself with
writing and starring in her own stage
plays, so her life is not an idle one.

When you

get the

effect
also use either
(natural)

Tangee Creme
Rouge

for a

dry

skin,price$1.00—
or Tangee Rouge,
price 75c.
Both
available.
are waterproof.

Now

^

SEND FOR SAMPLE

most

perfectTANGEE

write to advertisers please mention

^

THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY

489 Fifth Avenue (Dept. M-l), New York City
Enclosed find 10 cents in coin for packing and mailing
the original orange lipstick that
sample of TANGEE
changes to natural red.
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Slender at last I

About

Critical Paragraphs

New

Productions

(Continued from page 100)

And

toddle terribly.

How Wonderful

itftels"
Prominent women

j>

Graham's

prescription,

neutroids, for flesh re.

.

duction.

"Slender at last!
wonderful it feels,"

4t* I A*** Oh, how
write hundreds of grateful
Tfl/-^^^.^'
fytv
j) &* a., "women. Dr .Graham hasmore
.

'than 3000 such letters on file at
famous sanitarium on Eighty-ninth Street, New
York. Without the annoyance of diet, baths or exercise, it is now possible to regain and retain the
slenderness, and consequently the vitality of youth
much longer than most women had expected.
Dr. Graham's Prescription is Harmless

his

Neutroids, the prescription developed

by Dr.R.Lincoln Graham, famous New
York stomach specialist.after a lifetime
of research, merely reduces the yeast
This causes your
food to turn into firm tissue instead of
fat. Neutroids have just the opposite
effect of yeast cakes and preparations
taken by people who wish to gain flesh.
cells in your stomach.

Or.R l.g rahamThey relieve

you of that bloated feeling,
nausea, headache, blood pressure and all the ills of
—
obesity
at the same time reducing you to your deNeutroids are guaranteed harmless,
containing no thyroid or other dangerous drug.

sired weight.

Personal Consultation Without Charge
Dr. Graham would be pleased to have you consult
him personally at his sanitarium or if you can not
conveniently call, you may feel quite free to write
him for prof essional advice regarding your case. This
offer is open to all who order Dr. Graham's prescription Neutroids, using the

coupon below.

GUARANTEE ELIMINATES RISK
Dr. Graham guarantees Neutroids to give satisfactory
and that his pre-

results;

scription may betaken with
safety by any one. Every
woman orman who wishes to

and

—

very pleasant and very close to
when the separated couple pretend they have patched up their quarrel.
The humor is generated in several compact
scenes and the excitement registers occasionally.
It is capitally played by Marie
Prevost, Monte Blue and Claude GillingIt is all

life

— even

—

—

It's
a palatable offering much
sincere than the trashy stuff that is
usually cataloged under the Glyn name.

water.

more

Dark Stairways
'The property

effects and atmosphere are
accustomed places in this crook
melodrama. Which is as it should be in
a story of this kind. It's all about a bank
cashier, son of the banker himself, who
is waylaid and robbed
and arrested upon
in their

.H'.^
Dr. R. Lincoln Graham, 123 East 89th" Street," "f)ept"622-K.
c/oThe Graham Sanitarium, Inc., New York City: Send
me 2 weeks' treatment of Neutroids which entitles me to
free professional mail consulting service and free booklet
on Obesity. I will pay postman $2 (plus 15c postage' on
arrival ot the Neutroids in plain package. I understand my
money will be refunded if I do not get a satisfactory reduction from this 2 weeks' treatment.

—

damaged phonograph record

it starts going
round and round in the same groove
showing considerable repetitious detail.
We are presented again with the oldfashioned girl who makes herself over into
a flapper to win popularity with men.
It

is all a pose, for in reality she is thoroly
conventional.
At the finish she has her
chance to upbraid one of those conserva-

tive,

course, the usual formula in the development of this yarn is followed. The
circumstantial evidence must be planted by
cashier
exceedingly
painting
the
as
generous in showering gifts on the girls.
So it is easy to convict him for the theft
of a necklace and a bagful of the bank's

—

even when he is picked up unconscious in a dark alley. The theft of the
jewels is never shown so we dont know
how the crook got away with it, nor is it
shown how he escapes from prison.
subtitle attends to that
and scenes showing him on the outside of the local bastile.
collateral

—

A

—

fault with this

—which

melodrama

—

is

of them is that the
hero is never allowed to track down the
real crooks thru his own intelligence.
He
has everything conveniently arranged for
him.
This particular picture could have been
treated as a comedy. There is one humorous scene which could have formed a good
background for a film along comedy lines.
It shows the hero playing burglar to test
the loyalty of his girl friends.

Herbert Rawlinson is best suited for
type of story.
His tense expressions
angular gestures make him adaptable
unraveling crime. Ruth Dwyer is
feminine foil and a charming one.

—

this

and
for
the

Look

for the fun in some rather unique
You may be bored with the ending which introduces a few platitudes on
morals.
There are altogether too many
closeups of Colleen and the manner in
which she makes her sudden changes of
hair-dress indicate that the editing of the
opus was faulty.
It maintains a fairly
good pace. The acting is a little too heavy
aside from the star's performance.
Even
Sydney Chaplin is guilty of taking it all
too seriously.

—

Babbitt
HThis

picture is not Babbitt, the book.
In place of being a profound study of
a man bound by conventions
who uses
platitudes to get on in the world
who is
an accurate picture of your neighbor or
your favorite merchant, it tries to cover too
much ground. It would offer comedy
where comedy was not intended.

—

YOU

—

—

;

—

Any criticism of the screen version goes
right back to the book.
The words and
words and words that Lewis employs to
note some

little

CAN earn goo money at home in your
making show cards. No canvassing or
We show you how, supply both men and

women work at home, no matter where you live
and pay you cash each week. Full particulars and
booklet free.
Write today.

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SYSTEM, LTD.
2

1

Adams

Building

Toronto, Canada

("•olleen Moore's newest flapper picture
is an inconsequential affair.
It starts
cff with something of a rush, and you
get all set for a revelation of high jinks
when along toward the middle it peters
out.
For a couple of reels it is really interesting and full of promise for some
enjoyable fun later on— but then like a

Every advertisement in

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

detail

are

thoroly dove-

—so that there a unity
structure — and a meaning to the

The Perfect Flapper

_spare time
soliciting.

—

Sinclair Lewis is difficult to transfer to
the screen.
His photographic mind places
a tremendous task upon the adapter and
director.
To take this story and treat it
in the manner in which it is written, would
necessitate arduous patience, untold sympathy and the most skilful treatment.
There is nothing salient of theatric drama
in the novel.
It is a true cross-section of
the forces which drive a man along the
monotonous road of life forces which he
takes with as much good nature as possible, tho realizing the futility of combating conventions.
In some respects Babbitt
was unimaginative in other respects he
showed a deal of native shrewdness. But
he always did the obvious thing and said
the obvious thing.
These points are not
brought out in the film.

tailed in the novel

III ;.-..'

has misjudged her

parties.

—

Of

who

proper youths

character.

circumstantial evidence.

common with most

vigor of youth will use this
u I
e * ay?.°. P.°. ].Y.'£k.

see a spirited

in order.

A

regain or retain the youthful slender appearance

we

flirt

—

in

society, business and
the theatrical profession give unqualified
praise to Dr. R. Lincoln

~-

so

outrageously while her husband
Which brings
is helpless to prevent her.
on a separation and the subsequent failure
of the young benedict to keep his house
spouse

is

of plot
characterization.
The book is either appraised highly or dismissed as of little consequence.
The imaginative reader who
can sense humor, irony and satire will
enjoy it.
The picture will be best approved by
those who haven't read it in the original.
But it is a puzzle to make it out just the

guaranteed.

(Continued on page 120)
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The Enemy Sex
(Continued from page 54)
adequately supported by Percy
more than adequately supported by Huntley Gordon, who never steps
out of his character of a finely bred gentleman. Sheldon Lewis, oh the other hand,
is miscast, and he is unable to convey the
impression that he is a member of the
smart, exclusive circles chiefly because he
And he "telehasn't Gordon's tailor.
graphs" his intentions too plainly, to look
like a gay old dog at the game.
The picture has been given a good production without any sets being unduly
elaborate. You are sure to enjoy it.

She

is

Marmont

—and

—

Charm Mim

The Trouble Buster
(Continued from page 54)
furnish
has
aided this good-for-nothing to wed another girl five years before, but the
proof is late in arriving. And so the wedding preparations continue. It ends up by
Mix taking extreme measures even to
kidnaping all the ministers in the vicinity
The goods are
to prevent the ceremony.

on the rival
"get something"
most of the excitement and fun.

He

Perhaps, because of an old-fashioned scruple, you
have hesitated to rid yourself of the disfigurement of
under-arm hair. Are you thus needlessly handicapping your charm? Are your arms constantly pinned
to your sides? Or do you scorn to wear the filmy or
sleeveless frocks that the vogue of the day decrees?

—

finally put

on the

villain

off to jail for theft.
has a lot of

Mix

We

—and he

is

In either case, He is apt to think you lifeless and
behind the times. He will notice you holding yourself aloof from the swings of convention that is carrying America back to the old Greek ideal of womanly
beauty the unhampered, active, supple body.

lugged

fun with his chamois

—

dont understand his fetish
gloves.
for wearing them unless he wants to apBut he does put over his
pear eccentric.
well-known brand of stunts and gives
Tony a chance to steal some of the picture.
The high comedy spot of this opus
is when his colored pal attempts to pull
the door off the jail with the aid of a
team of horses, but instead moves the
whole hoosegow on a wild gallop.
There isn't so much rip-roarin' action
and perhaps audiences will be disappointed.
But Mix compensates with some highly enjoyable comedy which carries laughs as
George Scarborough
well as adventure.
wrote this story, and Jack Conway directed.
The cast has such capable troupers as
Wilson, William
Frank Currier,
Courtright,
Esther Ralston, and Cyril

—

not necessary to use a razor— in fact, it is
safer not to do so. Neet removes the disfigurement of unwanted hair simply, surely and in a dainty
feminine fashion that women naturally appreciate. It
is ready for instant use; it is easily applied; and you
merely have to rinse the hair away. Neet is the only
and the original cream hair remover. Beware of imitations. Use no substitute. Call for Neet by name.
It is

—

much

Go

have coma to life because of
Pygmalion's great lore of her.

Chadwick.

Make This Easy Test
—purchase the generous tube
according to the simple directions
only
apply

any drug or department store

50c,
it
of Neet (or
enclosed. So sure are we of what Neet can do for you that if
you are not thrilled by the soft, hair-free loveliness of your skin,
you may return the unused portion of the tube to the store and
this will serve as the store's authority for cheerfully refunding
you the full amount paid. You need have no hesitancy in doing
this as we will refund to the store the full retail price, plus the
postage necessary to return the package to us. If you follow the
simple directions you positively cannot fail.

Galatea, by Marqoeste after
the myth of Pygmalion and tba
statue, said by the Greeks to

Tom

to

If it should happen that your favorite drug or department store
for the moment, out of Neet, use the coupon in the corner of
advertisement and a generous tube will be mailed you at
once.
is.

this

Tiger Love

(Continued from page 55)

George Melford has done better by
story than usual.

He

N

this

has kept in mind

(Continued on page 117)

HANNIEALPHARMACALCO.
660 lx>cust St., St. Louis, Mo.
am unable to get Neet from my
dealer so I am enclosing 60c for a
tube of Meet, prepaid by mail.

I

CITY

Removes hair

STATE

My Dealer's
Name is

easily

your own hair/

MUSIC LESSORS FREE

done with our wonderful new inamazed and delighted to
you to immediately do work
Costs
I rivaling that of expert hair dressers.
nothing to use. Should last lifetime. Try it
FREE. Justsendnameand address—no money.
It's easily

\

» Jf
*
W u You can read music like this quickly
.

I

I

I

YOUR HOME.

Write today for our FREE booklet.
Piano, Organ, Violin. Mandolin,
Guitar, Banjo, etc. Beginners or advanced players. Yonr
only expense about 2c per day for music and postage used.

IN

It tells

"I

of MUSIC,

70

Lakeside Bldg.,

CHICAGO

only SI. 00 and
few cents postage. Use it, if not delighted return
it in three days and your dollar will be immecost
you nothing.
trial
will
diately refunded. The

When device arrives, pay postman

Wrileloday-How.

WANT YOU"
MEN-WOMEN

$1140

to

Many

year-old

brother,

his fourteen-

Edward
When you

write to advertisers please mention

St. Louis,

Mo.

Cuticura

obtainable.

Ramon Novarro and

Hair Bobbing Device Co., Depi.C, 14 N. 9lh,

Retain the Charm
Of Girlhood
A Clear Sweet Skin

18 UP
$2300 a Year

U. S. Government jobs
Steady work.
Experience
un necessary.
Common education sufficient.
Write today sure for free list of positions.
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, Dept. P-254,
Rochester, N. Y.

find it enables

f

how to learn to play

AMERICAN SCHOOL

vention. You'll be

Will Help

You

Use Cuticura Soap Every D«y
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Tke Answer Man
There
ne

Cream

Jane G.

Perf<

To

develop and keep a clear,
smooth skin you need only use

soft,

is a thorough cleanser and yet light
enough in body to form a comfortable
foundation for powder.
But it has
certain remedial properties that subdue
redness, roughness, tan, freckles and

&.._

life

and

A

little

women

Slave. — Now

for

scientific

care

now may

what

—

—

Come

save

Pictures.

Or send ten cents (coin or stamps)
for generous sample with the
Dermascope, which will prove its

your heart go

Company

Established

1885
521 Tenth St.
Detroit, Mich.

IVORY

is scientifically

correct
use especially outdoors.
is the shade best adapted to
break up the sun's rays and prevent tan, freckles, etc.
LAVENDER' imparts to the face a radiant,
transparent texture, especially ef-

—

day

for

It

under

fective

.

Julius Caesar in announcing the
Huntley Gordon played
victory at Zela.
So you
the lead in His Wife's Husband.
think I am old enough to resign and give
Are you looking
a young chap a chance.
Herbert Rawlinson is with
for my job?
the new Metro-Goldwyn combination.
Lillie B. Gaudeamus igitur means so
I'm sorry, but the judge
let us be joyful.

special introductory price of $3.0"
for both boxes.
The regular price
is $2.00 a box.
Just tear out this
ad, write your name and address

Worshiper.
saw,

I

I

have never been out of Hollywood,
are now available to you at the

on

Le Papillon— Poor

child.

the

and mail

Metro-Goldwyn Company.

Patricia, Hongkong.—Well, after all
those nice compliments, I must be pleasant.
Margaret Armstrong was Miss Dupont's
Patsy Ruth Miller is nineteen.
name.
I
Ralph Graves is not married now.
hardly think the stars you mention will
You want Ralph
ever play together.

you say.
Dub. Nowadays,

—

A

We

—

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO CORPORATION
250

Security Bldg., Santa Monica and Western Ave.
Hollywood, California

Send for
Publishers Popular Scenario Writer

Agents $96 a Week
New

Taking orders for the
Serenola. Does more than machines
costing 5 times its price.

and Florence Vidor with Producers
Corinne Griffith at
you at once

amazing musical
doneforsomeof our

can do

it

so can you.

Free Demonstrator
we will send

letter or postal

about the Serenola— oursalesplan

CO.. S-2626, Dayton, Ohio

in

MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC
HOW TO

mioles

Keystone

f
^^m

Anita Stewart takes a ride thru
Central Park, New York, in her new
race-about

Every advertisement

in

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

—

tice.

full

particulars.

WM.

DAVIS, M.D.

1241 Grove Avenue
is

guaranteed.

BANISH THEM

A simple, safe home
treatment 16 years'
success in my pracMoles (also BTG
errowtlis) dry up. Write
for free booklet giving
'

Name

M. P. 10

this

If they

Be sure to read :
"FANNING WITH THE FAN FAMILY"

&. Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I.
Please send me a free copy of the new
booklet, "Keeping the Smart 'Bob SMART".

.

full details

PERRY LUDLOW

Brown

1AG£.

invention has

—and also tell you how you can get a Serenola for demonstrating purposes without investing any money. You take
the orders. We take care of all deliveries, collections, etc.
Vou gel your money every day. Write today and get all the facts.

&

9
f)ll6

Note what

men.
As soon as we receive your

State.

Plays

any record.
Fully guaranteed.
Carry it with you anywhere. Built
in—just -ike a suitcase.
Here Are Positive Facts
H. T. Gratz of Ky made over $6000
last year. Ted Gnau averaged S37
a day for four months. Arthur
Yost averaged $660 a month. M.
Mayer and Geo. W. Phelps, team
mates, split over $20,000 last year.

who

haveapairofBrown
Sharpe clippers
of your own. Anyone can use them.
SEND FOR THIS FREE BOOKLET

City

free

sample copy

.

those

nicest way
to keep bobbed hair
trim, and pretty is to

Address

to

Don't send your manuscripts to studios until first
protected by copyright. Plots accepted in any form;
are
revised, criticized, copyrighted, marketed.
right on the ground in daily touch with the studios. Not
a school no courses or books to sell. Advice free.

Distributing Corp.
First National.

The

$3.00

$ $ For Photoplay Ideas

love
nature are accused of being romantic.
Ralph Graves at the Mack Sennett Studios,

with

6759 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood
California

Graves and Malcolm MacGregor on the
cover sometime. Whom do you like better,
men or girls on the cover? Thanks for
all

it

You certainly

have made me out every kind of a person.
Leatrice Joy and Richard
Guess again.
Dix are both with Famous Players.
Dorothy DeVore has gone in for more
serious work and is playing in The Prairie

Wife for

it,

The Hollywood Perfume Co.

Slander the Woman is not mentioned on
Elaine Hammerstein in The
the cast.
Foolish Virgin.

I

electric light.

These wonderful powders that

Harris

Vici— I came,

in

gflF

and
make
Any

Face Powders.

Used by

Frederick F. Ingram

will
pitter-patter.

Veni,
conquered.

Mildred
Vidi,

beneficial effect.

that

faces

number of film stars come in to
buy our IVORY and LAVENDER

you

—

in anytime of day
see

you'll

Landis's
mean? Address Cullen Landis at the VitaCalifornia.
Hollywood,
graph
Studio,
Alma Rubens is in Los Angeles playing
in The Price She Paid, for C. B. C.

months of effort later on. Get a jar
at your druggist's
today, the dollar
jar is the more economical for you.

.

from the world-renowned Egyptian
Theatre is Hollywood's smartest
beauty institute.

T ravers.
do

ivory
fir
Sunlight

In the very heart of the movie
capital, next door to the famed
Montemarte Cafe across the street

the

Also Vernon Steele and Richard
That's no place for me, anyway.

years.

thirty

wkt

—

to your skin.

discriminating

about Jhcst Face Powders

will have to get after Joseph Schildkraut for not sending his picture to you.
'Neil Hamilton was the brother in America.
Lily R. Yes, that was Patsy Ruth
Anita
Miller in Daughters of Today.
Stewart in The Great White Way. Malcolm McGregor in The House of Youth.

healing

properties will bring fresh beauty

all

is Wild

Europe

we

such imperfections. Whether you use
it as a cleanser, a protection, or a pow-

Used by
more than

in

hammers out, you're all right.
Wanda Hawley played in Bread. Gloria
Swanson has reddish brown hair. Well,
take

It

new

is

—

Milkweed Cream

nourishing

Myers

now, but you might address her at
Goldwyn, Culver City, California. Gloria
Swanson at Famous Players. Mrs. ValenWhy, John
tino also at Famous Players.
Gilbert, Norma Shearer, Ford Sterling
and Tully Marshall in Metro-Goldwyn's
He Who Gets Slapped with Lon Chaney.
Nymph. You say a hope chest might
well be called a tulle box. As long as you

Ingram's

its

— Carmel

right

for Every Use

der base,

Hollywood

(Continued from page 95)
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Trial Bottle

FREE

GRAY
HAIR
OUT- OF- STYLE

—and you needn't have
No up-to-date, fashionable woman lets
her hair turn gray she stops it when the
gray streaks appear.
How? very easily, as you can prove.
Just let me explain my safe, simple way.
Fill out and mail me the coupon
by
return mail I will send a free trial bottle
of Mary T. Goldman's Hair Color Restorer. Test it, as directed, on a single

—

Keystone

first

A

snap-shot of Marguerite Clark
(Mrs. H. P. Williams), the former
stage and screen star

—

—

lock,

and

let results tell their

own

story,

J Used It First

Tke Winners

of

trie

Month

(Continued from page 115)
that all Spanish patterns must be rich in
color that they must offer exciting mo-

—

ments, whether the scenes call for bandits
skulking their prey or a duel to the death
between rival lovers. He has provided a
little bit of everything of a Castilian flavor
to make his story colorful and convincing.
His high spots include the bandit's raid on
a gambling hall, as well as the kidnaping
of the heroine. For added measure he introduces some Carmenesque touches with
Estelle Taylor's brunette beauty fitting
She
perfectly into the role of Marcheta.
might have played her role more spiritedly.
You'll like this Tiger Love. It is a sort of

—

Spanish Robin Hood.

A

I perfected my scientific preparation to
get back the original color in my own
hair, which was prematurely gray. I have
used it many years, and my hair has
always been admired for its beauty.
My restorer is a clear, colorless liquid,
clean as water and as dainty. Apply it
by combing through the hair, simply and
easily. No help required.

own

in his

illimitable style.

And

1
I

Over

10,000,000 Bottles

Sold

most commendable, as turned in by Ben
Alexander, rapidly growing into adolescence these days (remember him in Hearts
of the World?), Matt Moore, Patsy Ruth
Carr, and Sam De Grasse.
Matt and Patsy attend to the romantic inMiller,

Mary

terludes.
is

—

comedies should, and progressively straight
to its conclusion without a suggestion of
slap-stick.
Slap-stick?
This stuff is all
right in its place, but it doesn't belong
here.
It is thoroly amusing
consistently
amusing.

and address mm mm

—
•

,

'

|

medium brown
Black
dark brown
light brown
auburn (dark red)light auburn
(light red)
blonde

—

I

J

You can be

Superfluous Hair?

prepaid, in plain wrapper— $1.00.
Sample in plain wrapper 10c.
The Sheffield Company, Dept.
536 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, 111.

WO

CUTS HEAL QUICKLY
and cleanly, pain is
relieved

if

bandaged

with gentle, antiseptic

i

Ihentholatum

Write for free sample
Mentholatum Co., Buffalo, N.Y.,Wichita. Kans.

quickly cured, if you

h'STAMMER

m Send

m

yM

W

10 cents for 288-page book on Stammering and
Stuttering, "Its Cause and Cure."
It tells how I
cured myself after stammering 20 yrs. B. N. Bogue,
S090 8oaue Bid?., 1147 N. III. St.. tndUnajjoljs.

$5anHour
for spare time

at HomeA

W'
fascinating new way to earn money
at home! Women wanted everywhere
to fill openings in our national organization as Per-

manent Wave

Specialists.

We

No

previous experience
by mail and fur-

necessary.
teach you quickly
nish everything to start.

PERMANENT WAVE OUTFIT FREE!
Complete Outfit
absolutely

a comedy packed with effective
comedy touches none of which are exaggerated.
It moves spontaneously, as all
It

Please print y our name

Name

oversteps the boundary-line of the farreaching fields of hokum. His assistance
is

_

Addrets

Hair

he never

If possible enclose a
lock in your letter.
By return mail, postage prepaid, cornea
my special patented free trial outfit, containing a trial bottle and full instructions.
(All absolutely free.)
When you have learned what Mary T.
Goldman's is and what it will do, get a
full-sized bottle from your druggist or
order direct from me.

color of your hair.

Bldg. St. Paul, Minn.
Please send me FREE trial bottle of Mary T. Goldman's
I
Hair Color Restorer. The natural color of my hair is:

Atdruganddepartmentstoresorsent,

plays this hobo, catches the sparkle of the
piece and puts over some delightful comedy

never any artificial "dyed" look.
No interference with shampooing, nothing to wash or rub off. Just soft, silky,
fluffy hair, ready to wave and dress.
All this is proved by the free trial bottle, which you should send for without
delay.
Just Mait the Coupon
Fill it out carefully, stating the natural

Mary T. Ooldman,i96-lf Goldman

DEL-A-TONE
Removes

(Continued from page 55)

What It Does
Brings back the original color to your
hair quickly and surely. Restored color
even and perfectly natural in all lights

|—m mm

Use Del-a-tone, the reliable, scientific
preparation, favorite for fourteen years.
Spread on in smooth paste, wash off in
few minutes, and marvel at result.

Self-Made Failure

it

home with

FREE

for giving real permanent wave
to our members.
Used in any

Gives beautiful, natural,
lasting wave and curls to any head of hair.
Write
today for FREE Book explaining this wonderful new way to earn
a handsome income in spare time at home. Address:
electric light.

BEAUTY ARTS SOCIETY, 0e ,, 1 gJ°vlo4rsk
»

-

^

6thst

'

—

What we like about it is the holding
back of the humorous reserves, to be distributed as the piece progresses.

works

like

back the

a

master

McDonald

politician,

full strength of his stuff

fusing to

show

re-

the tricks in his bag.
'something left at the
finish.
The comedy doesn't overshadow
the other elements, tho it is the dominating

As

all

a result, there

factor.

The

is

points,

humorous and melodra-

matic, are finely dovetailed.
It is neatly
staged.
recommend it as a sure laugh-

We

getter.

When you

MEDAL

'for

distinguished

service to
by International In

venlors Exposition,

keeping

and

AWARDED

GOID

New

York,

Feb. 1923.

AIIITh- OheQenuine « PATENTED • NOSE ADJUSTER.
Winner of GOLD MEDAL
Highest in Merit
Lowest
Price
"

m

in

1""-6
Affi^e'-rro' ln
i ,00k your be8t If y°ur n09e la iU-sbaped, you can make it perfect with ANITA NOSE
a few weelt s, in the privacy of your own room and without interfering with your daily occu. ' !, •
pation.
No need for costly, painful operations. ANITA NOSE ADJUSTER shapes while you sleep quickly.
and inexpensively. The ANITA NOSE ADJUSTER is the ORIGINAL NASAL SUPDnS-lcS' absolutely guaranteed.
Highly recommended by physicians for misshapen and fractured noses. Self
.
j
J?
adjustable.
No screws. No metal parts. GENTLE, FIRM and PERFECTLY COMFORTABLE. Beware
ot imitations!
Write today (just your name and address) for FEEE Booklet, "Happy Days Ahead," which
explains how you can have a perfect nose and our blank to ail out for sizes.
No obligations.

—

P"^^^

—

The ANITA Company, Dept. 1032, ANITA Building, Newark,

write to advertisers please mention

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE).

N. J.
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a
GrayUair
Jjanished

minutes
Tourists ;turningrrom Europe
first brout t to this country the

which

tint

ishes

»n 15 minutes bangray hair permanently.
lnecto Rapid Notox,

Today

created by science expressly for coloring
the sensitive organism of human hair, is
available to every American woman,

Rapid Notox is specifically guarto reclaim permanently the original
color of gray, streaked or faded hair.
It
may be had in 18 shades, from radiant
lnecto

anteed

blonde

to raven black; and even under
the closest scrutiny its application cannot
be detected. It will neither rub off nor
be affected by shampooing, permanent
waving, curling, salt water, perspiration,
sunshine or Turkish or Russian baths.

Freckles
GROW WORSE

One Night

the more you will
Nothing ruins one's appearance like

The longer you
regret.
freckles.

Rome

in

SEND NO MONEY

(Continued from page 99)

wait,

Merely ask us
about

."
Mareno, whose husband
"In God's name, what have you

Start using Stillman's Freckle Cream now,
and remove them! Double action not only
are your freckles dissolved away, but your
skin is whitened, refined and beautified.
Guaranteed to remove freckles, or your
money refunded. Most widely used preparation in the world for this purpose.
Snowy
white, delicately perfumed, a pleasure to
use. Two sizes, 50c ana $1 at all druggists.

.

—

:

night.

forbid you to

Freckle*

J

Write for

"Beauty Parlor Secrets"
t

arms

her

THE STILLMAN

CO.,

.

33Rosemary Lane, Aurora, III.
Please
send
me "Beauty Parlor
Secrets" and details of your perfume

.

.

.

Richard.
did once—

.

He

has

.

.

.

."

FREE BOOK

warningly.

"I

f

HowTo

1

."

felt Richard's arms around her.
"Of course I'll help you!" She heard
...
him struggling with the lock.
The lights flared on. Zephyr
"So?"
looked at them angrily. Richard's arm was

she

j

Pmivo

teaching music.
of conservatory study. For the beginner or experienced players.
Highly endorsed. Successful graduates everywhere. Scientific yet
easy to understand. Fully illustrated. All music tree. Diploma
granted. Write today for free book.
Quinn Conservatory, Studio

.

.

.

]
I

Address

you*

]

land of the bamboos,
the prettiest jewelry creation
iow to Fifth Ave. or Paris— the

.

ine, full

war

HMUJANGUITfil

Peacock
handsomely

fashioned

Ring.
Sterling Silver,
engraved, 19 emeralds andeappbires,
arrayed as feathers and ruby eye in
the head. Sentinattractivering box.
fthy shouldn't >oo own one when it

.

"Take
Zephyr's ring fell to the floor.
her !" she concluded, and turned away.

!

|

i

I

J

costs only $1.83? SEND NO MONEY.
ring arrives, pay postman only
prepay all postage. Keep
$1.83.

At that moment
"Dont be afraid !"

When

the bell rang again.
"I'll
said Richard.
fight them all
for you."
"The Prince Dana " began the butler
but the Prince himself swept the man
aside.
He looked at his daughter-in-law.
She trembled. He held out his arms.
"My daughter !" he said. "I have come
ask you to forgive me to make
to

—

598 Columbia Road, Boston, 25, Mass.

as^ as— c=
Peacock
Ring

I

Name.

MG 90,

From the Oriental

."
.

Learn Piano!

This Interesting Free Book
shows how you can become a skilled
player of piano or organ at quarter
usual coat. It shows why one lesson
with an expert is worth a dozen other
lessons. Dr. Quinn's famous Written
Method includes all of the many Important modern improvements
in
Brings right to your home the great advantage

.

around L'Enigme's waist. "All right
if you prefer this mountebank to me.

offer.

^

Stores.

to

"You

cried.

With an agonized cry, the Duchess ran
from the room. The library was dark.
She fumbled with the window-catch. Then

Whitens the Skin

f INECTO]
RAPID

to-

Inc.
Laboratories and Salons
3-35 West 46th Street
New York, N.Y. -.
Sold by best Beauty
Shops, Drug and

Department

.

Removes

INECTO,

."

.

.

cream

,

.

here

be

Avill

now once more
he will never rest until
"Dick!" cried Zephyr

Stillman's Freckle
acliot

to say?"

—

—and

She held out
"Save me!" she

for booklet now.

double

Yard

Scotland

you full particulars
Rapid Notox and our

to send

lnecto

Beauty Analysis Chart, L-9.

.

cried the Duchess.
"Only this that your father-in-law, the
Prince, has located you by the help of

Write for "Beauty Parlor Secrets" and read
what your particular type needs to look best.
Full of beauty treatments, make-up hints,
etc.
If you buy $3 worth Stillman toilet
articles in 1924, we will present you with
beautiful, large size bottle perfume freel

Send

The highest class Hairdressers from coast to
coast use and endorse lnecto Rapid Notox
as do the many thousands of American
women who apply it with invariable success within the privacy of their own homes.

We

it 10 days and if not satisfied, we will
return your money. Order today. This
low price for a genuine, full fashioned
Peacock Ring may be withdrawn any day

—

i

|

j

FRANKLIN JEWELRY CO.
S5-A Nassau St.,
New York

—

amends."

MOTIONS
used

in

tar.

Our native

playing

:

Hawaiian

instruc'
tors teach you to master them
quickly. Pictures show how.

Everything explained clearly.

HAWAIIAN

GUI

PLAY IN HALF HOUR

After you get the 4 easy motions, you can play harmonious
chords with very little practice.
40,000 students have learned to
play in this easy, pleasant way.

E

AS Y LESS ONS

The 62 printed lessons with

a great
pictures make it easy to learn
quickly. You don't have to know
how co read notes. No previous mus-

many
ical

knowledge

You

necessary.

learn to play any kind of music, and
pay as you play.

FREE GUITAR
As

a special offer to

new

students

we give this full size, high grade instrument free of charge. It is sent
at once without red tape or delay.

WRITE
AT ONCE
Send
name
and

your
at- once
let us
you ajl about the 52 easy lessons
and the tree guitar. You have everytell

thing to gain. JJon't put
post card will do. Ask for
cial offer and easy terms.

it off.

new

A.

spe-

First Hawaiian Conservatory
off Music, Inc.
233 Broadway (Woolworth Bldg.
Dept.41, New York. N. Y.

Pimples, Blackheads,
Acne, Eruptions on the face or body. Barbers Itch,
Eczema, Enlarged Pores and Oily or Shiny Skin.
Your Skin Can Be Quickly Cleared of

"So?" said Richard. "I think you ought
But she whispered
to !"
Timidly she went over
"Dont, Dick."
toward the Prince. He embraced her.
There were tears on his wrinkled cheeks.
I know that
"It was all a mistake
now!" he said slowly. "The gardener has
and Count Bertholde
confessed

»» nm

fttffLU*
i* *•*
+~+
•

Write
today for my FREE BOOKLET,
" A Clear-Tone
Skin,"— telling how I
cured myself after being afflicted 16 yearn.

E.S.Gi VENS.222

Chemical Bldg.,

Kansas City, Mo.

—

.

has

.

PERSONAL

.

made everything

Appearance

clear."

"I think," said Mr. Millburne,'"you ought
to tell us just what has been made clear.
After what you said to this young lady
."
that night
.
"I can tell it in a few words," said the
Prince. "The Count called upon
upon my son that night, to tell him
It's hard for me to say
but my son Duke

is now more than
ever the key-note

of success.

Knock-Kneed
men and wom-

.

.

—

—

—

.

.

Mareno had played traitor. The Count
gave him his choice: he could stand trial

—

—

by court-martial and be shot or kill himself.
My son chose the latter. But he
had no intention of doing that. He wrote
a hurried note blaming my daughter-inlaw here his own wife accusing her of

Every advertisement

—

in

—

—

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

Bow-

Legged and

en, both young
and old, will be
glad to hear that

I have now ready for market my new appliance,
which will successfully straighten, within a short
time bow-leggedness and knock-kneed legs, safely,
quickly and permanently, without pain, operation or
discomfort. Will not interfere with your daily work,

My

new
being worn at night.
18, U. S. Patent, is easy to
save you soon from further
improve your personal appearance
Model
will

"Lim-Straitner

adjust, its result
humiliation, and
100 per cent.

Write today for my free copyrighted physiological and anatomical book which tells you how to correct bow and knock-kneed
tor
lees without any obligation on your part. Enclose a dime
postage.
Specialist

M

1008-L,

guaranteed.

XRILETY,

AckermanBldg.,

B1NGHAMTON,

N. Y.
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sorts of infamies.
He laid this note
on his desk. He was just ready to slip
out of the house when the gardener
whose young wife he had insulted appeared at the window. The two men faced
all

—

My

one another.
a

drawer

My
.

son

.

;

the

fired at the

all,

is

my

on!
Dinner, theatre
once during the long eve-

is still

Not

ning has she had the embarrassment of stealing

away

apply more rouge.
wonder women recommend Pert Rouge
For it actually does stay on
to each other!
until you remove it yourself with cold cieam or
powderproof and waterproof.
soap.
It is
Not even affected by perspiration
It is easy
to

No

!

for the flumness of

to use, too,

makes

its

cream base

Light and Dark, Orange andRose (red) 75c.
Match your Pert Rouge with Pert waterproof
Lipstick.
Rouge and Lipstick for sale at drug
,

and department

Send a dime

stores.

sample of Pert Rouge.

for a

—but

flesh

dear child

—will

he

down

if

.

seven generations,
to the present day, the
descendants of Hans Adam
Worlitzer have carried on
his work.
In every Wurlltzer lnstra«
ment von will find a quality.
a character, that could not

.

—

come from mere excellence

of manufacture.

said.

heritage

waiting

'"I'm

—ever

.

.

.

I've been

It fa the
of these s e v e Q

generations of

wishing

moalo

craftsmanship.

."
since that first morning.
She smiled into his eyes, then she said
"Cie die sara, sara what will be, will
.

.

—

If

be.

think, Dick
crept into his arms

you

.

She
had so long sought

.

."

—

there she who
in vain
found peace

it

;

—

at last!

Two

days later the following advertisein the London Times:

ment appeared

spread as easily as a powder.

it

My

—

The End of the Evening

and cabaret!

That

escaped.

Agp&g*™*

of Shoeneck lived Hans Adam
Wurlitzer, Master Violin Maker.
His shop was a gathering place for
musicians of the time, for he was
a true craftsman.
When he died hia shop passed Into
the hands of bis eldest son, and for

instant.

you,
."
forgive me.
Her arms were about his neck. Richard
came up slowly. When the Duchess her
face alight with happiness turned to him,

my

her rouge

same

friends.

and blood has dishonored me

—and

200 Years

son drew his pistol from

two

The gardener

fell.

that

.

—

For sale or
telling studio!

rent, fully equipped fortuneDevices backed by four years
distinguished
success
in
chief
cities
of
Europe, Asia, and America.
Good-will included.
Owner retiring* to private life.
Address Box 27X, Times.

any

ROSS COMPANY
242

West 17th

New York

Street

Wirlitzer Instrument

On

rert 'Rouge

trie

Camera Coast

,

J

STUDY AT HOME
Become a lawyer. Legally

men win high posiand big success in dobiand public life. Greater
J opportunities now than ever
/before. lie independent—be a
"leader. Lawyers earn
'

trained
is
i

1,000 to

Rex make the pictures in Europe
and Rex refuses to come back to Hollywood, which he hates.
Meanwhile, Mr.
Ingram is occupying his time illustrating
The Rubaiyat, a task which he began when

by step. You can

durine apare time.

I

letters

train at

home

I

LaSalle Extension University, Dept. 107S-L, Chicago

rt CornerYour Fictures^Aibum
where 700 can keep them safe and
enjoy them always.

Erio'el

5

s

—

are on sale at Photo Supply and
Album counters everywhere. They
are the only Quick, Easy, Artistic.
Paste,

Kodak

No

Prints.

Fold

A

way

to

Lasky Company is soon to begin
production on another big Western picture, intended to follow in the footsteps of

—

The Covered IVagon Emerson Hough's
North of 36. Irwin Willat will direct it,
and Jack Holt, Lois Wilson and Noah
cast.

finally achieved his
ambition and shaken off his dress
one on. the screen ever looked
better in evening dress or hated it worse.
He is playing a he-man part in The Great
Divide. He has a sombrero and chaps and
a big shoot-'em-from-the-hip gun, and
high-heeled cowboy boots, and a blue
handkerchief around his neck to keep the
alkali dust out of his throat, and all the
rest of the Tom Mix stuff.
Mr. Tearle
says that this is the only part he has ever
had that he was really eager to play.
life's

i.
"

suit.

monnt

dune brings 100

Buyr :—- aJsg.'SrScb.

»V°

The

Beery will lead the

Dept.23K,4711N.clarkSt., Chicago

"FeedMusic with his Meals
Mrs. E. F. Keefe of Lawrence, Ks., says:
"Since feeding your Roller Seed and Maizena
my bird has begun to sing again."

Biscuit

YOUR CANARY needs variety and a
correctly proportioned diet forhealtii,
cheeriness and a soft, sweet song.

No

Max Geisler's

B^K

sent for dealer's
p.

Write todayll

—

We

instrument building.
Easy payments are arranged to suit your convenience.
This is your opportunity
to try a famous Wurlitzer
instrument in your own

home.

Send for

instrument described and
illustrated ; many of them
shown in full colors. Gives

Omaha, Neb.

New York

a
in your
own home. Examine the
instrument, show it to
your friends, play it as
much as you wish. No
obligation to buy
no
expense for the trial.
make this liberal offer
because we want you to
try for yourself these
wonderful instruments,
the result of 200 years'
experience in musical
trial

greatest musical catalog ever published ! Over
3,000 articles— every known

"'GEISLER'S?'
14 Geister Bldg., _
or 50 Cooper Square,

strument for

The

Ov

FREE BIRD

may now have
YOU
any Wurlitzer

NewCatalog

and MAIZENA BISCUIT
1 '
Scientifically Balanced Feed
not ordinary bird seed. It is Different.
Order from dealer or direct. Package ofOC*.
1*
seed and sample bird biscuit, prepaid

ROLLER SEED

"The

ia

II

OumHome
week's free

/**onway Tearle has

n

styles ]_!lf^wrt Corners"! CoTor»

No

a student at Yale.

$10,000 Annually

Let ub send you records and
from LaSalle students admitted to the bar in
various states. Degree of LL. B. conferred. TnouLow coat,
I sands of successful atudeDts enrolled.
eas? terms. We furnish all text material, including fourteen;
volume Law Library. Get our valuable 120-page Law Guide
and "Evidence" books FREE. Send for them— NOW*
»

in your

(Continued from page 102)
to let

prices and all
Easy
Payment plan. All sent
FREE no obligation.

you lowest

City

details of Free Trial,

—

Send

Here at 60%
of Market Prices
snappy
This

accurately cut diamond 7-8
among bargains
other big values in our
Loan values the
the price basis, not market values. This ^
75-year old diamond banking firm baa \
thousands unpaid loans and other bar"19.
Many from big cash deals with

HERB.

peaa diamond cutters. Must sell

Why

Pay

CO.. Dept 1527

^

117 E.4lh St.. Cincinnati
120 W.42n u St., New York
329 S. Wabash An. , Chicago 250 Stockton Si. , Sao Francisco
Send me, absolutely free, your new illustrated catalog, with
prices and description of every known musical instrument. Also
tell me bow I may try any instrument in my own borne and nay
for it in small monthly sums. No obligation.

less 3-32 ct. at $52,60

Buy

Coupon

'THE RUDOLPH WURLITZER

we list. Many

lists.

this

Nam*

NOW.

—

Full Prices

Any diamond sent for absolutely free examination at our risk. No obligation. No cost to you.

Send for Latest List
Diamond Bargains described In detail. Tells of
Guaranteed loan values, unlimited exchange
privilege .details of free examination Send now.
.

JOS. OeROY

& SONS

3425 DeRoy

Bldg.
Only Opposite Post Of Hce» Pittsburgh, Pa.

Will you join in the lamenting
refrain "Oh, to be a fish now
that Lois Wilson has taken to

—

the water!"

5S5=

When

you write to advertisers please mention

Copyright, 1924. The Rudolph Wurlltur Co.
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Fat Off Quick

New Way

This

Days People Are Pounds Lighter
Look and Feel Years Younger

In 10

Doctor's Prescription

Why

—
—
disease — the result of defective
assimilation — which turns
large per-

that in the same family all eating the
same things at the same table, all eating about the
same amount of each food some members are fat
and some are not? Dr. Kalen says the answer is that
is

it

fat

a

is

a

centage of the things the afflicted person eats into fat.
After years of study, Dr.
Kalen has found a way to
overcome fat by simply
overcoming the fat-forming
trouble in the assimilation.
He doesn't ask his patients
to go on a diet
doesn't ask
them to avoid the foods they
like best, or to starve themselves
/ by eating less. He doesn't ask
-i^r- them to exercise or to wear hot, unIn| comfortable rubber garments.
; stead, he gives them a harmless pre6cription which checks and quickly corrects the defective assimilation and
thus ends the tendency to turn the food
one eats into fat. As soon as the sys-

\

—

'

.

Monte Blue

gives Marie Prevost a
lesson in making-up, in this scene

How

from

Educate a Wife

to

ITS OFF
because
IT'S

WrIEREVER

you have

•

;

Mew

on the
back of the neck, face.
arms, underarms, body
.,
or limbs, ZIP elimina tes it with astounding

unwanted

hair,

effectiveness.
What joy in seeing that it is actually possibletogently
lift out the hairs with the ro ots, hundreds in an instant,

same.

head nor

Address
City and State

1
J

I
I

1
I

I
i

I

.

Mdrcel Your

^^

OmiHair
-in TEN

Minutes

2cents

appointments and also their continued expense.
This Electric Marcel Waver gives
a beautiful double wave, each wave a deep
one and long-lasting. It can be operated

from any

light

socket.
hair

So much more

for your

than the use of
gas-heated irons, which take the life out

of the hair.

This aid to the perfect coiffure costs
about three

less than you would spend at
trips to the hair-dresser.

We Will Send You a Waver
by parcel post. Send no money. Simply pay
the postman

.85
'plus postage

and

secure beauty parlor
hair-dress
in
your
own
home. If after a trial you
are not pleased, return and

we

will refund

member,

this

money.
article

Rewould

cost at least twice as
if

much

bought elsewhere.
Mail Orders Only

BEJAY CO.
Dept.

120

Iee

M.

630 15th

St.,

Denver, Colo.

find

it

difficult

to

comedy, hokum and drama. There is no
excuse for touching it off with burlesque
types yet a quartet of figures grope
about in it whose actions will remind you
But it isn't a poor
of a Sennett comedy.
Once in a while a
picture by any means.

—

comes forward indicating what

a compelling film could have been made
from it. But it is mostly uninspired. It
would take fifteen reels to tell Babbitt

—

and accurately.
merely a sketch.

The Stranger

As

it

is,

it

any kind on the system.
stead,

A

there

is

In-

an improve-

ment throughout the system

reduction of

16

any way

affect the heart or kidneys or
have any injurious effect of

v-

u

make

—

real flash

Dr. Kalen's fat-reducing prescription does not in

often becomes tire-

it

—

Avoid the inconvenience of beauty parlor

healthful

And

tail.

lation.

it

out
what it's all about. And Willard Louis in
the title role cant help them any because
he appears to be bewildered by it all. He
and
tries to be like the author's Babbitt
he might have succeeded had the film kept
in the channels of a character study instead of trespassing into the fields of

truthfully

less than

accomplished.

something of a character study

Some may

>

.

the desired reduction in weight is
The time required depends on the weight to be taken off and
on the degree of faultiness there happens to be in each patient's assimitil

some.

NAME———— —

Name

It is

it.

GUARANTEED ON MONEYBACK BASIS
Ask at

I

!

is

Sold Every Mr here

r— — —

Productions

tem quits making new. fat, the fat already on the body is rapidly absorbed.
Dr. Kalen's famous Prescription
No. 1490 is put up in capsule form, one
capsule to be taken after each meal un-

—and there something of comedy, drama
—and narrative about So hasn't much

surfacehairdepilatories, the razor or electrolysis. You
it to yourself or f ollow the advice of leading
actresses and professionals who recommend ZIP so

can prove

your beauty shop or toilet goods counter.
Treatment or Free Demonstration at my Salon.
""ADAME BERTHS, 562 Fifth Ave. (ent. on 46th St., N. Y.
—PLEASE PRINT YOUR
MADAME BERTHE, Specialist
Dept. 648, 562 Fifth Ave., New York
Please send me FREE samples of your Massage Cream and
I
(Face Powder, and your Free Book, "Beauty's Greatest Secret,"
in which leading actresses tell how to be beautiful by using ZIP.

!

(Continued from page 114)

and destroy the growth, painlessly and harmlessly!
Use ZIP once, and you w ill never resort to ordinary

'

About

Critical Paragraphs

OUT

—
because his
takes away the

pounds in
and

prescription

fat which has
been burdening the heart and
the whole system. Men and
better
women who take Dr. Kalen's
prescription not only look years younger after the fat ia
gone, but they say they also feel years younger. This is
because their food no longer makes unhealthy fat but,
instead, supplies only the natural and normal nourishment which makes health and energy.
If you will send your name to Gray's Laboratory. Inc.,
they will send you full information about Dr. Kalen's prescription and how and why it takes off fat with such amazing ease and quickness. Or if you want to begin reducing
by return mail, then just ask them to send you a 10-day
treatment which you can try on approval. You don't
need to send a penny in advance. They charge only S3.00
(plus postage), which you can pay to the postman on delivery, subject to their guarantee of satisfactory results or
your money back. If the first ten days do not bring gratifying and satisfying results, they will refund your S3.00

20 days

she feels far

and the

trial will

cost

Gray's Laboratory,

New York City.

you nothing. The address of the
342 Madison Ave., Dept. 4-A.

Inc., is

is

of tne Nignt

VI/hat with

the Fergusons, Macall
Gregors and MacTavishes in the cast
of this picture, which is the work of John
W. Noble, a director who has remained
rather in the background of late, can be
termed at least one hundred proof if not
one hundred per cent, perfect. A continuity that is loose and disjointed and which
could be benefited probably by careful
editing, and bad subtitles, is inclined to
detract from the value of the subject as a

whole.

The

story

is

laid in the

Canadian lumber

country and shows as its hero a former
member of a Scotch regiment who calls on
his old mates to help him fulfil a lumber
contract when the villain gets in his awful
work. The picture possesses the ingredients of strong and sustaining melodrama.
The best has not been made of them; that
is

the

chief

could be
obvious.

That better values

trouble.

derived by

a

little

revision

drive

home

Every advertisement in

his villainy.
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like

Carat
Solitaire

is

Richard Travers appears in the principal
and Ruth Dwyer, as personable a
young woman as has ever graced the
screen, does good work as his opposite.
Pat Hartigan misses no opportunity to
role

Looks

Established
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BERGMAN
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Advanced Motion Picture Corp., 1493
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American Releasing Corp., 15 W. 44th
Street

Arrow Film Corp., 220 W. 42nd St.
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., 35 W. 45th
Street
Ballin,

The Naked Truth

Hugo, Productions, 366 Fifth

Ave.

Community Motion Picture Bureau, 46
West 24th St.

Startling in its

Frankness
Intimate Inside
Secrets of Moviedom exposed
• •
Signed by theStars
••• Yovil find every•
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thing you want
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Cosmopolitan Productions, 2478 Second
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First National Exhibitors, Inc., 383

TRUTH
ABOUT THE
MOVIES

WHAT

Film Corp., 469

becomes of the movie-mad
to Hollywood?
What price must they pay for
success? If you are not afraid to face the
read "The Truth About the Movfacts
ies."
The most sensational, amazing revelations
intimate stories and all told by
the stars themselves ! Learn what goes on
behind the scenes in Movie-land. Nothing
no one spared. This remarkis hidden
able book bares all.

Inspiration Pictures, 565 Fifth Ave.
International Studios, 2478 Second Ave.

Your Favorite Star Has a
Message Here for You

Madison Ave.
Fox Studios, Tenth Ave. and 55th

Gaumont
L.

Co.,
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St.
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Goldwyn Pictures
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Broadway
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Whitman, Bennett, Prod., 537 River-

How

and

against the pitfalls,
and heartaches they

240 other leaders of the
moving- picture world

own

—

number

of

It costs nothing to reserve your copy.
Just sign
and mail coupon at once.
If edition is not exhausted, your book will be mailed C. O. D.
Just
pay postman $2.50, plus few pennies postage. Then
read the fascinating facts about the most alluring

profession

in

the world.

RESERVATION COUPON—Mail Now!
Hollywood Publishers

Why Some

People
Condemn This Book
prints the whole truth, this daring

book has made enemies. But defying wealth and
power regardless of consequences and of reputation
"The Truth About the Movies" tells

—
—

Co.,
Suite 301, 6411 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood, California.
Reserve one volume from the first edition of
"The Truth About the Movies" for me. I will
pay postman $2.50, plus postage, on delivery.

Name
Address

everything!

dale Ave.

City

When you

limited

words, what

types are wanted and how to get your start.
Read
their advice
it will save you from costly mistakes.

it

a

these books have been printed.
Millions of movie fans will want
copies.
Many will be disappointed and have to wait for
the second edition.
Don't be
too late!
Mail the coupon now,
to Hollywood Publishers Co.,
Hollywood
Suite
6411
301,
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Send No Money

to Get Into the Movies

you, in their

"The

to Act for Movies

Only

mistakes
have suffered.

How

—

WARNING!

Hart

Norma Talmadge

—

warn you

—how

entertain
read

make

Douglas Fairbanks

S.

Annette Kellerman

book will answer
Fearlessly, these stars
you of their experiences
experiences of others
and

stars

Colleen Moore

William

this

film

to

live

all.

Because

Street

they

Truth About the Movies."

Mary Pickford

—

stars themselves tell

and

how
much money they
—howknow

you want

WRITTEN BY

barassing screen tests.
Through "The Truth About
the Movies," Filmdom's greatest directors and the

St.

What are the true facts
Is Hollywood immoral?
about movie scandals?
Are the "wild parties" as
If
as
rumor
says?
bad
This book will tell you.

All the secrets of make-up,
the technicalities of screen acting and the professional "tricks"
used in writing scenarios are revealed in 500 fascinating pages.
Every person of importance in
the motion picture industry has
helped to make this book the
most complete and authentic
in
information
collection
of
screen history.

1482

United Artists, 729 Seventh Ave.
Universal Film Corp., 1600 Broadway

Can a Good Girl Succeed in Pictures?

and exaggerated rumors

1459

Broadway

Vitagraph Films, East 16th
Locust Ave., Brooklyn

lies

Crooks and swindlers are constantly victimizing
thousands who seek entrance to the studios.
This
book exposes fake directors, casting agencies, correspondence and make-up schools and needless, em-

Broadway

—

comes the

Secrets Revealed
at Last!

the

Selznick Pictures, 729 Seventh Ave.
Sunshine Films, Inc., 140 W. 44th St.

Triangle

Now

truth
written by the biggest
people in the films
Rudolph
Valentino, Mary Pickford, Cecil
B. De Mille, Gloria Swanson,
Charles Chaplin, Mae Murray
and 240 other stars, directors,
writers and producers.

them

Ritz-Carlton Prod., 6

longer shall lurid

fool the public.

?

—

—

—

Dared Write this Book

Over 240 leading stars contributed signed arThere are 250 intimate photos some
ticles!
startling poses never before published. Over 500
more thrilling than the
pages of daring truths
A beautifully bound book that
wildest fiction.
should be read by everyone who wants to know
'"The Truth About the Movies."

—

They will tell you anything
you want to know about the
movies.
Ask a thousand ques-
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"Born Rich"

whispered prophe

—

a story of the difficult
of spending money and keeping
happy. With Claire Windsor, Bert Lytell,
Cullen Landis, and Doris Kenyon.
Directed by Will Nigh.
art

"Husbands and Lovers," directed by
John M. Stahl and produced by Louis
B. Mayer, the creators of "The Dangerous Age" and 'Why Men Leave Home."
A domestic drama with Florence Vidor,
Lewis Stone and Lew Cody.

"Madonna

of the Streets," in

which the

incomparable Nazimova will return to
the screen, being co-featured with Milton
Sills.
A story of London life produced
by Edwin Carewe. From "The Ragged
Messenger," a novel by W. B. Maxwell.
"In Hollywood with Potash and Perlmutter," in which the leading partners
of the cloak and suit industry become
movie magnates.
George Sidney and
Alex Carr have the leads in this second
Potash and
Perlmutter picture.
A

Samuel Goldwyn production.

Every advertisement in

Norma Talmadge

B EYOND

anything

else,

you

in "Secrets'

have waited for

Norma Talmadge

in

a

picture, as tender, as beautiful, as poignant as "Smilin' Through."
That
picture is here. It is "Secrets," from the stage play by Rudolf Bessier and

May

Edgington, directed by Frank Borzage.
story is that of a woman who learned the secret of love and who held it
steadfast from the time of her first romance down thru the years. You will
see Norma in the hoop-skirt days of England, as the young wife of an American frontiersman as the gentle, middle-aged mother and as
the white-haired old lady whose love for one man never faltered.
"Secrets" has been shown for extended runs in big cities
thruout the country. It will be the movie event of the season
when it shows in your local theater.
Its

;

;

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

guaranteed.

EDWARD I.ANOER PRINTING CO.,
JAMAICA, NEW YORK CITY.

INC.,

Things you believe
BELIEF

in

has tunneled mountains, fought dis-

eases, carried tons

on columns

of air,

spun

advertisements, telephones, telegraphs, radios
to

web the world

together.

You believe in belief and what it achieves.
You believe in advertisements, for they are
evidences of belief. You believe in advertised
goods, for they are the things other men believe in.

When
tain,

of

you see a widely advertised lace curyou see a curtain that hangs in thousands

homes

...

a widely advertised lead pencil,

You
them. You

a pencil that thousands carry.

don't try

advertised wares to test

try

them

to bring yourself fresh satisfaction.

Read the advertisements
regularly.

They

in these

columns

help you recognize wares that

justify belief.

e^

—spend your money

Don't buy in the dark

for advertised

goods

,
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the thrill of courtship

Still
Is

your skin

become

fresh, lovely, attractive

sallow, oily?

plexions age unnecessarily. Here

U/^HE
\LJ

supreme

test of a wife's

novelist recently

?

Women who

charm, a famous

was quoted, comes

after

two

years of marriage

Sparkling life and warm cheeks, wives who are
ever brides
how few women realize the part these
play in modern life. Today is a day of youth prolonged, with freshness and charm at every side
no woman can afford to neglect herself.

—

beautiful, but you can be
charming, and that surpasses all beauty. Start with
correct skin care
not costly beauty treatments,

—

it

to

commay know.

all

Wash

your face gently with soothing Palmolive.
it softly into the skin. Rinse thorrepeat both washing and rinsing.
If your skin is inclined to be dry apply a touch of
good cold cream
that is all.

Then massage
oughly. Then

—

Do this regularly, and particularly
The

Thus

in

the evening.

world's most simple beauty treatment

manner, millions since the days
of Cleopatra have found beauty, charm and Youth
in a simple

Prolonged.

No medicaments are necessary. Just remove the
day's accumulations of dirt and oil and perspiration,
cleanse the pores, and Nature will be kind to you.

scientifically saponified.

Your

Today begin

this simplest

of all beauty methods

Avoid

often enlarge them. Blackheads and disfigurements
often follow. They must be washed away.

THE PALMOLIVE COMPANY

olive oils

— nothing —
else

give

nature's green color

Palmolive Soap.

skin will be of fine texture. Your color will
be good. Wrinkles will not be your problem as the
years advance.

See what one week will bring

Use powder and rouge if you wish. But never
leave them on over night. They clog the pores,

Palm and

10

but common-sense, daily care. The means are simple,
as thousands will tell you, just the balmy lather of
Palmolive
the perfect blend of palm and olive oils

—

h

allowed

protect their

the simple secret

is

—

You may not be

Or have you
do not

this

mistake

Do

not use ordinary soaps in the treatment given
above. Do not think any green soap, or represented as
of palm and olive oils, is the same as Palmolive. The
Palmolive habit will keep that schoolgirl complexion.

(Del. Corp.). 360 N. Michigan Ave.. Chicago,

Volume and
efficiency

produce

2}c quality
for only

111.

Note carefully the name and wrapper.
Palmolive Soap

is

never sold

unwrapped

Copyright 1924-Th

Brett Lithe. Co.. N. Y.
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Still
Is

the thrill of courtship
your skin

become

Women who

plexions age unnecessarily. Here
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HE

supreme

test

novelist recently

of a wife's charm, a famous
was quoted, comes after two

years of marriage

Sparkling life and warm cheeks, wives who are
ever brides
how few women realize the part these
play in modern life. Today is a day of youth prolonged, with freshness and charm at every side
no woman can afford to neglect herself.

—

—

You may not be

beautiful, but you can be
charming, and that surpasses all beauty. Start with
correct skin care
not costly beauty treatments,
but common-sense, daily care. The means are simple,
as thousands will tell you, just the balmy lather of
Palmolive
the perfect blend of palm and olive oils

—

—

is

Wash

your face gently with soothing Palmolive.
it softly into the skin.
Rinse thorrepeat both washing and rinsing.
If your skin is inclined to be dry apply a touch of
good cold cream
that is all.

Then massage
oughly. Then

—

Do this regularly, and
The

Thus

begin this simplest of all beauty methods

world's most simple beauty treatment

manner, millions since the days
of Cleopatra have found beauty, charm and Youth
in a simple

Palm and

olive oils

— nothing —
else

give

nature's green color
to

Prolonged.

Palmolive Soap.

No

medicaments are necessary. Just remove the
day's accumulations of dirt and oil and perspiration,
cleanse the pores, and Nature will be kind to you.
skin will be of fine texture. Your color will
be good. Wrinkles will not be your problem as the
years advance.

See what one week will bring

Avoid

Use powder and rouge if you wish. But never
eave them on over night. They clog the pores,
often enlarge them. Blackheads and disfigurements
often follow. They must be washed away.

THE PALMOLIVE COMPANY

particularly in the evening.

Your

scientifically saponified.

Today

Or have you allowed it to
do not protect their comthe simple secret all may know.

fresh, lovely, attractive?

sallow, oily?

this

mistake
Volume and

Do

not use ordinary soaps in the treatment given
above. Do not think any green soap, or represented as
of palm and olive oils, is the same as Palmolive. The
Palmolive habit will keep that schoolgirl complexion.

(Del. Corp.), 360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

lit.

Note carefully the name and wrapper.
Palmolive Soap

is

never sold

unwrapped

Copyright 1924
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The whole amazing story
What

Is

of human

Your Pet

Superstition?
Will a broken
unhappiness?

What

makes
number?

What

mirror

unlucky

an

13

the myth of the fourclover?

Is

leaved

Why

a
horseshoe
Is
the
"lucky omen"?
Does a cat really have nine
lives?

Do you

the

believe in
salt?

omen

of spilled

Are pearls unlucky?
What does your birthstone

mean?

Come Search with Us
Behind the Pages
who kissed every
Normandy
enslaved
who
Queen

king
in

—the boy-king Nero
the
an infant
—the betrothal
boy and
history
famous man
—the
who wore a corset
—the superstition that made
Napoleon unhappy
wonderful bard who was
—the
blinded by the Greeks
—the woman who confessed
of

girl

In

she was a "witch"

One Person in a
Thousand Knows

—why
we say the stork brings
babies
— how the
originated
—why
the
Egyptians
mummified their dead
kiss

—why marriage-rings

are

worn

—the
significance
blossoms

of
orange
on brides
—why black is the color of
morning
—why Chinese women compress their feet

—why

the
Egyptians
shipped the snake

—why

cradle of huAll through
existence
the many ages and stages of
to the very

cannibalism

started

!

man's development

The dawn of love, the beginning
of faith, the discovery of voice, the
early struggles with the forces of
nature, the miracle of birth, the
mystery of death, the germ of superstition, customs and habits of life
the powerful and inspiring story of
man's personal development
in one astounding volume

wor-

at last

!

yourself?

READ ABOUT
girl

BACK
man

What do you

of History!
—the

life /

cause

erect

really

When

know about

man

did

upon the earth for the

time?

How

What

is

stand
first

old is human marriage?
religion? Why do we

ourselves? How did
discover that he had a soul?
clothe

man

Here is one of the most fearless
and truthful discussions of human
nature ever written.
It tells you
thousands of fascinating tales about
yourself
startling,
extraordinary
things you never suspected.
Illustrated not only with remarkable pen
sketches and color drawings, but
with hundreds of actual photographs.

—

Man's Habits and Instincts Traced

Back

to Their

civilization

For instance, there existed

in the
pairing-off
took
place
which
at
a
time
system
that corresponds to what is now

When

of life

a

for

the

marry in June.
we throw rice after the

Similarly,
bride because it satisfies a certain
primitive impulse, and we dare not
say in words what this curious old
custom suggests.

SEND NO MONEY
We

believe that

"The Customs of

Mankind"

is one of the most interesting and important books of
the year, and to introduce it properly we are making a very extraordinary pre-publication offer.

Let us wave your name and address to enter on the advance list to
receive a copy of "The Customs of
Mankind" as soon as it is off
press.
When it arrives, give the
postman only $2.98 in full payment
for a book that would ordinarily sell
for $5.00.
You have the privilege
of returning the book any time
within 5 days and having your
money refunded if you are not
amazed and delighted.

Be sure to get your copy of this
beautiful first edition at the special
price.
Use this coupon today
Doubleday, Inc., Dept.
A-7811, Garden City, New York.

Now. Nelson

NELSON DOUBLEDAY,

is

within us.

dawn

accounts
to

Source

but a thin
veneer over the surface of savagery.
The habits, customs, impressions,
fears, impulses and passions accumulated by our ancestors since
the beginning of life still slumber
All

That
modern urge

June.

Inc.,

Garden City, New York

You may
copies

of

enter

my name

The Customs

of

your special pre-publication

Dept.

A-7811

on the special advance

Mankind" by

offer,

Lillian

1 will give the

list to receive

Eichler.

one of the

first

Under the terms

of

postman only $2.98 (plus a few

cents delivery charges) In full payment on arrival— for the $5.00 book.
It is
understood that I have the privilege of returning the book any time within 5
days and having my money refunded if I am not swept awav by its beauty and
fascination.
I am to be the sole judge.

Name

human

—

~]

1

you write to advertisers please mention

I

Check this square if you want this book
binding at $4.98 with same return privilege.
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ARAMOUNT'S

unique

enable any

facilities

star

or any director to create greater pictures and greater success.

The

consciousness of

no

limits

on

necessary time,

money

or

equipment, together with the sense of thousands of waiting

Paramount audiences,

is

the ideal tonic for the creative

temperament.
This
the best

is

another reason

show

in

why

if it's

a Paramount

Picture

it's

town

NEW PARAMOUNT
Adolpb Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present
" CODE OF THE SEA "

A VICTOR FLEMING

Production -with Rod La
Rocque and Jacqueline Logan. Story by Byron Morgan.
Screen play by Bertram Millhauser.

PICTURES

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L- Lasky present

POLA NEGRI in "MEN"
A DIMITRI BUCHOWETSKI Production.
story by Dimitri Buchowetski.

From the
Screen play by Paul Bern.

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present
Adolpb Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present

RUDOLPH VALENTINO in

"BLUFF"

"MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE"

Production with Agnes Ayres and
Antonio Moreno. From the story by Rita Weiman and
Josephine L. Quirk. Screenplay by Willis Goldbeck.

A SIDNEY OLCOTT Production

A SAM WOOD

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present

WILLIAM

de

MILLE'S

Production

" THE BEDROOM WINDOW "
With May McAvoy, George Fawcett, Ricardo Cortez,
Ethel Wales and Malcolm McGregor. Story and adaptation by Clara Beranger.

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present

CECIL

B.

DeMILLE'S

With Bebe Daniels, Lois Wilson, Doris Kenyon, Lowell
Sherman. From the novel by Booth Tarkington and the
play by Booth Tarkington and Evelyn Greenleaf
Sutherland. Screen play by Forrest Halsey.

Production

"TRIUMPH"

With Leatrice Joy, Rod La Rocque, Victor Varconi,
Charles Ogle, Julia Faye, George Fawcett, Theodore
Kosloff, Robert Edeson and Raymond Hatton. Screen
play by Jennie Macpherson. From the story by May
Edginton.

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present

Zone Grey's

"WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND"
An IRVIN WILLAT production with Jack Holt,
Kathlyn Williams, Noah Beery and Billie Dove. Screen
play by George C. Hull and Victor Irvin.

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present

GLORIA SWANSON in "MANHANDLED"
An ALLAN DWAN Production. From the Saturday
Evening Post story of the same name by Arthur Stringer.

Adapted by Frank

Tuttle.
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THE PASSING

SHOW AND THE

SILVERSCREEN
for exhibitors to realize that they are not making the most of their opportunities in feapassing show of life. They underestimate the value of the news-reel.

time
ITturing
the
is

Or

so

it

seems to

us.

For quite a while now, we have been checking up the applause given to this and that big moment on the screen. The manager of a musical comedy counts the laughs, to discover whether his
play will go. Our quest being for the things that had human interest, we counted the hand-claps.

Our score card shows that about fifty per cent, of the climaxes of starred photoplays ,ere thrillBut always the appearance of a popular political figure, 3 : ^ mpion
ing enough to be clapped.
sportsman, the winner of a beauty contest, or the hero of a romantic exploit like the flight of the
United States Naval aviators around the world, was hailed with enthusiasm.

And
terest.

perhaps more significant still, the feature as a whole
The moment the first news flash appeared, whispering

received the tribute of absorbed inin the audience ceased.

We

maintain that news-reels should run longer, that the exhibitor who cuts down on the events
of the day because he fears they may bore his public is not showing good judgment.
It might not be a bad plan for a whole hour to be set aside in the afternoon and another in the
believe that rhany
evening, between the regular performances, for the showing of live topics.
persons would remain for the added attraction, which would tend to increase their loyalty to the
house. Besides, an entirely fresh clientele could be educated into dropping in at the "news hour,"
much as they would be willing to buy a newspaper. No paper, however, could hope to be so fascinating and original as the world in action on the silverscreen.

We

From

this point, it is not such a difficult leap of the imagination to foresee the time when there
be special movie theaters in the big cities, in which nothing but the news is shown.
They
could give a continuous performance, with judicious editing to furnish mid-day, afternoon and
evening "editions," as fresh features arrive from the distributors.

may

Right now, a happening can be filmed and shown the following day in the city in which it
There is talk of a process which will make it feasible to exhibit it within a few hours.
We throw out this idea for what it is worth. If our readers agree with us that, as a beginning,
the present news-reels should be longer, they have only to write to their local motion picture theater
and say so. The exhibitor always responds to popular demand.
occurred.

F.

M. Osborne, Managing Editor

Harry Carr, Western Editorial Representative

A. M. Hopfmuller, Art Director
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Martha Washington Initial
Dinner Set

THE

No

picture can do justice to this dinner set.
want you to see it on your own table. I want
you to know the Attractiveness of its Aristocratic Colonial Shape, the Beauty of its refined
Gold Border and Orange band. I want you to see how the big.
wide, brilliant gold handles enrich and beautify the set. Then I
want you to know the Pride of Possessing a high-class dinner set
that has your initial on every piece. I will send you the entire set,
on 30 Days' Free Trial. The picture shows, in reduced size, the attractive initial

110

PIECES

SUPREME

design. This design is in 7 harmoniously blended colors and gold.
QUALITY. Everything that high class materials, manufacturing skill, art and
design can do, has been done to make this beautiful Dinnerware a Remarkable
Bargain. All the decorations; the initial, the wreath, the scroll of roses in natural
colors, the gold edge, and the inner line of orange, are absolutely put on to stay.
guarantee against breakage in shipment. Replacements or additional pieces
of this pattern may be procured from us for a period of three years. Each
piece wrapped separately in tissue paper.

IT

We

With Order

Former Price
Trial

— Easy Monthly Payments

design on

initial

every piece.

want to send you the
no pieces on 30 Days
I

1

1

f

f

Free Trial to use as your
own. If your satisfaction
is not complete, return
theset. I will refund your

first

payment and

all

freight charges. The trial
will not cost you a penny.
f
Be careful to state the inifr'al you desire.
Order No.

'

1
'

J
f

SA 2920. Price $29.95.
Terms: $1.00 with order, balance $2.50 Monthly.
NATHANIEL SPEAR

BIG FREE BOOK!
—
—
TIMETOPAY-Thesearejustafewof

the many advantages of dealing with
Spear. Send for
Big Free Catalog
Learn about my MONEY
today.
BACK BOND, the Fairest, Squarest
Guarantee; the guarantee that puts
all the risk on me, and none on you.
See the Thousands of Illustrations
that will aid you in selecting your
newFurniture, Furnishings, Carpets,
Rugs, Stoves, etc. Remember I sell
everythingf or theHome on the Easiest Terms. Before you buy anything
anywhere Consult my Free Book.
Write for it today.
A Post Card
will bring it.!

1924, Spear

& Co

Home

My

!

Dept. M- 3 ".
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Furnishers for the People of America

—

17^ x 17% inches.

Spear & Co., Dept. M

6

Every advertisement in

301

,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Send me the 110-pieco Initial Dinner Set, also the
Free Table Cloth and 6 Napkins. 1 enclose $1.00 p-tnt nlainlv In
rTUll plainly
first payment. It is understood that if at the end of
the 30 days' trial I am satisfied, I will send yon $2.60 DOX the Initial
Monthly. Order No. SA2920. Price $2a.95. Terms:
yon desire
$1.00 with order, $2.60 Monthly. Title remains with
you until paid in full. Send me your Bis Free Catalog also. Please print or write name and address plainly.

m

Name
1

(j

R. F.

•

D„ Box No. or Street

D

Occupation.

and No.

State
Post Office
It your shipping point is different from your post office fill In

line

below
(

_ Send Shipment to

•

you want the Free Catalog Only.Send No Money, put an X herel I
CATALOG and write your name and address plainly on the above linMUal

FREE

5 If
(

t

Table Cloth and
Six Napkins

you will send your order QUICKLY, I will send you
Absolutely Free a Table Cloth and 6 Napkins, all nicely
hemstitched. These articles are made of high class Full
Bleached Satin Finish Cotton Damask. The design is attractive and the Set is of an unusually good quality. The
table cloth is attractively hemstitched. It is bigger and of a
better quality than is usually found in similar sets; it measures 58x69 inches a very practical size and shape for any
style of table. The napkins are hemstitched to match the
table cloth and are also larger than usual; they measure

President

SPEAR & CO.

W

If

This dinner set formerly sold for $44-7$ and -without the Free Table Cloth and Napkins.
You would have been satisfied to pay this price for the High Quality and Exquisite Design of
this set alone. To these points of excellence I have
added these additional features: The excluslveness
of your own initial on every piece; the lavish beauty
of seven colors and Gold in the decorations; the disBargains that will Surprise You
tinctively handsome, big, wide, bright, gold
The Smallest
handles. I have also added a daintily colored floral Prices that Please
spray which is opposite Monthly Payments THE LONGEST

the

W

ritJLEj

$44.75

Special Sale Price $29.95
30 Days 9 Free

110 PIECES

12 7J£-in- Pie or Lunch Plates, 12 9J£-in. Dinner Plates, 12
6M-in. Bread and Butter Plates, 12 1%-in. Soup Plates,
12 Cups, 12 Saucers, 12 5M-in. Dessert Dishes, 12 6-in.
Oatmeal Dishes, 1 Covered Vegetable Dish (2 Pieces), 1 8-in.
Open Vegetable Dish, 1 10H-in. Meat Platter, 1 13>^-in.
Meat Platter, 1 9^-in. Round Salad Dish, 1 Sauce Boat,
1 Sauce Boat Stand, 1 Gravy Bowl, 1 Covered Sugar Bowl
(2 Pieces), l_Cream Pitcher, 1 6-in. Pickle Dish, 1 7-in.
Butter Dish.

I
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Women Tell

of Amazing

Reductions With

Madame X Girdle
Thousands of delighted women everywhere say it makes
them look thinner the moment they put it on and
quickly takes three to ten inches from waist, hips and
thighs.
Many report one to three inches taken off the
very

^HE

moment I put on the
Girdle I was five
inches smaller around the hips,"
writes Mrs. M. V. Winters of

"f-

Madame X.

No. 2622 13th St., N. W., Washington,
D. C. "Now, I have truly reduced 12
inches around the hips.
I really think
this girdle is the greatest boon to all
womankind, both stout and thin, and
the comfort is marvelous."
Mrs. E.
Reid of Whitestone, N. Y., writes that
she has reduced her waistline 8 inches,
and thighs 10 inches in
three months.
Almost every mail brings letters like these
from women who are wearing this girdle
hips, 9 inches

them look

thin while getting thin. Conceals
big hips, waist and abdomen and actually
reduces without the aid of dieting, exercises,
weakening baths or drugs. Keeps the pores
open perfectly healthful. So popular, one
of the biggest New York stores has had to
Department to
open a special Madame
handle the crowdsl
Gives remarkable service, because the
dry-heat cured rubber of which it is made
is the strongest and most durable known to
science.
And the special hand-turned
hem prevents splitting or tearing. The
girdle is strong enough to hold you in without splitting, because of the unusual new

—

X

way

tell

do not

when

Madame X

—

10 inches are quickly taken
from the waist and hips, when the figure
so,

6, 8,

becomes daily more slender and graceful,
they write to us in wonder and gratitude.

The secret of these great reductions is
this:
the Madame
Reducing
Girdle is made of soft, live, supple rubber
that fits as snugly as a kid glove. You wear
the Madame
over an undergarment so
that no rubber touches the skin.
But
through the undergarment, the flesh is held
firm by a sort of suction that you do not
feel, and that does not interfere with the

X

simply

X

and easy movement of the body. Only
uncovered rubber can do this.
Minute by minute, as you wear the
Madame X, you are getting thinner, for
with every breath you take, with every step
and motion, the flesh is working against the
live
rubber,
producing an unconscious

free

live, pliant,

massage that quickly kneads away the fat
you do not want. Athletes use similar rubber garments to reduce health authorities
have long advocated them.

of reinforcing.

And Now a New

They
us of astonishing results.
realize that their experience is not
exceptional that thousands of women are
now' reducing quickly this new way. And
to

week.

first

Brassiere

After months of experimenting, there

is

X

Brassiere,
also a wonderful new Madame
to complete the famous girdle. It does for
the upper figure just what the girdle does
for waist, hips and thighs.
Made of live,
flesh-tinted rubber of the same high quality.
Carefully moulds the figure without binding

and gently massages away the
Popular hooked, clasp-around style.

or bulging
fat.

Special fasteners to hold it down front and
back; rubber gussets to keep it from rolling
up; generous length to prevent fleshy bulge.
Write for free illustrated booklet, "The
New Healthful Way to Reduce," explaining
in detail what the Madame
Girdle really
is and how it reduces waist, hips and thighs
so quickly, easily, comfortably.
Address
Dept. G-1511, Madame

X

X

Company,

Inc..

410 Fourth Ave.,

York

New

City.

—

New Open Front Model
The Madame

X

is

worn

in place of

corset and has garters attached.
There are two models, the original
"step-in" and a new "open front."
In both models, the back lacing permits easy adjustment as you become

a

What Itiey Say

more

X

slender, while the special cutout front insures perfect comfort and
freedom. Another exclusive feature is
is the
the length, for the Madame
only garment of the kind long enough
effectively to reduce the thighs as well
as waist and hips.
The Madame
is so comfortable
you hardly know you have it on. Indeed, many women who do not need
to reduce wear it for its superior comfort. Physicians specially recommend
it for its wonderful support, for it fits
into every curve, holding right to the
figure, and will not slip up or down.
Women who have worn it write that
they would never go back to the oldfashioned corset again for it gives
them instantly the straight, boyish
lines
the vogue demands makes

is

"The Madame Girdle
too wonderful for words.
I was 51

At one time

my waist, now I
39.
hips were 66
before using the girdle
and are now 49."

X

around

am

My

Mrs. Vida

X

Sheidler,

146 West Simonton

St..

"When I started to
Madame X Reduc-

way."
Mrs.

Eslelle Caluska,

1314 Broadway,
Albany, N. Y.

"Have worn my

Mrs. R. Taylor,
1289 1-2 Sunset Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Cat.

"Have

girdle

three months and have
regained my formerfigure.
Reduced
almost
four
inches through the waist,
hips and abdomen.
I
shall continue to wear a
Madame Girdle as it is

the

comfortable

been

Madame

X

wearing
steadily

weeks and am
more than pleased with
for three

Have taken five inches
from my waist and four
and a half from abdomen
and hips. No more corsets
for me. I can do my work
it.

X

more

13,
as.

1924

Graduate Nurse much.

—weight
Miss

easier

161 lbs.

Belle Folsom,
517 Main St.,

Watsonville, Calif.

girdle."

246 Tlwmas Street,
West Haven, Conn.

Elkhart, Ind.

"I
am more than
pleased with my Girdle.
I have reduced in the
waistline
three
inches,
and certainly do feel
much better in every

anything else and gives
one such a trim, neat
appearance."
"I weigh 150 lbs. but
it looks like only 130 lbs.
when I am wearing my

wear

ing Corset in March. I
weighed 192 pounds. I
am now down to 171, giving the corset all credit as
I gave up nothing that I
really wanted to eat."
Edith C. Manning,

than

"I am
Madame

your
Reducing

wearing

X

Girdle and it has reduced
me wonderfully. I have
lost several inches round
the hips and waistline and
I am now the size I want
to be. I wear the girdle
all the time and it is more
comfortable than a real
corset."

Miss V. L. Colbert,
3517 Indiana Avenue,
Chicago^ III

—

On

J"

Sale at All Leading Stores

Where

Are Sold

Corsets

Reducing Girdle
QfJadameX
J\. While
Thin
Makes You Look Thin
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We are coming Father Abraham

three hundred thousand more"

This rallying cry of '61

again reverberates through the land as entire communities

Rock

AL and RAY
ROCKETT'S

to the theaters to see the screen epic of the year

Abraham Lincoln

Scenario by

FRANCES MARION

"Here is something to be mentioned in
same breath as 'The Birth of a Nation,'
which it even surpasses."
the

—{Boston Jidvertiser

If

<p8

your local theater has not yet
booked it, inquire why
Every advertisement

Directed by

"A human

fiction

true to history."

—"Philadelphia 'Record

A "Birjbt
in

it

would anyand yet every bit

story that appeals as

master piece of
of

PHILIP ROSEN

national Picture
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is

guaranteed.
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THIS

Portraits and Picture Pages

—A

by Albert Vargas
Alice Terry
Our Portrait Gallery Exclusive studies of Jane Novak, Norma Shearer, Rudolph Valentino,
Virginia Lee Corbin, Jackie Coogan, Baby Peggy, Jobyna Ralston, John Gilbert
painting

—

Cover

Rod La Rocque,

Scenes from Old Photoplays Depicting Bits That Started Four of Today's Stars on the Road to Fame
Dick and Mary Are Killing Time A special photograph in their own back yard
The Man With the Taking Ways George Hackathorne with his camera, and one of the studies he made. ...
Sweet Belles Out of Tune Peevish pictures of actresses, in scenes from new films
When Constance Plays Specially posed for you at her own billiard table
The Dearest Screen Mother of All Mary Carr portrays an old-fashioned mother her favorite rdle
The Most Popular of All Screen Fathers An exclusive portrait of Theodore Roberts at home
The Girl Who Wanted to Look Exactly Like Herself -Studies of Dale Fuller in and out of character
The King of the Funmakers Monte Blue, Lon Chaney, and Ernest Torrence as King Clown

—

—
—

—

.

—

—

—

—

—

A Mystery

Make-Up — Raymond

Hatton illustrates his transformation into a one-legged
Reeling With Laughter Amusing scenes from current comedies and feature productions
The Madonna of the Streets A study of Alia Nazimova in a new role
Sessue Hayakawa Comes Back Scenes from his new picture, The Danger Line

in

—

—

sailor

51

58-59
61

—

65

Feature Articles

—

—

Every Little Bit Helps to Stardom
The amazing story of how famous stars got their start
by Harry Carr
A ReX-Ray View of Alice Terry Rex Ingram talks about the famous Mrs. Ingram, to Selma Robinson.

The Hermit

of

The story

A

Hollywood
of

the

—

—

.

—One

—

set
I
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Dix

21-22
24-25

27

by Earl Hudson

28-29
32-34

delight the reader
by Charles Ray
of a three-part article, in which the stars talk about the necessity of music on the

autobiography which

will

amaze and

by Doris Denbo
Confidential The amusing story of a frustrated interview
by Harry Carr
in the Faces of the Film Stars An analysis of the Gishes, Antonio Moreno and Richard
by F. Vance de Revere

—

When Mae Busch Grew
What

.

dares to scold Hollywood stars
by Dorothy Donnell Calhoun
of the brotherhood explains why novels and plays are "mutilated" for the

screen

The Story of My Life —An
A Tune for a Tear Part I

.

;

man who

Brief for the Butcher

11-19
20
23
26
30-31
35
38
39
43
46

—

36-37
44-45

48-49

For Light Entertainment
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Girl Who Couldn't Be Bad Part V of our intriguing
Fables in Celluloid
Told and sketched with apologies to JEsop

The

—

by Henry

serial

—

by Margaret

Albert Phillips

40-42

Helen Hokinson

47

by W. Adolphe Roberts
... .by H. M. Hamilton
by Tamar Lane

50
54-57
60

Norris and

Confidences Off- Screen
Recounting a number of amusing incidents and anecdotes
The Alaskan Rex Beach's famous novel of the same title, retold in short-story form
That's Out Keen comment about the people and the affairs of Movieland

—
—

Departments
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Passing Show and the Silverscreen An editorial
The Winners of the Month—The best of the Modern Dramas, Costume Pictures, Comedies, and
Reviewed by Laurence Reid
Melodramas
by Harry Carr
On the Camera Coast News about Stars and Studios on the Pacific Coast
We're Asking You A question-box for our Readers
Conducted by the Editorial Staff
Critical Paragraphs About New Productions
Reviews of pictures recently released
by the Editorial Staff
Trailing the Eastern Stars News about Stars and Studios on the Atlantic Coast.
.by Dorothea B. Herzog
Letters to the Editor The readers' page, containing letters or excerpts from them
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How I put my complexion
to

bed

"The Princess"

by

Night is nature's opportunity to build
youth into your complexion. First every
pore must be thoroughly cleansed with a
soft, solvent cleansing cream that removes
all secretions, dust and grime. Manipulate gently with upward and outward
strokes of the finger tips and wipe off
with a soft cloth. Now rejuvenate the oil
cells of the skin with a soothing, nourishing cream. Manipulate very gently, and

do the rest. I suggest Princess
Pat Skin Cleanser and Princess Pat Cream
for this night treatment.
let sleep

How

—^

Cool— not cold— water is per£^\ J>. missible. Dry the face. Now
S-5*" '^\ again use your nourishing
P^. s^\ cream. Just a thin coating this
£^ jy time, manipulating with the
finger tips. Then while the
cream still remains, spread
your ice astringent right over
it. Now your pores are contracted— protected. And when both creams are wiped
away together you have the ideal base for
your powder and Tint.

ouppose your eyelids
jailed to

closer

when a cloud of dust blows toward you
Dust in the eyes ?

How rarely does this un-

welcome experience

occur, for the protect-

ing eyelids "quick as a
when trouble looms.

wink" snap

shut

Unhappily there

is no such protection for
the skin. And often its soft, natural fineness is sacrificed because the tiny, delicate
pores are subject to the irritating effects of
this same dust-laden air.

Nature does her best. The little pore ducts
night and day cast out foreign particles and
preserve the pliantfineness of the skin.
help.

Still,

we must
To be

we

use our face creams faithand nourish. Most face
creams have one common purpose
to
soften and nourish the skin— but they leave
the pores wide open, unprotected as before.
Tired, overtaxed, the pores become weak in
functioning. And then we wonder why
they become enlarged.
sure,

fully to cleanse

—

Some

of us accept this condition as "just
natural to my skin." But those of us who
really care find ways to reduce and refine
the pores to normal invisibility.
Ice is one tested way.
Its quick chill
instantly contracts the pores and stimulates

But it is harsh to tender
and always more or less inconven-

the circulation.
skins,

Now

a new and

there is

better ivay

—

with all the instant pore-contracting benefits
of ice, and with none of its fussiness and
trouble— a delightful, soothing, refreshing
cream, thatfeelsand acts like ice on the skin.
This

new cream

Astringent.

I awaken my complexion
in the morning

called Princess Pat Ice
It does not take the place of
is

your nourishing creams. It simply finishes
closes to
the task that they have begun
normal fineness the open unprotected pores.
While the nourishing cream still remains
on the face, apply this delightfully icy and
refreshing cream right over it. The sensation is like a cool lake breeze— the effect,
an immediate contraction of the pores.
Princess Pat Ice Astringent does not enter

How I Tint
My way of applyingTint gives,
I think, the nearest

transparency lets the luminous quality of the skin show
through, and for waterproof,
lasting effect, I apply before
powdering. Pat it on in the shape of
with the point toward the nose, leava
ing a space in front of the ear clear of

V

color. Blend softly. This is nature's own
design. I recommend Princess Pat English Tint as by far the most natural, but
there is also Medium Rouge if you prefer it.

—

How

,

the pores.

Its

smooth contracting action

merely restores the refinement of texture
to your skin; and its welcome "freezy"
chill gently stirs the tiny blood vessels to
renewed action, bringing a tide of fresh
natural color.

Powder adheres wonderfully

—

yet cannot clog the pores

You will be entranced at the youthful beauty

approach
rouge as

to nature. I use a dry
its

I Powder

If you value the natural refine-

ment of your skin — do not
powder over open pores. Be
sure the pores are naturally
contracted. Powder profusely
over face and neck but take
pains to blend sofdy to leave
no chalky patches. All beauty
specialists agree on almond as
one of the most beneficial ingredients for the skin. For this
reason I use an almond base
powder thatis healing as well as
beautifying. And it adheres wonderfully.

Free

—

this demonstration package
Containing a liberal amount of both Princess Pat Ice Astringent and Princess Pat
Cream. After several days' trial on your
own complexion, entirely without cost,
let your mirror be your guide.

which

Princess Pat Ice Astringent brings to
your complexion. And you will be amazed
at how wonderfully your powder adheres
without possibility of its entering and chok-

Princess Pat, Ltd., Dept. 211
;

[

2701-9 S. Wells Street, Chicago

Please send Free Demonstration
Package to

j

ing the pores.

ient to use.

rince
PRINCESS PAT,

I

10
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JANE NOVAK
This

little

star

makes

a

most picturesque and appealing heroine in

Two

Shall

Be Born

The "highbrow" fan contingent is excitedly awaiting
the release of He Who Gets Slapped, for they wonder
if the artistry and atmosphere which is so important
in this play can be successfully transferred to the
screen.
We know that Norma will make a perfect
Consuelo, and that Lon Chaney was the right choice
for Her

Those who delighted in his characterization
Blood and Sand will be doubly intrigued by
Sainted Devil, which is also a picture with
Spanish background.

in

A
a

Nita Naldi plays the naughty
heroine

Edwin Bower Hesser

ROD LA ROCQUE
Whenever Pola Negri prepares

for a

new

picture, all

Hollywood

choose for her leading man. We applaud
her choice for Forbidden Paradise Rod La Rocque

wonders

whom

she'll

—

Kenneth Alexander

VIRGINIA LEE CORBIN
to kindergarten and making mud
Now, tho she's really only a very young flapper,
pies after school.
We're glad to note,
they're giving her grown-up parts in pictures.
however, there's still more than a hint of the child in this new

Not so 'long ago Virginia was going

photograph

We

like Jackie in a sailor suit, and we like him
in a Buster Brown collar, but we adore him when
he wears raggedy clothes, and looks wistful and

forlorn

BABY PEGGY
Meet Her Royal Shyness, Baby Peggy. She's just
finished a mischievous and delicious part in
Helen's Babies and is now "enjoying a brief vacation"-

—just

like

the

grown-up

stars

Gene Kornman

JOBYNA RALSTON
She's
she'll

pep,

Harold Lloyd's leading lady, and we know
please the public, for she's the last word in
prettiness, piquancy, and pertness
short,
in
she's a pippin!

—

Henry

Waxman

John Gilbert is a very dignified and imperious hero
in Her Hour; and he's a boyish, sensitive hero
(right) in He Who Gets Slapped, as you can see;
will he be snobbish in The Snob, his new picture?

^

If

Zazu

you delve into

motion
history

be amazed to

right)
bit in

The
cess.

have been
made by a single
"bit," or just one
tations

made
day,

helps

— to

Prindirector
her cry one

A

and

Mar-

dreaming that he
had discovered a

should be:
bit

little

Little

console her, never

the

"Every

a
Pick-

shall Neilan gave
her this bit to

a

The motto
novice

scene.

of

Mary

ford's picture,

instances there
are where repu-

flash from

broke into

fame thru

dis-

how many

cover

Pitts (stand-

ing at the extreme

picture
you will

real

Star-

artist

dom"

Scenes

From Old
Photoplays
Depicting
Bits

TKat Started
Four of
Today's Stars
on tne

Road

to

Fame

Valentino put
Hayakawa became
famous from a single
glance of his eyes in The
Sessue

Cheat, in a scene that he
played as the Japanese
lover of Fanny Ward

in
in

scenes
with
love
another man's wife, a
played by Alice
part
Terry
the

On

Ray doing

from The Little
School Ma'am, in .which
Dorothy Cish and Elmer
Clifton were featured,
and which brought her

His

appealing

and

sin-

cere characterization won
him a big contract after-

ward
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the

At the

right is Charles
his bit as the
juvenile in The Coward.

!at

himself

movie map
The Four Horsemen,
on

the opposite page

a scene

into

the

limelight

is

Bessie Love

E\)ery

made

this scene

from The Eternal Three poignant and agonizing

—

Bit Helps

Little

B$

HARRY CARR

REMEMBER you," said the Distinguished Visitor.
"You were

I
•'So

I

the girl

who

got her

first

real

start

by doing a bit in The Tale of Two Cities."
"Yes, yes," said Norma Talmadge,
did."
yes,"

"Yes,

said

Florence

other side
sitting on
"You are right: so I did."
the

^gg

Vidor,

oJ

Whereupon Norma looked \
astonishment at Florence; ai
Florence looked with astonish
And they
ment at Norma.
realized for the first time
that they both owed their
start to the very same spot
in the very same story.
Norma was an extra
girl when they gave her a
"bit" to do in an old
Vitagraph picture
The
It
Tale of Two Cities.

Stardom

to

being so very remarkable that the Distinguished Visitor
asked if there were any other instances of the screen
where reputations have been made by a single "bit"
or a flash from a scene.
And, comparing,
they found there were many.
Perhaps the most extraordinary case
is that
of Sessue Hayakawa.
He
became famous not only in a single
part, but in one single glance of
'

a

Sidney Carton. So poignwas the pity she put
that

William Farnum as

she

famous,

it

"made"

story, with

The Cheat,

had

made

but

actually

a
blunder.
When she tried
to get him back by the
soft suasions of love, he
met her advances with a
single
glance of
cold
scorn.
It sounds like an exaggeration; but it is an
actual
fact
that,
with
that glance,
Hayakawa
not only made himself

ant

scene

in

;

that

little

her overnight.
Exactly the same thing happened to Florence Vidor in
a later version of the same

was

adventuress, she had flouted
the Japanese lover
found

guillotine in a cart, with

that

It

he played with
Fanfty Ward. A cold-blooded

seamstress carried to the

into

eyes.

in a scene that

:

was the part of

is

Wf
V|

\

the star. From the moment that
parting scene in the executioner's
cart flashed on the screen, Miss
Vidor has been one of the big per
sonalities of motion pictures.
This co-incidence struck every- one

fl

as

started a
cting
the
pression.

—

He explained
ward.

new

school of
school of re-

it

to

me

after-

"I was raised in the traditions of
a Japanese boy of the Samurai
class.
I was always taught that it
was disgraceful to show emotion.
nsequently in that scene, as in all
other scenes, I purposely tried to show
how

rv
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The experience of Dorothy Gish was very much like this.
Dorothy had been dubbing along in pictures for years as a
serious actress without

much

prospect of ever getting any-

Then, to her own alarm, Griffith cast her for the
comedy part in Hearts of the World. The painful smile with
which she returned the love-lorn look of the boob lover was
the making of Dorothy. Thereafter her career was determined
where.

for her. Comedy for her.
In that same picture another, even smaller, bit made another
career.
This was Eric von Stroheim and the place was
where he went into the cellar with the French refugee women
to call the roll of those ordered to be deported.
The mockery
;

of his stiff, formal Teutonic bow
told the film world that some one

A

was a flash of real genius that
worth while had happened in.

many people have been made by bits in Griffith
Wallace Reid found himself and his chance as the
blacksmith boy who fought the villain in The Birth of .a Nation.
Gloria Swanson got her chance thru an eight-foot flash of a
little sad- faced girl standing at a doorway.
I dont remember
the name of the picture. Cecil De Mille told me that he didn't
remember the name of the picture but he said that he realized
Gloria's dramatic possibilities when he saw her in this "bit."
He was looking at the picture, by the way, in order to
scrutinize the work of some one else.
He had never heard
great

pictures.

;

of Gloria.
Bebe Daniels stepped from bathing girl comedies into big
drama by the way she did the tiny bit in the historic episode
the lion's den episode
in Male and Female.
Zazu Pitts broke into fame thru a bit in one of Mary Pickford's pictures The Little Princess. She was a scared, skinny
little tike hanging around the studios begging for a chance.
Some thoughtless assistant director made fun of her and made
her cry. This touched Marshall Neilan's impressionable Irish

—

:

A scene from The Eagle's Nest, with Mary Pickford and James Kirkwood, who was also the
author and director

Here

my face. But in my heart I thought
hate you.' And of course it got over to
the audience with far greater force than any facial
expression could."

nothing by

'God how

I

"\7alentino put himself on

"

the movie

map

in

a

This is admitted thruout the
close-up.
motion picture industry. It was in the love scene
with the other man's wife in the studio in The Four
Horsemen. That one close-up implanted him as the
single

great lover of the screen.

is

Bessie

Love

In the Griffith picture
that first made her

famous.

down

She slipped

later, but

brought herself to the
top again in a single
tragic scene in The
Eternal Three. Below,
from an
is
a' scene
early Fine Arts picture in which

Harron

and

Bobby
Norma

Talmadge

both appeared as extras

.

heart and he gave her a tiny bit
in the picture to console her sor-

row. She did this with such remarkable artistry that he kept on
enlarging the part and when it
was shown on the screen, little

Zazu was

a celebrity.

Constance Talmadge made herself a star by the scene on the
auction

block

in

Griffith's

In-

tolerance.

Charley

Ray was doing

and was being

heavies

with regularity when Thomas H. Ince gave
him a tiny juvenile part in one of
his old Westerns, and Charley
found himself with a big contract.
Raymond Griffith, considered
by many critics to be the best
fired

(Continued on page 82)
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Russell Ball

MARY AND DICK ARE KILLING TIME
the sun-dial, for

may

own

back-yard, and they're hiding the face of
doesn't matter to them what the time of day
They haven't a care in the world except their great
be.
care for each other, and for little Mary, Junior

They're in their

it

—
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ReX-Ray Vie^

Being an intimate word-portrait of Mrs. Rex Ingram
Transcribed by

M

T R.

whom

INGRAM'S

giving

out

not

inter-

views," said the
artist

the youthful

New

tor visited in

friend

movie

with
direc-

York.

"You'll never get an interview
with Rex Ingram," a motion
picture critic on the leading metropolitan daily declared.
And probably there would not have been an interview
But we
if it had been confined to Mr. Ingram's doings.
wanted to hear about Alice Terry, we
told him. A word picture of Mrs
Ingram thru her husband's
eyes, since she herself was

busy on The Great Dknde in
Well, now, that
was something else again.
California.

Were we quite sure that we
would speak about Alice
Terry alone? Some morning
before eleven, then.

"In

my

judgment, she is one of the most versatile
the screen.
While the line of parts she has
played under my direction has been anything but diverse
in character, I would not hesitate to cast her for a comedy
role, or, on the other hand, one requiring the talents of a
deeply emotional tragedienne.
I know that she would
come off with flying colors in both cases."
Mr. Ingram spoke in the quiet, unemotional voice that is
characteristic of him.
He might have been telling of a
chance acquaintance of his, whose talents he respected.
There was none of the customary sugariness of "best pal
and severest critic." But his opinion
of his wife seemed all the more
-^
unbiased and convincing because of it.
He drew at his pipe in'
silence for a while.
"Miss Terry's nicely balanced sense of judgment at all
times makes her advice to me
invaluable, not only in the
work of directing, but also in

women on

"-••-

^\

We were late, but Rex
Ingram was later. He came
down from the balcony sur-

business. Her instinctive
knowledge of the fitness of
things convinces me that she
would make a good director.
In fact, it is to her I have always gone when in a quandary
over some ticklish point in a
production.
And her advice,

rounding the sunlit studio, his
feet, in brocaded sandals, still
wet from his bath, his long
lean figure wrapped in a most
fascinating bathrobe of varicolored checks.
He had an
appointment with his dentist,
he said, and could talk only
half an hour, but it was more
than an hour later that we

given in an unassuming way.
has solved many a problem
that seemed insurmountable
filming The Four Horsemen, Prisoner of Zcnda,

in

Black Orchids (which, with
due respect to the Metro-

said good-bye.

You know

that practically,

all

Loew

without exception, movie husbands and wives are to each
other, for publication

organization, I
to call by their title

with a fine

anyway, "best pal and
severest critic.
Hardly a story ap-

Above you

is

of

for the first time in her
career as a star Miss

Terry was her brunette

it.

At the right is
the blonde Alice that
the fans seem to prefer

was poised
for Rex Ingram to say
it, too, when:

self.

pencil

"I haven't been quite fair
with Miss Terry," said he. "If I had given her a fraction of the opportunity she deserves, she would be recognized for what she undoubtedly is
one of the great
actresses of the screen. I can say this without proprietary
pride.
My opinion is shared by David Warfield, D. W.
:

and John Barrymore.
desire to remove from the public's mind any
slight suspicion that Miss Terry was being shown favoritism because she was my wife, I probably went too far
in the opposite direction, with the result that she has had
only the most limited chances to show her unusual ability
as an actress.
24
Griffith

"In

my

Alice

Novarro as they appeared in The Arab;

Hollywood

complete without

Our

see

Terry and Ramon

without
that
immortal line and no
pears

satire

unfitness

"H'avrah

Trifling

refuse

—picked
sense of the
of

things

Women), and

Scaramouche.
"In The Four Horse-

men, the dance-hall
scenes in the Buenos

Aires

water-front

dive, scenes that

only

were

barely suggested
Bull
in the novel, were worked
out the way they are now in
She had seen a picture I
the picture on her suggestion.
had made years before, for another firm, with a Bowery
dive in it, into which the hero came and demanded a dance
Her partner objected, with the
with the entertainer.
result that the hero knocked him under the table and took
At Alice's sugthe dance with the lady in spite of him.
gestion, I transposed this whole sequence from the
Bowery to the Bocca, rebuilding the same set from the
stills of the old picture and changing the signs on the
walls from Fourteenth Street English to water-front
Spanish. And from the letters I receive, this seems to be
the most popular sequence in the film.

of Alice

Terrj)

as seen thru the eyes of her director-husband

Selma Robinson
"If Alice had been married to some one else when I
her, I think I would promptly have engaged her as
my business manager," her husband chuckled reflectively.
He pointed to the wall, to a portrait his friend, the artist,
had painted of Alice Terry. It showed a lovely, reposeful
woman with a sweet stateliness that was further enhanced
by her striking youth.
cloud of gold hair surrounded
the face like a halo. Then Rex Ingram told us the story
of that hair.
By this time it is fairly common knowledge that Miss
Terry's blonde locks in the movies are not her own.
It
was Mr. Ingram who had her wear a wig, the only thing
that' stood between her and perfection for the part she was
given to play Dora Woodberry in Hearts Are Trumps.
In that picture -she was supposed to be a lovely example
of English woman-

met

A

—

hood

The

transition would have
been too sudden. So she has
worn the blonde wig until her
last picture, The Arab."

We

remembered what a
friend had said to us
that
Alice with her own gorgeous
auburn hair looked like a
blonde Alice masquerading as some one else. And as a
matter of fact, it did take us quite a long time to get used
to the new Terry in her newest role, so we
can quite
appreciate what it would have meant at such a critical
point in her career.
"I hope that the future will see Alice Terry in the sort
of part she deserves.
rich, profound,' subtle role, as

—

A

—

natural and dramatic
as life really is, as

beautiful,'
gracious, soulful and
blonde!
She had. all
of the necessary
qualifications
except
that last,

tragic

as he
And since it

from

"In
ence

big

whose

that

my

experi-

directing,

I

were

results

little

on my part.
That was Cleo Madison.. While Alice has
had nothing like the
experience of this
effort

Apocalypse.
"This time," continued Rex, "she had
to wear the blonde

splendid artiste, they

have so many quali-

She

ties fn

played opposite

common

that I

have always directed
them both in the same
way, that is, by sug-

Rudolph Valentino,
and as a balance for
his Latin swarthiness,

Four Horsemen.

all

in

obtained with so

historic

she had to be blonde
so people learned to
know Alice Terry as
the golden-haired beauty

away

know

only had one
other leading woman

in

contrast.

I

it,

have

The Four
Horsemen of the

wig for

is

Alice can do the most
difficult part with
verity and charm.

was given

another one,

by now,

first

that

the studio, and

ly with blonde hair.

After her

;

tion," continued her
husband. "From what
I have seen her do at

saw
was

the least difficult to
change, he gave her
the yellow hair by
which she is now so
well known. Her skin
was so fair, her coloring so delicate that
they blended perfect-

part, Alice

as

the kind
of a character she
could play to perfec-

Rex Ingram

thought
her.

humorous and

Rex Ingram says that he
would rather be a sculp-

gesting to them rather
than directing them.
Each expresses her
emotions in the most
direct and natural way, with a minimum of
effort.
Each thinks her role rather than acts
it, and each has a depth of feeling
and a
highly, sympathetic understanding of the
parts she portrays.
"The farewell scene in Zenda, and the
scene in The Horsemen where Marguerite
burns the letter and remains by her blinded
husband are played with the utmost simplicity and with an infinite amount of feeling by
Miss Terry. Years ago, I did a version of
La Tosca with Miss Madison. Her scene

tor than a director

{Continued on page 106)

Miss Terry as Ruth Jordan and Conway Tearle as Stephen Ghent
in T he Great Divide

who played

i

The
time she was
was only to be
in

By that
established as a blonde.
It
expected, I suppose, for with the exception
of a few tiny bits, she was practically unknown

to picture patrons.
Even such a
well-known actress as Dorothy Gish, who
first played with her own blonde hair and
later made her biggest hit under a dark wig,
has been literally forced to keep on wearing
that wig.
It would have been inadvisable
for an actress as little known as Alice was
then to switch back to her own color hair.
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Ways

QEORGE HACKATHORNE

makes us think of an elevator-man we once
Joe. had run his car from the bottom of a publishing
house to the top fifteen stories up and down again for thirty-five years. And
every summer, when his two weeks' vacation came, he dressed up in his
Sunday clothes and rode up and down in the elevator as a passenger.

knew named

Joe.

—

—

Whenever George gets a chance to escape from the camera for a few days,
he takes a camera and goes gunning for views. Sometimes he pursues the
wild snapshot with a kodak, sometimes he trails his photograph to its lair
with a graflex, but when the scenery .is blonde and chic, and arrayed like Mrs.
Solomon in all her glory, he uses a plate camera and calls the well-known
little

birdie into play.

He would
Pictures are like Gelett Burgess' purple cow to George.
almost rather see than be one. Whenever he goes on location, his kodak goes
along with the make-up box.
California has the most versatile landscape in the world, sheiky deserts,
an ocean populated with bathing girls, great open spaces, African jungles and
But George Hackathorne's pictures
better Italian scenery than Italy has.
dont look like California or Italy or any place we know of. They are like
landscapes seen in dreams, strange story places where surely tourists cannot
go and scatter profane banana skins— they are fairy-lands forlorn

The elusive and delicate study of trees in a mist, reproduced on this page,
was taken, as a matter of cold fact, at Keene Camp in Northern California
while G. H. was making a motion picture. But it might be anywhere or
nowhere. The Never-Never Land. For an hour four of the finest intellects
in Hollywood
(including George's and the writer's)
grappled with the
problem of a name for it. Its suggestion of a Japanese etching brought forth:
Just Before Dawn in Japan, with the subtitle:
"If it were a little lighter
you'd see it was Japan."

—

"If we label it California Scene," said George, the loyal Booster, "we
must add the word 'Unusual' to explain the weather!" Finally, the sheltering
attitude of the larger tree bending over the smaller determined the name,
The Protector. Whatever its title, it is an exquisite fantasy wrought not so
much with a camera lens as with a sensitive imagination.

The Hermit
The picturesque character who dares
B$

HOLLY
WOOD

to

of Hollywood
reprimand even the greatest of the film stars

DOROTHY DONNELL CALHOUN

Up and
boulevards,
thru its studio lots,
among its, stucco villas and disappearingits

bungalows

b'ed

and

stalks

from his hillside to
walk among men and
scatter precepts and
.

admonitions of such
salient, honesty
that
he might be called the
Conscience of Holly-

.

vivial souls are enjoy-

ing a midnight scofflaw party in a famous
star's

the

And

jackasses.

every day he descends

and j staff in hand.
Perhaps some con-

Out of
without

is

the live oaks, high in
the Hollywood foothills, with his goats

a strange figure, barefooted, with flowing
white locks and beard,

movie

he

where he came
from, nobody knows,
but for years he has
lived in a tent under

haunted

down

Who

words.

and

IS

home.

wood.

night,

mous

The most

fa-

star quails, the

warning,

most successful direc-

steps a patriarch in a
coarse, spotless white
shirt with, a great col-

tor falters, the richest

and stands
upon the

penetrating gaze. No
respecter of persons
is
Peter or, as he
puts it pungently, he

at heel,

lie

scowling

promoter shrinks
under his bright blue,

oil

—

scene.

"Sure,

there's

evil

spirit

house

!"— being

leg,

He

it

.

an
this

"houlds onto no-

boot-

body's shirt-tails
"I've
nothin'
got

in

probably

is.

and I want nothin'
and so I'm the most

arms in
Old Testament style,
"Woe upon ye who
profane the. Timple
tosses his

feared

man on

earth !" says he, striking his great chest a

av the Livin' God
!"
which is your body

mighty blow.

"What

could I buy with
voice
booms
The Hermit and his collie
money? I can do
out the voice of one
more with the power
crying aloud in the
!"
wilderness of real-estate signs, glass roofs and illegal
of thought and the truth that is in me
oases which is Hollywood.
His eyes, bright b'ue, and
like the Ancient Mariner's, glittering, blaze upon them.
ollvwood has many strange characters, but none
Then he is gone. But the party is a total loss so far as
stranger than its Hermit. Artists look longingly at
gaiety goes thereafter.
his rugged figure and weathered face, like that of a John
His

—

H

a particularly "pash" scene is being shot on a
studio stage, with the vamp doing her stuff and the
pme young man being led astray. Onto the set strides the
familiar figure and addresses the hapless actor with withering scorn
"Why are ye demeanin' yourself with that deginerate
stuff
Dont be talkin' to me av your contracts
Go out
and get a clane job collectin' honest garbage rather than
!"
fill the minds av young folks with such licentiousness
it
Or
may be a stout continuity writer waddling along
the Boulevard who draws down the lightning of his terribly fearless tongue.
"Lave the flesh pots be, ma'am,
and drink orange-juice !" Or a gouty director leaning
heavily on his cane who is adjured, always in a bell-like
shout, "Throw away thot cane and walk upright, mon
You're an insult to the God who made ye. Eat no more
!"
of the flesh of- swine and cattle and you'll be ahl right
Peter, the Hermit; has a vocabulary of robust and hearty
!

!

and beg him

to sit for them, but Peter
white mane arid swings away, pedCuriosity
dling his roots and herbs for bread and fruit.
has several times lured him into the cast of a motion
picture
Men, Women and Marriage, and Souls in
Bondage but you have only to mention the word
"movie" to him to bring down an avalanche of Biblical
phrases of scorn.
"Sex and jazz and crime !" he proclaims, flourishing his
staff; "how can they build a' f bine-, clean structure out av
rotten material?
But if a director ever makes a fillum
with the love av Christ in his heart, the pictures will
become the church av the Future !"
Up the steep hillside to his primitive home is a path
worn by the feet of visitors, for they say in Hollywood
Peter, the Hermit, can heal many illnesses.
Here Mae
Murray's French heels have clambered when doctors could
not ease the pain of her Kleig eyes
and Peter cured her.

the

"Perhaps

only

Baptist,

shakes

his

—

—

—

—

(Continued on page 86)
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Brief for tke Butcher
By

EARL HUDSON
Illustrations

by Bldon Kellcy

IK
Novelists and playwrights bitterly criticize the film "doctors" for operating

stage plays and popular novels are worth buying
for screen productions, why are they not worthy of
being screened exactly as written?
This argument is put forth by quite a few authors
and playwrights, who bitterly criticize the picture producers for "mutilating" or "butchering" their brain children.
On the face of it, the argument appears conclusive and unanswerable, but like all arguments there

IF

are

two

sides to this one.

member

of the brotherhood which has been the
object of the scorn of the perturbed author and playwright, I am "going into court," as it were, to present the
It is not a defense which I am
case for the producer.
to offer, for the word "defense" immediately connotes
guilt, and I do not wish in any way to convey the impression that we admit that we are in error or that we

As

a

have an

alibi

or excuse to offer.

upon

their brain

children

of the page does the trick. But there is no opportunity
go back while watching the film unfold its story. Then
again, the picture-maker must tell his story in a given
length of film, with a time limit for the usual feature of
about an hour and a half. In this comparatively short
space of time he must tell the story that the author probably used three hundred pages to narrate.
In the case of the stage, the playwright has the great
advantage of the spoken word even more impressive
than the" written word— with which to tell his story.
Of course, the picture producer has his subtitles, but there
is a limit to these.
Picture patrons go to the theater to
be entertained by action.
They want to see the story
unfolded in action, not by descriptive titles.
Gradually the subtitle is growing less popular. ' The
producer is endeavoring to use as few titles as possible,
realizing that lengthy titles are boring to the audience.
to

—

Of

must admit that the
One"liberties"
books
with

producers

course, motion pictures will always have subtitles, for
impossible to relate a film play without them.
I
do believe, however, that we shall soon be making pictures with half, or even less than half, the titles now
carried in the average picture.
The
titles of the future will be confined
only to direct dialog that is assumed
to pass between the players.
it

Legitimate Liberties
have

taken

and

plays purchased for the screen, but
these so-called liberties are taken for
good and sufficient reasons.
Literature, the stage, and the motion picture represent three distinct
Each has its own peculiar
arts.
In literature the story
technique.

is

Screen-Proof Yarns

Appreciating the limited scope of
"^^ the motion picture, it is easy to

which the author wishes to tell is
presented by means of the written
On the stage the dramatist
word.
presents his story by means of the
spoken word, assisted, of course, by
expressive voice of the actor.
to the screen there is only one
means of telling a story by a visual
expression of action by the members
of the cast.
In one respect the screen is

the

But

limited

—

in

its

story-telling

Tho not one book
story

is

seldom changed

writer of a novel has an unlimited scope. Not only
can he give a word-picture of action, but also he can treat
with mental reaction and mental process. In other words,
he can make his reader understand and appreciate what
Unfortunately for the pichis characters are thinking.
ture-maker, no camera has yet been invented that can
in action.

A

Then

reader can take
there is the matter of time.
just as long as he pleases to read and digest his written
chapter that he doesn't quite grasp or
entertainment.
turn
(T\ understand at the first reading can be re-read.

A

thousand

scope.

The

photograph the mind

in a

can be reproduced on the screen
as it is written, the locale of the

A

with any regard

understand why certain situations in
a book or play cannot be transferred
to the screen.
Unable to tell these
incidents in action, we naturally are
forced to discard them for something that can be told in action.
Not one book in a thousand can
be produced on the screen as written. This chiefly for the reason that
they are designed primarily for fictional consumption and not written
to the widely different technique of

pictures.

The

stories that

we

refer to in the industry as "screen-

proof" are rare indeed. One of the best examples of a
"screen-proof" story that has ever come to my notice is
The Sea Hawk. This because the story from start to
action that could be told picfinish was one of action
Sabatini, its author, dealt with action alone.
torially.
There were no lengthy chapters in this book devoted to
the mental processes of the characters, describing what
they were thinking about or debating in their minds.

—

FJIHERE

are always two sides to every argument, and in response to the request of countless
movie fans we have asked one of the brotherhood, who is accountable for the so-called
"mutilation" or "butchering" of novels and dramas, to tell his side of the story to explain
why it is necessary, when a popular novel is prepared for the screen, to change situations and
endings, or to omit much of the "business" that seems so important in the book. Mr. Hudson
has been connected with First National Productions for many years, and not only has supervised the preparation of many of their most successful pictures made from "best sellers," but
is the author of original screen stories as well, among them, "Sundown," soon to be released.
•*

—

Their thoughts were transferred into action. Every piece
of action in the story conveyed to the reader the thoughts
and the mental process that were behind it. To transpose the interesting and adventurous tale to the screen,
Frank Lloyd, its producer and director, interpreted the
action of Sabatini's written word to the visual action of
the film and produced a marvelous picture.

But stories like The Sea Hawk are few and far between. For the most part a story is purchased for its
theme, or for one or two incidents in the book around
which a screen story can be evolved a story which very
often is infinitely better than the original book.
Often a producer purchases the screen rights to a book
that he may use but one incident in the story. As a whole,
the story is "unfilmable."
Yet the producer is willing
to purchase the book in order that he may use this one

—

original idea.

Filming Philosophy
' I
"*•

'are the case of Edna Ferber's widely read novel,
So Big. The theme of this story is based on a young

woman's desire for the better things of life, contrasting
the drear existence which had been forced on her by circumstances. After her marriage to an uneducated, unsympathetic Dutch farmer, she becomes the mother of
a son, and at his birth resolves that she will devote her
life to giving her offspring the finer benefits which had
been denied her.

The

section of the story is devoted mainly to a
psychological study of the condition existing between the
young woman, Selina Peake, and her father. The second
half is almost wholly devoted to an account of her
son's later life, but, in the telling of this, the most
"filmable" part of the story, Selina Peake is but a minor
first

character.
In filming the story it would be almost impossible to
visualize the philosophy of the earlier sequences and connect it with the more realistic picture material in the
latter half of the book.

In producing

it,

it

was

devote the
photoplay almost entirely

advisable

to

to the story of the young
woman and her son.

Oaie ie
of a

Picture patrons go to
the theater to be entertained by action; they
want to see the story
unfolded in action, not

by

cWn.

leV day He

liearup are

To
story

Edna Ferber

give a perfect picturization of the

would mean the introduction of characters

in the

half of the play which, while important to the telling of the story of Selina Peake and her father, would
have to be dropped when interpreting the second and
more important phase of the young woman's life.
first

One

Story at a

Time

in a book it is possible to introduce important
characters, and again drop them as the main thread
of the story is taken up, this cannot be done successfully
in the picture.
picture play can deal only with one
story at a time. Characters are introduced to tell a story
which must progress and build logically to its climax.
When once we start to unfold the story, we must stick
to one direction.
cannot leave the main thread of
the plot or theme to treat with extraneous characters,
not essential to the telling of our story, altho this can be
done, and often advantageously, by the novelist.
Not all authors and playwrights would convict the
picture producer of mutilation.
For instance, Bernard
K. Burns, the author of the, stage play The Woman on
the Jury, admitted recently that the picturization of this
tensely dramatic play of the courtroom was far better
than his successful drama of the spoken play. And most
of the dramatic critics in the cities where this picture

"V\7'hile

"^

A

We

had been shown have agreed with him.

The reason that the film version of this play was
accorded wider approval was no doubt on account of the
liberty taken in making the two principal characters in
the play married instead of being engaged.
In the stage play, "the woman on the jury" was a
single young woman, engaged to be married to one of
the male jurors. The case they were trying was one of
murder a girl charged with killing the man who had
ruined her and then deserted her. The woman on the
jury had had an experience in her earlier life similar to
the same man being her seducer.
the accused
But this
was unknown to her
juror husband-to-be.
~N^
The dramatic highlight of the play takes
it/a
place in the jury room
when the girl, in order
to save the accused
:</*
lei
young woman, bares her
past life and her experience with the dead
la.
man, altho she fully

—

—

w

promise

and

Jack

tree d rantie

that

realizes

descriptive titles

isaiaat

smjker

{

she

tie

i

jeopard-

z e s

her

sweetheart's
love.

{Continued
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Sweet Belles

Out
Mary Philbin

If

of

(left)

were "making up"
that

face

prepare
to

at us, we'd
immediately

Tune
Does a duchess ever
become perturbed?
It seems possible;

Laurette Taylor

dodge the pitcher

she carries so lovingly
in The Rose of Paris

(right),

much

upset,

the

plays

One

duchess in
Night in Rome

Jane Novak (left, center) doesn't
display any great degree of calm-

Just look at these terror-widened
(Or rage-distended) eyes that Bebe
Daniels (below) displays in Sinners
in Heaven.
And Richard >Dix

ness,

either,

in

Two

Shall

Be

Something unwelcome has
certainly got on her nerves

Born.

looks fairly determined and noble

seems imnossible that John Patrick (above,
right) can listen so calmly to those shrieks of
Colleen's.
Really, he should be the one to
have his hands over his ears. But he is probably accustomed to such outbursts, for in
Temperament he plays the part of press-agent
It

Betty Jordan, in

the

person of Corinne

The

old limerick, 7
that
I
insist
really
shall not be kissed.

looks as if
she has just had the
kind of sbock that de-

stronger than I am,

mands

illustrated by Mar-

Griffith,

It's

in

low

moan.
Single Wives

a

But then you are
guerite

Snow

in

is

K—

a few dra-

JUST

J

of

number

a

of

your favorite stars
as they appear in
tense

scenes in

their

new pictures,

HATE

can

Valentino, pleading for a hand, seems
to have succeeded in getting a handAnd it looks very much as
ful.
Doris Kenyon would shortly
tho

—

one" -poor,
Beaucaire

handsome

Don Juan,

—

from Love and Glory

him

diet.
Jr.

Furs and fury and Frederick
Pauline of that name ably assisted by a gun and a gardenia
will all be found in Three Women

shoot

as well as rain tears and
scatter smiles, as witness this pic-

"hand

—let

.

my

-from Songs of

eyes

stuff
it;

want some pepper
in

fire,

ture

sugary

others try

fall

Madge Bellamy's

who's

demented.
This

will he re-

leased this

girl

And shriek and
pound and act

I

which

a

always sweet,
And always smiling
and contented;
Give me a dame who'll
stamp her feet,

matic close-ups

Doesn't it seem
possible that Eve

Southern has
some sort of
weapon in
her hand that
lethal

you cannot see?
If she has, we
will positively
not

be

responsi-

ble for consequences.

When

any lady looks
like that
the real

For

answer,
see Sinners in

Heaven

Perhaps Ronald Colman is telling
Marie Prevost to hold her shoulders
back, in Tarnish, and then again perhaps he isn't.
It's
uncertain.
But
there's no doubt that she is peeved

Th.
"I was

the world's bashfullest
kid," says Charles Ray, "and I
used to long for a nickname; so I
was as pleased as .punch when the
fans began to call me 'Charlie/
it

seemed

so friendly"

—

other fellows.
And even now well, my
friends call me "Charles," and every once in
a while an interviewer hints that I'm exclusive
or up-stage, when the real truth is I was scared
to death of him!
Somehow I've always been glad that the fans
called me "Charlie"
it
seems friendlier, as
tho they felt acquainted.

—

suppose a good place to begin is with my
ancestors.
According to those eugenic
charts they print, a man depends largely on the

A

kind of ancestors he's picked out. Mine were
Scotch-Irish, with a little bit of French. Father
and mother were Kansas homesteaders in a day
when Kansas was Far West. Their ranch was
twenty miles from a neighbor, but they used to
have their good times father had the only
musical instrument in the state, I guess, an old
parlor organ, and whenever they held a community dance he used to load the organ on the
spring-wagon and take it along. I used that
incident in a photoplay you may remember.
My sister, Birdie May, was born in Kansas,
but before I came along two years later my
parents had moved to Jacksonville, Illinois,
where father ran a big grocery the kind that
carries confectionery, perfumery, and notions
on the side. They named me Charles Edward
Alfred Ray, after my father and two uncles on
either side of the family, so there wouldn't be
any hard feelings, and I signed all four names
up to the time I became a picture-star and
dropped the middle two to save electric-light
bills for the theater owners.
The first thing I remember was being dressed
in a starched Fauntleroy lace collar and getting
into the rain-water barrel by the back door to
take the stiffness out. I also I am told had

—

—

—

Henry Waxman
Charles

about
TALKING
—
me.

Ray

yourself

at least for

You

and aloof from people.
isn't because I want to

as

himself

is the hardest thing in the world
see I've always been rather shy

I

am

still,

tho Heaven knows

it

There are words you hear a
"suppressed," "inhibited" maybe that's what is
lot of these days
the matter with me. Anyhow I know I'd made up my mind to be
an actor when I was eight years old and I never told my family
I just
till I was sixteen, tho it was the biggest thing in my life
couldn't put it into words somehow.
When I was a kid I didn't belong to a gang and I never had
While the
a nickname like "Peanuts" or "Sport" or "Shorty."
other boys in town would be putting crossed pins on the railroad
track, robbing melon patches, or going to the old swimming-hole,
I was playing theater all by myself in the backyard where I'd
rigged up a stage of soap-boxes and a curtain of burlap bags. At
sixteen, when everyone was giving parties, I used to stand in a
/7\ corner and look on, and wish I dared to kid the girls like the

—

be.

—

—
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Charles

the

baby

—

My

of

Life

By

the sinful habit of throwing the family silverware out into the alley to hear it jingle. Let
the psychoanalysts make the best of that
For some reason the name "Peoria" always
brings a laugh. It was to this humorous town
we moved next. There, at the age of five, in
kilts and round ringlets, I made my first public
appearance, reciting a poem of twenty-two
verses entitled There Is No Sex in Heaven, at
And there I was
a Sunday-school concert.
taken, chiefly because there was no one to leave
me with to the theater to see a road-show per-

—

formance of The Royal Box, an old-fashioned

melodrama
braided
shed.
decided.

filled with sneering villains, golduniforms, and soul-satisfying bloodFrom that moment my future was

I was an actor
Mother used to read Tales From Shakespeare
to us, and I rigged up a toy theater and proI suppose to anyone else it looked
box with a red bandanna handkerchief
that rolled up and down over a spool, but to me
it was a stage which I peopled with soldiers and
Afterward I made a
kings to suit my will.
backward stage, and was my own playwright,
manager, cast of characters and audience, too,
tho when the marble season was over and before the kite season began every kid in town
would be there.
By this time I was going to school, tho I con-

duced them.
like a

and now that I never took any medals
scholarship and mine was too often the
kind of report card a boy tries to lose on the
way home. There seemed so many more important things to think about than the whereabouts of Botany Bay and the case of the boy
who was given forty-seven cents and told to
buy six-and-a-half pounds of sugar at fourand-a-half cents a pound.
fess here

for

Ray

Charles

My

first

or eight.

as

romance occurred

All the

Dynamite Smith
at this period,

when

I

boys in the second grade had

little

was seven
little girls

We

had moved again to
to walk home with except myself.
Springfield, Illinois, in the middle of the school term, and I
guess the girls had all been taken.
But the curlyhead across
the aisle used to ask me to sharpen her pencil, and one day I
stammered that I wouldn't sharpen any more unless she
promised to be

my

girl.

She nodded agreement and whispered

a request to borrow my pocket-knife.
I handed it across the
aisle and that perfidious woman of seven experimented until she
could sharpen her own pencil. Then she handed the knife back,
made up a face, and wrote upon her slate a large derisive "No !"

CJpringfield was a large town to a small-town boy, and many
road shows stopped to give a one-night performance at the
Opera House. All this time I'd never even hinted my theatrical ambitions at home
my father used to talk of making a
33
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Charles the five-year-old
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of me.

But mothers must be clairvoyant.

Some-

how my mother

suspected the passionate longing that
burned under my small tweed jacket, and tho a dimewas real money in those days, and there weren't any to
spare in the cracked sugar-bowl behind the clock, she
would slip one into my hand without saying anything
whenever a new

show
town

I,..,

came

now

to

know

I

!

those
o f t e fi
meant her going

d

i

that

mes

someme

without

owner's rage when he discovered twenty dollars'
in the till that I saw prison bars dancing before
my wretched eyes. I went into a dark corner and it
seemed to me that I would die of shame and disgrace. To
this day I can remember with a feeling of sickness the
drip-drip of the molasses spigot nearby and the unfamiliar, queer look everything had.
Whenever it has been necessary for me to register
despair and misery in a picture I have only to think of
that dark hour among the soap-boxes and excelsior
But
I must have got over my dread of handling money,
for the next summer I was cashier in the Fred Harvey
the

shortage

!

railroad restaurant at Needles.

thing, but to

they bought three

I was in my early teens and entering High
School, we moved to Los Angeles. The real-estate
hadn't commenced, and it was a sleepy country

"V\7"hen

hours

of enchantment,
high
in "nigger
heaven."

up

The plays I
saw from my
hard and dizzy
perch, Through
Darkest

Russia,

East L y nn e
Uncle Tom's
Cabin, were
,

tawdry

of

scenery and costume and badly

acted, yet I
studied every
gesture, every intonation, as I had

studied

never

history or geography, and then
in

my

backyard

honor

!"

and

"My

time will come!"

Ray

as a

Mexican

out-

till

the

it's

a

wonder

neighbors

didn't rebel.

When I was ten, the Ray family came West to
Needles, Arizona. Father had gone on ahead and wrote
back that the Indians were so tame that they would come
up and look into the windows, which naturally filled me
with the liveliest anticipations. At Needles, for the first
time in my life, I saw mountains, incredibly high to eyes
which had known only rolling cornfields.
few miles
away from town was a spot where a meteor had fallen,
and at four every afternoon a wind whistled thru a cleft
in the hills with a weird sound
all of which captured
my imagination.
That summer I worked in a grocery-store, sweeping,
wrapping bundles of sugar and soap, but as always my

A

—

dream world was
I remember that

much

realer than the actual one that
employer voiced it as his opinion
that that "wool-gathering kid wont amount to much in

this

so

my

world."

There was a cash

register in that store

which

I

was

never touched it if I could help it,
but one day when I was alone a man came in in a hurry
and asked me to change a twenty-dollar bill. In my confusion I rang up twenty dollars' sales instead of pressing the "No Sale" key. -When the clerk returned from
lunch he found me in a panic and proceeded to have a
He painted such a vivid picture of
lot of fun with me.
deathly afraid of.
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I

a
curtain

allowed behind
the scenes. Once

death

Charles

hauling

weighted

"Better
than dis-

would

—

myself tugging
trunks about, and

up and down in
order to be

I

shrilling

law in an early Ince two-reeler

—

repeat them,

theater

pwWQPHIRw

boom

town with orange groves and ranches where Hollywood
is today.
By the way, I wonder whether most people
know that Hollywood was first "Holywood," named by a
religious sect which planted groves of trees there?
The highest light of this period of my life was when,
after escorting my mother and sister to a circus bench,
I made some excuse to leave them and appeared before
their astonished
and I imagined dazzled gaze half an
hour later dressed in red ?atin tights and a top. hat and
leading two prancing ponies into the ring for the Sisters
Starr the Equine Marvels!
And still I hadn't told the folks that I wanted to become an actor, tho they had begun to guess it from my
devotion to the theaters, where I would usher or distribute hand-bills to earn a chance to watch a show from
and
the
front,
would nearly kill

great while

a

in

manager

the

would

let

"supe,"

and

I

would

have

a

me

evening

glorious'

toting a spear or
serving a papier-

mache banquet
with entirely un-

mous-

called-for

or

tachios,

adorning
round

full

beards

of

sets

my

counteI was six

nance.

by this
hands
and feet, and I
must have been a
funny sight from
the audience'"s
feet

tall

time,

all

viewpoint.

Whenever
there was

a
school or church

play, I was in my
element. Even

then

I

(Con.

on

took

my

page 99)

As he looked in another Ince
two-reeler a story of the

—

Civil

War

Russell ball

When Constance
CHE

takes her cue, a fleet smile on her face
She estimates her stroke with guileless care-

And

plays the

The

game with

And

Plays
plays the

game with

a delightful grace.

a delightful grace.

ivory ball rolls swiftly into place;
Another stroke is hers so, debonair,
She takes her cue, a fleet smile on her face.

—

When the Director megaphones through space,
Amid the deafening din, and the kleigs' glare,
She takes her cue,

a fleet smile

on her

face.

And though
Though

other balls give hers an even chase,
She ever wins, with many counts to spare,

May your

life,

the hours are long, and hard the pace
She never tires, complains, or seems to care
But plays the game with a delightful grace.

Constance, ne'er be commonplace;

Though should you meet Misfortune anywhere,
You'd take your cue, a fleet smile on your face,
And play the game with a delightful grace.

— Larry Moore.
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The

director and three assistants are endeavoring to find the tune that will

in the darkened movie around the
SITTING
and watching our favorite star in the

corner

throes of

bitter anguish,

we do

not realize that her tears and
think her a wonderful
actress
As recently as five years ago, in the majority of
cases, when tears were needed in a dramatic scene, glycerin was smeared in the eyes and on the cheeks of the
maiden or youth forlorn, and the necessary effect (such
as it was) was gained.
Now the director, the cameraman, and the electricians sit silently by, while the musicians play upon the emotions of the star with Home,
Sweet Home, or Massenet's Elegic, or a selection requested by the star herself, until her snow-white bosom
rises and falls with unfeigned emotion.
The director watches her, much as the proverbial cat
watches the mouse, until the desired expression of
agony is gained, then a rapid call of "Camera," and the
crew answer as one man. Thus, the wonderful dramatic
scene in the climax of the million-dollar production,
Flaming Fires of Fiendish Love, comes into existence, to
be recorded in the immortal archives of the Hall of

emotions are
!

Photographic Fame
But everything has

and to
Burke belongs

beginning,

a

Billie

honor

the

among
to

the

of

being

first

stars

realize the useful-

ness

music.

of

initiation

was

thing like this:

Bang!

Biff!

—

Her
someBiff!

Bang!

Crash! thru the uproar a whistle and
Out of
then quiet!
the sudden silence a
wailed
voice
small
"It's no use, I cant

—

it with that awful
Everydin either
thing is so unnatural
no atno audience

do

!

;

mosphere; nothing

but mechanical
sounds

me!"
The

that

frighten

voice belonged
other than
Billie Burke, the mu-

to
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none

real.

We

make Marjorie Daw weep

It was to be her first appearance on
sical-comedy favorite.
the screen, and, much to the disgust of both Billie Burke
and her director, she had camera-fright so badly that she
could not do a thing when she heard the click-click of the
crank and the hiss of the Kleig lights. Her rehearsals
were perfect, but the minute the business of actual
So
"shooting" commenced, Billie Burke lost her head.
in desperation they had told all the carpenters to pound
with might and main at the call of "Camera." Now this
expedient had failed.
Deep gloom prevailed until an electrician on a near-by
set happened to whistle a popular air from The Pink
Lady. This tune was familiar to Billie and brought the
answer to her problem. Triumphantly she exclaimed, "I
must have something
Music, of course
have it
to create atmosphere as well as cover up the sounds." So
they found a violinist, and he played earnestly and lustily
every time the camera began to grind. Tho his choice of
music might be anything from Hearts and Flowers or
Forgotten, for light-comedy scenes, to Yankee Doodle
for drama, Billie Burke could act. The music concealed
!

!

We

hated

the
Douglas Fairbanks is directing his famous trio, who
played for him more than two years

have

TN
"•

sounds.

the days of Billie

Burke and a few

years before, a violinwas used here and
there, where a director or star demanded
But the producit.
ist

ers

were hard men to

convince when it
came to musicians, being a necessity therefore, no musician
could make a decent
;

living

by sticking

to

playing for the movies.
Today, there arc

quartets that have
persisted thru the
years, receiving a
weekly check which
would tempt a successful bootlegger to
give up bootlegging
and take lessons in
Harmony. And the
demand for appropri-

T A*

this first article the motion picture stars tell
you what they think about the influence of music

in the business of creating

emotion.

directors will give their ideas on

Next month
the subject;

the

and

then the musicians themselves will speak to you in the
last article of the series

By DORIS

DEMBO

music with the production of pictures has
caused a music-publishing company in the East to
pay a fabulous sum to Victor L. Schertzinger, famous composer and director, for fifty themes a
year to be used in pictures where certain emotions
are paramount.
ate

Sweethearts, wives and husbands take note!
Mr. Schertzinger says he can harness all the hu-

When
emotions to the strains of melody.
Friend Wife is in a bad humor because Friend

man

Husband was out late the night before, losing at
poker, he will ease over to the old Victrola and put
on Believe
If All Those Endearing Young
Charms, Home, Sweet Home, Forgotten, or
Promise Me. Or, if fortunate and forearmed, he
will have some of Schertzinger's special themes on
hand, and play those marked, Gentle Happiness,
Romance, Tears, Contrition, Love. And he will soon
have the irate one hanging on his neck in loving concern

Me

Kenyon and Percy Marmont are emoting this year to
the strains of a steel guitar played by a native Hawaiian

Doris

him whenever he starts a picture. Often they are sent
for to go East; and they have played for every star, old
and new, for seven years.
And yet, Constance Talmadge foiled their every attempt to bring tears to her snappy brown eyes while playIt took a
ing for her latest comedy, Heart Trouble.
wheezy old phonograph, much to the chagrin of the boys,
to do the work and accomplish the sob stuff.
Constance likes all the latest Memphis and Birmingham
Blues snappy jazz for her! But in this one scene, Sidney Franklin, her director, said she just must cry. That
is an ordeal for Constance at any time, and this day she
was particularly cheerful. The McCarger boys confidently started out on all the old sob standbys, with the
greatest of feeling.
But the tunes over which Marshall
Neilan's stars and many others had wept copiously failed.
Constance's director and musicians were at their wit's
She would
end
Constance was frankly thoughtful.
and, besides, those
like to help them make her cry
horrible old dirges were getting on her nerves terribly
Suddenly she
remembered that

—

;

—

on
Betty Compson often picks up a violin and
plays with the musicians until she is in the
mood of the scene; while Pbla Negri needs
only a measure from a Polish folk-song to
bring tears to her eyes

a

dusty

old shelf in the
studio the other

day she had run
across an old
talking

machine

a few old
records that were
popular in her
childhood days,
and, as she re-

and

for his well-being and happiness.
Mr. Schertzinger

says it will work, for he has
never used an artificial emohis di-

membered it, she
had wanted to
cry
The good

substi-

news was

tional effect or glycerin tear
in

any picture under
He says he

rection.

own

told to

quar-

Sidney Franklin,
and a few minutes later the
screechy old pho-

under contract to him.

nogr aph was

tutes the studio organ, violin
and cello for a megaphone.
Marshall Neilan has his
tet

!

special

stringed

The McCarger Quartet

(Continued

must always be ready for

page 94)
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THE DEAREST SCREEN MOTHER OF ALL
The

screen has many fine actresses who excel in playing the role of the
fashionable modern mother or grandmother, but Mary Carr surpasses them
all in portraying
the old-fashioned homey mother, radiating tenderness,

sympathy and contentment

I
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THE MOST POPULAR OF ALL SCREEN FATHERS
a native Californian and has climbed to an enviable place on the topmost
that leads to success on both the stage and screen. As a young actor he preferred the role of villain his favorites being Svengali and Simon Legree. But when he deserted
the footlights for the Kleigs he discovered gradually that the role which made him happiest was
that of the gruff, but really kind father. And it is a role in which the fans doubly adore him. At
present Mr. Roberts is recovering from a long illness, but his followers will surely meet him on
the screen again this winter. This photograph was taken SDecially for this magazine, in the sun
parlor of his home in Beverly Hills, California

Theodore Roberts is
round of the ladder

—

i

The next moment he had turned and
left

the

room, slamming the door behind him

The

Girl

WKo
Couldn't Be Bad
By

HENRY ALBERT
Part

Illustrations by

(A

PHILLIPS

V

May

Cornelia Burke

synopsis of Parts I-IV appears on page 80)

the room, slamming the door behind him.
Stanton stood still on the other side of the door
for a moment and sighed.
He felt that he had
been unduly harsh with the girl and longed to go
back and tell her so. But he turned resolutely to
the kitchenette. She must be hungry, he thought.
He was.
So' he forthwith prepared some coffee and
made some sandwiches and, with a little feeling
of pleasure over the way he would surprise her,
he tiptoed to the door and knocked, bearing a
huge cup of coffee which he prided himself
on making and several very chunky sandwiches.
left

But weary and worn

STANTON

kitten-like

BRAITHWAITE
Hope

arrived

at his bachelor

with the.
apartment at an

early hour in the morning.

Hope

in her innocent manner made it embarrassevery turn. There were two rooms and a
kitchenette. When Stanton took Hope into his bedroom,
there came into the girl's eyes for a moment that primal
fear of innocent maidenhood. Then she shook it off with
a toss of her now tousled head. But Stanton thruout was
very stern. He told her with a frown which her suddenly lowered eyes did not see—that she was to sleep here
in his bed. And as he explained no further, the look of
fear returned.
But again Hope threw it off by taking a
broad step in the direction of her fears.
She was now vainly trying to untie a knot in her frayed
shoestring.
She looked appealingly at' him several times
and finally without a word he bent down trying to assist
her.
Hope lifted her skirt slightly before him and he
pulled it down with a jerk and a frown. Hope resented
this Puritanical streak, as she considered it.
It reminded
her disagreeably of her trials at home.
For a moment
she was disappointed in him again.
Having made everything ready for her to go to bed,
Stanton stood in the doorway uncertainly a moment.
"Now, you be all in bed when I return !" he said
peremptorily.
The next moment he had turned and
4o

ing for

him

at

—

fi\

p

in

ill-doing,

Hope had

fallen

asleep almost as soon as her head touched the pillow.
Stanton stood there beside her bed for a long while,
contemplating the beautiful innocence of her with a new
sensation in his heart that made him feel like a guilty
wolf. Then with tears near the surface and in some perplexity as to just what to do with her now that he had
her, he kissed her cheek with a sigh and turned off the
light and quietly left the room, closing the door behind
him just as tho he were leaving a church into which he
had prowled unreligiously.

overheard his mother and Aunt
Charity discussing the runaway of Hope, and his

T-Tank Brown had

**

own cowardly soul was inspired to go and do likewise.
All that he could remember was that he had been drunk,
and in his father's Biblical code there was no balm in
Gilead for such an offense. For he had no recollection
That
of his father's return and their dramatic meeting.
dread of his father would have driven him to even greater
lengths and breadths.
Hank had secretly hoarded just about enough money
He, too, had Orkney's address
to carry him to the city.
and he knew that his troubles would be over just as soon
as he got to Orkney and told him the whole story.

Besides, Hope would be there and he felt, with a shudder
of misgiving, that somehow he would be well taken care
of because he was her brother.
But Orkney had just undergone an ordeal that was not
He had
calculated to put him in the best of humors.

OTION PICTURf?
magazine r\

come home

apartment with a feeling of sensual
quite sure that sooner or later, Hope
Brown would come walking into the trap he had partially
baited for her. If she did not. he would return in a few
days and bring her by sheer force of his persuasive
personality.
to his

He was

triumph.

Orkney reentered his apartment filled with these pleasing anticipations and found to his dismay that his wife,
no longer able to bear the strain of her yearning for him,
had returned
sure it has all been my fault," she told him tear"because of my lack of devotion to you !"
Orkney had not quite reached the point of baseness
where he could tell her what he was then thinking. "You're
too damned devoted that's the trouble !" he thought.
Orkney was unrepentant and remained sullen and ugly
until the inevitable quarreling began again and then he

am

"I

fully,

;

became furious. So sometime the same night his patient
and long-suffering wife again took her departure.
"Come for me whenever you want me, and I'll return,"
she had told him, and the words lashed and cut him with
rankling remorse all the following day. He was sulking
gloomily about the apartment when the doorbell rang.
He half-hoped and half-feared it might be his wife
returning. He nervously opened the door. It was Hank

Orkney forgot

his

wife instantly in a surge of expecsister
Hope?" he asked.

—

"Where's your
"that's what I
came to ask you,"
stammered Hank.
tancy.

city with a soul that was ready to stoop to
anything that would save his body.

and faced the

1—Tope

rose at her habitually early hour and found Stanton sleeping uneasily, cold and cramped, in a Morris
Something, too, which she did not altogether comchair.
prehend came into her heart then and there. For as she
stood there gradually realizing the caliber of the sacrifice
he was making for her, Hope fell dead in love with Stanton Braithwaite. Suddenly Stanton turned with a groan,
and she had a great desire to go forward and minister
gently to him. But instead, ran hurriedly away from him,
covered with confusion.
Hope then turned to and with a practice born of long
service she found the necessary victuals and prepared his
breakfast.
She was in the kitchenette behind the curtain
when she saw him rise with a start. She kept perfectly
still for a moment.
He looked at his watch and registered
with a frown the ungodly hour. But he rose and put on
a dressing-gown and tiptoed into her room. He hurried
out with a much-disturbed countenance which broke into a
happy smile as he espied her before the little gas stove.
"You shouldn't do that," he said, unconvincingly.
"Why not?" she asked in dismay.
"
"Why, I have a woman who comes in and
"A woman?" asked Hope, her voice catching.
"A sort of- housekeeper; as old as the hills."

**

"Oh—h," murmured Hope and
job.

Hope

tell

that had transpired. But when
he disclosed that
in

all

probability
been
in the city
for
forty-eight hours,

Orkney threw up
hands

his

in

"

or

at

he sighed and
smiled unpleasantly.

"Or some-

body's
of her

!"

body

else

Some-

tion" for her.

An

like

himself,

hour or so
breakfast,
Stanton went out
and a few minutes later the

he

after

meant. Hank understood him and

grew

pale.

least two

meals "at home,"
he thought. That
would provide a
temporary "posi-

hold

got

!"

ever ate
Stanton
avowed
when he finished.
They would take
fast I

happened

her,

to

Then

housekeeper

he broke out into
a spasm of fury
at the way Fate

arrived.

bowled him
over on all sides.

Mrs.

To say that
McDowell

had

He

was

vented his

rage

on

can

Hank,

When
bring

back

sister

But not un-

then

L4KS

.C»ir/ ru,i*.ZB</*iftr
l

!"

Hank turned

She checked

woman until she
could wheedle all
the dreadful and
disgusting particulars
from the

here

back.

is

the honest indignation of a good

come

you,

til

ized.

you
your

with

amazed,

putting it mildly;
she was scandal-

"Now, scoot, you,
and take your
bad luck with
you

down

"Best break-

dis-

gusted dismay.
"Either an accident's

sat

opposite Stanton.
They looked at
each other seriously for a moment, then both
smiled.
It was a
curious situation.

all

Hope had

resumed her

she

The boy then
proceeded to

i

"It

was

I yesterday, just as

it

is

you today, and heaven knows who

be tomorrow!"

it

will

very-ready-to-talk

Hope.
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"Been here

night, ain't

all

—

yon?"

"Yes," replied Hope awkwardly. "I slept in his room
and he slept here."
"Humph,": doubted Mrs. McDowell, who was thinking that it was Mr. Braithwaite's first absolute departure
from decency by bringing one of his many lady friends
home for the night. She put the worst and, after all,' most
construction

natural

have thought of a way. You can be my cook now
the estimable Mrs. McDowell has resigned.
You
wont really be my cook, you know, but——" Stanton
I

that

paused, realizing that this new status was, if anything,
worse than the old. "Oh, the devil with it all!"
Hope looked up, smiling thru her tears. "I'll do all the
work and I'll sleep in the Morris chair," she said, beginning the new regime

by carrying
pome dishes.

on Hope's presence.

She was
the

quite sure
of person

sort

Hope must

"No,

The

be.

more

you

wont,

either,"

he

dicted.

"I'll

contra-

thought
she
about it the more
felt
she
outraged
until her houseworker's refined con-

and

science could no
longer stand for

Brown
E zekiel
and
wife

such a mistress and
she came out plainly

the

and

all

"Of course

I

They knew

ment.

the return of
children was
their
the only way in this
that

I

do,"

Hope, irriMrs: Mc-

world

to lift

low

all

over in

which

it

she
until
strained
threatened a blood
vessel trying in vain

this

to

"You dont have to
I
tell me I'm bad.
know it, dont I ?"
She faced Mrs. McDowell

and

Charity just
outside the keyhole

nice

man

the

parlor

Aunt

must be a very, very
bad woman to be

young
way !"

in

voices

talked

you that you

a

They

it.

down

sat

wont mind my

with

bereave-

like a

gloomy

livin'

upon

resting

them

Dowell's manner.
"Well, then, you
tellin'

felt

stigma of their

guilt

suppose?"
retorted
tated by

I'll buy a divan,
!"
for myself

his

Hope so.
know what

"You

do at
work,

least half the

told

you're adoin' then,

make

had

intel-

it

When

ligible.

finished,

it

they

was

decided to go without delay to the 'city
and leave no stone

defiantly.

They
unturned.
could have
knelt down beside
knocked the virtuone of the horseous Mrs. McDowell
hair chairs and
over with a feather.
>
k&t*J?uKK6''"
prayed with more
She had looked for
fervor than ever bea tearful denial and
Sarah's thin
Where's your sister, Hope?" he asked
had generously infore.
hand was tightly
tended ;to do a little
reforming.
But upon Hope's brazen acknowledgment
clasped in Ezekiel's their heads bowed low with care.
there seemed but one clean course to pursue, so she picked
They were just getting ready to leave the house when
up her things peremptorily and left.
the Reform Committee entered en masse to discuss the
.When Mrs. McDowell had departed, Hope sat down
serious way in which the war was inevitably going to
and thought it over. She was not altogether displeased to
affect the future of Syrian brides.
learn that she had become a bad woman in the eyes of
Ezekiel, with some return to his former austerity, told
others, altho a little surprised at how little she had had
the Committee to get out. The Committee returned to its.
to sacrifice and how surpassingly delightful it all was.
several homes too mad even to pray.
Then Stanton came in and she delightfully repeated the
When they arrived in Los Angeles that night, Ezekiel
whole story. Stanton was furious.
and his wife realized that the very course they wished
"I want to stay always here with you and cook your
most to avoid would alone bring solution to the wheremeals and everything !" she continued.
abouts or return of their children. The police informed
"Look here!" said Stanton almost roughly, turning
them that no young people of the description of Hope
The city seemed to have
upon her sharply, "Are you trying to be smart, or just
or Hank had been reported.
funny? This is serious business for both of us. Cant
swallowed them up.
you realize it?" Then he saw that he had wounded Hope
"We cant encourage you and we dont want to discourand he was immediately repentant and could almost have
age. Bftter hang around a few days and come in and see
taken her into his arms.
me once in a while," the police sergeant on desk duty
"Forgive me, if I have hurt you but I am trying to
told them. And they trudged back to their hotel with heavy
think what is best for you."
Hope was weeping now. hearts. When they had left, the sergeant turned to a plainOn seeing her in such distress he yielded all his scruples. clothes man who sat reading a paper in the corner.
(Continued on page 80)
"Please, dont do that, Hope— I'm going to call you Hope
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The
Girl

Who
Wanted

To
Look
Exactly

Like

Herself
Hoover

DALE FULLER, HERSELF

DALE
FULLER
AS

MARIA
IN

GREED

Whenever

a picture calls for a slovenly servant, or a
vicious villainess, or a maudlin moron, the casting
"Aha! Dale Fuller can do it!"
director always says:
But finally, Miss Fuller lost her temper and said she
wouldn't she wanted to be dressed up and look like
herself.
So Elinor Glyn promised her a part to her
liking in His Hour. Behold her as Countess Olga, posing with the author of the play. She doesn't look like
even a thirty-second cousin to the Maria pictured above

—
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When Mae
She

Busch

Harry Carr that she had "something
many friends that she forgot what the

told

has revenged himself by

-t'r//^f

Muray

THE DIGNIFIED

MAE,

NEVER

found out what

MAE, THE DEMURE

Mae Busch had on

her

She
me.

said she
I

am

had something confidential to say to
it
must have been weighty and

sure

important.
In the first instance, she tried to tell me in front of the
casting director's office at the Mayer-Goldwyn-Metro
were interrupted by about seven different
Studio.
people in every second.
The casting director broke in
with a funny story; two publicity men butted in, and an
agitated young man without any hat came stewing and
fuming into the group. He
said he wanted to get a copy
of Miss Busch's signature to
make a stamp for the fan
photographs.
"It's no use trying to talk
here," said Mae, "I know a
place where we can talk."*
Wherever the place was,
she never got there. En route
she was held up by a cosBefore the costumer
tumer.
had let her go, Major Rupert
Hughes came along with a
funny story about a censorship board.
He was right in
the middle of a good one
when that same agitated
young man came galloping up
with more excitement than
Mr. P. Revere felt upon the
occasion
of
his
moonlight

We

horseback

We

sat

ride.

It

"Well,

it's

this

way ..."

this point,

o'clock.

The still photographer, attracted by the noise, came
over also to show her some proofs. He would have been
there yet if he had not been thrust aside by an agitated
young man with a paper in his hand. It was the young

man who wanted

it

too small.

/^Vne

time

I

read

a novel

^-^ by Gilbert K. Chesterton
called The Man Who Was
Thursday. It wasn't so much
of a novel, but it suggested a
It concerned
valuable idea.
some anarchists who found
that their secret plots were
always found out when they
sneaked
lars

They

down

into

dark

cel-

meetings.
found the way to hold

to

hold

their

secret meetings was to
right out in the open.

do

it

So

they picked out the most conspicuous table in the most
crowded cafe in London and
did their plotting at the tops
And, of
of their voices.
nobody ever found
course,
out.

—

lAGE.

Miss

to get

Busch's signature for .the fan
mail.
It seems that she wrote

seems that

signing her name for the
fan-mail stamp, Miss Busch
had used the wrong kind of
pen or something.
Well, evidently it was no
use trying to talk there. Miss
Busch led the way to a secluded garden that had been
used as a set for the Prince
Hoozis palace in some former

44

ancient stone settee, and

an assistant director hoo-hooed from the
He bounded over the shrublight studio across the way.
bery to tell Miss Busch to be sure to be on the set at two

At

in

97

down on an

Miss Busch said

mind.

I

film drama.

MAE, THE CHILD

MAE, THE FRIENDLY
She

is

never too busy to chat with the electricians

and other workmen

in

the

studio

That may have been a great
scheme for anarchists, but it
was no good for Miss Busch
and me. We tried it. We
took a couple of chairs and
placed them on the edge of
Victor Seastrom's set; where

Grew? Confidential
on her mind," and then she chatted with so
so our interviewer
"something" was
telling stories about her

he was making the picture, He Who Gets Slapped.
In the. first three minutes we were interrupted by three
electricians who wanted to say "Howd'do" to Miss
Busch by two publicity men by Conrad Nagel and two
other actors and by Irving Thalberg, the manager of the
Also by a wandering lady guest who felt that
studio.
she had a call from heaven to shake the hand of Miss
Busch. Lastly by an agitated young man who said that
in signing her name for the fan mail, Miss Busch had
used the wrong kind of ink, which wouldn't do at all.
They just outgamed me. So I never
I was licked.
found out what portentous
matter was agitating the soul
of Mae Busch.
;

;

;

As

MAE, THE LOVABLE

MAE, THE SOPHISTICATED

MAE, THE FLAPPER

well

y'know

.

.

.

just

a

him with a "Good morning

y'know.

!"

you could

The old man looked astonished; then
on.
he hurried after her
"What's a matter, Mae, sick or somethin'?"
Mae stifled a grin and hurried on.
As she passed one of the electricians to go on the set,

hang

icicles

he said, "Say, have you got a
match, Mae? My' pipe's gone
out."

With crushing dignity she
him the match and

about Miss Busch.

The

women

.

,

inch and passed

handed

the

.

.

I

all

.

hurt, but she promised.
The next morning the old gateman was waiting for
her. He wanted to tell her a good one he had heard. Mae
inclined the tip of her nose just nine-sixteenths of an

couldn't find out, I
will console the audience by
telling
a couple of stories

Of

more

bit

little

Mae was

on

without a word.
looked
thunderThen he hurried

passed

in Holly-

man

struck.

the
most original and refreshing.
Charlie Chaplin says she is
the best actress on the screen.

right onto the set after her:
"Is there anything the mat-

Some

coldness, "there

wood's film colony, she

of

the

literary

is

ter,

Mae?"

"No," she

critics

say she is one of the best of
our modern poets. Mae herself says she lays claim to no
such distinction. The only accomplishment to which she
points with pride, and possibly
some pardonable arrogance, is that she can roll her
own cigarets without spill

matter."

said,

"i-f

ing the tobacco much.
One of these stories is
about Mae Busch's dignity.
They decided in the "front
office" that Mae was not dignified enough for a regular
star.
So they led her gently
to one side and reasoned with
her.
They told her that
she had a position to con.
.
sider; and if she could

been

doing

The

is

with cutting
nothing the

electricians just let the

go hang while they consulted about the case. Finally
one of them walked right out
in front of the camera and
drew her to one side.
"Looka here, Mae," he
lights

—

.

said,

there's

somebody

something

that
right to you, we want
you to tell us and we'll knock
his teeth
down his throat.
You just tell us who it is."
It happened that one of the
Master Minds was on the
edge of the set. He sighed

ain't

MAE, THE IMPUDENT

When

she won a bet, made with Helene Chadwick,
that she could wear men's clothes and not be
found out

then he laughed. "For heaven's sake," he said ruefully,
(Continued on page 98)
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The King

Fun-makers

trie

of

THE clown
of today

is

a

direct descendant

who

of the devil

appeared

in

medieval miracle

The

plays.

his

is

jester

ancestor,

and Pierrot,
Harlequin and
the

are

mountebank

love

first
who

his

cousins.

All

merry

this

character will be
delighted to meet
him in the per-

son

three

of

famous

motion

picture

actors

this season,

note
ence

the

and
differ-

in make-up
and manner

THE
SAUCY

CLOWN

Monte Blue plays the role of
Deburau in The Lover of Camille,
but

his

make-up for the panto-

mime which
is

that

of

is a part of the play
Pierrot, rather than

King Clown

Lon Chaney

at last

has been given

As the
a role other than villain.
title character in He Who Gets
he wins the love and
sympathy and praise of all who
Slapped,

see

him

The make-up
which Ernest Torrenee chose in

THE

depicting the
mountebank in

MERRY

T-he Side Show of
Life, would with-

CLOWN

out fail be awarded first prize by
every lover of the

AND

He

truly
the clown that all
small boys idolize
circus.

I
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HIS

is

PARTNER

FABLES IN CELLULOID

c/Vfe/

^midbyfoad^ on-a/fbm

SomJ.

"Jfiw

A Max Bennett

Margaret Norris
By

u/ Totr SaMoefujui/ ^psv

anc

Helen Hokinsoh

Trie;

An,

owl.

A

bathing girl grew tired of wearing immodest
bathing-suits and of being shoved into the water, and longed to
be the heroine in eight reels of adventure and romance.
"I am tired of being a comedy queen," she said, "and of making
people laugh. I want to be a vamp in a glittering frock, or the little
ingenue who swings on the gate in pink organdie, waiting for Him to
come home. All I need to play the part is the right sort of clothes."
So she. dressed herself in a Paris gown, such as Gloria Swanson
might wear, and a beautiful drooping picture hat that hid her eyes
with their comedy squint, which the public paid money to laugh at,
and shaded her nose with its ridiculous pug that had put her name
"Now cast
Then she went to her manager and said
in headlights.
me in the right sort of part."
But her manager looked at her and roared, "Ha Ha Go back
Fine feathers do not make fine birds."
to your bathing-suit
Moral: (Re-read last sentence.)

handsome screen star used to laugh at his double who did all
the routine posing for him, and stepped out of the picture just
when the camera began to grind. "You are a poor prune," he would
say to his double, "a tailor's dummy, content to stay in second place
and shine in reflected glory."
But there chanced to come into the picture a perilous ride on the
top of a narrow ledge, full of leaps and hazards. The hero pondered
it and said to the director
"That is too dangerous for me. You
cannot afford to risk my expensive neck in that. Let my double do it."
So the double led the coal-black charger to the top of the perilous
ledge, and, before the eye of the camera, rode like the wind to glory.
Said the director "Such skill and bravery I have never seen. You
are engaged at three thousand a week as hero in our next picture."
Then it was the double's turn to look at the hero and laugh, saying,
"He laughs best who laughs last."
(Which is also the moral.)

xce there was a handsome hero who had made love to so many
leading ladies before the camera that he had the art down to an
All the heroines swooned beneath his kisses,
irresistible finish.
But it is all makesaying, "Does he not make love enchantingly
believe. He is only a man in a play, and he wears his heart on his

girl once looked in her mirror and said, "I am too
pretty to be a village belle, to watch the trains come and go, and
vamp the country bumpkins. I will go to Hollywood and make my
face immortal." So she gave her parents no rest until they scraped
the family cash-box to buy her a ticket to California. She said to
her weeping mother
"Soon I will send for you to come live with
me I will hang you with ropes of pearls, and we will live in a house
like a palace."
She said to her irate father: "Soon I will pay off
all your mortgages, and you can snap your fingers at crops and bad
weather." She said to her village lover: "Soon you can see me
for fifty cents."
But in Hollywood the casting director took one look at her and
wouldn't even bother to tell her why it was she wouldn't screen well.
So she came home to find another mortgage on the farm, her mother
weeping harder than ever, and her village lover married to the girl
next door, who hadn't the wanderlust. So she wept aloud and cried,
"Why do the farthest fields always look the greenest?"

:

!

!

!

f~)

!

sleeve."

:

A country

:

But one day, as he kissed a pretty little ingenue, he felt an unexpected thumping in his chest and his heart came tumbling off his
sleeve and fell at the lady's feet. Then he knew, for the first time,
he was really in love.
But when he murmured, "I love you," she thought it was still part
of the picture. When he kissed her passionately, saying, "Now wont
you believe me?" she replied, "You have kissed a thousand girls
that way. You are a deceiver." So the harder he protested the more
scornful she became, until, in the end, she married a life-insurance
agent who made love so crudely that she offered to teach him the art.

Moral

:

:

A

liar is

not believed even

wKeh

he

is

telling the truth.

;

Moral

:

Be

content with xour

lot.
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NE

occasionally has the good fortune to meet
old-fashioned girl.
I had this pleasure
when I made this analysis of Lillian Gish. All
her success has left her just as unspoiled,
modest, and natural as can be.
The thing that impresses me most is the splendid
way her brain functions. She has a way of thinking things out and expressing them in the most
clean-cut fashion.
An hour seems like five

an

minutes when conversing with Miss Gish.
Her mouth is a very sensitive one, showing in
the upper lip sympathy, a charitable nature
with kindly interest toward her fellow beings,
splendid poise and control. In the lower lip is
found a well-developed maternal instinct she
is one who is a decided asset in the sick-room.
In the cheeks there is found industry, caution,
and proof that she is a very reserved nature, and
one who is too much repressed for her own good.
She is a person who is very much interested in
human nature. Society in general would have no
interest for her
she would prefer solitude to
association with uninteresting people; she always
finds plenty to interest her even when alone, and
enjoys reading and developing her mentality.
In the chin and jaw there is found persistency and
determination
a very strong will
an affectionate
nature one who feels deeply.
The forehead shows a very good mentality and interest in
;

;

;

;

;

things intellectual.

Back of the

hairline

is

shown

a fulness

which denotes a good command of English.
In the nose there is shown a good imagination, constructive

LILLIAN GISH

ability,

(Continued on page 88)

MET

Richard Dix on as hot a day as summer ever brings
and in the studio, under the lights, it was even
hotter than outdoors. Most of the people felt irritable, but
not Richard Dix, who was as good-natured and lively as a
cricket.
He is a born comedian he sees fun in everything. Yet,
back of all the playfulness, there is a sincerity and seriousness.
In reading Mr. Dix's character I was impressed with his boyish
good nature. He is an unusual combination of the practical and

I

forth,

;

the impractical.
In the upper lip there is shown a kind, charitable nature, with
great enthusiasm and ardor, and great belief in his fellow beings
good control and poise also. In the lower lip there is found a
very affectionate nature, with strong desires a love for animals
and children, and a strong sense of patriotism; a great loyalty
in friendship.
In the chin and jaw there is found a love of beauty, physical
strength, endurance, determination, persistency
even pugnacity.
In the cheeks there is found daring, and proof that he is one who
has the courage of his convictions.
In the nose there is shown good imagination, constructive
ability, high self -protection.
He is a man who does not care
much for details.
Making a general summary of his character Mr. Dix has
much endurance and physical strength is of a happy, friendly,
nature; highly inspirational and romantic, and has much sentiment. He is a generous person who likes to eat and drink, but
who is practical enough not to let his appetites run away with
him. He is loyal in friendships, and makes friends readily. He
is not easily swayed by argument, but if his feelings are hurt he
(Continued on page 88)
;

—

:

;

I
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RICHARD DIX

Faces of
By

F.

trie

Film Stars

Vance de Revere

HAVING met
doubly
Dorothy.
it

and analyzed
interesting

Lillian
to

meet

Gish,
her

found

I

sister

The thing that impressed me most in con
nection with Dorothy Gish was her friendly manner
and her kindly interest and enthusiasm.
Being
sisters, and in the same vocation, it is only natural
that I should compare them.
Dorothy's mouth is somewhat similar to
with sympathy, kindness and a charitable nature in the upper lip
but here is also
found ardor and enthusiasm. In the lower lip
is found an affectionate nature.
In the cheeks there is found proof that hers
is a nature that has the courage of its convictions
she is less timid in expressing her
opinions than is Lillian, altho she is not an
Lillian's,

;

;

aggressive nature.
In the chin and jaw there is found love of the
beautiful
she is a person who likes smart clothes
and nice surroundings. Here there is found also
persistency, determination, good powers of recuperation, and endurance.
She is an affectionate
person, with great loyalty toward her friends.
The forehead shows a good mentality and an
unusually good memory a far better memory than
her sister.
In the nose there is found a good imagination, constructive ability, self-protection, and the ability to gather
together knowledge from that which she sees and hears.
She is a person who analyzes things.
In the hands there is shown a highly inspirational nature, tact

—

;

DOROTHY GISH

{Continued on page 88)

AVERY

serious young man is Antonio Moreno
quiet
unassuming when with strangers, preferring to

and

;

than to talk a very sensitive, sympathetic
nature, kindly disposed toward his fellow beings.
In reading Mr. Moreno's character there is shown in the upper
lip a kind, charitable, sympathetic nature
in the lower lip, affection, steadfastness and loyalty in friendship.
In the chin there is an appreciation of all that is beautiful; he
is one who loves nature, and likes to roam thru the country
enjoying its beauties. His jaw shows endurance; a determined
and persistent nature, with plenty of stick-to-it-iveness.
In the cheeks there is found honesty of purpose, industry,
daring, and physical courage a very intense, warm nature.
In the forehead, there is found a good intellect he is a person
who thinks; who is earnest, and who takes life seriously, too
seriously for his own good
he should develop a sense of humor.
He has a good sense of location and can find his way about
readily in strange places.
In the nose there is found a good imagination, high inspirations and ideals. He is an observing person, and one with a sense
listen rather

;

;

;

;

—

of economics a person who will always look out for the "rainy
day." In the hands, there is found an honest nature, with high
:

ideals

and inspirations.

general summary of his character: "Tony"
highly romantic and inspirational.
He is
one who lacks mathematical ability, but nevertheless has a sense
of money values.
very kindly person is "Tony" a man who
cares little for society or social life, but who is very loyal and
tond of his friends and his family
a person who, when

In

making

Moreno

is

a

idealistic,

A

TiTgene Robert Richee

;

;

ANTONIO MORENO

{Continued on page 88)
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Confid ences Off-S creen
By

The World

WHEN

to

Choose From

was

I

remember
in my

I

Out of the
Bag

First

youngster,

a

/^*\n

receiving

being taken,

I

very remote and
very small native

took the train out to
the

town, to see my first
movie- -and turning
up my nose at it.
Billed ponderously

scenes

with

slightest

thread

is really an outlying section of New
It
is
York City.
easily the most prein
tentious
studio

but

it

the

had
East;
I
never visited it before, tho I had been

the

of
feeble

drama, some
slap-stick comedy,
and a flight and pur-

in

There was also
an obviously faked

volcanic eruption, in
which liquid paint
oozed down a pa-

frain.

The

had dropped in
Rudolph
Valentino
was working
with
Dagmar Godowsky in one set,

difficult

to follow the action.

One's eyes ached.

Without making
allowances

for

Glc

the

Swanson,
rehearsing

Norman Trevor and Ben Lyon
a

scene for

what
was then a new-born art, I sniffed "Why dont they give
us pirates, and dances in Turkish harems, and Spanish
bull-fights, and Japanese geisha girls ?
They've got the
world to choose from." And being at that time a conceited tadpole, I added, "Leave me show 'em when I get
to New York," or words to that effect.

problems

:

It did not prove to be my role to elbow D. W. Griffith
out of his job, or to show the movies anything on the
technical side.
I became a writer of a rather adventurous sort, who has been in out-of-the-way places and lived

many of the great cities of the earth. Everywhere, I
found the pictures ahead of me, doing precisely the things
I had boyishly demanded of them.
The camera has
missed few bets in recording the romance of Alaska and
Java and the Seven Seas, to be included in the gigantic
in

feature productions of our studios.
On the other hand,
the American pageant is a daily spectacle on the screens
of theaters from Ireland to-Tahiti.
I no longer scoff.
I have joined in the applause.
And yet, as Joseph Hergesheimer pointed out in this
magazine in August, the movies have a long way to go
before they reach perfection. When the editor asked me
to take a department in Motion Picture, and to make it
as personal, as different as I could, I realized that usually
I would be enthusiastic in what I wrote, and sometimes
critical. Very well
With the free-lance spirit acknowledged to be at large in Confidences Off-Screen, both my
Q\ readers and I should enjoy ourselves with some profit
''50
so

y1AG£

The Wages

of Virtue

Gloria

of

!

following

surely enough to
show at what a fortunate
moment I
is

pier-mache cone.
The film flickered
was

including

the best in Europe.
You've often read
descriptions, so I re-

lots.

it

many other

studios,

suit across the back-

so,

Players'
Astoria,

Island, which
sounds as if it might
be a country town,

rural

of

at

Long

Cinematographic
Demonstration,"

Famous

studio,

as So-and-So's
"Epoch- Making-

consisted

my

with

Norman Trevor and Ben Lyon

Bebe

Daniels

in

a

third,

and

in

Richard

Swanson
a

Dix

second,
in a

fourth.

Scenes from four of the outstanding attractions for the
winter were being shot as I looked on. It was decidedly
interesting. I strolled from one to the other, and stopped
finally on the edge of the Valentino outfit
A Sainted
Devil would be the title of the picture, some one whispered in my ear, a Rex Beach tale with a South American
background.
Valentino had just started for his dressing-room, and
Dagmar Godowsky was flaunting it alone in a boudoir
scene.
Her costume was black lace underwear, and I
hope the censors dont veto it, for the effect was charming.
Cast for a vamp who almost lures Rudolph from the
heroine (Helen d'Algy as Julietta), Dagmar was a study
in black and red
black hair parted in the middle and
sleeked like the plumage of a bird, black eyebrows and
eyelashes, rouged lips, a consistent intimation of a toored heart. I knew her to be a Russian, yet she looked
amazingly Spanish. "That's all right, far as it goes. But
does she understand the Spanish temperament?" I
wondered. My curiosity on the point led me to wait until
the cameraman stopped turning and I could be presented.
It explains how my five-minutes chat with her
comes to be first out of the bag as an off-screen confidence.
"You are interested in the role ? Yes. Otherwise, you
:

{Continued on page 82)

A
Myster?
in

Make-up

Note

When

has buckled around his waist,
with the Sam Browne shoulder

he laces a long leather tongue to
his foot. This protrudes thru an
opening in the toe. The leg is

hold it in place. Do
observe the loop just this
This is
of his right arm?
most important part of

you

drawn upward and

side

tongue buckles thru the loop
on the belt.
Another leather
tongue clinches the snugness

the tight belt of heavy
leather that
Raymond Hatton

effect to

the
the

with which the leg

make-up

actor faces the camera
again, in the picture below.
Now you will see another
tongue in front glued to the
leather and fastened to the
belt.
In his hand he holds

The

The

the

false

putting on his right shoe,

leg.

He

is

ready to step into

below

fits

leather

to the

body

shows

im

as the onedegged, seagoing character in Half-a-

RAYMOND HATTON

now
it

picture

this

Dollar Bill. His coat hides
the slight bulge of the leg
strapped behind, and the
ctrap just above the "false
leg" holds it very snugly

RARELY

does

motion-

a

picture

actor

di-

vulge the secret
an
intricate
of
make-up.

But

Raymond Hatone

ton,

of

the

artists

sincerer.t

on

screen,
t h e
consented to give

you

pictorial

a

demonstration of
the very difficult

task
up

of

as

a

making

one-

legged sailor for
characteriza-

his

tion

in

Half-a-

Dollar Bill
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Trie Winners
The

Best

Modern Drama,

the Best

Comedy,

the

Best Melodrama, and the Best Costume Picture

MANHANDLED
The Best Modern Drama
seldom that a picture

the screen with
ITthe humanities, the realitiesreaches
and the humor which
is

this story contains.
Written by Arthur Stringer
and not carrying much of a plot, it is another feather

in the cap of

Allan

Dwan who

demonstrated again
showing

his gift for catching the subtle sparks and
life as a blending of the comic and serious.
is

—

heart-strings.

The girl- rides home in a crowded subway train
jostled by the workaday folks
plain folks like herself.
It is a scintillating scene
the opening one, to
be exact and it starts the picture off with a fine
flourish.
She comes home tired and rests a little
and the boy talks of a theater party for two. But he
is called to Detroit to interest capitalists in his invention.
And while he is away the little girl plays

——

—

—

and plays

safe.

She

is

wined and dined

We

—and makes

a hit with her imitations.
never knew that
Gloria Swanson is a talented mimic.
And the boy comes home and draws the wrong
conclusion.
There are her clothes rich clothes
hanging guiltily in the room. Is there a scene? Is
there any demonstration of gunwork or fistic display? Does he demand payment from the wealthy
idlers?
No, the humanities are perfect. They just
have a crying scene a little scene of pathos and it
is unusually effective. The boy is rich and the girl is
glad. He has sensed her faithfulness in her expressions of love dashed off on the calendar in his room.

—

—

—

—

NEVER SAY DIE

—

a simple little boy and girl love affair the
boy an automobile mechanic, the girl, a department
store clerk.
And they have adjoining furnished
rooms in a boarding house which has all of O.
Henry's atmosphere. Now this girl would like to
get out of the basement trenches.
She has personality
and it is recognized. And soon she is carried
to the heights by gentlemen of leisure who see in her
a legitimate victim for their lustful advances.
But does she sink to the depths ? No. Dwan is not
that kind of a director.
He takes the unreal melodramatic sting out of it and tosses it far," far
away. Instead he plays upon the humor and the
It

The finish may smack of fiction but it isn't weak.
There are no huge sets. For once Dwan comes
down to earth and shows life in all its simplicity.

The Best Comedy

MacLEAN seems to be running into no end
DOUGLAS
of good luck.
For the past season or two he has
helped himself to some winning stories — stories which
tried out on the stage and proved meritorious enough
for long runs. He hasn't gambled with untried material, but
with subjects which have been thoroly tested and which
came thru with flying colors. He has tried out a comedy or
two of Willie Collier's and one of Raymond Hitchcock's.
Especially the latter's The Yankee Consul offered highly
mirthful film possibilities with its races and chases and
hero's plights and hero's fights.
The dizzy pace still continues. And MacLean, today, is
basking in a strong spotlight of popularity. Can he keep it
up? It appears so because he seems to sense a comedy piece

were

—

—

—

52

—

he seems to understand just how it can be
sees it
He merely substitutes
picturized to bring out the laughs.
The Yankee Consul took
dazzling action for crisp dialog.
him way up high on the ladder and he is content to stay
there with Never Say Die, which served Collier on the stage.
It is a lively farce-comedy carrying the same tempo as
Going Up and The Yankee Consul. It makes great comedy
material with its idea of a youth given three months to live
and who settles his fortune on a young lady by marrying her.
But he keeps right on living and the complications enter.
The laughs come early and continue to the end.

when he

—

—

It is a hilarious scene when the wealthy scion is mistaken
for a patient by three doctors and put thru a thrilling examination.
buzzing bee gets into the stethoscope and "sits
down" in the vicinity of the youth's heart. Naturally the
verdict is ominous.
Then he is given the walking test.
Blindfolded, he walks out of a window and onto a cornice of
a skyscraper. And when he fails to ring up the undertaker,
The farce becomes meloefforts are made to get rid of him.
dramatic here with considerable chase and rescue stuff.
MacLean gages each scene to a nicety. He doesn't overdo

A

—

a single trick.

{Continued on page 97)

I

—

His repression helps

in

furnishing suspense

Month

of the

Selected and Reviewed by

LAURENCE REID

JANICE MEREDITH
The Best Costume

DAMES
MARIONachievement

The Best Melodrama

OCCASIONALLY

producers forget the traditions and
conventions and take a plunge into the fields of novelty.
What is more serviceable than melodrama? But the
trouble is it isn't satirized often enough.
We, who have become a trifle tired of seeing the same regulation tricks, accept
Why? Because
this picture as a work of real consequence.
the director has been shrewd enough to make it a work of
humor. Oh, there is melodrama packed away in it. You can
find it when you get excited over the thrills
one of which
shows a party motoring in a flivver and their escape from a
dynamited mountain barely in the nick of time.
keen satire revolving around the courageous hero
It is
who must show his mettle before he can win the girl. Of
course, he is not wise to the scheme of her father to test him.
So he is set upon by a party of thugs the girl is kidnapped
and presto! just to keep the melodrama going, the real
villain turns on the father and tries to beat him at his own

—

—

—

—

game.
It is all

at his best.

his scenes.
in a

The domiwhere the director is
mystifies us and keeps us on the alert with

done to the tune of

nant element

house

is

mystery.

He
Here

street-cleaner with

there

is

the hero engaging in

is

fitted

rattling fast action.

And

up for the occasion.
all

much spooky
His pal

is

business
a colored

the superstition of his race.

And

the director, Al Sentell, takes these oft-used scenes
and fairly kids the life out of them. All the time-worn devices
are satirized
so that the picture takes on the form of novelty.
And there is no
It constantly affords plenty of surprises.
The rescue of the heroine occurs in
let-down in the pace.
due time the guilty are punished and love triumphs.
It is a comedy-melodrama which should serve as a model for
other producers who would get away from the fields of
hokum. It is capitally played by Matt Moore who gives it
He wears a quizzical expression which
just the right shading.
Patsy
heightens the mystery and adds value to the humor.
Ruth Miller is the frightened girl and manages her role very
(Continued on

—

—

—

—

has

scored

in the spectacular

rich

FOOLS IN THE DARK

Picture

another

romance

of the American Revolution.
The indomitable spirit of America in the making is the
spark which lights the picture. And the spectator
responds to surging scenes of the great conflict
which gave us liberty. Noticeable in this effort is
the diligent search for accuracy.
Every set, every
costume, is in harmony with the period. And the
cast has been selected for its adaptability as well
as for its talent.
The result is a work which approaches perfection as one of the most colorful
screen plays ever produced.
It is a credit to a director who shows sympathy
and feeling— who has brought the Revolution to us
in stirring chapters.
Mason Hopper has caught the
salient episodes and woven them together witli
admirable skill. Take his crossing of the Delaware
Here is a shot which offers the maximum ir
realism— which rouses an audience to a high pitcr
of excitement.
see the straggling army, pushing their boats thru the surging, breaking ice.
It is the indomitable spirit of America again. History is being recorded. This is the outstanding scene
in a picture which comprises many vivid scenes.
There is color everywhere and romance. And
this same romance is beautifully told and never
It is dovetailed thruout the unfoldment
neglected.
of the crucial scenes of the Revolution. Against a
background of the Boston Tea Party, the ride of
Paul Revere (a thrilling episode indeed), the battle
of the Minute Men and Redcoats on Lexington
Green, the crossing of the Delaware, the battle of
Trenton and the siege of Yorktown this romance
balances the picture with its sentiment and charm.
It tells of a love between a bond servant of noble
ancestry and the rebel daughter of a Tory family
and tells it with adroit humor and sustained in-

We

—

—

—

—

terest.

Considering that any historical document of such
dimensions as this must of necessity be episodic, it
is an achievement when it can be told so that its

—

is ever dominant
colored by the vivid
chapters of the Revolution. Opulence it has in the
farewell ball to General Howe. And the scene of

central plot

page 97)
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Mary Standish stood

the lake's brim waiting for him, and smiling.
"You!" he managed
„"
She smiled. "I didn't think you would mind if I came
up here!" But he could not speak. He caught her in his arms silently. At last he said:
"Day and night I have been thinking of you
hating myself because I believed I had
killed you!"

to say at last.

at

"I thought

.

—

.

.

I
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Tke Alask an
This picture was adapted for the screen from the novel by James Other Curzuqod.

Famous Playcrs-Lasky, who

H. M.

By-

HOME!
home

also

Alan Holt's one

Alan

thought as he stood

Mary

at

Holt.
v
Standish.

!

At

mother

—both

Rossland

thought

that

his

were buried
lithe

there.

grew
murdered

bod}-

—

.

.

tense.

He

his mother's
His father
clenched his fists.
grave desecrated by the one man he hated the man who
had come to Alaska only to despoil it for his own profit:
;

—

John Graham
"
"Mr. Holt, please
He turned. She stood before him Mary Standish
the girl he had met once or twice since they had left
Seattle.
She had come on board hurriedly, the Captain
No one seemed to know
said, and in great excitement.

—

anything about her.
"I have no friends.
''I am alone on this ship." she said.
Will you help me a little?"
I want to ask questions.
Fie could see only the lustrous richness of her smooth
There was challenge in her gray eyes. Vaguely
hair.
if he had had a sister, he would
it crossed his mind
have liked her to be like this girl
"Questions?" he echoed. "For
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

instance?"
"Why did you say what you did

instant his voice broke. He waved
hand toward the North. "She
was buried up there. Her grave
lay in the path of John Graham's
projects.
father— when he
learned of it tried to interfere.
He reached her grave just as the

.

.

.

.

.

.Estelle

Taylor

.John

Sainpolis

—

.Anna May Wong

was exploded beneath my
mother's tomb. He was caught in
the wreckage, and badly hurt.
But wounded as he was he attacked John Graham
with his bare hands. Graham struck him down as ruthlessly as he has struck down every other obstacle in his
blast

—

path.

—

He

killed

"And you?"

my

father.

so faint they were.
He smiled bitterly.
"I learned, just too late
from Sokwenna, an old
Indian chief what had happened. I came as soon as I
could. I ... I made Graham beg for mercy. But what
was the use?
father died in my arms
with his last

—

—

—

My

breath begging

"And

me

to carry

—have you done
done what

I

its

only conjecture.
He
was a brute ; no doubt
about that
Once, in
the steerage, he had

of
wealth, giving nothit

!

ing in exchange
He
overfished the salmonruns and the people,
my people, starved be-"
fore my eyes He
Her gray eyes were
wide.
She seemed to
have grown pale suddenly.
!

found

—

alone.

—a

thief,

yes.

mother

tell

..." For

had

"If you touch me,
these nails of mine

will

tear

pieces

!"

cried.

My
an

.

tried to kiss her.

But

you.

Keok

Tautuk
Alan about

.

had told
Rossland

murderer?"

"I will

little
.

this.

!

"A

that talk, he

was one
Graham's men.
Why he was on the
Nome, Alan could

!

strip

I

of

thief

Alaska to

could.

Rossland

you.

—and a murderer A
—because he came
to

is all."

it?"

her.
She mystified
him. There was that
business of Rossland.

thief

a

That

After

Miss Standish. Because
is

fight.

"^^ thought often of

answered
"That he should be

man

on the

I am just coming home
went there with Carl Lomen
to try to get justice.
Perhaps we have done some good.
Sokwenna and his granddaughter are on this boat tonight.
Keok is the girl's name. She is to be married to Tautuk.
Perhaps you have seen them. ..."
The girl seemed not to hear. Softly she said
"Oh. I wish I were a man!"
"I wish you were," said Alan grimly.
For an instant her mouth lost its softness. Alan did
His eyes were on the distant mountains.
not see this.
For the moment, he
had forgotten that he
was not alone.

"I have

now from Washington.

that name, Alan Holt forgot himself. In a tense voice he

that

..."

Alan Holt could hardly hear the words,

At

I will tell

—

My

.Frank Campeau
.Alphonz Eihier
.Maurice Cannon
.

about John Graham?"

hung?

copyrighted by

his

.Thomas Meighan
.

.

is

HAMILTON

.

—

father, his

I:

uovelisation

CAST OF CHARACTERS

That was

!

.

.

short

this

He was coming
at last

the rail of the Nome, looking out
Stampede Smith.
John Craham.
Beacross the moonlit waters.
Tautuk
neath his feet the boat pulsed
Keok
They were feeling their
softly.
way thru the Wrangel Narrows
and very
the "Inside Passage"
near the shore. His heart leaped. This was his country
the land he loved
The boat was crowded. From the cabin he could, hear
But on
dance-music, and the chatter of many voices.
deck he was alone with his memories.
From earliest childhood he had loved it. His
Alaska
.

authorised

in

Sokwenna's cabin with an Indian

girl

to

And

Tautuk,

the storv.
had added quietlv
in

He found Mary

you

the girl had

telling
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"It

men

for such things that

is

—here

Together they went

are killed!"

—

was the point Mary Standish knew this
man Rossland. Alan had heard them talking in low
There had been
tones outside his porthole one night.
But

other suspicious things, too.
few days,
Pshaw! What did it matter to him?
and he would sec her no more.
Surely he wasn't he
Yet the thing troubled him.
falling in love with her himself
couldn't be
.

.

.

A

.

.

.

—

—

Tt was

after midnight.
Alan was alone in his cabin.
Something tapped lightly on the door. Then it opened.
Mary Standish came in.
"I want to talk to you, Mr. Holt."
He stared at her in amazement. There were tears in
her eyes. She sank into a chair.
"Did you ever feel like killing a man ?" she asked him

suddenly.
"Often.

But

He was

.

."

.

troubled.

—

didn't

to a man's room at
straightened, then said

"Will you help me? I must leave this boat before we
reach Cordova. I want to do it in such a way that the
world will believe I am dead. I have no plan. But
I must disappear
fall overcant you arrange one?
board anything. ..."
His doubt of her made his heart hard.
"That is silly, Miss Standish."
"If you dont," she cried, "then
the other thing must happen.

—

—

I

must

really die

— there

Captain, tried the door, then put his shoulder to
.

.

.

His face was upturned, his eyes
There was blood on his clothing and on the sheet.

closed.

The Captain made a brief inspection.
His door is locked
"He is dead

... it must have
been a knife-stab thru the window!" His eyes searched
Alan's face sternly. "We've got to believe it was a man
who murdered him !" he added.
Alan Holt's mind was in a daze. Rossland's death was
only a minor part of the mystery. On his hands he felt
Why had he not listened to
the guilt of Mary's death.
why had he not tried to help her?
her
!

.

.

.

Nome

'he next morning the

' I

*

here.

I

have

.

docked

.

somewhere!"
Yet

—

—

!"

They
his

an

book,

What was
scream

?

inshore.

that

?

"You

Alan

and

yawned

A

woman's

.

—

:

calling the boats' crew to quarters.
"What is it?" cried Alan, to a shape in the darkness.
.

.

did not pause, but he flung back
a woman

'Some one overboard
Miss Standish

.

!

They think

After

that, a night of

agony

—of

remorse.

!
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him was Alaska home.
.Life
was ahead of him. But now it seemed strangely empty
Then followed a long trip home, away from cities, off
across the. miles of tundra
the "Barren Lands"
toward the mountains where he could be alone.
Yet he seemed not to be alone. It was as if Mary
.

.

—

Standish were with him, invisible, voiceless, but there!

The boats

The mountains seemed touched with her presence. At
dawn, in the silence, he would awaken with dreams of

one.
Alan went to the Captain. He
his talk with Mary Standish. "I believe that man Rossland knows something!" he cried in
sudden fury. "God forgive me! I wouldn't help her!"
His face was like a mask. He wanted to reach out his
arms to the sea and ask Mary Standish to forgive him.
"Let us find Rossland," said the Captain.

came back, one by
told him briefly of

her?" her

it

!'

is

loved

"Yes," he answered simply.
In the woman's eyes was a
curious, tremulous expectancy. But
Alan could do no more. Ahead of

Once, in the steerage, Rossland had found
little Keok alone
.

of terror, of agony. ...
man
shouted.
The engines stopped reversed there was a
voice of command. The loud alarm of a bell was heard,

The man

—you

possess!"

I

voice trembled.

a piercing cry

A

re-

if

Mr. Holt ?"
"Everything
he cried.

.

Then ...

offered

they could
bring him news of
Mary, alive or dead.
Ellen McCormick
looked into his eyes.
"You'd give a great
deal to have her back,

Before he could
stop her, she was
gone. Then he wished
he might call her back.
But it was too late.
The ship was slacking
speed.
Probably they had
passed Cape St. Elias and

.

Alan

unheard-of

ward

good

.

sweet-faced wife,
met them. To

them

Mr. Holt."

closed
his
drowsily.

there.

Ellen,

mured:
"I had hoped you
would. But if you

drawing

went

Sandy McCormick and

her eyes, as she mur-

were

.

.

afloat in Olaf's boat
it
seemed a
hopeless task.
All that day they
searched. At last, heart-sick, Alan
was willing to give up. Olaf
pointed out a tiny cabin on
the white shore. "McCormick's," he said.

asked her sharply
The light went out of

.

I've got to stay

.

great hole in the darkCordova lay
ness of the mountains, for a storm was breaking. Thru
the gloom he made his way to Olaf Ericksen's cabin.
Olaf, great, gray-bearded, fierce-eyed, gripped Alan's
hand.
"We've got to find her, Olaf! She's out there

!

night,

To

Cordova.

at

work to do!"
before him like a
.

"I
see—a threat of
You expect me
suicide
that?"
he
believe
to

wont

It

it.

gave with a crash.
Rossland was in bed.

Stampede Smith, Alan said briefly
"I want you to go on to the ranch.

seem like her to come
such an hour to ask questions. She
It

The door was locked.
The
was no answer.

to his cabin.

The Captain knocked

her fresh in his heart

Vain dreams!

He

.

.

.

She was somewhere
back there in that dreary waste of waters and he
he
had been the cause of it all
But as he pressed forward by rail by boat on foot
her memory kept pace with him. He knew now that
she would never leave him never!

—

thought.

—
—

—

—

.

—

.

.
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Ahead

of

him

-was

Alaska

— home:

It was late June when he left Nome.
The days were
twenty hours long there was no night only a vague
twilight, then dawn again.
Under his feet were flowers
-daisies, and sedge, and iris.
Life was everywhere
about him but the one life he cherished
that was

—

;

—

.

last he saw a lake of silver, lying at
the base of mountains covered with eternal snow. Home

He was

almost in sight of his own cabin.
other turn in the trail would bring him there.
!

.

Who

was

that
slender figure turn
shine.
Was he

.

.

;

.

in

Was

?

Keok?

it

her hair was

mad ?
"Mary!" he called. "Mary
.

.

An-

.

He saw

the
the glint of sun-

.

.

Standish

!"

was the dead he had been thinking of. But the
For it was Mary Standish who stood
living greeted him.
It

there at the lake's brink

"You
thought

.

.

.

.

!"

a

welcome from Stampede Smith

He had
Indian girl, had had his canoe on the boat.
lowered it overboard then, when Mary jumped, he had
rescued her and paddled her ashore in the darkness.
;

"Xow
of

it

I

when

am

he

—waiting

managed

for him, and smiling
say
at
last.
"I

to

.

She smiled. "I didn't think you would mind
!"
came up here
But he could not speak. He caught
At last he
her in his arms silently.

"Day and
you

night
.

.

.

—

if

I

—

came

It

to

me

afterward.

!

!"

all

—
—

!

had found.
"It looks," he said, "as if she was
one of John Graham's spies!"
Alan read the letter.
Then he
frowned. "If you work carefully and
guard your real identity
."it said.
It was John Graham's writing
Even above the hatred of John
Graham that was rooted deep in his
.

named shadow. But
"What does it matter?" he thought
.

heart,

was a confidence

nothing could

"She's alive!"

letter.

"\\\ot all at once, but little by little,
i>J he learned what had happened.
Tautuk, the lover of little Keok, the

.

the difference in the world.
He couldn't doubt now
Not even when a few days later
Stampede Smith came to him in great
perturbation with a scrap of letter he

have been thinkhating myself be-

.

—

made

I

.

—

.

cause I believed I had killed you
"Didn't you get my letter at
Xome?" she asked him. He shook
his head.
"And all this time you've
been thinking that I was dead?"
He could not trust himself to speak.
She freed herself from his arms. Between them there was still some un-

exultantly.'

ship.

your guest, Mr. Holt."
He told her about Rossland's
It was hard to believe.
death.
It was all clear to him at last.
Tautuk had at
avenged the insult to little Keok. It
the last moment
was an Indian's way the only way he knew!
Stampede Smith, Alan's friend, had helped Mary find
her way to Alan's camp. When the first flush of joy at
finding her alive had passed, Alan realized that there
were still many questions unanswered. Who was she?
Why had she wanted to disappear
to be thought
dead ? What was her connection with Rossland ? Winhad she been interested in John Graham?
Yet now, Alan realized, there was a difference. He
There was still a mystery
didn't know the answers.
about her which he could not solve.
But ... he trusted her
That

said

ing of

"I didn't think

here," she said, simply.

I left the

So— I am

him forever
Ahead of him at

lost to

at last

and

was stampede' s voice;

come

at last

help

had

The}''

in

Mary

He

He had made up

ask her what
It

shake.

.

that

took the

his

mind

to

meant.
were alone together. Suddenly
it

(Continued on page 102)
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The

window

(below)
that
Buster

in

suit

serious in

is

Reeling

this diver's
to show you

Keaton is still
The Navigator

Pictures from new comedies
that will soon be released

See what ears, a forehead, and
a pair of spectacles does to
Constance Talmadge fright) in
Heart Trouble. But that makes

Why does Harry
Langdon feel,

no difference to Ronald Colman, who seems willing to lend
a helping hand

apprehension in

The

Hansom

Does
Cabr
he think he is

worth more
than the $1000.00

offered

for

him?

Perhaps Bobby Vernon and Ann Cornwall
take the rooster along so he won't crow
and wake the family, in Bright Lights

Lloyd' Hamilton

is using
drive in
a most ungallant way, in

botb hands to

Jonah Jones.
Loudon

Babe

not discouraged, tho
is

Alligator

is
well
enough for traveling

but we'd not
choose it for a steed,
as does Lige Conley,

bags,

chaperoned

by

"Moonlight^' in Wild

Game

As Sweet Dreams is a
comedy, we have a large
what Wanda
idea
of
Wiley will do to her
partner when he starts

down-hill with those
You remember

buckets.

what

Jill

did to Jack in

the nursery

This touching scene occurs in Short
Change, and the human elements are
Walter Hiers and Duane Thompson
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rhyme?

Wi tk Laugkter
Witn a few amusing scenes
from other new productions

\\

Richard
finds that

Manhattan,
in
an ice-cap inevitably

Dix,

follows a "night-cap"
Is Larry Semon
preparing to
join an old-

Antony and Cleopatra, jolting a joyride in a Rolls-Royce of the period
in a Hysterical History Comedy

fashioned

pic-

nic party, or

he

is

remember-

ing his best
girl's

birthday

with

flowers

and fruit?
You'll find out

when you
The Girl in

see
the

Liriousine

you've ever been parboiled yourself, or watched
another stew in an electric bath, you'll like One

If

Third

Bubbles Berry plays hookey,
and then brings Dorothy
Seastrom the watermelon he
hooked, in Oh, Teacher

by Irvin Cobb

Off, written

Isn't this a fetching Juliet

cap
ston

that

Kingwears to

Natalie

(below)

fascinate her
(Ben Turpin)

Romeo
in

the

Sennett burlesque?

There was a time when you dressed
up and made merry in foolish clothes
(or perhaps in your mother's Sundayand shawl).
bonnet
go-to-meeting
That's what Our Gang does in the
good old-fashioned way in their
jolly

comedies

Can you recognize Jack Dempsey
in

this

wears

Bolshevik
it

in

disguise?
He
is Paris

So This
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Imagine Our Gloria a Comedian!

SWAN SON

GLORIA

Woolworth of

the silent drama. While the "big fellows"
are taking one to six months to produce a film and expending from $100,000 to $600,000 on it, these small-fry
producers are making five and six-reel features in from
six to ten days at a total cost of only $5,000 to $15,000.
And, oddly enough, some of these small-time producers will make as much net profit in the year as
many of the big fellows, and they have a lot less to
worry about.
One of the chief tricks of this new "Woolworth" type
producer is to take an unknown actor and tack a name
onto him closely resembling some noted screen star. Thus
we find them featuring such actors as "William Fairbanks," "Richard Talmadge," "Franklyn Farnum," or
"Neal Hart." In all probability the correct names of
these fellows range anywhere from Callahan to Cohen,

must be breaking the
hearts of a lot of critics
and also various film
fans, in general.
When this writer, about two
years ago, ventured to say that Gloria was not
half the poor actress that she was being labeled* but that
in spite of the freakish clothes that were being forced on
her she was in reality a capable actress, he was greeted
with loud and boisterous laughter from both press and fans.

—

In the past year Gloria has made such remarkable headthat those who formerly sneered are now forced to
applaud. The odd part of it all is that these late arrivals
on the Swanson band-wagon talk as tho Gloria had only
learned to. act in the past few months. As a matter of
fact, while Gloria's late vehicles have given her far more
opportunity to show

way

versatility,

the

TAMAR LANE

but

former

De Mille star was always a capable player
of potential power,
only many persons
were too prejudiced

,/
The

late

arrivals

on

thing at the box-office.
For some reason or
other, no attempt has
yet been made to work
this
stunt
with un-

Swanson bandwagon talk as tho
Gloria had only
the

learned to act in the
past few

months

or too near-sighted to

known

see

season

it.

In

Manhandled

—a

very enjoyable film in

young

The
yet,

credit to

even Mabel

Normand

Mary

Pickford. Comedy is just about the last thing
that one might expect Gloria to be capable of, but she
puts it over in a manner which makes it look as tho she
will just have to be rated as one of the best actresses on
the screen today.
or

is

will soon have with us
a Margaret Negri, a
Viola Compson and a
Louise Griffith ?

— Gloria

bursts
forth as a comedienne
of rare talent, and does
some work that would do

actresses.

however, and who
knows but what we

spite of its far-fetched

plot

such names

wouldn't mean any-

Even Homer Nods
'he Herbert Brenon production, The Side Show of
•* Life, shows, if nothing else, that even a good actor can
sometimes be bad. While this film version of Locke's
novel, The Mountebank, is a very commendable subject

' I

for the screen, I cannot agree with the reviewers that it is
anything better than just a fair photoplay. While Brenon
has undoubtedly tried hard to make a good picture, The
Side Show of Life lacks feeling. It is not nearly so good

Enter the 5-and-10-Cent Producer

A new type of
^^ wood in the
and cheaply,

film producer has sprung up in Hollypast season. He makes pictures quickly
and turns them over rapidly a sort of

—

One
this

of the

{Continued on page 96)

chief tricks

of

new "Woolworth" type

producer

is

to

take an un-

known actor and tack a
name onto him closely resembling that of some
noted screen star

Torrence

is

a

great

actor,

but he seemed self-conscious and insincere when
he was called upon to be a
romantic lover and wear a
dinner-suit

THE MADONNA OF THE STREETS
of Salome, more than two
Alia Nazimova forsook the screen after the completion
She returns this fall in the
years ago, to the disappointment of all picturegoers
tragic role of The Madonna of the Streets

PA/3U

—

On

C amera

the

Coast

POLATheNEGRI

is at present a raven-black brunette
pro tern.
thing that Ernst Lubitsch did when he came
over to Lasky's to direct the lovely Pola, was to make her
get a wig. The way Pola did her hair in Men and in some
of her other recent pictures was a matter for grief. It made her
tresses look like alfalfa. Lubitsch prescribed a jet-black wig with
the hair wound about her head like a coronet.
She looks lovelier
than I have ever seen her before.
Just before she started work on the Czarina picture, a horrifying rumor was abroad that she had quarreled with Rod La Rocque
and that all was over again. The battle occurred in the morning.
At noon he was calling her "Polita" in a tender voice
and she was giving him advice on the way to brush his
hair so harmony must have been restored.
So everyone can breathe easily again.
Pola says she is about to buy an estate at Monterey,
to which city she usually goes when her love affairs
are in fullest blossom where she and Charlie Chaplin,
and later, she and Rod looked upon the sunlit seas
together.
There is nothing like being prepared for

first

—

Mae Murray
li

a

s

complet-

;

ed Circe, the
Enchantress
and it's an enchanting pic-

—

ture

;

eventualities.

Norma

Tal-

Pola has forsaken Europe forever. As soon as she
is going back to Poland
there
to sell her estate and move her mother over here.

madge always
has

finishes this picture, she

admirers

her feet;
time
this
Tomthey're
my Meighan
and Sidney
at

;

"V/Tary and Doug are home again. All Hollywood
•* A
went down to the train to meet them, only to find
that they had left the train at Pasadena and motored

Olcott

in.

Two

or three days after their arrival, Valentino's

Monsieur Bcaucairc, opened at one of the downtown theaters. When Mary and Doug came in, it

picture,

almost stopped the show.

sholt persuaded
Adolphe Menjou

Mary made a special call on Herr Lubitsch to ask
Before they went to Europe,
"how come."
Lubitsch told them how cheaply they could live in
Berlin if they visited there. Mary says she had to pay

to sit for his por-

thirty-five dollars to take a

One day, between
scenes in the
studio, Jean Her-

saying

trait,

he

always wanted to
sketch

"And

a

villain.

it'll

be

a

villainous

sketch,"

retorted

Menjou

him

four-hour ride in an auto.
three days. She intimates that
if they stayed a week, they would have had to buy
Germany.
The most thrilling sight Doug saw in

They only stayed two or

Europe was Doug, Jr., in Paris. "He's six feet tall.
Gosh !" said Doug.
Lubitsch motored out to our little ranch at Tujunga
on a recent Sunday. As a result, he has the farming
complex.

He

says the real ambition of his

A

life is

hot-dog party featuring Stuart Holmes, Marc MacDermott, Virginia Valli, Ralph Lewis, and Irving

Cummings

Pat O'Malley must be a descendant of William Tell, for the other
day he put a glass on his head and dared Dorothy Mackaill to
shatter it, without harming him and she did and he wasn't

—

I
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Harry Carr's department of news
and gossip of tne Hollywood
picture folk
to direct pictures but to write plays. When he starts playwriting,
he intends to have a California ranch with a lot of ducks and geese.
Meanwhile they have bought a very large house in Beverly Hills
and are building a swimming pool, without which no Hollywood
house is considered to be more than a hovel.
As soon as he gets thru with the Pola Negri picture, Lubitsch is to
direct one for Mary Pickford but they seem to be very much at
sea as to a story.
Mai St. Clair, the director, came back from Oregon the other
day. He had been up on location with Rin Tin Tin, the German
police dog.
He brought back some surprising information. The
little town where he visited is on the edge- of the
Klamoth Indian reservation. Most of the audience at
the village picture theater are Indians, most of whom
are rich from their timber lands.
St. Clair says that
they seemed to care very little for Wild West pictures
unless, strangely enough, the villain was an Indian.
Their favorite picture was Lillian Gish's The White
Sister.
fact made still more unusual by the fact that
they couldn't read the sub-titles.
Anyhow, the house
manager was just playing the picture on its third return
;

;

Von Stroheim

(center)
"rolls

the

bones" on the

lot, with a
bunch of the
boys

A

engagement.

"Dont
lamp

'

I

'o

the

vast

relief

of

the

hammer,"
Ralph d e

Mayer-Goldwyn-Metro-

•" studio,

something has been found to soothe the ruffled
temperament of Eric von Stroheim. Eric was writing
the continuity of The Merry Widozv, which he is to
direct with Mae Murray.
He locked himself up in the
house and fretted himself into nervous prostration
then he fled to a remote and distant ranch which nobody

He would see no one. When the studio
offered to send him an assistant scenario writer, Eric
simply made the telephone wire sizzle with his furious
declination.
At last Benjamin Glazer met him. Mr.
Glazer is the gentleman who translated and adapted all
the Franz Molnar plays. He and Eric simply fell into
each other's arms.
It seems that Mr. Glazer knows
what the Austrian angle
the Austrian angle of thought
of thought is. When Mae Murray went to the opening
of Bcaucaire the other night, I observed that she took
Glazer along with her. Evidently she means to take no
chances on losing the soothing potion.
Miss Murray has taken advantage of the gap between
her pictures to satisfy her life's ambition. She says she
has always wanted a Rolls Royce. The one she got was
worth waiting for it is one of the most beautiful cars

fix a
with a

Palma,
speed

the
demon,

warns John
Bowers

cpuld find.

—

Most

of us

humans

poor

who

cant afford a
servant may
look with envy

upon Jimmy,
the

Monk.

He

has a man who
scrubs his back,
keeps his wardrobe in order
who cooks for
him, manicures
and barbers him.

Meet this wonderful valet
he's

Sam Yezza

S

:

(Continued on page 84)

Robert Frazer and his new Ford "donkey''

Monte Blue

doesn't believe in halfway measures or slipshod
For instance, when he wanted to master the art of
playing Mah Jong, he didn't "pick it up" from a book, he employed two native experts to teach him

methods.
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'^/Ou
Are You Yearning

to

Know?

Have You Forgotten?

XT AVE

'T'HAT

you always longed to know whether or not your
favorite star is really as sweet in real life as she looks
to be when she's filmed ? Or, if it's a screen hero who has
captured your affections, do you want to find out about his

fifty dollars is waiting impatiently in this office
for the winner of the Slogan Contest.
Put your
brains to work, and send us some sure-fire sentences.

A

That "half-century" would come in very handy around
December twenty-fifth. And think of the glow of pride the
winner will experience each time he sees his own words in
print.
Everybody knows The Voice with the Smile
Wins. Miss Carolyn Wells, the novelist, wrote that slogan
for the telephone eomP an y> and "° one ever
Have You Ever Put a Plot Into Practice?
forgets
it.
Now it is up
„,
,
See what happened to Peter the Playgoer when he tried .t
to yQU to invent one th £

voice? His particular likes and dislikes ? If so, write your
request to Mr. Roberts, as he asks you to do in this month's
Confidences Off-Screen. Tell him whom you would like
to interview, and what questions to ask.

Do You Remember?
/^)F

course, you have
^-^ read Every Little
Bit Helps
to Stardom.
Interesting, isn't it? But
were you one of those
who saw the artists in
the pictures mentioned?
As you looked at our
illustrations,
did
you

—

with a

realize

thrill

-Talmadge;

doesn't she look different and did you recognize her talent when you
saw her, years ago?
Then there are the two
Bessie
Love pictures,
those in which she made
the two separate "hits,"
wistful
bits,
both of
them.
Lots of us re-

—

member Sessue when he
played in The Cheat,
and
fatal

launched the
"look" that gave

him a

look-in on a star's

first

salary.

Ray

a

those

And

isn't

perfect

Charles
dear in

old-fashioned

Apparently, he
has always had that same
appealing, diffident manner and appearance that
Everyhe uses today.
body must have seen
Mary Pickford's picture,
clothes.

The

Little Princess,
which gave Zazu Pitts her

Who

could forchance.
get the "bit" she did there.

1
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will

be equally famous.

you did not

see our
contest,
turn to page 121.

If

notice

of

this

Did You Miss It?

TTL7HEN

you

gave

this
number a
hasty once-over before
settling down to savor
it, page by page, did you
miss the Peter Pan story
on page 74? The past

of

pleasure that you had
seen these very pictures
of Dorothy Gish, wearing the amusing garments ?
And did you
believe, at the time you
saw Valentino in The
Four Horsemen, that he
would come to be~ the
And
"great
lover" ?

Norma

.

,

few weeks our Answer

Man

has

been

asked

more than one thousand

"Who will play
Peter Pan?" So he answers the fans with a pictimes,

have
tu.r>r>
a

therj all ^ou.

to do

is

de tracV

— cine'H

ture

and

story

lucky

star.

Watch

of the
for an
exquisite study of Miss
Bronson in the December Gallery of Players.

Have You Heard?

'"THAT

Lillian
Gish,
referring to her return to New York and
how glad she is to be
back after her long stay
in Italy, said "I love the
solitude of a big city."
:

That James Rennie,
Dorothy Gish's handsome husband, is now
appearing on Broadway
in a play called The Best
People.
(Yes, Jimmie
is part of the title-role.)
That Douglas Fair-

banks said, when asked
he liked New York

how

:

"Well, New York is like
a show.
It's been running for over three hundred years, so it must be
a success."

Sessue Hayakawa

Comes Back

Sessue Hayakawa, when a mere youth, was an actor of real
merit on the Japanese stage; but he' deserted it after six years
and sailed for America, where he became greatly captivated by
motion pictures. He obtained a small part as a servant in a
feature production, and immediately roused the interest of the
fans to such an extent that he was given the important role,
opposite Fanny Ward, in The Cheat. His success was tremendous, and he was starred in a number of pictures all revolving around the racial barrier. Now, after an absence of more
than two years, he comes back, with even greater artistry, in
The Danger Line

—

A

real battleship

was

turned over to Haya-

kawa for

certain

scenes in this picture

The

Danger
in
racial

little

Line

common

—

has
with

the
barrier altho
it projects something of
a triangle

Naval

when

officer

a British
tries

to

steal the affections of the

wife of a Japanese.

It's

an original, exciting
story,

the

being

a

highest spot
naval
battle.
Hayakawa acts impressively and convincingly,
and his wife, Tsuru Aoki,
gives admirable support
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Critical Paragraphs
Blanche Sweet
makes a very
appealing and

his scenes to establish a sympathetic treatment

characters.

convincing
T e s s but
of

villain

is

a story carrying an average

toward the
amount of

is ladened with much subtitle patter concerning marriage, which gives one the idea that something important will be proved.
It pretends to show a
cross-section of marital life when two daughters of a
poverty-stricken
mother marrying only to escape
drudgery and drabness at home encounter these joykilling forces in matrimony.
And while it reveals a few
realities and humanities
these could have been expressed with more meaning more emphasis.
It fairly
cries
out for pathos but this element is almost

hokum, and

,

Stuart Holmes'
char acte r i z a-

tion

It's

the
ex-

aggerated

Tess
of the
D'Urbervilles

—
—
—

negligible.

THISisprety

heavy

r e

ading,

t

Charles G. Norris, the author, makes his points more
than they are painted in the picture.
His idea that a woman must have either a career or a
husband, and cannot conceivably have both is more acceptable when expressed thru neatly dovetailed arguments.
In the picture nothing argued has any weight.
The acting is not of a high quality aside from Mae
Busch's shading of her role.
real in the novel

any way
you take
being a
rifices

reach

mum

it.

Hardy,

realist, sac-

nothing

to

maxithe
of realism.
his tragic tale

The Sawdust

And
has been approached
same

Trail

in the

manner

"VTou will find
Hoot Gibson

by

Marshall

Neilan.
But there the com-

parison ends.

the
playing
still
boob, when viewpicture.
this
ing
He can wear the
most simple ex-

Mae Busch and Wanda Hawley
as the sisters in

Bread

Neilan allows too
much depression
and holds his scenes of Tess's tragic experience altogether too long. He allows sufficient time for the players
to feel their emotions, but they strive too hard to make
it convincing
and much of the forcefulness is lost.
Thomas Hardy has been patterned by Bertha M. Clay,
and several of her school; consequently the picture appears somewhat old-fashioned.
It is not expertly captioned, nor is it well cast.
Blanche Sweet makes the
pitiable character convincing, but Stuart Holmes spoils
much of the good impression by his exaggerations. There

pression,

—

is

far too

much

makes
ance

i 'his
story in its film disguise might have been an
exceptionally human story had it not been cluttered
up with insignificant detail and had the director shaped

behind

tor-

glasses

with a freshman's
skullcap atop his
Gibson is a delightful
in The Sawdust Trail, but
the picture fails to be a firstrate comedy because there is
too

little

—

at the left is from
Between Worlds, a weird
and fantastic picture from
Germany. It has moments
and the
acting,
fine
of
unusual and
are
settings

The scene

highly attractive, but it is
far from being another CaliThe scene at the
gari.
right is from an English importation, There's Millions
in It, and does not pretend
to be anything else but a
thriller

he

his appear-

toise-shell

Hoot
boob

r

he

if

And .when

unintentional humor.

Bread

as

was a little bit shy
of gray, matter.

variety in the scenes

head, he brings
forth a laugh. His
part is that of
who
collegian

a
is

too lazy to work.

So he masquerades

Ne^

About

Productions

when facing father. The story hinges upon
Hoot's joining a traveling rodeo show and taming a wild
as an invalid

woman

—the Annie Oakley of the troupe.

rather mild considering that it pretends to be
vigorous. But there is no variety of incident. The scenes
rotate around the boys tormenting the girl who has posed
Then along comes the collegian and his
as a man-hater.
boobery gets the best of him. He tames the wild woman
by taking her on a wild auto ride. It's nothing much to
make a fuss over. The most exciting -moment is introduced in a cabaret set. Into this set the police volleyed
and thundered, starting a raid that sent Hoot packing
toward home and eventually into the wild-west show.
You, who like Hoot, will say that he can do better.
It's

One

the

of

many intriguing scenes
from Wine of
Youth a pic-

—

that
ture
is
the last word

flappers

in

and jazz

And

it is incoherent.
Occasionally it descends to simple

emotions
are

these

when

ments

Between Worlds

veals
ing.

a picture from Germany somewhat extensively
-''advertised as spectacular (which it isn't, except in
one or two brief episodes) and purporting to deal with
reincarnation
and naturally it is difficult to comprehend
what it is all about. By making a story worthy thru
making it impossible of comprehension is a theory which
cannot be accepted. Simplicity is the virtue which spells

T-Tere

We

the

much

;

A

But we are

giv-

ing up selfish claims
It is
for affection.
often tiresome
and
consistently morbid.

—

one

—

a girl cannot

true love until
becomes a su-

perwoman thru

from Behold This
romance with Hollyfor its background

a

to

of

those

in-

takes pretty compelling acting to make such a figure
attractive.
He made it perfectly obvious that the
character was unworthy, so we suspect that he
played it very well.
It takes courage to play such a
weakling.
The. picture introduces the triangle as outlined
above and doesn't provoke much interest and suspense because it is so clearly mapped out for you.
The wife refuses to shoot herself and the husband becomes reconciled to her. It might be called a
film patterned after the "little-child-shall-lead-them"
formula.
Louise Fazenda plays well an irrelevant
role
and Irene Rich as the wife succeeds in registering the necessary emotions.

self-renunciasalva-

effects

puzzled over the
German philosophy

she

Blue
M''onte
allowed
play

decisive young
benedicts who cannot make up his mind whether to remain in his own
menage with his spouse whom he never cared much
about, or to flee with the other woman.
And it

tion.

find

scene

Woman,
wood

one

American credo;

—that

inter-

is

it
rightly,
guesses
has a great deal to
do with the simple

tion

of the

Being Respectable

of a
fanciful character.

that

and

settings

pretation.

something

if

re-

some fine actIt comes far

Caligari in point of
novelty.
liked

There is
greatness.
a touch of allegory
also
in this effort

yet

mo-

it

from being another

is

—

And

— and

the

Louise Fazenda has a very slight
role in Being Respectable, hut
she plays it very well indeed.
It's a triangle story, with Irene

—

Rich playing Mrs Monte Blue

(Continued on page 78)

The scene at the
Fighting Fury,

left

a

is

from

romantic

Western, with Jack Hoxie playing a young senor from across
the Rio Grande, and Helen
Holmes, playing the girl in the
At the right you see
case.
Ernest Torrence and Louise"
Lagrange in one of the domestic scenes from The Side Show
of Life a circus story excel-

—

lently

staged,

directed,

acted

and

Trailing the Eastern Stars
GLORIA
Maybe

SWANSON

is the happiest girl in pictures.
we're taking big chances with this statement
but we can back it up. First, Gloria's latest film, Manhandled, has been received with superlative praise
thruout the country.
Second, just as soon as she finishes her
new picture, Wages of Virtue, she is going to her beloved Paris

to

create

Madame Sans-Gcne. This is an
Edmond Rostand's play in
famous French actress, Mme. Rejane, starred. Third,

the

title

role

in

adaptation by Forrest Halsey of

which that

Wages

of Virtue Gloria doesn't wear a thousand and one
In fact, she told us that she has fewer
opportunities for attractive gowns than she had in The
Humming Bird.
Now, why shouldn't she be the hapin

sumptuous gowns.

A

gay

from

scene

Swanson's

latest

Gloria

piest girl in pictures

picture,

of Virtue, which has
been completed at the

Wages
just

Long Island studio of
Famous Players-Lasky.
in

the

At

France,

present

she

starting
feature,

work on her new

is

Madame Sans-Gene

—

happy trio Hara
rison Ford, Marion Davies,
Meet
and

her

sister

Rosemary.

The first two are now in
West making Zander

?

Gloria was in the midst of a hectic
cabaret scene supposed to be somewhere
in Algiers, when we arrived at the Paramount. Long Island Studio. Ben Lyon
and Norman Trevor, her two leading
men, were conspicuous in the group of
soldiers in colorful red and blue uniforms hovering around the bar and
seated at tables.
Director Allan Dwan called a halt to
the work while the cameramen set up
the cameras farther back for a long
Gloria's special Russian trio of
shot.
violin, 'cello, and piano struck up a
lively Parisian air, and the star swung
into a dance as she shouted the fiery

the
the

Great

Lasky (below) has just returned from the London conference
Jesse

conce rning

the
Peter

production
Pan

of

melody.

"H6w-de-do," she sighted us and

came

over.

We

eyed the long flowing skirt and
round-necked, short-sleeved bodice of
her costume.
"Quaint, isn't it?" catching our
eye.
"But this is my costume thruout
practically the entire picture."

"No

lavish gowns?"
She shook her head.
That means Gloria

acting role de luxe.
"We heard the other day that you
were going on the stage," launching
"Is that a wild exaggeration?"
forth.
"Why not?" in quick denial. "I
Perhaps
want to go on the stage.
I dont know whether I'll be a
soon.
success or not but," shrugging, "it
would be a fascinating experiment.
That's only one of my ambitions."
"Have you others that haven't been

Olga Petrova
plays with her
pet doves on her
Internati

Long Island

"Nope."
have an

will

estate

Newsreel

Will Hays proves to you that he never has
the breakfast blues

gratified ?" surprised.
Gloria's straight black

together,
International Newsreel

brows drew

her blue eyes regarded

its

I love sculpting,
"I have.
little
four-year-old
bust
of
my
a
doing
I
am
fact,
for one thing. In
I haven't had any lessons in
girl now. She's a beauty, you know.
sculpting, but I love it. And I want to write some day."_
Director Dwan called her. Gloria took her position in front of
the bar, slumping against it as she dreamed about something or other.
At a word from Dwan, a big, brawny soldier of some thirty-odd vears
entered the cabaret. That was Ivan Linow, who plays the 'role of
He's an ex-wrestling
Gloria's godfather, or something of the sort.
profesh.
with
that
goes
that
physique
the
champion with

patiently.

Dorothea Herzog gives you the
of the picture folk

who

latest

news

drift in and out of

the Studios in the East
"Ah, ma chcrie," he booms at the sight of Gloria.
face brightens. With a shriek of joy, she races toward
him, her foot finds his hand, and with a bound she is launched
It's an intriguing scene and proves that
atop his shoulder.
any time Gloria wants to desert the screen for vaudeville, one
way of making her "two-a-day" debut is with a gymnastic
troupe

Her

"K/Tay Allison
*~

* May

is
in our midst for an
just finished her latest star picture,

indefinite

stay.

The River Road,
By the way, Mr. Thompson is the

by Hamilton Thompson.
Eastern head of the Fox scenario

force, which does not interfere with his writing or selling his own
stuff to other concerns.
met May for the first time, chatting
for a few minutes in the lobby of Town

Jackie Coogan, as the little Crusader who toured America for
funds to be raised to furnish
foodstuffs
for 60,000
destitute
children in the Near East, and
is now in Europe on the same
mission

We

House on Central Park West, where she
is living.

As

she

elevator,
violet

us from the
a pair of dancing
vivacious, slender girl of

came

toward

we glimpsed

eyes,

a

Here's the' answer (left) to the
universal question: What's Pearl

—

medium

height with a complexion well,
have you seen the advertisements of "the
skin you love to touch" ?
"Hello," a suspicion of a Southern
drawl slurred the greeting.
" 'Lo," we enjoyed a firm handshake.

White doing?
She's been in
Europe making thrillers, and
here she is with Bobby Lee in a
scene from The White Terror

Business of getting settled. "I just returned from location in Huntington,"

May

breezed.

"Huntington, Tennessee?"
May stared at us in amazement.

"You actually know where it is?"
"You bet. Memphis is our home

Lois Wilson (below) was snapped
Paris while she was giving a franc
a beggar

town."

"You dont tell me. Birmingham,
Alabama, is mine." We shake on that.
During our brief chat, May said she
hoped to return to Broadway in either
a musical comedy or a comedy-drama.
She had read loads of plays, but none
measured up to what she wanted. She

Marjorie

was a popular

returns

figure in the "speakies"
The footprior to entering pictures.
lights are attracting her again, but she
wont abandon the screen. She'll com-

a

Daw
after

long vacation

on the Continent
Nita Naldi plays with the C. M. T. Camp
boys' big baseball, which they pushed

bine the two.

/"Gregory Kelly, Broadway

star,

from Chicago

has

New York
Gilliams

^-* been high-salaried into pictures
and he makes his debut supporting

Richard Dix in Manhattan. Gregory
on the Glenn Hunter type, only not
quite so tall and with a bit more fire.
He's wistful, and we gotta have a few
wistful ones in the fillums. Hence, the'

is

chances for success are in his favor.

to

Wide World

Jacqueline Logan

is in our midst, to be Richard Dix's leading
lady in Manhattan. She's been on the Coast making pictures for
a long time. In fact, she has an attractive bungalow out there where
Her mother came on with her to New
she and her mother live.
York. Jacqueline will have plenty of opportunity to wear clothes
in Manhattan.
mean the latest things from, the expensive shops,

We

yuh know.
(Continued on page 115)
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Letters

the Editor

to

Cross-Sections of Life
Dear Editor

"\~\

who has gone

merely as a fan

pictures and who
has helped in the making of
none, I should say that producers are too prone to believe that
sensation can be

many

to see

aroused

in

we

;

Twelve

be interested.
high and they

mighty

interested

!

will

we

will illustrate)

be

Eighteen
pull 'em

feet high and it'll
!"
out of their seats
Now I question whether
you can pull anybody out of
his seat thru an isolated incident.
You cant scatter thrills deliberately and munificently as
you could plums in a pudding.
climax "gets over" not by
virtue of itself but by virtue of what has led up to it.
Take, for instance, the case of a horse-race shown in the pictorial news film. The audience enjoys it, but nobody gets anywhere
near to cheering.
Supposing, however, that the audience is
familiar with the exact train of incidents which led up to that
race that they know and like the people who will win or lose
thru that race then they are likely to be aroused far beyond
the casual interest created by the "pictorial," aren't they?
It seems to me that you can interest an audience "only thru
making the characters in the story real to them, and thru leading
up skilfully and gradually to the climaxes.
Speaking generally, it has occurred to me that a gocd many
pictures try to cover too much ground, with the result that they
merely skim over that ground and dont raise any crops on it. I
saw recently a picture which
took a famous historical character thru all the vicissitudes
that she endured in her career
between the ages of seventeen
a
That's
and forty - seven.
pretty good deal of vicissitudes
to crowd into a film playing for
an hour and a half.
Sometimes if you dont try

A

—

will pay five dollars.

Writers of other letters published will receive three dollars extracts from letters, one
dollar.
Write
Be brief, and to the point.
us a snappy, interesting letter of from two to
Give your
four hundred words in length.
Do not
reasons for your likes or dislikes.
neglect to sign your name and address, altho
we will use your initials only, if requested.

an audience thru a

sensational incident.
"Show the audience ocean
waves six feet high," I imagine they argue, "and they
will
feet

ZE

are giving our readers a chance to
" * express their opinions in print, and
to be paid for it. For the best letter ( which

Speaking

:

—

'

to work your whole farm all at
once, but concentrate instead on
an especial field, you can raise
Maybe it's the
more crops.
same way with pictures. Per-

eloquent, beautiful, restrained,
sincere, and I thought then,
how fine it would be for all
of us if somebody were to put
him into a picture really
worth while.
he towers
above the all - too - numerous
young men who believe that a
marcel
wave and
riding-

How

breeches combined with selfsatisfaction are all that is
necessary for stardom.
(And
until the star-system is
replaced by something more on
the lines of the best stock
companies, we shall lack the
finest that the screen can give
Many a part that cries
us.
out for a particular actor has
to go without him as matters
now stand, because, being
smaller than other parts in
which he has played, he dare not attempt it for fear of its being-

on the wane.)
the power to portray the simple, homely
characters the hewers of wood and the drawers of water and
yet equally well he can give us the business man or the aristocrat.
said that his day

is

House Peters has

—

The

—

work

is

and directed picture, and

it

sincerity of his

striking, even in a rottenly conceived
is the public's loss, as well as the

producers', that his talents have been buried for him.
Imagine
House Peters in a drama of the sea, or in a rugged Eden Phillpotts Dartmoor story. What a Julius Caesar he would make, or a
Byron, a Lord Edward Fitzgerald, a Brian Boru, or a Regency
dandy. See him as a professor, a miner, an explorer, a Socialist,
or a statesman but why continue the catalog?
Suffice it to
say, that House Peters can be poet, prince, or peasant.
Here
we have an actor worthy to rank with such as George Arliss,
Ernest Torrence, Theodore Kosloff, Richard Barthelmess, the
Beerys, Tully Marshall, Ivan
Simpson, Lewis Stone, Percy
Marmont (another victim, by
the way), whose brilliant talents
have been buried time
after time by incredibly incompetent, befogged so-called
directors.
May we not see him
again, directed, if possible, by
such artists, as Rollin Sturgeon
or James Cruze, who appreciate
the fact that to make a great
picture, setting must be sub-

—

ordinated to character?

Yours

you can show a person
more vividly if you go deep

faithfully,

haps

J. C.

F.

Toronto, Canada.

into a short section of his life

— cut

right thru and show the
whole cross section! than if
you try to present his entire

—

Time

career.

limits

Dear Editor

the

in

latter case may prevent
results from being more
superficial.

O Rex, Live Forever!

than

and those who make
them is one of the most delightful features of your maga-

Tol'able

David

?

Wagon

House Peters has
and

yet

will

he

"just pictures."
As to the players, I love
weeping with the tragic Lillian

The
be rememand

Covered

has

Gish

the

been

in feeble pictures utterly

It
wheelwright.
(T\ was a splendid piece of acting,

f-70

a

village

;

am

always spell-bound by

the
vamping of the heavylidded Pola ever enthralled by
the innocent beauty of Madge
Bellamy's eyes
and I waste
much time in a futile effort to
;

unworthy of his talents.
I remember seeing him once
as

discuss

Comes, The White Sister, The
Four Horsemen, The Prisoner
of Zenda, Where the Pavement
Ends, Scaramouche and The
These are more than
Arab.

wonder
Why
is

bered?
power,
wasted

to

We

and produce a picture that will
be remembered in years to come
as

give

readers find much
zine.
pleasure in discussing a subject
which affords such entertainment as Tol'able David, The
Covered Wagon, If Winter

somebody snap him up

doesn't

you

pictures

Paging House Peters
:

The opportunone

ity

Yours very truly,
Sara Owens,
St. Louis, Mo.

Dear Editor
I
where House Peters

:

your

:

The aim

of the movies seems to be to produce thrills
thru the mask of drama

{Continued on page 87)

tfTMOTION

Advertising Section

tne'l

I

pictur;

MAGAZINE

I

cJ/Rarshall c/ield urges women

cJ/^Irs.

to give their skin the wisest care
"I am always

impressed with the charming

youthfulness of American women. They manage
to keep such clear delicate skins in spite of the

many

strain of their

activities

and

strenuous

I believe that women everywhere can have the same lovely complexions
with the aid of Pond's Two Creams."
out-of-door

>L-£_-t7

life.

^-^~x^4 t^~£_ £

^I^Jdy^ ERHAPS

is one ° f the President's cabdines with her tonight; a visits' ing diplomat; or a returned explorer;
5 some one who is contributing his vivid

Pinet

it:

who

bit to

contemporary

history.

and cosmopolitan
Field. The drawing room of her lovely home is as nearly a salon as one
finds in America. Against its pearl grey walls moves
the brilliant, shifting pageant of official and diplomatic
It

hostess that

is

as a gracious

Washington knows Mrs.

society.

at home, Mrs. Field has had opportuniaccorded to few. She has met the young and gay,
the middle-aged and clever, the old and distinguished

Abroad and

ties

of

many

countries.

from the crown of this full, interesting, sophisticated life that Mrs. Field speaks when she advises the
younger woman how to take proper and regular
care of her akin. For this two famous creams have
been perfected. They answer the two great needs
every normal skin demands a rejuvenating cleansing,
and a delicate protection and finish.
It

is

—

The Regence mirror and sofa add distinction to this
charming room in Mrs. Field's Washington homje,
which houses her famous collections of amber andjade.

—

How

A

thorough

exquisite

keep their youth

night with Pond's Cold
on the face and neck with the finger
of moistened cotton. This pure soft cream

cleansing every

Cream. Apply
tips or a bit

women

it

works deep into the pores, ridding them of excess oil
and powder, dust and dirt. Wipe the cream off with a
soft cloth. Now, apply the cream a second time and
wipe it off once more. Look at the cloth. The dust and
dirt on it are shocking! But now,
how soft and smooth your cheeks
are, how clear and fresh looking.

wind, sun and cold and keeps

•*
MRS. O. H. P. BELMONT
MRS. CORDELIA BIDDLE DUKE
THE PRINCESSE MATCHABELLI

cream under
your powder protects your complexion from the bad effects of
When you

and satin smooth.

THE VICOMTESSE DE

FRISE

MRS. JULIA

HOYT

•*

>«.

among the other women of high position
who have expressed their approval of the
are

Pond's method of caring for the skin.

FREE OFFER—Mail this coupon
will send

—

this light greaseless

soft

MRS. GLORIA GOULD BISHOP
LADY DIANA MANNERS
MRS. CONDE NAST
a
THE DUCHESSE DE RICHELIEU

Preparation of the skin before
powdering, protection before going
out. Before you powder, smooth
in
a little Pond's Vanishing
Cream just enough for the skin
to absorb. It gives you just the
soft, pearly finish you need and

makes the powder cling much
longer. And when you go out,

it

Pond's is the method lovely women everywhere are
depending upon to have the exquisite complexions Mrs.
Marshall Field commends. Try it yourself today. See how fresh
these two creams keepyour skin. ThePond's Extract Company.

c.t once and we
you free tubes of these two famous creams

Ponds Extract Company, Dept. L
143 Hudson St., New York
Please send me your free tubes, one each

of Pond's Cold

and Vanishing Creams.

THE DAILY USE OF POND'S TWO
CREAMS KEEPS THE SKIN SUPPLE
AND EXQUISITELY PROTECTED
write to advertisers please mention

Name
Street

City
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A department

Are Doing

the Stars

for the fans, in

—

which they are informed

of the present picture activities of their film

favorites

Conducted by Gertrude Driscoll

Dempster, Carol

—playing
—playing

Adams, Claire
W. F.
Agnew, Robert'
a Bride W. F.

—
—

Thorn

in

—recently completed RoarC.
Carr, Mary— playing
The Mine With
Iron Door — P.
Chad wick, Helene — to have the
—

The Love

Carey, Harry

ing
in Troubles of

—

Allison, May -'recently completed work
in The River Road
E. S.
Astor, Mary playing in Oh, Doctor U.
Aye, Maryon- playing in Thorns of Pas-

—
—
—W. F.
—Ayres, Agnes—playing in

—

—

sion-

Worldly Goods

B

the

—recently completed work
— P.
Barnes, T. Roy—recently completed
Clinging Fingers— U.
work
Barthelmess, Richard — playing
—
in

in

Classmates

\.

P.

—

Baxter, Warner- playing in Christine of
Hungry Heart T. H. I.
Bayne, Beverly— appearing in The Tenth

—

the

Woman—-W.

B.

—playing in

Beery, NoahF. P. L.

Beery, Wallace
Divide—-M. G. M.

Bellamy,

—A.

A.

North of 36

—

—playing

in

The Great
Cash

—
—
—
—
—

Bennett, Alma playing in The Silent
Watcher—-F. N.
Bennett, Enid- recently completed work
in The Red Lily—-M. G. M.
Blue, Monte just starting work in The
Dark Swan- W. B.
Blythe, Betty recently completed work in The Breath of

—B. F.

S.

Boardman, Eleanor

—play—

This Is Marriage

ing in So

M. G. M.

Bonner, Priscilla — recently
work in Tarnish

—

completed
F. N.

—
—

Bosworth, Hobart playing
in // 1 Ever Marry Again
F. N.
Bow, Clara playing in This

—

Woman

—W. B.

—

Breamer, Sylvia playing in
If I Ever Marry Again F. N.
Brent, Evelyn starring in a

—

role

of the "ugly duckling' in The
B.

Dark Swan

'

—playing The Monster—
Chaplin, Charles —playing
Chilkoot
Pass.
Clary, Charles — recently completed work
The Breath
Scandal — B. F.
in

W.

in

in

of

Cody, Lew-

S.

— playing

The Sporting

in

Venus—-M. G. M.
Collier, Buster,
Lighthouse by the Sea

Jr.— playing

in

The

—W. B.
Colman, Ronald — playing opposite Constance Talmadge
Heart Trouble — F. N.
Compson, Betty—plavingin The Female
—F. P. L.
Coogan, Jackie—recently completed
The Rag Man—M. G. M.
Cor bin, Virginia Lee —playing
The
Girl — R.
Cortez, Ricardo — playing
This Woin

—

—

man —W.

Crane,

How— U.

B.

Ward

—

-

playing

in

Here's

in

in

—

E
—playing
Man—M. G. M.
Elliott, Frank— playing
—W.
B.
Robert—playing
Fires— U.
Edeson, Robert

Ellis,

A

—recently completed work
—F. P. L.

Sainted Devil-

—
—

—

—

Fairbanks, Douglas last picture The
Disengaged at present.
Fawcett, George playing in Here's

Thief of Bagdad.

How— U.

Julia-

Busch,

Mae —playing in The Great Divide

—M. G. M.

—

Butler, David recently completed work
Hollywood With Potash and PerlF. N.

in In
mutter-

I

72
as.

—

—

—recently
—

completed

—

—W. B.

man

Fellows,
Rockcliffe
Border Legion- F. P. L.

—

in

her

This Wo-

—playing

The

in

—

Ferguson, Elsie returning
to the screen in The Swan, an
adaptation of Fernac Molnar's

famous

German Production.

Smouldering

Evans, Madge— playing the leading
feminine role opposite Richard Barthelmess
in Classmates
I. P.

—playing Lord Chumley—
Daniels, Bebe — playing
Dangerous
Money—F. P. L.
Davies, Marion — playing
Zander
Great—
P.
Dean, Priscilla—playing
A Siren of
—H.
De la Motte, Marguerite — playing
in The Clean Heart— V. P.
Dana, Viola

in

in

in

-C.

in

Seville

S.

the

success

—F.

Ford, Harrison playing
Zander the Great- C. P.
Forrest, Alan- playing

—

—
—

in

—

Captain Blood- V. P.
Fox, Lucy recently

in

com-

—W. F.
Francis, Alec B. —playing
Here's How — U.
Frazer, Robert—playing
—

pleted

work

in

Teeth

in
in

The Mine With

Door

the Iron

P. P.
in

F. P. L.

Broadway

P. L.

of inquiries reach this office every
week, from movie fans all over the country, asking for information about the new pictures their
In consequence, we have
favorite stars are making.
opened this department, which henceforth will be one
We give
of the regular features of the magazine.
information that- is accurate when we go to press,
but changes may occur in the time that elapses while
An
the magazine is being printed and distributed.
explanatory list of the abbreviations will be found
on page 118.

—
—

Woman

This

in

J-TUNDREDS

Brockwell, Gladys playing
So Big—F. N.
Bryson, Winifred recently completed
Flirting With Love F. N.
Burns, Edward playing in Garragan, a

The Rap

in

in

Faye,

D' Algy, Helen
in

The Nar-

in

his first starring picture for F. P. L.
Dove, Billie has the rdle of Felicity
Arden in Thorns of Passion W. F.

work in Feet of Clay- F. P. L.
Fazenda, Louise playing

D

Doc-

in Oh,

—playing

in

in

—

Dawn

in

—recently completedwork
The Fast Set—F. P. L.
Dix, Richard —appearing
Manhattan,

series of Gothic Productions, the
first of which is The Prude.
in

— playing

row Street- W. B.
Dexter, Elliott

W.

Chaney, Lon

—U.

DeVore, Dorothy

Follies

Madge—playing in Hard

Scandal

P.

is

Baby Peggy

in Helen' s Babies

tor

in

R.

F.'P. L.

Rails— P. D.

G

W.
Denny, Reginald— playing

D.

—

Frederick, Pauline playing
Smouldering Fires U.

—

—

Gerard, Charles recently
completed
work in Circe, the Enchantress M. G. M.
Gibson, Hoot playing in The Hurricane Kid U.
Gilbert, John playing in The Snob

—

—

—

—

M. G. M.
Gillingwater, Claude
Tongues T. H. I.

—

—

—playing

{Continued on page 100)
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Can

too,

Beautiful

Hair

V
Corinn

How famous Movie Stars keep
and

soft

silky,

•

EAUTIFUL

hair

is

and freshand lustre.

no longer a matter

You, too, can have hair that
ing and attractive.

is

charm-

Beautiful hair depends almost entirely
upon the way you shampoo it.
Proper shampooing is what brings out
all the real life and lustre, all the natural
wave and color and makes it soft, fresh
and luxuriant.
When your hair is dry, dull and heavy,
lifeless, stiff and gummy, and the strands
cling together, and it feels harsh and disagreeable to the touch, it is because your
hair has not been shampooed properly.
When your hair has been shampooed
properly, and is thoroughly clean, it will
be glossy, smooth and bright, delightfully fresh-looking, soft and silky.
While your hair must have frequent
and regular washing to keep it beautiful,

Patsy
Ruth
Miller

cannot stand the harsh effect of ordinary soaps. The free alkali in ordinary
soaps soon dries the scalp, makes the hair

it

brittle

and ruins

That

it.

why

leading motion picture
stars and discriminating women, everywhere, now use Mulsified cocoanut oil
is

shampoo. This

pure and entirely
greaseless product brings out all the real
beauty of the hair and cannot possibly
injure. It does not dry the scalp or make
the hair brittle, no matter how often you
use

clear,

it.

you want to see how really beautiful
you can make your hair look, just follow
If

this simple

method.

A Simple,
FIRST,
warm

water.

again working up the lather and rub
bing it in briskly as before.

You will notice the difference in your
hair even before it is dry, for it will be
soft and silky in thewater. The strands will
fall apart easily, each separate hair floating alone in the water, and the entire
mass, even while wet, will feel loose,
fluffy and light to the touch and be so
clean

it

will fairly

through your

squeak when you pull

it

fingers.

Easy Method

wet the hair and

Mulsified cocoanut

scalp in clear,

Then apply a

little

shampoo, rubbing
over the scalp, and

oil

thoroughly all
throughout the entire length, down to the
ends of the hair.

it in

Griffith

bright

looking, full of life

B' of luck.

their hair

Two or three teaspoonfuls will make an
abundance of rich, creamy lather. This
should be rubbed in thoroughly and
briskly with the finger tips, so as to loosen the dandruff and small particles of dust
and dirt that stick to the scalp. After

rubbing in the rich, creamy Mulsified
Jather, rinse the hair and scalp thoroughly
always using clear, fresh, warm water.
Then use another application of Mulsified,

—

When you

Rinse the Hair Thoroughly

a Mulsified cocoanut oil shampoo. This
regular weekly shampooing will keep the
scalp soft and the hair fine and silky,
bright, fresh-looking and fluffy, wavy,

—

and easy to manage and it will be noand admired by everyone. '_ You
can get Mulsified
cocoanut oil shampoo at any drug
store or toilet
ticed

THIS

very important. After the
washing, the hair and scalp
should be rinsed in at least two changes of
good warm water. When you have rinsed
the hair thoroughly, wring it as dry as
you can, and finish by rubbing it with a
towel, shaking it and fluffing it until it is
is

final

dry. Then give it a good brushing.
After a Mulsified shampoo you will
find your hair will dry quickly and evenly
and have the appearance of being much
thicker and heavier than it really is.
r
If you want to always be remembered
for your beautiful, well-kept hair, make
it a rule to set a certain day each week for

write to advertisers please mention

goods counter,
anywhere

in the
4-ounce
bottle should last
for months.

world.

A

Splendidfor Children
Finefor Men

—

WATS

Mulsified
Cocoanut Oil Shampoo

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.
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Man

A nswer

The

for information of general interest only.
Those who desire answers by mail, a list
must enclose a stamped, addressed envelope. All letters should contain the
name and address of the writer, but a fictitious name will be used in answering inquiries if it is written
in the upper left-hand corner of the letter.
Address: The Answer Man, 175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

This department

is

of film manufacturers, etc.,

Ethel

C.

— Yours

was mighty

Questions are never
answers sometimes are. Right
Holt is playing opposite Lois
North of 36. Ernest Torrence
esting.

interindiscreet

Here's the Answer!
To 1001 Questions

now, Jack
Wilson in
and Noah

.

cover

Welch
leads

playing.

in

write to

I'm always here in my little hall room.
Elsie C. Thank you, my child, but
old age makes the head white, but not
always wise.
Yes, Huntley Gordon is
married. Norma Talmadge in The SacViola Dana is twenty-six.
rifice.
Bernice. Oh, yes, I have been up the
Hudson River on a boat many a time. It

—

—

is

a delightful sail from

Poughkeepsie.

New York

to

Robert Fulton began a
successful trip up the Hudson River
from New York to Albany in his steamboat, the Clermont, on August 11, 1807.
Well, at this writing Betty Compson is
not married. Cant tell what might happen by the time this appears in the magazine.
Lloyd Hughes married to Gloria
Hope. Harrison Ford in Janice Meredith and in The Price of a Party.
He
is married to
Beatrice Prentice.
Now
playing with Marion Davies in Zander
the Great.
Monte Blue and Marie Prevost in The Love of Camille.
You're
welcome.
Fairy Tails. Well, well, so you have
hesitated all these years to ask me
whether Mae Murray's hair is her own
or someone else's. Well, you see, without any pain or excitement the deed is
done.
Her hair is her own, but she
(T\ sometimes wears a wig.
Yes, an ex-

—

Just a happy old bachelor.

affairs are all alike; it is only the
lovers who are different.
Richard Dix

Manhattan.
and was born

No, he

in

in

St.

Talmadge

stance

As

with

Richard

old.

Love

in

is

not married

Paul, Minn.

ConHeart Trouble with

Ronald Col man opposite her.
Marty D.
No, there is no comparison between wine and women
wine
improves with age. Richard Barthelmess
was born May 9, 1895.
He is with

C—

I'll

He and Sheldon
Dorothy Revier, have the
Dangerous Pastime. You bet,
me any time you feel like it.

is

Lewis,

years

—

have been.

—

—

twenty-seven

Dix is thirty and weighs 185.
M. A. R. No, I am not married, never

!

the flapper says, dont
say the women use their
vocabulary more than the men. Creighton Hale is playing in The Mine With
the Iron Door now.
You know he is
Blue eyes
married and has two sons.
No, Mabel Normand didn't
of course.
leave the Sennett field— she is going to
play in Mary Ann soon.
Carol C. The salary of the VicePresident of the United States is $12,000
Mine is $12.00 a week, minus
a year.
the three balls, that's the only difference.
Alice Calhoun is with Vitagraph, playing
She is about
in
The Clean Heart.
Yes, Niles
twenty-two and unmarried.

to

.

Kat. You want to know
whether men have a larger vocabulary

— but

man

will

?

both

;

women?

not be disagreeable to a

T.— History, all right. The
Battle of Ticonderoga occurred May 10,
1775, and the U. S. were victors. Ethan
Allen was responsible for the victory.
Claire Windsor and Pola Negri are

five feet seven, weighs 135, and has black
twenty-nine years
hair and brown eyes
Gloria
old and playing in Classmates.
Swanson is going to Paris to do Mine.

sil

a

Elsa

The Law Forbids.
Richard BarthelDorothy. Righto
mess is married to Mary Hay. He is

than

me

call

woman?

under some circumstances

always
It's an
awful disease.
Mary Pickford is on
the Coast now, and so is Richard
Dix
He is six feet, brown eyes and hair.
How did you like him on last month's

in

be

can you.

act like a

be talking of what pleases him.

;

Kurious

J— Well,

-

may

it

We

Sans Gene.

R

I

have a jealous wife; for she

with Universal.
A. M. Yes, I really am an old man
over eighty.
hope to grow old and
we dread old age that is to say, we love
I wont run;
life and flee from death.
tho.
J. Warren Kerrigan is with Vitagraph, you know. That was Johnny Fox
The Covered
in
playing
the
banjo
Wagon. Robert Ellis and Elinor Fair

—

Do

woman.

Beery in the cast also.
Malcolm McGregor is with Ince, and Hoot Gibson

—

How

pensive one.

Betty Bronson
Will Play Peter Pan

;

Betty Bronson read Barrie's
Bird.
Last spring, when she
Peter Pan was to be filmed,
she moved her family to Hollywood, and presented herself without any. test pictures before

years ago
SIXLittle
White

heard

that

the studio gateman of the Lasky lot.
"I've come for a screen test," she told him
calmly.
There is nothing more hard-boiled
Beside him the
than a movie gatekeeper.
Warden of Sing Sing is as simple as a child.
When I say that this individual opened the
gate without hesitation to let Miss Betty Bronson inside, anyone who knows the movie game
will believe in fairies, too!
Once in the casting director's office, Betty
calmly applied for the job of Peter Pan!
Gloria Swanson would have given her kingdom
for the role!
Mary Pickford once wanted it.
Lillian Gish was mentioned as the likeliest
Peter, and Betty Bronson, seventeen, whose
only movie experience had been two small
"bits," in long-ago pictures, asked confidently
for
Peter Pan, without realizing the enormity of her daring.
Oddly enough, instead of
laughing at her, the casting director looked
at her tiny figure ("I have the dickens of a
time to weigh ninety!" says Betty), at her
pointed little chin, big round eyes and elfin
features, and said:
"Well, we'll see!"
Her test pictures for the role were made
late
one night on the Cecil B. De Mille
Heaven-and-Hell set a trying place in which
to act like Peter Pan, surely!
And then, for
weary weeks she waited.
Anyone hearing of
her -hopes would have smiled at the absurdity
of them, yet somehow Betty knew
yes, she
just knew she would be Peter!
-

—

—
—

Then

a cablegram: Betty Bronson chosen to
play the role of Peter Pan. Regards Barrie.
It's easy to see why this little unknown was
chosen she wont have to act Peter Pan.
From shaggy dark head to tiny hoppitty feet

—

Peter Pan!
She feels, she
laughs, as tho it were Christmas, the Fourth of
her
birthday
all
rolled
into one.- She
and
July
received the telephone message with the Big
News, by the way, while she was reading
Coolidge's Collected Speeches
tho I dont exShe was given a
pect you to believe that!
flapper role once in His Children's Children,

Betty

Bronson

is

—

"But the smoke
told to light a cigaret.
come out," she explains, "so the
director saw I wasn't really a flapper and I
didn't get the part."
Lubitsch wanted her to play in Pola's new
picture, but when he saw her beside Rod
La Rocque he shook his head.
"Oh, I can
look much smaller," she pleaded, "or much
taller!"
the
director
shook
his
head.
But
And now she has the part of Peter, for
which she is exactly right.
and

wouldn't

Inspiration

Pictures,

Mamaroneck,

New

but

York.

he

lives

You were

October—sorry.
Virginia M. I suppose his
late for

little

—

right

at

a

name

Albert Lytell, but his mother probably
him Bert for short. May McAvoy
in Jazz Parents.
Lionel Barrymore has
started work in Germany on Decameron
Nights.
Alma Rubens has been signed
up to star in Gerald Cranston's Ladx,
for Fox.
No, I'm not so interested in
is

called

football.

P.—De

Robert

bonne

grace means
Yes,
William
Farnum is still
Pauline Starke
and Hobart Bosworth in Hearts
of Oak.
Grace S. Three strikes—you're out.
You only want the addresses of twentyfive players.
If you know the company
they are with, consult the list of studio"s
willingly

and

kindly.
playing.

—

back

the

J"

.

>

g> vin g

all

the

addresses.

The title of Eleanor Boardman's Free
Love has been changed, at her sugges,

to Sinners in Silk.
Smiles. About one-half of a man's
life is devoted to rectifying the mistakes
of the other half. Yes, we all have our
troubles, some in small doses and others
in large.
I like Rod La Rocque and Ben
Lyon. You bet you can be my pal. He's
tion,

me

—

pal

!

—

Lillian Natal. And how are things
in
South Africa, where the diamonds
grow? Rubye de Remer in A Fool and
His Money. Ruth Dwyer in Clay Dollars.
That was Mabel Ballin in East
Lynne and Claire Anderson in Who Am
If
Give Brook, the English actor, is

now

Hollywood playing with Florence

in

Vidor

Hungry Heart.
not that old, just

in Christine of the

M. K. R.

—No,

I

am

over eighty.
To live long is almost
everyone's wish, but to live well is the
ambition of a few.
My eightieth year
warns me to pack up my baggage before
I leave off.
Harrison Ford is married to
{Continued on page 76)
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Anna Q. Nilsson
whose great popularity and dramatic

Photo Taken Fire Months After Waving

my LANOIL Wave looks as
pretty as the first day," writes Miss
Mary Sherry, St. Mary's, Pa., "Your
wonderful Home Outfit has saved me
hours of time and given me 'oodles' of
comfort."
"Yet

Her

Child's

Hair

'Benefitted by

LANOIL-Wave
'Laura

May

is

five

and one-half years

writes Mrs. Chas.
M. Hale,
Americus, Ga., "Your Outfit has been a
constant source of delight in my home."

old,"

The

The Nestle Home Outfit for Permanent
Waving [by the Famous "LANOIL" Process]

waving.
This year, in the United States alone,
Nestle Permanent Waving tripled its popularity over 1923, mainly through the discovery of the "LANOIL" process. This
simple method, as if by magic, removed
every element of danger from permanent
waving. It reduced the heat and the time
required to almost nothing. It simplified
the application to the point where even
children, twelve years old, can follow the
instructions intelligently

and

successfully.

Scores of thousands of women have sent
for the Nestle "LANOIL" Home Outfit on
even belter than
trial and found it— mostly
represented. They have kept their Out-

—

fits, and waved their children's and their
friends' hair, as well, for the work is interesting, and brings the cost of the best
permanent hair wave down to the price of

two or three ordinary waves, made with
hot irons.

"SMy

Curls Cost

2c Per

Me

Exactly

Day"

Writes Miss Mary Arthur, of Louisville,
Ky., "and what is more, they save me
hair
hours of tedious trouble daily.
is positively growing better since I used
the Nestle "LANOIL" Permanent Waving

My

We

Outfit."
believe this. Hundreds of
others have said the same. Naturally so.
Because, after all, the Nestle Process of

Permanent Waving only makes a wrong
right.

It

does something to the hair far

more natural than when such

hair

is

put

into crimpers, or pressed with heated irons.
By the "LANOIL" Process, the Hair is

waved by expansion under slight steam
pressure. That is why, forever after, humidity, perspiration, rain, shampoos, fog,
etc., make such hair more instead of less
curly as they do hair waved witn curlers or

hot

irons.

This

is

as

it

should be.

We

When you

Outfit in

Use

A whole head
can be waved comfortably in just a
few hours. The

work is interesting, simple, and
safe. The results

Entire Families Enjoy Naturally
Creates a Sensation Wherever It Qoes.
Wavy Hair ALL THE TIME, Through, a Single Application

\ /*0 OTHER recent invention has won
y\ / such friendly attention from women
*S ^V all over the world as has permanent
^*"*

LANOIL

Nestle

Home

are
and

should all have hair which responds to
moisture by forming waves and curls.
Such hair is usually called naturally curly
and IS the hair of our race, although we
seem to be losing it gradually through
over-washing the head in babyhood.

permanent
lovely.

Send for free
let

and

booktestimoni-

or better still,
send for the Home
Outfit directly on 30
days' free trial.
als,

"Our Hair Has Shrunk"
Said Mr. Nestle, famous inventor of permanent waving, at a recent lecture, "because this daily washing in early life removes all sustaining fat from the tiny hair
shafts. The structure then shrinks, and
thereafter refuses to take up humidity
which always surrounds the body, and to
which naturally curly hair owes its waviness. The "LANOIL" process opens up
this closed structure again so that, after

your

"LANOIL" Wave,

your

out the Home Outfit in this way since
September, 1922. It is successful wherever
it goes. Join the hundreds of thousands of
women who give thanks to this wonderful
invention which brought them permanent

from their straight
Write for your Outfit on
relief

If you want further particulars, before ordering the Home Outfit on free
trial, send immediately for our free
illustrated booklet and testimonials.

hair, even

under the microscope, looks as if it had never
been straight. That is why it is called
"permanent" it keeps curling and waving

—

forever."
Is it surprising that practically every
progressive hairdresser has installed a
large professional Nestle apparatus with
which to give permanent waves bv the
"LANOIL" Process, and that our Home
Outfits go out on every postal route in the
United States, to bring relief, new pleasure
and a better hair appearance to women
and children, everywhere?

30 Days' Free Trial In Your Home
Send a

the coupon below
immediately, enclosing your check, money
order or bank draft for $15 as a deposit, or
pay the postman when the Outfit arrives.
We send you an extra package of free trial
materials. You may use this, and then test
the curls and waves you get, in every way
you can possibly imagine. If they do not
suit you in every way, you simply return
the Outfit within 30 days, and every cent
of the $15 cost will be refunded to you
immediately without question or delay.
This is not a special offer. We have sent
letter, postal or

write to advertisers please mention

hair affliction.
free trial today.

Nestle Lanoil Go. Ltd., De P
,

t.

s

Established 1905

12 and 14 East 49th Street,
Just off Fifth

Fill in, tear off

New York

City

Avenue

and mail coupon

today
1

J

NESTLE LANOIL
&

CO., LTD., Dept. S

12
14 East 49th St., New York, N. Y.
Please send me the Nestle "Lanoil" Home Outfit for
J
Permanent Waving. I understand that if, after using
the Outfit and the free trial materials, I am not satisI
Ified. I may return the Outfit any time within 80 days,
and receive back every cent of its coBt of $16.
I enclose $15 in check, money order, or
bank draft as a deposit.
I enclose no money.
Please send C. O. D.
OK. check HERE
if only free booklet of
further particulars is desired.

IQ
I

I

(From foreign

countries, send $16 check,

money

order or cash equivalent in U. S. currency. Canadians may order from Raymond Harper, 416 Bloor
Street W., Toronto, Canada, $20 duty free.)

I

Name

I

Street

,
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The Answer Man
{Continued from page 74)

No, Marion Davies has never been married.
Helene Chadwick opposite Antonio Moreno in The Border Legion.
Miss Curiosity. That was J. Stuart Blackton himself with
the megaphone in Behold the Man.
And didn't you like Irene
Rich, and the beautiful scenery?
Rudolph Valentino is twentynine. Tom Mix is with Fox.
Your letter was mighty interesting.
I dont mean that
Jerry. Just pronounce it Bee-bee, simple.
Bebe is simple. No, Edith Storey is not playing now, and she is
Beatrice Prentice.

—

—

-

Northport, Long Island. Ann Little was in
a serial last. I dont think Dickens' Old Curiosity Shop has been
done in pictures.
Marguerite Courtot is not playing right now.
Frank Mayo is playing opposite Alma Rubens in The Price She
Paid.
LaVerne. Well, you know some of the flappers today dont
Buck
believe in true love, but they do believe in steady loving.
Jones in The Merry Men of Oracle, which will be released as
The Desert Outlazv. Why dont you write to Agnes Ayres in
care of Famous Players?
Adella F. Send a stamped addressed envelope for a list of
the manufacturers.
Grinsfield. Why the Battle of Bunker Hill occurred June 17,
1775, the English were the victors; there were 445 of our soldiers
killed and wounded and 1054 of the English were killed and
wounded. Lubitsch is directing Pola Negri in Forbidden Paradise.
Harold Lloyd is playing in Hot Water. Rex Ingram will make

home

living at her

in

—

—
—

The World's
stance
at

Illusion.

Learning

in

all.

to

Norma Talmadge
Love.

The Lady, and Con-

in

You're very welcome, no trouble

—

Miss Inquisitive. Cheer up,
that people throw stones.

it

is

only at the tree loaded with

Eugene O'Brien was born in
Antonio Moreno has only been
1884, and he is not married.
married once, to Mrs. Daisy Canfield Danziger. Harrison Ford
in Zander the Great, opposite' Marion Davies.
Ada N. Lon Chaney is with Universal and Lila Lee was with
Ince last. Virginia Lee Corbin, Kathlyn Williams and Ricardo
Cortez are in James Cruze's next production, The City That Never
fruit

—

Yes, but old birds are not caught by chaff. Try bird seed
Edna
So you like my beard. It is rather good looking.
No, that was Alle.ne Ray in The Way of a Man. Edgar Norton
played the Baron in Men and Edward Connelly was the count in
The Goldfish. Richard Dix is to play in When Honor Ends,
from the- story, The Jungle Lazv, by I. A. R. Wylie.
Dream Lassie.— I should say I was glad to hear from you.
How are things in China? Keep on sending me those interesting
Vive, vale.
letters.
Mitzi. But you fee, Mitzi, it is not enough to have great
Yes,
qualities, we must also have the management of them.
Norman Kerry in Clinging Fingers, with Virginia Valli. No,
Merry-Go-Round wasn't his first picture.
The Barbados, in the West Indies, were
Lyle
ravaged in 1831 by a hurricane. Lucy Fox is not
Sleeps.

M—

.

—

W—

married so far as I know. No, Barbara La Marr
Viola
is not married so far as I know now.
Dana, Jetta Goudal, Adolphe Menjou and Ray-

mond

Griffith are playing in

Open All Night.

California.—Well, if you enjoy it,
Rod La
probably isn't good for you.
it
Rocque is playing opposite Pola Negri in
Forbidden Paradise, which is adapted from
the comedy-drama, The Czarina, and is being
Richard Dix
directed by Ernst Lubitsch.
was the good son and Rod La Rocque was
the wicked one in Ten Commandments. You
must see that picture.
Enzedder.— So, you cant get Beauty in
New Zealand. Why dont you subscribe to
Willis Goldit and make sure of getting it?
beck probably makes more money writing
E. M.,

scenarios

than

he

does

writing

interviews.

Hazel Naylor isn't writing for us right now.
She has a young son who needs a great deal
Laurence Wheat
of attention. Here you are
was born in Wheeling, West Virginia, and
was on the stage twenty years before enter:

ing the picture business. He is five feet nine
Brown
and weighs 150 pounds.
Ben Lyon in
hair and hazel eyes.
Jb
So Big with Colleen Moore. That

was a mighty interesting letter of yours.
Au revoir!
Mrs. F. K. See here, young lady, you must give your correct
name and address, your, letter was returned.
Louise F. F. Mae Murray has very blonde hair.
Monte
Blue is with Warner. Yes, that is Gloria Swanson's real name.
sure

—

—

Pauline Starke
Jo.

—Of

is

going to play

in

the ruin of

man

all ruins,

Forbidden Paradise,

also.

the saddest to contemplate.
Edith Roberts in Roaring Rails.
I drink about a quart of buttermilk
is

Ernst Lubitsch is married.
A. L. N., California.
every day. There is nothing like it. Still in my little hall room.
Cant afford anything larger. Lew Cody was born in 1885. He
is playing in The Sporting Venus, starring Blanche Sweet, which
Marshall Neilan is directing in England.
Equator. Yes, Oliver Goldsmith wrote The Deserted Village.
How you must have suffered. Helene Chadwick has been selected
for the Ugly Duckling, the role of Cornelia, in The Dark

—

—

Sivan.

—

Princess B. Franz Liszt, the eminent Hungarian pianist and
musician, was born in 1811, entered a convent in 1865 and died in
1886.
Theodore Kosloff was born on January '22nd. Barbara
La Marr is twenty-seven. Well, I'm afraid your being a Princess
would have little bearing on getting a position as an actress.
However, there is nothing I can suggest, unless you call .at the
studios.

Edna

—

We

forgive as long as we love.
L.
I dont believe it.
stands for Querentia in Anna Q. Nilsson's name.
Just
send a stamped addressed envelope for a list of the correspondence
clubs.
Milton Sills has the lead in The Lost World.
The Larches, Surrey. I say, ole chap, that was a clever

The Q.

—

What! No Glenn Hunter is not married yet. Neither
is Tom Moore right now.
All the records- show that Barbara
La Marr has had four or five husbands. Last picture Natalie
letter.

Talmadge played

in was Hospitality, with her husband, Buster
Keaton. Isn't there some way you can get U. S. stamps? Run
in again some time.
Miss Curiosity. Hello, you here again? Guess you lose
Valentino made The Four Horsemen first and some time later
Blood and Sand. Dont take it too hard. You know J. D. Williams has purchased the screen rights to Cobra, which will be a
forthcoming Valentino production to be started after his contract
Judith Anderson, who
with Ritz-Carlton Pictures takes effect.
has the lead in the stage play, is a possibility for the screen
-

—

version.

H. W. A.— If a man does not make new acquaintances as he
man
advances thru life, he will soon find himself left alone.
Irene Rich at
should keep his friendship in constant repair.
Warner Brothers and Ben Lyon and Gladys Brockwell in So Big
Lillian Gish will probably play in Louise,
for First National.

A

_

from the famous opera.

Maxine M. — Tradition wears

a

snowy beard, ro-

always young. But, I dont call marriage
of a chap twenty-three to a woman sixty-nine
romance. You say you want Richard Barthelmess and Ramon Novarro on the cover. Better
write direct to Mack Sennett about that picture.
See you later.
Lola M. We dont count a man's years
Norma
until he has nothing else to count.
Talmadge is going to play in The Lady,
which is from the stage success of last season
Wallace Macwhich starred Mary Nash.
Donald has the leading male role. So you
are fond of May McAvoy.
Ethel N. Byron wrote " 'Tis pleasant
sure to see one's name in print; A book's a
book, altho there's nothing in't." Tom Moore
He played in
with Famous Players.
is
Dangerous Money, with Bebe Daniels.

mance

is

—

—

—

Valentino Fan. I should say you are,
but why dont you like him in costume ? You
say you want Kosloff to play in Dcbureau.
You think Monte Blue makes a fine American
husband, but as a sophisticated French genius,
not so good. Well, I am glad to know what
you like and what you dont like. Tell me,
.

how
new

did you like the last magazine under our
editorship?
(Continued on page 118)
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This superb 110 -piece set, with initial in 2
places on every piece, decorated in blue and
gold, with gold covered handles, consists of:
12 Breakfast Plates,
12 Soap Plates, 1% inches
12 Cereal Dishes ,6 inches
12 Fruit Dishes, 5% in.
12 Caps

Read

12 Individual

Bread and

Batter Plates,
1 Platter,
1 Platter,
1

&i in.

13K inches
\l% inches

Celery Dish,

this sensational offer

8*4

inches

from Hartman, the Largest Home

Furnishing Concern in the World. Then send for this beautiful 110-piece
blue and gold decorated Dinner Set while the bargain price lasts, and get
Hartman (guarantees that every
in this eet is absolutely first
FREE with it the handsome 7-piece Fish and Game Set. It's easy to get piece
quality — no "seconds." This fa a
this set from Hartman. No postal or express order needed, no check to
standard or "open" pattern. Replacement
pieces may be had of as
payment.
Nothing
that
is
your
first
all,
and
dollar
bill,
that's
write only a
S years. Each piece wrapped in
more to pay for 30 days, then only small monthly payments if you keep the for
tissue paper. Excellent packing to
prevent
breakage.
Shipped at once.
appreciate
its
exquisite
dinnerware
can
you
splendid
this
Bet Only by seeing
beauty and superior quality. Every article in the Dinner Set has a clear,
white. lustrous body, decorated with rich gold band edge, a mazarine blue follow band and two pure gold
initials in Old English design, surrounded by graceful gold wreaths. All handles covered with gold.
Many expensive imported sets have not such elaborate decorations. Every piece guaranteed perfect.

—

110 -Piece

Colonial Initialed, Blue and Gold Decorated

BARGADN CATALOG
Most complete book of its kind ever issued.
Over 300 pages (of which 68 pages are in
actual colors) of the world's greatest bargains in Furniture, rags,
carpets, draperies, aluminumware, sewing machines, silverware,

watches, etc. 30 days' free trial,
isy monthly terms on everything
you buy. Opening an account
'
withusis like opening a charge
account atyour local store, but
you have nearly a, year to
pay at Sartman'a. Ask for

Catalog No.

E 6811.

FREE GIFTS
Book

also explains

Hartman's

wonderful gift plan which

brings you, absolutely FREE
with purchases, many splendid articles such as glassware,
dishes, silverware, toilet sets,
jewelry, table linens, etc.
valuable things for which yon
would pay high prices at

Send Post Card Today
for Your FREE Copy

"Let Hartman
YOUR Nest"

set for free examination in your home, just pin a dollar

ship the set complete, ^''witMtthe
and
7-piece Porcelain Fish and Game Set
absolutely FREE. Use both sets 30
Free TriaL S B th
U
*
t Yf dishes on your table,
u** them"
tiful
show
to friends, use them
them-then
then make your

£\

decision.

—

^

£

If not satisfied, send them
we will refund your $1.00 and

back and
pay transportation charges both ways.
If you keep them, take nearly a year
to pay balance due on the 110-piece
set — a little every month. Pay nothing at any time for the 7-piece Fish and
Game Set. It is free. Send coupon now.

Order No. 320FFMA24.
1 10- Piece Dinner Set.
Our Bargain Price £33.85.

7 -Piece Fish and Game Sot FREE.
In

I

When you

i

I

I
I

JustPin Dollar DilltoCoupon—MailToday!

CO.
UADTUAU FURNITURE & CARPET
rlrAltlmKn Dept.6811
Chicago, III.
I "close $1.00. Send the
iio.pioro ninnM «»
Print Initial
n_ nnnMiM Dri.atM
You Want Here

H

"%?jZ,„u$^z£™£?Z?:!r7
am
—

|
piece P°r«la.n Set abso?"•* w.lh ,t the 7-p.ece
! lately FREE.
to pay nothing further
I
I for^ goods on arrival
only the small
freight charges. I
to have 30 days'
free trial. If satisfied, 1 will send you $3.00
monthly until full price of Dinner Set,
$33.85,is paid. Will pay nothing at any time for the 7- Piece
Porcelain Set. Title remains with you until paid in full. If
not satisfied after 30 days' free trial, I will ship all goods
back and you will refund
$1,00 and pay transportation
.

am

my

charges both ways.

$1 with Order. $3 Monthly. The

jFURNITURE&CARPETCO.
Largest Home Furnishing Concern
the World
IDept.

Game

To get this splendid

stores.

Feather

Porcelain Set for Fish or

This beautiful 7-piece set of handsome, durable
porcelain comes to you absolutely FREE, when you
order thellO-Piece Dinner Set. Includes onellK-in.
platter and six7-inch plates, all with assorted tinted
borders and attractive colored designs in center.
Costs you nothing either now or later. Every home
should have this set for company, special occasions
and home decoration.

6811

1

£85SKi. <£&&

write to advertisers please mention

CHICAGO

I

R. F. D.. Box No.
or Street and No..

|
I

Town
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State
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Critical

Paragraphs

About
Klew
Productions
(Continued from page 67)

Semon looking

Larry

The Girl

his

prettiest

in

Dashing Harry

Limousine

in the

mask

Jensen and E.
Tt's high time that producers of Westerns showed some invention,
what with years devoted to following the regulation groove.
Once in a while the ranchman (he is often a miner) is permitted
But aside from Hoot Gibson and
to revel in fields of comedy.
Tom Mix, there are very few exponents of hard riding and quick
shooting that are allowed to give up chasing cattle rustlers. This
Western is of ancient vintage and unusually morbid of theme,
since it depends upon a young sehor from across the Rio Grande
avenging the assassination of his father. He dispatches the villains and excuses his killings by making it appear that he acted in

gible.

But

brings Helen

it

some extent. The romance is
Holmes back to the saddle again

young killer. And the close-ups are not kind
the eyebrow pencil has been used too strenuously. Look

Hoxie

is

the

negli;

Jack

to him,

as
for the picturesque backgrounds here the only assets
in a film lacking novelty of situation and any

—

balancing comedy

and

his

black

Boardman, William Haines, Pauline Garon, Robert Agnew, Eulalie

Fighting Fury

self-defense.
Cattle-rustling figures to

Carey

The Lightning Rider

in

seeing

it

J.

will say,

A

Ratclifte.

"This

is

lot

of the boys

The Sideshow
ere

and

girls

after

the life!"

of Life

a circus story treated with fine repression.
It may not
contain the heart throbs characteristic of the big tops (when a
clown is endeavoring to make the audience laugh while his heart
is breaking), but it is told with splendid humanity
even if it is
lacking in humor.
It .isn't so much Locke as it is Brenon.
The
author, whose original tale was known as The Mountebank, is
noted for his wistful humor and gentle sentiment. This picture
does not generate these qualities in such large doses as the book.
What we like about it is Ernest Torrence's portrayal of the
clown who leaves his native England to cast his fortunes with a

H*

is

—

The war comes, and when it is over he is
also like Louise La Grange's vivid
sketch of the French girl who made herself a

French show.
jeered.

We

partner of the buffoon. And Brenon's atmosphere is richly expressed.
first-rate

relief.

A

Wine
'This

of Youth

picture.

liveliest expression
the flappers that has
come along in some time. It offers jazz
and fasciat its highest development
nates chiefly thru its lack of any repression while the young sophisticates
Its theme is
are having their fling.
the oft-told idea that behind every
careless flapper heart there is a steady
beat which obeys the rhythmic flow of
conventions. In other words, Our Modern Girl is no different than her mother
or grandmother when facing the big
matrimony.
crisis of life
This picture, cut from the same cloth
as the others, has a colorful flourish about it
a picture of rich
Above, the sterling James
contrasts. For it shows how the
convincing as one of the
is

about the

of love

—

—

—

grandmother and mother (introduced in a prolog) of the modern

Mary
of

(the film is an adaptation
Rachel Crothers' play, Mary

the Third)

were courted

youth.
Then
heroine's fling

it

in their

up our
shows her to
heart.
King

takes

— and

be trustworthy at
Vidor, the director, enlivens it
with jazzy scenes, showing the
young people kicking over the
traces in every form of modern
expression.
The little group of
wilful sophisticates play babes in
the woods and present several
daring episodes.
But eventually
they accept the serious side of
life.
The picture carries far too
many platitudinous subtitles.
It is acted with understanding
by a well-balanced cast the best

—

I

The

Girl in the Limousine

among

work being executed by Eleanor
78

Tx

an effort to keep pace with Lloyd
and Keaton, who left the short comedies some seasons ago, to frolic in
larger pastures, Larry Semon bids for
recognition

The

here.

rough-and-

tumble comedian, adept at ground and
lofty tumbling
who has adhered

—

slap-stick school ever
since he gave up drawing cartoons for
the Nexv York Evening Sun to become
a comedian has a subject which fits
his style of comedy in first-rate fashion.
He has put on the soft-pedal and clears
the hurdles nicely in his first effort with the feature-length film.
Kirkwood, who is not at all
He takes a former stage sucWandering Husbands. Below,
Viola Dana. Tully Marshall and Raymond McKee enjoying
cess and enlivens it with the
and to do
themselves in Along Came Ruth
typical Semon gags
strictly

to

the

—

;

he has taken some liberties.
A- the play was written by Avery
Hopwood, collaborating with
this

Wilson

Collison, the

very much
pajamas.

bedroom

—

is

evidence also the
It breezes thru with
some brisk comedy, the high j'nks
revolving around a bashful youth
who in speaking too late allows
The
his rival to win the girl.
complications follow in the bedin

And features
farce and melodrama.
room.

some crook

The Lightning Rider
/"}ne need not stretch the imagination hunting for any originality of plot, or search for any
(Continued on page 92)
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Thin-Model
Pompeian Powder Compact

"'BEAUTY GAINED
This

IS

LOVE RETAINED"

of a portion of the beautiful new 1925
full-color Pompeian Art Panel. Use coupon below.
is

Have you

a reproduction

how

learned

to seled

your correct shade of face powder?
When

you use the shade of face
powder that matches your skin,
you get the most natural and the
most beautiful results.
SWME. JEANNETTE
keen appreciation of
WOMENEveryhave
imwoman has
a

all

a desire to

results.

prove her appearance when she uses cosmetics
and if she is clever, she will strive to make
this improvement look as though it were a
natural result rather than an artificial one.
One of the first things every woman should
learn about the use of powder on her face and
neck and shoulders is that the shade of her
powder should match the color-tones of

—

her skin.

Pompeian Beauty Powder comes in four
shades— a shade for every typical skin.

white skins, lighter in tone than olive skins,
and less roseate than pink skins.

These skins need the Naturelle shade of

judging tones of skin

women

should use

this particular shade,

own

skins.

If every

woman would

select her

is

•

Powder

The White

skin.
skin,

white, white
rare types. Few

We do

not often see

though

it still

this

appearsin

women, even of these

white-

skin.

It is

—

easily refillable.

Pompeian Beauty Powder

mixed with Naturelle Pompeian Beauty

counters.

a white or a dark powder. This only accents
the pinkness. They should always use the pink
tone of powder— the Flesh shade of Pompeian
skin.

The shade of powder

for

Pompeian Beauty
Powder. This powder shade on an olive skin
this

rich skin is Rachel

(slightly

higher in Canada). At all toilet

GET

1925

POMPEIAN PANEL

AND FOUR SAMPLES
This new 1925 Pompeian Art Panel
"Beauty Gained is Love Retained,"

size28x7}4. Done in full color by
a famous artist; worth at least 50c.
send it with samples of Pompeian Beauty Powder, Bloom, Day
Cream and Nigh tCreamfor only 10c.

We

With these samples you can make
many interesting beauty experiments.
Use the coupon now.

accentuates the color of the eyes, the red of
the lips, and the whiteness of teeth. Pom-

Pompeian Laboratories, 2229 Payne Avenue,
Cleveland, Ohio
Gentlemen I enclose 10c (dime preferred) for
the new 1925 Pompeian Art Panel, "Beauty
Gained is Love Retained," and the four samples

powder

:

named

in offer.

not always easy to

determine whether your skin is medium, for
its tone is not determined by the color of
either eyes or hair. Women with medium
skins may have almost any shade of eyes or
hair, but the actual tone of the skin makes

Name.
Address.
City

the type.

Medium

—

comes in a round gilt case
thin, of course,
to avoid ugly bulging when carried in pocket
or bag. The mirror in the top covers the
entire space, to give ample reflection
and the lamb's wool
puff has a satin top. The case is
It

Compact, $1.00

Powder is frequently the answer to this need.
The Pink skin. Women with pink or flushlooking skins often make the mistake of using

Beauty Powder

Compact

skinned types, should use a pure white
powder. White Pompeian Beauty Powder

shades with the same care and discrimination
she shows in matching materials for a new
frock, the results would be most gratifying.

The Medium

New Pompeian

and

so perfected in the Pompeian Beauty
that I would almost persuade every
woman who has not a strikingly blonde or
brunette skin to try Pompeian powder in
Naturelle shade!

it

The Olive

have prepared a few simple descriptions
of typical skin-tones to provide a guide to
women who are uncertain about their
I

The

Pompeian Beauty Powder. So many American

Beauty Powder.
Little hints in

peian Beauty Powder, 60c (slightly higher in
Canada). At all toilet counters.

.

State_

Shade of face powder wanted?-

skins are

warmer

in

tone than

When you

write to advertisers please mention

>

1924,

The Pompeian Co.
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The

AreYbu Ever
Ashamed of

Who

Couldn't Be Bad

(Continued from page 42)

Ezekiel Brown and his wife knelt down
beside one of the horsehair chairs and
prayed with more fervor than ever beSarah's thin hand was clasped in
fore.
her husband's

Your English?
DO

Girl

YOU

say "who"
should say "whom"?

when you
Do you say
"between you and I" instead of "between you and me"? Do you mispronounce common words in your
speech or use them incorrectly when
you write?
Many a man has been held down
all his life and suffered untold
embarrassment because of mistakes in English.

You do

not need to make these mistakes any longer.
Right at home, in
spare time, in the privacy of your own
room, you can make up the education
you missed in the days that you should
have been at school.

The International Correspondence Schools will teach you, just
as they have taught thousands of
other men, by a simple new
method which shows you instinctively which word to use
and how to use it.

"Here's another
case of a younggirl comin' in town
lookin' for Hollywood. We'll have
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for free booklet
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Old
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early.
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was
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they

were

about

leave,

Susie,

wo man

of

to

the
the

was brought
with her information which,
could
however,
streets,

in

MatVina/>

k

F°R

u

scarcely

a

For the Complexion

—for

Freckles
—for the
Skin

plained

^m

be

called

She

clue.

ex-

how Hope

had befriended her
and had actually

Popular Since 1874

caused her to live
a better life. But
Susie went on in
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strain,

how

she inreturn
tended
to
and rescue her
from the house of
ill-fame and then
look after her.
telling

Every advertisement in
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5EVENTEEN, pretty and — discontented.
Hope Brown

hated her

home

in

Pocustown,

California; her severe, unsympathetic parents
She was
and the drudgery of housework.
allowed no. movies, no dances, nothing but
Her parents' departure to
prayers and piety.
San Francisco for a missionary convention
gave her the chance for which she longed.
Aunt Charity, left in charge of Hope and her
brother Hank, collapsed under the strain of
Hope boldly
these young persons' rebellions.
accepted the invitation of Miles Orkney, a
bootlegger, and a newcomer to Pocustown, to
attend the movies; and invited him to the
Now, Miles was a
house the next evening.
man not to be trusted with any young girl,
But
in the city.
he
had
a
wife
and besides
he was good-looking, had nice manners, and

represented Romance and Adventure to Hope
Aunt Charity objected to his visit, but did
nothing more than to write Papa Brown, in
Meantime, Hank was being
San Francisco.

independent, also, consorting secretly with
the disreputable element of Pocustown, playThese
ing cards and drinking their whisky.
men planned to demoralize Hank in revenge
for his father's uncompromising attitude on
the liquor smuggling in which they were enThe night of Miles' call Hope entergaged.
tained him behind the locked parlor door. To
her disappointment nothing happened to her,
for in spite of her rather crude and unsophisticated efforts to lure him, Miles sensed
her extreme innocence, and respected her,
He made a
contrary to his previous plans.
very short call and went back to the city,
discontented and rebellious.
leaving Hope
Aunt Charity locked the girl in her room and
this treatment outraged Hope so greatly that
she took the money from her clay bank and
She was met in
ran away to Los Angeles.
the station by a kindly old woman who
Altho
directed her to a "boarding-house."
Hope was not aware of the fact, this house
was the residence of a number of ladies of
easy virtue. From there she started out the
next day to search for Miles Orkney, who
lived in that city. She failed in this and she
failed to be affected in any way by the atFinally the
mosphere of the boarding-house.
landlady discovered Hope's finances were exhausted and turned her out onto the street.
Stanton Braithwaite is a young man of wealth
who lives in Los Angeles. He prefers to live
Possessed of a cerapart from his mother.
tain talent for acting, Stanton occasionally
plays in a moving picture in Hollywood.
Most of his time is spent in wild parties. On
the street, on his inebriated way to join "The
Bunch" one evening, he collided with a girl
(Hope) who asked him to take her "home"
Stanton, puzzled, compromised by
with him.
taking this unknown girl to the party
Hollywood. There she was greeted with cruel
joy by the party, for they believed that Stanton had brought her as his contribution to
But he, altho intoxicated,
the evening's fun.
would not permit the baiting of Hope to go
too far, even tho she seemed to enjoy it, and
they leave together.
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m

is

guaranteed.

When

had

she

returned

Mol's

to

place however,
Hope was gone and
she
she

was told that
had gone out

on

the

streets

soliciting that
night.
Susie

very

that

had

said

she

searched

the

streets and

the

haunts of the night
livers until the sun
rose.
Every one
swore
that
they
had neither seen
nor heard of Hope.

The

police

sent

and

Mr.

Mrs.

Brown away
and

then

again
turned

their earnest attentions to Susie.

"Say

said

!"

Doherty taking her
wrist and giving it
a twist. "You kin
kid these rubes, but

you'd
try

better
not
out on us

it

Come
Cough up
Where's the kid?"
!

"I told a straight
story
you heard
;

it!"

Susie

them

defiantly.

told

"Now, look

here,

You're

Susie!
goin'

to

that's

comin'
to
you dont cut

you

if

out

get

all

comedy

the

growled

!"

the

Sergeant.

"Cant

I

truth, if I

Cant
good,
to ?"

tell

want

try

I
if

to

I

pleaded

the
to

be

want
the

poor woman.
!"
"No, you cant
Doherty,
snapped
bringing her to her
knees by an extra
twist of her arm.
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"Good God

me

drive

whimpered
I

tell

you!

—

Are you fellers goin' to
into the streets again?"
Susie. "I want to go straight,
!

out
I

know anything about

dont

me, it would
"
Honest, I'm

lieve

my

life to save her
If you'd only bestart me out straight!

the kid and I'd give
from Mol's. Christ!

Tryin' to bully us,
"Damn your soul
"Go on,
are you?" snarled the Sergeant.
give her the limit, boys. If she wont tell
what we want then, we'll see!"that she goes
where we can wait for her
!

After a

few

hours'

stout

resistance,

Braithwaite pushed aside all
scruples and appointed Hope to be his
For incook with notable exceptions.
stance, before the day was over, he had
bought her an outfit of beautiful clothes
and many other pretty things in an effort
to express his great affection for her.
Stanton's beneficence, coupled with the
circumstances of Hope's coming and residing with. him, was bound to create talk
on every hand. It had all the earmarks of
notorious precedents. It was Hope herself
who emphasized matters, it being her bent

Stanton

—

daily to imitate the street-walkers and fast
in every detail that she could recall of her brief sojourn among them.
She would stand, for instance, in front of
the open window smoking a cigaret, leaving her point of vantage only when the

women

smoking had made her sick.
Harboring a vague fear of he did not

groomed

well

NOW

you were!"

if

Hope

quite misunderstood him, taking
as a taunt for her failure. At
first
she was furious and went about
pouting until after he departed on his
mysterious mission. The moment he was
gone she began to cry. She had tried so
hard and now he was disappointed in her

his

remark

because she had not sufficiently impressed
She had thought
him with her badness
(Continued on page 108)

Paris has decreed that for a truly

pink—rose petals glowing in snowy finger-tips.

The wonderful
perfected

is

nails this

rosy

and

liquid polish

Cutex has

just the rose color that gives the

touch of Parisian elegance.

warm pink

The

color of glowing flesh exquisitely

glistening.

So

thin, so delicate that

you, yourself, can hardly see its smooth surface.

The Complete
Manicure

—Send 12c

for Introductory Set
Cutex Liquid Polish is the
of the famous

last step

Cutex manicure.
shape the

First

nails; for this

Cutex has fine emery
boards. Then soften the
cuticle

and remove

all

the

dead skin with Cutex
Cuticle Remover and a
Cutex orange stick. Then
comes Cutex Liquid Polish
or the new

xOU will be delighted with the way the lustre
and lasts. It does not crack or peel off, and
for days and days your hands look as if they
had just come from the daintiest manicure.

lasts

You can get Cutex Liquid Polish for 35c at
any drug or department store in the United
States and Canada and chemist shops in England.
And it comes in two of the complete manicure
sets. Sets are 60c, $1.00, $1.50, and $3.00.

Powder Polish.

Between manicures keep
the nails smooth and
healthy with a little Cuticle Cream (Comfort).

Sendthecoupon at right
12c today for the
Introductory Set
containing trial sizes of all

with

MAIL THIS COUPON WITH

12c

TODAY

Northam Warren,
1

14

West 17th

Street,

Dept. Mil
New York

I enclose 12c in stamps or coin for

a

trial size

new Introductory Set

including

of the new Cutex Liquid Polish.

special

these things. If you live
in Canada, address Dept.

Mil, 200 Mountain

St.,

Name.
Street.
(ot P.

Montreal, Canada.

O. box)

City_

!

When you

nails

smart manicure the nails must be bewitchingly

down.
Stanton hurried away from the scene
of his violence, worried half to death as
he realized fully the grave injury he was
doing the little girl whom he had come
When he reto love so passionately.
turned to the apartment Stanton acted so
strange and aloof that Hope secretly
worried for fear that she had displeased
him. Their combined actions widened the
breach between them.
Not until the next morning did Stanton
arrive at any satisfactory solution of his
and Hope's predicament. He decided to
go home to his mother and bring her back
to take charge of Hope.
Before evening they had drifted farther
apart, Hope becoming more and more perverse in her pique and Stanton growing
almost cross at her perversity.
"Evidently, you dont think I'm bad
enough for you!" she told him pettishly.
"You couldn't be bad if you tried!" he
"And I wouldn't have you here
retorted.

shade for

this rose

just what— possibly of losing her
Stanton did not permit Hope to go on the
He
streets unless he accompanied her.
arranged this to his satisfaction by taking
her for a daily spin thru the outskirts of
It needed just this
the city in his car.
touch to give his friends meat for gossip.
Two of Stanton's friends in particular
who saw him and Hope joy-riding were
Isabel and the young man who had taken
such a fancy to Hope at the booze party.
Isabel became furious on seeing the obvious role of mistress to her lover that
Hope was playing and resolved to be
revenged.
That night, the man who accompanied
her met Stanton and dug him in the ribs
remarking, with a wink, something about
Hope that caused Stanton to knock him

know

write to advertisers please mention
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Ali Hafed, a Persian farmer, sold his acres to
go out and seek his fortune. He who bought the
farm found it contained a diamond mine which

made him

fabulously rich.
Ali Hafed overlooked
the great opportunity at his door to go far afield
in search of wealth
which illustrates a great
truth.

—

Do You

Like to

This bit as the masseuse in A Woman of Paris started Miss
to be a highly successful screen career

Baker on what promises

Draw?

If you do, it is an almost certain indication
that you have talent, a talent which few possess.
Then don't follow Ali Hafed's example and look
farther for fortune.
Develop your talent your
fortune lies in your hand!

Ever}?

—

Earn $200.00

to

$500.00

a

MONTH

and

worth of illustrations every year.
Illustrating is the
highest type of art pleasant work, yielding a large
income.

—

Is

a

Proven

Result

Getter

It is the only Home Study Course which has been
built by over fifty nationally known artists
Sid Smith,

—

Neysa McMein, Norman Rockwell, Clare Briggs, Charles
Livingston Bull and Fontaine Fox among them.

Free—"A Road To Bigger Things"
you like to draw you should read this free book
deciding on your life's work. It tells about illusas a highly paid, fascinating profession and
about the famous artists- who have helped build the
Federal Course. Just tear out this ad, write your came,
age. and address in the margin, mail it to
us and we will send you your copy free.
Do it right now while you are thinking
about it.
If

tiefore

trating

Bit Helps

actor on the screen, was made by a single
part altho it could scarcely be considered
a "bit" in Mickie Neilan's Fools First.
Bessie
Love perhaps had the most
singular experience in this regard of any
actress in Hollywood.
She was made as
an actress by doing a "bit" in one of the
early Griffith pictures.
By reason of an
unfortunate exploitation angle and bad
contracts, she slipped down again and almost passed out as a movie figure, when
For
Providence dealt her another hand.
the second time she made herself famous
in a single scene
in a single close-up.
This was in Marshall Neilan's The Eternal
Three. The scene was on the bed where
the girl makes it plain that a tragedy has
happened.
She does absolutely nothing
yet makes the scene poignant and agoniz-

—

—

—

ing.

Eleanor

Goldwyn

1173 Federal School Bldg

Minneapolis, Minn.

Stardom

the

old

into the

He was one of a number of small boys
playing in one of Marshall Neilan's pictures.
Marshall tried to have him do a
stunt in a toy wagon. He fell out and was
badly hurt.
Instead of drying his tears
in
the usual way, Mickie, with quick
Irish wit, sent for a small stove-pipe hat
and some small boots and made him the
ring-master of the circus.
To Mickie's
own astonishment, the boy did it so well
and with such unction that he became the
leading child actor of the screen almost
overnight.
Of course, he is no longer
in the child-actor class.

Ben Alexander, another infant "phenom,"
was made famous by the single scene
where he stood crying by his mother's
grave

in

Hearts of the World.

The most famous bit done in recent
days was the scene where the masseuse
stood rubbing Edna Purviance in one of
dramatic scenes

Charlie

Chaplin's
a
Miss Baker who was a telephone operator
She has quit her
at the Chaplin studio.
It rejob and become a movie actress.
mains to be seen whether she has enough
the

A

W oman

of Paris.

in

The masseuse was

talent to step on from that charming bit
to emerge from the status of "a girl named

Baker" and make her name known and
felt thruout the world as the others have
done.

(Continued from page 50)

would not be playing it," I
"Well, why do you like it?"

Amazingly

simple new plan
by which you can cut out and
make a lovely dress complete
in 60 minutes.
Sewing experience unnecessary. No pattern required.
Step-by-step,
plain - as - day directions and
charts for making not merely
one, but 17 different "One
Hour Dresses."
All in handsome 16page book, which will be mailed to you
post-paid for only 25 cents in coin or
stamps.
Write to-day.

I

to

Confidences Off- Screen

17 New Designs
Only 25c for All
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Boardman came to
and jumped at once

lot

top line by a tiny scene in Rupert Hughes'
The Bitterness of Sweets, in which she
fainted in a theater box.
Oddly enough, it was another scene in
a theater box which transformed Eileen
Pringle from an extra girl into a leading
This was also in a Rupert Hughes
lady.
picture Souls For Sale.
Wesley Barry got his start thru a bit
that was in the way of being an accident.

iWsmm

WOMAN'S INSTITUTE,

—

{Continued from page 22)

MORE

Present opportunities for both men and women to Illustrate magazines, newspapers, etc., have never beon excelled.
Thousands of publishers buy millions of dollars'

The Federal Course

Little

Dept.3l9-L, Scranton ,Pa.

fired

at

her.

"Because it gives me a chance to go
deeply under the surface. I dont have to
be an ordinary vamp. The author and the
scenario writer have made it a suave part,
and that is the idea I am developing."
The reply was an admirable one.
Spanish man-eaters (I've met 'em) are
not hoydenish, nor do they resemble the
stage adventuress in hearts, with her

Every advertisement

in

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

familiar bag of
Their ardor
tricks.
smolders.
They are subtle and smooth
until the day the deluge bursts.
"And, vamping apart, why does a
Spanish role appeal to you ?"
"Because Spaniards know how both to
They know how
be happy and unhappy.
I feel closer to them than I do to
to live.
my own people. Russians have quite a
talent for being unhappy, they worry too
much about their souls. The French have

guaranteed.
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Advertising Section
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The Northern
a cult of boredom.
races have the knack of being happy gracefully, but they're ugly when they're sad.
Only the Spaniards are artistic in all their

made

moods."
A' sweeping statement this, with which
some might disagree. It served to prove,
however, that Miss Godowsky is enthusiastic, and that she has gone below the surI predict that
face in studying her part.
as a South American vamp she is going
to ring true, and furnish more than one
thrilling moment in
Sainted Devil.

A

Gloria and the Glorious Legion
[

picked my way thru a tangle of props,
and came upon the elaborate and un-

where Gloria Swanson
showed a wine-shop in
Algiers a soldiers' canteen, I was told,
but it could not have been meant to be an
ordinary regimental canteen, seeing it was
a spacious affair in Moorish architecture,
usually realistic set

was working.

It

—

A

canteen
with a long, well-stocked bar.
is apt to be merely an outhouse or a rear

room

the barracks.

Nevertheless, the
In Algiers, the
French soldiers often take over the nearest
wine-shop in preference to starting a
second-rate one of their own.
at

was

realism

right.

all

Gloria herself was perched cross-legged
one end of the bar. She was creating
her stellar role as the canteen girl in The
Wages of Virtue, from the novel of the
same name by Percival Wren. It is certain not only to delight those who already
admire her, but to add to her following.
There seems to be no limit to her versatility.
She is something else again in each
new picture. Only the other day, she was
playing the part of a patrician schoolgirl
in Her Love Story.
far remove, indeed, from the gay vivandicre, reminiscent
of Ouida's "Cigarette," whom I watched
giving life to a glamorous African scene.

at

One Happy Day
She learned how
prettier teeth

the

They

Alan Seeger,
gave me a thrill
uniform, there at
poet

It

see

proved by many tests. A newtype tooth paste has been created
to apply them daily. The name
is Pepsodent.
The results are so remarkable
that careful people of some SO
nations have adopted this new-

day

then forms dingy coats.

colors,

why

That's

Famous

teeth

dentifrice.

grow

The hidden

cloudy.

But the

Film also holds food
substance which ferments
and
forms
acid.
It
holds the acid in contact
with the teeth to cause
decay. Germs breed by
millions in it. They, with
tartar, are the chief cause
of pyorrhea.

(Continued on page 103)
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Send

this

removes

it

for a

it

Nature multiplied

gives

power

the

fight against
starch and acids on teeth.

with an

agent far softer
than enamel. Never
use a film combatant which contains
harsh frit.

a

in

These combined

results

new dental

The

era.

mean

benefits

belong to you and yours. Let
delightful
ten-day test
show you how much they mean.

this

DAY TUBE FREE

1599

I

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY

surprise

coupon

saliva, also its starch digestant.

Thus

disinte-

grates the film, then

The New -Day Dentifrice

A

not
important.
Pepsodent
multiplies the alkalinity of the

Enamel
Pepsodent

results

visible results are

alone

Protect the

10REG. US.

escaped film

These methods have been

fight the film

is the teeth's great enemy
viscous film you feel. It
clings to teeth, enters crevices
and stays.
No ordinary tooth
paste can effectively cOmbat it.
Soon that clinging film dis-

the familiar
Players'.
Better still, the most careful scrutiny revealed that the equipment was correct.
I
talked with the men and discovered that
two or three of them had seen actual service as legionnaires.
One, a Belgian, had
to

this

Film

—

it.

teeth

—that

waged by France and no year goes by
without some sort of minor colonial war.
I know the Legion well.
A number of my
the

cleaner

method brought about.

A

in

test.

whiter,

in fifty

troubles under old ways of tooth
brushing.
That's why dental research
sought ways to fight that film.
Eventually two ways were found.
One disintegrates the film at all
stages of formation. One removes
it without harmful scouring.

this ten-

They accepted this
they watched the results.
Then they resolved to brush
teeth in this new way.
Now, wherever you go, you see
day

that the Legion is a permanent institution?
Those enter it who are willing to gamble
desperately for fame, or who have a past
to conceal.
suicide's club, in any case,
it is in the
front line of every campaign

including

by making

offer,

The men who crowded about Gloria's
bar were in the uniform of the most
picturesque of all military services, the
French Foreign Legion. You heard a deal
about it during the World War, but I
wonder how many Americans are aware

fought and died

Hardly one

Countless people have attained

A

friends,

to beautify teeth

10-Day Tube.

Dept. 289, 1104 S.

Wabash

Mail 10-Day Tube

of

Ave., Chicago,

Pepsodent

111.

to

Note

how

clean the teeth feel after using.
Mark
the absence of the viscous film.
See how
teeth become whiter as the film-coats disap-

Claire Windsor and Bert
Lytell seem bored with each
other in Born Rich

When you

pear.

You
will
all

will be amazed and delighted.
You
want that new beauty, that new safety

your

life.

Only one tube

to

a family

Cut out coupon now.
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Trial Bottle Free

Nobody 'wants

ff

Gray Hair
—Nobody
has to have

I

am

I

it!

every gray haired
to get back the original color

how

person
easily

waiting to

tell

and quickly.

trial bottle of my famous hair
restorer absolutely free. Results of
tell their own story.

send a

color

the test

What
That a

clear,

There never has been such a galaxy of stars as those engaged for a dinner
From left to right around the table they are:
scene in Mrs. Paramor.
Norma Shearer, William Haines, Mae Murray, Robert Leonard, May MacAvoy, Conrad Nagel, Robert G. Vignola, Pauline Frederick (Mrs Paramor),
Harry Rapf, Hobart Henley, Mae Busch, John Gilbert, Mario Carillo,
Aileen Pringle, Paul Nicholson and Patterson Dial

the test proves
colorless liquid, easily ap-

combing through the hair, works
an apparent miracle. The gray streaks simplied by

—

ply fade away the natural color returns!
This restored color is perfectly even and
natural no streaks, discoloration or artificial dyed look.
There is no interference

—

with shampooing, nothing to wash or rub
off.
Use Mary T. Goldman's Hair Color
Restorer and forget you ever had gray hair!
Mail the coupon
Acceptance of my trial offer is easy
just fill out and mail the coupon. State
carefully the natural color of your hair, if
possible enclose a lock in your letter.
By return mail I send you, absolutely
free and postpaid, my special patented free

On

—

trial

Make

outfit.

—

the single-lock test as

directed learn what my restorer is and
what it will do. Then get a full-sized bottle
from, your druggist or direct from me.

Hair Color Restorer
Over 10,000,000
j™
I
I

"""

"-

Please print your

bottles sold
name and address

Mary T. Goldman 196-PGoldman

——

PleasesendmeFREEtrialbottleof MaryT. Goldman's

|

Hair Color Restorer. The natural color of my hair
Black
dark brown
___ medium brown.
auburn (dark red)
light brown
light auburn (light red)
blonde

I

Address..

J
I

-

Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.
is:

Name..

the

Camera Coast

(Continued from page 63)
ever seen in Hollywood,
a good deal.

Dopular

Which

is

saying

enthusiasm

in
for
starring
Western Wild West pictures suffered
a set-back this week, due to the terrible
Mr.
accident that befell Fred Thomson.
Thomson, as everyone knows, was one of
the most famous athletes in the world prior
In his Westerns
to going into the movies.
he has resolutely refused to use doubles.
He said that if any stunt was too dangerous
for an athlete of his experience, it would

be like passing a death sentence upon an
ordinary actor.
So he takes all the risks
himself. On this occasion, he was jumping
from a stage coach onto the back of a
running horse. The horse could not stand
his weight and fell
he fell on top of
Thomson and the following coach passed
over Fred's leg, breaking it in two places
between the foot and knee and between
Mr. Thomson's wife,
the knee and hip.
who is Frances Marion, the scenario writer,
has taken a solemn vow that, when he gets
well, there are to be no more thrill pictures
:

restling
BooK
bow be *r a great
Telia

to

—

FREE

athlete

and «««-«-

wrestler
bow to WIN. Startling
taught in wonderful lessons by world's
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_

ptons Farmer Burns and Frank Gotch.
strong, healthy, athletic. Handle bis t
ease. Learn self defense. Be a leader.
boys, write for Free Book today. State yoor a
:
armerBnrns School 1523Kailway Bldg., Omaha,.'
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CHECK SNEEZING COLDS

Rub nasal passage with

Thentholatum
COOLING, ANTISEPTIC,
CLEARS HEAD

in the family.

Lambert Hillyer, the Ince director, is another motion picture man who refuses to
employ stunt men to kill themselves. He
is
now making the thrills for Doctor
Nye, at Laguna. They are automobile

Co., Buffalo, N. Y., Wichita, Kans.

He insists
He says if

on doing them all himthey are too dangerous
for him, they are too dangerous for an

thrills.

self.

Write for free sample

Mentholatum

—

playing

the

Monta

Bell.

assistant to Charlie" Chaplin who has been
so sensational a success as a director.
He
used to be a newspaper editor and magazine writer in Washington.
I saw him
the other day on a set, directing one of the
big scenes.
"Dont ever reveal my wife's
secret," he said with a grin behind his
hand.
"But I am going to tell you the
truth. Every city editor in every big newspaper in the country has a more difficult
job than this; one that takes more brains.
Directing
pictures
is
a
pipe honest."
Numerous others who have tried it, have
not come to the same conclusion.

—

T7dmund

the only prominent actor
willing to place art above vanity that

Cuticura
Shaving Stick
Freely Lathering
Medicinal and Emollient

has

signed

off

from

and signed on with star
pictures.
Suit has been filed against him
by Esther Miller Lowe whom he married
in 1914.
They separated in 1918. She was
not an actress.
After the divorce, Mr.

Lowe

plans to

;

marry Lillyan Tashman, a

star who has recently gone into
pictures.
Mr. Lowe has recently finished
Barbara Frietchie with Florence Vidor at

stage

Ince studio and has now signed with
to star in four pictures.
The first of
these is to be The Brass Bozvl, in which
Robert Harron was playing some years ago
when accidentally killed in New York.
Miss Tashman has just been signed to play
her old stage part in The Garden of Weeds,
which James Cruze is to direct at Lasky's.
the

Fox

actor.

John

New

Lowe

matrimony

Gilbert

is

Mayer-Goldwyn-Metro could persuade
The leading part in
play The Snob.
the picture is so ungrateful that most of
the actors backed off. The producers didn't
have the nerve to ask John Gilbert in
But Mr.
view of his recent successes.
Gilbert volunteered cheerfully.
So he is

the
to

Every advertisement

—
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De Mille

seems to have changed
The Golden
Bed in the East. It will be made in Hollywood. Another crashing blow for the East
is the return of Kenneth Harlan who has
been making a picture in New York. He
says New York is an all-right town and he
wouldn't like to see it abolished or anything
like that
but it has one vital difficulty for

^•ecil

Try the

part under the direction of
Bell is the young scenario

his

mind about making

;

the

guaranteed.

actor.

It

takes

too

long

to

get

to

;

Advertising Section
You have more time to yourHollywood.

"locations."
self in

A

told in Hollywood
She is the unterrified
and undismayed young lady of the films.
When Cecil De Mille was making The Ten
Commandments, the actors, as usual, burned
incense before him. When he was reading
the script to them, they screamed with
laughter at the jokes and wept floods at
Dutiful "Yes Men" all!
the sad places.
Not to mention "Yes Women"!
One day Nita came in late she is always late and found them sitting in an
awed semi-circle around him. Nita swept
Mr. De Mille a deep bow and said just

quaint story
about Xita Naldi.

is

—

—

one word

They

"Yes."

:

shuddered and expected to see
her annihilated where she stood. But Mr.
De Mille simply roared with laughter. The
truth is, De Mille is a regular person and
hates all this boot-licking as much as any
other regular person naturally would.
all

T")orothy Gish who discovered Valentino
and Dick Barthelmess and a lot of
them seems to have spotted another one.

When

she returned from Europe, Irving
Hartley, a news photographer for the New
York World, went down to the boat to
snap some pictures of her. Dorothy took
one casual look at him and told him he
7
hereupon
ought to be a picture actor.
he threw his camera overboard and set
After a long siege,
out for Hollywood.
he has finally landed a contract with the

W

Mayer-Goldwyn-Metro

studio.

When

First National films Papini's Life
of Christ, it seems likely that Milton Sills
perhaps the
will be cast in the title role
most difficult ever undertaken by any film

—

actor.

Mabel Normand is still up in the air as
future film engagements but has made
some fortunate investments in oil that make
it unnecessary for her to be 'a movie any

to

more.
Fatty Arbuckle also has recovered from
his financial cataclysm and is building a
new home in Beverly Hills.
Inasmuch as every newspaper critic at
least thinks he knows all motion pictures,
the Warner Brothers gave them a chance
to say it one day last week. A big banquet
was held in the studio with about two
hundred and fifty guests, nearly all of

whom

were

newspaper

writers.

At

the

they were asked to tell the
Warner Brothers what is the matter with
As the results were not spethe movies.
cially bewildering in brilliance, I asked
conclusion,

Jack Warner
it

largely

is

to tell

three

me

instead.

things

He

—three

said that
diseases.

The market

is cornered to such an extent
too hard for bright independent
producers
producers are too much inclined to put a time limit on the directors
and the movie houses have too much
vaudeville as an accompaniment of the

that

it

is

;

pictures.

We

award Bessie Love a platinum
medal for bravery
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"Delicious ^Dainties

you

for

to serve

Evans

The Hermit

of Hollywood

{Continued from page 27)

Here came Rex Ingram suffering from an
old illness and Peter cured him as long
as he followed the old Hermit's homely

—

rules.

"Cure yourself I say to 'em !" Peter
stamping a bare foot in the dust
!

cries,

his door
"sickness is
Live out of doors like me

beside
fruit
ful,

HJneeda Bakers" sugar wafers

are deliriously

No

good to

and

;

—
vegetables — like

!

me

!

selfishness.

Eat only

Be cheer-

that's the only doctor you're needin'.
bird ever sang in a dark cellar!"

Everybody,

has an aura
yellow halo denotes
shows devotion to noble
ideals, but a red aura means anger, and
a black one tells of death thoughts.

served by themselves or with other desserts. They
add a new distinction to ice cream, frozen pudding, or

eat,

he

to him.
spirituality, a blue

visible

similar desserts.

explains,

A

Last spring a scenario writer, suffering

from a nervous breakdown, went up to
As
Peter's aerie to beg him to help her.

At your next
sert at
Its

she waited for him, the thought of suicide
entered her sick mind.
When the Hermit appeared, leading his
two milch goats, he looked at her shrewdly
"Dont do it," said he,
and benignantly.
"killin' yourself wont help matters

party, or for des-

home, serve NABISCO.

two

delicious

crisp wafers enclose a

creamy

filling.

Another welcome delicacy

HARLEQUIN— three

"Sure, many's the time I've met people
on the streets who were plannin' to commit
suicide," says Peter calmly, "and I've gone
up to them and begged them not to for
But, I dont know
the love av God

is

!

Every pot
themselves.
has to stand on its own bottom."
He milks his goats as he talks and
brings a bowl of warm milk with a kingly
graciousness.
"But dont you get lonely up here by
yourself?" the visitor asks.
"Lonely, with all the angels of Heaven
I
for company ?" scorns Peter. "No, no
couldn't please my neighbors if I tried,

They must

layers of

golden wafers with alternate
layers of delicious

creamy filling.

And then FESTINO

—

I

the

!"

and I'll never try
Sometimes Pat O'Malley takes him to
a picture show, staff, bare feet and all.
Sometimes Peter dons sandals as a concession to elegance, puts on an even cleaner
white shirt than his usual clean one, and
some director or scenario
dines with
writer at the Writers' Club. But even the
most verbose writer is no match for Peter
when it comes to slinging words it is
whispered joyfully that Elinor Glyn her-

delectable little sugar wafer that

looks and tastes like an almond.

—

NATIONAL
BISCUIT

heal

COMPANY

holds the local long-distance
self, who
conversation record, was talked down for
once when she met Peter at a screen star's

"Uneeda Bakers'"

party.

Hollywood children greet Peter joyously wherever he and his collie appear
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Hollywood grown-ups are sudin sight.
denly able to locate their consciences.
Standing before his tent door in the
sunset glow, like a prophet of old, Peter,
.

Hermit, waves his visitor farewell.
"Everything will be ahl right!" he calls
"Everything's got to be ahl
reassuringly.

the

right!"

.

Hollywood wont quite go to the
tion -bow-wows so long as Peter is
to keep an eye on things

demniaround

Letters to tke Editor
(Continued from page 70)
1
look like the beauteous Alice Terry.
think Richard Barthelmess is splendid; I'd
spend my last dime to see Valentino; and
Ramon Novarro— I'd toss my last quarter

window just to see him be
impertinent, and besides his being so adorably impudent, he is an artist.
Now, you will please pardon me while
But after spending
I rave about my idol.
monotonous days at a desk in the business
world, one is naturally grateful to the able
magician who transports one from the
land of polite hostility to lands of flowerthru any ticket

orchards, sun - kist islands, mystic
picturesque old castles, beautiful
women, chivalrous men Romance!
Were I a writer, I should go to this
ing

deserts,

magician

my

with

Carla McCallum,
Oklahoma City, Okla.

Pomp and Circumstance

— and

Emptiness

overrated question
the movies?" has
argued, and fought over

Dear Editor: That
"What's wrong with
been discussed,
the
since
ever
reached a point

moving pictures have
where they have been
There have been
worth fighting over.
many solutions some made by those who
presumably know what they are talking
;

about, and by those who talk for the. sake
of talking, knowing nothing of the matter.
close observer, however, finds one outstanding fault— the lavishness of the film

A

cover up a poor story, bad direction, incompetent acting, and a lack of sincerity.
Beau Brummel is one of the best examples I know of beautiful sets, good
acting, fine direction, and sincerity on the
to

As a
part of all involved in the film.
contrast, I offer Enemies of Women. The
picture had in its cast many well-known
and supposedly good actors. Lionel Barrymore failed to impress one, while Alma
Rubens didn't have any more life than a
rag doll. However, the sets were beautiful, and the picture was cataloged as a
"picture of stupendous beauty and force."
this picture needed was some influence to make it live, whether it be
actors or a director. It is like a beautiful
picture, the hardship of an artist's life
with beautiful color and form, but without
life.
So it is with half the films we see;

What

they do not

phase

of

that
big
is
wrong with the
movies?" and I hope before very long,
it will be corrected.
Sincerely,
little

Ethel Kahn,
Philadelphia, Pa.

When you

Exactly

lbs. in

weighed just 129 today—by the same scale
in my bathroom that
months
less than two
ago pointed to 170!"
This is what Mrs. Carpenter, a New Orleans
lady, wrote Wallace
WALLACE
1_
1.
about
her experience
with reducing records. It ought to convince anybody that superfluous flesh is

I

7 Weeks

Compare your present weight with the
weight for your height and age in the
table below, and you' 11 know how much
you can reduce. There's no theory
about it for results are guaranteed.

—

Here is what you ought
and can weigh:

as unnecessary as

undesirable.

in

60
61

Reduced 41 Lbs With Ease
had long wanted a means of reducing, but being a business woman I had
no time nor money to waste on fads.
I didn't dare deny myself the nourishment an active woman must have. I
grew steadily stouter then something
told me to try Wallace records. Somehow, the method sounded sensible; the
free demonstration seemed fair; so I
I

—

started.

Fifteen minutes each evening, I
took the reducing movements to music.
It was mighty interesting; I felt better
from the start. But what thrilled me
was this / lost bYz lbs the first week!
:

The second week I lost 8 lbs more.
The following week only six more. But
seven weeks I had reduced to 129
not bad for my 5 ft. 5 inches!"
in

What You Can Lose
By the Same Method

Age

Height
Inches

it is

to

weigh,

What You Should Weight For
Your Height and Age

„.

live.

just one
question, "What
is

ORLEANS. LA.

—

Were I an
me an opportun-

and know no disappointment.
Such is the artistry of this gifted god:
Rex Ingram!

NEW

Just think of taking off more than 40 lbs in
about as many days! That's exactly what Mrs.
Carpenter did through a method anyone can use!

stories.

sucity in his pictures, I should feel my
cess assured. As it is, I, one of his millions
of admirers, go to see his every picture—

41

Takes Off

—

actor and he should give

This

MRS. ELLA CARPENTER,

62
63
64
66
66
67
68

Age

Age

Age

20 to 29 yrs 30 to 39 yrs 40 to 49 yrs 50 and Over
Lbs.
Lbs.
Lbs.
Lbs.
Ill
116
122
125
113
118
124
127
116
120
127
130
118
123
130
133
122
127
133
136
125
131
137
140

69

129
133
137
141

70

146

135
139
143
145
147

145
150
155
159
163

141
145
149
153
156

Free Proof to Any Woman Who
Really

Wants

to

Get Thin

Thousands of women (men, too) have
reduced by use of Wallace records, all
by themselves, with their own phonograph, at home. The reducing movements are scientific and certain. They
can't harm; and they can't fail.
It's a
perfectly natural, normal and healthful
way of correcting the cause of any amount
of overweight.

And

proof

is

free.

—

out the coupon
you've seen
it before
but this time make it out and
mail it! You'll receive the whole first
week's lesson complete, record and all,
for a full and free trial. Let the results
decide whether you want it.
Just

fill

—

WALLACE

(410)

Mrs. Carpenter states that she made
630 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
Please send me FREE and POSTPAID for a week's
this wonderful reduction solely through
free trial the Original Wallace Reducing Record.
Wallace reducing records; that she got
thin to music and did nothing else
no
Name.
Turkish baths, no patent foods or drugs,
no punishing diet.
Address
87
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Your Figure

What

Can Read

I

tke

in

Faces of the Film Stars

Has Charm Only as You Are Fully Developed
{Continued from pages 48 and 49)

BEAUTY OF FORM
can be cultivated just the same as flowers are
made to blossom with proper care. Woman,
by nature refined and delicate, craves the
natural beauty of her sex. How wonderful to
be a perfect woman
1

Bust Pads and Ruffles
never look natural or feel right. They are really
harmful and retard development. You should add
to your physical beauty by enlarging your bustform to its natural size. This is easy to accomplish
with the NATIONAL, a new scientific appliance that
brings delightful results.

you wish a beautiful, womanly figure, write for a
copy of the treatise by Dr. C. S. Carr, formerly published in the Physical Culture Magazine, entitled:
"The Bust— How It May Be Developed." Of thii
method Dr. Carr states:
it will

In the hands there is shown a highly inspirational nature, dramatic ability, tact,
and an interest in the unusual, mystical and
the occult.

making a general summary:

Gish
high

If

ment

and, in the broad spacing between the eyes,
is shown great breadth of mind.
She is a
person who permits others to do that which
she herself would find objectionable.

In

FREE BEAUTY BOOK

"Indeed,

LILLIAN GISH

bring about a develop-

and a good

She is a wholesome,
lacking in conceit, with
good judgment and common sense beyond
her years.
sweet

intellect.

girl, totally

of the busts quite astonishing."

This valuable information, explaining the causes of non-development, together with photographic proof showing as much as five inches enlargement by this method, will be sent FREE to
every woman who writes quickly. Those desiring book sent sealed, enclose 4c postage.

THE OLIVE COMPANY

Lillian

a serious, conscientious person with
ideals.
She has qualities which would
make a writer. She has dramatic ability
is

RICHARD DIX

CLARINDA, IOWA

Dept. 205

will lose heart

Do

of your favorite stars?
this

less

—

make you more
interested

in

their

this

ques-

his undertaking.

is

;

Do you prefer to know "the
truth" about the private lives
Does

He

be vindictive.

The Breath of Scandal

or

and abandon

make an enemy of him,

for he would
fond of the beautiful and
artistic
conscientious about giving advice,
and likes to be consulted in important r.iatters.
He likes to talk, enjoys people and a
good time. Above all things else, Richard
Dix is frank, outspoken, and wholly honest
in expressing his opinion.
He is one of the
few people I have met who admits his faults
frankly and readily. He is a popular and
very likable fellow.

not

films?

Gladys Hall puts

tion to the readers of
in

DOROTHY GISH

Classic

and proof that she is a person who is not
easily swayed when her mind is definitely
made up.
She has a frank, outspoken

lively fashion.

a

Animal Actors and Human Stars
They work

And

nature.

The

difference
in
the
two
shown in the lower portion of
the face.
Dorothy is a positive type,
Lillian a negative. Dorothy is more social

together very calmly (sometimes) says Dorothy Donnell.

as for the pictures!

a full-grown tiger, the

sisters

You'll want one of the cubs, or perhaps

minute you

see these

photographs

we have

to

by nature and has greater interest in all
people, and in human nature.
She is more
analytical, has a better memory, and a wider

illustrate the story.

The Man
Monta

Bell,

She talks more readily
and more easily than her sister, and takes
variety of interests.

Who Sold Himself

life

the director of one of the best pictures of the year,

"Broadway After Dark," broke all
And got away 'with
for directing.

the supposedly cast-iron
it.

Jim Tully

tells

greatest

is

a

less

little

seriously;

represses

less,

more frank and outspoken. She is
also more demonstrative. She thinks more
about clothes and is more careless about details
she is also less economical and more
and

rules

the story.

is

;

On

the

news-stands

luxurious in her tastes. From a vocational
standpoint she would fit into other professions more readily than her sister would,
her face being more harmonic.
She, like

NOVEMBER
OAOTION

Lillian, is very wholesome, very natural,
and has plenty of good common sense. She
is also very alert, observing, appreciative
and considerate.

October 12th

DICTVBE

That "Different" Screen Magazine

ANTONIO MORENO

NO RED TAPE— NO
DELAY
may
Order Now! This offer

never appear again.
Don't delay. Just send $2,00 as a deposit. If you wish to return
" 9 diamond ring after trial, your deposit will be refunded.
is limited.

It

A

designs at lowest prices.

%

A

%
\j\GL

We take all chances— if you are not satisfied at the
end of ten days for any reason whatsoever, return
the diamond ring to as and your deposit will be refunded to you. Send only $2.00, and receive this
genuine steel blue white diamond ring In a handsome gift box charges paid. A legal guarantee bond
accompanies each ring. After ten days' trial pay balnth for 12 months. Price
ance $6.46 o
"Vic< only $79. SO.

Address Dept. 1 158. Est. 1895

W*

"^35

Every advertisement

in
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y&m
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;

is

;

year to pay on everything you
order from our TWO MILLION

full

DOLLAR STOCK.

t&k k
s>k

is

when happy,

Most complete Jewelry Catalog ever issued of
diamonds, Watches and Jewelry — newest

TEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL

and
extremely depressed
very happy. His is a nature
that is very sensitive to harmony and inharmony one that feels deeply, and is quick
to sense things. He is a man with his feet
firmly fixed upon the earth, but with his
head in the sky an intense loverof nature,
and alive to all its beautiful influences;
an enthusiastic lover, and one who would
be devoted to his wife.
depressed,

FREE BOOK OF GEMS
SIMPLY send $2.00 for the most sensational,
•* price - smashing diamond ring offer ever made*
perfectly cut, guaranteed, blue white, fiery diamond is set in an 18 Karat white gold cup;
Karat
size. Latest design, hand engraved mounting.

is

guaranteed.
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Advertising Section

Brewmg Beauty
"Olive

oil,

oatmeal, lemons,

salt,

and cornmeall

Any bachelor would order

this list of groceries for food, and for food only.
But a woman buying these things might not nave thought of eating them.
Far from it
But she would use them in another life-saving way which is,
perhaps, just as valuable for the magic beautifying properties. It s astonishing what happiness and comeliness can be found on the pantry shelves.
If you believe it isn t so, read all about what s what, in x,he Kitchen Beauty
And when you have read, you'll not be able to resist trying their
Shelf.
effects on that ever-present problem that is yourself.
!

—

The Problems

Who

of the Girl
is tola by
Alice Brady, the very attractive stage and
screen star.
She writes of the joys of the
is

Not an Acclaimed Beauty

who has no worries about the sun, or the
wind, or rain, but who has other cares....

girl

The mouth is a "dead give-away,"
says Penelope Knapp. And it isn t so much
the words you speak that counts it s what
your mouth says when you are silent.
;

The Problems

of the Acclaimed
those that concern Mary
Eaton. She is well qualified to write on this
subject, for is she not radiantly, blondely,
beautiful? And hasn t she been "glormed
by Mr. Florenz Ziegfeld in his Follies?

Beauty are

If

you Care

to

keep your hve senses

"until the end, you 11 care for your eyes
and ears and nose now.
See how to do
this in

Coddling the Five Senses.

^G<a\xt
For

NOVEMBER
Pin a Dollar Bill to this coupon and receive the next five big numbers of
"Beauty" Magazine. Mail at once to BEAUTY, 175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. T.

Name
St.

and

No
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the news-stands
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Suzanne Powers,
one of the most
popularyoung
actresses

-

She keeps her hair
smoothly in place
SUZANNE POWERS, seen this past
season in "Tarnish," " The Potand " The Bluebird" explains the
mystery of her fashionably smooth way
of wearing her hair. She writes:
"Women who have adopted the new

ters,"

mode in hair-dressing
find in Stacomb a delightful and effective aid. Very few women can achieve
this desirable effect without it."
severely plain

It

would seem

that the film industry

A

Stacomb is a light, velvety, invisible
cream. In jars and tubes, at all drug
and department

stores.

is

the only naughty

boy

in the class

Brief for the Butcher
{Continued from page 29)

Free
It is

Offer
Standard Laboratories,

Inc.,

Dept. 14-0

113 West 18th Street, New York City
Please send me, free of charge, a generous
sample tube of Stacomb.

Name

,

'.

....

situation

was

intensely dramatic.
But how much more
dramatic and intense was this same situation in the photoplay where
it
was
established that the two principal characters were already married

A

.......

Address

easy

to see that this

Successful Operation

"The

story, Flaming Youth, was purchased
by the producers because hidden among

the involved and the
details of the book

opportune theme.

more or less salacious
was a powerful and

By

retaining the story
eliminating the romances and adventures of the less important characters, and by discarding the
salacious details, a picture was made which
has proved one of the most successful
pictures in the history of the industry.

of

dtfhr
(Shopping

Absorbine JtV
brings quick relief/

DON'T
from

suffer

prolonged fatigue

aching arms, back and
Simply apply a few drops of the
tired,

feet.

antiseptic liniment.
It promptly soothes and relaxes the
tension of muscles and nerves. That
limp and exhausted feeling quickly
disappears along with its aches and

Patricia

It would be almost impossible to produce Flaming Youth on the screen as it
was written.
Had it been made with
fidelity to the book, the story would have
appeared disjointed and uninteresting, because- for one thing it would have been
impossible to tell, except by lengthy and
boring titles, the thoughts and impressions
in the minds of the many characters inWarner Fabian, its
volved in the story.
anonymous author, was able to use page
after page in his book to describe the
mental reactions of his characters, all of

made excellent reading. But, as
pointed out before, the screen can deal
only with those features of a book which
can be portrayed in action.
which
I

Beware the Censor

will like the clean, agreeable

odor of Absorbine, Jr. Its ingredients,
too, permit of massaging without discomfort. It holds a never-empty place
in carefully stocked medicine cabinets.

At all druggists',
Liberal trial

$1.25, or postpaid

bottle,

10c, postpaid

W.F.YOUNG, Inc.
292 Lyman St.
Springfield, Mass.

Other timely uses:
Burns
Sore throat
Strains
Mouth wash
Rheumatism

Tired feet

!

'T'his brings us to another very important
reason why many books and plays cannot be transferred to the screen in toto.
And this is censorship.
The daring and risque details in Flaming
Youth could never have been presented
on the screen without engendering the
Now, I am not in
ire of the censor.
favor of making capital out of salaciousness, but, in the matter of censorship, it
would seem that the film industry is the
When
only "naughty boy in the class."
the novel, Flaming Youth, was placed on
sale in the bookstores where all could buy
general
it, irrespective of age, there was no
advertisement in

to suppress it, yet if a quarter of
the risqueness of the book had been transferred to the screen there would not have
been a state in the union in which the picture could have been shown.
The same is true of Lilies of the Field.
On the stage this play ran without interference.
But I sincerely doubt if a true
film depiction of the play would have been
so fortunate.
As it was, the producers
of this picture took only the features of
the play that were screenable and from
these incidents built a highly interesting
and cleanly told photoplay.

Fentriss,

pains.

You

movement

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

New

Titles for

Old

A nother

phase of motion picture making
that has disturbed certain novelists and
critics is the picture producer's practice of
changing titles.
The author feels about
this as he does about the changing of his
story and asks
himself the question:

"Why,
book,

the

if

title

is

good enough for the

not good enough for the picturization of the book?"
Here I must admit that the producer is
prompted by pure commercialism.
That
sounds crude and inartistic, I know, but
the changing is one of practicability rather
than of art. In the publication of books,
art ends with the writing of the contents
the, selling of them is far from artistic.
Our
In picture-making it is the same.
artistry is confined to the making of the
picture and not to the titling of it.
is

Take

it

Its life is
the case of the novel.
Published today, let us assume,

indefinite.

will probably be many, many months
it
before its success is assured. At first, it
has a few reader s— these readers tell
others of its value and thus by a slow
process of word and mouth advertising it
becomes known, perhaps finally reaching

the point of success which lists it among
the "best sellers," and copies of it are
available in bookstores for months after
Hence, the* publisher and
it is first issued.
author can depend upon the contents,

rather than the

But the

life

title,

to create a

demand.

the motion picture is
here
is
It
short-lived.

of

and
Success or
and gone tomorrow.
"first
failure is stamped on it almost at its
(Continued on page 92)

transitory

today

guaranteed.
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The

hair

is

held in

"waves"

by the cross pieces and allowed to dry in this posiMeanwhile you can
tion.
read or Hnish dressing.

After moistening hair with

Spanish Curling Liquid,
furnished free with every
Curling Cap, place cap over
the head and pull the hair
forward through the rubberized cross pieces with the
Bngers.

Marvelous New Curling Cap Marcelle
Waves any Hair

After 15 minutes the hair is
dry, the cap is removed and

your mirror

reflects as beauMarcelle as you ever
your life.

tiful a

Startling

had

new

invention makes marcelling quick and easy

the greatest beauty
HERE'S
news you've had
many a
in

day!

It

difference
hair bobbed or

—

inventions, McGowan's Curling Cap is very simple.
There is no complicated apparatus.
Nothing to catch in your hair or get
out of order. It is a simple device
that applies the principles of the
curling iron, using a specially prepared, safe and harmless curling fluid
—Spanish Curling Liquid in the
place of water and heat.
You can see at a glance how the
Elastic head
Curling Cap works.
bands hold the six rubberized cross
The hair is held in
pieces in place.
"waves" by the cross pieces until it
all

great

—

dries,

when the Curling Cap

is

re-

moved, and you have a beautiful
Marcelle that would cost

more

at

a

a dollar or

Beauty Shop and take

about an hour's time.

A

timely aid to beauty
There never was a more timely

in-

when nearly

all

vention than

this,

and young women are wearing
bobbed hair— and wondering how
.,,
they will keep it curled through the
summer. Tennis, golf, boating, swimming and Other summer sports always have played havoc with Marif
j
-Li
celles and make it nearly impossible
for the average outdoor girl to keep
her bob looking as smart as it should.
But now she can laugh at her former
girls
,

makes no

whether you wear your
long—-whether it's thick and fluffy
for this great
or thin and scraggly
beauty invention insures a mass of
lovely ringlets, waves and curls all the
time at practically no expense to you
and with only a few minutes' time
every few days.
Like

in

When you

•

,

,

i

•

i

l

i

i

i

worries, for with Mcbowan s Curling
Cap and a bottle of Spanish Curling
Liquid she can have a fresh Marcelle
every day in less time than it took to
comb her hair when it was long.

iii,

,

•

i

,

,

s*,
Curly hair

i

j

j

.

thing IflOW

S the

No

matter what style of bob vou favor, or
you wear your" hair lone, you've got to
it curly and' wavy
if vou want to be in
ti
„n„
style. there never was a stvle more universallv
becoming and there never was one more rigidlv
demanded by the arbiters of fashion.
1.1
t..
i-ir
It makes no difference, either, whether you
prefer the waves running across vour hair or
from front to back.
The Curling Cap is adjustable either way. When not in use the Cap
may be folded and carried in your handbag.
even
keep
..

if

i

i

•

i

i

so

decided to put the price within reach of
selhng in tremendous quantities .yyll

lie

By

j>ll.

be possible tor him to make a price ot JS2.87 for
the entire outfit; which inc udes a large sized
bottle of Spanish Curling Liquid as well as the
i

newly invented Curling Cap.

As

this

same

bo"' e °£ Spanish Curling Liquid has always
sold tor31. 87, vou can see that vou are really
getting the Curling Cap for the ridiculous
price of one dollar, which is just about what
:

it

costs to

make.

g end nQ ,» money _j ust mai [
.

the COUPOfl

You don 't even have

t0 P a Y for this wondercurhng outfit ' n advance
J«t sign the
coupon and in a tew days the postman will
deliver the Curling Cap and Spanish Curling
Liquid to vou. Simply pav him 32.87, plus
postage— and then your Marcelle worries will
£e at an end.
If you don't find it the greatest
beaut >' ald >"°" ever
e
*T» f ",?<*?" r bn "g
f
> ou «*« ™»' beautiful of Marcelles justaswe
promised it vou are not" *satisfied with Mc„ :.
_
A ,.
p,
Rowans Curlln S Ca P and Sc P amsh C
Ur!l
"!
c and
L,c u,d ln ^ery way, just return the outfit
your
monev
will
be refunded.
J
ful

-

,

f

—

,

,

>

J"
.

^,^ntt-i-.^-kt
-————
~ — —.— -COUPON—

THE McGOWAN laboratories
7iu

w. Jackson

Blvd., Oept. 617. Chicago

Dear Mr. McGowan: Please send me your

T} ^
KeaU

s* ,1

//,
thlS

,'r,

^v^,i ~ ~
,*&^>i*
ainaZing
Offer
.'

,-,

-?

familiar with
Tf von
r,f Otner
nt-nor
ne rvnVp
«' tn rt-np
y ° j are IamlI!ar
P r 'Ce Ot
,.
curling devices
none of which IS to be Com.

—

.

—

pared with the Curling Cap
you would expect
this one to cost at least 310 or 315.
In fact,
when Mr. McGowan first showed his invention
to his friends many of them advised him to sell
it for that price because it is easily worth it.
Rut
Mr mcyowan
Mrfiowan wants every
pverv gin
oi'rl
anrl
out ivir.
ana
woman to get the benefit of his great invention,
write to advertisers please mention

hair cur!ing outfit, whiclx includes your newly invented Curl- I
ing Cap and a bottle of Spanish Curling Liquid. 1 I
I agree to deposit S2.87 (plus postage) with the post- l
If I am not satisfied with •
! man u P° n its delivery.
1 results in every way j wiU retU rn the outfit to you 1
' and you are to refund my money.
J
I

I

Name

|

Address

|

|

Note: If vou expect to be out when the postman |
en close S3 with your order and the McGowan I
! $? 1,s
I Curling Outfit win be sent postpaid.
_J f\
l^, —„
.^
mm. ..»
tmm
m
I

-
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WLDouglas
$

S, 6, 7 &
BOYS
$

$

$

Brief for the Butcher

showing.
picture

8& Shoes

is

The average theater run of a
only a week
in the smaller
;

towns two or three days.

If the picture
be a success to the exhibitor, the
patrons must be enticed into his theater
the first night that the showman may depend on those favorably impressed to advertise his pictures among their friends.
Hence the labeling of photoplays with
titles that will quickly intrigue and at the
same time convey to the patrons an idea
of the type of picture to be expected when
they get into the theater.
So, we have to
attract the public and sell our productions
by sheer force of title alone to get the
maximum of patronage in a very limited
is

$5.00
AT $4.50
of fashion should know that our women's
shoes are high-class, made in the most distinctive,
up-to-date and exclusive styles, which appeal to
those who desire stylish, comfortable and serviceable
,shoes at reasonable prices.

Women

to

—

time.

New

Smart
Strap

Pump

Women

for
Attractive Patent and black
Suede one-strap pump. $6.50

WEAR

W. L.DOUGLAS PFGGING
SHOES AT 7 YEARS OFAGE

DOUGLAS

Made

Fall Style
for Men
in black Velour

also light Russia calf.

FOR

Mew

$7.00

W. L. DOUGLAS $7.00 SHOES are remarkably good value. Seldom have you had the
opportunity to buy such high-grade shoes at this popular price. Shoes of equal quality,
comfort and service are rarely found in other makes at our prices.

WHEREVER YOU

LIVE, demand W. L. Douglas shoes. They are sold in 120of our stores in
the principal cities and by over 5,000 shoe dealers. For economy and dependable value,
wear shoes that have W. L. Douglas' name and the retail price stamped on the soles. The
stamped price guarantees the value. If not for sale in your vicinity, write for catalog.
£x
W. L. Douglas Shoe Company, 132 Spark St., Brockton, Mass.
£X,

About

Productions

{Continued from page 78)

MONEY

AND

L.
SHOES
SAVE
38 YEARS, W. L. Douglas' name and portrait have stood for quality, for economy
and for satisfactory service. W. L. Douglas shoes are exceptionally good values. Only by
wearing them can you appreciate their superior qualities. The exclusive, smart models,
designed especially for young men and women, are leaders everywhere.

W.

Critical Paragraphs

novel development here. It is just another
Western and a pretty good type of Western as they come to us.
It features the
usual hard riding, fighting, quick-trigger
finger shooting all of which are executed
against the customary backgrounds suggesHarry Carey
tive of the wide open places.
is the hero who rides like a streak of lightning with something of a dash of "kukluxy" about him. He wears a mask, but
and he wears
it is black instead of white
it to catch the Black Mask, a night-rider.
This type of story used to be a favorite

—

—

—

—

with mothers who told it to their excitable
little boys before they consented to go to
sleep.
These same excitable little boys
will enjoy it just as well now as when
they were youngsters.

^m'

leruxirie

Carey hasn't much range of expression,
but he'll get our vote because he doesn't
try to "ham" all over the place. The girl
is played by Virginia Browne Faire with
acceptable charm and spirit.

Wandering Husbands

\m

T'he pendulum swings both ways

in exposing erring benedicts and their erring
All kinds of titles have been
spouses.
tacked onto stories of marital discord until
it has become a race among producers to
project the most compelling, eye-smashing
cannot
title to attract the screengoer.
say that the title of this picture will win a
blue ribbon, nor can we say that its plot is
It offers nothing
particularly stimulating.
new except a rather unusual climax.
have here the oldest of the triangle situawith the neglected wife employing
tions
extreme measures to "show up" the other
woman. She even goes so far as to invite
the gay charmer home for the week-end.

We

We

SAY "BAYER ASPIRIN" and INSIST!

—

Unless you see the "Bayer Cross" on tablets you are
not getting the genuine Bayer Aspirin proved safe
by millions and prescribed by physicians 24 years for

Colds

Headache

Pain

Neuralgia

Toothache

Lumbago

Neuritis

Rheumatism

Which

is

stretching

plausibility

to

the

breaking point.
The unusual climax? The wife, determined to have a show-down on the affair,
invites her husband and the affinity for a
When the craft
ride in a leaking launch.
is about to sink, she asks the husband to
do not need to
choose between them.
tell you that he selects the woman who
Lila Lee is
stood at the altar with him.
the bright spot of the picture and she
surely works hard to make the situations

We

plausible.

Along Came Ruth
'This farce-comedy has gone thru several
variations since its adaptation from the
original French. It came to the New York
stage and scored a fair amount of suc-

Accept only " Bayer" package which contains proven directions.
Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets Also bottles of 24 and 100—Druggists.

—

—

Aspirin is tae trade

I
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reams
at can come true

Jack Hoxie does an extra
amount

spectacular riding
of
shooting in
quick-trigger
The Back Trail

and

—

of a fascinating, radiant beauty of a soft, pure complexion
with bewitching charm. How often have you gazed into your
mirror and longed for that "subtile something" your appearance
seemed to lack? That illusive "master touch" of beauty that would
Your
inspire the admiration and attention now going to others.
Dreams can come true. You can give to your skin and complexion
"Beauty's Master Touch." For over eighty years

Dreams
filled

a sample of rustic hokum, carrying a slight
idea and considerable padding to extend it
thru five reels. Even as good a director
as Eddie Cline has shown himself to be
of late, has been unable to give this much
appeal.
charge him with the mistakes
He
of exaggerating rural high jinks.

We

makes

appear at times

this

like a

Gou BAUDS

Sennett

comedy.

ORIENTAL CREAM

The bright spot is the performance by
Yiola Dana, whose personality is perfectly
adaptable for the breezy role she interprets
She plays one of those girls with
here.
plenty of initiative who peps up a town in
general and an "antique" shopkeeper in
particular before she grabs the old fellow's
son for a husband. There are some mild
but it is
bits of humor on display here
pretty tame, pretty orthodox, taken in its

has been rendering just this service to Society women, famous for
their beauty to women in business and mothers in the home whose
appearance to you seemed endowed with the charm of eternal
youthfulness. They possess nothing that cannot be yours. Their
secret can be your secret. What Gouraud's Oriental Cream is doing
for them it will do for you.
Let it be your step to a new and
greater beauty. Aside from its beautifying properties, Gouraud's
Oriental Cream is highly antiseptic and astringent. Skin blemishes,
wrinkles and other complexion ills are greatly discouraged by its use.
To perfectly harmonize with your complexion it is made in three shades, white, flesh and rachel.

—

;

entirety.

Woman

Behold This

J

Stuart Blacktox

is

making

as

con-

any director
He has followed up Bein the business.
tween Friends (a first-rate opus of its
kind)
with a satisfying photoplay an
adaptation of the story by E. Phillips Oppenheim. It carries that much-sought-for
novelty.
But Blackton in searchquality
ing for novel touches hasn't overlooked
such good old standby ingredients as heart
appeal, love interest, vigorous action and a
*

sistently

good pictures

as

Gouraud's Oriental Comprimettes
At Last! Gouraud's Oriental Cream

—

form.

You have never used anything

powder, containing all the
properties
of
Gouraud's
Oriental Cream. Two sizes, 50c and $1.00, and
in six shades, White, Flesh, Rachel Powders, and
Light, Medium and Dark Rouges.
iilllllli

neat thread of adventure.

!

of Hollywood
the background of this picture and
naturally one might guess the plot would
develop a note of romance around the perSure enough,
sonality of a screen star.
that is just what it does. And the mascuIt's a simple
line figure is a cattleman.
but straightforward yarn which unfolds
here
one which depicts some romantic
the
conflict before the cattleman wins
celebrity. Look for the novelty in the way
the old plot is handled. And look for an
excellent interpretation by Charles A. Post
as the cattleman.

The much-publicized town

A

silky adhering
subtile
beautifying
soft,

—

I

—

is

in compact
like it.

;

I
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SPECIAL OFFER COUPON—Send 50c for a
Comprimette (any shade), a bottle of Gouraud's
Oriental Cocoanut Oil Shampoo, and a bottle of
Gouraud's Oriental Cream (state shade).
Name.
Addr
City

& Son,

Ferd. T. Hopkins
New York

City

;

The Back
7

"T

he Universal foundry
lot

of

Westerns

Trail
is

grinding out a

exploiting

the

open

and nature's nobleman, whose indomitable courage guides him to rescue
spaces

the girl in the climax. The company has
two exploiters of the far-flung Western
ranges, Jack Hoxie and Hoot Gibson. The
former, not being a comedian, is permitted
to play in the straight, customary manner,
while Hoot is allowed to trifle with burlesque occasionally.
Hoxie is present in

(Continued on page 101)

Reduce Your Flesh
arms,

legs,

bust or the entire body with

DR. WALTER'S
Rubber Garments
^

pi*:
^^l YOU

Bust Reducing Bandeau in cream colored
rubber
$5.00

Neck and Chin
3.50
Reducer
2.50
Chin Reducer
reducing
and
Anklets, for
shaping the ankles. Send
ankle measurement.
Per pair $7.00 Ex. high 59.00
Jeanne Walter, Inc.

Write to Dr. Jeanne
M. P. Walter for illustrated
booklet,
389 Fifth Avenue,

New York
When you

write to advertisers please mention
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The Conn Saxophone,

easiest of all wind
instruments to play because of its exclusive
features, opens great opportunities for pleasure and profit to you. Write for details of
Free Trial Easy Payment plan on any Conn
;

Used by world-famous
Conns cost no more than others.

instrument.
C, G.

Conn,

Ltd.,

1125 Conn

artists;

Bldg., Elkhart, bid.
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Would You Like To
Have a Clea r Skin?
Try This Delightful, Simple Way
Which Thousands Say Is Freeing Them
From Pimples, Acne, Blackheads,
Oily Skin, Brown Spots and

Then

Unsightly Blemishes.

WONDERFUL RESULTS

ONE

IN

DAY.

A Clear,

Rosy, Soft

and Velvety
Complexion
Is

Nature's

Greatest
Gift

and

Attraction.

your complexion literally ruined by pimples,
Is your
or other unsightly blemishes?
Don't worry, and don't
skin muddy and sallow?
tried,
or how
have
matter
what
you
give up
no
bad your case, I am positive that my simple, secret
complexion
beautiful
home treatment will give you a
And the beauty of it all is
free from every blemish.
the speed and ease with which it is accomplished.
Frequently users report an amazing improvement
in one day, and every pimple vanished in one week.

ISacne,

—

The McCarger Quartet have played for all the famous stars, and
Constance Talmadge is the only one they cannot make weep

A

Thousands Have Proved That

A

You Can Have

Clear Skin

Thousands of men and women in all parts of the
U. S. and many foreign countries, who had given
up after trying every conceivable method, are now
clear, attractive skins after
These
delightful treatment a few days.

in healthy,

rejoicing

using

my

letters are typical of thousands.

'Foreign Countries Like It, Too
Lingayen, Pangasinan.
Mr. Warren:
Pardon me for not writing you immediately
when I received your treatment and your letters.
I am glad to inform you that your treatment has
caused practically all the pimples on my face to
vanish.

I

will

tell

my

friends about this great
to order from you.

improvement and get them
Yours,

JOSE

Removes Pimples In

S.

ESPINO.

8 Days

Dear Friend

Colorado, Texas.
1 can't thank you enough for Clear-Plex.
I have
used it eight days and all of my pimples and blackheads are all gone nearly, and my face is smooth

and

Bay

Dear Friend

can't praise your Clear-Plex enough for
14-year-old daughter.
has done for
I felt that her looks were ruined for life.
I

what

my

began using your Clear-Plex. Now her face
most entirely well and she has a beautiful,
soft, velvety

complexion.

Your Face

Is

till

I

is al-

clear,

HATTIE JOHNSON.

Your Fortune

true. An unsightly skin
makes many an otherwise attractive man or woman
a wall-flower
makes them sensitive, embarrassed,
fair, clear, soft, velvety
and repulses others.
skin draws friends to you and wins admiration, for
beauty lies more in the complexion than in the fea-

This old saying

is literally

—

A

tures. Declare your independence today from your
blemishes by using my wonderful home treatment.

TRY

IT

To prove

that you

AT MY RISK
can be rid of pimples, acne,

brown spots, oily skin, blackheads and blemishes I
want to send you my simple home treatment under
wrapper to try ten days. You will find it wonderfully delightful as it is as simple and easy to use
as^ toilet water.
Without obligation, just write or
print your name on a post card or the coupon below
for my introductory 10-day
TRIAL Offer.
plain

FREE

W.

H.

WARREN, 906 Gateway

Sta.,

Kansas

City,

Mo.

^HanaB«DaBa«aHBHiiiaiaBaBaa BSl

W.

H. WARREN, 906 Gateway Sta., Kansas City, Mo.
Without obligation, please send me your intro-

ductory 10-day free

Name.
Addr

I
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trial offer.
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(Continued from page 37)

wheezing out Wont You Come Over to
My House? Honey, Stay in Your Own
Back Yard! I Remember Yon, and finally,
as they played I'm Tying the Leaves so
They Wont Come Down, Constance burst
into the necessary tears and the scene was

—

taken.
"I think it's horrid to have to cry to
have your picture taken !" she sobbed "and
;

know

wont ever feel happy again today I"
But the McCarger boys, knowing
better, struck up The Limehouse Blues.
Constance could not resist that, and soon
became her old merry, happy self, and the
I

I

quartet glared in triumph at the little old
talking machine as it was being carried
back to its dusty shelf again.

Dola

Mich.

City,

A

for

ALMA CORSTENSEN.

soft.

Cures Fourteen-Year-Old Girl

it

Tune

Negri, a musician herself, is very
"Music and
swayed by music.
moods must go together the thing that
moves me today may be without power tomorrow," she says.
"I consider music
more necessary to my work than good
Therefore, Pola supervises all the
sets."
music used in her pictures, and it is mostly
Russian classics. There is one little Polish
folk-song, The Last Sigh, which never
fails to cause Pola sincere grief whenever
other things fail to bring out the proper
amount of tense emotion. When she was
leaving Poland and the great tragedy of her
life behind her, and was faring forth into
the unknown, adrift in the world without
plan or human tie, she heard this Polish
folk-song played in a little peasant cottage, while she was waiting for the train.
She says, "Whenever I hear that song today, all my emotions of that moment come
It seemed the end of
vividly back to me.
!"
everything to me then
Betty Compson, a professional violinist
before she became a screen star, often
picks up a violin herself and plays with
the musician on the set until she is in the
mood of the scene, when she will throw
down the violin and go before the lights,
and the scene will be shot while the musician who was accompanying her will
continue right where she left off.
In this
way Betty says she can work into her own
emotional atmosphere all the sincere feeling her violin gives her.
She was watching a scene for Zazu Pitts
easily

Every advertisement

;

in

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

the other day at Lasky's and decided she
wanted to play for the scene herself, so
she picked up the violin and Zazu Pitts
said, "If I couldn't cry to that music I'd
be dead!"
"I cannot explain what there is about
Susannah which appeals to me so strongly,"
says Betty.
"I only know that no matter
where I hear that melody, something grips
my heart and I experience a multitude of

emotions.
Perhaps, in my subconscious
mind I connect it with the heroic struggles
and privations of the men and women who
crossed the great country by the Oregon
Trail.
Whenever I have a strong scene to
do, which requires unusual concentration,
I always ask for Susannah to be played."
It should be of great assistance in love
scenes, for Betty, you know, is to become
Mrs. James Cruze in the sweet by and
by.

How unconsciously woman is thrilled by
something directly connected with the one
man
Blanche Sweet always does her best
!

work

to the strains of WonderShe requests it so often that
Marshall Neilan, the composer of the song,
and the husband of the star, is embarrassed,
fearing that people, hearing it so often on

emotional

One!

fid

his set, will think

is

it

he

who

is

asking

However, it means a great deal
Blanche and she can do wonders under
for

it.

to
its

spell.
It has been many years since Conway
Tearle has been out of dress clothes, or has
played anything but the conventional role
But in The
of the prosperous city man.
Great Divide he has an entirely different
unshaven and in khaki
characterization
but Conway Tearle is there behind the
Between scenes he
mask, polish and all
came down from his mountain cabin on
Stage 3 at the Metro-Goldwyn Studios for

—

—

!

a chat on music.
"Well, I'll tell you," he said. "On this
picture it has been a great aid to me in
You see, everything
creating atmosphere.
In the
is entirely new to me in this part.
first place, it has been many years since
I think the first
I have ridden horseback.
time I tried to mount, the horse was quite
put out, as he thought I was destroying his
dignity by humorously having a little game
Oftener than not,
of leap-frog with him.

guaranteed.

—
OflONPICTURI
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Advertising Section
when

jump

tried to

I

carelessly

I

into the

found myself on the other side
Finally, in desperation, I had the
of him.
musicians play Pony Boy, and the atmosBy the twentieth bar I
phere was great
was usually on top of the animal's back.
The music seemed to put the long-sufferingsaddle,

I

!

So now we
beast in better spirits, too.
are the best of friends, and I mount with
a jaunty air to the strains of Pony Boy
with such abandon that it almost puts me
in a class with Tom Mix himself
he
added proudly. "But all joking aside, the
way I feel about music with scenes is that,
when it's good it's very, very good; but
when it is bad it is horrid! Used intelligently by real musicians, it is a decided
help."
'

!

Alice Terry, who is
the picture with Conway
Tearle, as the woman in the situation,
picked her way to us over fallen trees and
"I like music because it
studio bushes.
covers up the sounds of whispering or talking behind the lights and helps one to concentrate but I do not like to be conscious
of the music itself it must be only a back-

At

this

appearing

moment

in

"Brushing with the Wavex Is All I Do for Waviness"

—

;

ground."
Just then Conrad Nagel popped his head
around some scenery near by, and he was
called into the conference.

He was work-

ing on a Hobart Henley production a few
yards off on the same stage, and had come
for a visit between scenes with Conway
and Alice Terry. He said, "Music? Oh,
yes, I think it is essential, for the reason
that in screen work you must leap right
into the climax of the emotion without
Music
any gradual working up to it.

makes this easier to do. It helps the actor
and actress feel the scene more sincerely."
Madame Nazimova is one of the very
few stars who does not like music when
she is making a picture. She is having her
musicians with her present production
for Edwin Carewe, A Madonna of the
Streets, but this, she assured me, was at the
"Being
particular request of Mr. Carewe.
a musician myself, I am conscious of a
single wrong note when played and it
comes at me like a cannon-ball, destroying
any concentration I may be attempting in
For mostly I do have
spite of the music.
first

The Brush-Waved Bob!
New Brush Is a Boon to Bobbed Heads
Helps Hair Curl Instead of Straightening It
An Amazing Aid to the Natural Wave

Wonderful

Now,
need
of

the

bob

is a blessing.
Bobbed hair
a constant care. The inventor
the new, curling hairbrush
must

NOT be

Wavex—

—

have had bobbed heads in mind!
No more bother and expense of almost daily
clipping and waving to prevent those straight
ends from spoiling the
the trim, chic effect of

your bob!
No more
ragged sides from
sleeping on the short
locks that are stub-

does for the appearance and health of
It aids and abets curliness with
every stroke. It brings a buoyancy and billow
to the hair.
It does away with that severe
look which bobbed hair has when flattened by
the

it

hair.

the old, straight-type of brush. The friction
in brush-waving polishes the hair to a brilliancy
no dressings can ever equal in effect.
Try Wavex and be convinced! Read the

makers' generous offer appearing below and
use the coupon

new!

bornly straight by
morning!
All you have to do is
use the righthair brush.

These muto work in spite of music
sicians of Mr. Carewe's I do not mind.
But oh, the most of them are impossible
to me and I cannot do my characterization
I
would howl
properly to their music.
!

Simply brush-wave
your hair with Wavex

—the brush that brushes

A

glance at
in waves.
the pictures tells why
this new type of brush
coaxes to a curl. The
brush itself will dem-

they gave me music with
my drama on the stage so why on the
And thus the very charming
screen?"
Xazimova dismissed the subject with which
she was not in sympathy.
A smile and a nod of acknowledgment is
the reward of Norma Talmadge's musicians whenever they play Pale Hands I

with laughter

what

if

;

onstrate its effectiveness in short order.
You can ha<ve one to
try.
actual test on

An

your

(Continued on page 104)

own

hair

No

sale if

see

real

is free.

you don't

results,

you can't count

many times
quent wavings!
saves

While

its

and
its

purchase an expense
the Wavex brush soon
cost- in fees paid for fre-

new, the makers will
curling hair brush at the
special price of three dollars. It is a bargain at
the idea

forward one

is still

Wavex

that price
For Wavex is genuine Ebony from
India, with the rich, colorful markings of the

Special
Free Trial Offer!
Until every [store can be supplied, we
will forward one Wavex curling hair
brush to any address for an actual test of
its remarkable properties.
You need not
send a penny. Pay the postman who
brings it $3 and the postage. This will be
returned if you aren't enthusiastic after
even one week of brush-waving. Those
who prefer paying now may do so and
save the postage; if you enclose the $3
we'll ship the brush prepaid; money back

way —if you want it! But if you
want 'Wavex at this price apply promptly,
either

and please use the coupon:

!

imported ebony, unstained and highly polished.
Real, penetrating China hog bristles handdraiun. Will stand wetting and washing.
For hair that always looks its best that just

—

naturally falls into soft curl after every brushing
get a Wavex brush and begin using it.
You'll be glad you did your satisfaction will
know no limit for a Wavex is a joy. Short
hair, long hair, any human hair responds to
the gende undulation of the bristles in waveformation.
deluge of letters is proof of

—

May McAvoy

says beautiful music
distracts her too much
she forgets
that she is acting, and wants only
to listen

—

When you

—

—

THE WAVEX COMPANY

(G7-A)
456 So. State St., Chicago
Please send me one Wavex curling hair brush
for a week'sfree demonstration which must sell
me, or my money is to be returned. I will pay
postman $3 and postage. {Or enclose $3 now
and get brush prepaid.)

Name
Address

P.O

A

write to advertisers please mention
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Cream

Perfect

Every Use

for

To develop and keep a clear,
smooth skin you need only use

soft,

—-BOURJQIS

Ingram's

Milkweed Cream
a thorough cleanser and yet light
in body to form a comfortable
foundation for powder.
But it has
It

is

enough
certain

remedial properties that subdue

redness,

roughness,

tan,

Used by
more than

A

little

women

discriminating
thirty

scientific

now may

is

LjEMjtND

it at your druggist's. Send 10 cents for
samples ofJ AVA*witheitherAshesofRoses*Rouge,

dark and rich, orRougeMandarine^lightandbright.

That's

for

A. BOT7R.TOTS

Out

and perhaps Ernest Torrence
Torrence is a
to blame.
great actor, but he was like a fish out of
water in the role of "mountebank." He
seemed self-conscious and insincere some-

as the book,
is

Use Del-a-tone, the reliable, scientific
preparation, favorite for fourteen years.
Spread on in smooth paste, wash off Id
few minutes, and marvel at result.

DEL-A-TONE
Removes

—

Company

1885

Canada:
Windsor, Ont.
In

* r « °- S;
CO.. Inc.
NEW YORK Pat.Off.

Superfluous Hair?

somewhat

thing quite unusual for this splendid performer. This was especially noticeable in
the portion of the story wherein he was
called upon to be a romantic lover and
wear a dinner-suit, etc. In the latter part
of the film he played with much more
sincerity and effect.
To the critical observer it would seem that Torrence is far
better suited to characterizations than to
"straight" role wherein he is called upon
to be merely "himself."

beneficial effect.

&

PARIS 41% West 34th St.

(Continued from page 60)

save
a jar

Or send ten cents (coin or stamps)
for generous sample with the
Dermascope, which will prove its

Established

Gets Slapped

jazzed up with movie hokum, it
will meet with a cold reception

months of effort later on. Get
today, the dollar
at your druggist's
jar is the more economical for you.

Frederick F. Ingram

He Who

Unless

years.

care

The Wonderful French Face Powder
A TINT FOR EVERY TYPE

and

freckles

such imperfections. Whether you use
it as a cleanser, a protection, or a powder base, its nourishing and healing
properties will bring fresh beauty and
new life to your skin.

Hair

Atdruganddepartmentstoresorsent,

prepaid, in plain wrapper — $11)0.
Sample in plain wrapper 10c.
The Sheffield Company, Dept. 71 >
536 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, III.

HOTOPLAY IDEAS
WANTED
If

you have the Screen

idea, plot,

story suitable for a picture play

Forecasting Another
Director

— Our advice which
— Our service which

Good

is

SWITCHES— BOBS— CORNET BRAIDS
made the new way f mm yourown combings orcut hair.

Write for FREE style booklet.

MRS.E.VANDERVOORT,

Prices Reasonable.

Dept. B,

DAVENPORT,

IA-

that it is
possible for a young man to
step in and direct a picture without pre-

story and

vious megaphone experience and still make
a good one, the producers are now willing
In most cases,
to take a few chances.
the producers will undoubtedly profit by
this transfusion of new blood into their

OBLIGATION

Send

quite

you

assume

directors.

HOLLYWOOD SCENARIO

NO

A

TTk

"Movie City of the World''

m

^jrm-:Vrrrr:;

Drug etores and toilet counters.
Write/or "Beauty Secret* Revealed."

Pull f>-oz. bottle, $1.

Parker-Belmont Co. .2358 Cly bourn Ave. Chicago
.

I
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PLAY IN HALF HOUR

HAW)

After you get the 4 easy moyou can play harmonious
chords with very little practice.
40,000 students have learned to
play in this easy, pleasant way.
tions,

ASY LESS ONS

The 52 printed lessons with a great
many pictures make it easy to learn
quictily. You don't have to know
how co read notes. Nopreviousmusknowledge necessary. You
ical
learn to play any kind of music, and
pay as you play.

those who argue that because a book
has a wide circulation it must of necessity be a big drawing card at the movie
box-offices, the film version of Babbitt is
In spite of the fact that
quite a set-back.
Babbitt has been one of the biggest sellers
in recent years, it is not doing any better
as a cinema attraction than many original
It will probably be many
screen stories.

(Continued on page 107)
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Hawaiian instruc- '<—J
tors teach you to master them
quickly. Pictures show how.
Everything explained clearly.

GU

Every advertisement in

4

used in playing
the fascinating j^d>'Yp?
Hawaiian Gui- <L^—*>(j
tar. Our native
/*/^

Attractions

has been used successfully for years, for long and bobbed hair; blond, brunet, gray hair. Keeps hair delightfully soft, silky, lustrous. Neither sticky nor greasy.

r:4"">

ONLY

FREE GUITAR

To

Liquid Si

:

MOTIONS

E

curliness will appear perfectly
natural, and will last ever so
long, even in damp or windy weather.

A

:/,,'/ \

Well -Known Novels as Film
Try the Silmerine way and the

CO.

711-B Pantages Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

Famous

Players-Lasky has just appointed Paul Bern, former scenario writer,
Bern has never
to the post of director.
directed before, but is now working on a
Knowing
film entitled Open All Night.
something of Bern's scenario work, and
knowing him to be a clever and intelligent
craftsman, one may safely wager that he
will not only turn put a good picture, but
Open All
it might even be predicted that
Night will be a far better film than many
of those which will be made by many of
more experienced
and
older
Lasky's

FREE

NOMINAL

copyright, revise, frankly criticize and market your
ideas.
No books or courses
to sell.

your

us

YOUTC

directorial stock.

is

We

X/Tonta Bell, having proved
A

theme or
you need

is

As a special offer to new
we give. this full size, hinh

students

srrade in-

strument free of charge. It is sent
at once without red tape or delay.

m

WRITE AT 0NCE

at once and let us
you all about the hi easy lessons
and the free guitar. You have every-

Send your name
tell

A
thing to gain. Don't put it oil
post card will do. Ask for new special offer and easy terms.
.

First Hawaiian Conservatoryof Music, Inc.

Special courses on
'

n,

233 Broadway (Woolworth Bide,
Dept. 41, New York. N. Y.

Tenor-Banjo, I

-Ukulele and Ukulele

guaranteed.

j
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Manhandled
(Continued from page 52)
And Gloria Swanson humanizes this girl
and makes her genuine.
A new Gloria

—

surely a Gloria triumphant as a comedienne.
new Gloria with a colorful
bob.
Tom Moore is also human as the
youth and the others are highly competent.
gem of a picture.

—

ender
die:
are

Women

more popular ~~

women have.
Men admire a youthful silhouette.

why worry about being overweight?
easy to reduce. Use Marmola Tablets
(thousands of men and women each year
regain healthy, slender figures this way).
These tablets will make you slender again.
Try them. No exercises or diets.
But

It's

—

All drug stores have them
one dollar
a box. Or they will be sent in plain wrapper, postpaid, by the Marmola Co., 1714
General Motors Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

_

Fools in the Dark
(Continued from page 53)

slender

Instinctively, they are drawn towards the
woman whose figure is graceful and shapely.
That's why slender girls are always popular.

^Prescription Jablets

JheMeasard Wady bJiedvce
'^a&i^

The colored man is played by Tom
Wilson who has had considerable experiwell.

ence with burnt cork.
The oily villain
is Bertram Grassby.
Fools in the Dark has ingredients which
are well shuffled. They even bring in the
marines to show up the flag-waving hokum
which has carried so many pictures to success.
But dragging in the soldiers of the
sea is just another satirical thrust.

and technical staff. The settings are
mospheric and correct down to the

FREE

to every
craves a beauti'

ful, rounded form and lovely
complexion a 14 day demonstration treatment of my^
famous method, success-,
ful for over 20 years.
Send dime to coverpoBtage, packing, etc. Prepaid in plain wrapper.
Send dime (which I will
return if you say so)
name and address NOW! Madame Williams. Care of
A, L. WILLIAMS SANATIVE CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
I

'

acting

away

all of the day's dirt and tiredness. Then my skin can function
normally all night and by morning
be fresh and radiant.

"I have found a cold cream that
cleanses, revives and smooths out
tired lines all at the same time; one
of such pureness, doctors prescribe

atlast

—

Blinn, George Siegmann, Macklyn Arbuckle, Joseph Kilgour (looking a trifle
too heavy of feature for Washington, but
making the immortal figure convincing,
withal), George Nash and W. C. Fields
are conspicuous with finely rounded performances.
It carries the atmosphere of

— and

reality
is just

ground

For sale

at department and drug stores
white package with the red
bands— Tubes, 1 0c, 2 5c, 5 Oc. Jars,3 5c,
50c, 85c and $1.50.

— the

There's a "Try- It -Yourself" trial
tube for you
Free. Just send the
coupon below.

—

irresistible

to

provide

magnificent

picture

acted.

notice a difference."

glamour which
far enough removed in the backan

Dont miss

rich

a

—

finely

appeal.

staged

—

Daggett & RamsdelFs Perfect
Cold Cream.
"If you, too, will make it arule never
to let your face touch its pillow at night
until yoar skin is thoroughly cleansed
with this perfect cold cream you'll
it

—

is

my own

"The long, busy day over at last.
"And now for those 'three golden
minutes' I call my own, when I wipe

of a high quality with
Miss Davies giving a finely shaded performance of the title role. She shows a
Harrison Ford
gift
for comedy.
fine
makes a manly lover.
And Holbrook

A BEAUTIFUL BUST
woman who

I call

Janice Meredith

detail.

Free to Every Woman,
WHO WANTS
I will send

—

and now for those
"three golden minutes'*

(Continued from page 53)
Franklin's audience with the French King
who has promised aid to the Colonies is
one that will linger in the mind.
intelligent treatment
It's been given
intelligent co-operation by director, players,

The

1

A

Never Say Die
(Continued from page 52)
and his play of expression stamps him as
one of the screen's most gifted light comedians. He has surrounded himself with
competent players.
And shining forth
with good performances are Lillian Rich,
Helen Ferguson, Wade Boteler, Hallam
Cooley and George Cooper.
The picture is realistically mounted. It
offers an avalanche of laughs.

A graceful slender girl holds a fascination
which only

A

A

*

*

*

Howto use those"Three Golden Minutes"

and

—

Smooth a coat of this luxurious cold cream over
1
your face and neck.

it.

H — Leave
Ill — Wipe

it

smooth cloth

an a minute

to

sink in.

off the cleansing

and

finish with

cold

cream with a

a dash of cold

water.

Si
« r^ f* *£& «*&

PERFECT
COLD CR.EAM

*°*xs -

Daggett Sf Ramsdell. Dept.

9013

214 West 14th St.. New York.
Please send me the trial tube of
you

OQityGRjysoRtsses
AGENTS!
i

I

pay you to sell these
dresses.
Write for my
"Agent's Plan"
I'll

When you

Alexander Carr and George
Sydney, who play the title roles in
Potash and Perlmutter in
Hollywood
write to advertisers please mention

the Perfect Cold

Crean

offer above.

Name
Address

_
_

City

_

State

In Canada: Daggett £f Ramsdell, lb5 Dufferin
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WK en

Mae

Busch Grew

Confidential
(Continued from page 45)

"go back to your own stuff, Mae, or we'll
never get any pictures made in this studio."
So Mae borrowed a cigaret from one
of the carpenters, and they all smiled, and
the world went very well then.

And

this is a story

about Mae's kindness

of heart.

Reginald Barker was making a picture
which Mae had to be caught in a burning building.
She and the other actors
had to stay inside the flaming set until the
very last possible minute, then literally and
actually run for their lives. There wasn't
any joke about the danger part.
There was one little electrician who had
to stay for an instant after the actors had
fled; then he was to run for his life.
Mae and the other actors got out just
in

the nick of time.

in

The

electrician

was

Blinded by the smoke, he tripped
and fell. When they dragged him out, he
was horribly burned.
They took him to the hospital. During
the days that followed nobody took the
trouble to visit him.
Nobody but Mae
Busch.
She was there every day as reguFinally, as he was
larly as the doctor.
getting well, she held up everybody in the
too

late.

studio

for

a

contribution

for

the

She made them make out checks

in

boy.

her

favor.

One day

MIDGET
NAME SOc.
CARDS
THE LATEST NOVELTY
Per Book
Each book contains 50 perfect

little

name

cards, size

1?4X?£, in genuine leather case. Choice
of black, tan, green or red.
A. perfect

name

card.

Name

in

Old English type.
Send stamps, coin

Price complete 50e.
or money order. Satisfaction guaranteed
or money refunded. Agents Wanted*

64 MAIN STREET.

....

SHOPR.
MIDGET CARDGREENE,

$ $ For Photoplay Ideas
Don't send your manuscripts to studios until first
protected by copyright. Plots accepted in any form;
are
revised, criticized, copyrighted, marketed.
right on the ground in daily touch with the studios. Not
a school no courses or books to sell. Advice free.

We

—

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO CORPORATION
250

Security Bldg., Santa Monica and Western Ave.
Hollywood, California

Send for free
I.

Publishers Popular Scenario Writer

sample copy

A PERFECT NOSE FOR YOU
COLD
"for

A nd a story about Mae's impudent tongue
People really are rude when they see
movie stars. This woman was awful. She
followed Mae Busch around the railroad
depot with absolute shamelessness. Whereever Mae went, this woman was four feet

AWARDED

MEDAl
distinguished

mankind" by

service to

International In-

behind.

New

woman

ventors Exposition,

York,

Feb. 1923.

annk*jheQ,
Winner of
MEDAL

enuuie -

GOLD

patented •
Highest

in

NOSE ADJUSTER

Merit

Lowest

in

—

Price

—

—

The ANITA Company, Dept. 1132, ANITA Building, Newark,
98
Gi.

Every advertisement

in

—

N. J.

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

If Mae bought a magazine, the
peeked over the edge to see what

she was reading. When she went to the
cafe to eat, the woman sat down at the
next table always staring.
Finally, Miss Busch turned to her.
"Madam," she said firmly, "it's no use
your hoping. I refuse positively either to
jump up on the trapeze or scratch for fleas
That's the
unless you give me peanuts.
peanuts, or we dont do a thing."
rule
The woman fled in dismay.

Support nature and look your best. If your nose Is ill-shaped, you can make It perfect with ANITA NOSE
ADJUSTER, in a few weeks, in the privacy of your own room and without interfering with your daily occupation.
No need for costly, painful operations. ANITA NOSE ADJUSTER shapes while you sleep quickly,
painlessly, permanently and inexpensively. The ANITA NOSE ADJUSTER is the ORIGINAL NASAL SUPPORTER absolutely GUARANTEED. Highly recommended bv physicians for MIS-SHAPEN and fractured
noses.
Self adjustable. No screws.
No metal parts. GENTLE, FIRM and PERFECTLY COMFORTABLE.
Beware of imitations! Write today (just your name and address) for FREE booklet, "Happy Days Ahead."
which explains how you can have a perfect nose and our blank to fill out for sizes. NO OBLIGATIONS.

i

she staggered to the boy's bedcarrying a bag.
He raised up one
corner of his bandages and took an astonished look out of the squint of one eye.
"What you got there?" he demanded.
For reply, she opened the bag and scattered gold all over his bed in a shower.
Gold pieces flowed all over the covers and
spilled all over the floor. She had changed
all the checks into five-dollar gold pieces.
When she comes onto the set now, two
adoring eyes follow her every movement.
side,

is

guaranteed.
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Life

(Continued from page 34)
acting

in

seriousness, and I rethe minister objected

deadly

The Face Powder of Quality

member once when

exclamation, "Ye gods and little
fishes !" in a play and made us change it
!" as being less profane, I
to "Oh, dear
had an attack of artistic temperament then
and there! The drama was, I recall, My
Country Sweetheart, and I played, not the
honest country youth, as I have done so
many times in the pictures, but the slick
city chap.
And now I gathered up my courage to
beg father to let me leave high school
and take a dramatic course instead. I had
been exposed to Cicero's orations and plane
geometry, but they hadn't taken to any
great extent, while I had memorized a
cheap little handbook of the stage, by
Samuel French, from cover to cover, and
spent the time, when I should have been
getting my lessons, in front of the mirror
the

to

in

my own room

trying to paint

according to the instructions

in

my

Used by

Women

of Refinement for Three Generations

^Additional Requisites
for the Toilet
now announced

by the makers of J^ablacbe
incomparable <^> as of old.

are

£ablache, with

smooth

its

perfume of flowers, is invisible, adhering,
and absolutely pure. It caresses, protecrs, and

delicate

in texture

beautifies,

and best of all <^» JCablache

The

face

v*?>.

Send for free sample.

stays on.

K[eu> JCablache Requisites

a make-up
are fitting

manual I had found.
Mother was certainly a brick to put up
with having a budding Booth around the

daintiness

companions to JCablache Face Powder in fragrance,
quality. Each is distinctive in itself, and each an

and

acquisition to feminine charm.

house, streaking her best towels with
melting mascara hi her
grease-paints,
At any moment she was likely
saucers.
to be confronted by a terrible - looking
tough carrying a pistol, or a negro or
Chinaman. I rigged up a string system of
taking flash-light pictures of myself in
various roles, and the peace of the family
evenings was disturbed by muffled ex-

Lablache Compact
Extra Thin Purse Size
Price,

Double Compact
Powder and Rouge

$1.00
60c

Price, $1.50

Refill,

Refill,

50c

Lablache Glove

Lablache Eyebrow
Pencil, 35c

Rouge Compact

Compact
Powder, Rouge and

Lablache Indelible

Price,

50c

Triple

Lipstick
Price,

Lipstick

$1.75

Price,

50c

If your druggist or favorite store
does not have the new lablache
Toilet 'Requisites, write us direct:
the quality will delight you.

BEN. LEVY CO.
1>ept..56, 125

Kingston

to

St.

BOSTON

PARIS

become
TODAYS
There

LEARN
at HOME
Great new opportunity

to enter
of the most interesting and
best paying professions on earth.
No previous experience needed.
New plan qualifies you quickly

wear

home

for posi-

n

CAMERA FREE 5-*-.

Camera

FREE

yon act quickly. Takes

if

Motion Pictures on standard professional film
Earn money on side.
all theatres.
Write to-day for new,
PHiW
DUUft EDFE
rRLL illustrated book explaining treat opportunities!!. Motion
also other
Picture
Photography,
branches, Commercial, Studio Portraiture, News-Ph'otographv with
0,
details of FREE Motion Picture
^rt.55^ jV \
*W
k 1
\ or Vie "' Camera. Just send postrfroG R ''^
real

used in

'

would make mvself up

as a desperate character, then take a flash-light
picture of myself by means of a string
I

system

I

V^^l s^1

\

card or letter. Address

New Vork

«

it

examined by any one

,
l

To See Is To Be Desired—
To Possess Bs To Be Admired
The Saven lnatroua
the

of

Looks
like

Wl
Carat

finest

lSk

WHITE GOLD

The design has been carefully
worked out and its simplicity
lends a charm that cannot be
described.

.

We

alone are able to offer
up-to-the-minute diai
ring at this low pi ice S69.5(
5end SI. 00 now—today, and at the
the 30 day free trial period, mail ca 56, and
continue monthly until the S69.50 is paid.
If by any chanc? you do not like the ring,
return it. and we will refund your deposit.
Order TODAY (don't delay), send your or-

this

.

Established

189 6

New York

City.

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.

<w*

You must see it— hold itwear it— to realize its beauty.
This ring cannot be duplicated by any one anywhere for less than Si MO.

Solitaire

had rigged up
TTJuen you write to advertisers please mention

and have

it,

Institute of Photography,
Dept. 2911,
143 West 36th
Street.

So positive

by the handsome sapphires.

$100 to $250 a week

p^u°r e

FREE TRIALS

Everybody wants one of these beautiful
gold diamond and Fapphire cluster
The deep blue color of our famous
rirnjs
off the seven
TRUE BLUE sapphires, sets
sparkling diamonds, as nothing: else can,
While it is true that these diamonds are se
lected for their fire and life, still this mag
nificent maz™ of color is further accentuated

films for theatres, etc.

Picture

S

trick to our offer.

w'-iite

tion as Camera Man witl leading film companies. Also big
money in Newts Keels. s\ ecial

Expert Camera Men earn up to $250 a week and
more. Advancement to position as director, executive, etc. Wonderfully fascinating work, travel.

no

within this time.

one

in spare time at

is

we that you will like this exquisite diamond ring, that we are willing to mail it to
yoion 30 days, FREE TRIAL. You can

are

der to Dept. A-75.

V\

B

rtMOTlON PICTURp
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TGupMusteroU
ontHeiatR-tvoms/ieJf
Years ago the old-fashioned
mustard plaster was the favorite remedy for rheumatism,
lumbago, colds on the chest
and sore throat.
It did the work all right, but it was
sticky and messy to apply and my how
it did burn and blisterl

The little white jar of Musterole has
taken the place of the stern old mustard plaster.

Keep this soothing ointment on your
bathroom shelf and bring it out at the
first cough or sniffle, at rheumatism's
first warning tingle.
Made from pure oil of mustard, with
the blister and sting taken out, Musterole penetrates the skin and goes

eQery woman's lips
""TANGEE

Charles
is

the most discussed,

1 widely used and highly
recomlipstick today. When you
put a bit on your lips you will
see the startling change of color

Ray

in

his

first

country

boy role

right

mended

that takes place
to natural red.

— orange

changing

Blonde or bruwith every complexion, bringing out the
natural color of your lips while
enhancing their attractiveness.
nette, it blends perfectly

To (ret the most

Does not come

on the napkin when eating or on the gloves
or veil.
Waterproof and permanent.
Natural not artificial.
Contains a cold cream base,

TAN-

Serfect

EE (natural)
effect also use
either Taneee
for a dry skin,
price $1.00 — or
price 76c.

Now

available.

Both

and

therefore softening
to the lips.

Tangee Rouge,

—Price

For sale wherever

are waterproof.

are sold

soothing

toilet

goods

$1.00.

(Will outlast five ordinary sticks)

THE GEORGE W. LUFT

New York

Mons

CO.

London

Paris

»^p«*i

Original

mation.

"Sounds as tho Shakespeare was going
on up there !" my father would say dryly.

The Musterole

decla-

35c and 65c jars and tubes ; hospital size, $3.

^
=VV

SEND FOB SAMPLE
THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY

489 Fifth Avenue [Ucpt. M-2) New York City
Enclosed find 10 cents iu coin for packing and mailing
,

TANGEE.

Name—

.

.Address—

in a family composed largely
of ministers, my proposal to study for
the stage met with disapproval.
"There aren't any good people in the
acting profession !" father stated flatly one
night when the discussion raged about the
dinner table. I suppose my face must have
shown my misery, for suddenly Birdie
May spoke up
"Then I think it's high time there was
one good person in the theatrical profession !" she cried "and I'll lend Charles
the money I've got in the bank to go to
dramatic school afternoons after his high!"
school classes are over
Now I felt my career was really begun.
I endured high school in the mornings
for the sake of the afternoons at the

BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER

Wallace Dramatic Institute. When Mispah came to town, they sent over to the
school for a lot of us to wear Jewish
beards and sit in the Wailing Place at fifty
cents a night my first earnings from the
drama
But half way thru the week I
lost my beard, and consequently my en-

Movie Acting!
A

_

*1.49

%x

CHINESE PEACOCK RING
Draws

instant attention to pretty hands.
stars of stage and screen. Every
feather a work of art. Genuine Sterling
Silver, Platinum Fin.
Ablaze with
rubies, emeralds and sapphires.
Exclusive design. Dot sold in stores.
Small and dainty, SI .49. Large and
flashy. $2.00.
Gold plated. 75a
Send stamps or M. O. with
extra.
ring size (tie string around finger). C. O. D.
orders 15c extra. Money Back if not delighted.
ORIENT EXCHANGE. 21 Park Row. New York, Dent. W-2

Worn by

!

gagement.
In the dancing class at the dramatic
school there was a pretty little Boston girl
named Clara Grant, whom I was to meet
again several years later. For the present
I thought nothing of girls, parties or good,

When I got a chance to go on
with a one-horse musical comedy
company, at twenty dollars a week, I
wouldn't have changed places with a miltimes.

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES

tour

EYELASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY, makes them
appear naturally dark, long- and
luxuriant. Adds wonderful charm,
beauty and expression to any face.

lionaire.

Perfectly harmless. Used bymilliona
of lovely women. Black or Brown,
obtainable in solid cake form or
waterproof liquid. 75c at your dealer's or direct postpaid.

Those companies I joined when I was
everything
from
eighteen
I
played
juveniles to heavies, and even did a comwould start out for a
edy soubrette.
ten weeks' tour and return in three. At
last, when I had come home for the fourth
time, half-starved from railroad lunchcounter fare, my father put his foot down.
!

MAYBELLINE CO.

We

$180 Offered for Ring
That a what one of our customers Bays. Elite Diamonds are
bo gorgeous and dazzling even experts could not tell them
from Cenuine Diamonds without their experience. Elite
Gems are nearest approach to Genuine Diamond. Retain their
brilliancy and outsparkle others because they have same facet
See for yourself their beauty.

SENT ON APPROVAL—
Make Test
So
we

of y° ur delight, we'll send
Then
Dor iHef Ehte Ring on approval.
iicii UCblUC.
Compare it with a
Bore are

genuine diamond. If yon or your friends can tell the differit back, you'll not lose a cent. Rings No.
and 3—

ence, send

—14 K. Gold B. all others sterling silve r. Latest 19252designs.

FREE—

CHOICE WITH RING ORDER!

Beautiful Sterling Silver Bar Pin sett
with 7 Elite GemB or Large EmeraldScarf Pin set
with 11 Elite Gems. But hurry!
ins]: send name, address,- finSpnrl tin

oenu no Mnnpv
money eer
•

and numDer ot T Bg
wanted. Deposit price shown with postman. Your
money back if not satisfied.
eize

ELITE JEWELRY
Dept. 1216,25 E.

100

i0£

,

HOUSE

JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGOe

—

"You've had your chance to prove you
could act !" said he, "and now you're going
to a business college and learn to bank
money, if you should ever happen to earn
any, which I admit looks unlikely!"
I dont wonder he thought so.
It's lucky
that I did finally become an actor, or I
guess I would have been a bum. I never
learned to do anything else.
Well, I went to business college and got

was just at that time that
the pictures were coming out here from
Fort Lee, and everybody on the legitimate

a diploma.

It

(Continued on page .110)
Every advertisement iu

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

Would

fascinating profession that pays big.

you like to know if you are adapted to this work?
Send 10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or
Key to Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether
or not you are suited to take up Movie Acting.
A novel, instructive and valuable work. Send
dime or stamps today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie Acting included FREE!
FILM INFORMATION BUREAU.Sta.W.. Jackson. Mich.

—

cutting as genuine diamonds.

'

Co., Cleveland, Ohio

^aturally,

;

Orange

LIPSTICK

oarople of

made

also

in milder form for babies and small
children. Ask forChildren'sMusterole.

from above, or sonorous

plosions

:

Doriot

lANG6€
The

to the seat of the trouble.

off

—

CremeRouee

down

To Mothers: Musterole is

You can be

CHICAGO

quickly cured, if you

STAMMEm

f
'

Send 10 cents for 288-page book on Stammering and
It tells how I
Stuttering, "Its Cause and Cure."
B. N. Bogue,
r"re<l myself after stammering 20 yrs.
3091 Bogue Bldg., 1147 N. III. St.. Indianapolis.

C Q F r Your Name A$l 75 VA L U E
l\CC Inlaid in Gold never sold for less
The Perfect Writing Instrument/
The New Improved

INKOCRAPH
*^**

Writea like pencil with

Ink bctterthan (rood four,tain pens. Won't okip,
,
., .
blot, scratch, leak, clog or soil hands. Makes 3 or
4 carbons. 14 kt. gold point, shaped like fine lead
pencil point. Guaranteed.

SEND NO MONEY.

Pay postman ¥1 plus postage. Agents wanted.
INKOGRAPHCO.,lnc..1BS-VCentreSt..NewVorlc

guaranteed.

fi
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WASH AWAY FAT
AND YEARS
OF AGE

Critical Paragraphs

Mew

About

Productions

{Continued from page 93)
this

melodrama, portraying a cowpuncher

who, losing his memory as a result of injuries sustained in the late war, is made to
believe that he has committed a number of
crimes.
It features the
some quick-trigger
the rescue of the
away stage-coach.
early, to introduce

—

usual hard riding and
shooting. And there is
heroine from the run-

This incident comes
the girl and the spark
of romance.
It is all perfectly obvious
and the story has several loose ends which
detract interest. Hoxie is given too many
close-ups.
The exteriors and the fast action are the redeeming features here.

There's Millions in

k~«

i

To do this, just apply a little
Liquid Arvon at night before retiring use
enough to moisten the scalp and rub it
in gently with the finger tips.
By morning, most, if not all, of your
dandruff will be gone, and two or three
more applications will completely dissolve
and entirely destroy every single sign and
trace of it, no matter how much dandruff
you may have.
You will find, too, that all itching of
the scalp will stop instantly, and your
hair will be lustrous, glossy, silky and soft,
and look and feel a hundred times better.
You can get Liquid Arvon at any
drug store, and a four ounce bottle is all
entirely.

;

tend to be anything else but a thriller it
will succeed or fail in its effort to create
excitement.
And even the jaded picturegoer who considers the triumph of heroism
as so much hokum will be forced to admit
that it glued his attention to the screen
particularly when the huge dirigible catches
fire and plunges to earth.
It is frank, unadulterated melodrama based upon conflict
between rival groups of financiers to gain
valuable radium concessions in the Balkans.
Of course, one group is dishonest, but before its members are thwarted we are presented with some stirring scenes having
;

La-Mar Reducing Soap
Results quick and
The new discovery.
amazing nothing internal to take. Reduce
any part of body desired without affecting

—

other parts.
No dieting or exercising. Be
as slim as you wish.
Acts like magic in

double chin,
abdomen, ungainly
ankles,
unbecoming
wrists,
arms
and
shoulders, large breasts or any superfluous
fat on body.
Sold direct to you by mail,
postpaid, on a money-back guarantee. Price
50c a cake or three cakes for $1.00 ; one to
three cakes usually accomplish its purpose.
Send cash or money-order today. You'll be
surprised at results.
Address

reducing

LA-MAR LABORATORIES

above-mentioned dirigible
the big aircraft by
a parachute
an auto chase,

Scientific Discovery

V which

painlessly and harmlessly replaces
the old skin with a new and removes all
Surface Blemishes, Pimples, Blackheads,
Discolorations, Tan. Eczema, Acne, Large Pores, etc.
A
non-acid, invisible liquid.
Produces a healthy new skin,
beautiful as a baby's.
Results astounding.
Booklet "The
Magic of a New Skin" free in plain sealed envelope.
Youth-Ami Laboratories, Depl. DB, 30 E. 20th St., New York

does not come within the realm of
who enjoy this
type of story care little whether it has
rhyme or reason, just so long as it thrills.
The cast is not well known aside from
Clive Brook and Catherine Calvert.
The
former, who has supported Betty Compson in a few of her English-made pictures,
executes the customary heroics with cred-

less

.

re-

Perforated,

Wholly or Partially Destroyed
Dr ums,D is charge from Ears, etc.

Wilson Common-Sense Ear Drums
"Little Wireless Phones for the Ears" require no
medicine but effectively replace what is lacking or
defective in the natural ear drums. They are simple
devices, which the wearer easily fits into the ears
where they are invisible. Soft, safe and comfortable^
Write today for our 168 page FREE book on DE AF-i
NESS, giving you full particulars and testimonials,

WILSON EAR DRUM
232

Inter-Southern Bldg.

CO.. Incorporated

LOUISVILLE, KY.

SLENDER ANKLESJJ
CAN BE YOURS I
PEOPLE ADMIRE DAINTY ANKLES
Thick or swollen ankles can
quickly be reduced to dainty
slender shape by new discovery
of special processed rubber.

—

moral

issue,

it

would stand a

better

chance of carrying a few lifelike dimensions.
But it would have to be done with a
large slice of humor
after the manner
of The Marriage Circle.
This particular
picture sponsors the ancient formula
"a
little child shall lead them."
It deals with
the usual ambitious mother who barters
her daughter off to the highest bidder, a
rich bounder.
But daughter elopes with
her own choice.
Follows then the melodramatics,
theatrics
and
heroics with
mother driving the couple from home and
the disappointed Crcesus stooping to blackmail to break up the marriage.
The injury to the child brings the couple together.
Fairly well acted by Helene Chadwick,

Lawford
Maurice

MAKE THE BEST CHOCOLATE BARS

Mints and Chewing Gum. Be my agent. Everybody
will buy from you.
Write today. Free Samples.

MILTON GORDON,

196 Jackson

St., Cincinnali.

Davidson,

Montagu Love and

Costello.

Ohio

I Made It Myself"
GIRLS—WOMEN 15 up

"$100. No;

^

Learn at home during' spare momeDts.
Designers get

DESIGN and MAKE GOWNS.

Different in reducing action from all
other reducers. Slip on when you go
to bed and note amazing results next morning. Reduces and shapes ankle and lower
calf. Slips on like a glove. No strips of rubber to bind and cause discomfort. Nothing
to rub in or massage. Enables yon to wear
low shoes becomingly. Worn under stockings without detection. Used by prominent
actresses. Send $2.95 and we will send
yon Lenor Ankle Reducers in plain package
subject to your inspection. Give_si2o of,
ankle and widest part of calf.

$25 to $75 week.

Next Month:

Sample instructions
free.

The Story

of

My

Life

By CORINNE GRIFFITH

LENOR MFG. COMPANY
Fifth Ave.,

I

—
—

Lenor Ankle Reducers

503

1

:

ANKLES ACTUALLY LOOK THIN
WHILE GETTING THIN

Dept. S-ll,

Dandruff

Women

Thickened Drums, Roaring and
Sounds,

You Can't
Comb Oat

itable repression.

stored in every condition of deaf>
ness or defective hearing from
causes such as Catarrhal Deafness, Relaxed or Sunken Drums'.

now being

to

fail.

villainy.

'"The age-old subject of divorce is never
allowed to collect dust on the shelf of
the picture producer's library. It is lugged
forth continuously and with such little
variation that it has come to be somewhat
boresome. If the idea were exploited with

Hissing

known

;

and some desperate

Love of

- Perfect hearing is

remedy has
never been

the

jump from

in

possibility, but the patrons

Youth-Ami Skin Peel
A New

the hero

_

you will need.
This simple

It

50t-H Beclcmari Building, Cleveland. O.

'

to do with
disaster; a

to

There is one sure way that never fails
to remove dandruff completely, and that
Then you destroy it
is to dissolve it.

It

T'his English importation does not pre-

WITH

Way

Get
Rid of Dandruff

Sure

NewYork

,oO^

Mail

Coupon

r,O

today,
sure.
*»"

v

^

^

Franklin
Institute

Dept. P-641,
Rochester, N. Y.
Send me FREE

SAMPLE INSTRUCTIONS

_ the Leam-at-HOME SYSTEM
checked below. Show me how to easily
and make Gowns or Hats.

learn to Design

.Gown Designing

Millinery

Name.

Address

When you

write to advertisers please mention

MOTION PICTDKB MAGAZINE.
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The Alaskan
(Continued from page 57)

The Lady
of Languid Eyes
"PYES half
-^ powerful,
partly because

Is

their

of

the truth.
!"
up here

come

in

God's name,

me why you have

Tell

have come because I know that a
you when he loves a woman
will protect her, even tho he may not pos"J

—

man

like

sess

her."

"But you

not

it

me

tell

closed, yet how
how tantalizing is

seductiveness!

their

he cried: "Mary Standish,

didn't

know

loved you

I

.

.

luxuriant

I knew it in Ellen McCormick's
hidden
that
was there
day you came. I wanted to be sure

cabin.

sweep of lashes?

I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Lovely

make

lashes

lovely

eyes.

so

Winx

undetectable.

harmless

the

growth,
Lashlux

lashes

at night.

At drug

.

—

Cream

Cream Lashlux

or colorless), 50c.

.

todajt for a sample of
to last a week

.

.

—

—

Winx

enough

ROSS COMPANY
New York

242 West 17th Street

.

"Only this," she said quietly.- "I am
John Graham's wife."
the deadliest he could
It was a blow
have received. But he listened in silence
It went
while she told her pitiful story.
back to her stern, harsh grandfather's
that rich old man who had
time
wished to see two great fortunes united
by her marriage to John Graham AlasIt had been represented to
ka's despoiler.
her that the marriage was merely a busiForged letters and unness transaction.
scrupulous advisers had prevailed upon her
to take a step whose meaning she scarcely

or department stores.

Send a dime

.

mean, Mary?"

To

promote

Colorless

use

brown

(black,

and

"Yes."

"It has to do with John Graham?" he
cried.
She nodded. "The man 1 hate
What do you
the man I want to kill?

or exercise.

(black or brown), 75c.

nourish

and

.

"There

looked into her clear eyes.

was no other reason?"
She bowed her head.

It lasts for days, in

warmth

spite of tears,

Winx

is

.

had Ellen ask you."

i

He

Darken your lashes with Winx to
make them seem longer and
heavier.

.

!"

then
"Yes.

understood.

Not until John Graham had caught her
roughly in his arms, the day of their
marriage, had she realized the unbearable

Then
"Then I knew what it would mean and
I realized the
I knew I couldn't stand it
folly, the wickedness of it, so I ran away
Only one idea was in my mind escape!
I saw the Nome.
I went to the wharf

truth.

.

.

.

—

!

—

—

You know
lifted

What Has Gray

Hair

and Dandruff Cost You?

—
most astounding
JL J.

mond ring offer ever made Send us this
"Ad" and one dollar to show good faith.

Monahato

!

That's all ! This beautiful 18 kt. solid white
gold ring, set with seven fiery brilliant blue
white diamonds and two French blue sapphires
comes for

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL

fund deposit.

If satisfied completely, absolutely
convinced, it is the biggest value ever offered
pay only $6.65 monthly. Total Special Sale
Price $67.50
Only a limited number on sale
Rush your order nowl

—
FREE CATALOG

Send a postal now for our 1924-1925
Catalog, illustratingthe most wonderful assortment of Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Ivoryware, etc., ever assembled in one book. Rock
Bottom Prices ! Money Back Guarantee. PAY(in reason)

—

YOUR OWN TERMS
Dept, M.P.L.

is

not

a

dye.

is

nature's

gray hair

102

am

clean

Alan

—

!"

.

•.

.

He

Above the tumult in
left her then.
heart was that knowledge a knowledge so sweet that nothing not even the
thought of losing her seemed to matter
since she loved him
his

—

a
.

—

—

(Continued on page 116)

own means

of restoring
and pre-

to its original color

venting natural hair from becoming
When used with Moulton's
Shampoo Soap, the result is more
Ask your dealer or send
satisfactory.
now for Monahato and banish gray hair
and dandruff forever. Small bottle,
Moulton's
$1.50; large bottle, $2.25.
wonderful shampoo soap, 50c. Write
us a frank description of your hair
for advice and authentic literature.
gray.

113

W.

y-23MaidenlaneNeu)Trdr]i

! at

is

Proudly she

rate, I

of John Graham clean!"
"I will
Alan's heart was like a stone.
God gives me the
settle with him, if
chance!" he said in a low, hard voice.
"Mary! I've got to go up in the hills.
Will you promise me to be here when I
return?"
"Yes.
But after that I must go." He
I'm not afraid
bowed his head. "But
now, of anything because I love you,

imported herb compound.
The only known preparation that will
destroy dandruff in three treatments.

THE MOULTON PRODUCTS CO.,

O.EBALE6XO.

It

"At any

genuine

It

If you can duplicate this ring for 25%
above our Special Sale Price return and we re-

AS-YOU-PLEASE

—on

your finger tips
the situations in which gray hair
and dandruff have been an embarrassdisadvantage? Monahato will
ing
banish your gray hair and dandruff
as it has in thousands of other cases.

Can you count

the rest, Alan."

her head.

Every advertisement

Dept. 438

Illinois St.,

Chicago

MONAHATO
in

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

"We've got
is

guaranteed.

to find her," said

Alan

—

—

'
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Overnight— Red Hands Made Snow-White

Rough Hands Made Velvet- Smooth

Constance Talmadge gets a few
pointers about tennis from the
champion, Bill Tilden

Yes. while you sleep, your hands entirely renovated!
Overnight, Dr. Egan's Medicated Gloved work a miracle. Nomatter how red and raw your hands; or how
stained or blotched; no matter how rouich and coarse
one night's wear of these magic gloves will turn your
hands exquisitely white, smooth and soft. Doubt it
if you like, but one night's test will convince. If you're
not more than amazed, no cost to you.

Confidences Off- Screen
(Continued from page 83)
been an officer. He showed me his papers,
with citations for distinguished conduct.
Very properly, he was in charge of rehearsing the general run of extras in their
duties as soldiers.
I looked on at only a

few scenes in the
making. But they were good ones. There
was none of the faking of details, which
has caused

many an

ambitious picture to
I'm willing to say
"Watch
out
for
The Wages of Virtue. It
promises to be a winner."

seem cheap.

Magic Medicated Night Gloves

Dr. Egan's

Whiten and Soften Hands Thru Action of
Impregnated Fabric
No true charm without beautiful white
hands. No woman need any longer hide
her hands in shame. No matter how abused
your hands, how toil-worn or coarsened,
they can now be beautified, whitened and

:

Wear Them During Day, Too
a pair of Dr. Egan's
Try them out at our
risk. With the gloves already medicated
we send bottle of medicator to restore
their potency from time to time; also ajar
of Dr. Egan's Porelax to apply before donning the gloves. The Porelax opens the
pores and hastens the action of the medicament in the glove fabric.

hated to think of the custom-house officials
burrowing among her pretty trifles, perhaps
turning them out on to the dock, in search
of contraband that wasn't there. And
It is said she cleverly placed in the
top
drawer of one of the trunks a selection of
the latest and most charming photographs
of herself.
She opened this trunk first,

and when the inspector commented enviously on the pictures, she offered to autograph one for him. This involved seeking
a pen and ink at the desk, where the other
inspectors saw what was happening and
crowded about her. Smiling sweetly, she
autographed photos for every official, including the chief inspector. And
said that

burrowing

in

non-dutiable as the photographs. And
It is said she feels embarrassed at the
idea of this story being printed. She thinks
that her name, at least, should be suppressed.
But I dont think so.
I hint
broadly that it is Ir.n. R.ch.

his department

Amaz-

this

YOUrS TO Try at/ The Dr Egan Manufactory
Our Risk I A456 So. State St., Chicago

These gloves will soon be offered the
public through the regular channels at
$5.00 the pair.

But a limited number of

sets are now being offered for advertising purposes at practically cost
81.95. You can get this complete $5.00

—

Medicated Gloves, generous
supply of Porelax and Medicator all
fo- SI. 95 on this introductory offer. But you must act at
once, as only 10,000 sets je to be distributed at the cut
pr-'ce. You may pay the postman or, i f you prefer enclose $2.00 with coupon and receive package all paid for.
Remember. every_ penny of your money back if you say
so. Clip and mail the coupon now before you forget.
outfit

—

l\z

Complete outfit-Gloves./ Please send (plainly wrapped) Magic
Medicator and Porlax ' Gloves and outfit complete for free
sentonod^ys'approval./ trial. I will hand postman $1.95 and
or " ""//
y postage
8P ia
post:
on delivery^ be returned in
orice for LlM 3 oSiy '
if a week's trial doesn't delight me
jn/ full if
Sl.95. Pay postman/
the price (with post- / with results. (Sent prepaid to those who
age) on delivery, or ." prefer enclosing $2 uuder same moneynd
guarantee.)
C eto U wfpre p*aTd
Money back If re_

Aack

salts don't as
tonlsh you. Mail

coupon

now

while special
price holds

/ Xame

#

/

_

/

good.

.

,
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S, DIAMONDS.
At

Gloie Size

platinum

"

-that

When you

men adore

Lovable dimples, intriguing
dimples

rings.

No. 1— Man's heavy platinum,
finish ring handsomely carved.
Large Reelike Diamond

— dimples

that

are

irresistible in their fascina-

Don't envy the giil
whose dimpled smile simply

tion.

captivates her admirers
for you, too, can have dimples that play hide and seek

No. 2--Oriental

not going to be run
in a conventional way.
It will not attempt to give you the news of the cinema
world, which is a vast subject already
covered in the body of the magazine. Nor
will it retail the pet stories of press-agents.
It will consist of confidential messages
to you from the stars and directors with
whom I happen- to talk during the month,
of comment from me on the things that
hit me hardest.
Please write and tell me what you think
of it. If there is any question you would
like me to ask one of your favorites, send
it
in.
I shan't pay attention to foolish
questions, but I shall follow up those that
seem interesting and print the answers here.
is

s

DIMPLES

special bargain prices. Reelike diasparkle and dazzle wh
only the finest diamonds possess
Set in latest style mountings^
which are reproductions of s

monds have

curely set in octagyi
top. $3.87.

To the Reader
J

Complete $5.00 Outfit on
ing Introductory Offer only

her trunks

was reduced to a minimum. The happy
custom-house men could see at a glance
that her knick-knacks from abroad were as

7

for

Medicated Gloves.

said that a certain lovely and
Jt
especially tactful star returned from
Europe the other day, with a trunk or two
of strictly non-dutiable
treasures.
She
is

is

pair of Dr.

Send today

Non-Dutiable

It

Just draw on a
Egan's Medicated Gloves on retiring and ivake up with lily-white hands!
It's Dr. Egan's wonderful solution in the
fabric of the gloves that does it! No mere
creams can compare!

smoothened— in one night!

Peacock Ring, sterling
emerald

silver, 19

when you

smile.

head.

DOLLY DTMPLER

Rare beauty.
Special

£

$1.83.

No.

wl

Mmii

.

..jg

is

3-

Beautiful
gift or din>r ring. Ob-

sapphire

in

center surrounded
by 14 Genuine ReelDiamonds and

—

.

4— Lady's

solitaire.

Large

x.

Onlv $3.27.

NO MONEY. Let us send you ary
ting for inspection. On arrival, pay
postman price quoted.
PREPAY
ALL POSTAGE. Keep ring 10 day?
and if not satisfied then, we will return
your money immediately. Order today
as special sale prices on these ringc
' be withdrawn any day.
FRANKLIN

WE

K^

JEWELRY

Recommended by

way.

facial specialists.

Ab-

instructions,

"^^

viailed

plain wrapper

seated

DAYTON. OHIO

H?. . ,5 th„find S1 for the famous DOLLY
DIMPLER.
with full instructions for use
re

i

Name
"""~PriWl"PI,",iv'l,i""

Address

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.

_

in

Don't de-

OOLLY
^s^^'
lav — write today.
M
D0LLY »»««
?52 McD?nl?l°Street^-

CO.. 93-A Nassau St.. N.Y.

write to advertisers please mention

— harmless —

solutely harmless.
Results are positive.
Just use the coupon below and send SI
for everything, including complete

triangular

Reelike Diamond set in platinum
Tished handsomely carved mount-

simple

fascinating dimples quickly. Many
film stars get their dimples the Dolly Dimpler

ce

cloisenne
enamels in each corner.
Reproduction of S750ring.
itroductory price $4.83.

a

easily-used device that
produces

*•

t\

,

:
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A Tune

for

A Tear

(Continued from page 95)

Loved on
morning.

jaarkl
Special Offer
To those who rush
any

their order for

of these diamond rings
this wrist watch,
we will give absolutely

or

free this twenty-four
inch indestructible iridescent pearl necklace
with a 14 karat solid
white gold clasp Bet

No.

MOND.

made
mond
|

GENUINE DIA-

with a

A24
18k. white
sold dia-

only. Don't pass

ring:,

up this

rare opportunity,

pierced and

GENUINE

engraved.

*45

This offer is

numnew customers

to a limited

ber of

^

oo

DIAMONDS

Sweet
I

ring:

.00
No.

624
Seven
diamonds
set In

I

platl-

i

l

nun,,resem-V
ble9$760sol-|

I

Itaire. 14 k. f

gold ring.

Down

t

Just send $2 and ring or
watch you select together
with the FREE pearls will
be sent to you. Keep both

for ten day's free trial. If
you do not feel you have received more than your mon-

$57.50,

wc

feel, as

do, that this

the biggest bargain
ever offered, simply
pay $1.50 a week until

is

balance is paid. Be sure
to order rings by numbers,

EASY TO PAY

Did you eversee an offer
as remarkable as this?
Free pearls, not out a
cent if dissatisfied easy
to pay if satisfied. You

C24
Man's
diamond
ring 14 k.
gold. 18 k.

willbetheproudpossessor of a beautiful diamond ring or watch and
pearl necklace without

top.

$57

50,

money.

Nntin

1

No. D24
High grade

white gold watcn. Guaranteed IB
jewel adjusted movement. Accurate
A
time-piece.
solid 14 k.

Only $29.50

De Luxe Bargain Catalog.

Free;

Diamonds,

—

watches,

and

lewelry of rare beauty from
jlO to $1000. Large stock of
wonderful values to select

Horn, bend for your free copy today.

Established

1890

brings

MOVI
Hurry!
part

We

was a

little girl,"

explained

Join our next contest. Win a
in big motion picture production.
gave Eugenia Feiner, a Missouri girl,

her opportunity- in Outlook's big picture,
playing with Lloyd Hughes. We also
gave Verne Harrison a start in his first
picture. You can be the next, and get a

FREE trip to Hollywood, good salary
all expenses paid, with guaranteed
part in the

instant

"When
Norma Taldear to me

and

madge, "a young friend very
died.
I went to the funeral, and at the
same time I must have heard Ben Bolt,
for whenever I hear this old piece all my
sorrow at the time comes vividly back to
me. It was my very first experience with
death, and everything seemed very mysterious and terrible to me and my grief
was deep and sincere."
Douglas Fairbanks likes lively tunes with

A

ever missing the
,

THE

"Romance
A

Write

of

motion

-

NEW YORK

want

Pimples, Blackheads,
Acne, Eruptionsonthef ace or body, Barbers Itch.
Eczema, Enlarged Pores and Oily or Shiny Skin,

KKEK
«»*«"•*«»«
*

Write today for my FREE BOOKLET.
"
Cleab-Tone Skin," telling how tI
A Clear-Tone
*'A
cured myself after being afflicted 15 yean.

E.S.GIVENS.222

—

Chemical Bldg.,

Kansas City, Mo.

high School Course
You can complete
I

lllde of

two

High

this simplified
School Course at home

in-

years. Meets all requirements for entrance to college
land the leading professions.
This and thirty-si* other practical
(courses aro described in our Free Bulletin, Send for it TODAY

|P—t.

AMERICAN SCHOOL.
* 58th

H.858. Or»Ml A««.

St.

©AS 1923

CHICAwO

the

For

are

old

movies,

full particu-

XHE CLOVERLEAF AMERICAN,
Dept. 22

ST.

PAUL, JIINN.

How

often do you ask yourself

"IS

MY NOSE SHINY?"

need to if you use the NOSE STICK.
Simply
apply before powdering with the assurance no shine
can appear. Convenient lip-stick-holder size sent in
plain wrapper upon receipt of 31Order now and

No

stop the shine.

ROSSCSALMONS

Dept. 233

Chestnut St.

1011

BANISH

Write for

success.

Philadelphia

Nervousness, Worry, Fear. You
soon will grow in strength,
vitality, good health and big

FREE

literature.

6206 WINTHROP, CHICAGO
20 cents brings you a fine book Master Force

MASTERPATH,

—

How Many Pounds Would You
Like to Gain in a

Week?

you are thin and scrawny and would like to
gain weight, I will send you a sample of the
genuine Hilton's Vitamines absolutely FREE.
Do not send any money just your name and
address to \V. W. Hilton, 114 Gateway Sta.,
Kansas City, Mo.
If

—

HOW TO

leg

A

BANISH THEM

simple, safe home
treatment 16 years'

—
in my

practsuccess
ice.
Moles (also BTG
growths) dry up. Write
for free booklet giving
•

full

!

Your Skfn Can Be Quickly Cleared of

join

to

"here's your chance."

scene was a deep forest, three hunt^ ers and a girl came in looking about them
Suddenly they saw somewith interest.
thing in the distance which froze their
Every expression
very souls in terror

must change from calm investigation to one
of transfixed terror. The music played an
even-toned march up to the time that the
Immediately the
director yelled, ''See it!"
musicians broke forth with a great clamor,
staccato notes, and thunderous chords. But,
tho the atmosphere was charged with ex-

and

to take part.
This
tremendous, appealing picture, with an all star cast
will be filmed by the Chadwick Pictures Corporation
this coming January. If you

T'he

MAI DEN "LAN E

Actress"

Young

pictures.
eligible

ites."

6

An

new, easy plan to get your start in

;

,

white gold

Ben Bolt

We

NO RISKNo.

Alice

plenty of activity.' Not necessarily jazz,
but everything that expresses action, to go
with his roles.
Miss Douglas, leader of
the Fairbanks Trio, said, "His favorite is
a little Spanish song, Cieleto Lindos. He
has us play almost constantly while he is
producing.
are often called to the
Fairbanks' home in the evening to play
for Douglas or Mary when they have a
preview of a picture for some friends and
sometimes just for the pleasure of their
guests at a gathering of the four hundred
of moviedom at Pickfair.
"We were asked to play for the initial
private showing of Charlie Chaplin's
Woman of Paris. It was an ordeal, for
we did not know what was the theme of
the story.
But Mr. Chaplin sat beside us
as a 'prompter,' so we fitted our music
into the scenes very well."
Miss Douglas
and the two other girls who make up the
trio have played for Douglas Fairbanks
for about two years, and they are known
as "The Fairbanks Trio," for he expects
always to have them, he says. "Whenever
Miss Pickford is not busy she comes over
to her husband's set to watch him work,
and asks us to play some of their favor-

ey 's worth, send both articles
back and your $2 will be
k
^cheerfullyrefunded.If you
s

JOIN

tears to this emotional star's eyes.

GUARANTEE Diamond
Bond with each

first
appearance in the
her favorite, and she hums
it constantly when she is standing off the
set.
Bill
Bailey, manager of her trio,
studies every desire and pleasure of the
beautiful Norma.
He confessed that he
had reached what he considered the peak
of opportunity in playing for pictures when
he found himself playing for Miss Talmadge. He decided many years ago that
he wished to be this dramatic star's musician. "I consider Miss Talmadge supreme
in her art, and it is a privilage to be able
to play for her," he said.
"She is particularly appreciative of music, and responds
to our themes very quickly.
Oriental classics and music with Oriental strains are
her favorites, so we play these as much as

possible."

Each of these rings is set
kwith a fiery, perfect cut,
\blue white, genuine dia\mond of first quality.
\ Kings are of exclusive
and charming' design.
I

her

It is

particulars.

WM.

DAVIS, M.D.
Woodbridge, N.

1241 Grove Avenue

I.

nothing about the entire scene
There was nothing for the
actors to see, but somehow the music made
citement,

had changed.

them

feel

the tenseness

of the situation.

This took place in a scene for The Lost
World, and the actors were Wallace Beery,
Bessie Love, and Lewis Stone. They freely
admitted that music is their greatest aid
where the mood must change radically in
Wallace Beery
the middle of a scene.
added

"Music covers up a multitude of

Every adyerti semen t in

YOUR CHOICE OF ANY TWO

Wedding: Ring with choice of other, only $5.98 -Think of it! Most
beautiful 1925 Basket Designs in genuine Sterling. Set with famous
Elite Diamonds known
them with the genuine.

is

for their lasting fiery brilliance.
If you can tell the difference, send

PENNY!
erze.

Just Dame, address.

Pay postman

price

Compare
them back.

^^^-JSS^Heho
Number of Rings wanted with

Money Back Guaranteed

shown or

*

firure

if

combination $5.98 on arrival.

Money Refunded.
Elite Jewelry House, Dept. 1415, 25E.JacksonBlvd.,Chicago

If not delighted.

direc-

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

$598
**

Get This Wonderful RING COMBINATION!

guaranteed.
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delicious

and goodyoull find
the regular

makes

his

own music

use of

torial sins
When the director fails to
give the proper touch to the direction of a
scene, often the music helps the actor himself to see how it should be done."
Doris Kenyon and Percy Marmont are
emoting this year to the wailing strains of
a steel-stringed guitar played by a real
Hawaiian, Sol Hoppi.
"We are all enjoying this music," said Miss Kenyon; "it
is so different from the usual thing.
And
truly, even tho we are doing Dr. Nye, a
strictly
American picture, the boys do
study the mood of the scene, and the music
does not try to tell us about Hawaii all
the time!"
And Percy Marmont added:
"The lulls and the long waits between
scenes are so nicely bridged with the pleasing playing of these boys.
Then during
action they fill the great gap in pictures—
the lack of the audience, which one has on
the stage, to give back their reaction to
your interpretation of a character.
The
only danger I have found in music is in
reading into your scenes more than is truly
!

that flavory

Beeman's

a sensible
habit"

Pepsin Gum
AMERICAN CHICLE

Holmes

Stuart

CO.

Often music makes you

there.

feel

more

emotion than the actual situation demands."

rt CornerYxur Pictures-Album
where 70a can keep them safe and
enjoy them always.

S ij .
„* SV
J[
Styles s&Ktt Comers Colors
I
|
ere on eale at Photo Supply and
Albnm counters everywhere. They
are the only Qaick, Easy* Artistic, L
No Paste, No Fold way to mount
Kodak Prints.
dime bringa 100
%ad samples to try. Write
\

...

BlTVff

,^T
lOO

A
6NCBL MFG. CO.

Dent 23t, 47 1 1 N. Clark St., Chicago
.

He Said He'd
Never Marry*

he met this
She
THEN
had read the secrets of
girl.

\/Tay McAvoy

—

"Fascinating Womanhood,"
a daring new book which
shows how any woman can
attract men by using the
simple laws of man's psychology and human nature.

of

been equally helpless in her
hands. You, too, can have
this book; you, too, can
enjoy the worship and admit*
ation of men, and be the
radiant bride of the man of
jour choice. Just your name and address on. the
margin of this page with 10c for packing, and mailing
will bring you our free booklet (in plain wrapper),
outlining these amazing revelations. Send your dime
today.
PRESS, Dept. 12- K,
So. 14th St., St. Louis, Mo.

«7

PSYCHOLOGY

Ml

AT HOME

all

action

—

my work

dow

Any other man would have

recently stopped

on William de Mille's set for Thru
the Bedroom Window, by placing both
small hands over her ears in desperation.
She said, "I tried so hard to be polite
and let Mr. de Mille's musicians play for
my work with him, for I know he enjoys
the best of classics with his direction always. But finally in a scene which needed
unusual concentration on my part, I just
had to cover my ears tight, for the music
kept coming between my character and
myself. Mr. de Mille's musicians are very
talented and I found myself listening to
the music in spite of myself. I love music
off the set
and I enjoyed every moment
in

Thru

the

Bedroom Win-

soon as it was understood that
when I was before the lights I did not
want music. Between my scenes, however,
I took the greatest pleasure in listening to
my favorites as played by Eleanor Mehren
and Walter Hargenheimer."
Monte Blue says "To me music is abThere have been times
solutely essential.
when I have had certain things played for
me which would produce in me a sincere
emotion which nothing forced could bring
There are certain melodies and
about.
classics which are indissolubly connected
with dramatic moments in my own life and
the hearing of these will bring back all
the haunting memories of those moments,
whether romantic, tragic, or funny."
as

:

(To be continued)

YOU
•time
I

69 Colborne Building,

Toronto, Can.

When you

E.

LIEDERMAN

The Muscle Builder

If

You Were Dying

To-night

you something that would give you ten
years more to live, would you take it? You'd grab it.
and

I offered

Well, fellows. I've got it. but don't wait till you're dying
or it won't do you a bit of good. It will then be too late.
Right now is the time. To-morrow or any day, some disease will get you and if you have not equipped yourself
to fight it off. you're gone. I don't claim to cure disease.
I am not a medical doctor, but I'll put you in such condition that the doctor will starve to death waiting for
you to take sick. Can you imagine a mosquito trying
fine chance.
to bite a brick wall?

A

A

Re-built

to get the

I like

weak ones.

Man

I delight in getting

man who

hold of

has been turned down as hopeless by others.
It's easy enough to finish a task that's more than half
done. But give me the weak, sickly chap and watch him
grow stronger. That's what I like. It's fun to me because
I know I can do it and I like to give the other fellow the
laugh. I don't just give you a veneer of muscle that looks
good to others. I work on you both inside and out. I not
only put big. massive arms and legs on you, but I build
up those inner muscles that surround your vital organs.
The kind that gives you real pep and energy, and the
courage to tackle anything set before you.

a

Ask

All

Is

I
Who says it

Ninety Days

takes years to get in shape? Show me the
such claims and I'll make him eat his
words. Ill put one full inch on your arm in just 30 days
Yes, and two full inches on your chest in the same length
of time. Meanwhile. I'm putting life and pep into your
old back-bone. And from then on. just watch 'em grow.
At the end of thirty days you won't know yourself. Your
whole body will take on an entirely different appearance.
But you've only started. I've only built my foundation.
I want just 60 days more (90 in all) and you'll make
those friends of yours who think they're strong look like
something the cat dragged in.

man who makes any

A

When

Real

Man

I'm through with you. you're a real man. You
be able to do things that you had thought impossible.
And the beauty of it is you keep on going. Your deep
full chest breathes in rich pure air, stimulating your blood
and making you just bubble over with vim and vitality.
Your huge, square shoulders and your massive muscular
arms have that craving for the exercise of a regular he
man. You have the flash to your eye and the pep to
your step that will make you admired and sought after in
both the business and social world.
This is no idle prattle, fellows. If you doubt me. make
me prove it. Go ahead. I like it. I have already done
this for thousands of others and my records are unchallenged. What I have done for them I will do for you.
Come then, for time flies and every day counts. Let this
very day be the beginning of new life to you.
will

Send

for

my new 64-page book

"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"
IT IS FREE!

full page photographs of myself and
Some came to me as pitiful weakto help them.
Look them over now
and you will marvel at their present physiques. This
book will prove an impetus and real inspiration to you.
It will thrill you through and through.
All I ask is
10 cents to cover the cost ot wrapping and mailing.
This will not obligate you at all, but for the sake of your
future health and happiness, do not put it off.
Send
to-day right now, before you turn this page.

It

contains forty-three

my

some

of

lings,

imploring

pupils.

me

—

EARLE
Dept. 311,

E.

LIEDERMAN
New

305 Broadway,

York City

E. LIEDERMAN
Dept 311, 305 Broadway
New York City
Dear Sir:— I enclose herewith 10 cents, for which you
are to send me, without any obligation on my part whatever, a copy of your latest book, "Muscular Develop-

EARLE

can earn $1 to $2 an hour in your spare

writing show cards. No canvassing or soliciting. VVeinstructyou by our new
simple Directograph System, supply you with
work and pay you cash each week. Write
today for full particulars and free booklet.
WEST-ANGUS SHOW CARD SERVICE LIMITED
Authorized Capital $1,250,000.00

EARLE

Next month you'll find out
what the Directors think of the
business of playing a tune when
a tear must be brought to the
eye of a star.
write to advertisers please mention

ment."

(Please write or print plainly.)

Name

r

Street

City
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A
— Write Shirts
for Free

"Better-Made"

rect lo wearer.

.Many

Girls,

home,

Sell

No

$100
MILLS, 504 Broadway,
earn

New

Dept. R-538, Rochester, N. Y.

York.

AGENTS— Wonderful

Newest line
opportunity.
of Perfumes, Creams, Compacts, Soaps, Extracts,
Catalog
Protected territory.
Remedies, Jewelry.
free.
VAN OGDEN, INC., 1914 Van Buren, Chicago.

HELP WANTED— MALE

— Exceptional opportunity
Travel. Thousands of

Be a Detective

big money.
rewards. Established 1909.

AGENTS— $60

week selling guaranteed hosiery
Must wear 12
for men, women and children.
All styles and colors,
months or replaced free.
Mrs. McCHire
including finest line of silk hose.
makes over $2,000 a year. Mrs. Sehunnan averGeo. Noble
ages $G0 a month working spare time.
made $35 in one day.
Write for sample outfit.
Thomas Mfg. Co., Class 448, Dayton, Ohio.
a

Agents, $42 a Week.

Finest line of silk hose

GuaranLatest styles and shades.
Must give
teed hosiery for men, women, children.
Write for samples.
satisfaction or new hose free.
you ever saw.

Parker Mfg. Co., Sample 1266, Dayton, Ohio.

C. T. Ludwig, 556

Costs nothing to investifor particulars.
gate.
American Products Co., 1973 American
Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS

—

MANUSCRIPTS TYPEWRITTEN
Photoplays and Stories correctly and neatly
typewritten.

Free introductory

particulars

full

your spare time, $2 an hour.
Introducing new
$19.70 daily easy for full time.
style guaranteed hosiery
57 styles 37 colors. No
not

Box

Dept. B, P. O.

Write for
862, Chi-

cago.

sell

:

YOUR PAY DAILY,

monthly bonus.

NEWS CORRESPONDENCE

;

Just write orders.

capital or experience required.
We deliver and collect.

Free auto

also

Elegant
offer besides.
Textile Co., Room

furnished.
All colors.
23811,- Cincinnati, Ohio.
outfit

Earn $25 Weekly,

spare time, writing for newsmagazines.
Experience unnecessary
dePress Syndicate, 961, St. Louis, Mo.

papers,

;

tails free.

OLD MONEY WANTED

HELP WANTED
Women, Boys, Girls, 17 to 65, willing
accept Government Positions $117-$250, travelor stationary, write Mr. Ozment, 294, St.
I.onis, Mo., immediately.

All Men,
to

ing

—

HELP WANTED— FEMALE
Earn $6-$18

Dozen decorating Pillow

a

Home
experience unnecessary.
at
ticulars for
stamp.
Tapestry Paint Co.,
LaGrange, Ind.

Tops

Old Money Wanted.

;

Par126,

I'Ook Prosperous)

Will pay fifty dollars for
of 1913 with Liberty Head (not Buffalo).
pay cash premiums for all rare coins.
Send

nickel

We

4c. for large coin circular.

to

V. S. Government Positions $1,140, $2,300
year.
Men, women. 18 up.
Paid
Steady work.
vacations.
Common education sufficient with our
coaching.
List positions free.
Write immediately.
Franklin Institute, Dept. R-101, Rochester, N. Y.

readies

offer.

COSMOPOLITAN AU-

to-day.

THORS' BUREAU,

Why

Write
Mo.

City,

$35.00 Profit Nightly Small capital starts you.
No experience needed. Our machines are used and endorsed by government institutions. Catalog free. Atlas
Moving Picture Co., 431 Morton Bldg., Chicago.

Easy to
in Your Spare Time.
make $1 to $2 an hour by following our instructions.
No money or experience necessary. Write

TO-DAY

dollars offered in

Particulars free.

Westover Bldg., Kansas

Dept.

profit

Fort

48,

Worth, Texas.

PATENTS

—WriteObtain
"Hew

Inventors

for our free illustrated guidebook,
to
Send model or
a Patent."
sketch and description of your invention for our
opinion of its patentable nature free.
Highest references.
Prompt attention. Reasonable terms. Victor J. Evans & Co., 833 Ninth, Washington, D. C.

PHOTOPLAYS

my

And

it

opinion, that

is

this quality, chiefly,

cessful Photoplays,

Box

43,

will study the work intently, saying nothing.
The next thing I know, she will be
puttering about with pencil and paper,
drawing a really commendable sketch. It
is the same with our work in the pictures.

know

that if I ask her advice on matters
or pertaining to business, I will
get counsel as mature and as valuable as
an expert could give. Alice has keen eyes
She observes things
and a keen mind.
closely and stores them away in her head."
I

artistic

Alice has been acting before the camera
Her first was a
since her fifteenth year.
She
part in a Bessie Barriscale picture.
had just come from her home in Vincennes, Indiana, to try her luck as an
extra.
She worked just for the fun of it,
and for a time she didn't even consider
But she rethe thought of a film career.
turned to it, this time seriously, and it
was shortly afterward that Rex Ingram
met her. He was in search of some one
who must be beautiful enough to prove
an inspiration for an artist, the hero of his

Des Moines, Iowa.

and Photoplay Ideas Wanted by 48

companies
Details free to beginners.
big pay.
Producers League, 441, St. Louis, Mo.
;

FOR

PHOTOPIiAY IDEAS. Plots ac$ $ $
cepted any form
revised, criticized, copyrighted,
marketed. Advice free.
Universal Scenario Corporation, 205 Security Bldg., Santa Monica and
;

A FEW!
[CENTS A DAY'
'FOR

Western Avenues, Hollywood, California.

N0

Photoplays.
Our book tells you how.
Contains model scenario, list of 57 buyers, and all
information necessary. Price, 35 cents. Photoplay
Book Company, 4634 Dover, Chicago, 111.

Write

MONEY
18 kt.
White Gold.
7 perfect cut,
blue - white diamonds set in plat,.

ft

WWN

Premier Cluster,
7 carefully matched
/ blue-white diamonds

.

inum. Looks like 3
carat solitaire.

"

set

in plat

inum.

Looks like 3 1-2 carat
solitaire.

Journalism
]

,

i

j

Special No. 71
Only

Special No. 61
Only

D.?pt.

Don't send a single penny. Ten days Free Trial.
When the ring comes, exam ineit— if you arenot
convinced it is the Greatest Bargain in America,
send it back at our expense. Only if pleased,
send $1.50 weekly—at the rate of a few cents a
day. These Bargain Cluster Rings with 7 BlueWhite Perfect Cut Diamonds can be yours. No
Red Tape. No Risk. 8% Yearly Dividends

5% Bonus.
Million Dollar CDCC Send for it today.
l»£t

Guaranteed.

Bargain Book

Also

pictures

of Bargains. Address Dept.

£.

WANTED

wanted for pubSubmit
Good ideas bring big money.
or write Literary Bureau, 134 Hannibal, Mo.

Poems, Plays,

etc., are

lication.

MSS.

spare time, writing for newsdeExperience unnecessary
magazines.
Press Syndicate, 961 St. Louis, Mo.

Earn $25 Weekly,
papers,

:

tails free.

It

VAUDEVILLE

CO.

In Business Nearly

i0£

STORIES
Stories,

thousands

2-4 Maiden Lane

106

Box 1013, Harrisburg, Pa.

2,

1528.

J.M.LYON

Plot

Stories.

Chart and Details free to those wishing to enter
above professions or dispose of manuscripts on
commission.
(The Service offered is given by Professional Authors and Editors of high standing.)
Harvard Company, 434, Montgomery, San Francisco.

Short Stories and Photoplay Plots. Revised and
Typewritten in proper form and placed on the
Send manuscript or write H. L. Hursh,
Market.

$69, 50

$5950

—Photoplays— Short

Get On the Stage.

N.Y.

IOO years

I tell

confidence, skill developed.
Send 6c postage for
sary.
Stage Book and particulars.
Los Angeles. Cal.

Every advertisement in

you how

Personality,
Experience unnecesinstructive illustrated
M. LaDelle. Box 557.
!

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

in

makes the difference be-

tween an actress and an artist.
"Miss Terry is a sharply observant person with a keen sense of the humorous and
a delightful, dry wit. She is a rare mimic,
and her imitations of well-known screen
actors and actresses are so true, and
colored with such good-natured satire, that
she has us holding our sides.
"At times, it seems to me that Alice
would have been as much of a success in
another field, besides movies.
In music,
for instance.
She may suddenly get an
urge to play the piano, that persists for
about a month, and in that period, she
will acquire a familiarity with the instrument that is nothing short of amazing to
me.
Other times, she will watch me as
I work over a piece of sculpture.
She

Successful Photoplays Bring Big Money.
Our
new book, "Successful Photoplays," gives full instructions for writers.
Send for free copy.
SucStories

IWEAR

May mean much

NUMISMATIC BANK,

you.

over the dead body of Mario is just as
fresh in my mind today as it was the day I
made it. Miss Madison's work had that
same sincerity that carried absolute conviction.

earn

;

Detectives Earn Big: Money.
Excellent opportunity.
Travel.
Experience unnecessary. Particulars free.
Write, George M. Wagner, Former
Government Detective, 1968 Broadway, New York.

Make Money

{Continued from page 25)

—

Institute,

lin

of Alice

Terry

Women Wanted Learn gown-making at
Earn $25 week np. Learn while earning.
Sample lessons free.
Write immediately.
Frank-

Madison

for large Manufacturer dicapital or experience required.
MADISON
weekly and bonus.

Samples.

-

HELP WANTED— FEMALE

AGENTS WANTED
Agents

ReX Ray View

Between scenes, while The Arab
was being filmed, Rex and Alice
try to fox-trot to Arabian jazz

guaranteed.

CM mK1
0T

Advertising Section

1

ur

R

He was

tremendously impressed
picture.
not only with Alice's overwhelming beauty
but with her great intelligence as well. It
was not until three years ago that they
were married, however, for Alice was
too young. In that time, he has presented
his young wife in The Prisoner of Zenda,
Where the Pavement Ends, Scaratnouche
and The Arab, as leading woman opposite
Ramon Novarro, who, like Valentino and
Barbara La Marr, was an Ingram discovery.

Rex Ingram apologized once more

for
wife's lack of real opportunity:
"The fact that Miss Terry happens to
be married to me is, as I said before, the
thing that has held her back on the screen

his

more than anything

else.
In fact, most
of the time she has practically supported
people whose dramatic talents in no way
excel her own, because I hesitated to do
stories that gave my wife the most important roles.

had little or no publicity;
But in spite
indeed, she has shunned it.
of this, she has found her way into the
hearts of the public quietly and unassumThis is evidenced by the numbers
ingly.
of offers that started to pour in the moment it was known that I had given her

"She has

permission to

work with another

director."

The Ingrams plan to leave the United
States shortly, and take up their residence
The Arab was filmed.
in Tunis, where
retire completely from
regain the health that he
lost during the war and to devote his time
to sculpture, while Mrs. Ingram will probably do work abroad, in England, France
or Germany, several months during the
year.

Mr. Ingram

work

picture

will
to

That's

Yes
the Second
VT/HEN

the music
the dance is
over you thank your partner and she
But is her smile
smiles back at you.
forced did she really enjoy the dance?
Will she say "yes" when you ask her for

** have

the

last

strains

faded away

—

— when

—

the second dance?

Does any girl want to dance with a
Does she want
clumsy, awkward leader?
to stumble along with a partner who is
constantly falling out of step?

Why Good

Dancers Are Popular

be popular, admired,
sought after learn to be
You can do it right in
a good dancer.
your own home with neither music nor
partner. All you need is Arthur Murray's
wonderful, new, home-lessons in dancing.
And no matter how little you know about it
now -with these remarkable, simplified
Print-and-Picture instructions, you can
master any of the newest and most popular

you

If

long

—actually

to

years before producers will learn that, with
very few exceptions, it is the film itself
which counts and not the novel it was
adapted from.

Stars That Will Shine

—

steps in a
to see

how

few hours. Why, you'll be amazed
quickly you will be able to waltz,

fox-trot, one-step, lead or
perfect ease and confidence.

Five Dancing Lessons

York

Be

for the postage, printing, etc.

Name
Address
State

^5Print Your

sure to buy

Beauty Magazine

rf

/"^/Cards,

)£*/

^^

Own

statiotu-ry, circulars. labels.

Pre^es

up
Pa-pec Cutters $3 up. Save money.
^TS^^^
Print for others, big profit. All easy, rules
*

yfes

sent.

ON SALE AT ALL NEWSSTANDS

etc.

Write for catalog presses, tvpe

THE PRESS

CO., R-44,

p.iper,

Morlden, Conn.

little

Diamonds Here

60% of Market

Price

1 less 3/16 carat absolutely correctly cut, snappy,
brilliant solitaire diamond in handsomely designed mountings, at
just $88. Also many other bargains in our big lists.

Never in three-quarters of a century in the diamond business,
have we offered such bargains as we do now compared with prevailing prices. Diamonds right now at rock-bottom even in regular market. Yet ours are but a fraction of market prices. The
opportunity of a lifetime. Buy now the trend is already upwards, but, our diamond prices are based on unpaid loan diamonds left on our hands for a fraction of their real value.

—

Why

interesting to note with what
Seastrom transfers the
play, He Who Gets Slapped, to

Victor

If this Russian drama proves
popular success on the screen and
the scenario adheres ciosely to the original
play, I will gladly eat Louis B. Mayer's
best Sunday straw hat.
The foremost dramatic critics of the
country candidly admitted when the play
was presented in Xew York that they
didn't know what it was all about. In fact,
I have yet to meet anyone who could give
a logical opinion as to exactly what
Andreyev was getting at when he wrote
the play.
However, there is little doubt
but that some of our movie mechanics will
quickly solve the riddle.
In spite of its baffling qualities, He Who
Gets Slapped is an interesting play and

at

See this

will be

Andreyev

To prove that I can learn to dance at home in
one evening vou mav send to me the FIVE FREE
LESSONS, which are (1) The Secret of Leading;
(2) How to Follow Successfully; (3) How to Gain
Confidence; (4) A Fascinating Fox Trot Step;
I enclose 25c to pay
(5) A Lesson in Waltzing.

City

City.

Real High-Brow Photoplay

success

Arthur Murray, Studio 302
290 Broadway, New York

FREE

Over 200,000 men and women have already
learned to dance through Arthur Murray's astonand so sure is he of their startishing methods
ling, quick results, that he is willing, for a limited
time only, to send Fife Lessons Free to everyone
who returns the coupon. Enclose 25c (stamps or
coin) to pay the cost of postage, printing, etc., and
the five lessons will be promptly mailed to you.
So act now.
There's no obligation whatever.
Arthur Murray, Studio 302, 290 Broadway, New

Ian Keith, who scored such a distinct
He should
impression in Manhandled.
rapidly earn a position for himself as one
of the popular leading men of the day.

Tt

with

follow

.Many of the foremost society leaders of America
and Europe have chosen Arthur Murray as their
dancing instructor. He is recognized as the most
prominent dancing authority in this country.

silversheet.

A

—

—

French
lady who played in The Side Shozc of
She has a fresh and charming perLife.
Let us
sonality and is a splendid actress.
hope we soon see more of her on the
the peppy

—

envied

—

Out

{Continued from page 96)

T ouise Lagrange,

of

Pay

Full Prices

Costs Nothing to See
This diamond banking house, % century old, rated more than
$1,000. 000. CO, takes this way of turning into cash the diamonds on
which money was loaned and not repaid. Also other special advantage buy s—many from big cash deals direct with European diamond cutters.

the screen.

to be a

Send for Latest Bargain List
/

—

——

—

'
Radically different from a catalog-. Every
foil? and minutely described. Any
f
JOS.
sent you on approval without slight- /342G Deftoy Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
est obligation to buy. Write now. The
be /
t
Gentlemen- Please
very stone you wish may be
t"* 9 ' lately free and prepafd, your new ba
gain list of diamonds, wstchea an_
you. Send this coupon now.
9 other jewelry. It is distinctly under-

gem
gem

- "- /

.

DEROY & SONS

-

/

JOS.

OE ROY & SONS

Only Opposite Post Office
3426DeRoyBIdg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Reference* by permission:—
Bank of Pittsburah-N. A.
Marine National Bank— J
Union Trust Co. Pittsburgh. Pa. Your bank
can look ue up in mer~
/
can tile aoecnie.

/

/
/

/

As Low As $60 a Carat

for

Diamonds

(Continued on page 113)

When you

write to advertisers please mention

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.
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I

The

Who

Girl

Couldn't Be

Bad
(Continued from page 81)
the while that she had accomplished
her aspirations in this line so devilishly
She sat thus for an hour, poised between
resentment and regret. The door-bell rang
and she sprang up with a cry of joy at the
thought that Stanton had returned reall
all

WHO ARE THEY

pentant.

But it was Isabel.
She had been informed of Stanton's departure and she
had stolen in to poison the mind of his
inamorata.
Isabel was most friendly and soon won
over the unsuspecting girl.
She had
come, she told Hope, out of pity and sympathy for her plight. "My dear, you dont
know Stanton as I do he is charming,
but fickle.
It was I yesterday, just as it
is you today, and heaven knows who it will
Isabel sighed and Hope's
be tomorrow !"
heart sank at this unbelievable picture of
her hero.
and
"I am thinking only of your good
Read this." She
your happiness, my dear
spread a portion of a letter before Hope's
eyes and the girl read!
;

THE PICTURE above are six movie stars.
INhave
mixed up and rearranged their names.

Just below we
See if you can
straighten them out and spell correctly the names of the stars.
If you can, you have solved the puzzle.
No. 1 is Betty Compson.
That's a starter now can you name the other five ?

—

1.

2.
3.

COPS BET ON TYM

4.
5.

A LIL EEL
BAR DAY LICE

6.

—

THE GRIN CORN FIFI
AIR WIND SO CLER
AL MAN OR GET MAD

!

you can solve the puzzle, and fulfill all the requirements you can win $1,000 In Cash.
To help refresh your memory, here are the names of some of the most popular movie stars:
Gloria Swanson, Lila Lee, Pola Negri, Alice Brady, Claire Windsor, Leatrice Joy, Corinne
Griffith, Mae Murray, Colleen Moore, Norma Talmadge, Mary Pickford.

to

If

Surely you have heard of our wonderful peonies and the marvelous weddings held annually
In the midst of our mammoth peony fields during Peony Festival Week at Yankton, South
Each year folks from all over the country iourney to Yankton to see our millions
Dakota.
It's a sight almost too beautiful to describe.
of peonies in full bloom.
Just as Los Angeles is famous for its Rose Festival, so is the Annual Peony Festival
held at Yankton, known from coast to coast.
It is our aim to have the famous Gurney
Peonies lend their lustrous beauty to every yard and home in the country.
Peonies, like
the movie folk shown above, are the stars of the flower world.
We want everyone to know
and to g:ow Gurney Peonies.
Frankly, that is why we have decided to offer these large
prizes to our friends and customers.
And
is the time to plant Gurney Peonies for
Bear in mind the House of Gurney sells only the very strongest fieldnext year's bloom.
1

S
=
55
ss

5=
sz
55
=1

—
=
=
55
—
55
s

correctly

If

six

stars' names, you will receive 60 points toward winning the $1,000, or 10 points for
You will receive 40 adeach correct name.
ditional points by qualifying your answer
with a $5 order for our famous peony roots.
give
The
That will
you 100 points in all.
final 25 points will be awarded by the three

judges to the person who sends in the largest,
nearest correct list of words made up
from the letters in the words "Peony Festival".

But

DO NOT SEND IN YOUR LIST

OF WORDS NOW.

Send the answer

now and we shall
how to make up your list
puzzle

winning

answer,

or

you

tell

one

the

to the
exactly

words.
earning

of

The
125

Address

Gumey

"I

Seed

all

points

receive

will

testants

receive

quickly!

Win a

S.

D.

ier

It contains some amazing facts that are vitally interestingto those who want to reduce.

—

You needn't be fat and you needn't drug,
starve orweaken yourself in reducing. There
are a limited number of these books. Mail
the coupon, or if you prefer, just send your
name and address on a post card.

organs; reduces enlarged abdomen; straightens and
strengthens the back; corrects stooping shoulders;
develops lungs, chest and bust; relieves backache,
curvatures, nervousness, ruptures, constipation,
after effects of Flu. Comfortable and easy to wear.

Blanche Arral, Inc., Dept. 132-E
Fifth Avenue, New York City

SOO

Without cost or obligation on
booklet

to Try It

Write today for illustrated book, free, with full in*
formation and measurement blank. Address
HOWARD C. RASH, Prei. Natural Body Brace Co.
SALINA, KANSAS
117 Rasb Building

and ten years younger.

Write for This Free Book

erect, and graceful figure.
Brings restful relief, comfort,
energy and pep, ability to do
things, health and strength.
Does away with the strain and pain of standing and
walking; replaces and supports misplaced internal

Name

my

part, send

me

"MY SECRET OF SELF REDUCING"

your

|

.

L

Every advertisement in

whom

he

has

would throw herself.
(To be continued)

of international reputation has a remarkable message
for fat people.
increasing weight
threatened her career and health, she
desperately tried every known remedy
without success, until in far away Java,
an old priest showed her how the Javanese women retain their youthful slenderness. She reduced 34 pounds in 30
days and at once felt stronger, health-

an

I

Yankton,

APRIMA DONNA
When

andj

to

to

marry

long been

!"

A

out Drugs, Diet or Exercise, by
Method Discovered in the Orient
by a Prominent Opera Star

ORGANIC AILMENTS ol
WOMEN and MEN. Develops

108

prize.

Reduce Quickly-- Easily -- with-

The Natural
Body Brace

—

"And I tried to do everything to please
him," whimpered heartbroken Hop*.
"I wanted so to be bad like you are;
!"
and he wouldn't let me
Isabel paused as tho struck a blow, as
she was brought face to face with her
Deeply
sinful life for the first time.
affected, _ she rose and left the apartment
without another word.
half hour later Hope followed her,
dressed in her Pocusville clothes and
carrying the battered old suitcase in the
bottom of which she had found Orkney's
address the day before. She was now on
her way to Orkney, on whose mercy she

DON'T BE FAT

life first.

You Nothing

engaged

prizes.

answers to

<

Costs

a rich girl

them.
It's easy to get points.
Start now
and send in your answer. List correctly the
six
stars' names on a piece of paper
(6)
and send it in. Then we will tell you how
to get the list of words made up from the
letters ir the words "Peony Festival".
November 15th. 1924, is the last day to
send in your answer.
Don't delay!
Mail it

enthusiastic, grateful

WEAKNESS

identical

.

away from you and gone home

The

you have it in a nut-shell.
The
Let
$1,000 in Cash is waiting for someone.
only takes 125
that someone be YOU.
It
points to win First Prize.
YOU can get

customer. In like manner testify
100,000 people who have worn it

Overcomes

Cash.

There

With It For $10,000
Conserve your body and

in

answer receiving 124 points will receive second prize. There are 25 prizes in all, totalling $1,500.
In case of a tie, all tying con-

& Nursery Co., 714 Gurney Square,

Would Not Part

So writes an

$1,000

.

.

—

.

125 Points Wins Frst Prize!
1
sa
rearrange the
movie
you can

to

•

NOW

varieties

you how much I love you,
marry me

to

you

It seemed to be Stanton's writing.
"We are sisters, my dear, in adversity,"
sighed Isabel.
"Now this is what I have
really come to tell you, to save you from
shame and disgrace. This you must understand, my dear.
Stanton Braithwaite
will never honestly permit himself to love
a poor girl like we are or a bad girl."
Then Hope confessed petulantly that he
treated her like a child.
"That's his ruse, my dear. He has run

GURNEY'S FAMOUS PEONY FIELDS!

grown

prove

I ask

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is guaranteed.

—

—

]

Advertising Section

What The

the
—playing
Sainted Devil —

F. P. L.

Have you ever noticed a cartoonist draw?
small
short line here. Another there.
curve.
splash of shading and you have
a wonderful picture!
It was all so easy

Gordon, Huntley recently completed
work in The Breath of Scandal B. F. S.
Gowland, Gibson recently completed
work in The Prairie Wife — M. G. M.
Griffith, Corinne
playing in Wilderness.

— F. N.
—

Griffith, Raymond
Chumley F. P. L.

A

—

—
—

—playing

lines

A

—

A

—

he knew how he knew which
use and just where to put them.

because
to

Easy Way to Draw
you too can learn the Magic Power of a
Few Little Lines and how to make big
money in drawing them!

Through

Lord

in

MAGAZINE

AFewLittle lines

role

—

I

The Magic"Power of

{Continued from page 72)

Godowsky, Dagmar
of Dona Florencia in A

InOI

I

Are Doing

Stars

tfTK/IOTION FICTURI

this

New

H
—

Hackathorne, George recently completed Gold Heels— W. F.
Hale, Alan playing in So Big F. N.
Hale, Creighton playing in This Wom-

—

an— W.

—

—

B.

—

How Easy!

recently comHamilton, Mahlon
pleted work in The River Road E. S.
Hamilton, Neil playing in Dawn
D. W. G.

—

—
Hampton, Hope —

—
Note how these
few

going to desert the
screen to appear on the stage in Mme.

Pompadour this fall.
Harlan, Kenneth

Hard
—playing
Cash—A. A.
Hatton, Raymond —playing
The
Mine With
Iron Door — P.
Haver, Phyllis — playing
The Snob—
M. G. M.
Hawley, Wanda —playing
Reckless
Romance—A. C.
Hearn, Edward —playing
Winner
Take All—\N.
Herbert, Holmes — playing
Wilderness —F. N.
Christine
Hiers, Walter — playing
Hungry Heart — T. H.
Holmes, Stuart— playing
In Every
Woman's Life—F. N.
Holt, Jack —playing
Emerson Hough's
North
36—
L.
Inez of HolHughes, Lloyd —playing
lywood — F. N.
The
Hunter, Glenn — playing
Watcher—F. N.
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transformed into a pic-

are

is

most

in

ing,

fascinatbest paid
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in

your

F.

spare

time.

in

of

in

ists of 30 years' successful experience.

Get

into

bring you splendid prices. Prominent
artists get as high as $1,000 for a
single drawing.

fascinating
this
can easily qualify

game, NOW. You
and make big money. A few minutes'
study each day is all that is needed.

Big money is gladly paid and big
money is waiting for anyone with
foresight enough to prepare for this
pleasant profession. Through our new
easy method of teaching, Yr OU can
earn big money as an artist, regardless of your present
ability.
Mail
coupon today for interesting booklet

agencies,
advertising
Newspapers,
magazines, business concerns all are
looking for men and women to hanCartoonists and
dle their art work.
designers are at a premium. Dozens
of our students started work at a high

—

easy to learn
drawing.
it

-F. P.

of

We

America's foremost Commercial Art-

dents.

New way makes

in

—

simplicity of this method will
astound you.
You will be amazed
at ycur own rapid progress.
You
learn
by
mail— yet you
receive
personal
instruction
from one of

Godwin and Wynn Hoicomb (Wynn), the famous artists, are
but two of his many successful stu-

Invaluable asset
your present
in
A few
business.
can drive
lines
home your intangible
ideas.

—

jobs.

the old idea that talent is an absolute necessity in art
that "It's all
a 'gift.' "
Just as you have learned
to write, this new method teaches
you to draw.
start you with
straight lines, then curves.
Then you
learn
how to put them together.
Now you begin making pictures.
Shading, action, perspective and all
the rest follow in their right order,
until you are making pictures that

—Frank

in

the
are

This amazing method has exploded

they

before

they

YOU—

artists'

The

Delightful pastime!
Endless
Acquire
fun
the Imaok in

I.

pencil

than

earn more
course while

with a little spare time study
your own home can easily and
quickly get one of these big-paying

studied with us.

in

the

drawing

a

yours after a
minutes'
few
training a day.

in

Many
the
1

in

Hundreds of our students are
now making splendid incomes.
And most of them never touched

the

businesse s

P.

the

of

salary.
cost of

learning

one to learn Illustrating,
Cartooning, or Commercial Art.

in

One

wonderful new method
THIS
makes
possible for anyit

ture.

telling sll about

it.

in

Silent

in

Coupon Brings Fascinating Booklet
An interesting
"New Easy Way

—

Johnson, Julanne playing
German Production.

gon, a

Jones, CharlesAll—\N. F.
June, Mildred

Bride—W.

— plaving

—playing

in

in

Garra-

Winner Take

in Troubles of

a

F.

Keaton, Buster
Changes— M. G. M.

— playing

Keith,

Ian-

F. N.

Kenyon, Doris

—T. H.

I.

Kerrigan,
tain Blood

J.

—V.

—

Booklet
about
particulars
position.

— playing

Wilderness

in

playing

Seven

in

—

in Idle

Warren—playing

Tongues
in

Cap-

role

pon now.

Mail

in

LOSE

"Free

it

—F. N.

— playing Tumbleweed
SmolderLa Plante, Laura — playing
ing Fires — U.
La Rocque, Rod — has the leading male
Landis, Cullen

~to 'Become.

r6le opposite Pola Negri in Forbidden Paradise— F. P. L.

(Continued on page 111)
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of Art, Inc.

N.W., Washington, D.C.

Easy

Way

I

full

details

1

Time

to

Become an

about

your

Artist," and
special Short-

Offer.

I

j
,
!

,
I

;

jot

1811, 1115-ISth St.,

Name
(State whether Mr., Mrs. or Miss)

City

State

'

N.W., Washington, D.C.

—

-with,

—

DESIN/EVI*

A SAFE, SIMPLE, PAINLESS,
GUARANTEED HOME TREATMENT

—

no Epsom salts. Box of
14 tl-eatments SS^'a at your druggist or direct,
($4.00 Canada). Satisfaction guaranteed.
FLO-RA-ZO-NA CORP., Depl.X-3. 100 5th Ave., NY. C.

/

Write /brDooklcl oflnformation'lt'sFret

D5C-L-ALLEN-BINGHAMPTON SLA'
BOX 74 ~ MEMPHIS. TENN- U'S-A-

Witli or without music. Short Course.
Adult beginners taught by mail. No teacher required.
Self-Instruction Course for Advanced Pianists. Learn 67
styles of Baas, 180 Syncopated Effects, Blue Harmony.
Oriental, Chime. Movie and Cafe Jazz, Trick Endings,
CleTer Breaks, Space Fillers, Sax Slurs, Triple Bass.
Wicked Harmony. Blue Obligato, and 247 other Subjects.
including Ear Playing. 110 pages of REAL Jazz. 25.000
words.
A Postal brings our FREE Special Offer.

By Note

or Ear.

Waterman Piano School, 253 Superba Theatre

When you

I

cftriist

in

in

1811, 1115-15th St,

Please send me, without cost or obligation on my part, your free book, "New

Without Drugs, Dieting or Ex-

Sandra

—V.

Room

I

TODAY.

Cains no alum

in

The Washineton School

ercising.
Yet-eat-drink-sleep
This new way is safe and sure.
FLO-RA-ZO-NA. in
Dissolve
warm water. Get in and relax
from 8 ounces to a pound a day
will melt away like magic.
Con-

—W. F.

La Marr, Barbara-—playing

I
j

*J POUND A DAY

Frankau's sensational English novel Gerald

Ladv

our

NOW.

coupon and mail

I

in

Cranston's

artist's
full

This
Artist's Outfit" Offer.
booklet will be sent free, and
Read all
without obligation.
about this amazing New Easy
to Draw and how you can
quickly learn, at home in spare
Fill out the booklet-coutime.
Washington School of Art, Inc.,

—playing The Best
Kirkwood, James — playing the leading
the photoplay version of Gilbert

—

Mail coupon today for this
fascinating booklet, and learn
how you can become an Artist
in a few minutes a day of
your spare time. Cut out

booklet,

gives

Way

Kerry, Norman
U.

in Life

illustrated

—
—

for a high -salaried

K

handsomely

and

to Become an Artist," has been prepared and will be sent to you without cost. It tells how
you can easily become an artist in a few minutes' daily
spare time and at the cost of
Explains
a few cents a day.
about this amazing method in
students
our
Tells
of
detail.
and their wonderful progress
and how we can qualify you

write to advertisers please mention

Bids.

Los Angeles.

Calif.

Forever removed by the Mahler
Method which kills the hair root
without pain or injuries to the skin
in the privacy of your own home.
Send today 3 stamps for Fret Booklet
D.

J.
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Health Commissioner Advises

n

FAT PEOPLE
W
?S REDUCE

1

NEW DISCOVERY DOES AWAY WITH
DANGEROUS DRUGS, EXERCISES,
CREAMS, DIETS OR GARMENTS
"If you want to safely ami easily become slender
healthy," says Dr. Rudolph, former Health
Commissioner, "ask Madame Elaine, elie will gladly
tell you what to do.
I
have thoroughly investigated her discovery, and I consider ii a most
remarkable and safe way to take off fat."
If you
have tried diets, exercises, creams, and various
reducing methods without success
if yon are living
under the burden
:mii

Ray

Charles

which

role

in

he

—

another character
"concocted" in his

much

of too

—

pounds

The

Story of

My

43

— $62.00

RING

full

of

spark-

ling blue-white genuine
diamonds set In solid
platinum in this engage-

set

ment style ring flash with

in solid platinum in
this 18Kt. solid white
gold exquisitelydesigned
engraved and pierced

mounting. They have

— $48.00

7 fiery, brilliant,

white genuine diamonds
fiery colors,

4$

The great big cluster of

Extra large size cluster
of 7 exceptionally brilsparkling:, blueliant,

the beauty of a solidiamond over 1 carat in size. Choice of a
white, green or yellow
solid gold ring. Makes
a splendid engagement
ring or friendship ring.
all

taire

hear
and

talking contemptuously about
You couldn't get into a dinky road
show if they knew you'd ever been in pictures, but I heard they needed men to ride
horses in Westerns, at Inceville, and out
I went.
I couldn't ride a horse, but I
wrapped the reins around one wrist and
clung like grim death to the saddle with
the hand on the opposite side from the
camera, while with the other side I tried
Luckily, the
to express nonchalant ease.
horses kicked up such a dust nobody
noticed my newness to the saddle, and
there I was a movie actor at the aweinspiring salary of thirty-five a week!

all

the fire and brilliance of
a solitaire diamond costing $1000.00. Will stand
any test or comparison
with $100 diamond rings,

Compare with any $75.00
ring on the market today

WEAR WHILE YOU PAYwe
$2.00 down to show yoqr good faith, and
send the diamond ring of your choice for your free
inspection. If satisfied, pay only $6.00 on ring
43 or $4.60 on ring 45, for ten months.

Pay only

.will

ORDER
ON FREE TRIAL
You

(jet a handsomely engraved guarantee certificate
which specifies that every cent you paid will be returned If you are not satisfied, and return the ring
within ten days. These rings will stand any test. Compare them with diamond rings costing twice as much.
We allow 6% annual Incr.aa. in value on exchanges.

NO RED TAPE NO DELAY
You

t
Sign the coupon and we'll send the ring.
can pay
the< deposit to the postman if you prefer, everything
is vary confidential. You will find it a pleasure to
deal with us. We have been pleasing diamond buyers
since 1879, and our values will surely please you.

NEWLOW PRICES: ORDER NOW!

Don't wait; just sign your name, and get the ring an
trial before deciding f you will buy it, either for yourself or for a friend. Save 40X. The coupon maka.
It easy. It is the biggest bargain you will ever find.
i

Write for Bargain Catalog
you

facts about diamonds. Learn to buy
just like having a big Jewelry store full
of diamonds, watches, etc., delivered right into
It tells

wisely. It

all

is

your home. Sign the coupon right now 1 Mail

it

today

SHRIINGSM.

(Diamond Importers— SI ,000,000 Slock— Est. 1879)

63 PARK ROW, Dept 1590

NEW YOR

TEAR OUT
STERLING DIAMOND

i*
& WATCH

CO.

Dept. 1590, New York, N. V.
I have selected ring
Please send this ring
to me in accordance with terms printed above. I am
enclosing $2.00 deposit to show my good faith, and I
agree to pay the balance in ten equal monthly payments as specified in this advertisement. If not satisfled, you will return my $2.
Please send your big new free catalog to me,
showing diamonds, watches and jewelry at spe-

63 Park Row,

:

—

I

I

1

'

cial

low prices.

Name.
Local

Address
Citv &
State...

I

10
GE.

I

expect

I

swaggered a

News

my

bit

—

when

I told

family it was a lot
of money for a nineteen-year-old boy to
make twelve years ago. There are boys
of that age out here now making five
Even then, when Hollyr
times as much.
wood was poor but honest, my career
might have been very different if it had
not been for my family and home and the
words which my mother used to call after
"Good
me when I went out in the evening
!"
night, Charlie
be a good boy
the Big

to

:

—

weak

pressure,

Life

puffing,
dizziness.
Statistics
that fat people
head the list of

(Continued from page 100)

RING

you

probably
suffer
from high blood

was

stage
them.

fat,

overtaxing
your frame Willi
20 or
10,
50

a u d

early teens

t,

show

deaths from apoplexy, pneumonia
and heart trouble.

Why 1 Because
excess

and

has

fat

weakened
internal

their

organs

made

them

the easy prey for

Almost
from the moment you start
reducing, you will feel a
tremendous relief and improvement in your health.
If you are only slightly
overweight, and find it
disease.

get clothes

to

difficult

to

fit
you, or if you have
been a sufferer of obesity
for years, whatever your
case may be, with this new French discovery you
can go through such a wonderful transformation
that even your friends will hardly recognize you.
Not only will it reduce you, but it will take oft
ten years from your appearance.
Mrs. McConnell,
of Trenton, writes to Madame Elaine on the 9th
of March, 1924
"Let me express the thoughts
of your discovery.
It is wonderful.
When I
wrote you, I weighed 178 pounds
to-day. after
five weeks,
I
weigh 138 pounds, which is just
right for me.
I cannot thank you enough for the
benefit I have received."
Madame Elaine herself
lost 50 pounds in two months with this discovery,
and to-day physicians, nurses, fat men and women
from all over the country seek her advice if they
want to safely and easily reduce.
For the benefit of all fat people, we have made a spe:

;

arrangement with Madame Elaine, and she will
and confidentially explain to you ABSOwhat to do to safely and quickly reduce
you enclose in your letter the special coupon below:

cial

personally

Only

a battered movie chapel built on a
cliff above the sea still remains of the
old In Seville, but that summer it was a
colorful place with a log fort in reality,
the dressing-rooms at the top of a steep
hill
and ninety Indians living in tents
nearby and the Pacific a burning blue
under the midsummer sun.

—

played in two-reel Westerns for three
had to buy our chaps and
sombreros, pay a steep transportation back
and forth, and by that time the boy in my
old arithmetic problem, who started to the
store with forty-seven cents, couldn't have
bought more than four pounds of sugar
with it. It was hardly a time to think of
But at a party I had met the
marriage
little girl of the dancing-school class, Clara
Grant, and as they say back in the Middle
West we were "going together."
I

years.

We

!

I would
traveling courtship.
the twenty-two miles from
Inceville, put on my best clothes, drive
twenty miles to Long Beach, where Clara

was

It

come

a

home

bring her back to Los Angeles to
take her twenty miles back,
and return home between one and two in
the morning.
It looked as tho I would be
doing that for years when suddenly my
real chance came.
Mr. Ince wanted a
juvenile for the title part in The Cozvard,
and nobody was willing to be identified
with such an unheroic role. I begged for
it
and it turned out that the unpopular
character was really the most sympathetic
lived,

the

LUTELY FBEE
if

FREE COUPON
To Madame Elaine, Dept.
350 West 31st St., N. T.

38,

C.

Allowing

Name
Address
to

receive personal

directions

How To
If

Get Thin.
you care to, enclose

from Madame Elaine on

5 cents in

stamps to help cover

expense.

Ukulele Free!
Genuine Koa Wood

Ukulele. Sweet ringing
«S^ Hawaiian
Given free with Short-Cut
Ukulele Instruction Course.
^§§&Lukul€finish

tone.

dp**

Ad
Playiin byournew ^^«?£?.*
^s«
copyright
i U
1 Hour course. No months
this

of practice- justonehour.

Teaches you to play

"ne hour!
popular

latest
.hits

Mrs

O. Brown writes :"It's all amazThousands pleased
ingly easy
. '

'

Money!Ukulele
Send No
Course and

for Instruction

full size

On arrival deposit with postman only
$2.98 plus a few pennies postage. Complete satisfn-titm guaranteed or money refunded. Send NOW!
CO., 630 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 1528, Chicago,
Outfit.

FERRY &
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—
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got a raise of salary,

and one day Clara and I slipped away for
an auto ride and were quietly married at
Riverside.

We
low.

went to live in a four-room bungaClara did the housework and I helped

wipe dishes and put up curtains when

home from the studio.
The rest the public knows.

I

got

most part these

For the

years have been un-

last

eventful except for the house we bought
in Beverly Hills and proceeded to take
to pieces, alter, enlarge and remodel so
that for years we breathed plaster dust and
entered our domicile by climbing under
Now we have it exactly as
scaffolding.

we want

it,

something

and

to

I feel

vaguely lost w-ithout

worry about and plan for!

seven years as an Ince
for myself the
started out
I
player,
pioneer strain in my ancestry I suppose,
tho Mr. Ince and all my friends tried to
discourage me, and the climate joined in
the conspiracy by washing away the sets
In 1920, after

my

—

picture in torrential floods,
ninety thousand dollars of my
In the three years I produced
savings.
my own pictures I met with almost every
calamity in the category, except a plague
of grasshoppers, but in spite of that I
made sixteen pictures and seven of them

for

first

and with

it

—

Forty-Five Minutes
satisfied me
From Broadway, The Tailor-Made Man,
almost

Scrap Iron, the Old Swimming-Hole,
Peaceful Valley, The Girl I Loved, and
Miles Standish.
The last picture took about everything
It may earn back the
I had in the world.
fortune I put into it, in time and it may
Anyhow, my reason for making it
not.
to do honor to American history and to
try to do something fine makes it worth
while to me.
And now I am back with Mr. Ince, as
people
the unsophisticated country boy
seem to like. Well, if the public wants
me to wear rustic clothes and go without

—

—

a hair-cut,
after all

it

a small enough thing to do,
has done for me!

it's

Make

'

W<+

Hearts Leap

£f

With the amazing beauty of your skin —
keep it hair-free and lovely this easy way.
Know why beauty-loving girls and
women everywhere are demanding
Neet.
Why both mothers and
daughters all around you depend on
it for fresh and lovely beauty of
skin where unwanted hair growths
come on legs and arms, underarms

and neck.

See how

swiftly and
ready-to-use, fragrant,

gently this
hair - removing cream will bring
thrilling loveliness and charm to

you.

Almost no one escapes the need
To dress as you
want to, to be wholly at ease, happy
and confident that your appearfor hair riddance.

that it should be, unwelhair simply must be removed.
And science in Neet has created the
simplest, easiest method known for
combating this common foe of
beauty.
But it does even more than enable you simply to dissolve and

ance

is all

come

rinse

away

hair.

Through

stimu-

its

antiseptic qualities,
Neet
acts with tonic effect on the surface
treated.
Unexpected beauty comes
quickly.
lating,

Buy Neet

at your drug or departstore today and use it according to the simple directions in each
package.
Call for Neet by name.
Accept no substitutes. Test it out
critically, if you wish, on hand or
underarm. You will agree that no
other method, regardless of cost,
equals this quick, simple, hair-removing cream. When Neet is used note
whiteness of underarm in contrast
to dark texture of skin after shaving. If your favorite drug or department store is for the moment out of
Neet, mail fifty cents with the coupon below.
Note: Ask your Neet dealer for Immac alBo,
the dainty cream Deodorant that rids perspiration of all odor and insures personal fragrance.

.

ment

Only U.S.A. mail orders
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Are Doing
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Thorn—W.
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F.

Ben— playing

Lytell, Bert

in

—playing

So Big

—F. N.

in Sandra-

—F.

— —
—

N.

playing

in

in

Idle

—T. H.
Marshall, Tully —playing Reckless Romance—A. C.
My HusMason, Shirley— playing
her
by
band's Wives, written
Barbara La Marr—W. F.
The Price She
Mayo, Frank— plaving
Paid—C. B. C.
McAvoy, May—playing
Here's How
—U.
McDonald, Wallace— playing
The
Lady, opposite Norma Talmadge.
McGregor, Malcolm— playing
Tongues —T. H.
McKee, Raymond— recently finished
The
Accuser— M. G. M.
work
Tongues

I.

in

especially

for

in

in

in

in

Idle

I.

in

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

Removes hair
WO

High grade, clear, white bond paper
—unusually smooth writing surface.

on every sheet and envelope as shown, In rich
dark blue, up to 4 lines. Makes a personal stationery you will be delighted to use. An ideal
gift printed with your friend's name. Send name
and address with $1.00 (west of Denver and outWe prepay postage.
side the U. S. $1.10).
Money returned if not satisfied. Order today.
National Stationery Co., 1528 Lincoln Highway* Batavia,

Silent

When you

LOOK!

140 to
Many

A dream

Illinois

day sure, for FREE
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE,

that has become a reality

Idea

—A

,

...

6

.

STATE

.

. .

...

,

$3000
U.

S.

Year

a

Government

Jobs now obtainable. Steady
work.
Common education
usually sufficient.
Write to-

— SOMETHING NEW!
New Perfume

,

WANT
YOU"
MEN-WOMEN, 18 UP

200 Sheets, 100 Envelopes
fi -

.

My Dealer's
Name ia

easily

*

Mackaill, Dorothy playing Marta
The Mine With the Iron Door P. P.

Percy

tube of Neet. prepaid by mail.

Your Name and Address Printed Free

M
Marmont,

686 Locust St., St. Louis, Mo.
am unable to tret Neet from my
I am enclosing 50c for a

dealer so

Livingston, Margaret starring in The
which she has the role of an
T. H. 1.
Irish show girl
Lloyd, Harold playing in Hot Water.
Logan, Jacqueline appearing in Manhattan—F P. L.
Love, Bessie plaving in The Silent
Watcher—¥. X.
Lowe, Edmund playing in The Love

Follies Girl, in

filled

of positions.
Dept. R-254,

1 ist

Rochester, N. Y.

^

Only $2-49
(plus postage)

Winner

"BELLE"— Oriental

For this Unique

Lucky Love Lure
E-concentrated form in
APERFUM
Metal
NOT A LIQUID. No

SEND NO MONEY

Case.
Bottle to Break

-No Waste -No

better res><lts.
For ages the Orientals believed that the Birthmonth Flowers had a powerful influence over the
lives and destinies of persons born in the month
each governs.
Following' this custom we introduce a High Grade
Perfume combining the Birthmonth Flowersblended
into a fragrance that thrills and lasts for many
days, suggesting a loveliest and enduring aDoeal
that attracts and fascinates in an uncontrollable
manner and sure to please you. Enclose a Dollar
Bill and order NOW.
Money back if not satisfied.
With first order we send FREE a Lucky Birthmonth
Stone. Mention month born.

CO., 22 Quincy

write to advertisers please mention

St.,

A "beauty spot" in any

Chicago,

III.

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.

High grade

home.

Worry.

For Both Sexes. J" st a speck on the skin
and the exquisite fragrance will last for
many days. You can pay $10 and not get

BELLE PLAINE &

Gift

elec-

lamp. UnbreakShade is plain color-

l

trie doll

m.

able.

| ed crepe with floral crepe

I

lining.

Shade and

dress

art fringe.
f trimmed withstriking,
artisSoftglow gives
f
tic effect when lighted. Complete with 6 ft. cord, socket
and plug, direct- to-yon at remarkably low price of $2.49.

Send no money. Pay Postman

S2.49,
livery.

plna postage
Order today.

on de-

UNGER DOLL & TOY CO. /
272 Fourth Avenue
milwaukee. Wis
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—playing
Menjou, Adolphe—playing
Paradise — F. P. L.
Meighan, Thomas

—F.

of Flame

in

in

Forbidden

Merriam, Charlotte—recently
work

w

.A M.,

—

Long Evening Yet
Her Cheeks Will Remain Glowing

You

will

to

like

use

fluffiness

of

it

by

unaffected

because the

its

spread as easily as a powder. It
wind, warmth, water or constant

cream base makes
is

Pert,

powdering.

— Orange

In two shades
it
touches the

skin)

darker complexion)

(changing to a becoming pink as
and Rose (to harmonize with a

—75c.

Send a dime toda$ for a sample ofPert Rouge

ROSS COMPANY

Morey, Harry T.
Mulhall, Jack

— U.

—

—playing

— playing

Mae— just

Murray,

in

Thorns of

Here's

in

starting

How

in

Merry Widow, which Eric von Stroheim

M. G. M.
Myers, Carmel playing
Hnr—M.G. M.
Myers, Harry playing in

Tlw
will

direct for

—

—A. C.

Iras

—

in

Ben

Reckless Ro-

N
—
—
— F. L.
A Sainted
Nazimova — returning to the screen
—F. N.
Madonna
Forbidden ParaNegri, Pola — playing
dise—F. P. L.
Inez of
Nilsson, Anna Q. — appearing
Hollywood — F. N.
Nixon, Marion — playing opposite Tom
Duanes— W. F.
Mix
The Last
Two Shall Be
Novak, Jane — playing
Bom —V.
P.

Devil-

New York

Street

—

Nagel, Conrad playing in So This Is
Marriage— M. G. M.
Naldi, Nita recently finished work in

stores.

West 17th

— F. P. L.
Passion — W. F.

story

mance

Match your Pert Rouge with Pert Waterproof Lipstick.
Rouge and Lipstick for sale at drug and department

242

—

—

brightest lights hold no revealing terrors for the
who uses Pert Rouge. She never fears lest
the lovely complexion she started with may have faded to
a tired pallor. Pert Rouge stays on until she removes it
herself with cold cream or soap.

finished

—

Tom—

—

THE
woman

u

—

Captain Blood V.
Miller, Patsy Ruth— recently finished
work in The Breath of Scandal B, F. S.
Mix,
playing in The Deadwood
Coach W. F.
Moore, Colleen
playing in So Big, in
which she plays a young mother F. N.
Moore, Matt—playing in The Narrow
Street—W. B.
Moore, Tom playing in Dangerous
Money opposite Bebe Daniels F. P. L.
Moreno, Antonio playing in The Border Legion, adapted from the Zane Grey
in

—

A

Tongues

P. L.

in

of the Streets

in

rert 13ouge

in

of the

in

in

Novarro,

—M. G. M.

Ramon —playing

in

Ben Hur

o
— playing
Thorns of
O'Brien, George— playing
Passion —W. F.
the GoO'Hara, George — playing
Getters Series — F. B. O.
Olmstead, Gertrude —recently comLovers Lane—W B.
pleted work
The Mine
O'Malley, Pat— playing
Iron Door — P. P.
With
O'Brien, Eugene

opposite

in Sacrifice,

Norma Talmadge— F. N.
in

in

Make your

figure slender and attractive by slipping on
an Annette Bust Reducer. Thousands of women are
now wearing this wonderful reducer and have written
letters of appreciation for what it has done for them.
No massaging, no rubbing, no exercise of any kind
the reducer does the work, bringing about a reduction
the moment you put it on Most comfortable, made

T

in

.

in

the

of the finest fabrics and so ingeniously woven that no
rubber touches you. Ideal to wear to make your figure
in keeping with present fashions calling for slender,

in

——

Paige, Jean recently completed work
Captain Blood -V.

graceful lines.

{Continued on page 114)

END NO M
Just give your bust measurement and I will send you an
Annette Bust Reducer in a plain wrapper. For 8-inch
size, illustrated on the left, pay the postman $3.50 plus
a few cents postage— for the 12-inch size, shown on the
right, pay the postman $4.50 plus a few cents postage.
If you prefer to send the money when ordering, the
garment will be sent prepaid. Try it on when received,
and if not satisfied, send it back at once and I will refund your money. Mail your order today. NoC.O.D.
to Canada, Hotels or General Delivery addresses.

Free Literature on Reducing Garments
me a postcard and I will send you descriptive literature
of my Reducers for hips and waist— giving you straight,
Ankle and Abdomen Reducers are
slender, graceful lines.
illustrated and described. Other items of interest to women
are listed. Write today.
Mail

My

MME. ANNETTE,

9 112
.AGE.

Dept.P-31, 30

N.Michigan Ave., Chicago

Every advertisement

in
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Mae Murray
and her new Rolls-Royce
is

guaranteed.

—

Advertising Section

Iriell

(Delica
KisspvoofLipstick
make your

will

lips

more alluring,

is

to be

MAGAZINE

f\

Out

Tkat's

(Continued from page 107)

Seastrom

I

commended on

selecting

I
such a subject for the silent drama.
wish him every luck with it, but unless
Andreyev's original manuscript is turned
inside out and jazzed up with a quantity
of movie hokum, there seems but scant
hope that it will ever meet with anything
but a cold reception from cinema audiences.

Science Discovers
the Secret of

Caruso's
Wonderful Voice

intriguing and lovely. The color is
new and so indescribably natural
it defies detection. It's

Nazimova the Great

WATERPROOF! KISSPROOF!
STAYS ON!

r

As you

face your mirror and apply
you will behold
more beautiful than you ever
knew were yours.
this latest creation,
lips

cAt all Toilet Counters or Direct 50c

FREE
Delica Laboeatoetes, Inc.,

Dept. 101, 4003 Broadway, CHICAGO
Send me agenerous sample of Delica Kissproof Lipstick together with sample bottle of Delica-Brow,
the original liquid dressing for darkening the lashed
and brows. I enclose 10c for packing and mailing.

Name

b

Address.

"I Got Rid of 6 Pounds of Fat

in

of stout persons have
to the wonderful results
obtained from DAINTY-FORM

Thousands

—

Is

Barbara La Marr Another
Clothes-rack

testified

Fat Reducing Cream, and

we

in

view

feel

to try

EVELYN

NEVILLE'S

FAT
Reducing Cream
RESULTS GUARANTEED OR NO PAY

ANN PENNINGTON,

of the Zieg-

am

overjoyed
with my DAINTY-FORM reducing cream. Its use has helped me
to become slender."
feld Follies, says:

DAINTY-FORM
direct to your

"I

will

home

be
in

wrapper upon receipt of
the jar or 53.50 for double

sent
plain
$2.00
size,

pins 10 cents to cover parcels
post and Insurance charges.

DAINTY-FORM COMPANY

15 W. 34th

St., D;pt. 72-A.

New York

WATCHES^

ABSOLUTELY

H
M

4

•
I

1

"f

YOU
not
"1 SENDANY
MONEY!

tP^do

Simply make five first
names of boys or girls any
names out of the letters in
Great Lakes Merchandise Com-

—

pany." Be the first one in your state to send
them in with your own name and address
and get Free a 6 Jewel wrist watch, White
Gold Filled Case, guaranteed 25 years. It's
easy. Example: Take GRA and E of "Great"

and C of "Company"="Grace." Here are all
letters to

is

—

BEAUTIFUL WRIST

be used.

GREAT LAKES MERCHANDISE COMPANY
More than 50 namescan be made. You need
5. Then send names and addresses of
four girls you know — two in your neighborhood and two in other towns.
Everybody who answers with names
gets Valuable Gift Free. First one in

HURRY!
GREAT LAKES MDSE. CO

340 West Huron St.,
Desk 125,

iPwHITE

of his thrat will show you. Caruso's marvelous voice was due to a superb development of
his Hyo - Glossus muscle.
Your Hyo - Glossus
muscle can be developed, toot
good voice can be
made better a weak voice become strong a lost
voice restored—stammering and stuttering cured.
Science will help you.

A

—

Your voice can be
improved 100%
A few very fortunate

persons— like the late
Caruso— are born with the ability to sing
well. But even Caruso had to develop his
Hyo-Glossus muscle before his voice was

You can develop a beautiful singing
if your Hyo-Glossus muscle
strengthened by correct training. Professor Feuchtinger. A. M.— famous in the
music centers of Europe for his success in
training famous Opera Singers— discovered
the secret of the Hyo-Glossus muscle. He
devoted years of his life to scientific research
and finally perfected a system of voice training that will develop your Hyo-Glossus
muscle by simple, silent exercises right in
your own home. The Perfect Voice Institute
guarantees that Professor Feuchtinger's
method will improve your voice 100 #>. You
are to be your own judge— if your voice is
not improved 100 # in your own opinion, we
will refund your money.
perfect.

or speaking voice
is

Grand Opera Stars

COMING
The

Star

will help you.

Refused
To Twinkle
did Viola

Prof. Feuchtinger's
You

will

"""""""Perfect Voice Institute"
^

her starring contract?

it

1

"""

1922 Sunnyside Ave., Studio 12-68 Chicago
Please send me FREE Professor Feuchtinger's book,
"Enter Your World.' 1 I have put X opposite the
subject that interests me most. I assume no obligations whatever.
Singing

Read

Book FREE

do yourself a great and lasting good by
studying this book "Enter Your World." It may
be the first step in your career. Do not delay.
Mail the coupon today.

Dana

refuse to renew

—

to study here is your chance. You can now train
your voice at a very small cost in the privacy of

your own home.
If yoa want to improve your speaking voice— if
you stammer or Btutter— Professor Feuchtinger

Who
Why

Hundreds of famous singers have studied with
Professor Feuchtinger. Over 10,000 happy pupils
have received the benefits of his wonderful training-.
You do not know the possibilities of your
voice. If you want to sing — but lack the proper
training because you have not the time nor means

Speaking

Stammering

Weak

Voice

in the

DECEMBER

ISSUE

Chicago, 111.
.

When you

—

His Students

only

each state gets watch. All others get Imported Bead Necklace. There are no tricks, no
catches in this ad. Only those sending
in 4 names and addresses of
their friends will get gifts.

Why ia it that the humble peasant boy of Italy
became the greatest singer of all time ? This dia~

gram

another actress who
meeting with either prejudice or
is
near-sightedness on the part of many
She is in the same boat
critics and fans.
Bethat Swanson was in two years ago.
cause she plays bizarre, over-dressed and
under-dressed roles, there has come to be
a general impression that Barbara cannot
Yet, in reality, La Marr is one of
act.
the finest actresses on the screen. Witness
her work in Thy Xante in Woman, in
which she was dressed in simple peasant
costume, and in which she gave one of
the most potent and subtle performances
of the year.
Barbara has contracted one bad mannerism which somewhat mars the effectiveness of her work that is an absurd
habit of puckering her mouth up into a
knot when there is absolutely no sense to
it.
If she can overcome this foolishness
and get a few human roles to portray,
there is no question but that Barbara can
quickly duplicate much of the success that
has lately come to Gloria.

"Rarbara La Marr

perfectly safe in
urging every stout person, man or-

woman,

Back

return of Nazimova in the Edwin
Carewe production, The Madonna of the
Streets, will mark the reappearance on the
screen of one of the greatest personalities
Of
that ever flashed on the silversheet.
course, Nazimova is also a tine actress.
But we have plenty of actresses. What
the screen needs is big personalities and
the loss of Nazimova removed from the
silent drama one of its most magnetic
individuals.
If Alia tempers her screen
performances with good judgment, she
should rapidly climb back to the high
position on the movie ladder from which
she stepped a year or two ago.

One Day"

You Can Do The Same
of this,

Is

F he

write to advertisers please mention

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.
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(Continued from page 112)

—
—
—

Philbin, Mary recently completed work
The Best in Life U.
Pickford, Jack
recently completed
work in The End of the World A. P.
Pickford, Mary last picture Dorothy
Vernon of Haddon Hall.
Pitts, Zazu
playing the role of the social outcast in The Fast Set
taken from the
Broadway play Spring Cleaning F. P. L.
playing in The Tenth
Post, Charles A.
in

—

—

—

—

—

—
Woman —W. B.
Prevost, Marie — playing
Swan —W. B.
Aileen

Pringle,

work

Watch Your EYES
Many women,

completed

M.

G.

It'sFurf
Learning'

R

by neglect or

—

Ralston, Jobyna
recently completed
work in Hot Water opposite Harold Lloyd.
Rawlinson, Herbert recently completed work in The Prairie Wife M. G. M.
Ray, Charles playing in Dynamite
Smith—-T. H. I.
Reid, Mrs. Wallace appearing in Broken
Laws F. B. O.
Reynolds, Vera recently completed
work in Feet of Clay F. P. L.

improper care, allow their EYES
to erow lusterless, dull and sullen.

—

EYES carefully cleansed and cared
for should assume new lights and

—

—

loveliness.

Never overstrain or abuse

—
—
—

—

your EYES. And, after exposure to
sun, wind and dust, remove irritating particles with Murine. Use
this beneficial lotion night and
morning to cleanse, brighten and
refresh your EYES. It positively

Rich, Irene

W.

—playing

B.

Woman

This

in

—

Sea—W.

by the

books on "Eye Care'
or "Eye Beauty" are FREE on request
illustrated

—
B.

Roberts, Theodore

Chumley—F

The Murine Company

.

—playing

the

—playing

A

—

Free Book Explains Cartooning
Send for
tells

full details of this fascinating work, which
you how to become a cartoonist. Always a demand
no "oir seasons."
Mall postal for free

—
—no obligation.

cartoons

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF CARTOONING
Room

1113-lSth Street,

1811,

—playing
'sLady—W. F.

ston

in Gerald

Unmarred by BUNIONS
FASHION
* mand

Cran-

Santschi,

Thomas- —playing The

Grand'

Comics, Cartoons, Commercial, Newspaper and Magazine Illustrating, Pastel Crayon Portraits and Fashions, Ry Mailor l.oea ICI.-isses.
Easy method. Write for terms and List of successful sltiuents.

Play—F. B. O.
Seigman, George— -playing in Manhattan—F. P. L.
Semon, Larry playing in Her Boy
Friend— P. D. C.
Shaw, Peggy playing in Winner Take
All—W. F.
Shearer,

M.

G.

M.

Norma — playing

to-day.

in

Pedodyne.

Pedodyne stops

pain almost instantly, banishes
(disfiguring hump, and
relieves
swollen burning sensation.

the
the

SENT ON TRIAL

Write to-day and I will ladly arrange
to send you a box of Pedodyne SolSimply write
vent for you to try.
anl say "I want to try Pedodyne."
There is no obligation.
s

—

plajang
The Go—F. B. —O.
Milton. — recently completed work
Madonna of
—F. N.
Stanley Forrest-— recently completed
The Breath of Scandal-— B. F.
Starke, Pauline — playing
Forbidden
Paradise — F. P. L.
Stedman, Myrtle— playing
Here's
How—XJ.
Never
Stewart, Anita —playing
Twain Shall Meet—C. P.
Inez of HollyStone, Lewis— playing
wood— N.
Madame
Swanson, Gloria — playing
Sans-Gene-— F.
L.
The SportSweet, Blanche — playing
ing Venus— M. G. M.

solvent,

f

The Snob

in

Gertrude

Short,

of

There must be no hump to mar
shapely feet no racking torture
Bunions are unto upset comfort.
necessary and dangerous. You can
remove them quickly, harmlessly,
pleasantly with the new, marvelous

'

—
—

ASSOCIATED ART STUDIOS, Dept. J, 100 W. 23rd St., New York

comfort desnugly into

fit

pumps

—

stand

BE AN ARTIST

and

that feet

dainty

the

•orY° ur
/ILfrtW*

eVeis

N. W., Wellington, D. C.

Have Shapely Feet

Lord

Out Where

in

little

tricks of originating cartoon-ideas, the secrets
of actionexpression.
few little lines—simple curves, a splash of
black _ here and there.
See how "easy and simple it Is.
mere s big money in cartoonlns— $3,000 to $15 000 a
year your own boss— easy hours, that's the life of
the
cartoonist.

Worst Begins.

Rubens, Alma

(//?//VE>

in

P. L.

Roland, Ruth-

Dept.25, Chicago

amazing, remarkable method teaches you the

book now

Lucille
playing in Idle
Tongues T. H. I.
Rin-Tin-Tin playing in The Lighthouse

—

ARTOONING
An

for

—

Ricksen,

does not contain belladonna or
any other harmful ingredient.

Our

—recently

Hour—M.

His

in

The Dark

in

Dept. A-360
KAY LABORATORIES,
LaSalle St., Chicago, 111.
186 N.

Getter's Series
Sills,

Develops 'Bust Like Magic!

the Streets

in

his role in

During the past 17 years thousands have
added to their captivating glory of womanhood by using

GROWDINA

S.

for bust, neck or arm development
Great Discovery of Parisian beauty expert. Harmless, easy, certain
lplished quickly. Marvelous testiomals of efficiency. Confidential proof
id literature (sealed) on request. Write

in

con
everything in radio: parts, supplies, complete parts for sets, complete sets, etc., also a mine of very
latest information on all different
circuits, complete list of broadcasting
stations
and other valuable
data. Send your name and address
and we'll send FREE catalog.

in

in

in

-F

in

in

With American

Adjustable
ful

Talmadge, Constance — playing
Heart Trouble — F. N.
Talmadge, Norma —
starting work
on The Lady.

Wonder-

Unit.

in

volume,

clear reception.

Speaks for

itself

without

—

coaxing, lu-inchbell
made
of non-vibrating material.

Hundreds of Other
Bargains

Our catalog

is

filled

bargains like these.

with
Order

from this ad.
We
prepay charges. Don't buy
anything in radio before
you see our catalog.
FREE Service Dept.
direct

9m

Sophie Koppef, Inc.,

503

Firth Ave..

yy

New York

5RINGNO DEFERENCES NEEDS'"

Only $2.00 down and $1.00
per week for this platinum
hand pierced ARTEX
ring with two French cut blue
sapphires on sides. Guaranteed
full 1 Ct. perfect cut stone of blue
white diamond radiance and beauty. For a flawless diamond of this
cut and size, you would pay, elseOur
rvhere, upwards of $150.
- soecial price only $12.00— and ten
to pay it. Send for yours now. State whether
Our guarfadies' or gents' desired, giving finger size.
"fin., finest

.

i

1 ARTEX CO.," Dept. 140,1 133 B'way,

=
=
=
~
=
§
=

=
=:

n
E
s
=

N. V. City, N.Y. 1
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just

HEADPHONES
"RandolphSp eciaV

2200

Ohm

'

mould-

ed headset, properly designed to
give strong and

clear

reception.

Biggest beadphone value ever
offered.

RANDOLPH RADIO CORP.
159 N.

p"iie.

..,,-,,.

.

P.

American
Bell Loud
Speaker

now.

Suite 911.

the

UNION A V., Dept. 87 CHICAGO,

ILL.

— recently completed
—M. G. M.
The Great
Tearle, Conway — playing
Divide—-M. G. M.
Greater Than
Tellegen, Lou — playing
Marriage — H. P.
Taylor,

work

in

0RTHEM0VIE5

Laurette-

One Night in Rome

:"

in

in

— playing The Great DiThe Best
Theby, Rosemary— playing
in Life — U.
Terry, Alice
vide—-M. G. M.

in

A
Tiy

in

in
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is

Stories
valuable

\~dnt_sa.

o/ffodvet

-

.

field
making
money
FREE
once
any FORM,

for
at
it! Mail us stories or ideas, in
examination, criticism and advice. We give our honest services
:o amateurs who would convert their thoughts into DOLLARS.
No experience necessary. We copyright stories to protect /
authors.
Free booklet sent on request.

(Continued on page 118)
Every advertisement

VURTALEHT INTO MONEY

guaranteed.
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Continental Photoplay Studio
154 Nassau

St.,

New York

Suite 1112-14, Dept. H.

q®mm

Advertising Section

Washburn^
the popular
choice
since 1884

Play Yourself
Into Popularity!
you go.ifyou play abanjo.a
WHEREVER
ready welcome awaits you. At parties

A

new, greater
you're the center of interest.
popularity is yours.
And that is only one reward. You have your
own satisfaction a companion in times of
loneliness. Also, new earning possibilities
open up through playing in dance orchestras
and at entertainments, if you wish!

Internationl Nevvsreel

And they found Charley
again!
Chaplin waiting on the mat with a welcome

Doug and Mary

home

are

—

Easy to Learn

Trailing the Eastern Stars

AH this may easily be yours! No special
talent is required. You need know nothing
about music to start.
few minutes' practice

A

(Continued from page 69)

peaking of Manhattan reminds us that
when we were out at the studio Dix
had started his first day's work as a fullHis production
fledged Paramount star.
staff celebrated the occasion by giving him
a big silver star mounted on a staff, on
which was painted a black horseshoe and
Dick is a poputhe words "Good luck."
boy with the "gang."
He's popular with the ladies, too, which
was why we asked him "Come on and tell
us about your matrimonial plans so we can
pass the news on to the fans."
"There's nothing to tell," Dick regretted.
"I'm not engaged and I haven't any proslar

:

pects."

we

deplored.
I may be a married man
"It's the truth.
inside a year's time and then again I may
Of course, I haven't any prejudice
not.
against matrimony," in reply to our raised
eyebrows. "It just happens that if I had
wanted to marry years ago, I wasn't in a
financial position to support a wife the way

"Shucks,"

I had responsibilities to meet
1 want to.
and they left me high and dry."
"Are you prejudiced against marrying a
movie actress?"
"No. In fact, I believe she ought to be
If
either in the movies or on the stage.
she isn't, she may get some false notions
about me thru my work.
For instance,
if I embrace her the way I embrace a
_

screen sweetheart, she

may

reach the point

where she'll start to wondering.
"Suppose she speaks to me about my
movie love-making. My natural answer is
it's part of my job.
I'm an actor. Suppose she gets a notion that I'm even acting
with her? No," Dick shook his head, "I
would like my wife to be in the profes-

sion.

That report of

his

engagement

to Lois

When you

a day— and you quickly gain a wholly new,
more wonderful standing with your friends.
Particularly is this true of the " Washburn."

Wilson was only unfounded gossip. Dick
is quick to say Lois is a mighty sweet girl,
but they aren't, nor were they ever, en-

It is made for easy playing. Absolutely accurate scale makes pure tone production certain.

gaged.

TVd

you ever wonder how movie stars
were selected? There's Doris Kenyon,
for example. Doris has been doing mighty
good work in pictures for any number of
years,

but

somehow or

other

seemed

to get the breaks for
recently.

Richard

Rowland,

First National,

general

was

the

The Supreme Banjo
The new "Washburn" Banjos bring new
pre-eminence to a name famous above all
others for many years. To the other technical

never

she

stardom

until

has been added the "Air
Cushion Resonator," the most advanced improvement in banjo history! Not only does
this new feature increase Tone Volume, but
it imparts a resonance and mellowness found
in no other make.
superiorities,

manager of

man who

signed

Doris to a five-year contract with the kind
of weekly salary that makes the income
collector feel good as he receives his yearly

$29 to S350
The famous

"I

saw Miss Kenyon working

burn
in a scene

A Tenor

she was."

I

Free Trial— Easy Terms!

"I

amazing question, but it's the gospel truth.
Mr. Rowland is a business man and not a
fan, you see.)
"The director gave me details about her,"
Mr. Rowland continued. "I watched Miss
Kenyon off the set. She could act she
She was well known
could wear clothes.
and liked in pictures. She had sex appeal.
So I signed her up to a contract. She's

full information—

Everything Known in Music
Est. 1864 «

CHICAGO

Clip

67-77 Jackson Blvd., Chicago
Please send me full details of your Easy Payment Plan and handsome 40-page Book on
the instrument checked below:
Washburn Banjos
Washburn Mandolins

Doris has just finished Dr. Nye on the
Coast and when she completes her first

write to advertisers please mention

and Mail for Free Book!

LYON&HEALY

cated.

(Continued on page 120)

Still Available

LYON^HEAIY

going to be one of the biggest stars in pictures within a year's time," he prognosti-

starring vehicle for First National, // /
she returns to New York
for her future pictures.

TODAY!

Dealers— Some Desirable Territory

;

Marry Again,

—

Try this famousStyle A (or any other model)
for a week in your own home! Small monthly
payments make it easy to own. Write for

asked the director
(That may sound like an

also in the cast.)

Banjo, pictured
the Washstandard

banjos, tenor banjos, mandolin banjos, plectrum banjos — range in price from $350 for
the gold-plated de luxe down to aslowas$29.

went out to the Bioin Bom
graph Studio one day," Mr. Rowland told
us.
(Bert Lytell and Claire Windsor are
Rich when

who

Style

is one of the most popular of
line. Others, equally supreme

above,

check.

D

i

Washburn Guitars and Ukuleles

Name
Address
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On CreW
Direct

from the

Maker

Adjustments

down!
—and direct from factory
Only

He

famous Studebaker Insured

Graham with a fury that comes to a
only once in a lifetime

flung himself on

down buys

$1.00

man

the
Watch

diiect from the factory at the low
factory price. Choice of 54 newest
Art Beauty Cases, in white gold,

Tke Alaskan

green gold or yellow gold effects ; 8
handsome dial designs. Mail coupon
for beautiful Style Book in colorsSent Freel
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Jt was while he was

in the hills that the

most unwelcome news of all came to
him. Stampede Smith brought it. "Ross-

Studebaker

down

land's

there," he said.

The Insured Watch
—

Has 21 Jewels 8 adjustments— and is insured for the
lifetime of the owner. The masterpiece of timepieces
at an amazingly low price.

.

.

!
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!

cabin

That

!

John Graham

Watch Chain FREE!

letter

—was

to him.

talking to Mary
your papers ..."
.

For a limited time we are offering a beautiful Watch
Chain FREE. Write while offer lasts.

showed you

I

.

.

He

— from

has been

and looking over

"I'm going down
said Alan tensely.
"There's going to be trouble. If Graham
wants his wife, he will stop at nothing to
get her!"
"Get the herdsmen together!'' said Alan.
"We'll need them all."
Their hands gripped.
Alan set off at
top speed for his camp.
It was far, but
fear for Mary gave him strength to travel
as he had never traveled before.
Sevenand he reached Sokteen sleepless hours
wenna's cabin. He tried the door, calling
out his name. The bolt shot back.
The room was like an armed camp.
Keok and another Indian girl had knives
in their hands
Sokwenna carried his gun.
And there, facing him, was Mary Standish
She held out her hands to him
!"

Mail Coupon for FREE Book
Mail coupon today for magnificent Studebaker Book
of Advance Watch Styles. Find out how you can
buy direct from the factory save money and own one
of the finest watches made. TheBook shows 54newest
thin-model designs in Art Beauty Cases. Sent FREE!

—

STUDEBAKER WATCH CO.
South Bend, Indiana
Dept. P-6
Canadian Address Windsor, Ontario
:

Ask for Ladies' Bracelet Watch Folder
Ask for Jewelry Folder
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—

'

'

l

CO.
STUDEBAKER WATCH
Bend, Indiana
Dept. P-6

South

If you Hue in
to

Canada send your inquiry

our Canadian

office,

Windsor, Ont.

Gentlemen— Please send your Free Book of Advance
Watch Styles and particulars of your $1.00 down offer.
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blindly.
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your cabin!" she said.
Rossland
is coming
!

"

if I

—

sure you love me?"
"Yes."
He looked into her eyes. He felt the
Without anflush of battle in his heart.
other word he left her, going straight over
He
to the cabin where Rossland was.
mocking smile greeted
opened the door.
him.
"I've been waiting for you," said Rossland.
"You know that Mary Standish is

A

New York.

your salary does not suit you
increase your earning capacity S60 to
S100 a week writing show cards and
signs
teach you how
by new easy method in a ,ew weeks and help you
establish your own business and furnish all materials.
Write Mr. Miller for
illustrated booklet.
EMPIRE

in

dont go of my own free will
"I'll go over
"I understand," he said.
and see him Rossland, I mean. You're

says

—

that 6
ago.
No matter how pretty I looked my
unsightly ankles spoiled my appearance. Today am admired by men
and envied by girls. If you have
thick, swollen or "putted
ankles
called

is

"And John Graham

1476 Broadway. Niw York

John Graham's wife?"
"Yes."

"Very well. He wants her. Not her
monev her. He has always wanted her.
Now "look here. Your property isn't worth
But Graham
over a hundred thousand.
will give

Every advertisement

in

you

five times that.

.

I've a

check
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is

.

.

balance.

"Rossland? But
he's dead!" cried
Alan in amazement.
"Not he
Men like that dont die so
easily
He's down there
in your
.

here for two hundred and fifty thousand.
clear out
and let him have his
honeymoon here
and I'll pay you the

You

.

.

.

.

.

."

Alan had held himself back.

But now

eyes blazed.
"I'd give ten years of my life to have
Graham here now Rossland.
I'd
kill
him.
And you. Get out—before I kill
his

—

.

you!"
Cringing,
Rossland evaded him and
reached the door.
In Alan's heart was
triumph. When, a little later, Mary came,
her eyes were shining.
"You sent him away!" she cried softly.
Gently he stroked her hair. She lifted
her flushed face, and let him kiss her lips.
Then she freed herself from his arms.

J-Te planned, that night, to take her back

Nome.

But old Sokwenna came

to
I
smell
"I hear feet
Many feet are coming near !"
blood
"We must hurry !" said Alan. "I'll make
sure the way is clear."

to

him muttering.

;

!

Together they went out. The darkness
was upon them. Suddenly she
"Shadows!" she cried.
caught his arm.
"No, not shadows men !"
Then he knew it had come. John Graham was not going to give her up without
a struggle. He had many men at his call
men who would stop at nothing. In that
strange gloom a thousand terrors dwelt.
He asked her

of a storm

—

"You

are not afraid?"

"No."
Their lips met. Then they ran in that
weird half-light it was impossible to see
But they found Sokexactly where.
wenna's cabin at last. There they waited.
Darkness surrounded them. They talked
Suddenly there was a loud
in whispers.
knock at the door. "Open or we'll burn
;

—

was Rossland's voice.
After that, everything was confusion.
They were firing into darkness. The windows were splintered; the door still held.
in
Suddenly Sokwenna pitched forward
his throat wasthe death-rattle. But he cried
It is
"I kill him that man Rossland!
the place

down!"

It

;

:

—

enough.

guaranteed.

I

die happy.

."
.

.

!

:

—
!!

!
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The fire of the guns had ceased. But
something crackled outside and cast a fitful
gleam into the room. Alan caught Mary's

I

hand.
setting the house on fire
there's a tunnel here!"
In utter darkness he led the way. Mary
and the two Indian girls followed. Just
as they entered the tunnel they heard cries.

"They're

Come

.

.

.

The door had given way

Any Wurlitzer

Try In Your Own Home

chasm

.

See for yourself the quality of these famous instruments,
the result of 200 years' experience in musical instrument
building. A weeks' free trial in yoar own home no obligation to buy.
Wurlitzer instruments are praised by

—

masters in every sphere of music
workmanship ana ease of playing.

for artistic

—

"This leads up to Ghost Kloof it's a
"If
in the rocks !" Alan whispered.
."
we can reach it
Behind them there were voices. Mary

Instrument

.

—

shuddered. "Graham is there he's com"
ing !" she moaned.
"Oh, I cant
They had reached the open air in a
cave as dark as night itself. Close behind
In the lead was
their pursuers came.
Graham big, relentless, the mighty bulk
of a man who had always made his way
by brute force. He closed in; there was
then Alan sank
a flash, a report
down, only half -conscious, with a bullet
thru his body. He was vaguely aware that

quality, fine

—

'

New Catalog— FREE

Send for

Every known musical instrument described and illustrated—over
3000 articles. Gives you lowest prices and full information about
Free Trial, Easy Payment Plan. No obligation. Write today!

—

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
>vll7E.4thSt.. Cincinnati

©\

120 W.42DdSl..New York

Dept. 1528
329S.Wab»h Ave. Chicago/^

,

250 Stockton St.. San

Fraoriieo /
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Be a

.

.

seized Mary in his
.
crushing her gloatingly.

Graham had

Trained
train you at

I will

home
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in

months for position as Dental
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Thouaanda of splendid positions
now open. The
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Easy
work, short office hours.

fe^^

Women!

Girls! $35 to $60
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Week

I supply yon with complete outfit of tools and materials
without charge. Free Employment Service helps you find
$35 to $60 a week position as soon as you graduate.

my

Get
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me

big

I
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Book FREE!

you all about the
work of the Dental
Find out how quickly
and easily you can get ready
to earn twice and three
times as much money.
Be sure to write for
your copy today
tell

fascinating

Nurse.

FREE TRIAL for six

He had met a powerful antagonist.
There, in the darkness, they struggled
one elemental passion against another.
Into Alan's heart came the memory of his
of his mother's desecrated
father

H. A. Mc Carrie. Director,
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STUPY AT HOME
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Earn

training-.

$5,000 to $10,000 Annually

We guide you step by step. You can train at home duxing spare time. Degree of LL. B. conferred. LaSalle
students practicing law in every state. We furnish all

H8SBI text material, including fourteen-volume Law Library.
Low cost, easy terms. Get our valuable 108-page "Law Guide" and
"Evidence" books free. Send for them NOW.
LaSalle Extension University, Dept. 1178-L
Chicago
'

The World's Largest Business Training Institution

LEARN CARTOONING
successful

cartoonists

of

grave.

.

days in your own home.
Wo obligation. Send your name for free Saxophone Book. Mention any other instrument in
which you may be interested.
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Buescher Band Instrument
Eoerything in

Band and Orchestra

273 Buescher Block

Co.

Instruments

Elkhart, Ind.
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WATCHES

DIAMONDS
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Genuine Diamonds Guaranteed

'watchCs,

CASH ^credit
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gave him power to do what he must
It was one man's life against ando.
One of them had to die
other's.
Slowly, inch by inch, he bent his antag-

With the strength of
Graham resisted. They were

onist back.
tion,

desperalike wild
relented.

But Alan's grip never
one last tremendous effort.
Something cracked. John Graham fell
without a sound. He lay on the ground,
beasts.

He made

The
strangely twisted, grotesque, even.
others crowded around. But John Graham
He was dead.
did not stir.
"Mary!" Alan gathered her into his

At Home— In Your Spare Time
from the school that has trained so

many

could join an orchestra in 90 days, if
It's great fun - and big money,

It

With e « al

'

JKb?

T

You

you wish.

...

CHlcacn

::

—

But Graham faced them.
With Mary's inert body in his arms as a
shield, he cried exultantly
"Go ahead! Shoot! You'll kill her if
you do!"
Alan was only half-conscious. But when
he saw Graham level his gun at Stampede,
the strength came jack to him. He struck
the weapon down, then threw himself upon
Graham with a fury that comes to a man
only once in a lifetime.

—it's free I

If you want to be popular - to be admired - favored get this wonderful instrument. At
home, at parties, everywhere, the Saxophone
player is the center of attraction.

You don't have to be talented -you don't
need a teacher. It's astonishingly easy to
play. Just get a Buescher and start. In a
few weeks you will be playing popular music.

.

melted away.

assisting Dentists

Play a Saxophone

was
"Ho! Alan, where are you?"
Help had
It
was Stampede's voice.
come at last. Before them Graham's men
.

Dental Nurse!

arms
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to-

.

day earning from §50 to §200 and
more a week. The Landon Picture
Chart Method of teaching makes
Send
original drawing easy to learn.
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And
arms. "You're mine ... at last
we've freed Alaska of this man forever!"
But it was not Alaska but Mary that
was foremost in his heart as their lips met

6c in' stamps for full information and
chart to test your ability. Also state age,
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of Virtue

Valentino, Rudolph

completed

—F. P. L.

—

has the rdle of
Castro, a dashing young Spanish Senor in A Sainted Devil. In this picture
he also revives his well-known tango

Don Alonzo

F. P. L.
Valli,

Virginia-

Woman's

Life

—
—F. N.
Varconi, Victor— recently
work
Feet of Clay — F. P. L.
Vaughn, Alberta —playing
Series — F. B. O.
Vidor, Florence —playing
Hungry Heart—T. H.
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playing
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completed
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in

Getter's
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playing

The

in

—F. B. O.
Washburn, Bryant — playing
His
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Williams, Kathlyn— recently completed
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book
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It will prove a revelation to you. WRITE NOW. Address

Sherwin Cody School of English. 4011 Searle Building,

We train you quickly at home. No
experience necessary. Spare time
or full time. Professional camera
with
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free. Photographs in big demand
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I pleasant way
magazines, newspapers, adverby
I to make
$50
Also train you to take
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I
and more a
portraits than the average
better
_
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Rochester, N. V.

International Studios, Inc.
Dept. 12-68,
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3601 Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
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— All

the players

in this country.

who were born

We

you men-

No

record

Sept.

1st.

always love
we do not always
those who
Richard
love those whom we admire.
Barthelmess was married to Mary Hay
on June 18, 1920. She has a young daughter.
Madge Bellamy is twenty-one.- She
playing in Hard Cash, with Kenneth
is
Harry Myers, T. Roy Barnes,
Harlan.
Wanda Hawley and Sylvia Breamer have
the leads in Reckless Romance for Christie.
Blue Eyes. Yes, Lon Chaney is married, and he is with Universal.
The She Hawk.— Youth is a blunder;
manhood a struggle and old age a regret.
No, I have never been married. Richard
Talmadge is no relation to the Talmadge
girls, the former being his assumed name.
George Walsh was scheduled to play in
Ben Hur and it was later changed to
I.

Only 15 minutes a day with Sherwin Cody's New
Invention— and you can actually SEE your English
improve. It teaches by HABIT— make9 it easier to do
the RIGHT way. Wonderful self-correcting lessonai
include Spelling, Punctuation, Grammar, and Ex-i

IGt

Fox.

(Continued from page 76)

SYSTEM

ing your thoughts In the strongest possible way. No
matter what you do, real command of English will help
you to your goal, stop making mistakes in spelling,
punctuation, pronunciation. Increase your vocabulary.
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F—William

every state in the Union.

Every time you speak or write you show just what you
Mistakes in English reveal you as a person who
are.
lacks education and refinement.
Lack of
language power prevents you from present-
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poration.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies
One
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—Hunt Stromberg.
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M. G. M. — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
— Principal Pictures.
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this great

Lord

F. P. L.
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F. B. O.
Film Booking Offices.
F.
First National.
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Repairmen, the "trouble hunters," are

—

S.

electrically

going on

in

36

— Cosmopolitan Productions.
D. W. G.— D. W. Griffith.
E.
—Ernest Shipman.

boards" locate trouble on the wires

work constantly wherever they are needed

taking.
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of

—Associated Arts.
—Al Christie Productions.
A. P.— Allied Productions.
B. F.
—B. F. Schulberg Productions.
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of a branch will often jeopardize the service.
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few drops

wind storm or the mere

sleet, rain or

Never

— playing North
Wong, Anna May— playing
Chumley —F. P. L.

that the millions of thread-like wires are kept

it is

That
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Wilson, Lois

a matter of course.
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The
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depend on the telephone,

to

so?
admire us but

L. D.
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Advertising Section
Adolphe Menjou with

Ramon Novarro.

Players. You know he played in
a picture that I played in for Vitagraph
about ten years ago, with Cissy Fitzgerald
Do you reCissy Made Good.
in

Famous

How

member

it?

Blue.

Billie

—Alice

Lake has

started

Lady, a Marlborough Production in which Maurice
Costello, Tyrone Power and Mary Thur-

work on The Lazv and

the

It is being made at the
also appear.
That
Fischer Studios in New Rochelle.
was Pierre Gendron in Just Off Broad-

man

way.

—

Mrs. F. J. F. Yes, I am just as pleased
hear from the married ones, you know.
A new broom sweeps well, but an old
one is best for the corners. Lewis Stone
is
married to Florence Oakley.
Viola
Dana, Raymond Griffith, Anna May Wong
and William Boyd have the leads in Lord
C It mule y.
Phyllis E. W. It is better to be beauto

—

than to be good, but it is better to be
good than to be ugly. That was Maurine
Powers in Notoriety. Glad to know about
your favorites.
Yes, my beard can be
used as a scarf or a throw-around. John
Gilbert, Norma Shearer, Conrad Nagel
tiful

and Miss DuPont have the leads in The
Snob, a Metro-Goldwyn production.
The Musician. Well, a man who does

—

not think

for

himself, does not think at
is not married, and that
is
Patsy Ruth Miller is
nineteen, but not married. Corinne Griffith
all.

Ralph Graves
his real name.

twenty-seven
Morosco.

and

married

to

—

are
love,

had they never heard talk of it.
Little
Muriel Frances Dana is five, light brown
hair and blue eyes.
Address her at 1227
S. Hoover Street, Los Angeles, California.
She is no relation to Viola Dana. Viola's

name is Flugrath.
Edmund Lowe Fax.
bon jour, bonne
oeuvre means the better the day, the better
the deed.
I am glad you like this magazine best of all the movie magazines. And
you sure are an Edmund Lowe fan.
Dorothy Gish is still living with her husband.
Oh yes, they are very happy.
Spicke. That was just a rumor, Bebe
Daniels isn't married to Jack Dempsey.
Monte Blue is thirty-four. Bebe Daniels
used to play in the Harold Lloyd comedies.
Dont you remember her? Eva Novak and
William Fairbanks have completed the
third of a series of eight Perfection Pictures, called A Fight For Honor, which
was made at the West Coast Studios. Dont
you worry, I like to answer questions.

—A

—

Honest
Susie.

I

—Yes,

that's true,

Betty

Compson

engaged to James Cruze.
Colleen
Moore was born in Port Huron, Michigan.
Percy Marmont, Doris Kenyon, Claude
Gilhngwater, Lucille Ricksen and Malcolm McGregor are all playing in the
Thomas Ince picture, Idle Tongues, which
is from the novel Dr. Nve.

Storm," written by Mrs. Ethel Middleton

writer for this photoplay
you
HAVE
Storm"?

"Judgment

seen

of

the

of

such expert craftsmanship that

writers are the following distinguished members of
the Advisory Council of the Palmer Institute of

It is

difficult

it is

to believe that it was written
writer. Yet it was!

by

a

new

Mrs. Ethel Middleton, the author, had
never had a single story accepted for
publication.

She wrote

this

photoplay at home, in

spare time, as a part of her course with the
Palmer Institute of Authorship, and when
it was completed, we found it to be of such
merit that we purchased it at once and
produced it through the Palmer Photoplay

Corporation. Airs. Middleton received
$1000 cash and will share in the profits for
five years on a royalty basis.

$10,000 for

One Story

Miss Winifred Kimball, a Palmer student
living in Apalachicola, Florida, won the
$10,000 prize offered by the Chicago Daily
News in the scenario contest conducted in

collaboration with the
Corporation.

Goldwyn

Pictures

Mrs. Anna Blake Mezquida, another
Palmer student, won the second prize of
$1000 in the same contest, and seven $500
prizes were also won by Palmer students.

Bosworth.

"What Did the Bishop Say?" written by
Bernadine King, was released through
Selznick under the title, "The Bishop of
Hollywood." Mr. Fred Caldwell who bought
comment— "It

is plain
the story made this
that the writers you are training combine

a

keen dramatic sense with inventive

imagination."
Writers Help You
Palmer students is due mainly to the

success of
fact that the course

is

Men Behind

the

Movement

Authorship: Frederick Palmer, author and educator,
Chairman; Russell Doubleday, publisher and author;
Clayton Hamilton, formerly of the Faculty of
Columbia University, author, dramatist and educator;
Brian Hooker, formerly of the Faculty of Columbia
and Yale Universities, author, dramatist and critic;
Frederic Taber Cooper, formerly of the Faculty of
Columbia and New York Universities, author, educator and critic; C. Gardner Sullivan, noted screen
writer and director; Rob Wagner, author and motion
picture director, and James R. Quirk, editor and
publisher of Photoplay Magazine.

WRITE FOR THIS FREE BOOK
"The New Road to Authorship"
It tells all about the Palmer
Institute's systematic,

step-by-step
method of
teaching Short Story Writ-

r

Photoplay Writing and
Dramatic Criticism gives

ing,

—

details of the success
of Palmer students and describes the Palmer Scholarfull

Foundation,
which
ambitious men and
the opportunity to
get the complete course
free
by providing fifty
scholarships annually. Just
mail the coupon and we'll
send you this book "The
New Road to Authorship"
free by return mail.
ship
gives

—

—

Palmer Institute of Authorship
Affiliated with Palmer Photoplay Corporation
Dept. 9-L, Palmer Bldg.
Hollywood, Calif.
Please send me, without cost or obligation, a copy
of your book, "The New Road to Authorship," and
full details of the Palmer Scholarship Foundation,
which awards 50 Free Scholarships annually to ambitious writers.

I

am most

Short Story Writing

interested in

Q

Photoplay Writing
Dramatic Criticism
English Composition Q Business Letter Writing

D

Name.

W ell-Known
The

Prominent

Aiding in the work of discovering and training new

women

In another contest, A. Earle Kauffman
won a $1500 prize with a scenario headed,
"The Leopard Lily."
Another student,
Miss Euphrasie Molle, sold her first story,
"The Violets of Yesteryear," to Hobart

When you

home in spare time under the personal direction
men who are themselves well-known authors,
dramatists and motion picture writers.
You learn to write by writing. You are given the
manuscript and continuity of famous motion picture
scenarios to analyze and study. You write actual
stories and motion picture scenarios which we help
you to sell through our Story Sales Department
right here in Hollywood.
right at

undoubtedly one of
the big screen successes of 1924 and
has not only been shown in leading motion
picture theatres throughout the country,
but has also been published as a novel by
Doubleday, Page & Co.
"Judgment of the Storm" is such an
outstanding success and bears the marks of

do.

is

of the

We paid $1000 to an unknown

Walter

Constance W. Yes, and there
people who would never have been in

real

Scene from "Judgment

intensely practical.

write to advertisers please mention

You study

Address
,
All correspondence strictly confidential
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How I Ended
Superfluous
nail And For All
BY AN ENTIRELY
NEW SYSTEM OF

MY OWN

woman who has felt the
horror and humiliation of a disgrowth on the face,
neck, arms and limbs can possibly
know what joy and happiness
came over me when first I reOnly

a

figuring hairy

10MONTHSTOPAY
The new and

exquisitely beautiful Spredtop
ring (sold exclusively by Sweet), is designed to
give the diamond greater brilliancy and the appearance of a much larger stone. The mounting
is of 18K white gold, beautifully hand carved.
wonderful value at $45. Pay by the month.
OlirChfllllenee If you do not find our

A

*'•* ^»««»»»*»"&*

price

on any diamond

ring is at least 10 per cent lower than that of
any other concern, either cash or credit, we will
gladly refund your payment in full if you return
the ring within two weeks.

Send No Money
Earf
Free Examina-

rn

w

KnXiKt

Our beautiful new Diamond .Jewelry and Gift

all

W

THE HOUSE OF QUALITY'
:
:

-lr^'-

:

- ':

AUTHORIZE O CAPITAL

1 l,6o6

J660 BF

t

OOO.

'

-

——

"Cnub"

reply.

Secret

FREE to You

Simply sign below and- send today
Direct from
our factory to wearer.
sold.
Over one million sat-

Easily
isfied wearers. No capital or experience
required. Large steady income. Many earn
$100. to $160. weekly. Territorynow being
allotted.
Write For Free Samples.
Madison Mills Mfrs, 509 B'way, New York

CECIL, 479 Eighth

Ave., Dept. 15,

to

MARIE

New

York,

N. Y.

Name

.

living

.

Address.

Pollard, the

screen

comedian,

that he is thinking of touring the country
in it for a short time prior to resuming his

screen work.

Anita Stewart

is

out in Honolulu with

the Twain Shall Meet company taking exteriors under Maurice Tourneur's direction for this new Cosmopolitan
production, which is adapted from the
novel by Peter B. Kyne. Interiors will be

the

made

Never

at the

Cosmopolitan Studios

in

New

York.

Campbell, Corinne Griffith's
ex-husband, is directing Barbara La
Marr in Sandra, instead of George MelYU'ebster

NERVE

ford,
torial

STRAIN

who,

it

is

said,

abandoned

his direc-

Coast and
Campbell
fulfil a previous engagement.
will be remembered as a popular leading
man in the old Vitagraph days, where his
romance with the ravishing Corinne comHe dimenced, culminated, and ended.
rected her in several films before her Vita-

The high

pressure, mile-a-minute life of
today, with its mental strain, worry,
anxiety, grief and trouble, is
of mankind. This
ING
applies especially to the people with highly
Have
active brains and sensitive nerves.
your Nerves stood the strain?
Read "Nerve Force," a 64-page book on
the care of the nerves. This book is a
startling revelation to people with sensiIt has aided
tive or deranged nerves.
many thousands to gain control of their
nerves and build up their Nerve Force.
(Coin or stamps.)
Price 25c postpaid.

WRECK-

duties

to

return to the

graph contract expired.

THE NERVES

Just Exactly

You're
PAUL VON BOECKMANN
Author of Nerve Force and various other books
on Health. Psychology. Breathing, Hygiene and
kindred subjects, many of which have been
translated into foreign languages.

"What readers of "Nerve Force' ' say:
"I have gained 12 pounds since
reading your book, ajid I feel so
energetic.
I had
about given up
hope of ever finding the cause of
my low weight."
"I have been treated by a number of nerve specialists," and have
traveled from country to country
in an endeavor to restore my nerves
to normal.
Your little book has
done more for me than all other

methods combined."

(f\

P

Write
120

Lage

to

in

made such a hit in vaudeville houses in
New York in a sketch called 5*031, Uncle,

LUTELY FREE, if you will simply send me
your name and address with a stamp for sealed

My Own

now

York, but she has not quite decided whether she will return to the screen
or go on the stage. Perhaps later she will
combine the two. At all events, she will
not return to the Coast.

terested, exactly how
I
succeeded, ABSO-

IEW YORK;

is

New

I

be selfish not to share
my secret with others.
So I have decided to
explain to anyone in-

Today. Address Dept. 314-g

than a canvas, it seems, for she is now
busy working on an original story, said to
have a new kind of twist, for one of the
Paramount stars. Paramount has promised
to buy the story if it comes up to expectations.
If they do, it is just possible that
Neysa will do the art work for the picture.
That would be sure to enhance it.

X/Tary Miles Minter

I confided

ting rid of superfluous
hair at once and for
they said it would

Book showing thousands of wonderful gift selections. Write for
it

When

some of my friends how
had at last solved the
age-old problem of get-

cover-artist, will be a familiar one.
Miss
McMein's talents stray in directions other

;

amazing and lasting
relief from my affliction, the
ugly hair always came right
back thicker and heavier
such

to

paid.

Is

the

simple, easy, harmless new
way which has given me

than ever.

the Spredtop ring lor
tion. If satisfied pay only S5.00down
and 34.00 a month until the S45.0

upon

hit

many magazines, the name of
McMein, well-known magazine

read

Neysa

theater, is on the lookout for a good
comedy-drama. Dorothy is one of the best
little comediennes in pictures and she wants
her next picture to be a typical American
story.
She owns the rights to two Ouida
stories, which she may make in Italy one
of these days under Henry King's direction
but at this time, after eight months
abroad, she's keen to remain in the U. S. A.
for an indefinite stay.

of.
I

Tf you

sister Lillian from Italy, where they
made Romola, now showing at a Broadway

ment with almost everything else I had ever
Before

{Continued from page 115)

T^orothy Gish, who returned with her

alized that at last all trace of superfluous hair had gone and my
skin was clear, soft and smooth
And this
like that of a babe.
after years of disappoint-

heard

Trailing the Eastern Stars

"My heart is now regular again and
my nerves are fine. I thought I had

"Reading

your book has stopped
of
FEAR
dreadful feeling
paralyzed my stomach and
digestion."

that

heart trouble, but it was simply a
I have recase of abused nerves.
read your book at least ten times."

which

"Your book did more

for

me

Against

By Miss Nobody, Who
Became a Star
She says:

when you
become a

"The

first

thing to do

Hollywood to
movie star is to buy a
start for

for

return-trip ticket."

indigestion
than two courses in
dieting."
"The advice given in your book
on relaxation and calming of nerves
has cleared my brain. Before I was
half dizzy all the time."

Paul von Boeckmann, Studio 242, 110

Up

What

A

physician says: "Your book is the
most sensible and valuable work I
have ever read on the prevention of
neurasthenia.
I am recommending
your book to my patients."

W.

Every advertisement in

40th

St.,

New York

Read her story

City

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is guaranteed.

in the

December Issue

!

Advertising Section

c
tjrayHair

Joanished
in

15 minutes
Tourists returningfrom Europe
first brought to this country the
tint

which

in

1

5 minutes ban-

ishes gray hair permanently.

Today lnecto Rapid Notox,
created by science expressly for coloring
the sensitive organism of human hair, is
available to every American woman,
Rapid Notox is specifically guaranteed to reclaim permanently the original
color of gray, streaked or faded hair. It
may be had in 18 shades, from radiant
blonde to raven black; and even under
the closest scrutiny its application cannot
be detected. It will neither rub off nor
be affected by shampooing, permanent
waving, curling, salt water, perspiration,
sunshine or Turkish or Russian baths.
Contains no paraphenylene diamine.
The highest class hairdressers from coast to
coast use and endorse lnecto Rapid Notox,
as do the many thousands of American
women who apply it with invariable success within the privacy of their own homes.
lnecto

SEND NO MONEY

Merely ask us
about

you full particulars
Rapid Notox and our

to send

lnecto

Beauty Analysis Chart, L-10.

INECTO,

Inc.
Laboratories and Salons
3-35 West 46th Street
.Y.
New York. N.Y.
Sold by best Bea2Uty
Shops, Drug a nd

INECTOl
RAPID

I

Who

.11

Will Answer
Our Call?

Since 1910

THE SECRET
OF DRAWING

^J
jM

Department Stores

Motion Picture .Magazine,

the oldest "fan" magazine, has been at
service with entertainment and

your

information.

NOW must have a slogan.
Can You Invent One?
it

A FIFTY-DOLLAR

check

is

waiting

Every reader is welfor the winner.
come to submit as many slogans as he
wishes.

Contest Closes December

1

Winner receives check on Christmas
Slogan and winner's name in
February issue
USE AS FEW WORDS AS POSSIBLE,
IN A SINGLE SENTENCE.
WRITE OR TYPE ON ONE SIDE OF
THE PAPER ONLY.
PUT YOUR FULL NAME AND YOUR

ADDRESS ON EACH SHEET.
NO MANUSCRIPTS CAN BE RETURNED IN THIS CONTEST.
Begin Today: Let's GO!
Address : Slogan Contest
Brooklyn, N.

175 Duffield Street,

Y.

Ring

Watch

WE'LL

It is learning of
tell you the secret of drawing, right here!
correct principles, observation, practice, and perseverance.

Ask any

Develop Your Talent
No

_
_
#
bataiog
Retail Value $25

^

_

.

»I3b5
C~«.«l
XT a
Senil rtO
plus postage.

now!

Send

Order No.L-8019

Umh&ii
money,•

Just pay postman on
arrival our low price,
if not satisfactory.
CO., 2455 Archer Aye., Chicago

Your money back

AMERICAN NOVELTY

When you

previous

practical

course

in

commercial

art,

created by men with more than 25 years'
Though widely
experience in the held.
imitated, it stands supreme after 8 years
success
as
America's
Foreof unequalled
most Course on Commercial Designing.
personal
criticism
individual
It gives you
on all lessons teaches you the methods
your drawings worth real
that make
money and has produced more successful
students than any other commercial art
course.
It has developed the crudest of
beginners into commercial artists earning
good incomes, in a fraction of the time
they would otherwise have taken.
Well - trained artists earn $50, $75,
$100, $150 a week, and sometimes even
more.
It is thoroughly worth your while
to train your ability, if you like to draw,
for
thousands of business firms pay

—

—

you the same.

in Spare

Time

millions of dollars annually for good advertising designs and drawings.

Leading designers, artists, illustrating
companies and hundreds of successful
Federal
students
have
enthusiastically
Training.
endorsed
Federal
Federal Authors, whose help you get
exclusively in the Federal Course, are

Among

many

of the best known artists and
signers in America.

Send today

for

de-

"YOUR FUTURE"

earnest about learning
cents in stamps today
for this book.
It is beautifully illustrated in colors, and tells every detail
you need to know about the Federal
Course.
It shows work of Federal Students, many of whom earn more than
the course costs while studying.
The
Federal Course is aimed at practical results
and gets them.
Fill
mail
out,
coupon
kindly stating your age.

you are in
draw, send 6

If

to

—

NOW,

federalgchool
Commercial Designing

/

^

1473 Federal Schools Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.
Please send me "Your Future" for which I enclose 6 cents in stamps.

Name
Age

size.

tell

Home

at

training or experience is
needed to learn by the Federal "Master"
Course (established 1914), the original

Be one

of the first to wear this
tiny ladies' Ring Watch. New
shape, cut corners, in engraved
white gold case. Full jeweled
movement, fully guaranteed.
Butler silver center dial, engraved. Jeweled wind and set.
Surprise your friends. Order

successful artist and he'll

"secret" of drawing exists that will make you a success
overnight.
In any line of endeavor where the hand and the eye must be
skilled, practice is essential. But there is a great .difference between just
"practice" and scientific practice that develops your talent on a sure founThe Federal Course does this in
dation by the quickest possible method.
a truly fascinating manner, that makes your work a pleasure

No~ marvelous

Occupation
(Write your address plainly in the margin)

(Americas Foremost School of Commercial
write to advertisers please mention

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.
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'We

are advertised

by our loving friends'

Mm

Wilbur M.

Kemaghan,
Kansas

Jr

City,

Missouri.

Raised on

Mellin's

5
I

Thornton

Rosena H. Morrison, Reading, Penna.

L. Carlough, Washington, D. C.

Write today for a Free Trial Bottle of
Mellins Food and a copy of our book,
"The Care and Feeding of Infants."

177 State
Every advertisement

in

Boston, Mass.

St.,

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

guaranteed.

EDWARD

I,

ANGER PRINTING CO.,
NEW TORK CITI.

JAMAICA,

INO.

—

And it's yours
The

Greatest Typewriter Bargain

Ever Offered
Right now we are making you the greatest typewriter
offer you ever dreamed of
an eye opener. This wonderful standard Shipman-Ward Rebuilt Underwood only
$3 .00 down. Ten days free trial and the easiest monthly
payments, shipped direct to you from our big factory.

—

Ten

Days* Free Trial

Yes, only $3.00
late

Underwood

down

puts this genuine
Rebuilt

Shipman-Ward

model

your home.

in

and then

try it, test it,
yourself how

new

You must be

satisfied.

it

is,

You can
See for

decide.

how
Your

it

writes.

Easy Monthly Payments
Balance of
Little more than rental.
payments so small you will hardly notice
them, while you enjoy the use of this
wonderful machine. You don't have to
scrimp and save to pay cash. All at a
big saving to you.

With every typewriter we give a
ten

rebuilt like

MAN WARD
-

writ-

machines are
new by the famous SHIP-

guarantee.

These

PROCESS.

Equipped

111.

the largest typewriter rebuilding plant in the world.
are rebuilt by the famous
through 30 years in the typewriter business. Through our money saving methods
of rebuilding and elimination of a large expensive
sales force we are able to make this wonderful money
saving offer to you.
TODAY, take advantage
of it and you will save money.

SHIPMAN-WARD

They

PROCESS. Developed

ACT

made direct to you from our modern factory
the largest typewriter rebuilding plant in the world.

All Shipments

Free

Book of

Facts

Write for this free book of facts explaining Shipman-Ward's wonderful system

We

show you
of rebuilding typewriters.
exactly how it's done. How you are able
to buy them.
Complete and valuable
information about the typewriter industry, both instructive and educational.

ACT NOW!

—

FREE BOOK COUPON
Shipman-Ward Mfg. Co.
2028 Shipman Bldg.

Mail this coupon today.

Montrose and Ravenswood Aves., Chicago

A

complete course in touch typewriting.
don't have to know how to operate
a typewriter. You can learn to operate
this machine in one day.
We also give
free a waterproof cover and all tools that
come with a typewriter.

You

SHIPMAN-WARD MFG.
2028 Shipman Bldg., Chicago,

You

money.

Free with Every Typewriter

Five Year Written Guarantee

Factory to

with late improvements. You can't tell
them from a new machine. The world's
standard typewriter, the same models as
sold by the Underwood Typewriter Company today, at a big saving to you. Act
Now! Get this splendid offer and save

$3.00 unat the end of

conditionally returned if
ten days you are not satisfied. The en
tire transaction will not cost you one cent.

From

These machines are shipped direct from our factory

Send by return mail your wonderful offer of
Shipman-Ward Standard Rebuilt Underwood, also
your Free book of facts. (This is not an order and
does not obligate me in any way.)

Name.

Street or R. F.

CO.

Montrose and Ravenswood Ave.

Post Office

D. No.

State.

"

:

A SKIN YOU LOVE TO TOUCH,

BY

T. K.

HANNA
"Science

and everyday

experience teach that

a beautiful skin

does not

depend on youth"

<jHow long can a woman keep the
charm of cm skin you love toTouch?
At TWENTY—is a woman's skin
always fresh and

fair?

— must
fade?
In romance —
At

thirty

it

yes.

actual

begin to

But not in

smooth, clear, flawless, long after
youth is passed. For your skin
never loses its power to respond.
old skin
Each day it changes
dies and new takes its place. This

—

new

life.

you
Science

skin
will.

and the woman offorty
•

Science and everyday experience
teach that a beautiful skin does
not depend on youth.
woman of forty may have a
fresh, clear, dazzling complexion.
girl of twenty may have a skin

A

A

and sallow, disfigured
by blackheads or ugly little blem-

that

is

you can make what

dull

ishes.

Give your skin daily the right
treatment, and you can keep it

Daily care

is

essential

Soap lasts a month or six
weeks. Or you can get it in convenient 3-cake boxes. Get your
Woodbury's today!
Facial

—

For ten cents a guest-size set of three
famous Woodbury skin preparations!

THE ANDREW JERGENS CO.
1311 Spring Grove Ave. .Cincinnati, Ohio

—

your skin needs in the booklet of

Please send me
For the enclosed 10 cents
your miniature set of the Woodbury skin
preparations, containing

famous skin treatments wrapped
around every cake of Woodbury's

A trial-size cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap
A sample tube of Woodbury's Facial Cream
A sample box of Woodbury's Facial Powder

Facial Soap. Make this treatment
a daily habit!
Before long you will notice a

Together with the treatment booklet,
You Love To Touch.

Find the

special treatment that

wonderful improvement in the
whole tone of your complexion.
A 25-cent cake of Woodbury's

Andrew

Skin

If you live in Canada, address The Andrew
Jergens Co., Limited, 1311 Sherbrooke St.,
Perth, Ontario. English Agents: H.
Quelch & Co., 4 Ludgate Square, London,
E. C. 4.

C

Name
Street

City
Copyright, 1924, by The

"A

State

lergcns Co.

WOODBURY'S

Cut out the coupon and send

it

to us today

FACIAL SOAP

i

i

•

i
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While you

are giving

give health
1

HE greatest gift of all

is

health.

that priceless treasure of health

Christmas.

Buy Christmas

are solitary sufferers and

Seals.

whole

by the Great White Plague.

You can
to many

give
this

Everywhere

families stricken

Often they have

no help except that furnished by the Tuberculosis Associations, which are financed by the
annual sale of Christmas Seals.
Give

— and

feel

Buy Christmas
half the ravages

the joy that comes with giving.

They have helped stamp out
of consumption. Buy Christmas Seals,
Seals.

and help stamp out the dread disease

STAMP OUT
TUBERCULOSIS

WITH
CHRISTMAS

entirely.

SEALS

THE NATIONAL, STATE, AND LOCAL TUBERCULOSIS ASSOCIATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES

Advertising Section

Miss Qeorgia Ingram
Rainbo Qcndens

Chicago

"I

OtnTeadklott to Dance lake This*
Ser&efMarinofF
study under my personal
direction right in your own home."

"And you can
PEOPLE
FEW
New

of the really great masters.

And the

personal instructions of
even average teachers range upward
from $10 an hour.
private,

But now, the famous Sergei Marinoff
has worked out a system of home
instruction.

You

—

so easy and so delightful Just

put the record on the phonograph,
into the dainty litde dancing
costume (furnished free with the
Course) and you are ready to start.
slip

Now

comes the voice of Marinofi
himself instructing you, telling you
what to do, while die spirited rhythm
of the music inspires grace and confidence in you. And guided by the
charts, the photographs of Marinofi
and his students and the easy text, you
master the technique of die dance.
progress is

rapid and soon you

develop confidence so that you are
eager to dance before an audience.
When you

in demand. Startling
And those who can
dance for charitable entertainments or
for the pleasure of their friends
quickly become social favorites. In
addition, one is so much more desirable as a partner in ball room dances
when she has developed a sense of
rhythm, and cultivated suppleness
through classic dancing.
is

salaries are paid.

Dancing Costume, Phonograph
Records, Complete Studio Outfit

A

dainty costume designed so as to permit
free use of the limbs, ballet slippers, everything you need to help you with your lessons comes FREE with the course. Simple
charts and beautiful photographs illustrate
every lesson while phonograph records
and simply worded text teach the essential points of technique. You can learn to
dance, as you have always longed to dance,

and your lessons will be pleasant and easy.

Write to Sergei Marinoff

—

A Fascinating Way to Learn

Your

the dancer

can learn classic
interpretive,
its forms

dancing in all
Russian, ballet, aesthetic, Greek at
a mere fraction of the cost of lessons
in the studio.

It is

FREE

living outside of

York, Chicago, or the great
European capitals have the opportunity to study dancing with any

Everyone interested in dancing

Charm and Grace
The

natural beauty of the body is
developed, an exquisite grace and
flexibility cultivated by correct training in classic dancing. For better
health for greater beauty—for poise—
for slenderness
dance ! Dancing is
the pleasantest form of exercise.

—

As

—

a means of developing grace in

children,

dancing

is

unsurpassed.

And

with my method, mother and
daughter can grow graceful together.

And Fortune— and Glory
The

popularity of classic dancing
grows greater every day. It has won
its place in American life.

—

For the theatre— vaudeville
the
movies civic and college pageants—
for private social affairs— everywhere

—
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once and get complete information
concerning his splendid system
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takes Stars, Directors, Proper Casts, Great Stories,

ence,

a Lot of Money and

pictures you like to

All

this

Artistic Ideals to

make

Experi-

the sort of motion

see.

can be said in one word, Paramount,

and that word you

will find famous in every civilized country you care

* and a few

Long

uncivilized ones,

to

travel in

—

too.

CURRENT PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Adolph Zukor and

Lasky present

Jesse L.

JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD'S

"THE FAST SET"

"THE ALASKAN"
THOMAS MEIGHAN

WILLIAM de MILLE Production
With Betty Compson, Adolphe Menjou, Zasu
Elliott Dexter.

Screen play by

Clara Stranger from

Frederick Lonsdale's play, "Spring Cleaning.

Starring

Pitts,

"

HERBERT BRENON

"HER LOVE STORY"
GLORIA SWANSON

Screen play by

"SINNERS IN HEAVEN"

Starring

With BEBE

ALLAN DWAN Production.

From The Cosmopolitan
Magazine story, "Her Majesty, the Queen," by Mary
Roberts SJnehart. Adapted by Frank Tuttle.

DANIELS and RICHARD DIX.

the British Prize

Arden.

From

Novel of the same name by Clive

An ALAN CROSLAND Production.

"THE SIDE-SHOW OF LIFE"

"FEET OF CLAY"
CECIL B. DE MILLE Production
With Rod La Rocque, Vera Reynolds, Ricardo

Production.

Willis Goldbeck.

HERBERT BRENON Production.
rence,

Cortez,

Julia Faye, Theodore Kosloff, Robert Edeson and Victor
Varconi.
From the Ladies' Home Journal story by
Margaretta Tattle. Adapted by Beulah Marie Dix
and Bertram Millhauser.

"MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE"
RUDOLPH VALENTINO

Starring

Anna

Q. Nilsson.

From Wm.

With Ernest TorJ. Locke's novel,

"The Mountebank, " and the play by Ernest Denny.
Adapted by Willis Goldbeck and Julie Heme.

"EMPTY HANDS "
With JACK HOLT, supported by Norma Shearer.
From the Harper's Bazar story of the same name by
Arthur Stringer. A VICTOR FLEMING Production.

SIDNEY OLCOTT Production.

With Bebe Daniels,
Lois Wilson, Doris Kenyan, Lowell Sherman. From
Booth Tarkington's novel and the play by Booth
Tarkington and E. G. Sutherland. Screen play by

JAMES CRVZE

Forrest Halsey.

Adapted by Jack Cunningham.

IF IT'S

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

"THE COVERED WAGON"

IT'S

Production.

By Emerson Hough.

THE BEST SHOW IN TOWN!
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PSHAW, MR. SHAW!

WE

do not often take up the challenge when a noted intellectual knocks the movies. Whyanswer critics who speak from a high and mighty pinnacle of misunderstanding, who condemn the good along with the bad ? The world's most popular form of entertainment does
not need to be defended from such.
But George Bernard Shaw draws our fire. We have caught him in a contradiction in terms
The
that could scarcely have been deliberate, acknowledged master of paradox tho he may be.
public for once has an opportunity to chuckle at Shaw, instead of with him.
In Harper's Magazine for September, he writes of motion pictures: "The colossal proportions
make mediocrity compulsory. They aim at the average of an American millionaire and a Chinese
coolie, a cathedral-town governess and a mining-village barmaid, because the film has to go everywhere and please everybody. ... As they must interest one hundred per cent, of the population
of the globe, barring infants in arms, they cannot afford to meddle with the upper ten per cent,
theater of the highbrows or the lower ten per cent, theater of the blackguards."
One hundred per cent, is commonly admitted to be the whole in any calculation. If the films
leave out of reckoning the upper ten per cent, and the lower ten per cent., they are obviously
catering to the tastes of the remaining eighty per cent. Is that what Mr. Shaw meant?
If it is, his observation was paralleled by Will Hays, who said at a trade luncheon in New
York the other day that a simple morality was more essential in pictures than in books, because the
former must not risk offending the many by emphasizing questions that only the few could judge
wisely.
Every movie appears before a world-wide, majority audience. A book is confined to
those in sympathy with its special slant they buy it or leave it.
Mr. Shaw ignores the fact that he, or anyone else, is free to manufacture an art film and show
it in his "upper ten per cent, theater of the highbrows."
We are strong for the idea. We believe
the day is near when there will be a demand for such films.
The profits may be small, but the
;

credit will be great.

Why,

in the meantime, does he trouble to criticize motion pictures at all? His own plays exist
by side with melodramas and musical comedies of wide popular appeal on which, we feel sure,
he would scorn to express an opinion. He and his admirers (which include ourselves) are not
unduly downcast by the fact that there are several purchasers of cheap novels to every one who
buys a published book by Shaw.
The cinema is a scant generation old. Give it time, and it will show all the forms, all the facets
of appeal, that other arts have taken centuries to develop.
side

F.
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"Christine of the Hungry Heart"

KATHLEEN

Norris has written one of her most fascinating stories in "Christine of the Hungry Heart" and
Thomas H. Ince has made one of his best pictures from it.

one woman's life. A woman who hungered through
the years for love and contentment.
And heart-hunger, as
the Christine of Mrs. Norris's story learned, is insatiable
it
demands unswerving devotion, and the opportunity to
give even as it receives. Florence Vidor and Clive Brooke
give
are in the scene above, and in the circle is Walter Hiers
It is

6

Lage

Every advertisement
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"In Every Woman's Life"

THERE'S

a double thrill in M. C. Levee's "In Every
Life" which Irving Cummings directed.
First a tender
love story with thrills of romance, then a night rescue at
The picture is an adaptation of
sea that keeps you tense.
Olive Wadsley's novel, "Belonging," and the cast includes
Virginia Valli, Lloyd Hughes, George Fawcett, Vera
Lewis, Marc McD-rmott, Stuart Holmes and Ralph Lewis.
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The wedding scene

in the

Richard Barthelmess picture, Classmates, with Madge Evans as the bride
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Dana A painting by Albert Vargqs, from a photograph by Edwin Bower Hesser
Our Portrait Gallery New studies of Pauline Frederick, Mabel Ballin, Jean Paige, Eugene

Viola

—

Cover
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Your skin need not fade and grow old as some inanimate substance would do. Each day it
renews itself
each day old skin dies and new skin takes its place. Keep this new skin, as
it forms, in healthy condition, and you will have through life "A Skin You Love to Touch.

—

beauty of a womanis skin
as frail and fleetinq as it seems to be?

Is the

thinks of
ONE
something
easily

a beautiful skin as
fragile, delicate,

damaged, quick to

fade.

Yet no covering ever made by
has the same wonderful endur-

man

ance as the

human

—

skin is a living tissue
this
is what gives it its great resistive
power. As fast as it wears out it is
able to renew itself. Each day old
skin dies and new takes its place.

new

forms,
in healthy condition by giving it the
best care you can. Don't grudge the
few minutes' time it takes to use the
right

this

skin, as

it

method of cleansing. You will

be a thousand times repaid in seeing
your complexion will gain in
freshness and beauty.
Proper cleansing will help you to

how

overcome

common

skin

To free your skin from blemishes
Blemishes are one of the commonest
skin troubles arising from an outside source.

skin.

The

Keep

keep your skin soft, smooth and clear.

defects,

such as blemishes, blackheads, con
spicuous nose pores, etc., and will

each different skin need are given
"A Skin You Love to
Touch," which is wrapped around
each cake of Woodbury's Facial
Soap.
in the booklet,

blemishes,
use the following treatment every
night, and see how helpful it will

Get a cake of Woodbury's today
begin the right treatment for your skin
tonight! A 25 cent cake of Woodbury's
Facial Soap lasts a month or six weeks.
For convenience' sake — buy Woodbury's

prove

in 3 -cake boxes.

To free your skin from

:

water and Woodbury's Facial Soap,
finishing with a dash of cold
water. Then dip the tips of your
fingers in warm water and rub
themon the cake of Woodbury's
Facial Soap until they are covered
with a heavy, cream-like lather.
Cover each blemish wirh a rhick
coat of this and leave it on for ten
minutes; then rinse thoroughly,
first with clear, hot water, then
with cold.

Special

Woodbury

—

For ten cents a guest-size set of three
famous Woodbury skin preparations!

TUST before you go to bed, wash
" in your usual way with warm

THE ANDREW JERGENS CO.
1312 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio
For the enclosed 10 cents Please send me a miniature
set of the Woodbury skin preparations, containing:
A trial-size cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap
A sample tube of Woodbury's Facial Cream
A sample box of Woodbury 's Facial Powder
Together with the treatment booklet, "A Skin
You Love to Touch.

—

If you live in Canada, address The Andrew Jergens
Co., Limited, 1312 Sherbrooke St., Perth, Ontario.
English Agents: H. C. Quelch
Co., 4 Ludgate
Square, London, E. C. 4.

&

treatments for

Name
Street.

State

City
Copyright, 19X4, by The

I
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PAULINE FREDERICK
fans who have been clamoring for nearly three years for Miss Frederick's
return to the films, will give her a rousing welcome -when they see her new
picture, Three Women

The

Wax

EUGENE O'BRIEN
Eugene

is

handsomer and more

aristocratic than ever

in his last picture, which is tentatively and engagingly
At the right you see him with
titled Frivolous Sal.
Norma Talmadge in his next-to-the-last picture,

The Onlv

Woman

I ~'±j
mmHUB
^^^^^H^Hh
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ELSIE

FERGUSON

After a two-year vacation from the screen, Elsie Ferguson
returned, to play the haughty princess in The Swan. But
after two weeks in the studio, she exercised a woman's
privilege and changed her mind, and is now rehearsing a
play that will appear on a Broadway stage this winter. We
regret Miss Ferguson's change of mind, for she is supremely
lovely on the screen.
We prove it by the picture at the
left, a scene from Peter Ibbetson, in which she played
with Wallace Reid

MABEL BALLIN
Mabel Ballin has the adorable quaintness of the oldgirl whose portrait used to be painted on
ivory and worn over the heart of a brave cavalier.
We saw her last in Barriers Burned Away

fashioned

JEAN PAIGE
Jean Paige forsook the screen more than two
years ago to become the wife of Alfred E.
Smith, the Vitagraph director and president.
But she was lured back again by the role of
Arabella Bishop in Captain Blood

:

>.;

:

BLANCHE MEHAFFY
a much applauded Follies girl last year;
she's starring in Hal Roach Comedies, and is winning every
bit as much applause on the screen as she did on the stage

Blanche Mehaffy Was

now

Kenneth Alexander

BETTY BRONSON
We

approve Sir James Barrie's choice for his wistful,

elfin

Peter Pan

Waxman

PIERRE GENDRON
None

younger stars is gaining ascendancy faster
than handsome young Pierre Gendron.
His claim to
fame was made complete as the young son of Deburau
in The Lover of Carnille, in which character he is
of the

pictured at the right

BESSIE LOVE
Bessie the ragged, the forlorn, the
hungry-looking, is well known to the
fans.
Now we introduce to them a new
and exquisite Bessie quite unlike the
one you see at the left with her pet

—

calf, in

Sundown

Kenneth Alexander

VIOLA DANA
In the opinion of the wise folks in Hollywood, Viola is just standing on the threshold. She
ought to do something really big. She is one of the few girls on the screen who can play a
child of twelve or a mature woman.
She has experienced life with the cover torn off. If
flappers' stories come back, she can do them in a shower of confetti.
If grown-up storic
are to come in with the forengn directors as seems likely Viola will also be on hand,
the patois of Hollywood, "Vi is sittin' pretty"

—

I

20
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The

That Refused

Star

The

true story of Viola Dana's career, and

By

VIOLA
has

to

why she snaps her

Twinkle

fingers at contracts

HARRY CARR

DANA

blacked up and
coons.
"I fear, even in those
days, I did not live for
my art alone. I can refinally

torn

the
epaulets of rank

ders

were

off her
shoulbusted her sword
has stepped back

;

and

member dancing down
Coney Island

into the ranks.

So

far as

I

little

St ouches Hall. They
used to throw money on

have been

able to find out,

she

at

at the old

is

the

the
the only
star
in
history of -the
screen
who ever voluntarily

stage

always

show

to

us,

and

I

broke up
by stopping

dance to make

the
the
a dive for

surrendered
stardom;
the only star who ever
refused to go on twin-

the nickels.
I
guess I
always had an eye on the

kling.

main chance.

Right

top of her
career on the very crest
Viola has
of the wave
astonished
the
motion
picture world by refusing to renew her starring
contract by refusing all
Viola as Flips, and Glenn Hunter as Merton, stage a
flirtation scene in Merton of the Movies
other starring contracts.
She has voluntarily
my hands I stopped dancing and
joined the army of the anxious free-lancers who find work
apart to look for the money that
when and where they can in any studio where there is
I
couldn't find any,
a job.
it wasn't due
so I turned to the
It wasn't due to any misunderstandings
Everything at. Metro, where
wings and yelled to
to any unhappy conditions.
my mother in a voice
she had been a star, was as peaceful as the proverbial May
of
indignation
morning.
and
dismay, "Mama, I
Yet when Metro came around with the usual contract
cant find the money."
to be renewed, Viola astonished them by refusing to
In
sign it.
a
frantic
stage
whisper, she signaled
She told me all about it the other day.
She said it was the only way to escape being a little
to me that she had
jazz comedienne for life. She said that one more
series of Viola Dana comedies and she would be
fixed in the public mind for life as a jazz baby.
And little Viola, it seems, has some soaring am-

—

"I

at the

—

;

—

time

remember another
when I was dancing

Elks'
banquet.
me a
sent
bouquet. Even at the
tender age of five. I had
some ideas beyond soft
sentiment. Just as soon
as I got the bouquet in
began tearing the flowers
at

.an

Somebody

I

knew ought

to be there.

;

bitions.

We

may as well go right back to the beginning
and tell how she happened, so to speak.

"I refuse to be
a public amuser

any
says

know

know

never dreamed of doing comedy
She spoke as
though five years were just a minute of her life.
"Before five years ago, you were not thinking of
anything much except dolls."
Viola laughed and shrugged her shoulders.
"Go on with your blarney," said she. "You may
not know it. but I have been in pictures since the
very early days.
And before that I was on the

*'"V7*ou

A

I

until five years ago," said Viola.

longer,"
Viola.

"I

can accomplish something in bi
I

serious

drama

stage.

"I dont know why it was;
theater people but my mother
;

make

actresses of

school

"My

when

I

us.

was so

She
little

I

my

folks

weren't

was possessed

sent

me

to

to

dancing

could hardly walk.

Edna and I used to dance at all
the entertainments we could lay hands on.
I was
five years old at that time.
We used to come out
as little Dutchmen then we changed to Irish, and
elder sister

;

21
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"One day Johnny suggested
Viola can look like a
twelve-year-old; no won-

^

der,

then,

that

Monte

Blue makes her promise
to be a good child

that

we should

try a

comedy,

just as a variety.
"It was the first time

I had ever tried
being funny.
of the picture was Opportunity. That was what
it proved to be for me.
Somewhat to our own astonishment, it proved to be such a hit that the company demanded another comedy right away. Johnny wrote a story
himself and called it The Gold Cure.
This made a hit
too, and after that I was apparently sentenced for life to
^azz flapperdom."
It was not very long after that that Viola encountered
the crushing tragedy of her life.
Her
husband died of the flu in one of the
first epidemics.
She picked up her life, however, with
a gameness that not many women have
accomplished, and went on with her

The name

comedies.

And
,l

so

on to the end of her contract.

T guess

they were funny to the end,"
"But I was sick of them.
had just worked out the vein.
"To tell the truth, I dont care much
said Viola.

I

about comedies anyhow and never did.
"I know that I can accomplish some;

thing in big serious drama and I knew
if I went along any farther with these
light zippy pictures, I would never have
a chance.
This is an odd business this
business of being a public amuser. The
great danger is that they will mentally
catalog you, and you never can get out
of the pigeon-hole.
"I'll admit I took a long chance as it
was. There was a great danger that they
would just refuse to see or accept me as anything but a
;

—

the

So

bills.

imagine that

it

I
went on with the dance
brought down the house."

;

but you can

flapper.

"The circumstances, however, made

\Tiola

me how

she went on from dancing to the
" stage, where she was a child actress.
She played one of the children with good old Joseph
Jefferson in Rip Van Winkle. She went on from that to
a grown-up job in the old Union Hill Stock Company on
the Jersey side.
It happened that the family lived right around the
corner from the old Edison company, and Viola's
enterprising mother got her a job.
She used to
.work part of the year on the stage; and when the
theater season ended, she would slide around to the
told

studio.

"'Those were funny old days in the movies," said
Viola, telling about it.
"I remember that they used to
save money in the big scenes by painting the mobs on a
canvas drop that sometimes used to flop and flap in the

wind with alarming effect. They used even to paint the
furniture and the props on canvas."
It just happened that one of the actors in that
company was a young fellow named Harold Shaw. He
afterwards became her brother-in-law and her director.
There was another chap working at first as a technical
His name was Johnny Collins. And Viola
director.
became Mrs. Johnny Collins.
Her marriage was one of the really great love affairs
of the movies.
She refused to go back to the stage
because she would have to leave Johnny so she became
a movie for keeps.
When he left Edison to go
;

Metro, Viola devotedly trotted
Finally he was promoted to be
a director and directed Viola.
"I never dreamed of doing
..
„ ,
f>
comedies in those days, she said.

to

.

(T\

V2Z
lAGi.

,

.

.

along
,T.

,

with
.

.

him.

Viola, the flapper mth
Lefty My mi in Open
All Night

it

possible for

me

to take a chance."

What Viola meant by the "circumstances" was money.
She has made some exceedingly fortunate investments in
Hollywood real estate. She need never worry about
money any more. She has joined the ranks of the plutocrats.
So if it means a long fight for recognition, she is
equipped for the fight.
Luckily for little Vi, there will not be any fight.
Just before she left Metro, they put her into Xazimova's
(Continued on page 110)

POLA

NEGRI
Her moods are
ever

r
a n g
like the sea,
1

i

1

ng

Now calm and
pensive like the
at evening.
Now sapphire blue
sea

and smiling,
Almost too dazzling
to look upon,
As is the sea be
neath

sum-

the

mer noontime
sun;

Now

anger-tossed

like

waves,

white-frothed,

That break in passion on a stormy
shore

Or struggle
higher,

to rise

ever

higher,

To meet

the

yel-

low moon.

~M.

-V

Kenneth Alexander
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My Two
" America stirs

my

Tears

blood

By

ON

—

it is

in

America

young; so sympathetic; so happy"

ERNST LUBITSCH

the whole,

always heard of it aone big motion picture studio. I had ex-

have
been very

the y

h a p p y
frank
about it
they have
been happier than I
years.

pected to see a sort of
factory
town,
with
the studios standing
along in rows. With
perhaps electric

will he

I

:

expected.

No

one

prised to

was

in

will be sur-

know
doubt

that
as

various phases of

coming

to

M

plants interspersed.

!

thought the streets
would be filled with

I

to

my

studio wagons
ing to and fro.

America.

rush-

w h o were
en
supposed to know all
about America gave
me long and intricate
warnings about the
peculiarities of

But as I rode thru
the streets that clay I
couldn't see a hint of
the
motion picture
industry.
Instead, I
found the most beau-

American

tiful

taste.

1

was given the impression that the Americans were as different
from Europeans as the inhabitants of Mars from Earthchildren.
They said that the Americans didn't like this
they wouldn't stand for that: they had to have it this
way they couldn't be interested if it was that way.
As a final cheering message, they advised me to deny
my German parentage and birthright. They suggested
;

I should
Austrian.

that

Something

call

myself a Pole or a Roumanian or an

my

in

heart would not allow

their advice.
I had an honest admiration for America.
1 wanted the Ameri-

cans to like me.
myself to begin
a

lie.

1

made

But

couldn't bring
my new life here with
up my mind that I would
I

not sail under false colors.
If
they would not accept me as I
was, then I would have to go

me

to follow

I

I

I was cold in body and spirit.
was homesick and miserable in

of

picturesque mountains which seem to tower right over it.

Hollywood is a dream city. Nowhere in the world are
there to be found such charming homes. What especially
impressed me were the bungalows.
The small artistic
house was invented in and for Hollywood: it is there
seen in its finest flower.
Some of these little homes are
English of the time of the Tudors some are early Spanish
some Moorish, and some of the architecture was created
by the Mission Padres of early California.
It is all
quaint, artistic and charm;

;

ing.

Lubitsch

Florence

As we rode

and
Vi-

ctor discussing

The Marriage
Circle

thru

Holly-

wood, we would occasionally
pass a series of low, attractive buildings with a high
Those
were the
fence.
studios.

morning, I was
by the sunlight.
It was so white and clear. It
seemed as tho you could put
out your hand and touch
We have
the mountains.
nothing like these cloudless
Day after
skies in Europe.

That

first

impressed

Tt happened

in a taxicab.

world.

background
rugged and

back to Europe.
With these uneasy apprehensions weighing upon me, my
entrance into Hollywood was
not what you would call merry.
to be the most disagreeable night I have seen in
California.
It
was cold and
foggy and dark. Mile after mile
rode out thru this strange city

town
With a

suburban

in the

day, Hollywood is under a
great blue bowl of sky, unSuch
specked by a single cloud.
a day would be regarded as a
single

phenomenon

in

Northern

Europe.

.every way.

The

next

dav

d a

wned

brightly, and the world seemed
more cheerful. That morning I

ode

over

Mary

to

Pickford's

where
was to make my
first American picture.
My first sight of Hollywood.
had
Qf\by daylight, surprised me.
studio

I

I

KAGf

finally I got to Mary
There 1
Pickford's studio.
had another surprise. In Europe,
we have nothing like such physiEspecially the
cal
equipment.

TT7eli.,

V*

electrical

equipment.

In

Cali-

power comes from the
mountain streams. It is absolutelv
fornia:

,

;
!

„.,QTION PICTURR
MAGAZINE tj
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In Europe
unlimited in quantity.
It
electricity very carefully.

our

we have
is

to

I

husband

precious and ex-

pensive.

Everything at Miss Pickford's studio reflected wealth
and generosity. I was made to understand that I had
only to make the pictures. Others would do the worrying about the wherewithal. In other words, they loaded
I felt as tho someone had supthe guns I fired them.
plied me with an entire collection of Aladdin's lamps.
Almost as soon as I arrived at the studio, the newspaper reporters began to come. I had been duly warned
first interview was an ordeal that
about reporters.
:

My

dreaded.

I

I had fortified myself with a good interpreter.
The
gentleman from the newspaper sat on one side of the
I drew a long breath.
table
I sat on the other side.
The interview began.
I prepared for the worst.
To my surprise, there was no drawing forth of notebooks in which my halting words were taken down.
There were, in fact, very few questions. It was just
a charming experia pleasant, amiable conversation
•

:

—

ence, in fact.

Since then I have learned to have the highest personal
I have come to number
regard for newspaper men.
some of them as among my best and closest' American
I have come to rely very much upon their
friends.
advice. Oddly enough, altho they are in the business of
telling the news, they are the safest confidants I have
ever known. I have talked with them of the most confidential matters they have never betrayed my confidence.
:

"Presently we began taking the picture with Miss
^Pickford. It was a charming and wonderful experience. Miss Pickford was very sympathetic. In spite of
her fame and her predominant position, she followed
my direction with the eager sympathy of a child. At the
same time her alert and intelligent mind worked like
forked lightning. Miss Pickford is a very remarkable.
woman. She is not only of the highest personal charIt was a
acter, but she is an artiste of real genius.
pleasure to work with her.
After Rosita, I went to the Warner Brothers Studio
where I made two of the most enjoyable pictures of my
In
career: The Marriage Circle and Three Women.
each of these pictures I worked under the best conditions and came in contact with remarkable artists.
At the present time as this is written I am direct-

—

—

On

the lot with

Mary Pickford, during

the filming of

Rosita

As everyone knows, my earliest success
were made with Miss Negri as the star. It seemed quite
like old times when I said, "And now, Pola"
and I saw
Miss Negri come onto the set. She is a very fine artiste
one of the very finest the screen has ever seen.
But working with the American stars, and then again

ing Pola Negri.

;

with Pola, only served to point to my own mind the fact
that these differences between America and Europe they
prate so much about are largely imaginary.
An

an artiste whatever language she speaks.
All this stuff they had been telling me about
the peculiarities of American taste
All bosh
There is no essential difference in taste here,
and in Europe.
In Berlin they adore Jackie
Coogan and Charlie Chaplin just as here; and
understand their humor just as well.
And if
there were a difference anywhere, it would be in
artiste is

humor.

The human

heart

is

the

human

heart no

matter what language the lips speak.
I found
that all those differences in taste were just superstitions in the minds of some of the producers.
Except for better physical equipment, I found
that

,

Research
;

r

.

i,

for

Forbidden 'Paradise

making
same

pictures in Hollywood was just the
as making pictures in Berlin. Altho
they have more money and usually come
to their work in motor-cars, the studio

(Continued on page 104)
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On

Ramon
J^AMON NOVARRO

a terrace of the Pincio, overlooking the roofs of

Felici,

riome
in Re

taking his impersonation
At the right we
have Mr. Novarro standing before the Vatican,
where he was received in special audience by
Pope Pius XI and given the blessing of His
Holiness before he started work on the picture.
As a further honor he was photographed by the
papal photographer in the Sistine chapel and in
the private gardens of the pope, a privilege rarely
conferred.
It was the second week in August that Ramon
cracked the whip over four great Arab chargers
and, as Ben Hur, was off on his mighty film
Before he completes it, a new year will
course.
have dawned, and many miles will have been
traveled. In addition to filming the scenes in the
Colosseum, at the Joppa Gate, and in the Campagna outside Rome, the company will sail to the
ancient port of Anzio on the Mediterranean for the
famous battle of the galleys, and later will go to
darkest Africa for the scenes in which Ben Hur
rallies the nations of the world in defense of
Christ.
Director Fred Niblo estimates that more
than twenty thousand people will be used in these
of

Ben Hur very

is

seriously.

scenes.

Mr. Niblo declares that he chose Novarro for
other screen heroes because he
best combines physical beauty with magnetism
and idealism. His possibilities as an actor, says
the director, have only been faintly realized thus
far; and following this picture, he prophesies,
Novarro will be the greatest idol the screen has

Ben Hur above

ever known.

I 26
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Rome
Rome

In the

Art of Make-Up
'HESE

scenes from brand-new pictures
are only for lovers who nave quarreled.
Choose the one that best fits your case, th
follow the directions given.
guarantee
perfect results

' I

We

t
!

i

When

wandering down Lovers' Lane,
sometimes just as well to put the
fence between you. If you don't believe this, ask Gertrude Olmstead and
Robert Ellis
it's

Treat 'em rough, says Ian Keith.

Even shake her

a bit.

It

worked

with Florence Vidor in Christine
of the Hungry Heart

Catch her alone and
dreamy-eyed make her

—

confess she was thinking of you.
That will
cure those Idle Tongues,
say Lucille Ricksen and

Malcolm MacGregor

If

you're

in

The Fast

Adolphe
Menjou and Betty

Set with
Compson

(below)

,

a

word of advice is not
amiss after you've
made up

Look indifferent and coy; make
him beg a little. That's the way
to Get Your Man. June Marlowe
proved

it

with Eric

St.

Clair

There's nothing like a
nice, fat check to check
a husband-and-wife quar-

As Babbitt, Willard
Louis wonders just how
many figures he must
write to dry the fair
Carmel's tears
rel.

Only Peter-the-Great looks on
Eleanor
Boardman and

while

Raymond McKee

(left) are "canoodling" in The Silent Accuser
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Exactly

Just

Wkat

You're

Up

Against

This is the true story of a famous motion picture star,and the rough road she had to travel
before the fans began chanting her name. It is told for the benefit of the movie-struck
girl, who thinks the screen is the short-cut to fame, and is about to start on the long
and heart-breaking pilgrimage to Hollywood, without the price of a return-trip ticket
Illustrations by

THE

Eldon Kelley

first thing you want to do when you start out
get cast in a mob scene was to take dinner with the
for Hollywood to become a movie star is to buy
director
that the way to a fan's heart was thru the
director's stomach, as it were. You ought to hear Hollya return-trip ticket. I'm not one of those statistic
addicts who can figure that the ink used in
wood laugh when it reads one of these "inside" stories
writing fan letters for one year would float a battleship
of the way stars are made.
But if you dont have to Pay the Price, in the sub-title
and things like that, but the chances are something like a
hundred to one that you'll need to use the second half of
sense, you do have to pay all sorts of prices that maybe
you haven't taken into consideration when you decided
that ticket.
Yes, yes
I know that you're as pretty as Alice Terry,
to leave Cicero flat or give up your, job pounding the
typewriter, and come out here to show Betty Compson
and can wear clothes like Mae Murray, and act as emoWhen your friends tell you you and Lew Cody how to act.
tional as Lillian Gish.
look like Norma Talmadge and your work in the highHpHERE are the clothes you'll need, for instance. When
school play was a funny as Fazenda's, I dont doubt them
* I started seven years ago, that part wasn't so important.
for a minute.
And I admit there have been unknowns
who came out here and became famous without the usual I remember I had just one suit, a cheap blue serge that
gradually turned green in the service but there wasn't
preparatory course in starvation and discouragement.
so much competition then either. Now,
Since the Peter Pan-ic is over at last
with society debs, titled English ladies,
and a little schoolgirl without influbeauty-contest winners and Ziegfeld
ence or experience has walked off
chorines standing in the line before
with the prize role of the year, I supthe casting window, cheap and shabby
pose every youngster who has got as
clothes wont help your case any.
far as Cicero's orations and algebra
There was a time when a fifteenwill reason that he or she could do
dollar evening gown or a take-methe same thing.
home - for - twenty - five - bucks dress
Now understand me. I'm not trysuit would qualify an extra to take
ing to discourage any budding Barpart in a cafe scene depicting the dithelmess or any potential Pola. As a
versions of the idle rich but not now.
rule, things like Betty Bronson's luck
That "best" dress that looked the
dont happen, but you may be the exheight of elegance when you packed it
If you
ception instead of the rule.
back to Oskaloosa, Iowa, or Terre
still want to come after I get thru
Haute wont do in Hollywood. The
telling you just exactly what you're up
men extras always have to supply their
against, then I say, "Come on and
own wardrobes, and while Famous
the best of success to you!"
Players and one or two others of the
It all reduces to a matter of dollars
big companies
furnish the "dress
and sense. Of course, it's just as well
girls" with their screen trousseaux,
to be passable-looking and have a trace
most studios will employ only extra
If you
of dramatic talent besides.
girls who have adequate clothes of
If you go into a hotel, a ringer for
can arrange to have been born in an
Mary Pickford gives you your
their own.
old Southern family, that helps, too.
coat check
If you dont possess a riding-habit,
Most of the authors who have writsmart tailleurs, sport clothes, a handten articles on the Dangers of Hollywood know a lot of things that aren't so. You'd think to some evening gown, you will have to rent them for the
occasion. Lady Jane Lewis who has the biggest costume
read them that every train that arrived in Los Angeles
renting place out here asks three-fifty for an evening
was met by a waiting line of sheiks in dress suits with the
gown for one day. For the same day's work the wearer
/7\ Worst Possible intentions and that the only way even to

—

.

.
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!

—

—
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ON

this page we present four
screen heroes in character-

izations that are either far more
or far less exemplary than their
usual roles. And on the opposite
page you will meet four screen
heroines who have completely

changed their personalities
their

new

for

pictures

In The Breath of
Scandal Lou Tellegen
appears for the first
time as a man grown
older, but that doesn't
mean Lou himself is

Milton

dons the

Sills

cloth and the surplice
to play the very Rev-

erend John Morton in

Madonna
Streets.

—

of the

Notice his

feeling the years oh,
•dear me, no!
He is
quite as charming as
ever in his usual manof-the-world role, as
may be seen by glanc-

ministerial

ing tot he right,

a

where he appears as
the Lou you know,
in Single Wives

glance to the left, and
see him with Mr. Tellegen in Single Wives

air, and
frown of distress
over the wickedness

his
of

the world.

It

al-

most makes us forget
how well he looks in
dress-suit,

until

we

Beneath the heaving chest of every screen actor, who
has always played the handsome hero that can do no
wrong, beats the desire to play the villain. And the
star who 1-as always been cast for the role of a bad, bad,
man, burns to show the flapper fans that he too can be
handsome and heroic. Watch for these transformations
when the new pictures of this quartet of favorites are
released
Evans

No

one expected

We've grown so

Percy

used to Conway
Tearle in well-

to see

Marmont behind
the bars, but
here he is in the
conventional garb
of the convict.
In Idle Tongues,

he becomes

a

much-wronged
prisoner,

course
leased

but of
is re-

on

good

tailored
that it's
to
as

clothes
difficult

think of him
a WUd West-

ern hero. But in
The Great Divide

he becomes one.
Can you find a

hand somer
cowboy?

behavior

Clarence S. Bull
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Conjid ences Off-S creen
B,

A

WARREN
COMBE,
W.

A.

NEW-

who

Griffith's

is

D.

art

one of
the most interesting slants on
motion pictures I have ever heard
director, has

An enthusiastic friend
that
Newcombe had
worked out a project for a great
national temple to the silent drama,
that his ideas on lighting and the
construction of theaters were revexpressed.
told

me

olutionary.
sounded formiIt
dable and dull, but one cant afford
to overlook anything that hints at
a finer artistry in the movies, and
I asked for an interview.

The

was an afternoon
Newcombe's home at Rye
Beach, N. Y. I found him to be
result

Practical

Dreamer and His Tkeater
for a dignified, beautiful structure

which he would like to see erected
in Washington, with the backing,
if
possible, of the Government.

For

the

should

enterprise

be

and serve as an objectlesson for other cities to copy if
they approved. The interior would
have very straight lines, the walls
flat and unbroken by any decoranational,

tion except colored frescoes placed
rather high.
There would be, of

course, no balconies or boxes. The
lighting would at all times be

subdued.
The screen his
would be nothing

—

pet

theory-

less

than the

entire far wall of the theater.

The

surface would be prepared over a
wide space so that it would register
the picture, but there would be no
an engaging combination of the
frame and the audience would be
practical man and the dreamer.
I found Warren Newcombe an engaging
unable to tell its dimensions. The
He designed the sets for Griffith's
combination of the practical man and
America, which ranks him as being
smallest scenes and the largest
the dreamer
among the best in his line.' And
could be shown, and in any shape
tall, narrow panels, or great obI am pretty well convinced that his
longs.
Spectacular action episodes, such as the night
dreams are practical, too, and will be adopted generally.
His most striking notion is concerned with the screen
riders in The Birth of a Nation, could be enormously
extended and create the effect of miles of panorama, he
the actual white square in a frame on which motion picsays.
tures are thrown. He says it is utterly wrong, that it is
Some distance out from the screen, he would place an
too small, too white, should not be square at all, and should
elevated platform for the orchestra, with steps leading
not have for background a curtain and a regular stage.
The first house built especially for the showing of pictures to it from all four sides. He believes that music is the
only logical, the only appealing, accompaniment of motion
stuck to the old model, because the promoters feared the
pictures.
The living actor should never
movies might flivver (Just imagine that!)
and they wanted to protect themappear in a theater dedicated to the
cinema; his presence and
selves with a theater in which
plays could be put on
voice jolt one out of
They also felt it would
the mood best suited
'
for the enjoyment of
be necessary, any way,
to relieve the monota play told by means
ony of the cinema
of fleeting, flickering

visit to

—

with song - and - dance

shadows.
In 1922 and 1923,
Newcombe wrote and

Other builders
slavishly followed
acts.

Even the
Capitol in New York,
the most pretentious
theater dedicated to
the new art, is nothing
more than an operahouse with boxes andbalcony, olda
fashioned decorations
and a dinky little

filmed at his

their lead.

Riesenfeld

!

Newcombe

ee.

the

Newcombe

is impresbecause he is a
whole-souled fan. "I
believe this newest of
the arts to be the

sive,

the orchestra.

Mr.

at

New

York.
The sincerity of

Rivoli,

suspended
the heads of

would change all this.
He has drawn plans
40

ex-

The Enchanted City
and Sea of Dreams,
which were shown by

screen
above

own

pense two charming
one-reel
fantasies,

Here you see Aileen pringling at John Gilbert in a scene from
His Hour. She has done her best with her role, but it is really
a man's picture

greatest of them all,"
he told me earnestly.

«K'£F
Music is his second love. He is convinced that a 'movie
opera" a great score interpreted by great pictures- -would
be superior to grand opera as we now know it.
I should like to "see his ideas tried out.

—

How Does One

pungent,

but

art
the
she has elected
to adorn is the

since

drama I
concentrated
silent

Pringle?

R

of screen godfather to Aileen Pringle, is responsible for adding a
word to the language. While directing her in one of her
first pictures, he countered occasional lapses from her best
manner by crying across the lot to her: "You've got to
you're
Ah, that's better!
pringle for us, Aileen.

upert Hughes, who has been a kind

on her mobile
features and her
mannerisms in

my
the

Now

w

found her ex-

which makes his new verb absurdly hauntthou pringlest, he (or she) pringles. Once
get started on it and it's difficult to stop.
But, after all, the important question is, How does one

in the syllables
ing I pringle,

—

eyes are
of the true,
rare shade to
with a
go

gray

fortune

com-

plexion

and

They

are

both to
-

bility of managing his vast

bright

black hair.

was being asked

the responsi-

Her

quisite.

pringle? The lady herself is the sole answer. Whatever
she says and does and is may be described as pringling.
By making a few leading remarks, then sitting back in
comparative silence and watching her intently, I appeared
to encourage her to pringle along most brilliantly for

prepared for

of

Let
pringling.
it be said right
a y that I
a

This sounds like a press-agent's yarn. But it isn't one.
Miss Pringle told it to me herself after I'd happened to
mention the name of Rupert Hughes. There is a harmony

Jackie is being carefully

quest for
inner sig-

nificance

pringling."

nearly an hour.
She vowed the thing she most abhorred

were

ideas

able

Harold Lloyd has exactly the right
kind of self-confidence

glitter

smile with

and to melt. Her lips curl with a fine scorn, or
interviewers
sudden sweetness. She is not cold, as some
it.
from
Far
have written.
But there is an arrogance in all this that sets her apart
from the sentimental type that has hitherto been supremely
her
successful in motion pictures. She is going to create
is going
she
or
way,
big
very
in
a
conquer
and
public
own
For myself, I admire the subtleties of prmglmg,
to fall.
legitimate stage
it as an accomplishment for the
I
see
tho
in a
rather than the cinema. Aileen Pringle in the flesh,
Aileen
sparkling comedy by Maugham or Shaw, would be
Pringle at her fullest and best.

Dix (below)
is delighted
with his role
in Manhattan, for it
gives him the

opportunity
to appear as

"a regular
guy"

She didn't want the public to think
because she particularly objected
not
of her as a vamp,
she loathed the way that vamps
because
but
man-eating,
to
did not look like a vamp and
Aileen—
She—
went about it.

vamp

to plav

parts.

was incapable of acting like one.
She did not shiver her shoulders
or sketch Egyptian gestures with

her hands when making love. So
why should she be forced to
falsify for the screen? In Three
Weeks she had refused pointblank to play the heroine as a
vamp. She had made her patrician,

sensitive,

and fundamen-

As for His
romantic.
Hour, her latest, she had done
her best with it, but it was_ a
man's picture. The kind of role

tally

she would really like to play, that
of some genuinely interesting
historical figure, was not tolerated
at present by the producers.

And

so on.

And

so on.

Her

Harold Lloyd Is Not Girl Shy
Snatching a moment between shots of Dangerous
Money, at Famous Players studio the other day, I
asked Bebe Daniels how she rated her early experience in
comics with Harold Lloyd. Bebe— she has recently had
her hair bobbed, by the way was in the hands of her
coiffeur and by no means at leisure to give an interview.
But her mind works like a streak, and this is what she
flashed back at me:
"Nothing could have been better for me. Harold Lloyd
used to make a comic a
was splendid to work with.
week, fifty-two weeks a year. They were one-reelers, of

—

We

course.

If

we wanted

a vacation,

to crowd
pictures into
week, so as to
the next one
I was at it for

two

we had

one
take
off.

four

and I'll
you why it did
years,

tell

me

After

that
drilling
in

good.

sound

comics,

I

know

when I'm

in danger
of being absurd in

tragedy."

As

I

watched the

industrious,

Bebe

snap

lovely

back

action on the
set, I fell to think-

into

ing of

Lloyd and

(Cont'd on page 96)
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a close-up of the heroine,
as you please;

The

6:

gal is

simply terror-struck,
with fear.

"Lay aside those firearms;
fight you man to man!"

11:

And overcome

As pretty

I'll

f
\

-

w^JUh,

it

x
3

And

:

a close-up of the hero,

Whose

4:

Gi.

at

her

:

What be

"You dog!

7:

tells the heroine,
cannot mention here,

I'll

make you pay

for

8:

9:

And glares at the villain
From the corners of his eyes.

13:

The

14:

villain's

At the hero's

guns are pointed
vital spot,

<

;

'I

/

A close-up of the heroine,
Who is hoping that he can.

12:

this!"
The gallant hero cries,

feet,

then Bad Mike, the renegade,
Comes lurching down the street.

We
42

is

And

5

I

heart

plainly gee

That things are getting hot.

0**
,

The heroine can

Now
But

The
In

comes the part that hurts us,
to tell the truth we're bound

villain

knocks the hero out

— the—very—

first

—round.
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How
A

De Mille Picks 'Em

Cecil

story about the latest

De

Millionaire heroine, and

how she

passed the grim ordeal that turned her into a star

CARDON

By H. D.
'O be given a

Ti

picture

Harvard

De Mille
being tagged for a

pany equipped with pins and scissors and bolts of cloth. They hang
opera wraps on her, and they pin
her into impromptu evening gowns.
Mr. De Mille told me

lead in a

like

is

secret society.

It's

more

than that it is as tho the
king has whacked some one over
the shoulders with his sword
:

and commanded him
Sir Hubert."
It is

ever,

a matter of cold fact
two girls out of

that only
the long

Mr. De Mille have

other day, howthat all this
procession is only
incidental
the
to
real test. He natur-

the

to "Rise,

list

selected

by

ally wants to see how his candidate is going to look in various kinds of clothes but
the test, like the questioning, is mainly to
see with what poise the girl will carry off a

failed to find a lead in

one of his pictures the doorway to fame

;

and fortune.
Gloria Swanson, Bebe Daniels, Agnes
Ayres, and many others have been handed
kevs to glory by this great director. And the
last one now to receive a precious key is little
Vera Reynolds.
But every one of these stars had to pass a peculiar
And perhaps
ordeal before she was picked for a part.
it is necessary at this point to explain just what this ordeal

how

difficult situation.
'It's

:

to explain

Cecil

the

eyes

that

I

consider,"

said

poise."

And now let us take the case of Vera Reynolds, and the
reason that she passed the ordeal.
Mr. De Mille said that, of all the hundreds of girls who
have endured the ordeal of sitting in that inquisatorial
chair, Vera Reynolds was unique in one regard.
She was the only one, of all the hundreds of girls who
have obeyed the command to take off their hats, who did
not sneak up her hands to fix her hair.
Vera wasn't worried about her
hair. And that fact got her the job.
Not alone, of course. De Mille had
been watching her work in comedies
for a long time.
But at least this
was a confirmation of an independent, poiseful personality.
And so the gate opened for her,
and another De Millionaire
heroine was born.
As a

De

Mille picks 'em.
He has a gorgeous and impressive office with cathedral
stained-glass windows and other appurtenances calculated
to fill the heart with awe.
And in this office is a huge chair which has witnessed
much agony. When De Mille is looking for new genius,
the trembling candidates are brought in and deposited
in that chair while he asks them questions.
great many have been questioned
but only a few have passed.
Usually, they are courteously excused
and led sadly out ... to oblivion.
When a rare girl interests De Mille,
another ordeal begins.
She is lugged
They dress her up.
away to the wardrobe department and
presently returns with an anxious comis like

really

Mr. De Mille. "When I ask a question, it is more
to see what answer the eyes give back than the words
the tongue gives back.
It is the eyes and the mental

A

(Continued on page 105)

She

is

all

deliciously

rounding curves,

is

Vera, with dark braids trimly
wound about small head, and saucy, piquant features. Mr. De Mille considers her
the perfect type of the flapper who has begun to grow up the young, disillusioned
this

little

—

that discovers the rift in the saxophone, finds the dew is off the rose but on
the florist's bill, and realizes with amazement that the world is not her own oyster
cocktail
type,

Vera

says she'd soon
those "deliciously
rounding curves" if she

lose

didn't exercise two
each day
play
pushball or go surf

—

hours

riding
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Complete Analysis

BEN LYON

BEN

LYON

is
a friendly person, with the
faculty of pleasing people and making himself generally liked.
In reading his character, I noticed first, that
his face is almost harmonic, which would give him
the ability to fit into several vocations and each equally
well.
It is usually very difficult for such a person to
concentrate on any one thing; in fact, a person of this
type seldom concentrates unless particularly interested.
He has a- splendid forehead, broad, with good
height, which shows a fine intellect. There are lines
in his forehead which are unusual in one of his age.
These lines denote a nature that worries and is
impatient.
There are other lines at the root of the
nose which show a serious nature and that he is one
I

who

is puzzled over life.
In the nose is shown a sensitive, intuitive nature,
good imagination, constructive ability this proves
that he is an observant person with quick judgment
;

and synthetic reasoning.
The chin and jaw show a love of beauty, especially
of a pretty face plenty of determination and persistence, much endurance and physical strength, a great
interest and liking- for the opposite sex, pronounced
likes and dislikes.
Above the eyes are good powers of visualization
and the ability to see and plan ahead.
The lobe of the ear shows longevity.
The mouth upper lip— shows a sympathetic, charitable nature, one with much ardor and enthusiasm,
and entirely too much trust and confidence in human
The lower lip shows an affectionate nature
nature.
with strong desires. The parentheses about the mouth
denote pride and dignity.
The hands show that he has a practical turn of
mind, that he is a frank person, too outspoken and
;

—

ANITA STEWART

THE

moment I entered the door of Miss Stewart's
home I felt the atmosphere of the real home. It was
a cheery place with much light and sunshine and

everything in harmony.
is a very girlish, wholesome person, very
much the thorobred. Her refinement, sensitiveness and delicacy impressed me immediately.
In reading her character, we noticed first her eyes, for
they are very expressive, proving her at times, the sad,
pensive dreamer, one filled with inspirations and ambitions
but, at the same time, mentally alert, with great intelligence

Miss Stewart

and

interest.

—

honest for his

own

good.

(Continued on page 87)

—

In the mouth upper lip we find a very trustful nature,
with great belief in her fellow beings sympathetic, ardent
and enthusiastic. In the lower lip, we find high ideals which
are never fully realized; an affectionate person, who feels
deeply and is too sensitive for her own good;
The nose shows a good imagination, constructive ability
and self -protection a very observing person who particularly
;

;

notices clothes.

The cheeks show an intense, serious nature, one who is
daring and has the courage of her convictions.
The chin and jaw show persistency and independence of
thought.
The high, broad forehead shows a splendid intellect, a very
good memory, and musical ability.
In making a summary of the character, we would say that
Miss Stewart is a generous, friendly person, a good conver(Continued on page 87)
)
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Hommel

;

Faces of the Film Stars
By

Vance de Revere

F.

BERT LYTELL

BEFORE onmaking

this analysis, I

watched Mr.

the set making scenes for Sandra,
and was greatly impressed by the seriousness
and earnestness of his work.
In reading his character, one notices first his chin
and jaw. The chin has great breadth, and is large and
The jaw-line is long and well developed,
square.
showing strong faculties of will he is a person whose
thinking is along individual lines, and he is independent of the thoughts of others. There is found great
physical strength, endurance, fortitude and hardihood
in this chin and jaw a person who can be relied upon
one who will fight for a principle and who is fair
and just in his dealings with others. There is a great
love of the beautiful and the artistic.
In the nose there is found a fine imagination, and
constructive ability he is a sensitive, intuitive nature,
The shape of
with good powers of concentration.
the nose denotes that he is one who does not like to
work at things in opposition to his tastes.
Lytell

I

.

;

;

;

The cheeks show an intense nature, earnestness,
seriousness of purpose, and good recuperative powers.
In the parentheses of the mouth there is found
pride, dignity he is one who likes to lead and excel.
The mouth upper lip lacks firmness, and is extremely full and well developed this would denote an
individual who would be easily swayed by his sympathies or where his affection was engaged. His natural
kindness and his charitable nature would be easy to
impose upon. There is also found in the upper lip an
ambitious nature, with great enthusiasm, ardor, and
The lower
trust, and confidence in human nature.
lip shows a sensitive person, one who understands
human nature and is a good judge of women.
Above the eyes there is shown well-developed perceptives, and proof that he is an artistic person. The
;

—

^

—

;

(Continued on page 87)

Russell Ball

GLORIA SWANSON
there were fifty-seven varieties of human nature, I'd
say that Gloria Swanson was the fifty-eighth.
In reading her character I noticed, first, the fulness
above and completely across the eyes'. This shows welldeveloped perceptives and artistic faculties, which give the
ability to sketch and draw also strong likes and dislikes for

IF

;

certain colors.

Have you ever noticed Gloria's mouth? You have heard
"Come hither" look in people's eyes well, Gloria's

of the

;

mouth

gives the same impression, while her eyes and placid
expression contradict it.
It is very expressive and shows
clearly a well-developed emotional side; a generous, sympathetic, kindly nature, with great loyalty in friendship
a
person whose love and affection would overrule her head and
good judgment. She is blind to the faults of her friends
and those she loves. This is a weakness, for such people are
frequently imposed upon. There is a fondness for children
and animals and a desire to pet and mother those she loves.
In the upper lip is found a love of display.
She has an unusually long line from the metus of the ear
to the point of the chin, which denotes much determination
and will. She is an independent nature, and does not rely
upon others to do her thinking for her.
The forehead is both broad and high, showing a good
mentality and good reflective faculties
a serious nature,
especially in regard to her work. At the root of the nose is
shown a fulness which denotes high individuality.
;

;

George
Horarael

(Continued on page 87)
|
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PAG

TWO WOODSMEN
boy.
Eleanor Boardman grew weary of being a flapper, so here she is, a regular
her witli
"Peter the Great" has sworn allegiance to this new master and will protect
The two are great pals in The Silent Accuser
his life.
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Tke

Who

Girl

The Concluding Chapter

By

Couldn't Be Bad
of

Our

of preceding chapters will be

THREE

days of acute privation had made a
hobo of Hank Brown. His many
weaknesses had become his strength under

and

On

in

ready

—

his

to

tho

the
stopping.

driver

contemplated

could

believe

her

eyes

.

You're the one

woman
ways

I've

al-

despaired

assumed friendliness.
So another fellow was keeping Hope, was he, thought
Orkney. His wicked smile made it plain what he intended
a reward, he gave

Hank

the run

Stanton

Braithwaite's mother had long since
abandoned hope of a reconciliation between her son'
-self.
She at length came to believe that the boy
t

scarcely

something of that sympathetic
and understanding fervor that
had been his as a fond and
thoughtful son before the World

Sure enough, just about a
block away, the car drew near
the curb and the young -man pointed out the buildings of
the largest motion picture company in the world, where
The Dark Lady's Secret had been filmed.
Hank ran as fast as his enfeebled legs would carry
him and arrived behind the sport car just as its driver
threw it into gear and it began slowly to move. -There
was but one thing to do. Hank climbed up on the rumble
space in the center of the two tires.
The car was turned round and driven back to Los
Angeles.
Hank waited until Hope and Stanton entered the
apartment, having resolved in a mean spirit of envy over
the contrasting conditions between him and his sister,
He changed his
to take the information to Orkney.
mind at the thought of immediate reward and ran into
the apartment house and blusteringly tried to force his
way upstairs. He was promptly thrown out into the
street and this completed his half-formed resolve to betray his sister.
He hurried toward Orkney's, which was a couple of
miles distant
It was plain that Orkney had been drinking steadily
since he had last seen him and any finer tissue in him had
been roughly coarsened. He received Hank half-sullenly
until Hank imparted the coveted information, when his
ingratiating generosity and
attitude became one of

As

.

and ears as he stood before her
and spoke to her.
"Mother!"' cried Stanton, and
he took her into his arms with

of getting

to do in the matter.
of his liquor hoard.

—

mother whose great love in life was forever lost.
And it was in this impasse of life that Stanton,
her son, returned one day and found her.
She

very threshold of
Providence
however,
crime,
seemed to favor him, for as he
sat in- the park out towards
Hollywood, he saw the amazing sight' of his sister arrayed
in
clothes
of a lady,
the
huddled down beside a fashionably dressed young man in
the low cushions of a sportthe

model automobile.
The car
was going along leisurely as

found on page 78)

convinced of the fact that she herself was responsible
in the weakness of her love for him
for
all that he had or had not become.
She gave up
her many society engagements and shut herself
up in her great country house, a woman and a

veritable

adversity

Interesting Serial

HENRY ALBERT PHILLIPS

{A synopsis

bitterness he was
stoop to anything.

!

only lost to her, but lost to

all

things save im-

Braithwaite would have gone immediately to her
d she not brooded upon and been so thoroughly

got hold of him.
"My son!" Was all she could
say, but it expressed all her yearnings, her love and her convictions.
They were again mother and son
But all of the benefits of the
wonderful miracle seemed on the
point of vanishing when Stanton told his mother that the
great change had been due to a woman.
She was sadly
familiar with his women.
"I wairL.you.to return at once with me, mother," he
_
pleaded." "She
we need your help."
So, with a heart that momentarily grew heavier, Mrs.
Braithwaite accompanied her son back to the city.
:

Tn

—

the hallway of his apartment house Stanton found
struggling with the attendants, bawling out that

A Hank

it was his right and he wanted to see his sister who was
being detained by Braithwaite. Mrs. Braithwaite could
not help overhearing this and her fears were confirmed
when Stanton had her escorted to the apartment while
he stayed behind to pacify Hank.
When Mrs. Braithwaite entered, she was confronted
by a woman who in every way typified the sort she had

apprehended finding. It was Isabel.
It seems that Isabel had been more deeply affected than
she realized. She returned to Hollywood, but the pitiful
vision of Hope haunted her, accompanied by pangs of
what must have been conscience. She wrestled all night
and by morning her better self had conquered.
She
resolved to do the unheard-of thing of doing good to an
arch-enemy.
She was admitted to the apartment as an
old friend of Stanton's.
No one was there. She found
only a note stuck in the corner of the mirror. All it said
was: "111 just show you whether or not I can be

bad !—Hope/'
Stanton assured Hank that things were all right and
then invited the half-ashamed boy upstairs.
There he
found his mother and Isabel facing each other. He was
stunned.
Mechanically, he took the note which Isabel
extended.
"It is all my fault," confessed Isabel, simply. "I came
here and frightened her away."
Stanton turned fiercely upon her. "Get out! And I
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i.

hope I never see
!"
your face again
In his harshness
Stanton did not

over

this

for

moment,

a

then

delved in and be-

came more and
more delighted

comprehend the
magnitude of

with the slightly

sacrifice

old- fashioned

or realize what a

contents. There
was one complete
costume outfit of
striking pattern

Isabel's

woman

different

she

had

almost

become.

that

/""\r

^^

kney

r e -

took

home

turned

She removed the
tag on it without
looking at it even.
It fitted her per-

for
second
the
time, uncertain

what

course to
pursue in getting
hold of the per-

son

who

believed

fectly.

front of the long
in the
adjoining
room'

mirror

fondly

was

be-

ing restrained

Then

from

complete

coming to
him. He had been
drinking

The

heavily

Hope herself into .his presence.
"Aha ran away" from me, "did you?" He chucked her
-

—

,

.

..

under the chin.
only smiled. She was so tired, albeit happy to
have accomplished her end.
"Now tonight, young lady, we are going to celebrate
the occasion of our happily meeting again in the most
fitting manner!"
He winked, and Hope nodded and
smiled.
From all that he had heard, he now thought
Hope quite equal to anything he could propose. Nothing less than a devil of a night of it would do. He set
about at once to arrange with the restaurant in the building to prepare a regular chorus-girl feast.
He had his
own stock of cocktails and champagne to give it the
right touch
Hope was really delighted with these renewed prospects of being bad again.
She really liked this bad life,
she told herself, but underneath it all was a desire to
seek some diversion that would throw off the real sorrow
she felt on leaving and being left by Stanton Braithwaite,
whom she would not grant she loved.
Only one thing got on Orkney's nerves, and that was
the Pocusville togs Hope wore and which had brotight
a smile wherever she had gone.
He puzzled over how
to overcome this esthetic point and then somewhat reluctantly handed her a key.
"In heaven's name, change
that clown rig you're wearing for some of the. things you
will find in there!" He indicated a small room which
had evidently been his wife's storeroom. He then left
to see that the champagne was properly iced and to mix
the cocktails.

Hope was delighted when she found
room containing several large trunks

a sort of dressingfilled to the brim
She went over them piece by piece for
with dresses.
Thus she emptied
the sheer delight of handling them.
third seemed to be separate and contained
two trunks.
dresses and costumes of many years gone.
She was
barely able to decipher a faded inscription written on a
square card and tacked on the lid of the trunk. She made it

A

I 06

"Our

the

she

down her

examined excitedly.
The keepsakes were all marked.
There was an old piece of music across the top of which
was written "Jennie's Favorite Piece." In the spirit of
the moment, Hope thought that she would like to play it
if she could.
She opened the piano and sat down and
:

Hope

:

order to

let
hair so
that the natural
long golden curls lay outspread on her shoulders.
By this time, Hope had forgotten the true state of
affairs.
She was just a child at play, a girl in a garret,
-a blooming young woman surrounded by furbelows!
There was a package of keepsakes in the tray which she

car leisurely followed the winding road

-
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in

effect

again and his
thoughts turned toward violence. The next' moment he
softened in the glow of the prospect of seeing her so
soon again under such auspicious circumstances. He was
bathing in this, mood when the doorbell rang and a
minute later his housekeeper ushered none other than

out to be

She

paraded about in

Hope,

of
he

particularly
her fancy.

Little Jennie's

Things."

Hope

puzzled

began picking out the notes laboredly.
Orkney had closed the dining-room doors and while
the waiter from the restaurant arranged the spread of
food, he concentrated on the drinks, sampling them from
time to time until he became recklessly drunk.
Those
who knew Miles Orkney also knew that there was no
stopping him once he got this way.
Orkney now dismissed the amazed waiter, who had
been told to remain and serve the repast.
He doublelocked the door after the man, pulled down the shades
and lit the candles on the table. Then with, a leer and a
lurch he opened the door into the room where Hope was.

"Crom

the descriptions furnished by Ezekiel, the police
corresponded to
plain-clothes man confirmed the identification.
Ezekiel and Sarah were notified, the police, intending to
make a big, but sure thing of such a notorious example.
The saddened, tho expectant, parents bravely resolved
to accompany the police to the place of capture and provide means for unimpeachable identification of their
child and conviction of the culprit.
But a surprise and a disappointment awaited them all,
for they arrived a little while after Stanton had departed
with blood in his eye and a revolver in his pocket for
Orkney's apartment. For Stanton after repeated effort
had. wheedled the whereabouts of Orkney from the
Incidentally, he learned the terrible
drunken Hank.
significance of her visit to the licentious liquor salesman.
Hank was roughly awakened by the strong arms of
the Law and fear of them sobered him sufficiently to disThe police left
close that the real danger lay elsewhere.
one of their number to correct any false alarm and
hurried away on the new clue.
Ezekiel and his wife had taken their, poor broken boy

had
Hope.

finally located a girl that partly

A

—
Ifieil

between them and with Mrs. Braithwaite's permission
sat on the side of the bed in the half-darkened room and
waited with bruised and bleeding hearts.
Mrs. Braithwaite sat alone in the other room.
She

was putting all these strands of half -shattered lives together. She realized how much greater were the reasons
for the sorrow of that other mother in the next room.

Out

of the haze surrounding her son's doings a beautiful
figure was emerging. She sensed that he had done something almost noble instead of despicable. Yet she understood that all even she would be plunged into the
depths should their apprehensions concerning Jhe fate of
Hope be realized.

—

—

"Voiles Orkney, swaying from the effects of the last
* " strong cocktail, lurched toward the separating door.
He carried a tray before him on which two "preliminary"

A

lustful glint
cocktails balanced themselves unsteadily.
shone in his eyes, as he paused a moment to straighten
Then with a
himself out for the auspicious occasion.
leer he opened the door and stepped into the room.
Orkney stopped dead and the two glasses went crashThe sight he saw and the sounds he
ing to the floor.
heard struck him deep and vitally. This was no ghost,

—

Yonder sat his daughter she
but a poignant reality.
whom he had loved more deeply than anything in his
The dress, the figure, the attitude even the same
life.
favorite sweet song that she had always played to please
him there was no mistaking them all. There! Even
He groped for the corner of the
the voice was like!
square piano, cold

—

—

sweat pouring from

thing, his lips

Again he hid

moving, but no sound coming from them.
befogged mind crowding with

flaming

phan-

He

stood

toms.

Hope saw his distress and came over and laid her hand
sympathetically on his arm.
He sprang away with a
shudder as tho she had branded him.
"No, not that,
please.
Just play for me play and sing that song for
me again please do !"
And as Hope played, part of the actual scene faded.
He was again with them with his family. His erstwhile
emotions of a pure deep love were duplicated. He could
feel the arms of each of them about him again.
So emotionally immersed were both of them that they
did not hear the sinister crunching of locked doors under
the pressure of crowbars. By the time Stanton had made
a few hurried inquiries and reached the upper floor on
which the Orkney apartment was located, the police were
in the hall below.
Stanton was in the act of trying to force the door with
his shoulder when they appeared at his side with two
crowbars. The police and Stanton exchanged significant
looks, but that was all.
For the moment, they were all
bent on the same purpose and turned with a will to carrying it into execution.
Finally, the bolt within gave way and Stanton Braithwaite who had until now been half-crazy with fear at
the delay, now stepped back hesitating to be the first to
enter and witness what seemed to be inevitable ruin. And
the police, as tho about to face a desperate criminal on
the defensive, cocked their revolvers and advanced into
the apartment.
The two interven-

—

—

—

doors

unlocked with

hear

voices

and

threw back
door and en-

police

the

tered, covering both

the
their

more especially
Stanton
were
dum founded at the

—

—

those clothes
" He
where did

eyes

scene

before them.
did not hear
them and so was not
conscious of what
had taken place. As

down

into a
groggily, his

shutting

Hope

his
out

Hope and

his

pre-

meditated

sin

and

for

looked at
f-startled
halfgain,
in his effort

t.-

tell

her

some-

Orkney, he

stood there a halfdazed man, tears of
repentance in his
eyes.
As they burst
in, he manifested no
other sign than a

trying to recall the
vision of his beloved,
daughter,
innocent

the

occupants with
weapons.

The invaders

cried out, "My God
where did you get

hands before

and

a sinking heart that
there seemed to be
a suggestion of perfect accord in the
conversation. Again
he drew back. The

Orkney raised his
clammy hand as tho
to shut out the
Then he
sight.

sank

the

Stanton noted with

embarrassed.

chair

They

door which,
strangely, stood a
little ajar.
Within,
the next room, however, they could

smiling and

—

to

parlor

'

•

were

skeleton keys.

the music and softly
singing it, that she
had heard nothing.
Suddenly she became conscious of
turned,

ing
easily

now came

there until his evil
passions were consumed in the blaze.
Hope was so intent in picking out

his presence

I

I

memories.

muddled mind a
wild conflagration
of

MAGAZINE

his face, his

brow, his

his

I

He

groped for the corner of the piano, his mind a wild conflagration
of flaming

phantoms

signal for them
(Cont. on page 78)
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Reeling
m
m

With
Laughter

Still eating well, thank you, and able to
take in money, that's me, Walter Hiers.
Funny as ever in Short Change

Girls will be boys these days! Observe
Kathleen Clifford, with Jack Duffy, in
Grandma's Girl, a brand-new Christie

comedy

When you decide to have a
permanent, dont engage Viola
Dana to do it. At least not unstudied the
til
after you've
picture below. It's called The
We'd call it
Beauty Parlor.
the Inquisition

Chamber

(BeGangway! Here comes Johnny Hines!
low) Put on the brakes, Johnny, you're exceedHis picture is called the
ing the speed limit!
Speed Spook; he looks anything but spookish

I

50
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Neither the billiard player nor
(left)
misses a
cue in Her Fortunate Face. Below, Owen Moore in East of
Broadway is concentrating to
make the other man depart for
points farther East

Wanda Wiley

Buddy Messinger is up to his usual tricks in
this latest of the Century Kid Comedies, and
But Buddy
is going to get the usual reward.
never seems to learn by experience

Scenes from new
comedies that will
soon be released;
with a few amusing
other
hits from

new

productions

Fancy the dashing Adolphe Menjou needing to have his hair dyed!
His valet gives him advice on the
subject in

The Fast Set

Eileen Manning is horrified to discover
that her heart is fluttering in a flapperish
manner over Dr. Robert Ellis.
The
picture is Lovers' Lane

How
(left)

do

you like Gloria
barmaid? And

as a

where did she learn
a

How

can Glenn Hunter (below) keep eyes front with
dangers like this on every
side?
Doesn't he look like
a schoolboy delivering the

valedictory?

He's well

worth watching
Silent

in

The

Watcher

Below is poor Harry Langdon, peeling miles and
miles of pommes de terre. But no need to feel sorry
for him; he feels sorry enough for himself, as you'll
find out when you see All Night Long

dust-mop?

to wield

And would

you recognize handsome

Ben Lyon?

They're

to-

gether in Wages of Virtue.
Below is Harold Lloyd, in
trouble as usual. Look out,
Harold, you seem to have
dropped something.
The
picture is Hot Water

Betty Blythe (below) plays Nelly, the beautiful
cloak model, for Potash and Perlmutter in Hollywood. Do you wonder she almost bowls them over?
Her clothes, they say, put out the eye of the camera
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A Tune
II:

What

for a

the Directors think of the business of acting to music

By DORIS

MUSIC

with

like

music

your
is

Tear

DENBO
has to show
lot.

with your

"As

glosses over
mental indigestion and
puts you in a mood you do not

meals.

choose to play.
I'm quite
impervious to their noise,
Allan

Dwan's

just as I am to the hammers
of the carpenters. The studio
is always in a din, at best. In
Players-Lasky studio
fact, I recall one time when
four scenes were being made
in the same studio, each with its own bit of music, playing, respectively, tunes suggestive of joy, sorrow, humor
and romance, and I was scarcely conscious of any of them.
But my players act better when the tune is in harmony
with the mood desired.

musicians in
the Famous

Helen
Hokinso

with an early morning grouch
can put more heart into the joy he must feign before the
camera when the studio is ringing with a gay piece of jazz.
For if the musicians are strumming, For your lips tell
me No, No, but it's yes, yes, in your eyes, then no matter
how morning-after an artist may be feeling, he can stand
before the camera and smile and smile and smile. And
even if the first two smiles do almost crack his face, by
the time the third smile comes, it's almost human.
On the other hand, if on a gay and sunny morning his
part happens to be to weep and wring his hands, Ne.arer
My God to Thee, played by almost any studio orchestra,
will bring the glycerin tears coursing down the cheeks, no
matter how merry he may be feeling.
"Music in the -studio is a little luxury we allow the
actors to help them forget themselves," said Allan Dwan,

who undoubtedly

"Now, there's Gloria Swanson, for instance. Gloria is
a temperamental little thing insists on music, and has her
special kind; prefers the wan, tin-panny kind of two violins and a piano, to the full-blown, harmonious chords you
get in a symphony orchestra reacts better to it. Remember the wedding scene in Gloria's last picture, Her Love
Story? You know in that she marries the villain, not the
hero yet she goes thru with the ceremony, and it becomes
a very unhappy affair. For that, Gloria insisted on very
wan and unhappy music. The heart-breaking mood into
which she worked

—
;

;

has pumped atmosphere into more

-

rector in the East,
and with the same

long

phy

pumps

the

air into

flat tire.

"Camera

feigned

acting
a spasmodic affair at best.
The

not

is

self."

per-

W

work up

mitted to

climax

into a
gradually, nor has
he the inspiration
mood.

you

say,

I

Edwin

Carewe

coaches
-

musicians in
Nazimova's pictures
the

Register the agony of a soul in torment.'
cant take time for him to go out on the lot and gradually work himself up into a fine frenzy of emotion.
He

We
52

I si

is

very

Mr. De
tell

many
that he
so

weeps with one
tune and laughs

sunny

'Do the

death scene.

in

words

simply plunge into
first.
it head
He

with the world, and

Mille,

it

Mille will not

into the

morning, feeling
very much in tune

De

different.

He must

arrives of a

ith Cecil B.

however,

of an audience to

throw him

emotions

have left me quite
without heart my-

is

artist

interrupt

to

ceremony and
throw out the villain.
But years of
di r ec ting these

sical effort
with which a bicycler

herself under spell
of that wan music,

would have made
anyone less hardboiled than I am

pictures

than any other di-

a

con-

tinued

feel.

For just as the diner
restaurant can attack a piece
of tough beefsteak with more
zeal when the orchestra behind the palms is playing a
lively tune, so the movie actor

for myself,"

Mr. Dwan, "it
makes no difference to me
whether the musicians are
playing or not, nor what they

It

successful

it on the spot.
mournful tune helps a

A

;

a

scene

for

one

with another. But
he does admit that
the music so plays

upon

his

moods

that in strong scenes he has had to stuff his ears with cotton to concentrate on his directing.
"Music helps everyone but the director," he said

!

OTION PICTURR
MAGAZINE
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"There have been times when, if I had my way, I would
smash ever}' instrument playing for me. Yet I must have it
for my actors and the crew, as it throws them into the spirit
of the scene as nothing else does. Given the scene of a son
parting from his mother the musicians start up Home Sweet
Home ; they play it very well, and I find my "own eyes filling
with tears. 'What an affecting scene
I think.
And in the
meanwhile I have failed to notice that the actors have fallen
down in some little touch which would have put over on the
screen the emotion the music made me feel."
Ruth Dickie, one of the seniors among the movie-clan of
musicians, has long played for Mr. De Mille. She has many
;

!'

incidents to relate.

"Not long ago," said Miss Dickie, "I was called to a Betty
set and asked to try to make Betty weep.
The

Compson

situation called for tears but Betty refused to shed even a
glycerin tear, or even to feel sad. Then I remembered that
she used to be very fond of George Van Loan Tucker and
had felt very badly at his death. So I tried playing one of
and Betty broke down, and wept
his favorite old melodies
have to be cruel at times, we musicians."
like a baby.
William de Mille has his own very definite ideas about the

—

We

Irving

Cummings and

his violinist are imploring

Virginia Valli to

weep

He has one favorite musician, Babe Egan,
has studied his likes and dislikes until she can fit her
tunes exactly into his moods and never plays a false note.
Mr. Cruze often sings in with her, especially when things
threaten to go low, or often improvises with words of his
own, and something always comes of it.
The temperamental Eric von Stroheim is just as temperamental about the music he wants in his studio, and has
decided ideas about it. One of the scenes in Greed called for
a very fantastic effect.
To achieve this von
Stroheim asked his muAt the left is William de Mille
with the musicians he has emsicians to play a score of
ployed for three years. Below, you
the
music
backward.
see Commodore Blackton with his
They protested a bit, but
violinist and
he insisted. "The effect
pianist
is all I want," he told
them. The strange thing
is, he got it
For several years Mr.
von Stroheim has employed as musicians
two brothers, Jack
for

Mr. Cruze

!

who

is directing, and
doesn't leave the choice of the selections
He prefers classical
entirely to the stars.
music to jazz, and will not let a bar of the
Pictures, he
latter be played in his studio.
declares, attain their best artistic achievement under the best
music. There is plenty
of classic music in the

music for the plays he

world

Why

each mood.
not use it? The
to

results,

fit

he

declares,

and

Jim

Brennan,
in the

veterans

movie-music business, who can remember when studio
musicians used to go
begging for jobs

"Time was when
musician
was

the

used
only

in

for

the
a

studio

dance

are surprising.

scene,"

James Cruze

Brennans, "or when
there was actually a
musician in the picture.
Then we used

light,

likes

snappy

music.
Being something of a wag himself, always, full of

gaiety and good
humor, he wants to
maintain this same at-

mosphere
tures.

Hearts

in

his

pic-

No mournful
and Flowers

to

said

the

wonder where the

next meal was coming from. Now every

on
director
insists
music with his job
and the demand exceeds the supply."
{Continued on page 92)
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"A

Miss

Is

As Good
As Her

we

Smile

are to believe this perverted proverb, then the Talmadge sisters in the large photograph
in the smaller ones they must be very, very bad. At the left,
Norma is having a blazing quarrel with Eugene O'Brien, which you'll be able to watch to the
finish in The Only Woman.
And at the right, Constance is gnashing her teeth over Jean
Hersholt you'll learn the result when you see her new picture, Her Night of Romance
If

above are very, very good, and

—
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^fftaT^ QvjT>
TAMAR LANE

Keen Comment by
Illustrated by

Judging America by

^JLL

Its

Harry Taskey

it begins to look as tho Herr Ernst must be
rated as the leading director in the industry today.

Movies

films alone

Westerners are diamonds

in the rough, and all
Easterners cads. All country maidens are pure
and innocent; all city damsels wicked flappers.
^/"
The only purpose for which canes, are now
carried is to secrete a little liquor in them which is obtained
by merely pressing a button and turning the handle.

/\
"^

It

Can't

Be Done

'here are any number of schools and books that tell
a feller how to write scenarios, but what we'd like to
find is someone who can tell us how to sell them.

'

1

•*•

Lubitsch Hits the Bull's Eye Again

Those

~V\7"hile Lubitsch's production, The Marriage Circle,
" was received rathei favorably by the press and pub-

*^
to

all

the Movies?

mention only one of the film industry faults, there is
that confounded habit producers have of taking the
small amount of talent and ability we have in the silent
drama, and wasting it on inferior product. Thus we find
I

'o

such a rare cinema flower as

Mary

Philbin wasting her

judge
movies,
city damsels are

you are
America by
then

Wrong With

•*"

do what Chaplin had hoped to do.

If

it

What's
r

.

Circle to

that we have been presented with Single Wives
on the screen, why doesn't somebody give us a sequel
entitled Married Husbands-'

\Jo\v

of the country, it has never been accorded the full
There was far more
credit and applause that it merits.
hullabaloo from the critics over The Woman of Paris,
and while Chaplin is to be commended for making a fine
picture and introducing some new ideas in scenario treatment, nevertheless his The Woman of Paris was by no
means so fine a piece of work as The Marriage Circle.
Chaplin tried hard to break away from the old movie
conventions and cruise into new channels, and his voyage
was almost successful. It took Lubitsch, however, with his
lic

The Marriage

Titles

to

its

wicked flappers

his picture, The
Marriage Circle, Lubitsch
broke away from the
movie conventions
old
and cruised into new

With

channels

one thing that's wrong with the
Producers waste rare talent on an
How long would Fairinferior product.
banks, Chaplin and Lloyd be popular if suddenly they appeared in simple, slapstick

Here's

movies:

"TRSKEy^

Not only

is

The Mar-

riage Circle entitled to be
rated as the best picture of
the year, but it is one of the
greatest films that has ever
flashed on the screen since
the inception of the silent

drama.
Lubitsch
the front

now comes to
with Three

Women,

superb
another
photoplay
handled along

and
on the basis of these two

distinctly original lines,

fragrance upon a series of
mediocre productions, and
such a superior director as
James Cruze devoting his
energies to potboilers.
this practice

in

other

If

were followed

we

businesses,

would probably find Babe
Ruth in the position of bat
boy and mascot on the
Yankee team, and Arthur
Brisbane
radio

conducting

column

the
the

for

Hearst papers, or Epinard
drawing a milk wagon.
(Continued on page 83)
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The Winners
The

Best Drama, the Best Costume Picture,

the Best Melodrama, and the Best

Comedy

THE IRON HORSE
The Best Drama

MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE

The Covered Wagon—Universal's The Iron
LIKE
Horse records a vivid chapter of America in the

The Best Costume

.

making. Peopled as it is with vital figures of history
from Lincoln to the hardy pioneers who drove the

—

WHAT

one of this or any other
most elaborate, most artistic, most fascinating productions is the much -heralded Monsieur
Beaucaire, which brings Rudolph Valentino back to the
screen.
For sheer pictorial beauty it is a triumph of celluloid art.
One might call it a triumph of lyric romance

spikes and laid the tracks for the first transcontinental
railroad (from which the picture gets its title), it is certain to be accepted everywhere as a marvelous achieveIt is as much a picture of American pluck and perseverance as The Covered Wagon, tho a later group of
pioneers are introduced the railroaders who were destined to link the East with the West. There is romance
in the driving energy of these people who spanned the
country and opened the West for colonization.
How
insignificant appears the average film story compared to
the realities unfolded here.
It takes on value because it

—so graceful

—

No more

We

—

—

—

—

—

—

I Gt

love story.

be imagined for the expression of Valentino's personality and talent.
And as the
Due de Chartres, who flees to England to escape the rage
of his cousin, King Louis XV, for refusing to marry
Henriette and again as the French barber, Beaucaire,
Valentino acts with a fine romantic flair. He steps into
his character as if Tarkington had him in mind when
conceiving the story.
His reckless abandon his spirit
as he dashes away from the French court, will stimulate
the romance in the heart of everyone who sees the picture.
And who is going to miss it ? So much for Valentino.

-

—

"

The Tarkington

tale has been reproduced with rare
a rich example of superlative direction on
the part of Sidney Olcott. So beautiful are his groupings
in the early reels dealing with the glittering court life of
Louis that they seem like a moving panorama of master
paintings. It is as if groups of Watteaus were humanized.
Olcott has been eminently successful in transferring to
the screen all the glamour, romance, drama, intrigue and
beauty of the days of glorious chivalry. He brings out
appealing pathos, too, in the search of Louis's cousin for
true romance, minus his titles and decorations. Beaucaire
finds romance in the person of the Belle of Bath, but she
scorns him when she discovers that he is a barber. So he
returns to the French court a court slowly dying of
ennui because of the lack of his sparkling wit and daring
escapades. But before he returns he pays his compliments
and she suffers the first humiliation of
to the Bath lady

charm.

It is

—

—

her

lif,e.

most beautiful we can remema delight to the eye. The light-

Pictorially, the film is the

ber seeing.

Every shot

—

is

the photography exquisite. And Harry
ing is marvelous
Fishbeck, the cameraman, may properly be called an

{Continued on page 106)
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is its

ideal choice could

—

—

—

will be accepted as

season's

ment.

records accurately events that actually transpired.
The Iron Horse breathes the spirit of those exciting
days when the Union Pacific and the Central Pacific
raced each other in order to win land tracts and bonuses
authorized by Congress. With every turn of the camera,
adventure and romance loom ahead. It is all very uplifting, very impressive and convincing.
The buffalo hunt,
the fording of the river, the stampede of the Indians
and the race of the railroads these are vivid episodes in
a large assortment of them.
cannot imagine anyone failing to respond to the
emotional appeal of this wonderful picture. Even if the
spectator is not an American and knows little of its
development, he will catch the romance and adventure,
the struggles and hardships of these pioneers.
The spread of civilization in America is perhaps its sustaining note. And projecting it, we are caught in a tight
embrace of action and suspense.
Great personalities of the past personalities who made
history in the West such as Buffalo Bill, Wild Bill Hickok,
General Dodge and a host of others stalk across the
screen. They are finely humanized.
The most stirring the most human moments are those
centering around the exploits of the pioneers the humor
among the track-layers, excellently suggested by J. Farrel
McDonald, James Welch and Francis Powers and the
incidents in the lives of Buffalo Bill, Wild Bill Hickok,

Picture

—

Montk

of the

Selected and Reviewed

by

LAURENCE REID

THE NAVIGATOR
The Best Comedy

THE MAN WHO CAME BACK

BUSTER,

was a great success on the
—and because
THIScontains
much picture material we
stage

predict that
it will score as large a success on the screen.
dont hesitate in cataloging it as one of the best melodramas
ever filmed. Any story founded upon a youth's redemption contains popular appeal. When such a story is fortified with graphic action that contains a substantial
spiritual note, you may well imagine its entertainment
values.
Emmett Flynn directed the picture from a script by
Edmund Goulding and these sponsors have worked it
out with direct treatment which moves vigorously and progressively to its climax.
Not a scene is out of harmony
in the development of the plot and characterization. Truly
we cannot recall having seen a more vivid and compelling
picture of redemption.
The realities are so graphic the
humanities so absorbing that we assume the identities of
the characters.
It surely tugs at the emotions thru the very human conduct of its figures, there not being a single instance when
the humanities are sacrificed for the sake of melodramatic
punches. Yet it carries these punches which have a perfect place in the action.
so.

it

We

—

—

—

The tale is that of a pampered youth who is ejected
from home by his father—a tale of a boy whose fine sensibilities are warped thru contact with a life of hectic

And

before redemption is brought about, the
from San Francisco to Shanghai, to the
pineapple fields of a South Sea island and back to the
U. S. A. again. This mileage does not destroy the interest.
The sequences are finely dovetailed together.
The simplicity of the story is one of its good qualities
and the vivid enactment of its scenes by two gifted players holds the spectator in a tight embrace.
It would be
difficult to find a more natural and convincing. performance than that contributed by George O'Brien, given his
first important role after seasons devoted to playing small
parts.
His shading of the role the manner in which he
depicts the despicable side of his character and balances it
with the spiritual is executed vividly and easily.
And

pleasure.

youth

is

carried

—

—

is sailing the briny deep
that he, knows something
about navigation in several of his comedies., he has
elaborated on the others
or compiled them together, so to
speak, with the result that his latest will be recorded as one
of the most laughable celluloid skits of the screen. Instead
of using some Goldberg contrivance he rides the ocean
waves as the skipper, mate and handy man of an ocean
liner.
He has no other companion except the girl he loves.

again.

The Best Melodrama

of the Keatons,

Having shown

—

—

You ask how he found himself aboard ship? Well,
thru a series of logical circumstances which develop, the
young couple take to the waves. They had decided upon
marriage thru being inspired by the embrace of colored
lovers.
The boat has been cast adrift by the enemies of
its

owner.

—

There are rich humorous possibilities here and all of
them have been realized by the gag writers associated with
Buster. The idea is original in conception and treatment.
And once the boat gets under way the fun starts showing considerable chasing around the decks before the
young passengers discover one another.
There is
unbounded humor in the incident featuring the lovers preparing their first meal in the galley.
It isn't all comedy.
There is plenty of excitement

—

to keep pace with the laughs when the passengers
attempt to find sleeping quarters.
Eventually each is
established in a redecorated furnace.
good gag
introduces this scene.
Buster and the girl (Katherine
McGuire) are disturbed by a ghostly tenor when a
phonograph is accidentally started. The song is "Asleep

A

in the

Deep."

The concluding

scenes are mostly melodramatic, tho the
laughs are well distributed.
The boat grounds upon a
cannibal isle which gives Keaton a chance to dress up in
a deep sea diver's suit. When he reaches the bed of the
ocean, the girl keeps him alive by pumping him air. The
cannibals interfere with the air line and kidnap the
heroine.
What follows is familiar rescue stuff when a
submarine appears and takes them away.
This finale is the only flaw in the picture. It is of little
consequence, however, when stacked up against the array
It is well
of bright and amusing gags leading up to it.
produced and capitally played. The titles are good.

—

—

(Continued on page 106)
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Why

Did They Doll
B$

AM

Up Dempsey?

WALTER HAVILAND

frankly a

his

I finds

his

powdered,

caraed, tinted
yes,
and varnished, too,
for all I can tell.

amusements. (See
The Seven Lively
Arts,
by Gilbert
Seldes, where I am
done the honor of
being
several
Only a

The naturally
tousled hair has
been sleeked with

ical part slightly off
center to left.
Now, I ask you,
is
that a sensible
way to treat one of
the best advertised
mugs in the United
States? Surely the
fans pay their
money to see the
Dempsey of the

pocketbook ever kept me
a*

prize-

"which

at

knew

the talent to

I

be good. The pungent h u
q r of
vaudeville tickles

m

me

under the fifth
rib.
A h d, of
course, I go to the
movies. On the
screen, I prefer

Toledo arena and
Boyle's
Thirty
Acres, and not a
brand-new hero of
the school of silent
histrionics.
If
Babe Ruth is ever

slapstick to refined

comedies,

and

realism to the vapid
heroics of the picture that sets out
to

annexed

convey any sort

of message.

I

in-

on laughblatantly at

being

Dempsey, primped and powdered, as a fashion-plate cop, in
Fight and Win. He has stepped off the lot at Universal City to talk
to Jim Corbett, whose face is not made up, and who consequently
"looks a good deal more the fighter of the two

Here

brought

my toes by some
highlight of the
sole two passions

to

is

For
—love and
a perfect evening's entertainment — and
the
of
them be
the order named —give me
Charlie
Chaplin's
Gish's ruinous face and Jack
that are deeply rooted in

mankind

strife.

in

variety, let

in

feet,

interests
:

Lillian

Dempsey's punch.

Which brings me to the subject of this literary outburst.
Dempsey has broken into the movies, sure enough.
Several months ago, Universal engaged him at a sum reported to have been a round million dollars. I was delighted when I heard the news. It seemed logical to stage
his highly specialized genius in the one medium that
reaches everybody.
Few citizens of Podunk, Ashtabula
and Kalamazoo can afford to go to New York for a
Dempsey-Firpo bout, but all may be supposed to take an
interest in how the champion struts his stuff.
The screen,
being potentially an art, I said, can bring out effects which

occur in only the greatest actual fights.
My optimism, however, has received a severe jolt. The
Dempsey of the Fight and Win series and a later oddity
called So This Is Paris! is a pretty good cinema actor, but
in appearance at least he is not the heavyweight champion
of the world. The director has taken Jack's picturesque
mug and doctored it until it approximates that of a matinee
The somewhat battered bridge of his nose, which
idol.
first was built up with putty, has now been permanently
repaired by the skill of the plastic surgeon, and the rest of
58

[age

and

mouth,

clever nonsense, or

on

by

the

movies, will they
paint a cupid's bow
above his w i d e,
tight trap of a

sist either

ing

mathemat-

with a

flat

fight

divided

and

oil,

quoted in
places.)

away from

mas-

—

pleasure in
more popular

the

countenance has

been massaged,

lowbrow who

him
his

into

tummy

sets ?

I

jolly

confining
in cor-

hardly

think so, but it will
theatergoers are also baseball
enthusiasts who would resent the absurdity. The boxer is
a more remote figure than the home-run king.
I dont want to give the impression that I object to
make-up, as make-up. Heaven knows, I dote on it when
it is used by, say, Betty Compson, Barbara La Marr or
cute Colleen Moore. But On Jack Dempsey
NO, in large
capital letters.
In The Wages of Virtue, French soldiers
appear without the slightest make-up, and the result is
excellent.
on earth should the prize-ring be handled
more sentimentally than the Foreign Legion ?
Furthermore, in the Dempsey pictures, conventional
story plots cause Jack to waste his talents in many scenes
In one of
that have nothing to do with his profession.
the Fight and Win stories, he is presented as a policeman
not even a rough-neck cop, but a most dapper officer
of the law, a regular fashion plate in a tailored uniform
that looks as if it had been turned out on Bond Street,
London. In So This Is Paris! he masquerades for a while
as a Frenchman with a luxuriant crop of false black
whiskers. Then he changes the disguise to a dinner coat,
a hard-boiled shirt and the most stagy white beard I ever
laid eyes on.
He is knocked down in a scrap (imagine
Dempsey being flattened by a mere apache!) the alfalfa
goes flying, and up he jumps to assert his real character.

be simply because nearly

all

—

Why

—

{Continued on page 86)

Pipe

Dreamers

You've

Dreamed

About

Percy Marmont, the dreamy philosopher, always brings his pipe
into the picture when possible

MacDonald cant work
out his roles unless he's smoking.
Sometimes he grows very serious
over the matter
Wallace

Gene Kornman
Harold Lloyd admits

it adds savor to the smoke when a
lovely somebody leans over his shoulder to light the
pipe.
Yes, it's Jobyna Ralston, his new leading lady

Eycke

Woodbury

When

Maurice

Flynn plays the
bold, Western
hero, he puffs at a
trusty corn-cob
pipe. But when
he's

just

himself

he smokes a handsome, silver-banded
affair with lots of

English

swank.

Note the jaunty
angle at which he
carries

it

Ben has become
such a Lyon we
were requested to
show him snapped
off guard.
His
fans have a heavy
rival in Lady
Nicotine

Two

is

crowd

a

when Lloyd
Hughes is engaged
with Lady NicNotice the
look in
his eyes that seems
otine.

warning

to

say,

"Flappers,

stand off!"
all

the

dear

But
little

girls know that he
really isn't so
fierce as he's

pictured here

Young Mr. Lyon's
idea of solid comis to daydream the hours

fort

away with a book
and a pipe and a
:

footstool
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P

Camera

trie

ETER PAN

is

on

his

Coast

—or her way.

way

The produc-

tion has started.

Herbert Brenon, the director, came straight from
England, from a conference with Sir James Barrie.
From his account of that conference it must have been as charming as a little side talk with Santa Claus.
Barrie lives in a quaint old apartment in Adelphi Terrace,
London, and there they settled the fate of Peter Pan. They
looked at the film tests of sixteen actresses before Sir James
decided upon little Betty Bronson. She came second on the list.
Sir James asked to see her test run the second time; then he
turned to ask Mr. Brenon
"What did you think of her legs ?"
"Why," stammered Brenon, completely taken aback,
"Why, I shall have to confess that I didn't notice
:

Dorothy Mackaill,

them

Pat O'Malley,

at all."

"Neither did I," replied Barrie.
"And that
is one of the reasons why I want her to play

and Sam Wood, the director, celebrate their return from the desert
where they have been filming The
Mine With the Iron Door

Peter."

Mr. Brenon asked Sir James to settle the
long controversy between the critics as to
the mystic and symbolic meaning of the
various characters in the story. Does Peter
Pan mean Youth or the Soul, or what? And
what does Wendy mean? Sir James looked

Helene Chadwick startled a
Hollywood dentist when she
paid him a visit with her dog
Tess, and asked him to remove
a painful tooth

startled

"Why

it

and said:
is

just a story.

I

dont

know

that

it

means anything."

He

however, that he had always thought of
boy who died the day he was born, and
never got a chance to live. It came out during the course of the conference
that Sir James had never seen Maude Adams play Peter Pan, altho he
owned the old threadbare, ragged suit she had worn. He presented this
to Mr. Brenon.
said,

Peter as a

Agnes Ayres, whose

little

romantic engagement to Ricardo Cortez was one of

"^*

the thrills of Hollywood, is a married lady; but Mr. Cortez, alas, is
not the husband in the case. It develops that Miss Ayres was secretly married to S. Manuel Reachi, commercial attache of the Mexican consulate in
Los Angeles. The wedding took place some place in Mexico, July 13; but

was only admitted one day

this week.
After she finishes playing the lead in Worldly Goods at .Lasky's, the couple
will go on a long honeymoon trip.
Miss Ayres was married once before to
Captain Frank P. Schuker, an army officer whom she divorced on the ground
of desertion and failure to provide.
Inasmuch as Miss Ayres made a
fortune in real estate during the boom, the judge who sat in the case, was
not so much impressed by the failure to provide as the desertion.

Meet Mr. and Mrs. Jack Pickfprd,

who

are feeling rather small as they

pose beside his
very Highness,

Malcolm Waite

"Pauline Frederick wearies of providing free en* tertainment for studio visitors. Word has gone
forth at the Universal, where she is making a picture
under the direction of Clarence Brown, that even the
studio staff is to be chased
away when Miss Frederick emotes.

"Keep

it

up

for

99 jumps," says

Jack
to

Dempsey

Estelle

Tay-

lor; "it's the
best exercise in
the world for

slimness and
suppleness"

"Thank Heaven,"

says Alberta
Vaughn, "that
I'm

not

one

of

those Follies'
girls who are forbidden to get a

good healthy
coat of tan."

"Bow! Wow!"
answers

Spunk

which means
"Me, too"
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Harry Carr's department of news
and gossip of the Hollywood
picture folk
The only other case I have known of this was Geraldine Farrar,
when she was starring at the old Goldwyn Studio. Mabel
Normand used to drive the lady to rage and desperation by peeking thru the cracks of the set at her.
Mabel, by the way, seems to have vanished from our midst. At
the present time, there seem to be no prospects of a continuance
of her screen career.

HThe

threatened exodus of the movies from Hollywood to New
other distant parts seems to have died. Joseph
M. Schenck, president of the Producers' Association, made an
announcement the other day that a survey of the activities for next
year shows that six hundred and eighty pictures will be
filmed at a total cost of f 1 37,000,000. He stated that
ninety per cent, of these pictures will be made in
•*•

York and

Hollywood.

Another

important

announcement

came

Between scenes while making The
Border Legion, Helene Chadwick,
Rockliffe Fellowes, Gibson Gowland,
and other players, give a concert

•** from

the bankers of San Francisco. Perhaps it could not probably be called an announcement. But anyhow, the big banking interests are said to have held a meeting up there
and decided to drop the attempt to wean the
movies away from Hollywood.
They recognize that the studios are too strongly planted here.
Consequently the plan is to start a big movement
to finance productions made in this State with San
Francisco and Los Angeles money.
At the present
time, the studios usually have to pay murderous rates of
interest. This will result in cheaper money for productions
and general joy.
At the last meeting of the Producers' Association, the producers pledged
themselves, at Schenck's suggestion, to stop the practice of forcing the actors
to work long and unreasonable hours.
Sometimes when a picture is behind
the schedule, the actors have been forced to work fifteen and sixteen hours at
a stretch without rest. The producers have come to the conclusion that, in
the long run, there is no economy in this.
The overworked, overwrought actors often do such poor work in these
circumstances that it has to be done over again.

Patsy
after a

Ruth Miller
day's work

cools off,
the hot

in

California sun

—

r

'here are four actors who are always complaining that they never get a
chance to do the stuff they were trained for. Conway Tearle used to be
a prize-fighter, but they never let him prize-fight on the screen Pat O'Malley
cant get a chance to do his old tight-rope walking Helene Chadwick is never
allowed to be a screen artist's model, altho she started that way; and Marguerite de la Motte, a professional dancer before going on the screen, was
never allowed to dance. For the first time she is to have a chance in The
Beloved Brute, which Commodore J. Stuart Blackton is to direct for Vitagraph.
William Russell is to play the male lead.
I

*

;

;

Colleen
a

game

Moore and Milton
of

night

golf,

play

Sills

using

balls

covered with

phosphorus
After a Hollywood career that has
-"- ways exciting, Ian Keith is going

been, in

upon
and
going to
back

less

B&js^feMim&z.^

paint

some

to turn a ruth-

mo y ies

the
is

{Con. on page 82)

Meet

three of
the most interesting personalities in motion
pictures, who

Mae Busch and
Renee Adoree are
great chums, and
favorite outdoor sport is kid-

their

ding other motion
picture actors who
haven't an afternoon off, like
themselves

are in frequent
c onsultatio n

over The Merry

Widow: Eric
von
Stroheim,
the director,
B

enjamin

who is
adapting the
play, and Mae
Glazer,

Murray

herself,

the star
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Daughters
of

Eve

CARMEL MYERS
In view of your poor, sick wife, and the ten small
and starving children, you had best run for your
life when Carmel Myers, the capable screen-siren,
looks this way at you. Of course, she may only be
saying, "It's all applesauce"

Our Betty Compson may or may not have
found the well-known fraction of worm in her
apple. Anyway, she looks to us to be just the
least little bit (or bite) annoyed.
Let no one
ask her for the core he might get it in the eye
;

—

ide

BETTY
COMPSON

World

BABY PEGGY
"Have you
Baby

says
gives

good appletite?"

a

Peggy, and then
a cunning little giggle
a sidelong look to see

and
whether or not you are amused
by her tiny joke. Of course, if
you do not smile, she'll tell the
truth, "Well,

isn't

it

my

joke,

But when_ Peggy
anyway."
grows a little older, she will
have no time for jokes; she
will be too busy eating that
apple, after
it

someone has named

and snapped
count

can

so that she
seeds.
You

it,

the

know:
One, I love;

Two,

I love;

Three, I love I say.
Four, I love w'th all my heart;
And five, I cast away.
Six,

HE

And

so

loves

on

.

.

,

—

'J^Asu

t/C<t^<^-<C

Like to Solve a Mystery?

Hollywood ?

you saw an arm reach from under your bed and
extinguish a match you had dropped on the floor,
what would you do? Would you scream? especially, when you discovered that the arm was attached
to no body
In our January number begins a brandnew, thrilling serial, a mystery tale of life and love,
which probes the only half-discovered realms of that
miraculous element, radium, whose qualities still baffle
science.
It is told by that
interesting teller of tales
whose stories you have read here and elsewhere, W.
Adolphe Roberts.
Do you like to lie awake and shiver,
wondering what is coming next? If so, start our serial.

IF

—

!

!

"

XT 2^

If you're planning to go with
dont start until you've read Just
You're Up Against, on page 32 of this
story of a famous star before she became
ticket,

some f

JACK DEMPSEY,
caveman, famous
for his rough stuff,
went into pictures as
a fighter but came
out on the screen as
In Fighi
a sheik.
and Win he is transformed to a sleek-

—the

What
true

a star.

Who's Next?
"V\7"hose

life story would you like to read next time?
have given you autobiographies of Leatrice
Joy, Monte Blue, Mae Murray, Charles Ray, and this
time of Corinne Griffith, and next time of Jack Holt
intimate, little personal glimpses which otherwise you
might never have caught. Who else would you like to
have tell My Story? Advise us. please.

We

Now that photography

can be transmitted by telephone, how long before
movies will be sent?

TTThat does Mo^v tion Picture
Magazine

signify

you? We want
you to tell us in a

to

,

are

looking

a

for

slogan for this
and who
but our readers

magazine,

like

the roug h-a n

Where's Your
Slogan?

few w e 1 1 - p u t
snappy words. We

perfumed

nothing

hero,

Exactly
issue

!

Do You Prefer 'Em
Rough or Hand-

haired,

only a one-way

should give us one

?

d-

ready, scrapping
Like Scandal?

Jack you've always
What do

known.

"p specially, do you
like the kind
mothers can tell on
their daughters ?
"We never thought
Mother would tell

women think of
him this way?
the

Which

Jack
Walter
Haviland wants to
know in Why Did
they

the

is

love

?

-J™H£ PIPE

O

ISN'T

—"SUPPER

STARTED.

I'VE

that!" the stars all
cry with their hands
in
front of their
faces, when they
read Their Mothers

They Doll Up
Dcmpsey? Do the
and women
who are Dempsey

girls

fans agree with Mr.
Haviland? Read his
article and let us
know.

Tell

friends

you
you were so pretty
you ought to go in
Have
the movies ?
you ever fancied the
ever

get

told

screen was

our

out

—

inti-

little

mate, appealing
on them.
But there wont be
any falling stars,
nor will any of your
side-lights

the

shortest cut to

idols crash to bits,
with this interesting

fame ? Did you ever
think of cashing in
your resources and
starting off for

in

issue.

Mothers never foreven the littlest
things, and here are
some of the juiciest
bits which no one
ever dreamed would

Star?

AA

Them

get,

Want to Be a Movie
T-Tave your

on

January

fATHER'S BE6N"LOOKIN&

IN

ALL DAY. CIOTHEI?, SISTERf

"ON THAT OLD EDUCATIONAL PICTURE
AND LITTLE 6MIL WANT TO SEE

HAROLD LLOYD. THE FIREWORKS ARE ABOUT TO START

I
'

little

article

which

you must watch
for next month.
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News and Views

of Eastern Stars

Keystone

Lew Cody

greets America after a
vacation abroad. His latest picture
is The Sporting Venus, in which
he appears with Blanche Sweet

Rudolph Valentino's dressing-room
holds all the beauty secrets of the
boudoir of a fastidious debutante.
addition to containing every
cosmetic and beauty accessory, this room is lit with two
Cooper-Hewitt tube lights, which
give him the true photographic
value of his make-up
In

known

At the right we have Dick Barthelmess in Florida, whither he went
to make Classmates.
Judge for
yourself whether or not Richard
believes in all work and no play

Richard Barthelmess

is

the hero in a

real fish story

The author

of Dick's scenarios and his
director consult about his picture

International Newsreel

Dorothy

and

International Newsreel

Lillian

Conspicuous among returning travelers this fall was
Blanche Sweet with her

Gish

agreed that there is no place
America, on their re-

like

turn

from

six

months

in

latest

them

is

fad,

the

Paris

"Lucky."
In private life
Miss Sweet is Mrs. Marshall
Neilan, wife of the director

James Rennie,
husband, who is

Dorothy's
playing on Broadway
in The Best People

now

In the center

Gloria Swanson (seen
at the left) is an ardent radio fan.
She
has installed a set in
her home and just before she sailed for
Europe she was hostess at a very gay
studio party, at which
all the guests danced

we have

Miss Josephine
Lovatt, who writes
the script for Richard

Barthelmess, and John
Robertson, who
directs

his

pictures.

Off the set they are
Mr. and Mrs. John

to

1AGE

music

that

came

over the air currents

Robertson

964

doll

which she has named

spent making Romola.
Clutched firmly between

Italy,

Gilliams

A new

'

1

pictorial

department

in

the latest snap-shot

which tne fans

news

will

be given, each month,

of Eastern film favorites

Jordan

They caught President Coolidge
smiling this time.
in
Mr. Edison's

Edison

was one of a

group

of

Ford,

Julanne Johnston (right) has gone

make

a

new

henceforth

be

story of the first continental railSometimes he does stop
road.
working and take a rest. Here we
have Mr. Ford vacationing on his
farm in Maine. Meet also Mr.

distinguished men, all of them on
vacation, who paid an informal
call on President Coolidge

to Berlin to

will

known to the world as the man
who directed The Iron Horse, the

Mr.

camera.

Ford

John

It is his interest

Jr.,

and Miss Ford

picture,

Garragon.
Julanne was Douglas
Fairbanks' leading lady in the
Thief of Bagdad

Julanne

Johnston in Berlin
Goethe, Germany's idol

greets

International Newsreel

Jackie Coogan lent a hand to help Captain Walters in the loading of supplies
for the Near East sufferers

Keystone

'When Gloria Swanson sailed
abroad to make Mme. Sans
Gene, she traveled on the
S. S. Berengaria, and occupied the same suite which
the Prince of Wales had
used on his trip over. Bon
voyage, Gloria

Jackie
is

Hope Hampton and
son

game

Harri-

Ford played a pretty
of indoor golf in

The

Price of a Party. Now Miss
Hampton has deserted the
screen for the stage and Mr.

Ford is appearing with
Marion Davies in her latest
picture, Zander the Great

(above, right)

appearing

brand-new

role

in

a

—that

of fairy god-brother
to the little sufferers
of the Near East, and
the
big
ones,
too.
Jackie sailed to assist personally in the
distribution of relief
supplies

In order that there
might be no complaints
of "wrong

number,"
the

Bell

company

officials

of

Telephone
supervised

details in the
of the picture,
ters
the
of

making
DaughNight.
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Critical Paragraphs
Captain Blood

T-TERE
-*

is

Vitagraph's

most ambitious effort.
This much-heralded picture
easily lives up to the fulsome praises sung in its behalf by its sponsors. Rafael
-*•

Sabatini surely

knows how

to write stirring sea stories

that have

film

possibilities

Mae Murray
the

enchants in Circe,
Enchantress

all
over them.
Like The Sea Hawk, it

written

Warren

Kerrigan is a picturesque
and dashing Captain Blood

k

I
I

Glenn Hunter's (right) portrayal
of the screen-struck Merton brings
both tears and laughter

a vivid, absorbing,
romantic tale of the
Spanish
Main when
pirates roved the seven
seas.
Like that memortells

able picture, it carries all
the elements of drama to
appeal to the imagination.
Seeing it, we become transported to the adventurous days
of the past.
It stimulates the
mind and quickens the pulse in its
action-full revelations of adventure and
romance. It capitalizes courage and colors life in such compelling manner that the reader or spectator quickly adapts himself to that life.
It is a tale of heroics that overcome all obstacles.
What greater meat
for picturization ?
The sea for a background the sailing ships with
their broadsides, the pirates, the adventurers
and the faire ladyes
who loved. From the moment that the adventurous Blood is exiled by
King James to Barbados, to the hour when he gives up piracy to fight
for the English flag, the picture commands unswerving attention.
It
is truly colorful.
It glorifies romance and adventure in a day when life
was held cheaply.
The story is told in a straightforward manner, revealing in the journey to its climax scene after scene of tense action, vivid drama,
The photography is
intimate romance, delightful humor and incident.
excellent
and more than excellent when the ships are caught, full sail,
against the horizon. And when it flashes its big battle scene as the ships
come abreast with the guns belching powder and flame and smoke
and the men pouring over the sides to fight in hand-tohand encounters, there is revealed one of the most stirring shots ever caught by a camera.
The picture is finely treated in story and direction. Its intimate episodes are especially captivating
because they give spark to the romance. It stands
The
as a credit to David Smith, the director.
with J. Warren
acting is also of a high order
Kerrigan giving the best performance of his career.
large cast renders fine assistance.

—
—

Richard Dix and Bebe Daniels are
happy pair of castaways in Sinners
Heaven

Colleen

Moore

charming

a
in

vivacious and
self in Flirting With Love
is

her

—

—

—

—

A

Circe, the Enchantress

An

extravagant

little character study of a temptsalamander type who, learning to
measure all men thru suffering disillusionment with
one and comparing them to beasts, gives Mae
Murray something new in characterizations. It

-^~*-

—

ress of the

About KTe^ Productions
isn't the story

film

this

reality

it

which makes

In
entertaining.
is insignificant in

so far as establishing any
real motivation of plot. But
it does serve in presenting
Miss Murray in a variety
of moods and shadings. She
plays with these men "in
a

taunting

scheme being

—her

manner

to attract

one

Wallace Beery and Charles Ray
stage a fight in Dynamite Smith

who

refuses to be intrigued by her charms.
And when she fails she

becomes

contrite,

Johnny Hines keeps the fans well
excited and amused while The Speed
Spook unreels

re-

turns to the convent to
emerge chaste and clean
of heart.
Ibariez wrote the story
and he has composed
something which gives the
star a wide range of expression.
There are moments devoted to an exhibition of her
dancing. At all times she dominates
the story and action and contributes a
most colorful performance. Particularly effective is the scene when her
overwhelming love for the doctor enables her to walk to his arms after
being hopelessly paralyzed. The episode clearly establishes that pathos
is easily within her range of expression.

—

Aileen Pringle (left) is even a
lovelier princess in Elinor Glyn's
story, His Hour, than she was in

Three Weeks

-

H

Merton of the Movies

HP he

movie-mad Merton comes to the screen as a clever humanization
Harry Leon Wilson's memorable character. While there have
been departures from the story and the play, in many respects it is an
of

Raymond Griffith
Open All Night

improvement on each,

in that the broad scope of the camera can reveal
of the incident that can only be imagined otherwise.
may
miss Glenn Hunter's droll humor as expressed in his voice and the
perfect naivete suggested from that voice, yet on the whole he lives as

so

We

much

A

—

very realistic with more being made of the studio
activities than that which the stage version offered.
James
Cruze has done an excellent job in his direction. And
Hunter's supporting players earn- on the Wilson
portrayals with good authority.
is

all

Sinners in Heaven
'

1

everything
a

mud pack

—

Merton.
It

tries

—even

'he theme of

this picture

may

be

trite,

and

its

plot old-fashioned, but thru its locale, which
offers many colorful exteriors entirely suggestive

of the atmosphere, and some surprising touches
in the treatment
to say nothing of its convincing interpretation, there's no doubt but what
it will please the majority.
What's wrong with this picture is its central
plot, concerning a couple marooned on a cannibal
isle
who, thru close association, learn to trust

—

—

(Continued on page 74)

scene from the thrilling chariot race
in Messalina, an Italian film

in

:

!

!

the Editor

Letters to
Lo

The Poor Extra

!

gives

!

\"\

Dear Editor I saw Triumph last night and enjoyed
hugely, especially the acting of Rod La Rocque.
But
I've got a good kick coming,
it

and here

it

the

will illustrate) we will pay five dollars.
Writers of other letters published will receive three dollars extracts from letters, one
Be brief, and to the point. Write
dollar.
us a snappy, interesting letter of from two to
length.
four hundred words
Give your
reasons for your likes or dislikes.
Do not
neglect to sign your name and address, altho
we will use your initials only, if requested.

hardship

of the
lowly extra who must climb
to movie fame (if he ever
there)
gets
via
the
long,
weary road trodden by the
thousands of extras.
But if
every director made his cast
of characters as Cecil De
Mille did in Triumph, pity the
poor extra!
In nearly all the scenes,
parts which should have. been
played by extras were played by
prominent actors arid actresses.
terrible

Why

of France

in

and

rave

Why

When Knighthood Was

in

Flower?

cast as an obscure diner in another scene?

Why

Why was he
was a person

Alma Bennett wasted on her part?
And why, oh, why was such a splendid

like

because

dinner

is

late.

No wonder

Rudolph

popular with the

is

un-

men

folks
D. S. von K.,
Philadelphia.

m

Why

day-

to

when our braves come home

;

was jimmy Adams, the comedienne, cast as a sign-painter
for thirty seconds of film?
was Raymond Hatton given
the part of a bum ?
did they let Ricardo Cortez play the
insignificant one of the diners, in the fire scene?
And why did
they give him, also, the part of the gentleman who was King

something

existence; a mirage to reach
for out of the steam of our
dishpans and cooked cereals
something
to
smile
about

we

is

Everywhere we read about

us

dream about when we go back
to the humdrumness of our

ZE

are giving our readers a chance to
™ * express their opinions in print, and
to be paid for it. For the best letter (which

:

!;

England Doesn't Kick
About the Stars!
Dear Editor

:

Reading your

excellent journal, which, by
the way, is about three times
the size of any magazine of
its ilk over here, I am always rather' puzzled by the purport of
most of the Letters to the Editor. They all seem concerned only
with the star, the whole star and nothing but the star, whereas,
we, over here, are inclined to criticize films from an entirely
different angle.
Here we take into consideration the highest artistic viewpoint,
we appreciate the exquisite settings, the light and shade which
follow nature's changes
the small-part actor who really lives
his part and the subtle suggestion which saves many feet of film,
as Chaplin used in his Women of Paris.
These are the things
we English people praise or blame in our Letters to the Editor.
Stars who only pose thruout the piece, precocious children who
have no counterpart in real life these we rate at a discount. But
players who sacrifice vanity and personality to the part, we praise
with the highest praise and admiration. Three players who do
this thing are Lewis Stone, Bessie Love and Frankie Lee.
;

character actress as
Zazu Pitts given the highly insignificant role she had?
Pity the poor extra
Why cheat him out of his, or her chances
just because some prominent actor or actress needs work? Besides,
the prominent actor or actress doesn't gain by it, for the part he
or she plays is valueless. It merely deprives some new extra of
a chance to come to light and climb one step upward on the
long, weary read to fame.
!

!

R.

W.

G.,

Porterville, Cal.

—

Maybe

am

an out-and-out highbrow. Maybe I have happened
of misrepresentative letters from your "fans." But,
in any case, these are my sentiments
S. M. H.,

to read

a

I

lot

A

Surrey, England.

Hair-Cut for Jackie !
Dear Editor Of course, Jackie
:

Coogan's hair is one of the landmarks by which he is recognized
that and the oversized golf cap
but a sense of fair play impels

A Bit

—
—

me

to this outburst
least Mr. and Mrs. Coogan
can do for their son is to

Dear Editor: One of
your most interesting departments, in my mind, is
That's Out, by Tamar
Lane. But, of course, we

:

The

him a regular

boy's hair-

cut.
It

may

be rank heresy

to recommend the
cut, but if Jackie

always

hairto

is

represent boyhood in this
particular day and age,
we certainly suggest a
good barber.
Unless he is to play
a role such as the Boy
of Flanders, a boy of

today with

eight,

a

Dutch

bob, is as rare as
a flapper in braids and a
corset.

Now

Why

cheat the poor extra out of his chances just because a prominent
actor needs the work and is willing to play a meager part?

that I have seen

Rudolph Valentino again
in Monsieur Beaucaire, everything else seems like so much
apple sauce.
The same marvelous personality, fine appearance,
and acting exactly right
But no prince of the blood of the
Louis period could look "so manly as did Rudolph in that foppish
costume of that day.
But in all of these productions which feature a popular star,
the public feels a little cheated. They want less atmosphere and
more star. Atmosphere is important, but it isn't paramount, and
when an audience flocks to see Valentino they want to see plenty
In this picture many fine, rare bits of acting and expresoff before they were finished.
American women
are hungering for romance and, given a couple like Valentino
and Bebe Daniels, we want to watch them at their wooing. It

of him.
sions

I
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were cut

Bored With

the Youngters

like
read
to
writers who voice our
own opinions, and Tamar
Lane so often voices
mine.
Recently he spoke of
the decline in popularity
of "kid pictures," and I
have often wondered how
All
it could be otherwise.
of us like an attractive
child in a picture, but not
as chief protagonist, and
for the same reason that
we do not read Red
Riding Hood or Jack, the

when in search of light literature.
In my early youth I found many thrills in the tales of Hans
Brinker, The Five Peppers, Little Men, and Little Women. But
now they no longer hold my interest. Seeing "kid pictures" is
exactly the same principle.
I recognize fully the genius of Jackie Coogan, but he has never
been so irresistible as he was in The Kid one of the most delightful comedies ever filmed.
I admit the charm of Baby Peggy, but an entire evening of
Giant Killer,

—

her palls.
Let us keep the children by

charming and truly

all means, for some of them are
But let us have them as members of
{Continued on page 108)

stars.
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Princesse Matchabelli

Jke

on

A

importance of caringfor the skin

the

I HAVE been so much impressed by the way American
women do not allow the effects of
exposure to mar the smooth delicacy of their complexions. In-

charming youthfulness

deed, their

is

due

largely to their clear, fresh, beautifully cared-

for skins.

Women

everywhere can acquire

same perfection with

the

Pond's

the use of

Two Creams."

(/W» ^afihodyllk
SLENDER

but commanding; features of chiseled
dark eyes; a skin as ivory-white as the
roses that bloom in the gardens of her Italian villa.

beauty;

fine

This is the Princesse Matchabelli. But add to the
picture the imperious graciousness of a noble-woman
with a name and title nine centuries old and the social
entree to the sophisticated inner circles of Rome, Paris,

New

London and

"Princesse,"

I

York.

-

asked her, recently, "tell

me how

American women have impressed you."

"But they are beautiful," said the Princesse Matcha"So fresh and young. Their skin
it is like satin.
And that is because they are now doing what European

—

belli.

women have done

for years

— caring

for their skin with

cold cream."

Then we

women

—

discussed the

method

these lovely

American

are following to keep their complexions so youth-

—

which toful
the simple use of just Two Creams
gether provide the balanced care every normal skin requires.

How

exquisite

women keep

their youth

Before retiring or after any unusual exposure apply Pond's
Cold Cream generously to the face and neck. Wipe it off
with a soft cloth taking away the day's accumulation of
dust, dirt, and powder. Finish with a dash of cold
water or a rub with a bit of ice.
Before you powder, smooth over your newly cleansed face
It keeps your
a delicate film of Pond's Vanishing Cream.
complexion fresh and protected for
hours against any weather, gives it a
soft

finish

The beautiful Princesse Matchabelli praises Pond's Two Creams

THE VICOMTESSE DE FRISE
MRS. O. H. P. BELMONT

THE DUCHESSE DE RICHELIEU
MRS. MARSHALL FIELD, SR.
MRS. JULIA HOYT
MRS. GLORIA GOULD BISHOP
v
MRS. CORDELIA BIDDLE DUKE
MRS..CONDE NAST
v
are

among

and makes your powder
more smoothly

Begin

for yourself this

the beautiful

women

women of distinguished taste and
high position who have expressed approval
of Pond's Method of caring for the skin.

the other

X*

stay on longer and
than ever before.

v

v

REE OFFER —Mail this coupon and we will send
you free tubes of these two creams and

method which

of the beau monde

everywhere are following. Buy Pond's
Two Creams today. Soon you'll find a
new radiance appearing in your skin,
that very smoothness, that clear delicacy, that look of, youth which the
Princesse Matchabelli finds so charming. The Pond's Extract Company.
When you

instructions

for following Pond's method of caring for the skin.

The Pond's Extract Company, Dept.
143 Hudson Street, New York

M

Please send me your free tubes, one each of Pond's
Cold and Vanishing Creams.

Name
Pond's Two Creams, used by women
of the social world to keep their
complexions exquisite
write to advertisers please mention

Street

City

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.

State
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A nswer M an

One

Those who desire answers by mail, a list
for information- of general interest only.
must enclose a stamped, addressed envelope. All letters should contain the
name and address of the writer, but a fictitious name will be used in answering inquiries if it is written
in the upper left-hand corner of the letter.
Address: The Answer Man, 175Duffield St., Brooklyn, N.Y.
This department

is

of film manufacturers, etc.,

—

Mae Murray. Have received your letter objecting to the date
gave as your birth. I had what I believed to be reliable information for this date.
However, even Napoleon made mistakes.
To err is human, to forgive divine. I hereby record the fact for
those who have written in that you are thirty-one.
Oscarito. No, Alice Terry does not play in Ben Hur, but May
McAvoy does. Marguerite de la Motte at the Vitagraph Studios,
Hollywood, Cal. You are right about Ramon Novarro playing
his first part in Man, Woman and Marriage.
He was one of the

new acquaintances

dancers.

a movie player.
It is
worth a thousand dollars a year to have the habit of looking on
the bright side of things.
I wish I had it.
Clara Bow and
Creighton Hale have the leads in This Woman, for Warner.
PEGGY.--Yes, Rudolph Valentino is an Italian. It was twenty
years ago last September that Edna May made such a hit in
musical comedy in London. She has retired from the stage, you
know. Constance Bennett in Code of the West.
Katherine Mc. Peace begins just where ambition ends. Donald MacDonald is with F. B. O. No, Rod La Rocque is not married.
Wallace Beery has an important part in the next Victor
Fleming production, The River Boat. Yes, you may write to me
any time you like. I'm always here in my hallroom, and my typewriter is always waiting.
Tired Business Man. Ah there, shake! I happen to be right

I

—

Kathleen

of Detroit.

— No,

never weep. I really should, tho,
for some of my readers. "Crocodile tears" is an expression meaning hypocritical grief, the crocodile being said to weep as it ate
its victim.
Sessue Hayakawa was born in Tokio, Japan, in 1889.
He is five feet, seven and a half and is now making pictures in
Berlin.
Married to Tsuru Aoki. Here, here, dont call me an
angel.
Did you ever see an angel with a beard?
Edgar. Yes, I have a great many readers in New Zealand, but
there is always room for one more.
That was Irene Rich in
Brass. Cullen Landis in Cheap Kisses, for Ince. I'm afraid there
isn't anything I can do for you, about getting into pictures.
Elean J. You say you can tip the soda clerk with a wink, but
you cant tip the Pullman porter that way, nor can you tip a bellboy. Jean Paige is back in pictures. Captain Blood was her last.
Anna Q. Nilsson, Nita Naldi and Claire Windsor are about the
same size. William Collier, Jr., is playing in The Lighthouse by
the Sea, for Warner Brothers.
Maoriland. Well, here are a few of Mark Twain's "English
"Alias, a good man in the Bible ammonia, the
as she is spoke"
food of the gods
franchise, anything belonging to the French
parasite, a kind of umbrella, and tenairrigate, to make fun of
cious, ten acres of land."
And so you like Tom Mix's last two
I

—

—

.

—

:

;

;

;

Address him

Fox

Studio, 1401 Western Avenue,
Los Angeles, Cal. He is married to Victoria Forde. Yes, it's
true you are many, many miles away from me. However, you say
I am a very wise man.
Shhh
Miss Auckland. Happiness lies in the taste, and not in the things
and it is from having what we desire that we are happy not from
having what others think desirable. Tom Moore is with Famous
Players at Astoria, L. I. David Powell is. free-lancing; that is,
Percy
not playing for any one company steady right now.
Marmont is with F. B. O. Mahlon Hamilton not playing
right now.
Pauline Starke in Pola Negri's Forpictures.

at the

—

bidden Paradise.

Miss Frances.

—

ought to be good.

It

— Send

him

a note thus

-

:

A

endured a little forGlad to hear you
have been reading this magazine for" the
Keep up the good work.
last eight years.
You should have written to me before. Eddie Phillips is playing in Hard Cash for.
F. B. 0.' Johnny Hines in The Early Bird.
Run in again some time.
A Reader. Delighted You want Richard Dix to do Romeo. Well, he is going to
do A Man Must Love next. How would you
In Huiigaria, girls
like to be in Hungaria.
marry at sixteen, and every girl who reaches
her twenty-third birthday without being
It would
married is called an old maid.
never do for this country. The girls aren't
marrying these days.
W. N. D. You want a picture of Mary
Beth Mil ford, Louise Lorraine and Wanda
Hawley in the magazine. You really ought
to write a letter to the Editor.
Theodore Roberts is coming back in Betty Compson's Locked Doors, in which Theodore von Eltz, Robert Edeson and
Kathlyn Williams also appear.
little explained, a
given, the quarrel

little

is

;

cured.

—

!

.

—

Tarzan.

— If

a

man

does not

make

;

as he passes thru life, he will soon find himself
alone.
man should keep his friendships in constant repair. Yes,
I shall look forward to receiving your picture.
No, I dont think
I will ever see the day that I will be flying around in the air.
I have all I can do to stand on my feet.
Every now and then I
trip in my beard.

A

—

Salamander. So you think I am worth
a week.
So do I. That's one thing,
was Norman Kerry in Merry-go-round.
Keith is more of a stage player than he is
lars

more than twelve

dol-

we

agree upon.
That
Yes, Ben Lyon.
Ian

—

—

there, old top.

—

Alice A. Well, you know, to know what you like is the beginning of wisdom and old age.
But I guess not in your case.
George O'Hara has an interview in the December, 1924, Classic.
You should see it. William Desmond's next Universal will be
The Meddler, in which Jack Daugherty and Georgia Grandee,
who has been recruited from the "two-a-day," also appear. Your
letter

was

Ruth

—

interesting, indeed.

—

Charles Jones is with Fox. Yes, he is married, has
Why, Pearl White is still in
blond hair and blue-gray eyes.
Paris.
You know her picture, Terror, is to be released in this
country under the title of Perils of Paris by F. B. O.
Pansy S. Theodore von Eltz was born in New Haven, Conn.,
and he played in stock about ten years ago, before appearing in
pictures.
He is five feet eleven and weighs ISO pounds. He
has brown hair and gray eyes. What makes you think I am unStevenson says, "To be truly happy is a question
happy.
of how we begin and not of how we end, of what we
want and not of what we have." I cant kick.
Paul C. G. That's right, Mary Miles Minter
is twenty-two.
She certainly has gained in
avoirdupois.
No, she isn't married yet.
Cora E. W. Huntley Gordon is married.
He was born in Montreal, Canada. Blue
eyes and brown hair. But there is something
in all hearts that can be reached, some cord
that will give forth sweet music if we only
have skill to touch it. Bryant Washburn is
here again, playing opposite Shirley Mason
Shannon Day also
in The Star Dust Trail.

D.

—

—

—

in the cast.

—

Jack K. Ruth Roland is
Eddie Polo is not playing now.

thirty-two.
is the
Well, only last night at
last player I saw?
the Ritz Revue I saw Rod La Rocque, then
there was Marilyn Miller and Jack PickAlso Hope Hampton and her husford.
William Russell is playing in The
band.
Beloved Brute for Vitagraph. Victor McLagen, the British film star, has the male
lead.

—

Who

Emma M. No, I dont know anything
about Ben Funny. Are you trying to have
some fun with the old Answer Man?
Apolom. I dont remember who said "We
are never alone if we are accompanied with
Theodore von Eltz was
noble thoughts."

—

.
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The Face Towder of Quality

•AND *•
New Requisites for the Toilette
Powder Compact
iVi inches
Extra Thin Purse Size
Price, $1.00
Refill, 60c with Puff

Double Compact
2 inches

Powder and Rouge
Price, $1.50

Powder

Refill,

50c

with Puff
Triple Compact
2 inches

Powder, Rouge and
Lipstick
Price, $1.75. Powder
Refill,

50c with Puff

New Glove Rouge Vanity
Orange, Medium, Dark
Price, 50c

Changeable Lipstick
Price, 50c

Hexagon Eyebrow Pencil

Brown and Black
Price,

JCablache has

comparable

a

35c

subtle loveliness

to the lovely <^Allene

Ray herself. ^But then, <Jtfiss Ray
and recommends it.

uses JCablache

Photograph by Evans-Los Angeles

J^ablache, the Face Powder of Quality, has been the choice of

gentlewomen

The

for three generations.

odeur, an original and secret one,

And now JCablache,

incomparable

dollar size or convenient

as

compact

is

exclusively JCablache.

of old, may be had in a

new

as well as JCablache in addi-

tional Requisites for the toilette.

BEN. LEVY

COMPANY

^Dept.

.56—125 Kingston

PARIS

Street,

BOSTON, MASS.

New

If your druggist or favorite store does not have the
JCablache Requisites, return this
to Ben. Levy Company, T>ept. 56
125 Kingston St., Boston, Mass. (giving your
dealer's name) and we will send you a sample of JCablache Powder so that you may realize
its distinctive charm.

—

coupon

Name
Address
Dealer's
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Jim in The Woman With Four Faces.
George O'Brien and
Dorothy Mackaill are playing in The Painted Lady.
Idealist. yEolus was the god of the winds and son of Jupiter.
Adolphe Menjou is five feet ten and a half. Jack Pickford is -five
feet seven.
Stan Laurel is burlesquing Rudolph Valentino's Mon-

—

sieur Beaucaire in his next picture for release
entitled Rhubarb Vaselino in Monsieur Dont Care.

thru Selznick
Irene Rich in

The Lost Lady.
Constance T. According to the legend, The Man in the Moon
was the first man who broke the Sabbath. Norman Kerry was
born in New York. Reginald Denny is with Universal.
Dont

—

mention

it.

—

Evelyn

C.
No, I haven't read The "Eve" of the French Revoby Marie Antoinette. Corinne Griffith is five feet four and
weighs 120.
Marjorie Daw is five feet four and a half and
weighs 112.
Helen C. So you dont believe that I am an old man at all.
And you have been reading this department for over eight years,
and dont believe in me.
You'd be surprised.
Mabel Julienne
Scott, Edward Connelly and Warner Oland have been signed for
roles in the Biblical insert in So This Is Marriage.
Eleanor
Boardman and Conrad Nagel have the leads.
Betty. You're like the chap who said "He gave away nothing
lution,

—

.

—

so liberally as advice." As for all those addresses, Betty, that's out.
La Marr. Sorry, but I have no record of stock players, you
know. Gladys Brockwell plays in an occasional picture. The next
Emory Johnson picture will be released as Life's Greatest Game,
and Jane Thomas, Johnnie Walker and Gertrude Olmstead are
playing in the cast. You bet I love to answer questions. Hinemoa. Well, if you build castles in the air, your work need
not be lost that is where they should be. Now put the foundation under them.
No, that was Joseph Schildkraut, and not Ivor
Novello, in Orphans of the Storm. Jack Gilbert is with Metro.
Let me hear from you again. Au revoir.
Mary B. Kitty C. ; Francis T. Dorothy Q. Movie Fan
Donald T. Joseph G. Julia K. Ella F.
B. Anna S.
Coral G. L. D. James E. S. Pauline; Anna B. Skeezix
Eunice A. C. Babe; Jenn D. Lillian Gish Fan; Coyotte H.
Helen B. Thanks Carol P. and Isabella. Sorry to have to
put you in the alsorans, but your questions have all been answered
above.
Mrs. C. W. R.- You're right no sort of boarding can be the
same as housekeeping. It is demoralizing to board, in every way;
it isn't a home if anyone else takes the care of it off your hands.
You say that Lillian
I may live alone, but I have never boarded.
and Irene Rich are not sisters. I have always been led to believe
that they were.
Dotty
What a very fine letter you write. I haven't Norma
Shearer's age. Well, to live in hearts we leave behind is not to
Edmund Lowe's second for Fox is The Brass Bowl. Claire
die.
Adams opposite. Eva Novak and William Fairbanks are being
featured in The Beautiful Sinner.
U. Tellum. Are you in again? Just send to Famous PlayersLasky for Ernest Torrence's picture.
Thanks for sending me the picture. It
Pell. Hello, Pell.
Glad
looks just like you except that you appear to be reducing.
you like the magazine. Your letters are very interesting. Write
me again.
Maude A. Actions, words, looks, steps, from the alphabet by
which you may spell character. No, Betty Blythe was to play In

—

'

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Dam

;

;

;

';

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

D—

—

—

—

Hollywood With Potash and Perlmutter. It is The Story Without
a Name. Viola Dana will play Pan in the screen version of Pandora La Croix for First National. Milton Sills opposite.
Leedes L. Why, Claire Windsor is twenty-seven. Honest, she
is.
Harold Lloyd and his wife, Mildred Davis, are planning to
It hasn't been decided when it will be
film Alice in Wonderland.
He was in to see us here at the office last time he was in
started.
New York. I didn't see him, tho.
Wally Fan. I doubt whether you will ever see the Wallace Reid pictures again. Few people can stand prosperity. A man
should always consider how much he has more than he wants and
secondly, how much more unhappy he might be than he really is
Miss R. C. Am. M. Meda R. Marjorie B. Lillian S.

—

—

A

;

;

;

;

;

14 Nora G.
questions have all been answered.
Betty Bee. You bet you be.
forwarded
I
yours, as requested.
Oolong!
Margaret K. Colleen Moore has been in
pictures over five years.
Yes, Clara Bow,

Maggie

;

Monroe

Josephine B.

;

Mitzie

;

Katie

S.

Your

G.

—
—

;

Mary,

;

Country Flapper.

—

—
—

—

The

best I've got is a pair of old shoes.
You refer to
Being
ipectable.
Yes, everybody likes Irene Rich.
Dorothy
Block was Rose, the baby in Lilies of the Field. See you later.
Busy. Mahlon Hamilton in Under the Lash. That was Harry
store.

R

—

Myers in A Connecticut Yankee. And he was very good, too.
Ruth Cummings and Margaret Mosier in Maker of Men. Alice
Lake is playing in The Lost Chord. Buck Jones has.. started work
on his next after Winners Take All, and it is from the story, The

Man Who

Played Square;

Bubbles.

—No,

Murray

Edith Roberts
Innocence, in
Elliott

The Age of
which Beverly Bayne and
is

playing in

Dexter have the

leads.

•

'

Queen Elizabeth ruled in England from
and she was the daughter of Henry VIII and Anne
no.

1558 to 1603,
Boleyn. You'll have to be patient, Bubbles. Doris May opposite
Tom Mix in The Deadwood Coach.
Slim. Some dreams are divine as well as some waking thoughts.
Dreams are the touchstones of our character; our truest life is
when we are in dreams awake. Larry Semon, \vho is producing
for release thru Educational, has been
a. series of two-reelers
placed under contract to turn out a daily comic strip which will
be syndicated thruout this country and Canada. He was a cartoonist on the New York Evening Sun and Telegram ten years ago.
Address Barbara La Marr at the Sawyer-Lubin Productions,
1540 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.
G. F. G. Why, didn't you know that Mary Pickford was born
in Toronto, Canada?
Gloria B. You say you dont know my name. Just call me
anything Answer Man, Rip Van Winkle, Moses, Solomon, or anyThat was an error. Enid Bennett and not Alice Terry in
thing.
The Red Lily. You win the big red apple your answer was right.
Harriet. Well, I'll try to brighten the corner where you are.
So now you like Warren Kerrigan. Wait until you see Captain
Blood. Address him at Vitagraph, Hollywood, Cal. He is thirtyBlack hair and hazel eyes. No, he is
five, and is six feet one.
not married.
Gibraltar. Just like the rock, what? Richard Dix was born
in St. Paul, Minn., so I am afraid he isn't from your home town.
Yes, Margaret and Cullen Landis are brother and sister. Ricardo
Cortez is to play opposite Bebe Daniels in Argentine Love, from
the original story by Vincente Blasco Ibafiez.

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

Bow Wow. — Now

see here, you want me to tell Richard Dix
liked his hair-comb in Icebound, but not in The Unguarded
Woman. Richard, hearest thou? Shirley Mason in That French
Lady. Florence Vidor has started work on The Mirage, at the

you

Ince Studios with Clive Brook and Vola Vale.
K.
Yes, Leatrice Joy is the mother of a baby girl born September 6th.
Mother and infant doing nicely. Bert Lytell in
Ne'er the Twain Shall Meet. Jacqueline Logan is to play in A

G—

Man Must

Love.

—

Sin Twister. You mean tongue-twister, dont you? Have you
You have every instinct of a journalist. That
tried any yet?
was Joseph Dowling in The Miracle Man. So Florence Vidor is
your ideal. May McAvoy was born in New York City in 1901.
She is four feet eleven and weighs 94 pounds. Dark hair and blue
Adolphe Menjou will play the part of the Prince in the
eyes.
Famous Players-Lasky production, The Swan, which is being
directed by Dimitri Buchowetski.
Pell. Yes, I saw Will Rogers out at the polo
games this fall. He has just bought a pony for
I haven't read your
Patricia Burke Ziegfeld.

—

A

John Bowers,

Lillian Rich and Charles
have the leads in Empty Hearts.

—

I bet you are not such a country one, at
Richard Dix was born in St. Paul, Minn. Yes, Earle Williams plays in an occasional picture.
Molly Malone is playing in
Christie Comedies.
Averil B. In the United States there are more than seven
thousand women who are engaged professionally in directing public
recreation work. Patsy Ruth Miller at Whitman Bennett Studios,
527 Riverdale Avenue, New York City, N. Y. All right, here is
the cast for Ben Hur:
Ramon Novarro, May McAvoy, Francis
X. Bushman, Carmel Myers, Kathleen Key, Nigel de Brulier,
Claire McDowell and Frank Currier.
Production is expected to
be completed by the first of the year.
Billee. It is mighty hard to get a letter of admittance to the
various studios. There is really nothing I can do for you. Sorry.
Cutie. That was Eileen Percy in Within the Lazv. Charles de
Roche is playing Le Fevre in Gloria Swanson's Mme. Sans Gene.
The rest of the cast is composed of some of the most noted French
Plant the crab-tree where you will, it will never bear
players.
pippins.
In other words
Geraldine. You say against three score have something in

that.

V

Piece of Life as yet, but will report

So long.
Vyrgynya.

later.

—

Thanks for sending me the
"Think 'Bout You" card. That was Anna
Nilsson in Frivolous Sal.
(Continued on page 80)
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qA Nestle "LANOIL" Home Outfit
Permanent Hair Waving
The Most Exciting
THIRTY-FIVE women
through the use

of

N

l

Azi NE

UR
ft

for

That Santa Can Bring Into Any Home — Price Only $15

Qift

were blinded
hot curling

irons in 1923, according to a recent
publication of the Government Statistical

Bureau. What would an investment of
$15 for a Nestle "LANOIL" Home Outfit
have meant to the lives of these unfortunate
ones? Here is a perfectly safe article an
invention sometimes classified as one of
the greatest ever made for personal comfort and safety
by the use of which, once

—

—

climbed to unprecedented heights. What
it means to the straight-haired girl and
matron to have curly, wavy hair under
all possible circumstances can be realized
only by those who have actually tried the
Nestle Outfit, never to give it up again,
except perhaps in favor of professional
treatment. We recommend this where the
money and convenience are available, but
millions of girls and women are not so for-

The

LANOIL
Home Outfit

Nestle

In Use
whole head can
be waved comfort-

A

ably in just a few
hours. The work
interesting, simple, and safe. The
results are permanent and lovely.
is

tunate. Andforthemthe Nestle "LANOIL"
Home Outfit is just the thing. It lasts forever, and with it, they can, at very little
cost,

wave not only

heads as

their

own but

other

well.

Thirty Days' Free Trial In

Your

Own Home
This

the most eloquent evidence of

is

—

slightest risk in making this free trial
and
the results will bring you and your family

great happiness.

Send a letter, a postal, or the coupon
below for your Outfit today.

Her Husband
LANOIL-Wared'
Her Hair
"The process is so
simple and easy.

husband

waved

My

my

hair without a bit of
trouble," writes Mrs.
G. A. Brightwell, 828

Norfolk

St.,

Fort

Worth, Texas.

or twice a year, a straight-haired woman's
troubles are turned into pride and pleasure.

A permanent wave by the
Outfit, with the latest

Nestle

Home

"LANOIL"

Process,
means the transforming of the straightest,
lankiest hair hair which otherwise needs
curling daily or nightly, into naturally
curly hair. You may shampoo it at will,
use hair treatments of any kind, dance and
perspire, go out into rain and fog, brush
and comb it as much as you like and yet
have curly hair just as if you were born

Helene Chadwick

charming screen
"Your
wonderful Outfit
star, writes,

dispenses with all
need for curlers or
hot irons."

—

—

with

it!

"LANOIL" Home Outfit Is
Than All Other Curling Devices
Although a great many thousands of

The

Nestle

Safer

Nestle

Waving

Outfits are in

homes every-

where in the world, and although in the
United States alone, over four thousand
hairdressers every

day use the

fessional Nestle apparatuses for

large pro-

"LANOIL"

waving, we have never heard of a single
instance of serious mishap. Children of
twelve have successfully waved their elders'
hair, while with many high school girls,
Nestle waving has become a favorite pastime, because the process is so interesting,
and the results so thrilling.

Entire Families

and Groups of Friends

Waved With One

.

Above

is

.

When you

an

illustration

Do Not

This magazine

is

when

curls,

waves and ringlets,"
little Miss Elva

writes

Lloyd's
mother,
from
Walla Walla, Wash.

If you want further particulars, before ordering
the Home Outfit on free trial, send immediately
for our free illustrated booklet and testimonials.

Nestle Lanoil Co., Ltd., De P

t.

Established 1905

12 and 14 East 49th Street,
Just off Fifth

Fill in, tear off

New York

City

Avenue

and mail coupon

today

showing the

way the Home Outfit is used. You curl
the hair strand by strand. Each strand,
wet with the sympathetic "LANOIL"
lotion, and wound on a Nestle mechanical
curler, is warmed for only seven minutes,
and each strand comes out transformed, as
if by
magic, to naturally curly, even
though, when waved by ordinary methods,
it never held a curl or wave for more than
"
a day or two.

Outfit

Professor Metchnikoff of the Pasteur
Institute declared in 1909 that the Nestle
discovery of the permanent hair wave was,
in his opinion, the greatest step forward
ever made in hair science. Since then, the
popularity of permanent waving has

This Little Girl Was 10
In Bed
I waved her hair.
We are delighted with her

—

the success of the Home Outfit that every
Outfit ever sold in the two and one-half
years since its invention was sold on 30
days' free trial. Send the Nestle Company
a check, money order, or draft for $15, and
get your Outfit. Besides the regular supplies, you will receive free trial materials.
Use these. Then examine your hair as to
its quality. Test the curls and waves you
get any way you like. Shampoo, rub,
brush and comb them, as you please.
Then, if you are not satisfied with the
results, return the Outfit within thirty
days, and we guarantee to refund the
entire $15 to you without question or delay.

Delay

behind our guarantee

NESTLE LANOIL CO., LTD., Dept.
& 14 East 49th St., New York, N. Y.

S

12

Please send

me the Nestle "Lanoil" Home Outfit

for
Permanent Waving:. I understand that if, after using
the Outfit and the free trial materials, I am not satisfied, I may return the Outfit anytime within 30 days,
and receive back every cent of its cost of $15.
I enclose $16 in check, money order, or
bank draft as a deposit.
1 enclose no money. Please send C. 0. D.
OR, cheek HERB
if only free booklet of
further particulars is desired.
(From foreign countries, send $16 check, money
order or cash equivalent in U. S. currency. Canadians may order from Raymond Harper, 416 Bloor
Street W., Toronto, Canada, $28 duty free.)

Name.

as well as we ourselves. Nestle's are known
all the world over as the originators of

Permanent Waving and the famous
"LANOIL" Process. You take not the

write to advertisers please mention

City
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About

Critical Paragraphs

New

Productions

(Continued from page 67)

come back

into the fold after straying abroad after new
Sullivan has written a vivid melodrama of the

laurels.

Hit and Run
knockis a

out,

and

Hoot Gibson
scores in
every

scene

type which capitalizes heroics. As is customary with Ray,
his characterization is that of a timid youth who overcomes his cowardice thru sheer will-power.
The scenes are tense some are lurid, but it holds you
in a tight embrace because of its vivid action and acting.
There is romance to boot and a deep flash of pathos.
Not so quaint and humorous as you may expect, but carrying plenty of melodrama. The atmosphere is first rate
and the acting more than competent as turned out by the
star, Wallace Beery and Bessie Love.

—

—

—
—and

marry without benefit of clergy. The
the redeeming twist.
Otherwise we follow
the orthodox trimmings of a cannibal assault- and a last
minute rescue by aviators. The English atmosphere and
the desert isle scenes are suggestive oi romance. Richard
Dix, Bebe' Daniels and Holmes Herbert furnish exceleach other

ceremony

is

—

lent performers.

Flirting

With Love

a likely little number concerning life back stage
with Cojleen Moore's vivacious charm coming into
good expression in playing the central character. It tells
of how the heroine after a long struggle, when on the
very verge of success, has her hopes blasted by a noted
alienist and advocate of clean plays.
She starts to avenge
the wrong done her, only to fall in love with the uplifter.
The plot is slight—one almost devoid of complications.
is

—

—

But it is direct in its treatment and carries simplicity
which compensates for its lack of dramatic sparks. It
fails to strike a good climax.
But it is competently played
by the star and Conway Tearle.

—

/~)ne look at the title and
v
Glyn wrote the story.

easy to guess that Elinor
not a sequel to Three
Weeks, tho the author uses the same exotic tones and tints
in coloring it. The picture is sheer romance and features
an ardent Russian prince who sweeps an English widow
off her feet by the ardor of his love-making.
He brooks
no arguments. He listens to no entreaties. And eventu-

^

a

"Phis

1 1

y

Any

audience that has become surfeited with jazz
and flappers as they are presented in current celluloid, should react to this out-and-out melodrama with a
small town setting and its village villains, cut-ups, sweet
girl heroines, and dauntless heroes.
The piece lives up to its title with Hines playing an
lines.

parties

—

—

auto race driver with plenty of
dash and a large dental smile. It
capitalizes the value of publicity
by showing the hero driving a
"ghost car."
There's plenty of
melodramatic meat and it depends upon its speed and hokum
for appeal.
Dashingly played by
Hines, Faire Binney and others.

—

Dynamite Smith
r

t

|

*

he old triumvirate
angle
days

—

Thomas H.

The

I
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at

it

Tri-

again.

latter

has

con-

frequent

so

on the printed page

—

missing.
But there
is a dash of
bold suggesare

tion in milord's bouIt

is

slight of

— being

thoroly

de-

pendent
upon

char-

acterization

Eleanor Boardman

is

in Sinners

a charming sinner
in Silk

and settings
for appeal.
the prince.
generation

John Gilbert occupies most of the action as
His romantic ardor should excite the younger
Aileen Pringle makes the widow fascinating.

Open AH Night

Smart

and sophisticated

The Cyclone
Rider begins
with speed and
never loses its

momentum

is

comedy of domestic and

—

this

ro-

something
complications
suggestive of the same cloth as the

mantic

memorable Marriage

Circle.

—

It

Continental flavor and
features the old formula of a discontented wife who yearns for an
brutality
display
of
occasional
from a mild-mannered husband.
It has sex magnetism in its play
and a dash of subof characters
There are no moralities to
tlety.
burden the plot.
The principal setting is the
carries a

—

Ince,

Gardner Sullivan
and Charles Ray
is

of

It's

asterisks

plot

Opeed, dash, action and excitement are dished up in this
*•"*
Johnny Hines attraction, patterned after melodramatic

it's

quers her.
The Glyn

doir.

The Speed Spook

Hour

His

(Continued on page 100)
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If

you want to see what a

differ-

ence curly hair makes, compare
this picture with the larger one.
This is the same girl before Marcelling her hair with the Magic
Curling Cap.

After the hair has been moistened
with McGowan's Curling Liquid
included with each outfit you
pull the cap down over the head

—

—

like this.

(Patents Pending)

Amazing New Curling Cap
Marcels Your Hair
15 Minutes

in
Now

You Can Always Keep

At

Practically

You'll welcome this news with open arms if
you realize just how much beautiful curly hair
adds to your appearance, for this startling new
invention banishes all hair waving troubles forever and makes it easy for you to keep your
stylishly

hair

Marcelled

at

practically

no

expense.
If you've ever used a curling iron, you'll understand at a glance just how this marvelous new
Curling Cap works, for the principle is very
much the same. But instead of applying heat
directly to the hair (which common sense will
tell you is very injurious to both the delicate
strands of hair and the scalp) the elastic crosspieces of the Curling Cap simply hold the hair
in "waves" until it dries in that position, and
The
leaves the hair beautifully Marcelled.
Curling Cap is aided in this natural action by a
McGowan's
specially prepared curling fluid
Curling Liquid which is furnished with each
outfit. This delightful balsam not only accentuates the curl, but acts as a tonic for scalp and
hair, promoting rich, luxurious growth.

It

No Expense

Beauty

More important even than

the saving of money
the improved condition of your hair that this
method will bring. Instead of the harsh, scalpdrying, hair-searing treatment, vvhich sooner
or later will ruin any suit of hair, give you
broken ends, thin and unruly, you have a simple, natural method that not only keeps the
hair beautifully Marcelled, but enriches and
nourishes it, making it silky and more beautiful all the time.
is

Amazing introductory

offer

When you

soft and
hair
this
coarse and straight, long or short
new curling device is guaranteed to give you
just the kind of Marcel you want in fifteen
minutes' time. And the beauty of it is that you

can have a fresh Marcel every time you need
it with as little trouble as it ordinarily takes to
comb long hair.

You'll save enough on the
to pay for the entire outfit.

a saving this will mean in a few
months' time! Instead of paying $1.00 to $1.50
plus a 25c or 50c tip every time you need a
Marcel, now it will cost you only a few cents.

the Marcels you want without any
expense. With a little attention the Curling
Cap will last indefinitely. It is made of especially treated elastic and may be washed freely
without detriment. With each outfit there is

—

For every type and

style

—
cross-wave, center or
Ina
—whatever kind of you have—
Whatever

style of

Claire,

fluffy,

"bob" you prefer

new Curling Cap

—

shingle,

side-part bob

—

—

have

Think what

When

Parlor.

included enough McGowan's Curling Liquid
many treatments, and when your supply is
exhausted this delightful fluid may be purchased separately at a very low cost.
for

—

Send no money just mail
the coupon
You

consider the remarkable results this
insures and the price asked
for curling devices that can't compare with it
in any way, you would expect it to retail at $10
or more. Without a doubt Mr. McGowan, the
inventor, would be justified in putting such a
price on the cap, for it is easily worth that
and more. But Mr. McGowan knows that the
He
best advertisement is the satisfied user.
knows that if he can just get this invention in
the hands of a few thousand women in a comparatively short time, it will mean thousands
and thousands of sales from their recommendations alone
for every woman that tries this
device is delighted with it and naturally tells
her friends. So in order to introduce his Curling Cap as quickly as possible to as many users
as possible, Mr. McGowan has figured the
price down to the minimum
$2.87 for the
entire outfit, including a generous sized bottle
of McGowan's Curling Liquid.

—

Then simply "fluff" your hair ur>
through the cross-pieces, forming
"loops" or waves, as shown in the
picture. In 15 minutes the hair is
dry and you have a Marcel that
would cost a dollar or more in a

Beautifully Marcelled-

first

don't risk a cent nor do you have to pay
for the Curling Cap and outfit in advance. All
you do is just sign and mail the coupon. In a
few days your postman will bring the Curling

Cap and McGowan's Curling Liquid and then
you pay him $2.87, plus a few cents postage.
You'll be delighted the very first time you try
your new-found beauty secret, but the greatest
joy will come after you have used it a few times
and begin to see your hair getting trained the
way you find it most becoming.

And

after a thorough trial, if you are not delighted with results
if you do not feel it is the
best investment you've made for beauty in all
your life simply return the outfit and your

—

—

money

will be refunded.

p—

COUPO

D
D
B
D

The McGowan
710

W.

N™

\

Laboratories

q

Jackson Blvd., Dept. 590, Chicago

B

n
n

Please send me your hair
curling outfit, which includes your newly invented
Curling Cap and a bottle of McGowan's Curling
Liquid. I agree to deposit S2.87 (plus postage) with
the postman upon its delivery. If I am rot satisfied
with results in every way I will return the outfit to
you and you are to refund my money.

G

Name

a

n
u
H

Dear Mr. McGowan:

H
g
g

g
*

-few Marcels

And then you can

B
p

all

you write to advertisers please mention

B

|
[j

Address

B

Note

I

—enclose
you expect to be out when the postman
$3 with your order and the McGowan
If

n
"

calls,

D

Curling Outfit will be sent postpaid.

1
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Are Doing

Stars

trie

which they are informed

for the fans, in

of the present picture activities of their film favorites

Goth Productions, the

—playing
Agnes, Robert— playing
Bride— W. F.
Alden, Mary-— playing
Brute—V.
Adams, Claire

Bowl—W.

'

in Troubles of a

The Beloved

in

—

Alexander, Ben- playing in a picture
tentatively titled Frivolous Sal F. N.
Allison, May- recently completed work
E. S.
in The River Road
Astor, Mary recently completed work
U.
in Oh, Doctor
Aye, Mary on playing in Thorns of Passions W. F.
Ayres, Agnes playing in Worldly Goods
F. P. L.

—

—

—
—
—
—
—

—

—

Brockwell, Gladys

The Brass

in

F.

—F. N.

—recently completed work
in Helen' Babies — P.
Reckless
Barnes, Roy T. —playing
C.
Romance-—
OutA
Barry, Wesley—playing
cast— W. B. R.
Barthelmess, Richard —recently comClassmates— P.
pleted work
The Garden
Baxter, Warner— playing
in

Little

in

in

I.

Weeds—F: P. L.
Bayne, Beverly-

—next role will be Coun-

Olenska in The Age of Innocence, taken
from Edith Wharton's prize-winning novel
tess

—W. B.
Beery, Noah— playing
—F. P. L.
—playing

North of j6

in

Beery, Wallace

As Man

at present.

Brook, CliveR. P.

— playing in

Mae —

Busch,
playing in a F. N. production tentatively titled Frivolous Sal.
Butler, David recently completed work

—

In Hollywood With Potash and Perlmutter for F. N.
Disengaged at present.
in

The

Silent

—W. B.
—

the

in

in

in

the

in

Carr,

— playing

S.

in

The

Man from

C.

Mary—plaving

F. B. O.

in

—

Hard Cash

—playing the role —
of

Chadwick, Helene-

the "ugly duckling" in The Dark

W.

B.

—playing The
Charles —playing

Chaney, Lon

— R. W.

Chaplin,
Pass.

Cody, LewVenus

in

in

— playing

—M. G. M.

in

Chilkoot

The Sporting

—

'

'

Stuart Blackton Pro-

—playing

Dempster, Carol
D.

to

Dawn—

by

is

being filmed in France

F. P. L.

—

Desmond, William playing in The
Meddler -U.
De Vore, Dorothy playing in The Narrow Street W. B.
Dexter, Elliott playing the r6le of Newland Archer in The Age of Innocence W. B,

—

—

—

—
Dix, Richard — playing
Live—F. P. L.
Dove, Billie —has the
Arden

in

—

A Man Must

in

rdle

Thorns of Passion

of Felicity

—W. F.

Edeson,

William de Mille's Locked Doors

—F.

P. L.
Elliot,

Frank— playing in
—F. N.
Robert— playing in A
Cafe in Cairo — H.
Madge — recently
Evans,
Classmates —
completed work

this

magazine

is

being printed and distributed.

the abbreviations will be

found on page

A

—
in
Robert — playing in

Edward playing
The Prude—F. B. O.
Earl,

Wilderness
Ellis,

S.

in

key

I.

P.

120.

Fairbanks, Douglas

—playing

Boardman, Eleanor
of the Centaur— M. G. M.

picture under his starring contract
with Samuel Goldwyn Productions.
Compson, Betty playing in William
de Mille's next production, Locked Doors
first

Wife

in

— playing in If I Ever

Bosworth, HobartMarry Again F. N.

—

—F. P. L.
—
Coogan, Jackie — recently completed
Bow, Clara —recently completed work
work
The Rag Man — M. G. M.
This Woman — W. B.
Reckless
Corbin, Virginia Lee —recently comBreamer, Sylvia — playing
pleted her role
The Chorus Lady— R. P.
Romance—A. C.
Cortez, Ricardo — to appear opposite
a
of
Brent, Evelyn — starring
in

in

in

in

.

in

W. G.
De Roche, Charles-—playing in Madame

Sans Gene, which
Monster

J.

duction for V.

Swan

Collier, Buster, Jr.
playing in The
Lighthouse by the Sea W. 6.
Colman, Ronald next picture will be
A Thief of Paradise taken from Leonard
This is his
Merrick's novel, " Worldings.

—
—

in

The Beloved Brute, a

The

Blythe, Betty latest release
The Breath of Scandal. Disengaged at present.

,

in

1

—playing As Man DeDaniels, Bebe — playing
Argentine
Love—F. P. L.
Davies, Marion —playing Mamie
Zander
Great — C.
Day, Shannon —playing
So This Is
Marriage—-M. G. M.
Dean, Pfiscilla —playing
A Cafe in
Cairo — H.
De la Motte, Marguerite —playing

—F. N.

department, which henceforth will be one
We give
of the reguicr features of the magazine.
information that is accurate when we go to press,
but changes may occur in the time that elapses while

—

Monte — playing in

Disengaged

P. L.

in

opened

—

76

—F.

Dana, Viola

sires

of inquiries reach this office every
week, from movie fans all over the country, asking for information about the new pictures their
favorite stars are making. In consequence, we have

Bennett, Enid latest release The Red Lily. Vacationing
in Europe at the present time.

Dark Swan

—

Sainted Devil

LJUNDREDS

Bennett, Constance playing in Zane Grey's Code of the
West—F. P. L.

Blue,

The Mirage

A

E

—
The Greatest Thing—A. E.
Bennett, Alma — recently
in

D
— recently completed work

D' Algy, Helen-

in

Gene Wright's Pandora La
Croix—F. N.
Bellamy, Madge playing in
completed work
Watcher—F. N.

—U.

from

taken

Desires,

—

in

in

of

So Big

—

Bebe Daniels in Argentine Love F. P. L.
Crane, Ward playing in Jazz Parents

for F. P. L.

s

-A.

in

The

—

Texas—P. D.

Baby Peggy

—playing

is

Bronson, Betty who has finally been
chosen to portray the role of Peter Pan in
the film version of Sir James Barrie's story

Carey, Harry-

B

of which

first

Prude.

.

series

is

release The
Disengaged at present.

Faire, Virginia
ter

Pan

—F.

Thief

Brown

of

—

latest

Bagdad.

—playing in Pe-

P. L.

—playing Captain For—W. B.
—playing a dramatic
Sea —W. B.
The Lighthouse by
r&le
The GarFellows, Rockliffe — playing
den of Weeds —F. P. L.
Fawcett, George

A

Lady
Fazenda, Louise

rester in
in

Lost

the

in

(Continued on page 86)
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The

Girl

Who

Couldn't Be Bad

(Continued from page 49)
with his finger to his
beseeching them
to be quiet and not let
Hope know for a moment that they were

She went

lips

man

over

them piece by
P»ece

M
jf|

j

^

there.

Hope

Meanwhile

continued to play with
religious fervor Lead
Kindly Light!
Suddenly the girl stopped
dead still, laying her
arms on the keys, she
put her head down and
began to weep.
The
suggestion
home
of
and parents and the
reaction had

"Oh,

last.

gettin'

at first

it

as a piece of crude
staging on the part

of Orkney of a
scene to mask their
crime, now were

on no&e or
forehead

Hope, he demanded,

one

nose, forehead, chin. Instantly,
the shine disappears. In its place,
a delightful freshness; a soft,
lovely finish.
This
cause

hours and hours; bedoes not just cover up shine,

finish lasts for

Vauv

—

but actually corrects it by absorbing
and reducing enlarged pores.

excess

oil

It is also a perfect powder base. This
means double protection, for Vauv keeps the
shine off and the powder on!

Vauv

absolutely harmless. In fact, it is
an increasing benefit. No fear that it will
clog the pores. It cleanses them instead; for
when it is washed off, it carries away all the
impurities it has absorbed.
is

In just a week or two, if you have used it
regularly every day, such an improvement
less and less trouble with enlarged pores, less
trouble with such blemishes as blackheads!

Send for tube today

out

step

the

to

to

officers

the

of

"Young
room.
woman," he said to
Hope, who looked
up startled on bea policethe room,
"I'm goin' to give
you just one chance
to keep out o' jail.
holding

man

in

Either there's been
a mistake made, or
you're crooked. I'm
ready to apologize
or to take you to
jail. All I want is
a straight story
the shorter the bet-

Has

ter.

man

this

hurt, or harmed or
assaulted
you in

any

way whatso-

ever?"

— he

indi-

cated Orkney.

We
"No, sir.
were just going to

now on

most drug and department stores, price 50c. But if your
dealer cannot supply you, just send us your
name and address with 53c (regular price
is

sale at

down to dinner
when he asked me

plus postage) for a generous, full-size tube.
Or for 10c we will send you a week's trial
sample tube.
CO. (for Jane
Morgan), 332. Blair Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

THE VAUV

play that

hymn

over again."
"Did he
you here ?"

bring

to

"No,

sir

—

I

came

here because

do

"That'll

"

for

Now

look at
this other fellow
that.

\5auv

9~
lA<3£

V

VOVE
PRONOUNCED
PROr

Braithwaite. Do
you know him ?"

Hope looked

Stanton

at

but instantly lowered her
eyes in shame and
nodded. The police-

Every advertisement

in

it!"

I've

about to starve on

Synopsis of Parts I-V
5EVENTEEN, pretty and — discontented.
Hope Brown hated her home

in Pocustozvn,

California; her severe, unsympathetic parents

and the drudgery of housework.
She was
allowed no movies, no dances, nothing but
prayers and piety.
Her parents' departure to

these

sit

Vauv

fully.

their

other

little

with

him shameI was just

treated

They

motioned

Such a wonderful new cream!
Smooth just a touch of it over

"Now,

— out

"Why,

away

McCloskey

Then

turning to the now
thoroly frightened

ons.

geant

from

You're under

!

arrest!"

San Francisco for a missionary convention
gave her the chance for which she longed.
Aunt Charity, left in charge of Hope an$ her
brother Hank, collapsed under the strain of

didn't
know whether to
laugh or cry. Ser-

you

"That'll do

you

truly impressed
and quietly put
weap-

here,

"

dont

!

had taken

some-

to

"Look

come at
want to
she murwant to

who

down

officer,

I

police,

the

thing."

go home !"
"I
mured.
see Popper and Mommer I dont want
to
be bad any
more !"

The

misunderstood

reason for her look.
"Anything occur between
you two that you've got
reason to be ashamed of?"
Hope hesitated, then
nodded.
"I thought so. Now we're

rebellions.
Hope boldly
invitation of Miles Orkney, a

young persons'

accepted

the

and a newcomer to Pocustown, to
attend the movies; and invited him to the
house the next evening. 'Now, Miles was a
man not to be trusted with any young girl,
and besides he had a wife in the city. But
he was good-looking, had nice manners, and
represented Romance and Adventure to Hope.
bootlegger,

Aunt Charity

objected to his visit, but did
nothing more than to write Papa Brown, in
San Francisco.
Meantime, Hank was being
independent, also, consorting secretly with
the disreputable element of Pocustoivn, playing cards and drinking their whisky.
These
men planned to demoralize Hank in revenge
for his father's uncompromising attitude on
the liquor smuggling in which they were engaged.
The night of Miles' call Hope entertained him behind the locked parlor door. To
her disappointment nothing happened to her,
for in spite of her rather crude and unsophisticated efforts to lure him, Miles sensed
her extreme innocence, and respected her,
contrary to his previous plans.
He made a
very short call and went back to the city,
leaving
Hope discontented and rebellious.
Aunt Charity locked the girl in her room and
this treatment outraged Hope so greatly that
she took the money from her clay bank and
ran away to Los Angeles.
She was met in
the station by a kindly old woman who
directed her to a "boarding-house."
Altho
Hope was not aware of the fact, this house
was the residence of a number of ladies of
easy virtue. From there she started out the
next day to search for Miles Orkney, who
lived in that city. She failed in this and she
failed to be affected in any way by the atmosphere of the boarding-house. Finally the
landlady discovered Hope's finances were exhausted and turned her out onto the street.
Stanton Braithwaite is a young man of wealth
who lives in Los Angeles. He prefers to live
Possessed of a cerapart from his mother.
tain talent for acting, Stanton occasionally
plays in a moving picture in Hollywood.
Most of his time is spent in wild parties. On
the street, on his inebriated way to join "The
Bunch" one evening, he collided with a girl
(Hope) who asked him to take her "home"
with him.
Stanton, puzzled, compromised by
taking this nnkncnvn girl to the party in

Hollywood.

But

he, altho

intoxicated,

would

not permit the baiting of Hope to go too far,
even tho she seemed to enjoy it, and they
leave together.
Arrived at Stanton's apartments, Hope tries again to be bad, but he, impressed with her naivete, gives her his bed
and passes the night cramped in his Morris
chair in the other room. But his housekeeper,
arriving next morning, suspects the worst and
resigns.
Hope, now truly in love with him,
She is very happy
begs to remain as his cook.
here until Isabel arrives to poison her mind
about Stanton. She departs to find Orkney,
quite ignorant of the fact that her parents
ere in the city searching for her.

MOTION PICTURF, MAGAZINE

the streets and went

him and asked
him to take me
home or anything.
to

He gave up his bed
and room to me, he
gave
up
everything
Oh, mister,
he's the finest and
kindest
gentleman
I
ever met
he
went off to get
!

—

married-— and I
!"
ran away
The sergeant
looked disgusted at

unexpected

the
turn

things

"My

taken.
this

regular

a

is

Sunday

had
God,

-

school

case
Is she tellin'
a straight story ?"
!

—he

u

t

n

r

e

d

.

to

Stanton.

"S h
ates

—but

exaggergoodness

e

my

as

goes,

it

far as
cerned.

she's

con-

I did the
best I could for
her.
When I saw
that she was bound
to get a bad name
thru my kindness,
I beat it home to

my

mother

"

"Good Go d
home

to mother
and they send for
me and the Strong
Arm Squad !" The

sergeant could not
express the depth
of his disgust.
"Oh, I'm not the

Mamma's Boy

that

you

pro-

think,"

Stanton.
"My mother was
tested

the

only one
save

could

who
this

girl's reputation."

"Why

all

bother

—

tue ?"

asked

sergeant

and

this
vir-

the
sarcastic-

ally.

"I'd

rather

not

(Con. on page 94)
is

guaranteed.
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-
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oAfter ZOO yean?,

women desire — the alluring fineness,
softness and smoothness that give a.
true velvet texture to the complexion.
And giveit in addition, the one element
that surpasses all others in its definite

the perfect poWclet
^JSlpw, after centuries,

beautifying qualities

totally

sum-

evening mist on meadows, soft as
mer clouds, petal-like in smoothness,
and scented as delicately as springtime
in some orchard lane.
Every woman has sought such a powder, keenly, persistently— for powder
is the final beauty touch, and makes or
after" all else is

Now

care for the skin.
quest is ended.

Our
was

create

as persistent
search to find it.

a

totally different tangent:

"What," she asked, "is the one ingredient of all that is the greatest aid to
complexion beauty? Isn't there some
one thing that is better for the skin

your

There could be but one answer to this

and

tireless as

much the same. The principal base used
was rice. But we felt there could be a
more ^w/«tf base — and set out to find it.
tests

with various
beauty tests were essayed on

all

Many highly superior powders

Thus Princess Pat the only powder
with an almond base was created
bringing to your skin a wonderful
natural beauty such as no other powit; bringing a remarkable, even ivaterproof adhering
quality, impervious to perspiration
or even a plunge in the surf; plus the
definite benefits of almond in soothing and refining the pores, preventing
"drying out" of the skin, and sof-

der has ever given

tening

— another

In seeking to create a new shade in powder, to blend
so perfectly with the skin as to seem in truth apart of
it, Olde Ivory, a soft pastel shade between "flesh" and
"rachel," was finally devised.
asked 5000 women
to try it. The result was beyond our fondest hopes
for the overwhelming majority acclaimed Olde Ivory
as the long-sought-for universal shade by day or nightAmong 5000 women are all types of skin —your type.

We

—

"Why,

almond, of course— known and
recognized by all beauty specialists and
found in practically every authentic
beauty formula for lotions and creams."

this

dreamed of face powder

you write to advertisers please mention

St.

FREE Send sample of Princess Pat Powder.
Check shade you desire.

FLESH

!

Light, blended rose

WHITE Pure, snowy white
OLDE IVORY Rich, creamy flesh
BRUNETTE Q Warm, gypsy olive

"Create a powder with an almond

Ltd., Chicago, U. S. A.

S.WeHs

Dept. 212, Chicago

with an almond base?

base," urged our inspiration, "give it
all the beautifying properties that

demonstration packet

Princess Pat, Ltd., 2701-9
Entirely

ever

Weces
When

—

the new shade in powder
"Princess Pat" triumph

"Olde Ivory"

Name.
Street

PRINCESS PAT,

its texture.

Containing a liberal supply of Princess Pat Powder,
the only powder with an almond base.

Who

types

'

CrVee

— then inspiration

substances — practical

.

question

Laboratory experiments were made

of skin.

then like a flash came inspiration

woman's inspiration, from

the perfect powder

made of"

For hundreds of years powders had been

Innumerable

—a

—

true in this different -powder

search to

already in the shops.

than anything else? I am not speaking
of powder I am speaking of beauty.
What is that one ingredient? Can we
not start with such an ingredient and
thus make a perfect powder?

"'The stuff that dreams are

now come

done to

the ceaseless

were developed, but not enough finer,
softer, smoother than some of those

And

— the soothing, sof-

tening, whitening effects of almond

new and different principle brings
never before known in complexion powder
a

In fancy every woman has visualized
the perfect complexion powder, fine as

mars loveliness

benefit to the skin

City

-

-.

State:
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^Another

$10 Raise!

m

'"T^HAT makes the second increase in salary
in a year, and I'm earning $45 a week now.
That's pretty good for a girl. It certainly was a
lucky day for me when I decided to take up that
I. C. S. course."

A

Why don't you study some special subject and
prepare to earn more money? There's no surer way
to do it than by studying at home in spare time with
the International Correspondence Schools.
The I. C. S. has a number of courses especially
arranged for women. Some I. C. S. women students
are making as high as $50, $75, and $100 a week as
private secretaries, artists, expert letter writers, pharmacists, assistants in chemical laboratories, high-priced
sales executives, office managers, advertising writers
and solicitors, and in Civil Service and banking.

Underwood & Underwood

Baby Peggy Montgomery, with her mother and
sister,

and her

father

Rose

r

Mark and mail the coupon and we'll be glad to
6end you interesting descriptive booklets telling what
the I. C. S. can do for you.

Mail the Coupon for Free Booklet

The
—

Grace F. Ivor Novello is playing in
The Rat on the stage in England. The
White Rose is the only picture he has
played

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6561-8, Scranton, Penna.
Without

cost or obligation, please send

me your 48-page

"How Women Are Getting Ahead," and tell me
how I can qualify for the position or in the subject be/ora
which I hare marked an X:

booklet.

n Advertising
pPrivate Secretary

Q Assistant Bank
Cashier

3 Civil Service
3 High School Subjects
3 Illustrating
3 Cartooning
Bookkeeping
^Business Law
DCorporation Secretary

3 Accounting

I]

^(Chemistry

3 Pharmacy
^Business English
3 Spanish
3 French
II Salesmanship
Better Letters

B Stenographer and
Typist
Show Card Lettering

Railroad Clerk

Dressmaking
Millinery

Stats

•

Persona residing in Canada should send this coupon to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian,
Limited, Montreal, Canada.

PARKERS

STOPS HAIR FALLING
?3%s been used with
success for more than 40years

RESTORES COLOR AND

TO GRAY

FADED HAIR
AND
eO't&SieS
at all druggists

HISCOX CHEMICAL WORKS

PATCHOGUE, N.Y.
w)hen\*ashtn^ hair alu'ays use
rloreston Shampoo

I

G£.

—How

are thiftgs in -China.
You say it has been pretty hot there this
summer. Address Nazimova at 6060 SunLillian
set Boulevard, Los Angeles, Cal.
Gish at Inspiration Pictures, 565 Fifth
P.

New York

City.

You're very

—

Lynn. Dont be 'nervous.
Nothing's
going to happen to you. It's quite painless
writing to me. Address Anna Q. Nilsson
at First National, 5341 Melrose Avenue,
Los Angeles, California. She is playing
in Vanity's Price.
Harrison Ford is five
feet ten.
Address him at the Cosmopolitan Studios, 2478 Second Avenue, New
York City. Yes, Marion Davies usually
always sends photos upon request.

—

Mae Murray is thirty-one,
Miriam.
She has blue eyes and you
you know.
can address her at the Metro-Goldwyn
Culver

Studios,

HAIR
BALSAM
REMOVES DANDRUFF

80

Galee

—

Address

BEAUTY

Marguerite

country.

He

window Trimming

Street

'

this

He

Designing
Telegraphy

Occupation

in

F. M. S.
Robert Agnew is your favorite, I see.
is twenty-five, five feet
eight and a half.
Blue eyes.
is playing with Mildred June in Troubles on the
Bridge. Greed has not been released as yet.

Drafting

Name

City

in

Snow, June Elvidge, Ramsey Wallace,
Helen Ferguson and Priscilla Bonner are
in Chalk Marks.

Avenue,
welcome.

Architecture

Answer M an

(Continued from page 72)

j

City,

California.

Alice

Terry has dark red hair. D. W. Griffith
has been in Europe filming the exteriors
for his

new

picture,

Dawn.

Carol

Demp-

and Neil Hamilton had the leads. He
has just signed up with Famous Players,
you know.
Teddy. A man should never be ashamed
to own he has been in the wrong, which
is but saying, in other words, that he is
wiser today than he was yesterday. Lloyd
Hughes has brown hair and grey eyes.
Agnes Ayres in Worldly Goods.
ster

—

Faithful Fanny.
hear from you.
ment first every
next will be The
is to be released

Every advertisement

in

—Well,

am
my

glad to
departGlenn Hunter's
I

So you read

month.
Altar on the Hill, which
as The Silent Watcher.

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

Theodore Kosloff at Famous
Players, 1520 Vine Street, Los Angeles,
California. You would like to see him in
Cyrano de Bergerac. He has a daughter,
but I dont know whether she is crippled.
Call in again, some time.
Address

—

Fairbanks Russian Fan. Well,
you all the way from RusIt must be pretty cold there right

D.

well and

well,,
sia.

now. We had an interview with Douglas
Fairbanks in the February, 1919, and November, 1922, issues. He played in The
Nut, The Molly Coddle, His Majesty The
Americano, Arizona, In Again, Out Again.

You must
Your

write to

me

was mighty

letter

—

again, some time.
interesting.

That's beautiful stationery you
Yes, Ethel Wales. You might try
1633 Vista Street, Hollywood, California.
She was Ella Jordan in Icebound. Marin

Sally.

have.

Sais

is

back

in pictures.

Ethel Clayton Admirer.

—

Ethel Clayton is looking for material to fulfil her
contract with Grand-Asher to make four
pictures.

M.—Your

was very interyour favorite, I
see.
He has blue eyes and brown hair.
Five feet eleven and weighs 150. Playing
So you liked
in The Breath of Scandal.
Marion
Lenore Ulric in Tiger Rose.
Davies in Zander the Great, from the stage
play which Alice Brady starred in.

M.

J.

esting.

letter

Jack Mulhall

Velma.

— Gloria

seven, and so
thirty-one.
is

is

is

Swanson

Pola Negri.

is

twenty-

Mae Murray

Huntley Gordon is maryou know. Corinne Griffith has light
brown hair. Old friends are best. Yes,
the film rights to the famous Barrymore
stage success, The Jest, have been purHaven't heard whether
chased by Fox.
John Barrymore will play in it.
ried,

A

—

Fan.
Here's my hand,
to meet people like you.
Ramon Novarro is with Metro-Goldwyn.
shake

Novarro

!

I

like

Right now, he is playing in Ben Hitr.
Natacha Rambova is Mrs. Valentino. No,
Richard Barthelmess' mother does not play
She is very much interested in
in pictures.

guaranteed.

(Continued on page 88)
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down brings you this
stunning, latest side effect coat of rich
Large collar and cuffs of
silk plush.
Lined
the popular Viatka coney fur.
throughout with splendid quality,
fancy pattern, high lustre sateen.
Fastens in front with fancy ornament.

Only $1.00

Black only. Bust sizes 34-44. Length
bargain value you can't
50 in.

A

afford to miss.

Order by No. F-22. Terms: Only
$1.00 with coupon, then only $4.85
a month. Total price only $29.95*

Why be without
liberal credit?

a new coat when we offer you such
You will never miss the few dollars a

month and you

will be well dressed wherever you
Send only $1.00 now, and if perfectly satisfied when you see for yourself the style and the
material in this stylish coat pay only $4.85 a month!

—

go.

—

Elmer Richards Co.
Dept. 1529

West 35th

Street,

Chicago

enclose $1.
Please open a charge account for me.
Kindly send me the Silk
Plush Coat No. F-22. If I am not delighted, I can return it and get my $1.00 back.
Otherwise, I will pay $4.85 a month until I have paid $29.95 in all.

I

Bust Size

Name

_Siate_

When you

write to advertisers please mention

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.
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Adds Glossy
Lustre,

Instantly!

Keeps Your Hair Soft and
Easy to Manage
Just moisten the bristles of your hair brush
with a few drops of Glostora and brush it
on your hair. You will be surprised at the
result. It will give your hair an unusually
rich, silky gloss

and

lustre

—instantly.

Glostora simply makes your hair more
beautiful by enhancing the wave and color.
It keeps the wave and curl in and leaves
your hair soft and easy to manage, so that it
stays just as you arrange it
even after

is a trick shot taken on location with Alberta Vaughn and
George' O'Hara in the Go-Getters, showing the director and his
staff at work in the mirror, which is used as a reflector

Here

—

shampooing.
Use a little once or twice a week and you
will be delighted to see how much more
beautiful and attractive your hair will look
and how much easier it will be to manage
whether long or bobbed.
There is nothing better for children whose

—

,

hair lacks natural life and lustre, or is inclined_ to be stubborn and hard to train and
keep in place.

Glostora is inexpensive and you can get
a bottle at any drug store
or toilet goods counter.

Keeps Hair
Neatly

Combed

Glostora gives the hair that rich;
naturally glossy, refined and orderly appearance, so essential to well-groomed

men and boys.
A little Glostora rubbed

On

(Continued from page 61)

He is
return to the stage in New York.
playing opposite Corinne Griffith in
Wilderness.

now

Another

Sennett bathing girl has
graduated into regular parts. This is
Thelma Hill, whose beauteous proportions
have become known far and wide. She is
said to have one of the most beautiful
figures of any girl who ever played on the
Sennett "lot."
She is to be the leading
lady of Ralph Graves in a series of
comedies.
little

and pliable that it
stays in place just as
combed or brushed and
does not become mussed
up or disarranged.
soft

came from far and wide. They
were addressed by a recognized expert in
plant culture. Well, who do you think it
was? None other than Milton Sills.
When not on the screen, Mr. Sills spends
most of his time in a wondrous garden,
where he has performed some very imturists

Not sticky, uastjf
or greasy

portant experiments.

Mr.

flgw

C^

Own

/^\^/v'ar<ls, stationery, circulars, labels. Presses

(HS*^ - "P. Paper Cutters $.1 up. Save raonev.
ViMV^rint for others, liis profit. All easy, rules
Write Tor catalog presses, type paper,
W^&L^iA sent.
ll*.vnWlA
etc. THE PRESS CO.. R-44. Merlden.Conn.
1

AVOID CRACKED LIPS
Massage gently with
protective, Healing

Itlentholatum
Write for free sample

Mentholatum

I

82
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might as well be frank about

this.

When the first Ben Hur company that
went to Rome blew up with a loud crash,
most of the executive staff blew up also.
Among those who went out with the administration was June Mathis. Every one
of her friends

felt

anxious about her fu-

ture fate.

They might have saved themselves the
mental wear and tear. The fair June has
emerged "bigger and better than ever"
First Naas the auto advertisements say.
tional grabbed her at once. She is to work
write her stories
with Colleen Moore
and handle her productions. She will also
;

'"The natives were astonished on a recent
night when the Horticultural and Nursery Association had a convention in Los
Angeles.
Famous botanists and floricul-

through the hair once or
twice a week, or after
shampooing, keeps it so

^Print Your

Camera Coast

the

Co., Buffalo, N. Y., Wichita, Kans.

At

this

convention

announced that he has discovered
that the hardy annuals of the East often
become perennials when transplanted to
Sills

—

California if that means anything in anybody's life.
Also, Conway Tearle is making a remarkable collection of books about Buffalo

—

supervise Rudolph Valentino,
begins his new starring contract
for the Ritz Carlton people.

write

and

when he

Miss Mathis practically discovered Valentino and knows the problems of his productions better than any other person.
Altogether, June may be said to be sitting on the top of the world.

Dichard Talmadge

is a young man with
About
an astonishing streak of luck.
a month ago, he had an accident in a
No
"stunt" picture and broke his neck.
one thought it could be otherwise than
Now he is out blithely spading his
fatal.
garden, with his neck literally in a sling.
His physicians say he will recover and be

to anybody.

able to

"Rdmund Lowe, one of the highbrow
young men of pictures, with a uni-

\/Tary

Bill

if

that

means anything

career and such, is about to be
married to Lilyan Tashman, who was in
the cast of The Gold Diggers, and other
of the big Belasco successes in New York.
Miss Tashman is going into the movies
herself, one of her first engagements being
with Marie Prevost in The Dark Swan.
versity

Every advertisement

in
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is

work

again.

Philbin

worries

at the Universal.

They

her

managers

called her into

the august presence the other day and comin plain terms to get dressed
up and to get fat. Mary is a little wistful
child, recognized as perhaps the greatest
genius that the past ten years had brought

manded her

forward; but they cant persuade her
(Continued on page 89)
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TPSKE/^

Young Harry Langdon

is

a

rival

whom

Chaplin and Lloyd
must do some worrying

over

Gut

Tkat's

(Continued from page 55)

They Do

It

on the Screen

It gives such

a lovely pink

the nails that already

JJusbands always kiss their wives goodbye when leaving for the office.

use

it

lustre to

more women

than all other liquid polishes
combined.
.

Trains are always on time.

Heroes are able to buy safety-razor
blades sharp enough to shave with.
Matches

strike

breaking

without

into

Smooth * rosy -needs

no

three or four pieces.
five

pins in them.

Why
YX/ith the

from the laundry

received

are

Shirts

with only

separate polish remover

Not?

film production of

Ben Hur

rumored that
William Fox will soon start on another
production to be entitled Mary Hur.

now

well under way,

No wonder
IF

you are a

person,

Comedy of the Season
First Hundred Years,

Best

The
*

Mack

in

which

detail

a
Sennett comic of a high order,
Harry Langdon makes still fur-

ther claims to

fame as a

rival over

whom

Lloyd and Chaplin must do some worrying.

another instance o£ the peculiarity of
the public taste, it is to be observed
that The Virginian, one of the finest pictures of the season, is meeting with only
moderate success, while such a celluloid
lollipop as When a Alan's a Man is breakIs it
ing all kinds of box-office records.
any wonder that sometimes the believers in

As

drama grow a

little

discouraged?

Stars That Will
Reynolds,

a success

is

whose

of your manicure, you

splendid Cutex preparations, and

will

for the

Cutex Liquid Polish.

in

a velvet smooth

It gives the nails

surface,

even and

brilliant.

the rose color

in

Yet

for her nails this season.

States

it is

so thin the nails look naturally

pink and glistening

—

not

artificial

And when you want

a fresh

and

De

Milk's Feet of Clay proves her to be
a Very charming and able actress who will
bear watching.

f

The Return of the Old School
the outstanding features of the
past screen season has been the surprising success scored by old-time film
favorites who had almost been relegated
to the motion picture down-and-out club.
Such old idols as Blanche Sweet, Henry
Bushman and
Bessie
Love,
Walthall,
Betty
and
Frederick,
Bayne,
Pauline
Compson are not only regaining their old
positions in the public heart, but they are
pushing aside some of the newer celebWell, we're for them,
rities in so doing.
and here's wishing them all kinds of luck.

FIRST

SMail

this

Cutex has fine

and remove all the dead skin with Cutex Cuticle
Remover and a Cutex orange stick. Then comes
Cutex Liquid Polish or the new Powder Polish.
Then

soften the cuticle

Send the coupon below with 12c today for
the special Introductory Set containing trial
sizes of all these things. If you live in Canada,
address Northam Warren, Dept.
2, 200

Mi

Mountain

is

Northam Warren,
114 West 17th Street,

shape the nails; for

emery boards.

clean

and smooth.
Already Cutex Liquid Polish

(~)ne of

When you

nails

send 12c

for Introductory Set

For a drop of the polish
itself, wiped off before it dries,
removes every trace of the old
the

—

The Complete Manicure

manicure, you do not have to
trouble with a separate polish re-

leaving

and Canada and chemist

shops in England.

over-colored.

polish,

—

same price 35c. It comes
two of the complete Cutex
Manicure Sets. Sets are 60c, $1.00,
$1.50 and $3.00. Cutex preparations are on sale at all drug or department stores in the United

be delighted with this wonderful

mover.

Shine—
work

such a success that you can get it
everywhere you find the other

very, very particular

fastidious about every

the most exquisite Parisienne uses

"•

Vera

—

It is tinted just

What's the Use?

the future of the silent

Liquid Polish

this

it is

Dept.

Street,

Montreal, Canada.

M 12

New York

12c in stamps or coin for new Introductory Set
including a trial size of the new Cutex Liquid Polish.
I enclose

this

coupon with

Name

j2c today
Srreer
(or P.

O. Box)

City

write to advertisers please mention

State
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matter What

occasion,
xOilt

the

your tips

remain bemtifat

A LIPSTICK

that

not

does

*** com© off!
Thousands of
women have said "Wouldn't it
be a blessing if there was such
a one?" Tangee does not come
off.
You need not be embarrassed by having to retouch your
lips
in
public after eating.
Tangee pleases the mostd is criminating
women. Does not leave imprints anywhere. It keeps your lips exactly as
you want them all of the time.
TANGEE received the absolute
approval of Paris and was an' instant hit with New York's most fas-

To fret the most
Serfect TAN-

tidious women.
Put a bit on your lips! See the startling change of color that takes placeorange changing to natural red. Blonde
or brunette, Tangee blends perfectly
with every complexion. Natural— not

EE (natural)
effect also use
either Tangee
Creme

Rouge

for a dry skin,
price $1.00 — or

-

Tangee Rouge,

artificial.

price 75c.

For sale wherever toilet preparations
are sold—price $1.00.
(Will outlast five ordinary sticks)

Now

Botb
ere waterproof.
available.

All the girls put on their best mantillas and strolled around the Plaza

Movies

On &te7yWomari$/ips

SEND FOR SAMPLE
THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY
489 Fifth

Avenue

-

*

[Dept. M-3), New York
in
coin for packing and

City

Enclosed find 10 cents
mailing sample of
that changes to natural red.

TANGEE— the original

orange lipstick

Address-

Vptit neglect a Cold
sickness

often

with a cold. Ward off
your colds with Musterole
before pneumonia starts.
starts

Musterole

made with

is

a clean, white ointment

oil of

mustard.

It

has

all

the healing properties of the old-fashioned mustard plaster but none of the
unpleasant features.

Musterole is not messy to apply and
does not blister.
At the first sneeze or sniffle take
the little white jar of Musterole from
the bathroom shelf and rub the ointment gently over the congested spot.

With a

warmth it penetrates
skin and goes right down to the
tingling

the
seat of the trouble.

Rheumatism,

tonsillitis,

Rico has a romantic thrill about it
that never comes from a picture show at

bought their own tickets
Then went
and took scattered seats all over the
house.
I
began to wonder if only the
women were picture fans. Then the men

home

came pouring down the

the movies in a halfmountain town of Porto

Indiana

in

Massachusetts.

or

children. Ask forChildren'sMusterole.
35c and 65c jars and tubes ; hospital size, $3.

Co., Cleveland, Ohio

ce.

—

where but beside them! This queer oldworld etiquette certainly cramped their
style.
The men began making loud remarks in Spanish, but never talked directly
their sweethearts; still the remarks
must have been very complimentary, for
the girls giggled and blushed a great deal.
Soon the house was full. The lights
went out. A familiar buzzing sound came
from the projection booth, followed by the
familiar glare on the screen as the operator
focussed his machine. A slide went into
place showing a woman in a huge picture

to

hat with the caption Will the Ladies
Please Remove Their Hats?
Thru the
semi-dark house I saw high combs, mantillas, roses tucked into jet-black hair
not one hat to remove!
In the next fifteen minutes each merchant in town advertised on a slide at

—

come-on movie tune to remind
us about the picture show and drum up
silliest little

business.

the
girls
dinner
Immediately after
scattered to their rooms and came back
with mantillas that gave a very Spanish
to

least three times.
Then we had a sixmonths-old news reel.
The feature was
thrown on the screen. It was a poor program picture I had seen in California two
years before
Yet there was no time to be bored.
They were running two sets of titles,
English with a Spanish translation beneath.
My high-school Spanish that was
useless for conversation helped me read

American mail - order
their
I
strolled up to the Plaza.

We

dresses.

wondered why the men of the
A glance
didn't accompany us
!

family
the

at

Plaza explained that. All the girls were
milling around the Plaza in one direction
and all the young men in the opposite
direction, just as I had read in Spanish
doing.

stories
sat

The chaperones

about their

on benches

them stop

to talk for a second.

All the girls
to the theater.

Every advertisement in

stampeded from the Plaza

The men hung

back.

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

The
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It didn't take
titles fairly quickly.
long to discover that the Spanish titles
were not literal translations of the English
They told a different story entirely.
ones.
One couple in the story that was supposed
to be married according to the English
story was not married in the Spanish
version, in fact the whole tone of the
Spanish story was more risque than the
English one.
But I wasn't left to concentrate on
Pet dogs began scratching
the titles long.
themselves under our seats.
couple of
them met somewhere near my seat and
flew into a fight.
I drew my feet up.
The screen in front of me went blank.
The operator put in a slide that requested

the

around the outside of the Plaza.
The girls linked arms with me and drew
me into the gay procession as they flirted
with eyes and fans when they met their
beaux each half -circuit of the Plaza
apparently their strict customs wouldn't let
Suddenly the band came out again and
burst into that haunting come-on tune to
remind us that the main business of the
evening was to go to the movies. As the
band worked up to a climax, a shrill gong
on the theater went off like an alarm-clock

BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTEB

t

aisles, selecting
their seats carefully so as to sit in front
of their sweethearts or behind them any-

A

touch

!

in

I

signal.

84

girls

realized before I had finished the first
dinner in one of the native homes where
I had gone to visit that there would be
more entertainment than the film would
supply.
loud rocket went up on the Plaza
and interrupted the meat course. It wasn't
the 4th of July, so I anxiously asked one
of the daughters of the family who spoke
English what the rocket meant. "Oh that
means the film arrived on the guagua," she
"Would you like to
politely explained.
go to the cine this evening?" I guessed
the cine must mean the movies in English
and said I should be delighted.
few minutes later the rattly band
marched around our street playing the

and South American
lumbago,

coughs and colds are all symptoms
that call for Musterole.
To Mothers: Musterole is also made
in milder form for babies and small

The Musterole

KATHERINE MERRIAM

A

Nam e

Dangerous

Foreign United States

romantic road to the Screen in Porto Rico

By
to

LIPSTICK

Our

in
The

GOING
Spanish

The Original Orange

l

—

!

A

-

guaranteed

the owners to take their dogs home and
Evidently they were prelock them in.
pared for frequent dog fights, since they
had the slide ready and none of the audience seemed greatly concerned.
The peons in the five-cent balcony who
couldn't read a title cheered deafeningly
when the hero snatched the frail blonde
heroine into a passionate embrace.
The musicians played three tunes over
and over in rotation "Sole Alio," "Holy

PICTURn
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RAMON NOVARRO, Metro Star, says:

Mail Coupon for

r JLVH'jQv

never go on a set without first lookI've done this ever
ing to my teeth.
It resince I discovered Pepsodent.
moves that cloudy film, which, before
strong lights and a camera, shows up so
noted dentist told me about
unkindly.
it and I've never stopped thanking him.
Most of the people before the camera do
the same.
I

I

p

10-Day Tube

A

—

Night" and

"My Man"— I wondered what

/A&vzxA/U)

people would think if they could
hear the cue'd music that accompanied
The Hunchback of Notre Dame or The
these

Ten

Commandments

home;
Their
at
squeaking band was thumping out
On the screen
languidly "Holy Night."
the villain was deserting his wife and
hurrying to a wicked dance-hall vamp.
Toward the end of the picture several
little
boys grew quietly active up and
rattling,

down

concrete

the

wondered

I

aisles.

what they could be doing.

The

picture
ended. In the aisle, snap, bang, sulphurous
fireworks crashed underfoot and danced
stumbled out
about in blue sparks.
into the Plaza in near panic.
The moon was shining brightly. The
peons from the balcony were mounting
their little ponies to ride to their cabins
Some of them were raisin the country.
ing umbrellas over their heads as they
trotted along on horseback.
I grabbed Rosita in impulsive AngloSaxon curiosity. "Whatever are they
doing that for?" I asked. She shrugged
in languid amusement, "Afraid the moon
will make them loco (crazy) !"
That was the end of my first movie
It seemed more
evening in Porto Rico.

COLLEEN MOORE,
First National Star, says:

We

Results are really astonishing. On the
advice of my dentist I use Pepsodent
exclusively I've never found any oldfashioned method with nearly the same
one never knows what pretty
effect
teeth she has until she attacks the film.

—

—

Those $100,000 a year

an impromptu comic opera than going
to the neighborhood theater at home.
The first time
I went often after that.
I stayed home alone to read a book the
light suddenly dimmed to a glowing wire.
I couldn't see the page of my book and
went out to ask one of the servants what
was the matter. She was lighting a candle
and placidly informed me it was always
like that when the power went on to run
like

the pictures.
So that accounted for the S. R. O. sign
Was it
nightly in front of the theater!
feeble power or a shrewd exhibitor's
Wondering which, I hurried after
trick?
the others and was fortunate enough to
get the last seat in the house.

HE WHO GETS SLAPPED
" FT^HE

funniest thing in the
* world is to see a man get
Even scholars will
slapped.

laugh

at

appears

line

This
that."
in "He

Who

Gets

Slapped," a short story by
Dorothy Donnell Calhoun, of
a rare and amazing, neiv character picture, based on the
famous play of the same name.
Lon Chaney plays the role
of He, that queer, mysterious

clown who

wishes

to

get

slapped.

motion pictures' famous stars gain the gleaming,
make smiles worth fortunes how you
can clear your own teeth in the same way. A simple test
that reveals the most amazing of tooth methods a new
method urged by leading dental authorities of the world.

wide eyes of innocence."
delightful
in

—

—

SMILES
for

in

cinema world

the

thousands

smiles.

— that

Gleaming

are

teeth

sell

some

is,

es-

Otherwise a smile can have
no value. So these people follow the
sential.

And in contact with teeth, this
acid causes decay.
Germs by the
millions breed in it. They, with tartar, are the chief cause of pyorrhea.
acid.

You must remove

method here explained not only for
the satisfaction and beauty they gain,

times

but as a matter of cold business.

present

Now
you

a test of this method
use the coupon.

— simply

is

it.

For

offered

across your teeth
film no
and you will feel a film.
ordinary dentifrice will successfully
remove, yet which absorbs discolorations and clouds and dulls your teeth.

A

Remove it and your teeth take on
You may have gloria new beauty.
ously clear teeth without realizing it.
Film clings to
ices and stays.

which

gets into crevholds food sub-

teeth,
It

ferments

and

causes

it at least three
constantly combat
ever forming, ever

methods remove

new

a

in

type

health

and

And

"make-up"

it

tooth

enemy

called Pepsodent, this

fought.

Run your tongue

is

it

New

Now

The amazing effect of combating the
film which forms on teeth

and

daily

paste,

to tooth

beauty

is
successfully
the famous tooth
of the greatest
and stage the den-

that

Is

method

—

screen
tal urge of world's leading dentists.
Its action is to curdle the film, then
harmlessly to remove it. No soap or
of

stars

chalk,

no harsh grit so dangerous

to

enamel.
Results are quick.
Send the coupon
for a 10-day tube free. Find out what
is beneath the dingy film that clouds

your

teeth.

plays Con-

suelo, the little bareback
rider, "all siveet, young roundness, who looks at life toith

A

How

pearly teeth that

stance

Norma Shearer

of

smiles in the movies

fictionization

Mail Coupon
for

FREE

Tube

it all

Motion Picture Magazine

Mail Coupon for
10-Day Tube to

P£nS3u£XYL
-

'

Send

to:

'.

Only one tube
write to advertisers please mention

'

Name
Address

FOR JANUARY
When you

HEoas

Dept. 353, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111., U. S. A.
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Why, oh why, did they have Jack Dempsey wear

training by members of
made this possible. Today, trained
who draw pictures for magazines, news-

conscientious

Careful,

our faculty
illustrators,
papers, etc.

— both

Earn $200

to

black French whiskers in So This Is Paris!
sake of disguise?

$500 a month and more

Illustrating is one of the highest types of
year.
art.
If you like to draw, let your talent, make your
Develop it. It takes practice, but so
fortune.
does anything worth while and learning to illus-

—

is

for the

men and women

Why

The present splendid opportunities in this field
have never been excelled. Thousands of publishers
buy millions of dollars worth of illustrations every

trate

a crop of

— even

fascinating to

The Federal Course

anyone who

likes to

a proven

is

draw.

Result

Getter

THE FEDERAL AUTHORS
includes such nationally

known

artists as Sid

Smith,

Neysa McMein, Fontaine Fox, Charles Livingston
Exclusive,
Bull, Clare Briggs and over fifty others.
original lessons especially prepared by these famous
artists are included in the Federal Home Study
Course.

SEND TODAY FOR "A ROAD TO BIGGER THINGS"
Every young man and woman with a liking for
drawing should read this Free book before deciding
on their life's work. It is illustrated and tells all
about illustrating as a profession and about the
famous artists who have helped build the Federal
It also shows remarkable work by FedCourse.
eral students.
Just write your name, age and
address on the margin, mail it to us with six cents
in stamps and we will send you a copy
Do it right now while
of the book free.
you're thinking about it.

Up Dempsey?

Did Tkey Doll

(Continued from page 58)
This is just as ridiculous as it would be
to inveigle Calvin Coolidge into allowing
himself to be filmed at the White House,
and then insist that he help along the suspense by appearing in turn as Secretary
Hughes, an aged office-seeker from the
hookworm belt, and a negro barber, before
he finally stripped off the props and bowed,
smiling, in his native freckles. If Cautious
Cal could be inveigled which, of course,
he couldn't the American public would
want to see him functioning from the start
as President. That's the job for which he
has been advertised. Precious little in the
way of a story would be needed to carry

—

—

the

human

interest.

Wkat

I suppose all sorts of people share the
blame.
But I'm going to concentrate on
one of them and blame Jack Dempsey's
director.
director should know how to
interpret, one hundred per cent., the qualities of his star.
Maybe he had to take the
scenarios that were handed to him by the
producer, but he should have played them
for the boxing scenes and soft-pedaled the
mystery hokum.
And he should never,
never have sicked the beauty doctors onto
the champion's craggy map.

A

Jack Dempsey, like jazz, is an American
phenomenon. He needs a director to stage
him realistically in the movies the way Ted
Lewis dramatizes jazz in vaudeville.

Are Doing

tke Stars

(Continued from page 76)

—playing

Flynn, Maurice

in The Mila series of outdoor productions to be produced by F. B. O.
Forest, Alan playing in The Great Divide—M. G. M.
Fox, Lucy recently completed work in

lionaire Cowboy, the first of

—

—

Teeth—-W. F.
Francis, Alec B.
Minn.

The
Pierre — playing
—F.Gendron,
B. O.
Gerard, Charles —
Enchantress-— M. G. M.
Buck
Let
Gibson, Hoot—playing
—U.
a
Wife
Gilbert, John — playing
Centaur— M. G. M.
Gillingwater, Claude— playing
Tongues — T. H.
Godowsky, Dagmar—playing Greater
Than Marriage —H.
Ne'er
Gordon, Huntley— playing
Twain Shall Meet— C.
in

Wedding Ring with choice of other, only $5.98 —Think of

itt

Most

et with famous
brilliance.
Compare

genuine sterling,

beautiful 1926 Basket Designs
Elite Diamonds known for their lasting fi-r-y
them with the genuine. If you can tell the difference.send them back.
in

i

Money Back Guaranteed ?&&£$£-- (SSh?FI&d

'X

Just name, address. Number of Ringrs wanted with finger
Pay postman price shown or if combination $5.98 on arrival.
Money Refunded.
Elite Jewelry House, Dept. 1416, 25 E.lackban Blvd. .Chicago

PENNY!
size.

If not delighted.

86

I GE

Corinne—playing

Wilder-

in
•

night Express-

in

Prude
Circe,

the

$598
^^

—

dering Fires-

latest release,

Get This Wonderful RING COMBINATION!

Griffith,
ness
F. N.

Hackathorne, George — playing in The
Lady—F. N.
Haines, William playing in The Mid-

in

S.

the

in

TWO

in

—F. B. O.

aire Cowboy-

Every advertisement

'er

in

of

in Idle

I.

in

in

in

H

in

—U.

— U.

YOUR CHOICE OF ANY

Grey,

in

— playing Jazz ParThe Birth
Frazer, Robert — playing
West—B. F.
of
SmoulFrederick, Pauline — playing

ents
1276 Federal School Bldg., Minneapolis,

—playing The Bor—F. P. L.
Gloria — playing
The Million-

Gowland, Gibson
der Legion

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

the

is

—C. B.

—

—

C.

Hale, Alan playing in So This Is Marriage—M. G. M.
Hale, Creighton recently completed

—

—
—

work in This Woman W. B.
Hamilton, Neil playing
D.

in Dawn —
W. G.
Hammerstein, Elaine — playing in The

Midnight Express

— C. B. C.
— deserting the screen

Hampton, Hope

is

to appear on the stage in
this

fall.

Mme. Pompadour

—
—

Harlan, Kenneth recently completed
work in Hard Cash A. A.
Harris, Mildred playing in Frivolous
Sal—F. N.

guaranteed.

—

(Continued on page 99)
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Can Read
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in the Faces
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of the Film Stars

(Continued from page 44)
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ANITA STEWART

IflOl

^

J9eaut

dreamer with high deals and

a quick, restless, nervous,
spontaneous person with dramatic ability,
She
but one who is not very practical.
does not like to hurt people's feelings but
inspirations,

She takes life
fight for a principle.
too seriously and worries over things. She
is honest of purpose, tactful, loves pretty
things, and tends toward the luxurious.
She is very susceptible to color and harmony in her surroundings, is always either
will

high-spirited or sad and depressed; is interested in the mystical, occult, and the
Anita Stewart is too sensitive
unusual.
and sympathetic for her own good and
should develop more self-confidence in her

own

ability.

BEN LYON

There is no supernatural reason why forty years have dealt so
gently with my skin and complexion. No mysterious gift of nature
to help my appearance compete with youth to play side by side

(Continued from page 44)

—

with you girls and still feel one of you in looks. What I have done
with my appearance every woman can do with hers. The beauty
and freshness of youth can be with you for many years to come.
My secret, if you can call it such, has been

In the cheeks are found daring and the
courage of his convictions, a love of
variety and change.
a summary, we would say that
is a nervous, restless, inspirational, intuitive person, who is, because of
his good nature, easily swayed by those
about him. He is ambitious and gets great
satisfaction out of things he acquires for
himself. He is loyal and faithful to every
trust, but when opposed or treated unkindly he would become a relentless critic.
If Ben continues to develop his strong
faculties and leaves his weaker ones undeveloped, he has an unusual and big
future before him.

Making

Ben Lyon

6 ©U BAUDS

ORIENTAL CREAM
keep your skin smooth and soft and render to your complexion a fascinating, radiant beauty. Its antiseptic action has kept
my skin pure and clear free from all blemishes. Its astringent
action has greatly discouraged wrinkles and flabbiness.
With all that it has accomplished for me, its use is simple
just a few moments a day. A new and greater beauty
is awaiting those who will try it.
It will

—

—

BERT LYTELL
(Continued from page 45)

Gouraud's Oriental Comprimettes

narrowness across the eyes shows that he
is one who is not good at figures or mathematics, and is more artistic than com-

Gouraud's Oriental Cream in compact form.
You
have never used anything like it.
A soft, silky, adhering
powder, containing all the subtle beautifying properties of
Gouraud's Oriental Cream. Two sizes, 50c and $1.00, and in
six shades, White, Flesh, Rachel Powders, and Light, Medium
and Dark Rouges.

At Last!

mercial.

The hands show dramatic ability, wellhe is a person who is social
developed
by nature, highly inspirational, and one
who likes nice surroundings.

Special Offer

Coupon

;

In summarizing his character, we would
say that Bert Lytell is a man with great
physical strength and endurance, and interested in human nature in all its forms.
He is a thinker, with a very good intellect
He is not
he is logical and analytical.
commercial enough for his own good.

GLORIA SWANSON

Send 50c for a Comprimette (any shade), a bottle
of Gouraud's Oriental Cocoanut Oil Shampoo, and
a bottle of Gouraud's Oriental Cream (state shade).

Name
Address
City

U^jgS.

New York

is

The hand shows a quick, impulsive nahighly

inspirational with great interest in the occult and unusual and a love
ture,

Your ENGLISH a
Handicap?

structive ability, an interest in mechanical
things, a good imagination, intuition, one
who analyzes and looks for the reason of
things.

(Continued on page 103)

Son,

Reduce Your Flesh
arms, hips,bust or entire body with

Every time you spcaU or write jou show just what you
are.
Mistakes in English reveal you as a person who
lacks education aiul refinenuiit.
Lack of
language power prevents you from presenting your thoughts in the strongest possible way. No
matter what you do. real command of English will help
you to ynur goal. Stop making mistakes in spelling,

DR. WALTER'S
Rubber Garments
Corsage, hooked or laced in
front. Reduces bust, waist, hips,
back &.abdomen$ 17.00 -»™,

punctuation, pronunciation. Increase your vocabulary.

WONDERFUL INVENTION

Only 15 minutes a day with Sherwin Cody's New
Invention --and yon can actually SEE your English
improve. It teaches by HARIT— makes it easier to do
the RIGHT way. Wonderful self-correcting less
include Spelling, Punctuation, Grammar, and

Chin Reducer $2.50
Neck &. Chin " $3.50

pression.

B00l< ON ENGLISH
FRFF
nB,fc
—^^—^— AND 15 MINUTE TEST

u

tackof
nBn »ee
power <imy easily be
costingyou thousands

of dollarseveryyear. See whatMr. Cody cando foryou. Itcostsnothing to find out. Mail a postal card or letter this very minute for free

book

"How

Send ankle measure
Jeanne Walter, Inc.

Speak and Write Masterly English." and 15 Minute
Test, which you can take in your own home.
It will prove a revelation to you. WRITE NOW. Address
to

write to advertisers please mention

Rochester, N. Y.

I

Anklets, for reducing
and shaping the ankles.
Per pair
$7.00
.
.
Extra high .
.
$9.00

!

Sherwin Cody School of English, 4012 Searle Building,

When you

&

City

L

(Continued from page 45)

The nose, which hollows at the top,
shows a lack of aggression, but near the
tip indicates a person /who has high selfprotection and is able to look after her
own interests. In the nose is found con-

Ferd. T. Hopkins

Write for booklet

Pr.JEflNNE M.P.WALTER. 389
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''A

Free

bride should be happy;

A

Copy^day

shows a wonderful .selection Of
Hatches and jewelry,,
Silverware, Ivory Ware, Toilet Article* and Novelties all suitable for

I will

wear your wedding-gown"

Sainted Devil

{Continued from page 37)

It

Diamonds,

Christmas

gifts.

—
Slake

your selec-

tions Today on our Easy Confidential
Payment Plan—one-fifth after yon

receive and examine your purchase
and the balance in ten easy monthly
payments.

in

a

top

— 1HK.

white gold Spredwhite dia-

ring.
Blue
$22.50.

mond,

You
really

Carlotta, dressed in the wedding-gown."
Don Alonzo nodded. Julietta was dead
what mattered anything else?
"Wild with rage, you rushed in," Carmelita went on.
"I saw a chance for
I took her to
Julietta and me to escape.
a convent a few miles away. She is there

—

now

X2418

wedding-gown embrace him.
it was

thought this was Julietta, but

—today—alive

!"

alive!"

"Julietta

pierced her.
vent!
Tell

"Alive!

Don
And

Alonzo's

look
safe in a con-

me more!"

Carmelita gave him directions for finding the convent.
"And now go to her!"
Carmelita found happiness, of a sort, in
seeing the joy upon his face.
But when
he had gone, she crumpled up, burying her
face in her hands upon the wine-stained

—

table in the cafe.

—

X2419 Sparkling AA1 quality
diamond. 14K. Orange Blo»HOm engraved betrothal ring,

The Answer Man

$77.50,

{Continued from page 80)
son's career.
Mae Murray, Aileen
Pringle, Jack Gilbert, William Haines,
May McAvoy and the directors, Robert
Leonard and Hobart Henley, are appearing as extras in Metro-Goldwyn's Mrs.
Paramor, which stars Pauline Frederick,
Conrad Nagel, Mae Busch and Huntley
Gordon. Just you wait.
Billie. Well, I dont know whether to
advise you to follow a career or not. A
great career is a dream of youth realized
That was Leatrice Joy in
in mature age.
Changing Husbands. Anna Q. Nilsson in
Top of the World.
Bennie L. Pola Negri is twenty-seven
Milton
and Tom Moore is thirty-seven.
Gloria Swanson is
forty-two.
Sills
is

her
mom],

T&iSii— Lad)
Acq

$57.50.

i

—

—

twenty-seven,

you do not find
that our price on
•.<-./ ..
ii <
lHAtLfcflK.il
any diamond rlnig lK
at least 10% lower than that of any
OliR

I'

<

other concern, either cash or credit,
we will tcladly refund your payment
In full, if you return the rint within
two "weeks. Send Today for your

Diamond and

Gift

Hook-— ITS FKRE.

*£?;':££ '"V; AV-T'ftORUltd CAr'""'

'

op.'.''

and

Dorothy

Monte Blue
Dalton

is

is

thirty-four

Dustin

thirty.

signed up with Pathe to make
a series of four pictures.
Happy. You will have to write direct
for that picture.
Cutie. Be checked for silence, but
never taxed for speech. Maurice Costello,
Florence Turner and Paul Panzer, who
were known as Vitagraph stars some years
ago, are playing in Rosemary Davies' picture, Souls Adrift. Gaston Glass, Montague

Farnum has

—
—

Love, Walter McGrail and Mary Thurman are also in the cast. Miss Davies is a
sister to Marion.
_

I

Depl.;

988
lAse.
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No, Betty Compson is not
Yes, that was Lois Wilson in
The Man Who Fights Alone.
Carmen B. That's all right, we should
have but little pleasure were we never to
flatter ourselves.
You refer to Robert
Agnew. He is twenty-five. Cullen Landis
is playing in Cheap Kisses.
Peaches. Theda Bara is not playing
now, but her little sister Lola has been
engaged for a part in Norma Talmadge's
Bert Lytell is playing opposite
Sacrifice.
Barbara La Marr in Sandra.
Potato Salad. That's a nice name to
have. Of course, I believe in dancing lessons for children.
good grace is to
the body what good sense is to the mind.
Doris Kenyon is not playing on the stage
right now, but her next picture will be
If / Marry Again. She isn't really married,
Leli Curls.

married.

—

—

—

A

you know.

—

Eleanor A. That is Tom Mix's real
name. He is forty-four. Sidney Chaplin
has been signed up by Al Christie to play
the lead in Charlie's Aunt.
Fata morgana means a mirage in the Straits of
Emily
Messina.
Stevens is playing in the
stage play by that name.
Lillian F. I sure am glad to see you.
Why not write me oftener. Yes, I go to
the movies about once a week, and I try to
(Continued on page 116)

guaranteed.

—
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complex
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Shape of My Nose
Delayed Success

the

either.

T eatrice

Joy, Jr., has arrived. She is a
lovely eight-pound pocket edition of her
lovely mother.
She did not arrive, howMiss Joy is
ever, at a happy moment.
for
suing her husband, Jack Gilbert,
divorce.

BY EDITH NELSON
HAD

long to get into

tried so

My Dramatic
Course had been completed and
pursue
my amI was ready to
bitions. But each director had
the

movies.

I

T^orothy Phillips

is going back to the
screen.
She has been in retirement
since the death of her husband, Alan Holubar, last year.

Hal Roach,

the comedy magnate, has
finished a six-thousand-mile voyage
Most of his
in his yacht, the Gypsy.
travel was along the Alaska coast.
-

„,

Camera Coast

(Continued from page 82)
the

just

turned me away because of
Each
the shape of my nose.
told me I had beautiful eyes,

mouth and
photograph
nose was a
they were
Again and
same

fate.

and

hair
well

—

would

but my
"pug" nose and
seeking
beauty.
again I met the
I began to analyze

—

i

T/ony Moreno

myself.

I

I

of a star is
free-lance around

charm.

I

f

has decided that the life
the bunk; hereafter he will

His

the different studios.
roving job will be to play the

first

lead with Constance Talmadge in a new
comedy written by John Emerson and
Anita Loos. After finishing that picture,
he is going to take Mrs. Moreno to Spain
to visit his mother whom he has not seen
for years. She lives in a little town in the
Every
south of Spain, near Gibraltar.
time one of Tony's pictures is shown, the
old lady drives in a wagon for miles across
country. That is the only way she has of
keeping in touch with him. She has never
missed one of his pictures.

j

had personality and
had friends. I was
well educated, and I
had spent ten months studying
Dramatic Art.
In amateur
theatricals my work was commended, and I just knew that
I could succeed in motion pictures if only given an opportunity.
I began to wonder
fairly

why

I

tion

army

is

life

Milton

preparaPandora La Croix, a story of
In the cast will be
in India.

Sills,

Viola Dana, Vivian Oakland,
Hector
Sarno.

Theby and
Irving Cummings will be
Rosemary

in

the director.

could not secure em-

ployment as hundreds of other
girls

were doing.

FINALLY, late one afternoon, after
another "disappointment," I stopped to watch a studio photographer
was taking some still pictures of

who
/"\ne of the big features now
^-'

PICTUR

mr ,0TI0N
MAGAZINE

Miss

B—

,

a well-known star.

Extreme

care was taken in arranging the desired
poses. "Look up and over there," said
the photographer, pointing to an object
."
at my right, "a profile
"Oh, yes,
yes," said .Miss B
instantly following
the_ suggestion by assuming a pose in
which she looked more charming than
ever.
I
watched, I wondered, the

—

—

,

—
——

camera clicked. As Miss B
walked
away, I carefully studied her features,
her lips, her eyes, her nose
"She
has the most beautiful nose I have ever
.

seen," I said, half audibly. "Yes, but I
remember," said Miss B 's Maid, who

—

was standing near me, "when she had a
'pug' nose, and she was only an extra
girl,

but look at her now.

How

beauti-

ful she is."
a flash ray hopes soared.
pressed my
INnew-made
acquaintance for further comment.
Gradually the story was unfolded
me. Miss B — had had her nose reshaped
—yes,
actually corrected — actually made over,
and how wonderful, how
I

to

beautiful it was
This change perhaps had been the turning point in her career!
It must also be the
way of my success! "How did she accomplish it," I asked feverishly of my friend.
I
was informed that M. Trilety, a face specialist
of Binghamton, New York, had accomplished
this for Miss B
in the privacy of her home!

now.

Bert Lytell greets Claire Windsor
on her return to Los Angeles

correct

informant and turned
back to my home, determined that the
means of overcoming the obstacle that had
hindered my progress was now open for me.
I was bubbling over with hope and joy.
I
lost no time in writing M. Trilety for in-

I
For

J^

BLANCHE SWEET Fans

BEAUTIFUL new

portrait

of Blanche Sweet, one you
have never seen before, is on
the cover of the January
number.

There

is also an interesting
story about her, by Harry
Carr, facts you have never
read before.

new

When you

formation. I received full particulars.
The
treatment was so simple, the cost so reasonable, that I decided to purchase it at once.
I did.
I could hardly wait to begin treatment. At last it arrived. To make my story
short in five weeks my nose was corrected
and I easily secured a regular position with a
producing company. I am now climbing fast
and I am happy.

—

—

to your personal appearance
ATTENTION
nowadays essential
you expect
if

is

to

life.
You must look "your
times.
Your nose may be a
hump, a hook, a pug, flat, long, pointed,
broken, but the appliance of M. Trilety can

succeed in

best"

at

all

write to advertisers please mention

latest

and newest nose shaper,

25, U. S. Patent, corill-shaped noses, without operquickly,
safely,
comfortably
and
permanently. Diseased cases excepted. Model
25 is the latest in nose shapers and surpasses
all
his
previous Models and other Nose
Shaper Patents by a„ large margin.
It has
six adjustable pressure regulators, is made of
light polished metal, is firm and fits every
nose comfortably.
The inside is upholstered
with a fine chamois and no metal parts come
in contact with the skin.
Being worn at night
it
does not interfere with your daily work.
Thousands of unsolicited Testimonials are in
his possession, and his fifteen years of studying and manufacturing nose shapers is at
your disposal which guarantees you entire
satisfaction and a perfectly shaped nose.

rects
ation,

now

—

THANKED my

His

it.

"TRADOS," Model
all

Model 25

Children

jr. for

the coupon below, insert your name
CLIP
and address plainly, and send
today
it

to

M.

Binghamton, N. Y., for
tells you how to correct
Your money refunded if

Trilety,

the free booklet which
ill-shaped

noses.

you are not

satisfied,

M. TRILETY,
2169 Ackerman

is

his guaranty.

Bldg.,

Binghamton, N. Y.

Dear

Sir:

Please send

tion your booklet which

me

tells

without obliga-

how

to correct

ill-shaped noses.

Name
Street Address

Town
State
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WLDouglas
$

8& Shoes

&$
5, $ 6,*7
BOYS AT $4.50

$5.00

Women

of fashion should know that our women's
shoes are high-class, made in the most distinctive,
up-to-date and exclusive styles, which appeal to
those who desire stylish, comfortable and serviceable
shoes at reasonable prices.

New

New

Tan Oxford

—^^^

W. L.DOUGLAS PEGGING
rtjnec it -i vc a nc /ir Arc
Russia calf with Storm Welt. $6.50 SHOES AT 7 YEARS OF AGE
_

Corinne in an early

French Toe

for Women
Attractive pattern in light

child

/or Men
Smart style in light
Russia cal f at a popular price .$6.00

The

WEAR W. L. DOUGLAS SHOES AND SAVE MONEY
FOR 38 YEARS, W. L. Douglas' name and portrait have stood for quality, for economy

role

Storj) of

MS>

Life

(Continued from page 29)

for satisfactory service. W. L. Douglas shoes are exceptionally good values. Only bywearing them can you appreciate their superior qualities. The exclusive, smart models,
designed especially for young men and women, are leaders everywhere.

and

always, year by year, the Mardi
the grayness of life a
thread of laughter and music.
scarlet
Every year I was dressed in pink tarlatan,
with fairy wings and a mask over my hot
cheeks, and sat in the stands to watch the
grotesque maskers and the gorgeous floats
wind by. On the last night of the week
I would go with the rest of the family to

And

gras

W. L. DOUGLAS $7.00 SHOES are remarkably good value. Seldom have you had the
opportunity to buy such high-grade shoes at this popular price. Shoes of equal quality,
comfort and service are rarely found in other makes at our prices.

WHEREVER YOU

LIVE demand W.L. Douglas shoes.They are sold in 120 of our stores in
the principal cities and by over 5,000 shoe dealers. For economy and dependable value,
wear shoes that have W. L. Douglas' name and the retail price stamped on the soles. The
stamped price guarantees the value. If not for sale in your vicinity, write for catalog.
W. L. Douglas Shoe Company, 132 Spark St., Brockton, Mass.
j&

^

wove thru

the old French Opera House for the
carnival ball where, years later I was to
dance with a young man named Roll in

)

Sturgeon before he came out to Hollydirector, where
was to be crowned Queen of one of the
Mardi gras and wear a really royal train

wood and became a movie
I

at last.

My mother's health took us back to
Texas a trip that almost finished my story
then and there, for the train was wrecked
and many people killed. I seem to have
a natural attraction for wrecks— since that
time I have been in half a dozen of them.

There were no schools in Texarkana
which the family considered "suitable," so
back I came to New Orleans and entered
a private school for girls, the Sophie Newcomb, where I seem to have spent my

study hours chiefly in drawing Harrison
Fisher heads all over the fly-leaves and
margins of my books. That year I made
my first dramatic appearance before the
(the parents and long - suffering
public
relatives who had not been able to escape
attending) in a play about which I have
forgotten everything except the long train
I wore.
As a present for my mother I painted
an ambitious canvas of a life-sized lady
clinging precariously to the side of a Swiss
Alp, picking edelweiss. It was a copy of
a picture I found in a magazine except
that, whereas the lady in the original picture had gone out to gather flowers airily
attired in a tulle scarf and nothing else, I
very properly dressed my edelweiss gatherer in a white chiffon ball gown with
This work
satin slippers and kid gloves.
of art I carried home rolled in a huge
cylinder, which I never let go of during
the trip, even sleeping with it in my berth.
But when, with all the artist's pride, I
presented it, my mother thanked me and
instead of having it framed in glittering
gold leaf as I had fondly expected, she
tacked it onto the wall with Hvo nails!

v

SAY "BAYER ASPIRIN" and

INSIST!

Unless you see the "Bayer Cross" on tablets you are
not getting the genuine Bayer Aspirin proved safe
by millions and prescribed by physicians 24 years for

Colds

Headache

Neuralgia

Lumbago

Pain

Toothache

Neuritis

Rheumatism

sw

Aspirin

is

Accept only "Bayer" package
which contains proven directions.
Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets
Also bottles of 24 and 100

the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticacidester of Salicylicacid

ANTWORKh^ e ?
Earn $18 to $60 a week RETOUCHING photos. Men or
women. No selling or canvassing. We teach you, guar-

employment and furnish WORKING OUTFI
ARTCRAFT
Write today.
FREE.
Limited offer.
STUDIOS, Dept- B-2, 3900 Sheridan Road, Chicago.
antee

I

90

—

—Druggists.

$2500 ACCIDENT INSURANCE

—

$1.00 ?IL«
Both sexes between the ages of 16 and 70 are insurable. |
Issued by strong stock company. Just send your mime g

address, giving age (write or print clearly), with!
$1.00 or postal money order and we will send policy. I

and

WriteNOW^DeDti PJ 2£^ic^yJ31djj ^hila|M
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That ended

my

artistic career.

I

have

never touched a paint-brush since, tho I
often sketch the designs for my gowns.
Now the crash came. My father's investments turned out badly and suddenly
guaranteed.

!

!

!
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have everything we had
nothing at all. The big house was sold at
public auction, the servants departed, and
we moved again, this time to a tiny frame
cottage on the Main Street of Mineral
Wells,

a

to

town

frontier

where

tourists

came to drink the Crazy Water, said to
have strange powers.
Instead of being crushed by the loss of
our money, I was happier than I had ever
been before. For the first time in my life
I had something real to do.
I made a
dress out of three yards of blue-dotted
muslin and wore it to a dance with more
pride than I had ever worn the finest
French creation. I was still shy of boys,
but regarded them as an indispensable
evil, to be tolerated for the sake of dancing, which I adored.
But if I took joyously to poverty, my
poor father was crushed by it and died
literally of a broken heart, two years later.
Mother took the tiny bit of life insurance
and set out for California to invest it in
real

me

leaving

estate,

the care of

in

a

married sister.
Poor I might be, but
chaperoned I should be still
When mother sent for me it was evident, even to my schoolgirl apprehension,
that Something Must Be Done. And quite
obviously I was the one to do it.
But
what could I do to earn actual money,
with an education that had been interrupted
at the first year of high school, the ability
to make a dress out of bargain remnants,
and a talent for wearing trains?
As tho in answer to my problem, a
neighbor in our apartment house at Santa
Monica invited mother and me to dine
with him and his wife at his Pavilion
restaurant.
It happened to be Brunette
Night, with a silver loving cup for the
best dark-haired dancer, but I was quite
unconscious of competing for a prize. To
my amazement, at the end of the evening,
the cup

was handed

to

me

and, to

fill

it

PARFUM

to

overflowing with joy, a motion picture
director asked to be introduced.
It was
Rollin Sturgeon, a boy from my own home
town, but he had forgotten that he had
ever danced with me at the Mardi Gras
ball (to do him justice I must admit that I
had worn a powdered wig, a marquise
costume and a simpering pink mask on
that
occasion so perhaps
it
was no

heighten the elusive charm of woman, twenty-eight
flowers give their subtle fragrance to the ere
*
cttion of Mystikum - Europe's Premier Parfum
To

different

AT THE BETTER STORES
If

will

SCHERK

wonder).

He was

directing for Vitagraph, which
was then established at Santa Monica, and
offered me a part in his picture, not so I
discovered later because he thought that
he had detected any latent talent, but
because he hoped to get a little publicity
from engaging a local beauty-contest

winner

1

MYSTIKLM

PACE

TALCUM
SACHET

much distressed at the
earning a living she couldn't
quite reconcile it with being a lady.
For
the first months of my new career I used
to issue stealthily forth from our apartment, heavily veiled and disguised as a
notion of

working

was

my

my

was the name of
it

I played

"Dear Ann: You can't imhow happy I am since I
for the Dolly Dimpler
and now have the cutest dim-

ples.

All the girls envy

my

advice; send for the Dollv
You will be amazed
it will

Dimpler.

I

at

by the

way— made me up for my first
my own devices, I would

scene— left to

resembled

Comanche Indian

nothing
in

full

so

much

a

entered into the spirit of the picture as
tho it were some delightful game, not
realizing that my whole future depended
success.

People did not take pictures so seriously
then.

When David Wark

Griffith

what a difference

make.

Everyone mentions how
much prettier I am.
Devotedly, Sonia."

had the

DAYS FREE TRIAL

10

GREAT PRICE SAVING fiSS&JS^SS
by our money savins methods,
EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS f^wm'not

tory in the world

notice

it

while you enjoy the use of this wonderful machine.

FREE BOOK OF FACTS

w^e^fofd&Tu']

DOLLY DIMPLER
is a simple, harmless, easily
produces fascinating dimples
quickly.
Recommended by facial specialists. Absolutely harmless. Results positive. Miss D
writes"I am very pleased with results obtained from Dolly
Dimpler. My sister has been using my Dimpler

used

device

that

H

5

Act Today I
Mail

Year
Guarantee

Coupon

and

she, too is delighted. " Clip the coupon
below and send $1 for everything.
including complete instructions, mailed
sealed in plain wrapper, postage
"**"-^
r*^»T i it
^"^^
DOLL,
Y
prepaid. Or sent C. O. D. for
Sl-25. Address
CO.
DOLLY DIMPLE* CO.
Oept C.,247 McDanlel Street,

^^^
^~*^

DIMPLER

DAYTON. OHIO

gj^«i"i And

DIMPLER
Name

^""^^^^ DeP 'nCrf
DOLLY^***'^ BtfiMtfi

SI for the complete
fnll instructions for use.

with
.

""rPrint'Piimly"'"

Shipman Ward

Mf£. Company
Shipman Building
Montrose & Ravenswood
2029

me

Aves., Chicago

and

No

City

write to advertisers please mention

Please send

a copy of your
free book of facts*
explaining: bargain offer.

Name
St.

{Continued on page 103)

When you

£^W?»Wi5

days you are not satisfied with tbis late model UNDERWOOD
typewriter rebuilt by the famous Shipman Ward process.

'

as

war-paint—and

I

my

me

and the boys simply flock
around me. Tou are my dearest friend and I want to see
you happy, too; so Ann, take

first

uine

UNDERWOOD

agine

a vampire of

most chest-heaving, eye-rolling type.
was in my early teens at the time, and
Nell Shipman, who had the ingenue role,
had been married twice and written a
book! Ann Schaeffer— she has just finished working with me in my latest pic-

B rings you

sent

the

on

POWDER

HAIR TONIC

DIMPLES

;

girl

Sin's Penalty
picture, and in

have

FACE LOTION

LIQUID

ROUGES

!

Mother

ture,

MYSTIKUM
LIPSTICKS
BATH SALTS
BRILLIANTINE
VANISHING CREMl

PERFUMt

TOILET WATER
POWDER
POWDER. COMPACTS

—

—

cannot supply you. your check for H$P
bring Mystikum Miniature
IMPORTING CO., 47 W. 47'! ST., NEW YORK CITY

your dealer
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A

you a complimentary copy— with no obligation whatever

the newest and most interesting of

all

to

for

A

Tear

(Continued from page 53)

your Name
On the Dotted Line
will bring

Tune

Edwin Carew never directs without music
and Madame Nazimova never acts with it,
so when these two agreed to put on a
picture together, there came a clash of
forces.
Mr. Carew prevailed. Now Nazimova admits that music is a help.

you

— of

"At least," she laughed, "if the musicians
are not too bad, they cover up the sounds
of the studio and help you to concentrate."
.

detective magazines.

This magazine is on sale at every news-stand in the United States at 10c
a copy ($4.00 a year), but in order to introduce it and give it a wider distribution
among lovers of detective fiction, the publishers will bear the entire expense
of sending you a copy of this new weekly bearing the title

A

told of the actor Harry Carey,
to make love on
horseback, but was so stiff that the lady
refused to capitulate to his wooing.
"How can I act when I cant hear the
music?" Harry finally asked, in desperation.
So,
remedy this, the musicians
to
crawled into a large, low-hanging branch
of a tree, just above the spot where Harry
was staging the love scene. They played

story

is

who was supposed

Indian Love Lyrics, and suddenly Harry
became so fiercely amorous' that the heroine
for mercy and the cameramen
for joy as they ground off the
films.
Another time, during the filming of
a sorority party, the only place where the
musicians could be heard and still not be
seen, was in the bathtub.
So in they
climbed, and ground off tones that were
liquid indeed.

begged

ISSUED WEEKLY

whooped

editor of this weekly is none other than WILLIAM J. FLYNN, for
twenty-five years in the Secret Service of the United States Government,
with headquarters at Washington, D. C. There is no more experienced detective living, no greater authority on the art of detection, none who has had closer
contact with the danger and daring of the game which begins with the pursuit of
man and ends with his capture.

'"THE
"-

The important part which music plays
Mary Pickford' s pictures has never yet
been told.
Dorothy Vernon of Haddon
Hall could never have been made without
the McCargars, Mary herself has insisted.
The McCargars are the comedians among
in

of the ideal
f\NE
^"^

features of this magazine will be a series of stories by Arthur
B. Reeve, creator of Craig Kennedy, the most interesting detective character
in fiction since Sherlock Holmes.
There is no better writer of detective fiction,
particularly of the scientific and psychological type, than Mr- Reeve.

OICHARD

musicians,
effects,

Commissioner of Police in the City of New York,
*-* is contributing " Vultures of the Dark," probably the first story of its type
in which the slightest attention has been paid to the rules and regulations that
govern the Detective Bureau. This story in itself is so remarkable that bookrights have been sold in most principal countries, and the film version will appear
in every American city late in October or immediately after the story concludes
in

can
in

achieve miraculous
the little bits of

comedy which our Mary loves so well.
Before they are thru with a picture
they have a special theme in comic vein
for everyone who appears on the set a
theme which simply makes each person be
funny.
For one effeminate noble of the
court they always played Bright Eyes.
Whenever anything went wrong and tragic
gloom would threaten to disperse comedy,
they would play the Mosquito Parade,
whereupon Marshall Neilan would start
dancing around Mary Pickford, everyone
would laugh, and good humor would be
restored again.
Mrs. Pickford, Mary's
mother,
always signed her daughter's
checks, so whenever she appeared, the

ENRIGHT,

E.

and

especially

FLYNN'S.

ALL

you have to do to get a copy of this interesting new detective
weekly is to sign your name on the dotted line, using the coupon or a
postcard— no further obligation to you. If you like, we will also write you the
name of the newsdealer in your vicinity who will deliver it to you regularly
later, if you want it.
^~*

-

McCargars would start up a
funeral march.
Rupert Julian has called music one of
the most essential factors in the making of
irrespressible

THE RED STAR NEWS COMPANY
280

BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

me

Please send

a free

N. Y.

copy

of

an

FLYNN'S.

artistic picture.

"The

moving

picture

is

the

art
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Address..
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"happy hours"UKULELE

CAN BE YOURS
PEOPLE ADMIRE DAINTY ANKLES
Thick or swollen ankles can

Lenor Ankle Reducers

NEW AMAZING METHOD
CprC
fntt enabling
you to pick up this

like

I
i

1

503

Fifth Ave.,

NewYork

also include absolutely

FREE

I

a Genuine Chinese Good Luck

'

Ring

all for our special sale
price of only 92.95.

SEND NO MONEYS

i

money right at borne. Pay
Postman $2.95 plus a fewpennies postage. Our binding legal
Money Back Guarantee is sent
with each Ukulele. Order Now*
C. F.

LENOR MFG. COMPANY
Dept. S-12,

once you will receive Uk*
Easy Mcthcd, SO
music. Felt Pick
as a heaping value we wi II

ulele.
iecee of

It*

Different in reducing action from all
other reducers. Slip on when you go
to bed and note amazing; results next morninp. Reduces end shapes ankle and lower
calf. Slips on like a glove. No strips of rubber to bind and cause discomfort. Nothing
to rub in or massage. Enables you to wear
low shoes becomingly. Worn under stockings without detection. Used by prominent
actresses. Send $2.95 and we will send
you Lenor Ankle Reducers in plain package
subject to your inspection. Give size of,
ankle and widest part of calf.
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Only!

K- a Wood Finished
Hawaiian UKULELE and play
the latest tunes In a manner
that will amaze and delight Xjg
your friends. No musical knowl-jghsb^^ _
edge necessary. This bansome y£&%ite£r
SAVE HALF
well made instni'
The regular price Is
ment has a rich
$6.50 but if you send at
fine, full sized,

melodious ton<
Nothing olse

ANKLES ACTUALLY LOOK THIN
WHILE GETTING THIN

A

Milton

JOHNSON & CO.
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^yery advertisement in
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is

Sills

and Frank Lloyd

are trying out a song written
especially for The Sea Hawk
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Jane Novak plays

a tune that she

may make her sister Eva,
and Victor Schertzinger, her
thinks

shed a tear

director,

pantomime," he said; "every emotion must
be expressed in the face and in every gesMusic is one of the
ture of the body.

Hence I
greatest inspirations for this.
consider good musicians a necessity for my
They must, however, know the
direction.
difference between Humoresque and Yes,
Have No Bananas. And that is not

We

all

music

is

good

for.

It is

a wonderful

Sometimes after hours of inrelaxer.
tense emotional work, I ask the musicians
for a little jazz; everyone is laid off for
ten or fifteen minutes and told to relax
to dance a little if they like; then we go
back to work with new spirit and en-

—

thusiasm."

{To be continued)

Whose Hand?
SHERLOCK HOLMES
self

him-

would be puzzled

in

Would you

solving the mystery.
like to try?

WHOSE HAND?
a thrilling

new

is

the

title of

serial of mystery,

which

and intrigue
begins in our January issue.

romance

"Margot, more asleep than awake,
with her bedroom light already extinguished, dropped on the floor the
flaming match with which she had
A second later,
lit her last cigaret.
alert with the consciousness of what
she had done, she leaned over the
side of the bed to make sure it had
gone out. As she did so, a thin hand,
followed by a forearm, reached out
from under the bed, flitted to the
match and blotted it out with a soft

PLAYS

.
N

Large List

New

I

Vaudeville, Acts,

I

V

Stage Monologs,

L.

FREE
Any

llSongs, Blackface After-pieces
Icrossfire, Musical Comedies

nd
using

and
and

Gown

girl or

easily

INew Minstrel Choruses and Novelty

spare

/Revues, Musical Readings, Novelty
Entertainments, Wigs, Beards,
Grease Paints and other Make-up
ILLUSTRATED CATAGoods.

Lessons

over,

can

" Franklin

moments,

v

Institute

Dept. R-641
lester, N. T.

Kindly send me free
sample lessons in Gown
Designing and Making.

I

yX>

LOGUE FREE. WRITE NOW.
f . S. Danison

Making

woman, 15 or

Learn Gown Designing
Making la 10 Weeks,

'

Name.

& Co., 623 So. Wabash, Dept. 45,Chicagf

Address.

tap of the fingers."

Whose Hand?
GOLD
"for

a six -part serial by

W. Adolphe Roberts

Feb.

BEGINS IN

AWARDED

MEDAL

service to

distinguished

mankind" by

International In-

New York.

ventors Exposition,

OheCjenuint
AMThWinner GOLD MEDAL
of

(patsntei.)
Highest

in

1923.

NOSE ADJUSTER

Merit

Lowest

in

Price

Support nature and look your best If your noae Is ill-shaped, you can make it perfect with ANITA NOSE
ADJUSTER, in a few weeks, In the privacy of your own room and without interfering with your daily occupation.
No need for costly, painful operations. ANITA NOSE ADJUSTER shapes while you sleep quickly,
painlessly, permanently and inexpensively. The ANITA NOSE ADJUSTER is the ORIGINAL NASAL SUPPORTER absolutely GUARANTEED. Highly recommended by physicians for MIS-SHAPEN and fractured
noses. Self adjustable.
No screws. No metal parts. GENTLE, FIRM and PERFECTLY COMFORTABLE.
Beware of imitations!
Write today (just your name and address) for FREE booklet, "Happy Days,"
which explains how you can have a perfect nose and our blank to fill out for sizes. NO OBLIGATIONS.

—
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FOR JANUARY
When you

—
The ANITA Company, Dept. 1232, ANITA Building, Newark,
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Just Exactly

Wkat

Against
{Continued from page 33)
trouble is, every boy or girl
the average to their parents
and friends ! And if you can come out
here, and stick, and take your time, opportunity may knock on your door or ring

The only

Gleamy Mass

of

Hair

35c "Danderine" does Wonders for

Any

Girl's

Hair

Up

You're

is

—

above

up your phone number. Time is money
tho, so in addition to your car- fare (returntrip ticket!), your clothes, photographs
and make-up, you must have a hundred a.
month for living expenses and you should
be able to plan for a stay of six months
If you are a man, you can live a
at least.
you wont have to keep
little more cheaply
your hair marcelled, for instance
Dont come to Hollywood thinking, "well,
if I cant get into the movies I'll find some

u/enderness will

—

make you more attractiveAre you worried because you are overweigh t?
Afraid you are losing your charm, your

other kind of work." All the quick-lunch
town have beauty-contest
counters
in
winners shouting "draw one in the dark
Adam and Eve on a raft, wreck 'em '"
Ex-chorus girls sell you baby ribbon and
If you
safety-pins in the ten-cent stores.
go into a hotel, a rir.gsr for Mary Pickford gives you your coat-check; you order
roast beef rare from Valentino's double;
the Hollywood typists are visions of delight.
Every opening has a hundred applicants who all came out
like you
to
apply for a job as movie star.
Not that
I would discourage anybody for the world
I'm only telling you just exactly what
you're up against when you come to Holly-

—

youthful figure?
Stout women are at a disadvantage. Pretty
clothes no longer fit them, their movements
are awkward, their attractiveness deserts
them. Friends are sympathetic.

But many of these friends have a secret
method of keeping slender! They useMarmola Tablets (thousands of men and women
each year regain slender figures this way).
These tablets will make you slender again,
just a
too. Try them. No exercises or diets
pleasant, healthful way of becoming slender.

—

—

—

All drug stores have them
one dollar
a box. Or they will be sent in plain wrapper, postpaid, by the MarmolaCo., 1714
General Motors Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

wood.
depends on you.

you're the
of and are
able to keep up the habit of eating
I've
an idea that in spite of gloomy statistics
and deadly percentages, some director is
going to find it out. If you're not there's
where the return half of your ticket
It

all

stuff screen players are

Girls

!

Try

this

!

When combing

You can do your

and

thick and heavy

comes

—

Pleasant (Day faJieduse

s6

The Girl WkoCouldn't Be Bad

it

softness,

freshness

and

luxuriance.
While beautifying the hair "Danderine" is also toning and stimulating each
single hair to grow thick, long and
strong. Hair stops falling out and dandruff disappears. Get a bottle of "Danderine" at any drug or toilet counter
and just see how healthy and. youthful

your hair appears after

this delightful,

refreshing dressing.

(Continued from page 78)
tell

my

with,

bornly.

"Well, young

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY, makes them
appear naturally dark, long and
luxuriant. Adda wonderful charm,
beauty and expression to any face.

Perfectly harmless. Used by millions
of lovely women. Black or Brown,
obtainable in solid cake form or
waterproof liquid. 75c at your dealer's or direct postpaid.

MAYBELLINE CO.

earn $1 to $2

CHICAGO

an hour in your spare

show cards. No canvassing or soliciting. Weinstructyou by our new
simple Directograph System, supply you with
work and pay you cash each week. Write
today for full particulars and free booklet.
WEST-ANGUS SHOW CARD SERVICE LIMITED
Authorized Capital $1,250,000.00
69 Colborne Building.

Toronto, Can.

Every

DESIN/EVI~

A SAFE, SIMPLE, PAINLESS,
GUARANTEED HOME TREATMENT

reasons now," said Stanton stub-

Write /brVooMel oflnrormalbn-ltsFm.

said the sergeant,
tightening his manner, "there's just one
thing that you can do to clean up this
case—to suit your talking neighbors and
me! Otherwise it will have to go thru
the Grand Jury in the regular way. She'd
probably get the work-house and you the
stone pile."
feller,"

DSC-L-ALLEN'BINGHAMPTON STA
BOX 74 MEMPHIS,TENN- U'S-A->•

—

"What do you mean?"

For the

first

time Stanton was frightened.
!"
That's what I mean
"Marry the girl
The sergeant was the police bulldog again
who would bear no trifling.
!

can
YOU
time writing

%

Prescription Jablets

&.

in

—

sparkling with

incomparable

hair up

will appear twice as
a mass of gleamy hair,
life and possessing that

immediately and

—

—

dressing your hair, just moisten your
hair-brush with a little "Danderine" and
brush ii; through your hair. The effect
is startling!

If

made

Stanton Braithwaite heaved a deep sigh
and then smiled. "Darn it, sergeant, you've
gone to work and spoiled for me what
the finest moment in a man's life.
is
You've gone and proposed to the girl I love,
If she would consent to marry
for me.
me now or I'd tell her I wanted to
we'll always think we had to, to keep from
Now, if you'll leave us
going to jail!
alone just a minute, I'll tell you whether
or not you'll have to put the handcuffs on
Perhaps she'd rather go to jail!"
us.
The sergeant beckoned Orkney, who
stood dazedly by the door, and they
stepped into the hall and closed the door.
"Hope," said Stanton, rushing over instantly and taking her into his arms,
"we've got to be married for the sake of
Aside from
our families' reputations

Movie Acting!
A

fascinating profession that pays big.

_

Would

you like to know if you are adapted to this work?
Send 10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or
Key to Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether
or not you are suited to take up Movie Acting.
A novel, instructive and valuable work. Send
dime or stamps today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie Acting included FREE!
FILM INFORMATION BUREAU. Sta.W.. Jackson. Mlcll.
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Have Shapely Feet

Unmarred by BUNIONS
FASHION

—

mand

advertisement in

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

comfort desnugly into

fit

pumps

of

There must be no hump

—

1

'
'

to-day.
to mar

no racking torture
''shapely feet
to upset comfort. Bunions are unnecessary and dangerous. .You can
them quickly, harmlessly,
with the new, marvelous

remove

"

'pleasantly
J

solvent,

Pedodyne.

Pedodyne stops

pain almost instantly, banishes
relieves
[disfiguring hump, and
burning sensation.
I swollen
I

the
the

SENT ON TRIAL

Write to-day and I will gladly arrange
to send you a box of Pedodyne SolSimply write
vent for you to try.
and say "I want to try Pedodyne."
There is no obligation.'

!

I'm just crazy in love with you.
You're the one woman I've always dethat,

and

that feet

dainty

the

Dept. A-360
KAY LABORATORIES,
Chicago, 111.
LaSalle
186 N.

guaranteed.

St.,

—
PICTURI
JT MOTION
magazine

Advertising Section
spaired of getting!
something out of
"

the

"Time's

coming

up

in

!"

I

f

need you to make

I

me

ineil

!

Why, you

announced

the

are

sergeant,

Orkney stood

with the squad.

sheepishly in the doorway.
''Well, we've decided to marry rather
than go to jail.
It's a bit coincidental
tho, for I decided to marry Hope a little
more than a week ago
That's one reason
!

why

Beeman's
keeps you
mentally

some kind."
"Excuse me."

It

was Orkney's

voice,

strange and apologetic.
"Why dont you
use mine?
There's plenty of room here.
Part of a collation is ready and we could
order up anything you want to be served
within the hour from the restaurant.
Be-

calm and
"balancecT-

use

my mother

I
to meet her.
wish my place was large enough and I'd
ask you all to join me in a celebration of

At the wheel

its

wanted

I

sides,

I

to start
life!"

is

a sensible
habit"

feel that I'd like to

you young people

do something
on a happy

off

looked at Orkney long and
searchingly, then he said, "Good!
We'll
take you up, Orkney.
I'll
telephone for
the various parents and send my car for
them. Hope, go in there and put on those
country clothes again until after we're
married.
I want to marry a sweet young
country thing in all her trappings."

Stanton

—

Orkney approached Stanton and said in
"I dont suppose you would object if I drove over to Glenwood and got
my wife? Dont wait the collation for me
an aside

—

may

be a

little

late."

Stanton only

Miss Brown?"
"There's nothing to forgive, Mr. Orkney," replied Hope innocently, "and I
cant forget all your kindnesses."

CO.

An Original Gift

"SHEBA"
Lamp

Doll

New! Strikinglybeautiful!

Electricdolllamp

'20 inches high. Doll is
unbreakable; finished
in beautifully blended colors.
Plain coloredcrepeshade, floral
crepe lining, artistic art fringe
trimming. Complete with socket, 6 ft. cord and plug at low
introductory price of #2.49.
Just send name and address no
money. Paypostman $2.49, plus
postage, on delivery. Money back
if not satisfied. Order today!

—

Unger Doll

& Toy Co.

272 Fourth Avenue

Milwaukee. Wis.

SUCH-

The -woman with

Orkney went out wiping his eyes.
Ten minutes later Mrs. Braithwaite,
Ezekiel and Sarah, and their son Hank
entered the apartment house. Mrs. Brown
was the first to rush breathlessly into the
room where Hope had just reentered with
her plain dress on. Sarah threw her arms
about Hope's neck and the two cried the
mother in anguish, the daughter in joy.
" asked the mother
"Has she has she
turning to Stanton, unable to say it all.
;

—

"She?" cried Stanton, coming over and
arm about Hope.
putting his
"Why, this little girl couldn't be bad no
!"
matter how hard she tried
(The End)
proudly

CARTOONING

—

of other women
of masculine eyes.

And how
ful nails

velous
light

easy it is to have beauti'
with the aid of this mar'

new

liquid polish!

touch of the

nails

Just a

with the

GLAZO

dainty
brush, a moment
to dry, and your nails are glowing
with that lovely shell'pink lustre

And they'll stay

Fashion demands!
polished for days.

GLAZO

is

more than a polish.
Your nails

a protector as well.
won't crack or peel if
It's

GLAZO is

A few

applied regularly.

minutes
once a week will keep them in
perfect shape and perfect beauty.

Glazo Remover Comes Free
With Every Pac\age

GLAZO is

the original Liquid
comes complete with sepa'
rate remover which not only in'
sures better results but prevents
the waste that occurs when the
Polish itself is used as a remover.
Polish. It

Get

Cartoonists earn barrels of money! Develop
youf talent! We have courses for beginners,
also special advanced courses, teaching the
art of drawing cartoons for newspapers.
magazines and animated movie comics. Send 8c in
stamps for success booklets explaining how we help
our students secure positions and sell their drawings.

softly lustrous,

always the envy
and the delight

shell'pink nails is

:

smiled.
Then Orkney approached Hope
and held out his hand which she took in"Forgive and forget, wont you,
stantly.

TepsinGum
AMERICAN CHICLE

I

BRING YOU
COMPLIMENTS TOO

GL/vZO WILL

GLAZO today.

It will

mean

with the mini'
of exertion and expense. 50c

lovely nails always,

mum

at all counters.

GLAZO

MIFFLIN
ALKOHOL

Nails stay polished longer
no bujfing necessary

—

Try GLAZO Cuticle
Massage Cream
It shapes the cuticle and
keeps it even and healthy
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For

perspiration

the.
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When you
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GLAZO

complete
Manicuring Outfit, write name and address in
space below, tear off and mail with 10c to
trial size

The Glazo Co.,23 BlairAve.,Cincinnati,0.
write to advertisers please mention
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Confidences Off-Screen

WUOVL
says:—

cun^AJ

{Continued from page 41)

"When

I feel that my
shoes are so distinctive, a
neiu confidence comes to me that
helps greatly to make my pictures

the reasons for the strong individuality of
his pictures.
His brand of humor is his
own and cannot be successfully imitated.
But that does not tell the whole story.

—

a success/"

Lloyd has always been supported by
notably clever, beautiful girls.
Beginning
with Bebe Daniels, then blonde Mildred
Davis and finally Jobyna Ralston, he
hasn't been afraid to invite comparisons
between their talent and his own. He has
been dead right, because such feminine
support helps to bring out the work of
a comedian without actually rivaling him.
But I can think of some actors who have
not been so shrewd in their judgment of
this matter as Harold Lloyd.
I decided to ask him to make his own
comments.
He was on a short visit to
New York, and I was lucky enough to
corner him in his suite at the Biltmore for
a few minutes. I had never met him before.
I rather expected to see a boisterous, self-satisfied young man, and wouldn't
have been at all surprised if he had worn

:

'jm

enormous horn-rimmed glasses off-screen.
The real Harold Lloyd proved to be one
of the most delightful, modest persons
imaginable. There is no pose about him.
Only when made up professionally is he

REBOUX
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,
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Black Suede, Patent Trim,
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PEACOCK STYLE BOOK

bring Fifth Avenue to you
Peacock Style Book illustrates all the new Peacock
Models— for Promenade, Sports and Evening.

&

If-'-"

t

Sii%er

Let the

.

Brings the accepted Fifth Avenue Styles direct to
you ancl makes it so easy for you to have New
York's Smartest Styles months before they reach
your city
*
Fin in coupon now and
fit..,/
A
»
fa '{{?*%£
/
your copy of Peacock
v
Style Book will reach
^CtfL
you by return mail!
1

Absolute Satisfaction
Assured by Mail!

Matl0t
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AMOROSA

MATLOT
Patent
Black
Black
Black

the type with whom we are all familiar.
Like Charlie Chaplin, he could walk for
hours thru crowded streets without being
recognized by a single admirer.
"How is it you've had the courage to
train brilliant girls, and give them the
chance to steal the picture?" I demanded.
He grinned in an embarrassed, pleased
way, like a boy who has been paid an
unexpected compliment.
"Why, it hasn't
been courage," he said.
"It's only been
good sense. All my leading women have
helped a lot. I couldn't have played their
parts myself, even if I'd wanted to, could
I?
The public wants nice heroines. It
funny man
wants clever stories, too.

Leather. $9.50

Suede... 9.50

Satin.... 9.50
Calfskin. 9.50
,_ ,
„ ,,.
{Either Ssbbtm or
Leather Sow)

Black

Suede

Brown Suede.
Patent Leather ...
Black Velvet.
Cocoa Brown Calf.
Golden Brown Satin
Black Satin
Silver Brocade

A

$10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00,
12.50

like

You'll
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£
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7

West 42nd

St.,

I

my own stories, or
anything else I haven't done.
If a
girl who works with me can run away
with the picture, let her do it. It would
be a confession of weakness to take any
other stand."
"In other words, you're sure of your
own line of stuff. You know that that is
what draws the audience to a Harold
Lloyd picture.
pretty feminine star may
Isn't that it?"
aid, but cannot injure.
"Yes," he agreed soberly.
Which is what I call the right kind of
self-confidence.
And which goes to prove
that, in spite of the title of one of his
latest hits, Harold Lloyd as an actordirector is positively not girl shy.

7 West 42nd St at^tkcJOenuc
Please send at once

notice

enough to make a show.
dont take credit on the

for

1
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Jackie Coogan and the

Getting into%ePi3ure

Goose-Neck Lens

easy to be popular • to be in demand eocially to be welcome everywhere - if you can play a

press-agents say that Jackie Coogan
earns a million dollars a year.
million Hm!
But at any rate he earns
a good many hundred thousand, more
vast fortune is
than half a million.
being piled up for him, and some day he
How
will have to manage it himself.
is he being prepared for this responsibilty?
For all I knew, he was not being prepared, when " I put the question to his
for
sailed
before
Jackie
just
father
Europe on his Near East Relief mission.
The story Mr. Coogan told was a more
entertaining account of the canny psychologizing of a child than I had ever
Jackie is due to be
heard or imagined.
No. 1 American business man when
an

'The

It' a

A

—

A

GTrueGTone
It's

Saxophone *

the most popular instrument for

all

entertain-

anywhere - home, club, church,
Yet it is so easy to play that practically anyone without musical talent - and without a teacher -can quickly learn to play. Three
lessons sent free - they start you. In a few weeks you
will be playing popular music. Try one in your own
home 6 days without obligation. Easy terms of
payment.
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he grows up.
In the first place, remember Jackie

guaranteed.

is

a

!
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only nine years old and has never been
allowed to know that his income is greater
than that of many financiers. He gets a
salary of just eighteen dollars a week,
which is paid over to him solemnly every
He was notified at the start
Saturday.
that out of the eighteen he should pay his

manager ten dollars. Other minor obligations were set at a dollar for this, fifty
For the
cents for that, and so forth.
service of cashing his pay check, he was
charged

fifty

cents.

that he should be
The
forced to continue these payments.
idea was to make him think about money
and discover how it could be economized.
It

One

was not intended

on

day,

his

own

initiative,

he

tele-

a bank in Los Angeles and
asked how much they charged for cashing
On being told there was no
checks.
charge, he announced indignantly to his
father that the fifty cent fee would have
to be stopped, or he would do business
As an afterthought, he
with the bank.
decided he wanted his money in gold and
No more checks for him. They
silver.

phoned

to

were too much trouble.
Getting on to the fact that his manager
was paid any way, Jackie began to keep
the extra ten dollars in his

own
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diamond,
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$50.00.

movement, guaranteed,

$42.50.

This was O. K., and whenever he could
show sound reasons for it he was allowed
to cut

down on

expenses.

most valuable lesson was in
connection with the goose-neck lens.
Coogan Senior hatched a plot with a
The latter went to Jackie
cameraman.
and told him that he had invented a
marvelous attachment which would permit

But

his

of the taking of close-ups while the
camera was grinding away at long-disThis was the goose-neck
tance shots.
lens.
It was at the end of a tube, connected with the body of the machine.
second operator could focus it on an actor
no matter how distant and presto!
close-up would be registered. The invention would earn millions, but capital was
Would Jackie buy shares?
needed.
Jackie was tremendously impressed. He
refused to listen when his father warned
him that nearly all stock-selling proposi-

—
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X18

tions were fakes. He dug up one hundred
dollars of his own money and became an
little while later there was
investor.
an exhibition of shots supposed to have
been made by the inventor. Old film had

X
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can Give Gifts worthwhile this Xmas. A dolyou need at Bale's! Send a dollar To-day
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"expert" was read, in which the gooseneck lens was declared to be a fraud. "I
feel sorry for the misguided stockholders,
for they have lost all they put into it,"
was the concluding statement.

JEteduce
srFcit

Jackie's way of taking this justified the
He was downcast, but not
experiment.
broken-hearted.
Nodding his little head
sagely, he said, "Such things happen, I
When afterwards, another preguess."
tended inventor tried to interest him in
shares, he chased him off the lot.

There

how

isn't

much doubt

to handle his

fortune

that he'll know
when the time

comes.

Rumors of War
A writer

in this magazine in October
remarked that, for unknown reasons,
Olga Petrova's career on the screen
"seems
to
definitely
ended."
But
be
Madame Petrova told me a while ago that
she had every intention of making motion
pictures again some day.
I have also
heard that she intends to sue a group of

including

producers,

Famous

Players-

Lasky and Metro, for the sum of
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000, charging a systematic boycott of her
services and of Petrova pictures already
in existence.
Seven million dollars is a
lot of money.
Such a suit should create
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Slim Youthful Figure
,

Without Baths, Exercise,
Diet or Massage
There is no need of enduring the embarrassment, inconvenience and dangers of superfluous fat another day,
for it is now possible and delightfully easy^to reduce
to normal weight with comfort and safely.

—

stir.

Thousands of women in business,
and on the stage now know what
means to be "Slender at Last!" More

society
it

than 3000

Dix's Tribute to Wally Reid

letters are already on. file at
the Graham Sanitarium, testifying* in
gratitude and praise to the amaSing
bene fi ts Qf Neutroids, the famous pre\\mM ) scription
of Dr. R. L. Graham.
fj
Neutroids
counteract
the
yeastproducing alcohol in the .stomach,
check the fat at its source and reduce
unsightly fat already accumulated. This
Dr R . . Graham
w
pleasant remedy quickly relieves nausea,
headaches, dizziness, high blood pressure and other ills of
obesity and restores you to normal weight and health.
Neutroids are guaranteed to contain no thyroid or habit-

\

the time this is printed, Richard Dix
will have just about completed his
work in Manhattan, his first picture as a
full-fledged star.
His popularity has been
increasing rapidly of late.
The flappers
adore him for his good looks, and I have
heard many comments to the effect that
he is the legitimate successor of Wally
Reid,

T3y
•

But Dix thinks it an injustice to the
memory of Reid that any such comparison
should be made. He showed genuine
modesty and sincerity in discussing the
matter with me at the Astoria studio.
"Wally Reid was one of the greatest
light comedians that ever lived.
Mentioning my name in connection with his is
the highest compliment that could be paid

m

may be taken with absolute safety.
Personal Consultation Without Charge
Graham
would
be pleased to have you consult him
Dr.
personally at his sanitarium or if you can not conveniently

forming drugs and

call, you may feel quite free to write him for professional
advice regarding your case. This offer is open to all who
order Dr. Graham's prescription Neutroids, using the
coupon below.

GUARANTEE ELIMINATES RISK

'

No Money

in

Advance

to me, but it embarrasses me all the same.
I couldn't do Reid's stuff, and I wouldn't
even try to. There was only one Wally,"
he declared.

Any of the wonderful Christmas Diamond Values
pictured above sent youf or FREE
—not one penny in advance. If you keep your selection, pay at the rate of

EXAMINATION

Only a

Few Cent, a Day

^^

you now waste on trifles will soon pay for a wonderful diamond. 8% yearly increase in value on all diamond exchanges absolutely guaranteed. Also 5%
bonus privileges.
MillionDollar pjDpTC' Get it now. Make
Bargain Book*' *»*»** yourchoicefromthe
Greatest Bargains in America. Write for your copy
today. Get the benefit of our liberal Charge Account
Plan. Address Dent. 1529.

Asked

define

to

public, this,

word

Reid's appeal to the
for word, was what he

said:

Dr.

Graham

guarantees Neu-

troids to give satisfactory re-

and that his prescription
may be taken with safety by
any one. Every woman or
sults;

,

/f /v^^£S3&&&M.

man who wishes to regain or ...
youthful slender Ili^UTlloiOsSiwP
[//
"v— IV
appearance and vigor of youth !l^—
will use this coupon without
retain the

I

'

|

delay.

Dr. R. Lincoln Graham, 123 East 89th Street. Dept.
The Graham Sanitarium. Inc., New York City:
me 2 weeks' treatment of Neutroids which entitles

322-M, c/o

Send

me

and free
I will pay postman $2 (plus 15c
arrival of the Neutroids in plain package. I
money will be refunded if I do not get a
understand
satisfactory reduction from thi3 2 weeks' treatment.
to free professional mail consulting service

booklet on Obesity.
postage)

on

my

Name
Address.

had sweetness, strength and
charm. He had the face and body of a
protector of women, but the mind arid

"Wally

j

soul

of

a

man who

is

just

a

bit

little

naughty."
delighted with Manhattan as a
told me it gave him the
opportunity he had always wanted to
appear as a modern young American hero,
"a regular guy," without the Wild West
background or meretricious trappings of

Dix

is

vehicle.

any

©€
6 7in. JPLF U? lopes MiTTr^,

Sheetsll $°|HEnve$1
x

For Personal Use
Or as a Gift
High grade white bond paper, enTelopes to match
name and address on every sheet and envelope,
and packed in attractive box.

—

i

Printed Free
extra charge for printing name and address in rich blue ink on every sheet and envelope.
Send the name and address with $1.00 (West of
Rockies and Foreign $1.10) and this generous offer
of stationery will be mailed postpaid. Order today.

No

THE FULLER PRESS,
Dept. 10,

98

I

GfL

184S

Inc.

Ogden Ave., Chicago

He

—

sort.

He was

decidedly effective in the scene

A cute girl
watched him rehearsing.
named Vera, with smooth bobbed hair and
shoe-button eyes, who was standing on the
side lines, remarked that his face looked
fuller and more natural than in some of
I

recent pictures.
Dix's first remark to

his

And oddly enough,
me covered the point

which Vera had referred.
like this role," he said, "because I
dont have to hollow my cheeks artificially.
I dont have to make up in any absurd
way.
In Manhattan, the public is going
to see Richard Dix himself."
(Continued on page 109)

Only $545 for this $20 value
White Gold Wrist Watch
25 year 14K white erold- filled case, richly engraved, latest
Tonneau shape, sapphire crown, gros grain ribbon with white
6 jewel movement. An excellent timekeeper.
beautiful velvet and Bilk-lined case.

grold-filled claap.

Comes in

AN IDEAL GIFT

to

"I

Every advertisement in

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

that will make any pirl or woman happy. We specialize in this
watch exclusively and are in a position to offer it at a price
lower than the usual wholesale price. If after receiving: and
examining: this watch, you do not consider it equal to any
watch priced up to $20.00 by jewelers, send it back— we will
promptly refund amount paid. Send only $5.45 and this beautiful watch will be forwarded prepaid, or if you desire we
will ship O. O. D. you to pay postman $5.45 plus 18c charg:ea
on delivery. Order now as this offer may not be repeated.
,

WILLIAMS CO., 4750-54 N. Sheridan Ro,d, Chicaio

guaranteed.
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Are Doing

the Stars

{Continued from page 86)

^ray flair

Vanished
15 minutes

in

Tourists returning from

brought to

which

ishes

available to every

1NECTO RAPID

—

Hiers, Walter

American woman.
Notox is speci6cally

originalcolorof gray, streaked orfadedhair.
It may be had in \ 8 shades, from radiant
blonde to raven black; and even under
the closest scrutiny its application cannot be
detected. It will neither rub off nor be affected by shampooing, curling, saltwater,
perspiration, sunshine or Turkish or Russian baths. It will not affect permanent

—
—

—

particulars
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Johnston, Julanne
recently comwork in Garragon, a German produc-

tion.

Movie Plots
Wanted

Wishing Never Brought

Pills

Strength

—

—

is

TODAY
Hollywood Scenario Co.
Write

Los Angeles,
711-B Pantages Bldg.
"Movie City of the World"
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our service.

June, Mildred
Bride—-W. F.

playing in Seven
Keaton, Buster
Chances— M. G. M.
Keith, Ian plaving in Wilderness

— the plot marketable. You assume
FREE ADVICE LTaSptg
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any form.
revise and
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(let

You the

in Troubles of a
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Jones, Charles playing in The Man
Who Played Square W. F.
Joyce, Alice playing in White Man-

—

We

—

Never Made
Muscles

pleted

Department Stores

copyright, criticize,

E. LIEDERMAN
The Muscle Builder

EARLE

Inc.

Sold by best Beauty
Shops, Drug and

We

—

•
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New York, N.Y.

in

—

Hughes, Lloyd playing in If I Ever
Marry Again F. N.
Hunter, Glenn recently completed
work in The Silent Watcher F. N.

Laboratories and Salons
33-35 West 46th Street

Send 'your plot to us

production

North of 36— F. P. L.

INECTO RAPID Notox and our

INECTO.

—
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SEND NO MONEY
full

The Beloved

in

Blackton

Stuart

J.

The Early

in

Holmquist, Sigrid appearing opposite
Johnny Hines in The Early Bird C. C. B.
Holt, Jack playing in Emerson Hough's

INECTO RAPID

you

in Wilder-

a contract with

—playing
—playing

for V.

coast to
coast use and endorse
Notox, as do many thousands of American
women who apply it with invariable success within the privacy of their own homes.
us to send

a

Brute,

The highest class hairdressers from

Beauty Analysis Chart, L- 1

Johnny

Hines,

—and permanent waving does not

Merely ask

Winner

in

Bird—C. C. B.
Holmes, Stuart

INECTO RAPID Notox. Conno paraphenylene diamine.

about

—playing
—playing

—signed

Chance.

affect

tains

Smolder-

in

Christie Comedies to appear in a series of
two-reel comedies. His most recent is Slim

guaranteed to reclaim permanently the

waving

Edward

Hearn,

Notox, created by science expressly for coloring the sensitive organism of human hair,
is

—U.

Take All—W. F.
Herbert, Homes E.
ness F. N.

INECTO RAPID

Today
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—
night Express — C. B. C.
Hawley, Wanda-—playing
ing Fires

Europe

this country the
in 1 5 minutes bangray hair permanently.

first

tint

—

Hatton, Raymond- recently completed
work in The Mine with The Iron Door P.
Haver, Phyllis- playing in The Mid-

F.N.
Kenyon, Doris

—

F. N.
Kerrigan,

sires

J.

—playing
Warren —

NO

one can paste muscles onto your arras and
If you wish a strong, healthy
you must work for it.
And if you
don't have one, you are doomed to a life of
shoulders.

body,

misery.

Modern

As Man De-

in

release

latest

science has taught us that we must
bodies physically fit or our mental
soon exhaust themselves.
That is
why the successful business man resorts to golf
and other active pastimes.

keep

our

powers

Captain Blood. Disengaged at present.
Kerry, Norman— playing in The Best in

Calif.

LOSE 4, A POUND A DAY

will

Examine Yourself
Do

Life—U.
Keye, Kathleen playing the role of
Tirzah in Ben Hur—M. G. M.
Kirkwood, James playing a dual role
in Top of the World— F. P. L.

you have the strong robust body that keeps you
fit at all times to tackle the daily tasks confronting you
always looking for bigger things to do? Do you jump
out of bed in the morning full of pep; with a keen
appetite and a longing to enter the day's activities? Do
you finish your daily tasks still thrilling with pep and
vitality ?
Or do you arise only half awake and go through
a languid day?

—playing The Lost Chord
The SecLa Marr, Barbara — playing

Don't let it get you, fellows. Come on out of that shell
and make a real be man of yourself. Build out those
skinny arms and that flat chest. Let me put some real
pep in your old backbone and put an armor plate of
muscles on you that will make you actually thrill with
ambition. T can do it. I guarantee to do it. I will put
one full inch on your arm in Just 30 days and from then
on, just watch 'em grow.
This is no idle boast. It's the
real works.
A genuine guarantee. Come on now. Get
on the job and make me prove it.

—
—

PEP UP!

Without Drugs, Dieting or Exercising.
Yet-eat-drink-sleep
This new way is safe and sure.
Dissolve
FLO-RA-ZO-NA in
warm water. Get in and relax
from 8 ounces to a pound a day
will melt away like magic.
Con-

—

—

.

FLO-RA-ZO-NA CORP.. Dept.Y-3, 100 5th Ave
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Greater opportuni-

corporations are headed by
with legal training. Earn

men

$5,000 to $10,000 Annually
by step. You can train at home dur-

^MgK We guide you step
jj ing spare time. Degree of LL. B. conferred. LaSalle
HS students practicing law in every state. We furnish all
BBSS text material including fourteen-volume Law Library.
cost,
easy
terms* Get our valuable )08-page "Law Guide" and
Low
"Evidence" books free. Send for them NOW.
Chicago
LaSalle Extension University, Dept. 1278-L
The World's Largest Business Training Institution
,

SWITCHES— BOBS— CORNET

BRAIDS

made the newway from yourown combingsorcuthair.

Write for FREE style booklet.

MRS.E.VANDERVOORT.

Prices Reasonable.

Dept. B,

DAVENPORT,

IA-

High School Course
[You can complete
[this simplified High

School Course at home in
Ida of two yatra. Hosts all requirements for entrance to college
sod tho leading profession*.
This and thirty-six other pract'
eooraw ara doacrfbed in oar Free Bui let in. Send for it TODAY

P—«»H.95«.

AMERICAN
SCHOOL
BtmoI***. »S»Mi««. ©AS

Kisses—F. B. O.
Plante, Laura
U.

dering Fires

CHICAGO

When

—

— playing
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Smol-

La Rocque, Rod playing opposite Pola
Negri in Forbidden Paradise F. P. L.
Lewis, Mitchell playing in Frivolous
Sal—F. N.
Livingston, Margaret starring in The
Follies Girl, in which she has the role of an
Irish show-girl
R. H. I.
Lloyd, Harold recently completed work

—

—

—

in

—

Hot Water.

Logan, Jacqueline

— playing

opposite

—

—

—F. P. L.
Lowe,

Edmund — playing

Bowl—W. F.
Lyon Ben

—playing
—F. N.

Send

in

The Brass

So Big opposite

Moore

It Is

Free

It contains forty-three full page photographs of myself
some of the many prize-winning pupils I have
trained. Some of these came to
as pitiful weaklings,
imploring
to help them. Look them over and vou will

me

me

marvel at their present physiques. This book will prove
an impetus and a real inspiration to you.
It will
thrill you through and through.
All I ask is 10 cents to
cover the cost of wrapping and mailing and it is yours to
keep.
This will not obligate you at all, but for the sake
of your future health and happiness, do not put it off.
Send to-day—right now, before you turn this page.

EARLE
Dept. 312,

EARLE

E.

LIEDERMAN

305 Broadway,

New York

City

LIEDERMAN

E.
Dept. 312, 305

Broadway, New York City
Sir: I enclose herewith 10 cents, for which you
send me, without any obligations on my part
whatever, a copy of your latest book, "Muscular Development." (Please write or print plainly.)

Dear

—

1

to

Name
Street

(Continued on page 115)

you write to advertisers please mention

64-page book

and

are

in

my new

for

"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"

—

Richard Dix in A Man Must Live F. P. L.
Louis, Willard cast as Baxter in How
Baxter Butted In—W. B.
Love, Bessie has the role of Lahleet, a
half-breed Indian girl, in Tongues of Flame

Colleen

1923

in

ond Chance, a race-track story for F. N.
Landis, Cullen — playing in Cheap

La
positions and biggest success in

Alice

in

Epsom

no alum no
salts. Box of
14 treatments $3.25 at your druggist or direct,
($4.00 Canada)
Satisfaction guaranteed.

tains

—Lake,
W. B.

City
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Because of special bargain prices on these
ring3,you can buy ind rive exquisitely beau-

,

tifal Xmas gifts this year without some to a
much expense. Reehke Diamonds havo
a sparkle and dazzle, which only the.
finest diamonds possess.
The nnga
are latest style mountings and r«productiona of solid platinum

models.
No. 1. Man's massive plati-

num finish

handsomely
Large Reelike

ring,

engraved.

Diamond set in octogoo
shape top $3.87.
No. 2. Oriental Pea- j
cock Ring, sterling
1

silver, 19

'

,

emerald*^

and sapphires

in

feathers. Ruby.

eye

head

in

$1.83

Betty Compson is the woman in
the case in The Female, a triangle
story

—

You are young until a change in
weather brings rheumatic twinges.
Or you are limber until stiffness
follows some hard or prolonged exer-

—

cise or exertion.

Critical Paragraphs

New

—

Feel it ease the pain in those muscles and
joints at once. And in the morning, you are
as fit as ever. Absorbine, Jr. breaks up congestion by quickening the circulation.
Keep it at hand in the medicine cabinet
a first aid in emergencies.

At all druggists',

$1.25, or postpaid
Liberal trial bottle, 10c, postpaid

W.F.YOUNG, Inc.

Productions

{Continued from page 74)

—

Apply Absorbine, Jr. promptly
tonight
or whenever such pain or
discomfort next threatens.

About

arena of a six-day bicycle race in Paris—
with the disillusioned wife becoming deeply
interested in a bike rider before he spoils
He
the charm with his crude manners.
loses
the race, the husband loses his
temper. Result? Reconciliation. It is delightfully sketched with charming comedy
strokes and capitally played by Maurice
Flynn, Jetta Goudal, the clever Adolphe

Menjou and Raymond

292 Lyman St.
Springfield, Mass.

Griffith.
NO. 8.

A

Messalina

stun-

ning gift or
dinner ring.

Three large

K@£

Other timely uses:
Cuts
Rheumatic aches
Strains
and pains
Bruises

Reelike Diamonds in center.
surrounded by 16
smaller Reelike Dia-

TThis

rbffi
Children's hurts

is an Italian importation and, like
the majority of its predecessors from
the land of the Csesars, it presents a
spectacle of life in ancient Rome. It compares very favorably with any spectacular
film which has come from Italy or Germany in its fidelity to ancient history
and also in its reproduction of correct

monds.
ling silver,

at a Cost of

Less than
2 Cents
Avoid the inconvenience of beauty parlor
appointments and also
their continued expense. The Patrician Electric Marcel Waver
gives a beautiful, long lasting, double wave. By
regulating the pressure of the hand, you can
get either a deep or a flat wave. It can be operated from any light socket. So much more
healthful for your hair than the use of gas
heated irons which take the life out of the hair.
This aid to the perfect coiffure costs less than
you would spend at about three trips to the
hair dresser.

We
a

send you

Waver

Send no monSimply pay the postman

by parcel
ey.

will
post.

SEND NO MONEY h^S

any of these rings for Inspection.
On arrival, pay postman price quo-

But it
atmospheric settings and details.
does not compare with spectacular features
produced in America because of its technical

faults.

ted.

St. Louis

100

97-A Nassau

New York

St.,

effort is made to stimulate interest
mass effects rather than thru any

—
—

thru
intimate

drama.
The photography and
lighting are poor and the acting (typiThey
cally European) is overemphasized.
believe in body and facial distortions to
register emotions.
The picture smacks of
court intrigue during the reign of one of
the world's greatest vamps.
The gladiatorial scenes are good.
in spots.

It

is

interesting

The Female
adventure-romance
African veldt has the
tional" written all over it.
ley's novel, Dalla, the Lion
'"This

of

the

South

word "convenCynthia StockCub, may have

sparkled in the original, but in its picturization it simmers down to a triangle, and
stripped of its backgrounds and atmosphere it serves up no entertaining features.
The action and incident are almost
negligible.

We

look upon the making over into a
lady of a native Boer girl, whose sensitive
nature has rebelled at the snobbery offered
by the English settlement. The Boer husband is conveniently killed and the wife
marries the more personable and sincere
of her two English admirers.
The most
genuine note is struck by Noah Beery as
the Boer.
Betty Compson is not so
successful in trying to inspire much sympathy. It isn't the proper story for Betty.

How to care for
Dull Hair
You cannot expect hair which is naturally
devoid of lustre to look brilliant or exceptionbright after an ordinary shampoo.
You

ally

must use a shampoo that is different— a shampoo
that will add real beauty to your hair— GOLDEN
GLINT Shampoo. This shampoo will make
your hair look so much prettier, so much more
attractive, that you will just love to fuss with it.
In addition to the clean freshness any good
shampoo gives, it offers something unusual,
something new, something more than a promise.
This "something" is a secret you'll discover
with your first Golden Glint Shampoo.
25c a
package at
J.

W.

toilet

counters or direct.

Kobi Co., 656 Rainier Ave.,

*

*

Seattle,

*

*

Wash.

Golden Glint
SHAMPOO
Direct from
our factory to wearer.
Over one million eat-

__„• Bold.

Sinners in Silk

The Traywin Co.*
2125 Olive Street

if

we will return your money Immediately. Ordertoday. The special
Bale prices on these rings may be
withdrawn any day.
fied,

—

and secure beauty parlor hair
dress in your own home. If
after trial you are not pleased,
return and we will refund
money. Remember, this article would cost at least twice
as much if bought elsewhere.

WE PREPAY ALL POSTAGE.
not satis-

Keep ring ten daysand

FRANKLIN JEWELRY CO.,

The

A

beautiful ladies' solitaire. Sterling silver mounting,
ind pierced and engraved. Large
neelike Diamond. Two triangular
sapphires on sides. $3.67.

—

tyce/ YourHair
in 10 Mnutes I

Ring of sterhand pierced

and chased. Bargain $3.98.

No. 9.

"This

is

another contribution to the jazz
and like its forerunners it
bold relief the carryings-on

—

pictures
throws into

Every advertisement

in

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

Hsfied wearers. No capital or experience
required. Large steady income. Many earn
$100. to $150. weekly. Territory now being

r

is

guaranteed.

•Hotted.
Write For Free Samples,
Madison Mills Mfrs., 509 B'way, New York

—

,
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New Way

Of course,
of the flappers and flippers.
there must be a moral embroidered thru
the pattern.
It has to do with a sermon

to

on free

Reduce

love

is

The logical way to

l*at!

No

Noaietin*!

hips!

love of the chase.
The picture has a De Mille title, hasn't
it?
And there are certain scenes suggestive of Cecil at his exotic best. Which
makes us wonder if Hobart Henley, the
director, has ever stood at Cecil's elbow
while he made a picture. There are some
dashing episodes of a modern touch.
Adolphe Menjou is present. So are Con-

exercising!

old fashioned methods. All yon do

wear

this

amazing

The

girdle.

results
will

You

sneak for themselves.
simply be delighted
will

1

Look Slender while
Getting Thinner
Day by Day! SRmI?^
day
improvement the very
first

you wear this amaiing girdle. Nc
more corsets. Acts upon waist
and hips just bs would a high
priced masseur. Gentle constant*:
massaging of waist and hips re-t
duces flesh: makes tissue

Our Plan Brings You
Amazing Madame
cine
Bess Reducing

made the

price

>4J
We

is made from pure para rubber covered on outside with fine
mercerized cotton. An exclusive
feature is an adjustment which
allows you to tighten up the girdie as flesh is reduced. It also
has stocking; supporters.

dle

j

v

Absolutely

neck speed and never

Guaranteed
find that this tflrdie ]a not
satisfactory in every way, you
may return it after examina- The Kind Off

Reduce

tionandeverypennyof your Figure this

money

wonderful
bust reducer acta
on the tissues of
the bust just as
reducing
girour
dle acta on the
waist and hips. It

This

will

Amazing

be refunded.

. >
*»
Send
No

Girdle Will

Money Now

—

Do

not send a penny. Just
send as your name and address and your measurements aa indicated on the
sketch at the right. That Is
send measurements A B C D
and E. If you want the bust
reducer just send measurements at A Band C. Wewill
send you the garment you
choose and you pay the postman on arrival, price of garment plus few cents postage

bears the same
guarantee and is
priced very low at
This bust
reducer is made of
the very finest materials, lined with
the pure
para rub*

3=

Hit and

H

ere

MADAME BESS CORSET

CO.
2951 Van Buren Street
CHICAGO
134

Dept.

Every
Girl
Can Earn a
BRACELET WATCH
By

Selling

Normandy Chocolates

Watch Is the newest, dainty rectangular
shape, 25-year white gold-filled case. Ex€ Jewel regulated and
adjusted movement. Silk grosgrain ribbon
with 14 Karat white gold-filled clasp.
Normandy Chocolates are of the highest
grade, fresh and pure and sell easily, as
they're widely advertised. Send for plan.
Tells fully how you can become the proud
owner of one of thesr watches.
quisitely engraved.

HOME SUPPLY COMPANY

133 Duane

St..

Dent. 1274.

momentum

—

Bring vou

How to Measure

$3.98.

loses its

thru its succession of startling scenes.
Sky-scrapers, tunnels, jumps from buildings to taxis, the cutting of a cable eighteen stories up, a climb hand over hand
and the race these are a few of the stunts
executed by a newcomer, Reed Howes.
Much like a serial and nothing life-like
about it.
But its array of heroics will
furnish a fast hour of action and suspense.

BK

yea

Your Bust

w JM

A

this remarkabl
new reducing girdle.
want you
to try it so that you'll recommend it
to all your friends. The reducing gir-

If

which raced up and down

thrills

the spines of the gallery that attended
the ten, twent', thirt' melodramas of yesteryear, may be enjoyed by the new generation of picture-goers when looking over
this document of Lincoln J. Carter's.
firm believer in vivid action is this playwright.
He has concocted a melodrama
of speed and thrills in which the hero
wins the girl after a series of spinequivering adventures in seeking to avoid
the efforts of a gangster to keep him
from a big road race. It begins at break-

<£
M vO
QQ
O
MM

within the reach
of every woman
just to introduce

N.Y. C.

Run

—

—

—

—

series.

It's

a

colorful

Because

It's the Easiest
of All Instruments

The
you.
is creating
such a sensation in musical circles, is
now said by amateurs and professionals
to be the easiest of all instruments to
Here's

W. H. WARREN,

That's

Anna Q.

You can fee
m

%m

City,

why

Nilsson,

who have

yarn,

And you can get this wonderful instrument for 6 days' Free Trial in your
own home. See for yourself how easy
finger.
Note the
it is to blow and
superb York quality and workmanship

—

the rich,

mellow

tone, true in every

note and register.

Easy Payments
Then

if you decide to keep it, you
can have nearly a whole year to pay.
Or you can get any
other York instrument,

known

colorfully

ity

for their qual-

nearly

for

years,

on these

fifty

easy

terms.

Simply fill out and
mail the coupon below,
being sure to mention
instruments No obli-

If

treatment.
329 Gateway Station, Kansas

for

that

such movie stars as
very little
time to practice, play a York Saxophone.

play.

you suffer from pimples, acre, blackheads, brown spots or eruptions I want to send you my
simple home treatment under plain wrapper. Itgavemea
soft, velvety, smooth and adiant complexion, and cured
thousands of men and women, after everything else failed.
Simply send name for generous 10 day free trial offer of

my secret home

news

great"

new York Saxophone,

Sent on 6 days' FREE TRIAL

a bush leaguer humanized on
the screen the same type of busher
made famous by Ring Lardner. He is
found in a lively story, rich in characterization and incident, packed with humor
and realities.
And Hoot Gibson scores
with his best picture as a result.
Hoot
is playing out in the "tall and uncut" when
a big league scout watching him whale
'em a mile, signs his name to a contract.
And in the big circuit, the busher is
another Babe Ruth.
It is most enjoyable incident
easy to
follow, finely knit together and never
getting out of character. Real ball-tossers
enter the story and the climax shows the
gamblers at work trying to throw the
is

mm

MaYM/SS

CAN BE CURED.

i

""?

The Cyclone Rider

The

this

Girdle at

^^

Hedda Hopper.

rad Nagel and

It,

Thatisallyon
pay! We hava

'"

firm;.

Sives form that fashionable slen-\
erizing shape women long for. No
binding or pressure of any kind, but
surely and rapidly its action gives
such amazing results that you'll hardly believe

Plays a York Sax

by Eleanor Boardman) learns of the
danger of using her beauty for the sheer

waist

No

establishes that
never free, but that it is paid for

The parreal sacrifice and heartache.
ticular flapper here (charmingly expressed

Almost Instantly
reduce

and

Anna Q. Nilsson

The theme

love.

by

Waist and Hips
At

is

PICTU

MAGAZINE

Mo.

gation.

quickly cured, if you

J.W. YORK&

i
'STAMMER

Dept. 324-L

SONS

Grand Rapids, Mich.
1

for 288-page book on Stammering and
It tells bow I
"Its Cause and Cure."
cured myself after stammering 20 yrs. B. N. Bogue,
3092 Bogue Bldg., 1147 N. 111. St., Indianapolis.

Send 10 cents

J.

Stuttering,

W. YORK & SONS,

Dept. 324-L, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Please mail free and jrithout obligation your
beautiful illustrated literature and details of
your Free Trial and Easy Payment Offer.

AND BE OWN BOSS
your salary does not suit you
increase your earning capacity $60 to
$100 a week writing show cards and
signs
teaci. you how
by new easy method in a few weeks and help you
establish your own business and furnish all materials.
Write Mr. Miller for
illustrated booklet.
If

City

AT HOME. We
FREE

EMPIU ft.

F.

INSTITUTE

(Ett. 30 Years)

147S Broad*.,, Niw York

When you

Clara

Bow

is

a frivolous

State.

flapper in

Wine
write to advertisers please mention
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Blanche Yurka,
starred this past

"Man

season in

and

oAn

actress

how

Masses"

the

who knows

keep her hair
fashionably smooth
to

YURKA, star of " Man
BLANCHE
the
has learned the
and

way

Masses,"

to keep her hair always smooth,

trim, in place. She writes:

"For the new smooth,

close-lying

Stacomb

style of dressing the hair,

is

invaluable."

Stacomb is a light, velvety, invisible
cream, non-staining and non-greasy.
In jars and tubes, at all drug and department stores. (Now it can be had
also in liquid form.)

Free
Mabel Ballin visited her director-husband, Hugo Ballin, while he
was making The Prairie Wife.
Left to right, you will find:
James Chapin, Ballin's assistant, Mrs. Ballin, Mr. Ballin, Dorothy
Devore, Leslie Stuart, Francis Primmand, and Gibson Gowland

Offer:
Standard Laboratories,
113

West 18th

Inc.,

Dept. 15-0

New' York City

Street,

Please send me, free of charge, a generous
sample tube of Stacomb.

Be sure

acted,

Name.

Address

to see

it.

And

take the

It Is

.

Ukulele
Free!
Wood
Clip
this

Genuine Koa
finish Hawaiian Ukulele. Sweet ringing
tone.
Given free with Short-Cut
Ukulele Instruction Course.

—

Teaches you to play In
Ad
one hour! Be
,pu,ar
Play in by our new
J""
l%
^^f/§HSfefcJ"
copyright
^-^JTrgg^QlliU
1
^&«»
1 Hour course. No months

_k

!

^^

-i

"

t

of praetice— justonehour. Mrs.
O. Brown writes :"It*s all amazingly easy." Thousands pleased.

Send No Money!
for Instruction Course and full size Ukulele
Ou'fit. On arrival deposit with postman only
$2.98 plus a few pennies postage. Complete satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. Send
3224 N. Halsled St., Depl. 9529, Chicago,

NOW

FERRY & CO.,

III.

used in playing
the fascinating
.^->
Hawaiian Gui- *C2i—J,
tar. Our native

Hawaiian instructors teach you to master them
quickly. Pictures show how.
Everything explained clearly.

PLAY IN HALF HOUR
After you get the 4 easy motions, you can play harmonious
chords with very little practice.
40,000 students have learned to
play in this easy, pleasant way.

ES SONS

52 printed lessons with a great
pictures make it easy to learn
quickly. You don't have to know
how to read notes. No previous mus-

many

necessary.
You
learn to play any kind of music, and
pay as you play.

knowledge

FREE GUITAR
As
we

who had been

at-

tentive to both. This apostle of vengeance
has the soul of an Othello and Arthur
Hohl, a newcomer on the screen, touches
every shade of emotion in carrying out
He employs a drug
his diabolical plot.
fiend of marked resemblance to take his
place and then conveniently kills him
so that at the psychological moment the
is

A

MOTIONS

a special

of*'er to

give this

full size,

new students
high grade inIt is sent

strument free of charge.
'at

girl

convicted of murder.
Years later the youth executes revenge
of his own and is given freedom on the
ground that a man cannot be convicted
tense, sustwice of the same crime.
pensive story. And new in its idea.

^

ical

—a

young husband

4

L

sweetheart

—

JUST AS THE HA WAIIANS DOP
PLAY All THE LATEST HITS

EASY
The

and

Law

—

'

YOU TOO CAN PLAY THE
HAWAIIAN Gullfr
ONLY

the

T-Tere's
a mystery
melodrama totally
unlike anything of its kind ever presented, the solution of the mystery and
the denouement offering a different conclusion from the usual murder case.
An
adaptation of the stage play, it follows
an unsuccessful suitor's diabolical vengeance toward his best friend for winning
his

once without red tape or delay.

WRITE AT ONCE

Send your name at once and let us
tell you all about the h'i. easy lessons
and the free guitar. You have everything to gain. Don't put it off
A
.

post card will do. Ask lor
cial offer and easy terms.

new

spe-

First Hawaiian Conservatoryof Music, Inc.

and score

their

points

The

easily.

piece

sags badly in the middle, but comes to life

boys.

.

The Battling Orioles
Otraight from

the

Hal Roach fun

with good sparkle.

Wine
"This

may

be

intended

as

fac-

—

opens with some excellent comedy depicting baseball as it was played in 1870
and builds to a climax, which offers an
uproarious piece of slap-stick burlesquing,
the conventional ending which features so
many "action" pictures.
It

—

profitable

enterprise

foreword stamps

it

but

it

is

a

losing battle

the

until

aged Orioles get back some of the fighting
spirit which terrorized the umpires in their
ball games of the middle 80's and wade
Glen Tryon and
into the. ruffian ranks.
Blanche Mehaffey are the featured players

Every advertisement

in

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

of

as the picture starts,

bootlegging.

of

A

But as soon
the propaganda enters

as such.

—

a "speakeasy" of its own never to emerge.
The veil of melodrama is too strong.
As screen fare it is a rather aimless
and wholly conventional "flapper" film
which reduces itself along about the third
reel to the scene of the wealthy man who
faces financial ruin, consenting for his
daughter's sake to become associated with

The development of the
a bootlegger.
episodes is tiresome after several rounds
of gaiety over the cheering cups. The hest
performance goes to Walter Long as the
bootlegger.
Clare Bow is the personable
flapper.

Another Scandal
has been pointed out many times and
long since that Cosmo Hamilton, the
author, loves to skate on thin ice the thin
ice representing the surface of risque, oh
very risque, situations. Mr. Hamilton cuts
all sorts of fancy and attractive figures.
But the remarkable thing about his thin
Some day
ice is that it remains ice at all.
we are certain that it is going to melt.
;

Then Mr. Hamilton and

his director,

is

who-

ever he happens to be, and the entire cast
And then, my
are going crashing thru
goodness, wont the censors have a party
That crash almost occurs in Another
Scandal.
Intimate situations are developed just
a bit farther than they have been developed before. They have been developed
out of the American class and almost into
!

The gal is in the hands of some ruffians
who try to force her to enter into their
crooked schemes. The hero gamely fights
them,

piece

a

propaganda aimed at the reputed highly

Tt

comes this enjoyable slice of
merriment- which moves vigorously and
releases a volume of highly amusing gags.
tory

finishes

guaranteed.

{Continued on page 107)
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Camso's

Life

{Continued from page 91)
temerity to prophesy that some day a motion picture would be shown on Broadway, and the public would pay regular
theatrical prices to see it, he was laughed
at as a visionary.

But the pictures had come to stay, and
seemed that I was to stay with them.
From playing leading lady, I was cofeatured with Earle Williams, and at last
starred by Vitagraph, going East to work
it

in their

Flatbush studio.

had always intended to keep on with
school some time perhaps vaguely I had
I

—

laham Jones fa
one of the many
popular
stars
who use and endorse the Conn
saxophone.

Isham Jones, the famous soloist and orchestra leader, has
made a fortune with his Conn saxophone. You can learn
to play a Conn quickly and easily. Then great opportunities for pleasure and profit are open to you.
Conn saxophones, used by the most famous stars, recognized as supreme in tone, tune and easy playing
qualities, may be had on Free Trial; Easy Payment plan.
Write for catalog and
ziis,
C. G.

CONN, Ltd.,

1225

Conn BIdg., Elkhart,

Ind.

thought at first that this picture-acting
would be temporary, and some day I would
go abroad to finish my education, and come
home to make the rich marriage according
Whenever I could
to the family's plans.
spare a few hours from the studio I had
a Columbia University tutor come and
read with me during my New York stay,
but as my parts grew more important I
had less time for myself.
Still, my education has progressed. Life
is
a stern tutor, and from work, hope,

Revealed !
A

post-mortem of Caruso's throat showed a
superbdevelopmentofhisHyo-Gtossus muscle—
the basic reason/or his tremendous vocal power.

happiness, disillusion, and heartbreak, I
have learned lessons more valuable than

My

SIMPLY

WASH
Your

professional
those in
text-books.
career has been unusually serene and uneventful, without those picturesque periods
of starvation which make such good reading but such bitter remembering.
personal career

My

But you must forgive me if I do not
my unhappy first marriage,
Even
and my happy second marriage.
speak here of

after all these years before the public,
being photographed and interviewed, I still
find it hard to discuss my deepest feelings
with the world.
I was brought up, remember, to be a lady
I think that perhaps an autobiography
should only be written by an old person.
who is no longer close to his joys and
sorrows, but looks back on them from a
serene distance, and sees his life as a
story that is told.
Most of my story
I hope
is still ahead of me, and somehow I believe that it is going to be a
very happy one.

—

What I Can Read

in the Faces

Strengthen
youfHyo-Glossui

-and YOUR Voice
be Powerful,
Rich,Compelling

will

muscle
your
YOU haveButa Hyo-Glossus
because
you never use
In

throat.

it

the nerve center In the brain controlling

WITH

of the Film Stars

this muscle is dormant.

This great vocal secret

La-Mar Reducing Soap
The new

discovery.
Results quick and amazing nothing internal to take.
Reduce any part
of body desired without affecting other parts.
No dieting or exercising. Be as slim as you
wish.
Acts like magic in reducing double chin,
abdomen, ungainly ankles, unbecoming wrists,
arms and shoulders, large breasts or any superfluous fat on body.
Sold direct to you by mail,
postpaid, on a money-back guarantee.
Price 50c
a cake or three cakes for $1.00; one to three
cakes usually accomplish its purpose.
Send cash
or money-order today.
You'll be surprised at

—

results.

Address

LA-MAR LABORATORIES
504-L

Beckman Building

Cleveland, O.

Develops Busts Amazingly
Quick and Easy!
,

Just what every woman has been wait'
Lug tor at a price everyone can afford

"BEAUTIBUST"

.
'

for real bust and neck development,
No pumps, vacuums, extreme exercis
ing. No foolish ordangerous systems,
but a real tried and very successfu
natural method that WILL be extremely pleasing and beneficial. You
can't fail if you follow the simple in
structions. Everything mailed (sealed

Do not miss this opportunity
may not be repeated.
BEAUTIBUST CO., 911-V LEXINGTON BLDG., BALTIMORE, MD
for owfwJl.OO.

It

When

{Continued from page 87)
of dramatics: frank, outspoken, almost to
the point of being blunt.

Miss Swanson is a quick, restless, active,
emotional, high-strung person, quick-tempered, but soon over it.
She is earnest,
determined, has executive ability and unconsciously dominates those about her.
She is a person who usually accomplishes
what she desires to do against all opposition.
She is bright, witty, a good conversationalist
and is quick to learn and
absorb things. She loves the beautiful and
is artistic in her tastes.
Gloria Swanson
highly magnetic, with well-developed
is
intuition.
Her thoughts are so intense
that they are transferred readily to the
individual whose mind is passive. I doubt
if she is aware of the fact, but her intuitive powers are so keen that, with little
effort or training, it would be difficult to
hide anything from her. I found in Miss
Swanson such a wide variety of characteristics that I hope some day to analyze
her again.

you write to advertisers please mention

was

discovered

by

Eugene Feuchtinger, A.M., famous European
musician-scientist,

who has now made

his

simple scientific method of voice development
available to everyone, It is ideally adapted
to correspondence instruction. The exercises
are silent. You can practice them in the privacy of your own home. The results are sure.

100% Improvement Guaranteed
we

In fact,
guarantee to refund your tuition
If your voice is not improved 100% in your

opinion.

You

alone are to be the judge.

Prof. Feuchtinger's Book FREE
You will do yourself a great and lasting

!

good by studying this book " Enter Your
World." It may be the first step in your career. Do not delay. Mail the coupon today.

Perfect Voice Institute
1922 Sunnyside Ave., Studio 12-69,
Chicago
Please send

me FREE

me

Professor Feoehtingei-'s book,
I have put X opposite the submost. I assume do obligation

D Speaking

QSteoaeriai DWeakVoiet

"Enter Your World."
ject that interests

whatever.

OSiDiisf

Name.
AddreBs
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$100 aWeek
in this

Fascinating Business

E'ARN
money

big
as

a cartoonist!

Millions

of
were

dollars

spent last
year on comic

A Busy Day — No Time

strips, political

and sport cartoons, ani-

mated

car-

toons,

etc.

To Apply More Rouge
the modern woman, every day
FOR
a busy one.
No wonder she chooses

is

Thousands of
ists

cartoonare needed

the morning to

she uses

now to meet the
ever-increasing demand for this work.
Never before have the opportunities in this
fast-growing field been so many, so varied
or so high-paying.

at

Home

in

this

home

high-salaried

attractive,

business.

method starts you at the
simplest
principles
cartoonfundamental
of
making and takes you through every branch of
humorous and serious cartooning.
You will be
amazed at how quickly it teaches you to draw
salable work.
Many students of this method
began to sell their drawings before they were half
This

study

-

their courses.
The training paid for
long before they finished it.
Learn cartooning this easy way. Enjoy the
fascinating life of a successful cartoonist easy
hours, freedom from routine, your own boss, and
$3,000 to $15,000 a year for this work that is
play!

through
itself

—

FREE BOOK

Send for

-Learn more about the wonderful opportunities
and details about this remarkable
method.
A handsomely illustrated
booklet
has just been
prepared
which,
upon
_

in Cartooning,

home-study

request, will be sent to
you without the slightest
obligation.
This
booklet gives a thorough outline of the cartooning field, and explains in detail this

stores.

Send a dime today for sample ofPertRouge.

The only important

difference I found
that explained to me why American pictures are conquering the world.
This is the lack of social caste between
the players.
I went to social gatherings
in Hollywood and was surprised to see
stars making pals of extra girls.

was one

At one of

Hollywood parties I
attended, I remember being charmed by
seeing two beautiful young ladies sitting
together on a sofa with their arms around
They were laughing and
each other.

ROSS COMPANY

242 West 17th Street,

New York

?ert fiouge

the first

I
talking and having a wonderful time.
learned that one was Constance Talmadge,
whom I knew as a rich and famous actress,
the other was a little extra girl who
worked in pictures when she could get
work. • I was astonished. And delighted.
But nobody else was astonished. Nobody
else could see anything singular about it.

Publishers of First
Stories

NEWCOMERS PRESS
308 School Lane,

Germantown,

Phila.,

Pa.

came
was

to

me

the

Such an incident would be impossible in
A star as famous as Constance
Talmadge would regard it as an insult
were she invited out socially with an extra
In Europe, an extra girl is an extra
girl.
Only by a miracle can she ever
girl.
The other day little
break the bounds.
Europe.

St.

S. W., Washington, U. C.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF CARTOONING,
13-15th St., N. W. Washington.
Room 1812-B,

1 1
D. C.
Please send me, without obligation, your Free Booklet

on Cartooning and full details
method of teaching Cartooning.

of

your

home-study

Betty Bronson, a child absolutely unknown
was selected to play Peter
Such a suggestion would strike a
Pan.
European producer dumb with horror.

to the screen,

Name
(Print

Name

Plainly.)

In other words, you are tapping new
sources of genius and power over here. In
Europe, the gateway of opportunity is

Address

State

City

under

(If

16,

please give age

narrow and difficult.
That was the most important thing

)

CANARIES
AVE ONE

of these sweet
voiced companions to bring
cheer the year round. Entirely different from ordinary canarieB. Educated and
sing with artificial light.

TfteLivwMusicBox
S."Pat. No. 50853)
Expressed anywhere in TJ. S.or Canada,
Guaranteed alive at exprese office. Mrs.
(Beg.

%

'

1

TJ.

Anthony, PineyEorks.O. .writes: 'My bird
is

wonderful.

Would not take $200

for it.*

MEISLERIK?

Largest bird and pet animal house in world.

in

my

Geisler Building,

Cooper

Square,

OMAHA,

NEB., or

NEW YORK

CITY

I

learned about America.
As time went on I learned many other
social customs that are different
little
from those I had known in the old country.
There were various small points of table
etiquette and the manners of the drawingroom that differ, slightly. But these are
In general, life is just
only superficial.
about the same.
I have brought over my wife and children and household belongings because I
I have many ties
like it here very much.
and friendships in Germany. Every day
I make new and pleasant ones over here.
There are many things in the old home

44
50

Europe that

I love.

my

But America

imagination.
so young; so sympathetic; so happy.
blood.

Every advertisement in

\G£

and department

-

right there and then that
explanation why American
Unpictures have captured the world.
known talent has a chance here.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL
OF CARTOONING
."itli

Match your Pert Rouge with Pert Waterproof
Lipstick. Rouge and Lipstick (or sale at drug

They're just
are just the same.
as willinp and easy to get along with.

It

of teaching Cartooning.
Send for it today

1812-11, 11 13-1

—

Tears in America

(Continued from page 25)

this

wonderful new method

Room

Pert Rouge is easily applied and its fluffy
cream base makes it spread as smoothly as
a powder. In two shades
Orange (showing
pink on the skin) and Rose. 75 cents.

workmen

Spare Time

in

Regardless of how little you know about cartooning now, you can easily qualify for a position

My Two

CARTOONING

Easy to Learn

which need only be applied in
last all day.
To remove Pert,
cold cream or soap.

Pert, a rouge

new

It fires

stirs

It is
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$180 Offered for Ring
That's what one of our customers Bays. Elite Diamonds are
so gorgeous and dazzling even experts could not tell them
from Genuine Diamonds without their experience. Elite
Gems are nearest approach to Genuine Diamond. Retain their
brilliancy and outsparkle others because they have same facet
cutting as genuine diamonds. See for yourself their beauty.

SENT ON APPRO VAL-Make Test

Than
nanifiaT So Bare are we of your delight, we'll send
IICII UCIilUe.
Elite Eing on approval. Compare it with a

genuine diamond. If yon or your friends can tell the differit back, you'll not lose a cent. Rings No. 2 and S—
14
b. all others sterling silver. Latest 1925 designs.

ence, send
—
K. Gold

FREE_

CHOICE WITH RING ORDE

Beautiful Sterling Silver Bar Pin Bet E
with 7 Elite Gems or Large Emerald Scarf Pin set|
with
Elite Gema. Bat hurry!

H

Send No Money

^^"L

_

wanted. Deposit price shown with postman. Yourl
money back if not satisfied.

ELITE JEWELRY
Cept. 1217,25 E.

Hijrh

power

HOUSE

JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO B

air rifle for sellinir 8

boxes Mentho-Nova Salve »t 26c.
DepUC-458, GREENVJUE,

U. S. SUPPLY CO.,

guaranteed.

PA.

—
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How Cecil De Mille Picks 'Em
(Continued from page 43)
result of her work in Feet of Clay, Vera
was given a contract with Famous Players.
This makes little Vera's career read "like
a story which might be entitled From Rags
For, before Mr. De Mille
Riches.
to

«^S^^

her, her line wasn't exactly a
clothes-line. She used to play little country
But that's all very
girls or gutter waifs.
different now. I saw this at a glance when

picked

I chatted

\<fV

with her.

She was working on a set representing a
typical De Mille bedroom when we arrived

—

(you know a gold dressing-table, a chaiselongue, a bed covered with black lace over
pink satin, etc.), and as we saw her we
murmured to ourself

"How true it is clothes make the man,
and lack of them the woman!"
Miss Reynolds' bodice in the back consisted of a simple string of pearls and
some powder. Without the pearls, she
certainly would have taken cold. The rest
of the costume was white satin embroidered
with jewels, and with a large green bow
on one hip. In styles, De Mille is several
jumps ahead of Paris. In fact, from some
of those we saw yesterday, we would say
Paris was hopelessly behind and would

Play
Simple Melodies
in an hour!
Such

never catch up.

"Do

No Hair Offends
Where Neet is Used
Science has finally solved the problem of removing hair pleasantly
without discomfort to the skin or
complexion. This with NEET. a mild
and dainty cream. You merely spread it

on and then rinse off with clear water. That's all; the
hair will be gone and the skin left refreshingly cool,
smooth and white! Old methods, the unwomanly razor
and severe chemical preparations, have given way to
this remarkable preparation which is already the acrywnere.
cepted method of well-groomed women everywhere.
50c at Drug and Department stores or by mail.
Money back if it fails to please you.
HANNIBAL FH»R. CO., 625 OLIVE ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

t

Corner^our Rctures-Aibum

where yoa can keep them
•o joy them alway*.

styles

|

Art Corners

flif •

and

Week?

you are thin and scrawny and would like to
gain weight, I will send you a sample of the
genuine Hilton's Vitamines absolutely FREE.
Do not send any money just your name and
address to W. W. Hilton, 149 Gateway Station,
Kansas City, Mo.
If

—

Fortune Telling
This GENUINE
CRYSTAL ORACLE

answers every question--- Love, Marriage Money. Luck! Mystifying. tnn!$4 Outfit inine fascinating game,
cludes 6 incheB round Crystal G obe;
168-ng. Book on Divination by Crystal. Dreams, etc.: »!•» P°°V.» ph,2
Cot Price
Converse with Spirits."
._
Send 20c. for postage.
Pay the balance ($2.26)
$"J.45

^^

W
PARK PUB. CO.
(^
Park Row Bldg., New^Tork^
delivered.

_

Dept. M. P.

**** AH7J VA L U E
FD
F F X?Vy
r
nbt
Inlaid mGold never sold for less
Theperfectwritino Instrument
The New Improved

INKOCRAPH
iiiivwrw-n

•

Writes like pencil with
Ink betterthM good fountaln pen3
Won . t skip#

blot, acratcb. leak, clog or soil hands. Makes 3 or
i carbons. 14 kt. sold point, shaped like fine lead

<t

»

INKOCRAPH

i

T

Guaranteed. SEND NO MONEY,
ray postman 91 plus postage. Agents wanted.
CO., Inc. ,173-MCentre St. .NewYork

pencil point.

The success Mr.

When you

Ritter's efforts

met is

typical

& Healy Couturier saxophone play-

throughout the country, thousands
are entering upon a new world of musical expression and increased earnings. For them it has
beensimple.easy of accomplishment. Many have
made all payments but the first out of earnings

"If an actress is good enough," declared
Vera, taking out her powder puff and making repairs on her costume, she could play
Juliet in gunny-sacking, and the audience
Professionally, I'm
would never realize it
!

not interested in clothes; personally, I
adore them
Especially evening gowns
and there was such a wonderful chance to
wear them in Feet of Clay. Just think,
the heroine became a mannequin in a
!"
modiste's shop
!

"Describe
"that

is,

if

those

gowns

Couturier Model

Saxophone
The Choice of Professionals

we begged

!"

you have time."

doesn't take

She

How Many Pounds Would You

never

all Lyon
ers. Today,

much time

The same qualities that give such Quick success to
amateurs, have made the Lyon
Healy Couturier
saxophone the choice of professionals everywhere.
No other saxophone has such beauty and flexibility
of tone. The key action is light and quick, making it
easy to play rapid and complicated passages. The
intonation is perfect. The Lyon
Healy Couturier
key system is so standardized and arranged that the
mechanism simplifies fingering.

&

to describe

—

&

truth, I'm usually so excited about a part
that I never really see most of the dresses
until I look at them on the screen."

0ept.23M.47 1 1 N. Cla rk St. , Chicago

man who had

the record of a

You, Too, Can Learn as Easily!
of

!

Buys-

when

grow

"The bathing-suit I wore, for instance you could
But to tell the
have put that into a word

Coior$

r*1**t*nl
trlOOe.'

the heart

some of them," she twinkled.

\

Like to Gain in a

make

we mix-metaphored, approaching

cautiously.
"In other words, do the fans
love the actress more if she wears gorgeous
gowns ?"

"It

trs on ule at Photo Supply and
Album counter* everywhere. They
are the only Quick, Easy, Artistic,
No Parte, No Fold way to mount

lOO

feathers

fine

fonder?"

is

had a saxophone until the afternoon he met with
this startling success. It was startling to one
who had heard all his life of the difficulty of
learning to play. Naturally he was amazed to
find how easily he could produce smooth, velvety
tones, true to pitch, almost from the start!

A Revolutionary Advance
To band instruments, the new Continuous Conical Bore—exclusive to Lyon
Healy Couturier Instruments—has given a new meaning. It eliminates
"favoring," "forcing," "wolf tones." Even beginners
can produce tones velvety and soft in texture, absolutely true to pitch in every key and interval.

&

rounding curves, is
this little Vera, with dark braids trimly
wound about small head and saucy, piquant
features.
We understand Mr. De Mille
considers her the perfect type of the flapper
who has begun to grow up- the young,
is

all deliciously

Act Today — Easy Payments
Wait no longer for a means of musical expression.
Send for our FREE catalog, describing these marvelous, easy-to-leam instruments. Mention whether
you want band instruments or saxophones. Easy
monthly payments arranged Mail coupon TODAY

—

disillusioned type, that discovers the rift
in the saxophone; finds the dew is off the
rose but on the florist's bill realizes with
amazement that the world is not her own
oyster cocktail.

!

will assist any School,
Lodge, Church, Pott, Club, etc., in their flans to
organize, finance, teach and maintain their own
hands. Full information on request.

;

— Some Choice Territory
rraisr^iffiAiy
Dealers!

"What," we asked, "are the reactions of
a disillusioned flapper toward clothes?"
Vera Reynolds considered, thoughtfully.
little girl dresses to please
the flapper dresses to please men
most women dress dont they? to make
!"
other women envious

Just

;

—

then

electrician,

a

grimy,

ten-dollar-a-day
million-

dollar cast waiting half an hour while he
moved a sunlight arc from one side of the
set to the other, changed his mind and
moved it back again, waved a signal, and
the latest De Mille discovery moved away
in all her glittering draperies.

"And to think/' we murmured bitterly,
"to think, she is paid to wear them!"
write to advertisers please mention

Open

— Write!

CHICAGO

—

who had been keeping a

Still

Everything Known in Music
Est. 1864 *

"Well, the

herself

1

Our Band Service Bureau

Clip and Mail

For Free Book !
I

LYON & HEALY
67.77 Jackson Blvd.,

j
I
I

!

|

Please send

me

Chicago

full details

of Easy

Payment

Plan and illustrated Catalog checked below
Lyon & Healy Saxophones— Couturier Model
Lyon & Healy Couturier Band Instruments

Band

Service Bureau

Name..
Address.
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The Winners
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Month
FURNESS-

The Iron Horse
{Continued from page 56)

BERMUDA UN£

(Bermuda

BERMUDA—

General Dodge, Lincoln and some other important personages.
The historical value
exceptionally rich.
It's a picture monumental in its scope.
The time spent in its production has not
been in vain. John Ford, who directed it,
is entitled to all the praises which he so
richly deserves.
It carries a fictional story to make its
romance intimate.
So did The Covered
Wagon. But the big appeal lies in its
surging background of drama when the
East was tied to the West with parallel
bands of steel.
It presents stirring climaxes and picturesque atmosphere.

Gov't's Official Conlract Steamers)

Playground of Eternal Springtime

is

{Average Yearly Temperature of 70")
Only 2 days from New York
Sailings Twice

Weekly from New York- Wed. and

New Twin-screw
burning Steamers
S.

S.

S. S.

No

Clear Soft
Velvety Skin
Quickly Yours

Passports.

Secret ^Methods

be beautiful, attractive, charming!
Once I was homely. The portrait above is living
proof of what I can do for you, too. If your features are fairly regular, you can be as temptingly
-

beautiful as thousands of other women I have
helped.
You will be astonished at the improvement you can easily and quickly accomplish.
Secrets of Beauty tell you how
•
JL secrets based on the arts of beauft ty culture used in the days of the
old French Courts, by the most beaur\
f*
COarSer Or6S tiful women of all times. These and
wmj • 11
many other beauty secrets to give you
a soft, velvety skin, flushed with the
WnnkleS
true tints of nature, to restore and
q.
|
preserve youthful appearance, and
rllTipleS
- ||
make you the center of admiration
and attention, are all disclosed in my
rreCKleS
Booklet "Making Beauty Yours."
fi
«
OUperilUOUS Itell you how t0 Remove Wrinkles;
Refine Coarse Pores; Beautify the
Hair
*.
Lips;BanishBlackheads,Tan,Freck^ s Liver Spots Blotches, Sallow
Oilv un.ui
Nlrin
v/iijf
and oilu s]ein Beautify the figure,
by building vp or reducing; Remove
Superfluous Hair; Grow Beautiful Eyebrows and Lashes; Clear the skin of Pimples; Slake Hair Soft, Lustrous,

{Continued from page 56)

The acting is fully up to histrionic
requirements. All the players bring a fine
appreciation of the demands of their respective roles.
Lois Wilson makes a
charming Queen and Bebe Daniels achieves
the pinnacle of her career as the Princess.
Doris Kenyon acts the Belle of Bath with
delightful grace and with a feeling of
true aristocracy.
Others presenting splendid portraits are Lowell Sherman as the
decadent monarch and Ian McLaren as the
English trickster, Lord Winterset.
artist.

WEST INDIES
Delightful Cruises to the Gems of the
Caribbean Sea.

For

on Bermuda or St. George
Hotel, or West Indies, write

Illustrated Booklet

FURNESS BERMUDA LINE
34 Whitehall

St.,

D

Send for

My

Booklet— FREE

coupon, write name and address and

mail to
Just
me today. Don't pass this golden chance to win Real
Beauty I Investigate! It costs you nothing to write and
you'll be delighted that yon did. There is information in
LIVING,
the booklet valuable to
whether homely or beautiful.
clip this

TuCILLE "YOUNG"

A New

The Man Who Came Back
{Continued from page 57)
as the girl who sinks
to the depths herself thru steadfast love
for the youth, gives a depth of understandThere are
ing and feeling to the role.
other fine performances, too but those
mentioned above easily take the honors.
The picture reveals the girl's life with a
complete elimination of drawn-out scenes,

Dorothy Mackaill,

—

the lapses being covered thru a reading of
a diary.
Such compact treatment is noticeable in
picture of color, atmosevery episode.
phere and realism.

A

EVEKY WOMAN
"

Room 4012, Lucille Young Bldg., Chicago
Please send me, by return man, your tree Efooglet
"MAKING BEAUTY YOURS."
»
State

City

.'
.'

'

Z

"•
.

.V:

.":
'

As a lover of rare perfumes, you will be
charmed by the indescribable fragrance of
Rieger's

Dew

Honolulu Bouquet
Perfume

$1.00 per oz. Toilet water, 4 oz.
Talcum, 25c. At druggists or department stores.
Send 25c (silver or stamps )for generous

Made by the

originator of

iegerjb
ERF&ME «TOim/wATEft

f»owcFurops
Flower Drops

is the most exquisite perfume
ever produced. Made without alcohol.
>1. Bottle
with long glass stopper, containing
enougi,
— _' enough
months.
Lilac
or Crabapple $1.60; Lfly
for6
of the Valley, Rose or Violet $2.00. At drugSend 20c stamps for
gists or by mail.
[miniature bottle. Send $1.00 for Souvenir Box of five
1 25c bottles—5 different odors.
1

I

PaoIRierer 4 Co. (Since 18721

I

160 FirttSt.,SanFr«ncuco

Send 20c

for

Trial Bottle

i
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MANAGER

EUGENE

creation

$1.00.

trial bottle.

DUNCAN

aforesaid, personally appeared
A. DOBB3,
JR., who, having been duly sworn according to law,
deposes and says that he is the BUSINESS
of the MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE and that the
following is, to the best of his knowledge and belief, a
true statement of the ownership, management (and if a
daily paper, the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the above caption, required by the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in section 443, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the
reverse of this form, to wit: 1. That the names and
addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor, and
business managers are: Publisher,
PUBLICATIONS, INC., 175 DUFFIELD ST.,
N. Y. Editor. FLORENCE OSBORNE. 175 DUFFIELD
ST.. BROOKLYN. N. Y. Managing Editor, FLORENCE
OSBORNE, 175 DUFFIELD ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Business Manager.
A. DOBLE, JR.
175
DUFFIELD ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y. 2. That the
(If
the
owner is:
publication
is
owned by an
individual his name and address, or if owned by more
than one individual, the name and address of each,
should be given below; if the publication is owned by
a corporation the name of the corporation and the names
and addresses of the stockholders owning or holding
one per cent, or more of the total amount of stock should
be given.)
V. BREWSTER, 175 DUFFIELD
That the known bond3.
ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.
holders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning or
holding 1 per cent, or more of the total amount of bonds,
mortgages, or other securities are: (If there are none
so state.)
NONE. 4. That the two paragraphs next
above, giving the names of the owners, stockholders, and
security holders, if any, contain not only the list of
stockholders and security holders as they appear upon
the books of the company but also, in cases where the
stockholder or security holder appears upon the books
of the company as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the names of the person or corporation for whom
such trustee is acting, is given; also that the said two
paragraphs contain statements embracing affiant's full
knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and security holders who
do not appear upon the books of the company as trustees,
hold stock and securities in a capacity other than that
of a bona fide owner, and this affiant has no reason to
believe than any other person, association, or corporation
has any interest direct or indirect in the said stock,
5.
bonds, or other securities than as so stated by him.
That the average number of copies of each issue of this
publication sold or distributed, through the mails or
otherwise, to paid subscribers during the six months
(This informapreceding the date shown above is
DUNtion is required from daily publications only.)
Sworn to and subscribed before
A. DOBIE, JR.
me this 23rd day of SEPTEMBER. 1924. E. M.
expires
'My commission
HEINEMANN.
30th, 1926.)

DUNCAN

„...„,

:

W:

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP. MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY THE
ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912, of
MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE, published MONTHLY
State
at JAMAICA, N. Y.. for OCTOBER 1st. 1924.
Before me. a
of NEW YORK. County of KINGS.
NOTARY PUBLIC in and for the State and county

BREWSTER
BROOKLYN

Name
Address

Scientific Discovery

which painlessly

anil harmlessly replaces
the old skin with a new and removes all
Surface Blemishes, Pimples, Blackheads.
Discolorations, Tan, Eczema, Acne, Large Pores, etc.
A
non-acid, invisible liquid.
Produces a healthy new skin,
beautiful as a baby's.
Results astounding.
Booklet "The
Magic of a New Skin" free in plain sealed envelope.
Youth-Ami laboratories, Dept. DB, 30 E. 201 h Si., New Tort
i>

OCZ TilS

Fluffy.

N.Y., or any Local Tourist Agent

Youth-Ami Skin Peel

My

.

Hotels.

ST.GEORGEHOTEL.Sl. George, Bermuda. Especially
attractive, located "n the historic, picturesque
and quaint part of Bermuda. Excellent cuisine
and service. Magnificent tiled swimming pool.

"

>

Modern

Outdoor Sports.

Including Golf, Tennis, Sailing, Bathing, Horse
Racing, Fishing, Riding, Driving, etc.

Monsieur Beaucaire

—

CAN
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1

Oil-

"FORT VICTORIA"
"FORT ST. GEORGE"

All

<J\

Sal.

Tickets good on either
steamer, insuring unequalled express service,
safety and via Palatial

Peter the Great, wonderful German
police dog, that is being featured
in The Silent Accuser, and his
trainer and owner, Edward Faust

Every advertisement

in
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SPECIAL HOLIDAY OFFER

Beautiful

La Dora

Pearls
83
fc^^—

Solid Gold, Diamond Clasp, only$^4
(Regular Retail List Price, $15.00)
To introduce our lovely La Dora Pearls in all parts
of the country, we offer, for a limited time, a full 24inch necklace of perfectly matched and graduated
La Dora Pearls fitted with solid white gold safety
clasp set with genuine chip diamond, in beautiful
velour, silk-lined gift ease, at the unbelievable price of 54.83.

IDEAL
AN
any woman or

that will delight

George Hackathorne as "Checkers,"
the Jockey, in the motion picture of
that

girl.

La Dora

Pearls are not

to be confused with the cheap imitation pearls being offered
on the market. La Dora Pearls are the proud product of
France, where the art of creating indestructible pearls has
been mastered. They possess the charm, the soft delicate
colors and iridescence of the true deep-sea pearls which cost
thousands of dollars. The passing of years will not lessen

New

if you are not delighted with the
wonderful value, return it to us and we will promptly refund
price paid. Send ns your order and remittance of only $4.83
at once and in a few days you will receive an exquisite La
Dora Pearl Necklace that you wiil be proud to own, or present as a gift. If you desire, we will send C. O. D., you to
pay postman ti&3. plus 15o C. O. D. charge on delivery.
This is a rare opportunity. Order now.
CO., 4750-54 Sheridan Rd.,

WILLIAMS &

this

CHICAGO

Dress

and Save ${\0
YOU

can wear this beautiful
dress for $11.95. 1 send it to
you semi-made; you complete
it in about two hours. It comes
already laid out and marked
right on finest all -silk satin
crepe, with lace and trimmings
included — even a needle.

NO

patterns

Productions

naughty French school. They deal
with a quadrangle instead of a triangle.
Its two chief points are husband and wife
and its other two points are two very interested parties. There are many beautiful
shots
including
nightgown
silhouettes,
lingerie closeups and boudoir long shots.
E. H. Griffith, the director, has produced
the piece in decidedly the proper spirit and
Lois
Wilson, Holmes Herbert, Ralph
Bunker and Flora Le Breton (a charming
importation from England) assist him adMiss Le
mirably in the principal roles.
Breton knows how to be delightfully
naughty on the screen.
the

.... I wipe away the blur
of each day in "three golden
minutes"
Night comes again
.and bed time.
in "three golden minutes" I
wipe away the blur of the day just
ended. Then my skin is ready for
.

.

.

And

real beauty-giving rest.

For

fragment of time I rethe day's dirt with a cold
cream that cleanses and revives the
in this

move

and smooths out

skin,

tired

lines

the same time: one that's so
pure, doctors prescribe it Daggett
Ramsdell's Perfect Cold Cream.

all at

—

&

you, too, make it a rule never to
your face touch its pillow at
night until your skin has been thoroughly cleansed with this perfect
cold cream you'll soon notice new
If

let

— no courses — no dress-

Western Luck

making experience required. You get

expert results with ease. Thousands
of women and girls now save the j
Gray way and get better qual
ity and style in the bargain, r-

—

anything that comes
of being new in this
Western, it isn't a half-bad film, due to the
dashing work by Charles Jones and the
manner in which Beatrice Burnham holds
you up at the point of her eyes. It features
a story of brother versus brother with
They
neither aware of their relationship.
are separated in infancy the bad boy
being reared in the environment of Wall
Street, the other growing up among the

V^hilf. there

—

within

DOLLYGRAY. EoomNo 330
BROADWAY, New York

568

fhte STYLE
BOOK.
W

About

(Continued from page 102)

Money Back Guarantee
Upon receipt of Necklace,

Paragraphs

Critical

their glorious beauty. Absolutely guaranteed not to break,
crack, peel or discolor.

finish

name

GIFT

a

isn't

clearness and beauty.

mile

—

For sale at department and drug stores
the
white package with the red bands. Tubes 10c.
25c, 50c.

?

*

DRESSES

JAZZ-BO SAX

toy but a full throated, full
sized qnality built reed wind instrument. One that you can be proud
to own and play. Substantially
made with heavy highly polished
throat and bell. Can be used for

Solo work, accompanying:, and in
band? and dance orchestras. You
play the Jazz-Bo Sax at once— the
minute it arrives. No knowledge
of music required, no tedious leaeons or long months of practice,
for with each Jazz-Bo Sax even at
the new low price of $5.95 you gat
our wonderful Method enabling yoa
to actually play popular Jazz the
first time you take this handsome
Sax in your hands. Entertain others
and be the envied center of attraction wherever you go.

Cpcr
Send today and you
»»*» receive
FREE our won-

will

derful new Easy Method . 30 pieces
of music, and a Una Carrying Bag
enabling you to take your sax with
you wherever you go.

SEND NO MONEY Pay postman

only $5.95 plus a few pennies postage on delivery. If you are not satisfied just send it back and your

money

will be immediately refunded
under the terms of our legal money
back guarantee. No fairer offer
canbemade. Sand at once. M?34
C. F. JOHNSON & CO.
Deft
»9 W. J.ckson Blvd.
CHICAGO

It

is

all

from the

-

'aggett &

PERFECT
COLD CREAM

sidewalks
lot
devilish thug stuff introduced to capitalize
the hero's courage.

—
—

(Continued on page 111)

When you

it on a minute to sink in.
Wipe off the cleansing cold cream
ivitk a smooth cloth and finish njjith
a dash of cold water.

l^a<ve

HI

—
quite wild — the action shifting
open spaces to the sewers and
of New York—with a
of
—

write to advertisers please mention

to use those

Smooth a coat of this perfect cold
cream over your face and neck.

II

Jones is as serious as ever and it might
be to his advantage to lighten his roles
occasionally, thus humanizing them instead
of appearing so deadly in earnest.
He
rides well and puts over some thrills
one
of which carries deep and heavy moss we

you—

Si-

I

It all

Not a

SI. 50.

"Three Golden Minutes"

vast open spaces.
centers around an option held by
the Wall Street capitalist ( father of the
boys) on a ranch. Out on the great rolling
prairies the bad boy employs his father's
typically movieish representative, who has
his hands on the option and his eyes upon
the
ranchman's
daughter.
The
pretty
ranchman has "brung up" the Westerner
from a babe when a fire separated him
from his dad. Naturally, the latter thinks
the child perished.
The villain tries to
play fast and loose his object being to
let daylight into the hero.

*

How

—

DOUYGRAT
SEMI-MADE

and

There's a "Try-It- Yourself* trial tube for
Free.
Just send the coupon be!ow.

—

ef0
e ets of Fifth AveI* andJ..S
nue
Modes of the Month"
showing all my latest styles.

Jars, 35c. 50c. 85c.

Daggett

& Ramsdell,Dcpt. 9014

214 W. 14th Street, Nenv York
Please send
Perfect

me

the free trial tube of the

Cold Cream you

offer

above.

Name
Address
City
In Canada

State
:
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Dacectt

& Ramsdrll,

lb5 Duffcrin

St.,

Toronto.
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(Continued from page 68)
the

Has Charm Only as You Are Fully Developed

supporting cast, not the whole thing

in the

picture.

BEAUTY OF FORM

C. S. S.,
Tallulah, La.

can be cultivated just the same as flowers are
made to blossom with proper care. Woman,
by nature refined and delicate, craves the
natural beauty of her sex. How wonderful to
be a perfect woman

Barbara, Please Change Your
Coiffure

1

Dear Editor

Bust Pads and Ruffles

I have a grievance.
It
the same that Elinor Glyn had during
her stay in California.
It is a protest
against the hair-dressing of so many of
our ladies of the cinema.
spoil their
pretty faces by such hideous coiffures?
:

is

never look natural or feel right. They are really
harmful and retard development. You should add
to your physical beauty by enlarging your bustform to its natural size. This is easy to accomplish
with the NATIONAL, a new scientific appliance that
brings delightful results.

FREE BEAUTY BOOK
you wish a beautiful, womanly figure, write for a
copy of the treatise by Dr. C. S. Carr, formerly published in the Physical Culture Magazine, entitled:
"The Bust— How It May Be Developed." Of this
method Dr. Carr states:
it will bring: about a developof the busts quite astonishing."

"Indeed,

This valuable information, explaining; the causes of non-development, together with photographic proof showing as much as five inches enlargement by this method, will be sent FREE to
woman who writes quickly. Those desiring book sent sealed, enclose 4c postage.

every

THE OLIVE COMPANY

CLARINDA, IOWA

Dept. 205

In The White Moth, Barbara La Marr's
me much. In the closeups she looked most unattractive.
Her
gown looked like an effigy of a princess in
a wax-works show, and her hair was
worse.
Surely Miss La Marr had been
poured into the gown or squeezed into it
with a shoe-horn, and her hair did not
look like hair, but the black paint on the
heads of Dutch dolls.
coiffure worried

If

ment

Why

The

hair-dressing of the majority of
is too artificial and sophisticated.
If it is not the "black enamel"
effect, it is the straw-bursting-end-of-asack kind towed and pulled and frizzled
and puffed all over the section until the
lady looks as tho she had been pulled
thru a hedge, feet first.

movie actresses

—

AOTIONIPICTVDC

O.tAS«IC

I

suppose

I

have started something

(Continued on page 112)

WHAT THE

STAR-GAZERS
TELL THE STARS

Screen stars deny they are superstitious, but they flock

And

to the fortune tellers just the same.

they

tell

Read what
December issue.

them come

your favorite

in the

true.

Michael Dark
The
wood

cognito
editor

Holly-

in

the

of

Norman

of

Once

screen.

;

now

Bel Geddes, the great-

est stage designer in the

"The man who made

magazine of the

a

forecast for

Master of Beauty
A Jim Tully interview with

the most mysterious in-

Sophisticates

ment

brow

highest

—

is

the things

entertain-

for the proletariat.

ery for

'The Miracle'

simplest

man

I

world.

the scenis

the

The Man

know."

Who Knew

the

Czar of Russia
("General Lodijenski, the imposing-looking minister of war in Her Love
Story, with Gloria Swanson, is a reallytruly military man who once hobnobbed
with the Czar of Russia and others in
high court circles, back in the halcyon days
when crowns carried some weight.

Be Sure Not to Miss the December Issue of

OAOTioN Piqypc

LASSIC

Being thoroly familiar with all details of
etiquette, court weddings, etc., he
first became connected with the picture as
adviser, and prompter of court
official
etiquette, and later was given a part to
court

play himself.

Grow

Develop

your
Physical Beauty.
Natural, simple
method. Will increase your height
and improve your
appearance.
Write for Free Booklet. Dept. A.
Taller.

THE NATURAL METHOD BUREAU
New Jersey

Atlantic City

I
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Forever removed by the Mahler
Method which kills the hair root
without pain or injuries to the skin
in the privacy of your own home.
Stile? to Jay

D.

J.

3 stamps Jar Fttt Booklet

MAHLER

Every advertisement in

CO., 262-B Mahler Park, Providence, R.I.

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

Is

General Lodijenski's own story is one
of the front-line trenches and a Bolshevik
prison, which would in itself make a firstHe became interclass screen thriller.
ested in motion pictures long ago, when he
led the camera squad which made the first

guaranteed.

J

:

.

: !

—

.
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Advertising Section

Reduced 53 Lbs.
In Nine

Weeks!

Society Woman Takes Off Every Bit of
Excess Flesh! Mrs. Bayliss Tells

How She

Here
NEVER

dreamed you
could do it, Mr. Wallace," wrote this young
matron from Philadelphia's

i

smart suburb.
Her letter is
an eloquent testimonial to the
efficiency of Wallace reducing

A

records.

than

50

weeks

reduction of

pounds in a
But read her

more
few

own

story

"Here

lbs.

I

after

my

hundred mark
Your
wonderful
music
movements nothing else—did
it
You have reduced my
weight from 191 to 138, and
lightened my heart as no one
can know who has not had
activities and enjoyments curtained for years and sud-

two

!

perfectly

pictures of the Eastern front.

When

they

were shown before the

Czar, Nicholas
General a beautiful gold watch

gave the
studded with diamonds.

In the political debacle which followed
the war in Russia, General Lodijenski was
thrown into a Bolshevik prison, where
he lay for fifteen weeks; but eventually he
cut his way out with a steel saw and fled
to America, arriving in New York with
just twenty-five dollars in his pocket.

groom

in

denly restored.

Wallace I am
dancing, golfing and 'going' as
of yore, and wearing styles I
would have had to forego
with my figure what it was.
Because I once laughed at the

"Thanks

to

idea of 'getting thin to music'
I offer in humble apology this

a

livery stable, and later as a ladies' tailor.
Now, as almost everybody knows, he is

proprietor of the Russian Eagle, a glittering restaurant in New York City, where
beautiful Russian ladies of fallen nobility
serve as waitresses, and Russian boys,
once heirs to titles, but now mere immigrants, are the entertainers.
But the General's ambition is to be a
real screen star.

—

—

Here he struggled along for a few years,
working first as a ship-builder at twentythree dollars a week, then as a

am, back to

138
avoirdupois had
hovered round the impossible

This portrait was taken when Mr.
Lodijenski was Major-General of
the Russian Imperial Guard

letter,

my

photograph

permission to publish
should you desire."
Penrose
Mrs.
Jessica
Bayliss of Bryn Mcnur,

Pennsylvania,
hard to

find

it

191

lbs.

down

did not
go from

Do

to 138.

you see a single sign of
gauntness, or any flabby
look?

It's

SO Easy

(Continued from page 98)

Four Memorable Pictures

Cargtar Cas.

^^ k

When you

fun.

Free Proof

— Send No

Money
Just try Wallace's way for a week.
That's all he asks. Don't send any
money; don't promise to pay anything now or later.
The trial is
If you don't see surprising
free.
results in even these few days
simply mail back the record and
you will not owe Wallace a penny.
Let the scales decide. Here is the
coupon that brings first week's
reducing lesson complete, record

and

all:

Mail This Coupon

WALLACE

to

to Do!

1
|

PR££

*«* 3 ft. TeleSCOP©

See people and objects miles away just_ -*
see Mc
,/ like uiey were close;
/Stare as never before. Opei
over 3 ft. loner. 5 sections,
r
brass bound, powerful
n in . ft »
lenses. Useful and
jjfffr^eropfage ° \
ntertaining.
miles away. "-Mrs.

^^t^ ^^^HD^'

jC^T

'

,

Could

Yarboush. "Watch my
toy arrive at school 2 miles
away."—Mrs. Horn. "Readnumbera

tell

""on freight cars mile

away, see mountains on

moon."-A. C. Palmer.. Thousandsft pleased.
Wonder
of Bie 3
nrl M A Write today: on arrival Carrying
Case and
__ !na ""Telescope with FREE
iMoney
Strap pay Postman only S1.85 plus a few
pennies postage. Satisfaction G" ara nt«!<l.
FERRY & CO.. 3222 N. Halsted St., Dept. 1529 CHICAGO

Diamonds

—

enough to hope to find twenty-five worth
naming.

—

by this method as fast as is
good for you. And everyone
who ever reduced this way
will tell you it's downright

630 So. Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO

M7D

Brings First Lesson FREE
Please send me FREE and POSTPAID
a week's free trial the original

for

Wallace Deducing Becord.

Name
Address.
City

;

—

because it was a
corking story, and was the only picture I
have seen which handled in a thoroly
civilized spirit the adventures of an American hero in Paris. An early von Stroheim
production which seems to have been forgotten by many.
I expect to add to this list from time to
time. It should not be difficult to name the
classic "twelve best," but I am optimistic

;

;

incomparable comedian with an undercurrent of sadness in his fun-making.
Dr. Caligari because it was utterly
original, and conveyed a genuine sense of
the supernatural.
The Devil's Pass-Key

natural

No Starving, No Punishment
Most women of bulky figure
would make almost anv sacrifice to attain the symmetry

Bayliss' photo reveals.
But you need not sacrifice your health, comfort or
even convenience. The process is enjoyable. You use
Wallace's records but ten minutes a day
Yet the reduction is felt within five days of starting the second
bring
noticeable
improvement
will
a
the
third or
week
fourth week will find you lighter by many pounds.

—

—

of Wallace's
is
its
absolutely
reduction and redistribution of weight.
Unlike
the drastic dieting and drugging methods, there is no loss
of flesh where you cannot
afford to lose it.
How long will it take?
Some lose seven or eight
pounds in the first five-days'
test period
others but two or
three.
Much depends on the
individual
constitution.
But
you can and will lose steadily

method

Mrs.

'Tho

I do not claim to have sat thru all
the pictures that were ever made, I must
have seen most of the good ones. Four
stand out in my memory, as follows
Broken Blossoms because of the marvelous photographic effects, the verity of
the London "atmosphere," the pathos and
poignancy of Lillian Gish, whom I regard
as the greatest of motion picture actresses.
The Kid because it gave us Charlie
Chaplin at his best, the inspired clown, the

It

beauty

and
them

!

Confidences Off-Screen

Did

The

Free Bulletin Hats diamonds as low as 160
per carat, also Gems of Finest Quality at
higher per carat charges bat proportionately
Bargain Prices. This 1 less 3/16 carat
Sfcorrectly cut diamond a snappy blazing solitaire
Thim 75 year oldest largest Diamond
F at $88.
Banking firm in all the world lends money on
diamonds. Thoasands of unpaid loans; and other
bargains. Many from big cash deals direct with
European Diamond Cutters, Moat sell NOW.
,

_ Low
TK* RingV

Why Pay Full Prices
1-3/16
Curat
Correctly I

Cot

Costs Nothing to See

State.

Enlarged Nose pores.
Blackheads, Red

les,

sent for absolutely free examinaNo obligation. No cost to you.
Latest Listings
Unpaid Loans. Sent Free.
Describes Diamond Bargains tn Detail, gives
cash loan values guaranteed. Explains unlimited
exchange privilege. Write today for your copy
of Diamond Bargain List. Postal card will do.

—

Jos. Da Roy & Sons.
Only Qpyonte Pout Offict

write to advertisers please mention

3427 De Roy Bide.
Pittsburgh. Pa.

PimpNose,

Oily Skin, Sallow Complexion and other
miserable local skin affections will be
quickly remedied and overcome with
M. Trilety's A. B. A. Lotion, leaving
the skin in a clean, clear and natural
healthy condition. No sticky or oily substance, bat refreshing and fragrant.
Applied at night.
3-oz. bottle sent on
receipt of 75 cents. Address M. Trilety,
53 W. U. Building, Binghamton, N. Y.

A

m

A RAILWAY

"FFIC INSPECTOR
Mo.
Earn Up to $250 perwanted;
we
Men

Big opportunities in uncrowded field.
guarantee you position paying at least SI 10 per mo. to
start, and expenses, after completing training in spare
time at home; or we refund your money.

Advancement Rapid
with experience. Report to high railway
or remain at home; something new
everyday. Pleasant, outdoorwork.
can easily qualify. Hundreds of successful graduates.
we must supply more men!

YOU

NOW

Any Diamond

tion at our risk.

.

Standard Business
Training Institute

k

Buffalo, N.Y."
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The

Star
to

That Refused
Twinkle

(Continued from page 22)
old part in a re-made Revelation and,
whatever the public thinks of it, the "profesh" thought she was quite wonderful.

Since then she has played the principal
girl part in Merton of the Movies, and the
girl lead in Open All Night, directed by

James Cruze in the first instance, and by
Paul Bern in the second. Just now she is
on the First National lot, playing Pandora,
the heroine of

As Man

HOW

FAT

SPOILS

YOUR

APPEARANCE
WOMAN

FAT
LOSES 53
POUNDS WITH NEW FRENCH
CISES,

OR APPLIANCES.

Desires.

The Lasky people are delighted with her
work and would undoubtedly jump at the
chance to sign her as a star.
But no more stardom- for Viola.
"It's the bunk," said Viola with

"These names

in electric lights.

worry about the way they bill
They pay me considerable money to

"I dont

me.

act for them,

and

stands to reason they
are not going to conceal my identity in the
process.
It is just as much to their interest to feature me as it is mine to be
featured.
"By keeping out of star contracts, I
stand a better chance of getting good
stories and good directors.
I am looking
far ahead.
it

to be on the screen all my life.
be sticking around somewhere when
I am sixty, if they will give me a job.
What would I do otherwise ? I am bored
to death when I am not working."

"I

SEE FREE OFFER
No

finality.

want

I will

In the opinion of the wise folks in Holly-

wood, Viola is just standing at the threshold.
She ought to do something really
big.

Stories and motion picture ideas are
rapidly changing in type and style.
Producers and directors and the public are
getting tired of little sappy stories about
the love affairs of little girls and little
boys.
Viola stands in the favorable position of being able to reach in either direc-

NO DIETS, EXERDANGEROUS DRUGS

DISCOVERY,

matter how pretty you

are
or
how expensively
dressed you may be, if you
have ugly rolls of fat on
your body, you are not a
winner.
Nobody admires
a fat man or a fat woman.

''

fJ]\

/

You

cannot be well and
healthy when you are overtaxing your frame with an
unnatural load of fat Why

remain

/

•

A

'~~,\

r

/-

"j

)

// \

new Fruieh
makes it now
and easy to lose
pounds a week
in the quiet of your own

home without

the knowledge
of anyone While you are
getting slender and the fat

—

gradually melting away,
you will get stronger and

is

//

Wj

/

(J

She

is one of the few girls on the screen
can play a child of twelve or a mature
woman. She has experienced life with the
cover torn off.
If flappers' stories come back, she can do
them in a shower of confetti. If grown-up
stories are to come in with the foreign
directors as seems likely Viola will also
be on hand.
In the patois of Hollywood, "Vi is sittin'

—

.11.

rfi
\\1

jr

Jy
/

M

/

'm

/

\lli

younger looking. This new
French discovery does not
call for exercises or dangerous drugs and diets.
It
1
1 1\\^ Jf
\~Y£S&o^~.~^~~~ '-—
is simple and easy and cannot be compared to anything you have tried in the past It is something new to
America but used in Paris by French women toget slender.

—

—

READ THIS LETTER ( AUourfo^f ™
i

n

Appliance,
modern scientific invention _ which
gives rupture sufferers immediate relief. It has no obnoxious springs or
pads. Automatic Air Cushions bindj
and draw together the brokenparts.
No salves or plasters. Durable. Cheap. =¥!»
MR* c " fc ' BKOORS
Sent on trial to prove its worth. Beware of imitations. Look for trade-mark bearing portrait
and signature of C. E. Brooks which appears on every
Appliance. None other genuine. Full information and
booklet sent free in plain, sealed envelope.
_

ROOKS APPLIANCE CO..

221-A

onfile

n

a small fortune on Creams, Pills, Garments, etc., but they
never helped me.
Then I found out about Madame
Elaine's discovery. I used it 8 weeks and lost 53 pounds,
I entirely relieved myself from rheumatism, aud high
blood pressure and at the same time greatly improved
my appearance. To-day everyone says I look ten years
younger.
I feel that every fat man and woman should
know about this as it is a most wonderful opportunity
for them and I can truthfully tell fat people who are in
earnest and anxious to reduce that they can do so by
simply writing Madame Elaine.
She will gladly and
free of charge do for them what she did for me."
NY.
Mrs. W. B
.

FREE

To Madame

Elaine, Dept. 192
350 West 31st St., N. Y. C.

COUPON

Allowing

Name
Address

#

to receive personal directions from

How
If

to

Madame

Elaine on

Get Thin.

you care

to,

enclose 5 cents in stamps to help cover

expense.

CESS

NO..
MORE
"PRETTY FEET" dissolves and
banishes Bunions, stopspain in-

siantlylThedisnguringhumn

<

vanisheB like magic perroitting you to weardainty, stylish pumps. BUNIONS

Sent

State St.. Marshall. Mich.

Oil Trial! Has^eTO^aned*?

introduce "Pretty Feet" I will send you aJ
package ON TRIAL. Write today!
£_
Dept.
ftAUIfl Ikl Laboratories

nnnc LUNKLIfl
rnUr.

>*sfc

1901 Hervey

St.,

411

Chicago

Develops 'Bust Like Magic!
During tbe past 17 years thousands nave
added to their captivating glory of womanhood by using

GROWD1NA

"

LUDENScwgh^wp
110

t

Every advertisement in

)

tried everything advertised to reduce
but without success. I weighed 180 pounds and had spent

including Ear Playing. 110 pages of REAL Jazz, 25.000
words.
A Postal brings our FREE Special Offer.
Waterman Piano School, 253 Supeiba Theatre Bids, los Angeles. Calif.

BE COMFORTABLE—
the
Brooks

S

e

"For years I had

With or without music. Short Course.
lJy Note or Ear.
No teacher required.
Adult beginners taught by mail.
Learn 67
Self-Instruction Course for Advanced Pianists.
styles of Bass, 180 Syncopated Effects. Blue Harmony,
Oriental. Chime, Movie and Cafe Jazz, Trick Endings,
Clever Breaks, Space Fillers, Sax Slurs. Triple Bass,
Wicked Harmony, Blue Obligato, and 247 other Subjects,

DON'T WEAR
A TRUSS
the

"

;"

—

pretty."

Wear

/;

l>\'

tion.

who

\

'/

\/§£Mk

—

—A

so?-

discovery

safe, simple
from 5 to 6

—

)

(fc"-^

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

guaranteed.

lor bust, neck or arm development
Great Discovery of Parisian beauty expert. Harmless, easy, certain results
V accomplished quickly. Marvelous testiinoniale of efficiency. Confidential proof
*.
and literature (sealed) on request. Write
J. now.
Mile- Sophie Koppel, Inc.,
V\ Suite 911, 503 Fifth Ave..New York

—
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Former salesman
I can do for you what T
have done for thousands in
every branch of athletics—
whether it be for pleasure ora;_
a profession, I can guide you. Ask

wins success as
photoplay writer
-^K pVERY man woman

,

28 Chomps

and

who has a creative
imagination and who wants
to write for the magazines
and the motion pictures
will be interested in the

•*-'

Charles Daniels, champion swimmer,
Tim Jordan, home run hitter, Oswald
Kirby, former golf champion, Harry
Babcock, world's champion pole vaulter,
and a long list of others. They will tell you
that ray system always starts a man right and
keeps him right.
system
sver fails. Over 25 years as
a trainer in all branches of
sport is my record and I can
still
make the present-day
record holders step some to
keep up with me.
"PEP UP"- Let Me Help You
Picture No. 1 is a photo of my-

t

Credit

t

m*

ft

^r

My

-

!

story of

—

self.

'

It

shows

It

self, for

my perfect bedy

romance

in

it-

Mr. Shumate was

writer.

nationally famous as a writer
of successful photoplays, including "The White
Sin,"" "The Moonlight Sonata," "The Last Rose
"Eli,
Eli" and "Home Sweet
of Summer,"

To-day he

I let yon pick the exercise or eport
you like beet- v- hither it be body
develcpment, boxing*, golf, runswimmirp:, baseball or any
of the fifty other sports. I tell

is

Home."

nine.

Have you

you bow to beet, me perfect in the
sport of your own choke* When you
get fun out of something-, you sorely
get ell of the real exercise, body
deyeloimebt and in beting up anyone needs. I actually guarantee
to make > oo expert in the tsort
ou select. You will find several
ports pictured heje, but these
ire only a few of the tfnany I
an help jou in.
1

One

BOOKLET FREE
nr.e

Harold Shumate.
a

formerly a salesman and
did not dream that he
would ever win such outstanding success as a

development. I don't just develop you so-that you can show
off.
I pep you up, ao that you
are better able to do your daily
work. I don't try to make you
do something you don't like.

Write

is

telling what sport
are interest ed in
I will advise

yea
and
you

personally,

and

the

of

belles

in

old-fashioned
Greatest

Life's

Game

send you a
booklet describing your
needs and

Paragraphs

Critical
system,

About

KJe-w Productions

never
fails.

(Continued from page 107)

the urge to write?

If you have a creative imagination and the
natural ability to write, there is no reason why
you cannot learn the established technique of
writing and sell your stories.
The best proof that this can be done is that
scores of men and women like yourself are acMany of them, like Mr.
tually doing it.
Shumate, did not dream that they could ever
break into the ranks of the professional writers
until the Palmer Institute of Authorship showed
them the secrets of story building.

Unknown writer wins $10,000 prize
Miss Winifred Kimball, a Palmer student living in Florida, won the $10,000 prize in the
scenario contest conducted by the Chicago Daily
in collaboration with the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation.
Mrs. Anna Blake Mezquida,
another Palmer student, won the second prize
of $1000 in the same contest, and seven $500
prizes were also won by Palmer students.

Ne-ws

DR.
M. SEIXAS
SEIXAS ATHLETIC SYSTEMS, INC.
Dept. 105,
280 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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Please send Free Booklet
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CARAT RINGS $2.98. Not one diamond

,

thousand has the blue, dazzling brilliancy of "Luxite Diamonds." They're
PERFECT: few diamonds are] Stand
acid and all other testa. Only experts
can tell yoa haven't paid $150.00-,

in a

.
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"PIANO
LEGS!"
They
me
6 months
that

called

ago.

No matter how pretty I looked my
unsightly ankles spoiled my appearance. Today am admired by men
and envied by
thick, swollen

girls. If

you have

or "puffed

ankles

send a stamp lor my secret and
FREE booklet. Supply limited so
write Quick.

Madame

Louise, Suite

1305, 149 Fifth Ave.,

New

York.

bringing

Straight
Charles E.

from

V?n

•

coredmyself after being

CS.GIVEN 5,222

Chemical Bldg.,

—

afflicted 15 yeari.

Kansas City.Mo.

pieces

which

The

heroism.

capitalize

One might term them "compressed

serials."

This particular effort from the Vitagraph
foundry is a startlingly frank exposition
of courageous youth overcoming tremenThe chief obstacle is a
dous obstacles.
mine explosion which gets in the way of
our hero before he thinks of a bungalow
for two. Yes, the villain as mean as they
make them as played by Stanton Heck is
thwarted in his devilish schemes. He floods
the mine and the entombed miners do a
little blasting
and eventually ride forth on

—

—

—

young Niagara

a

The

Pimples, Blackheads,
Acne.Eruptionson the face orbody.BarbersIteb.
Eczema, Enlarg-ed Pores and Oily or Shiny Skin.
'
» Write tod*? for m ? FREE BOOKLET.
telling how I
Wfi m% W*.M*. "A Cleab-Tone Skin,"
»»•*•»

Well-known writers help you

Woman

on the old ones.
the dusty shelves comes
Blaney's old-time melodrama
which brought mean hisses and vociferous
applause from the gallery gods in the good
old days when a dime took you to "nigger
heaven" and a nickel bought you a bag of
These mellow mellers of yesterpeanuts.
year by not carrying any pretenses are
much more sincere than many of our

into the lake.

played in crisp style by the
Cullen Landis and Cecil
Spooner, the erstwhile soubrette of the
Blaney stock company, carrying on the
hokum. As is customary with pictures of
heroics, Landis knocks out several opponents twice his size.
It's no wonder that
the gallery type of melodrama has passed
It can be done twice as
out of existence.
well on the screen.
players

Your Skin Can Be Quickly Cleared or

for the

'They're

modern

14K

gold S., guaranteed
nrtU'T
UUN I SEND A PENNY! Send only name =
address and paper strip which fits end
Beautiful fullto end around frnger. When ring:
comes deposit only $2.98 with^^jtjSSg
size BAR PIN, set
postman We pay postage] ** a= a
with Luiice Diamonds,
~ not
Money back if
otdedelighted.
platinoid finish, free with ring.
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whatever.
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are speaking of the fight on the cliff. You
can guess the finish with its identification
of the missing son- and a family reunion.

picture

— with

is

r

T'HO

- W^glfT is yours for sellinr only 6
r.
Mentho
Nova Salve at 25 cts. Wondercatarrh, cuts, borni;,_etc. Order today.
return $1.60 'and all' 6 f iecee are yours!

lea sold
.

S.

SUPPLY COMPANY, Dept.E4S8, Greenville, Pa.

When you

the producers claim that ability,
real acting ability, is the one necessary
qualification for a picture-play star, it has
been noticed that no forty-year-old, tzvo-

women

hundred-and-ten-ppund
signed up for a series.

!

write to advertisers please mention

are

success of Palmer students is due simply and
solely to the fact that you study under the personal
direction of men and women who are themselves wellknown authors, dramatists and motion picture writers.

You learn to write by writing. You are given
the manuscript and continuity of famous motion
picture scenarios to analyze and study right at home
in spare time. You write actual stories and photoplays which we help you to sell through our Story
Sales Department right here in Hollywood.
Aiding in the work of discovering and training
writers are such distinguished men as Frederick
Palmer, author and educator; Clayton Hamilton,
well-known playwright and author-educator: Brian
Hooker, formerly of the Faculty of Yale and Columbia Universities; Frederic Taber Cooper, authoreducator; C. Gardner Sullivan, screen writer and
director; James R. Quirk, editor and publisher of
Photoplay Magazine, and Rob Wagner, author and

new

motion picture

director,

.

THIS 106-PAGE
"The

New Road

BOOK FREE

to

Authorship"

about the Palmer Institute's systematic,
step-by-step method of teaching Short S tory Writing
Photoplay Writing and Dramatic Criticism gives full deIt

tells all

,

—
success

of Palmer
of the
students and describes the
Palmer Scholarship Foundation,
which gives ambitious men and
tails

women

the opportunity to get
the complete course free by
providing fifty scholarships annually.
Just mail the coupon

and we'll send you "The New
Road to Authorship" free by
return mail.

PALMER INSTITUTE OF AUTHORSHIP
Palmer Photoplay Corporation
Dept. 9-M, Palmer Bldg.
Hollywood, Calif.
Please send me, without cost or obligation, a copy
of your 106-page book, "The New Road to Authorship," and your Bulletin containing details of the
Palmer Scholarship Foundation, which awards 50
Free Scholarships annually. I am most interested in
Photoplay Writing
Short Story Writing
Dramatic Criticism
Affiliated with

English Expression
Business Letter Writing

Name..

being
Address
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(Continued from page 108)
well,

let

it

rain

and dogs.

cats

have

I

umbrellas enough to defy the storm.

Direct
from the

A. U.,
Detroit, Mich.

Maker

Excerpts from Letters
have

|
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Isn't

just seen
pretty!

it

Valentino

Monsieur
But

Beaucaire.

WHERE

was

?

F. R. M.,
Phila.

<&lit difference

Germantown,

between
Jiut beauty

-J

Thank

you for giving us that picture
of Mrs. Valentino in your September
number. I think she is just as interesting
and attractive as her talented husband
fitting comrade who is further proof of
Valentino's intelligence, good taste and
ability to charm us all.
We do wish we
might have a reading of Mrs. Valentino's
character we would be interested to know
what are the qualities which laid low our

and

STHIiq?iG 'BEAUTT

u the

—

difference

Just

face-

between

powder

and,

POUDRE

;

CONDI

sheik.

—and direct from factory

J.

Corvallis, Ore.

Only $1.00 down buys the
famous Studebaker Insured Watch
direct from the factory at the low
factory price. Choice of 54 newest
Art Beauty Cases, in white gold,
green gold or yellow gold effects; 8
handsome dial designs. Mail coupon
for beautiful Style Book in colorsSent Free!

21 Jewel

+>

Extra thin

Stu]

Morma Talmadge
every time, but
hair more simply ?

I do not like her with
and waved and so elaborately
coiffed.
She is beautiful enough herself
and to emphasize her beauty she should
wear her hair simply as in the picture of
By the
her on your July cover design.
way, her Ashes of Vengeance took Sydney
by storm.

E.

—

8 adjustments— and is insured for the
owner. The masterpiece of timepieces
an amazingly low price.

Watch Chain FREE!
For a limited time we are offering a beautiful Watch
Chain FREE. Write while offer lasts.

Mail Coupon for FREE Book
Mail coupon today for magnificent Studebaker Book
of Advance Watch Styles. Find out how you can
buy direct from the factory save money and own one
of the finest watches made. The Book shows 54newest
thin-model designs in Art Beauty Cases. Sent FREE I

—

STUDEBAKER WATCH CO.
Dept. N-6
South Bend, Indiana
Canadian Address : Windsor, Ontario
I

'

Ask for Ladies' Bracelet Watch Folder
Ask for Jewelry Folder

Name

!

I

Address
J

StaU

I

Check here for

|™~l

Check here for

I

Ladles Watch Folder

|_l Jewelry Folder

!

No More Wrinkles
have a
You

think Motion Picture Magazine

firm
wrinkle - free complexion

PARISIAN FLESH FOOD
Makes Men and Women of
50 look Z5
Restores youthful freshness, revives
beauty marred by time, illness or neglect.
sure way to regain the charm
of a clear, wholesomely girlish complexion. Amazing results in short time. Removes wrinkles,
crowsfeet, frown lines, furrows. Restores elasticity to skin,
and firmness to underlying tissues. Fills hollows of face,
neck, and develops bust.

A

Remarkable Bust Developer

Renews youthful firmness. Makes skin smooth
and soft. Most welcome discovery — not an experiment — thousands made happy during many years.
Send name, address and 10 cents for trial sample
and FREE Beauty Secrets. Mme. Foulaire,
103 Parisian Bldg.. Cleveland, O. Agents Wanted

112
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for the stars wearing too

—why,

I

want them

to

Ring

Watch
Be one

dress

,

_

Every advertisement in

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

price?

arrival

Your money back

plus postage.

AMERICAN NOVELTY

it not satisfactory.
CO., 2455 Archer Are., Chicago

HOW TO

les

A

BANISH

THEM

simple, safe home
treatment 16 years'
success in my practice.
Moles (also BIG
growths) dry up. Write
for free booklet giving

—

'

full

Hamilton, O.

Why

this

^13** Order No. M-8019
on
MahavI• Just P ayourPostman
Saaaaf HO
Ma money
»eilll
low

A

Darticulars.

WM.

DAVIS, M.D.

1241 Grove Avenue

splendid magazine would use
[
its influence to get some of the former
players back to the fold from which they
have strayed, sometimes purposely, sometimes not.
cant we have Olga
Petrova back on the screen? She is certainly a wonderful artist.
They say she
is not wanted on the screen, but that is
hard to believe. She is an individual type,
and Nita Naldi does not take her place.
And what has happened to Ethel Clayton?
It is a shame we are denied the pleasure
of seeing her in those domestic dramas,
which were the best of that type.
She
has so much charm and personality, which

wear

tiny ladies' Ring Watch. New
shape, cut corners, in engraved
white gold case. Full jeweled
movement, fully guaranteed.
Butler silver center dial, engraved. Jeweled wind and set.
Surprise your friends. Order

.
r
,
vauiog

their

wish your

of the first to

Retail Value $25
nowl Send size.
a ^_ - _

many gowns

No clothes are too smart and
pretty if I'm to pay money to see them.
If I want to see common things in clothes,
It would be a real
I can look in a mirror.
crime to me if Gloria didn't come up to
my expectations in her fancy finery. I
failed utterly to see anything "fresh," as
someone called it, in
Society Scandal.
It went over big here, as Gloria always
does. She can go over without the clothes,
of course, but why be so mean?
C. M. G.,

too can

FREE

the Ixltirjhofii

M. A„

prettiest.

South Bend, Indiana

Gentlemen—Please send your Free Book of Advance Watch
Styles and particulars of your;$l. 00 down offer.
If you live in Canada Bend your inquiry
to our Canadian office, Windsor, Ont.

City

qM

is a
delightful book to read, but I really do
wish the divorces of the different screen
stars would not be published in it.
readers want to read about the different
pictures and the stars themselves, not
That is absolutely
about their divorces.
There seem to be so few in
tiresome.
Filmland who are not divorced or divorced
and re-married that a divorce is no more
news than the announcement that dinner
is served.
E. M. D.,
Victoria, Australia.
I

As

,

STUDEBAKER WATCH CO.
Dept. N-6

{mnliliUuy crram bait)

Sydney, Australia.

Has 21 Jewels
lifetime of the

—

Marveloiu,3\ew (Complexion

certainly is a winner
doesn't she do her

why

curled

it

The Insured Watch
at

A.,

I

Woodbridge, N.

J.

MAKE THE BEST CHOCOLATE BARS

Mints and Chewing Gum. Be my agent. Everybody
Free Samples.
will buy from you. Write today.

MILTON GORDON,

404 Jackson

Get Rid
of

Your

St., Cincinnati.

Ohio

FAT

Free Trial Treatment
Sent on request. Ask for my "pay-when*
reduced" offer.
I have successfully reduced thousands of persons, often at the
rate of a pound a day, without diet or
exercise.
Let me send you proof at my
expense.

DR. R.
State of

guaranteed.

New

York,

NEWMAN,
286

Licensed Physician,

Fifth Ave., N. V.,

Desk

M

WflWSM

Advertising Section
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many

of the newer stars lack especially
Another star who possessed both
cant
these qualities is May Allison.

Free Trial Bottle

charm.

Gray

we

Why

miss Vivian
much of an actress,
but is dainty and beautiful, like a Dresden
doll, and much better than the majority
I dont mean to infer
of comediennes.
her again?
Martin; she isn't so

Haired
People

see

that

the

—not

ford,

Gloria,

artists

also

have

be told In this small advertisement, so
I ask you to send for free trial bottle and test
on a single lock of hair.
It proves what I did for all gray haired people when I perfected my restorer to renew
the color in my own prematurejy gray hair.

E. B. B., Jr.,
Chicago.

It can't

—

The

single lock test proves how easy is aphow perfect results. That my reis a clear, colorless liquid,
clean as
water. Nothing to wash or rub off.
Mail coupon for absolutely Free Trial Outfit
and learn my wonderful story and what it
means to you. If possible, enclose a lock of
your hair in letter.
plication,

storer

T" *™ "Please print your name and address
T. GOLDMAN
196S Goldman Bldg. St, Paul, Mian.
Please send your patented Free Trial Out|
,

X

shows color of hair. Black
dark
brown
medium brown
auburn (dark
red)
light brown
light auburn (light
blonde

red)
«

|
,
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Name

Prof. Six's MusicalTonicwill

City..

DEAFNESS
I know because t'was
for over 30 years.

"Boo,"

Deaf and had

My

J

MISERY

IS

Ear

Drums restored my hearing and stopped Head Noises,
and will do it for you. They are Tiny Megaphones.
Cannot be seen when worn. Effective when Deafness
caused by Catarrh or by Perforated, Partially or
Wholly Destroyed Natural Drums. Easy to put in,
easy to take out. Are "Unseen Comforts." Insworn
expensive.
Write for Booklet and
Statement of how I recovered my hearing.
is

A. O. LEONARD
70 5th Ave., New York City

$ $ For Photoplay Ideas
Don't send your manuscripts ;o studios until first
protected by copyright. Plots ccepted in any form;
revised, criticized, copyrighted, marketed.
We are
right on the ground in daily touch with the studios. Not
a school no courses or books to sell. Advice free.

—

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO CORPORATION
Security Bldg., Santa Monica and Western Ave.
Hollywood, California

Send for
Publishers Popular Scenario Writer

Springs, N. C.

consider Nita Naldi the finest vamp on
the screen, bar none, and a beautiful
woman. Dont alter yourself, Nita; you
cant improve on perfection and you are
perfection itself. May your shadow never
grow less
Sweet Mary Pickford may
grow up or do anything she likes so
long as she doesn't desert us.
Sweet
Bebe Daniels of the pouting lips looks as
tho she lived her parts and enjoyed them.
That is why I love her. And now here is
a little matter I propose to kick about.
Lots of writers, under the guise of critics,
pull to pieces stars whom they do not
happen to care about. True criticism never
savors of ill-nature, yet many of these
!

my

Suite 314,

Red
f

Head Noises

invisible Antiseptic

course will quickly enable
you to play this entrancing
melodious instrument. Prof.
Harry S. Six did not earn
his glorious and world renowned reputation as a medical doctor. He secured his
reputation as a musical professor. For 22 years he was
head of the Glee and Instru-

mental Clubs of New York
University. Now you can
benefit from his instructions

free

sample copy

writers are unkind.
I count these artists as dear friends who
have helped me over many a weary hour.
The world gives plenty of hard knocks
without the worry of these paltry ones.
Just remember that the stars, even if not
your favorites, brightened up an hour
when the world seemed none too kind, and
gave you a merry laugh when laughs were
few and far between.
C. W.,
Liverpool, England.

—

your own home yes, you
can learn to play the tenor
in

banjo beginning
your first lesson.

mide theme?

,

2SO

They are

....

Street

make? new person outof you.
Prof. Six's home tenor banjo

for a motion picture
all the same.
Friend Husband falls in love (or thinks
he does) with the vamp of the village,
and amiable wife puts a period to the
affair by flirting with the president or some
Or,
notorious personage ; or vice versa.
pretty little, wild, weak, warm and willing
flapper falls in love with some "nice" man,
who undertakes to reform her in real
does
life she usually reforms him.
not some author give the world a shock
by coming across with an original plot,
instead of the same old, disgustingly browill a plot

be different ?

Why

,

fit.

When

You can be happy!
You can be popular!
You can be successful!

—

MABX

1

deserted the
PickClaire

we have Mary
Mae Murray and

while

Windsor, Elaine Hammerstein and Corinne
Griffith.
But if we could only get some
of the old ones back!

my story!

—Learn

all

movies

I

with

order
iroubics
TourTrouble
&
Nobody

Happy

likes a
people are popular.
Learn to play the tenor banjo and you will
always be happy. Music is really a tonic. Music
makes everyone forget trouble. Music makes everyone feel great. Music is one of the most wonderful
pleasures in the world. Yet. there are hundreds who
can't play a single note. AH of the pleasure and
success that music gives can be yours for a few
cents a day. No musical knowledge or experience
necessary so simple are our instructions.

grouch.

—

Let TenorBanjo

Make j/bu Happy
Shortly after you enroll, you will be able to
play tenor banjo like a professional. Our method
is so easy you will play real music first day.
Be happy,
successful and popular, enroll at once. Tenor banjoists are in demand, both as professionals and for home
entertainment. Be popular in your set and receive
invitations. Answer this advertisement at once and
secure a genuine, full professional size tenor banjo
free with course when you enroll.

You Can Learn Quickly
The very same day you

receive your first lesson
free tenor banjo, you will play a simMost students write, they play after one

and your

ple piece.

naif to an hour's practice. Then the following' 'week you will play
more difficult pieces. In a short time youwill be playing any jazz or
classical selection. Broadway hits such as, What Will I Do,"
"There is Yes, Yes in Your Eyes," "I'm Going' South, "and many
others will be played by you long before you have finished coarse.

Picture and

Phonograph Record

Method Never

Fails

Actual photographs show you
hold instrument. All you
have to do is imitate pictures. We also
^^w
furnish diagrams and phono
records of our professors
J^E^N 2 raaph
P' >'i n S pieces you are learning,

how you

^HmH
WM

with our printed easy-to-read
This enables you to study just
course.
as if our instructor was visiting you in
person.
along

£E^B

WS^W
^^m

Write For FreeBook
which fully describes just what
you get when you enroll for our
tenor banjo course. Investigate
today. Drop us a line a post
card will do telling you are

You Can Tell It From A Genuine DIAMOND
Amazinoly Beautiful CORODITE
SEND
*"""* IT RACK
**«*» These
Gems match the ecintilatinf? Deauty of
GENUINE DIAMONDS in everyway. They have the same gorge-

—

If

,

interested in receiving full
particulars about our tenor
banjo course and to reserve
a free tenor banjo for
k

ous blazing flash and dazzling play of living rainbow firo. Stand-

ing the terrific Acid Test of direct comparison. Lifetime experts
need all their experience to Bee any difference. Prove this yourself.
Weara Genuine CORODITE and a OlaTHIS
inii» I
mond side fay side on the same finger.
for SEVEN days. If yon and your friends can tell the difference
send It back, you won't be out a single penny. That's fair enough.
If you keep the ring the price printed here is all you pay. No Installments.^ Remember CORODITES alone have the same facet

MAKE
mHnt

'

t

'

TMT
Ml

you.

andreceivean
$18 professional tenor

banjo

RICHWlfif CO., DepL23l

UBJEfisiaV'
CORODITE GEMS

Origxnal and Sole Importers of Genuine

When you

free.

Write now
and

SEND NO mvnbi
MONEY

E

«WK&

Enroll at

lies Hand Carved Basket Ring, Platinum effect
53.52
Ladies Pierced Filigree 4 Post Ring. Platinum effect
53.84
Ladies Filigree Ring. Blue Saphire Set Sides,
J 53.93
7
Ladies Bridal Blossom Hand Chased Solitaire
52.84
E. Mens Heavy Belcher 14K Gold Filled Ring
53.48
F. Mens Massive Carved Hexagon Gypsy, Sapphire Sides 54.18
Carat.Size Gents Beautiful Hand Carved and Engraved Rings
reproducing in exact and faithtul detail the most modern high
priced and fashsionable Platinum Diamond Creations.
Keep your money right at home. Just
Wbl ' 1' i»w
send name and address stating which ring
you want and size as shown by slip of paper fitting end to end
around finger joint and your ring will come by return mail. Deposit
amount shown above with postman. You do not risk a penny bb
our binding legal guarantee to refund your money In full is attached to every ring we sell. SEND. TODAY.
_.

C
D.

we

will

reserve
yourB.

Conrad Nagel and Mae Busch
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Just Bill Farnum
By HARRY CARR
SUPPOSE

<Delica

to run for

KisspvoofLipstick

:

make your

will

WATERPROOF! KISSPROOF!
STAYS ON!

As you face your mirror and apply
this latest creation, you will behold
lips more beautiful than you ever

shy,
It

Counters or Direct 50c

Inc.,

audience who
paid pins and
shingle nails in
return for the

sweetness

some-

is

great singer.

4

Address.

5^ (Make your acquaintance now, with the subtle charm and
fragrance of the Orange Blossom—nature's

do so

the
stuff (somewhat heavily
disguised) that makes the
baseball players adore John
McGraw. It is the stuff that
makes all the electricians and carpenters
on the set call William Farnum "Bill."
It is the stuff that made Paramount, in
the days of triumphant young sheiks and

10

He

says himself that he doesn't set any
store by his genius as a portrayer of mimic
roles.
Bill has just one pride; at just one
point his ego bursts out flamboyantly and
shamelessly.
Bill says
altho he says it
who shouldn't that he is one of the most
accomplished farmers that ever held a
plow or broke a colt.
"That," says Bill firmly, "is one thing
that I can claim that I do know."
visit to this son of the soil is a charming experience.
He lives in one of the

'

.bflih-will d<l»S"

—

—

A

BO-KAY PERFUME COMPANY
Street,

most magnificent homes

New York City

For the enclosed dime —Please send me samples
Orange Blossom Perfume and Face Powder.
Brunette
White
Flesh

—

Hollywood at
which looks down
in

the top of a high hill
over the studios and the realtors it is like
seeing Hollywood from a kite.
All over the house are scattered playthings. The infernal machinery of a jazzband adorns the living-room.
"My nephews and nieces have been here
"A
to visit me," explains Mr. Farnum.
they stayed any less time I should have
if they had stayed
been broken-hearted
any longer I should have been in a state of
collapse.
For some weeks I have been the
leading jazz dancer; the chief toy mender;
the heavily featured tag player the drummer in the band and the first baseman in
To say the least, the
the baseball club.
flapper generation is neither monotonous
nor inert. They are great playfellows if
your wind and legs hold out."
By this time we were sitting at the
lunch-table and the talk turned to Farnum's

of

;

Nam<

Addn

;

;

ONE TEN DAYS
D/IDAKIC WEAR
IfffDvlld
AT OUR EXPENSE. You
Risk Nothing.

_^_._-.

rikk
Vbsmmm Y

If

your

you yourself can
from a genuine diamond
IT BACK.
Rabons look

frienda or even
tell it

I

_

p
a PPlrTV
LAl
bll I ^)

SEND

just like genuine diamonds. Place
a 'Bahon and a genuine diamond together and see if you can tell them

Same

fiery blue- white appearance, same sparkling,
dazzling, rainbow brilliancy. Rabon gems defy lifetime
experts, GivcRabon the same test you would give a genuine
diamond. Trove to yourself the Rabons' amazing qualities.
No. 4 and 9 mounted in 14 kt. gold shell. No. 2--Green Gold
finish. No. 1-7-10— Sterling mounted in massive platinum effect.

apart.

AH onekaratsize. No 10— 2 kt.
anteed for 20 years*

size.

boyhood days

Unconditionally Guar-

Send aizo shown by slip of paper
OEM!) UA MftUrV fatting
end to end around your finOLNU
VIU """^•
lYIUIlLl. eer .Vhen
liv
1" 11
ring arrives by return
mail, deposit with postman amount shown here. If you are not
moro than delighted, send it back within 10 days. We guarantee
to refund your money

'

1

immediately.

THE RABON CO., 12 E. 22nd St

in

,

his brother lived with their adoring grandparents in Buckville, Maine.
They came from a theatrical family.

Their mother was an actress whose stage
name was La Grue. To William she was
the most adorable creature that ever drew
the breath of

life.

William wanted to be
most of his time getting
and playing all the best
"Early in my career,"

an actor and spent

up

thrilling

dramas

parts in them.
he said, "I learned
I
about the rapacity of the box-office.
learned it from Dustin, my brother. Dus-

Every advertisement

in

"To my
career.

audience
door,

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

Dustin

surprise,

began for the first time to
take an interest in my artistic
1 remember how he sat in the
taking the tickets

after

the

at

and supplied the enthusiasm.

His

applause was so exuberant that it almost
smothered the drama. Every time there
came an appropriate pause that seemed to
suggest applause, Dustin clapped his hands
and roared, 'Great stuff, Bill.'
"I was never so moved in my life. I was
positively overcome.
"After the triumphant conclusion of the
drama I tried to find Dustie; but he was
mysteriously missing. So were the twentytwo pennies he had collected at the door.
"I knew that a ship loaded with watermelons was due at the wharves that day,
and some, dark instinct directed my steps
in that direction.
Sure enough, there was
Dustie and a couple of his cronies. They
had invested the box-office receipts in a

melon and were just consuming the
of

last

it.

"Dustin
after the

was genial but unblushing
immemorial manner of box-office

gentlemen since the world began.
" 'Have some melon, Bill,' he said.

'It's

"

first-rate.'

Farnum said that when their adored
mother came home he always begged her
to let him become an actor.
Finally, when he was about fifteen, she
consented to let him play an engagement
in her own company.
In spite of his age, they fixed him up
with a fierce military mustache and gave
The
part of a police detective.
principal thing he had to do was to arrest

him the
his

who was supposed

mother,

to

be

a

thief.

"My
said

appearance was also my last,"
twinkling eyes. "I had

first

Farnum with

my

never seen
stage,

and

I

going to be

Maine.

was a quaint and charming story.
When he was a little boy, he said, he and
It

finally

We

It is

as an actor

We will mail on receipt of a dime, a dainty box containing a generous trial of Bo-Kay Orange Blossom Face Powder and a fu» size
Wal of BrfKay Orange Blossom Perfume. .We make thi« trial offer.
10 that you may really apprcci
ate the quality and fragrance
of Bo-Kay Requisites, The'
charm and rare fragrance

120 West 42nd

well that
decided
on a daring innovation.
decided
to charge a penny to
get in.

we

Somehow, it is hard to figure Farnum
when you meet him "off stage."

flower of romance.

treat.
seemed to

artistic

We

varnished hair, recall Mr. Farnum from
his retirement and his maturity to become
a picture star again.

orange Blossom requisites

his-

first

trionic efforts
were for the
benefit
of an

stuff

Name

ct

"My

that
makes
John McCormack a

CHICAGO

Dept. 195, 4003 Broadway,
Send me a genero us sample of Delica Kissproof Lipstick together with sample bottle of Delica-Brow,
the original liquid dressing for darkening the lashes
and brows. I enclose 10c for packing and mailing.

Samples

his clothes.

thing that many
cultured Irishmen
have.
It
is
the

•FREE-

own

life.

of a child.

knew were yours.

\

my

in spite of
bodily risks involved,
I
say
there is something about him
of the ineffable,

it defies detection. It's

Delioa Labobatobies,

was the box-office.
"At that time 'Dustie'
was a long, lean, lazy
boy who was always outgrowing

tin

and

intriguing and lovely. The color la
new and so indescribably natural

a/It all Toilet

told

I

But, nevertheless,

more alluring,

lips

if

William Farnum to
his face that he was
sweet, I would have

I

"When
that I

I

mother in action on
did not realize what it

the

was

like.

announced

my

in

boldest voice

had come

to arrest her, she turned
like a tigress.
I was never

suddenly on me
so frightened in

my

life.

member a word of my
make a sound.

I

part.

couldn't reI couldn't

"Almost in tears from sheer panic and
terror of this unfamiliar woman who was

my mother, I could only back away in
alarm. The prompter kept frantically trying to give me my lines. My mother kept
angrily telling me under her breath to say
something
but this only increased my
;

panic.

"Somehow

guaranteed.

the curtain jgot

down

at last.

:

«°»™

Advertising Section
can only remember my mother's one sen"And you wanted to be
tence of scorn.
an actor," she said. "Here is where you
go back to boarding-school."
But, as everyone knows, Farnum finally
became one of the best actors of the clasHe confesses
sical school on the stage.
He
that he still prefers that kind of role.
cant get any thrill out of a modern play.
He -has to get himself wrapped up in a
I

'That

Musical
Pal of

Mine"

toga before he can feel he is acting.
You wonder, sitting there with this
charming, shy, modest little Maine Irishman what it is in his heart that seems

—

to call for togas.
It is very likely that he will wear them
even in pictures!
The arrangement with Lasky is that
Farnum is to divide his time between the

Come On BoysLet's

Hear You Play!

There's nothing like good music for
happiness; and there's nothing like a
Hohner for good music. Millions of
happy boys and girls are now playing

Hohner Harmonicas for entertainment, popularity and education.
Anyone can quickly learn to play a
Hohner with the aid of the Free Instruction Book. Get a Hohner Har-

monica today— 50c up— and ask for
the free book. If your dealer is out
of copies, write M. Hohner, Inc., Dept.
175, New York City.
If you want a musical treat ask to hear Victor Record 19421, by Borrah Minevitch.

OiMlild

ARMONICAS

stage and the Lasky picture projects. One
of these is to be a monster picture with
plenty of togas to be made in Europe. Mr.
Farnum didn't mention the name of it, but
I imagine it is to be a screen version of
his old favorite, Spartacus, the Gladiator.

Wkat

the Stars

Are Doing

(Continued from page 99)
Lytell,

Twain

Bert-

— playing

Shall Meet

Ne'er

in

— C.
•

M
the Iron

Door

ABSOLUTELY PERFECT QUALITY

—recently

Dorothy
playing the role of Marta
Mackaill,

—

P. P.

Marmont, Percy

—

finished

The Mine With

in

— playing

Broken

in

Laws F. B. O.
Mason, Shirley playing in an original
story by Frederick and Fanny Hatton
called

"MOVIE ADVENTURES"
At All Newsstands

finest and best blue white diamonds have no flaws,
no Imperfections, no spots, scratches or blemishes,
any kind. The diamonds in these rings are guaranteed absolutely perfect and flawless. Priced- at
Will atand any test.
I $297 a carat but worth double.
\mr iniLjt
• Do not be fooled into thinking
• that diamonds advertised as
?T
"perfectly cut" are absolutely perfect in quality. Diamond experts will tell you that 1*5 % of all diamonds advertised as "perfectly cut** actually are Imperfectly
cut and besides have flawa and apota and Imperlec*
tlons of one kind or another which cheapens them.

The

I
I

—

The Star Dust Trail— W. F.

—playing opposite Tom Mix
—W. F.
Mayo, Frank—playing
If I Ever
Marry Again—F. N.
Ben
of Esther
McAvoy, May —
Hur—M. G. M.
McDonald, Wallace —playing opposite
Norma Talmadge The Lady—F. N.
of GorMcGrail, Walter— has the
Gerald Cranston's Lady
don Ibbotsleigh
—W. F.
SmolMcGregor, Malcolm — playing
dering Fires — U.
McKee, Raymond —recently signed up
Mack Sennett Comedies.
to play
Tongues
Meighan, Thomas — playing
Flame—F. P. L.
Menjou, Adolphe —cast as the Prince
L.
The Swan —F.
Merriam, Charlotte —playing
So Big
—F.N.
Metcalf Earle—playing Texas
Zander
Great— C.
Miller, Carl — playing
The Dark Swan
—W. B.
a
Miller, Patsy Ruth — playing
ciety melodrama called Those Who Judge
—B.
The Deadwood
Mix, Tom —playing
Coach —W. F.
Moore, Colleen—playing
So Big,

of

in

Send for a Perfect Diamond

The Deadwood Coach

RING P75 — $6* RING P76-$SX

in

Absolutely perfect diamond Absolutely perfectdiamond
1,
w
k
Jfii"
il Vf£ fl engraved
n'^J^H set in 18 kt. solid white gold
ring, exquisitely
blue open prong ring, engraved
an(f pierced, with
sapphire set in shanks, with Love Wreath design.

in

Pay $6.00 a Month.

Just send $2.00 deposit to show your good faith (or pay
postman $2.00 on delivery) and we'll send the ring of
your choice. If you keep it, pay only $6.00 a month
for ring P76, and only SS.00 a month (or ring P76,
for tan months, until fully paid for. Guarantee certificate with each diamond. There is no red tape and no
delay. Send the coupon. .All dealings confidential.

role

to the

Deaf
10 Days Trial of the
.World Famous

in

in

Every one who is troubled with

deafness is now
joy Ten Days of Good Hearing
with the world-famous Acousgfiticon. Let us send you our latest
jM&improved model for 10 days free
use entirely at our risk and expense. No deposit required— no obligation on your
part. Just try it— 10 days Free and let results
convince you.
Mr. A. H. Herrick, of Harvard University, says:
"We who suffer from impaired hearing have
cause for profound gratitude to you." Rev. G.
M. Rainey, the Evangelist, says: "The results
have been all you claim." Mr. A. Hollander, of the
Equitable Life, New York, says: "Not .a day
passes but what I recommend the Acousticon to
friends or business acquaintances— it has made a
new man of me." In like manner write thousands
of others, expressing their gratitude men and
women in every state, in practically every civilized country on earth. Yet we don't ask you to
believe. We Bimply ask that you allow us to prove
the merits of the Acousticon in yourown case, to
your own complete satisfaction withouta penny
of expense or risk on your part. Just try it— free,
that's all we ask. Send name and address today.
invited to en-

^^™

—

Dictograph Products Corporation
1311-K Candler

BMf .,

220

W. 42nd St.. New York

3

When you

ORDER FROM THIS BARGAIN

LIST

Other diamonds, sight perfect quality,

below:

ii

Carat
"

'A

"

'.I

"
"

*

in

of

in

V,

S25.0O
$49.25
$65.65
$73.75
$98.50

% Carat
"
1
X% "
1'A

2

"
"

listed

$147.75
$197.00
$246.25
$295.50
$394.00

Eachdiamond guaranteedgenuinebluewhite. Pay 1036
down and 10% per month. WORTH $326 A CARAT.

P.

in

Write for Bargain Catalog
you all facta about diamonds. Learn to buy
is just like having a big: jewelry store full,
of diamonds, watches, etc.. delivered right into
your home. Sign the coupon right now! Mai] it toa>y.

in

,

It tells

wisely. It

the

in

Acousticon

Pay $5.00 a Month.

WEAR IT ON FREE TRIAL

in

in

FREE

WO
imAnin
V

I

May, Doris

role

15 cents

the

in

STERUNGSnCQ

so-

in

in

(Diamond Importers— $1,000,000 Stock— Est. 1879)1
YORKl
1 63 PARK ROW, Dept. 1591,

NEW

TSAR DUmNDiMAliS

in

which she makes her departure from her
popular flapper parts and plays three disa girl of 18, a woman of 25, and
tinct parts
a woman of 50 F. N.

—

—
Moore, Matt — playing Neil Herbert
A Lost Lady—\V B.
Moore, Owen —playing
East of Broadway—A. E.
Moore, Tom — playing
The Greatest
Thing — A. E.
Moreno, Antonio —playing opposite
in

.

In

I

I
I
I

I
I

I
I

STERLING DIAMOND & WATCH CO.
63 Park Row, Dept. 1591, New York, N.V.
have selected ring........... Please send this ring
to me in accordance with terms printed above. I am
enclosing $2.00 deposit to show my good faith, and I
agree to pay the balance in ten equal monthly pay
merits as specified in this advertisement. If not satisI

fied
j
1

—

I

'

cial

you will return my $2.
Please send your big new free catalog to

,

me,

showing diamonds, watches and jewelry at spelow prices.

in

Constance Talmadge

in

Learning

—F.N.
Mul hall, Jack—playing

—U.

Love

I

I
I

Name...
Local

Address.
in Jazz Parents
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AGENTS WANTED
Agents

—Write Shirts
for Free

Samples.

Sell

No capital or experience required.
Many earn $100 weekly and bonus. MADISON
MILLS, 564 Broadway, New York.

rect to wearer.

AGENTS— Wonderful

opportunity.
Newest line
of Perfumes, Creams, Compacts, Soaps, Extracts,
Remedies, Jewelry.
Catalog
Protected territory.
free.
VAN OGDEN, INC., 1914 Van Buren, Chicago.

WEEK

$50 A
EVENINGS HOME. I made it
with small mail order business started with $3.
Booklet for stamp tells how.
Sample and plan
25 cents.
One dozen Articles free. I trust you

not

sell

us your spare time, $2 an hour,

$19.70 daily easy for full time, introducing new
style guaranteed hosiery, 57 styles, 37 colors? No
capital or experience required.
Just write orders.

We deliver and
monthly bonus.

YOUR PAY DAILY,

collect.

offer besides.
Elegant
colors,
grades,
including

silks,

Room

lisles,

23812, Cincinnati, Ohio.

AGENTS—200

per cent, profit, wonderful little
article.
Something new sells like wildfire. Carry
in pocket.
Write at once for free sample. Albert
Mills, Manager, 1974 American Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

MANUSCRIPTS TYPEWRITTEN
typewritten.

Thomas Mfg.

Our full line of GuaranHosiery for men, women, children is the
you ever saw. Must satisfy customer or new
hose free.
Our new shades of finest silk hose
Parker Mfg.
leads them all.
Write for samples.
Co., Sample 1366, Dayton, Ohio.
finest

Diamond Rival Discovered! Amazblue-white Rajah Gem astounds jewelry world

At Last!
and

Beautiful sample case
RAJAH
weekly!
Write quick
CO., Dept. F-12, Salisbury, N. C.
experts

deceives

FREE!

!

$100

DIAMOND

!

AH Men, Women,

Boys, Girls, 17 to 65, willing
accept Government Positions $117-$250, travel-

ing or stationary, write
Louis, Mo., immediately.

Mr.

Ozment,

$1140 to $2300 Year.
Get U.
Men, women, 18 up.

S.

294,

St.

Government

Steady work.
Pull unnecessary.
Common education sufficient.
Franklin
free.
to-day
sure.
25 coached
Write
Institute, Dept. S-100, Rochester, N. Y.
positions.

HELP WANTED— FEMALE
Ladies Earn $6-$18 a Dozen decorating Pillow
ParTops at Home; experience unnecessary.
ticulars

for

Dept. B, P. O. Box 862, Chi-

cago.

stamp.

Tapestry

Paint

Co.,

126,

LaGrange, Ind.

MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS

—

$35.00 Profit Nightly Small capital starts you.
No experience needed. Our machines are used and endorsed by government institutions. Catalog free. Atlas
Moving Picture Co., 431 Morton Bldg., Chicago.

Old Money Wanted
bill?

—Have

may be worth

It

Send

4c.

PATENTS

PHOTOPLAYS
Photoplay Authors

—

Let us help you win sucSCREEN
Write for details of our service.
508A, New-

cess.

WRITERS' SERVICE BUREAU, Box
ark,

N.

J.

FOB PHOTOPLAY

IDEAS. Plots ac$ $ $
revised, criticized, copyrighted,
cepted any form
marketed. Advice free. Universal Scenario Corporation, 205 Security Bldg., Santa Monica and
Western Avenues, Hollywood, California.
;

"Photoplay and Short-Story Writing."
book of valuable information
Typewriter Service Co., 920

on

above

Grand

Free

subject.

Ave.,

Des

Moines, la.

Journalism

—Photoplays— Short

Stories.

Revised
Short Stories and Photoplay Plots.
and Typewritten in proper form and placed on
the Market.
Send manuscript or write H. L.
2,

—

Box 1013, Harrisburg, Pa.

bare

feet

bone."

five

and

is

Ruth Roland

fornia.
Her latest picture is Out Where
the Worst Begins. Conway Tearle is with
First National, 5341 Melrose Avenue, Los

Angeles.

Anne Mc.— Norma Talmadge

—Adonis

is

twenty-

was

the beautiful atheld her train. He
was killed by a boar, and was turned into

tendant of Venus,

who

an anemone by Venus.
You refer to
Scratch My Back. Antonio Moreno is with
Metro-Goldwyn now. Robert Agnew was
the son in that picture. Bryant Washburn
is playing opposite Shirley Mason in Her
Husband's Wives, you know, the play
written by Barbara La Marr.
Stop in
again some time, Betsy.

—

Jeane. You say yours till tea leaves.
Ramon Novarro was born February 6,
1899.
Dont flatter me like that. Flattery
is
a sort of bad money, to which our
vanity gives currency. I like to hear nice
things about this department tho.

—

Radio Set.
Dagmar Godowsky has
been given the lead opposite Rudolph Valentino in A Sainted Devil. May McAvoy
in Universal's Jazz Parents.
Buck Jones
is
twenty-nine.
That is Richard Dix's
right name.
Mrs. R. S. V.
Carmel Myers is

P.—Well,

here you are.
Europe and you can
reach Norma Talmadge at 5341 Melrose
Avenue, Los Angeles, California. Thomas
Meighan is in New York now, at the

Famous
Island.

Players

in

Studio,

His next picture

Astoria,
is

Long

Tongues of

—

WANTED

Story Ideas Wanted for photoplays and magazines.
Big demand. Accepted in any form. ReSend
vised, typed, published, sold on commission.
manuscripts for free criticism. Universal Scenario
Corporation, 300 Security Bldg., Santa Monica and
Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Stories, Poems, Plays, etc., are wanted for pubSubmit
Good ideas bring big money.
lication.
MSS. or write Literary Bureau, 134 Hannibal, Mo.

Excellent opDetectives Earn Big Money.
portunity.
Travel.
Experience unnecessary. Particulars free.
Write, George M. Wagner, Former
Government Detective, 1968 Broadway, New York.

Monte Blue is not married. Yes,
J. W.
Lois Wilson has a sister Roberta.
She
is
making her screen debut as Bebe
Daniels' protege in Sinners in Heaven,
She is using
and in Dangerous Money.
the name of Diana Kane and was formerly
directeuse of the Blackstone Hotel, in
Chicago.

VAUDEVILLE
Get On the Stage.

I tell

you how

confidence, skill developed.
sary.
Send 6c postage for
Staee Book and particulars.
Los Angeles, Cal.

!

Personality,
unneces-

Experience

instructive illustrated
M. LaDelle. Box 557,

Plays, musical comedies and revues, minstrel
blackface skits, vaudeville acts, monologs,
dialogs, recitations, entertainments, musical readBig cataings, stage handbooks, make-up goods.
log free. T. S. Denison & Co., 623 South Wabash,
Dept. 62, Chicago.

music,

HEMSTITCHING AND PICOTING
Picoting.
Do work for
Attachment with instructions by mail $2.
others.
Emb. Needle Free.
Works on any machine.
Rebus Co., Cohoes, N. Y.

Hemstitching

I

116

at

Flame.

STORIES

;

HOW TO ENTERTAIN

five

Plot

Chart and Details free to those wishing to enter
above profession or dispose of manuscripts on
commission.
(The Service offered is given by Professional Authors and Editors of high standing.)
Harvard Company, 434, Montgomery, San Francisco.

Dept.

the

Gareth
twentyseven. Yes, Monte Blue has a little Indian
blood in him. He's mighty handsome for
all that.
Shirley Mason is reported engaged to marry Harlan Fengler, the
twenty- four-year-old auto racing marvel.
Dont place all your stock in rumors.
is

Betsy.

for

S-538 Rochester, N. Y.

Exceptional opportunity
earn
big money. Travel. Thousands of dollars offered in
rewards. Established 1909. Particulars free. Write
C. T. Ludwig, 556 Westover Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

getteth

nine.

our free illustrated guidebook,
to
Send model or
a Patent."
sketch and description of your invention for our
opinion of its patentable nature free.
Highest references.
Prompt attention. Reasonable terms. Victor J. Evans & Co., 833 Ninth, Washington, D. C.

women, 16 up. Learn gownmaking at home. $25 week. Learn while earning.
Sample lessons free.
Write immediately.

Be a Detective

dog

605 S. Norton Avenue, Los Angeles. Cali-

you an odd or old
several dollars.
for Coin Circular.
May
mean much profit to you.
Send now.
NUMISMATIC BANK, Dept. 48, Fort Worth, Texas.
or

Get posted.

WANTED —Girls,

HELP WANTED— MALE

and you can address

Palace B.—Address

OLD MONEY WANTED

Hursh,

Franklin Institute, Dept.

101

Famous Players. So long.
Movie Fan.— I dont know who is
credited with having said "The indifferent
Hughes

Stories and Photoplay Ideas Wanted by 48
companies ; big pay.
Details free to beginners.
Producers League, 441, St. Louis, Mo.

HELP WANTED
to

Write for

offer.

COSMOPOLITAN AU-

to-day.

Inventors

teed

She weighs

six.

—WriteObtain
"How

Co., Class 548, Dayton, Ohio.

Agents, $45 a week.

ing

Free introductory

particulars

THORS BUREAU,

coin

a week selling guaranteed hosiery
for men, women and children.
Must wear 12
months or replaced free.
All styles and colors,
including finest line of silk hose.
Mrs. McClure
makes over $2,000 a year. Mrs. Schurman averages $60 a month working spare time. Geo. Noble
made $35 in one day. Write for sample outfit.

Myers and Carmel are not related. George
O'Hara in The Go-Getters.
Bernard C. Yours is short and sweet.
Viola Dana is 4 feet liy2 and is twentyher at

Photoplays and Stories corrfectly and neatly

;

AGENTS— $60

see a stage play once a week.
I am not
so feeble that I cant get around. Kathleen

—

Scott, Cohoes, N. Y.

Free auto

furnished.
All
wools.
Macochee Textile Co.,

outfit

also

Almpe

for $3.00.

full

Why

(Continued from page 88)

MAIL ORDER METHODS

Madison
for large Manufacturer di-

"Better-Made"

Answer M an

The

Baby Loves

A

Bath With

Cuticura

and

Norman Trevor, Ben Lyon, and
Joe Moore in a scene from Wages
of Virtue

Soap
^Blandajnj^ootljlntrtgTen^r^SJJine^

Every advertisement

in

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

guaranteed.

qGMTOS™
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What

Are Doing

tKe Stars

(Continued from page 115)

—just

Murray, Mae-

work

starting

in

The Merry Widow, which Eric von Stroheim
will direct for

M. G. M.

—playing
—playing

Myers, Carmel

Hur—M.

M.
Myers, Harry

mance

G.

—A. C.

Iras

in

in Reckless

Ben
Ro-

N
—

—

Nagel, Conrad- recently completed work
M. G. M.
in So This Is Marriage
Naldi, Nita playing the role of a Moor-

—
picture.
Nazimova —recently completed work
—
N.
Disengaged
F.
Madonna of
at present.
Pola
playing
Negri,
James Cruze's
—
next picture, A Woman Scorned — F. P. L.
Nilsson, Anna Q. — playing
If I Ever
Marry Again—F. N.
Buck
Let
Nixon, Marion — playing
opposite Hoot Gibson for U.
Cheap Kisses
Novak, Jane —playing
—F. B. O.
Ben Hur
Novarro, Ramon — playing
—M. G. M.
ish girl in

Rudolph Valentino's next

in

the Streets

in

in

in

'er

%::m
See How EasyIt Is
7b Learn Drawing This New Way

in

Through a remarkable new method anyone can now quickly
learn to draw right at home in spare time.
No special
talent needed!
Become an Artist this new easy way.

—

in

o
— playing a First
Production tentatively called

O'Brien, Eugene
National

Frivolous Sal.

in

—

O'Brien, George playing in Thorns of
Passion, adapted from Robert Service's
The Roughneck VV. F.

—

playing
the Go—F. B. —
0.
O'Maflley, Pat — playing opposite Agnes
Worldly Goods —F. P. L.
Ayres

O'Hara, George

in

Getter Series
in

—
Blood— V.
Percy, Eileen— playing
Flame—F. P. L.
Philbin, Mary — playing
Kisses— U.
Paige,

Jean

—

Jack

Captain

release

latest

Tongues of

in

Moonlight

in

recently completed
work in The End of the World A. P. Disengaged at present.

Pickford,

—

—

Pickford, Mary- latest release Dorothy
Vernon of Haddon Hall. It is rumored her
next picture will be Cinderella.
playing in The Great Divide
Pitts, Zazu
M. G. M.
Powell, David playing in The Lost

—

—

—
Cltord—W. B.
Prevost, Marie— playing
Swan —W. B.
Pringle, Aileen — playing
Centaur— M. G. M.
R
Ralston, Esther-—playing
—F. L.
P.

in
in

—

Wife of a

in Peter

—recently

Ralston, Jobynawork in Hot Water.

The Dark

—

YOU

have always longed for it this
fascinating ability to draw.
Now it
can easily be yours.
Illustrating,
Rapid Sketching, Decorative Designing,
Advertising
Art,
Cartooning you can
easily learn all of this right in your own
home. Hundreds of our students never had
a drawing pencil in their hands before
starting,
are
yet
high-salaned artists
toaav

-,

_,.

Money

Big

.

in

r*

.

i

Commercial Art

Trained artists earn $50, $75, $100 and
even over $200 a week! Single drawings
often bring over $100. And now, with
just a few hours' pleasant study each
week, vou can quickly learn to make drawings that have a real commercial value.
Hundreds of trained artists are needed
today all over the country.
Magazines,
Department Stores, Advertising Agencies,
Publishers, Manufacturers these are just
a few of the fields which are in urgent
need of artists.
Get into this attractive,
big money field now.

—

It's

W Wa y

It's all just like a pleasant game when you
learn to draw with this new method. You
...
.
study right at home, yet every bit of your
work receives the individual attention and
criticism of a real artist.
It's almost as
though you had a famous artist standing

,,.,.,,

you quickly learn action, perspecand all the more advanced secrets of

curves,

are eager to receive
DO YOU WRITE? We
in
any form Stories,

—

—

Ray, Charles playing in The Desert
Fiddler— T. H. I.
Reid, Mrs. Wallace playing in Broken
Laws, written for her especially by Adele

—

B. O.

—

Reynolds, Vera cast as Kitty Dillingham, a millionaire's daughter who withstands the temptations of jazz, cocktaildrinking, etc., in Cheap Kisses F. B. O.
Rich, Irene playing Marion Forrester
in The Lost Lady
W. B.
Rich, Lillian- playing in Cheap Kisses
F. B. O.
Ricksen, Lucille recently completed

—

——

—

—

—

—

work in Idle Tongues T. H. I.
Rin-Tin-Tin playing in The Lighthouse

By the

—
Sea—W. B.

When you

.

'

l

,

M

f

.

.

,

ree

^

tter

-

Photoplays and Articles suitable for publication.
Send us your manuscripts for free criticism.

PRODUCERS & PUBLISHERS CLEARING
HOUSE,

Regd. P. O. Box 1182, Montreal, P. Q.

MAKE MONEY
AT HOME
VOU
*

can earn money at
time making show cards.

home

your spare
canvassing or
soliciting.
show you how, supply you work at
home no matter where you live and pay you cash
for all work done.
Full particulars and booklet
free.
Write today.

We

in

No

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SYSTEM, LTD.
21

1

Adams

Building

write to advertisers please mention

x^aif

/

Washington
School of Art

/

Room 1812-B

/

1115-15thSt.,N.W.

/

^ir-

^^i

h
i gif3
"W*

/

'

rC&w..*

Washington, D. C.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART

your elbow while you work. With this
training you progress with amazing rapidity.
Starting with straight lines and

completed

FREE BOOK

for

you mav want to turn
abiHt into the
big money which is to be found in Com .
mercial Art. In any case if you feel that
y°u want to learn to draw, send for our
new Free Book on Art, which tells all
bout the wonderful opportunities for
f
happiness and profits in art and descrlbes th s
/ tart^. nf
nev
hod wh ch
T ™f
makes ." so easy tor
ou
t0
earn
to
X
aw/, . , l!., c ° u P°,n
#
ior
1S Fre
Bo °\
|
and ^
f
° ur S P ecial
<£

Room 18,2B

"

15-15* St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
'
hlc
s end me y° UT F
e Book on
.
i , your new method.
\t
T of*
about
Also details
your spec i a i F ree Offer.
Please write plainly
Iea e

, ,f
tells

,

Name

,

^

.'

Mrs - Mlss

at

Pan

you

Y ou may be considering the study of art
merely for the
you can
t from k
Qr

Fun Learning Art This

Disengaged at present.

John—F.

Send

it

—

-

tive

St.

are

—

Rawlinson, Herbert recently comM. G. M.
pleted work in The Prairie Wife

Rogers

Almost before you realize
making drawings that seU.

drawing.

or

Mr

-

Address
_.

y

Age

if

under 16 years

La Rochelle
Perles
A

beautiful string
of Pearl beads, fastened with a dainty

Rhinestone clasp,
indeguaranteed
structible. Send

Only

$J_.75
24 in. String

cash or we will gladly forward C. O. D. plus 10c C. O. D.
charge.

DIRECT SALES CO

kl20 Boylston

Toronto, Canada
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St.,

Boston, Mass.
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L

your

How I Ended

OmtHair

Superfluous
At Once
Hair And
For All

-in TEN

Minutes

BY AN ENTIRELY
NEWJSYSTEM OF

MY OWN

less than £cents

woman who has felt the
horror and humiliation of a disgrowth on the face,
neck, arms and limbs can possibly
know what joy and happiness
came over me when first I re-

new and greatly improved Electric Marcel
Waver gives a beautiful, deep, long-lasting double
wave in a few minutes without the aid or expense

Only

Tli is

figuring hairy

of a hair-dresser. Its long shield, shaped to the contour of the head makes it suitable for bobbed or
long hair and its perfected heating element attains just the right temperature for best results.
It is heavily nickeled and fitted with genuine
Rubberoid handles.
Complete with flexible cord
and two-piece plug attachable to any light socket.
By far the finest marcel waver for home use on
the market.
Results are equal to best professional work and it costs less' than three trips to
the hair dresser.

Send No Money
We

will send
parcel post.

you a waver by
Simply pay the

postman

$

3

.85
Plus Postage

and secure a beauty parlor

hair-

own home.

If,

dress

in

your

if

in the character of an African plantation owner in The Female

—

Roberts, Edith cast as Mae Welland
in The Age of Innocence
W. B.
Roberts, Theodore playing in William
de MiWe's Locked Doors F. P. L.
Roland, Ruth recently completed Out
Where the Worst Begins C. A.
Roscoe, Alan playing in The Mirage

—
—
—
—
—
—

in Gerald Cranston's

Lady

—

finished

—W. F.
—

Russell, William- playing in
Blackton's The Beloved Brute V.

bought elsewhere.

ment with almost everyelse I had ever

J.

work

Stuart

St.,

upon

hit

the

amazing

such

and

lasting

from my affliction, the
ugly hair always came right
back thicker and heavier
than ever. When I confided
to some of my friends how I
had at last solved the
relief

age-old problem of getting rid of superfluous
hair
at once and for
all
they said it would

——

be selfish not to share
my secret with others.
So I have decided to
explain to anyone interested, exactly hew
I
succeeded. ABSOif

^

you

will simply send me your
for sealed reply.

name and address with a stamp

BEJAY COMPANY
630 15th

I

easy, harmless new
way which has given me-

simple,

LUTELY FREE,

Mail Orders Only

Dept.M,

of.

Before

Alma—recently

I:

thing

heard

Rubens,

return
and
we will refund
money.
Remember, this article
would cost at least twice as much

alized that at last all trace of superfluous hair had gone and my
skin was clear, soft and smooth
like that of a babe.
And this
after years of disappoint-

Noah Beery

— R.

after a trial, you are not pleased,

a

Santschi,

Thomas — playing in Frivolous

—F. N.
Semon, Larry—playing
Kid— D. C.

Sal

Denver, Colo.

—tentative

title

The Speed

in

P.

—playing

Shaw, Peggy-

All—W.

F.

Winner Take

in

Norma —-playing

Shearer,

The Snob

in

—M. G. M.
Short, Gertrude — playing
the Go—F. B. O.
Milton —playing
As Man Deadapted from the Gene Wright book,
N.
"Pandora La Croix" —
Standing, Wyndham —recently comFlames
Desire —W. F.
pleted work
Stanley, Forrest—
The
Scandal —disengaged
present.
Breath
The River
Starke, Pauline —playing
Marie Antoinette Boat—F.
Stedman, Myrtle— playing Jazz ParPEARLS
—U.
—Rare Values
Ne'er
Stewart, Anita — playing
Meet— C.
Twain

My Own

FREE

Secret

Simply sign below and send today
CECIL, 479 Eighth Ave., Dept. 15-A,
N. Y.

to You
MARIE

to

New

York,

Name.
Address.

in

Getter Series

in

Sills,

"I Got Rid of

8 Pounds

sires,

F.

in

of

latest

of

of Fat in
You Can Do

One Week"

Same

the

Thousands of stout persona
have testified to the wonder-

release
at

ful

in

ing Cream, and in view of this,
we feel perfectly safe in urging every stout person, man or

P. L.

results

woman,

from

obtained

DAINTY- FORM

Fat Reduc-

to try

EVELYN NEVILLE'S

in

ents

the

in

Lovely pearls at a mere fraction of the price commonly
asked
for
gems of their
quality.
Their iridescent
charm, and beautiful luster
compare with genuine ORI-

Shall

—playing

Stone, Lewis-

Men—M.

Fashions for

in

M.

G.

— Paris playing
F. P. L.
Madame Sans-Gene
The SportSweet, Blanche —playing
ing Venus — M. G. M.
Swanson, Gloria

ENTALS

costing hundreds of
dollars. They are indestructible and the passing years
will not lesson their glorious
ebb and flow of gleaming
opalescence.
Guaranteed not
to peel, break, crack or dis-

in

is in

for

in

Always in good tasto
wedding,
birthday
and
Christmas gifts.
Two styles.
30-inch graduated pearls
fitted
with
jeweled
safety

color.

as

Talmadge,

clasp and 00-inch seed pearls.
Packed in satin-lined jewel
boxes.

Learning

SEND NO MONEY

Talmadge,
Lady—F. N.

make your

Simply
of the

two

us your

selection

STYLE D

shown, send

Tearle,

order and pay the
postman price quoted plus a
few cents postage. This is a
rare and limited opportunity
made possible thru an extremely fortunate purchase.

60-inch
strand
Marie
Antoinette
seed
pearls
long enough for three
loops around the neck

Order now.

at

Dept.

!

styles

118

M

in

satin-lined

Very

gift

specially

to

case.

priced
$6.85

BEJAY COMPANY
630 15th St., Denver, Colo

work

in

Love

Constance

—F. N.

Conway—recently

in

in

—

Every advertisement

in

15 W. 34th

Dept.

SI.

COMPANY
New York

72-B

Superb Christmas Cards
completed
Those

Who

Tellegen,
Judge B.
Terry, Alice recently completed work
in The Great Divide— M. G. M.
(Continued on page 120)
in

of the
am overjoyed with my DAINTY-FORM
Its use
has
reducing
cream.
helped me to become slender."
DAINTY FORM is endorsed by
physicians and will be sent in plain
wrapper upon receipt of $2 the jar or $3.50 for double
size, plus ten cents postage.
Ziegfeld Follies, says: "I

The

The Great Divide— M. G. M.

Lou — playing

RESULTS GUARANTEED OR NO PAY

ANN PENNINGTON,

DAINTY- FORM

— playing

Norma — playing

The Pure White Harmless
Cream that DOES Reduce

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

ON APPROVAL— SEND NO MONEY I
Beautiful assortment of 10 exquisite Christmas Greeting
Cards steel-die embossed in color with individual envelopes, in handsome box; each card a work of art.
SEND NO MONEY Just your name and address. We
If you want
will ship you a box. postpaid, on approval.
them, send us $1. (Guaranteed value $1.50) If not. return the cards without obligation. No money in advance.

—

—

QUANTITY LIMITED— ORDER NOW!

American Engraving Co., 160 4th Ave., N., Nashville, Tenn.

guaranteed.

—

.

wms®*

Advertising Section

Is this

a

Miracle?
Faces restored while you wait! Facial
an hour! To remove
all traces of time from the face is now a
matter of moments!

tissues revitalized in

A

miracle? Yes.
facialfilming.

The modern

miracle of

To realize what this discovery means to
the condition and appearance of the skin,
study the photograph. If you think it cannot cope with age the lady in the picture
is- 54 years old! If you doubt that face
filming always works, on any human skin
and will work on yours read of the arrangements made for giving you an actual
demonstration without risking a penny.

—

—

Facial Film was born in France. Because
of the tremendous cost, its use has been
restricted until now. Its base is neoplasma
which is worth 55,000 a pound! The perfecting of this film in solution has brought
it to America in affordable form, giving all
womankind a beauty power which forever
solves the problem of perfect complexion.
A face with telltale lines is now inexcusable. Even deep furrows may now be removed from the countenance; wrinkles succumb to a single application of neoplasma
film ; all lesser marks, every minor blemish
in skin young or old will dissolve almost
with the first touch.

When women

once become aware of the

significance of this discovery there will
be a great change. There will be no "old"
young faces— no "withered" faces at any
age no old eyes in young heads or
"sacks" beneath the eyes in middle-age.
Lines from the corners of the mouth to
nose, and down to chin are dispelled by
this regeneration of tissue. So are the fine
lines that cause necks to look old before their
time. It makes no difference what caused
these wrinkles whether they are due to the
general condition of age, organic trouble, under-nourishment, or just nervous strain—
the filming process revitalizes and makes
firm the whole skin structure and flesh beneath. It "takes up the slack" and draws
the sagging tissues as taunt and smooth as
in early youth, for youth is only high vitality. (Filming naturally has the same effect
on hands, and on any part of the body, as
full

—

—

—

it

does in

facial use).

In this age of creams and clays, and endless other "beautifiers," it is hoped that
neoplasma film will not be regarded" as a
cosmetic. It is gentle, to be sure, but it is
a physical re- agent that accomplishes the
same astonishing changes for which numbers of women have undergone plastic surgery. The results are the same without
the risk, discomfort, or expense. You have
seen or read of the remarkable results of

—

"neoplasmingisjustas effectand being Nature's way is vastly safer

"face-lifting;

ive

Photo by Sykes
See bow this aide of face

Now,

denotes the woman's age,

line,

51 years.

and more satisfactory. Facial filming brings a new
era of beauty and beauty methods. It dooms the
superficial, surface preparations which are of no
scientific activity, for as may well be imagined, this
process of rejuvenating the tissues puts a swift almost instantaneous end to skin impurities of all

—

—

kinds.

Neoplasma

solution renders the skin pores as
Any further

clear, clean, and pliant as in childhood.
beauty effort is superfious.

And now

for the proof:

Neoplasma

sufficient to
as will respond to this
be distributed by
The film is used without
mail from Chicago.
special knowledge or skill; it is effective in the
hands of anybody who but applies it according
to the simple instructions issued with each supply.
It is a liquid film and comes in a vescule which
is airtight and seals
the contents against any
deterioration even while in use. Your skin may
require one neoplasming, or several, depending
on its condition, your age, and other factors.
But your first filming will bring such youth to your
skin as will astound you. It is a fresh wonder
of Science that is comparable to radium. It is the
true neoplasma which in other forms has been found
in the practice of medicine to restore the activity of
a heart that has ceased beating. All-powerful but
harmless; a mysterious but natural force to which
the human skin structure responds in a few seconds.

supply in solution to as
first

public

fold this side of pictnre under, along dotted
facial filming restored youth.

and see how

Time of treatment twenty-five minutes.

many

announcement

will

&

K. G. Co.

Q

Beauty of the skin through regeneration is a discovery so far reaching that preparations which
merely pamper the complexion, even the use of
rouge, will soon be abandoned.
Druggists have not been supplied yet. For a full
vescule of neoplasma film mail coupon below.
You need not enclose the fee (two dollars) unless
you choose; payment may be made postman on
arrival.
You don't pay anything unless your gratitude for benefits knows no bounds. Women have
voluntarily tendered twenty-five and fifty dollars at
the laboratory. The same results are guaranteed you.
for it is not the application, but the film itself that
works the miracle. Seeing is believing; use coupon
printed here:

PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, Ltd. Dept.42C
456 So. State St.. Chicago,

111.

Please send full vescule of Facial Film for free trial
without obligation. I will pay postman S- and postage
but this is subject to return unless filming my skin
brings the remarkable benefits described. (If handier,
you may enclose two dollars and save the postage, as
the same money-back guarantee applies).

Name

.

Address

Ill

-J

O
b.
When you

write to advertisers please mention
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%More Wallflowers!

What

tke Stars

Are Doing

(Continued from page 118)

—playing As Man—F. N.
Thurman, Mary— playing Those Who
Judge— B.
Torrence, Ernest—cast as Captain
Peter Pan — F. P. L.
Hook
V
Vale, Vola — playing Betty Bond
The
Mirage— R.
Valentino, Rudolph —recently comTheby, Rosemary

in

Desires

in

You Can Now Learn

be a Popular Dancer
Overnight— For Almost Nothing! Here's How:
to

in

can
YOU
Don't

have a good time at the next party you go to.
You can learn to dance
sit by and envy others.
without music or partner.
overnight
the latest steps
Dance every step like a professional. Arthur Murray, instructor to the Vanderbilts, is willing to give you the same
high class instruction for almost nothing.
250,000 have
already taken advantage of this offer.
It doesn't make any difference whether you know one step
from another even if you never danced before you can
learn in a few hours. Mr. Murray is so positive of this that
he is willing to send you five lessons FREE as proof.
He will tell you free: (1) The Secret of Leading; (2)
How to Follow; (3) How to Gain Confidence; (4) A Fascinating Fox Trot Step; (5) A Lesson in Waltzing.
Enclose

—

—

—

in

—

pleted the role of a dashing young Spanish
Seiior in
Sainted Devil. His first picture
for Ritz-Carlton productions will be Flame

A

of Destiny.

—
—

ARTHUR

FIVE LESSON FREE
ARTHUR MURRAY,
290 Broadway,
Send the

COUPON

Studio 335
City

New York

FIVE FREE LESSONS.

for the postage, printing,

—

Valli, Virginia
playing in
Up the
Ladder U.
Varconi, Victor playing in Worldly
Goods F. P. L.
Vaughn, Alberta playing in The GoGetter Series for F. B. O.
Vidor, Florence playing in The Mirage,
her first starring picture for P. D. C,
adapted from Edgar Selwyn's sensational

cover the cost of printing and postage, and the
lessons will be sent to you by return mail.
No obligation!
Surprise your friends. Write today to
MURRAY, Studio 335, 290 Broadway, N. Y. C.

25c to

I enclose 25c

etc.

—

—
—

play.

Address
City

State.

w
Wrestling

BookhomeFREE

Be an expert wrestler. Learn

NO SELLING
NO BUYING
NO RED TAPE

by mail.
at
Wonderful lessons prepared by world'sichampiona
Farmer Burns and Frank Gotch. Free book
tells yoa how. Secret holds, blocks and tricks revealed. Don't delay. Be strong, healthy. Handle

I

._ bigmen with ease .Writ* for free book. State ase.
Farm«BamSdiooL1529£^uhTaTBIdg. Omaha. Neh.

I

I

A

owners and boosters o 1
and we are ready to
distribute these gems absolutely FREE to the

I

$

CHECK

50°°
is

100.000 names we receive.
are making this unusual offer only to get
ARTEX
into the hands of ap-

We

waiting the winner

full

"ARTEX

Address:

—

—
—

—F.

The Swan

ARANES MERCHANDISE CO.
Dept 102,

1

E. S.

Jour

West 34 th

favorite

rhoto

Hand "Painted

St., New York,

NX

to Abbreviations

—
G.— D. W.
—Ernest Shipman.

Griffith.

—

—
— Hunt Stromberg.

S.'

P.

M. G. M.

Guarantee

P.-

not satison arrival,
to us
and get your
If

fied

return

back.

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

Wanda

P. L.

—

P.

I.

Every advertisement in

as

Peter

— Inspiration Pictures.
—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
— Principal Pictures.
P.
P. D. C. — Producers Distributing Corporation.
— Regal Productions.
R.
T. H. — Thomas H. Ince.
U, — Universal.
V. —Vitagraph.
W. B. —Warner Brothers.
W. B.—Whitman Bennett.
W. F—William Fox.
I.

Money Back

money

—cast

in

F. P. L.- Famous Players-Lasky.
F. B. O.— Film Booking Offices.
F. N.— First National.
H. P.- Halperin Productions.

H.

snapshot

or
negative and we will enlarge or decrease it to fit the Foto-Pakt; all
Send
money
order
photos returned.
or certified check, or if you wish, pay
postman on delivery $2.50 plus postage. Your order will be filled promptly
and free Boutay $1 lip-stick included.

Born

—
—
—

D. W.

— Send No Money

photograph,

—playing

Worthing, Helen Lee
in

—

Here's another Parisian gift to American women
from famous Deauville, France, where the finest
new styles and fads are created. A big sensation
there and already popular here in New York.
Any photo you want hand painted on the beautiful gilt top of this Foto-Pakt. Double Vanity.
Contains genuine Boutay powder and rouge. The
excellence of Boutay will compel you to be a
constant user. State shades desired. Price $2.50.
Order at once and reserve Boutay lip-stick, with
hand painted container free.

Order

release,

A. A.— Associated Arts.
A. C. All Christie Productions.
A. E. Associated Exhibitors.
A. P. Allied Productions.
Banner Productions.
B.
B. F. S.- B. F. Schulberg Productions.
C. C. B.— C. C. Burr.
Cosmopolitan Productions.
C. P.

On Cover of this Compact

us

latest

Wong, Anna May
Pan—F. P. L.

SLOGAN CONTEST

jYewest Parisian Craze

Send

The Mid-

in

Disengaged at present.

Key

How To

The

—
—

Golden Bed.

175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

N. Y.

in

Winton, Jane
playing
in
Cecil
De Mille's next production for F.P.L.,Tke

Contest Closes December 1st

elp partly cover cost of handling) in an envelope, and get it right off to us. Your
will reach you by return mall fully
prepaid.
CO., Dept. 209, 1133 Broad-

—playing

Lloyd—playing

Windsor, Claire
Rich.

MAGAZINE

—

Bryant

— W. F.

—C. B. C.

—F. P. L.

Motion Picture

24 facet cut and
of such radiant beauty that even experts are
astounded at their likeness to the genuine. You.
too, can become the proud owner of an ARTEX
DIAMOND and at no cost to you. Just write
your name and address plainly on a piece o J
Saper and slip it with 10c in coin or stamps (to

C,

Whitlock,

latest release, Life's

B. O.

Williams, Kathryn playing in William
de Mille's Locked Doors F. P. L.
Wilson, Lois playing in North of 36

WRITE A SLOGAN FOR

preciative friends.

DIAMOND"
ARTEX

Star Dust Trail

1

first

DIAMONDS
ARTEX DIAMONDS are

—F.

Game
Washburn,

Greatest

I
I

—

Walker, Johnny

nightExpress

We want 100,000 new
ARTEX DIAMONDS

way, N. Y.

—

Von Eltz, Theodore playing in Locked
Doors, next William de Mille production
for F. P. L.

Name

is

guaranteed.

—
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Have You Health— Charm— Popularity?
NOT ONE OF

US

has so

much

of any one of these priceless possessions that

How

interested in increasing our supply.
-physically beautiful, how to be lovely in

to take care of our bodies so that

we
we

are not
will be

manner and how to be popular with all people
which are uppermost in the hearts of women and girls. You will find
them answered more fully than ever before in articles which appear every month in
these are questions

Beauty Magazine.

HAVE YOU A ROLL

of superfluous

on your shoulders or an extra amount
If you
of fatty tissue on your hips?
have these grievances, you will be grateful for suggestions in "Are You Fat in
Spots?"
fat

LEARN

HOW FRENCH

women

ALL
easy

IS

way

FAIR

in love

and war

is

an

to dismiss an age-old question.

Whether you agree or disagree, you will
want to read "A Battle in Brocade," a
serial in three parts.

"HOW TO

BE POPULAR

at

the

you how a popular
manages always to escape

fashion a lovely gown from a few yards
of material. "Beauty by the Yard" will
give examples of the French woman's

debutante
such unpleasantness as unpopularity at a

art.

ball.

Dance"

will

tell

*

^Gerut
DECEMBER
r-

-a

I
i

I

I

i

Pin a Dollar Bill to this coupon and receive tbe next five big numbers of'
"Beauty" Magazine. Mail at once to BEAUTY, 175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Name
St.

and

,

No

City

On

State

the News-stands

When you

November 15th

write to advertisers please mention

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.
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Receiver

and Loud
Speaker in
Combination Cabinet

of Solid

mahogany

TODAY for
particulars of
Marshall Sets embody the very
most exceptional
improvements
WRITE
known to
The wonderful new principle involved
proving the sensation of the 1924-25 radio season. Zero
this

full

latest

offer.

radio.

is

—

—

Coupling the problem which radio engineers have been working on for years has at last been solved. As a result, the
Marshall has no need for neutralizing condensers or other make-shift methods of avoiding internal oscillations which invariably
reduce efficiency. The Marshall Tuned Radio Frequency Receiver brings to radio a new degree of musical quality. Its
selectivity will delight the experienced radio operator.
Yet it is so easy to tune that the novice will handle it like an expert

'2 Weeks
This

is

doesn't
it

the remarkable offer we are prepared to

make you! Two weeks to prove that the outfit you

select is everything

FreeTrial

we have

said for

it.

If

it

make good our claims, back it comes, and your deposit will be cheerfully refunded. But if it fulfills all your expectations, you may pay for
monthly installments. You don't risk a cent when ordering from us. You must be satisfied, or we don't do business. Is it any wonder that

in easy

radio buyers the country over are rushing to take advantage of such an offer? If YOU are interested, figure on getting your order in early, while
prompt shipment can be made. Everyone predicts a serious shortage of radio supplies this season. Send for full particulars today.

Beautiful Solid

Mahogany Combination

Compare the beautiful Combination Cabinet, pictured above, with the usual radio box
and born. Here the receiver and Loud Speaker are contained in a single handsome
cabinet. Or, if you prefer, we also have the Receiver in a separate cabinet of the
same design. These cabinets are the work of a master designer— fashioned of solid
mahogany. They will harmonize with the furnishings of the finest homes. In spite
of the extra value, these Marshall sets are surprisingly low in price. Compare them
with others which sell for cash.
Then remember you can order a Marshall outfit on
two weeks' free trial and pay for it on very easy terms.

Complete Outfits

If

Desired

In buying from Marshall, you have the choice of a set complete with all
accessories, or the set alone. You have choice of dry cell or storage battery
outfits. Unless you already own the accessories, you can buy them from us
at less-than-market prices, with your set, on easy terms. Your outfit will
come all ready to set up and operate within a few minutes, saving time and
and saving money, too.
trouble

—

—

MARSHALL RADIO PRODUCTS,
Marshall Blvd. and 19th Street,

Dept. 12-69

INC.

Send Coupon for Special Offer!
you have any idea of buying a radio set this year, don't let this
chance slip by. Our terms and liberal guarantees have set a new
pace in the radio business. The low prices we will make you on
a 3, 4, or 5 tube Marshall set will surprise you. A letter, postcard,
or just coupon will do. But send it today.
We also have a most favorable offer for radio dealers. Write.
If

Marshall Radio Products, Inc.
Marshall Blvd. and 19th St.. Dept 12-69 Chicago
me your special offer price, terms and fall description of Marshall Radio
Outfits. Though I may change my mind on receiving your proposition, my prefer-

Please send

ence

now

is

for a:

-3

Nam*

Tube

4 Tube

5 Tube

(Please check)

.

Chicago
Addret*.
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Every advertisement

in

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

guaranteed.

EDWARD I.ANGER PRINTING
JAMAICA.

NBW

CO..

YOISK CITV.

INC,

When

grandfather

a

was

boy

little

EVERY fall there would come a day when his mother
about
i

would say

to his father, "John,

it's

time to see

the children's shoes."

Shoes were matters to reckon with in great-grandfamily.
As in many other families of the
countryside, calves had to be killed and skinned. The
skins were taken to a tannery across the river, and in
due time young John would set off with the leather to
the cobbler to have his measure taken.
father's

Old Sam, the

cobbler,

was

They knew him. They knew

a friend of the family.
his work. They knew the

quality of the leather they had furnished him.
could have estimated pretty accurately the time
John's shoes would wear him.

They
young

Those days are gone forever. No longer do you know
personally the makers of your shoes. Your clothing,
your food, your furniture, your household utilities are
produced by men and women you will never see.
That element of confidence, however, which in former
days came from personal contact of neighbor with
neighbor and friend with friend is still present.
Nowadays, advertising is the bond between manufacturer and consumer; between merchant and patron.
Through advertising, maker and dealer build with
you their reputations.
Through advertising, they make a bid for your
friendship.

To them, your friendship is essential, and to assure it,
they see to it that their goods are as advertised.
By reading advertisements, you know where and what
you can buy with confidence.

In buying advertised goods the element of risk
is

removed
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Toasting brings out the hidden
flavor ofthe worlds finest tobaccos.

A combination millions carft

resist.
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are giving

give health
1

HE greatest gift of all

that priceless treasure

Christmas.

is

health.

of health

Buy Christmas

are solitary sufferers

Seals.

You can
to many

give
this

Everywhere

and whole families stricken

by the Great White Plague.

Often they have

no help except that furnished by the Tuberculosis Associations, which are financed by the
annual sale of Christmas Seals.

—

Give
and feel the joy that comes with giving.
Buy Christmas Seals. They have helped stamp out
half the ravages of consumption. Buy Christmas Seals,

STAMP OUT
TUBERCULOSIS

WITH
CHRISTMAS

,and help stamp out the dread disease entirely.

SEALS

THE NATIONAL, STATE, AND LOCAL TUBERCULOSIS ASSOCIATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES

«°JK

Advertising Section

Women Tell

,IR

R

of Amazing

Reductions With

Madame X Girdle
Thousands of delighted women everywhere say it makes
them look thinner the moment they put it on and
quickly takes three to ten inches from waist, hips and

Many

thighs.

moment

""^HE

"f~

Madame X.

report one to three inches taken off the
very first week.
put

I

Girdle

I

on the
was five

inches smaller around the hips,"
writes Mrs. M. V. Winters of
No. 2622 13th St.. N. W., Washington,
D. C. "Now, I have truly reduced 12
inches around the hips.
I really think
this girdle is the greatest boon to all
womankind, both stout and thin, and
the comfort is marvelous."
Mrs. E.
Reid of Whitestone, N. Y., writes that
she has reduced her waistline 8 inches,
hips, 9 inches and thighs 10 inches in
three months.
Almost every mail brings letters like these
from women who are wearing this girdle
They
to tell us of astonishing results.
do not realize that their experience is not
exceptional that thousands of women are
now reducing quickly this new way. And
so, when 6, 8, 10 inches are quickly taken
from the waist and hips, when the figure

them look

The

secret of these

simply

great reductions

X

Madame

the

this:

is

Reducing

Girdle is made of soft, live, supple rubber
that fits as snugly as a kid giove. You wear
over an undergarment so
the Madame
But
that no rubber touches the skin.
through the undergarment, the flesh is held
firm by a sort of suction that you do not
feel, and that does not interfere with the

X

and easy movement of the body. Only
uncovered rubber can do this.
Minute by minute, as you wear the
Madame X, you are getting thinner, for
with every breath you take, with every step
and motion, the flesh is working against the
live
rubber, producing an unconscious
massage that quickly kneads away the fat
you do not want. Athletes use similar rubber garments to reduce
health authorities
have long advocated them.
free

live, pliant,

and abdomen and

actually
reduce-; without the aid of dieting, exercises,

Keeps the pores
So popular, one

weakening baths or drugs.
open perfectly healthful.

—

New York stores has had
Madame X Department

of the biggest
open a special

to
to

handle the crowds!
Gives remarkable service, because the
dry-heat cured rubber of which it is made
is the strongest and most durable known to
science.
And the special hand-turned
hem prevents splitting or tearing. The
girdle is strong enough to hold you in without splitting, because of the unusual new

way

of reinforcing.

And Now a New

Madame X

—

becomes daily more slender and graceful,
they write to us in wonder and gratitude.

Conceals

thin while getting thin.

big hips, waist

Brassiere

After months of experimenting, there

new Madame

also a wonderful

X

is

Brassiere,
It does for
to complete the famous
the upper figure just what the girdle does
for waist, hips and thighs. Made of live,
flesh-tinted rubber of the same high quality.
Carefully moulds the figure without binding
or bulging and gently massages away the
Popular hooked, clasp-around style.
fat.
girdle.

Special fasteners to hold it down front and
back; rubber gussets to keep it from rolling
up; generous length to prevent fleshy bulge.
Write for free illustrated booklet, "The
New Healthful Way to Reduce," explaining
Girdle really
in detail what the Madame
is and how it reduces waist, hips and thighs
easily,
quickly,
comso
Address
fortably.
Dept. G-1511, Madame

X

X

Company,

Inc..

410 Fourth Ave.,

York

New

City.

—

New Open Front Model
The Madame
a corset and

X

is

worn

in place of

has garters attached.

There are two models, the original
"step-in" and a new "open front."
In both models, the back lacing permits easy adjustment as you become

Pat.

more

slender, while the special cutout front insures perfect comfort and
freedom. Another exclusive feature is
is the
the length, for the Madame
only garment of the kind long enough
effectively to reduce the thighs as well

"TheMadameX Girdle
too wonderful forwords.
At one time I was 51
is

X

around

am

and hips.
The Madame X is so comfortable
you hardly know you have it on. Inwear

it

for its superior

"I

com-

I

lines

the

will

not

vogue

slip

demands

now

I

more

my

than
Girdle.

have reduced in the

waistline three inches,
certainly
do feel
better in every

and

much

up

or down.
Women who have worn it write that
they would never go back to the oldfashioned corset again for it gives
them instantly the straight, boyish

and

am

pleased with

Physicians specially recommend
it for its wonderful support, for it fits
into every curve, holding right to the

fort.

figure,

waist,

ing Corset in March. I
weighed 192 pounds. I
am now down to 171. giving the corset all credit as
I gave up nothing that I
really wanted to eat."
Edith C. Manning,

246 Thomas

anything else and gives
one such a trim, neat
appearance."
"I weigh 150 lbs. but
it looks like only 130 lbs.
when I am wearing my

Mrs. R. Taylor,
1289 1-2 Sunset Blvd.,
Los A ngeles. Cat.

Street,

way."
Mrs. Estelle Galnska,
1314 Broadway,
Albany, N. Y.

"Have worn my

X

more

comfortable

"Have

girdle

three months and have
regained my former figure.
almost
four
Reduced
inches through the waist,
hips and abdomen.
I
shall continue to wear a
Madame Girdle as it is

than

13,

May
1924

as Graduate Nurse much
easier weight 161 lbs.
Miss Belle Folsom,
517 Main St.,

—

Watsonville, Calif.

girdle."

West Haven, Conn.

many women who do not need

to reduce

My

Mrs. Vida Sheidler.
146 West Simonton St.,
Elkhart, Ind.

as waist

deed,

my

hips were 66
before using the girdle
and are now 49."
39.

"When I started to
Madame X Reduc-

wear

the

lost several inches

been

Madame

X

wearing
steadily

weeks and am
more than pleased with
for three
it.

am wearing your
Madame X Reducing
Girdle and it has reduced
me wonderfully. I have
"I

Have taken

five inches

from my waist and four
and a half from abdomen
and hips. No more corsets
for me. I can do my work

round

the hips and waistline and
I am now the size I want
to be. I wear the girdle
all the time and it is more
comfortable than a real
corset."

Miss V. L. Colbert,
3517 Indiana Avenue,
Chicago.

Ill

— makes

On

Sale at All Leading Stores

Where

Corsets

Are Sold

vMadame Y Reducing Girdle
Makes You Look Thin
WESTERN DISTRIBUTORS: l-NEWMAN

£r

SONS

When yon

Inc-

J\.

While Getting Thin

CHICAGO •»»• CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS' DOMINION CORSET COMPANY
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YV7HETHER

a picture's

or not, don't be guided by

Get down to
the picture?

it

basic principles!

Who

is

back of

you

interests

title

alone!

Who

made

it?

The brand name is the real inside information
and

if it's

the leading brand name, "Paramount,"

much

so

the better!
If it's a Paramount Picture
it's

the best

show

town!

in

CURRENT PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Adolph Zukor and

GLORIA SWANSON
"HER LOVE STORY"

in

An ALLAN

DWAN

Production. From
the Cosmopolitan story and novel, "Her
Majesty, the Queen," by Mary Roberts
Rinehart. Adapted by Frank Tuttle.

Jesse L.

Lasky present

JAMES CRUZE
From

Woods.

BEBE DANIELS

VICTOR FLEMING Production with
Jack Holt. Supported by Norma Shearer.
From the Harper's Bazar serial and book
of the same name by Arthur Stringer.
Scenario by Carey Wilson.

WILLIAM de MILLE Production
"THE FAST SET"
Betty

Compson, Adolphe Menjou,

Dexter. Screen play by
Clara Beranger from Frederick Lonsdale's
play "Spring Cleaning."

Zasu

GLENN HUNTER with

Viola
the story by Harry Leon
Wilson and play by G. J. Kaufman and
Marc Connelly.
Adapted by Walter
Starring

Dana.

"EMPTY HANDS"

With

Production

"MERTON OF THE MOVIES"

Pitts, Elliott

Zane Grey's

"THE BORDER LEGION"

in

"DANGEROUS MONEY"
By John Russell. From the novel

"Clark's

by Robert Herrick. Scenario by
Julie Heme. Directed by Frank Tuttle.
Field,"

RUDOLPH VALENTINO

in

Rex Beach's

"A SAINTED DEVIL"
A JOSEPH HENEBERY Production.
From
End."

the Rex Beach novel, "The Rope's
Screen play by Forrest Halsey.

POLA NEGRI in
"FORBIDDEN PARADISE"
ERNST LUBITSCH Production

With Antonio Moreno and Helene

From "The Czarina," by Lengyel and Biro.
With Rod La Rocque, Adolphe Menjou

Chadwick. Directed by William Howard.
Adapted by George Hull.

and Pauline Stark. Adaptation by Agnes
Christine Johnston and Hans Kraly.

Every advertisement in

MOTION PICTUBB MAGAZINE

is guaranteed.

A BREWSTER PUBLICATION

©C1B645129

Motion Picture Magazine
Founded by

J.

Stuart Blackton in 1910

—Trademark

JANUARY,
Vol.

Registered

1925
Number

XXVUI
(A Complete Table

12

of Contents will be found on page 9)

CASTING PICTURES FOR "BIG NAMES"
•

from
THIS andthetheledge
deep blue
is

devil

which the motion picture producers appear

to be

dangling between the

sea.

On the one hand, the public undoubtedly demands actors with names that glitter with fame.
of the finest pictures made in recent years was Driven, directed by Charles Brabin. On the
occasion of its New York presentation, it received some of the finest notices ever accorded a program picture. Yet it failed because the exhibitors had no big names to advertise. They had
no selling point with which to "bring 'em in."
One

On

the other hand, many fine pictures have been wrecked by the struggle to get big names.
flagrant instance
for their fame rather than for their fitness for the part.
of this was the selection of Ernest Torrence to play the clown in The Side Show of Life
the picture version of W. J. Locke's The Mountebank. Mr. Torrence is a character actor of rare
ability and originality, as he showed by his masterly work in Tol'able David, and The Covered
Wagon. But, temperamentally, he is just as well adapted to play Peter Pan or Mona Lisa as the

They

A

cast actors

—

part of a clown.

The rival views as the propriety of casting for big names is about to have an interesting test.
The two greatest productions now under way are Peter Pan and Ben Hur. In Peter Pan, the
Paramount Corporation has discarded the "big name" theory in a somewhat sensational manner.
They have selected Betty Bronson to play "Peter." She is a girl absolutely unknown to screen
patrons.
Yet Peter is the prize part for which a hundred famous actresses have sought. In taking over the Ben Hur production from the old Goldwyn organization, the first act of the MayerGoldwyn-Metro company was to throw out all the actors of unestablished reputation, and put in
famous actors, with the result that the cast, when completed, will be a stunning array of famous
names. Happily, in this case, great care has been taken to assure the fitness of the actors for the
parts.

In the long run, the producers will discover that they cannot consistently follow either one
reasonable middle ground must be found. It is almost a safe prediction
system or the other.
that this middle road will be the original story written with the personality of the actress in mind,
It is too much to expect Pola Negri
as Paramount made Manhandled for Gloria Swanson.
to make herself over into the Lily Czepenick that Sudermann wrote into The Song of Songs;
just as Blanche Sweet had to be a Tess of her own imagination not the cow-eyed Tess of Hardy's
In other words, if Mahomet cant get over the motion picture mountain, they will have to
novel.
move the mountain over to him.

A

;

F.

M. Osborne, Managing Editor

Harry Carr, Western Editorial Representative
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This superb 110-piece set, with initial in 2 iff
places on every piece, decorated in blue and £/•
gold, with gold covered handles, consists of:
12
12
12
12
12
12

Dinner Plates, 9inche9
Breakfast Plates, 7 in.
Soup Plates, 1% inches

12 Saucers
12 Individual Bread and
Butter Plates, VA in.

CerealDishes,6 inches
Fruit Dishes, 5*4 in.

Cups

Head

this sensational offer

from Hartman, the Largest Home

Furnishing Concern in the World. Then send for this beautiful 110-piece
blue and gold decorated Dinner Set while the bargain price lasts, and get
Hartman guarantees that every
in this Bet is absolutely first
FREE with it the handsome 7-piece Fish and Game Set. It's easy to get piece
quality— no "seconds." This is a
this set from Hartman. No postal or express order needed, no check to
standard or "open" pattern. Replacement pieces may be bad of us
write only a dollar bill, that's all, and that is your first payment. Nothing
3 years- Each piece wrapped in
wore to pay for 30 days, then only small monthly payments if you keep the for
tissue paper. Excellent packing to
prevent breakage. Shipped at once.
Bet. Only by seeing this splendid dinnerware can you appreciate its exquisite
beauty and superior quality. Every article in the Dinner Set has a clear,
white, lustrous body, decorated with rich gold band edge, a mazarine blue follow band and two pure gold
initials in Old English design, surrounded by graceful gold wreaths. AH handles covered with gold.
Many expensive imported sets have not such elaborate decorations. Every piece guaranteed perfect.

—

fSO-Piece Colonial

Initialed,

Blue and Gold Decorated

BARGAIN CATALOG
Most complete book of its kind ever issued.
Over 300 pages (of which 68 pages are in
actual colors) of the world s greatest bargains in Furniture, rugs,
carpets, draperies, aluminumware, sewing machines, silverware,

30

days' free trial.
Easy monthly terms on everything
"
you buy. Opening an, account
withusis like opening a charge
h account at your local store, but
you have nearly a year to
1 A-aopsYjEo.
pay at Hartman's. Ask for
Catalog No. E 6811.
watches, etc.

—
«pTM&Nl
#»!^
H
'

-==

FREE GIFTS
Book also explains Hartman's
wonderful gift plan which

brings you, absolutely FREE
with purchases, many splendid articles such as glassware,
dishes, silverware, toilet Bets,
jewelry, table linens, etc.
valuable things for which you
would pay high prices at

Send Post Card Today
lor Your FREE Copy

stores.

"Let Hartman
YOUR Nest"

Feather

|

!

Game

This beautiful 7-piece set of handsome, durable
porcelain comes to you absolutely FREE, when you
order thellO-Piece Dinner Set. IncludesonellK-in.
platter and six 7-inch plates, all with assorted tinted
borders and attractive colored designs in center.
Costs you nothing either now or later. JSvery home
should have this set for company, special occasions
and home decoration.

To get

this splendid set for free examination in your home, just pin a dollar
bill to the coupon and mail it. We will
ship the set complete, and with it the
7-piece Porcelain Fish and Game Set
absolutely FREE. Use both sets 30
days on Free Trial. See these beautiful dishes on your table, show them

—

to friends, use them
then make your
decision. If not satisfied, send them
back and we will refund your $1.00 and

pay transportation charges both ways.
If you keep them, take nearly a year
to pay balance due on the 110-piece
set — a little every month. Pay nothing at any time for the 7-piece Fish and
Game Set. It is free. Send coupon now.

Order No. 320FFMA24.
110-Piece Dinner Set.

Our Bargain Price $33.85.
$1 with Order. $3 Monthly. The
7-Piece Fish and Game Set FREE.

FURNITURE &CARPETCO.

Largos t Home Furnishing Concern In the World

SDept.

6

Full Size, 7-Piece

Porcelain Set for Fish or

6811

Every advertisement in
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JustPinDollarBill to Coupon— MailToday!
I

FURNITURE & CARPET CO.
UADTMAII
nrllf IIYlMn Dept.6811
Chicago,

I

I

III.

enclose $1.00.

II

Send the

10-Piece Dinner Set

Print Initial

No.320FFMA24.Price$33.85 You Want Hare
and with it the 7-piece Porcelain Set absoIlutely FREE. I am to pay nothing further
for goods on arrival— only the small
freight charges. I am to have 30 days'
free trial. If satisfied, I will send you $3.00
monthly until full price of Dinner Set,
is paid. Will pay nothing at anytime for the 7-Piece
I $33.85,
Porcelain Set. Title remains with you until paid in full. If
not satisfied after 30 days' free trial, I will ship all good!
I back and you will refund my $1.00 anc\ pay transportation*
charges both ways.
Name
I

R. F. D., Box No.
or Street and No

-

................_.

|
I

Town

is guaranteed.
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Could She Love

Him

Were He Bald ?
ON

—

what

a slender thread hangs interest
AffecLove!
She notices, for the first time, some tell-tale
specks of dandruff on his coat, and that his hair is
getting thin on top. What if he should lose it! Could
she love him then
bald as Uncle
if he were bald

.

tion

—

Charley?
The very thought is a severe shock to her, for she
has always been so proud of his personal appearance
and her own. Wherever they have gone together, the
verdict of their friends has been, "What a good-looking

—

couple."

—

But if he should lose his hair if he had a shiny,
bald head
she just couldn't stand it. Anything but
that.
She wouldn't mind a sweetheart or a husband,
whose hair was gray, or even one with a red head
but a bald head
Could any girl's romance survive that blow;

—

.

New

.

.

You

Hair For

In

30 Days
—Or No Cost!
Don't

let thin,

scanty hair ruin your personal appearance.

It isn't necessary.
If

—
—
—

you are worried over the condition of your hair

falling out
getting thin on top
if your bald spot is growing larger every day
send at once for our free booklet, which gives you full particulars
of an easy, simple home treatment that has grown new hair in one
month's time for hundreds of people.
Don't say "It's too good to be true." Don't be skeptical. Don't
It costs
doubt. Investigate. That's the only wise thing to do.
you nothing to find out what this treatment has done for others
what it can do for you.
Learn all about this marvelous, new
So, mail the coupon now.
treatment that produces such amazing results.
if it is

if it is

Proof of Success

Free Booklet Tells All

You are not asked to take our word in this important matter. We
can refer you to hundreds of delighted people for whom we have grown
new hair, after all other remedies failed. Read these brief extracts
from a few of the hundreds of grateful letters, which are on file in our
offices, open to your personal inspection:
"Your treatment so far is nothing short of wonderful. New growth
started after three weeks. My fears of baldness are gone forever.''
Angus McKenzie, Lakeview, N. J.
"The top of my head is almost covered with new hair. I have been
trying for last five years, but never could find anything that could make
hair grow until I used your treatment, and now my hair is coming
back." Tom Carson, Ohio.
"Hair stopped falling out and quite a lot of fine new hair is coming
Can highly recommend it." F. L. W.,
in where my head was bald.

—

—

San Francisco, Cal.
"Lots of hair is growing where I was bald. It was just as bare as the
palm of my hands. New hair is coming again." C. Fitzgerald, New

—

York.
"I have gained remarkable

results.

My

now is all full of fine
W. B., Maywood, 111.

scalp

—

new hair. I am well pleased with results." A.
"A new growth of hair has shown on each

—

side

of temple where

have been bald for years." Chas. Barr, New York.
if you want
If you want just such results as these people are getting
cover up your bald spots improve your perto stop your falling hair
sonal appearance
let us hear from you at once.

I

—

—

—

When you

—

All you need do, to obtain full details of this easy, pleasant, home
treatment, that grows new hair in thirty days or costs you nothing, is
to sign and mail the coupon at the bottom of this page.
This interesting, 32-page booklet, not only fully explains our simple,
scientific system of growing new hair, but it gives you positive proof
of what we have done for others, together with photographs showing
what can be accomplished.
Act promptly. The sooner you get this informative little book, the
sooner you can stop your hair from falling out
start to cover up the
bald spots
begin to improve your personal appearance.

—

—

ALLIED MERKE INSTITUTES,
512 Fifth

Inc., Dept. 561

New York

Avenue

ALLIED MERKE INSTITUTES, Inc.,
Dept. 561, 512 Fifth Avenue, New York.
You may send me, in plain wrapper, without cost or obligation, a copy of
your new booklet telling all about the Merke Institute Home Treatment for stopping hair from falling out, growing new hair and improving one's personal appearance.
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FULL OF THRILLS
TN MOVIE ADVENTURES

A

you'll always find the stories of the
best motion pictures that are about to be released.

Choose which

is

your kind of story Western, Mystery, Comedy,
These are all in the magazine. When you
which ones you want to see on the screen.

Sport, or straight drama.
have read, you can decide

The
January

January

Number

Number

The

The

Battling Fool

The Beloved Brute

The Western Wallop
The Speed Spook
Reckless Romance

And Never

the
Trains Shall

Border Intrigue

Meet

Stepping Lively

Lighthouse by the

Sea
Courage

On

Sale

Now

On

Sale

Now

The Bank Robbers
Forgot, when they kicked over the telephone instrument, that the "daughters of the night"
were on guard. They saw the little flash on the switchboard that told the story, those brave
girls in the telephone office.
But what happened then is part of the secret, and you'll find the
story told in the January number.
It's called Daughters of the Night.

ASK YOUR NEWSDEALER
January
rr\

Number
8

jf)
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MOVIE ADVENTURES
Every advertisement
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THIS

Portraits and Picture Pages

—A painting by M. Paddock, from a photograph by Edwin Bower Hesser
Our Portrait Gallery— New studies of Zasu
Milton
Renee Adoree, Helen Lee Worthing, Dorothy
Gish, Vera Reynolds, Antonio Moreno, Irene Rich, Bebe Daniels, and Ricardo Cortex
The Master Magician Shows Us Dawn! — Scenes from David Wark
new picture
To Please the Ladies—A page of eight of the handsomest
on the screen
Alexander-the-Great, Jr. — A portrait and character study of Ben Alexander
Under the Mistletoe —A pictorial lesson on how to observe a popular Christmas custom
contest
How Our Readers See the Stars—The
of the sketches submitted
our
you
Betty Compson and Her Mother—A charming and exclusive portrait, taken specially
Dana
A Loyal Mae Murray Fan —A study of Mae and her
Pals of the Bridle-Path — Doris Kenyon and her favorite mount
The Regal Robes That Pola Negri Wears in Her Latest Picture — Costumes for Forbidden Paradise
new leading lady, Madge Evans
Three Scenes from Classmates —Dick Barthelmess and
different
A Few Studies in Expression —Some of your favorites who look a
A Monte Blue Monday— How this star avoids the Monday Blues
out what jewels are most precious to the screen actresses.
They Were Talking About Jewelry— You'll
Blanche Sweet

Cover

Sills,

Pills,

11-19
22-23
26
29
32-33
34
37

Griffith's

profiles

'.
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artists'

for

40
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46
51
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54
60
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Feature Articles

— —
—

Thru Death Valley with von Stroheim The dangers faced to make Greed
by Beryl Denton
Dreams That Did Not Come True Harry Carr tells you why certain great pictures failed
The Best-Known, Least- Known Girl The story of the sensitive and cynical Blanche Sweet ... by Harry Carr
The Story of My Life The star whose life has been just one adventure after another
by Jack Holt
What I Can Read in the Faces of the Film Stars — An analysis of Mary Pirkford, Barbara La Man, Douglas

—

.

Fairbanks, and Thomas Meighan
by F. Vance de Revere
Confidences Off-Screen Chats with Lillian Gish, D. II". Griffith, Bebe Daniels, Adolphe Menjou, John Ford-,
by IF. Adolphe Roberts
and others
by Doris Denbo
A Tune for a Tear Part III, in which the musicians present their side of the question
Confessions of a Free-Lance Whispering a few tales about Lloyd Hughes
by Judy McGregor

—

—

20-21
24—25
27-28
38-39

—

42-43
"

56-57
61-62
88

For Light Entertainment
Their Mothers Tell on

Them—

Anecdotes about the pranks of the stars when children

He Who Gets Slapped — A short-story version of a beautiful picture
Whose Hand? — Part I of our new serial of mystery, intrigue,' and romance
That's Out

— Keen comment about the people and

affairs of

Movieland

by Dorothy Donnell Calhoun
by Saxon Cone
by W. Adolphe Roberts
by Tamar Lane

30-31

35-36
47-50
55

Departments

—

Casting Pictures for "Big Names" An editorial
Reeling With Laughter- Amusing scenes from current comedies and other feature productions
The Winners of the Month The Best Modern Drama, the Best Melodrama, the Best Comedy and the
Reviewed by Laurence Reid
Best Costume Picture, of the recent releases
On the Camera Coast- News about stars and studios on the Pacific Coast
by Harry Carr
Critical Paragraphs About New Productions
Pictures recently released are reviewed
by the Editorial Staff
News and Views of Eastern Stars A pictorial department of motion picture activities in the East
Conducted by the Editorial Staff
We're Asking You A question-box for our readers
Letters to the Editor A department containing letters from our readers or excerpts from letters
The Answer Man Brief replies to readers who have asked for information about the stars and studios
What the Stars Are Doing
Conducted by Gertrude Driscoll
A list of the screen players and their present occupation

—

—

—

—
—
—
—

—

—
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44—45
52-53
58-59

64-65
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68
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72
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skin You Love to Toucfi

.OEAUTY means something more

dies

beautiful

this

tha,n

skin

bright

eyes

—

But

it

—

a

through things

is

known some wo-

charming spirit
was hidden forever from the world
behind a dull, unattractive exterior

complexion

faded

particular type

Look

skin was meant to be bright
and beautiful. If you haven't a
complexion you can be proud of
clear, smooth, flawless
begin
today to make it so
Each day

in

—

changing;

^

For ten cents,
a guest-size set
of three famous
lVoodbury skin

!

10

Andrew

A

25-cent cake of Woodbury's
Soap lasts a month or six
weeks. Woodbury's also comes
in convenient 3-cake boxes.
Facial

of skin?
booklet that
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1301 Spring

old skin

preparations

follow.
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Get a cake of Woodbury's today and
begin tonight the right treatment for
your skin. You will be surprised and
delighted at the improvement that will

you know just the right
method of taking care of your

ToUR

your skin

Woodbury skin treatments for each
different skin need. These treatments
are based on the best scientific knowledge of the day, and are clear and
simple to follow.

Do

?

—

around every cake of Woodbury's Facial
Soap, and there you will find the famous

Give

Blackheads, blemishes, will
Your skin will have a
fresh, clear color, instead of looking sallow and faded. The texture
will become smooth, firm, velvety.

gay,

hair, a dull,

place.

vanish.

dumb.

— dull eyes, dull

it

skin, as

your complexion.

like

—

Haven't you

its

new

forms, the
right care, and you can transform

these that beauty speaks; without
them, beauty is imprisoned

man whose

and new takes

State-
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Kenneth Alexander

ZASU PITTS
Mary Pickford discovered Zasu Pitts, several years ago, when she was looking for
And that
a young girl to play the starved orphan slavey in The Little Princess.
hungry, beseeching expression has won for Zasu many an important role ever since.
Her latest characterization is that of a crippled mountain girl in The Re-creation
of Brian

Kent

IWIWIMWIII

Hi

Mm

Henry

Waxman

M
MILTON

SILLS

We're wondering how the fans will like a mustachio-ed

He achieved this decoration for his role in
Interpreter's House, which is now being filmed in
the East. You will agree that it makes him look much
more awe-inspiring and stern than he does in the little
snapshot at the right, with the Princess of Persia on
his lap
Milton.

The

!3

Photograph by Russell Ball

RENEE ADOREE
No

one who saw Renee Adoree in The Bandolero
will soon forget her delicate Spanish beauty. Her
first director found that she wept so effectively on
the screen that he predicted for her a stellar
career as a great emotional actress and his prediction has come true. At the left we glimpse the
Adoree with Manuel Granado, in a scene from
their new Spanish picture

—

a

iOMSM-r.^-

J
Alfred Cheney Johnston

HELEN LEE WORTHING
Miss Worthing was declared the most beautiful blonde in the Ziegfeld Follies;
but she finally answered the call of the screen. Her first role was Mrs. Loring
in Janice Meredith; and soon you'll see her as Wanda von Gluck in The Swan

Wide World

DOROTHY GISH
She's a dear Peter-Pan sort of girl, is Dorothy, who never seems to grow up,
and who never disappoints her audiences in the gay, saucy roles she plays so
When you see Romola, you'll find her delightful as Tessa, the little
well.
peasant girl. She's now in New York with her husband, James Rennie, who
is starring in a successful Broadway play, The Best People

VERA REYNOLDS
Dont wear out your supply of adjectives expressing
superlative admiration for Vera in Feet of Clay;
you'll need a large supply when you see her new
picture, Tlie Golden Bed.
At the right, meet the
little Miss Reynolds that the people of Hollywood

know

Henry

Waxman

ANTONIO MORENO
In order to play the roles he likes, Tony has become a
free-lance in the movie world, under contract to no one
but himself. It is predicted that his following of fans
will be doubled by his picture, Mare Nostrum, which
he is now filming abroad, under the direction of Rex
Ingram and the author himself, the famous Ibanez.
At the left is the Tony you'll see in The Border Legion

Melbourne Spurr

IRENE RICH
Doesn't this famous star look altogether too flapperish
and unsophisticated to be the mother of the two strapping young lassies you see in the picture at the right? It
isn't a fish story, either; they really are her daughters,
Jane and Frances, by name. And they are Mother's enthusiastic fans as well, and say that she is adorable as
Marion Forrester in her new picture, A Lost Lady

>yi

BEBE DANIELS

AND
RICARDO CORTEZ

was a wise director indeed that cast fiebe and
Ricardo as the heroine and hero of Argentine Love,
for they are both of Spanish ancestry, and all the
lire and ardor and bravado that is their rightful
heritage comes to the fore when they play Consuelo
and Juan
It

:
;

!

At Poison Well von Stroheim (extreme right) and his companions found the bleached bones of animals
that had gone mad from thirst and drunk the poison waters, only to die immediately

Thru Death Valley With von Stroheim
How

the director of Greed

and his workers braved Death
B9 BERYL

<•<•

T

AKE

a party of forty men into
just for the sake of a picture?

you must' be crazy
alive

!

Death Valley
Why, man,

You'd never come out

!"

for the sake of realism

DENTON

—

man jack of us is coming out unharmed so what do we
care for insurance?"
And with a disdainful snap of his fingers, von Stroheim
strode out of the office.

The man from
ness

it

was

the big
5 insurance company whose busito take risks, looked at Eric von Stroheim and

shook a credulous head.
in

—

;

—

"

low register agony
"No, you're all wrong, my dear man. My actors are
going to follow McTeague's flight into Death Valley,
cover his whole trail step by step, suffer the hardships he
suffered, just as it is in the book
get me?
I'm for
realism in pictures, and I get it at any cost.
And every
!'

;

—

20

tat

J'hus

—

that

1849," the insurance man continued, "sixtyfive miners went into Death Valley prospecting for gold.
Sixty-three of them died, and the two who escaped never
went back to claim their treasure. Hundreds of parties
have perished there since. There's not an insurance company in America would risk a dollar on any of you !"
But von Stroheim merely looked at his man, then drew
back his head and laughed.
"My dear fellow," he exclaimed, "I can see you are
one of those people who think the movies are all makebelieve.
I'm directing the filming of Greed— from Frank
Norris' book, McTeague
remember? McTeague fled
thru Death Valley he found it Hell, all right, and Frank
Norris described it as such. That's why it's a great book.
Do you think that to make this picture I'll drag some sand
into the studio, put my actors before the camera, and say
'You're out in a desert, old chappie frightfully uncomfortable, you know.
You're dying of heat and thirst
tarantulas are crawling over you. Look the part, old fel-

"Back

it was by sheer grit and magnetic determination
von Stroheim led his party his actors, a staff of
technical experts, and Fritz Tidden, publicity man, fortytwo in all during the hottest month of the year into the
hottest, dryest spot this side of Hades endured it all without a whimper, even tho they suffered the agonies of
McTeague's original journey, and emerged thirty-seven
days later without permanent injury to one of them

*

—

;

The story of how they did it is one of the miracles of
the industry.
The results he achieved with his camera
have left the critics speechless.
It was von Stroheim himself who told me about it one
hot California afternoon the reticent von Stroheim, who
doesn't like to be interviewed and has to be coaxed to talk,
but who waxes eloquent in spite of himself under spur of
Beside him sat Fritz Tidden, a member of
this adventure.
"a gritty, old devil," explained
the Death Valley party
von Stroheim, "who suffered the most on the trip of any
of the party." For a physical disability makes it necessary for Fritz to wear a steel brace and altho this is covered with leather, and padded, the burning sun of the
Valley so heated the steel that it seared his very flesh,
leaving scars which he will carry thru life.
"You know the story of Greed," explained von Stroheim "how McTeague, fired by the lust for gold, kills
his wife, steals her money, and then flees from the law
Flere, strangely enough, he discovers
into Death Valley.

—

—

;

—

:

Inel

ay with

crime and dies in agony on the

what we

That

had

reproduce in our

to

is

ture,

,eath

Valley

is

a

earth in
Southern California, several

slit

in the

hundred

feet

left

Lone Pine and

;

below

sea level. It is the lowest
spot on the globe not covered by water. Dig down
a few feet and you come
to Hell.

ous

why

reptiles.

No

one knows

two men remain
here, but they seem to thrive
upon it.

"When

the great Creathe earth, th.e
Devil claimed one spot for
his own, so the Lord gave
him Death Valley, and
here he has established his
playground.
It is a nattor

the spirit of adven-

we

crossed Panamint Valley into
the deserted town of Skidoo.
Skidoo had once twentythree gold mines and five
thousand inhabitants
now
its sole occupants are two
old hermits, Sam Bull and
Shorty Harris, plus an army
of gila monsters and poison-

picture.

D
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"Trackless wastes in which hun- r
dreds of parties have been lost.

gold, but in a fit of jealous passion for all of it, he is drawn
into a fight with his partner in
desert.

I

these

"From Skidoo we scaled "a
peak called Sheep's Mountain, over an almost impassable trail, and here we shot

made

the scene where McTeague
gets
his
first
glimpse of
Death Valley. There it lay,
eight thousand feet below us,
a seething inferno, mocking

ural seething inferno,
bound round by jagged
palisades, a place in which
no living thing can grow
—that is, unless you count

us

with

its

inaccessibility,

looked so near,
Von Stroheim (right), Gibson Gowland, the bearded
the trade rats, scorpions,
it took three days of winding
gentleman, who played McTeague, and two technical
rattlesnakes, tarantulas,
trails to reach it.
The boys
experts, at the entrance to Death Valley
etc., of whose presence we
all
kidded me, saying I
were painfully aware.
was looking for McTeague's
"Geographically speaking, this valley is a narrow crevice
footsteps
none of them dares to say we didn't find them."
seventy-eight miles long and twenty-two miles wide, lying
''No," interrupted Fritz Tidden, "they'd be afraid you'd
between Telescope and Panamint Mountains, with the
drag them back there to prove it."
cliffs rising to the sky the height of a mile or more, sheer
"Remember those scorching days and freezing nights
as a plumb-line
rocks of every conceivable color, until
on Sheep's Mountain, Fritz? Those frightful extremes
the beauty of the place is bewildering, in spite of its terror
of temperature were worse than the heat we got later, in
and death-dealing effects.
the Valley.
The sun at noon cooked an egg in three
"So, with every head in Hollywood wagging ominously
minutes at night the water, if we had any, froze beside
and prophesying our gloomy end, we set forth.
our beds.
It was here we took a picture of a
"For our illumination the insurance com
tarantula and an egg, to show the relative
pany had listed our hazards.
few of
size.
While I did this, what little hair I
them were
had stood on end as tho wired, for the
"Temperature from 120° to 150
tarantula wavered as they do before
Fahrenheit and not a tree in the
striking,
and those boys strike
valley.
quick and to the death
The pic"Water-holes poisoned with arture finished, I dropped the egg.
senic
one drink brings instant
It broke in two, a coagulated
death.
mass, cooked hard during the
taking of the picture.
"Air pockets of death-dealing
gas and poison fumes.
"Poisonous reptiles and insects.
fter three days of round"Treacherous quicksands.
about trailing, we entered
"Long marches in the blinding
Death Valley over the Emigrant
light, breathing alkali dust which
Trail.
This is so named for. the
brings nausea.
(Continued on page 92)
for, altho

it

—

—

;

A

!

;

Giant rattlesnakes
(above)
were their
constant
companions
in
the Valley;
gila

monsters (Ief() stole
their
watches while
they slept.
A tarantula was photographed
beside a hen's egg to
show the comparative
size; the sun cooked
the egg hard

The Master
The

first

exclusive photographs, taken in
W. Griffith is now completing.

D.

Above:

In the

midst

post-war

of

Germany's
struggle

bitter

for

food,

her youth still has
time for the eternal sweet melody
of love.
Carol
Dempster and Neil
Hamilton in an
idyllic scene

22

I at

Magician Shows
Germany, from the
It

has been

Us Dawn!

picture of regeneration that

titled, Isn't Life

VPonderful

Griffith

calls

this

an international

picture, tho the
scenes are laid in

Germany. There
are English, French
as
well as American
and German actors
in the cast

and Spanish,

Do you recognize the girl farthest back in this line
She is Carol Dempster, poroutside a meat shop?
traying the drama of famine on the convulsed
frontiers of Central Europe

To D. W. Griffith a
lost cause is the
most romantic of
Remember
themes.
The Birth of a Nation? He has nothing but horror for
militarists and the
cause that they have
lost.
But he has

found an infinite
pathos in the suffering of innocent ones
in the backwash of
defeat. His new picture, he says, is dedicated to humanity

Above:

Two German

actors one wouldn't

want to meet

at

night
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Dreams That Did Not

Come True

Harry Carr tells of the air-castles of many famous
directors, and explains why they eventually collapsed

THIS

is

the story of th

dreams that woke up
of air-castles that collapsed.
director

Every

and

every

actor has had his special "some
day" picture. Just to get daily
bread and butter and now and
then cake, he has made such
But
pictures as came along.
all the time he has the bright
golden vision of the picture he
would make one day. The masterpiece that would live forever.

And when he finally had a
chance to make it, the moon has
almost invariably turned to
green cheese. In nearly every
instance that I have ever heard
of, these air-castle pictures have
failed.

Perhaps the most notable instance in motion picture history

screen, almost everyone in the
picture business thought something epochal had happened.
To tell the truth, it seemed as
tho all previous motion picture
history had been effaced with
one gesture.
But the picture failed. Nearly
every important critic has explained, just why it failed.
I
have never read any two of
Gilbert
them who agreed.
Seldes in The Seven Lively
Arts says it was because Griffith
to expand The Mother
and the Law beyond its limits.
Another well-known critic says
tried

it
was because the public
couldn't remember the characters of the different parallel

plays, as Griffith switched them
from France, and then to Baby-

and back to New York.
Perhaps the sagest criticism
was offered by an old property
ance.
Von Stroheim was steeped in the charm of
man, who squirted out a stream
Griffith has had this in mind
the Viennese atmosphere, so he created
of tobacco juice and said:
for a long time the idea of a
Merry Go Round
"Ever see one of them guys in
huge spectacle that would stand
vawdavil who kin play Yankee
forever as a protest against
narrow-mindedness and uncharitableness. The chance to
Doodle with the left hand and Marching Through Georgia
do it came somewhat unexpectedly. He had screened The
with the right hand, at the same time? Well, did you like
Birth of a Nation and had started to make a picture
it?
Well, neither did I; nobody does; well, there you
called The Mother and the Law, which had for its theme
are."
the cruelty of puritanism and self-righteous meddling.
Anyhow, Intolerance was a tragic failure. It left GrifThen the returns came in from The Birth of a Nation.
fith crushed in finances and in spirit.
It was a beautiful
The success of that epic was so enormous that D. W.
Cecil De Mille also had a dream.
found himself supplied with the necessary resources to
picture with a wonderful idea of the unseen influences that
mold our lives.
make his great

was D. W.

Griffith's

lon,

Intoler-

;

dream come

true.

was

It

called

The

Intolerance was
the most tremen-

Whispering
Chorus. He

dous motion

threw

pic-

ture project ever
undertaken. Grifliterally put
youth and his
life into it.
Also
his entire forfith

into

was

subtle

delicate,

his

He

spent
two years in the
making.
He expanded the idea
tune.

behind The
Mother and the
Law into a huge
and

spectacle. During the
making of this
picture I do not
believe that Griffith ever had one
single qualm of
doubt.
terrific

When
first

24
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it

shown on

was
the

whole

his

soul

r

i

f

i

c

it.

yet

It

and
ter-

in its

strength. De
Mille made it
without

thought

of money. It was
his beautiful gift
to the world. And

nobody understood what it was
all about. Part of
the public thought
it

was about

A

scene from The
Whispering Chorus,
Cecil De Mille's

dream into
which he threw his
whole soul

beautiful

The

stirring

scene between

General Lee in

Griffith's

In the center:
Florence Vidor as the unhappy
.heroine of King Vidor's air-castle, The Jack-knife

General Grant and
Birth of a Nation

Man
gorgeous costume picture filled
with lords and ladies and long
trains and swords and cardinals and huge sets. This was
Ashes of Vengeance.
the
It proved to be the Ashes of
Wish I Hadn't Done It for
Miss Talmadge.
And Mary Pick ford had a
dream a couple of dreams.
After all the years of being a
little ragamuffin with bare legs
and a wistful smile, Mary
wanted to be a grown-up lady
with an emotiorial role.
She

spooks and one very well-known
wrote that Mr. De Mille
had "produced a picture about
;

critic

spiritualism."

the other day, Mr.
Mille told me that he
never could be disappointed
again.
The failure of that
picture exhausted his capacity for disillusionment.
He has made several pictures since then that contained

Only

De

;

like The Ten Commandments; but, to paraphrase
Brander Matthews' remark about

sermons,

Charles Dickens he has since then
been careful to cut his humor thick and
lay his pathos on in slices. Mostly, he has
been content to make commercial pictures filled
with beautiful clothes, elaborate settings, and a
golden glitter of opulence.
King Vidor brought more air-castles to the business of
making screen pictures than any other director I have
ever known.
He was young and glowing. Dissatisfied
with the restrictions put upon him by commercial producers, he got some financial backing built his own studio
and started out to make the picture of his dream. It was
a lovely thing about an old man and a boy. The name of
There wasn't any love in it
it was The Jack-knife Man.
There was no heroine who had
and no thrills.
Also there was no money
to be rescued, and no villain.
The King
It was a staggering failure.
in the box-office.
Yidor studio passed into the hands of some hard-boiled
gents who made pictures about horsemen galloping to
the rescue. Yidor's castles were in ruins. He makes com:

;

mercial pictures now.

Norma Talmadge also had a dream.
many box-office pictures

heroine of so
her husband,

Joseph Schenck, to

She had been the
that she persuaded

let

her put on one

wanted to tear passions to tatters
and all the rest of it.
She did in
Rosita and Dorothy Vernon. Miss Pickford is now looking for a story where she can
play the part of a little girl with bare legs and a wist-

—

ful smile.

There was one grand

air-castle

which was shared by

several people. This was the ambition to put Shakespeare
on the screen. Sir Beerbohm Tree must have dreamed it
the hardest.
So he came from England to Hollywood
and they screened Macbeth. Nobody else will ever screen
Macbeth. I have it on the authority of the men who paid
the bills that this was the most tragic, ghastly failure in
the entire history of the motion picture industry. It effectually finished Sir Beerbohm Tree's screen career.

And then there was Nazimova's dream. Oh, this was
a shudderer. She had been literally sitting on the top of
the motion picture world.
I never remembered to have
seen any other star who held such a whip-hand.
If she
frowned, the whole studio shivered. She would do this
and she wouldn't do that. She was the only actress, thus
far, who had attained the height of fame where she felt
sure enough of herself to refuse to be interviewed. She
(Continued on page 102)
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To Please the Ladies

Lew Cody

Mahlon Hamilton

Some

of these heads might have been
carved in stone by the chisels of the old
masters, and come down to us as imFrom the pure
mortal works of art.
classic profiles of Charles de Roche and
Ramon Novarro, to the strictly American
profiles of Lew Cody and Richard Dix,
every type of masculine beauty of every

age and nation can be found among our
motion picture heroes

B^*

Evans

I*****

1

•*"'

h"*
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/
Clarence S. Bull

Edmund Lowe

The Best-Known
Least- Known
Girl
In wnicn Harry Carr tries
to

explain Blanche

trie

sensitive ana Blanche
the cynical

SWEET
BLANCHE
or four

is

an anachronism.

three

She

is

centuries too late.
She should have been the bride of a viking like
Eric the Red battling wild Polar seas in search
of new lands and strange adventures.
Or perhaps the wife of Charon who ferries the dead
souls across the River Styx.
Or perhaps the queen of a race of Amazon warriors,
slashing their way thru the world
and weeping at the
'

—

—

havoc they have wrought.

And, instead, she finds
herself playing love scenes
in the movies.
Blanche has a
fierce,

unconquer-

able heart and a
tender,
sensitive
soul.

a ter-

It's

mixture.
Such people are
never happy. But
sometimes they
rible

achieve greatness.
I am afraid this
is impossible
but

If this Blanche Sweet ever tears away the veils and the
barriers and comes out to shake hands with the- world, we
are likely to see one of the greatest actresses of all time.
I think the chances are about fifty-fifty.
She is quite
likely to "lead these graces to the grave and leave the

world no copy."
I have known Blanche for many years.

remember her

first as a pretty girl with a mocking,
She had a way of catching herself on the
brink of revealing some depth of inner tenderness and
turning her tongue to a cruel and bitter jest.
Even in those days it was plain that she was licking a
wound that had pierced her soul. To be plain about it,
Blanche hated herself and the world.
I

bitter tongue.

I

remember when she used

around Hollywood

with a half -crazy chauffeur. It was
perfectly and horribly plain that she
was trying to be killed.
Hollywood tried, in those
days, to find the cause of her
secret sorrow
over the teacups. But they never found
out she didn't know

—

;

herself.

;

I

am

to

to ride

in a big racing car

going to try

was

It

explain

only

this.

Both

Blanche was a girl of
deep and sensitive

for
there are two.
One of them the
world knows as a

much too much. Too
much heavy Nordic

actress of
rather cynical and

the deepest wound
that any human soul

Blanche.
Blanches

soul.

;

She had read

—

philosophy.

skilled

Hers was

— the

hostile scorn.

can know

There is another
Blanche Sweet, of
whose
existence
Blanche herself is
only dimly aware

wounds

ment and futility.
She found out what

...

anything

the
old English music-hall song
says
"What's the use of
:

a sensitive.

soul
with thoughts and

gone

impressions so
emotion

and an
so

deep

that she dares not
bare it to the

world

— nor

herself.

to

—

nothing." She had
too deeply into the
heart of things
and yet not
deeply enough.
In those days she was an

brooding

sensitized

of disillusion-

extremely
Blanche Sweet sneers at the world because she does not dare open
her heart to its overwhelming message. Mickie Neilan, her husband, gaily hoots at the world because he is afraid someone will
discover that he believes in fairies

—

difficult

—

and

dis-

agreeable girl
about ninetenths of the time. She went
out of her way to insult

newspaper

critics.

Very few
27
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The Neilans, whom you might expect to live in
the jazziest part of Hollywood in a get-rich-quick
house, do not, in fact, live in Hollywood at all. They
live in a quiet side street, ten miles from Hollywood.
It's a new house because all the houses in Los Angeles
are more or less new. But somehow it gives you the
impression of an old Revolutionary house of New
England a place of shadows.
Blanche looked worn and' tired like a small and
her.

—

—

pitiful child.

"Men are awful; husbands are
You cant do anything with

all.

the awfulest of them
them. Marshall had

We

ill for a long time.
really went to London to
consult a specialist. He told Marshall to go at once to
a hospital and stay there. Otherwise, all sorts of things

been

might happen. Well, you know how men are. He
stayed there one day. The next day he got up and said
he just had to go to work.
"I shall always remember

that picture with a
shudder. I shall remember it as trying to do comedy
in front of a camera and looking back, beyond it, to see
Marshall's white, suffering face."
will not make this account too harrowing. They
wandered thru Europe in misery.'
Of course, it wasn't all misery. There were some
funny things and some charming. They met many wonmen and women who stand
derful people in England
with their hands on the helm of the world. In Paris,
Blanche tried to buy some clothes. But she couldn't get
within a mile of the modistes.
The New York buyers
were there arid they had captured the works. No dressmaker would even listen to her. But finally she bought a
in that famous millihat under thrilling circumstances
nery establishment which floats on the Seine in an old
steamer. And she found someone to make her the most

We

—

—

Blanche as Tess of the D'Urbervilles

(Continued on page 104)

—

would work with" her after the first picture.
They hadn't brains enough to realize that this bitter, cynical, lashing tongue was wounding her own soul in a queer
directors

perversion of self-torture.

Year
hibitions

A

after year, I have seen these barriers

—

—these

in-

away from Blanche Sweet.
love affair tore away much of

fall

it.
She is, in
great
private life, the wife of Marshall Neilan
an Irish counUnderneath
terpart of her brooding Scandinavian soul.

—

his gay indifference,: Mickie Neilan has a tenderness and
a quaint wonderment as lovely as Blanche's.
Blanche sneers at the world because she does not dare
Mickie
to open her heart to its overwhelming message.
gaily hoots at the world because he is afraid someone will

discover that he believes in fairies.
Every year I can feel that the real Blanche Sweet is
Every year I can see that what the world thinks
closer.

becomes

less

important to her.

One

of these days, thru a great sorrow or a great joy,
she will cease to care altogether. The business of playacting will cease to be of any importance to her. Then
she will become a great actress how great a one I dare
not let myself think.
Every important experience makes her more tolerant
and more gentle. And she has just now finished an
important experience.
She and her husband tried to make two pictures in
Europe this summer and it was a ghastly ordeal.
Blanche says ruefully that it is not a help in the business of play acting in the movies to love the director.
It had long been a dream of theirs
to go thru Europe
on what should be half a belated honeymoon and half a
motion picture tour.
"It started as a dream," she said. "But it turned out to
be a nightmare. If I were making a futurist painting of
this trip to Europe, I would have to paint it all in blues."
Blanche had just been home a day or two when I saw

—

;

—
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Blanche

as

Anna

Christie

Below, is the Ben you
saw in A Self-Made

Failure.

He

looks

like a "reg'lar feller,"

who'd rather play
hookey and go swimming, any day, than
study geography and
arithmetic. At present
he is playing in

Frivolous Sal, with
Eugene O'Brien and
Mae Busch

fhotograpli by

W.

F. Seely

Alexander-the-Great, Jr
gEN ALEXANDER

has conquered the modern American world, and won for himself
a host of admiring followers, just as completely
as did his famous surnamesake, Alexander-theBen was
Great, conquer the ancient world.
born in Goldfield, Nevada, thirteen years ago.
When just a "little shaver," he appeared in
Penrod on the stage, but soon left it for the
screen, playing first in David Wark Griffith's
picture, Hearts of the World.
And the hearts
of the world have been his ever since
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Mothers Tell on

Them

Stones about the funny or naughty or bright things your favorite
stars did when they were children, and for which they
were scolded or spanked or kissed
Told

Mrs. Hatton led Raymond
the ear

Y

OU

know how mothers

are.

home by

You

too have

felt

that shiver of apprehension, that earnest desire
to sink thru the floor when mother begins, "I
" or,
remember once when Annabelle was six

—

"Johnny always loved animals why, when he was only
" in front of the callers you are trya baby he would

know

way your

smile aches as you listen
to the familiar family anecdotes, and the politely attentive visitors learn how you looked in the bath at the age
of six months, and the cute remark you made about the
angels' wings moulting when you were only four and a
There is no escape from a mother's relentless
half.
memory. Not even years of discretion, earnestly acquired
dignity, fame, an impressive girth at the waist-line can
enable
you to
too,

the

live

down

that

time

you

stole

Uncle
false

John's

teeth

to

on them.

ed hun-

the

upon
g

um-

drops

most cracks

in the
sidewalk," the budding actress who
fled into a fit of
rage because her

d

r e s s

i

n

g-room

a

I'm the star !"
Perhaps Mary's modesty in the years of success dates
back to the shaking she received then and her mother's
You're just a naughty little
admonition, "Nonsense!
!

!"

famous

girl

star

It is from Mary's mother one learns how, as a child,
she brought her week's wage home clutched tightly in her
fist so that she would not be tempted to spend any of it
on the way. The candy stores were the hardest to get
by each one meant a separate battle between hungry
little stomach and stoic little conscience as Gladys Smith,
as she was in those days, stood with nose pressed to the

movie
with a hun-

you immune

ly

game

of
vented
"who can count the

star

dred fan letters a
day doesn't make

M a ry

the

down on

Even being

r

walk home from
theater by a
desperately in-

to

wasn't to her liking and stamped a tiny foot as she screamed, "I'm the

sat

mother's

to

stories

of your childh o o d, if the

interviewer

;

glass

is

lucky enough
to catch her

her celebrated son or distinguished daughter cant
signal her to silence by frowns, nudges or other .symbols
of the domestic code.
It is an odd and interesting angle one
gets on the sheiks and shebas of the screen
from a talk with their mothers, to whom
the handsome leading man is only the small
boy with a whole-souled abhorrence of
soap and an affinity for cookies, and the
gorgeously beautiful star is merely the
little girl who used to dress up in the tablecloth, and lug kittens about in her pinafore
and catch cold in that classic nose.
No matter how much fame Raymond
Hatton acquires in life, any acquaintance
who meets his mother will be certain to
/TV wh(
30
7)30
1A0£

hear of the time when she followed him to school a mile
away one morning, and led him home by the ear to make
him hang up his nightgown, which lay in a circle on the
floor where he had blithely shed it.
And there is one person at least who doesn't think of
Mary Pickford as the World's Sweetheart, or Our Mary,
or even as a famous actress whom kings and queens are
proud to meet. When Ma Pickford looks at her daughter
she sees a tired little eight-year-old asleep in a wardrobe
trunk, her makeup streaked with
Colleen screamed
the tears she had
when Little Eva asshed at the pathos
cended to heaven
of her own dramatic death.
She
the
sees
s
a1
child
who could
only be kept awake

crack nuts with
and put them
a chair
and the minister

when

DOROTHY DONNELL CALHOUN

m

ing so hard to impress.

You,

to

Claire Windsor
stuck her nose
plate

of

in

warm

gazing

tempting
drops

gu

and

at

m

-

succu-

lent
chocolate
creams. But if

she spent any of
her money, Lottie

and

Mother

and

Jack wouldn't have
so

much

to

eat

and that thought
always carried her
by in the end.
Then, there is
the
of
Mary's first movie
contract, which Ma

story

Pickford
tell.

loves

to

She had gone

!

!

..-.OTION PICTUR
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down

name

to a

document

a thousand dollars a week, a
wage beyond her
wildest hopes or
dreams. With an
advance check

entitling her to

for the first
in

her hand,
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other time she gave a
birthday party herself
and when her dearest
little girl friend chose
another girl to send a
letter to in a game of
post-office,
she disappeared and didn't come
back till her party was

to talk it over with
Fine Arts and had signed

her

I

over, the ice-cream
eaten and the children

week

M ary

gone home

went to the bank
and asked for the

!"

When Claire brings
a new suitor home to
dinner, Mother Cronk
bills.
These she
Richard Dix used to preach sermons to his mother and his aunt
certain to tell the
stuffed into a
is
sack and ran all
story of one Fourth of
the way home thru a pouring rain to empty it out at her
July when five-year-old Claire disobeyed her instructions
not to touch the firecrackers till Daddy came home and set
mother's feet
one off in the back yard. It exploded in her face, but
"I couldn't believe it !" Mrs. Pickford smiles with wet
instead of rushing into the house for sympathy, Claire
"The bills seemed to fill the room
I stammered,
eyes.
was overwhelmed with conviction of her sin. Dropping
'Mary, is this a joke? Mary, this isn't true!' and we
to her knees in the back yard she prayed fervently for
wept for joy together."
forgiveness.
Then it occurred to her that God probably
It wasn't always the child actor who suffered from
couldn't hear
death scenes. Colleen Moore's mother describes how she
Rod La Rocque's "double"
took Colleen as a three-year-old to see, Uncle Tom's Cabin,
blew his bugle from beand as Little Eva ascended to a Heaven of painted canvas
down-stairs,
hind the wings before poor
and she ran
clouds, to soft music, Colleen burst into a very passion
little Rod was ready
of grief. "She cried so hard that I was frightened," Mrs.
up to her own
h i ch
Moore laughs. "I tried everything I knew kisses, candy,
room
she knew to be
scolding to no avail.
She would not believe that the
beautiful little girl in the white dress and yellow curls
within Divine
money

in

dollar

!

from

her

—

—

w

wasn't really dead.
At last I explained the situation to the manager, and
he took us behind^ the scenes and introduced us to Little
Eva, who had a hole in her stocking and was sucking a
lollypop, and she managed to convince Colleen that she
was still very much alive. The day was saved, but it was
a long while before I took my impressionable youngster to
the theater again and exposed her to the devastating effects
!"
of the drama
Dorothy Mackaill was another emotional child, according to her mother. She used to cry at the slightest pretext
or at no pretext at all and actually seemed to enjoy her
tears.

Windsor, on the other hand, never cried, if
mother is to be believed, even when she had to
wear a let-down dress to her first party. "She was too
proud to make a fuss," Mrs. Cronk relates, "but she went
away in a sensitive state, and then when she got to the
Claire

Claire's

party

they

played a trick
on her told
her to smell
of a plate of

—

warm

mo-

candy
and suddenly
stuck the end
of her nose
lasses

in

it

Claire

!

scold
She
simply
went

didn't

or

cry.

up-stairs, got

her wraps
and came

ho

m

e.

wouldn't

She
tell

me what had

happened
either!

An-

earshot,

and

continued

her

prayers.

Richard Dix

may be a heman screen
several
pal-

star to

thousand
pitating

young

women fans,
but to one
white

-

haired

woman he is
the small,
sturdy youngwho, with the back of a chair for a pulpit and his
mother and aunts for audience, used to preach innumerable
"If a man wants to do
sermons from the inevitable text
if he doesn't want to do it, don't make
it, let him do it
ster

:

;

As the pretentious
prima donna swept
grandly from the stage,
Buster Keaton strutted
after her, burlesquing
her majestic manner,

and even walking
squarely

on
train

her

long

him

!"

Buster Keaton's mother reveals at last the reason why
he never smiles. "In vaudeville," she explains, "it's bad
business to laugh at your own jokes, but Buster, who was
six, used to snigger audibly whenever his father got off
a funny line.
So one night Joe said, 'young man, if you
crack a smile tonight, I'm going to throw you into the
audience !'
The threat didn't bother Buster
much, for he could take almost any kind of a
fall and come up unhurt.
But before we got
to our act, a party of men in one of the
stage boxes began to kid the show.
One fat
man especially had everybody on the stage
fussed by his drunken sallies and my husband
was furious. When our number came, and
Buster grinned at his father's first joke, Joe
saw a way to punish two with one stroke, so
he picked up Buster and threw him .straight at
the dazzling, white shirt-front of the
fat man in the box.
The youngster
(Continued on page 80)
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Under

Mistletoe

trie

"T^HE kiss

that's freely

given

right pleas-

is

ing,
The kiss

you have to beg for is real sweet;
of course you like the kiss you win
by teasing,
But the kiss you have to steal just cant
be beat
from Songs of Don Juan, Jr.

And

—

zW**

'

.

'"'Vn

'

"'$
:

%.,,.„,;

'"-i-h.
.^

We
if

If

wouldn't have been so timid as Jack Mulhall
we'd caught Connie under a cluster of green
leaves and white berries

someone should

catch you beneath
the mistletoe and

like

hold you there
this, what
would you do?
Struggle?
But

Dorothy Mackaill
and Pat O'Malley
seem to be equally
happy to have met
under the mistletoe bough. And

making love

Dorothy looks

,

divinely is one of the
best things Monte
Blue does. Cant

just

you just hear
Marie Prevost's
heart

going

pat

Watch

?

as

pretty

in

her calico gown as
she does in the
robes of a princess

pitty-

,

for

scene in The
Lover of Camille

this

royal. We're guessing their only fear
in this picture is
lest

someone sepa
them

rate

Who could say no to May McAvoy when she gives
an invitation like this?
Certainly not the lucky

The

alluring light that lies in Lilyan Tashman's eyes
in The Garden of

was kindled by Arthur Rankin
•

Lew Cody

Weeds

If

we should
down

Do you

recog-

your
friend,

the
mistletoe, do you

nize

suppose

Busch? She's had
lots of kisses,
but never seems
to grow blase.

take

they'd

break away? It's
Ail e en Pringle
in a very close-

up from His
Hour, a new
film story by
Elinor Glyn. Yes,

you're right,
lot

of

romance and

in-

there's

a

trigue in

it

At

little

Mae

least, you'll

agree that she's
giving a good
imitation of a
enjoying
person
this one. Her

hero is Huntly
Gordon

™

Presenting a few close-ups
from brand-new screen stories,
which illustrate how a popular
Christmas custom should be
observed

All's

mistletoe
says
season,
so Betty Compson's new
husband needn't be jealous

fair

in

Warner Baxter,

Norma Talmadge

Charlotte Stevens

and

Bob

and

Seiter

Eugene

O'Brien are a
pair of the

are the youngsters

of the screen.
But one needn't
be very old to

screen's

most

fa-

mous lovers. One
would think their

know

what's sup-

posed

to
a

be done

hand-

would grow

some lad

catches

but that's one of

when
a

love-making

pretty girl

under the

the

old,

peculiarities
of the art
every
time it's as tho

mistle-

toe. They are
very apt pupils,
dont you think?

it

Three guesses who

is the stranger with Agnes Ayres.
You'll find the answer in Worldly Goods

How many
you
fans

of

feminine
would be

so

shy as Edith
Roberts if Elliott
Dexter had found
you underneath
the

mistletoe?

Does she give

Why

dont count when
Dr. Percy Marmont prescribes
for such a pretty
nurse as Virginia
Valli, a treatment

must

in?

You'll find

which

out

when you

taken under

see

The Age
Innocence

of

had never been
done before

does Alma Bennett hesitate when so handsome
a hero as Lloyd Hughes has caught her?

Even tho it's not
on the hospital
schedule, rules

be
a

certain celebrated

green bough

—

How Our

Readers

See the Stars
The best sketches received

in

response to the Artists Contest
featured in our October

number

MARY PICKFORD

GLENN HUNTER

Sketched by IV. H. Lazvless
Topeka, Kansas

Sketched by Aline Fruhauf

New

York City

Meet

Lew

Cody

in reel
life (right), as

seen by
L.

Tom

Johnson.

For

this sketch
the artist was
awarded the

ten-dollar
prize

NITA
NALDI

LEW CODY
Sketched by
L. Johnson
Dayton, Ohio

BEN TURPIN
Mary

Tom

Sketched by
E. Johnson, Dayton, Ohio

DOROTHY MACKAILL
Sketched by
Charles Wyman, Jr.
Glendale, California

I
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Sketched by

Carmen Doccy
Hollyzvood, Calif.

BABY
PEGGY

POLA NEGRI

Sketched by
Sophia Goehns
Oakland, Calif

Sketched by
Louis Jopewdy
Dublin, Georgia

Kenneth Alexander

BETTY COMPSON AND HER MOTHER
Outside of screen hours, Betty Compson and her mother have the most charming
musical evenings. Betty's mother is an accomplished pianist and Betty herself is
an artist with the violin. Miss Compson surprised everyone recently by becoming
the bride of James Cruze, her director in The Garden of Pleasure. Now she makes
sweet music for her new husband
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The

Stor}) of

My

Life

"I was born a minister's son, and have had a
varied career as proprietor of a lemonade stand,
overseer of a gang of tunnel-diggers, mining
engineer, prospector, road mender, cowboy
and finally motion picture actor, where I play at
the adventurous life I really lived in the old days

—

BS

OudHrtf
QUEER how

life upsets our plans
My earliest
It
ambition was to be a garbage collector.
seemed to me at four that nothing could be
more desirable than to sit on that high, haughty
seat, driving the great, gray horses with their shaggy feet
and throwing the cans crashing to the pavement with a
!

—

—

glorious noise.

But

if I've never quite realized that ambition, I have
as close to it as possible
I've turned my wishes into
It is born in Virginians to love the
horses anyway

—

come

!

even when I was a baby,
Banbury Cross didn't

saddle

;

appeal to me. Father
was a minister and
couldn't afford a riding horse, but some

the cock-horses

I

rode to

plunging fellow,
named Joe.
The morning

of his arrival they had him tied to the
front porch pillar and my darky mammy discovered me
sitting contentedly under him, cuddling one of his hind
legs.
I learned to walk and to ride Joe at the same time,
thru the sun-flecked valley of the Shenandoah.
Before I was of school age we left Winchester and
came North to Fordham, which is now a part of New
York City, but which in those days was a country town
with cow pastures where now a thousand autos an hour
roar along the Grand

—«—aw—

%

xvsumm

apartment houses and

bought one that was
wild for

him

to

handle presented
him to the ridin'

—a

that

the years have
brought aren't all

parishioner who
too

Concourse.
The changes

Mi

skyscrapers.
was the

father

My
rector

of vine-clad St.
James, and his salary

great
black, snorting,
pa

r s

o n

At the

Above are three early
pictures of Jack Holt.
In the center you see
him as a handsome
lad of one-and-twenty
at the left he is
garbed as in the days
when he burrowed
like a mole in the
Pennsylvania tunnels.
At the right he is the

—a

role
he used to play early
in his screen career

suave

I
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villain

left is the only
picture of Jack taken
in Alaska, in the days
when he was really

and truly roughing it,
posing for a
camera.
Would you
recognize in that
grimy youth with the
grin, peeking round

not

the knees of the standing figure, the dapper

hero

who now does

Wild Western

stunts
soiling
his collar?

without

ever

—

!

«
of twenty-five hundred a
year was considered quite
munificent.
It
certainly
bought all sorts of luxuries,
which people who earn five
times that can hardly afford
now private tutors for us
children,

several

some buttoned boots again.
The parishioners of
St.

I was growing up.
They
are still telling the story of
the time I climbed a ladder,

He

believed in a classical education and considered that a
man who couldn't chuckle
over a pun in the original
illiterate.

which workmen had left on
the church roof, and, straddling along the ridge-pole,
cut my initials in the great

But

gold cross.

he was broad-minded, read
Latin plays, and attended
the theater, and if we children went to church and
Jack Holt and Billy Dove in
Sunday school on Sunday
morning, he was willing for us to do what we pleased with
our Sunday afternoons, even to swimming, fishing or
riding horseback over the lovely country roads which have
been "improved" these later years with macadam, telephone poles, and gas stations.
How he understood a boy I remember one occasion
!

when my

eldest sister, who had ideas of making me a
credit to the family, assisted by my mother and the maid,
dressed me, frantically struggling, in velvet kilts, a

starched

lace

collar,

yellow

ignominy buttoned boots.
and gag me to do it, but at

in

quoting of the old adage
about "ministers' sons and
deacons' daughters" while

ser-

above all, books.
Father was a gentleman

Greek was

James indulged

much headshaking and

vants, dancing lessons, and,

of the old school.

MAGAZINE

other. I never had to wear
a lace collar or the loath-

—

six
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— crowning-

and

bow-tie

They practically had to
last I was clad and started

tie

out

shame and rage. Sevme on the wa) found
cause for amusement in my
appearance and called attention to it with loud and insult-

for dancing school, seething with
eral school companions who met

r

,

ing words, not to
borne.
The roads

Fordham were
it

had

When

I

be
in

and

dirt,

been

raining.

rose

triumph-

from
the gutter
antly

minutes

five
later,

was

I

so richly
with

coated

mud

that

was

it

won-

a

der

that
father,

my
who

came along at
the' moment,
r e c

ognized
But he

me.

and,

did,
what's

he

s

y

more,

m p a-

thized with
m e, as one

man

with an-

Here

is our hero in
one of his first Western roles with Robin

Hood,
vorite

champion
and the fa-

his

jumper,

of

his

mounts

many

When

I

came

retrace my steps, the
ladder
slipped
and slid
down on the ground, leaving me stranded on a steepWanderer of the Wasteland
pitched slate roof, which
in the summer sun soon grew blistering hot to my bare
toes.
I have always suspected that my father knew of my
misadventure long before he finally sent the janitor to
rescue, after I had perched on that ridge-pole for three
hours in stoic silence, trying
to choose between the alternatives of a spanking if I called for
help, and sitting on
the roof all night.
At another time,
to

my

when

was

I

twelve, three

boon companions and myself
decided to
journey to the
South
in
Seas
search
of
high

adventure. We
went to New Roboarded
a
small yacht which we
untied from the dock
there, and took a can
r
Jack wants his son, lim, to
„,„
-i
of mock tturtle
soup
leaf, the same wil(J life his
and three cans of baked
daddy did
beans as supplies for
the voyage.
The wind soon blew us out into the open
sound.
All day we drifted, looking eagerly for white
beaches and palm trees until we decided that we must be
chelle,

1

close to

Our

'

England

at least.

provisions

were eaten,

it

grew

dark,

and we

suddenly recollected hearing that there were cannibals on
some of the South Sea isles. It was a distinct relief when
a miraculous change of wind blew us back to our startingplace after a day and a night, even if we did find our
parents and the whole police force of New Rochelle waiting for us
The police force, I remember, said that he
was in favor of "lickin' the stuffin' out of them young
scapegraces then and there," but my father interceded for
us.
It is a real advantage for a boy to be born a minister's son
All this time I was going to the Trinity School in New
York City, where I did not distinguish myself particularly
in arithmetic and spelling but was always called upon to
speak "pieces" at the school exercises you know the kind,
where the announcement that "the gay Thanksgiving time
is here and all the world is jolly!" is followed by an
!

—

(Continued on page 91)
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A LOYAL MAE MURRAY FAN
Miss Murray, petite and fragile tho she is, is a dog-fancier of
remarkable discrimination. She likes to be seen in pictures with
dogs almost as big as she, and they dont have to be so very
big, at that. Dana, her favorite collie, is a slim, beautiful creature,
shading delectably from red brown to palest gold, and he follows
his mistress about in the frankest adoration

1ACL

PALS OF THE BRIDLE-PATH
Doris Kenyon is a regular outdoor girl. She loves her mount and the open
spaces and it's an open secret that she writes very beautiful poetry. Watch
her fine riding, as well as her fine acting, in her new picture, A Thief in
Paradise

—
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Complete Analysis

THOMAS MEIGHAN

WHEN

meeting Mr. Meighan, one is immediately impressed with his bigness
not only in stature but in nature. He is
a big-hearted, wholesome person, kindly

disposed toward his fellow beings.
In reading his character, one notices in the mouth,
that his kindly instincts are well developed.
In the
upper lip we find an ardent, enthusiastic nature,
sympathetic, charitable, and with great interest in
human nature. Here too, are found self-confidence,
poise and control. In the lower lip, we find patriotism,
and a love of children and pets. In the parentheses
about the mouth are found the leadership qualities, also
pride and dignity.
The nose shows he is a person who is analytical,
one who is always looking for the reason of things
he is very observing, has a good imagination, quick
judgment, constructive ability, foresight and excellent powers of concentration and application.
Here,
too, is found self-protection.
The general outline and
shape of the nose show a nature which does not like
to work at things in opposition to his tastes.
The forehead denotes good mentality, a man whose
thinking is logical, who takes his work seriously and
is very conscientious about it.

There

BARBARA LA MARR

HAVING
was

read a great deal of Barbara La Marr, I
naturally interested in making an analysis of
her.
Needless to say, she is a very beautiful and
interesting young woman.
In her mouth upper lip there is found a sympathetic,
charitable nature, a great ardor, zeal, enthusiasm, tact and
a love of display; also a nature with too much trust and
confidence in her fellow beings. In the lower lip there is
found an impetuous, passionate nature, one who, unconsciously and without effort, attracts the opposite sex and
is likewise attracted by them.
In the nose we see a very observing person, one who particularly notices clothes or the unusual. Here are also found
a vivid imagination, constructive ability and a distaste for
details.
She forms her conclusions very quickly from what
she sees and hears.
Her cheeks show that she is daring, has the courage of
her convictions, and is one who does as she chooses, With
little thought for consequences.
The chin shows one who is accustomed to being petted
and who must have attention. She is a persistent nature,
with much determination with a lack of physical endurance
but with great nervous force and energy.
By her hands we see that her heart rules her head, that
she is highly inspirational, with the dramatic instinct well
developed a sensitive person with a love of the luxurious

—

—

;

;

i

frank and outspoken.
In the forehead back of the hair-line, the language sign
is full, showing a liking for languages and a ready gift of
{Continued on page 90)
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is

a

good fulness above the eyes, showing

well-developed
perceptives.
Splendid
ability
to
visualize, even in minute detail and in a highly individual manner. The narrowness across the eyes shows
one who would never choose a mathematical vocation.
The chin and jaw show great physical strength and
persistency,
endurance,
determination
and
self(Continued on page 90)

William Ejjlinton

;

Faces of the Film Stars
By

F.

Vance de Revere

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
that .Mr.
CONSIDERING
mains in
spot more

Fairbanks seldom rethan a minute, it was
difficult to make this analysis.
He is one of
the most active, restless persons that I have
ever met. He is as active mentally as he is physically.
In reading his character, the thing which impressed
me most was the fact that his face is harmonic, showing a person who is very versatile and able to do many
things.
It is difficult for such an individual to concentrate upon one thing for any great length of time.
The nose shows that he is a very observing person,
with a good imagination and constructive ability, and
with the ability to gather together quickly knowledge
from that which he sees and hears. He is a man who
prefers to handle the larger tilings and is not interested
one

There is also shown a lack of economy
a person who likes to do things on a large scale.
In the cheeks are daring and a love of change and
adventure not a very cautious nature but one that is
frank and outspoken.
The upper lip denotes a kindly, charitable nature.
Here is also shown a
very enthusiastic and ardent.
love of display. The lower lip shows an affectionate
nature with strong desires, one that is loyal in
in petty details.

—

friendship.

The chin and jaw show great endurance, energy and
strength, a persistent person, ambitious and self-willed.
Back of the hair-line are shown a ready use of words
and

literary ability.

Above

the eyes the perceptive qualities are well
developed, showing a love of the beautiful and the

MARY PICKFORD

artistic.

(Continued on page 90)
Campbell

takes but a few minutes' association with Mary Pickford to realize that she has an unusually fine mind. I
to find her a sweet, lovable little person.
I did; but I also found her a great natural leader and

IThad expected
executive.

In reading her character, I discovered in her high, broad
forehead a very good mentality. The lines of her forehead
show she is a logical thinker and of a serious, conscientious
nature.
The reflective faculties are good, and she has a
splendid

memory

for faces.

The nose shows her

to be an observing person, with a
imagination, constructive ability, quick, accurate
judgment, a lack of aggression but high self -protection,
good ability to concentrate, and a very intuitive nature.
She is a person who feels deeply and knows things instinctively.
The shape of the nose denotes one who does not like
to do things in opposition to her tastes.
Above the eyes- are well-developed perceptives, good
powers of visualization, and great susceptibility to color.
The chin and jaw prove that she has executive ability,
great determination and remarkable independence. She has
more nervous energy than physical energy, and is strong in
her likes and dislikes.
The cheeks show she is a person with the courage of her
convictions
an industrious, intense nature, with splendid
powers of recuperation.
The mouth (upper lip) denotes a kindly, charitable,
sympathetic, ardent nature, very enthusiastic and interested
(Continued on page 90)

vivid

;

;
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Reeling

Witk Laugkt er

Can you blame her for jilting Her
Boy Friend when he has table

No one but
Larry Semon could confront one
lone hot-dog on a platter with
such a smile as this. Mind your
manners, Larry, and show the fans
that you've
read the book of
manners like this?

etiquette

When Bobby Vernon

as a little

French poilu marched away to
war, he had to sing his own
Marseillaise. His Marie by his
side

new

is

Anne Cornwall.

Christie

comedy,

The

fair flower in the vase is Neal Burns.
Cant you foresee a calamity that suggests
Court Plaster?

It's a
called

French Pastry

two spinsters (left)
wont come in out of the
If

rain,

why

should

Matt

Moore argue with them
in The Narrow Street

Underneath

his gold
and medals, Earl
Foxe's heart (right)

braid

quavers at those muscles.
Pity poor Paul Jones, Jr.

tor Mmicmut
ftwF«KH»$M*TS

The

mermaid (Vera

fair

Reynolds) and her
buxom merman (Lincoln
Stedman)

have no idea

of going near the water.

They're

Mary Astor (below) is always lovely, especially dancing to the pipes of Pan, of
Reginald Denny. It's in Oh, Doctor,
from the Harry Leon Wilson story

What's a nickel
between friends,

Johnny Hines
wants to know.
Johnny's disdainful

manner and

hungry look
makes even the
cashier laugh.
You'll have a
hearty laugh
over this when
you see Johnny's
new comedy

! 44

beach vamps,

and prefer Cheap Kisses
on dry land

Scenes from new comedies that will soon be released; with
a few amusing bits from other new productions

Remember Flora Finch? You
used to laugh at her when she
played with John Bunny back
in the days of the Vitagraph
Now Flora's staged
comediesa comeback and is funny as
ever in a brand-new comedy,
Hi and Dry. Careful, Flora!
You'll be arrested for loitering

You

never can tell what's just around
the corner. Glenn Tryon gets a surprise when he meets Blanche Mehaffy
in their new comedy

Pull for the shore, sailor!
is

Or

he worth saving, after all?

He

is Martha Sleeper.
Her
rescuers are Arthur Stone and

Marie Mosquini
Louise Fazenda (left) is
a bird when it comes to

trimming

hats.

You'll

laugh at her harder than
ever when you see her
in This Woman

Be glad you're out of earshot of this rollicking

harmony!
the
the
as

What

will

His

Mama

do

when

(right)

monkey seems

Max
to

be

center of attraction
well as of noise in
Stolen Sweets

New
she

hears him?

Harry
Langdon boasts he
can play any instru-

It all

ment made.

happens In the Knicker Time, one

Go-Getter series.
The beautiful
lady with the eye on the goose is Alberta
Vaughan (below)
of the

have to
show us, Harry

You'll

Why Hurry when
you've already
missed the train?

So say Jimmie

Adams and

Kath-

leen Myers
(above). The
distressed lady
with the baby is
Natalie Joyce
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The
Ro^al Robes

That
Pola Negri

Wears
in

Her

Latest

Picture
Pola dons a robe of black-and-silver
cloth, bordered with lynx, when she
wishes to melt the heart of the hero

(Rod La Rocque)
But the ruse fails,

after a quarrel.
as you can see

The uniform of the Czarina is of
white broadcloth, decorated with gold
braid and insignia.
The cape into
which the hero so gallantly assists
her is bordered with ermine

Her

Pola floats upon the
scene in a delectable
white negligee of the
filmiest chiffon, trimmed

princess

pomegranite

gown

of

velvet

is

embroidered with real
gold bullion, inset with
seed pearls.
The hem
and neckline are also
bound with real gold
bullion and decorated
with loops of pearls

with yards and yards of
ruffles of white net, and
with a long train, which
no one could manage so
gracefully as she

BP-^s #/

is scarcely a princess royal in Europe today who
could afford such costumes as are worn by Pola Negri
in her picture, Forbidden Paradise, adapted from the
play, The Czarina. No crowned queen has in her wardrobe a court dress richer and handsomer than the one
Pola is wearing above. It is of cream-colored taffeta,
embroidered in gold-brocaded flowers, edged with
pearls.
From a deep collar of ermine, fall long sleeves
that form a train, lined thruout with cloth of gold.
Drop-pearls are scattered over the gown in bewildering
profusion

There

A thin hand

se

reached out and
extinguished the
match

The

hrst

Hand?

instalment of a six-part

which romance stalks hand
hand with mystery, and strange
and frightening things happen to a
serial in
in

motion-picture heroine

B

5

W. ADOLPHE ROBERTS
PART
Illustrations by

M

ARGOT ANSTRUTHER

lolled among the
vivid orange and green cushions of her only
divan, and mused that it was a funny thing
about parties. They either went with a rush,
or they flivved miserably. That was why one felt it to
be such a gamble with boredom to accept the average invitation, and hesitated doubly over giving a party of one's
own. Outdated was the tranquil in-between affair, where
it had been sure to be a pleasure to meet friends and an
interesting stranger or two.
Girls and men, when they
got together, depended on the inspiration of the moment
for gaiety.
They were as fickle and temperamental as
the jazz age in which they lived.
This party of hers, now it was one of the good ones.
Margot was glad she had given it, to celebrate her promotion from the ranks of the extras to a really decent
role in
Toreador's Love, the Spanish production upon
which Superfilm intended' to spend half a million dollars
that fall.
Everybody had been so sweet to her. She
had wanted to do some little thing to show she appreciated it.
And here they were, all having a good time,
herself included. Nice to have had a triumph that called
for a jamboree.
To have broken thru.
Nice party!
Frederick Stoner, her burly director, was standing beside a table, compounding bright-colored cocktails with
a great deal of orange juice and very little gin. He had
insisted on taking over this phase of her duties.
Causing
the ice to make an unnecessary racket as he swung the
big shaker, he jested in his boisterous way about the innocuous nature of the cocktails, the craftiness of Margot
in guarding thereby against a rough-house, her talents as
a hostess generally.
"And what's the matter with this room?
did you
think you had to apologize for it when you asked us,
Margot ? Swell room for a party, I'll say." he shouted.
Margot's wide but beautiful mouth parted in a smile.
"It's a bedroom," she declared emphatically.
"It's not
even camouflaged. I cant pretend it's a parlor, not with
the walnut bureau in one corner and that big brass bed
in the other.
But it's all I've got."

—

A

.

.

.

.

.

.

Why

I

Edward Ryan

"And it's all right," persisted Stoner. "Say, you're
not the only actress in the Roaring Forties who lives in
one room. I've sat on more beds than I could count,
when there weren't enough chairs to go around."
"Beds dont scare us in the movies," chirped May
Cheshire, a blonde, bobbed member of the cast. "Ain't
they among our best little props? Ain't we jumpin' in
and out of them in half the scenes?"
Margot felt slightly bored at the obviousness of this
comment. She turned to the young man who shared the
divan with her. He had said nothing for fifteen minutes,
but she had known without looking at him that his eyes
had not strayed for an instant from the curve of her
cheek and neck and shoulder.
likable fellow, she
thought.
Good-looking, too, with his straightforward,
boyish smile, his cleft chin and his curly black hair. It
was a pity he was so absurdly in love with her.
"The reason I really do prefer this place to a flat," she
said, "is because the house has atmosphere.
It was built
in the Sixties.
Picturescjue old moldings, high ceilings,
and all that sort of thing. Dont you like these brownstone

A

New York, Mr. Valery?"
"Mr. Valery!" he repeated in a low, reproachful voice.
"I thought you promised to call me by my first name."
Adorable little crinkles appeared at the corners of
eyes, as she half-closed them and stared quizzical!
him. "Very well, Eugene. Now we've got that se
^
perhaps you'll find my remark about brownstone hou
in New York worth answering."
"Aw, it's not fair to kid Gene !" boomed Stoner. "When
he's asked to shoot a brownstone house, he shoots it.
He's one of our brightest young Cameramen. What he
dont know about lenses and fillum
But the inside dope
on architecture and periods is the art director's bluff,
left-overs in

1

!

not his."

Valery 's wrathful look, but inability to snap back with
made every one laugh. Margot's
merriment, however, was not whole-hearted. She knew
that a situation existed between these men, on her account.
Stoner, also, had tried to make love to her, and Yalery
the proper repartee,

4.7
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was
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She had done noththem an excuse for indulging in emotions about her. Why, Stoner was actually
repugnant to her the moment he tried to become personal.
The other— well, Gene was a charming boy. But she
didn't want to be annoyed with love. She wanted to have
a career. Men were frightful handicaps, with their continuous harping on romance and the help they flattered
i

jealous.

—nothing,

ing

Idiotic, but so

it

was.

to give either of

themselves they could be.
"Listen, people!" She modified the subject adroitly.
"The best thing about this house is that it makes good
on its appearance. Mysterious lodgers have stayed here.
Strange things have happened."
May Cheshire, Lulu Leinster and the three other girls
from A Toreador's Love were a unit in shrieking for
details.

"I only heard about it yesterday," said Margot, making
the most of her budget of gossip. "I was talking to the
She says that about three months ago, a girl
landlady.
who was living in this very room disappeared in the
funniest way. I dont mean that she walked out, bag and
She literally disappeared, leaving all her bebaggage,
longings even to her comb and toothbrush behind her.
And she never came back."
Stoner hurriedly poured the last cocktail from the
shaker, picked up the tray and started to pass it around.
"That's interesting," he said his eyebrows puckered.
"What sort of girl was she?"
"Her name was Stella Ball. She was supposed to be

—

working half-time

—

at Macy's
in the afternoon, when the
But after she'd vanished, the landlady
up Macy's, and they'd never heard of her."
"Killed in the streets, by an automobile, I guess. There

store
called

is

busiest.

anything so mysterious about that. Lots of accident
cases aren't identified, because they have no papers on

isn't

them."

"Ah, yes! But wait until you hear the rest of it,"
declared Margot, enjoying the suspense.
"On the same
day, an old man named Murchison, who had a room on
the top floor, also disappeared with equal finality."
"A really old man?" asked Lulu.
"Yes, dear. I know you've jumped straight to the conclusion that they eloped. But this Murchison was at least
sixty. Wiry rather than feeble for his age, the landlady
says; but a repellent, hatchet-faced, stoop-shouldered
person. It's too much to imagine any girl looking twice
at him, especially as he stuck in his room evenings like
a hermit and was barely civil to women."
"Where did he have a job, Margot?" asked Eugene.
"Nobody knows. He'd always refused to tell."
"If the old bird had money, thi
Stella might have
fallen for him," argued Lulu.
"Nonsense, dear. He wasn't a miser, with bags of gold
in his trunk, such as you read about in fiction.
That sort
doesn't hold down a job.
Murchison did work, and he
earned next to nothing, to judge by the way he lived."
"Call it a case of hypnotism and be done with it," cried
Stoner, flippantly.

fr

i»

"Wait until you've heard the rest of it," said Margot, enjoying the suspense. "On the same day.
an old man named Murchison, who had a room on the top floor, also disappeared with equal finality''
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"There may be a clue there,"'
retorted Margot, running the
fingers of one hand thru her
gorgeous red hair. "I'd thought
of

it.

Only,

why would

Here were V
a white keyboard.
new measures that gained rather
than lost by being utterly mechaniMargot and her friends precal.
ferred them.
But with the approach of mid-

Margot Anstruther

he

to hypnotize the girl ? And
he did, what could be his pur-

want
if

night it became well to shut down
on the racket, even in a somewhat
free-and-easy old house in the
Roaring Forties of Manhattan.
supper of sandwiches and cake
made its appearance from the cupboard which served as a kitchen-

except an immoral one,
which wouldn't have required
his taking her out of this house?
No one here ever bothers as to
what his neighbors are doing.
One could literally get away
with murder, and not a soul
would be the wiser."
"You're taking awful chances
living in such a place," broke in
Eugene, disregarding her quick
frown.
"I've a private telephone, remember," she answered drily.
"Two women, who shared the
room between Stella Ball's time and mine,
had it put in. I could always raise an
alarm by calling the police."
"If you could reach the 'phone quickly
enough," murmured the cameraman.
Margot shrugged. "Well, to get back to

pose

A

ette.

"
and old Murchison
"Why get back to them?" pleaded
Stoner, in comic supplication.
"Much
better turn on the jazz and let me shake
another round of Bronxes."
"Oh, all right!" laughed Margot. "You've evidently
not got the detective sort of mind."
"Have you?"
Stella

"I've quite a slant in that direction.
Ever since I've
been old enough to read, mystery and detective stories
have been my fad. Bulwer's The House and the Brain,

and Sherlock Holmes, and Gaboriau's tales. I've analyzed
the methods of most of the great detectives."
"Gaboriau is my favorite," commented Eugene.
"He would be. You're of French descent, and you
probably read him in the original.
I vote for Conan
Doyle's immortal Sherlock."
"You and Gene are some pair of highbrows to find
in the motion picture industry," said Stoner.
"I'd hardly call it highbrow to go in for detective
fiction," quizzed Margot. "But I attended medical college
and specialized in chemistry, before I suddenly decided
to be an actress. How's that?"
"Hot stuff for your press-agent when I'm directing you
as a star some day," clamored Stoner. He stared at the
girl, nevertheless, with a new respect and an obvious
sense of fear that his loud-voiced studio patter had not
been the most impressive line to follow with her.
Margot set her victrola going and danced in turn with
her men guests, including a blond actor whose complete
lack of an intelligent vocabulary had made his remarks
in the preceding discussion not worth quoting.
May
Cheshire and Lulu Leinster, for want of partners, slipped
tireless
into each other's arms and jazzed expertly.
rage for the dance pulsed in every one of these children
of the Twentieth Century, banished the feeling of inequality that Margot's superior mind had for a moment
caused.
Caught up by the national rhythm, they were
marching deliriously to hard, glittering fox-trots played
by Ted Lewis's band, by Whiteman's band. What if the

A

music were only at second hand? Syncopation and the
phonograph record had come into being at the same time,
and swept away with a single victorious gesture the sentiment of the waltz and the musician's fingers flying over

There was more orangeade

flavored with the forbidden stuff,
and then the party began to break
up.
Stoner had offered to see May
Cheshire home. She lived in the
wild reaches of the Van CortThey were
landt Park section.
the first to leave. Margot observed
with a faint amusement that
Eugene intended to be the last.
The other girls had jauntily declared that they needed no escort,
and he had not argued the point. Lingering
until only Lulu and a certain June Moore were
left, he said good-bye along with them, but
turned back on the stairs, ran lightly to
Margot's landing and tapped on her door.

She had expected this. "Silly boy!" she
greeted him, holding the door ajar.
"Margot dear I cant go without telling you I'm
absolutely crazy about you," he stammered.
"My, my, Gene, what a surprise
Of course, this is
the first time I've heard it."
"Please dont kid. I'm in love. I've got to keep on
begging you to take me seriously. If I dont succeed in
putting that much across to you, I'm bound to lose out.
I
I'm not altogether a sap. I'm not blind."
"Just what do you mean by that?"
"I mean Stoner," he muttered, jealousy blazing in his
eyes.
"He's a loud-mouthed motion picture man of the
old school.
Not your kind at all. I know that. But
he's your director, and you take his being in love with
you seriously. He's got a start. He he might be able
to convince you."
"Oh, he might, might he?" she retorted sarcastically.
"Honestly, Gene, if I didn't like you well enough to make
allowances, I'd be insulted.
man who never lets me
forget he gave me my job, the way Frederick Stoner
does, is the sort of man I hate." At the last word, she
threw her head back imperiously and stamped her small

—

—

!

—

—

A

foot.

"Forgive me, Margot."
"It's all right.
Only, I wish you'd advance just one
practical argument why I should be sentimental about

—

anybody you, for instance."
"Are you joking?"
"Not at all."
"We're both young," he cried eagerly.
ahead together

in.

the pictures.

I

"We could go
dont intend to be a

"
cameraman all my life, and
"There you are," she interrupted. "You've got almost
the same idea that Stoner has. You think you could help

me."

"As your husband, why not?"
"Well, I dont need a husband.
"In every way?"
"Yes."
"Hard,

self-sufficient

Margot

I

can look after myself."

!"
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She smiled,

as at a grateful piece of flattery.

"One

has to be, these clays. Now, say good night like a sensible
boy, Gene, and I'll promise you to talk about it some
other time."
He leaned forward. "One kiss for good night?" he
begged.
She shook her head emphatically.
"Then let me give you a ring in the next half hour. I
shan't sleep unless I hear your voice again."
"Idiot !" she exclaimed, chuckling affectionately, in
spite of herself.
"It's way after midnight.
I absolutely
forbid you to telephone me at such an hour.
I'll be in
bed before you've turned the corner, and asleep before
you use your latchkey."
She placed her hands on his shoulders, pushed him on
to the landing and definitely closed the door.
Contrary to her assurance that she would be in bed
in a few seconds, Margot, with a glance at her inviting
pillow, and a sighing, comprehensive stare at the supper
dishes and innumerable ash trays spilling over upon tables
and chairs, took off her dress, put on a gingham house
gown, and went to work. It was half an hour before
she sighed again, this time with a sense of luxurious
comfort, as she put an extra pillow behind her shoulders

bed and drew up the
covers. She felt wide
awake, and had decided to read something stupid enough

in

complete darkness. A single ray of light streamed faintly
from the tall back window. But on either side of this
the darkness was opaque. As Margot stared at the floor,
she first noted the match flickering in the band of twilight
—quite close, it seemed. Then noiselessly a small, thin
hand, followed by a forearm, reached out from under the
Her heart strangled in her throat and her breath
bed.
was choked off. Stricken with terror, Margot watched
the hand flit to the match and blot it out with a soft tap
of the fingers. This done, the arm withdrew smoothly
and disappeared under the bed.
The girl slipped back upon her pillows and lay rigid, her
eyes wide open, her lips parted and stiff. Her first recoil
from the incredible thing she had seen quickened definitely
to an overwhelming fear for her safety.
Someone a man, of course was under her bed, had
been lurking there all evening. He had extinguished the
match to prevent a fire which would have led to his discovery, and doubtless, too, with the object of keeping
the room quite dark. He would wait until he was sure
she was asleep, then he would come creeping out and he
would
What would he do ? Was it mere burglary
she must combat, or something more sinister?
Burglary! Oh, no!
argot's brain was functioning
clearly now. She felt

—

—

——

M

it

New

".was unlike a

York burglar

to hide

for such a purpose.
Margot read and

for hours in a house
where all the rooms
He
were occupied.
would have broken in
Besides, what
later.
had she for anyone to
steal ?
It was not

smoked until

could

to

make her

j

sleepy.

She always kept a
few novels on hand

a

She

lit

to

few

puffs,

taking

a
then,

know

the possibili-

concerning

ties

paranoics.

one,

upon

theft.

avenge an imaginary
In her
grievance ?
years as a medical
student, she had come

tinguished the electric
But, perversely, she wanted a last
cigaret.

—be

escaped,
some paranoic, who
had picked her out as
the one on whom to

light.

lazily intent

not

Some maniac

drowsiness
began to steal over
her.
She allowed the
book to slip out of
her hand onto the
coverlet, then pressed
the button that ex-

pleasant

It

was murder, then

—murder?

How

would he wait?

long

She

and
more asleep
than awake, she
stretched her arm

dared not scream, and
who would hear her

over the side of the

in

any case? The old
house had been built

bed and dropped the
still flaming match on
later,

was

she

in a period when
walls and doors were

A second

to the floor.

made

alert

thick,

sound-

How

with a consciousness
of what she had done.

proof, almost.
long could she endure

A

the

lighted match upon
a thin and worn old

suspense,

she

wondered, without
giving way to

rug had dangerous
possibilities.
She
raised herself on her

hysterics? And she
must keep cool
With a violent

elbow and leaned

Margot

quickly over the side
of the bed,
intent

wrench,

upon locating the

subjection, raised one

match

and

sure that

it
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cold hand,

making
had gone
she exclaimed, chuckling affectionately, in spite of
way after midnight. I absolutely forbid you to
telephone me at such an hour. I'll be in bed before you've
turned the corner, and asleep before you use your latchkey"
herself.

first-floor
in

almost

and

switched on the read"Idiot!"

out.

The big
room was

fought her nerves into

"It's

ing light at the head
of the bed.
{To be continued)

Tkree Scenes
from

Classmates
Many

of

you

remember Madge

Evans, the child star of the screen.
Do you recognize her with Dick
Barthelmess in the scene at the
top of the page, and at the right?
She's

grown up now, and

is

the

leading lady in Classmates

Dick and

his pal,

ford

have

Jr.,

James Brad-

chow on the

banks of the Amazon

In Clazsmates, Richard Barthelmess, a country boy, loses his commission at
West Point thru the dishonesty of a cadet from his own district. The plot is
thickened by the fact that they both love the same girl. Dick exonerates
himself in a valiant engineering trip down the Amazon River; the villain
confesses. Dick marries Madge and all is well. To film the picture, the movie
cameraman took possession of West Point and the scenes on the Amazon
were made in the Everglades in Florida
;
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Costume

the Best

trie

Picture

THE SILENT WATCHER
The Best Melodrama

—

ever there was a flesh-and-blood picture one vivid
life, Frank Lloyd's The Silent Watcher is it.
Indeed, it is the sort of picture for which the spectator needs more than anything else his heart-strings.
Given a reasonable amount of these, and this fine adaptation of Mary Roberts Rinehart's story, The Altar on the
Hill, will do the rest.
And yet it carries sound, logical
drama the kind of drama that holds one in a tight
embrace thru its very human situations.
It is touched with deep, poignant feeling.
And, watching it, we feel like trespassers against something sacred
because we look upon the home of young newly-weds
crumbling to pieces. But above all, it is the humanities
that give this picture such eloquent expression.
Frank Lloyd has again demonstrated that he knows pictorial and dramatic values.
He keeps his balance and
displays good, common sense. The picture will rank with
his earlier achievement, The Sea Hazvk, in its entertaining qualities.
Being a student of human nature and
having a knowledge of dramatic form and technique, he
brings out one of the most absorbing films ever screened.

IF with
—

—
—

—

He

seems able to humanize any story whether it deals
with romance out of the chivalrous past, or deals with
life as

it is

lived today.

Here he uncovers the hundred and one
which make up character. He doesn't paint
uses soft shades.
existence.

And

so

we

see a story of every-day

—

We

things
broadly, but
little

look upon Mary and Joe Joe, a hero-worshiper
of his employer, a candidate for United States Senator.
It is his loyalty to his boss that starts the house
crumbling. Mary is faithful, but she sees in the "chief"
nothing less than an ogre.
So Joe keeps silent when to
speak would bring him into disrepute. And in his silence
Mary misjudges him.
How keenly, how poignantly Lloyd brings these touches
There is conviction about it a ring of truth which
out.
and with much simplicity. The
is expressed realistically
characters mold under your very eyes.
They take on
shape as they enter each situation and these situations
are as perfectly dovetailed as the figures in the pattern of
an Oriental rug. How seldom it is that one sees a picture
with characterization that develops and glows as the plot
As a result we have continual surprise and
develops.
suspense.

—

—

—

THE CLEAN HEART
The Best Drama

THE

is very much in evidence in
adapted from A. S. M. Hutchinson's
story, The Clean Heart.
Like // Winter Comes,
it tells a tale of a lovable character who gets out
of touch with realities. It lends itself well to picturization
because it is unusually strong in characterization,

—

I

—

heart interest, pathos, humanity and romance typically
Hutchinson elements.
The author's quaint note of humor is also admirably
caught by J. Stuart Blackton whose direction here is
remarkably sympathetic and intelligent. Yet it is a story
which could have been easily spoiled had the director
allowed too much sentiment. He has shown fine appreciation of its humanities, its spiritual note
and its cameolike characterization.
Indeed, he has been in entire
sympathy with the author. The result is a film which
genuinely humanizes its characters as to make them live.
The story of the harassed newspaper man who runs
away from his work and his worries who allows the
grinding presses to whip him whose sensitiveness is for
cloistered walls instead of the humdrum monotony of a
machine-like grind who suffers a mental breakdown
who finds communion with a happy-go-lucky vagabond
and a nurse who restores him back to health well, it'-s all

—

—

—

—

—

most charming manner. The plot never gets away
from the characters, and the characters dominate the
action.
It conquers thru its charm, simplicity and the

told in

appeal of its romance.
The
It is the picture in which the story is the thing.
spiritual tug of // Winter Comes is just as finely suggested. And like that memorable film, it points its central
figure very forcefully, very sympathetically. Yet there is
nothing mushy about it. The editor temporarily loses his
mind and lives a Peter Pan sort of existence.
Yes, it has its drama. Poignant and dramatic is that

scene wherein the vagabond willingly sacrifices his life
new-found friend may live. And before the great
sacrifice we are offered the quaint humor as the friends
tramp the English countryside.
The Clean Heart always tugs at the emotions. There is
that his

(Continued on page 89)
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big heart touch

this picture

—

of the

Month

Selected and Reviewed by

LAURENCE REID

DANTE'S INFERNO
The Best Costume

IN

HOLLYWOOD WITH POTASH
AND PERLMUTTER
The Best Comedy

THE

film industry

is

burlesqued to a fare-you-well

funny comedy. While this
an adaptation of Montague Glass' stage success,
Business Before Pleasure, it goes much further
than depicting the celebrated partners, Abe and Mawruss,
in such commercial enterprise as selling "kluks and suits."
His stories are rapidly making screen history. There is
no question that the latest one will be voted an exceptionThere is a
ally bright and inventive piece of humor.
laugh a regular diaphragm laugh, in every scene and in
nearly every subtitle and the film is rich in breezy subtitles.
These carry truthful wisecracks, characteristic of
the author and the partners. It is safe to say that Glass
had a great deal to do in fashioning the captions.
We follow Abe and Mawress in their efforts to enter
and buck the film game. They engage a studio and make
Benny Hur, and The Fatal Murder. And in seeing
them trying to interest the buyers and continually arguing over matters of production, certainly gives the picture
genuine realism besides a fulsome quota of laughs.
But dont think that most of the fun is contained in the
Every time Abe and Mawruss whether they
captions.
are in their offices or in the projection-room or out on
in this extraordinarily

is

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

location
get together, there are scenes of uproarious
mirth.
It is very clever burlesque of a business which
has romance written all over it. And it is true in that
many of our film magnates started just like the celebrated
partners.
Abe is just about to close a deal when Mawruss says
or does something which spoils everything. Or it may be
Abe is responsible for the mistakes. Or again, it may be
who are ever registering
their argumentative wives
complaint. Especially when the partners engage a famous
vamp to star in their productions.
The shots of the two productions are rich in humor.
The partners get in bad with the buyers and the capitalist.
Look to the projection-room and have a big laugh. Their
names are spread all over the screen. And the wives keep
up a constant chatter which brings their husbands to the

—

—

(Continued

THIS

what we would

Picture

a film "Cook's tour"
different, we'll put it
down as a distinct novelty. Any picture visualizing the hot regions where all earthly sinners are
punished (according to the hell-and-brimstone theories of
the old-fashioned preachers) must be chalked up as a
radical departure from the conventional pattern.
While
we catalog it as a costume drama, in that its general
scheme is of costume design——its allegorical scenes have
little costume, since the employees and guests of His
Satanic Majesty present mostly studies in the nude.
It
is only in the modern tale interwoven with the allegorical
side of it that the picture passes into conventional
pastures.
For several centuries it has been conceded that Dante is
an authority on hell.
No writer since the melancholy
Florentine has been able to paint it so vividly. Henry
Otto in filming the Inferno has achieved a grotesque and
fantastic subject.
Certainly it offers thrills in its play
upon the imagination. It seems to us as if it was a
triumph of the cameraman's art. Still, it is entertaining
because of the logical building of its modern story which
pictures a supermean man of wealth who refuses to entertain the poor and needy- and who, receiving a copy of the
Inferno from one of his unfortunate victims, takes a
descent into hell. He takes it via a dream situation and
we are his guests— we, of the audience.
It is positively uncanny
yet completely fascinating to
watch Virgil guide Dante and the modern sinner into the
lower regions. It is a perfect visual sermon on the lesson
of being good as hammered home by the brimstone talkers
who frightened our forefathers not so many years
ago.
follow Dante, who is led by Virgil, in looking over
Satan's acres.
Fiery pools of brimstone, rivers of blood,
a rain of fire, hundreds of nude figures writhing in agony
as the flames and torture give them eternal punishment
these and other equally weird sights greet the eye in a
colorful array of grim and picturesque sequences.
The
millionaire is redeemed after his devilish delirium and it
all ends happily- for the unfortunates of the modern

thru

is

hell.

And

because

call

it is

—

—

—

—

—

We

story.

The
Dante.

m

completely acted by Ralph Lewis as the
as Virgil, and Lawson Butt as
Butt really resembles the accepted likeness of the

film

Croesus,

is

Howard Gaye

page 89)
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Studies in Expression

Which you may observe more

when

in detail

the films are releasee! this winter

CONWAY TEARLE
AND
ALICE TERRY
The Snow Princess
in
tale

the

old

—that

is

fairy-

what

Alice Terry

minds us

re-

of;

a
icy and
but spark-

princess
aloof,
lingly

Will
Monatt

NORMA TALMADGE
Tho

adorable,
Norma-in-the-fifties will be equally
lovely and charming, as she will prove

Norma-in-the-twenties

is

to you as you watch her grow from
young girlhood to gray-haired middle
age in her new picture, The Lady

beautiful.
her

austere
change,
and will her eyes

expression

melt before the
burning gaze of

Conway

Tearle?

You'll learn the
answer when you

see

The Great
Divide

CORINNE GRIFFITH
Here

is

a

surprise

for

the

fans

Corinne has a fiery temper.
You
have long adored her for her sweetness, but when you see her in Love's
Wilderness, you'll adore her all the
more for the dash of pepper that has
been added to her role

Richee

ELLIOTT DEXTER

LOIS WILSON
You'll

be

eager

to

discover
to the

what has happened
merry Lois of The Covered
Wagon to make her look like

familiar

his
self

in

his

new picture, The

this in

Fast Set.
There you will be introduced
to him as a suave, cool, cynical

of 36.

husband,

her new picture, North
All the sorrows of the
world seem to have fallen upon
her shoulders

9 54

star is not
poetic, romantic

This

gent

who

gives

his

negli-

wife an amazing object
lesson in behavior

!

:

-Tfal^
Keen Comment by
Illustrated hy

Qut>
TAMAR LANE

Harry Taskey

Improvement Note

OVER

thirty
productions were released last
month, and yet
Not one old gray-haired mother was threatened with the foreclosure of a mortgage.
Not one close-up was flashed on the screen showing a

the discovery of Jackie Coogan, and a dozen for the discovery of Rudolph Valentino. Because these celebrities
are on the top.
But no one is heard clamoring credit for the discovery
of those celebrities

failed to

make good.

That's

Jazzing

Up

the Classics

Slowly

but surely the movies are annihilating all of
our cherished illusions regarding not only historical
Under the plea of "dracharacters but famous poems.
matic license'' the producers make such radical changes
in our former friends that they are

unsuspecting husband.

the Silent

who have

different.

coffee-pot boiling over.
Only six films had scenes showing expectant mothers
crocheting baby clothes, to the complete surprise of the

Is

;

:

Drama

Progressing

?

'"The Cecil B. De Mille production,
The Whispering Chorus, made in
1917, was shown again recently in

ground forth from the projection
machine only to become total strangers

Los Angeles, and

it is that we find Longfellow's
blacksmith riding under the
spreading chestnut tree in a Ford
Dangerous Dan McGrew drinking his
liquor and working his villainy, not in
Alaska, but several thousand miles
away in the South Sea Islands Barbara Frietchie, a young and sprightly
damsel of twentv, instead of old and
gray; and Stonewall Jackson (shades
of John Greenleaf Whittier, may you
rest in peace ) speaking such titles as

to us.

Thus

gave a very discouraging outlook as to the progress
the silent drama is making.
In spite of the fact that The Whispering Chorus was produced seven
years ago. it could be presented on the
screens of the country today and more
than hold its own among the finest
Phoartistic productions of the year.
it

tographically and artistically
rior to ninety-nine out of

it is

village

;

supe-

one hundred

present-day films.
In fact, an appraisal of The WhisWho touches a hair on that
Of the thirty films released last
pering Chorus from every angle remonth, in not one was an old graywoman's head.
veals the undeniable fact that the art
haired mother threatened with the
Dies like a dog.
Pass
foreclosure of a mortgage
and drama of the silversheet has proalong
gressed but very little in the last seven
All that is now needed for the producers to make a
years.
The Whispering CJwrus is one of the finest films
complete job of this sort of thing is to give us pictures
that De Mille ever turned out, and none of his recent
showing Horatius holding back an army of commuters at
efforts can be compared with it.
Brooklyn Bridge the boy who stood on the burning deck
putting the fire out with a can of Pyrene, and young
George Washington speaking the title
Nothing Succeeds Like Success
/ cannot tell a lie, father, there ain't no such animal.
Tt's funny how people like to attach them{Continued on page 107)
:

!

THAT

;

^

selves to something that is successful.

A

half-dozen individuals claim credit for
Slowly but

surely the movies are annihilating all our cherished illusions regarding historical characters, such as

Lincoln, Washington and Napoleon; our
former friends are ground forth from
the projection machine, only to become
total strangers to us

funny how people like
themselves to something that is successful. Half
a dozen individuals are
It's

to attach

claiming credit for the discovery of Jackie Coogan

Confid ences Off-S creen
By

"What

GOING
view

a

Gish isn't just another interwith a popular star. It is a privilege and
For she is the heart-breaking
a rare pleasure.
to see Lillian

—

Broken Blossoms the screen's greatest
She is a tragedienne with power
to evoke beauty by means of tenderness, pity, and a quality
glamour that
of
.

girl of

actress, in

my

defies

analysis.

all

opinion.

Her

genius, as understood and de-

veloped by

We LWe In"

World

wedding, a mystic ceremony of great beauty.
it, no detail is faked.
She steeped
herself in the ritual before she was willing to use it as an
literally a

As Miss Gish shows

actress.
And she declined to give the picture the conventional happy ending that would have meant having the
nun escape from her vows and marry the lover who had
lost her thru
no
fault of his own.
It would have

cheapened the
whole conception,

Griffith,

stands as our best
assurance that motion pictures are a
new art, not merely an industry. And
in saying this, I do
not overlook the
contribution made
by Charlie Chap-

He

lin.

she says.

Miss Gish

have not been
made,

but if the
project goes thru
the public has an
artistic treat in
store for it. You
the real
see, Paris
Paris of poets arid

great. But tragedy,
inevitably, is more

than

lofty

He

farce.

—

would be the

first to

admit

When

I

it.

went up

Lillian
Gish's
to
suite at the Am-

bassador,

do

know what
her

I

doing?

mood

of

you
found

When

Mr.

In a

her director, bent down and spoke to her, she put her
head knowingly on one side and sang for him

Griffith,

wonder-

!

•

The human throng moves

me

to a different

rhythm."

she had dreamed for years of making The
Sister, for the sake of the scene in which she takes
the veil as the bride of Christ. The initiation of a nun is

She
White

IGE
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told

artists—has never
been portrayed on
the screen except
in the most faky
manner. Louise is

the

masterpiece

furnishes the
best pictorial opportunities, and with Lillian Gish as the
heroine we may be sure that none of its poignancy will
be lost. It will gain, in fact. She will add to it her own
that

ing delight, she was playing with her first radio set, a portable contrivance finished to resemble a suitcase, which she
had placed on a chair beside an open window.
"Ah, Mr. Roberts
Look at this, listen to it !" she
cried. "Voices from the air. Sounds and music that have
always been about us, but that we've only just learned
how to hear. What a world we live in !"
She sat down then on a divan, her hands crossed in her
lap, like an exquisite child, and we talked of the magic
kingdom of art.
One of the most admirable things about her is the complete sincerity with which she takes her work.
She would
never lend herself to the making of a picture that pretended to be what it was not. The scene of Romola, for
instance, is in Florence at the height of the Renaissance,
and had it been asked of her she would have refused to
do the film with sets fabricated in a Hollywood studio.
"It's possible to reproduce an old street, or to build a
seemingly perfect copy of a palace where men and women
have loved and died, and yet fail utterly to capture the
spirit of the place," she says.
"The very stones of
Florence have individuality. The sun shines there, and
the rain falls, thru an atmosphere tinted otherwise than
ours.

now
to

do Charpentier's
opera Louise as a
motion picture.
Final arrangements

very

is

is

planning

incomparable charm.

Meet D. W.

Griffith's Susie

of Lillian Gish, and immediately one thinks of
*• Griffith, too.
But it happens the story I have to tell
about him this time does not relate to her, or to any of the
Nor will it show him as the
stars he has made famous.
Pretty soon
It has to do with Susie.
great producer.
now, Susie is going to be a public character. This is

r

I

'hink

meet her.
Mr. Griffith at his Mamaroneck studio,
shortly after his return from Germany. He was allowing
himself to be coaxed into giving me advance tips on
the picture for which he made all the exteriors abroad
Suddenly he turned, smiling to me.
last summer.
"How would you like to meet the only German actress
I brought back?" he asked.
There hadn't been a word in the newspapers about his
bringing back a German actress. "I'd like it very much,"
I answered, astonished and pleased.
"But she doesn't speak English," he warned me.
With an odd gesture familiar to those who know him,
he draped a plaid overcoat on his shoulders like a cape,
put on his hat at any old angle, and started for the back
your
I

first

chance

was talking

to

to

:

:

OTIDN PICTURR
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I really thought I was on my way to be introduced
some blonde Gertrude or Gretchen taking the air
eccentrically in the midst of garden truck and hay.
As

yard.
to

we crossed the yard. Griffith gave me a quizzical side
glance, chuckled at his little joke, and boomed
"She's a hen."
And that was the plain truth. Susie is a Plymouth-Rock
hen from a village near Berlin. Fate brought her into
some shots made of a humble homestead, and it was clear
from the beginning that she was no ordinary fowl. She
was friendly and intelligent, would stay put on location,
could even be made to act. At the slightest encouragement, she threw up her head and sang lustily. It wasn't
just cackling with her.
Her merry voice rang tunefully
all day.
She was that rare bird, a "crowing hen," as
British and New England country folk say.
But Griffith
prefers to call her a singing hen.
He used her in a number of scenes, and then decided he
would need her on this side of the ocean. He offered to
buy her for a sum that seemed huge in German marks.
Her owners almost wept. They were sadly tempted, yet
would not agree to sell. Everyone in the family was absolutely devoted to Susie.

So

this is the

charming compromise that

Griffith

made

He

hired Susie at a monthly salary, and promised that as
soon as the picture was finished he would ship her back to
Germany in state, in the same coop that had been built for
her westward voyage.
I met her after nightfall, and like all chickens she was
bewildered at being hailed from her roost into artificial
light.
But when her director, "D. W." himself, bent down
and spoke to her. she put her head knowingly on one side
and sang.
Watch out for the professional debut of Susie.
You'll find her a wonder.

Alton

Lillian Gish has the power to evoke beauty by means
of tenderness, pity, and a quality of glamour that
defies all analysis

why

Ole! Bebe de la Plaza!

hasn't she been used instead of the Mae Hurrays,
who are put forward as Spanish heroines with-

etc., etc.,

have often wondered why Bebe Daniels hasn't been
Her type is disgiven Spanish roles by preference.
tinctly Spanish, what with her jet-black hair, her ripely
curving lips, the arrogant, high, straight bridge of her
nose.
Yet Bebe has been cast at least fifty times to one
She
as a flapperish charmer of Anglo-Saxon vintage.
makes good, because she is always the competent actress.
But looking the sehorita as deliciously as she does well,
T

—

out rhyme or reason?
I

The above had been the burden of my complaint when
heard the good news that Bebe was to do a Blasco Ibahez

story especially written for the screen, and called Argentine Love.
I immediately rushed over to the Famous
Players studio, offered my felicitations and got her to tell
me the plot. It's a mighty good one. Bebe is to be a girl
who has acquired modern ideas in New York, but who on
her return to her native pampas finds
herself up against the primitive loveBebe's great-grandfather was a Spaniard
making of an Argentino of the old

named De
Sfa^

Plaza

la

school.
This obstreperous person is
a chain-smoker. He lights one cigaret from the butt of the last, and is
invariably preceded by a puff of

smoke. Bebe made it seem thrilling
spun the yarn for me.
"Then blue smoke rolled round the
corner of the door," she said, "and
as she

.

the girl
.

.

.

knew

And

the villain

so on.

And

was

.

.

there."

so on.

But the most interesting result of
visit was the discovery that Bebe

my
is

to

of Spanish descent.
We all
have our judgment confirmed.

Her

great-grandfather

was

like

the

Governor-General of Nueva Grenada,
now the Republic of Colombia. The
name was De la Plaza, which has a fine
ring about it, and has been borne by
many a swashbuckling grandee. A daughter, Bebe's grandmother, married the American consul.
A match of this kind occurs in
nearly every romantic novel with a South American
{Continued on page 86)
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On

the

Camera Coast

THEY

are making a strenuous effort to fatten
Philbin for fame. At the insistence of the
executives at Universal City, little Mary has
absorbed calories in every known form without
She just cant acquire fat.
success.
The studio has now employed a special physician who
claims to know all about fat to dance in constant attendance at her every meal.
They feel that all Mary needs is poundage to be the
greatest actress the screen has ever known.
Sven Gade,
the Danish director, who has just finished directing a picture with Mary says she is anyhow
fat or thin.
Mr.
Gade told me that he has seen all the great actresses of this
generation here and in Europe. The greatest he ever saw
was, of course, Duse the next, in the days of her youth
was Astra Neilson, a Danish actress. Then comes Mary
Philbin.
She is like clay in the hands of a director. It is
an extraordinary case of a sensitive, plastic personality.
Mary is just exactly as good an actress as her director
is good.
No better; no worse.
She is now working under the direction of Rupert
Julian on an elaborate production of a story called The

Mary

—

While Monta Bell stops
work on The Snob long
enough to take a drink
from the old town pump,
Norma Shearer and John
Gilbert waste no time

;

Phantom of

the Opera.

CJomeone has been
^ Peter Pan and

all sorts of stories about
Betty Bronson that she had
failed in the part and the production has been stopped,

circulating

little

;

etc., etc.
I have seen several reels of the picture.
It will be
a success. Little Miss Bronson is charming in the role.
The Bronsons have been very much hurt over sensational accounts of their rescue from dire poverty
by Betty's getting this role. The truth is, they had

modest but adequate means.

Why the startled expression on
Tony Moreno's face? Is a
flapper fan sending him a proposal?
At the right you will

—

meet a happy family James
Kirkwood, Sr., and Jr., and the
Mrs., who was Lila Lee

Betty is terribly thrilled because a fortune-teller
"read the cards" for her on the Peter Pan set the
other day.
She was an actress who had learned
her art from the Gypsies. She told Betty she would
— <^4 \
suddenly become rich at the age of twenty-nine.
The fortune-teller also peered into the future of
\
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., who has been signed on a
long contract to play juvenile roles at the Lasky
studio.
The cards told Doug, Jr., that all his life he is going to
be up and down alternately broke and rich which disturbed
the yOung man's peace of mind considerably.
\

/

—

House Peters recently ran away
from Cameraland
and indulged in what
call an ideal vacation in the land
where swift moun-

we

tain streams are rich,
His only
in trout.

companion

was

an

old guide, who
with House
the chores of the
shared

camp,

including

cleaning the

fish

and

cooking them

Three friends of Alma Rubens surprise her while
making Gerald Cranston's Lady; they are Marion
Davies, Mrs. Don Lee, and Anna Q. Nilsson

I
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Harry Carr's department of news
and gossip of the Hollywood
picture folk
Doug,

:

hobnobbing with neara party of Spanish
nobility are guests at the Fairbanks house.
This week
Doug and Mary are taking them' to Catalina where a
special camp has been erected in a secluded bay under
heavy guard against sightseers.
They are fishing for
tuna and other big game of the deep.
Mary is still undecided about her future productions,
altho I understand she has about decided not to go thru
royalty.

Sr., is at this

writing

still

The Duke of Alba and

with her plan to play Cinderella.

TLXollywood

A

very much stirred up over the terrible
slam that Mary Miles Minter gave screen celebrities
Mary said
in an interview in an Eastern newspaper.
that all one needed to be a movie star was a French maid,
By way
a pedigreed dog and a ribbon-decked footstool.
of a deep and terrible revenge, the Hollywood folk are
telling how fat Mary has become since abandoning her

Trio

is

of

Beautiful Betties

screen career.

"^^"abel Norm and says the worm turns at this point.
*~ *
She has endured all the rest of the scandal but
when a woman named Mrs. Norman Church named her
well, that was just
as co-respondent in a divorce suit
that much too much.
Mabel say that the only time she
ever saw the recreant husband was when they were both
in a hospital and he was wheeled by her door on an
operating table. She has brought suit against Mrs. Clark
for five hundred thousand dollars libel.
;

—

T£ ate

Lester, once a famous stage beautv and latterly
a player of mother parts in pictures, met a horrible
death at the Universal Studio recently.
gas heater in
her dressing-room exploded and she was burned to death.
Louise Lorraine had a narrow escape almost on the
same day. She was working in a serial of circus life with
an elephant named "Minnie," regarded as the most
amiable of all movie beasts. Minnie became frightened
at a wind-storm stirred up by the aeroplane propellers
and stampeded. She kicked over the circus wagons and
all but trampled on Miss Lorraine.

^^

A

The Betty

at the top is little
Peter Pan Bronson, chatting
with Jesse Lasky and Herbert Brenon. At the left you

see
for

"%,

Jm*

Miss
a

Compson looking

life

to

save;

and

above, you catch Miss
Blythe

racing toward
studio

her

Tew Cody

has returned from Europe filled with excited
reminiscences and denials.
He acted as second to Mike
Gibbons when Mike knocked out Jack Bloomfield, the heavy-

•*-'

(Coiitimied on page 82)

Clara
only

is

Bow
a

not
champion

swimmer and
basket-ball player,
but she has had a
lot of training in
the none-too-gentle
art of boxing. You
see her at the left

umpiring

a

bout

between Gaston
Glass and Kenneth

Harlan

w

Priscilla

**.

Dean

entertains the three

li

flew around the world, at her beautiful
Beverly Hills

home

in
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Monte Blue Monday
Do you

have the Monday Blues ?
If so, read how Monte Blue overcomes the handicap of his name
on Monday

7:30 A.

Under

the cold shower;

and

M.
then

toast,

coffee

a cigaret

\'

8:00 A. M.

9:30 A. M.

early bird finds him headed
for the bridle-path for a thirtyminute canter while the dew is

Time

The

for just one set before he's
off for the studio.
Tennis keeps
him graceful and lithe besides,
he's hoping some day soon to
meet Helen Wills across the net

—

on the grass; Then home
again for a regular breakfast
still

No

Squint a

instead of five-o'clock

of south-east and you
see our hero in his
last hour of training

social engagements on Monday;
tea, we

have five-o'clock

By giving the
free hours of the day
solely to the business
of keeping fit, Monte
Blue's Monday becomes his very favorite day of the week

little

south

before bed.
Observe
the grin with which

golf.

he faces the end of a
perfect
day.
There
are only pleasant
dreams at the end of
a Monte Blue Monday

.

|K^^?««n|$

12:30 P. M.

A

8:30 P. M.

on the set at the
noon hour, with Marie Prevost, helps
to break the hoodoo of the day

I

60
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There's

bit of foolishness

mail.

To do

lounging
10:30 P.

M.

always
is

the

business of fan
rather he

when you'd
fine Monday
it

discipline

;

The famous
McCargar Quartet— E. E. McCargar, 'cello
Cecil Crandall

and

Raymond
vioA. L. Ran-

Martinez,
lins;
dall,

A Tune
Part III

:

What

trie

for a

slap-stick comedian on the Mack Sennett lot
doesn't need the inspiration of sweet music in
order to throw his custard pies and hurl his pots
and pans very deftly and accurately, and to the
entire satisfaction of his audience.
When
Mix mounts his horse and rides away,
flourishing his gun, he doesn't stop to listen whether or
not there is any soul-stirring music in the offing.
With Tony, the famous Mix horse, however, it is dif-

Tom

Tony

ferent.

a

is

temperamental

of the
equine world, and

aristocrat

Tony

viol

Tear

musicians think of the business of acting to music

By DORIS

THE

bass

DENBO
with Tony in' the matter of music.
put before the camera and told to run the entire
gamut of emotions, from smiles to tears and stormy passion, and back to smiles again in swift succession, they
find that the right sort of music does much to throw them
into the required mood.
"Yes we want music with our acting," cry stars and
director in chorus. But where to find the musicians who
can give them the kind they want, is more easily said than
done. For a man
may play with the
soul of a Paderewski or Fritz
silverscreen agree

When

to

Kreisler, or do

dance or do any

jazz like a second

refuses

of his tricks without at least a
victrola.
He prefers a three-piece
orchestra, but in

Whiteman,

Paul

and

still

not

the

actors

the picture.

the right sort of
record.
Without

make

he

some-

times grows stubborn and stands
as dumbly as any
old Dobbin harnessed to a truck.

Most
artists

Meet

of
of

the
the

Bill Bailey

(at the organ) and
his trio of musi-

cians on location
at Big Bear.

Con-

way Tearle

is

standing in the
background

the

mood which they

an emergency he
will perform to

music

be

able to inspire in

must

bring

into

Playing

to

screen
stars "emote" is a
definite trade in
the music game
and requires a
definite technique.
To do it successfully,
the musician must be able
to slide from jazz
to the Moonlight
the

Sonata and Han-

F uneral
March, thence
back to jazz
del's

again, with
agility

all the
with which

Babe Ruth

slides

around the
61
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erous places," said Mr.
McCargar. "Once he
took the whole orchestra
with him to the foot of
the Grand Canyon.
Men who had never

been astride a horse or
a mule before hung on
desperately to their
animals with one hand,

and to their instruments with the other,
as they made the hairInterraising descent.

mittently the mules
would stop dead and
hang head-first over
the edge of the precipice, while their terrified riders glimpsed the
bottomless pit beneath
them, over the slanted
One of the best-known studio orchestras is Harry Carey's group of colored melody hounds
backs of their mounts.
diamond and. triumphantly hits the home plate. What is
Once the mule of the bass-viol player ran away, threw his
more, he must anticipate the effect of a certain tune upon
rider, and smashed the instrument, and only the comedy
the artist, whether the artist be man, woman, child or
relief of the incident saved it from being a tragedy."
beast, and follow the mood which the artist must assume
Harry Carey's colored jazz orchestra follows his camera
Harry is
as a 'cellist follows the orchestra leader.
as faithfully as the cub follows the old bear.
It frequently happens, therefore, that talented musiquite certain that he could not make a Western picture
cians, who think to fill in their time between engagements
without them.
by taking a fling at the movies, are often sadly dis"It isn't only that I like jazz myself," he explains, "but
illusioned, and that a couple of
my pictures have action as their key-note. The music
players from the Boston Symhelps to give it.
Besides, these darkies of mine are a
phony Orchestra are less successbunch of comedians themselves, and to have them with
us is like carrying a full vaudeville."
'

Harry Langdon,
the Sennett comedian, is also their
cleverest musician

Gloria Swanson

insisted upon
Russian

music,

when she

was

playing the role
of a Russian

woman
Wages

ful here than a group of impromptu
musicians who have studied the movie

game.

Among

the musicians most successful

^^•at producing "atmosphere" is the
McCargar Quartet, four veterans in the
game. They used to play for William
Farnum, back in the days of his famous

/7\

Westerns, and the tales they tell of the
days on location with "Bill" are replete
with humorous incidents.
"Bill was so insistent upon music
with his acting that he used to take us
every place with him, even to the dan-

P62
1A*3£

in

of Virtue

"Ren Turpin, on

the other hand, scorns the idea that an
actor needs music to make him "emote."
"See me in Three Foolish Wives," says Ben, rolling his
famous eyes, "and observe the fiery passion which a real
!"
actor can assume without one note of music
Nevertheless, the Sennett studios have, in one of their
famous comedians, also one of the best musicians on the
Coast, Harry Langdon, and they call for his services
whenever a temperamental star refuses to "emote." This
often happens with Teddy, the famous Sennett dog, who
will play nothing more exciting than dead clog until Harry
(Continued on page 114)

Tney Were

Talking

About Jewelry—

Richard Burke

Florence

Edna Murphy said that, of all her
jewelry, the piece she loves best is a
string of sapphire blue, crystal beads.
(Is it because they match her eyes?)

Vidor cherishes her

little

string of twisted seed-pearls far more
than her long' rope of graduated,
perfectly matched, larger pearls

Gloria Swanson has a strange necklace, of
heavy, dull gold, which is so barbaric in
effect that it delights her to wear it, as her
only ornament, especially with a simple

costume

An

exquisite
bracelet of di-

amonds,

with

one huge
black pearl,

Marie

is

Pre-

most

vost's
precious

pos-

session

Clarence S.

Claire

—in

Windsor adores diamonds

rings,

and

liuii

Haver has an antique
brooch, too large for a
dress, but just right for a hat!

Phyllis

bracelets, necklaces,
even a coronet

topaz

Nita Naldi will part with all
her jewelry, rather than give
up one pair
of her many

pairs of
b

e a

utif ul

earrings

1&r

Tho Mae Murray has pearls, and diamonds, and emeralds galore, she
them all a rare pigeon's
blood ruby ring, which she always wears
on her little finger

Goudal has many antique necklaces
indeed, you might almost call her a

Jetta

—

cherishes above

Richee

collector of them.
Her favorite is of
pearls and sapphires, and has a locket
El
with a secret spring
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Critical

Paragraphs

Barbara Frietchie

FOLLOWING
usual pattern of
War

romances

the

Civil
in that

the central figures must
represent a young officer
of the North and a belle
of the South (for purposes
of conflict)
this
adaptation of Clyde Fitch's celebrated play provides moments of interest in its war
scenes
in the glamour of
atmosphere suggestive of
ante-bellum clays and in the

—
—

—

—

The lovely Florence Vidor
tragic

as

Barbara Frietchie

the

Thomas Meighan plays the very brave and
very sympathetic and singallant hero in The Alaskan
cere performance of Florence Vidor in the title-role.
This pattern has been ground thru the movie mill for many, many
years. It has lost much of its appeal as a result. Certainly there
can be no indication of suspense or novelty. But somehow it
succeeds in stirring the pulse with its war episodes and
some thrilling bits when Colonel Frietchie's daughter
defies Stonewall Jackson's troops and unfurls the Stars

—

and

Stripes.

A

good picture of

kind.

its

Feet of Clay
/^•ecil De Mille, the grand architect of films, has again
^""'
constructed a picture which is saturated with opulence.
He pilots a group of characters thru domestic complications, attempting to point a moral on the way
and
while his latest may not measure up to realities, it carries
ocular appeal, a goodly amount of sex appeal and much
fine photography.
Cecil plunges into the hereafter, too.
Because he is always doing the unexpected, one is constantly surprised. Which probably accounts for long lines
at box-office windows where a De Mille picture is the

—

—

attraction.

Vera Reynolds and her loyal quartet in Feet of Clay

Cecil has seen the novel drama, Outward
cast an uncanny spell over its
York
audience last winter. Anyway, he takes his sinners, a tres-

Presumably
Bound, which

New

passing husband and a trespassing wife, and makes them wander in
the eerie atmosphere between life and eternity. It is well suggested
Up to this point we see a lot of carryingsthis bit of the picture.
on by a little group of playboys and playgirls. It is much too long
and is mostly hokum. But De Mille never becomes boresome. He
knows the value of

—

surprises.

Her Love Story
"Perhaps
blame
of

it

you can
on the law

averages,

fact

but the

remains

that

Gloria Swanson, after
triumphing in several

outstanding photoplays, has one

which

comparison with Mansuffers badly in

Gloria Swanson and Ian Keith in

Ronald Colman and May McAvoy

t
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There isn't
handled,
much for her to do
except to look like an

Her Love Story

in Tarnish

ill-treated

and much-

.

—

About

—

—

Nextf Productions
And beabused woman.
cause of the Graustarkian
character of the story, it
doesn't carry the ring of

conviction. Too much
stress has been laid upon
and the
the happy ending
effort to achieve it becomes

—

tedious.
It tells
of a princess
forced into a marriage with
a king of a neighboring

principality.

Louise Dresser, Virginia Corbin, and
Ricardo Cortez in The City That

Never Sleeps

She

is,

how-

with a capand had previously
been married to him by a
gypsy ceremony.
little
ever,
tain

in love

A

child
that's

lead them
the pattern to conshall

clude the tale. And these final scenes offer some melodrama.
very obvious. But it is well mounted.

It is all

Renee Adoree is a fascinating
The Bandolero

senorita in

The Alaskan
will not find Thomas Meighan "at home" in this
picture. What's wrong with it? Well,
is out of
place in an old-time Bill Hart melodrama. It's very much
blood-and-thunder with virtue and villainy painted in

"VTou

*

Tom

—

extremely vivid colors. And it concerns an Alaskan fighting the cause of the homesteaders against those irrepressible "big interests."
Then he protects the girl in scenes
of hackneyed hokum.
Meighan misses Tom Geraghty and Al Green, his
former scenarist and director.
They fashioned human
pieces for him. He tries his best to be convincing here
but the plot is against him. And Estelle Taylor, as the
girl, emotionalizes her role far more than the importance
of its demands.
Look to the backgrounds and photography the redeeming features.

—

Tarnish
Viola Dana

/^ilbert Emery's forceful drama, which was a highly
^^ successful Broadway play of last season, comes to

is

her clever, impudent

self in

The Beauty Prize

the screen

an excellent job on the part of
George Fitzmaurice who, in taking Frances Marion's well-constructed
Parscript, has brought forth all the force and logic of the original.
ticularly skilful in the manner in which he has established its
poignant drama and
yet he has not sacrificed its humor and
with

all its

essential features.

It is

—

humanities.

The theme woven
around the idea that
most men are tarnished of character
that the best solution
for a woman in love
is to accept one who

—

cleans easil y
easily understood

i

s

and

as played here by
a clever cast comprising Marie
Prevost,

Albert Gran,

In Oh,

May

McAvoy and Ronald
{Continued on page 84)

You Tony!

Tom Mix

burlesques a

Westerner acquiring culture

^"^«SPB ^^"~

Mary Philbin

plays the title-role in

The Rose

of Paris
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News and Views
of Eastern Stars

Ricardo Cortez rehearses his part in

Bebe Daniels and Bessie Love spent
part of their vacation on the Thomas
Meighan estate on Long Island and
they behaved just like kids

The Swan

at

the

Paramount

studio.

Ricardo being the handsome tutor
with whom the Princess falls in love

Avoy

me
in

to

sailed

play

Ben Hur,

other along

International Newsreel

Richard Dix makes a handsome angel but his
wont stay on; neither will his wings.
Observe the cherub waiting with his harp

D. W. Griffith, Mrs. Almah Grey, Neal
Hamilton and Carol Dempster, as they
looked when they returned from Germany

halo

Sessue

Haya-

kawa has

come
|

star.

a

be-

golf

It is his

Keystone

chief

recrea-

View

tion

from

Co.

cinema acting
in Europe

Ruth Roland (below) is a skilled
horsewoman, and came to New
York for the horse show

ti0&

Herbert Rawlinson, Claire Windsor
and Aileen Pringle tripped from Hollywood to St Louis to be present at the
opening of a new theater
]

66

l'liotoncws

Rex Ingram sailed for Spain to film
Mare Nostrum. At his side is the Arab
boy he adopted

in

Northern

Africa

Wide World

Barbara La Marr and Bert Lytell
celebrated the finishing of Sandra
by having a little ice-cream just
the way the rest of us do when
we finish a good job

—

In the center above
you see how Har-

old Lloyd really
looked when a

clever

girl reporter caught him
in Central Park

and made him
give an interview.
Just a little peeved,
Harold, eh, what?
Not much like the

famous comedian
you know on the
screen

One

of the

Filmland:
Jr.

great

triumvirates

of

Mary, Dick and Mary

The elder members are mak-

ing

New

first

picture since

Toys

together;

Mary's
East

Wav Down

It

is

in

the car at

the

left that
Thomas Meighan

rolls thru the
streets

of

New

York.

We

grow

used to seeing
Tom on a horse

so

and in his Western
clothes that it's
hard to recognize

him all dressed
up, with a limou'n chauffeur,
'n everything

sine,

67
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Do You Know That

U*4AJ<r*^

This Magazine Was the VeryMovie Magazines ?

Did You Starlit?

First of the

TDecatjse

we were

YES,

really the pioneer in the flood -of all
those which have come after, and in February we
quite
will
celebrate our fourteenth birthday

—

grown

up, we feel. So in our anniversary number,
February, 1925, we are doing a lot of reminiscing, tellingall sorts of funny things
that happened long ago.
Ever Put
Have

disgrace?
movies were

When
all

help

it.

if

Of

You

Remember way back
when to be a movie fan
was more or less of a

—

you

did, you're sure to finish it
you cant
course, we refer to our new serial, Whose
Hand? that begins in this number, on page 47. The month
will seem very long, waiting for the next instalment.
Later on, if you have a bright idea, and think you can
guess Whose Hand it was, we'll be glad to have you send
us your solution of the

•*-*.

II:

a Plot Into Practice?
See what happened to Peter the Playgoer when he
tried to be a comedian

the

sneaked

trembly,

Mother, dont I" 1 Wont
Raymond Hatton just
die when he reads how

you

to them,
out the

Mother dragged him
home by the ear to hang

his

side

his nightie?
And
wont Mary Pickford

door and didn't tell
mother about it ? It was
a small and unpretentious little magazine, our
first number, that
appeared in February,
1911, under title of

Motion Picture

Story

Magazine, illustrated
with pictures that dont
look much like the stars

But those
helped to get it out
will tell you all about it
in the next number.
It
will be interesting
of

today.

who

>

Is Yours

Among Them?

Aren't they rather
"^^ clever,
our

the stars as
readers see them?

Turn back

to page 34 if
you've missed the first

page of sketches in the
drawing contest, which
we told you of in October.

great

We
many

received a
pictures our
;

found

hard
choose among them.
We're sorry we couldn't
reproduce them all, but
there will be another
page of them in an early
artist- jury

it

to

Does Yours, Too?
"P\oes your mother, too,
-^ tell tales out of
school that make you
blush and say,
"Oh,

shaky pictures that hurt
your eyes to watch, full
custard
of
pies
and
tumbling and very little
else? When, if you were

going

mystery.
How many
guesses do you need ?

up

howl when she is reminded how she carted
the dollar bills home in
a sack?
Did you ever
read anything so cute

^H/^-r

A©W

DA^Jf

AU. 1 *AV£ To DO IS
WAi.« QUT /3ASHWAHOS

4*0 TH6Y

THJMH IH
CorMfijq.

IN

and

funny

Were You Sorry ?
the page that
used to be Eastern
Gossip became merely a
picture page with the

news

told pictorially in-

stead of in the form of
a story?
Starting with

number,
which
thru December and January was merely picture
pages, will appear in its
old form of text illusour

February

this

department,

trated with pictures.
to

Our
like

better that way, and,
of course, we aim to
it

please.

comes

68

seem

readers

number.

66.

Dorothy

TT7hen

late

So it isn't too
for you to send us
your efforts, and, maybe,
win a prize.

as

Donnell Calhoun's Their
Mothers Tell on TJiem?
It's right here between
the covers of this book
and if you miss it, you
are missing one of the
best things Motion Picture ever printed.

This change

deference to
those who wrote us that
they were disappointed.
in

OTION PICTU
MAGAZINE

Advertising Section
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New

this season
Cutex Marquise Set
in beautiful metal cate,
Description below

cM charming new Gift for her personal use*
loveliness
THE very latest aid to personal
Marquise
The
is

the charming
case is of metal

and

Set.

— beautifully decorated, rich
contains everything for
luxurious Cutex manicure — and

substantial.

the most

new Cutex
It

everyone knows how women appreciate the
Cutex manicure above all others.

CUTEX COMPACT SET-for
the week-end, the one night
visit or the office toilet kit.
Nail file, emery board, orange
cotton and half sizes of
Cutex Cuticle Remover, Cake
Polish, Paste Polish and Nail
White, 60c.
stick,

This handsome gift contains the famous
Cutex Cuticle Remover that gives smooth
shapely cuticle, Nail White for spotless finger
tips, the new Liquid Polish, Cake Polish and

CUTEX FIVE MINUTE SET

a beautiful buffer, sterile absorbent cotton,

trim and complete.

orange stick, steel nail

file

and

fine

emery

boards.

The

price

United States

moderate — only $2.50 in the
— $3.00 in Canada.

orange

stick,

Emery

—

boards,

absorbent cotton,

Cuticle Remover, and both the wonderful new polishes, Cutex Powder
Polish, and Liquid Polish, $1.00.

is

The various Cutex Manicure Sets

offer a delight-

ful selection of gifts ranging in suitability

from the

friendly inexpensive greeting to the substantial gift of

permanence.

The colorful Christmas wrappers breathe the spirit
of this friendly season.
They are on

sale at all drug and department stores
United States and Canada, and chemist shops in
England. Northam Warren, 114 West 17th Street, New
York City, or 200 Mountain Street, Montreal, Canada.

in the

CUTEX TRAVELING SETarranged so

its

contents cannot be-

come messy in the traveling case.
Nail file, emery board, orange stick,
cotton, Cuticle Remover, Nail White,
Cake and Paste Polishes, $1.50.

UTEX Gift ^GtS

CUTEX BOUDOIR SET
a substantial

gift.

Nail

file,

emery boards, orange stick,
cotton, buffer, Cuticle Remover, Nail White, Cuticle
Cream, Cake, Paste and
Liquid Polishes, 83.00. The

De Luxe

Set $5.00,

in Special
Each Set in this
charming Christmas

'"Holiday

Wrappm

ivrapper

When you

write to advertisers please mention

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.
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Letters to
Too Good

for the

Movies
Dear Editor

In a recent
issue of the Detroit Times,
Ralph Holmes, dramatic critic,
complimented Constance Bin:

ney upon her triumphant return from the screen to the
legitimate stage.
"The stage welcomes her,"
"she is
wrote Mr. Holmes
entirely
too
good for the
movies."
;

I

wish some fair and sound-

minded fan would
Constance Binney

me why

tell

too good

is

mental
on my part to
wonder how anyone could be
"too good for the movies,"
especially the actress under
for the movies.

Is

it

inefficiency

W

What

are giving our readers a chance to
express their opinions in print, and
to be paid for it. For the best letter (which
we will illustrate) we will pay five dollars.
Writers of other letters published will receive three dollars extracts from letters, one
!

Be

and to the point.
Write
us a snappy, interesting letter of from two to
Give your
four hundred words in length.
Do not
reasons for your likes or dislikes.
neglect to sign your name and address, altho
we will use your initials only, if requested.
brief,

Pickford,

artists

;

ness

is

to register in all its entirety.

The movies

are the entertainment of a far larger public than
the stage. In view of this, how can anyone be too good for them?
The crux of the matter is that not everyone "takes" on the screen.
May not this be the reason for Miss Binney's change to the stage?

bitsch and their like, will remain away from the box
office.

This wail of the submerged
one-tenth of film fans, "We
cant get the kind of pictures
we want to see," has apparently been uttered before. At
one time it brought rumors of
the
Theater
for
Little
a
movies.
Let us hope it matures.
Mr. Chaplin for
In the meantime we take off our hats to
A Woman of Paris; to Austria for hatching von Stroheim; to
Mae Busch, Dorothy Wallace, Irene Rich and Maude George for
besieging the citadel of the peroxide-gum-chewing, empty-nutted
heroine to Nita Naldi and Barbara La Marr for giving a Dempsey
wallop to that post-war atrocity, the girl with the boyish figure
:

;

Yours for

better pictures,

W.

G. P.,

Blackpool, England.

Changing the Title
Dear Editor: The scene
half finished when someone

—

set, the cast assigned, the picture
stricken with a bright idea.
he cries.
"The author has been too
is

is

"Let's change the title !"
highbrow !"
Follows a heated discussion as to whether the picture
called Flirting Fathers, Dancing Daughters, or Up In

shall be

Gertie's

Room.

C,

L. J.

simple minded, and who, until
there is a higher percentage
of productions from von Strobe™, Charles Chaplin, Lu-

;

dollar.

Norma Talmadge and Lillian
have given the screen some of the
greatest productions we ever hope to witness, and do they think
they are too good for the movies? I believe not.
It must be admitted Miss Binney* is a captivating little creature
and an excellent dancer but so far as dancing is concerned, the
screen has Mae Murray, and if Mae has ever thought of retiring^
from the movies, she has never exposed her plan.
It is my
belief that Constance Binney did not retire from the movies
because she considers her talents superior to the opportunities
afforded by the silver sheet. In all probability she left the silent
drama for the stage because she believes that in the latter she
To catalog it as "another Ann Pennington
registers more fully.
case" would be safe, since anyone who ever saw Miss Pennington
realizes that the place for her is behind the footlights, if her cuteMary

about

These three

?

the rescue of the girl with the
million dollar smile.
Without doubt there is today an army of potential film
fans who realize the unlimited
artistic
possibilities
of
the
screen and who are far from

E

discussion?

Gish

the Editor

The company may have paid the
author a colossal sum for the right
to use his title, but that doesn't seem

Detroit, Mich.

The public, believe certo matter.
tain film luminaries, is a fickle body

Why Brand

All the Fans

that doesn't

One of the
Dear Editor
best known luminaries of the
film world in an unguarded moment recently unburdened herself of the statement that "Art
!"
is the bunk
Similarly, an equally wellknown purveyor of film fare
"Art
declared,
doesn't
go.
We've tried it !"
:

While not

flatly

motion

so

Why

Why

;

in-

—

crease of movie goers who
dare not take the risk of
seeing still another hand-

some hero in a check shirt
(T\ riding his fleet mustang to

f70
lAtfg

into

makes the

picture entitled Dont Deceive Your Children, instead
of a dignified Mary the
Third?
Flirting With
Love, instead of Countera melodramatic
feit?
and lurid Sideshows of Life,
instead of The Montebank?
Think it over, Mr. Producer.
A. L. L,
Cleveland, O.

"Minnie McGluke."

potential

producers

titles

productions themselves appear cheap and trashy ?
Why do they think the
public would prefer to see a

movie palaces in the vain hope
that von Stroheim has done
another
picture
and
from the box
frightens
that

picture

change
these
somthing which

he disheartens
the more ambitious souls who
month after month invade the

office

stories

effort to make them show
originality, sparkle and inspiration.
Why, then, do

contradicting

conceived, directed and acted
for the one purpose of satisfying the soul cravings of our
friend,

wants and

which
become
recognized
under titles to which they
have given a great deal of
time and thought, in an

of these opinions, I am
convinced that the maker of
films is foolish and not at all
far-seeing in having 90% of
the films which are produced,

By doing

it

writing

novelists

either

little

know what

primarily stupid, an insult which
this infant industry delights to hurl
in the faces of the American people.
Here is an intelligent and imaginative nation, fairly well read and
educated. Here are our present day
s

As Dumbbells?

and art are concerned, the movies
are on a par with the stage

as talent

(Continued on page 110)
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Beauty Hints

"The
My

Princess"

night treatment

Cleanse the skin thoroughly with
a soft, solvent cleansing cream. Remove with soft cloth. Feed the
pores generously with nourishing
cream, gently manipulating with
finger tips. Let sleep do the rest.
I suggest Princess Pat Cleanser and
Princess Pat Cream for this night
treatment.

My

morning treatment

Awaken

the skin with cool, not
cold, water. Dry the face.
just a light coat of nourishing

Now

cream, again gently manipulating,
always with upward and outward

strokes. Now your ice astringent right on top of the nourishing cream. Then wipe off
both together.

e<sterdaq-€ommonpla&^

^adaq-a^eautq!
Only a
this

ing
Those of us

who

difference

of pores— enlarged or

new "freezy" cream that does what
the pores, but so much more gently,

and

My final touch

daintily

tint most natural— PrinEnglish Tint. Apply in
the shape of a V, the point toward
the nose, leaving a clear space in
front of the ear. For waterproof
effect, apply before powdering. I
use an almond base powder— both

I find dry
cess Pat

—

soothing and beautifying.

—

Now

a new and better way
Princess Pat Ice Astringent

then the parching sun came up, and the wind
blew, and the dust swirled and one night as we
looked in the mirror, we found not the satin-like
complexion of yesterday, but the first unmistakable
signs of waning beauty.

women are riow using a
smooth, snowy cream which gently chills the distended pores back to their normal fineness, stimulating the tiny capillaries to renewed action and
reviving the natural glowing color.

Q,ree

Instead of ice, fastidious

—

With cleansing and softening creams we labored
arduously at restoration. And we enjoyed the benefits of good creams in helping to cleanse and replen-

The

—

one of pure delight a cool, refreshing thrill. And the effect on your skin is instant—
the firm, youthful, velvety texture that nature
meant you to have.

ish the oil cells of the skin.

—

sensation

is

This free demonstration package,
containing a liberal sample of both
Princess Pat Ice Astringent and
Princess Pat Cream. After several
days' trial on your own complexion, entirely without cost, let your
mirror be your guide.

Different from all other face creams, Princess Pat
it suppleIce Astringent does not take their place

is not finished
the pores have not
usually been closed. And if we go forth with relaxed pores we simply invite the dust and germs to
work new damage to our complexions.

Then we wonder why we have

swiftly

of us use ice every morning to contract the
pores -others use cold water. Both are effective to
a certain degree, but such treatment is troublesome,
inconvenient and harsh to tender skins.

—

But the task

Think of

does in contract-

Many

want beautiful skins, have
them. It is simply a matter of caring enough and
of helping instead of fighting nature. Nature gave
every one of us a soft, clear, Jovely skin with pores
so fine as to be almost invisible
and meant us to
keep it.
really

And

invisible.

ice

—

ments them.
It completes the task which the
nourishing cream has left unfinished contracts the
open pores. It is applied while your accustomed
cream still remains on your skin. Then both are
gently wiped off together.

—

large pores.

But some of us who really want beautiful skins and
have them, have taken care to close the pores to
their natural fineness before going out into the air
and before powdering.

And how wonderfully your powder
you may powder without

Princess Pat, Ltd., Dept. 21.

2701-9

S.

Wells

St.,

Chicago

Please send free Demonstration Package of Princess Pat Ice Astringent and
Princess Pat Cream, to

adheres! Too,

the slightest fear of

its

Name

-

entering the pores.
~

Address

City

PRINCESS PAT,
When you

Ltd.,

Chicago, U.

S.

write to advertisers please mention

-

State

A.

(Pr.nt

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE,

».-

Name and Address

„
1%
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M. H.— Once again
HELEN
and when you are reading

the Christmas spirit
this,

Helen,

I

is

in'

want you

!!

the air,

to

know

that the Answer Man wishes you and all of his readers a
very Merry Christmas. Yes, that is Ben Lyon's real name. He
was born in Atlanta, Georgia.
Agnes I. Thanks for sending me a copy of The Diamond.
It was mighty interesting, and your department fairly sparkles.
You say that I will never marry amiss if I marry a rich and
You must write me soon again.
pretty widow.
Le P., Phila. So, you think I must be Irish. Think as you
like.
Meo voto. No, I am not married and never have been.
Pola Negri is to do East of Sues, a Somerset Maugham play
with Raoul Walsh directing.
Her v. Hatj. As someone once said, the things one stands for
are called convictions the things one falls for are called flappers.
Harold Lloyd in Hot Water. Richard Barthelmess in New Toys.
Johnny Hines is playing in The Early Bird.
Mazie. No, I am not Russian by birth, but I am most of the
The Romanoffs were the ruling house of Russia which
time.
ended with the assassination of Nicholas II, in 1918. Huntley
Gordon was born in Montreal, Canada and was educated in EngHe is six feet, weighs 175 pounds and has brown hair and
land.
That was Templar Powell as Mr. Molyneaux in
blue eyes.
Monsieur Beaucaire.
A. F. S. But see all the money I save by not cutting my beard
It costs you girls a good penny to keep your hair bobbed or
shingled, or whatever you call it. And you want to be an actress.
Most girls do. I wish you luck.
Why "The Little Church Around the Corner" is
C. C. R.
on twenty-ninth Street in New York City. You know it is noted
for its romance, and celebrated its seventy-sixth anniversary reIt still continues to be one of the sightseeing spots of
cently.
New York. Conway Tearle is usually with First National, and he
is playing in The Great Divide.
Aneta E. South Africa for you, Aneta. They tell me that
no woman dreams of doing the least bit of her housework in
South Africa. Honest, I'm over eighty. Clara Bow is nineteen.
Yes, the child's name is Mildred Gloria Lloyd. Hope to see you
Jacqueline Logan is back in Hollywood working on
out soon.
Off the Highway.Fanniest Fan. Well, you couldn't be any fannier than that.

—

—

—

;

—

—

S—

—

—

the

Income Tax, there are 67 millionaires
I

Players.
in

—

—

—

—

;

;

—

—

Wives. John Barrymore is
forty-two and Alice Terry
Lionel
hair.
red
has
Barrymore has completed
Decameron Night, at the
U. F. A. Studios in Germany and is now going to

Woman Who
Germany.
Daw and Niles

play in The
Did, also in

Marjorie

Welch have

the

Excuse Me.
Miss H. G.
frosty,
what ?

in

Shirley

Her Husband's

leads

department is for information of general interest
only. Those who desire anszvers by mail, a list of film
manufacturers, etc., must enclose a stamped, addressed
envelope. All letters should contain the name and address
of the writer, but a fictitious name will be used in answering inquiries if it is written in the upper left-hand corner
of the letter. Address: The Answer Man, 175 Dufficld
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Tliis

in

Vitagraph's Fear Bound.
Just Flo. I sure do like ice-skating. Yes, my beard makes
a warm muffler. So you would like to be my assistant. Flo, Flo
Of course, Wesley Barry's freckles are real. Poor child, there's
Virginia Lee Corbin is fifteen and
nothing false about him.
Frances Carpenter is thirteen. You're welcome, I'm sure
Red-Head Gal. Welcome to the throne. Yes, according to

—

—

I

72

States.

—

No, I haven't Adolphe
Menjou's age. He is with

Famous
Mason

the United

in

am

Phyllis Haver is in Single
not listed among them.
I
Wives.
So you dont like Gloria Swanson as a shop-girl.
thought she was very funny in Manhandled. Remember that good
advice is a punishment we should forgive, but not forget.
Bebe L. Is that so? I understand that there are thirty -three
widows of soldiers of the War of 1812, that are still on the government pension rolls. You refer to William P. Carleton in Inside
Ruth Roland
of the Cup.- Never met Jack Gilbert personally.
was in to see us when she came to New York. She is getting
younger-looking every day, and her bobbed hair is very Ritzie.
Just M. My motto, what the world needs is more love and less
food.
Tell him to see Douglas Fairbanks or Thomas Meighan
pictures.
James Rennie is playing in Argentine Love, with Bebe
Daniels and Ricardo Cortez.
Blue Rob. Sorry, but he isn't on the cast. Oh, yes, Doris
Kenyon is playing in A Thief in Paradise, with Aileen Pringle,
Ronald Colman, Claude Gillingwater, Alec B. Francis and John
Patrick. Totem poles are used by the Indians to show at a glance
the "names" or symbols of the families residing in a village.
Ziffs. Yes, I manage to keep warm these cold nights. I have
my fireplace burning. It consists of an electric heater. Frances
Howard has been signed to succeed Elsie Ferguson in The Swan.
She is nineteen years old and is playing the society flapper on
Leatrice Joy was offered the part
the stage in The Best People.
in The Sivan, but declined because she thought her baby, now about
three months old, too young for the trip.
I. S., Chicago.
Monte Blue is with Warner Brothers Robert
Frazer with Louis B. Mayer Kenneth Harlan at F. B. O., and
Conrad Nagel with Metro Goldwyn. Just like that!
Gibraltar. Sounds a bit rocky, eh, what?
You say your
answer gave you a thrill of a lifetime. YOU'D be surprised.
By the way, how do
I sure am over eighty and have a bald pate.
you like my new picture up above. Speaking of divorce, people
take great pains to catch each other, but very little to hold on.
Rip Van Winkle. That used to be my name, once upon a
Mahlon Hamilton played in Daddy Long Legs. Colleen
time.
Moore in Flirting With Love; also in So Big. Edith Roberts,
Virginia Lee Corbin, Gaston Glass, Jack Mulhall, Miss Dupont
and Stuart Holmes in Three Keys. Oh, yes, Owen Moore is
playing in East of Broadivay. Conrad Nagel and Norma Shearer

No,

A.— Pretty

Richard
Barthelmess is five feet
seven and weighs 135. He
is twenty-nine.
His baby
is

now two

years old.

Edmund j. — Quite right,
but absent - mindedness
we

would be

boon

if

could

those

things

that

a
forget

we wish

to

forget.

Gloria Swanson was born
in Chicago, so I do not
know whether her ancestors were Swedish.
The Elm Tree Club. The French Alps include Alount Blanc,
which is the highest point in France. The altitude is 15,800 feet.
Richard Dix is in A Man Must Live. John Barrymore has a
daughter. Diana.
So you would like an interview with Lionel.
Mrs. J. C. Yes, like the good old plum pudding mother used
(Continued on page 74)
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If

you want to see what a

differ-

ence curly hair makes, compare
this picture with the larger one.
This is the same girl before Marcelling her hair with the Magic
Curling Cap.

After the hair has been moistened
with McGowan's Curling Liquid
included with each outfit you
pull the cap down over the head

—

—

like this.

(Patents Pending)

Amazing New Curling Cap
Marcels Your Hair
in
Now

15 Minutes

You Can Always Keep

At

Practically

You'll welcome this news with open arms if
you realize just how much beautiful curly hair
adds to your appearance, for this startling new
invention banishes all hair waving troubles forever and makes it easy for you to keep your
hair stylishly Marcelled at practically no

expense.
If you've ever used a curling iron, you'll understand at a glance just how this marvelous new
Curling Cap works, for the principle is very
much the same. But instead of applying heat
directly to the hair (which common sense will
tell you is very injurious to both the delicate
strands of hair and the scalp) the elastic crosspieces of the Curling Cap simply hold the hair
in "waves" until it dries in that position, and
The
leaves the hair beautifully Marcelled.
Curling Cap is aided in this natural action by a
McGowan's
specially prepared curling fluid
which is furnished with each
Curling Liquid
outfit. This delightful balsam not only accentuates the curl, but acts as a tonic for scalp and
hair, promoting rich, luxurious growth.

—

—

For every type and

style

—
Ina
cross-wave, center or
—whatever kind of you have—
Whatever

style of

Claire,

"bob" you prefer

side-part

bob
and

—

long hair.

a saving this will mean in "a few
months' time! Instead of paying $1.00 to $1.50
plus a 25c or 50c tip every time you need a
Marcel, now it will cost you only a few cents.

Think what

When you

Then simply "fluff" your hair up
through the cross-pieces, forming
"loops" or waves, as shown in the
picture. In 15 minutes the hair is
dry and you have a Marcel that
would cost a dollar or more in a

Beautifully Marcelled-

No Expense

Beauty Parlor.

More important even than

the saving of money
the improved condition of your hair that this
method will bring. Instead of the harsh, scalpdrying, hair-searing treatment, which sooner
or later will ruin any suit of hair, give you
broken ends, thin and unruly, you have a simple, natural method that not only keeps the
hair beautifully Marcelled, but enriches and
nourishes it, making k silky and more beautiful all the time.
is

included enough McGowan's Curling Liquid
many treatments, and when your supply is
exhausted this delightful fluid may be purchased separately at a very low cost.
for

—

Send no money just mail
the coupon
You

Amazing introductory

offer

When you

consider the remarkable results this
insures and the price asked
for curling devices that can't compare with it

new Curling Cap

any way, you would expect it to retail at $10
or more. Without a doubt Mr. McGowan, the
inventor, would be justified in putting such a
price on the cap, for it is easily worth that
and more. But Mr. McGowan knows that the
best advertisement is the satisfied user. He
knows that if he can just get this invention in
the hands of a few thousand women in a comparatively short time, it will mean thousands
and thousands of sales from their recommendations alone
for every woman that tries this
device is delighted with it and naturally tells
her friends. So in order to introduce his Curling Cap as quickly as possible to as many users
as possible, Mr. McGowan has figured the
price down to the minimum
$2.87 for the
entire outfit, including a generous sized bottle
of McGowan's Curling Liquid.
in

—

shingle,

soft
hair
this
fluffy, coarse and straight, long or short
new curling device is guaranteed to give you
just the kind of Marcel you want in fifteen
minutes' time. And the beauty of it is that you
can have a fresh Marcel every time you need
it with as little trouble as it ordinarily takes to

comb

It

—

don't risk a cent nor do you have to pay
for the Curling Cap and outfit in advance. All
you do is just sign and mail the coupon. In a
few days your postman will bring the Curling

Cap and McGowan's Curling Liquid and then
you pay him $2.87, plus a few cents postage.
You'll be delighted the very first time you try
your new-found beauty secret, but the greatest
joy will come after you have used it a few times
and begin to see your hair getting trained the
way you find it most becoming.

And

after a thorough trial, if you are not delighted with results
if you do not feel it is the
best investment you've made for beauty in all

few Marcels
And then you can
have all the Marcels you want without any
expense. With a little attention the Curling

Cap

will last indefinitely.

It

may

is

made

of espe-

be washed freely
outfit there is

and

without detriment.

With each

write to advertisers please mention

COUP ON
The McGowan

3

"
D
B
1
q

710

W.

',
1

Laboratories

1

Jackson Blvd., Dept. 590, Chicago

|

Please send me your hair
curling outfit, which includes your newly invented
Curling Cap and a bottle of McGowan's Curling
Liquid. I agree to deposit S2. 87 (plus postage) with
the postman upon its delivery. If I am not satisfied
with results in every way I will return the outfit to
you and you are to refund my money.

Dear Mr. McGowan:

J
|
|
.

J

first

cially treated elastic
-

—

r

I

You'll save enough on the
to pa}' for the entire outfit.

—

simply return the outfit and your
your
money will be refunded.
life

I
j

I

Name

!!

Address

I

B

Note
calls,

•

s

I

—enclose
you expect to be out when the postman
S3 witn your order and the McGowan
If

Curling Outfit will be sent postpaid.

I
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The Answer Man
(Continued from page 72)
to make. But I'm afraid it will
have to be prohibition pudding.

You see
print the
to

takes

it

a

month

to

magazine and a month

prepare copy, hence the deEvelyn Brent is playing

lay.

The Dangerous Flirt, which
was formerly called The Prude.

in

Alma

And

Rubens',

Lady, will
Some^ title.

Cranston's
leased as Purchased

Barthelmess

Women.

Bug.

—No,

I

didn't

see

it.

Gerald
be re-

The

Affairs of Lady Hamilton is a German picture released thru Hodkinson.
Bubbles. That sure was a mighty clever letter
Cant think of another puzzle right now.
of yours.
She
Well, whose secretary would you like to be?
might have played a very small part. Sorry I cant
Mary Thurman is to have an important
help you.
part ill His Woman which is from the Andrew Soutar
Patsy Ruth Miller and
novel Back from the Dead.
David Powell have the leads. Run in again some

—

time.

—

Barbara. Well, a lie in time saves nine, but it
usually gets you into a peck of trouble in the end.
Shirley Mason is with Fox. Why, yes, House Peters
just finished The Tornado, for Universal, in which
Ruth Clifford plays opposite him.
Two Gloria Swan son Fans. Didn't you know
that Gloria Swanson has been married to Wallace

—

Beery

and

forty-two.

See you

to Herbert
Flirtation is

Sonborn?

Milton Sills is
attention without intention.

later.

Kathryn H. — That was Matt Moore

in

Strangers

of the Night and in So This Is Marriage. Jack Gilbert is twenty-nine. Well, it isn't hard to be holiest,
when you have everything you want. Viola Dana
was born ill Brooklyn and she started on the stage
when she was eleven years old playing in Rip Van

Winkle,

Anxious Twin.— Sorry, but

I

cannot give

you all the addresses you ask for
it would take up too much space.
Leon Bary was Atlas. Kenneth
Harlan in that picture. See
you some more.
Rose; Ned; L. M.,

he married Natacha Rambova.
Louise Fazenda is playing in
Broadzvay Butterfly with
.Cullcn Landis, John Roche and
Lilyan Tashman.
Doug as
MacLean in Sky High, with
Anne Cornwall.
Audrey. Grass widows are
called such because they usually
let no grass grow under their
feet.
Joseph Schildkraut is Viennese and he is playing in Firebrand for the stage.
He is a passionate
lover in the role of Benvenuto Cellini.
Katherine W. You just write to me whenever
you feel like it. No, Ivor Novello is not married.
House Peters in The Tornado. Kissing is simply
shaking hands with the lips.
Germs or no germs,
how are you going to stop it?
Hot T. That was some ink you used. I haven't
regained my sight yet. Ben Lyon in The One Way
Street.
And there are plenty of them in New York
and Brooklyn. When I go out for an automobile
ride nowadays I have to take someone with me to
look after the one-way streets.
Toots.- It takes two to make a bargain, but usually only one gets it.
Alice Terry is twenty-eight
and playing in The Great Divide; Clara Bow in
Black Lightning. Eleanor Boardman and John Gilbert have the leads in The Wife of the Centaur.
Rosella W. Well, you know, curiosity is to
blame for lots of improvement in this world, and for
lots of sin, too.
So you have always thought Robert
McKim the meanest man in pictures, but you have
changed your mind now. Well, he was born in 1887,
so figure it out for yourself.
Mary B. I'm sorry Mary, but I cannot give you a
pass to visit a studio.
May B. You can reach George Hackathorne at
The Talmadge Studios.
Mary Philbin has been
chosen for the lead opposite Lon Chaney in The
Phantom of the Opera. Barbara Bedford is
to play in Charles Ray's second production for Ince, called The Desert
Fiddler.
You k n o
Betty
Blythe is also in the cast.

A

1

—

—

—

B.

—
—

Miss June S. '— You
have a pretty back hand,
but I hope ycu are never
so am I, so figure it out
for yourself.
And speaking
of
bequests,
where
there's
a will there's a
way to be appreciative.
Bertie C.
I'm sorry,
but I cannot give you the
addresses.
Look for the
list of studio addresses in
the back of the book. Ruth
Stonehouse has been signed
by Ben Wilson to play opposite him in What's Your

—

—

America when

he was fourteen.
H. A. J.—Well, the way
to find out my name is to
wait and read it on my
tombstone. Yes, that was

of

cast

Colleen

—

sixteen times higher
famous cataract of
North America. It takes a first leap
of 1,500 feet, then comes a series of
cascades for 600 feet and a final plunge

the world.

—
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A

Moore's So Big. So long
and good wishes.
Jacqlteline. Richard Dix is thirty.
Noah Beery forty. John Gilbert is
twenty-nine.
Barbara La Marr's right
name is Reatha Watson.
Yes, the
Yosemite is the loftiest waterfall in

—

I

the

in

by Percy Marks, but the cast hasn't
been selected at this writing. I should
say I do drink buttermilk.
Ignatz. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is
So long, short and sweet.
fifteen.
Frances A. R. I do not believe in
that virtue which insists upon the pre-

—

—

Name, Mister? Rosemary
Theby and Phyllis Haver

Kennedy in The
House
Highway.
Peters was Tom Logan,
Russell Simpson was Paul
and Mary Philbin was the sistcr._ Universal are going to do The Plastic Age

Madge

Purple

It is quite
caution of locked doors.
easy to be virtuous in jail, but it is an
Betty Franinferior brand of virtue.
cisco and William Haines are playing
in The Wife of the Centaur.
Rachael R. Yes, Rudolph Valentino was married to Jean Acker before

the

newspapers are right and

been answered.
Lucretia. Norma Talmadge is twenty-nine and
Barbara La Marr is twenty-seven. Antonio Moreno
was born in Spain in 1888,
to

Well,

behindhand.

—

and came

#

w

;

all

<y

—

;

;

;

v

—

Novarro Fan R.
Claude S. Pauline H.; H. P. B.; Peggy
Your questions have
P.

Bronx

J.

^%\

It

is

than Niagara, the

—

Curious Girl: Here is the answer to
your question, "Who is to play Wendy
Wendy will be Mary
in Peter Pan?"
Brian, and here's her picture. We think
they made a good choice, dont you?

of 400

Anthony.
are

The Yosemite

feet.

California.

—

fall

is

in

Hello, Anthony. So you
looking for postals in exchange
(Continued on page 103)
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Advertising Section

Turn the key
AT CHRISTMAS

time you tell your children
*** or grandchildren about Santa Claus, but don't
forget there's a Santa Claus working all year
round for you. His name is Industry. He directs
his countless hammers, forges and looms to produce good things to make you happy.

you don't read the advertisements, the
only glimpse you get of his great Toy-room is
through the keyhole
the only sound you
hear is through the cracks.
If

.

.

.

Advertisements give you the key. They bid
you enter, view for yourself, select from countless
comforts and improvements the ones you want
your life-stocking to hold.

Only children expect gifts. Yet with the
advertisements you can get so much satisfaction
for your money, it's the next best thing to getting gifts.

Don't throw away the key held out to you
daily.

Nor

Read

let it rust.

the advertisements

—fresh.

Turn the key

to better values, to money saved, to
entire satisfaction is advertising

The key

When you

"write to advertisers please

mention

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.
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What
A department

Are Doing

Stars

trie

which they are informed

for the fans, in

of the present picture activities of their film favorites

Conducted by Gertrude Driscoll

—recently completed work
B.
—just started work in The Phantom of
Opera — U.
Chaplin, Charles — playing
Chilikool Pass.
Chaplin, Sydney — playing in Charley's Aunt for
A. C.
Cody, Lew — playing a different kind of
in
Dixie— M. G. M.
Collier, William, Jr. — playing in The
Cargo— F. P. L.
Colman, Ronald —appearing in A Thief of ParaChadwick, Helene

—playing The
Cargo —
F.
L.
Agnew, Robert— playing in Troubles
Bride —
Bobby being the groom —W. F.
Alden, Mary — playing
The Beloved Brute —V.
Alexander, Ben— playing
a picture tentatively
Frivolous Sal—F. N.
Allison, May — recently completed work
The
River Road — E.
Oh,
Astor, Mary — recently completed work
Doctor— U.
Thorns of Passion —
Aye, Maryon— playing
W. F.
Tomorrow's Love —
Ayres, Agnes— playing
Adams, Claire

Devil's

in

P.

of a

in

in

titled

in

S.

in

in

in

F. P. L.

Baby Peggy

latest

in

.

Wesley

Barry,

W. D. R.

the

—playing in Battlin' Runyon
— playing in New Toys,

Barthelmess, Richard
a comedy

domestic

of

(Mary Hay)

with Mrs. Barthelmess

for his leading lady.

—playing

Warner
De Mille's

Baxter,
Cecil B.
F. P. L.

life,

i

—

—W. B.
Bedford, Barbara — has signed a contract
Thomas H. nee productions. Her

to ap-

first part
I
pear in
Ray in The Desert Fiddler
is opposite Charles
T. H. I.
Beery, Noah playing in North of 36 F. P. L.
Beery, Wallace playing in The Devil's Cargo, a
story of the California Gold Rush in 1849— F. P. L.
Bellamy, Madge playing in A Fool and His
Money— C. B. C.
Bennett, Alma disengaged at present. Latest
release, The Silent Watcher
F. N.
Bennett, Constance
playing in
Zane Grey's Code of the West F. P. L.

——

—

—
—

|

—
—
—

—

Bennett, Enid latest release The
Red Lily. She is vacationing in Italy,
where her husband, Fred Niblo, is directing Ben Hur.
in

Monte —recently
The Dark Swan —W.

—

B.

—

is back in New
in Howard EstaAdventurous Sex.

She

to

York again to appear
brook's The

Breamer, Sylvia

—

— playing

in

—

—

—

—

Sal.

Butler, David has been added to the cast of
Code of the Wesl—F. P. L.

—
—

—

Carey, Harry playing mFlomi.ng Forties P.D.C.
Carr, Mary is playing the 72-year-old Aunty Sue
P. P.
in The Re-Creaiion of Brian Kent

I
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Devil's

dise taken from Leonard Merrick's novel, Worldings.
This is his first picture under his starring contract
with Samuel Goldwyn Productions.
Compson, Betty playing in William de Mille's
next production. Locked Doors, when she should be
honeymooning with James Cruze.
Coogan, Jackie latest release is The Rag Man
M. G. M. He's still in Europe, crusading for the
Near East Relief Commission.
Corbin, Virginia Lee playing in The Three Keys
B. P. Alas, another grown-up part.
Cornwall, Ann will have the leading role opposite Douglas MacLean in his forthcoming comedy
called Sky High
A. E.
Cortez, Ricardo playing the role of Tutor that
the Princess falls in love with, in The Swan F. P. L.
Crane, Ward playing in Jazz Parents U.

—

—

—

—

—

——

—
—

—

D'Algy, Helen

—F.—

—recently

completed work in

P. L.

A

E

— playing in The Dangerous
which was formerly
The Prude—G. P.
—U.
Edeson, Robert— playing in Blood and
Robert— playing in A Cafe in Cairo— H.'S.
Evans, Madge—recently completed the leading
P.
feminine
in Classmates—

— F. L.
—playing opposite Niles Welch
—V. — playing The Star Dust Trail—
Day, Shannon
W. F.
A Cafe
Cairo—
Dean, Priscilla — playing
H.
—
playing
Purchased
la
Marguerite
De
Motte,
P.

Daw, Marjorie

in

Fear-bound

in

Steel

Ellis,

role

in

—
—

F. P. L.

— playing in
Ladder — U.
—playing in AUpBroadway
ButterFellows, RocklifFe — recently completed work in
The Garden of Weeds—F. P. L.
Flynn, Maurice —recently began work on the
second of
outdoor productions called The No Gun
Man—F. B. O.
Forest, Alan —
release The Great Divide—
M. G. M.
Francis, Alec B. — playing in A Thief of Parodist
—F.
N.
Francisco, Betty — playing in Wife of
Centaur— M. G. M.
Frazer, Robert —
coming on from the Coast
to play opposite Bebe Daniels in Miss Bluebeard —
F. P. L.
Frederick, Pauline— recently completed work in
Married Hypocrites — U.

Fawcett, George
Fazenda, Louise
fly— W. B.

W.

—

the

his

is

in

in

for

I.

Fairbanks, Douglas disengaged at present'.
His latest release was The Thief of Bagdad.
Faire, Virginia Brown playing in Peter Pan—

—playing in The Dangerous
— next feature be a horse story
Dark Rosaleen — U.
Gilbert, John — playing in Wife of
Centaur— M. G. M.
Gillingwater, Claude — plaving
A
Thief of Paradise—F. N.
Gish, Lillian and Dorothy — back
from Rome, having completed

Gendron,

S.

Woman

Flirt,

titled

the

—

Dana, Viola playing in As Man Desires F. N.
Daniels, Bebe —-has the role of Consuelo Garcia in

Argentine Love

an important

latest

D
Sainted Devil

for

P.

Edward

Earle,

Pierre

Flirt— F. B. O.

Gibson, Hoot

F.

will

titled

the

play as
peasant girls in Romola.
Glass, Gaston playing in The Three

little

the abbreviations vuill be

found on page

—

Keys—B. P.
Godowsky,

—
—
—

—

—

—

Griffith,

—

—

Denny, Reginald

—

— playing in California Straight
—playing Madame Sans Gene,

A head U.
De Roche, Charles

The entire cast with
is being filmed in France.
the exception of Gloria Swanson and Charles De
Roche is made up of French stars F. P. L.
Desmond, William playing in The Burning
Trail— V.
De Vore, Dorothy playing in The Tomboy
which

—
—

perfect role.

—

—

—

Dexter, Elliott will play Newland Archer in
The Age of Innocence W. B,

—

started

—
—

tant role in Salome of the Tenements, a
story of life in New York's ghetto by
Anzia Yerierska F. P. L.
Grey, Gloria playing opposite Maurice B. Flynn in The Millionaire Cowboy
F. B. O.
Griffith, Corinne will be starred in
Declassee, the famous Broadway success
F. N.

120.

Dempster, Carol playing the leading role in
D. W. Griffith's production Isn't Life Wondeful, formerly titled Dawn D. W. G.

Dagmar— just

work in Playthings"of Desire.
Gordon, Huntley playing in Ne'er
the Twain Shall Meet
C.
Goudal, Jetta will have an impor-

—

—

tatively titled

Keys—B.

villain

Women

and Gold G. P.
Brent, Evelyn starring in a series of
Gothic Productions, the first of which is
TheDangerousFliit. It wasformerly called The Prude.
Brockwell, Gladys recently completed work in
So Big— F. N.
Bronson, Betty playing the role of Peter Pan
F. P. L. She had to bob her hair to become Peter.
Brook, Clive playing in The Mirage R. P.
Busch, Mae playing in a F. N. production ten-

—
—
Frivolous

—W. F. — has been cast

Pont, Miss

information that is accurate when we go to press,
but changes may occur in the time that elapses while
the magazine is being printed and distributed. A key

—

Beauty Contest.

Du

part in The Three

of inquiries reach this office every
week, from movie fans all over the country, asking for information about the new pictures their
In consequence, we have
favorite stars are making.
opened this department, which henceforth will be one
We give
of the regular features of the magazine.

F.N.
Bow, Clara has had a very successful year in Hollywood since winning our
last

of Passion

J-JUNDREDS

completed

—
—

—

—

in

Blythe, B ett y has the role *of a
Spanish "vamp" in The Desert Fiddler—
T. H. I.
Boardman, Eleanor playing in Wife
M. G. M.
of the Centaur
Bosworth, Hobart recently completed work in // / Ever Marry Again
I

—

—

Dix, Richard recently completed work in A Man
Must Live—F. P. L.
Dove, Billie recently completed work in Thorns

in

—

prize-winning novel

work

the

an important role in
production, The Golden Bed

Bayne, Beverly will play Countess Oleriska in
The Age of Innocence, taken from Edith Wharton's

Blue,

in

Swan—W.

Chaney, Lon

—

B

—
release Helen's Babies. Disengaged at present.
Ballin, Mabel — playing
Code of
West—
F. P. L.
Barnes, T. Roy — playing inExcuse Me — M. G. M.
—
'!

The Dark

important

role

in

Raymond—will

Miss

Bluebeard

have

— F. P. L.

an

H
Hackathorne, George
F. N.

— playing

in

—

The Lady

—

Haines, William playing in Wife of the Centaur
M. G. M.
Hale, Alan playing in what sounds like a high-

—

—
—
—W. B.
Hamilton, Neil — has the leading
Wonderful—
W.
wayman

story, Dick Turpin
W. F.
Hale, Creighton playing in The Bridge of Sighs

Isn't Life

D.

G.

(.Continued on page 93)

male

role in
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FREE:

DAY TRIAL!

Send no money.
Simply clip coupon below.

marcel your hair
beautifully

—in 5 minutes — at home!
An alluring wave guaranteed, bobbed or unbobbed
And the cost is but half-a-penny!

Buy several $20

Coupon offers free 10-day trial
without
waved hair — tunity to try
10 days.
THE
—may always be yours, Send no money—simply the coupon.
now. No more times, between waves, when
An exquisite wave
the
has gone—when hair
not as
pretty as
might be—when
This new way to keep your hair beautihard to
loveliness of softly
chic, alluring!
curl

it,

hats
it saves!

with what

In twelve months The YVETTE Marcel
will actually save you from $40 to $50

Waver

over and above
for a lifetime.

cost, for
clip

its slight cost!

We

guarantee

And
it

it

will last

against de-

workmanship or material, you know.
Remember, too, that you take no risk at all in

fective

testing

it

for ten days.

is

it

it is

arrange.

For now you can do as thousands of other
attractive girls and women do whether
your hair is bobbed or long. Every day, if
you wish, have a fresh marcel. Right at
home in five minutes! And the cost is
actually about half a cent.
It is a new
method, approved by hair specialists.

—

—

The coupon below

offers

you an oppor-

Then, too, it saves you a great deal of money! More
than ten times enough to pay for itself, in twelve
months. The cost for electric current, each time you
use it, is less than half of a penny.

fully dressed was perfected to do two things:
First, to give you a really professional wave
in a very few minutes at home; and second,
to reduce the cost.

You

A

YVETTE

Marcel Waver to
do it. Specially designed to impart an exquisitely soft, but very distinct wave.
Simply attach it to an ordinary electric
light socket, as you would an old-style
use the

—

First of all, it uses less heat. So cannot possibly burn or injure the life and lustre of your
hair in any way. And this heat is applied by
a new principle, to all parts of all hair.

—

So it does not matter whether your hair is
dry and brittle, or whether it is very oily.
The YVETTE Marcel Waver gives a perfectly charming wave to any hair. Not a
round curl, but a real, professionallooking Marcel wave 1
In five minutes your hair is beau
tifully waved. How nice to have

Isn't that fair?

Just think what a pleasure it's going to be,
your hair freshly and beautifully
all the time! And with enough money
saved to pay for several very lovely hats, a
new suit, or frock! Clip your coupon now.
Mail it today, sure.

having

waved

when

going to the theater some
evening with little time
to get ready. What a
comfort not having
to bother with hair-

—

Send No Money

dressers'appoint-

ments and

offer

—

But the YVETTE
"curling iron."
docs what no "curling iron" could
ever do.

this help, for instance,

remarkable

This unusual, new waver will delight you as it has
thousands of others. It was originally made to sell at
S10 which is really a low price, when you consider
the time and money to be saved. But we have determined to reduce the price and, by selling still
greater numbers, have just as large a business as ever.
So we make this amazingly generous offer.
Simply clip, fill in and mail the coupon below.
Don't send any money, unless you particularly wish
to.
We will immediately send you a YVETTE
Waver. When the postman delivers it to your door,
give him $4.97, plus a few pennies postage, the new,
reduced price. But note this:
Keep and use the Waver for ten days. Test it in
any way you see fit. Then, if you are not entirely and
completely delighted with what it does for your hair,
with the saving in time and money, just send it back
to us. Immediately, and without the slightest questioning, we will mail back your $4.97.

—10 Days'Trial

Distributing Division,
YVETTE et Cie., Dept. 13

waiting!

Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Chicago.
Please send
Marcel Waver. I will deposit
$4.97 with postman when he brings it. You are to return
this $4.97 to me if, after 10-day trial, I do not care to keep
the waver.
719

YVETTE

YVETTE
WAVER
MARCEL
pronounced EE-VET'
When you

write to advertisers please mention

Name.

.

Address.

City
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Their Mothers Tell on

Them

(Continued from page 31)
deftly turned in mid-air and struck the shirtfront squarely with both feet, then turned
a handspring and was gone. But on that
opulent, white expanse he had left the
prints of two black soles
Before
coming on for the act he had
smeared the bottoms of his feet with

dream of Heaven and the angels which
he had just had.

The actress who played Madame Bean
was an old marplot, detested cordially by
the whole company, so one evening
the leading man took Rod aside.
"Kid," he queried significantly,
"how much would you do for a
dollar?"
When the death-bed scene came
that night, Little
Willie lay in his
trundle -bed, but

!

lampblack. The
audience howled
the fat bully out
of the box, and
that

was Buster's
on any

last smile

$100 a Week

stage!"
On the

"Wouldn't you like to
earn that much, too?"

—

know you
would mean

would, Bob think what
it
to us! It worries me to
see you wasting the best years of your
life when you could make them count for
"I

it, Bob?
Don't you see
that the reason men get ahead is because
they train themselves to do some one
thing just a little better than others?
"If the International Correspondence
Schools can raise the salaries of other
men, they can raise yours. If they can
help other men to win advancement and
more money, they can help you, too. "I
am sure of it.
"Don't let another year slip by and
leave you right where you are to-day.
Let's at least find out how the I. C. S. can
help you. Let's mark and mail this coupon right now!"

~WTERNAfioNAL~CORRE8PONDENCE 8CH00LS
Box 6563-B, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation on my part, please

tell

me

I can qualify for the position or in the subject oefora
which I have marked an X:

how

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES

D Salesmanship
Advertising
D Better Letters
Show Card Lettering
and Typing
D Stenography
D Business English

Business Management

Management

Personnel Organization
Traffic

Management

Business

Law

Banking and Banking Law
"Accountancy (including C.P.A) Civil Service
DRailway Mall Clerk
_Nicholson Cost Accounting
Common School Subjects
Bookkeeping
Private Secretary

a Spanish

D

High School Subjects

Q

French

Illustrating

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES

n Architect
H Architects' Blue Prints

^Electrical Engineering
"(Electric Lighting

Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

3 Mechanical Engineer
^Mechanical Draftsman
3 Machine Shop Practice
^Railroad Positions
UGas Engine Operating
3 Civil Engineer
3 Surveying and Mapping,
Mining
^Metallurgy
Radio
3Steam Engineering

Q

Namt

Pharmacy

Chemistry
Automobile Work
Airplane Engines
Agriculture and
Mathematics

O

Poultry,

•

i

Street

Address
BUte..

City

Occupation
Persons residing in Canada should send this coupon to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,
Montreal, Canada

in

was

a

donna

late of the

lar.
"What makes
you think you are

Metropolitan Opas the pro-

g-g-going to die,
Willie?" sniffed

gram

Madame Bean.
Looking her

covers was the dol-

prima

era,

stated.

She

felt far

above the

animal

acts

and

straight in the eye,
Rod replied in a
voice that could be
heard to the last
gallery seat, "I

associated
with
her and showed
it.
Naturally, her

—

Ruth

Clifford
spent
cents for ten
dishes of ice-cream!

her

fifty

associates had no
great love for her.
One evening as she finished singing,
bowed majestically and swept her handsome velvet train about preparatory to
leaving the stage, a small figure dressed as
a comedy Irishman strutted from the wings
after her, with a burlesque of her grandiose
air, and seated himself squarely on the
train
Unaware of what had happened,
the singer paced regally off the stage,
dragging the train with its passenger after
her,
while the audience cheered with
delight and Buster acknowledged their
plaudits by bowing to the right and left.
!

Rod La

Rocque's mother has two tales

to tell of his bread-and-jam days, one of

the time when he was seven and played the
part of a bugle boy in a melodrama called
"Crimson Valley." His part was to stride
speak some noble sentiment anent
out,
"home and, mother" and, raising his bugle
to his lips, bulge his cheeks out valiantly
while a real bugler played Taps behind the
scenes.
On this particular evening, while
his mother sat in the front row as usual,

Rod

she saw

deliver his line, raise his bugle

and puff out his cheeks. But no sound
"Taps" was smoking a cigaret at
came
the stage door and had missed his cue.
Terrified, the little boy kept his posture
for a moment, then lowered the bugle, and
as he removed it from his lips a tardy Taps
rang clearly from behind the scenes! In
!

know gol-darned
!"

well I'm gonna die
Madame Bean's stage grief became real
hysterics and they had to lower the curtain precipitously.

Ice-cream for company dinner at Ruth
Clifford's house always suggests this story
to Ruth's mother. "There never was such
a child for ice-cream," she relates
"she
couldn't let a day go by without at least
one dish, and I was worried for fear she
would ruin her digestion. So I promised
her five cents for every day that she went
;

For ten days she remained
away from the corner drug-store and I
was overjoyed at the thought that I had
without any.

broken her of the ice-cream

habit.
I paid
her the fifty cents that she had earned
and she disappeared. When she came back
half an hour later she looked sick, and in
another moment there wasn't any doubt
about it
She had taken the fifty cents to
the drug-store and bought ten dishes of
ice-cream 'but that's what I wanted to
earn the money for!' she explained."
It's hard to imagine Norma Talmadge
the victim of unrequited affection, but her
mother, "Peg," as the girls have always
called her, relates with a twinkle the tale
of once when Norma was thrown oyer.
At fifteen Norma was working at Vitagraph out of school hours, and gabbling
over a Latin grammar between scenes.
!

—

(Continued on page 95)

the face of a catastrophe so overwhelming, there was only one
Adthing for seven years old
vancing to the footlights, Rod
leaned over and inquired anx!

"Mamma, what shall I
do?"
Another family anecdote which
has the power to make Rod La
Rocque blush and squirm, dates
back to his East Lynne period,
when he was about ten. As Little
Willie, he was supposed to have
an affecting scene with his old
"Will it
nurse, Madame Bean.
be very bee-ywe-tiful in Heaven,
Madame Bean?" Little Willie
had to inquire.

iously,

A Wonderful
A

moist rouge, applying direct
from fountain container. Blends
with tint of your skin to give
your natural color. Absolutely
waterproof. Refreshing to the
skin.
Can be used as a lip
stick.

Send $1.00 to-day for Reed's
Liquid Rouge. (If you are not
pleased, return package and get
your money back. ) Be the first
in your locality to have this
marvelous new toilet aid.

u%^SJ

EL WOOD M. REED
2640 Clairmount Ave.,
Detroit, Mich.

mmmmsmmm

one

hand under the

acrobatic turns

so much.
"Can't you see

Industrial

clutched

with
the Three Keatons
bill

"Yuss, yuss, Willie," was the
governess' reply, "but what makes
you think you are going to die,

Willie?"

To which
respond by

Every advertisement

in

he was supposed to
relating a touching
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Forgetting she had her blackface make-up
on,

Norma

rushed

down

youthful beau
is

guaranteed.

to

greet

her

—
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Forty!

is Still

Does Laura McRae appear more than
Twenty Now? Can Facial Filming really

9

give a

New
Do

pression?

3

— another

Complexion
Faces ever

Grow

Ex-

Younger?

Let these Photographs answer!

Mrs.

McRae— Age 40

Aug. 9

— one week did

this

Age 40
—McRae—
improvement
a month

Mrs.
Sept.

5

in

tions in those who have resigned themselves to
skin specialists, or facial surgeons. But here is a
perfectly natural, healthful, hygienic, and altogether delightful process that removes evidence

Mrs.

of age by simple regeneration!

McRae— Age 40

Aug.

I

— before

Neoplasma corrects wrinkles and flabbiness

using film

neoplasma, a pound of which

because the

worth several thousand
dollars! Its general use was

ness.

is

out of the question until
French chemists succeeded
in capturing its potency in a
thin liquid film
a few drops
of which will cover the features. This liquid
film is clear as crystal. Pure as the water

—

you drink. But as it dries, this film becomes
an airtight seal and the neoplasma starts
its gentle action. In less than an hour the film
is removed
and one views the results with

—

awe. Gone are the "care" lines (really caused
by sagging tissues) gone are the age marks about
the eyes and the loose sacks beneath. The whole
contour of the face is different after even single
applications of this film. For instead of temporary astringency, facial film enlivens and
strengthens the muscular and vascular tissue.

This
plant
faces.

scientific

all

beauty method

the foolish things

Its benefits are far-reaching

—

OLD
ANmethod!

face

.

made young by
It's

true

— as

a

new minute-

these

pictures

prove. Do you wonder that facial filming
spreading fast?

is

not a mere cosmetic, nor surface
"beautifier" but the deep-down revitalizing of
the whole skin structure. It revives the skin
cells. It stimulates the facial tissue.
Minor
blemishes, and even telltale lines, are dispelled
Facial film

by

is

filming.

Facial film

a natural restorative
These photographs tell only half the story.
Photography cannot convey the marvelously
is

and the better color which follow
But you can experience this remark-

soft texture
filming.

—

able rejuvenation process yourself facial film
is being distributed for all to try
but first read

—

what

facial film is

The

and how it works its wizardry:

revitalizing element

in

facial

film

When you

is

will

soon sup-

women do

to their

— with

any

type of complexion the action is swift. You
don't have to wait for results, nor imagine the

solves

But
all

new vitality of the skin

brings firm-

has another virtue; its action disskin impurities. Pores are rendered
it

clean and pliant as those of a child. It is just as
effective on neck, arms, hands
any portion of

—

the

body where skin is the least coarse, rough or

erupted.

The skin responds immediately

gentle, but all-powerful re-agent.

to this

impossible to sense the efficiency of such a product
without witnessing an actual application.
It is

If you would like to try facial film, you need
only write the laboratory where it is made. An
airtight vescule of the film will be sent you for
the most surprising demonstration you ever
experienced. There is no fee to pay unless you
are glad to give two dollars for the great good
done. You may send the ?2 if you choose, or
you can pay it on delivery. But your satisfaction is guaranteed in any case, and your money
returned unless you are pleased and delighted
with very real results. Think of the saving
through filming; your complexion will never
need anything else! The coupon below will open
new possibilities in any woman's appearance;
mail it and be convinced!

improvement!
Filming is effective on skin of any age. Girls
whose skins were apparently fair and clear as
youth couldmake them have been made farprettier through this new aid to clarity and softness.
Women so old that the skin was parched and
deeply wrinkled report astonishing results from
a more patient and persistent use of facial film.
But a good average case is that of Mrs. McRae,
a lady of forty. The very first filming was
enough to convince her of facial film's peculiar
powers! And after only one week, the effect of
neoplasma could leave no doubt. What she accomplished in a month was a revelation; for in
her looks she had removed a generation. Few
would make a close guess of her age today
surely no one would place her in the forties!

You may have

PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS,
456

S.

State St., Chicago

Ltd.
44-C

vescule of Facial Film for
free trial. I will pay postman $2 and postage
subject to return unless filming brings the remarkable benefits described. (If handier, enclose two dollars and save the postage; same

Please send

full

money-back guarantee

Name

.

.

applies.)

.

Address.

P.O.

seen remarkable transforma-
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On

Camera Coast

the

(Continued from page 59)

Negri made a wild plunge into real
She bought Priscilla
Dean's Hollywood mansion for something
over $100,000. Now she is plaintively and

lantry of his rescue made the English reporters think they must be engaged or

forlornly searching for a cook. Pola says
that acting for the screen is easy compared
wth corralling cooks.

;

something.

Marsh

has also just returned from
the excited throng she
announced that everybody goes hatless now
consein fashionable circles in Vienna
quently Mae's bobbed hair has no lid. She
says that movie experience in Berlin was
interesting and that her young daughter
learned to talk German like a native. Mae
says that the directors over there like to
get American screen actresses because
they are more business-like. The German
stars are all temperamental, coming to
work whenever the spirit moves them.
Miss
Also they all terribly overact.
Marsh has gone back to her residence in
Flintridge, near Los Angeles, and doesn't
care whether she ever acts for the screen
again or not. She's fed up.

X/T ae

Europe.

Travelers
Prefer

HOTEL
LINCOLN
WHEN

400

IN INDIANAPOLIS

ROOMS ffika

together with many other comfort
features at most reasonable rates.
There i s but one price to everybody.
Rates posted n each room.
i

Rooms with shower bath

$2.50

and upwards
Rooms with tub bath
and upwards

$3.50

V/Tilton Sills now emulates Mary, the
young lady with the lamb. Only he
is followed by a cow. He went to Catalina
recently
period.

location

for

a

protracted

As he is on a strict diet,' requiring
milk many times a day, they had to have

a special string of milk -boats chasing
wildly down from Avalon to the location
Finally, the director Irving Cumplace.
mings had a large and copious Holstein
cow sent with instructions to drive her
wherever Mr. Sills should wander.

T-Tarold Lloyd and Valentino have both
contracts whereby their pictures
future, be distributed by Famous
This will not, however,
Players-Lasky.
interfere with their independent production
Valentino will still make picactivities.

made

will,

Conveniently located in the heart of
Indianapolis, on WASHINGTON ST.
(National Trail) at Kentucky Ave.

Management R. L.

on

MEYER

estate this week.

TsJorma Talmadge has started on a long

To

;

Discrimina ting

Dola

weight, in London
and lie didn't get engaged to Nora Bayes. He says that he
and Miss Bayes were motoring together
and the machine was wrecked. The gal-

vacation.

tures

with the Ritz-Carleton productions,

—

mad

ing

exquisite rose-

tinted skin,
white as milk
and

soft as silk.

But for bow long?

'The

A brand-new

is

way

graft has been discovered

by Marguerite de la Motte.
Someone in the East has been advertising that
for one dollar he will send anyone a "form
letter" so couched that, addressed to any
screen stars,

it

will bring a signed photo-

graph and an autographed letter. Miss de
la Motte discovered it by receiving four
letters in one day all beautifully written—
but exact duplicates of each other.

TThe

Lambs Club members living in
Hollywood recently gave a huge benefit
in the Hollywood Bowl to build a new
church for the parish of the Rev. Neal
Dodd, known all thru the film world as the
"Padre." Nearly all Hollywood baptisms,
marriages and funerals come off in his
church.

"piRST National, which has been hankering for some time to make pictures in
New York, is sending two companies with
a special steel film car across the continent.

Way

They are to make two pictures, One
Street, and The Interpreters' House. Lambert Hillyer, the young director who has
made so many hits for Thomas H. Ince,
has signed with First National to direct
one of the pictures.
On the other hand. Corinne Griffith
She has
is coming back to Hollywood.
found that New York is quite a town for
some things, but not for picture making.

The

reason they like to make pictures
is because they say they
have every conceivable thing here for
making them. But twice, in the last week,
Hollywood has missed its step in this regard.
In the making of The Devil's Cargo, a
story of the early days of California, the
Lasky Studio needed some old-fashioned
The
four hundred of them.
revolvers

J-Telene

Chadwick

new ambition

has

in life.

encountered a
of her re-

One

mote ancestors, Lord Chadwick, started a
town in New York State and had it named
The fair Helene wants to
for himself.
buy one of the old California ranchos and
cut it up into a model town with a community center and other modern fixings.

Ohe Aeauty Cake

help to keep the bloom and

freshness of life's morning. And for
her who faces the fading years there
is imperative need of this beautifier.
Sold everywhere or by mail.
seven

A

day trial size cake on receipt of i o cents.

SEM-PRAY JO-VE-NAY CO.
23 Turner Ave.

von Stroheim

nights.

JO'VE'NAY
will

the

devotion for California.

hearted over the

SEM'PRAY

—

when

reported as brokenthe studio executives have cut his picture, Greed.
It was
tried out in a theater in Pasadena recently.
Von Stroheim wanted to keep it an enormous length and show it on two different
p"i<ic

in

—and an

studio closed

in

and Lloyd will make his own.
Those with weak hearts are advised to
But the
skip a few lines at this point.
solemn fact is Harold Lloyd is now receiving the largest income ever paid to
anyone in the history of the world for
if you
services in any artistic occupation
can call making comedies that. He receives
between $25,000 and $40,000 a week from
All
his percentages from his comedies.
other picture stars are pikers, and the great
operatic stars are paupers by comparison.

Youth

Her

The Lady was shot, and will
not be opened until next March.
Norma
has just returned from New York, breathlast scene of

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Every advertisement

in
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guaranteed.
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10-day Test FREE
Mail the Coupon

Where Pyorrhea

*

Starts

frequently in that dangerous film
on teeth (run your tongue across
your teeth and you can feel it)
Is

—

simple new tooth
care that foremost den-

The
Colleen Moore

find out what
a child of the poor,

tries to

be

feels like to

tal authorities

it

on

the night before Christmas

what

found, since the war, amateur
property
collectors have sprung up to the number
of 15,000 that the dealers know about.
Consequently the market was cleaned.
Hollywood's other mortification was the
for
failure to produce a day-old colt

men

Venus,

in

are susceptible to it?
The hygienic rule most widely urged is
very simple. Follow it, say men
of science, and you will have better protection.

Combating film at least three
times daily: that, in a few words, is
what all are urged to do.
This offers you a 10-day test
free of the new way to fight it.

Simply use the coupon.

Look for film — then do

which
Blanche

he

3

goes

Europe

to

to

play

troubles today are
traced to a film that forms on
viscous film that you
teeth.

A

the

Rex Ingram's Mare Nostrum,
Antonio Moreno will have also another

can

in

That

it's

of

men of science have
given their best in seeking an
effective combatant of that film.
Ordinary tooth pastes do not
cope with it adequately. Harsh,
gritty substances were discarded

whose neck was
during the making of
pictures has miraculously

embodied them in the modern
tooth paste called Pepsodent.
Its action is to curdle the film.
Then,
harmlessly, to remove it.
scientific
method different in formula, action and
effect from any other dentifrice.

A

*

Now new methods fight it

Talmadge

dangerous to enamel.
Soap
and chalk were judged inadequate. Numerous methods have
been tested and found wanting.
Now modern dental science has
found two new combatants and
as

inadequate.

For years

in a fall

one of his thrill
recovered and will return to the
very shortly.

enemy

breed in it. And they, with tartar,
based on film, are the chief cause of
pyorrhea.

directing.

del Ruth.

broken

the chief

It clings to teeth,

Film also holds food substance
which ferments and forms acid.
In contact with teeth, this acid
invites decay. Millions of germs

graduated from scenario writing
to directing, Major Rupert Hughes is
now to have a whirl at an executive job.
He is to supervise several units at the
Mayer-Goldwyn-Metro Studio. His own
story, Excuse Me, is to be directed by

Dtchard

is

gets into crevices and stays.
It
hides the natural luster of your
teeth. If your present dentifrice
doesn't combat it successfully,

Waving

Hampton

film

good teeth.

'Theodore Roberts' sixty-third birthday
was celebrated in grand style with a
birthday cake and a party on one of the
sets of The Locked Door, which William
is

by running your tongue
your teeth.

feel

across

mission. He will be the ambassador of the
California yachtsmen who are trying to
pull off the next International Cup races
on this coast. The trouble is that the Cup
rules require that the challenging yacht
has to sail from its home port to the race
course, which would necessitate the English yachts sailing thru the Panama Canal
and all the way up this coast.

de Mille

this

Most tooth

Sweet.

W,fHEN
lead

of

living in

Dixie, which Reginald Barker is making
Studio.
the Mayer - Goldwyn - Metro
Horses are scarce in California, and it
seems that it is not fashionable for lady
horses to have babies in the Autumn.
Gerald Beaumont, who wrote Dixie, is
the present sensation of the films. He was
a sporting reporter on an Oakland newspaper until a few years ago; now he is
turning out screen stories with both fists.
In addition to Dixie, another Gerald Beaumont story is being made at that same
directing

do and how.

to

dread
you
AREpyorrhea,
think maybe you

at

studio— The Sporting
Marshall Neilan is

now urge

as scientific hygiene

Throughout the

*

*

*

civilized world, leading

dentists urge this new method.
To millions it has proved the folly of
dull and dingy teeth. To millions it offers
daily a better protection against pyorrhea, tooth troubles and decay.
It meets better the exactments of modern tooth hygiene.
It multiplies the alkalinity of the saliva.
It neutralizes mouth acids. It multiplies
the starch digestant in the saliva to better
digest starch deposits, which may other-

wise ferment and form acids.
Note, too, that it results in glistening
teeth quickly.
Under that film is the
tooth clearness you envy in others.
What you find will surprise you. You
are urged to make the test. It will cost
you nothing.

screen
1696

FREE

will soon marry Dr.
Harry Martin of this city and will
retire from the screen.
To even things up, Louise Glaum, who
retired from the screen to marry some
years ago, has shuffled off the marriage

Cvlvia Breamer

Send

Name.

and is returning to her profession again.
She was formerly one of the best known

Mail Coupon for
10-Day Tube to
Dept. 401, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111., U. S. A.

to-

i

.

Address.

of screen actresses.
I

Only one tube

to a

family

{Continued on page 93)
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JCmas Gifts on Credit
BUY TODAY

V&BringsydurChoke
Buy your Christmas Gifts on our
easy confidential payment plan.
Send only $1.00 and your selection
will be promptly Sent to yon. When
you have examined it carefully and
convinced yourself of its exceptional
value pay only one-fifth of the price.
The balance in 10 equal monthly
payments.

Emory Johnson

has made an interesting picture of baseball in the
Nineties in Life's Greatest Game

New

About

Critical Paragraphs

Productions

(Continued from page 65)

X2418

imk. white EOl.;

rhur.
Blue
«npnd, $22.50.

flop

"

'._

whit?

:re<lriia-

-

—

X2419 SpBrkHnK AA1 quality
diamond.
14K. OraiiKe HloKHorn engraved betrothal ring,
$51.30.

Colman,

it

reality.

There

on with a similitude of
a philandering husband
and father who plays with a Broadway
gold-digger.
And his daughter is betrothed to a youth with a past. The pretty
temptress sets matters straight.
Mighty
well done in every particular.
carries
is

The Bandolero
X2420
top

T N taking a company to Spain to catch
the proper backgrounds and atmosphere
for The Bandolero, the director compensates for a story which is not unduly im-

IRK. white cold Spred*
quality dia-

ring.
Fine
mond, $57.50.

As

portant.

told here

it

is

characters
difficult

.-

—

—

is

appeal

in

—

mounted and exudes some
atmosphere. And Mary Philbin
appealing as the Rose.

prettily

first-rate

rather

is

The Beauty Prize

its

>Jina Wilcox Putnam's

backgrounds, settings and
costumes of Spain, old

*^JSe^^

"*

eloquent

">e

modern.

and

"hi,

quaint

story of the beauty
contest at Atlantic City

The

(an annual

architecture,

narrow

the
the

colorful

very

landthe

— UK.
white
wrist

XS42J

eiiuravecl

Snk

15 jewel hand
Sapphire crown.

K ol<l,

wutcli.

rjliJmii, y2;t.i5.

10 Months to Pay
Nothing; will be more welcome as
a Christmas Gift than a Diamond or
artiele of jewelry.
Under our Confidential Credit Plan, you can give
'worth while gifts that will be
appreciated and pay for them in
easy monthly payments next year.
Everything yon buy front Sweet's
is absolutely guaranteed to please
you or your money will be promptly
refunded.
Special Xroas Service,
insuring prompt delivery.

PPpC
ivi_l,

Send for our new Diamond
and
Book( showing a
wonderful selection of exquisite
gifts all on 10 months to pay.
Send for it today.
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assets

of

which

is

optically

who

the

who

in

its

Adoree. Manuel
picturesque matador.

sheik.

some fast
work in The Fast
Worker
surely does

Granado

is

a

big

city

manicurist

urged to enter
contest by a sidewalk

the

Reginald Denny

has been the cause of
his wife's death,
to keep
apart this enemy's don and
his own daughter who are
It is well played
in love with one another.
by Pedro de Cordoba, a real Castilian, and

Renee

well

which is padded out
with repetitious scenes
and a volume of wordy
subtitles.
Viola Dana is

are the
picture
a

satisfying.
The plot has to do with
the efforts of a bandit to do
away with his hated enemy

is

And

the interest rests

masquerading as a
society debutante
and winin

her

—

ning the prize.

There is a flash of the
City winners a flash, evidentlytaken from the news reel a bit of sentimental hokum when the small-town youth
comes a-courtin' and one or two mild

—

Atlantic

—

—

Three reels would have
scenes.
been quite enough for this slender story.
Five reels make it seem tiresome.

comedy

The Rose

Gm

—

I

— these

in-

celluloid shape.
It's
very slight material

climax which introduces a genuine bullfight

affair,

cidentally) doesn't fare

streets,

scapes — and

high-

the plot is not confined to detailing its
points with simple strokes.
It's
a picture of a girl reared in a
convent who is searched for by a dying
grandfather in order that he might leave
her his inheritance.
You can guess the
rest.
You can guess that schemers plot
and that the good hero
to share the booty
rescues her from their clutches. The film

cumbersome, over-subtitled and
episodic in design.
But there
is

with

introduced

are

French names which makes it
especially when
to identify them

sounding

of Paris

Co, the Cinderella pattern bobs up again,
tho this version of it fails to carry the
whimsicalities of humor, the gentle pathos
and the charm that one expects from such
There are far too many chara theme.
acters and they clutter up the situations
making them somewhat complicated instead
Then again these
of being simplified.

^
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Life's Greatest

Game

on the griddle here. Emory
Johnson having tried his luck with the
fireman, locomotive engineer, mailman
and the soldier takes a fling at the pro-

"Raseball

is

fessional baseball player.

He

has put to-

guaranteed.

i

—
crr,MOTioN

Advertising Section
gether a
its

yarn which has

fair-to-middlin'

hokum

—but

RCTum

which manages

to

enter-

tain with its atmosphere.

As

customary with professional basemust be gamblers ready to em-

is

ball there

barrass the players. And so Tom Santschi
pitching for the Cubs in the days when all
ball tossers sported moustaches punishes a
gambler who would bribe him. The gam-

by breaking up the pitcher's

bler gets even

Twenty years

home.

later

—

Santschi

is

manager of the Giants and his own son,
unknown to him, is the rookie pitcher who
goes into the game and decides the World
Series in favor of the Giants. There is a
reconcilation between the manager and his

whom

in a steamboat
best points are the incidents
of dress and deportment of the early
transpires
on
the
nineties
and what
diamond. Mostly stock stuff.

wife

he thought lost

The

disaster.

—

Oh, You Tony!
thru again riding Tony
victory in a back-country steeplechase the stakes of which are the old
homestead which the villains are after because of the presence of oil in the adThis is the climax. Otherjoining sod.
wise Tony hasn't many moments. The
prelude to it introduces Mix burlesquing a
Westerner acquiring culture in Washington
whither he had journeyed to talk politics
But the opposifor the boys back home.
So they
tion is out to embarrass him.

T'om Mix comes
to

employ

one

Avenue's

Pennsylvania

of

vamps to take his money away
from him.
The fun rests in Tom trying to absorb

slickest

Some of it is humorous, but
However, the
dwelt upon too long.
even if there isn't
piece is pretty good
much story to carry. Mix deserves credit
for brushing up his pictures with satire.

etiquette.
it

is

The

—

City That Never Sleeps

T f you can become convinced

that the
of an Irish saloon-keeper would
give up her child in order that she may
be reared in an atmosphere of culture and
refinement, then this picture wont appear
so improbable. But Irish temperament isn't

widow

built that

way.

The

easier

manner would

be to surrender the child into the custody
of a convent. So eighteen years pass by
and the child grows into maturity and
lives to scorn her own flesh and blood
when she accompanies a party of jazzsteppers to the Irish woman's cabaret.
The conflict of the plot rests in the

—

(Continued on page 96)

NEIGHBORS
When

Ephraim Crosby made a clearing far out on Valley
built his house, he had no neighbors.
He lived an
independent life, producing on the farm practically all that his
family ate and wore.
Emergencies
sickness and fire and protection of his homestead from prowlers
he met for himself. Later
he had neighbors, one five and another eight miles away. Sometimes he helped them with their planting and harvesting, and they
helped him in turn.
Produce was marketed in the town, twenty

Road and

—
—

miles along the cart-road.

Today Ephraim Crosby's grandchildren still live in the homeits many acres.
The next house is a good mile
away. But the Crosbys of today are not isolated. They neighbor
with a nation.
They buy and sell in the far city as well as in
the county-seat.
They have at their call the assistance and
services of men in Chicago or New York, as well as men on the

stead, farming

next farm.
Stretching from the Crosbys' farm living-room are telephone
wires that lead to every part of the nation.
Though they live in
the distant countryside, the Crosbys enjoy the benefits of national
telephone service as wholly as does the city dweller.
The plan
and organization of the Bell System has extended the facilities
of the telephone to all types of people.
By producing a telephone
service superior to any in the world at a cost within the reach of
all to pay, the Bell System has made America a nation of
neighbors.

Telephone and Telegraph CompanV
^p^ American
And Associated Companies

BELL SYSTEM
One

Policy,

One System,

Universal Service

Does Your ENGLISH
Help or Hurt You?
Every time you speah or write you show just what you
Mistakes in English reveal you as a person who
are.
lacks education and refinement.
Lack of
language power prevents you from presenting your thoughts in the strongest possible way. No
matter what you do. real command of English will help
you to your goal. Stop making mistakes in spelling,
punctuation, pronunciation. Increase yourvocabulary.

Free

Demonstration
If

The GENUINE

WONDERFUL INVENTION

Only 15 minutes a day with Sherwin Cody's New
Invention—and you can actually SEE your English
improve. It teaches by HABIT— makes it easier to do
the RIGHT way. Wonderful self-correcting lessons,
include Spelling, Punctuation,
pression,

Dorothy Mackaill and George
O'Brien
graphic

play

the

leads

melodrama, The

the
in
Painted

Lady

%
s

English, 401

Searie

you write to advertisers please mention

safe.

most

while vou sleep.

The

ANITA

is

(Patented)

Rapid, painless and
the GENUINE and

COMFORTABLE NOSE ADJUSTER.
GUARANTEED. Highly recomAU
physicians.

Absolutely

mended by

sizes for children

book on English i<cvotiane«te
rurr
r " Lt AND 15 MINUTE TEST
ZS£*X£222:
everyyear. See what Mr. Cody candoforyou.

Sherwin Cody School o

When

A Shapes

Grammar, and Ex-'

Itcosts nothof dollars
ing to 6nd out. Mail a postal card or letter this very minute for free
book "How to Sneak and Write Masterly English. " and 15 Minute
will
prove
a revelaIt
Test, which you can take in your own home.
tion to you. WRITE NOW. Address

desired

jqniTPf nosE ^pjuster

Write for

and adults.

FREE

Booklet,

"Nature'sWay to Happiness.

r

TheflniTftCo.

Gold Medal
Dent. 132, Anita Building,
7innerFeb.'23 655 High St., Newark, N. J.

Building, Rochester, N, Y.
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'Another

$10 Raise!"
"'T^HAT

makes the second

J. in a year, and

increase in salary

I'm earning $45

a

week now.

That's pretty good for a girl. It certainly was a
lucky day for uie when I decided to take up that
I.

C. S. course."

Why don't you study some special subject and
prepare to earn more money? There's no surer way
to do it than by studying at home in spare time with
the International Correspondence Schools.
The I. C. S. has a number of courses especially
arranged for women. Some I. C. S. women students
are making as high as $50, $75, and $100 a week as
private secretaries, artists, expert letter writers, pharmacists, assistants in chemical laboratories, high-priced
sales executives, office managers, advertising writers
and solicitors, and in Civil Service and banking.
Mark and mail the coupon and we'll be glad to
send you interesting descriptive booklets telling what
the I. C. S. can do for you.

A

brand-new Menjou will be presented
the Prince in

to the public,

when

they see

him

as

The Swan

Mail the Coupon for Free Booklet

Confidences Off-Screen

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6562-B, Scran ton, Penna.
cost or obligation, please send me your 48-page
"How Women Are Getting Ahead," and tell me
I can qualify for the position or in the subject before

(Continued from page 57)

Without
booklet,

how

which I have marked an X:

Q Advertising

3 Civil Service
3 High School Subjects
3 Illustrating
3 Cartooning
3 Bookkeeping

Private Secretary

QAssistant Bank
Cashier
3 Accounting

^Business Law
^Corporation Secretary

^Chemistry
3 Pharmacy
^Business English
DSpanish
H French
Salesmanship

3 Architecture

3 Drafting
Designing

are together they talk Spanish.
It's too late to wish that Bebe had used
the sonorous De la Plaza as her stage
name. But I can always greet her with
the Iberian accolade:
Ole! Ole!

D Telegraphy

D Stenographer and

The Man Who Made The Iron Horse

Railroad Clerk

Dressmaking

Typist

Millinery

Lettering

John

Ford

is

interviewed
Name

went

•

to

directed
Street

Address

State

City

,

Occupation
Persons residing in Canada should send this coupon to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian,
Limited, Montreal, Canada.

Nojfore Wrinkles
can have a firm
You

too

wrinkle - free complexion

PARISIAN FLESH FOOD
Makes Men and Women of
50 look 25

Restores youthful freshness, revives
beauty marred by time, illness or neglect.
sure way to regain the charm

A

of a clear, wholesomely girlish complexion. Amazing results in short time. Removes wrinkles,
crowsfeet, frown lines, furrows. Restores elasticity to skin,
and firmness to underlying tissues. Fills hollows of face,
neck, and develops bust.

Remarkable Bust Developer
Renews youthful firmness. Makes skin smooth
andsoft. Mostwelcomediscovery— notanexperi-

menr— thousands madehappyduringmanyyears.
Send name, address and 10 cents for trial sample
and FREE Beauty Secrets. Mme. Foulaire,
103 Parisian Bid g., Cleveland, O. Agents Wanted
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stars, that they refuse to get excited over
If so, I
the fellow who stages the show.
want them to think again. Many of the
films they most enjoy would have been impossible without the imagination of the
director.
Ford remarked that if one point were
to be emphasized more than the others, it
should be this
He refused to allow his
people to act.
In big realistic spectacles,
The cast must be imacting is deadly.
bued with the idea that it is reproducing
must
it
a pageant that was once lived
never try to interpret. Ford's spike-drivers
on the U. P. and the C. P. railroads drive
believe me,
spikes, and when they fight
:

Window Trimming

Better Letters

UShow Card

But in this case it really
background.
Grandmother De la Plazahappened.
Daniels is alive, and when she and Bebe

the
for

first

director

him because he
The Iron Horse,

I

have

department.

this

the
for the
is

I

man who
Fox Film

Corporation, one of the finest of recent
spectacular productions. It tells the story
of the building of the first transcontinental
railroad. The picture sweeps along with a
splendid unity of appeal.
The eternal
love interest is there, of course, but it is
soft-pedaled.
The work of the pioneers
is made to count as the supreme romance.
And that is no small achievement. It
could only have been due to a director with
talents quite out of the ordinary.
So I
looked up Ford.

"You have gone The Covered Wagon
one better," T told him.
"How did you
do

it?"

He was

modest about it. But bit by bit
he gave me a fascinating account of how
he had planned great scenes on the prairie
and in the mountains, of how he had
handled thousands of men and women, including the several hundred redskins that
figure in the Indian fighting.
It's too long a story to tell here, but I
touch upon it in order to arouse the interest of readers in the debt they owe to
I have been told
that
a good director.
movie fans want to hear only about the

Every advertisement

in

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

;

they fight!
take it.

A

—

great show, any

way you

Menjou Says He's No Actor
interesting slant on acting, in the
old sense of the term, being out of
place in motion pictures was carried still
further by Adolphe Menjou, in a chat I

'This

had with him at Famous Players studio.
Every one knows Menjou as the delightful Frenchman of many recent pictures,
including Open All Night, in which he
and Jetta Goudal scored the finest sort of
At first thought, it would
artistic success.
seem that his method is decidedly histrionic.
One remembers him as a suave
person with a technique that if it had to
be described in a hurry, one would say
came straight from the best traditions of
the Paris stage.
Yet Menjou made it clear to me that he
He must
avoids acting like the plague.
feel a character before he will consent to
Then he goes before the camera,
play it.
He
and just naturally is that character.

guaranteed.

!
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says that motion picture artists should be
called portrayers, anyway, and not actors.
If Adolphe Menjou, as a Parisian man
about town, reminds one of French plays,
it
is simply because men about town of
the
Menjou type have been used by
But
practically every French dramatist.
on the screen, he sets himself the task of
being alive every moment of the time.
slip into miming, and the shot has to be
taken all over again.

A

He is now working on The Swan, which
was so successful as a play on Broadway.
It has been whispered to me that the film
version is a terrible massacre of the

But

original.

that

isn't

the

that

point

concerns us here.

Menjou, who

will play the Prince, tells
that he intends to make of the character a real portrait of one of those culti-

me

those bored heart-breakers,
be found before the war at
the Courts of Central Europe.
"Like the Princes of the Austrian imperial family," I suggested, aware that
the type had never been really shown in
an American movie.
"Precisely!"
Menjou nodded eagerly.
"It is the Austrian Court I have in mind."
And that promises to be no end of a

vated

idlers,

who were

to

A

brand-new Menjou will be
presented to the public.
There has been
a danger in his being held to the French
character part.
He is versatile, and now
has a chance to prove it.

treat.

The New

Piccadilly

Qxe

of the most attractive motion picture theaters in the world was opened

.

Broadway

on

in

September.

late

It

is

I have nothing but
called the Piccadilly.
praise for the novel architectural design,
the decorations and the comfortable seating arrangements.
But the picture, Barbara Frictchic, which
was offered as the first picture alas

—

How

could Ince have been guilty of mak-

Apart from the fact that Barbara
dramatized as a young girl, in place of
the
gray-headed woman of Whittier's
poem, there are so many historial errors
that it's difficult to count them.
Men like
Griffith have set a standard for the historical film which I thought that lesser
producers were at least trying to maintain.
It is absurd to use the Revolution
ing it?

The proverb - maker
who spun the phrase.

iAlLgoob thingswmn iitthus

is

or the Civil War, unless the facts
sented are correct in every detail.

My

might have found inspiration in the TRE-JUR TRIPLE.
For
of

Chat With Jackie

I

like

put

down

The

ing,

Man.

of Oz, and consolemnly.
"Not so
"It's
too big, and I

question

much,"

he

said.

feel so

— so

"Do you

lost here."
really like Los

Angeles better?"

"Oh, yes
I'm wanted there. That's it."
"But you're wanted in New York, too,"
assured him. "Haven't you noticed how
!

the

kids

all

crowd about

to

lip- stick

take a look

at you."

draiver— bearing

of exquisite

Three dainty musketeers

Xew York?"

quality.

— inseparable and

ready for instant service.

Encased

in pol-

ished brass and amazingly priced at $1.25.

Scarecrow

the

I

rouge and

the book he had been read-

sidered

—

—

asked him.

He

finest quality.

finger releases the magic

East Sixtywaiting to be

how do you

cleverly-

a

sitting in a taxi, in

"Jackie,

compact,

touch
and the opened lid reveals
powder delightfully scented with JoliJSiemoire. Below
the pressure of your little

told the story of Jackie
that marvelous invention,
It
took up so
"the gooseneck lens."
much space that I had none left for my
chat with the child genius of the screen.

third Street, New York,
called for a shot in The Rag

this beautiful

One

T ast month, I
Coogan and

He was

— in

arranged, are powder, lip-stick and rouge

pre-

THE HOUSE OF TRE-JUR
"THINEST"

A shallow masterpiece of

handy

circumference.

Ample powder
u 'idfull-sizedpuff

$1

9

J

WEST

18th

STREET

NEW :ORK

CITY "PURSE SIZE"
TWIN

TR.E-JUR
offers

Powder and rouge
in

an ingenious

cast that fits into
the smallest purse

a Compactfor evwp rmd.

$1

He

pursed his lips.
"I can get all I
need of that in Los Angeles," he declared
loftily.

"Do you
Europe

Ask at your favorite store for your own
bade ofpoiv- I
der and rouge.
r £|
Or order by I
mail from us.

F

s

look forward to your trip to

?'"

"Sure.
Seventeen
to see the Pope."

countries,

and

I'm

K^M

Ttefills

always Hpfllfia

aw

{Continued on page 105)
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Beauty
A

Gleamy Mass

of Hair

35c "Danderine" does Wonders for

Any

Girl's

Hair

Lloyd Hughes

The

is

now

Confessions of a Free-Lance
Confessed

JUDY McGREGOR

to

Lloyd Hughes saw
THEY
an interviewer coming, he could give a
said that

if

jack-rabbit pointers on running.
One
of those strong, silent men, that's how I

had him sized up.
But we got quite chatty, sitting on the
banks of the Nile which, tho the geographies dont mention the fact, flows at
thru

present

Girls

!

Try

this

!

When combing

National

and

dressing your hair, just moisten your
hair-brush with a little "Danderine" and
brush it through your hair. The effect
is startling!

You

immediately and

—

.

can do your hair up
will appear twice as
a mass of gleamy hair,

it

thick and heavy
sparkling with life and possessing that
incomparable softness, freshness and
luxuriance.
While beautifying the hair "Danderine" is also toning and stimulating each
single hair to grow thick, long and
strong. Hair stops falling out and dandruff disappears. Get a bottle of "Danderine" at any drug or toilet counter
and just see how healthy and youthful

your hair appears after

this delightful,

refreshing dressing,

Real Wrist Watch for MEN
A
A Mighty

Bargain (Regular priceSlO). Because of a

fortunate purchase we are able to offer for a limited time only this
$5 83, just about 1-2 the reguEood looking Men's Watch for only
Due to their greater convenience. Strap Watches are
ir price.
fast replacing the old fashioned pocketwatch. Latest fashionable
Tonneau shape White Gold 6nish Solid Nickel Case and^ Buckle,
heavy detachable sewed Leather Strap, splendid small 0' size
jeweled movement that will give years of dependable eervice.
St-ongly built to withstand hard usage. A watch you can be proud
to own and wear everywhere. Makes a Splendid and Useful Gift.
Send »t once and we will equip your watch witii genabsolutely FREE,
DIAL and
U j ne
enabling you to tell time in the dark. Others charge $2.00 extra.
on arriSEND NO MONEY. Paypostman only $5.83 plus postage
val. If you are not fully satisfied send it back and your money will
be immediately refunded under the terms of our binding legal

CPPC'
mtt

Money Back Guarantee

C. F.

I
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a box to
tinctly
at the

lot.

sit

one

corner

of

the

First

Lloyd Hughes brought us
on whose fragility was dis-

flattering.

An

alligator

paddling

end of a hidden chain in the sluggish stream was the dens ex machina.
"What a life Props must lead," we
suggested idly, "with such items as alligators on his morning's shopping-list."
"Oh, you can rent anything around
Hollywood," said Lloyd, shying a pebble
at a brightly feathered cockatoo tethered
to a palm tree-top, "anything from a cradle
Most studios dont try to keep
to a grave.

props on hand any longer, they even rent
the casts they need."
The controversy over the respective
merits of contract and free-lance playing
rages hotly in Hollywood wherever there
are two or three actors gathered together,
each side accusing the other of acidulous
grapes.
But here was a screen player
who had tried both systems.
"Do you," we wondered, "prefer lovemaking by the year or by the piece?"
"Well, of course, free-lancing has its
pros and its cons," hedged Mr. Hughes,
"its greatest pro is the larger salary of
an independent player while he is working; the greatest con is the possibility
that he may not always find a chance to
work. Personally, I wouldn't go back to
a long-term contract for anything."
"This way a leading man plays opposite
instead of only
all the lovely screen ladi
one," we suggested flippantly.
The hero of The Lost World smiled
"It's
always pleasant to
enigmatically.
have a change of scenery," said he. "If
you stay too long on one lot they make
you one of the family, and expect you to
put the cat out and lock the door every
night."
thought of what a well-known star
contracted to a big company once told us
"They call you upstage if you forget to
kiss the cameraman good night !" he had
.

—

We

Every advertisement

in

The Lost World

starring in
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"Three hundred and sixty j four
you come in and scatter sunshine,

wailed.

days

'morhin' Bill!' 'Hullo Tom, how's the
wife?' and then one day perhaps you've
got a touch of Kleig eyes or you dont
feel so good.
You dont give a darn about
the wife and you just say 'Morhin'. And
the first thing you know it's gone around
that you've changed your hat size."
"Of course," Lloyd Hughes admitted,
"the transient player is nobody's darling.
He doesn't get much publicity, because, all
that the company f or ^ which he happens
to be working is interested in, is the picture.
But in the end he's probably better
known, for he has half a dozen releases
instead of only one."
"In short," we commented, "it boils
down to a paradox that when a player is
so popular that he is sure to be in continual demand, it's safe for him to risk the
uncertainty of free-lancing!"
It is safe enough for Lloyd Hughes
certainly.
In his two years of film freebooting he has only been without a part
The supply of screen lovers
three weeks.
is

of

the beautiful

women

—

indeed, many
stars are unable

very low in Hollywood

one at the present moment, and
the reliable lovers in the business are
rushed to death.
And Hughes is not merely an operacloak holder, like so many leading men,
a mere lay-figure for the star to shed
He usually plays in
costly tears over.
all-star casts, tho when the occasion demands he can give a very fine performance
on the second fiddle.
"When a slump comes tho," we suggested, "it's the fellow with the contract
to

find

all

who

is

sitting pretty,"

there's more adventure to
lancing," replied the Wandering Boy

free-

"But

"you
And it
never know what is coming next
keeps an actor always on his toes trying
;

!

to

make good

siree,

for

new

No
directors.
me unless,"

no more contracts for

—

he grinned, "unless somebody offered me
a pretty good one!"
Here the alligator put an end to the
conversation by yawning close at our
elbow with startling effect
We knew that box wasn't strong

enough

guaranteed.

I
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Jack Holt as Dan McMasters in his
picture, North of 36

latest

Tke

Stop? of

MS

Learn to Play Piano
By Ear in 90 Days

Life

Make

(Continued from page 39)

Be a master of jazz,
easy to learn at home in spare
time. Wonderful Niagara Method shows you how.

the place at the piano belong to you.
syncopation, melody.

enthusiastic

gobble

!"

chorus

of

"gobble!

gobble!

from

the entire school.
family, by this time, was planning

The
make a lawyer

of me, and my own
ambitions had shifted from the garbage
My
profession to a career as a soldier.
grandfather's Revolutionary sword hung
over the mantel, but it was not by such
Rerecent wars that I was inspired.
sponsive to the classical influence of my
father's library, I used to stage spirited
reproductions of the Fall of Troy on the
long wooden roof of the shed at the rear
of the church where horses and buggies
were hitched on Sunday. The momentous
question of which of our gang was going
to play the heroic role of Hector, was settled each time by the simple expedient of
defended the walls
fighting for it.
and ramparts of our Troy in many bloody
encounters with the railroad gang, an uncultured lot who thought that Hector was
the name of a pup.
Elastic as the family income was, it did
not cover much pocket-money, so in succession I became the proprietor of a sidewalk lemonade stand, sold papers and
drove a grocery store delivery wagon. 1
likewise answered a card "Boy Wanted" in
the window of a confectionery store with
the liveliest anticipations, only to find that
I
was supposed to wash glasses for a
dollar-and-a-half a week, and that the
nearest I came to the ice-cream was to
deliver packed molds of it to customers.
to

It

We

By R.
was not able

I

to play a note.

C.

know a

I did not

thing about music. In fact I had never even
"touched a piano." Bat popular tunea would run
through my head taunting me for days and days.

And how I used to wish that I could play. How I
used to wish that I could sit down at the piano and
pour out the golden syncopation of American
melody, like the jazz piano players I had heard.
How I used to wish that I could be the popular one
in every crowd, always in demand instead of just
another member of the party, sometimes asked
and sometimes overlooked.

Niagara Method Shows the

Way

—

Then, somewhere just as you are reading this
I read of the Niagara Method which makes
piano playing wonderfully simple.
I sent for Director Wright's book "The Niagara
Secret." S thank the lucky star which prompted
me to Searn all about his wonderful method of
piano playing, for I read the book and I knew it
was right. S followed Director Wright's principles
and in no time I had caught on to his ideas. In no
time I was able to play the popular tunes, the
latest Bongs and dances, all the music that is in

—

demand

today.

Simple

— Easy — Delightful

JAMES
Director Wright's principles and by devoting a
part of my spare time each day to the practical
application of his course, I soon learned to play
soon mastered his wonderful secret which I know
will be mine forever.
No tiresome scales no arpeggios to learn no
weary hours of practice no do-re-mi no meaningless exercises.
If you know the Niagara
Method you can Bit down and reel off any popular
song which the high-priced orchestra leaders play
in the cabarets, supper clubs, hotels, dance halls,
or theaters.

—

—

the best part of it all is that there is nothing
hard about the Niagara Method. Remember, I did
not know a note. But in a short time, by following

—

—

—

you have never played a note or if you do play
matter how well you too may become a
master of jazz and melody by learning the simple,
Each pupil given
wonderful Niagara Method.
If

—

—no

individual attention.

Decide to Begin Now!
Don't wait another day. Send the coupon now
for the "Niagara Secret," the book which has
brought pleasure and popularity to thousands. This
book is yours absolutely FREE. You can't lose by
getting it. But you can miss many pleasurable
hours the reBt of your life by not having it. Send
for it now. Enclose 6c. in stamps and you will also
receive a most interesting chart. Address:

Ronald G. Wright, Director,

And

Dept710

Niagara School of Music,
Niagara Falls, N. Y.

CLIPTHIS COUPON NOW!

THIS

NIAGARA SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Dept. 710;
Without obligation mail
60 in stamps for chart*

BOOK

It took a tutor, hard cramming and a
summer vacation to get me to Virginia
Military Academy as a state cadet at sixteen, and at seventeen I was suspended

for painting the statue of

is

me

your booklet,

Niagara Falh, N. T.

"The Niagara

Secret." I

endow

Name
St.

FREE

I

-

and No. or R. F, D

Town_
Age,

.

Ltate_

Ever take piano lessons'^

,_How many?

George Wash-

ington green and orange, my class colors.
I was permitted to return the next year,
but my father died suddenly and I bumped
At
up against life for the first time.
V. M. I. we had been given some engineering training, and now I got a place directing a gang of laborers in the air-locks
of the Pennsylvania tunnels in New York
City. It seemed more of a mole's job than
a man's, burrowing in the earth out of
sight of the sun and out of hearing of the
wind.
So at the end of six months I
flipped a penny to decide whether I should
go down to the Panama Canal or sign up
with the Donahue Exploration Company
as engineer, to work their copper claims
near Bonanza, Alaska.

(Continued on page 94)

Reduce Your Limbs
with

DR. WALTER'S

Medicated Rubber Stockings
of these wonderful medicated rubber
anklets and stockings (in either light or dark rubber)
will not only reduce and shape the limbs but give
excellent support and a neat and trim appearance.

The wearing

They

relieve swelling varicose veins

and

rheumatism promptly.
next to the skin they induce natural heat and keep i t in the body. They
stimulate the circulation and are a great
protection against cold and dampness.

real

Anklets, per pair
$7.00
Stockings, per pair $12.00

No. 3. Ladies'

52.83

Center, Sapphire sides. Platinum effect
Solitaire Sterling Silver Ring, Platinum

S1 6 i

„
Send your Dame, address.number and size of
ring wanted and we'll send your ring by return mail. Just deposit
the amount shown above with postman and the beautiful ring is
yours. Send today.
-„ *
„
10 DAYS' FREE TRIAL. If not satisfied with ring after 10 days,
send it back and we will be glad to refund your money.
_
J.N. HUGHES CO.,Dept.21-X, BSSpragueSt., Providence, R.I.
effect

SEND NO MONEY.

Fifth

Only

and compare them with any other otter.
No. 1. Ladies Sterling Finger Ring in Amethyst, Sap*l-»7
- "
_
phireorTopaz
No. 2. Men's Heavy Sterling Ring, Montana Diamond
-

-

-

,

-

....

WRITE FOR BOOKLET TO

write to advertisers please mention

gem

LOOK at these prices
r

Send ankle and calf measure

DR. JEANNE M, P.WALTER, 389

When you

*
ous Beauty of genuine diamonds.
experts can see the difference.

Worn
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Tell Me, Girls
aid you want
by Edna Wallace Hopper

Which beauty

Lunch

AM

trying to aid girls to more beauty,
I
that brought beauty to me.
am trying to bring women the perennial youth I gained.
For 40 years I have searched the world
for the best and latest beauty helps in

I

at

midday in Death Valley was none too enjoyable,
and utensils became so hot in the temperature
that it was not pleasant to handle them

for the
of 130°

plates, cups,

ways

in

Thru Death Valley with von

Stroheirrt

existence.

Now 52 of the helps I found are combined in
four preparations.
All toilet counters supply
them. So every girl may use exactly what I use.
The thousands who meet me daily on the stage
see what those helps can do.
I urge you to
learn what they mean to you.
Mail the coupon
for a test of one.

My Youth Cream
My Youth Cream is a remarkable creation,
combining many factors.
It contains products
of both lemon and strawberry. " Also the best
helps science gave me to foster and protect the
skin.

comes

It
ing.

two types

in

use

I

a

as
base.

it

—cold-cream
cream,

night

and vanish-

also

daytimes

Never is ray skin without it.
velvet complexion shows what that cream
powder

as a

My

can do.

The

cost

60c per jar.

is

My

Facial

"

Also in 35c tubes.

Youth

Is a liquid cleanser which I also owe to France.
Great beauty experts the world over now advise
high for most

this formula, but their price is too

women.
It contains no animal, no vegetable fat.
It
cleans to the depths, then departs.
All the dirt,
grease, grime and dead skin come out with it.
Facial Youth will bring you new conceptions of
a clean skin.
The cost is 75c.

White Youth Clay
A

new-type clay, white, refined and dainty.
Vastly different from the crude and muddy
clays so many have employed.
It purges the skin of all that clogs and mars
it.
Removes the causes of blackheads and blemishes.
Brings a rosy afterglow which amazes
_

.

and

Combats

delights.

lines

all

and wrinkles,

reduces enlarged pores.
No girl or woman can afford to omit it. It
multiplies beauty.
My White Youth Clay costs
50c and $1.

My
The cause

of

Hair Youth
my luxuriant hair,

finer far than 40 years ago.
I
falling hair or a touch of gray.

silky,

had

A

concentrated

product

thick

and

have never

combining

many

in-

gredients.
I apply it with an eyedropper directly
to the scalp.
There it combats all the stifled
hair roots. No man or woman will omit it when
they see whft Hair Youth does.
The cost is
50c and $1 with eyedropper.
All toilet counters supply Edna Wallace Hopper's beauty helps.
If you send the coupon I
will mail you a sample of any one.
Also my

Beauty Book.

(Continued from page 21)

hundreds of emigrants who have perished
here from thirst.
We were led by an
eighty-year-old Indian guide eighty years
young, I should say, for that fellow is still
good for many more miles. He saved our

—

lives several times.

"He

told us of the first party of emitried to cross the Valley.
" 'I was only a lad,' he explained, 'and
they were the first white men I had ever
seen.
I was so terrified by the sight of
them that I hid behind a rock until they
had passed, then ran as fast as I could in
the opposite direction.
They were only a
quarter of a mile from good, fresh water,
and I could have saved the whole party by
a word of direction. But they died, every
one of them.'

"It was

days before we reached the floor
of the Valley and visited the Poison
Well," continued Mr. von Stroheim. "Almost all the desert springs are poisoned and
it is safe to drink from none except those
marked by the Government. The Indians
have secret signs on the rock to mark the
All around are
trail to the pure springs.
graves and the bleached skeletons of men

who have gone mad
from

Insert your
sample desired.
per, Inc., 536

name

and

address.

diately.

717-AMPM
White Youth Clay
Facial Youth

Name

.

.

Address

92

Youth Cream
Hair Youth

I

water,

immewashed an

Wagon,
shifting

where

sands

completely
buried the wagons of
an ill-fated group of

have

Mail to Edna Wallace HopLake Shore Drive, Chicago, 111.

and drunk

undershirt in one of
the springs, soaped it,
and put it on a rock
An hour
dry.
to
later there was not a
thread of it left; the
arsenic had eaten it
completely.
"We also visited
the

Mark

thirst

of the poison
only to die

Lost

Your Choice Free

who

grants

not

travelers.

"During the filming
picture
of
this
we
crossed Death Valley
eleven times, with the
thermometer constantregistering
from
ly

Every advertisement in

120° to 135°, and all of us suffering the
of the damned.
No man could
carry water enough to last more than two
miles.
In order to live, one must drink
constantly, day and night, from six to eight
gallons in twenty-four hours, or be dried
to parchment by the heat.
tortures

"One day we almost touched fingers with
from lack of water. It was
at our last camp on the edge of the 'Sink,'

death, purely

the lowest spot on earth, three hundred,
The
thirty-seven feet below sea level.
pressure is something terrific and the breeze
is like a blast from a furnace.
had
traveled on burros all night to reach it,
but the trucks with our supplies and our
water had got stuck between the spring
There we were, stifling
and our camp.
for water, and one hour of thirst is worse
than twenty-four hours of any other kind
of torture.
"As a last resort, I sent our eighty-yearold Indian runner to Ryan, twenty miles
distant, one of the mines of the Twenty

We

Mule Team Borax Company.

They wired

for an aeroplane to drop a cast-iron tank
of water at our camp. The physician of
the party gave it out,
one-half of a cup at
a time, with an armed
man on either side of
him to beat back the

WARDING

NOT

RO/

ADVISABLE
BEYOND W1L0R0SE
FOR AUTOMQBILE

TRAVEL TO
DEATH VALLEY
AND BEATTY

NOT SIGN
POSTED
BV
AUTO CLUB

crazed

members

"It

we

was

Mcbetween
Teague and his partfight

No

ner.

camouflage

fingers

at

this

warning when

they headed for Death Valley

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

make

was needed

to

that scene.
fering
of

The

suf-

the

men

was
was

The

intense.

air

and the
sun beat down unAt one
mercifully.
stifling,

feared for the
of the actors I
thought they were
really dying.

time

I

lives

;

"Following

their

Sink

at the

staged the famous

came

Eric von Stroheim's party had to snap

of

our party.

this

we

Ryan,
thence to Valley Junction, then Barstow and
out

at

home.''

guaranteed.
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Camera Coast
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(Continued from page 83)

Y^epdixg-bells are ringing overtime in
Hollywood this fall.
Marie Prevost
was married to Kenneth Harlan recently
after a long engagement which involved
two divorces hers and his. Betty Compson was married to James Cruze, the director, almost the same day.
They had
been engaged for a long time, but Mr.
Cruze got a sudden inspiration and whirled
his bride away to the altar.
As she was
busily working in a picture, directed by
William de Mille, she has had to postpone
her honeymoon trip to the East.

—

.

Wkat

Are Doing

the Stars

(Continued from page 76)
Hammerstein, Elaine plaving in One Glorious
Night— C. B. C.
Hampton, Hope is deserting the screen to appear on the stage in Mme. Pompadour this fall.
Harlan, Kenneth has been chosen to play Brian
Kent in The Re-Creation of Brian Kent 'P. P.
Harris, Mildred playing in Frivolous Sal F. N.
Hatton, Raymond his first picture under his
new contract with Famous Players-Lasky will be
The Top of the World.
Haver, Phyllis— playing in So Big F. N.
Hawley, Wanda playing in The Wizard of Oz
C. P. L.
Hay, Mary Richard Barthelmess has chosen his
wife for the feminine lead in New Toys. This is her
first appearance on the screen since she played in

—

—
—
——

—

—

—

—

—

Gray Hair?

—

Way Down East.
Hearn, Edward— playing

Griffith's

W.

F.

Herbert,

Holmes

E.

Don't Have

Winner Take All—

in

—playing in

Up

the

Ladder

—
—
—
—

Let me tell you the quick, easy
way to get back original color

Hiers, Walter will give us some rare bits of comedy inExcuse Me M. G. M.
Hines, Johnny engaged in making the comedy
in The Early Bird— C. C. B.
Holmes, Stuart playing in The Three Keys

—
—
appearing opposite Johnny
Hines
The Early Bird.
Holt, Jack —playing in Emerson Hough's North
of 36—M. P. L.
Howard, Frances —a stage favorite; has been
chosen to play the Princess
B. P.

"Why let gray hair spoil your chances?" is a
question I so often want to ask.
It is such an unnecessary handicap, when restoration is so simple and easy. And it costs nothing to learn how.
I invite everyone with gray hair to send for my
free trial outfit, which contains a trial bottle of
my famous hair color restorer. Test as directed^
learn for yourself that you needn't have gray hair
at any age!

Holmquist, Sigrid

—

in

in The Swan, her

first

screen appearance.

— playing in If I Ever Marry Again
Glenn — has been disengaged since com-

Hughes, Lloyd

F. N.
—Hunter,

Johnston, Julanne

—recently completed work

in

—

—

P. S.

June, Mildred

W.

F.

T. Goldman's Hair Color Restorer is a
reliable preparation which always does
the work. It brings back the natural, youthful
color of your hair so perfectly that no one will
suspect you once were gray.
There is no streaking, artificial dyed look. Just
the even natural, exact shade of early youth.
scientific,

Garragon, a German production, and is now vacationing in Europe.
Jones, Charles playing in The Man Who Played
Square for W. F.
Joyce, Alice playing the wilful heroine in White

Man—B.

A scientific laboratory preparation
Mary

Watcher—F. N.

pleting The Silent

—playing

Keaton, Buster

—

in Troubles of a Bride

—

K
young man who

cast as a

is

FREE

will

Dixie, his first

in

Conway

Tearle for

A. E.
— next appear
in A Thief
Kerry, Norman — has recently completed The
Best
Life for U.
Keye, Kathleen —
playing Ben Hur's
Tirzah
Ben Hur — M. G. M.
Kirkwood, James — now the proud father
—a
son,
playing
dual

Kenyon, Doris

Paradise

—F. N.

will

in

is

sister

—

—

and fluffy lovely when waved and dressed.
Absolutely free trial— mail coupon
the trial offer

is

absolutely

free— wa

—

even prepay postage. Just mail the coupon yout
will receive by return mail my special patented
free trial outfit with full directions.
Then when you know what Mary T. Goldman's
Hair Color Restorer is and just what it will do,
get a full sized bottle from your druggist. If you
prefer it, you may order direct from me.
Fill out coupon carefully, stating exactly natural
color of hair. If possible enclose a lock with your
When the trial outfit comes make the
letter.
famous "single-lock" test. Tou will be overjoyed
by results.

F.

and the screen. Her screen fans will be glad to welcome her back in The Ultimate Good, in which she appears opposite

with a comb
Tou simply comb

—

Remember

his

it

easily applied you do it
it through
the hair and watch the gray disappear.
No interference with shampooing nothing to
wash or rub off. My restorer is a clear, colorless
liquid, clean and dainty as water. It leaves the hair

soft

—
Keenan, Frank — making
picture
since
return from
honeymoon — M. G. M.
Keith, Ian — playing
Love's Wilderness—
N.
Kennedy, Madge — alternates between the stage
is

Apply

My

restorer is very
yourself, without help.

BOTTLE

inherit seven million dollars if he will marry within
twenty-four hours in Seven Chances M. G. M.
his

It!

in

in

of

a

is

role in

F. P. L.

Kosloff,

De

Theodore

Mille's production

—
The

Top

of the

World

next be seen in Cecil
Golden Bed.

will

—recently completed her work in Tke
B.
— playing in The Second Chance
(excellent opportunity for a witty remark, but we
This
a race-track story written for her by
Mrs. Wilson Woodrow — F. N.
Landis, Cullen — playing in Cheap Kisses—
F. B. O.
La Plante, Laura —
have Eugene O'Brien as
her leading man in Dangerous Innocence — U.
La Rocque, Rod — cast as Admah Holtz
The
Golden Bed—F. P. L.
Lewis, Mitchell— playing
Frivolous Sal— F. N.
Lewis, Ralph —playing in The Bridge of Sighs—
W. B.
Livingston, Margaret— playing in Up
Ladder— U.
Lloyd, Harold — just starting work on
new
comedy
Lake, Alice

Lost

Chord—-W.

Over 10,000,000 bottles sold

La Marr, Barbara

refrain).

»•«« Please print your name and address
MART T. GOLDMAN,

is

will

medium brown

in

is

light

brown
red)

in

the

his

is

which deals with

college

life.

(Continued on page 100)

When you

——

494- A Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.
Please send me your FREE trial bottle of Mary
T. Goldman's Hair Color Restorer.
The natural
color of my hair is: Black
dark brown

write to advertisers please mention

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.

auburn (dark
light auburn
blonde..

red).
(light

"
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The

My

Story of

Life

(Continued from page 91)

The penny said "heads— Alaska" (if it
had said "tails" I would have gone anyhow) and off 1 started to seek my fortune

my

at eighteen.

In

introduction

from

pocket was a

letter of

New York

friend to

a

CMiMerCMusterck
forSmall Children
Thousands of mothers tell us
they would not be without
Children's Musterole, the new
of good old

one George Merrill who was, so he said,
a "darn fine chap" and would show me
the ropes.
I carried
two years.

that

my

in

letter

frayed

the
readable,

In

Platinum..

Special

Price,

XH 018S -^ Pr«mter
R(np.

mond,

OI»nion«l
ntue-whtkf. qualttv DinSpeclid Price, MIUM1.

,

pared for use on babies and

and grimy
almost un-

In the dead of night, when they are
awakened by the warning, croupy

superscription was
but, tho I often came across
rumors of George Merrill, I never caught
up with him. Then one day I heard that
he was only twelve miles away at a miningcamp over the mountain and I trekked
across on snow-shoes to deliver the note
with the two-year-old postmark. An hour
before I got to the camp there was a snowslide that buried George Merrill and a
dozen others, and I spent the day frantically shoveling with a gang of rescuers.

and

XMOIll-Orer&'0*.ld Hcxapon
Rlns. Rlui-.wlUto PKmond *vt

Musterole especially pre-

for

small children.

The envelope grew

SJT.50-

pocket

and milder form

I who uncovered his
darn fine chap, my
friend whom I had never known.
I lived in Alaska seven years.
The great open spaces were wide open
Yaldez, the nearest town
in those days.
to our claims and the northernmost port
open in the winter, consisted of some sixty
buildings, fifty of them saloons. After the
months in bleak mining-camps
lonely
where men lived in tents and grew to hate
each other's faces where wolves and bears
were the only other life, and a letter from
Back Home' (we always pronounced it
with capitals) had to be hauled over two
hundred and fifty-nine miles of rugged
trail before it reached us, the rough pleasures and crude excitements of Valdez soon
emptied our purses of our years' accumulation of wages.

Oddly enough

it

cough, they rub the clean, white oint-

ment gently over the child's throat
and chest and then go back to bed.
Children's Musterole, like regular
Musterole, penetrates the skin with a
warming tingle and goes quickly to the
seat of the trouble.
It does not blister like the old-fashioned mustard plaster and it is not

messy to apply.
Made from pure

oil of mustard, it
takes the kink out of stiff necks, makes
sore throats well, stops croupy coughs
end colds. In jars, 35c.

was

body— the

crushed

The Musterole

Co., Cleveland, Ohio

CHILDREN'S

;

Three weeks after
the

Any of

Advance

the wonderful Christmas Diamond Values
picturedabove sent youforFREE
—not one penny in advance. If you keep your selection, pay at the rate of

Only a

EXAMINATION

Few Cents a Day

^^

you now waste on trifles will soon pay for a wonderful diamond. 8% yearly increase in value on all diamond exchanges absolutely guaranteed. Also 5%
bonus privileges.
MillionDollar |?R If I? Get it now. Make
- '*" your choice from the
Bargain
Greatest Bargains in America. Write for your copy
today. Get the benefit of our liberal Charge Account
Plan. Address Dept. 1521.

Book***

to town for
didn't have

left in

I didn't

in

I

my pockets to jingle!
care tho money doesn't mean so
much when you are only twenty, and, bealways the glamorous
sides, there was
possibility of making a lucky strike and
Valdez was
finding gold next spring.
swarming with unshaven millionaires of
enough

No Money

came

I

season,

winter

frozen

this

;

studs in flannel
called the Lucky
set in his front teeth.

with diamond

kind,

One

shirts.

old chap

we

Swede had diamonds
There was a motion
Yaldez
seats.

picture

show

in

'.-."'

: .-:.

with nuggets, watch the cowboys riding
over the screen which was about the
extent of the movies of those days till
the film tore. Then they'd go out and get
a drink and come back or maybe they'd
get two drinks and not come back.
When my money was gone I would get a
job for the winter. Once I drove the mail

—

back and forth from the nearest
town three hundred miles away. An early
spring freshet caught me by surprise on

You can complete
I

this simplified High
School Course at home in-

side of two years. Meets all requirements for entrance to college
and the leading professions.
This and thirty-six other practical
courses are described in our Free Bulletin, Send for it TODAY

Ptrt.H.158,

AMERICAN
SCHOOL
Drax.l Ay..
58th
tV

St.

©AS 1923

CHICAOO

Cuticura
Loveliness

A

Clear
Healthy Skin
Insured by Every-day
U»e of Cuticura Soap

94
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one of

fascinating profession that pays big.

my

trips,

swept away

dogs, sleds,

and left me
provisions
stranded more than a hundred and fifty
miles from the nearest lunch counter.
In a motion picture such as Empty
and

weapons

Hands, which I have just made, I would
have probably made traps, captured wild
animals, cooked them with a fire gained
by striking flint against stone and emerged

Enlarged Nosepores,
Blackheads. Red

les,

PimpNose,

Oily Skin, Sallow Complexion and other
miserable local skin affections will be
quickly remedied and overcome with
M. Trilety's A. B. A. 5 Lotion, leaving
he skin in a clean, clear and natural
healthy condition. No sticky or oily substance, but refreshing and fragrant.
Applied at night. A 3-oz. bottle sent on
receipt of 75 cents. Address M. Trilety,
53 W. U. Building, Binghamton, N. Y.

How Many Pounds Would You
Like to Gain in a
gain

—

Photoplay Ideas Wanted
Don't send your manuscripts to studios until first proPlots accepted in any form: retected by copyright.

We are right
vised, criticised, copyrighted, marketed.
on the ground in daily touch with the studios. Not a
Advice free.
school no courses or books to sell.

—

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO CORPORATION
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in
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is

Santa Monica and
Hollywood, California

Security

Bldg.,

Western

Publishers Popular Scenario Writer

(Contimied on page 116)
in

Week?

you are thin and scrawny and would like to
weight, I will send you a sample of the
genuine Hilton's Vitamines absolutely FREE.
Do not send any money just your name anil
address to W. W. Hilton, 149 Gateway Station,
Kansas City, Mo.
If

a nicely tailored
But in the real experience,
suit of skins.
my whole effort was directed toward getting to a cache of provisions I knew of,
I reached the
about halfway to Valdez.
staggering from frostspot, somehow,

from the wilds clad

Every advertisement

Would

you like to know if you are adapted to this work?
Send 10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or
Key to Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether
or not you are suited to take up Movie Acting.
A novel, instructive ami valuable work. Send
dime or stamps today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie Acting included FREE!
FILM INFORMATION BU REAU.Sta. W.. Jackson. Mich.

—

sleds

High School

Movie Acting!
A

with soap-boxes and planks for
The boys would pay their way in

—

";

MILD

BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PIASTER

guaranteed.

Ave.

?£&£«££

WHY PAY $40 for a $15 GOWN?
or woman 15 or over, can ^^
GOWN DESIGNAND MAKING -^--"<Franklin
linme
Institute
<-•&>

Anv

^^

girl

easily learn

ING"
at
*

r

-c

.. .1

Mail Coupon

v
Dept. S64i
Rochester, N. Y.
Kindly send me free sample

-tf>

Gown

lessons

—

!

—
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One afternoon

JAZZ-BO
SAX
Not
a

a toy but
full throated, full
Bized quality built reed wind instrument. One that you can be proud
to own and play. Substantially
made with heavy highly polished
throat and bell. Can be used for
Solo work, accompanying-, and in
bands and dance orchestras. You
play the Jazz-Bo Sax at once— the
minute it arrives. No knowledge
of music required, no tedious leaeons or long; months of practice,
for with each Jazz-Bo Sax even at
the new low price of S5.95 you get
ourwonderful Method enabling you
to actually play popular Jazz the

first time you take this handsome
Sax in your hands. Entertain others

and

be the envied center of attraction wherever you go.

CPrp

Send today and you will
receive free our won,
.
derful new Easy Method , 30 pieces
of music, and a fine Carrying Bag
enabling you to take your sax with
you wherever you go.

SEND NO MONEY Pay

postman

only $5.95 plus s few pennies postage on delivery . If you are not satisfied just send it back and your

money vrill

be immediately refunded
under the terms of our legal money
back guarantee. No fairer offer
can be made. Send atone*. _____
Dept. M267
C. F. JOHNSON & CO.
CHICAGO
19 W. Jackson Blvd.

HAND SEWN

T|P

mmnmm
UNIQUE XMAS GIFTS

Finest quality Spanish leathers-entirety

hand sewn in Spain-in 300 styles of cigarette, cigar, card and rosary cases, bill
folds and coin purses. Catalog FREE.
Ui>Ticiti\
NEWEST CiGAOETTe CASE
\>0u/>) Double row, hinged end-holds one package.
Black or maroon calf-brown or
^maroon morocco,
•
.
$2.50
BILLFOLDS
|

Rssortfd Models

Exclusive

gift!

Brown or ma-

roon morocco-black or maroon calf,
•
$3.25

CALIFORNIA TRADING CO.

,

DESK L-101

747

WAREHOUSE

St

LOS ANGELES

BANISH YOUR
with, DESIN/EVI*
A SAFE, SIMPLE, PAINLESS,
GUARANTEED HOME TREATMENT
OlWte /br'Bookkl oflnTormalion-ll'sFrec

D5C-L-ALLEN-BINGHAMPT0N STk
BOX 74- * MEMPHIS.TENN U -S- A-

(

•

DEAFNESS

IS

MISERY

know because I'was Deaf ana had Head Noises
My invisible Antiseptic Ear
30 years.
restored my hearing and stopped Head Noises,
and will do it for you. They are Tiny Megaphones.
Cannot be seen when worn. Effective when Deafness
I

for over

Drums

p TT
^&»_M
1,1

she came home with a blackface make-up on and foolishly tried to remove it with plain soap and water. As she
splashed, her mother came to the foot of
the stairs to tell her she had a caller, a

boy from Erasmus Hall High School on
whom Norma had set her youthful fancy.
Without glancing in the mirror, Norma
rushed down-stairs and into the sittingroom, where she greeted him as usual.
But his manner was odd. He looked away
from her, shuffled his feet, stammered, and
soon made his departure. As she turned
away from the door, Constance came out
into the hall, and her sisterly shout of
mirth sent Norma to a mirror to see an
ebony countenance of tragedy gazing back

Your Photograph- Beauty
The camera always shows you with a

—

clear, soft skin, free from blemishes and
roughness. Many times you have longed
to possess your "photograph-beauty."

at her

"What he thought, I dont know," laughs
Peg, "but he never came back!"
When the family want to tease Constance, they have only to remind her of
At ten
the way she got into the movies.
Connie was extremely skinny, but, undaunted by this fact, she used to hang
about the Vitagraph studio, confident that
someone would see her and invite her in
to become a star. One day, for the fun of
it, she dressed up as Flora Finch and the
cameraman took her picture. Constance
Talmadge has earned a goodish bit of
money since then, but not enough to buy
her mother's copy of this photograph the
one that got her her first part in pictures
Connie with a putty nose, and striped

GoURAUOS

ORIENTAL CREAM
will

Are Gouraud's Oriental Cream in
compact form with all of its Beautifying' properties faithfully retained.
Made in two sizes, 60c and $1.00,

and

.

seven shades, White, Flesh,
Rachel Powders and Orange, Light,
Medium and Dark Rouges.

SPECIAL,— Send

50c for a Comprishade),
(any
a bottle of
Gouraud's Oriental Cream and a bottle of Gouraud's Oriental Cocoanut Oil
Shampoo.

—

—

A

It instantly

Gouraud's Oriental Comprimettes

—

stockings on long, bony legs which for
some reason appear slightly bowed. As
long as there is a copy of this photograph in existence, Connie can never become up-stage
Ben Lyon's mother has been brought up
strictly by her handsome star son and refused to reminisce until she had asked Ben
which one of his baby exploits she might
An exceedingly fat Ben of six
disclose.
months, wearing nothing but dimples and
a smile, stood enframed on one end of the
four-year-old Ben in Buster
mantel.
Brown suit and wide straw hat stood on
the other.
"He always was a great boy to want
sympathy," said Mrs. Lyon, "and so when
the little boy next door died and all the

show you the way.

renders an alluring, fascinating appearance. Your skin and complexion will
possess a radiant, silky softness surpassing anything you have ever known.

mette

Ferd. T. Hopkins

f™

& Son,

New York

Youth-Ami Skin Peel
k

A New

Scientific Discovery

P which

painlessly and harmlessly replaces
the old skin with a new and removes all
Surface Blemishes, Pimples. Blackheads,
Discolorations Tan. Eczema, Acne, Larg:e Pores, etc.
A
non-acid, invisible liquid.
Produces a healthy new skin,
beautiful as a baby's.
Results astounding.
Booklet "The
Magic of a New Skin" free in plain sealed envelope.
Youth-Ami Laboratories, Depl. DB, 30 E. 20lh Si., New York

(Continued on page 106)

is caused by Catarrh or by Perforated, Partially or
Wholly Destroyed Natural Drums. Easy to put in,
easy to take out. Are "Unseen Comforts.'* Inexpensive.
Write for Booklet and my sworn

1 recovered my hearing.
A. O. LEONARD
70 Sth Ave., New York City

Statement of how

Suite 314,

Large List

New

Vaudeville, Acts,

PLAYS
|

—
iNew Minstrel Choruses and Novelty
(Songs. Blackface After-pieces and
Crossfire, Musical Comedies and
Revues, Musical Readings, Novelty

1

Stage Monologs,

'Entertainments, Wigs, Beards,
Grease Paints and other Make-up
ILLUSTRATED CATAGoods.

At Home~inspare time

LOGUE FREE. WRITE NOW.
r.

S. Denison

&

Co.,

"\r0U can

earn handsome profits by joining
* the Fireside Industries the national organization with thousands of successful mem-

623 So. Wabash, Dept, 45,Chicagf

Newcomers Press

No

previous experience necessary. We teach
to do the work and how to sell it.
You have nothing to
lose
everything to gain!!

(Publishers of First Stories)

you how

We

We want YOUR FIRST manuscript
included in our publication
Lane,

Germantown,

delivery.

CO.. Dept.21K
'QX
Uly 85Sprag-ueSt.,ProvidenceR.I.
J.

When you

FREE BOOK
jf/

cessful.fascinatiogcarecr. Complete
outfit of materials furnished free

JMWAtllTTRIliG'.WATCH'

$1.83 on
JV*»*m man
N. HUGHES

—

Be free from worry. Enjoy more of the good
things of life. Send for the Free Book that
has guided thousands to this sue-

Phila., Pa.

A JEWELER'S MASTERPIECE. Dainty
watch face bordered with 16 gorgeous blue-white flashing gems of
startling brilliancy. Secret rouge compact and mirror hidden under dial.
Get one. Be the envy of all your
friends. Send strip of paoer for size.
SEND NO MONEY-- pay post-

assure your earnings.

Write for

"FIRST IMPRESSIONS"
308 School

—

Learn how to decorate Art Novelties
which sell at such wonderfully high prices.

bers.

V^

Mr.

" Art

Petit

Director

*
Fireside Industries
. Dept. 271,
Adrian, Mich,

me, without obto all members. Send today for ^r
ligatingme in any way, your free)
the book thatcan bring you
book on how I may earn money at
Jt
home without previous experience by
a real income. Mai 1 the
decorating Art Nove lties— also particuCoupon now I
ara of your money-making: eruarantee and
PIeil3e send

S

When

the little

boy next door

Ben Lyon decided

that

their

died,

house

SS

special privileges and services of membership
in fireside Industries. I enclose a 2c. stamp.

should have a funeral too, so he hung
some of his mother's lingerie on the
door-knob
write to advertisers please mention

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.
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Z5HTH

>ana*s Guaranteed

CASH°*CREDIT

The Diamonds in

these Rings are brilliant, Blue White,
high-grade Quality gems. The mountings are Solid 18-lc
White Gold, except No. 20, which is Platinum.

SEND FOR CATALOG

For ChristmasAsk Him For One!
On

Christmas morning,

when

the

curtains are pulled aside and the tree
in all its splendor is disclosed to the
happy, expectant children, be sure
that among their gifts they will find

Over 2,000 bargains for Christmas Presents. A Genuine Diamond, or a Watch, Wrist Watch, Pear) Necklace, Silverware,
etc., is sore to please. Select as many articles as you wish and
have all charged in one account. Sent prepaid for your f r«© examination. Catalog explains everything. Buy of LOFT1S, tba
direct Importer and save money. Send your order today—NOW.

In Vanity's Price that arch-villain, Stuart
does some creditable acting,
especially in the scenes with Lucille

—

York
If

City.

you want a musical treat ask to hear VicRecord 19421, by Borrah Minevitch.

tor

New

INSTANTLY, makes them
appear naturally dark, long and
luxuriant. Adds wonderful charm,

beauty and expression to any face.

Perfectly harmless. Used by millions
of lovely women. Black or Brown,
obtainable in solid cake form or
waterproof liquid. 76c at your dealer s or direct postpaid. _
>

MAYBELLINE CO.

CHICAGO

mMmmmMMmm
M

i

\
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PLAY IN HALF HOUR

HAW)

After you get the 4 easy motions, you can play harmonious
chords with very little practice.
40,000 students have learned to
play in this easy, pleasant way.

GUI

EASY LES SONS

The 52 printedlessons with a great
many pictures make it easy to learn
quicKly. You don't have to know
how to read notes. No previous musical
knowledge necessary. You
le^m to play any kind of music, and
pay as you play.

FREE
GUITAR
As
new
a

special offer to
students
we give this full size, high grade instrument free of charge. It is sent
at once without red tape or delay.

WRITE AT ONCE:

t^Mzmzi

Send your name at once and let us
tell you all about the 52 easy lessons
and the free guicar. You haveeverythins to gain. Don't put
post card will do. Ask for
cial otf er and easy terms.

tin,

Tenor-Banjo, Ban-

\jo-Ufculele

and

it otf .

new

A

spe-

First Hawaiian Conservatory'
of Music, Inc.
233 Broadway (Woolworth Bide..
Deot.«, New York. N. Y.
Ukulele]

Special courses on Vio-'t
J

I

j

OEPT. H-615

mother saving her daughter from a young
It is a study in mother love
bounder.
tempered with some hectic drama of New

York night
and

mother.

Fairly

life.

finely acted
It

is

James Cruze

is

human

in places

by Louise Dresser as the
But
colorfully mounted.
worthy of better material.

Fast

Denny

is

Worker
fast

becoming one

He apof our best light comedians.
pears to be the logical successor to the
They are givlate lamented Wally Reid.
ing him the same type of high-class material and so bright and zestful are his
stories and so natural are his performances
that he is rapidly making a name for him-

9~" Instruments
We have a wonderful new copyrighted system of teaching not*
music by mail! To first pupils in each locality we will give free a $20
superb Violin, Tenor Banjo, Ukulele, Hawaiian-Guitar, Banjo, Mandolin, Banjo-Ukulele, Banjo-Mandolin, Cornet or Banjo-Guitar absolutely free. Also teach Piano and Organ. Very small charge for
Pour lessons will teach you several pieces. Over
lessons only.
100,000 successful players. We guarantee success or no charge
Complete outfit free. Write today, Dept. 139.
No obligation.
S.ingerland School of Music, 1815 Orchard St.. Chicago, III,

rt

CornerY>urFictures-Aibum

where you can keep them safe and
enjoy them always.

Er\c-'el
styles ]'jA>>rt Corners"! CoTor9

self.

His latest entry is a pleasant little number of a youth who assumes the identity
of a family man and even takes the
While accompanylatter's family to boot.
ing them to the Coast he falls in love with

—

The Painted Lady
suggestive of The Man
Who Came Back in its play of graphic
melodrama and the note of redemption,
but it cannot compare with it in points of
entertainment.
In the first place the plot
is crude
and beats around the bush considerable in getting down to rock bottom.
There is a counterplot running thru it
one concerning a youth's pursuit of the
brute who ruined and brought death to his
sister.
The lady of the title seeks the
primrose path and is conveniently brought
in contact with the hero in the far-off

'This

picture

is

—

places.

—

The

situations are mostly violent
and a
is
called a spade thruout.
It is
realistic melodrama
acted with the neces-

spade

Buys

*oo

are on sale at Photo Supply sod
Album counters everywhere. They
are the only Quick, Easy, Artistic,
No Paste. No Fold way to mount
Kodak Prints. A dime brings 100
and samples to try. Write

ENGEL MFG. CO.

Dept. 23N,

4711 N.Clark St., Chicago

jgw

>r
^ViMv^^
>\\^S$£

'

nfc ^ or

sent.

,

etc.

to

'>'£ profit.

CO., R-44,

AH

easy, rules

Merlden. Conn.

End Dandruff

There is one sure way that never fails
to remove dandruff completely, and that
is

to dissolve

entirely.

Then you destroy

it.

To do

this, just

apply a

it
little

Liquid Arvon at night before retiring;
use enough to moisten the scalp and rub
gently with the finger tips.
By morning, most if not all, of your
dandruff will be gone, and two or three
more applications will completely dissolve and entirely destroy every single

it in

sign

and trace of

it,

no matter how much

may have.
You will find, too, that all

dandruff you

itching of the
scalp will stop instantly, and your hair
will be lustrous, glossy, silky and soft,
and look and feel a hundred times better.

—

is

'

A Sure Way

Mac-

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

otners

Write for catalog presses, tvpe paper,

THE PRESS

^*r"

George O'Brien and Harry Morey.
and sev-

Every advertisement in

Own

/^V^/Cards, stationery, circulars, labels. Presses
Paper Cutters S3 up. Save money.

/srj|?*^sr^ up.

releases colorful atmosphere
eral thrills.
It

Your

ajPrint

—

sary emotional expression of Dorothy
kaill,

111.

Stores In Leading Cities

—

in playing L~\K
the fascinating
v>--'\
Hawaiian Gui- CL^^,
tar. Our native
yVy
Hawaiian instruc- '•<—>s.
tors teach you to master them
quickly. Pictures show how.
Everything explained clearly.

used

National Jewelers
108 N. State St., Chicago,

—

\\

OO A
SI
'1—
WEEK

LOFTIS BROS.&CO.

comedy is spontaneous with no heavy
broadsides hurled to gain explosive laughs.
It moves speedily
and the situations are
strung together with captivating incident.
You are sure to enjoy it.

w^,
MOTIONS

—

$100
A
100 WEEK

Productions

—

\i

4

About

And the comhis supposed wife's sister.
plications develop
complications after the
The
style of Al Wood's bedroom farces.

if.?/

ONLY

Watch, Solid 18-k Gold,17-Jewel ElWhite Gold-17 gin Watch, 26Jewels. 540. De- Year
Case;
livered od first 12 Size, Gilt Dial,
payment of $4, $30; $3 down,
then
then

{Continued from page 85)

TJeginald

EYELASHES and BROWS

Satisfied

No. 49— Wriat No. 15— Green

Critical Paragraphs

The

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES

Money Back If Not

Ricksen

a Hohner Harmonica.
There's nothing like good music for
Christmas; and there's nothing like
a Hohner for good music. Get a
Hohner Harmonica today 50^ up—
and ask for the Free Instruction Book.
If your dealer is out of copies, write
M. Hohner, Inc., Dept. 175, New

on first payment
of one-tenth of purchase price; balance
in equal amounts, payable weekly, semimonthly or monthly at your convenience.

Holmes,

guaranteed.

You can get Liquid Arvon at any drug store and
a four ounce bottle is all you will need. This
simple remedy has never been known to fail.

LIQUID ARVON

—

—

wasp

Advertising Section

I

Vanitj's Price

—

decidedly modern of theme dealing as it does with such things as reIt shows the length to which
juvenation.
some women will go to retain eternal
It cannot lay claim to any origyouth.
inality of plot or execution and the situations follow the rut of photoplay construction in that they introduce a villain
whose specialty is the ruination of womankind, a youth whose sweetheart is one of
those ruined, a mother whose vanity leads
her to accept the attentions of this cad
and a "strong, silent man," who takes care
of Mr. Villain.
There are some sharp melodramatic
effects
a flash or three of creditable acting and a wealth of artistic settings.
Anna Q. Xilsson is seen as the mother
She has too mamseeking rejuvenation.
close-ups, tho her work is always pleasing.

TThis

—

is

—

Find Your
p^oG

stories

Man

seem to be cast

in the

same

mold, tho this one offers a note, of
You might expect it
variety in its title.
to be another Northwest Mounted picture
with the sergeant out after his man. Instead it is a story of a buddy who brings
a German shepherd dog back from the
After a touch of heart interest
trenches.
the two find themselves aboard a freight

—

bound for the open

What

follows

is

spaces.

conventional stuff

"Brushing with the Wavex Is All I Do for Waviness"

The Brush-Waved Bob!
Brush Is a Boon to Bobbed Heads
Helps Hair Curl Instead of Straightening It
An Amazing Aid to the Natural Wave

made

unconvincing by the long arm of coinciThe buddy's sweetheart who had
dence.
disappeared is right there in the lumber
camp awaiting to be rescued by him. And
the dog rescues both from the attacks of
Some of the incident
deep-dyed villains.
The dog is always clever
thrilling.
is
and possesses remarkable intelligence in
going thru his exploits. It affords an in-

New

Wonderful

Now,
need
of

the

bob

is

Wavex—

hair

—

have had bobbed heads in mind!
No more bother and expense of almost daily
clipping and waving to prevent those straight
ends from spoiling the
the trim, chic effect of

your bob! No more
ragged sides from

Price of a Party

TIiddixg for popularity thru

The

inventor
the new, curling hairbrush
must

teresting hour.

The

Bobbed

a blessing.

NOT be a constant care.

its

sleeping on the short
locks that are stub-

expres-

sion of night life along Broadway this
Its
picture should be favorably received.
It features a
plot has been used before.
cabaret dancer who is hired to ruin a busi-

what

does for the appearance and health of
It aids and abets curiiness with
every stroke. It brings a buoyancy and billow
It does away with that severe
to the hair.
look which bobbed hair has when flattened by
the

it

hair.

the old, straight-type of brush. The friction
in brush-waving polishes the hair to a brilliancy
no dressings can ever equal in effect.

Try Wavex and be convinced! Read the
makers* generous offer appearing below and
use the coupon noav!

bornly straight by
morning!
All you have to do

is

use the right hair brush.

(Cotitiuued on page 108)

Simply brush-wave
your hair with Wavex

—the brush thatbrushes
in waves.

A

glance at
the pictures tells why
this new type of brush
coaxes to a curl. The
brush itself will demonstrate its effectiveness in short order.
You can ha<ve one to
try.
actual test on
your own hair is free.

An

No

sale if

see

real

you don't

results,

you can't count

many times
quent wavings!
saves

its

and
its

purchase an expense
the Wavex brush soon
cost in fees paid for fre-

X
Special
Free Trial Offer!
Until every Jstore can be supplied, we
will forward one "Wavex curling hair
brush to any address for an actual test of
its remarkable properties. You need not
send a penny. Pay the postman who
brings it S3 and the postage. This will be

returned
even one

who

While

the idea is still new, the makers will
forward one Wavex curling hair brush at the
special price of three dollars. It is a bargain at
that price
For Wavex is genuine Ebony from
India, with the rich, colorful markings of the
imported ebony, unstained and highly polished.

you aren't enthusiastic after
week of brush-waving. Those
if

paying now may do so and
save the postage; if you enclose the S3
well ship the brush prepaid; money back
prefer

either way — if you want it! But if you
want Wavex at this price apply promptly,
and please use the coupon:

!

Real, penetrating China hog bristles handdraiun, Will stand wetting and washing.
For hair that always looks its best that just
naturally falls into soft curl after every brushing get a Wavex brush and begin using it.
You'll be glad you did your satisfaction will
know no limit for a Wavex is a joy. Short
hair, long hair, any human hair responds to
the gentle undulation of the bristles in waveformation.
deluge of letters is proof of

—

—

—

Rin-Tin-Tin, the famous police dog,
really the star of Find Your Man

is

When yon

—

THE WAVEX COMPANY

(67-A)
456 So. State St., Chicago
Please send me one Wavex curling hair brush
for a week'sfree demonstration which mast sell
me, or my money is to be returned. I will pay
postman S3 and postage. {Or enclose $3 now
and get brush prepaid.)

Name
Address

P.O

A
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SPECIAL HOLIDAY OFFER
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Beautiful

UNDERWOOD, REMINGTON, L. C. SMITH, ROYAL,
and all standard makes on easiest terms ever
Re-manufactured like new by the
offered.
famous "Young Process."

10 Days' Trial— 5 Years Guarantee
Our liberal "direct from factory plan" save* half.
You actually use the typewriter 10 days without
obligation to buy. Let os prove we have the greateat typewriter bargains ever offered. Big saving.

AN IDEAL

of^AtQ *
1

Oo"'"

)|

Vr^r

f*fl

Est. 1911

Money Back Guarantee

Reduced Prices. This does not
me in any way.

1

J

J5rtfi*SSi»*>

*"^®i"

'

CO.

Send Coupon Now ""^~
Young Typewriter Co., Oapl. 1191
654 W. Randolph St., Chicago
send me Free book and Special

i,"

obligate

Name

„

^ Address

All About Gloria's

New

WILLIAMS &

State..

i'TCHttj

Picture

WHEN

Sounds just like the Saxophone. Will
pla any tune - S simple a child
can
U i , y- y mUS
enl and
n every evening.
rv»hi2 $5.)} While
1,
(Value
they last ft
Only $2.49.
15
Popular Songs given absolutely FREE.

^

w

«

;

—

B y ur
am " n ?
On arnval,"pay *postman
.' ni
«> in and
a a e
82.49
few eents postage. If not delighted

Send No Money
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'
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contains Everything Musical.

Mention Instrument

POPUIAH

.SONGS
1

C. H
TAYLOR & CO.
218 s. Wabash Ave.

°epta 171

Chicago,

A

few years

ago no producer would
this trouble and expense.
Time was when a picture laid in any part
of the world was made right in the studio.
When winding roads of Alsace where
Napoleon wooed the lowly but lovely maid,
known in Sardou's play as Madame SansGene (Madame without rank or cast)
would have been some flowering American
lane which the Little Emperor never trod.
When the imperial troops would have been
represented by a few hundred American
extras,
and the historic palaces and
chateaux, were but painted cardboard sets,
have gone

cleared

up quickly by

applying in the nostrils

antiseptic, healing

Ihentholatum

Write for free sample
Mentholatum Co., Buffalo, N.Y., Wichita. Kans.

liOUtANH/WEA

to be torn

SKin FREE From Pimples
We guarantee Dermideal to clear you»
,

J

skin from Pimples, Eczema, Acne or
other skin diseases. It's a new and marvelous discovery. Money back if not as

wesay. Write and learn howitwasdiscovered, what it does, and why. All explained in our Kre* booklet. Write today.

DERMIDEAL LABORATORIES
New Bedford, Mass.

Dept- R.

u

Luden's Menthol
Formula soothes
and relieves your
nose and throat.

Menthol

LUDEN'S COUGH DROPS
98

I

of

Your

FAT

Free Trial Treatment
Sent on request. Ask for my "pay-whenreduced" offer.
I have successfully reduced thousands of persona, often at the
rate of a pound a day, without diet or
exercise.
Let me send you proof at my
expense.

DR. R. NEWMAN, Licensed Physician,
New York. 286 Fifth Ave., N.Y., Desk M-27

State of

—

III.

SNUFFLING HEAD COLDS

CHICAGO

Get Rid

was decided

that Gloria
Swanson should be starred in the
film version of
Sardou's play,
Madame Sans-Gene, the first move of the
powers-that-be was to pack Gloria, her
two-dozen trunks and fourteen pieces of
hand-luggage, into the royal suite of the
biggest steamer
afloat
the
very suite
which the Prince of Wales had occupied
on his journey to America and set sail
for sunny France, to make the picture in
the exact locations where the scene of the
story is laid.
it

—

.,

we,?. 'i.Blaa "fund your money.
S2£2
FREE i.
CATALOGWrite for one today:

tl

GIFT

that will delight any woman or girl. La Dora Pearls are not
to be confused with the cheap imitation pearls being offered
on the market. La Dora Pearls are the proud product of
France, where the art of creating indestructible pearls has
been mastered. They possess the charm, the soft delicate
colors and iridescence of the true deep-sea pearls which cost
thousands of dollars. The passing of years will not lessen
their glorious beauty. Absolutely guaranteed not to break,
crack, peel or discolor.
v
Upon receipt of Necklace, if you are not delighted with the
wonderful value, return it to us and we will promptly refund
price paid. Send us your order and remittance of only %4.S3
at once and in a few days you will receive an exquisite La
Dora Pearl Necklace that you will be proud to own, or present as a gift. If you desire^ we will send C. O. D., you to
pay postman $4.83. phis 15c C. O. D. charge on delivery.
This is a rare opportunity. Order now.
CO., 475054 Sheridan Rd.,

This interesting valuable book explains fully how
"Young Process of Re-Manufacturing" guarantees
you highest quality, perfect service and satisfaction.

YOUNG TYPEWRITER

Pearls
83

velour, silk-lined sift case, at the unbelievable price of $4.83.

Big Illustrated Catalog Free

.

La Dora

Gold, Diamond Clasp, onlyifJ^rl
'
(Regular Retail List Price, $15.00)
JL "
To introduce our lovely La Dora Pearls in all parts
of the country, we offer, for a limited time, a full 24inch necklace of perfectly matched and graduated
La Dora Pearls fitted with solid white gold safety
clasp set with genuine chip diamond, in beautiful
Solid

to all

down

to

make

space

for

all

this

is

changed.

styles

The motion

picture public is growing more discriminating and more exacting every day.
It demands authentic settings, especially in
historical pictures, and for a producer to
give them anything else would be to kill
box-office receipts and to make himself
and his star a laughing-stock.

SEAL

PLAY A TUNE IN
IO

1

i

'

.

i

is

Amazing new

in-

Simply press numbered keys. Fume
instrument.
lor (mus
FF
loyed the old way. Send for
tone than when played
BOOK and bargain
catalog of musical
instruments.
No

j

obligations. Have
fun, money, popu-

I

laxity.

I

FERRT

i

Write today.

&

CO., 3222

Free Book

Fi.

Halstod St.,

1521,

Dept.

Chicago.

III.

How Many Pounds Would
You Like to Gain in

a

Week?

you are thin and want to gain
weight, weak and want to be strong,
I will send you a sample of famous
If

Alexander Vitamines

absolutely Free.
address for
Alexander Laboratories, 2251
Station, Kanas City, Mo.

No money,
sample.

Gateway

every detail if it were to be a great
picture, entered into negotiations with the
French government to co-operate with
them toward this end.
Forrest Halsey,
who adapted the play for the screen, submitted his story to the Minister of Fine
Arts in France, the bureau which has

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

Tenor Banjo or Guitar.

lin.

J vention. No knowledge of music necessary; no praetice-yyou can play tunes right away. Easily attached to

i -lr/

in

in

MINUTES! £ffl£

^M any

Co, Paramount officials, realizing that
Madame Sans-Gcne must be authentic

Every advertisement

Bass, 180 Syncopated Effects, Blue Harmony.

of

Oriental. Chime, Movie and Cafe Jazz, Trick Endings,
Clever Breaks, Space Fillers. Sax Slurs, Triple Bass.
Wicked Harmony, Blue Obligato, and 247 other Subjects,
Including Ear Playing. 110 pages of
Jazz, 25,000
words.
A Postal brings our FEEE Special Offer.
Waterman Piano School, 253 Superba Theatre Bldg. Us Angeles. Calif.

the

next picture. And the public, accustomed
to nothing better, would not have expected
more.

But

By Note or Ear. With or without music. ?h.irt Course.
Adult beginners taueht by mail. No teacher required.
Self-Instruction Course for Advanced Pianists. Learn 67

guaranteed.

just

name and

BUNIONS

PEDODYNE,

the marvelous new Solvent.baiilshea
Bunions. The pain stops almost instantly. The Hump
vanishes as though by magic. THEN YOU WILL

HAVE SHAPELY

FEET.

SENT ON TRIM

to
Lwant you to have relief from Bunions. I want yonarnow the pleasure of foot comfort. I will gladly
range to send vou a box of Solvent to try. Simply write
and say. "I want to try PEDODYNE.'' Address—

KAY LABORATORIES
186 N. La Salle St.

Dept. B-?CO
Chicago,

lltino.a

—

;

qwraw

Advertising Section
charge of all government historical buildings and relics and whose permission must
be granted for the use of any of the
national properties.
The Minister, in turn, after due deliberation, appointed a commission of French
experts to carry out the plans of Mr.
Halsey and Leonce Perret, the director of
The result was that Miss
the picture.
Swanson, her artists and technical exfor France, and
sailed at once
perts,
Madame Sans-Gene is being- filmed in the
exact locations and with the actual backgrounds of the original story.
Among the scenes is the beautiful Chateau of Fontainebleau with its wonderful
horseshoe staircase; Compiegne, the site
of so many of Napoleon's triumphs
Malmaison, the little chateau on the road
to St. Germain, which Napoleon built for
Josephine and which contains, perhaps, the

most choice collection of Napoleonic

relics

existence.
Even the French army, or such portions
of it as may be needed, were placed at
the disposal of Paramount officials. French
troops clad in the uniforms of one hundred
years ago, pass in triumphant review under
the Arc de Triomphe, before the Napoleon
of the French star, Emile Drain, to celebrate Bastille Day.
in

of France were thrown
wide' open that the accessories and costumes of this period might be authentically
More than three thousand
reproduced.
costumes are used in this picture, and they
are all copies of originals or of prints
found in these museums. Among these is
Napoleon's famous Costume du Sucre.

The museums

which he wore when he was crowned with
Snuff-boxes,
Josephine at Notre Dame.
with the imperial "N" set in jewels, were
also the emerald watch fob
borrowed
which the Emperor wears in so many of
his paintings and the plumed fan which
Empress Marie Louise carried.
In the enthusiasm and reverence for
Napoleon which animates the entire French
nation, France lent a cast of her finest

MRS. ELLA CARPENTER,

Takes Off 41

actresses

and'

in

the

country

to

of taking

weighed just 129 today—by the same scale
in my bathroom that
less than two
months
ago pointed to 170!"
This is what Mrs. Car-

I

New

WALLACE

penter, a
lady, wrote
*

i

Orleans

had long wanted a means of reducing, but being a business woman I had
no time nor money to waste on fads.
I didn't dare deny myself the nourishment an active woman must have. I
grew steadily stouter then something
told me to try Wallace records. Somehow, the method sounded sensible; the
free demonstration seemed fair; so I

worlds, a very marked
"Entente Cordiale," which is bound to
bring about a higher type of picture for
the entire world.

Betty Blythe

The
in

Wittiest Girl

Hollywood
number

of this

undesirable.

Reduced 41 Lbs With Ease

—

started.

Gives Harry Carr an interview for
the next

it is

I

motion-picture

magazine

also

Fifteen minutes each evening, I
took the reducing movements to music.
It was mighty interesting; I felt better

from the start.
was this / lost
:

But what

6H

thrilled

lbs the first

me

week!

The second week I lost 8 lbs more.
The following week only six more. But
seven weeks I had reduced to 129
not bad for my 5 ft. 5 inches!"
in

Betty Blythe in colors
Her

portrait

on the magazine cover
of

Motion Pktiibf
MAGAZINE

FOR FEBRUARY
When

Compare your present weight with the
weight for your height and age in the
table below, and you'll know how much
you can reduce. There' s no theory
about it for results are guaranteed.

—

Here

is what you ought
and can weigh:

What You Can Lose
By the Same Method
Mrs. Carpenter states that she made
this wonderful reduction solely through
Wallace reducing records; that she got
thin to music and did nothing else
no
Turkish baths, no patent foods or drugs,
no punishing diet.

—

you write to advertisers please mention

to

weigh,

What You Should Weight For
Your Height and Age
in

Age

Age

Height
Inches

interest in the picture:

up

7 Weeks

Wallace

as unnecessary as

a result of all this, there has sprung
between the French and American

in Exactly
off

i

about her experience
with reducing records. It ought to convince anybody that superfluous flesh is

support Miss Swanson. From the beginning, the French newspapers spoke of her
as Madame Sans-Gene, and practically the
entire nation is taking a real and personal

As

ORLEANS. LA.

more than 40 lbs in
about as many days! That's exactly what Mrs.
Carpenter did — through a method anyone can use!
Just think

;

actors

lbs.

NEW

Age

Age

20 to 29 yrs 30 to 39 yrs 40 to 49 yrs 50 and Over
Lbs.
Lbs.
Lbs.
Lbs.

60

Ill

61

113
115
118
122
125
129
133
137
141
1J5

62
63
64
65

66
67
68
69

70

116
118
120
123
127
131
135
139
143
145
147

122
124
127
130
133
137

125
127
130
133
136
140
145
150
155
169
163

141
145
149
153
156

Free Proof to Any Woman Who
Really Wants to Get Thin
Thousands of women (men, too) have
reduced by use of Wallace records, all
by themselves, with their own phonograph, at home. The reducing movements are scientific and certain. They
can't harm; and they can't fail.
It's a
perfectly natural, normal and healthful
way of correcting the cause of any amount
of overweight.

And

proof

is

free.

—

out the coupon
you've seen
it before
but this time make it out and
mail it! You'll receive the whole first
week' s lesson complete, record and all,
for a full and free trial. Let the results
decide whether you want it.
Just

fill

—

WALLACE

(440)

630 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
Please send me
and POSTPAID for a week's
free trial the Original Wallace Reducing Record.

FREE

Name.
Address...
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AGENTS WANTED
Agents to travel by automobile
our

popular-priced

fast-selling,

earth.

day.

Complete

automobile

line on
outfit and

American

Madison

PATENTS

necessi-

Make $10

a.

furnished
Write to-day for exclusive terri-

free to workers.
tory.
American

Products

Bldg.,

Cincinnati,

Agents

—Write

Co.,

2311

Ohio.

for Free Samples.

Sell

"Better-Made"

Shirts for large Manufacturer direct to wearer.
No capital or experience required.
Many earn $100 weekly and bonus. MADISON

Inventors

opportunity.

Newest

—
Man— B.
Louis, Willard — playing
Butted In
P. S.

—W.

line

Perfumes, Creams, Compacts, Soaps, Extracts,
Remedies, Jewelry.
Protected territory.
Catalog
free.
VAN OGDEN, INC., 1914 Van Buren, Chiof

sell

We deliver and
monthly bonus.

us your spare time, $2 an hour,

silks,

lisles,

Mackaill,

Send to-day for free Copy

also

chiffons.

— W. B.

Marmont, Percy— that much-in-demand hero is
Alma Rubens in Stairway of Hope

AVriter's

—
—
—

Digest.

Marshall, Tully has been chosen for an important part in Eric von Strofieim's next production,

criticize,

The Merry Widow M. G. M.
Mason, Shirley is playing in an original story
by Frederic and Fanny Hatton, titled The Star Dust
Trail— W. F.
Mayo, Frank playing in Woman and Gold

Mail us your story.

G. P.

Cash

for photoplay plots, ideas, themes.
We
revise, copyright and sell 'em for you.
Our advice is FREE. HOLLYWOOD SCENARIO CO., 711 Pantages Bldg.,
Los Angeles, Cal.

Ohio.

Amaz-

ing blue-white Rajah Gem astounds jewelry world
and deceives experts
Beautiful sample case
RAJAH
FREE
$100 weekly
Write quick
DIAMOND CO., Dept. F-12, Salisbury, N. C.
!

!

Photoplay Authors

next be seen as the heroine,
Esther, in Ben Hur M. G. M.
McDonald, Wallace has an important part in
Learning to Love F. N.
McGrail, Walter has the r61e of Gordon Ibbotsleigh in Purchased Woman, taken from the novel

N.

—
—
Gerald Cranston's Lady — W. F.
McGregor, Malcolm—
playing in Married
Hypocrites—U.
McKee, Raymond — recently signed up to play
in a Mack Sennett

—

J.

is

and Photoplay Ideas Wanted by 48

Stories

All Men, Women, Boys, Girls, 17 to 65. willing
to accept Government Positions $117-$250, traveling or stationary, write Mr. Ozment, 294, St.
Louis, Mo., immediately.

companies
big pay.
Details free to
Producers League, 441, St. Louis, Mo.

comedy.

beginners.

;

—

Meighan, Thomas
is
completing work in
Tongues of Flame for F. P. L. He is the first motion
picture star to be elected the Shepherd of the exclusive Lambs Club in New York.
Menjou, Adolphe will appear as the Prince in

FOR PHOTOPLAY

$ S $
IDEAS. Plots accepted any form
revised, criticized, copyrighted,
marketed. Advice free. Universal Scenario Corporation, 205 Security Bldg., Santa Monica and
Western Avenues, Hollywood, California.

—

;

HELP WANTED— FEMALE
Ladies Earn ?6-$18 a Dozen decorating Pillow
Parexperience unnecessary.
Tops at Home
ticulars for stamp.
Tapestry Paint Co., 126,
LaGrange, Ind.
;

Ambitious Girls
home.

Gown Making
—Women.GownLearnmakers
get $25

Fascinating.

Sample lessons

Write immediately.
Franklin Institute, Dept. T-538, Rochester, N. Y.
up.

free.

—

Earn

Successful Photoplays Bring Big Money.

new

Money.

Excellent opportunity.
Travel.
Experience unnecessary. Particulars free.
Write, George M. Wagner, Former
Government Detective, 1968 Broadway, New York.

Work

for Uncle Sam. Get Government Positions.
Men women, 18 up. $95 $192 month. Common
education sufficient with our coaching.
List positions free.
Franklin InstiWrite immediately.
tute, Dept. T-100, Rochester, N. Y.

—
—

—

MANUSCRIPTS TYPEWRITTEN
Photoplays and Stories correctly and neatly
typewritten. Free introductory offer. Write for full
particulars to-day.
COSMOPOLITAN AUTHORS'
BUREAU, P. O. Box 862, Dept. B, Chicago.

—

called Judgment.
Mills, Alyce has been chosen as Benny Leonard's
leading lady in The Fighting Fist series.
Mix,
and of course, his horse just started
work in Dick Turpin for W. F.
Moore, Colleen recently "completed So Big, a departure from her popular flapper r&les. She plays
three distinct ages in a woman's life.
Moore, Matt playing Neil Herbert in A Lost

—

Short Stories and Photoplay Plots.
Revised
and Typewritten in proper form and placed on
the Market.
Send manuscript or write H. L.
Hursh, Dept. 2, Box 1013, Harrisburg, Pa.

Tom—

Greatest

in

STORIES

WANTED

P.

for

spare time, writing for
newspapers, magazines. Experience unnecessary.
Copyright

book

Press

free.

Syndicate,

960,

Story Ideas

Wanted

for photoplays

will

St.

in

and maga-

C.

zines.
Big demand. Accepted in any form. Revised, typed, published, sold on commission.
Send
manuscripts for free criticism. Universal Scenario

Myers, Kathleen

wanted
Good ideas bring big money.
etc., are

Tom

—
— —
Her latest release
A Sainted Devil—F. P. L.
Nazimova — disengaged at the present

Nagel, Conrad will next appear in Rupert
Hughes's Excuse Me M. G. M.
Naldi, Nita is still in Paris and still unmarried.

for pub-

Submit
Mo.

is

or write Literary Bureau, 134 Hannibal,

is

new.

Easy

to

—

VAUDEVILLE
Get On the Stage.

you how

!

F.N.
Nixon, Marion
inLet 'erBuck U.

——
—

Wo^

Earn $25 weekly, spare time, writing

Ben

newspapers, magazines.

Experience unnecessary.
Press Syndicate, 961, St.

own

locality.

on sight.

Big-

demand.

Pleasant work' no interference with vour regular
duties. Experience not required. FREE Sample.
Write for exclusive territory. DIANA STUDIOS.
Dept. 13-A.39, 3 34 Fifth Ave., New York City.
'

—

I

SellB

Every advertisement in

Hur—M.

'M3P1C-

G.

M.

—

"tARINv It
nin

PDFP
* %«*»*

O'Hara,

/ample

D
Reduc.ru!
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Jt

Girdle

is

Hoot Gibson

o

O'Brien, Eugene has been cast for the leading
male role opposite Laura La Plante in Dangerous
Innocence U.
O'Brien, George will appear in Robert W. Service's The Roughneck, which will be released as
Thorns of Passion W. F.

•*—»»...—
.

opposite

—
—

Yon can make many an extra dollar offering- new
device forreducing^waists andhipetowomenjright

in your

for

—

—playing

Novak, Jane will have an important part in
Cheap Kisses F. B. O.
Novarro, Ramon is in Italy where he is playing

starts

NEWS CORRESPONDENCE

—

—

—

Personality,
confidence, skill developed.
Experience unnecessary.
Send 6c postage for instructive illustrated
Stage Book and particulars. M. LaDelle. Box 557.
Los Angeles, Cal.
I tell

time.

She recently completed Madonna of the Streets
F. N.
Negri, Pola her next picture will be an adaptation of Somerset Maugham's East of Suez F. P. L.
Nilsson, Anna O- has just arrived from the Coast
to play opposite Ben Lyon in The One Way Street

make

No experience needed.
endorsed by government institutions. Catalog free. Atlas
Moving Picture Co., 431 Morton Bldg., Chicago.

free.

—

N

— Small capital
you.
Our machines are used and

book

— one

of the principal players
of Christie Comedies, now playing lead in Dick
Turpin opposite
Mix \V. F.

Corporation, 300 Security Bldg., Santa Monica and
Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

Poems, Plays,

in

P.

Louis, Mo.

MSS.

MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS

Mo.

for

in

Earn $25 weekly,

lication.

Cold-creams, Beautifiers, Perfumes, Flavors,
Syrups, Extracts, Beverages, etc.
Valuable information free.
Meriden Co., Advertising Dept.,
3322 White Building, Seattle, Wash.

Copyright

in

P.

the

with our "Direct-by-Mail" plan.
Under713 Bonnell Building, Newark, N. J.

to sell
writer,

B.

Moore,

!

Sell

$35.00 Profit Nightly

—

—
Owen—playing
Zane Grey's Code of
West —F.
L.
Moore, Tom — playing in The
Thing—
A. E.
Moreno, Antonio — has been chosen by Rex Ingram to play the leading part
Mare Nostrum
M. G. M.
Mulhall, Jack — playing
The Three Keys—
B.
Murphy, Edna —cast
an important part
Richard Dix's next picture, A Man Must Live —
F.
L.
Murray, Mae —
dance her way as Sonia in
The Merry Widow— M. G. M.
Myers, Carmel — playing Iras in Ben Hur —
M. G. M.
Myers, Harry — recently completed playing
Reckless Romance—A.
Lady—W.

us your spare time for cash. SalesmenMake $130 monthly selling only one $10 policy
a day
Policy pays $5,000 and $25 weekly for
sickness or injury.
Total cost $10 yearly.
Easy
Sell

Stories,

MISCELLANEOUS
FORMULAS— Processes,

Our

book, "Successful Photoplays," gives full instructions for writers.
Send for free copy.
Successful Photoplays, Box 43, Des Moines, Iowa.

SALESMEN
;

Big

—

—

Detective Exceptional opportunity
earn
big money. Travel. Thousands of dollars offered in
rewards. Established 1909. Particulars free. Write
C. T. Ludwig, 556 Westover Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
Detectives

The Swan—F. P. L.
Merriam, Charlotte recently completed the
role of an old-fashioned flapper in So Big for F. N.
Miller, Carl playing an important role in The
Darn Swan—W. B.
Miller, Patsy Ruth
has just returned to California after her first visit to New York, where she
played in His Woman, a W. B. production. To be
featured in Frank Lloyd's next production for F. N.

—

HELP WANTED— MALE
Be a

—

—

cess.

ark,

—

—

May—will

McAvoy,

Let us help you win sucWrite for details of our service.
SCREEN
WRITERS' SERVICE BUREAU, Box 508A, New-

!

!

HELP WANTED

100

have the leading femi-

will

MacLean, Douglas— is just starting work on his
next comedy which is tentatively titled Sky High—

Tells how to write and sell short stories, photoplays, poems, songs.
Writer's Digest, B-22, East
12th St., Cincinnati.

Elegant
offer besides.
colors,
grades, including
Macochee Textile Co., Room

All

Diamond Rival Discovered!

At Last!

IGL

—

M
Dorothy—

nine role in The Bridge of Sighs

Free auto

Cincinnati,

2381,

YOUR PAY DAILY,

collect.

furnished.

outfit

Louis,

—

playing opposite

not

$19.70 daily easy for full time, introducing new
style guaranteed hosiery, 57 styles, 37 colors? No
capital or experience required.
Just write orders.

week

Baxter

—

—

PHOTOPLAYS

Why

at

How

—

—

cago.

Baxter in

B.

Love, Bessie— will be seen as a half-breed Indian
girl in Tongues of Flame
F. P. L.
Lowe, Edmund— Fox have loaned him to F. P. L.
to appear opposite Pola Negri in East of Suez.
Lyon, Ben will next be seen in The One Way
Street for F. N. He has a new leading lady for every
picture this time it's Anna Q. Nilsson.
Lytell, Bert will play opposite Anita Stuart in
Ne'er the Twain Shall Meet
C.

Write for our free illustrated guidebook, "How to Obtain a Patent."
Send model or
sketch and description of your invention for our
opinion of its patentable nature free.
Highest references.
Prompt attention. Reasonable terms. Victor J. Evans & Co., 833 Ninth, Washington, D. C.

MILLS, 064 Broadway, New York.

AGENTS— Wonderful

—

Old Money Wanted.
Do you know that coin
collectors pay up to .$100.00 for certain U. S.
cents aud high premiums for all rare coins?
We
buy all kinds.
Send 4c for large Coin Circular.
May mean much profit to you. NUMISMATIC
HANK, Dept. 48, Fort Worth, Texas.

introduce

to

The greatest

Are Doing

the Stars

{Continued from page 93)
Logan, Jacqueline recently started work on her
second Regal Productions, Off the Highway.
Long, Walter playing the villain in the White

OLD MONEY WANTED

household

ties.

What

1

Vaughn

guaranteed.

—
—
George —

playing

opposite

in the Go-Getter Series for F. B. O.

Alberta

——

—
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Olmstead, Gertrude— playing in The Monster
with Lon Chaney of course, Lon has the title role

—
— has just

W.

R.

O'Malley, Pat
Shelf— P. D. C.

Jean

Paige,

started

work

in

On

the

P

—

vacationing in Europe with her

is

Her

husband at the present time.

last role

was

—
—
of Flame— F. P. L.
Philbin, Mary — has been chosen for the leading
This
to be

Arabella fiishop in Captain Blood V.
Percy, Eileen lias an important part in Tongues
is
feminine part in Phantom of the Opera.
an elaborate production to be directed by Wallace
Worsley, who also directed The Hunchback of Notre
Dame U.
Pickford, Jack accompanied his beautiful wife,
Marilyn Miller, to New York, where she is rehearsing
for the stage production of Peter Pan. His latest
release is The End of the World
U. A.
Pickford, Mary is disengaged at present. Her
addon Hall
latest release was Dorothy Vernon of
U. A.

—

—

—

—

—
Tell It From A Genuine DIAMOND
These Amazingly Beautiful
IT BACK
»"*wi» Gems match the ecintilatingCORODITE
Deauty of

You Can

SEND
"""'

GENUINE DIAMONDS In everyway.

They have the same gorge*
out blazing flash and dazzling play of living rainbow fire. Standing the terrific Acid Test of direct comparison. Lifetime experts
need ail their experience to see any difference. Prove thia yourself.
TF^T Wear a Genuine CORODITE and a Ola-

MAKE
mHnt THK
mia IWI

mond»ld«bysldeon th© same finger.
days* If you and your friends can tell the difference
back, yon won't be out a single penny. That's fair enough.
If you beep the ring the price printed here is all you pay. No Installments. Remember CORODITE3 alone have the same facet
cuttlna as Genuine Stones.
A. Ladies Hand Carved Basket Ring, Platinum effect
S3. 52
B. Ladies Pierced Filigree 4 Post Ring, Platinum effect
S3. 84
C. Ladies Filigree Ring, Blue Saphire Set Sides,
S3. 93
D. Ladies Bridal Blossom Hand Chased Solitaire
S2.84
E. Mens Heavy Belcher 14K Gold Filled Ring
S3.48
F. Mens Massive Carved Hexagon Gypsy, Sapphire Sides S4.18
Carat Size Gems Beautiful Hand Carved ana Engraved Rings
reproducing in exact and faithlul detail the most modern high
priced and fashsionable Platinum Diamond Creations.
Keep your money right at home. Just
wfciser law iTiviibi B end name and address Btating which ring
you want and size as shown by slip of paper fitting end to end
around finger joint and your ring will come by return mail. Deposit
amount shown above with postman. You do not risk a penny as
our binding legal guarantee to refund your money In full is attached to every ring we sell. SEND TODAY.
for

SEVEN

sand

It

SEND NO MONEY

E

•URgLgMgh

RICH WINE C0.,Dept.262

Original and Sole Importers of Genuine

CORODITE GEMS

mmmm

Earn $30 to $65 a Week!
Big, growing

trained DENTAL
Dentists at; chair, in office

demand for
'

it

.nd
*

Laooratory.^No drudgery.

Ideal profession for
and girls of all ages!

women

LEARN AT HOME!
Takes only few months Bpare
time. I supply Laboratory materialandequipmentfree.

We

help you get a good position,

FREE OFFERS NOW!

Get

As Yo
Make my training

scholarship offer
quick, free catalog, many free
features to induce women to
become trained Dental nurses.

pay for itself almost from start!

McCARRIE SCHOOL

my free

1338 S.Michigan Ave. Dept.M-M Chicago

DON'T HEAR
A TRUSS
L
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will

mountain

hood.

child-

is

girl,

—
—
—

Powell, David playing in His Woman, taken
from the English novel, Back From the Dead W. B.
Prevost, Marie at the present time she is honeymooning with Kenneth Harlan, having completed
her work in The Dark Swan W. B.
Pringle, Aileen will have an important part in
Ronald Colman's first starring production, A Thief of
Paradise F. N.

—

—

—

R

—playing Mrs. Darling in Peter
Rawlinson Herbert — playing The A dvenlurous
Sex—A. E.
Ray, Charles — started work on
second picture
for Thomas H. Ince, called The Desert Fiddler.
Reid, Mrs. Wallace— playing
Broken Laws,
written
her especially by Adela Rogers
John
F. B. O.
Rennie, James —finds time-to appear
a picture
every now and then. He
playing
Argentine Love
—
F.
L.
the daytime, and delighting theaterRalston, Esther

Pan—F.

P. L.

in

EARLE

in

for

St.

in

in

is

P.

in

goers evenings with his performance in The Best
People.
Reynolds, Vera Cecil De Mille liked her performance in Feet of Clay so much he immediatelysigned her up for an important part in his forthcoming
production. The Golden Bed F. P. L.
Rich, Irene playing Marion Forrester in A Lost

—

—
Rich, Lillian —
an important
Lady—W.

—

B.

Cecil de Mille's latest choice for

is

—

leading rloe in The Golden Bed F. P. L.
Ricksen, Lucille recently completed work in
Idle Tongues—T. H. I.
Rin-Tin-Tin playing in The Lighthouse by the

Sea—W.

—

B.

Roberts, Edith
of Innocence

—

—

—W. B.

cast as

Mae Welland

in

The Age

——

Roberts, Theodore playing in William de
Mille's Locked Doors F. P. L.
He celebrated his
sixty-third birthday the other day and production
was stopped long enough for everyone on the set to
enjoy the little party.
Roland, Ruth is not appearing in pictures just
now. She is in New York, attending the theaters,
cabarets, etc. Her latest release is Where the Worst

— C. A.

—
—
——
Russell, William — playing
ton's The Beloved Brule — V.

Roscoe, Alan playing opposite Elaine Hammerstein in One Glorious Night
C. B. C.
Rubens, Alma playing Neree Caron in The
Stairway of Hope U. It is taken from C. B. Kelland's Miracle, a story of the Canadian northwoods.

Santschi,
tentative

Thomas—playing

be

in Frivolous

—

Sal
—F. N.
playing
The Wizard ofOz — and
—
great Wizard — C. P.
title

Semon, Larry

State St., Marshall, Mich.

in J. Stuart Black-

in

— playing Excuse Me —
M. G. M.
Short, Gertrude— playing
Code of
West —
F.
Milton — enacts the
a British Army
As Man
adapted from Gene
Wright's'novel Pandora La Croix —
N.
Standing, Wyndam —recently completed work
Desire —W. F.
Flames
he'll

a

Shearer,

Norma

in

in

P. L.
Sills,
officer in

the

F.

in

"Thou Shalt Not Kill"
the most gruesome commandment handed down to
mankind. A man may lie, steal or break any other law
and the public will eventually forgive and forget. But
let him commit murder and the cry of everybody is to
give him the full penaltv Death! And what is the common excuse of the murderer? INSANITY! Sure, he's
crazy. Any man must be crazy to commit murder.
But how about the fellow who slowly but surely killj
his own body by neglect?
He's the craziest one of all.
Stop!
Think this over! What are you doing with
your own body? Surely you don't want to be put in
this class. But if you are not doing everything possible
to prolong your life and keep your body just as clean
and healthy as your Maker intended, you are inviting
death. You are slowly but surely killing yourself.
is

A New

of

(.Continued on page 120)

Life

Have you ever enjoyed the pleasures of perfect health?
Have you ever felt the thrills which accompany a strong
robust body?
If not. you have nature's biggest gift
awaiting you. That is what I have to offer vou. I
don't promise to feed this to you in pill form. No, you
have to work for it. You can't get anything in this life

Don't let anyone fool you by telling you
I'm going to make you work, but oh boy! how
After a few days you will feel the old pep
shooting through your veins and you will crave you*
exercise like a kid wants his bread and sugar.
without

effort.

different.
you'll like

it.

Today

Your Day

Is

This'is your birthday. Tc-day you start a new life.
I'm going to make a real, live, "rip-snortin'," go-getter
out of you. I'm going to expand that chest so it will
give your lungs a treat with life-giving oxygen.
This
will put real vim into your blood and shoot it throughI'm going to broaden your
out your entire system.
shoulders and strengthen your back. I'm going to put
a ripple of muscle up and down your body that will make
a big powerful he-man out of you. You will have the
arms and legs of a modern Hercules. I'll clear your
brain and pep up your entire system. You will be just
bubbling over with vitality. You will stretch out your
powerful body and shout for bigger and greater things
to accomplish. Nothing will be too difficult for you to
tackle.

Sounds good, doesn't
hat

good.

it's

It's

it?

You can bet your Sunday
And it's no idle prattle

wonderful.

I'm not promising these things. I guarantee
them. Do you doubt me? Make me prove it. Come
on. Atta boy. Let's go.
either.

Send

role of

Desires,

LIEDERMAN

E.

The Muscle Builder

his

Begins

Wear the _
Appliance, the
m
modern scientific invention which
gives rupture su ff ere rs_ immediate relief.
It has no obnoxious spring's or
pads. Automatic Air Cushions bind I
and draw together the broken parts.
No salves or plasters. Durable. Cheap. ff^^^T
ponnwc
Sent on trial to prove its worth. Be- MR " g " E " BRO °* 5
ware of imitations. Look for trade-mark bearing portrait
and signature of C. E. Brooks which appears on every
Appliance, None other genuine. Full information ana
booklet sent free in plain, sealed envelope.
CO..

different

will

—

BE COMFORTABLE—
Brooks

BROOKS APPLIANCE

H

part
— create an entirely
than she has heretofore portrayed in The Re-Creation
as
appear
Judy, an
of Brian Kent — P. P. She
crippled in
uneducated
who

Zazu

Pitts,

for

my new 64-page

book

"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"
It Is

FREE

It contains forty-three full page photographs of myself
and some of the many prize-winning pupils I have
trained.
Some of these came to me as pitiful weak-

imploring me to help them. Look them over now.
and you will marvel at their present physiques. This
book will prove an impetus and a real inspiration to you.
All I ask is 10
It will thrill you through and through.
cents to cover the cost of wrapping and mailing and it is
yours to keep. This will not obligate you at all, but for
the sake of your future health and happiness, do not
put it offi Send to-day, right now, before you turn this
lings,

Only

$545 for this $20 value

page.

EARLE

White Gold Wrist Watch
14K

25 year

Dept.

E.

LIEDERMAN

305 Broadway,

301,

New York

City

white gold -filled case, richly engraved. latest

Tonaeau shape, sapphire crown, gros grain ribbon with white
gold- filled clasp, 6 jewel movement. An excellent timekeeper,
omea in beautiful velvet and silk-lined case.

EARLE
Dept.

AN IDEAL
GIFT
woman
We

Dear

LIEDERMAN

E.
301,

New York

City

enclose herewith 10 cents, for which you
are to
me, without any obligation on my part
whatever, a copy of your latest book, "Muscular Development." (Please write or print plainly.)

that will make any girl or
happy.
specialize in thia
watch exclusively and are in a position to offer it at a price
lower than the usual wholesale price. If after receiving and
examining this watch, you do not consider it equal to any
watch priced up to $20.00 by jewelers, send it back—we will
promptly refund amount paid. Send only $5.45 and this beautiful watch will be forwarded prepaid, or if you desire we
will ship C. O.D.. you to pay postman $6.45 plus 18c charges
on delivery. Order now as this offer may not be repeated.

Name
Street

WILLIAMS CO., 4750-54 N. Sheridan Road, Chicago

City

When you

305 Broadway,

—I
send

Sir:
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VrayHair
^Banished
in 15 minutes
Tourists reluming from
first

brought to

tint

which

Europe

country the
5 minutes banishes gray hair permanently.
in

this

1

INECTO RAPID

Today

Notox, created by science expressly for coloring the sensitive organism of human hair,
is available to every American woman.

INECTO RAPID
guaranteed to

Notox

is

specifically

reclaim permanently the

original color of gray, streaked or faded hair.
It may be had in 1 8 shades, from radiant
blonde to raven black; and even under

the closest scrutiny its application cannot be
detected. It will neither rub off nor be affected by shampooing, permanent waving,
curling, salt water, perspiration, sunshine or

Turkish or Russian baths.

It

will not affect

permanent waving— and permanent waving
INECTO RAPID Notox.
Contains no paraphenylene diamine.
will not affect

The

highest class Hairdressers from coast to
coast use and endorse
Notox, as do the many thousands of Ameri-

INECTO RAPID

can women whoapply it with invariablesuccess within the privacy of their own homes.

Beware

A

"new art" production of Salome was Nazimova's dream. But her
producers refused to grant it, so she took all the money she had
and made her dream come true. And it ruined her financially

NOTOX
SEND NO MONEY
of imitations— look for

on the package.

Merely ask
about

us to send

you

full

and professionally

particulars

INECTO RAPID Notox and our

,t^^^K^^
— 2s Beauty Analysis Chart,
_

'"

INECTO.

'

INECTO]
RAPID

L-12.

Inc.

Dreams That Did Not Come True

Laboratories and Salons
33-35 West 46th Street

New York, N.Y.

(Continued from page 25)

Sold hi/ best Beautv S*'—
Lrvg and Department Stores

didn't

New toEasy Way/^
#
_
Uarh
CARTOONING

~~-

now

can

wouldn't.
So she took her own money
all the money
she had and made her

—

quickly

to
make comics,
cartoons,
animated
au<l serious cartoons, etc.
Cartooning is lots of fun and fun that pays

learn
sport

home

dream come

—

money!

big:

ful

easy way.

Send

for Free

Book

Mail postcard or letter today for
Free Book on Cartooning.
It tells
all about this easy method perfected'
by one of America's most successful cartoonists
also is filled with interesting facts about cartooning.
Mail card TODAY!
Give Age if under IB years.

WASHINGTON
Room

181 -C,

1 1

SCHOOL OF CARTOONING

13-15thSt„ N. W., WASHINGTON, D. C.

MIDGET NAME SOc.
CARDS
THE LATEST NOVELTY
Per Book
Each book contains 50 perfect

little name cards, size
l%x%, in genuineleather case. Choice
of black, tan, green or red.
A. perfect
name card. Name in Old English type;
Price complete 50e. Send stamps, coin
or money order. Satisfaction guaranteed
or money refunded. Agents Wanted.

64 MAIN STREET

was a very wonderand beautiful picture. It embodied the
true.

SHOPR.
MIDGET CARDGREENE,

Direct from
our factory to wearer.

Easily
„ Bold. Over one million satisfied wearers. No capital orexperience
required. Large steady income. Many earn
$100. to $150. weekly. Territory now being
i

Write For Free Samples.
Madison Mills Mfrs., 509 B'way, New York
allotted.

and most advanced ideas of a very
wonderful woman. And everybody knows
what happened to it. It ruined Nazimova
financially and professionally.
She is now
playing a part in a minor picture and is
frank in saying that she doesn't know
whether or not the public will consent to

I.

take her back.

Marshall Neilan stood alone in the ability
make pictures showing the seamy side
of life. Give him the East Side, an Irish
cop, and a ragamuffin, and he stood alone,
without rivals.
His dream was to make
himself known as a director of big dramatic pictures big, sweeping, tumultuous
plays.
So far as I know, not one of them
has been a real success. Tess seems to be
still on trial.
It has received the best and
the worst notices of any picture of the
to

—

year.

Its box-office future

VOU

can earn $1 to $2 an hour in your spare
1 i time writing show cards. No canvassing or soliciting;. We instruct you by our new
simple Directograph System, supply you with
work and pay you cash each week. Write
today for full particulars and free booklet.
WEST- ANGUS SHOW CARD SERVICE LIMITED
Authorized Capital $1,250,000.00

dubious.

He

wrote the story
himself. In it were his heart and his soul
and his dreams. He brought over the state
carriage of the Austrian Emperor himself,
as one of the props. He assembled a great

Philbin,

in

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

forth a little actress, Mary
he had discovered and had

been saving for just this event. And then,
after he had taken a few scenes, they discharged him as a result of a dispute and
put in another director to finish his picture.
Von Stroheim may make a million
successful pictures and become the most
famous director in the world but never,
never, never will his heart recover from
that wound.
He is a broken-hearted man
today as the result of this disappointment.
On the whole, next to Griffith's, I think
von Stroheim's was the most dreadful
smash of any of the air-castles.
One day, in Ireland, a little boy read
a book called The Prisoner of Zenda. It
fascinated him.
He couldn't get it out of his
;

mind.
little

It

haunted him with

boy's

its

charm.

name was Rex Hotchkiss.

The

He

just what to do with his life. He
became a sculptor.
Finally he came to
America and became a motion picture
actor
finally a director.
On the screen
his name became Rex Ingram.
Always
he treasured the thrill that came to him

didn't

know

;

when he read The Prisoner of Zenda.
Finally, he got to be a figure big enough
motion pictures to be able to dictate
what pictures he would make. His first
choice, quite naturally, was The Prisoner
of Zenda. But for one reason or another,
Finally the day
this dream was postponed.
came. I hardly need say that it proved to
be one of his least successful pictures.
in

There are many dreams lying around
Probably
the
unfulfilled.
Hollywood
chance will come to the dreamers one day,
Pola
and I wonder with what result
:

Negri wants to play Camille; Lillian Gish
wants to be Juliet, so also does Mary Philbin
Louise Fazenda wants to stop being
funny and play in tragedies Lubitsch has
long had a dream of filming Faust; and
Ramon Novarro is now working out his
dream of playing Ben Hur.
Well, may be the gods of dreams be
;

;

kind to them

H^^BHBSB
Every advertisement

He drew
whom

cast.

Toronto, Can.

nMfrnSM
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is

Eric von Stroheim was formerly an
Austrian army officer. He was steeped in
the charm of the Viennese atmosphere. He
knew so well the charming, well-bred cynicism of Austrian life. The one great ambition of his life was to show this in a
picture.
He spent years trying to get a
foothold in pictures. He worked his way
up thru the ranks of the extra men. He
tried and tried until he got a chance, finally,
to be a director. But always he had this
one dream in his heart. Finally the great
day came. They consented to let him nu.ke

Merry Go Round.

69 Colborne Building,

It

finest

Learn cartooning at
spare time this amazingly

in

She had the

publicity.

world in the hollow of her hand.
But at only one point was she balked.
She wanted them to put her out in a
"new art" production of Salome. They

f

You

want any

guaranteed.

all.

,

«°2!S

Advertising Section

_BAER BROS. CO.

The Answer Man

1

advertised watches
established cash prices,

and jewelry on credit at
suae

(Continued from page 74)
All right, write to

for views of our city.

Anthony Palmissano, 3040

New

U,

sell all nationally

Fern

Street,

Orleans, Louisiana.

M.

Doris

—Every

man

desires

to

live

long; but no man would be old. Just one
of the inconsistencies of men, ness pa?

Richard Dix is six feet and he is thirty
and not married. Very handsome, I might
add.

—Yes,

there

Warren Kerrigan

in the

Nina H.

was a picture of
October, 1923, and
Wallace Reid,
in the October, 1924, issue.
in

April,

William

1923.
1920.

Collier,

Jr.,

in

Well, George Sand said
"Love is spontaneous. It surprises and invades it never reasons it has no need to
interrogate itself, to surround itself with
defenses, plans of attack, and projects of
It betrays itself, and then only is
retreat.
And she ought to know.
it restrained."
Cherry Top. Yes, Ramon Novarro
was born in Mexico of Spanish extraction.
Little Farina's real name is Allan Clayton
The best way to reduce is to
Hoskin.
exercise, whether you want to reduce
October,

;

;

—

weight, expenses, or doctor's bills.
Augusta.- Of course, I have teeth;
what did you think I had? I'm quite a
I'm not quite
regular normal person.
Mary Astor
ready for the freak show.
was born in Quincy, Illinois. Madge BelWhy, yes,
lamy in Hillsboro, Texas.
Mary Allison has been married to Robert

—

Ellis.

—

Mlle. S. So, Mae Murray hasn't sent
you her picture as yet. Be patient, Miss
Murray is a busy person. Well, all's fair

Owen
a brunette.
and he came to
the United States at the age of eleven.
He was educated at Toledo, Ohio, and
love

in

unless

it

Moore was born

is

in Ireland

on the screen
Virginia F. Yes,

started

—

playing, especially
ing.

in 1909.
I like

under

Charlie Mack's

Griffith's

Do you remember him

in

direct-

Dream

Mahlon Hamilton played in The
Street?
Heart Raider. You are wrong there that
was Irving Cummings in Rupert of
Hentzau.
Sylvester.—With young boys and
I.
;

girls love is usually only a passing fancy.

They catch the disease quickly, but are
Young hearts dont break,
quickly cured.
they bend. Eileen Percy, Lottie Williams,
Joseph Cornwall and William Scott in
Yesterday's Wife.
Curious. Wireless telegraphy was inYes, I saw
vented by Marconi in 1896.
the Zeppelin ZR3 as she came in from
She passed over my house.
German)'.
Sorry, but I cannot give you a list of the
It
players who were born in Montreal.
would take quite some time to look that up.

gold ring neatly and
designed

artistically

—

perfect cut blue
white diamond, two whitediamond.
sapphires

survives in a

woman?

.

.

$75

$50

Virginia N.

ed

>

m

^

faIos3 <>

engraving:,

all

Warner.

around

$30

.
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New 1925

DeLuxe Catalog.
of

choice gifts in dia-

monds, watches,
pearls, silverware,
toilet sets and jewelry. Prices $10 to
£1000.

hanrj-

B

gold
rittsr, 18 fc, white gold
top, perfect cut blue
white diamond.

$57.50

XS4 —

NUM

white
diamonds, 2*riangu-

18 k. white
aroidring, perfect cut

lar sapphires, 18 k.

blue white diamond; white diamond in
octagon top, pretty top, 4 small diadesign
.
$25 monds in heart
shaped cupsonsides.
Rarely beautiful.

whitegdidring.Very

showy

.

.

.

$75

.

rnxg, large

perfect cut

blue

.

$125

Cash or easy

credit terms. If you
do not see what you

want

in this

ad,

we

suggest that you write
today for our FREE
before
ordering your Xmas

CATALOG

Gifts.

/^

—

—An instrument for record-

2— En-

e a g em ent
ring,

XS2—aoimime&WtB

wsrccn, sapphire
crown, fancy dial, adjusted 15 jewel movement, guaranteed time piece^. . . $23.50

14

fc.

yellow gold,
perfect
cut
blue white
diamond. $5 O

X47<4fk.wWtegoId

M<l,

ring, perfect cut
blue white diamond
2 sapphires.
leader for a low
priced ring. $29.50

and direction of earthClaire
Seismograph.
Windsor at Metro and Buster Collier at
is

white

fe.

cu 5 tlSf
**£**/
whitediamond.
$75

,

J

ing the duration

quakes

18

gold aejamless wedding ring, 6 perfect
cut blue white diamonds, ring engrav-

*

,

Little Miss Why. I'm glad to hear
you haven't missed any of the magazines.
How do you like Movie Adventures?
I wish my readers would write and tell
me what they think of it. Huntley Gordon is playing in Ne'er the Twain Shall
Meet.

X80 -

*' & "£ st ^ e
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Thousands

—

Blondy. Colleen Moore is twenty-two
and is married to John McCormick. Ben
Lyon is five feet eleven and weighs 160
pounds. He has brown hair and blue eyes.
And a mighty popular boy. I often wonder if the primitive desire to be captured

w hi te go 1 d ringj
pierced and engraved. perfect cut blue

Our

Established 1890

called

—

Eleanor R. Yes, Theodore Roberts
has been very ill, but I understand he is
(Continued on page 118)
When you

.
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Want
You"

U. S. Government Jobs
$1140 TO $3000 YEAR
MEN—WOMEN.
Hesser

"I

Can Teach You

The

Best-Knoxtfn, Least-

Known

—Sergei Marinoff

Mail coupon
to-day—

SURE

Girl

(Continued from page 28)

classic dancing in all its forms.
aesthetic, intrepretive, Russian, ballet

—

Greek,
under the direction of the famous Sergei Marinoff.
This remarkable home study system, endorsed by
well known dancing teachers and dancers, enables anyone to master the technique of the dance.
Marinoff makes the training easy and fascinating'.
You have a complete studio in your home. The
equipment consisting of practice costume,
slippers, phonograph records, and dancing bar,
are furnished free with the course.

gorgeous bathing suit in Europe. It was
to be used in The Sporting Venus which
they were making.
But when they got to
Deauville to shoot the scene, they couldn't
make the sun come out.
Blanche talked about Europe and the
plays she saw.
She talked much about the
attempt to revive war plays.
To her, it is a terrible idea a horrible

Write Today!

;

Everyone interested in dancing should write to
Sergei MarinoS at once and get complete information about his splendid system of home instruction in Classic Dancing, This information
is free.
Write today.
Sergei Marinoff, School of Classic Dancing
1924 Sunnyaide Ave., Studio 12-ei Chicago

idea.

She said that the memory of the war
hangs over Europe like a pall under-

—

still

neath the crust of frivolity.
"It is still too near to put on the kind
of plays which look at the war with cold
detachment
too far removed for plays
with the thrill and the hurrah of killing.
;

We

/

S

Name

m

BECOME AN EXPERT

ACCOUNTANT

Executive Accountants command biff salaries. Thousands of firme
Certified Public Accountants In TJ. S. Many
are earning $3,000 to $10,000 a year. We train you thoroly by mail in
snare time for C. P. A. examinations or executive accounting positions. Knowledge of bookkeeping unnecessary to begin. The course
is under the personal supervision of William B. Castenholz, A. M..
C. P. A., former Comptroller and Instructor. University of Illinois;
also former Director of the Illinois Society of C. P. A.'s, and of the
National Association of Cost Accountants, He is assisted by a large
staff of C. P. A. 's, including members of the American Institute of
Accountants. Low tuition fee easy terms. Write now for in formation.

need them. Only 6,000

—

LaSalle Extension University, Dept. 178-H Chicago
The Largest Business Training Institution in the World

GROW TALLER!

YOUR CHOICE OF ANY TWO
Wedding: Ring: with choice of other, only $5.98 —Think of it! Most
beautiful 1925 Basket Designs in genuine Sterling-. Set with famous
Elite Diamonds known for their lasting: fiery brilliance.
Compare
them with the genuine. If you can tell the difference, send them back.

Money Back Guaranteed g^wnSn-DON^lEND !
PENNY! Just name, address. Number of Rings wanted with tinge
11

size.

Pay postman price shown or

if

combination $6.98 on arrival

Money Refunded.
Elite Jewelry House, Dept. 1459, 25E.JacksonBlvd. r Chicago

A

*

Perfect Looking Nose
Can Easily Be Yours
Trades Model No. 25

now

corrects

shaped

all

ill-

quickly,
noses
permanently,

painlessly,

and comfortably at
home.
It is the only
safe and guaranteed
patent device that will
actually give you a perOver
fect looking nose.
users.
satisfied
87,000
recommended
For years
by physicians. 16 years of
experience in manufacturing Nose Shapers is
at your service. Model 25
Junior for children. Write for free booklet, which
tells you how to obtain a perfect looking nose.
Pept.

2260

The Natural Method Bureau,

Atlantic City,

New

Jersey

;

Get This Wonderful RING COMBINATION!

If not delighted.

—

Increase Your Height!
Simple,
Natural, Easy Method. Will increase your height and improve
your appearance. Write for FREE
Booklet. Dept. A.

it

of men
sorrow. It is still too recent for us not to
hear the cries of the wounded."
She was very frank in saying that the
war had racked her to the bottom of her
soul
and had left her shaken. She had
suffered no personal losses. It was worse
than that. It was a sense of overwhelming
chaos and drenching horror.
went on to speak of some of the
plays she saw abroad. Among which was
Joan of Arc.
I suggested that she would, herself, be
But
the perfect type for Joan of Arc.
she shook her head. She says she doesn't
want to play this or any other historic

^

:

S

Address.

was a vast slaughter
a thing of blood and tears and

to realize that

Franklin Institute
Dept. T-255
Rochester, N. Y.

•
/vacation

have come to just the place where
We have
there should not be war plays.

come

f

Gentlemen
Kindly send
me, at once, and entirely
without charge, list of U. S.
Government big paid positions
now obtainable. Advise me also
'
regarding the salaries, hours, work,
and tell me how I can get a
position, sending me also free sample
examination coaching lessons.

usually sufficient

»>

*

/

.Common education

to Dance Like This
You can study

18 Up

Steady Work. No Layoffs
Paid Vacations

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST
Binghamton, N. Y.

DEVELOP
BUST
mj
Day Treatment FREE
14

My old original Three Par Treatment,
standby of women for 21 years, has made thousands happy. Only tested one that gives FULL
DEVELOPMENT without bathinc massage, exercises, pumps or dangerous appliances.
Send 10c for 14-Day Demonstration
to cover postage. Why pay more when I give
big proof treatment FREE to all except mere
curiosity seekers. Dime back if not satisfied.
Madame Williams Dk *6. Buffalo, N.Y.

—

We

character.
She doesn't believe in them for the stage
or screen. Instead of reality, they always
This
give an impression of unreality.
comes from mixing fact and fiction.
And then there is a deeper reason.
"It is impossible for anyone to play
Joan of Arc. You have a Joan of Arc, I
have one. Everybody has one. They are

not the same. In New York, Joan was a
woman obsessed with a spiritual idea; in
the London production she was a woman
of the earth earthy, with a strong peasant
twang to her talk. One writer thinks of
her as a military genius in petticoats. Some
one else says she was a half-wit with a
sexual complex. Some make her out only
half of this earth, hearing spirit voices
others as a roughneck peasant a little queer
in the head. Very likely, Joan didn't know
or why or
Herself just what she was
how she did things. Who of us does

ir li/1you

CAN BE CURED.

"For the same reason

I

dont want to
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Book FREE

wrestler. Learn at home by mail.
Wonderful lessonspreparedbyworld'sichampions
Farmer Burns and Frank Gotch. Free book
tells you how. Seeretholds. blocks and tricks revealed. Don't delay. Be strong, healthy. Handle
bigmenwith ease. Write for free book. State age.
Fa nner Bona School 1521 Railway Bldg. Omaha, Nek

Be an expert

f

NEW AMAZING METHOD
CDCC
"EC enabling
you to pick up thi3
K a Wood Finished
Hawaiian UKULELE and play

fine, full sized,

-

the latest tunea in a manner
that will amaze and delight

No musico

your friends.

edge necessary. This ban

made inst
ment has a r
well

melodious ton
Nothing el -.•
Ilka

HALF
,y TheSAVE
regular price Is

1

<#?

1

$6.50 but if you send at
once you will receive UkEasy Methed, 20

ulele,

H

[

Pieces of music. Felt Pick
and as a heaping value we will
also include absolutely FREE
a Genuine Chinese Good Luck
Ring all for our special sale
price of only $2.95.

SEND NO MONEYS

">REe money

right

at

borne.

Pay

1 nies postage. Our binding legal
f Money Back Guarantee is sent
with each Ukulele. Order Now.

JOHNSON 4

know ?

Every advertisement in
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Wrestling
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V

suffer from pimples, acne, blackIf
heads, brown spots or eruptions I want to send you my
simple home treatment under plain wrapper. It gave me a
soft, velvety, smooth and radiant complexion, and cured
thousands of men and women, after everything else failed.
Simply send name for generous 10 day free trial offer of
my secret home treatment.
329 Gateway Station, Kansas City, Mo.
W. H. WARREN,

fi.^F. J.

is guaranteed.

C. F.
CO.
Genuine
CHINESE
19 W. Jackaon Blvd.,'
Good iMck Ring P.Pt-M-268
-*f"j c *<'0

—
Advertising Section

^M°^ra uRR

Carmen or Camille. They
more interesting or a bit more

play Juliet, or
aren't a bit

wonderful than the

who

girl

next

lives

door.

"These parts have become stunts rather
than characterizations.
You always have
to play them with one eye on tradition.
That's the pity of the movies the pity of

—

all

acting."

Blanche was silent a long time, looking
out into the dim shadows of the dusk.
"If you only could be yourself. But, as
is in the movies, your ideas and your
feelings and emotions have to be filtered
thru a director and a camera and a scenario.
it

"Oh,
self.

if

.

.

some day

could just be

I

my-

."

To which I mentally added
only would be herself.

if

she

— one day — she will
see — what we shall

see.

:

Yes,

And some day
And then we shall

be.

Confidences Off-Screen
(Continued from page 87)

Remembering what Papa Coogan had
told me about training Jackie to take care
"What have you
of his money, I asked
York?"
bought for yourself in
:

New

"Well, now, with my own money I've
bought a race-horse game, and let's see
a couple of lunches, too," he replied
"But my father's bought a few
naively.
things for me."
then,

Just

the

director

him

called

to

went away with the impression
that I had met a real kid.
I have heard
people say that Jackie's life must be a hard
one, removed as it seems to be from the
amusements of childhood. But that isn't
true in the least.
He has a thoroly good
time, and the tutor who is always with
him sees that his spare hours are properly
divided between simple lessons and play.
work.

I

THE ANSWER MAN

Trade Commission
Unmasks 10,000
"Hidden Demonstrators"

Tells His Story
That funny old rascal with the

beard who has
been with Motion Picture

long,

ivhite

Magazine since
tell

it

started, will

about the movies of long

ago in the

February Number
of

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE
For years he has been only anNow he
swering questions.
will tell his side of the story

and do a
the days

lot of

reminiscing of

when Motion

ture Magazine

started,

Pic-

WHEN MILADY BUYS HER BEAUTY
AIDS

many of the

salesgirls wearing
accordance with a recommendation of the Federal Trade Commission
that all "hidden demonstrators" be identified.
Photograph shows Huston Thompson, Chairman of the Commission, pinning the first badge
on a "hidden demonstrator" in Washington,
D. C. A "hidden demonstrator" is a salesgirl
paid by a manufacturer to influence the public's
choice of goods, unbeknown to the customer.
There are more than 10,000 "hidden demon-

she will find

large badges.

This

is

in

strators" in the United States, all of whom will
soon wear identification badges. The American
cosmetic manufacturers have agreed to identify all their demonstrators to protect the public by showing they are not regular store employees.

four-

teen years ago this February.

When you

write to advertisers please mention
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Their Mothers Tell on

Manufacturers, Distributors and Studios

NEW YORK CITY

of

neighbors sent flowers and came to the
funeral, Bennie felt left out.
They had
hung the door-knob with streamers of
white crepe, of course.
And so, a few
afternoons later, when I came up the
street, I was amazed to see something white
dangling from our door-bell.
I was still
more astonished when I got near enough
to discover what it was
an undergarment
taken from my own bureau drawers
Of
course, I snatched it down and hurried into
the house, to find Bennie looking hopefully
out of the sitting-room window. 'I wanted
to be a fun'ral, too, Mamma,' he explained,
'but nobody's brung us a single flower

OUT OF TOWN

Advanced Motion Picture Corp., 1493
Broadway
American Releasing Corp., 15 W. 44th
Street

Corp., 220 W. 42nd St.
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., 35 W. 45th

Arrow Film
Street

Hugo, Productions, 366 Fifth

Ave.

Community Motion Picture Bureau, 46
West 24th St.
Consolidated Film Corp., 80 Fifth Aye.
Cosmopolitan Productions, 2478 Second
Ave.
C. C. Burr Prod., 135 W. 44th St.
Prod., 366 Madison Ave.
(Biograph Studios, 807 E. 175th St.)
Educational Film Co., 729 Seventh Ave.
Export & Import Film Co., 729 Seventh
Ave.
Distinctive

Famous Players-Lasky, 485 Fifth Ave.
(Studio, 6th and Pierce Sts., Astoria,
L. I.)

Film Booking
Film Guild, 8
Film Market,

Offices, 723

Seventh Ave.

W.

40th St.
Inc., 563 Fifth Ave.
National Exhibitors, Inc., 383

First

Madison Ave.

Fox Studios, Tenth Ave. and
Gaumont Co., Congress Ave.,
L.

55th St.

Flushing,

I.

Goldwyn Pictures

Corp., 469 Fifth Ave.
Graphic Film Corp., 729 Seventh Ave.

D. W., Films, 1476 Broadway.

Griffith,

Oriental

(Studio,

Pt.,

Mamaroneck,

N. Y.)
Hodkinson, W. W., Film Corp., 469
Fifth Ave.
Inspiration Pictures, 565 Fifth Ave.
International Studios, 2478 Second Ave.
Jans Pictures, 729 Seventh Ave.
Jester Comedy Co., 220 W. 42nd St.
Kenna Film Corp., 1639 Broadway
Mastoden Films, 135 W. 44th St.
Metro Pictures, Loew Bldg., 1540
.

Broadway
Moss, B.

S.,

1564 Broadway

Outiner Chester Pictures. 120
Street

W.

41st

Pathe Exchange, 35 W. 45th St.
Preferred Pictures, 1650 Broadway
Prizma, Inc., 110 W. 40th St.
Pyramid Picture Corp., 150 W. 34th St.
Ritz-Carlton Prod., 6 W. 48th St.
Selznick Pictures, 729 Seventh Ave.
Sunshine Films, Inc., 140 W. 44th St.

Talmadge Film

Corp., 1540

Broadway

Topics

Day Film

Co.,

of

the

1562

Broadway
Triangle

Distributing

Corp.,

1459

Broadway
Tully,

Richard

Walton,

Prod.,

1482

Broadway
United Artists, 729 Seventh Ave.
Universal Film Corp., 1600 Broadway
Vitagraph Films, East 16th St. and
Locust Ave., Brooklyn

Warner

Bros., 1600

Broadway

West, Roland, Prod. Co., 236

W.

55th

Street

Whitman, Bennett, Prod., 537 Riverdale Ave.
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American Film
Chicago,

Co.,

6227

Broadway,
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Bear State Film Co., Hollywood, Calif.
Leah Baird Prod., Culver City, Calif.
Bennett, Chester, Prod., 3800 Mission
Rd., Los Angeles, Calif.
Charles Chaplin Studios, 1420 La Brea
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
Century Comedies, 6100 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Christie Film Corp., 6101 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Commonwealth Pictures Corp., 220 So.
State

!

yet.'

To

age of four she was a little country girl
living on the farm.
Her chief companion
was a tiny lamb which Agnes fed every
day from a bottle. Like Mary's historic
pet,
she followed Agnes wherever she
went. As time passed, the lamb became a
sheep.
She grew so large and fat that
she could hardly squeeze thru the house
doors, but she insisted on regarding herself as a lamb, still, and would try to
clamber up into Agnes' small lap.
Another friend was a small, red, bantam hen
that would stalk every morning into the

Chicago, 111.
Prod., 5341 Melrose
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
Douglas Fairbanks Studios, Hollywood,
Jackie,

Calif.

Famous

Players-Lasky Studios, 1520
Hollywood; Calif.
Fox Studios, 1401 Western Ave., Hollywood, Calif.
Garson Studios, Inc., 1845 Glendale
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
Goldwyn Studios, Culver City, Calif.

Vine

St.,

sitting-room,
where Agnes slept in a
trundle-bed, hop up beside her, scratch herself a nest among the bedclothes and lay a
tiny white egg. If shut out of the sittingroom, she indignantly refused to lay!
And so it goes.
Leatrice Joy may be a clever young
woman, but her mother tells of the time
when she used to dress up in the plunder
of the attic and come into the room where
.

Grand-Asher Prod., 1438 Gower St.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Graf Prod., Inc., 315 Montgomery St.,
San Francisco, Calif.
Harold Lloyd Studios, 6642 Santa
Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Ince Studios, Culver City, Calif.
MacDonald,
Katherine,
Prod.,
Girard St., Los Angeles, Calif.

Mary

Pickford

Studios,

see Agnes Ayres, stately and beautino one would ever guess that at the

ful,

St.,

Coogan,

945

Mrs.

Hollywood,

honey;

Mayer, Louis B., Studios, 3800 Mission Rd., Los Angeles, Calif.
Metro Studios, 1025 Lillian Way, Los

"Yes, yes,

perfectly fine!" her mother

Mamma, how

fine or not

not world-famous
even, but
to their mothers they are still the little boys
and girls who did naughty things and
funny things and bright things and were
spanked and mended and scolded and
kissed and, secretly admired
Oh, well, you know how mothers are

Not successful

celebrities,

—

Calif.

Roland, Ruth, Prod., Culver City, Calif.
Sawyer-Lubin Prod., 6912 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Sennett, Mack, Studios, 1712 Glendale
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Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Stahl, John M., Prod., 3800 Mission
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Stewart, Anita, Prod., 3800 Mission
Rd., Los Angeles, Calif.

Tourneur, Maurice, Prod., Ince Studios, Culver City, Calif.
Talmadge Prod., 5341 Melrose Ave.,
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United Studios, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.
Universal
Studios,
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City,
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Vitagraph Studios, 1708 Talmadge St.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Warner Bros., Bronson Ave. & Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Weber, Lois, Prod., 6411 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Wharton, Inc., Ithaca, New York
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that's

demanding

can you tell whether
without looking around?"
Leatrice would wail until Mrs. Joy, in selfdefense, explained that all mothers had eyes
in the backs of their heads, and this novel
theory satisfied Leatrice for several years
"But,

it's

Morosco, Oliver, Prod., 756 So. Broadway, Los Angeles, Calif.
Pacific Studios, San Mateo, Calif.
Pathe Freres, 1 Congress St., Jersey
City, N. J.
Ray, Charles, Studios, 1425 Fleming
St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Robertson-Cole Studios, 780 Gower St.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Roach, Hal E., Studios, Culver City,

in

was embroidering,
watch her perform.

would applaud.

Angeles, Calif.

Every advertisement

Joy

that she

Calif.

1

Them

{Continued from page 95)
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and"DanceAnd Her Hands

Jhe Scientific Sunt of

t

All

Red and Rough

The

A tramping
WEEK-END

in

and
bushes,

through woods
scratchy
climbing
roughing

fences,

it

general-

wind and
—plus
had played
havoc with her
ly,

.

.

That's

gets

Catuso's

away

Amazing Vocal Power

Out

\
\

... In the morning her
smooth and beautiful again.

XJow

that Pearl White and Bill Hart have
started the literary fad in the film col-

.

.
magic on the
That is TANFORAN
on hands, arms, neck, face, wherever one
skin
wishes to make or keep the skin soft, smooth and lovely.
Your druggist has TANFORAN or can get it for you.
Or send 12 cents in stamps or
35-cent or 75-cent sizes.
coin to Jean Vallee & Cle., La Porte, Ind., and they
will send you a trial size bottle by mail, prepaid.

found again.

ony of

writing books, no doubt screen
soon have their own fivefoot shelf of literary works.
Here are a
few suggestions of books that may be

.

.

...

celebrities will

Eugene Feuchtinger,
A. M., Musician-Sci*
entist.

What
skin lovely and keeps

it

so

What

the

Charles

Man

Should Wear, by Bull

Four Months

by Director

in Italy,

Eat and Grow Fat, by Nita Naldi.
Speed and Economy in Film Production,
by Eric von Stroheim.
Beauty Hints, by Farina.
The Rise and Fall of the Roman Empire,
by Cecil B. De Mille.

pends upon the develop-

ment of that muscle. You.
can have a beautiful singing or speaking voice if
your Hyo-Glossus muscle
xs developed by correct
training.

The Great Discovery
Professor Feuchtinger, A. M.— famous in
the music centers of Europe discovered
the secret of the Hyo-Glossus muscle. He
devoted years of his life to scientific research and finally perfected a system of
voice training that will develop your HyoGlossus muscle by simple, silent exercises

Ricardo Cortez Conies Thru
Just

—

masters in every sphere of music
workmanship and ease of playing.

PflivPovmant*
I-a5/ * ay meats

for artistic quality, fine

vre arranged fa small monthly Bums. A few
centa a day will pay for your instrument.

Send for

FREE
New Catalog—
—over
and

.

Illustrated
Every known musical instrument described
8000 articles. Gives you lowest prices and full information about
Free Trial. Easy Payment Plan. No obligation. Write todavl

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co. Dept 1521
"'
"il7E.4ihSt..Cincinn«ti 329S.W«bafhAYe..Cbiea«o/*
„s.ll7E.4thSt..Cbdnn«ti
'

l20W.42cdSt..NewYork

—

a year ago in this department, under

the heading, Another Prediction, I made
the following comment
"As an example of an actor who is being
greatly underestimated by the producer
who has him under contract, I wish to put
forward Ricardo Cortez.
Cortez has
received unfavorable comment from the
press, but, nevertheless, we quite confidently predict that Cortez will one day
spring a surprise on everybody by proving
himself a strong personality and a splendid
actor."
In Feet of Clay, Ricardo springs the sur-

See for yourself the quality of these famous instruments,
the reoult of 200 years' experience in musical instrument
building:. A weeks' free trial in your own home no obliWurlitzer instruments are praised by
gation to buy.

250StocktonSl..San Francisco I

.

right in your

Opera

.

nn
FKKK
t M fc

» *** ** *

Write today for

my FREE BOOKLET,

"A Cleab-Tone Skin,"— telling how

cured myself after being

E.S.GIVENS.222

Chemical Bldg..

afflicted 16

I

yean.

Kansas City, Mo.

to its natural color

Graham Hair Color.

by Gervaise

A clear, dainty

Guaranteed harmless. Price $1.50
at all druggists or by mail prepaid. Write for sample and
booklet on the hair and complexion, FREE.
Mrs. GERVAISE GRAHAM, 33 W. Illinois St., Chicago.

III.

His Students
—

There

is

nothing complicated about the

Professor's methods. They are ideally
adapted for correspondence instruction.
The exercises are silent. You can practice
them in the privacy of your own home.

and makes good our prediction. To
he scores the outstanding hit of the
film and proves beyond a doubt that in
neglecting Cortez the Lasky outfit has
missed an opportunity to develop a very
promising star.

The results are positive.

us,

100%

Improvement Guaranteed

The

Perfect Voice Institute guarantees
that Prof. Feuchtinger's method will improve your voice 100* . You are to be your
own judge take this training if your
voice is not improved 100% in your own
opinion, we will refund your money.

—

—

Send for Free ^ook

'The

liquid, in use since 1888.

Stars

derful training.

Guide to the Movies

RESTORED

own home.

Since the Professor brought his discovery
to America, orators, choir singers, club
women, preachers and teachers over
10,000 happy pupils have received his won-

prise

Pimples, Blackheads,
Acne, Eruptions on the face or body, Barbers Itch,
Eczema, Enlarged Pores and Oily or Shiny Skin.
Your Skin Can Be Quickly Cleared of

voice

,

Charles Brabin.

Any Wurlitzer Instrument
In Your Own Home

of the

production
and a method for de*
veloping the singing
or speaking voice of
any man or woman by strengthening this r.iuecle.
The arrow points to the
all-important Hyo~Glos~
eus muscle Wliether your
voice is strong or weak,
pleasant or unpleasant
harsh ormelodiovs, dein

Montana.

My

discovered

Hyo • Glossus Muscle

know About Women, by

I

who

the function

forthcoming
Spencer Chaplin.

©\

Hon,

Literature Craze Hits Hollywood

In long ago days, the lovely ladies of Queen Antoinette's Court used a secret and carefully guarded skin
lotion that made their hands the envy of all beholders.
and only recently
Then the prized formula was lost . .

Try

theories of voice produc*

at night.

soft,

trie

Eugene Feuchtinger*s

(Continued from page 55)

********

Makes

A postmortem of Caruso9a
throat showed superb development of his Hyqagain
Gloesue muscle
proving the soundness of

it

(

to do.

And again

it;

\

As soon as she reached home, she
anointed her red and rough hands with TANFORAN.
.

and

—

with

hands were

girl

with

with

hands. A dinner and
dance to attend the
How
next night.
could she go
such hands? . . .
But she knew ex-

what

the

the villain
is the fellow who
doesn't get away

sun

actly

is

fellow who makes
ardent love to the

country

the

hero

detective is always the fierce-looking
individual who keeps his hat glued to
his head even when he is in the house.
The cowboy is the fellow in the cowboy's outfit who spends half the time putting stacomb on his hair and the other half
in making love to the ranch owner's daugh-

Send us the coupon below and we'll send
you FREE this valuable work on the Perfect Voice. Prof. Feuchtinger is glad to
give you this book. You assume no obligation but will do yourself a great and lasting good by studying it. It may be the first
step in your career. Do not delay.

ter.

MAKI
AT HOM
can earn
YOU
making show

We show

you

The hero is the fellow who makes ardent
love to the girl and gets away with it the
villain is the fellow who makes ardent love
to the girl and gets thrown off a cliff for
his impertinence.

home in your

spare time
cards. No canvassing or soliciting.
work
at
home, no
how, supply you

money

at

matter where you live and pay you cash for all work
Write
Full particulars and booklet free.
done.
today.

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SYSTEM, LTD.
1

Adams Building

Toronto, Canada

erfecf. Voice Institute ni " n "
|

|
=

|
i
|

Please send

me FREE

"Enter Your World."
ject that interests

me

E

whatever.

|

DSinjinf OSpiikinf

\T7hile

Pola Negri

has

shown a few

flashes of great dramatic ability in her
American- made films, she has failed to

|

NameAddress

(Continued on page 109)

When you

Chicego

Professor Feuchtinger's book,
have put X opposite the sobmost. I assume no obligation

I

1922 Sunnyside Ave., Studio

12-61

I

=

=
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Q Weak Voice

|

Something Wrong With Pola?

'
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NOW-WhileYouSleepyv„£»- f Hands Made
White ^Soft

AwH

Overnight— Red Hands Made Snow-White

Rough Hands Made Velvet-Smooth
Yes, while you sleep, your hands entirely renovatedl
Overnight, Dr. Egan's Medicated Gloved work a miracle. No matter how red and raw your hands; or how
etained or blotched; no matter how rough and coarse
one night's wear of these magic gloves will turn your
hands exquisitely white, smooth and soft. Doubt it
if you like, but one night's test will convince. If you*re
not more than amazed, no cost to you.

Dr. Egan's

Astor, Hope Hampton, and Harrison
Ford in a scene from The Price of a Party

Mary

Critical Paragraphs

charm without beautiful white
No woman need any longer hide

true

hands.
her hands in shame. No matter how abused
your hands, how toil-worn or coarsened,
they can now be beautified, whitened and

smoothened— in one night!

Just

draw on a

Egan' s Medicated Gloves on retiring and wake up with lily-white hands!
It's Dr. Egan's wonderful solution in the
pair of Dr.

fabric of the gloves that does

it!

No mere

creams can compare!

Send today for a pair of Dr. Egan's
Medicated Gloves. Try them out at our
risk. With the gloves already medicated
we send bottle of medicator to restore
their potency from time to time; also ajar
of Dr. Egan's Porelax to apply before donning the gloves. The Porelax opens the
pores and hastens the action of the medicathis

ment

Amaz-

ing Introductory Offer only

—

Medicated Gloves, generous
supply of Porelax and Medicator— all
fo"$1.95 on this introductory offer. But you must act at
once, as only 10,000 sets .re to be distributed at the cut
pr'ce. You may pay the postman or, i f you prefer enclose $2.00 with coupon and receive package all paid for.
Remember, every penny of your money back if you say
so. Clip and mail the coupon now before you forget.

outfit

Complete outfit-Gloves./ Please send (plainly wrapped) Magic
Medicator and Porlax ' Gloves and outfit complete for free
sentonBdays'approval./ trial
I will hand postman $1.95 and
price^for^LlMB^onV'-P?-3 -^^ on delivery; to be returned in
Pay postman"/ full if a week's trial doesn't delight me
$1.95
the pric (with post-/ with results. (Sent prepaid to those who
Ji » pre'
age)
„
& ~, on delivery,, or
prefer enclosing $2 under same moneyenclose $2 now and/ h „ .i_
uacB guarantee.)
t?et outfit prepaid./
Money back if re-

—

_

eulta don't aa- /
tonish you. Mail / 2jnwp

coupon

now / *«««?•

while special
price holds

/

_

/

good.

Fiery
Reelike

A

__

Address

Glove Size.

DIMPLES

DIAMONDS.

At special bargain prices. Reelike dia
monds have sparkle and dazzle which
only the finest diamonds

"Dear Ann: You can't imhow happy I am since I
for the Dolly Dimpler
and now have the cutest dimagine

mountings,
which are reproductions of solid.
platinum rings.
Set

style

in latest

sent

ples.

No. 1— Man's heavy Dlatin
finish ring handsomely cai
Large Reelike Diamond
curely set in octagon shaped
top. $3.87.

.

2— Oriental Peacock Ring, sterling

emeralds
'
and sapphires
silver, 19

feathers,
in

All the girls envy

me

and the boys simply flock
around me. You are my dearest friend and I want to see
you happy, too; so Ann, take
my advice: send for the Dolly
Dimpler. You will be amazed
at what a difference it will
make. Everyone mentions how
much prettier I am.
Devotedly, Sonia."

No.

eye

144

I

sets are now being offered for advertising purposes at practically cost
$1.95. You can get this complete $5.00

rut

head.

Rare beauty,
Special

$1.83

DOLLY DIMPLER
ner ring. Ob
X

sapphire

ii

surrounded
.. _4 Genuine Reelike Diamonds and
triangular
cloisennt
enamels in each corner
productionof $750 ring,
introductory price $4.83.

—

No. 4~L,ady's solitaire. I arge
Reellke Diamond set in platinum
finished handsomely carved mount-

ing.

Only $3.27.

SEND NO MONEY. Let us send you any
ring for inspection. On arrival, pay
postman price quoted.
PREPAY
ALL POSTAGE. Keep ring 10 days
and if not satisfied then, we will return
"k-jB =^- your money immediately.
Order today
_-~JKl
as special sale prices on these rings
\

WE

f

1

—

may be withdrawn any day. FRANKLIN

ro. JEWELRY CO.. 93- A Nassau St., N.Y^
S^

used

device

that

is a simple, harmless, easily
produces fascinating dimples

quickly. Beconunended by facial specialists. Absolutely harmless. Eesults positive. Jliss D. H. writes:
"I am very pleased with results obtained from Dolly
Dimpler. My sister has been using my Dimpler
and she, too, is delighted." Clip the coupon
below and send $1 for everything,
including complete instructions, mailed
sealed in plain wrapper, postage
prepaid. Or sent C. O. D. for
Address
S 1 25
CO.
DOLLY DIMPLER CO.
Dept C.,247McDanlel Street,

^^^
^^-^

DOLLY
DIMPLER
DIMPLER,
Name

^

^--^

DAYTON. OHIO
Herewith find $1 for the complete
with

full

-

-

DOLLY

D?rt«n (1
UJyiOn.U.

instructions for use.

Greatest Disappointment

B$ Geo.

TAfHEN
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B. Jenkins

Lambert's

wife

left

him,

he

tho he had been
rather fond of her when they were married.
Within a week, however, he had adjusted his life so that Margaret's exit left
smile,

to

no mark.
Shortly afterward, Wall Street took a
whack at him, chopped off seventy-eight
per cent, of his capitdl, and left him with
such a meager income that he could not
afford even a valet.
Lambert chuckled
zvhen he made this discovery, put his affairs in the hands of a trust, company,
hopped into a roadster, and started West.
In Ohio, he was informed by wire that
he zvas named as a co-respondent in a
divorce case of unusual sordidness.
Tho
he was as innocent of guilt as an oyster,
he grinned.
"Farewell, Reputation!" he
murmured, and continued on his trip.
When he arrived in Hollywood, he zvas
hired as an extra in a moving picture- film
depicting "The Decline and Fall of the
Roman Empire." Lambert was a slave.
He worked one day before being fired
because he hadn't a Roman nose.
But
Lambert knew that he was in the only
scene that was taken that day.

Six months

Lambert arrived in
had almost starved in
the interim and in California, his funds
were tied up by a court injunction, he had
sold his car, but he looked life noncha-

New

York.

later,

He

—

lantly in the face.

That night he zvent
ing of

to see the first shozv-

"The Decline and Fall of

the

Ro-

man Empire."

After seeing the film, he
went out on the street and threw himself
in front of a trolley-car.

He

V,

in

The

Harrison

had appeared in one scene in the
And that scene had been cut out
picture.
in the editing!

(Print Plainly)
h Address..

Every advertisement

—

managed

in the glove fabric.

Yours tO Try at/ The Egan Manufactory
Our Risk t 456 So. State St., Chicago

These gloves will soon be offered the
public through the regular channels at
15.01 the pair. But a limited number of

ness rival but falls in love with him after
aiding him when she finds her employer
trying to attack her sister.
There are a
few dramatic moments and some refreshing twists and the mounting given the
film
is
appropriately
colorful.
Hope
Hampton looks real charming as the queen
of the cabarets and she sports some startling costumes.
She receives good support

from Arthur Edmund Carew,
Ford and Dagmar Godowsky.

Wear Them During Day,- Too

Complete $5.00 Outfit on

Productions

(Continued from page 97)

Whiten and Soften Hands Thru Action of
Impregnated Fabric
No

New

Magic Medicated Night Gloves

About

is

guaranteed.

,

wsr/^j

Advertising Section
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{Continued from page 107)
equal the fine work she did in Passion and
some of her other German-made vehicles.
For some reason or other Negri cannot
seem to get going since she arrived in this
country.

Projector and
25 scenes only

60c!

Enjoy your favorites again at home.
This remarkable
device projects scenes from latest photoplays by merely
holding It before any light. Size of picture governed by
intensity of light and distance from wall.
Important still scenes, on non-inflammable film, from
14 very recent big Paramount features, showing Gloria
Swanson, Pola Negri, Bebe Daniels, Betty Compson,
Rudolph Valentino, Thomas Meighan, Jack Holt, Warren
Kerrigan, Richard Dix, Glen Hunter, Rod La Rocque,
Ernest Torrence, Antonio Moreno, Theodore Roberts, Tom
Moore. Every one of these 15 stars positively appear in
included with outfit.

Mm

Makes

Ideal

Xmas

Just out.

Pordell Projector,

Inc.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Direct

from the

Maker

Hailed as one of the greatest actresses
on the screen by many critics when she
first landed here, Pola has steadily lost
ground, and the past year has seen Gloria
Swanson, Barbara La Marr and Betty
Compson all excel her in finely drawn and
effective performances.
Lubitsch is now directing Negri in her
latest production, and perhaps under her
old master's guidance Pola will come to
the screen with all of her old-time power
and glory.

Gift

Order at once.
771 Coney Island Ave.

Onto*'

Asa

8
Adjustments

Those Movie Mansions
writer in the New York Telegram

remarks, on the screen the rich do not
in simple- mansions, but in so many
Metropolitan museums. Every house, even
the simplest, is filled with great vistas and
all sorts of period furniture.
The distances in these screen homes is something
tremendous.
Laid end to end, the rooms
of some would reach from Forty-second
Street to Central Park. And in the swimming-pools which are included as part of
every millionaire bathroom, the Olympic
aquatic championships might easily be held.
live

,

i

Perfect hearing is now being restored in every condition of deafness or defective bearing from
causes euch as Catarrhal Deafness, Relaxed or Sunken Drums.

Thickened Drums, Roaring and
Hissing Sounds,
Perforated,
Wholly or Partially Destroyed
Drums.Discharge from Ears, etc

Wilson Common-Sense Ear Drums
"Little Wireless Phones for the Ears" require no
medicine but effectively replace what is lacking or
defective in the natural ear drums. They are simple
devices, which the wearer easily fits into the ears
where they are invisible. Soft, safe and comfortable*
Write today for our 168 page FREE book on DEAF'
MESS, giving you full particulars and testimonials.

WILSON EAR DRUM
486 Inter-Southern Bldg.

CO.. Incorporated

LOUISVILLE, KY.

Name ?

What's in a
V^onder

what's the matter with the name
Nearly every individual
of "Jack" ?
who starts out in life with this name tied
to him, drops it later when he begins to
get up in the world and becomes "John."
Jack Barrymore did it Jack Gilbert did
it; and now since Jack Ford has directed
the successful film, The Iron Horse, he has
done it. The only one we know who remains loyal to "Jack" is Jack Pickford,
and we expect him to be changing soon.

—and direct from factory
Only $1.00 down buys the
famous Studebaker Insured Watch
direct from the factory at the low
factory price. Choice of 54 newest
Art Beauty Cases, in white gold,
green gold or yellow gold effects; 8

handsome dial designs. Mail coupon
for beautiful Style Book in colorsSent Free!

J21 Jewel ^ E^tra thin

Studebaker
The Insured Walch
—

Has

21 Jewels
8 adjustments— and is insured for the
lifetime of the owner. The masterpiece of timepieces
at an amazingly low price.

Watch Chain FREE!

;

For a limited time we are offering a beautiful Watch
Chain FREE. Write while offer lasts.

Mail Coupon for FREE Book
Mail coupon today for magnificent Studebaker Book
of Advance Watch Styles. Find out how you can
buy direct from the factory save money and own one
of the finest watches made. The Book shows 54newest
thin-model designs in Art Beauty Cases. Sent FREE!

—

GET THIS WONDERFUL RING
Set with famous Elite Diamonds known for their laitlnff,
fiery brilliance. Pool your best friends. No. 1, Ladies'
Filigree Basket Platinum Effect. $3.98; No. 2, Men's
Heavy Belcher 14K. Gold s. $3.49; No. 3, Ladies'
Orange Blossom Solitaire, $2.98. Compare with Genutoe. If you can tell difference, send it back.

FREE
Sterling

Bar Pin
with
Ladies'

Ring

_and

Tie Pin

with

ELITE JEWELRY HOUSE
Dept. 1608

25 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago,

Men's
Bing.

III.

ROMOLA
Told

in Story

Form

made the new way from your own combings or cut hair.
Write for FREE style booklet. Prices Reasonable.

Dorothy Donnell Calhoun

DAVENPORT,

The beautiful picture,

Address

made

City

nesslife.

ever

Bow-Legged

the screen, will appear in

legs,

and per-

manently, without pain,
operation or discomfort. Worn at night.
new "Lim-Straitner," Model
18, U. S. Patent, is easy to adjust; its results will soon save
you from further humiliation, and improve your personal
appearance 100 per cent. (Model 18 is not like old-fashioned splints or braces, with bothersome straps, hard to adjust, but ascientinc, modern deviceofprovenmerit.usedand
recommended forthelast3yearsby physicians everywhere.)

My

Write today for particulars, testimonials and

my

Windsor, Ont.

will see

on

short story form, illustrated with pictures of
rare beauty from the orig-

M- TRILETY, SPECIALIST

Chock hero for

I

Jewelry Folder

j

All the rage.

A wonderful

Xmas gift. Unique. StrikingAlso for piano, victrola,
desk. Shade is plain colored
crepe with floral crepe lining.

write to advertisers please mention

1

I
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The February Number of

MOTION PICTURE
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j
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^ "Beauty"
Bed Lamp

inal production in

Binghamton, N. Y.

When you

State

ly attractive. Doll unbreakable. Slips over top of bed.

free

copyrighted physiological and anatomical book which tells
you how to correct bow and knock-kneed legs without any
obligation. Enclose a dime for postage.

.

Ladles Watch Polder

Gish and Ronald Colman,

which you soon

safely, quickly

ojjicc,

Check hero for

both young and old, will
be glad to hear that my

new appliance will successfully straighten
within a short time,
bow - leggedness and

Building,

in Italy, with Lillian

and Knock- Kneed

men and women,

knock-kneed

Canada send your inquiry

our Canadian

IA.

the key note of success,
both in social and busi-

W. U.

to

PERSONAL
now more than

South Bend, Indiana

If you live in

Appearance
is

1155 L,

Ask for Ladies' Bracelet Watch Folder
Ask for Jewelry Folder

STUDEBAKER WATCH CO.

By

Dept. B,

Dept. E-6
South Bend, Indiana
Canadian Address : Windsor, Ontario

Dept. E-6

SWITCHES— BOBS— CORNET BRADS
MRSE.VANPERVOORT.

STUDEBAKER WATCH CO.

$2.89 complete with socket,
cord, swivel plug.

6-ft.

Send no money. Pay postman on
delivery.

Money back

if

Only
$

2.89

not sat-

ORDER TODAY.
UNGER DOLL & TOY CO.

isfied.

272-B 4th Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.

(

Plus Postage)

Send no Money
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Letters to the Editor
{Continued from page 70)

Long Live Lon Chaney
Dear Editor
Whenever I am asked
who is my favorite screen actor, I im:

mediately

many

are
are

reply,

reasons

two in
The first

"Lon Chaney!"

why

I like

There

him, but there

particular.

is, that, tho he is always given
very hardest roles in the movies, he
always gives such an excellent portrayal
of them that by his characterization he
stands out as the one who makes the picture a success.
The second is, that you cannot watch
him on the screen for a moment without
realizing that he is not acting but living
his part.
His is the highest contribution
that an actor can give to filmdom, for he

the

acts for art's sake.

Does anyone dispute me when I say
Lon Chaney is the best character
actor on the screen?
Whatever the role
that

which he appears, one is immediately
convinced that he was made for it.
His
Hunchback of Notre Dame was one of the
most brilliant pieces of acting ever seen
on stage or screen.
Of course, one receives a very vivid
impression of the hunchback from readin;;'
Victor Hugo's book, but after seeing Lon
Chaney in the role, he stands out as a
figure so pitiable yet so poignantly human
that one can never forget him. And fancy
in

on
eOery woman's lips

*

the intense bodily torture

the most discussed, widely used and
TANGEE
highly recommended
today. When
is

you

A. H.,
Phoebus, Va.

putabit on your lips you will see the startling change
of color that takes place orange changing to natural red. Blonde or brunette, it blends perfectly with
every complexion, bringing out the natural color
of your lips while enhancing their attractiveness.

—

Bumps and
Joy

—

toilet

preparations are sold

— one

the

start.

single and I dont intend to
get into trouble right away by taking unto
myself a wife to battle with the rest of
my days. But when I do lead a blushing
bride away from the altar, she's going to
be the sort of woman I believe Leatrice

— Price $1.00

Toy to be.

THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY

P**"^

P. H.,

LONDON

PARIS

:

Now, I'm

(Will outlast five ordinary sticks)

NEW YORK

Boosts from Readers

Now there is Leatrice
could not call her beautiful,
perhaps, but she certainly is delightful to
watch on the screen, where her winning
personality captivates her audience from
Dear Editor

Does not come off on the napkin when eating or
on the gloves or veil. Waterproof and permanent.
Natural not artificial.
Contains a cold cream base, therefore softening
and soothing to the lips.
For sale wherever

it

that the future, which throws
everyone into their proper perspective, may
hail Lon Chaney as the greatest screen
actor of his age. He deserves that honor.
Three cheers for him
trust

I

lipstick

Lon Chaney must

have suffered while playing

Fort Myers, Fla.

Mons. Doriot

TflNG€€
The Original Orange

LIPSTICK
To

get the

most

perfectTANGEE
(natural)

effect
also use either

Tangee Creme
Rouge for a dry
skin, price $1.00—
or Tangee Rouge,
price 75c. Now
available.
Both
are waterproof.

110

t

SEND FOR SAMPLE

\

si

^

THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY

489 Fifth Avenue (Dept. M-l), New York City
Enclosed find 10 cents in coin for packing and mailing
sample of TANGEE
the original orange lipstick that
changes to natural red.

—

Name^

Every advertisement

J

in
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is

John Bowers signing the required
try blank, which permitted him

ento

automobile

Los

enter

the

races

in

Angeles on Thanksgiving Day
guaranteed.
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Advertising Section

PIN-MONEY
For

Married Women
We

know

there are

many

women who

married

are

anxious to earn pin-money;

but they have never been

employment

able to obtain

would

that

not

The answer
a villain vain?
must be yes, for here is Wallace
Beery having his hair curled

interfere

with household duties or
permit them to take the
proper care of their children and earn money at the

Is

Dear Editor:
when she doesn't
pictures that

Norma Talmadge

I like

pose, but in
all she does.

is

many

of her

same time.

Elsie Ferguson is another who does
nothing but pose.
I often wonder how
she gets a contract— but I forget she does

Now Here Is

dress well.

—

Your

As for
see her I

Corinne

Griffith, every time
like yelling, "Isn't there

feel

physician in the office

Opportunity

W.

E.

Wash.

proposition will not

interfere in any way with
your domestic duties, for
you only need devote a few
hours a day to our work to
earn quite a bit of money.

Dear Editor

wonder why someone

I

:

doesn't promote Ricardo Cortez to the
leading man class?
He seems so sincere
in his minor roles, I am sure he would
make good as a lead. Poor fellow! He
always seems to get left when it comes to
winning the girl. If he weren't so nice

wouldn't matter, but watching him make
wonder how the heroine
can refuse him.
it

love, I continually

Hundreds

of spare-time

B. H.,

representatives have found

tive

pleasant.

We

want

a rep-

resentative in your locality

obtain

to

Providence, R.

remuneraand the work easy and

and

new

subscribers

renewals

collect

for

Motion Picture Magazine,
Motion Picture Classic,
and Beauty.

If

you are

Dear Editor:

Here's just a word in

money, send in the
coupon for further particulars of our plan.
Subscription-

175 Nuffield

am

St.,

interested

Please send

in
full

and

City

Smith. $100 to $500 weekly is not
unusual for such musicians to earn.
Jos.

Talk About Fun!
There is always a good time for the
Saxophone player. It's the ideal instrument for social entertainment.
It is a key to social popularity.
At
parties, everywhere, the Saxophone
player

the center of attraction.

is

Easy to Play Easy to Pay
The Saxophone

the easiest of

is

all in-

start you.

We

Reginald Denny
breeze.

He

as refreshing as a sea
radiates health and vitality, is
is

in fact,
modest, kind and good-natured
in type and personality he is the only
logical successor to our beloved "Wally."
;

X. Y.

•

Dear Editor
him

better

:

my
if

Perhaps

he had his face

Very interesting.
Tells all about the
various Buescher Saxophones, with pictures
of the famous professionals an J orchestras.
Send coupon for a copy. Mention any
other instrument in which you may be
interested.
155
-

Conway Tearle
idols.

airs.

Free Saxophone Book

Md.
t

longer one of

In a week you can play popular

Besides being so easy to play - we make it veryeasy to pay for one of these Buescher Saxophones
with our simple plan of deferred payments.
Play and earn while you pay.

Z.,

Baltimore,

I.

I

is
no
would

Buescher Band Instrument Co.

lifted.

M. W.,

Everything in

Band and Orchestra Instruments
Elkhart, Ind.

380 Buescher Block

Cohoes, N. Y.
Inc.

I

Brooklyn, N. Y.

money-making

information at once.

Name
St.

big

headlines.

talent,

Department

your

make

struments to play. You don't have to
"study" it as you do other instruments. There's no practice drudgery.
You don't have to be "talented".
3 LESSONS SENT FREE with the instrument

like

BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS,

Saxophonists

money, and the work is easy and pleasant.
You might easily become a
wizard like Tom Brown or Ross Gorman, or a great record-maker like
Clyde Doerr or Bennie Krueger or

such quiet charm
and sincerity as to make it almost unique.
have a crying need for actors of his
caliber.
I believe another year will see
his name at the top of the list if not in

marked by such

is

extra

CUT HERE

His work

appreciation of Ronald Colman.

interested in earning a little

I
plan.

I.

very

plan

our

and a Barrel of Fun
First-Class

M.,

Seattle,

Our

I

a
to relieve the pain?"

No
State

Editor:
Why doesn't Tom
Meighan be himself? I am so tired of
his being wasted on light comedy that I
almost weep when I see him wasted in
such light, weak things as his late pictures
have been. They dont give him a chance
to act there is nothing to do. Please, Mr.
Meighan, give us some real drama, such

Dear

;

When you

write to advertisers please mention

Buescher Band Instrument Co.,
380 Buescher Block, Elkhart, Ind.

I

Gentlemen:
I aminterested in the instrument checked below;
Saxophone. .Cornet. .Trombone. .Trumpet.
(Mention any other instrument interested in)

I
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I

Street Address

I
'

.
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Shape of My Nose
Delayed Success

How

the

BY EDITH NELSON
HAD

tried so long to get into

movies. My Dramatic
Course had been completed and

the

I

was ready to pursue my amBut each director had

I

bitions.

turned me away because of
Each
the shape of my nose.

me I had beautiful eyes,
mouth and hair and would

told

photograph

well

—

but

—

my

A

sincere motion-picture star
will sacrifice her beauty for the
Enid Bennett
sake of her art.
is one of these.
Above, you see
her as she really looks; on the
opposite page, you see her as she
appears in The Red Lily

nose was a "pug" no'se and
were seeking beauty.
they
Again and again I met the
same fate. I began to analyze

had personality and
had friends. I was
fairly well educated, and I
had spent ten months studying
In amateur
Dramatic Art.
myself.

I

charm.

I

theatricals

as you can do

my work was com-

mended, and

I

knew

just

that

tunity.

I

began

I

girls

were doing.

to

M. C,

wonder

Colton, Cal.

could not secure employment as hundreds of other

The

cinema-goers of this district, at
are all tired of Rudolph Valentino and his smiles, and if Douglas
Fairbanks had heard the local opinion of
Robin Hood he might have been too surprised to exhibit his teeth.
Robin's burial
place at Kirklees is quite near here, so
the cinema-goers were hoping for a treat

FINALLY, late
who

one afternoon, after
another "disappointment," I stopped to watch a studio photographer
was taking some still pictures of

— a well-known
arranging
care was taken
Miss

B

star.

,

least,

—

Extreme

the desired
in
poses. "Look up and over there," said
the photographer, pointing to an object
."
"Oh, yes,
at my right, "a profile
,
instantly following
yes," said Miss B
the suggestion by assuming a pose in

which they didn't

—

—

get.

The

torture of our cinema hours is the
they
two-reel slap-stick comedy.
tire us, and bore us, and make us wonder

How

which she looked more charming than
ever.
I
watched, I wondered, the
camera clicked. As Miss B
walked
away, I carefully studied her features,
"She
her lips, her eyes, her nose
has the most beautiful nose I have ever

if it is considered funny in America to
throw soft food-stuffs at each other and
chase each other thru corridors and in and

—

out doors
E. A. S.,
Yorkshire, England.

.

—

seen," I said, half audibly. "Yes, but I
remember," said Miss B 's Maid, who
was standing near me, "when she had a
'pug' nose, and she was only an extra
girl, but look at her now.
beauti-

How

ful she is."
a flash ray hopes soared.
I pressed my
INnew-made
acquaintance for further comment.
Gradually the story was unfolded
me. Miss B — had had her nose reshaped
— yes,
actually corrected — actually made over,
heautiful
was
to

how wonderful,

and

-

how

it

This change perhaps had been the turnIt must also be the
point in her career!
of my success!
"How did she accompI
lish it," I asked feverishly of my friend.
was informed that M. Trilety, a face specialist
of Binghamton, New York, had accomplished
this for Miss B
in the privacy of her home!
nowing;

way

correct

THANKED
back

to

my informant and turned
my home, determined that the

means of overcoming the obstacle that had
hindered my progress was now open for meI was bubbling over with hope and joy.
I
lost no time in writing M. Trilety for information. I received full particulars.
The
treatment was so simple, the cost so reasonable, that I decided to purchase it at once.
I did.
I could hardly wait to begin treatment. At last it arrived. To make my story
short
in five weeks my nose was corrected
and I easily secured a regular position with a
producing company. I am now climbing fast
and 1 am happy.

—

_

—

to your personal appearance
ATTENTION
nowadays essential
you expect to
if

is

succeed in

life.

You must look "your
Your nose may be a

times.
hump, a hook, a pug,
broken, but the appliance

best"

at

all

flat,

of

His

it.

latest

and newest nose shaper,

"TRADOS," Model
rects
ation,

25, U. S. Patent, corill-shaped noses, without operquickly,
safely,
comfortably
and

now

all

*

^

Model 25

jr.

;

Why

But with Percy Marmont, Richard Dix,
Bert Lytell, Cullen Landis, Ernest Tor-

for Children

the coupon below, insert your
CLIP
and address plainly, and send
it

rence, Claude Gillingwater, Blanche Sweet,

name
today

Florence

Binghamton, N. Y., for
the free booklet which tells you how to correct
Your money refunded if
ill-shaped noses.
you are not satisfied, is his guaranty.
to

M.

Trilety,

certainly

pointed,
Trilety can

Gerd Page Gielhoff,
Holyoke, Mass.

M. TRILETY,
2169 Ackerman

Bldg.,

Binghamton, N. Y.

Three Cheers for Three Weeks

Dear Sir: Please send me without obligation your booklet which tells how to correct
ill-shaped noses.

Dear Editor

I take quite a bit of
the letters published by your
department, for they deal with the likes and
dislikes of the public as a whole and the
public as an individual. I think that some
in
of the letters are right to the point
fact, many of them are just in their remarks but to all rules there are excep-

interest

Name
Street Address

Town

:

in

;

State

;

'112

Vidor, and a dozen more, we
should be able to get better

results.

long,

M.

n Icebound

Altho
the acting is superb.
the play is a somewhat drab, cheerless
study of New England life, it holds one's
interests from the begining to the end.
There are no mob scenes, no shipwrecks,
no automobile accidents, no mysteries, no
hair-raising chases
to make the picture
successful rested solely on the actors, and
Seldom was a
they certainly succeeded.
not have more
cast so well chosen.
of this kind?
Of course, it takes great
actors, and they unfortunately are rare.

I

permanently. Diseased cases excepted. Model
25 is the latest in nose shapers and surpasses
all
his
previous Models and other Nose
Shaper Patents by a large margin.
It has
six adjustable pressure^ regulators, is made of
light polished metal, is firm and fits every
nose comfortably.
The inside is upholstered
with a fine chamois and no metal parts come
in contact with the skin.
Being worn at night
it
does not interfere with your daily work.
Thousands of unsolicited Testimonials are in
his possession, and his fifteen years of studying and manufacturing nose shapers is at
your disposal which guarantees you entire
satisfaction and a perfectly shaped nose.

—

I

in

with a charming leading lady, even if you
have to stop being a star for awhile.

could succeed in motion pictures if only given an oppor-

I

why

such as you gave us

;

The Miracle Man and The Prince Chap,

Every advertisement

in

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

guaranteed.

—

—

:
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tions.
its

having for

make a mockery

of the
Three
interpretation of
carried entirely too far, and

purpose to

screen's

article,

I

Motion

In the July issue of the

Picture Magazine the
latest

Weeks, was
was by no means upright on account of

harsh tone and its unfair judgment. I
have yet to witness a picture flawless in
every detail. "When the time comes that
all things have attained perfection in all
of their minute points, then the very world
will stand still on its axis. The old axiom,
"There is nothing new under the sun,"
could as truthfully have been "there is
It
is
nothing perfect under the sun."
variety and the constant striving for this
state 'of perfection that makes life worth
living, and the future of each of us interesting not merely the assured monotonous certainty of one perfect thing after
another to look forward to.
I was not disappointed in this production and have heard many others say the
same thing. I thought the fact that the
love of the Princess was supposed to be
the
for
than sexual
rather
spiritual
Englishman, Paul, was more forcibly
stressed than I imagined it was possible
for it to be. I have seen many plots that
I know were just as suggestive and shocking as Three Weeks, and certainly not by
any means as well interpreted.
its

—

me

others
the
tho
in the cast chosen by Elinor Glyn were not
so striking, do not condemn all in this picture because each individual did not appear
cameo-like in his or her part. Remember,
we are each of us human beings, actors
and actresses as well as the rest of us.
I think, however, some of the narrowminded prudes that inhabit this earth have
the idea that actors and actresses, likewise
directors and producers, are divine, gods
and goddesses, and are therefore not
capable of making mistakes, and should be
blamed forever for every fault enacted.
If all of Washington, D. C, is laughing

Again

let

The Husband—" Yourfigure is perfect i?i that corset."
His Wife—"'Thai's a great compliment, my dear; /haven't any

Wives With Hips
MODERN

Ifs

w

PLAY to Take INCHES Off the HIPS the

H Y try to conceal broad hips
fleshy thighs ?

production, for if they are in the
majority, like the one who so heartily
deplored this picture, a hearty laugh will
do them a great deal of good. I think
Aileen Pringle was wonderful, and has
the acting ability to become a big star in
the silver-screen firmament. I also think,
taking everything into consideration, Three
Weeks was good evidently untold numbers
this

;

(Continued on page 118)

Or to hide
It can V be done. But you
?

can reduce every extra inch
every extra ounce.

say,

and their merry mood is due to Three
Weeks, why even they were benefited by

—

No
fifty

wise woman under
need have "matron-

ly" proportions.

No woman who knows
need ' 'confine' ' her figure.

You

can redistribute

your weight with

less

— and

with less expense
than resorting to
corsetry and camouflage
of dress. You can weigh
effort

tevergave
lines like these!

—

and measure what you
should.

Hips Six Inches Smaller in a Month
Steady Reduction of 5 lbs a week
Here's a method that has slenderized thou-

Women of all ages,

maids and matrons,
and know.
Use this remarkable method to dispel a
double-chin in a few days.
Make arms that have grown flabby firm
within a week.
sands.

on."

have used

Reduce

it

large bust four inches in a fortnight.

Bring waistline down to normal

Read

in a

month.

Slenderize hips

Way!

you thought "hopeless."

Mold heaviest thighs to shapeliness.
Take off all excess fat, anywhere.
Restore and keep a figure.

Are these things really possible? Yes; and by a
very pleasant process. Wallace reducingrecords
give anyone with a phonograph absolute control
of aveight. People try them for the fun of it
but they soon see real results For those simple
little movements, irresistibly timed to music,
soon dispose of superfluous flesh every pound
of it at the rate of several pounds a week.
Wallace reducing records offer a normal and
natural way of growing slender.Tney are highly
beneficial to the health. How much safer than
anything to swallow! How much more sensible than bulky things to wear.
!

—

Free Test of Get Thin to Music
To find out what these records will do for you
simple matter; a week's test will

tell;

stration of his
this coupon

famous reducing method,

~M94)

630 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
Please send me FREE and POSTPAID for a week's free
trial the original Wallace Reducing Record.

Name
Address

.

City

cents

WASH AWAY FAT

AND YEARSWITH
OF AGE
La -Mar Reducing Soap
The new discovery. Results quick and
amazing nothing internal to take. Reduce any part of body desired without

—

affecting other parts. No dieting or exercising. Be as slim as you wish. Acts
like magic in reducing double chin, abdomen, ungainly ankles, unbecoming
wrists, arms and shoulders, large breasts
or any superfluous fat on body. Sold direct to you by mail, postpaid, on a

Price 50c a cake
or three cakes for $1.00; one to three
cakes usually accomplish its purpose.
Send cash or money-order today. You'll
be surprised at results.

money-back guarantee.

gives a remarkable characterization of a degraded woman in The
Red Lily

When you

504write to advertisers please mention

a
is

just mail

WALLACE

— "MOVIE ADVENTURES" — 15

Enid Bennett

is

this test

absolutely/?-^. If you would like to try one of the
records Wallace has provided for this free demon-

LA-MAR LABORATORIES
K Beckman Building, Cleveland,
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Norma Talmadge

m.

directs the

A

music on her

Tune
une

Tor
f

with the utmost care

set

Tear

a

{Continued from page 62)

Langdon starts up some of his famous
when Teddy frisks about like a pup.

jazz,

ie a Jain} Gift
Xifo
does she
regard

Langdon, in his long vaudeville career,
learned to play every musical instrument
In fact, his hobby is collectin existence.
ing freak instruments, and his dressingroom is a pot pourri of every kind of
music-box, from musical saws to banjos
made from cigar-boxes, and ukuleles manufactured from tin cans.
Even the lions respond to Harry Langdon's irresistible music.
group of lions
which were so surly and stubborn that
they did nothing but growl and snarl, under
spell of a violin and piano became as playful as kittens and as docile as lambs.
"Moral always carry a violin with you
when hunting wild beasts in the jungle,'"
declared the irrepressible Harry.

A

:

fP04La
\
1

Tn

sinqle application

\and

the pallor of

herloveltl skin

transformed to a radiance that
is

is

marvelously natural
Pum-Kin Rouge

is
doinq. as mucli for

thousands of discriminatma women
each day

•'

«

*

•

SanFrancisco,6i! Mhssion£r.
Chicago, Clark&Madison.St:.
LosAngeles,6t<i Broadway
New York. 230W i7«» Street.

By Nail
All

75? Postpaid

Owl Dru£

Stores

ana

Authorized
Owl Agencies

«

filming big

mob

scenes which employ

a great number of foreigners, people of
all nations who do not speak a common
language, music is often the best interpreter.
Certain scenes in The Ten Commandments were made by thousands of
Hebrews who did not understand a word
of English. But the director swayed them
perfectly to his desires by the use of a
twelve-piece orchestra which played their

—

own Hebrew music music which instilled
in them the mood he wished them to interpret.

Cecil B. De Mille had the same experiThe scene in
ence in his Feet of Clay.
which the great boat-load of people, supposedly dead, crossed the River Styx into
the Great Beyond, included vast numbers
of big blacks, Japanese, Russians, Italians
men and women of every race and every
grade of intelligence, as well as many
highly intelligent extras and stars, none
But
of whom spoke a common tongue.
Ruth Dickey and her seven-piece orchestra
played the Song of the Volga Boatman,
weird, low, penetrating chords, whose
meaning spoke to all and swayed them unconsciously into the mood.
"I felt as tho I had really died," one of
"There was a mysthe extras later said.
terious throbbing in the air which I could
not explain but which sent the chills running up and down my back."
Babe Egan's music really saved the day
during the filming of The Covered Wagon,
and averted a tragedy with the Indians.
"Every evening Chief Standing Bear and
his tribe came over to the white man's

—

Every advertisement

in

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

sit around our camp-fire
and smoke the pipe of peace," said Mr.
Egan. "Indians are full of ceremony and
easily offended.
Once, thru an imaginary
offense, they went on the war-path. Even
Colonel McCoy, in charge of them, feared
a massacre. Wakened from a sound sleep
by their blood - curdling war - cries, we
rushed out of our tents into the freezing
cold, to see them working themselves into
a frenzy by a war-dance around the em-

headquarters to

We

bers of the fire.
felt sure that the
next step in the ceremony would be adorning themselves with our scalps.
"At length Colonel McCoy came rushing
!'
over to us.
'They've got beyond me
he cried.
'I
cant stop them
they are
killing mad over some imaginary offense.
;

What

shall

we

do?'

remembered how they loved
American jazz. So we hastily organized
"Suddenly

I

the orchestra, and with fingers so cold we
could scarcely pluck the strings, made such

gay and

lively

music

as

we had never

made before.
"And within

fifteen minutes, old Chief
Standing Bear was appeased and all his
tribe were standing around crying for

more music."

T5ut

of the movie musician is
beer and skittles. It brings its
own difficulties. The stars are temperamental and the tunes which satisfy one
do not appeal to another. Miss Douglas,
leader of the Fairbanks orchestra, said that
while making The Thief of Bagdad, she
simply could not please both Doug and his
director, Raoul Walsh, with the same tune
the

not

at

life

all

all.

"After I had thoroly familiarized myself
with the script of The Thief of Bagdad,"
said Miss Douglas, "I bought seventy-five
tunes
dollars' worth of Oriental music
full of the poetry and romance of the mystic East, yet with plenty of vigor and vim

—

Doug. But no sooner would
orchestra swing into this music than
Raoul Walsh would come sauntering over
and say, 'Now play My Wild Irish Rose'
or, 'Let's have Mother Machree or Mato appeal to

my

cushla.'

"It was perfectly remarkable how his
face would light up and how dreamy his
look would become at sound of some be-

loved

Irish

melody, such as

Eyes Are Smiling.

guaranteed.

So

if

When

there

is

Irish
a bit of

Advertising Section

MAH JONG

blarney in The Thief of Bagdad, you will
understand why.
You will also understand how tactfully I had to shift from
Oriental to Celtic tunes to keep both the
star and the director happy."

a

in

"Miss Dean has her own ideas about
"Between
her music," says Mr. Zahler.
scenes she wants the jazziest and peppiest
of tunes, but the moment she goes before

EVERY section of the country, in crowded
INcities
and on isolated farms, there are men

Do

you know how and when
and
"pong"
when to
"chow," and what the "winds"
stand for, and how to go "Mali
Do you know what
Jong"?
"characters" are? and "tiles"?
and "Dragons" and "Bamboos"
and "Circles"?

—

to

Sounds mysterious and compli-

—but

cated

game

is

not.

Mah

wonderfully

a

is

it

Jong

interesting

that you and your family

and friends should enjoy.
combines the pleasures of
games. It
games."

is

truly the

It
all

"game

of

the

of

heads

orchestra,
Dean's orchestra.

Few Minutes

official

the camera for action, we have to shift
like lightning into sentimental music, no
matter what sort of character she is portraying.

"She explains

this

by the fact that she

usually portrays characters whose emotions
are primitive,
and jazz between

changed immediately to romantic
music before the camera, gives her the
scenes,

necessary reaction to throw her into the
proper mood.
It
takes lightning-quick
calculations on our part to follow her,
too."

Incidentally, Mr. Zahler is so fond of
this star that he recently named one of his
compositions Priscilla, in her honor. Miss
Dean has sung this over the radio to the
accompaniment of Zahler and his orchestra.

role.

Eugene V. Brewster,
of
Motion Picture
Magazine, Classic and Beauty,

publisher
is

the author of a book that will

unfold this game to you. Go to
news-stand or book store
today, and purchase a copy of
3'our

MAH JONG

"Just as Gloria never wants to play the
role twice, so she never wants to
'emote' twice to the same tune," explained
the man who has the honor of being her

same

pianist.

"In Wages of Virtue, in which she
plays the part of a temperamental Russian
woman, she kept us playing for hours
until we struck just the psychological note
which gave her the feeling for that character.
Yet altho Miss Swanson works us
very hard, we all feel it is a great honor
she achieves such wonderto play for her

—

Norma Talmadge

and

One Hundred
Winning Points
By EUGENE

V.

BREWSTER

directs the music on
her set with the utmost care.
Miss Talmadge has a skilful group of musicians
who have learned her tastes perfectly and
who can recognize at once just the sort
of music she needs to work herself into
the desired emotion.

So, behind the success of every great
picture lies the music which has helped to
inspire it.
And in the history of the
movies and the great strides they have
made, the musicians have written their

chapters and played their part.

handsome

little

book

green and yellow dragon
cover) will teach you in a few
minutes
fully
understand
to
Mah Jong. It explains the
(red,

meanings
customs,

and

of

expressions

used,

—

—

It is simply that there is a way for you to
master the technique of story telling right at
home in spare time through the Palmer Institute of Authorship.

Let us

tell you if you can
succeed as a writer

The Palmer

Institute of Authorship was
years .ago to co-operate with motion picture producers and magazine editors in
the discovery and development of new writers.
six

The Palmer Institute holds a unique place
among educational institutions because it enrolls only those who can pass its Creative Test
and who show that they can profit by its instruction.

We

believe that a certain amount of natural
is necessary to succeed as a writer and
we do not wish to encourage anyone to take up
writing as a profession who does not have that
talent

ability.

What we seek, above all else,
woman in a hundred who

is the one man
has a way with
words, the precious gift of a creative imagination or the knack of inventing incidents and
who needs only training in the technique of
writing to win large success. To such men and
women we offer unusually fine training in
photoplay and magazine writing.

or one

Send for the Palmer Creative Test
you believe that you have the natural ability
to succeed as a writer, you are cordially invited
to send for the Palmer Creative Test, fill it out
and return it to us for analysis. Oi Board of
If

Mail

this

Coupon

Palmer Institute of Authorship

that will posi-

Affiliated with Palmer Photoplay Corporation
Dept. 9-N, Palmer Bldg.
Hollywood, Calif.

you to win. You can
become an expert player
this book as your guide.

tively help

with

you are one of these fortunate men or
has the urge to write if you have
been longing for years for some way to learn
how to make your stories sell we have an important message for you.
If

women who

It is simply an expression
of the sincerity of our
search for new writers.

how to score,
you "One Hundred

Winning Points"
easily

precious gift of a creative
imagination and the latent ability to write that
are conferred as a priceless heritage upon onein-a-hundred. They see things that other people do not see. They dream dreams that other
people do not dream.

pieces,

gives

to begin.

They have the

Examiners will study your
reply and send you a frank
report on your indicated
abilities.
There is no
charge for this service and
you incur no obligation.

{The End)

This

how

just

founded

ful results."

Simplified

and women who long to write for the magazines
and the motion pictures, and yet do not know

X/Tusicians who have played for Gloria
Swanson declare that she changes her
type of music as often as she changes her

Mr.

Who

Awaits Discovery
Through This Test?

conductor

Wampas

Game

Fascinating

"One-in-a-hundred"

Priscilla

Zahler,

T eo

Learn This

Are You the

Please send me, without cost or obligation, a copy of
the Creative Test, the 9 6-page book, "The New Road to
Authorship," and full details of the Palmer Scholarship
Foundation, which awards Fifty Free Scholarships annually.
I

am most

interested in

Short Story Writing

On

sale at news-stands

and good book stores

D
Agnes Ayres
linist

When you

finds that

whenever her

plays Traumerei, tears
eyes

write to advertisers please mention

come

to

English Expression

Photoplay Writing

D Business Letter Writing

Name
vio-

her

Address.
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Long Evening Yet
Her Cheeks Will Remain Glowing

THE
woman

brightest lights hold no revealing terrors for the
who uses Pert Rouge. She never fears lest
the lovely complexion she started with may have faded to
a tired pallor. Pert Rouge stays on until she removes it
herself with cold cream or soap..

You

will

like

to

cream base makes
is

unaffected

Pert, because the fluffiness of its
spread as easily as a powder. It
wind, warmth, water or constant

use

Tke

it

by

powdering.

— Orange (changing
skin) and Rose
complexion) —75c.

In two shades
it touches
the

darker

My

Story of

Life

(Continued from page 94)
to

a becoming pink as

(to

harmonize with a

!

Match your Pert Rouge with Pert Waterproof Lipstick.
Rouge and Lipstick for sale at drug and department
stores.

Send a dime

ly

toda$ for a sample of Pert Rouge

from ptomaine poisoning and raving

ill

with fever.

ROSS COMPANY

New York

242 West 17th Street

—

only to find that
feet and hunger
The
the bears had been there before me
earth was dug up and the food mostly
What was left was spoiled by
eaten.
I
exposure, but necessity isn't fastidious.
ate the scraps and arrived in Valdez deathbitten

Working on the road commission was
another way of grub-staking over the
winter till the next pay envelope if you
escaped death from snow-slide and cold.
Once I managed to get myself lost in a
blizzard and wandered about for an hour
the search party found me with my
till

—

rerb ISouge

They were

toes

frozen.

this

experience

that

so
cant

I

crippled

by

move them

today.
I suppose my nearest escape from death
was when a huge slide came roaring down
the mountain and overtook a gang of us

we

before

irieg the

my

my

hgure slender and attractive by slipping on
an Annette Bust Reducer. Thousands of women are
now wearing this wonderful reducer and have written
letters of appreciation for what it has done for them.
No massaging, no rubbing, no exercise of any kind
the reducer does the work, bringing about a reduction
the moment you put it on Most comfortable, made

us an edge of the shovel stuck out above
The fellows
the surface of the snow.
who hadn't been in the path of the avalanche noticed it and dug me out, still
The other men were all dead
breathing.
by the time they got to them.

A

and a dangerous one, but
hard work till your
muscles ached chow and man-talk by the
adventure, and always the
evening fire
struggle between man and the elements. I
thought a dozen times that I had made
my lucky strike and found gold, but at

and so ingeniously woven that no

rubber touches you. Ideal to wear to make your figure
in keeping with present fashions calling for slender,

it

We

bought a small ranch

on Reducing Garments

a postcard and I will send you descriptive literature
Reducers for hips and waist— giving you straight,

My

When

was

sold and our debts

my

pocket and drew
out one lone penny
"Here's luck !" I said and tossed it up
into the air as I had done years before,

"Heads,

1

the ranch

paid, I reached into

—
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Oregon and

later.

N.Michigan Ave., Chicago

Every advertisement in

in

I had
started in to raise thorobred hogs.
never realized before that the hog is a
frail animal, subject to strange ills. The
venture came to grief before long, but not
until I had ridden the ranges for months
on the back of a cow pony and learned
many cowboy tricks of horsemanship,
which were to stand me in good stead

of my
Ankle and Abdomen Reducers Eire
slender, graceful lines.
illustrated and described. Other items of interest to women
are listed. Write today.
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living;

the end of seven years I was still the
struggling engineer. Then I realized suddenly that there was nothing ahead for
me in Alaska, and when we were paid off
for that year, one of my pals and I turned
our faces toward the States.

me

MME. ANNETTE, Dept.P-31,30

life

real

;

Just give your bust measurement and I will send you an
Annette Bust Reducer in a plain wrapper. For 8-inch
size, illustrated on the left, pay the postman $3.50 plus
a few cents postage— for the 12-inch size, shown on the
right, pay the postman $4.50 plus a few cents postage.
If you prefer to send the money when ordering, the
garment will be sent prepaid. Try it on when received,
and if not satisfied, send it back at once and I will refund your money. Mail your order today. NoC.O.D.
to Canada, Hotels or General Delivery addresses.

Mail

rough

was

;

graceful lines.

Free Literature

the shelter of the

started to run. Most of the boys dropped
shovel
their tools, but luckily I carried
shoulder and when the slide struck
over

Make your

of the finest fabrics

make

few little chunks of snow ratdown from above warned us and all

tling

Daytlm©

could

A

trees.

is

guaranteed.

!

Hollywood"

— for

I

had

heard

;

«°B8BW

Advertising Section

i

needed men who

could ride in
that they
the Mexican Border !"
the pictures, "tails
The penny tinkled down. The profile
of the copper-colored Indian looked up at
me. And I came to Hollywood.
first engagement in the movies was
to double for House Peters when the script
called for him to ride a horse off a thirty
foot cliff into a raging river torrent.
While I was riding in Westerns at Universal, I met my future wife and we be-

—

'Delicious ^Dainties

My

r-

'*

you

for

to serve

came engaged.

But it wasn't until long
after, when I began my career as a screen
villain, that I felt I was earning enough
to marry.

And now,

after years of tailored parts

{

Paramount, I am back in flannel
shirts and sombreros and the out-of-door
Now I am
togs in which I feel at home.
with

:

playing at the adventurous life I
lived in the old days, but when I get into
the saddle, with my pack and the wide
horizons ahead, I forget almost the long
trail I have traveled since I went out to

only

—

—

—

my fortune and found it.
have been a lucky man. The trail has
led me to a beautiful home, a family, happiness, work, friends
and a whole stable
full of horses, which I ride in polo matches
It's a far cry
with the Midwick Blues.
from a tent and a tin plate of beans in a
desolate Alaskan waste.
seek
I

—

—well,

it's like a sentence that I refather read aloud once from
some Latin book, in which the hero and
his companions have a lot of hard luck.
"These things," said the hero, "will be
"
pleasant to remember hereafter

Still

member my

They

are.

And when

see

I

Tim,

my

four-year-old son, cuddling his cheek up
against his saddle pony, I couldn't wish
him anything better than my own experi-

uneeda Bakers" sugar wafers

ence.

are deliciously good to
served by themselves or with other desserts. They
add a new distinction to ice cream, frozen pudding, or
eat,

OUR ANNIVERSARY
NUMBER

similar desserts.

Remember Way
Back When
The movies were

all jiggly

hurt your eyes?
And it only cost a

go?
Mary Pichford
ding star?

At your next

and

nickel

party, or for des-

home, serve NABISCO.
Its two crisp wafers enclose a
delicious creamy filling.
sert at

to

And Doug

teas just a

bud-

hadn't been heard

of yet?

Another welcome delicacy

HARLEQUIN— three

is

layers of

golden wafers with alternate

Motion Pktiw
Magazine

layers of delicious

creamy filling.

Will be fourteen years old in
February. It will be our anniversary number and full of
reminiscences. Pictures and
stories of the olden days
reminiscences by Mary Pickford, Flora Finch, Ruth Roland, and other famous stars.
Pictures of the players in
funny clothes that were the
last word fourteen years ago.

And then FESTINO
delectable

February

it

in

Our

—

the

sugar wafer that

looks and tastes like an almond.

NATIONAL
BISCUIT

Read About

little

COMPANY

"Uneeda Bakers"

Number
When you

write to advertisers please mention
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Letters to the Editor
{Continued from page 113)
thought likewise or the playhouses would have been empty rather than

of

others

crowded

to their capacity.

Respectfully,
W'n.i.A

Horton Edgar,

1813 Postoffice,
Galveston, Texas.

Kindred Souls
Dear Editor

—

have been an interested
reader of your magazine for over two
years now, but this is my maiden speech.
I always turn straight to the "Letters to
I

:

the Editor," as that is the only part of the
magazine which gives us a glimpse of that
all-important, but somewhat neglected part
of the movies, the audience. I should like
to remark upon the most unusual inside
knowledge of the movies shown by Mr.
W. D. Seidler, a correspondent in your

September

ABSOLUTELY PERFECT QUALITY
finest and best blue white diamonds have no (laws,
no Imperfections, no spot*, scratches or blemishes,
ot any kind. The diamonds in these rings are guaran-

The

teed absolutely perfect and flawless. Priced- at
S287 a carat but worth double. Will stand any test.
• Do not be fooled into thinking
• that diamonds advertised as
"perfectly cut" are absolutely perfect in quality. Diaof all diamonds admond experts will tell you that
"perfectly
cut" actually are Imperfectly
vertised as
cut and besides have flaws and spots and Imporfoc*
lions of one kind or another which cheapens them.

W&RNINC
» *»»»r^*r^w

%%

Send for a Perfect Diamond
RING P75-S6* RING P76 — $5Z

gone to Italy to play Ben Hur. I think
that George Walsh, tho a fine athlete,
lacks that grace and elan which is so
prominent in the other, and which, surely,
we all picture in our conception of the
hero of this famous novel.
A bouquet for la haute comedie in general.
After A Woman of Paris, we have
The Marriage Circle, Why Men Leave
Home, Don't Call it Love. Each one
with the possible exception of The Marriage Circle an "also ran" in comparison
with the Chaplin masterpiece, but still all
life as it
heading in the right direction
really is, everyday events subtly and delicately contrived, careful and well-balanced
Surely to the intelligent pictureacting.
;

The
is infinitely preferable to
Queen of Sheba, Nero, The Loves of
Pharaoh and other sumptuous, costly and
goer, this

meaningless

With that off my chest, I should like to
offer a word of praise to Rudolph Valentino for his persistent bonhomie and goodwill in face of the varied and often underhand criticism and opposition he has had
to put up with since he first leapt into the
There is nothing so inevitable
limelight.
to the handsome and talented young actor
as the indifference or hostility of his male

audience. It is most unfair, and the worst
part of it is that the poor fellow has to
carry on winning hearts and rending homes
For goodness' sake, men,
malgre lui!
be sports, and realize he is only doing his
Mrs.
job, and none too easy a job at that.

thrust

to time!

best news in months that
intends starring Mildred
Doesn't
Davis in Alice in Wonderland.
your mouth just water when you think of
the screen possibilities of that immortal
children's classic in the hands of such a
clever artist? And' pretty, blue-eyed Mildred with her hair straight back, and that
broad band over the top. Get a move on,
It

is

Harold

issue.

mammoths we have

upon us from time
the

Lloyd

Harold.
Finally, a bouquet for Victor Varconi,
the young actor in Cecil De Mille's Triumph, who carried off a very appreciable
share of the acting honors from Leatrice
Joy and Rod La Rocque. I think he has

great

possibilities,

and

we

more of him before so very

should

hear

long.

•Yours very truly,

William Watkins' letter about Valentino
was the nicest I have read for some time.
I am glad that Ramon Novarro has

C. Hegman,
Stonewall, Canada.

Sylvan

Absolutely perfect diamond Absolutely perfect diam ond
Get in 18 kt. solid white gold set in 13 kt. solid
white gold
exquisitely engraved
and pierced, with blue open prong ring, engraved
sapphire set in shanks. with Love Wreath design.

ringr,

Pay $6.00 a Month.

Pay $5.00 a Month.

WEAR IT ON FREE TRIAL
Just send $2.00 deposit to show your good faith (or pay
postman $2.00 on delivery) and we'll send the ring of
your choice. If you keep it, pay only S6.00 a month
for ring P78, and only SB. OO a month for ring P76,
for ten months, until fully paid for. Guarantee certificate with each diamond. There is no red tape and no
delay. Send the coupon. .All dealings confidential.

ORDER FROM THIS BARGAIN LIST
Other diamonds, sight perfect quality,

Carat

'«

%
i<
%

"
"
"
"

H

$25.00
$49.25
$65.65
$73.75
$98.50

% Carat
"
1
1% "
IX "

2

"

listed

below:

$147.75
$197.00
$246.25
$295.50
$394.00

Eachdiamond guaranteedgenuinebluewhite. Pay 10%
down and 10% per month. WORTH $325 A CARAT.

Write for Bargain Catalog
all facts about diamonds.
Learn to buy
just like having a big jewelry store full
of diamonds, watches, etc., delivered right into
your home. Sign the caupon.right nowl Mail it today.

It tells

you

wisely. It

is'

STERIINGBSCQ

(Diamond Importers— $1,000,000 Stock— Est. 1870)

63 PARK ROW. Dept. 1591,

TEAR OUT AND

NEW YORK

MAIL

STERLING DIAMOND & WATCH CO.
63 Park Row, Dept. 1591, New York, N. V.

—

1

'

low prices.

Name
Local

Address.

City&
Stall
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(Continued from page 103)

No, Robert Agnew is not
now.
Claire Windsor and Lew Cody
married.
Esther Ralston is playing in
in Dixie.
Peter Pan as Mrs. Darling. Mae Marsh
is back in this country again, having sompleted Arabella, in Germany.

better

—

Alice T. No, I know you refer to William H. Powell. You might try the Lambs
Club at 130 W. Forty-fourth Street, New

York City.
Most Everybody's Fan.

—

Yes, you are
Ramon Novarro
a nice charitable soul.
was born February 6, 1899. Agnes Ayres
is playing in Tomorrow's Love.

—

Census figures show that there
the United States 200 policewomen
and 250 female street-car conductors. The
women will wear the pants. No woman
Sorry I cant tell you
could fit in mine.
the whereabouts in St. Paul, where Richard

D. A.

are

Dix

in

Charles Jones

lived.

Lover.

I have Belected ring........... Please send this ring
to me in accordance with terms printed above. I am
enclosing $2.00 deposit to show my good faith, and I
agree to pay the balance in ten equal monthly payments as specified in this advertisement. If not satisfled, you will return my $2.
|~| Please send your trig new free catalog to me,
showing diamonds, watches and jewelry at spe-

cial

The Answer Man

in

The Desert

—

Dolly Dimples. That was Raymond
Days of Faith.
Vamp. Yes, a living book on love is

Griffith in

—

any other ink than blood.
You are quite some vamp. Well you have
my age all wrong. Edward Earle, Pierre
Gendron and Sheldon Lewis are supporting
Evelyn Brent in The Dangerous Flirt.
You must write to me again some time.
John W. N. Your letter was very
I think there is a new book
interesting.
never written

in

—

about the making of pictures.

Elizabeth
Every advertisement

in

L.

— Ramon

Novarro
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is
is

twenty-five.
Claire

nine.

Norma Talmadge is twentyWindsor is twenty-seven. So

you dont like Betty Blythe with her
bobbed hair.
Yes, Barbara La Marr
danced in The Shooting of Dan McGrew.
You refer to Billie Dove and not Bessie
Love.
What's the difference Love-Dove.
Handsome. Neither Rod La Rocque
nor Warren Kerrigan are married.
A
good secret is to a woman what wine is to
a man, too good to keep. A secret can be
kept by two, if one of them is dead.
Pansy. Do you refer to Adelqui Millar
if so, she is with Metro.
Yes, Percy
Marmont is to play opposite Alma Rubens
in The Miracle.
The title will be changed
because of the legitimate play of the same
name which is in no way connected with

—

—

—

the picture.

—

Nossef. Well, I should say you were
about seventeen.
Do I get the fudge?
And the only difference between me and
Washington is that he couldn't lie, while
I can, but wont.
Pell. Thanks for the picture. It was
right good of you. And you liked Youth
for Sale? Charles Mack is a Griffith find
you know. Let me know what you think
of Firebrand. I saw it the second night.
I should say a writer and not a minister
for you. Let me hear soon again.
Judy. Yes, licenses are getting to be
a nuisance. You have to get one to run an
auto, sell pills or administer them, to pull
teeth, to own a dog, to run an employment

guaranteed.

—

—

.

wtwaw

Advertising Section
bureau, to run a peddler's cart, to run a
detective agency, and to run a woman.
Lon Chaney is playing in He Who Gets
Slapped. Your letter sure was interesting.
Unknown Admirer. Australia is the
Its area is about
world's largest island.
three million square miles, or twice the
It has no high
size of China proper.
mountain range, and its only important

Sheetsf£||"lEnve

—

lUUlopes
For Personal Use
Or as a Gift
High

6*7in.

grade white bond paper, envelopes to match
name and adJdress on every sheet and envelope,
and packed in attractive box.

—

for yours.

extra charge for printing name and adon every sheet and envelope.
Send the name and address with $1.00 (West of

Marcia of Harlem.

dress in rich blue ink

was there

Rockies and Foreign $1.10) and this generous offer
of stationery will be mailed postpaid. Order today

1B43

PRESS, Inc.
Ogden Ave., Chicago

Women !!

Thin

Gain !!

Three to five
pounds a week
duced

Don't you just love to
see a plump, fully-develEveryone
oped
woman ?
docs. Be onel You can so
!

See

how

Sills

I

—

Lubow,

Fans,

Dorothy

Street,

New York

little

on

1015

178th

E.

City.

—

You

longer.

in

will not regret

it

later

life.

—Yes,

Meb.

Theodore Roosvelt was shot

Philadelphia, and he is twenty-nine.
Eva
a former Follies girl.
Mae
Busch played on the stage with Eddie Foy.

111.

Novak was

So you see!
Bobby G.

He

—Kenneth

Harlan

is

twenty-

is

—

—

rwiry is yonra for BoUinir only 6
w.ful•f°JLem Monttio Nova Salvo at 26 eta. Wonderfor catarrh, cuta, barn*, etc. Order today,
lea sold return 11.60 and all S Pieces are yoari.

SUPPLY COMPANY, Dipt.E 558, Greenville, Pa.

about

"BEAUTIBUST"

Garon
Marion

for real bust and neck development.

No pumps, vacuums, extreme exercising. No foolish or dangerous systems,

BEAUTIBUST CO..

$m
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lH&^^&UKH

JB^^B
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H

The

Davies

Marriage Market.
has bobbed hair.

Yes,

Ben

said

— Yes,

Princess.-

is

it

Wallace MacDonald

is

Norma Talmadge

The Lady.

in

to

play

true that
opposite

Was

a surprise to you? Just be patient and
the books you mention will be done

MD

it

all

in

The

creating

circles,

is

by amateurs and professionals

That's

play.

Anna Q.

why

Nilsson,

time to practice,
phone.

such movie stars as
very little
play a York Saxo-

who have

Sent on 6 days'

FREE TRIAL

And

you can get this wonderful instrument for 6. days' Free Trial in your
own home. See for yourself how easy
it is to blow and
finger.
Note the
superb York quality and workmanship

—

the rich, mellow tone, true in every
note and register.

Easy Payments
Then

if you decide to keep it, you
can have nearly a whole year to pay.
Or you can. get any
other York instrument,
Lj|

STUDY AT HOME

known
ity

WB

tt#

is

to be the easiest of all instruments to

Bxs
HV

dBV-^^K ^L9v^H9
dBLta^^R «Rf ^^
a JBj
W§f
*^
I

-

that

such a sensation in musical

Become a lawyer. Legally
trained men win the highest
positions and biRRest success in
business and public life. Re independent. Greater opportunitie9 now than ever before.
Big
J888 corporations
are headed by men

SB
1

h9L^&
fflflfl

in

The

not be repeated.

91 1-V V LEXINGTON BLDG., BALTIMORE,

fifteen

Here's great news for you.

new York Saxophone,

Deely in Liglits Out.

but a real tried and very successful
natural method that WILL be extremely pleasing and beneficial. You
can't fail if you follow the simple instrnctions. Everything mailed (sealed)
for only $1.00. Do not miss this opportunity.
may
It

the'

—

Just what every woman has been waiting for at a price everyone can afford,

f

The Rosary.

I give up
tree.
Thomas
foot
Meighan in Tongues of Flame.
Lady Louise. The leading role usually
That was Pauline
gets the leading roll.

wrote

Conville

Develops Busts Amazingly
Quick and Easy!

I

It's the Easiest
of All Instruments

now

six feet, weighs 180 pounds,
and has brown hair and dark eyes. Harry
Carey and Lillian Rich in Soft Shoes.
Florence Mc. Well, which is the best
man to deal with he who knows nothing
about a subject, and, what is extremely
rare, knows that he knows nothing, or he
who really knows something about it, but
Bernard Mcthinks that he knows all?
nine.

S.

Because

at in Chicago, in 1912, by a would-be
assassin. Arnold Daly was born in Brooklyn in 1875. Douglas McLean was born in

THE STAR DEVELOPING SYSTEM
Springfield,

You

Milton

wish

I

that real butterdidn't like to see

Hot Stuff. There is really nothing I
can do for you. I should advise school a

rapidly

your busts develop.
Have you always thought
It difficult to gain?
Allow
me to Quickly change that
idea. You need ue tnin no longer. Add surpassing
beauty to your face and form.
Write for free information (enclosing 2-cent
stamp) to

Dept. 122,

milk.

— Thanks,

some of

—

firm
flesh
will slay on prohealthfully
and

rapidly.

easily

to get

lier, Jr., have the leads in Warner's The
Lighthouse by the Sea.
Another New Club.
"Our Club"

Beautiful,

which

Plays a York Sax

say you
crying in Single Wives.
Lorn a Doone. Yes, I had a fine time
reading Lonia Doone. It was one of my
favorite books. I saw the Prince of Wales
at the Polo game, but it was thru field
glasses.
Louise Fazenda and Buster Col-

THE FULLER

Dept. 10,

Anna Q. Nilsson i

river is the Murray-Darling.
No, I have
never been there.
Bebe Daniels is not
married, and she has bobbed hair. Thanks

Printed Free

No

1

for their qual-

nearly

for

years,

on these

fifty

easy

terms.

with
training. Earn
D flB^^lK
$5,000 to $10,000 Annually
Mm
EB&^nBffl ^ e euide you step by step. You can train at borne durleg-al

Simply fill out and
the coupon below,
being sure to mention

H
n
JHNHHB3B

Degree of LL. B. conferred. LaSalle
ingr spare time.
students practicing law in every state. We furnish all
text material, including fourteen-volume Law Library.
Low cost, easy terms. Get our valuable 108-page "Law Guide" and
"Evidence" books free. Send for them NOW.
LaSalle Extension University, Dept. 178-L
Chicago

Lmail

instrument.

The "World's Largest Business Training Institution

No

obli-

gation.

HOW TO
!

*

les

A

J.W. YORK &

BANISH THEM

Dept. 324-L

simple, safe home
treatment 16 years'
success in my prac-

—

u

Moles (also BTG
growths) dry up. Write
tice.

for
'

full

free

booklet giving

particulars.

WM.

DAVIS, M.D.

1241 Grove Avenue

Woodbridge, N.

ANTWORKh^

SONS

Grand Rapids, Mich.
1

J.

W.

YORK & SONS,

Dept. 324-L, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Please mail free and without obligation your
beautiful illustrated literature and details of
your Tree Trial and Easy Payment Offer.

J.

City

e

Earn $18 to $60 a week RETOUCHING photos. Men or
women. No selling or canvassing. We teach you, guar- J
antee employment and furnish WORKING OUTFIT

ARTCRAFT
FREE.
Limited offer.
Write today.
STUDIOS, Dept.B-2, 3900 Sheridan Road, Chicago.

When you

How

the little
plan to spend

State.

Our Gang

players
"the night before

Christmas"

write to advertisers please mention

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.
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Advertising Section
You say our interviews are
Too sweet—yes?
Thelma M. Roy Stewart is appearing

pictures.

sugary.

facet Your Hair
in

10 Minutes I
at a Cost of

a

he appears with Charlie
in which
Chaplin, Harold Lloyd and Douglas Fairbanks. You say you like to see Ruth Roland and Buck Jones playing together.
Jane Novak started on the stage on her
fourteenth birthday.
She was born in
film

Maybelle. Did it really take courage
to write to me?
Mary Miles Minter is not
playing right now.
She certainly has put

Avoid the inconveni-

on

hair dresser.

will

send you

Waver

by parcel post. Send no money. Simply pay the postman

1896.

—

weight.
Mary MacLaren married
Lieutenant Colonel George Herbert Young
last October.
Miss MacLaren will retire
from the screen. Betty Compson married
James Cruze, and Marie Prevost married

•Kenneth Harlan on October 4, 1924. The
Answer Man wishes them God Speed.
Irish Canuck. So you really think I

—

am

topping?
Andre Daven was the
brother.
Yes, Conway Tearle and Godfrey Tearle are" brothers.
Conway is
forty-two and Godfrey is thirty-nine. No,
I dont read handwriting.
I have all
I
can do to read some of the letters I receive.
Drop in again some time.

— Keep

busy. The mind grows
uneasy when the chains are taken off.
There is no trouble so great that can
stand up in a busy brain. Address Charlie
S. B.

K.

Chaplin at 1420 La Brea Avenue, Los
Angeles, California.
Baby Peggy is not
connected now.
Red. Aha, so you think I have a fine
beard.
It is rather fine.
Oh, I always

and secure beauty parlor hair
dress in your own home. If
after trial you are not pleased,
return and we will refund
money. Remember, this article would cost at least twice
as much if bought elsewhere.

—

The Traywin Co.

What

2125 Olive Street
St.

shows a short

Less than
2 Cents
ence of beauty parlor
appointments and also
their continued expense. The Patrician Electric Marcel Waver
gives a beautiful, long lasting, double wave. By
regulating the pressure of the hand, you can
get either a deep or a flat wave. It can be operated from any light socket. So much more
healthful for your hair than the use of gas
heated irons which take the life out of the hair.
This aid to the perfect coiffure costs less than
you would spend at about three trips to the

We

—

vaudeville and he also

in

Louis

leave it outside of the covers
to bed.

I

go

—

Sascha

G. Ronald Colman is not marand you can reach him at Samuel
Goldwyn Prod., 383 Madison Avenue, New
ried,

York

City.

Murria.

—According

to

statistics,

there

are supposed to be 649,000,000 men and
635,000,000 women in the world.
You
write a very fine letter, and I am always
glad to hear from you. No, I have never
met Gloriat Swanson personally. Yes, I
imagine Norma Talmadge is very happy.

Big Boy.

Nevada

— Edna

Purviance was born

in

1895 and she was educated at

in

Vassar College. Antonio Moreno is married to Daisy Danziger.
Conway Tearle
is married to Adele Rowland.
What do I
do to amuse myself? Well I like baseball, football, prize-fights, ice-skating and
am very fond of the theater. I still have
my Buick, you know.
Lee B. There were articles in August,
September, 1921, February, 1917,
1922,

—

September, 1919, October, 1920, May, 1915,
and February, 1914, about Wallace Reid.
Write direct to our Circulation Department.

—

Em

Cowboy. Can you really ride?
Ride
haven't a record of the horses you menThey are all players, it's true.
tion.
Wesley Barry is playing in Battling Bunyan.
I

—

Mitzi. Norman Kerry played in Up
The Road With Sally. That was quite
some years ago. Doesn't the title sound
Can you imagine what that title
like it?

would be now?

Are Doing

Stars

trie

when

(Continued from page 101)

—
—

Stanley, Forrest will appear opposite Virginia
Up theLadder U.
Starke, Pauline will have the feminine lead in
The Devil's Cargo F. P. L.
Stedman, Myrtle recently completed work in
Jazz Parents U.
Valli in

—

—
—
—
Stewart, Anita — playing
Ne'er
Twain Shall
Meet—C.
Stone, Lewis — playing
Fashions for Men —
M. G. M.
Swanson, Gloria — has almost completed her
work
Madame Sans Gene—F.
L. Her next
ture
be The Coast
Allan
who
in

-

the

in

in

P.

will

Dwan

of Folly.

picwill

,

direct this picture, has already sailed for France
where the exteriors will be filmed.
Sweet, Blanche playing in The Sporting Venus

—

— M.G. M.

w

—

Walker, Johnny has been engaged to play opposite Allene Ray in Galloping Hoofs, the next George
B. Seitz serial.
Walthall, Henry will play a gay young blade in
The Golden Bed—F. P.
Washburn, Bryant playing opposite Shirley
Mason in The Star Dust Trail—W. F.
Welch, Niles has been cast as the male lead in

—

—

Fear-bound

—V.

—

—playing in Locked Doors—
—recently completed her
North of 36 —F. P. L.
Windsor, Claire — playing in Dixie — M. G. M.
Wong, Anna May —playing in Peter Pan—
F.
L.
Worthing, Helen Lee— playing Wanda von
Williams, Kathlyn

F. P. L.

Wilson, Lois

role

P.

in

Talmadge, Constance
Love

—F. N.
—F. N.

Talmadge, Norma

The Lady

—playing

Gluck in The
in

Learning

—recently completed
—playing in Hail

Talmadge, Richard

work
the

in

Hero

B. O.
—Taylor,
Estelle — playing in Playthings of
Tearle, Conway — has been engaged for the
opposite Madge Kennedy in The
ing male
mate Good —A. E.
Those Who Dance —
Tellegen, Lou — playing
The
Terry, Alice — recently completed work
Great Divide — M. G. M.
So Big — F. N.
Theby, Rosemary — playing
Thurman, Mary —playing His Woman—W. B.
Torrence, David — playing in Judgment — F. N.
Torrence, Ernest— playing Captain Hook
F.

Desire.
lead-

—

You are young until a change in
weather brings rheumatic twinges.
until stiffness
Or you are limber
follows some hard or prolonged exercise or exertion.
Apply Absorbine, Jr. promptly
tonight
or whenever such pain or
discomfort next threatens.

—

—

—

Feel it ease the pain in those muscles and
joints at once. And in the morning, you are
as fit as ever. Absorbine, Jr. breaks up congestion by quickening the circulation.
Keep it at hand in the medicine cabinet
a first aid in emergencies.

—

At all druggists',
Liberal trial

$1.25, or postpaid

bottle,

10c, postpaid

W.F.YOUNG, Inc.

role

Ulti-

in

B. P.

in

in

in

in

Peter Pan,
F. P. L.

and

Vale, Vola
R. P.

—Valentino,

characterization

his

— playing
Rudolph

—

—

—

Vaughn,

—

Bruises

Children's hurts

—

opposite

George

Alberta appears
F. B. O.
in The Go-Getters
Vidor, Florence recently completed The Mirage
P. D. C. She is in New York now, having
separated from Hollywood and husband.
Von Eitz, Theodore playing in Locked Doors

O'Hara

—

—

Key

—

—

A.

P.

B. F.
C. C.
C. P.

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

—B. F. Schulberg Productions.

S.-

B— C. C. Burr.
Productions.
— Cosmopolitan
D. W. G — D. W.
E. S. — Ernest Shipman.
—Famous Players-Lasky.
F. P.
F. B. O — Film Booking
F. N. — First National.
Griffith.

L.-

—Halperin Productions.
—Hunt Stromberg.
— Inspiration Pictures.
M. G. M. — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
P. P. — Principal
P. D. C. — Producers Distributing Corporation.
—Regal Productions.
R.
T. H. I.— Thomas H.
U. —Universal.
V. —Vitagraph.
W. —Warner Brothers.
W. B. —Whitman Bennett.
H. P.
H. S.
P.

Pictures.

P.

Ince,

B.-

W.

F. P. L.

advertisement in

to Abbreviations

—Associated Arts.
C. — Al Christie Productions.
E. —Associated Exhibitors.
—Allied Productions.
B. — Banner Productions.

A.
A.
A.
A.

I.

—

is vacationing in Europe
His most recent picture is A Sainted
Devil, in which he appears as a dashing young Spanish
F. P. L. You will also see him do his famous
Sefior
tango in this picture.
playing in a screen version of the
Valli, Virginia
Owen Davis play. Up the Ladder U.
Varconi, Victor playing in The Golden Bed

—

P. L.

Offices.

at just this time.

F. P. L.

Other timely uses:
Rheumatic aches
Cuts
and pains
Strains

superb

Betty Bond in The Mirage

—

292 Lyman St.
Springfield, Mass.

is

Swan—F.

to

guaranteed.

F—William Fox.
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qA Nestle "LANOIL" Home

Outfit for

Permanent Hair Waving
The Most Exciting

THIRTY-FIVE women were
through the use

That Santa Can Bring Into Any Home — Price Only $15

Qift

climbed to unprecedented heights. What
it means to the straight- haired girl and
matron to have curly, wavy hair under
all possible circumstances can be realized
only by those who have actually tried the
Nestle Outfit, never to give it up again,
except perhaps in favor of professional
treatment. We recommend this where the
money and convenience are available, but
millions of girls and women are not so for-

blinded

hot curling

of

irons in 1923, according to a recent
publication of the Government Statistical

What would an

investment of

Bureau.
$15 for a Nestle "LANOIL" Home Outfit
have meant to the lives of these unfortunate
ones? Here is a perfectly safe article an
invention sometimes classified as one of

—

made
and safety — by the

the greatest ever
fort

for personal comuse of which, once

The

LANOIL
Home Outfit

Nestle

In Use

A whole head
hours.
is

Thirty Days' Free Trial In

The work

interesting, sim-

safe. The
results are permaple,

tunate. And for themthe Nestle "LANOIL"
Home Outfit is just the thing. It lasts forever, and with it, they can, at very little
cost, wave not only their own but other
heads as well.

^Y'-'-m .,

can

be waved comfortably in just a few

and

nent and lovely.

Your

Own Home
This

the most eloquent evidence of

is

—

slightest risk in making this free trial
and
the results will bring you and your family

great happiness.

Send a letter, a postal, or the coupon
below for your Outfit today.

Her Husband

LANOIL-Waved
Her Hair

"The process is
simple and easy.
husband

waved

so

My

my

hair without a bit of
trouble," writes Mrs.
G. A. Brightwell, 828

Norfolk

St.,

Fort

Worth, Texas.

or twice a year, a straight-haired woman's
troubles are turned into pride and pleasure.

A permanent wave

by the Nestle

Home

"LANOIL"

Process,
means the transforming of the straightest,
lankiest hair hair which otherwise needs
curling daily or nightly, into naturally
curly hair. You may shampoo it at will,
use hair treatments of any kind, dance and
perspire, go out into rain and fog, brush
Outfit, with the latest

—

—

and comb it as much as you like and yet
have curly hair just as if you were born
with

The

it!

Nestle

Safer

"LANOIL" Home

Outfit Is

Than All Other Curling Devices
many thousands of

Although a great
Nestle

Waving

Outfits are in

homes every-

where in the world, and although in the
United States alone, over four thousand
hairdressers every day use the large professional Nestle apparatuses for

waving,

we have never heard

'

'LANOIL"
of

a single

instance of serious mishap. Children of
twelve have successfully waved their elders'
hair, while with many high school girls,
Nestle waving has become a favorite pastime, because the process is so interesting,
and the results so thrilling.

and Groups of Friends
Waved With One Outfit

Entire Families

Professor Metchnikoff of the Pasteur
Institute declared in 1909 that the Nestle
discovery of the permanent hair wave was,
in his opinion, the greatest step forward
ever made in hair science. Since then, the
popularity of permanent waving has

When you

Helene Chadwick

charming screen
"Your
wonderful Outfit
star, writes,

with all
need for curlers or
hot irons."
dispenses

This Little Girl Was III
In Bed
when I waved her hair.
We are delighted with her

—

the success of the Home Outfit that every
Outfit ever sold in the two and one-half
years since its invention was sold on 30
days' free trial. Send the Nestle Company
a check, money order, or draft for $15, and
get your Outfit. Besides. the regular supplies, you will receive free trial materials.
Use these. Then examine your hair as to
its quality. Test the curls and waves you
get any way you like. Shampoo, rub,
brush and comb them, as you please.
Then, if you are not satisfied with the
results, return the Outfit within thirty
days, and we guarantee to refund the
entire $15 to you without question or delay.

Above

is

an

illustration

// you want further particulars, before ordering

Home Outfit on free trial, send immediately
for our free illustrated booklet and testimonials.
the

Nestle Lanoil Co., Ltd.,

the Home Outfit is used. You curl
the hair strand by strand. Each strand,
wet with the sympathetic "LANOIL"
lotion, and wound on a Nestle mechanical
curler, is warmed for only seven minutes,
and each strand comes out transformed, as
magic, to naturally curly, even
if by
though, when waved by ordinary methods,
it never held a curl or wave for more than
a day or two.

12 and 14 East 49th Street,
Just off Fifth
Fill in, tear off

Delay

I

today

LTD.. Dept. S
York, N. Y.
"Lanoil" Home Outfit for

I

Permanent Waving. I understand that if after using
the Outfit and the free trial materials, I am not satisfied, I may return the Outfit any time within 30 days,
and receive back every cent of its cost of $15.
I enclose $15 in check, money order, or
bank draft as a deposit.
I enclose no money. Please send C. O. D.
if only free booklet of
OR, check HERE
further particulars is desired.
(From foreign countries,, send $16 cheek, money
order or cash equivalent in U. S. currency. Canadians may order from Raymond Harper, 416 Bloor
Street W., Toronto, Canada, $26 duty free.)
,

n
n

NameStreet.

Permanent Waving andthe famous
"LANOIL" Process. You take not the

City

write to advertisers please mention

City

NESTLE LANOIL CO.,
New
&

as well as we ourselves. Nestle's are known
all the world over as the originators of

is

New York

Avenue

and mail coupon

12
14 East 49th St.,
Please send me the Nestle

behind our guarantee

This magazine

Dept. s

Established 1905

showing the

way

Do Not

waves and ringlets,"
Elva
from
Walla Walla, Wash.
curls,

writes little Miss
mother,
Lloyd's
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neatestAdvance

particulars of
most exceptional
Marshall Sets embody the very
improvements
TODAY for
WRITE
known to
The wonderful new principle involved
proving the sensation of the 1924-25 radio season. Zero
this

full

latest

offer.

radio.

is

—

—

Coupling the problem which radio engineers have been working on for years has at last been solved. As a result, the
Marshall has no need for neutralizing condensers or other make-shift methods of avoiding internal oscillations which invariably
reduce efficiency. The Marshall Tuned Radio Frequency Receiver brings to radio a new degree of musical quality. Its
selectivity will delight the experienced radio operator.
Yet it is so easy to tune that the novice will handle it like an expert.

l&—2Weeks FreeTrial
the remarkable offer we are prepared to make you! Two weeks to prove that the outfit you select is everything we have said for it. If it
doesn't make good our claims, back it comes, and your deposit will be cheerfully refunded. But if it fulfills all your expectations, you may pay for
You don't risk a cent when ordering from us. You must be satisfied, or we don't do business. Is it any wonder that
it in easy monthly installments.
radio buyers the country over are rushing to take advantage of such an offer? If YOU are interested, figure on getting your order in early, while
Everyone predicts a serious shortage of radio supplies this season. Send for full particulars today.
made.
can
be
shipment
prompt

This

is

Beautiful Solid

Mahogany Combination

Compare the beautiful Combination Cabinet, pictured above, with the usual radio box
and horn. Here the receiver and Loud Speaker are contained in a single handsome
Or, if you prefer, we also have the Receiver in a separate cabinet of the
same design. These cabinets are the work of a master designer— fashioned of solid
mahogany. They will harmonize with the furnishings of the finest homes. In spite
of the extra value, these Marshall sets are surprisingly low in price. Compare them
with others which sell for cash.
Then remember you can order a Marshall outfit on
two weeks' free trial and pay for it on very easy terms.
cabinet.

Complete Outfits

If

Desired

Send Coupon for Special Offer!
you have any idea of buying a radio set this year, don't let this
chance slip by. Our terms and liberal guarantees have set a new
pace in the radio business. The low prices we will make you on
a 3, 4, or 5 tube Marshall set will surprise you. A letter, postcard,
or just coupon will do. But send it today.
We also have a most favorable offer for radio dealers. Write.
If

Marshall Radio Products, Inc.

In buying from Marshall, you have the choice of a set complete with all
accessories, or the set alone. You have choice of dry cell or storage battery
outfits.- Unless you already own the accessories, you can buy them from us
at less-than-market prices, with your set, on easy terms. Your outfit wiU
come all ready to set up and operate within a few minutes,— saving time and
and saving money, too.
trouble

Marshall Blvd. and 19th
Please send
Outfits.

ence

now

—

MARSHALL RADIO PRODUCTS,
Marshall Blvd. and 19th Street,

I

122
ce.

Dept. 12-69

INC.

is

Dept. 12-69

Chicago

for a:

-3

Nam

St..

me your special offer price, terms and full description of Marshall Radio
I may change my mind on receiving your proposition, my prefer-

Though

Tube

.4 Tube

.5

Tube

(Please check)

.

Chicago
Addren.

Every advertisement in

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

is

guaranteed.
EI>WARD I.ANfiER PRINTING CO., INC.,

JAMAICA, NKW YOItK CITY.

!

you
any of these beautiful

$*f0012rinc?s

TCrnas Gifts
XtO 1* fcl. Krhtte pold two
btne-whtte diamonds
two
blue sapphires. $47.50

Give
YOU can you
need
-1. HH«<2»

aSKan^ae*

* e? ae"I

6 *-

A

Gifts worthwhile this Xmas.
dolat Bale's
Send a dollar To-day
below That's all
ship at once,

lar's all

!

We

with the coupon
shipping charges prepaid, and guarantee your money
back if dissatisfied. If satisfied pay balance
!

!

NEXT YEAR, 10%
MONTHS TO PAY

monthly— TEN

FULL

FREE CATALOG ^**?™
YOUR
1

isn't

copy
most

VS..

^Bale's

illustrated above, send at once for
of the famous Bale Blue Book, illustrating the
complete and beautiful assortment of DIA-

MONDS, WATCHES, JEWELRY, SILVERWARE.
CAMERAS, and thousands of other articles suitable

for gift purposes ever assembled in
liberal credit terms ever offered.

PLEASE! YOUR

OWN

TERMS

one book.

Most

PAY AS YOU

(within reason,

of course)!

O.

F.

BALE
& CO
MAIDEN

J21-.23

NEW YORK,

OF. BALE

«s>

CO

MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK N.Y.
<Sncbsed
fi/'nd*/^for whichfilease send me GrftM..
J
2.1

[

-2Z>

— P/ease sendme your 3ll/£B00ft free.
I

M.P.

GIFTS THAT ARE

(Left)

Colgate's Klorient

Pe-

Combination:
Perfume,
lipstick and a compact that is
small enough to slip into the
tite

SURE TO PLEASE

glove.

$1.00.

Slim, trim, smartly black. Shaped like a

—

Cashmere Bouquet Perfume for the woman
whose goal is distinction. In a bottle of finest

watch. Contains powder, rouge and two
mirrors.
It is Colgate's Watch-Case

French

Compact.

crystal.

$1.50.

$1.50.

Different, daring, delightful

Colgate's Orchis Gift Box: Compacts of powder and rouge and a purse-size flacon of perfume. For the girl with a flair for the rare.

is

Colgate':

Piquante Combination. A fragrance a:
gay as the spirit of carnival. Perfunu
and silky face powder in a unique set

J3.00.

ting.

$3.00.

Colgate's Florient Combination; Black
enameled compacts of face powder and

rouge

— Florient

perfume

(Flowers-of-the-Orient)

in a crystal flacon

rich gold satin.

— nestling

in

$2.50.

Perfume: A
because it holds one
ot the secrets of charm. $ 1. 00 and
Colgate's

To

— Colgate's Min-

charming

Three different
For the grown-up

?2.00.

delight a child

iature Perfumes.
scents, 25 cents.

— man or woman — Colgate's Toilet
Water

in a holiday box.

$1.00.

(Below)

(Right) Because of

its fine

quality,

matchless perfume and the prestige of its name, Cashmere Bouquet Soap is always a delightful
gift. 3-cake box. 70 cents.

ONE CAN SHOP FRANTICALLY

**

What man

could

feel

neg-

Christmas
morning
brought him a Colgate Men's Gift
Box. Rapid-Shave Cream, Coleo
Soap and Toilet Water. Si.co.
lected

its

Florient

gift

#

if

*>

f*

ONE CAN DECIDE TO GIVE

FOR MANY WEEKS BEFORE

COLGATE'S. THESE GIFT

CHRISTMAS, AT GREAT COST

SUGGESTIONS ARE VARIED

EUGY OR—

SO VS TO SUIT EVERY TASTE.

OF TIME AND

LRE
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